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T the beginning of 1951 the Association looks back on the year 1950 as one
of achievement. In the last two years the number of Branches has been
doubled, 32 in 1948 and 80 on 31st December, 1950.
Most of these have been opened by the initiative and esprit de corps of one
or two enthusiasts going out in the biblical manner and " compelling them
to come in." There is opportunity for others to do likewise, and wherever
three or more ex-Signalmen are gathered together it is surely worthwhile considering if more cannot be co-opted together to form a Branch.
Part of the work of 1950 has been the formation of Unit Branches within
Regiments of the Active Army. There are already ten of these, and obviously
there is opportunity and necessity for the formation of many more. The Committee of the Association are most anxious to further the scheme and have a
Branch -0f the Association in every Regiment of the Corps, so that the moment
men come out of the Service they can be assisted towards employment and
advised of the problems of returning to civilian life.
At Association Headquarters the Welfare branch is still as busy as ever
dealing with very many hundreds of calls for assistance. Some detail of the
work is published monthly in THE WIRE under the heading " Benevolent
Fund." The Annual General Meeting and Old Comrades' Reunion was again
held at Catterick, and as usual the kindness, hospitality and efficiency of the
School and Training Centre made the affair one of great pleasure to all the
visitors.
Several wartime and Territorial Regimental Old Comrades' Clubs have
become affiiliated to the parent Royal Signals Association, and have been most
heartily welcomed. The Committee of the Association hope that very many·
more such bodies of the Association will take the plunge and affiliate. Those
that have done so have found that few if any difficulties in fact exist. There
are no restrictions, and while retaining their identity and name, these affiliated
Associations are treated exactly as all ordinary branches.
So much for the past; the theme for 1951 is to be a strong drive to further
increase the number of Branches of the Association, and of existing Regimental
0.C.A.s affiliated to the Association, with particular emphasis that by the end
of the year there should be a Branch of the Association in every Royal Signals
• .
Regiment in the active army.
The Annual General Meeting will again be held at Catterick on 21st and
22nd July, 195r.
It is al o hoped that in 1951, or at the latest in 1952, there will be a Royal
Signals Reunion in London, possibly at the Royal Albert Hall on the lines of
the El Alamein Reunion. The preoccupation of many with the Festival of
Britain may delay this until 1952. Not connected at all with the Association,
but occasioned by the Festival of Britain, is the rumoured plan to hold a Royal
Signals Ball in 195r. We hope to hear more of this.
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The Editor and Staff of THE WIRE wish in this first issue of 1951 to
make public their appreciation of the work done by, and their grateful
thanks to the staff of F. J. Parsons, Ltd., who print THE WIRE. It has
been a difficult year and on occasion the kindne s and great technical
ability of the printers alone have enabled the amateur Editor to extract
himself from difficulties entered into through lack of experience.
We wish to the staff of F. J. Parsons, Ltd., all possible success in 1951.
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Lt.-Colonel
F. R. Cobb,

~leC.

T must have come as.a shock to countless members of the

past and present, sportsmen and ex-Boys, when
Ithev Corps
heard of the passing of " Peter " or " Cobbie," as ~e
was affectionately known. He passed quietly away at his
home in Chester in his 67th year. There can have. been_few
officers who have served in the Corps who had a wider circle
of friends both among officers and other ranks. The reas~n
is not far to seek as his chief interest and concern was wi£?
the human side of soldiering, and he concentrated all his
powers on seeing that those he commanded were fit, happy
and good soldiers.
.
.
Frederick Russell Cobb was born m London m 1884 and
educated at Tonbridge School. He came into the Army via
the Militia and after four years' service with a Militia battalion of The Buffs, he was commissioned as a Regular officer
in the second battalion The Devonshire Regiment. Always
a keen games player, he was Sports Officer of his battalion
from 1907 to 1914, captain of his Regimental cricket, hockey
and rugby teams. He represented the West of England,
omerset and Kent at hockey over 50 times. He also played
Rugby for Bath.
From 1909 to 1914 he was abroad with his Regiment serving in Crete, Malta and Egypt. He accompanied the 2nd
Devons when they went to France on active service in
• rovember, 1914, and quickly rose to be Company
Commander.
In May, 1915, Signals saw him for the first time, when he
was seconded to R.E. Signals, and was appointed Brigade
Signal Officer of the 23rd Infantry Brigade. Within a mor.th
he was awarded the Military Cross, Mentioned in
De patches and soon after promoted Captain.

Our photograph shows Colonel Cobb with his dog " Jinny"
w o was his faithful companion for many years. Wounded
action, ' Jinny" was well known throughout the Corps

in
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After serving as Second-in-Command of this unit, he was
appointed to command 12th D ivisional Signal Company in
February, 1916 which post he held with distinction until
the end of the war, being twice again mentioned in
Despatches and promoted Brevet Major. A Brigade Signal
Officer who served under him, writes " I could not have
served under a better C.O. My men often said what a fine
C.O. we had, who had our welfare at heart at all times. We
were indeed lucky."
After the Armistice he served for nearly four years on the
Rhine and in Silesia. The Rhine Signal Company, which he
commanded, was renowned for its successes in sport. It was
during this period that he was transferred to the Royal Corps
of Signals on its formation in 1920, and was therefore a foundation member.
.
In common with many of his brother officers who were
similarly situated he was determined that the Corps should
establish itself as a "Corps Elite," and he devoted all his
energies to this end
In 1923 he was recalled to the Signal Training Centre,
Maresfield. No one who was there will ever forget the
splendid work he did with " E " Company and in fostering
every kind of game and sport at the S.T.C. The successes
gained in Army Championships in boxing, cross-country and
athletics were in no small measure due to him, and he did
much also for cricket, hockey and rugby. He was a member
of the Corps cricket team for many years.
In 1925 the Signal Training Centre moved to Catterick,
and now began Cobbie's next great creative work for the
Corps. The Boys were now concentrated in one Company,
"F" Company. For five years he commanded them. He
realised that Boys do not come out of a mould. and studied
each one and saw to it that each received the treaonent and
encouragement he required. He bad hundreds of letters of
gratitude from parents for what he had done for their boys.
From that time it was universally realised that ex-Boys were
the back-bone of the Corps, providing a large proportion of
the Warrant Officers and N.C.O.s, and when the Second
World War came, officers too. Over 120 ex-Boys obtained
commissions.
In 1931 he moved to Aldershot as Second-in-Command
of 1st Divisional Signals aod ·tater to 4th Divisional Signals
in the same capacity. In both units his enthusiasm for
games brought great successes in Army competitions.
In 1932 he was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel and
appointed C.S.O. Western Command, Chester. Here he did
great work with the Territorials, which was so much appreciated, that at the end of his tenure he was offered and
accepted the appointment of Honorary Colonel of the 53rd
Divisional Signals (T.A.).
He retired from the Army in 1936 and settled down at
Chester, but only three years later, be was recalled to command No. 1 Prisoners of War Officers' Camp at Grysedale
in the Lake District. This was no easy task as the prisoners
were" U "-Boat and Air Force officers, mostly ardent Nazis,
but he devoted himself to the job with his usual energy and
enthusiasm.
Unfortunately in the latter part of 1940 his heart began
to trouble him, and he had to relinquish his command and
go on sick leave. After a short tour of duty at Catterick in
1941 he had to retire finally for reasons of health, and the
remainder of "his life was spent in quiet retirement at his
home at Chester.
His many friends who visited. him were always sure of a
warm welcome and marvelled at his cheerfulness under the
handicap of ill-health.
Cobbie was essentially a Regimental Officer and an
enthusiastic one, he had the welfare of officers ar:d men as
his first objective. A keen athlete he did much for the
Corps in this respect. Whatever h~ took on he worked at
until he got results. He was no technician, but was full of
real common sense. He was very loyal to those above him
and under him. He had a distinct and unique place· in the
Corps. He was a landmark and he will be missed by a very
large number of his colleagues of all ranks.
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THE RIGHT JIONOlJHADLE OLIVER
STANLEY, M.C., M.P.
The death of the Right Honourable Oliver
Stanley, M.C., M.P., leaves a gap in our National
life. ·
We of the Royal Corps of Signals mourn his loss
as Honorary Colonel of 22 Corps Signal Regiment, T.A., Liverpool, and pay our tribute to the
memory of a man who can ill be spared from his
many activities.

EMPLOYMENT VACANCIES
V aenncies in Au11traUa

Applications are invited for the following appointments
with the Postmaster-General's Department, Australia: Telecommunications Engineers
Engineering and Designing Draughtsmen
Technicians
Cable Jointers
There are also opportunities for the employme&t of
appointees' dependants, both male and female, in the Australian Post Office. Full details and application forms can be
obtained from Headquarters, Royal Signals Association.
Vacaney In Can.ad.a

A vacancy exists for an Instructor for cadets at the
Bishops College School, Lennoxville, Province of
Quebec, Canada.
The duties involve instructing cadets in basic military
training and P.T., and are similar to those of an instructor in
the A.C.F. Salary is from 1,200 to l,500 dollars per year
plus free single accomm9dation and rations.
No accommodation or passage facilities are provided for
families.
Enquiries and applications should be addressed to The
War Office (A.G.n), Stanmore, Middlesex, and should quote
the reference SP10167 (A.G. nA).
Employment HJith l.E.M.E.

Telecommunications Division of The Inspectorate of
Electrical and Mechanical Equipment at Golf Road, Bromley, Kent, has vacancies for civilian employees, especially exSignals tradesmen such as Foremen of Signals, Line, Radio
and Tele. Mechanics, and Linemen with a good knowledge
of terminal equipment.
Conditions of work are good and are improving, the
Inspectorate being in pleasant country surroundings. Housing is no more difficult in the Chislehurst area than elsewhere in the Horne Counties but there are many I.E.M.E.
jobs available in the main industrial centres in the U.K.
Rates of pay range from 147/6d. to 196/6d. per week.
Travelling and subsistence allowance is paid for duties
away from normal place of duty.
Hours of work-44 per week. Saturdays free.
Candidates are required to attend an interview, which is
often held by a Royal Signals officer or ex-officer. The
standard is roughly equivalent to Class I of the Signal Trades
mentioned above, but may be easier.
Applications should be forwarded with recommendations
as to character by C.O.s to :
The Deputy Chief Inspector, Telecommunications Division, I.E.M.E., Aquila, Golf Road, Bromley, Kent.
(Nearest Railway Station, Chislehurst).
OF JNTEllEST IN THIS NUMBER
We regret tha. the usual article by an Officer of the Signals
Research and Development Establishment is not included.
It was expected, hoped for, but did not arrive in time.
On page 6 there is some account of an A.S.S.U.
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For some months now we have given an account of the
Yeomen Warders of the Tower and of the Crown Jewels
which are in their custody. This month by way of a change
we give the story of the Yeomen of the Guard who also have
two ex-Signahnen amongst their numbers. There should
be very many more Signalmen. Page 10.
At page 5 Major-General Sir Leslie G. Phillips, K.B.E.,
C.B., M.c., writes of Colonels-Commandant with particular
reference to Major-General W. R. C. Penney, c.B., c.B.E.,

o.s.o.,

M.C.

Our front cover deals with Combined Operations and the
reason for it is explained at page 8.
There are in this number more than usual of accounts of
their life and work from various Regiments. They are of
great interest.
At page 14 we have tried to introduce under the title of
"Hams' Corner" some means by which amateur radio
enthusiasts may make themselves known to each other
through the medium of the Press if not through the medium
of wireless.
HAVE YOU l'UADE YOUll llOUDAY
ARRANGEMENTS FOil 1951?
The Mercury Houses at Bournemouth and Colwyn Bay
are the property of the Royal Corps of Signals and are run
as private holiday Houses for past and present members of
the Corps and their families.
The Houses are open all the year round to receive guests
at comparatively low charges, which are only possible as the
Houses are run on a no-profit basis as part of the Royal
Signals War Memorial.
Owing to steadily increasing running costs, it has been
necessary to make a slight increase in charges for both
Houses ·to come into effect on 1st January, 1951, until
further notice, as follows : July-August-September
£5 5 o per week
April-May-June
£4 IO o per week
October-March
£3 10 o per week
Christmas Week
£5 5 o per week
or 15/- per day
Reduced charges for children under 12 years according to
age and accommodation occupied at the discretion of the
House Management Committee. Reservations can be made
with the Managers : Captain H M. Watson,
Major S. C Dunningham
Mercury House,
Mercury House,
Brackley Avenue,
14, Florence Road,
Colwyn Bay.
Boscombe, Bournemouth.
(Tel.: Colwyn Bay 3402)
(Tel.: Boscombe 360861)

LEAVE C:E~TBE, ST. LEONABDS·O~·SEA
For a seaside holiday in bachelor accommodation at reasonable rates this has much to recommend it, especially to
those who have no home in this
country. The charges, which are
inclusive of all meals and full use
of the amenities provided, full size
billiard tables, games room with
table tennis, library and lounges
are:Serving N.C.0.s and Men:
6/- per day for dormitory
accommodation, or 8/6 per day for single room .
Old Comrades ...
10/- per day.
Enlisted Boys . . .
Ration allowance only.
The centre, which overlooks the sea, is only a penny bus
ride from the centre of Hastings.
Unfortunately we do not know how extensive the accommodation is, so we advise early application to the Warden,
Major D. F. Tankard, Quarry Hou e St. Leonards-on-Sea
(Telephone Hastings 231).
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Colonels-Commandant

? lnd·an

(

Divisional Signals
On the night of the 3rd / 4th February, 1944, during the
fighting in Arakan in Burma, the Headquarters of the 7th
Indian D ivision was in bivouac in
a defensive position at Longchaung.
T here were three defended localities : that occupied by the staff of
the Division and the Signal office;
that by the Divisional Signals;
and a third area enclosing the
transport, the bulk of the camp staff
and a field dressing station. The
Headquarters wireless sets were dis·
persed round the latter area.
At 0400 hours on the 4th February, the Japanese attack
conunenced. The lack of infantry within the Headquarters
necessitated the use of Divisional Signals as fighting troops
on the perimeter, much bitter fighting took place and finally
the Japanese broke through and overran the Divisional
Headquarters area. A number of isolated localities however,
continued to fight. Notable amongst these was the Signal
Office. In the Divisional Signals area the attacks were
beaten off and the C.R. Signals, forthwith, led in a counter
attack to reinforce the Signal Office. Although this counter
attack did not in fact reach the Signal Office, the pressure
was relieved and brought about a short respite. Severe and
confused fighting continued for many hours, but finally the
Japanese withdrew leaving many dead on the paths and
tracks through the jungle.
This withdrawal enabled C.R Signals to lead Divisional
Signals and a part of the Headquarters away from the scene
of action and make for the Administrative Area at the foot

of the Ngyaukydauk Pass, some four or five miles to the
South, where he was joined by the Signal Office staff. Here
for a further eighteen days the Indian Divisional Signals
continued their role as infantry in the famous " Battle of the
Adrnin Box."
During most of the fighting the Signal Office continued
to function, albeit under some difficulty, messages being
received and transmitted throughout.
The awards of 1 D.S.O., 2 M.C.s, several M.M.s and
I.D.S.M.s to 7 Indian Divisional Signals tells of the valiant
effort on the part of all ranks.

TERRITORI AL

A R ~f"l'

TEA PARTY

Assembling at the Hyde Park Hotel from 4 p.m. onwards
on 9th December, 105 officers and their ladies attended the
tea party organised by the Dinner Club to enable Officers of
the Territorial Army to meet Her Royal Highness, The
Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief, Royal Signals.
T he Representative Colonel-Commandant, Major-General
W. R. C. Penney, C.B., c.B.E., o.s.o., M.o., introduced the
officers and their ladies to the Colonel-in-Chief. Her Royal
Highness left at 6 p.m.
Buffet Supper and Reunion

As a majority of those present at the tea party were to
continue at the Hyde Park Hotel for the Reunion many of
those present at the tea party remained in the Hotel and tea
merged pleasantly into supper.
By 8 o'clock well over 200 serving and retired officers had
assembled and the opportunity was taken by the Representative Colonel-CommandanJ!; M ajor-General W. R. C. Penney,
to propose the loyal toasts, and to read to those present the
gracious telegram from the Colonel-in-Chief.
In a very few words General Penney expressed the hope
that this second Reunion, which had shown an increase in
members over the first, was merely a step to bigger and
better reunions.
The following telegrams were exchanged : To the Colonel- .
in-Chief : " The Colonels-Commandant and officers, serving
and retired, of Royal Signals assembled for their reunion at
the Hyde Park Hotel on Saturday, 9th December, send
loyal greetings to Her Royal Highness, their Colonel-inChief."
"!;ler Royal Highness ~as graciously pleased to reply:
My warmest thanks for the message of greetings sent
on behalf of the officers of my Corps assembled for the
annual reunion this evening.
" I am glad that it has been possible for me to attend the
Tea Party for Territorial Army Officers, and so to renew my
acquaintance with officers of my Corps whom I have known
in the past and to have the opportunity of meeting others.
I hope the R?yal Signals Reunion will be a pleasant and
cheerful occaston, and send heartiest wishes for Christmas
and for good luck in 1951 to all -present. Mary Colonel-inChid"
'
In th~ outcome 263 officers actually attended the reunion
and enjoyed the very excellent fare provided for them .
ROYAL S IGNAl.S B AND

. . . at °'400 hours the Japanese attack co mmenced

"Marching with the Band," B.B.C. Light Programme,
0930 hours, Sunday, 14th January, 1951.
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HERE have been changes recently amongst ColonelsCommandant and it seems an appropriate time to write
omething of those involved and more generally of the duties
of the appointment.
Colonels-Commandant and Colonels of Regiments are
normally appointed from retired officers who have rendered
distinguished service to their Corps or Regiment; in some
cases the appointments are made from officers still serving.
Colonels - Commandant and Colonels of Regiments are
required to elinquish their appointment after ten years, or
when they reach the age of 65, which ever comes first.
The number of Colonels-Commandant authorised for any
particular Corps varies in accordanc~ with th~ si~e of the
Corps; in Royal Signals the establishment is sue. One
Colonel-Commandant is appointed Representative ColonelCommandant each year, and on him devolves the heavy duty
of directing the domestic affairs of his Corps, of arranging
Corps functions and of visiting as many R egiments as he can
during his term of office. He is assisted in these duties by
the other Colonels-Commandant and the Director of Signals
and their decision on all Corps matters are made known to
the Corps through the media of the Minutes of Corps Committee Meetings. As will be seen from these M inutes, which
have a wide circulation, their activities are extensive and
varied and range from exercising general control over Corps
finances to deciding on embellishments to dress peculiar to
the Corps.
Recent changes include the relinquishmen t of the appointment of Colonel-Commandant by M ajor-General G. G.
Rawson, C.B., o.B.E., M.C., the appointment of Major-General
C. M . F . White, c.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., in his place, and the
relief of Major-G eneral W. R. C. Penney, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.,
M.C., by Major-General C. H. H . Vulliamy, C.B., o.s.o., as
Representative Colonel-Commandant for 1951.
Major-General Rawson goes to join the ranks of those
officers who have held the appointment of ColonelCommandant and to whom the Corps owes a great debt of
gratitude for shaping its destiny from its inception to its
coming of age. Such names as Brigadiers H. ClementiSmith and R. H. Willan, Lieutenant-General E. A. Osborne
and G eneral Sir Colville Wemyss will bring back many
m emories to those who served in the Corps in its early days.
G eneral Rawson has our very best wishes for the future
and our thanks for helping us through those very difficult
early years of the last war when he was our first Director
of Signals.
It is interesting to note the Corps and Regiments in which
the retired Colonels-Commandant and those now holding
this appointment started their Army c~eers. Six were ~om
missioned in the Royal Engineers, one m the Royal Arullery
and four in the Infantry. This is emblematic of the fact
that while the Royal Engineers, who gave birth to the Corps,
were the predominant partners, there was a goodly leavening
of other Arms, both amongst officers and other ranks, in the
early stages of the Corps' existence.
Major-General White, who has just been appointed
Colonel-Commandant, was C.S.O., 8th Army and C.S.O. 21
Army Group during the war and is now commanding
Catterick District. Major General Vulliamy, who is to be
Representative Colonel-Commandant for 1951 held the
highest signal appointment in North West Europe as C.S.0.
to General Eisenhower; he was later Director of Signals at
the War Office. Much could be written of these two officers,
and much will be written at a later date, but I must confine
my remaining remarks to Major General Penney who has
just completed his year as Representative Colonel-Commandant as I fear 1 have already exceeded the space allptted
to me by the Editor .
General Penney has had a heavy year as Representative
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Colonel-Commandant. There are few Regiments, regular
and T.A. which he has not visited during his year of office.
He has brough t all his great drive and ability to bear on the
solution of the many important Corps domestic matters, and
has ensured the success of our annual reunions. He has
earned a respite, but we hope he will again do a tour
as Representative Colonel-Commandant before he has to
relinquish the appointment.
General Penney had a more varied experience during the
last war than any other officer in the Corps. He held the
highest signal appointments in the Middle East and in Italy;
he commanded a Brigade in England and later a division in
Italy and would undoubtedly have held further higher commands had he not been seriously wounded in the Anzio
beachhead; he was later Director of Intelligence to the
Supreme Commander, South East Asia, and finally, after the
war, Assistant Controller of Supplies (Munitions) in the
Ministry of Supply till his ·retirement in 1949.
During all his service, whether at work or at play-and
he was no mean performer of games-General Penney put
heart and soul into everything he undertook and it was this
spirit of service, combined with his high sense of duty, which
earned for him such well merited success.
•

CORPS

BAND~

1950

1950 will be remembered by us as the year which brought
us back into Full Dress. In August we appeared at the
Edinburgh Festival, making a worthy contribution to the
colourful scenes promoted for the occasion, which has now
become internationally famous.
In February and March we visited B.A.O.R. and again
experienced great kindness from all ranks of the Corps.
Everywhere we played everyone took great pains to see that
we were comfortable, and also to ensure that we had the facilities to enable us to see items of interest in the district.
We visited Berlin for the first time and found much to
interest us and to make us think. A new experience for us
was to see the Russian soldiers and also to play to an all
German audience. The latter were very appreciative and
applauded loudly when it was announced that we would play
the March" Under the Double Eagle."
Returning home at the end of March, we visited the Officer
Cadet School at Eaton Hall, Chester, before fulfilling ow
annual Easter engagement at The Spa, Scarborough.
On 10th May we set off on the firs t half of our Summer
Tour which began with a rather special concert for Major.
General W. A. Dimoline, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., G.0 .C.
Aldershot District. Our concert on that occasion opened a
series to be given by Corps Bands when visiting Aldershot
and· every officer of Aldershot District was invited. A most
pleasant surprise at this concert was the presence of many
very senior retired officers of the Corps who had done much
for the Band in past years and also for our welfare.
When we arrived at Worthing to play we found a very
distinguished former Bandmaster of the Corps waiting to
greet us in no less a person than Mr. Ricketts. He con·
ducted the Band and came on to Eastbourne with us to hear
us broadcast his march " The Bonny Prince " from The
Grand Parade Bandstand. He keeps in very gocxrhealth and
spends all his leisure composing. This was the first occa ion
he had seen the Band since he retired in 1939·
During August Bank Holiday week we broke our own
record at Eastbourne when 4,300 people paid to hear us on
the Sunday evening. All attendance records at that Bandstand are held by us and it is no mean task living up to what
is expected from us from year to year. Better figures are
expected each year but there must obviously be a limit.
We are now busy with intensive winter training and playing almost daily for ceremonial parades for one or other of
our regiments here in Catterick. To offset the loss of the
touring band during the summer months we are forming a
non-touring Band which will make its debut on 1st May,
1951, and play for parades whilst the touring Band is away.
5

S.S.M. Sinclair recently flew in a Meteor Jet VII, probably
the first soldier ever to do so. The married men are also
considered and there are quarters provided for their wives
and families and more settled work found for them so they
can be together. A more happy and contented lot would be
hard to find. They have their grumbles of course, that is
the British Soldier's privilege for we are no Totalitarian
State, but they are small ones and soon settled. They are
always ready for work and no emergency finds them unprepared. Find the emergency, they will deal with it.

The 2nd Air Support Signal
Unit, Royal Corps of Signa ls
Canal Zone, M.E.L.F.

"Assn the
Octopus"
By Captain J. ft. GALW'EY
Military Observer in Egypt

(Reproduced by kind permission of War Office Public
Relations)

HE Army and Air Force work in very close co-oi)eration
these days, the Air Force often doing work that in
T
former times was done by the Cavalry or the Gunners, such
as scouting and bombarding enemy concentrations. To do
this there must be an effective link between the two forces,
and this is supplied by the Air Support Signal units
(A.S.S.U.).
A.S.S.U. provide the wireless communications necessary
within an Army Group to enable the Land Forces to call
upon the supporting Air Forces for all types of offensive
backing.
Here is a simple example of the work done. A formation
in the field finds a target which they cannot deal with using
their own resources. They immediately hand in a demand
for Air Support to an A.S.S.U. "tentacle," tentacle being
the term used for the branches of A.S.S.U. extending to the
various units. Think of an octopus stretching out its
tentacles in all directions and the meaning i;,ecomes clear.
The demand is then transmitted to the A.S.S.U. at Army
Headquarters, the body of the octopus. If it is accepted it
is re-transmitted in two directions. Forward, to the demanding formation telling them the exact time when the aircraft
will be over the target. Backwards, to the Air Force formation who will carry out the work telling them how, where,

[Cource.y: D.P.R., War O(Jice

Directing a shoot. An.A.S.S .~. Tentacle ~orking on the bombing
ra n&e. The Te~tacle 1s talkin~ to the aircraft and telling them
1ust where their bombs are going
6
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[Courtesy: D.P.R., War Office

O n th e bombin g range. An A.S.S.U. Tentacle "spotting '' fo r
rocket-fi rin g aircraft. The Air Lia iso n Officer in the blue beret
is six feet tall , work o ut the height of the A.S.S.U . Co mm and ing:
Officer st and ing beside him

and when they will perform the task. The work of the signallers has to be very quick and accurate, as if it is not the
Air Force may arrive too lace, or in the wrong place and
bomb their own troops.
A.S.S.U. spreads its tentacles everywhere. It is used for
Artillery shoots when the Gunners want to talk to an aircraft towing a target for light and heavy Anti-Aircraft practice. It is used for crash reports on friendly aircraft, for
weather reports, tactical broadcasts, situation reports and a
hundred and one other things. Taken by and large the
A.S.S.U . are pretty busy people.
Tke Oetopa.s Spreads Its Tentac les
No. 2 A.S.S.U. first arrived in M. ~.F. in 1946 and went
to Palestine where they remained until 1948. While they
were in Palestine two of their Commanding Officers became
casualties. Major Lewis was buried under rubble for
several hours after the King David Hotel outrage and lost
the sight of one eye. Major Lyske and his wife were
ambushed in a jeep and both wounded in the leg. The unit
provided some of the last elements to leave the country. Two
tentacles-Miss Otis and Rattlebones-were used for communications between troops guarding stores and the Commander-in-Chiefs destroyer in Haifa Bay.
Since leaving Palestine the unit has really spread itself.
They have covered nearly the whole of M .E.L.F. Italian
Somaliland, The Ogaden while it was being handed over
to Ethiopia, The Sudan, Eritrea, Amman, Cyprus, M alta,
and Tripoli to name only a few. In Tripoli they worked
with the Royal Navy during combined operations.
The Men Wko Run A.S.S.l!.
No. 2 A.S.S.U. are made up of equal parts National Servicemen and Regulars. The National Servicemen have to
work the hardest as they have so much to learn in so short
a ~e. Working so much against time they have to reach
a high standard of sending and receiving, a standard which
is very fast and very accurate. They must also have a good
knowledge of mathematics as many formulae they must
know and understand appear to the layman very complicated. The experts say, however, they look a lot worse
than they are. A _National. Serviceman trained by A.S.S.U.
s~ould have no difficulty m finding a job in radio on his.
discharge. Many of them prefer to sign on as regulars.
because there are few jobs in this world which take the men
to so many places or are half as interesting. The Transport
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The body of the octopus. Sergeant Holywood and corporal
sending forward a demand

department requires a high standard too. T hey have a
number of different types from armoured G .M .C.'s to jeeps
and staff cars. When special tasks have to be performed
vehicles m ust be fitted to meet the situation. I t is quite a jigsaw puzzle to fit a vehicle with all the apparatus required
and yet leave room for easy manipulation of the sets. They
have never been stumped yet. They live right in among the
R.A.F. sharing their quarters and playing in their teams.
This life together helps towards complete co-operation.
"Joe" of the Signals plays inside to" Bill" of the R. A.F. on
the Station side. "Joe" is on the set "downstairs" in the
jeep, "Bill" "upstairs" in the aircraft. The partnership
carries on in work as well as sport.
Yo ungest and Tallest
Another distinction is that they have serving with them
at the moment probably he youngest Squadron SergeantMajor in the Royal Signals and the tallest Commanding
Officer. S.S.M . W. Sinclair is only twenty-seven years old
and Captain S. F . Dunkley is six feet six and a half inches
in his socks. I t is quite a sight to see Captain Dunkley
uncoil himself from behind his desk. We have been given
to understand that he is the shortest of three brothers, a
solemn thought. S.S.M. Sinclair has an elder brother,
Sapper G . Sinclair, working in a power house in Canal
Zone.

During a recent training attachment near Akaba they were
expecting an early morning inspection from a V-V.I.P.
This was to be followed by a bombing and rocket firing
demonstration on a range a few miles from camp. A wireless Tentacle was standing by ready to move out to the range
to provide communication with the filrcraft taking part.
T o the horror of the R.A.F. and the Tentacle crew the
V-V.I.P. left for the range thirty minutes ahead of schedule,
leaving the Tentacle and Range Safety Crews behind
enveloped in his dust.
Something had to be done fast, very fast.
On urgent instructions from Officer Commanding the
R.A.F., passed in a rapid aside as he galloped towards his
car, the Safety Crew and their equipment were bundled neck
and crop into their lorry. They and the Tentacle set off in
hot pursuit of the V-V.l.P. A couple of miles from camp
The Safety Crew
the R.AF. vehicle broke down.
together with their equipment were hustled on to the Tentacle jeep already holding wireless sets and three operators.
Away they went looking like an Arab trade lorry with a load
of passengers.
On reaching the range the first aircraft could be seen
approaching. The V-V.I.P. with his entourage were waiting
with a very worried Squadron-Leader. The Range Safety
Officer seeing the tentacle coming up at the rate of knots,
tore out in a jeep to meet them. Running alongside at 30
m.p.h. he grabbed the Verey pistol and cartridges and made
off firing red-lights frantically into the air. The Tentacle
pulled up near the V-V.I.P. The men left the vehicle like
scalded cats. Out came flags, Verey ammunition, poles and
panels. Up went the aerials, off came the set covers, on
went the charging engines. A rapid tuning adjustment:,
and within thirty seconds of stopping, the aircraft answered
the first call.
The Squadron-Leader lost his frown, the Range Control
Officer looked less harassed, and the V-V.I.P. smiled broadly.
No. 2 A.S.S.U. had filled the breach again.

'l'ke Red Hand

The formation sign is the red hand of Ulster on the traditional white background. One of the founders of the unit
was a Ulsterman and a member of the great Neil Clan.
Ulster has always been a by-word for loyalty to the Crown so
the unit adopted the sign permanently.
Sports and Games
On the R.A.F. station in the Canal Zone where they live
they play nearly every game. Football, both Rugby and
Association, hockey, cricket, tennis, squash-rackets, and
water polo. It sounds rather like a list of games and sports
in the Army. Sergeant C. W. Hill plays hockey for the
R.A.F . Station Team, and Corporal R. Sykes and LanceCorporal D. Young play Rugby Football with them. The
Station team recently beat a strong G.H.Q. side in thi
game.
.Vo Complaintlf

The men in A.S.S.U. love their job, it is varied and there
is no time to be bored. for the most part they are young
and unmarried and the constant change suits them right
down to the ground. There is always something new to do.
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Sergeant English instructing a group of National Serviceman in
the intricacies of a Jeep Tentacle
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''T'1zroug·
h''
THE TORY OF ROYAL SIGNALS
W'ntcen by David Scott Danidl, produced bJ lVilliam
Hugh.:s, and broadcast /1om the Midland Region of the
B.B.C. from 7.45 to 8.30 p.m. on 7ch December, 1950.
HE excellently written story of the Signal Service from
it beginnings until now was brilliantly played by a
di tingui bed cast, which included indeed our own Band
under Captain J. L. Judd.
From the "V.E. calling Royal Signals A.R." until the
final word poken by our Colonel-in-Chief all was most
excellent.
The story was told by three narrators and by numerous
"voices" representing sappers of ancient days and signalmen up to the present time. Many instances were described
beginning with Aby sinia in 1867; it was 1941 before Signals
went back to that country. Some fabulous exploits of Royal
Engineer Signals are recounted; they were first to enter
Kumasi and to bring back King Prempeh's chair, which is
now in the Headquarters Mess.
Listening in my home I felt at first that something was
not quite right with the Corps March, and then I realised
that they were playing " Wings " that beloved tune of our
youth now alas heard so seldom. This was during the first
part of the broadcast rightly devoted to the Royal Engineers.
Memories came thick and fast as the broadcast went on; the
cable waggon with six good horses in front and one very good
horse behind; the 1914 War which first brought the Motor
Cycle Despatch Riders into prominence, and the awful business of digging and laying cable in deep trenches. It is a
little known fact that wireless in the Army began in 1907·
In 1920 the Royal Corps of Signals was created, and here
in the broadcast the music changed to" Begone Dull Care."
There was no time in the broadcast for the history of the
next twenty years : rhe successes in boxing, rhe Quetta
Earthquake, the Shanghai Defence Force, the Indian Frontier, the Saar plebiscite, Joe Cotterell and how many more.
The broadcast of necessity jumped the twenty years, and
next came Dunkirk. As usual Royal Signals "First In"
were also "Last Out"; then the retreat from Burma; then
came mention of the new equipment, of the advance of all
the Armies, the various campaigns. A mention of all the
main countries brought for me a memory of rhe very many
places they had to leave out. Then came statistics, of casualties, of decorations; a mention followed of the Association
and its work.
The broadcast ended with a message spoken personally by
Her Royal Highness, and we cannot do better than reproduce it here.
" The History of the Royal Corps of Signals, this
Corps young in years but already old in tradition and
achievement, is both exciting and inspiring. Above all
else it is a history of Service and each one of us in our
own sphere, is now adding to that history. I know that
all you men, and women also, serving with Signals the
world over, in peace or in peril, will see that your contribution is worthy of the past. In your hands lie both
the present and the future. On your shoulders rest the
reputation and the fair name of Signals. I am confident
that through you the name of Signals will gain lustre
and their reputation will be enhanced.
"To you whose days of active service with and for
Signals are over, and especially to those of our parent
Corps, the Royal Engineers, I would say-' thank you
for that example and for those achievements which have
set the standard for all time to those following in your
footsteps.'
"With pride and trust I, your U>lonel-in-Chief send
to all erving in Signals, my greetings and good ~ishes.
May success crown your work now and in days to come
it has in the past."

Sam the Sentry
By Major A. f,;. PARIS

T

e

AM was a very young National Serviceman when he was
called up--so young for his years in fact that on the
S
railway station he had to assure his mother that really it was

COlUDINED OPERATIONS
HE picture on the front _cover and. that illustratin~ this

article shows the " bathing " poruon of the routme of
T
crossing a water obstacle best practised in warm weather.

As such, these pictures in the January WrRE are per~a~s
unseasonable. Still some of the Sunday newspapers mdi·
care we may be at war any moment, so it is reasonable to
refresh our memory of that useful adjunct to Combined
Operations, The Wireless Handcart.
Some people never understood why this admirable vehicle
should be reserved for use in Combined Operations. Many
experienced officers consider that the " Handcart " or something like it is a useful equipment for nearly all types of warlike operations.
The writer and others spent much time in 1942 and
1943 designing a single wheeled stretcher or handcart for use
on narrow jungle paths. This particular bit of torture for
the signalman never got as far as the blue print or mass production stage, but many signalmen toteing a heavy wireless
set or 12 volt car battery as a manpack expressed the wish that
more wheeled stretchers had been made. For crossing a
water obstacle for which itPWas designed, the official handcart is admirable. In many cases such as that illustrated it
is, in War Office parlance, associated with " Bags, Waterproof, Signal No. 5." In normal practice, and in default of
the official waterproof bag one wraps it up in a ground sheet
before eying it on.
There were many points which required careful consideration and experiment. The framework had to be made light,
and yet strong enough to withstand rough treatment, and
be shaped in such a way as to give a maximum protection
to the equipment. The centre of gravity had to be as low
as possible, but care had to be taken to ensure that there was
sufficient clearance between the bottom of the handcart and
the ground to avoid obstruction by small obstacles. The
tyres had to be large enough to prevent a heavily loaded
handcart .from sinking into soft sand. It was early in 1944
that a swtable handcart was evolved to carry wireless sets
lou~ hailer~, charging i:ngines and other Signal Equipmen~
wh~ch. r~qmred .to be disembarked from early landing craft.
This is mteresung because in 1942 we used an old bicycle
wheel and a blacksmith's job.
Nevertheless the pictures are printed, and the story is told
t~ rem~d all. of us of the importance of the role of Royal
Signals m this type of operation. What is not told in the
picture, but. shou~d be emphasised in the story, is that we
need good signalling as well as strength and determination
~m the part of those who go in with the assault, as,
1i:npof1:8ntly, we need perfect consideration and good
signalling from those who sit in quasi-luxury waiting for the
news that the assault has landed on the far side of the water.
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no longer necessary to accompany him when he went
through that door at the end of the platform. He soon
found however that despite the words of the popular song
the Sergeant-Major didn't either; and he missed his tea in
bed.
His first three months in his training regiment were a bit
confusing but after he had learnt that " jankers " was not
a painful bodily affliction and had been sent to whitewash
the last post, he soon settled down. There was one simple
rule he found; if you saw an object lying about you picked
it up, if you couldn't you whitewashed it, unless it moved
when you saluted it.
There was only one aspect of matters military that really
bothered our Samuel and that was guard duty. Try as he
would Sam could not avoid trouble while on picquet. He
was a keen and conscientious soldier boy but it made no
difference-Sam just could not get it right. Let us examine
the matter on Samuel's behalf.
Sam was on sentry-go about nine o'clock one morning,
not at " Palace Buckingham " but outside the training centre
main gate. Sam was a very proud man, his military chest
suited the ladies best and he hummed a little tune (under
his breath of course). His reveries were broken by two
Sergeants who came out of the gate behind him. They were
the Commander of Sam's Guard and the Commander of the
succeeding one. "Have you seen the Commandant yet? ,.
one asked Sam, who denied the soft impeachment. The
Sergeant then instructed the sentry to warn him should the
Colonel approach. It was, it seemed, his custom to enter
the Centre at nine a.m. sharp and stop on his way to his
office to watch the changing of the guard.
It was now about two minutes past nine (0902 hours to
you) and the Sergeants were in the well-known military
dilemma. Should they wait the parade for the Commandant
and arouse wrath for being late, or should they go ahead and
be cursed for not waiting. They debated this problem in
the gateway just behind Sam, the while glancing up and
down the road anxiously. At five minutes past nine, with
a few well chosen words about Commandants, they went off
to get on with it and Sam was left to his thoughts.
But not for long, the Colonel approached his post in plain
clothes-he had decided on a day's LIDAD (Leave Inaccurately Described As Duey). He paused in front of Sam who
ignored him. " Sentry," be snapped. " Don't you know
who I am?" Sam didn't-the only difference between this
civilian and Adam were the clothes and Sam said so. "I am
Colonel Jones, the Commandant, you should know that,"
was the answer. Sam was at once helpful-" Eh lad" he
said. "Are yer? Gee, you'd better get inside quickSergeant ain't half mad at you I "
This cost Sam three extra guards much to his disgust, not
to mention some good-natured comment from his friends.
When next on Sentry-go he was put on the beat immediately outside the Guard Room where the Sergeant could
keep an eye on him. All was well at first. About one in the
morning all was quiet except Sentry Sam who was moving
up and down his beat in a smart and soldierlike manner.
Suddenly he noticed something moving by a hut just at
one end of his beat. He halted and peered-yes, yes-it was
-a civilian, a boilerman perhaps, with a girl. Sam watched
enthralled. This was better than the pictures any day; he
gazed at the rea! life drama unfolding in front of him and
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tried to work out the financial aspect. Just then his relief
arrived and Sam went wearily to his bed. In the background
he did hear vaguely someone ta!king about an " open window
Sarge"; but as it was none of his business he went to sleep.
The next morning Sam swore that nothing unusual had
happened when he was on and that no-one had opened a
window on his beat. This did not seem satisfactorily to
account for the theft and destruction of No. 1 Squadron's
Conduct Sheets from the office, entry to which had been
obtained through the window reported by Sam's relief the
night before. The only Conduct Sheet left was that of the
Ser~eant-Major--0n which several fictitious but entertaining
entnes had been made. Sam's sheet however in No. 2
Squadron office was beginning to resemble the Record Office
at Scotland Yard and remained in being.
The R.S.M. was soon at Sam for this and at mid-day in
the Colonel's Office was performing with courtesy one of
those charming introductions for which the W.O.s of the
British Army are justly famed-" Signalman Sam-Sir."
Sam gazed at " Sir " pathetically and " Sir " gazed at Sam
severely. As Sam was marched off to the Guard Room he
reflected that it had been an unequal contest from the start.
When next they tried him out, on flying picquet at the
M.T. garages, Sam was determined to do well-he would
not be caught out this time. Never did soldier clean up for
a parade so carefully-never did soldier drill so smartly. Up
and down marched Sam; his marching and turning a model
of precision, his bearing impeccable. So many paces up--so
many paces down. Sam longed for the orderly officer to see
him-the word would go round " Smart lad that chap Sam ,.
-and the R.S.M. would think how he'd misjudged him. Still
marching smartly Sam was dreaming away the hours.
Just as the Colonel's daughter was whispering to him
sweetly " Sam-you're the best sentry the Regiment ever
had," he was brought to earth with a shock. From behind
him an arm was thrown round his neck and his rifle was
snatched away from him; he was wheeled round to face an
electric torch and the cutting tones of the orderly officer" Fine Sentry you are, what would you have done if I'd really
been after the petrol or stores? " Poor Sam could only
quaver " Oh Sir, Please Sir, I've already done it."
The Orderly Sergeant broke the stunned silence that followed-" My God, Sir. Look. Over there, at the end, Sir"
-" You're right Sergeant, it is someone in gym shoes-he's
carrying something-he's going over the wall I do believe·
here Sentry here's your rifle-put a bullet through his
when he gets to that light patch at the top of the wall there
-Go on man-shoot! "
The only explanation Sam could give for not obeying this
order was not well received. Sentries, it appeared, wou'.d
not play pontoon in the guard room and wb..en they did
would not use rifle ammunition as counters and if they did
would not lose the lot.
For two weary years Sam went his unhappy way-but
you, you're different aren't you-you know what the C.O.
looks like, you never let your attention be distracted from
your job, you always check your tools before going out on
a task; and naturally you use your common sense about how
you set about a duty such as keeping a lot of valuable transport, petrol and stores secure. Or do you regard such things
as unnecessary bull thought out by stupid brass-hats?
The cost of the Army comes out of your pockets, you
know, every time you have a smoke, or drink, or go to the
cinema, you pay taxes. So it's up to you!
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The Yeomen of The Guard
By Yeoman J. F • .ADKINS

Late R.S.M. Royal Signals
HE Guard is not only the oldest Royal Bodyguard, b:.ir
it i also the o'.de t military Corps now existing in
T
thi or any other country; though it can be traced back to
the armed p"rsonal guards of the Saxon and Norman
overeign , its early historical origin is to be found in the
bodyguards of the Plantagenet King of eight hundred years
ago. These latter guards, however, were known by various
designations such as " Cross Bowmen of the Household "
and " Archers of the Guard of the King's Body," and
further were often, if not always, created anew by the
monarch on his accession.
It was reserved for King Henry VII_, the first of the Tudor
dynasty to make his Royal Bodyguard a permanent institution in 1485 and confer on it a definite title, a title it has
held since then and continues to hold at the present day.
It m:iy well be asked why Henry VII did not retain the
name " Archers of the Guard," seeing that it was the English
archers who had become the terror of the Man-at-Arms by
winning the glorious victories of Crecy and Poictiers,
defeated the hitherto invincib'.e mailed Cavalry of France
and formed the chosen bodyguard of former Kings. Historians of the time say that there is no doubt King Henry
VII conferred the title of Yeomen of the Guard as a demonstration to the people that he had selected and intended to
select the members of his bodyguard, not from the nobility,
but from the class just below them which had proved themselves the national strength of the country at home and
abroad. The class in the 15th Century known as" Yeomen"
or "Gentlemen."
Since its creation as a permanent Corps, the bodyguard
of the Yeomen of the Guard has an absolutely unbroken
history of 465 years, for during the brief period of the commonwea:.th it continued to serve with King Charles II during
his enforced absence abroad, and at the Restoration accompanied him on his return to England, took its historic place
in his triumphal entry into London, and stood around him
at his immediate Coronation.
The true history of the Guard may be said to have commenced in the year 1483, when the critical situation in
Engiand was briefly this : Richard III, the hated representative of the House of
York, occupied the Throne. Henry Tudor, Earl of Richmond, the chosen repres\:ntative of the House of Lancaster
was in exile " with a private guard of faithful followers " ~
Brittany. At this time the Wars of the Roses had been on
for 28 years between the rival Houses.
So, in July, 1485, Henry Tudor, Earl of Richmond, accompanied by his " private guard of faithful followers " landed
in England, where the peop!e flocked to his standard. There
o~ 22nd August, 1485, the rival forces of Henry Tudor and
Richard III met and fought the battle of Bosworth Field.
During this battle King Richard III was killed in a desperate
perso°!!l atta~k on Henry, who, surrounded by his " private
~ard _utter;y defeated the Royal forces. During the battle
King Richard III actually wore his crown on his helmet so
are was he of victory. The crown, was later found by a
soldier hanging on a hawthorn bush after the batC:e and
p!a ed on the head of Henry Tudor, who was then and there
hailed a King Henry VII of England.
Although the actual Warrant of Institution has never been
.o~md, \ c_know within a few days the date of the GuarJ's
mcorporauon; we know also its origin, that at first it con-

sisted of the faithful friends and servants who had been with
him in exile and fought by his side at Bosworth F ie:d.
In a warrant still held in the Record Office. this is made

quite clear. It is dated 18th September, 1485 (there are
only five earlier Warrants in the who:e of the records of
Henry VII's reign) and contain these words :
" To William Browne, Yeoman of the King's Guard
for good sei:vice, that our humble and faithful servant
hath heretofore done unto us as well, beyond the seas,
as at our late victoreuse journeye."
It is certain, therefore, that Henry VII created the Guard
between 22nd August and 18th September, 1485.
The King took the occasion of the great ceremony of his
Coronation on the 31st October following, to let it be known
that the Yeomen of the Guard, which attended him were
not for his personal protection, but for the upholding of the
dignity and grandeur of the English Crown in perpetuity,
his successors, the Kings and Queens of England for all time.
The full title of the Guard in the o~d Latin MSS. Warrants of the Tudor period was : " Valecti Garde (Corporis) Domini Regis."
In modern English: "Yeomen of the Guard (of our body) of our Lord
the King."
This historic title has been retained, only being modernised about 80 years ago, to that by which it is now known
, " The King's Body Guard of the Yeomen of the
Guard."
On the formation in 1485 the strength of Yeomen was 50,
which gradually increased durlhg Henry VII's reign to over
200. King Henry VIII raised the number to 6oo when he
took them to meet Francis I of France on the Fie:d of the
Cloth of Gold in 1520. In Queen Elizabeth's reign and
until the Restoration in 166o, the strength of the Guard was
generally about 200. When Charles II reorganised the Royal
Households, and for the first time founded a regular army,
he fixed the establishment of the King's Body Guard as it
is today-8 Sergeant Majors and 92 Yeomen.
The standard of the Guard together with the whole of
the Records of the Guard, were destroyed in the disastrous
fire in the Guard's Headquarters in St. Jam::s's Pa'.ace in
1809. These records were entirely replaced between 1895
and 1905, and are now carefully preserved. The records
also include a complete list of Captains of the Guard among
whom occurs the name of Sir Walter Raleigh.
The dress now worn by the Yeomen is, in its most striking
characteristics, the same as it was over 400 years ago. It
consists of a voluminous royal scarlet tunic, trimmed with
imperial pu~ple velvet and gold lace, scarlet knee breeches,
scarlet stockings and black shoes, a large round low-crowned
purple velvet hat with red, white and blue trimmings.
Rosettes of these three coloured ribbons are worn at the
knee and on the shoes.
Queen Elizabeth added the ruffs which are now worn
round the neck. In the time of the Stewarts, lace and plumed
hats took the place of the ruffs and round hats, Queen Anne
reverted to the round hat but not to the ruffs which were
reintroduced in the Georgian period and contin~e to be worn
to the present day.
. The history of the English Monarchy from 1485 to 1950
is told by the gold embroidered emblems on the back and
front of the tunic.
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The Stewarts added the motto" Pieu et mon Droit" but
strange to say, they substituted the St. Edward's Crown for
the Tudor.
Queen Anne reverted to the Tudor Crown and added in
1709 the Thistle on the confirmatio'n of the Union of
England and Scotland. The Georges again altered the
Tudor Crown to the St. Edward's, and in 1801, George III
added the Shamrock to the Rose and Thistle on the Union
of Ireland. In 1901 King Edward VII finally a,dopted for
all time the Tudor Crown of 1485.
Equipment of tl1-e Guard

The fighting weapons of the Guard at Bosworth Field
in 1485 were those of a foot soldier, a pike and bow and
arrows. When the harquebus (an early firearm) was introduced, the Guard was among the first to be armed with the
new weapon, as well as a partizan and sword.
The gold embroidered cross-belt now worn by tl1e Guard,
which fs one of the most prized and distinctive features of
the dress, was originally the buff service cross-belt for supporting the heavy butt of the harquebus and afterwards the
equally ponderous matchlock. The belt as now worn, has
still the massive swivel for attachment to the -firearm.
The Duties of t11e

~uard

The Guard was absolutely responsible for the personal
safety of their Sovereign. The Captain of the Guard, being
also the Vice-Chamberlain of the Household, was practically responsible for the proper carrying out of all Court
ceremonials. The duties of guarding tl1e interior of the
palaces were entirely in the hands of the Yeomen of the
Guard. They brought up the Sovereign's meals, they tasted
the food before it was placed on the Royal table, they carried
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out every evening an elaborate ceremonial known as
" Making the King's Bed." An officer of the Guard slept
on a truckle bed outside the King's bedroom. Yeomen were
posted on all doors of the palace, both inside and outside.
At the present day the existence of the " bed" duties i
still acknowledged, though, of course, never carried out, by
the initials Y.B.G. and Y.B.H. (Yeomen Bedgoers and Yeomen Bed Hangers) affixed to certain Yeomen on the Roll of
the Guard.
When the Guard ceased their daily duties in and around
the Royal Palaces early in the last century and the members
were permitted to live in their own homes, being summoned
only when required, an annual Roll Call was instituted. This,
in Queen Victoria's reign developed into an annual inspection in the grounds of one or other of the Royal Palace .
The inspection of the Guard in the gardens of Buckingham
Palace by Queen Victoria .formed part of the Diamond
Jubilee ceremonials in 1897. Of the many old time state
religious and other ceremonials, the only ones which remain
in regular use are : the annual search of the Houses of Parliament (dating from 16o5-Guy Fawkes), the State opening
of Parliament, the Epiphany offerings of Gold, Frankincense
and Myrrh at the Chapel Royal St. James Palace on 6th
January each year, and the Maundy gifts to the poor in Westminster Abbey, on Maundy Thursday. In all of these the
Guard take their ancient part.
During the centuries of their past history, the Yeomen of
the Guard have ever attended their Sovereigns at their Coronations, have faithfully served them during their reigns,
and on their deaths have borne them most reverently to their
graves.
For over 250 years the Yeomen of the Guard maintained
their reputation as fighting men on many well known occasions, as at Theauanne, Tournai, Siege of Boulogne, Dixmuyden in Flanders, Namur and Dettingen. They served at
sea; when Henry VIII fitted out a British fleet he appointed a
Captain of the Guard to command a man-of-war nar,ned
Sovereign of which 60 of the Yeomen formed part of the fighting force. The last time the Guard figured as a fighting body
was at the battle of Dettingen in 1743, when they appeared on
the field of battle as the armed attendants on King George II,
after which the duties of the Guard became as already mentioned, entirely ceremonial and domestic. During the early
part of the 1914-18 war the Guard were recalled to perform
full guard duties within the Royal Palaces and so released
younger men for other duties. Later on King George
placed the whole of the Guard who had already volunteered
for active service at the disposal of the military authorities
for the training of new armies at home and for active service
abroad with troops in the field. Similar duties were carried
out by the Guard during the 1939-45 war in the armed forces
and in Civil Defence.
It was for a period 1720 to 1830 that there was a certain
civilian element admitted. When, however, King William
IV ascended the throne one of his first acts was to command
that no one should in future belong to the Guard who had
not served in the Regular Army. No one under the rank of
Captain could be an Officer of the Guard, and no one under
the rank of Sergeant could be a Yeoman of the King's Body
Guard of the Yeomen of the Guard. The basis QLthe above
order is still enforced and other qualifications added of more
recent date as a glance at the appendix to the modern King'
Regulations will show.
Medals for campaigns covering the past 50 years or
more will be found on the breast of one or other of th
Yeomen, and honours and decorations not excluding the
V.C. are al o to be found among their ranks.
Up to the end of the reign of King George V it was necessary for all Yeomen to grow a beard which had to be
trimmed to the type known as " Imperial," now the growing
of the beard is optional.
Two ex members of Royal Signals have been honoured
by appointment to the Yeomen of the Guard, ex-R. .M.
Frederick G. Craig, M.M., appointed Yeomen in 1933, and
ex-RS.M. Joseph F. Adkins appointed Yeoman in 1947·
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Brussels to Cairo
By C'aptain .J. C. (:UN('fl. Royal Signals

W fE arrived from all parts of Europe- an odd collection
ll of formation signs. Every Unit subscribed to this
mixture of Charging Bulls, Desert Rats, Ever Open Eyes,
White Knight , and Rampant Lions. Small parties of each
Unit remained together without any desire to mix wit11 the
common herd.
Our reporting place was the Artillery Barracks, Ghentlocal rumour has it that they were built for the first world
war, but on closer inspection it was observed that it was
conservative e timate and they went back much fu rther.
Entry was made through a portcullis-with h eavy doors
imilar in design to those to be found at H .M. Prisons.
Tbe quadrangle of uneven p<rve was surrounded by high
buildings and in one corner there was a tower with a
circular stairway. On the far side of the quadrangle a
small tunnel led to the stables now being used as M.T.
bays and fuel dwnps.
The day I arrived it was raining hard-I had travelled
by jeep from Cologne and my first impressions must have
been those of many who like me had no desire to leave their
old Unit.
Th~ Unit we reported to were in good heart-they had
been m the town for some time and local liaison was on a
high level. I also learned that we were going to do their
job, and they were returning to Germany.
It didn't rake us very long to settle down in Ghent. After
the anti.-fraternisation order in Ge~many it was something
of a relief to be able to converse with anybody without the
fear of appearing very friendly.
Very soon our hosts left us and returned to Germany.
We took advantage of the sad hearts in Ghent as new
Divisional signs required sewing on and if there is any
job we hate it is needlework!
'
The next foW: days found us very busy. Each day a new
draft would arnve and have to be fitted out into the Unit.
Each man would require interviewing and then be despatched to his Troop.
We had this more or less settled at the end of one week
when.out of the blue th~y amended the Age/Service Group
-agarn we ?egan s~~mg back and receiving more men!
We were 1ust begmnmg to enjoy the life in Ghent when
th~ hammer fell-the Division would be flying out to the
Middle East~so~ehow_ w~ expected something-there was
the lull that mevitably mdicated forthcoming activity. ·
.T he plan "'.as to fly out most of the Division from Brussels
Airport landing at . Cairo West. Vehicles and equipment
would be handed m an.d new vehicles drawn in Egypt.
Work began at once gett!11g the Unit into plane loads- the
advance. party was org~s~d and v_ery quickly away.
We were not _helped m atr planrung by continual changes
by the R.~.F. m the number of men a plane could carry.
The troopm~ was to be done-in modified and in some
case~ ~od1fied bombers. The number the olane could
arry varied f_rom 1~ to 2~, and again varied for the type
of aucraft w~1ch varied daily. Despite this we didn't leave
anybody behind.
1:he "Q" side of the Unit had a hectic time calling in
equipment_ a;id returning it to a dump at Antwerp. I remef!lber v1v1dly the expre sion on the Q.M.'s face when
having check~d every piece of a stack of No. 19 wireless
ets he w~ mform~d that they were being received b
ome outs12ed Belgians who, we gather, were in our pa~
nd had orders to smash the equipment as it arrived at the
dump.
1:hc " Q " side vyere also not helped by some local inhab~tant who ~esp1te the guards and wire surrounding the
chicle P rk, climbed in at night and removed trailer and

jeep wheels leaving the vehicles jacked up on bricks and
oil cans. We gathered that the sizes were a popular civilian
line.
At last came our day to move to the transit camp at
Brussels.
I am sure there is not a better place in the world than
Brussels for a last night. As it happened we had several
last nights as fog caused cancellations of flying. We were
permitted after being documented at the transit camp to
remain in Brussels during the evening. On returning one
evening we learned that a plane had crashed shortly after
taking off and everyone had been killed.
Finally we received news that our serial was due to leave
early in the morning.
We were weighed in-given instructions in the use of
our "Mae Wests" and shown our aircraft. We were lucky
-our "kite" was a modified bomber with comfortable
seats. Stories of men sitting in bomb racks were frequent
-and one even went as far as alleging that Malta had
been bombed by six Signalmen owing to the pilot opening the bomb doors !
It didn't take long for us to make contact with our pilot
and crew. T hey did everything they could to make us
comfortable- gave us details of the route and tips on long
distance flying.
T he sun was just rising as we climbed into the X9. The
engines were warming up and being tested. In a few minutes we were taxi-ing towards the main runway. We
fastened our safety belts-the engines roared-we began to
move faster and faster-the wind whistled along the fuselage
and then we became airborne.
Below we saw Brussels and with a feeli ng of relief sat
back.
Our first calling place was to be Malta. We climbed
above the. clouds and thus saw nothing of the country below.
On crossmg the French Alps which at times were visible
we ran int? some bumpy weather. We went climbing t~
get above it and began to get disturbingly cold-our feet
were already a bit chilly!
On reaching the Mediterranean the weather improved.
I t "".as now getting dark- this was the only real indication
of ume as the normal daily routine had been lost. Ahead
we saw the lights of M alta-we circled the island. As we
dropped h~igh~ we s~w t!ie airport and the m ain runway
studded with hghts like some gigantic boulevard.
We had orders to fasten our safety belts once more.
Lower and lower we came--everyone was waiting for the
bump which meant we were on earth once more. It seemed
an endless wait and then it came. We taxied to the control
tower a_nd found a reception staff waiting. There was a ·
suggesuon, tha~ we should go into Valetta for the evening,
but I . don t think anybody ever got there. Mosquito nets
were issued, for most of us they were something quite new
~~ after a meal we i.pent time in learning the art 'of getting
ms1de one.
The morning came much too soon. I should add that
we were still in battledress and looked out of place with
our K .D. clad veterans.
. The take. off from Malta passed without incident, we
circled th~ island and wondered how our pilot ever got the
plane on it.
\'?'e flew over the M_editerranean and then along the North
Afn~an Coast. As mght came we saw the lights of Alexandria. I remember the moon that night-its reflection
b_elow seemed to be chasing us over the sand-then the
silver of some canal and _on with _us all the way.
As we approached Cairo the lights shone brightly- neon

lighting could be picked out-it all looked gay and bright
- we imagine Shepheards Hotel, Groppies, Madam Bariit now seemed so near.
The landing at Cairo West went as smoothly as that at
Malta. The airport seemed to come up and meet us. We
thanked our crew and climbed into waiting three-ton lorries.
We went for miles-not knowing where, to a transit camp.
We eventually arrived-off loaded and queued up for the
necessitie for the night. We had a hot meal-a type of
tinned sausage with hot beans cooked in some peculiar fat
- I remember every item I ate that night as the following
day " gyppie-tummy " set in on my way in a ten-ton lorry
with trailer to Quassasin.
We went to bed wondering what we should find in the
morning. When morning came we went out of tent and
looked-and •here we saw them-you are quite right it was
the Pyramids-for without knowing it we had spent the
night in the Mena Transit Camp.
And thus a Division was flown to the Middle East. A
Division which landed on D Day in Normandy, taking part
in the first landings, fought its way across Europe, arrived
to give strength in the Middle East and had the unenviable
task of policing Palestine. There had been many changes
of faces, but the spirit lived on.

PER S O N A L C OLUMN
Lieutenant-Colonel H. K. Hagan, o .B.E., T.D., has been
promoted Colonel.
Honours and Awards
Territorial Decoration: Major W. A Woods, G .H.Q.
Signal Regiment, F .A.R.E.L.F.
Commander-in-Chief's Certificate: 2549026 Sergeant D .
Holmes, G .H.Q. Signal R egiment, F .A.R.E.L.F.
L. S. and G. C. Medal: R.Q.M .S. Boyd and Sergeant
Daly, I I Air Formation Signal Regiment; W.O.I J. Macklam
and W.O.II C. J. Ewer, G .H.Q. Signal Regiment,
F.A.R.E.L.F.
Movements of Officers
Major G . G. L. Hinde and Major C A. Worrin from
F.A.R.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major N. D. Shaw from 4 Training Regiment to No. 4
Long T elecommunications Course.
To Staff College: Majors J. T. H. Higgins, M. P. King,
C. E. Page, R. E. S. Collison, Captains W. Dermit, D . D .
Fairman and C. E. Tonry.
Major G . Walton from Rhine Army to U.K.
M ajor E. T urner from B.A.0.R. to Southern Command
Signal Regiment.
M ajor R. Carlyon from War Office Signal Regiment to
M .E.L.F.
T he following have been posted to various appointments
ex No. 21 Course at the Staff College : Majors A. S. P. Salter,
G. H. Watton, Captains R. M . Bircumshaw, T. I. G. Gray,
A. Holifield, G . F . Lowe, J. C. S. McDouall, M. A. Philp,
P. W. Rogerson, S. Schofield.
L ieutenant-Colonel H . E. Middleton from 6o H.Q. Army
R l!giment, T.A. to Senior Officers' School.
Captain (Q.M .) " Bill " Walters from Hong Kong to
Malaya.
Captain R. T . Hone from U.K. to Gurkha Independent
I nfantry Brigade Signal Squadron.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. S. Tulloch from Pakistan to
6th Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Purser from Senior Officer '
School to M.E.L.F.
Major (T.0.M.) J . M. Laing from G.H.Q. Signal Regiment F.A.R.E.L.F. to U .K.
.
Brigadier F. P. L . Gray from C.S.O. F.A.R.E.L.F. to U.K.

Brigadier W. J. D. Harries from U.K. to C.S.0.
F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major G. Bow and Captain J. Clarke from U.K. to Singapore District Signal Regiment.
Captain H. Clarke from Singapore District Signal Regiment to U.K.
Colonel C. H. Lydden from C.S.O. West Africa to U.K.
Major P. H. Lonnon from War Office to Malaya District
Signal Regiment.
Captain Haycock and Captain (Q.M.) Har ries from U.K.
to Klagenfurt Signal Squadron.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. B. G. Gambier, O.B.E., from C.R.
Signals 7 Armoured Division to H.Q. B.A.0 .R.
Lieutenant-Colonel L. }. D . M ead, M.B.E., from School of
Signals to C.R. Signals 7 Armoured Division.
Major J. J. Williams, Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, to
command 3 Squadron, 7 Armoured Divisional Sigrol
R egiment.
M ajor E. F. M ervyn-Smith from School of Signals to 7
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
M ajor J. Sheepshanks from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to 3 I nfantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major R. C. B. Baron and Captain P. E. Mott, 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment to I I Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Major E. Turner, H.Q. B.A.0.R. to Southern Command
Signal Regiment.
Major F. A. Wainwright, H.Q. B.A.O.R. to A.A.
Command.
Major A D . Brindley from Military College of Science to
H.Q. B.AO.R.
.
Major J. Ray from 3 Training Regiment to H.Q. B.A.O.R.
Captain (T.O.T .) H. J . Funnell, from JI Air Formation
Signal Regiment to War Office.
Captain I. G . Swan from I I Air Formation Signal Regiment to 11 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
·
W.0. I (R.S.M.) J. 0. Douglas-Beveridge from 7
Armoured Divisiopal Signal Regiment to 4 Training
Regiment.
S.S.M. M. M. Barnes from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to Depot.
S.S.M. Hall, S.Q.M.S. Boffy and F. of S. Iverson, 7
Divisional Signal Regiment, to 11 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
S.Q.M.S. Welsh from Hong Kong Signal Regiment to
U.K
S.S.M. G. E . Fox from 18 Infantry Brigade Signal
Squadron to U.K
R.S.M. F. V. Collins from Malaya Signal Regiment to 18
Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron.
R.Q.M.S. V. King from 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment to U .K.
S.Q.M.S. Johnston from 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment to Army Wireless Chain Squadron on promotion to
that rank.
S.S.M. Walsh and W.O.II Armstrong from U.K. to 19 Air
Formation Signal Regiment.
S.S.M. Eastwoo.d from 11 Air Formation Signal Regiment
to 11 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
RO't.AL SIGNALS DI1''"NER CU:H

The Annual Dinner will take place at the Hyce Park Hotel
on Wednesday, 6th June, 1951, at 7 for 7.30 o'clock.
This year the attendance is limited to subscribing member
of the Club. Price of tickets 15/-.
Officers not members wishing to attend the Dinner may,
of course join the Club first.
The Tea Party for Regular Officers will take place at
the Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, 7th June, 1951, at 4 for
4.30 o'clock. Ticketl! 8/6.
Details regarding the Club, the Dinner or the Tea Party
from the Honorary Secretary, Royal Signals Dinner Club,
Room 102, Horse Guards, Whitehall, S.\V.1.
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BIRTHS

WILSON.-At ingapore, to Corporal amt Mrs. Wilson, 19
Air Formation Signal Regiment, a daughter.
PAGINGTON.-At Newport (Mon.), on xoth Novem~e~,
to Signalman and Mrs. Paginton, 53 (W) Infantry DlVl. ional Signal Regiment, T.A., a son.
.
.
WAINWRIGHT.-To Major and Mrs. F. A. Wamwn.ght
on 28th November at No. 8 (R.A.F.) General Hospital,
Rinteln, Germany, a son.
HARRI .-To Sergeant and Mrs. P. C. Harris, 7 Armoured
Divi ional Signal Regiment, a daughter.
EARNSHAW.-To Corporal and Mrs. D K. Earnshaw, on
27th November, 1950, a daughter-Pamela Anne.
CUPPLEDITCH.-At Tunbridge Walls on 17th ~ovem~r,
1950, to Major and Mrs. G. (\· Cuppleditch, twm
daughters-Georgina Mary and Diana Ellen

A k for amateurs to send in hints, kinks and gadgets
which are unique to their own stations-they are sure
to be proud of these and will want to sh?w ~hem off.
(e) Print a small pro-forma in two cons~cunve issues of
THE WIRE-backing on an advertisement pageperhaps on the lines below: -

(d)

.

Radio .Amate11r HegiHler

Members of the Corps who would like their station details
published in THE WIRE should fill out the form below and
send it to the Editor, THE WIRE, etc.,
I
Name and Address

Call

Posn.

Usual days and Freqsor Phone
times of working Bands or CW
G.M.T.

--

--

- - ---

FORTHCOHING HARRIAGE

DUNN-WILSON.-The engagement haf been announced
of Lieutenant G. E. Dunn, 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to Miss P. J. K. Wilson.

(f)

:\IARRIAGES

DL20Y

Throw this letter in the WPB and say " What doe
this man Nodder think we are?"

DL2LP

HALLSWORTH-WARWICK.-At St. George's Garrison
Church Moascar, Egypt, on 30th September, 1950,
Corpontl G.D. Hallsworth, Egypt Command Signal Regiment to .Lance-Corporal Phyllis Alysta Warwick, 2 Signal
Company, 16 Battalion, W.R.A.C.
KILL-HOMAN.-At St. George's Garrison Church,
Moascar Egypt, on 6th September, 1950, Sergeant R. J.
Kill, Emt Command ~ignal Regiment, to Sergeant
Helena Homan, 16 Battalion W.R.A.C.
TOOMBS-LA WREY.-At Holy Trinity, Brompton Road,
London, Major P.A. Toombs to Miss D . V. Lawrey.

DL2PA
G3ARA
G3B 'l
G3BWZ

G3CIO
G3ERZ
GJFGS

DEATHS

PENMAN.-21005494 P / A/Sergeant James Penman, on
13th November, 1950, at a German Civilian Hospital,
Cologne, as the result of an accident.
O'BRIEN.-21005444 Signalman David O'Brien, on 10th
November, 1950, in East Africa, from natural causes.

GSZZ
MB9BO

MD7DC
ST2MN
(Ex
GBFOF)
VK6MK
VPSHQ

''Hams' Corner''
Captain C. D. Nodder of H.Q. Equatorial Corps, Sudan
Defence Force, writes to the Editor :
I see on page 419 of the October WIRE that you are pretty
desperate about the Amateur Radio column. May I make
some suggestions?
(a) That you make the thing a little more cosy and
" inner circlish " by calling the article by some such
name as HAMS CORNER or similar corny but
acceptable (to HAMS) title.
(b) I know how very difficult it is to get (and keep)
regular contributors, but a small amount (t of a
column) of amateur news written by an active and
competent amateur to head the item might give
things a fillip.
Much of the copy required to pad up this column
could be taken from current Radio Monthlies without infringing copyright and without being secondhand in flavour.
(c) Ask for photographs of amateur "Rigs" with a 200
word sketch of the station, its history and its special
features. Amateurs are always proud of their own
" rig " even if it is built on breadboards and in biscuit
tin.
1'4

VSIBJ
VSICU
VSIDR
VSIDS
VSTDT
VSIDZ
VS6BI
VS6BS}
VS6BT
Z2DYM

2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment Amateur Radio Club,
B.A.O.R. 3.S, 7 and 14 Mc/s Bands, everu~~' weekends .
Lieutenant M. F. U. N. Seddon, 2 Infantry D1v1s1onal Signal
Regiment, B.A.O.R. (times and frequ ncies not stated).
3 Air Support Signal Unit Amateur Radio Qub, B.A.O.R. 40
merres C.\Y/., and 20 metres 'phone " most nights."
Ma or C. S. Kidd, Royal Signals, London JO, 20, 40, 80
and 160 metres C.W., and 'phone, I 00-2300 hours.
Mr. D. L. K. Coppendale, 9 Morden Road, C~adwell Heath,
Essex. 1.7, 3.S, 7 and 14 Mc/s C.W and phone. 19002359 hours weekdays, occasional weekends. .
.
Major A. W. Barron, Western Command Sign.al Regiment,
Chester. 3.5, 7, 14 and 28 Mc/s, C.W., and phone Monday to Friday 1730-2300 hours, Saturday and Sunday 13002300 hours.
Catterick Amateur Radio Club, 1 Training Regiment, Roya)
Signals Catterick Camp, Yorks. 80, 40 and 20 metres C.'W.
and 'phone. Tuesdays and Fridays from 1900 hours.
10 Air Support Signal Unit (TA) Amateur Radio Club,
Souchampton. 1.7, 3.5, 7 and 14 Mc/~ (ti mes not stated).
Royal Signals (Manchester) Amateur Radio Club. 3.5, 7 and
14 Mc/s (times not stated).
Major N. T. Warren, M.B.E., T.D., 10 A.S.S.U., T.A .
Southampton. 1.7, 3.5, 7 and 14 Mc/s; evenings usually,
not very active ac present.
Major I. McAnsh, Ro ya) Signals, Vienna (frequencies and
times not stated).
I' ·
2 Wireless Regiment Amateur Radio Oub, Cyprus, 1404<>
and 14080 Kc/s, 1600-2300 hours nightly.
.
.
Captain C . D. Nodder, Royal Signals. Tont, Equatonal
Sudan (Long 32• 33' E, Lat 04 • 24' N). VFO on 14, 21
and 28 Mc/s, C.W. only at present.
Tom Mulder, Nedlands, Western Au.tralia (no details available).
.
/
.
.
•
Caribbean Area Signal Squadron Amateur Radio Oub, Klllgston, Jamaica . 20 Metres (times not stated).
G.H.Q. Signal Regiment Amateur Radio Club, Singapore.
Sergeant Evans.
Lance-Corporal Hall.
Corporal Watson.
Captain D. A. Barry (14350).
.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel N. l. Bower (all of G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, FARELF, on 7, 14, 28 Mc/s, C.W. and speech, 12001800 hours).
Sergeant McTurk, Hong Kong ( 14150 Kc/s).
H ong Kong Signal Regiment. All on 14 and 28 Mc/s from
1200-1800 hours.
Captain F. Dymond, Nigeria Signal Squadron, Lagos, 14
(14100) and 28 (28300) Mc/s, 1600 hours daily, nearly all
day Sunday.

Amateur Radio Club of India.

It is interesting to look back on the Royal Signals Officers•
Reunion on 9th December, and to consider that during the
very hours when we were so convivially greeting old friends,
the cc Ham" radio enthusiasts of India were hard at work
competing. in the Sir Majithia All-Band Contest.
This was open to all licensed amateurs in India, Burma,
Ceylon, Tibet, Sikkim, Pakistan and Malaya, and was a test
as to who could provide the greatest of certified contacts
between 5 p.m. Saturday, 9th December, and midnight,
Sunday, 10th December.
The Amateur Radio Club of India runs a most enterprising journal edited by Captain R. V. S. Swamy of Indian
Signals, and contains a number of most excellent articles of
interest to the amateur radio enthusiast.

WESTERN (;OIUMAND SIGNAL llEGIMENT
Dlneon (;ump, Che8tf'r

For the past two months the Regiment has been the scene
of fierce and increasing inter-troop rivalry as the newly
organised " Champion Troop
Competition" got into its
stride.
This is a quarterly competition designed to cover every
aspect of regimental life from
Quiz contests to Battle efficiency tests, and with less than
a month to go-Competition's the word!
The varying strength of
troops is adjusted by a compensating factor--or " factory " as the typist will have
it and at the moment " M " Troop, under evergreen Captain
Arthur Goat are strong favourites with Command H.Q.
Troop lying second.
They've done this mainly on their team work in six-a-side
hockey and football and by turning out en masse for all
the military events.
We had a most successful All Ranks Dance last month
and it is intended to run a monthly " do."
The Officers' Mess ran a very successful supper party
recently and the Warrant Officers and Sergeants are planning
something rather special for December, so happiness appears
to be breaking out all round at Blacon.
Finally, we've all been giving up our sweet coupons for
the Children's Christmas Party, which promises to be better
than ever this year.

WAR OFFICE SIGNAL REGIMENT

This month we bring you news from Bampton (Oxfordshire). Later we hope to give you a glimpse of life at the
other outstations.
"K" Troop as we at Hampton are called, is the main
Receiving Station for the Army
Wireless Chain. The receivers
used are mainly AR88s in
diversity working carrier shift,
although we are in the process
of changing over to SSB sets.
All these sets are operated in
one Receiver Hall. The operators work on a shift system,
getting 2 complete days off in 9.
Their job is tuning Radio Teleprinter signals and cc holding "
them.
One little difficulty was experienced on the new SSB sets.
Apart from a new tuning note the height of these sets has
proved a handicap for some of the operators. Small operators
with Jong necks became a common sight but when one was
found half strangled swinging from his head set, we had
to devise means to avoid a recurrence! In the centre of the
Receiver Hall there is a Superintendent's desk with its many
gadgets for signal testing including AR88, Wave Meter,
Monitor panel, Shift tester, and a remarkable new contraption to remove stones from horses' hoofs. At the desk with
jts generous sprinkling of keys and lights it is not an unusual
sight to see some young operator chuckling gleefully depressing all the switches at once in an attempt to rival Blackpool
illuminations. The makers of this desk, the F.0.S. and his
crew, are at the moment up to their eyes with rewiring and
training new mechanics, for although new mechanics arrive
with their trade rating the equipment they meet here is somewhat different from what they are used to. The mechanic's
job is not all sit down and ~widdle, for we have a diesel
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generator over which many a mechanic has sweated and
cursed
As all circuits are received on diversity and aerials are
1,oooft. Rhombics the aerial field is pretty large, this is a
well known fact to the foot weary aerial party. The aerial
party's job is that of a " he " man, for whether it is snowing,
raining or scorching, he is there digging holes or pulling
ropes. The climax of his work is the erection of the 98ft .
masts. Of late there has been no mishaps but there are cases
on record where aerial gremlins have sawn through bolts and
masts have described beautiful arcs in lowering themselves
while men have scattered faster than hares.
The only other places to which they move as fast is to the
Regimental Canteen which sells all, or to the recreational
transport for Oxford on Thursday and Saturday evenings.
Other forms of recreation are A.K.C. Films shown on
Mondays, and Tombola on Fridays. There is also a strong
sporting instinct in the troop and football is played every
Wednesday afternoon in the winter. Athletics, cricket and
basket ball in the summer. At the moment the Troop are
successfully competing in various football cups and the local
football league. Finally, there is the village which contains
among other things, thirteen pubs in its short length, thus
the walk out is not too bad, but during the 2,640 yards back,
bed seems a long way off.
Soccer at Woolwich. Once again, the draw for the
London District Challenge Cup 3rd Round was an unlucky
one for the Unit. Field Wing Depot R.A. being our
opponents (they had already knocked us out of the Anny
Cup in the 1st Round).
The match was played on Monday, nth December, under
almost perfect conditions. The score was 1-1 at half-time,
but ten minutes before the end the Gunners scored again
to beat us 2-1.
To date, the position of the two unit teams in the London
District League is : A team: P 6; W 3; D 1; L 2. B team: P 8; W 2; D 1; L 5.

THE DEPOT REGIMENT
Poekllngton

For some time now we have been without our Commanding Officer-Lieutenant-Colonel R. Webb-who is on
the sick list. We all wish him a speedy recovery, and no
doubt by the time this appears in print he will have returned
to us fully recovered.
During the past month, the Regiment has been active in
all spheres of work and play. To describe the former would
be somewhat out of place here, but we can give details of
the ·1atter in full.
The " Unit Players " staged " Tons of Money," a farce by
Will Evans, and "Valentine" at the Unit theatre on Monday, 6th November, 1950, which proved highly successful.
An enormous amount of hard work was put in by the
cast at rehearsals and by the " back stage boys " in preparing
the " set." The play was produced by Captain (Derek)
Bennett, and although little " things " happened from time
to time to upset the smoothness of production, his team were
well cast and very enthusiastic.
Capgin (Doc) Tear, R.A.M.C., was outstanding as
"Aubrey Maitland" and was most ably supported by Wendy
Low, daughter of Major G. A. Low, in the role of "Louise
Maitland."
Other parts were most praiseworthily played by R.S.M.
Rowbory, Mrs. Rowbory, Lieutenant P. J. Evans, Mrs. Jean
Bennett, Mrs. Anne Huggett, Lieutenant E. San Marzano,
S.Q.M.S. R. Wilford and Sergeant W. Glennon.
The play was performed at 6 (Boys) Training Regiment,
Royal Signals, Beverley, on Wednesday, 8th November, 1950,
and at The Grammar School, Pocklington on Friday, 10th
November, 1950, both performances being enthusiastically
received by large and appreciative audiences.
It is hoped to produce two One Act plays during the
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Christm3s period and to enter for the Command D rama
Festival of 1951.

,,

d · d m last month's
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~;11eth~r with the British Legion, Red Cross, Boy Scouts,
GJi Guides, Cubs and Brownies, who formed .the par;e,
the assembled company moved to . Church, via the . ar
Memorial where wreaths were llud. After the service
wreaths ..;ere also laid at the dedicati~n ~f the new Garden
of Remembrance and the parade was dismissed.
On behalf of the Regiment, S.S.M. " Bill " Langham,
R E.M , laid the wreaths.
· The excellent turn-out of the Royal Signals det!'lchment
was a feature of the parade and reflected great credit on the
Regiment and the Corps as a whole.
i8th November was the occasion of a J?a_rt)' at the
"Anxious Hen Club," the lately opened F~lies Welfare
Centre at Allerthorpe. Captain M. E. Gol~g .acted . as
Question .!\ii.aster for an " Any Questions " session m which
the cynicism of S.S.M. Greenstreet was well set off by .the,
at times almost dangerous, breeziness of RQ.M.S. Etherington. Mrs. H uggett and Corporal Brough were the other
members of the team.
After supper a short cabaret show was s~~ed, of ~hich
the highlights were Captain F. T. Carruthers impression of
a ballerina, and a duet fr?m " Lilac Tim~ " by Mrs. ~aunders
and Lance-Corporal Irvme. The evening closed with community singing.
.
l
R.S.M. Rowbory and Sergeant Corfield presided ov~r a wel
stocked and well patronised bar throughout. the ev~g.
This first incursion of the mere male mto .the hitherto
sacred precincts of femininity was much appr~ated and.the
whole evening was a great success. The credit for so en1oyable a show must be given to Mrs. Webb and the Officers'
wives who worked so hard with the preparations.
We have also been active in the realms of sport, the Association Football team having been beaten only once so far
this season. Lack of experienced players affects the Rugby

but although it has not so good a record, it always
team,
' ·
ood account of itself.
managesRto .give ~gHockey team travelled to Catterick on
The eg1men
1 H Q Catterick DisF~iday, 1.,W NdoRvemberd' f19th5~, ~J'erl~k D i;trict Inter-Unit
trtct m the 3r
oun °
ef
d T ·
Championship. The team had previously d eate di b r~;
ing Regiment, Royal Signals, on our own groun
y
only goal scored.
·
The game was keenly contested throughout, play gomJ
f
end to end. Captain Rooks proved a t~wer of stren~
rom
h lf and Mai'or T p Saunders put m some sterling
· ·
t in
at centre- a ,
work at right back. Our forwards, ho~ever, were no
shooting form and the match ended against us to the tune

off~· excellent tea provided after the game t~k

tr

edge ~ff
defeat and we travelled the long way back to oc mgton m
ood spirits and determined to do better next season.
g We have layed several matches this season but h~ve had
little succesf although the games have been most en1oyable.
When one considers that the average age of our. hocke~ team
. around the 40 mark, we have done
fairly well m1keepmg up
1s
.
with our younger and more spnghtly opp~nents .
.
In the opinion of this " scribe " the closmg of the stattons
· I dia has had a marked .effect upon hockey as a whole, as
ID n
no doubt, older readers wil1 agree.

6

(BOYS' ) TRAINING R E GD IEN T
Victoria Darrneks, Beverley

The Regiment took part in a Remembrance D ay Parade in
Beverley on 12th November, 1950. T he Parade marched to
Beverley Minster for the service and afterwards. the salute
was taken by the Mayor of Beverley, accompanied by the
Commanding Officer, in the Market Square. Afte_r the
march past wreaths were placed on the War M emonal by
Captain A. E. G. Jenkins and Boy Anderson on behalf of
this Regiment. On Saturday, 25th N o".'e.mber, 1950? ~ contingent from this Regiment le<l: a Recrwtmg P~ade m Hull,
and a photograph of our contingent approachmg the saluting base is published below. T he parade was com-

[Courtesy: "Hr<ll

A contingent from 6 (Boys') Traini ng Regim ent leading a Recrui t ing F'arade at Hull on 25th Novembe r , 1950
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m anded by Major G. Rowland, M.B.E., Officer Commanding
" A" Squadron.
Christmas holidays for the Boys' Training Regiment start
on Friday, 22nd December, and the boys are looking forward with great enthusiasm to this two-week break.
The holidays will be preceded by Boys' and Cadre dances,
a Christmas dinner and a concert. A further accoun t of
these will be given next month. Our range of evening activities has widened considerably, and now extends from
philately through play reading, the radio club, etc., to roller
skating.
In the field of sport we have been quite successful. We
are high in the local football leagues, and in four friendly
matches against the Army Apprentice School, H arrogate,
won three.
All games are now played on an inter-troop basis, and
count towards the inter-troop trophy.
In the two regimental cross-country runs so far held, the
first three boys home in each case have been : Boy Lawson,
Boy Durban and Boy Crichton.
NOR T HERN COMMAND (M) S IGN AL REGHIENT
York

From York, in this issue of T HE WIRE, we feel it will not
be out of place to recall to the many who have doubtless
served and en joyed their service
in this Command, and to bring to
notice to those yet to undergo
some portion of their service
here, some of the novel and
delightful features of perhaps
next to London the m ost noted
of Cathedral cities steeped in
rich tradition and medieval history, a city of quaint charm and
boasting even today the survival
of many quaint old customs of
centuries gone by.
As invariably, on posting one
is apt to enquire " What sort of place is so and so?" We
make no excuse for the preamble and indeed if further
justification is necessary, merely point out that if the rare
and costly " jewel " is worthy of description and warrants
a setting in keeping with it, so surely is the setting deserving
of description and note! To those who seek to serve in
such surroundings then as typified by this lovely old world
town, York has much to offer.
York itself is comparatively small, the city, nestling around
the " Minster," consisting of a handful of thoroughfares
which for the most part remain the same as they existed
centuries ago. Traversing the streets one sees tangible
evidence of the city's association with such famous and
infamous men of the past as Dick Turpin, Guy Fawkes,
Charles I, the " naughty Duke," and warlike Tudor notables
to name a few. Many streets bear still the quaint titles given
them in bygone ages! The " Shambles " is one, a tiny cobbled thoroughfare with precarious looking brick and wood
houses on each side, some with overhanging roofs almost
touching those of houses on the opposite side. As implied,
the street is indeed a veritable " shambles" and fascinating
in its voluminous wealth of old world shops and houses,
many of them dating back to the 15th Centuey or more.
There is, too, " Whipma Whopma Gate," a street named
after the practice prevailing at the time, of debtors released
from prison being made to run the gauntlet of whipping,
stoning and other "pleasantries " of their creditors through
the street, prior to being run out of town. Together with
Walmgate, Marygate, Stonegate and many other "gates"
remaining from Roman times, they afford a fascinating study
and numerous explorations to tl10se interested.
Stately presiding ov r all, York Minster, a Cathedral of
· world wide interest and beauty, remains for all a structure
admirable for its simplicity and beauty of design. Within
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this truly noble edifice the legendary wealth of centuries
is available to enthral the visitor for hours. T he numbers of
tourists from home and abroad to the Cathedral have
assumed astronomical heights.
Here and there within the city, products of the modem
age have inevitably arisen, and electric lifts, neon signs and
streamlined buildings nestle side by side with their old
world counterparts.
The fascination of this charming spot lies largely in the
tiny concentration of both worlds supplying all the needs
of the populace. Within almost a stone's throw are culture
both old and new, legend and reality, dignity and garishness. From Dick Turpin one turns to Television and
from modern traffic control to cobbled stage coach eras.
It is perhaps fitting that the Command Signal Regiment
is stationed at York. Not unlike the city its responsibilities
and effect upon the areas it covers are wide and important.
From Nottingham in the South to Carlisle in the North and
with the important defences in the Humber, Tees and Tyne,
the Regiment takes its part in the past and the future,
bearing in mind the knowledge of the work and exploits of
the Corps in the past and appreciating. its solemn charge for
the fu ture.
It is not surprising with such dispersal of the Regiment,
that sporting activities are not too prominent. In Hockey
and Soccer valiant efforts are being made, however, to produce teams to compete with other units for local honours
and with such available talent as can be gathered, results
to date reflect creditably upon the efforts made in that
direction.
T he Armistice parade in which the Regiment took a leading part went off very smoothly and from the sound of
regular jangling of medals forthcoming from the Sergeants
and Officers' M esses some time aftl'!r the event, we gather
that rigorous marching had not totally impaired the use of
arms! !
It must be recorded -in passing that the spirit of adventure
is not yet dead. In response to an appeal for volunteers to
take part in " shipwreck exercises at sea," a course lasting 18
days, a positive response was obtained from one member of
the Regiment who first asked if he was required to sit on
a raft for that period and the sort of food provided. He's a
" sitter " for the course, of course!

Anti -Aireraft Command

12 A .A.

(IU) S I GNA L R E GDIENT, T ..\.
B ristol

Each Squadron of the Regiment has been very fully occupied within the past few months in both military and social
activities.
Exercise " Emperor," of course, was the first thing with
which we had to cope. 25 Squadron at Southampton took
part under the command of 2 A.A. (M) Signal R egiment
while at Bristol 24 Squadron wer e helped out by men and
girls from 27 Squadron of Plymouth and 42 Squadron of
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Edenbridge. '\" e take our hats off to the troop who came
more than a hundred rrules to Bri tol each week-end. _As
\'ell as finding the training valuable they ~eemed to enioy
them eh·es thoroughly in off duty time, vhen they were
ble to " get together " with members of otl1er Squadrons for
the fir ·t time since camp.
The n ws that we are again camping at Braunton, North
Devon, was receird with delight on all sides. The dates
for 1951 are x;th June to Ist July. We had a?out the best
of the camping weather this year, and have high hopes for
next summer.
On 24th October the Regiment received its Annual
Administrative Inspection. R.H.Q. and 24 Squadron Troops
were in pected by Major-General M. N. Dewing, C.B., C.B.E.,
o.s.o., M.c., G.O.C. 2 A.A. Group, with Lieutenant-Colonel
L. W. J. Dryland, C.S.0., 2 A.A. Group, and LieutenantColonel J. Berry, A.D.W.R.A.C., 2 A.A. Group in attendance.
It was obvious that the men and girls had put an extra bit of
•· spit and polish" on for the occasion, and very smart they
looked too.
Our newest Squadron, 42 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron T.A.,
was busy in a comgletely different line of country on 4th
November. Edenbridge, their home, is famed throughout
the country for its Bonfire Day Celebrations, and this year
42 Squadron were on the job, controlling by wireless the
three columns of decorated vehicles which moved through
the streets. The girls who took part in the parade looked
very fetching in fancy dress, while the stalwart traffic controllers looked smart in uniform, as they always do. It is
understood that die Royal Signals personnel did a very good
job of work.
This Squadron, too, ran a very successful week-end exer·se which was attended by our C.S.O., on 19th/20th
November.
25 Squadron, Southampton, took pan in " Exercise Uniorn, a field exercise which was held on 25th/26th
November. Troops of the R.A.F.V.R., North Somerset
Yeomanry, Royal Gloucester Hussars and 44th Royal Tank
Regiment took part. 501 Squadron Royal Auxiliary Air
Force were grounded, unfortunately, owing to fog. Captain
W. H. Mullineaux commanded the detachment of 25
Squadron, which provided a line troop for the " Fantasian "
Army and a wireless troop for the" Bristolian Army." They
fought as infanteers, too, to help out.
The weather was bitterly cold, but dry, which was the
most important thing. In spite of a few minor setbacks the
Exercise was a great success. We hope to have more than
one Squadron participating when the next one comes off.
27 Squadron at Plymouth has had a welcome visitor
recently in the person of Sergeant Grainger from 2 A.A. (M)
ignal Regiment. He is an old friend of ours, and the
quadron was very pleased to have his company and his help
with wiring problems.
The Regiment and particularly 27 Squadron bids farewell
to Sergeant V. Platt, whose tour as a P.S.I. has expired. We
have heard that he is in one of the new Divisions being
formed and we send him our best wishes.
2 A.A. fH) SIGXAL REGIIHENT
Aldershot

We were honoured by a visit from the Chief Signal Officer
.A. Command, Brigadier W. H. G. Rogers, c.B.E., on the
8th • 'o~ember, 1950, when he carried out an inspection of
the Regiment on parade, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
J. R. Beeton, our Commanding Officer. Brigadier Rogers
was accompanied on the inspection by the Chief Signal
Officer 2 A.A. Group, Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. J. Dryland.
The. ban~ of th~ 1st ~aratroop Battalion played suitable
music durmg the mspecuon. After the inspection, the Regiment marched past m column of route to the strains of the
Royal ignals march. Brigadier R~ers took the salute.
After the parade the Chief Signal Officer visited the Regimental In titute, Cookhouse, Barrack Rooms, etc.
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ergeant ~albraith, together with other members of 29
Squadron m Glasgow ran an equally successful dance at their
Glasgow training quarters. Meanwhile bush telegraph tells
us that 30 Squadron are getting plenty of badminton practice
in down West Princes Street way with a view to dusting the
pants of R.H.Q.
On Saturday, 2nd December, our Annual Officers' Dinner
was held at the St. Enoch Hotel in Glasgow attended by the
G.O.C. 3 A.A. Group, Major-General H. A. Hounsell, c .B.E.
It was extremely successful and all the officers and their
guests had a very enjoyable evening. This was our fourth
Annual Dinner since the Regiment was re-formed but the
first to be held in Glasgow.
'
4 .A.A. (M) SIGN.AL REGIMENT
Peninsula Barracks, Warrington, Lanes

The past month has been both quiet and uneventful.
1 Squadron has settled down to its winter training.

Our annual administrative inspection was carried out by
the General Officer Commanding 2 A.A. Group, MajorGeneral M. N. Dewing, c.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., M.C., and his staff
officers on the 16th November, 1950.
Our late Foreman-of-Signals, S.Q.M.S. Peter Thompson
took the plunge just before leaving us and married LanceCorporal Anne Cheape (W.R.A.C.), also of this Regiment, on
26th October, 1950. All ranks of the Regiment unite in
wishing them both every happiness.

13 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Glasgow
Edinburgh

The time has passed quickly from the sunny days of
summer, when we made our last contribution to THE WIRE,
and are glad to say that we have completely settled down
to training again after spending two enjoyable weeks at
Annual Camp at Burrowhead, Wigtownshire, from 9th to
23rd July.
On 13th August two teams of three riders went to Carlisle
to compete against 25 other teams in the 3 AA Group M/C
Trials and were finally placed 5th and 13th, which we consider quite good for our first attempt.
At R.H.Q. many of the Military and W.R.A.C. have
become infected by Badminton fever, the germ carrier being
S.Q.M.S. Brownley, who, in November, led our team of
four mixed doubles to a well deserved victory over the
Ministry of National Insurance, thus avenging our defeat at
the close of last season. Our fixtures for the next few weeks
are curtailed somewhat owing to the G .P.0. using our Hall
to deal with extra Christmas mail.
Thanks to our keen and energetic Entertainments Committee the social life of the Regiment is making good progress. During November we ran a very successful Hallowe'en
Party and a very enjoyable whist drive, the first prize being
won by fiddler-in-chief R.Q.M.S. McPeak.
On 24th November the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess ran a
very successful Regimental dance attended by well over 200
people. N ot to take things lying down S.S.M. Hendry and
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Our Regular W.R.A.C. aim to become Sharpshooters and,
at the moment, they are busy on the .22 Range. They are
putting a team in the 4th A.A. Group .22 Competition. We
wish them success.
There is keen competition between Barrack Rooms to
produce the most " Christrnassy " Room, as a result, the
W.R.A.C. Barrack Block looks as if Christmas is already here.
41 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron. Recent activity at Pen-y-lan
Court, Cardiff, on Exercise Emperor proved extremely interesting to all who took part, and the benefit was felt particularly by those who bad not previously experienced the effect
of a Full Dress Rehearsal of Active Operations.
Normal training has been the order of the day for everyQne, except for one occasion which might be termed an " All
Star Show."
The visit to Cardiff of the Replica Command Performance
enabled this Squadron to play a most useful role, that of
providing auxiliary communications to assist traffic control
between various focal points.
Highlight of the Reception Evening came when Corporal
Fisher and Private Stevens met, talked to, and were photographed with Montgomery Clift, famous American film star,
before an audience of 300 people at the hotel at which the
stars were staying. Private Wilson was photographed with
Gloria Swanson. Unfortunately Private Lewis, who shared
the work equally with the others, was left out of the Group
photograph.

[Courtesy: Western Mail and Ecloo, Ltd.

Lieutenant P. Ballard (att . 41 Squadron) , Private Stevens and
Corporal Fisher photographed with Montgo mery Clift at the
"Replica Command Performance" held in Cardiff on
November 1st
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The local Press did 17s well in their reports of the evening
and of the work put m by our Boys and Girls. Various
means are afoot to increase" The Young of Heart-Recruits"
between now and Christmas.
Congratulations to Lieutenant D. K. Thomas (W.R.A.C.)
on her recent marriage. We offer her our very best wishes for
the future, and are sorry to lose her.
Welcome to Lieutenant &allard. He i~ awaiting his final
tr~nsfer from 282 H.A.A. Regiment R.A. (T.A.) to Royal
Signals .. Thanks to him the communications for the Replica
Royal Film Command Performance worked without a hitch.

BA
I I .AIR FOR1UATION

SIG~AL

REGIMENT

Lemgo

A quiet October was spent in cleaning the camouflage off
transport after exercises and in swapping lies about warlike
experiences.
Remembrance Sunday saw the Regiment on parade. The
salute was taken by Brigadier A. C. Todd, o.B.E., who presented Long Service and Good Conduct Medals to R.Q .M.S.
Boyd and Sergean• Daly. We were most fortunate to have
as padre on that day Rev. P. Middleton-Brumwell, c.B.E.,
M.C., who will be remembered by older generations as D.C.G.
at Aldershot. A most memorable service was enjoyed by all
and in accordance with his old custom, " Brum.my" gave
us a rocket for not singing loud enough. We are grateful to
the 5th Royal Inniskilling Dragoon Guards for the loan of
a trumpeter.
At the end of November C.A.F.S.O. organised a mammoth
T .E.W.T. which was attended by Brigadier Morrison
Colonel Hardy, Group Captain Goodman, LieutenantColonel Gambier, representattives from R.A.F., and from all
Signal Regiments H.Q., B.A.O.R. and B.A.F.O. In addition to causing the officers much overtime, the occasion saw
the first guest night in the Royal Signals Mess, Lemgo. A
merciful directing staff arranged a suitable resumption time
on the second day.
No. 2 Squadron have constructed an assault course which
would horrify Dick Barton. Snow and slush will prevent
us from making much use of it at present.
The individual training classes have been going well and
we have a trade board every four weeks at which a good
number go up and many are confirmed in their present
ratings.
73 Wing Troop is doing well in Gutersloh R.A.F. Station
football league, and in addition handled exercise Emperor
efficiently. The cables at Gutersloh continue to give plenty
of midnight and week-end werk.
Old members of the Regiment will be interested to know
that 139 Line Troop are again divided between Celle and
Fass berg.
80 Wing Troop at Wunstorf wished to be remembered to
the so and so whose porous joints give them such pleasant
moonlight experiences. Major Todd has discovered that a
French manufacturer is the real culprit. This villain can
spread lead more thinly than any other man and his armouring is so designed as to ensure that it cuts the lead sheath,
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when the Alrfield Construction Wing machinery sits above
the cable. We are glad to be able to repon ~t the A.C.
Wing continues to give ju. tification for the e '1stence of the
"br ,,,.n job·."

('..\.l•.s.o.

llRA~(.'U,

u.q.•

D.A.F.O.

The hjghlight of the month was a two .d~y TEWT at
Lemgo by C.A.F.S.O. Colonel L. de M. Thu1lher, O.B.E.; the
object being to study
in detail the deployment of an A.F. Signal Regiment operating with a R.AF.
Composite Group in
the Field; also to examine the circuit requirements on a full
scale.
Among the Officers
attending, it was extremely gratifying to
welcome our C.S.O.,
Brigadier A. E.
Mi.Jrrison, o.B.E., the Deputy Director of Signals (A.F. Sigs.),
Colonel J. C. Hardy and Lieutenant-Colonel P. B. G.
Gambier, o.B.E., C.R. Signals 7 Armoured Division. Good
support was given by R.A.F. representatives headed by their
C.S.O., Group Captain N. G. Goodman, C.B.E.
Our thanks are due to Lieutenant-Colonel R M. Adams
and officers of r r Air Formation Signal Regiment for the
excellent administrative arrangements made on our behalf,
and the hospitality they displayed in entertaining the visitors
was quite overwhelming.
DERLI:\'

SIG~A.L

sqtJADRON
B.i\.O.R. 2

Of the activities of the Squadron there is little to be said.
On the work side the Annual Range Classification has taken
place. It has produced very gratifying results on the Sten,
some of the Squadron scoring a " possible." Of the rifle the
less said the better although it is admitted that the weather
on the first day's firing was certainly not conducive.to good
shooting. However, we live in the hopes of an improvement
next time.
At present the weather here is very miserable. For a time
there was just rain and then more rain. We are thankful to
say that this has given way to frost, which although not the
best we could hope for at least means dry clear weather.
This bad weather has affected the sports programme of the
Squadron. Since we last wrote only one more important
football match has been played. This was against Camp H.Q.
B.T.B., in the B.A.0.R. Minor Units Cup, lst Round. In
this game the team was beaten 6-1, although in fairness it
must be said that they were playing with ten men for most
of the game, one of the side being . carried off after five
minutes with cartilage trouble.
.
What makes this disaster worse is the fact that the footballer thus disabled is really one of the stars of the hockey
team. All are hoping for his recovery quickly so that he will
be able to assist the Squadron hockey team in the B.A.0.R.
Minor Units Hockey Cup which will shortly be played for.
The Squadron have high hopes of winning this Cup as they
were the runners-up last year. In the League the hockey
team suffered its first defeat (2-0) at the hands, or rather
ticks, of the Manchesters in a game that was more robust
than usual.
Two of the team's star players, Sergeant Richardson and
CQrporal Brigg · were selected for the B.A.0.R. trials.
Passing on to indoor sports we can say that the Basket
Ball team is improving rapidly. Since our last notes the
team has been practising hard and has already played a league
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match against the Engineers, who were too ~ood for 1;1sAlthough we were beaten 38 to 23 we were certamly not disgraced and hope to improve on our first performance when
we meet them again.
.
The other main Squadron activity is .22 rifle shooung. So
far tl1e team has shot in 6 matches and been successful twice.
The Sergeants' Mess darts team is ~t pre~~nt lying 4th _in
the league and hope to improv~ on. this posiuon..
In conclusion-all in the Berlin Signals are looking forward
to what 1951 will bring both in work and in sport.

llAHBURG DISTRICT SIGNAL SQUADRON

Our C.O., Major R. C. Dixon, has left us to take up a new
appointment with H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment.
Our new C.0. is Major T. R. Cook.
At the present time the Squadron are preparing for Exercise Nordland. This exercise is being carried out by our
Scandinavian allies, the Norwegian and Danish Brigades.
Our role being to set up communications for the Umpires
controlling the exercise.
In the world of sport we have now got together quite a
good Hockey team which is entered in the B.A.O.R. Small
Units Hockey Cup. The Football team aren't doing too
well just at present, having suffered two defeats in a row.

2 11\"'FANTRY DIVISIOXAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Hilden

Major Warren has left on his way back to the Bush and
has been replaced by Major Swainson from Hamburg
District. Three Infantrymen
have joined us on their transfer to the Corps, in the persons
of Captain Taylor, Captain
Pierson and Lieutenant Welton in addition to SecondLieutenant Holland who has
recently appeared on the
scene. Lieutenant Lane has
now left. and shortly we shall
be sayfog farewell to Captain
Ferguson, who goes to be a
Whitehall
Warrior.
The
whole Regiment has taken on
a New Look which is not improved by the absence of
Squadron Sergeant-Major McGraw and six Sergeants who
have left us. We are, however, glad to welcome to our Regiment, Miss Sharp, the newly born daughter of Corporal
Sharp and hope that her stay with us will be a happy one.
As is our wont we are keenly pursuing sporting honours.
In Soccer we have played four, won one, drawn two and
lost one, which is a pretty fair start to a very full programme.
On the Rugger field we have played nine, won five, drawn
one and lost three. Considering that on·e of our losses was
against the Grenadiers and one of our wins was against 7
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, we are, to say the
least, ~ot discouraged. Although beaten by a gunner regim~nt m the first round of the Divisional Boxing Championship we are not disheartened and are training furiously for
the B.A.0.R. Signals Boxing Championship.
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11 ARMOUllED DIVISIONAL SIGNAi. REGIMENT

Herford

When it was announced in the autumn that I I Armoured
Division was to be formed again in B.A.O.R., readers of
THE WIRE who have happy
memories of the old II Armoured Divisional Signals must
have wondered when the
Black Bull would be re-appearing among these pages.
Well, here it is.
Our
temporary
Headquarters is at Harewood Barracks, where H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment are kindly
sheltering us until our own accommodation is ready. Though
widely scattered at i.he moment we hope to be a flourishing
concern very shortly, and under our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel T. G. V. Stephenson, o.B.E., will soon
be competing with our more established neighbours on the
sports fields and training areas of Germany.
D.Q. U.A.O.R. SIGNAL REGDIEN'T
Herford

Hockey. The Regiment has now reached the 3rd round
of the Army Cup, having defeated first the Rifle Brigade and
then 208 C.R.A.S.C. Against the former we scored 8 goals,
4 of them were however, disallowed. Captain Brabham and
Captain Smith were the pick of a good forward line. The
2-1 win against C.R.A.S.C. proved a much harder game and
there were casualties on both sides. The poor condition of
the pitch made controlled play difficult but the winning
margin was a fair reflection of the run of the game.
In other matches our virtual 2nd XI lost heavily to H.Q.
Transport Company R.E., but later in the month this defeat
was avenged with a 2-1 win. Captain Brabham, insideforward, has been selected to represent B.A.O.R.
Shooting. Sergeant Stead continues to develop his shooting programme for this winter. The fortnightly competition
for O.R.s has proved popular, although the pressure of
other activities brought about a temporary suspension for the
latter part of the month. Signalman Robinson won the £1
for the highest score, while the " Pool Bull " was shared by
Lance-Corporal Cole, Signalmen Foden, Sharp, McGregor,
Gower and Powell.
Badminton is now coming into its own after a rather
belated start. The two courts in the gym are occupied almost
every night of the week and already some of the beginners
are showing signs of improvement. On Thursdays the
courts are reserved for Married Families.
Drama Group. Starting as a Play Reading Society, there
is now a chance that the newly formed Drama Group will
produce a play for the Festival at Bad Oeynhausen in February. The Mercury Theatre, once used regularly by the Regiment for producing plays, is still available though a great
deal of refitting would have to be done before another production could be staged.
Rugby Football. The hOpes we expressed in last month's
Notes that the team would go far in the Anny Cup have
been dashed by our defeat in the lSt round by H.Q.
B.A.0.R. We lost 13-6 to a side which has a very good
chance of developing into one of the best in B.A.0.R. In
other matches we beat a Welsh XV 40-0 and R.A.F.
Gutersloh 14-6.
Boxing. 2 Squadron who have trained very hard have
taken the honours. They have beaten both 3 and 1 Squadron
quite easily in some excellent bouts. Just as these Notes
go to press, we have to announce that the Regiment suffered
a crushing defeat on the 2nd December at the hands of the
1st Battalion Rifle Brigade.
Basket Ball. Although inter-troop games are frequently
played in the afternoons, there has so far been only 2 unit
matches. Both were against H.Q. B.A.0.R. and both were
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lost-19-21 and 20-36. The Regimental side was picked
quite haphazardly and had never played together as a team.
On the whole, our performance was quite encouraging
against such formidable opponents.
Dance Band. This still perseveres, playing with unflagging gusto at the N.A.A.F.I. and the Merico Ballroom every
week. A near-fatal blow, however, was dealt it recently by
the loss of its talented pianist, who returned to the U.K. The
other participants in this unique combination are now
searching for someone else who can play at least three tunes
in the key of C.
Football. Under the management of Captain C. A. Taylor,
the Unit team, known in this part of the world as " Harewood
Rangers," make their presence felt in the local Football
League known as the "Zeco League."
Unfortunately we had to field a weakened team in the
first round of the Army Cup and we lost after a very gallant
fight by 3-1, our opponents were the 1st Battalion the Rifle
Brigade.
Several local German teams have applied for the Rangers
to play them. Up to the time of going to press, two fixtures have been played in the aid of charity, "The Campaign
against T.B." The first game we lost 4-1 at Lohne, but the
Rangers reversed the score in the second game; a glowing
tribute has been paid by the local German Press, on the
grand sportsmanship and display of the Signals team in both
games and apart from the soccer itself a gratifying sum of
money was realised for the charity.
At this point it would only be fair to say a "Big Thank
You " to Corporal Clawson for his hard work off and on the
field; as he leaves us for another Unit. He has been the
mainstay of the Rangers for several seasons, apart from being
team captain. I am sure the Unit football team and supporters wish him all the best in his new unit.
When the Soccer season started there was a dearth of
Football Referees, however, thanks is due to the Quartermaster (Lieutenant (Q.M.) R. Collington), himself a Class I
Association Referee, for getting Referee classes going in this
area. The result is we have in the Unit no less than four
new whistlers. They have just passed their Class III examination. (Unit please note for future referees); Sergeant
Conlon (1 Squadron); Sergeant Cockhill (2 Squadron); Corporal Bald, R.E.M.E. (1 Squadron); and Signalman Orne (2
Squadron).
7 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Celle

We have started a weekly entertainment evening here and
so far we have had a highly successful Inter Troop Quiz.
Major Cosstick has been very
hard working in producing
the questions and acting as
Quiz Master, ably assisted by
Sergeant Spearman and his
gong. Except for a slight
doubt about Mount Everest's
pos1non relative to the
Tibetan Frontier and a clash
with Captain Teal on football
pools we have had very authoritative answers from the
-~ Directing Staff. Some of the
answers given by the teams
have made us consider whether to start a "Howlers" column.
2 Squadron, Luneburg. Activities this month began with
a visit by Field Marshal The Viscount Montgomery of
Alamein, K.G. G.C.B., n.s.o., to Luneburg where he inspected
personnel of Squadron H.Q. and "H" Troop who formed
part of a large R.A. Parade. He seemed well sari fied with
our turn out, and left us to visit Victory Hill, 5 miles from
this H.Q., which is site of the last Tactical H.Q. of 21st Army
Group. Here the original Tac HQ. sign remains and a
tablet which records the fact that it was there that Field

-
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S.S.M. P. E. A. Hall with antlers of t he red st ag he shot recentl y

Marshal Montgomery received the unconditional surrender
of the German Sea, Land and Air Forces on the 5th May,
1945. It was near this site that " H" Troop recently tried
to cook their mid-day meal in mess tins over wood fires. In
some cases the word "mess " described not only the utensils
but the contents also.
" E " Troop have been busy moving this month with 3
RH.A.
" F" Troop " made " a day's holiday on the occasion of 2
R.H.A.s R.H.Q. celebrating Alamein Day. They have distinguished themselves by winning the Regiment's seven-aside football competition.
The Squadron entered a team in the H.Q. R.A. Intert.!~t Novices Boxing Championships. After some really exc1~g. bouts, and a splendid display of boxing and determmauon, we were.beaten in the semi-finals by the 7th (Q.0.)
Hussars with a score of 16 points to their 17. The team are
to be congratulated on such an excellent result against the
odds of a whole Regiment.
3 Squadron, Goslar. On 12th November 1950 the
Squadron sent a representative body to the R~membrance
Day service _and_ afterwards there was a march past, in
column. Bngad1er F. Stephens, n.s.o., commanding 31
Lorried Infantry Brigade took the salute. The band of the
1st Battalion The Sherwood Foresters was playing and the
Squadron acquitted itself very well.
Last month's WIRE readers may remember that S.S.M.
Hal~ was a~cused of steadily overfeeding the Squadron on
veruson; this time we show you a photograph of the head of
a tag he shot recently.
·The Squadron has been increased by a draft of about 50
and these .:hallenged the rest to a game of soccer, they
lost 10-2 However, as a Squadron, we have beaten H.Q.
quad on _6-2 and dra.wn with " S " Company Foresters 3 all.
.22 hooting ha gamed a new importance and we were

beaten by the 1st Foresters 1,230 to 998; at Celle, against
H.Q. and 1 Squadron, we were also defeated.
4 Squadron, Soltau. The emphasis this month ~a~ ?een
on individual training, with everal people away at D1v1S1onal
H.Q. on up-grading courses and the remainder training
within the Squadron. The minds of those planning ahead
have been divided between thoughts of the Festive Season,
for which a full programme is mapped out, and Brigade and
Signal schemes which· are to continue through the winter.
Sport. The Brigade H.Q. Inter-Troop league in Football
and Basket Ball is now well under way and, for this purpose,
the Squadron is divided into two troops " M " and " W."
" M " Troop won their first football game 2 goals to o, and
' W " Troop theirs by 7 to 3. At Basket Ball " M " Troop
won by 28 points to 22. All these games were against H.Q.
Squadron, 7 Armoured Brigade teams. Later games for the
league are to be Hockey, Badminton, Table Tennis and
Cycling, the object being for every man in the Brigade H.Q.
to play at least one game per week.
Rugby. We have not been very successful this month. In
the first round of the Army Cup we played the Queen's Bays
and lost by a small margin. Two friendly games have been
played against Sigrials teams-on 29th November we entertained a team from 2 Infan try D ivisional Signal Regiment
who, after a hard fought and most enjoyable game, defeated
us 13-10. On 2nd December a team travelled down to
Herford to play H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment. Unfortunately a number of our best players were not available, and
again we lost. We are very sorry to lose Sergeant Jeffries to
I 1 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment and hope he won't
play too well in games against us.
Hockey. Our first Army Cup match is on 9th D ecember
against 1st Battalion The King's Regiment who are now in
Berlin. As this is being written arrangements are being made
for the visit and the number of spectators willing to travel
to support the team is most surprising. One wonders what
Berlin has that the remainder of the Zone lacks. Sergeant
Chalker, our Team Secretary, has just departed from us for
I I Armoured Divisional Regiment-a great loss both on the
field and from the administrative side. .
Boxing. Lieutenant D unn has ~uilt u p an excellent
Squadron team at 2 Squadron. With his departure to U .K.
Major Cosstick is taking over and starting to train a Regimental team. We are now looking forward to the InterSigna ~ Boxing to avenge our defeat of last year (Major
Cossuck trained the 1 r Air F ormation Signal Regiment team
who are the present holders).
Cricket. To comment out of season we offer our congratulations to Sergeant Scoffing on being awarded his Corps
(B.A.0 .R. ) Cricket Colours.

British Troops in
Austria

Second-Lieutenant R. G. Brown is about to attend the
first Ski Course of the season and we look forward to his
safe. ret1;1fn, so ~at he cal?- teach us all the mysteries of this
fascinaung pasume. Pointed discussions about the two
officers of the unit who broke their legs ski-ing last season do
not appear to damp his enthusiasm.
A new game, called Paddle Tennis, has been introduced
into the Squadron. This is played to tennis rules with a
wooden bat and tennis balls on a halfsize tennis cou~. It is
a ve.ry. ~ast, hardhitting game and is proving very popular.
Exhibition games have been televised at home recently and
th~ game has the approval of the Lawn Tennis Association.
It is strongly recommended as a winter indoor game for units
who have limited space and funds. The Squadron Club has
~provised its owi: equipment and the only expense incurred
1s the cost of tenms balls. The attention of those interested
is drawn to the articles on the game published in Picture
Post dated 4th November, 1950.
T~e Corpor~ls' Mess continue to hold regular social
everungs organised by the Mess P.M.C., Corporal Dennis
Bees, and his committee.
.Now that winter .is here again the Squadron Dance Committee, under the direction of Sergeant " Busty " Marks has
gone into action. The first dance of the season was 'held
on 25th November and was a great success.

K LAGENFURT SIGNAi, S QU ADRON

Our Soccer team has won the Klagenfort District " B "
League. We have a record of 14 games played with 12 victories and 1 defeat. Our goal
average is 74 for and 13
against. The leading goal
scorers are Signalman W hitehurst (25), Driver Patton (11)
and Corporal Addison (13).
The team has been well led
by Sergeant D ean at left back,
who, together with LanceCorporal Burton and Private
Sprules, has been rewarded
with a B.T.A. trial. A short
time ago the team played
Vienna Signal Squadron, winners of the Vienna Cup. This
local derby took place on a
. .
..
very muddy pitch and considering the bad condiuons, play was of a high standard.
T he result was a win for Klagenfurt by four goals to one.
The Squadron has had similar success in local motor cycle
trials. . Sig~'.111 ~rown has been our most successful representa? ve, wmmng m the 250 and 500 cc classes on several
occasions. As a rule we have entered individuals rather than
teams; at Villach, however, Lance-Corporal Redfern Signalman Brown and Signalman Walker won the 500 cc 'event.

12 WlllELESS SQUADRON
Graz, Austria

There is great excitement in the Squadron at this time
(November) on account of the inter-troop football league
At present, ~e Operating Troop head the league by a very
narrow margin.
~e Squadron football team continues to do well in the
Styna League, and has lost only one match this seasonplayed 6, won 5, lost 1-and now hold second place in the
league table.
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RO AD SIG!\".\I, THOOP

Mackinnon Road Sign'al T roop officially came into being
on 1st November of this year and has now taken over all the
commitments of 7 L of C Signal Squadron, from whom the
majority of our British ranks are
drawn. Captain Vero joined
us from the Command Signal
Squadron,
and
Sergeants
M orris and Shilson from 7 L of
C Signal Squadron_
The Troop is one-third
British and two-thirds African
and though very few of the
British have served with Africans before the two elements
get on very well together. The only things we can call our
ov..:n. are the troop ~~ce an~ store as we have no camp. The
Bnti~h ~anks are hvmg with the Sappers and the African
askan with R.E.M.E. Workshops.
Co_rporals Blore. and Gelston have their families living in
I?-a.r:ned quarters 1? Mombasa . ~ut a~commodation is very
limited and there is a long waiung list. Corporal Blore is
at present in char.g e of ~e Mombasa detachment. Normally
they only see their farmlies at the week-end as it is 60 miles
by road and three hours by train. Mombasa is our local
leave centre and at week-ends we can send parties down to
the N yali_ Leave Camp for a short holiday.
There is plenty of football, hockey and tennis to be had
in the station and for team events we usually combine with
the R.A.0.C. Parties go out into the bush at week-ends on
photographic or shooting safaris and if they are fortunate
see plenty of elephant, giraffe and small game and an occasional rhino. Lion has been heard but not seen. Leave
hospitality schemes extend to farms up country but very few
people avail themselves of the opportunity although there
are good reports of all these places.
N airobi is a little too far away for short visits and is not
a very s~ta~le place to v~sit for leave. Rail is the best way
of rea~hing it as the road is always extremely bad and during
the ramy season often unusable for days on end.

NIGERIA SIGNAL SQUADRON
Lagos

In our last notes we told you that the Unit was busily
engaged in reclassifying Regimental Signallers.
This
involved an extensive tour of Nigeria by the classifying team
who as usual were entertained very well in every station.
The standards among the African Regimental Signallers
varied considerably. The following answers to test questioP.s
no doubt will expand if not improve our readers' technical
knowledge : " When charging a battery use 5 cups of acid and 2
cups of water and activate it with the electrolyte when
it will get hot and read 1250."
" When you transmit, you press the key, the note goes
through the set up the hole in the rod and into the
sky, it goes along looking for the hole in the receiving
rod and goes down it and through the receiver to the
headphone."
"What is the difference between AC and DC? Answer
A.D.''
" Low frequencies travel further than high frequencies
because they will bend and penetrate obstacles."
" Sulphation is when the + and - plates have been
attacked by a disease."
We are glad to be able to report that our O.C., Major D .
]. Bond, who was to have returned to " Blighty" next March
has been granted a second tour, (second tour of ten year ).
For the information of anyone who is unfortunate enough
not to know Major Bond, he originally arrived in West Africa
in 1938.
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One of the members of Signals in Nigeria i a "Ham,"
aptam Dymond. Hi call sign is ZD2DYM and he op~r
at',. on the 14 and 28 m/cs band. He would very much like
.
to hear from other " Hams ' in th~ qorps. ·
The quadron is very busy bwlding a new transmitter
the sup~rvi ion of Sergeant Eden. !.ou see, ":'e
1te under
have
to vacate the old TX site as the a_uthonoes here m

Lagos have decided to build a ROAD-it's true, a R~AL
one. This is part of o~ eno~ou~ Port Development proiect.
Lagos i big but only iust begmrung.

F
3 G.D.Q. SIGNAL REGIMENT
Fayid

lo this period of " lull" before the qririsunas. storm, th~e
is little of interest to report. Preparations are m full swmg
and everybody seems to be engaged in preparing for something or other. The dining hall has suddenly blossomed
forth with a blaze of colour under the hands of the band of
" decorators " who daily add to the streamers and paper
chains which transformed the roof of the hall
With so many sooal events lined up for the Christmas
period, it is hardly surprising that ~ur ~otes this m?nth
should be mainly comprised of sporung nems. One item
outside this class was the Remembrance Day Church parade
at which the salute was taken by the C.S.O. Major-General
W. 0. Bowen, C.B., C.B.E.
The notice board in the dining hall which records the progress of our sportsmen makes very pleasant reading at present. Both the Rugby and hockey teams are unbeaten, and
the soccer team, although it has surrendered its unbeaten
record, holds a high place in the league table.
Players of Corps standard have emerged from all three
reams. The Royal Signals (Egypt) soccer XI has twice contained six of our players-Corporal Pocock, Lance-Corporal
David, Driver Rogers and Signalmen Crawford, Thomicroft
and Stones.
Only two sides have lowered our soccer colours. The first
to do so was 223 Company R.A.S.C., and later in the most
eagerly awaited tussle of the season, our neighbours the Lancashire Fusiliers beat us by 4 goals to 2 after a thrilling game.
In addition to the six men who have played for the Corps,
four have been selected at various times for the 17 Infantry
Brigade District XI. They are Corporal Blackburn, LanceCorporal Dartnell and Lance-Corporai David and Signalman
Stones.
The Rugby XV has yet to be beaten, although R.A.F.
Abyad by converting a last minute penalty forced a 6-6 draw.
The " point for " tally is now 186, with only 9 in the
•• against" column. Two players have been " capped " in
the series of Services Internationals being held in the Canal
Zon~. Sergeant Rees and Sgt. James (R.A.E.C.) played
togeth r in the centre for the Welsh XV. Corporal Steele,
our full back, was selected as reserve for the England XV.
Captain H. A. J. Sturge, Sergeant Rees and Corporal O'Brien
ha e played for an Anny representative XV, and eleven
players from the Unit played in the Corps Trial Game.
• ext week we play the first round of the Army (Egypt)
Rugb Cup, our opponents being R.E. (Fayid).

The hockey men have gone quietly about ~eir leag~e fixtures and by consistently good play have obtained maXllllum
points so far. Here again. we have bee~ well to the front
in representative games, six players bemg chose~ for the
Corps trial, and three (Major G. S. Gray, M.B.E., L1e~tenant
M. Deegari and R.Q.M.S. Langley) subsequently playmg for
. .
· · f th
the Corps.
The cross country runners are m rigorous trauung or e
district championship run which takes place shortly, ai:id also
for the " Pimple Race " due to be held JUSt bef<?re Chrts~.
This race must be one of the most strenuo~s m the Middle
East it entails scaling at speed a rugged hill known as the
" P~ple" which lies behind .Fayid.
The Regiment's two teams m the cross _co~ntry leagu: :ire
both favourably placed. The 1st. team 1s ti:t. fifth _posiuon
with 714 points, and the 2nd team m 12th pos1uon with 1,3o6
points.
· the
The novices' boxing tournament that was held d unng
month produced several good fights, and sho':"ed up some
promising talents. It was a first rate afternoons boxm~ and
all the contestants deserve a vote of thanks from the Umt for
putting up such a splendid show.
X BRANCH D.Q. IUALTA GARRISON

Notes from Malta are usually contributed by Malta Signal
Squadron, but on this occasion opportunity is ~aken _by
C.S.0.s Branch to send a few lines and at the same nme wish
all readers a Happy New Year.
.
.
.
Royal Signals in Malta have a ~usy nrne. comp~?Jlg with
communications for all three Servtces and m addition often
assist the local G.P.0. whose share of the island's budget is
limited by more urgent matters of reconstruction necessitated
by the results of war damage.
At this time of year the social round becomes unusually
hectic this is accentuated by the presence of H.R.H. The
Princ~ss Elizabeth and the imminent arrival of H.R.H. The
Princess Margaret.
Now that the yachting and sea bathing season is over the
main outdoor activities are golf, hockey, tennis and rugger.
There is horse racing every alternate Sunday (LieutenantColonel McNair is a steward of the Malta Race Club.)
Captain E. C. Collins and Sergeant J. Cole play for the RQ.
Malta Garrison hockey team.
The past year has been noteworthy for the increasing part
played by the Maltese element of the Signal Squadron both
at work and games. The first recruits started training in
March, 1949, and though the strength of the Maltese Signal
troop is only 34 it is a satisfactory beginning to assist in
saving U.K. manpower.

storm. Moreover, a new cookhouse is in preparation for
them, and should be in use in the very near future.
We were surprised to read in the paper recently that the
R.A.0.C .. are about to remove a dump of seventy 15in.
hells which have been lying in an old gun position near our
cables since 1941. Apparently age and damp have made
chem dangerous to handle. To think that we have been
working happily alongside, quite ignorant of the fact that
they were there!
The annual "bugbear," Physical Efficiency Tests has
reared its ugly head again. We started off with the fiv~ mile
march, and most of us stuck it very well, including our
M.0.R.s who haven't the advantage of long legs. The pace
was .set by Major Boon, an~ he certainly made the young
old1ers sit up and take nouce. He may be getting on in
years, but he paced it out like one of the dead keen recruits
at 7 Selection Regiment.
The Regimental hockey team continues to thrive, having
W?n every game this month, and only losing one game so far
this season.
The rugger te<im, though not quite so spectacular, continues to put up a very creditable show.
G.H.«t. SIGNAL REGIMENT, FARELF
Singapore

The Unit has resumed is normal routine after the hustle
and bustle which preceded the G.0.C.s inspection.
The small numbers of new arrivals have been absorbed
into the machinery around which the Unit exists, and have
all settled down well in their new surroundings.
To compensate for the losses of male personnel we have
members of the W.R.A.C. taking over the teleprinter circuits
at the Signal Office.
It is a pleasure to record that the C-in-Cs Certificate was
a~arded to 2549026 Sergeant D. Holmes, and presented to
him by General Sir John Harding, Commander-in-Chief,
F.A.R.E.L.F. "Congratulations Don."
A very friendly and informal gathering on Friday 10th
November said farewell to Major J. M Laing, our T:O.M.,
who left us this month for Home Establishment. The party
proved a great success and credit must be given to the
organisers of the M.T. Section. They catered for a large
gathering of some 85 people, including the Officers of the
Unit and their Ladies.
The M.T. Section attended in force. Those fortunate
enough to have their families in the area brought along their

wives also. The social evening was a fitting tribute to one
who has served the Unit so well. We who remain wish
Major and Mrs. Laing the best of everything for the future.
Major-General Dunlop, who has now returned to the
Colony from Malaya, honoured us with a flying visit on
Friday, 24th November. At a special parade held on R.H.Q.
Square, the General made the following presentations:
To Major W. A. Woods, the Territorial Decoration;
W.0.1 J. Macklam and W.0.11 C. J. Ewer both received
their Long Service and Good Conduct Medals. Congratulations to all three recipients. I had never previously seen the
Territorial Decoration, but Major Woods kindly exhibited
his award during a small session at the bar of the W.0.s and
Sergeants' Mess, during the course of which the " Gongs "
were well and truly wetted in the best traditional style.
Friday night is "Tombola" night in the Unit, and on this
par?cular evening one can see multitudes of O.R.s wending
their way to the N.A.A.F.I. Games Room to seek their fortunes. S.S.M. Hicks does justice as " Caller-Out" on these
occasions, and W.0.1 Macklam wins the Houses. After
being successful four times last week, there are now strong
rumours circulating about boycotting his presence. With
the close of the soccer season which has a very large following in this part of the world, there seems to be a lull in
sporting activities. It is a little too early to report on the
Rugby League and positions, but unfortunately we have
been exceedingly unlucky with injuries with the season so
young. We can but keep trying, and with the normal run
of luck, hope to hold our own in this sphere.
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess. We have had a comparatively
quiet month, the reason being that Christmas festivities are
looming nearer, and our commitments over that period are
very heavy.
Our compatriots from Singapore District Signal Regiment
were entertained on Saturday, 1 Ith November, after a round
of indoor games which (gnashing of teeth) our opponents
won, the evening went with a swing until the early hours of
the morning. There dwelt amongst us a true Esprit De
Corps, and everyone voted for more evenings run on the
same lines.
Even brighter news can be given about our achievements
in the Singapore District Darts League. Having played three
matches up to press, the results are as follows :
Teams
Won Lost
75 Company R.A.S.C.
2
2
221 B.O.D .
2
2
Singapore Disttict Signal Regiment
4
o

19 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT
Changi, Slugapo.-e

Our Malayan " other ranks" are now living like lords, in
comparison with their former dwellings. Their move this
month to large wooden barrack huts has done away with
the unwelcome experience of being flooded out at every rainTHE WIRE , JANUARY 1951
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Brigadier C . G. Robins , C.B .E., inspecting H.Q . and l Squadron
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INGAPOBE DISTRICT S I GNAL
UEGDIENT

Our entertainments staff has been busy and we now have
a regular weekly whi t drive and also a "Tombola" night. Both
ar very popular, but one wonders when Mrs. Thompson,
our Regimental Sergeant-Major's
wife, is going to stop winning
whist prizes.
During the month the inaugural meeting of the Corporal '
Mess took place. They have
waited a long time for a room of
their own and they have every
intention of putting it on the
map.
A si.x-a-side soccer tournament
began with the Regiment being
drawn against the eventual runners-up and for us the
tournament soon lost a personal interest.
Our Rugger Fifteen were victorious against the Royal
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers to the tune of 3-0,
quickly followed by a thrashing from H.M.S. Jamaica to the
sorry rune of 18-3. Three members of the Unit were
selected to play for the Corps Rugger side.
Major A. J. Clarke, who unforrunately damaged an ankle
and had to stay out of Regimental games for a while, SecondLieutenant M. U. Ryan and Signalman Peach are also forwards, and Signalman Peach shows the qualities of a bulldozer in the vim and vigour he puts into his play.
On the 24th November we were honoured by a visit by
Major-General D. Dunlop, C.B., C.B.E. The General saw
the Unit at work and we were gratified to find he was very
pleased with the Unit.
"A" Squadron continue to contend their work is never
ending (Scribe's comment: Why else should the Squadron
exist?). With the commencement of a large project it was
found necessary to cross-post from existing troops personnel
to form an additional troop which at the moment is in the
preliminary stages of drawing cable from the Royal
Engineers' store. As this cable is on drums weighing from
3 to S tons the arduous work involved is expected to produce
muscled men not unlike Charles Atlas in this troop.
The work of War Department and Civil Contractors
carrying _out major construction all over the island is playing
havoc with the existing cable network, necessitating several
diversions. Unfortunately almost invariably the first intimation that is received of the need to make a diversion is the
report of a " Flat " cable. This doesn't cause a " flap " but it
d~ cause headaches which can be and are only cured by the
willingness the troops show in getting on with the job of
work.
War Office approval has at long last been received for our
new Barracks. It is hoped that the work will begin with the
New Year and that we shall be really settled in by this time
next year.

which was the leading coach of the train. I poste~ my tw<>
men who were armed with Sten Guns, on one side of the
coach while I took the other side armed with a Bren Gun
and four Grenades.
" After we had travelled about forty miles shots were fired
at the train and almost at the same instant there was a loud
explosion. The engine and leading coaches were blown off
the track on to the embankment. Bandits were still firing
at us so I opened fire with my ~ken Gun. Short~y after that
the firing ceased and it was obvious that the bandits had fled
" As we now had time to take stock of ourselves we found
that our carriage was lying up on the embankment, the
wheels had either been blown or forced off, a long strip of
rail had tom its way through the floor boards and was waving
gently to and fro inside the carri-age. I fo~d my gr7nades
rolling around on the floor of the carnage, and 1t was
remarkable that one of these had not exploded, one of the
should ers having been sheared off. The two soldiers with
me were unhurt and quite unperturbed by their ord eal. We
mounted guard over the remains of our coach and stayed
there u ntil about three o'clock the following morning.
Shortly after that we gathered up the mail and went back to
the nearest station, from there we travelled to Kluang by
road. In the evening we resumed our journey north from
Kluang and had not covered more than fifty or sixty miles.
before there was another 6Xplosion blowing our train up,
fortunately there was no firing this time! Once again we
sought out the mail from the wreckage and took it back to
the nearest station wher e we mounted guard over it for the
remainder of the night.
" The following morning we boar ded trucks for Tam pin
where we caught a third train to Kuala Lumpur. This time
there were no setbacks and we arrived back in K uala
Lumpur three days late very dirty and unshaven and very
hungry but extremely happy to be back iri Camp."
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Highlight of the month during November was the provision by the Wing of a G uard of Honour for an Investiture
at H.Q. Malaya on the 17th, when His Excellency the Officer
Administering the Government of the Federation of M alaya,
presented D ecorations awarded for operations in Malaya to
military recipients. This purely military investiture, the first
of its kind in Kuala L umpur, after some considerable opposition during the rehearsal stage by the " Weather Clerk,"
was staged successfull y and a very proper military spectacle
was provided.
The Guard of Honour consistin g of 1 British Officer, 2
Gurkha Officers and 100 men was marched on to the parade

and
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18th INFA, 'TRl:' BRIGADE SIGNAL S(tUADUON
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We are pleased to have staying with us Major J. E. Pascoe
from the Royal Australion Corps of Signals who is visiting
Malaya for a few months.
Everyone ~s ve.ry much looking forward to the opening of
the new Swunmu~g P?Ol at H.Q:, Malaya, at the beginning
of De~ember-sw1mmmg on Chnstmas Day under a broiling
sun \1nll be a. new experience for many of us. Nevertheless
the fight agams~ th~ .bandits still goes on. Corporal Cook
b~ought u a hair-ra1smg story of the experience he had with
• 1gnalman Watts and Signalman Stewart when travelling up
from Johore Bahru on the Night Mail. "We left Johore
Bahru at quarter to.nine in_the evening, bound for Kuala
L umpur, and were given the JOb of guarding the Mail Coach,

g~ft either for the special

pany have had a long and
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Massed pipes and d:ums of 1st Battalion Cameronians, the 6th Gurkha
Rifles and the I0th Gurkha Rifles
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lo the strains of " Begone Dull Care " by the bands of the
1st Battalion Cameronians and 1st Battalion The Worcestershire Regiment; and during the ceremony th~ massed pipes
and drums of 1st Battalion Cameronians, the 6th Gurkha
Rifles and the 10th Gurkha Rifles gave a performance which
added considerable co!our to the spectacle. Captain Parkinson and the Officers and men who took part in the ceremony
are to be congratulated on receiving the commendation of
the G.O.C., Major-General R. E. Urquhart, c.B., o.s.o., and
Major-General R. C. 0. Hedley, c.B., o.s.o., Commander,
Brigade of Gurkhas, for achieving a high standard of turnout
.and drill.
On N >vember 20th the Wing was inspected by MajorGeneral Hedley for the first time in his capacity as MajorGeneral, The Brigade of Gurkhas. As part of this visit the
General inspected the newly formed Gurkha Indepen'dent
Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron now ready to take up
operational duties, and with characteristic thoroughness,
delighted the G.O.R.s by speaking to almost each individual
of the Squadron in fluent Gurkhali.
Social activities this month have been practically nil except
for the usual successful month:y meeting of our local branch
of the Old Comrades' Association. As is customary everyone
of the British Element of the Wing and Independent
Squadron is busily engaged in preparing for bumper Christmas and New Year festivities of which the biggest event, and
most successful we hope, will be an O:d Comrades' Association Dance to be he!d in the lines of this Wing on 22nd
December.
We are p~eased to announce the arrival of Captain R. T .
Hone from U.K. to take up his appointment as Second-inCommand Independent Squadron. May his stay be a long
and happy one.
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Sergeant Maniraj Rai , Gurkha Royal Signals, represents Brigade
of Gurkhas at the Cenotaph on Remembrance Day
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MALAYA SIGNAL REGDIENT
Kunin Lumpur

R.H.Q. and 1 Squadron have been divided into five Sport
Teams. These teams are divided as far as possible on a
troop basis.
A six-monthly competition is
taking place between these teams;
the com::ietition including hockey
league, seven-a-side rugger, boxing,
swimming, badminton, and a drill
competition which takes place every
fortnight.
We have held an inter-team Tabloid Sports meeting which covered
normal sports events with three
gym nastic events included. The
meeting closed with a knock-out tug
of war. Time passed so quickly
that we found ourselves finishing in rapidly failing light.
Great keenness was shown a!though we soon found out that
what looks so easy when done by the expert, is not nearly
so easy in practice. T his particularly app:ied to a horrible
feat called a " hand flip." Few competitors managed to do
this without falling heavily to the ground.
H ockey. In the hockey world, we have a league running
for the U nit Sports Teams, and also have the Unit Hockey
T eam. The Unit Team plays weekly under the expert
guidance of W.O.I Brown. Lieutenant Roderick has joined
us from Hong Kong and has proved an able addition to the
.team.
We play regular mlltches with R.E.M.E., R.A.S.C.,
R.A.0.C. and W.D. civilians. All are hard fought games,
and we have our fair share of wins.
2 Squadron. The highlight of this month has been the
inspection of 2 Squadron by the General Officer Commanding Malaya, Major-General R. F. Urquhart, C.B., o.s.o., and
the Commander of North Malaya Sub District, Brigadier
H. A. Skone, C.B.E., o.s.o.
The inspection was a very thorough one, and took in the
Transmitter Station, Squadron Lines, M.T., and H .Q. North
Malaya Sub-District Signal Office. The General found
time to speak to various men of the Squadron, and stated
afterwards that he was impressed with the smartness, bearing and morale of the men.
He was particularly impressed with our Squadron
" shrine " which consists of a large concrete plinth surmounted by a truly dazzling and magnificent brass and
chromium "Jimmy." This was made tor us by era tsmen
of the local R.E.M.E. unit, through the kindness of their
Officer Commmding.
The Squadron has been completely redecorated, and done
'1p, especially the gardens, in which our flowers are at last
showing signs of coming up, to reward the many hours of
patient work put in by our chief gardener, Signalman Fagan.
In order to promote closer liaison between ourselves and
the Infantry we have b:en and are still, with kind permission
of their Commanding Officer, sending number. of oi•r men on
detachment as Infantrymen, to the King's Own Yorkshire
Light Infantry. They are being employed as Infantrymen
and throughout their stay of ten days, go out on fighting
patrols, and obtain first hand knowledge of the problems and
tactics of jungle warfare.
. We are in process of building ourselves a badminton court,
but as we are now in the middle of the monsoon season,
owing to the amount of rain the work is progressing rather
slowly.
3 Squadron. The last month has seen a number of
changes in the heirarchy of the Squadron, and we are
reminded of the line " the tumult and shouting dies, the captains and the Kings depart." The initial part of this is not
particularly apt, as the new office-bearers are doing quite
well for volume.
A new form of sport is occupying the Sunday mornings.
The local " pig shooting " season is in full swing and a
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keen. The nag is at some o
.
f ball into the
of kc nn~: ... an( d ththeexrescuus~ta~~t ~~~~ln othe forest someundergrowu1 on e
·
th · m by
thing stirred ") is not always accepted with en us1as
the conducting _ o~cer.
.
Hocke and Footporting acuvmes at present include h
y "A" and a
ball In the latter game the Squadron as an
.
" B ~. team. The football games at the mom.ent S!e Pr:1cuce
ones. The Hockey team has, however, received_ ttS tnal by
ordeal in the Garrison League-the sc~e a~sti!tsw~~
quite heavy but by no !Deans. a recor .
ar
reorganisation are freely ctrculaung.
.
d
S wulron. Later in the month a strong line party .un er
Se~on~-Lieutenant T. Ross left to ass~st Telecoms by;"~~=
ling lines down the Karak-Munchis r~~' a ,P1~~ds in
sidered by some as one~f the m~~ ~ili~ ambushed
Malaya. Just to warm
ngs up d . the shape of an
them on the way out but a trump car in
.
ed
armoured car kindly loaned by 4 Hussars soon dishearten
the enemy Since then they have been content to leave
leaflets ab~ut advising the British so!dier to go home ~;ay
from this awful climate. Little do they know! . To a
to
our score our linemen went over to the off~ns1~e when of
coming round a comer they caught the banditS m the act o
" brewing up " a bus and robbing the passengers.
~te
the only casualty has been one wounded _on our _s1 e ut
Corporal Curley and his men have very different ideas for
·
mili'
· ·
the future.
Back at Squadron H.Q. the accent ts on
tary tratnlDg
as we bear that Royal Signals ~e being called upon to take
a more active part in the bandit hunt.
The monsoon weather has put paid to m?st of our sport
but a lot of energy is being worked off tea~g the younger
members the art of " wielding " a hockey suck.

'!'d

HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT
The formation of The Hong Kong Signal R~e?~ has
now been completed. Members of. the la~e 40 D1vi~,1onal
Signals are settling down very well m th~ fl~hpots and
though they miss the beach and the swunmmg there are
amp'.e com?ensations in the " big cit('
Early this month TyphO?n W3:fI1tng Num?er. One was
hoisted for the umpteenth ume this year. This ume, however it looked like the real thing. " Slowcoach," as the
typhoon was subsequently designated, approached fr~m the
South East having already caused much damage m the
Philippines. For three days the storm drew closer and
closer to the Colony and Warning Number One was succeeded by Numbers Seven, Eight and Nine7the latter signifying "Typhoon Imminent." Well, nothing happened!
The typhoon centre was only sixty miles South of us and
the weather was typical of March in England. Then the
storm veered away to the West and in the words of the met
report, " filled up."
.
,, .
Those who missed the" Calamity Jane m September of
last year were rather disappointed in " Slowcoach," bu~ the
old hands heaved a sigh of relief when " Slowcoach " nussed
us. Typhoons are not very pleasant from a line troop
officer's standpoint.
The P.RI. produced a troupe of "Beautiful Shanghai
Dancing Girls " early this month for our entertainment.
They put on a very good show which has caused the RS.M.
grave concern as to the morals of the regiment---or so he
said! Our Cinema Club continues to thrive and at last we
have been able to set up our equipment on a semi-permanent
basis.
Tail piece. Who was the signal officer who, when asked by
hi commander what was the progress of the approaching
Typhoon replied," I don't know, sir, the morning newspapers
haven't arrived yet "-end found himself Mess Secretary the
next day?
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27 COMMONWEALT H I NFANTRY BRIGAD E
SIGN AL TROOP
October, 1950
Korea
are en route for the Manchurian border
At the D?-thim~1enfiftwtye miles of our objective, having been on
and are wt n
the move almost contin~ously
since the Pusan Perimeter
defence line. We crossed
the 38th parallel three weeks
ago and have passe~ .through
many crumbled c1nes . and
around many blown bridges
but the majority of our ?"ansport is still with us and m our
lungs is a lot of dust.
.
Our Battalions, The Middlesex Regiment (D.C.0.) and
The Argyll and Suth~r!and
Highlanders have been JOtned
b the 3 Royal Australian
ealth
y .
t making us into the first ever Commonw
::~:_:n We have a G .M .C. crew with ea~h B~ttalion a;td
our link. to these is probably our only link with Signal Trli::k.
ing Pamphlet No. 7 Pts. I , II and
On our r~. was
we had quite a time sor~g out what A square five
. .
in answer to a report of signal .
"Hunt of Hayseed " is now a catchphras~ w1thm the troop
d e to the Brigade Echelon being some distance ~way and
h~ving been allotted the name " Hayseed"; S1gna~an
Hunt's almost incessant tuning and nettin~ calls have become
art of the background noise that goes with t?e Camp.
p After many conferences and exch~ges of s1gn~ls our lo~g
awaited link to the outside world arnved some ttme ago, ~n
the form of a H .P. C.V. and though our schedules are spoilt
by an unforeseen move we have settled d~wn now. an~ five
minutes before each call Lieutenant Bald~m and S1gna:man
Moorman sit with _crossed fingers, m utter:ng stra:ige words.
These have not f>een quite so necessary smce. Driver Parkes
discovered that the generator works better with a full complement of jets in the carburettor.
. . .
Our higher formation is the U.S. Infantry D1vm<.m, well
known in this campaign and they move a V:H.F ; stanon, 399
·
us . resulting m our H.Q.
and "wi·re " team with
.
stanon
looking like a Corps Transrrutter Site.
The temperature is getting lower day by_day and the early
morning wash and shave has becom~ no~ng sh?rt of agony
and to wake up with frost on our blankets 1s _no_thi_ng u~usual.
Snow hasn't fallen yet but by the time this 1s m pnnt we
shall no doubt have had our share.
. .
Our first big draft of reinforcements JOtned us a week ago
--one O.K.C. and fotir O.W.L.s,_it doesn'~ seem much on
paper but to us it was a great relief, especially to the other
Cipher N.C.O., Corporal Loudoun.
Sergeant John Keeney of the U.S. Signal Co~ps h~s left us
recently after acting as our liaison member ~th his . Corps
and we would suggest that in recognition of his serv1c.es . he
be made honorary member of the Royal Signals Assoc1atton
-preferably the Quartermaster's Branch! !.
Our D.R. map is always of interest and S1gnal~en Alcoc~,
Worman and Ross study it carefully before leavmg on thell'
runs. This map, however, is of no ~se whats~ever to
Captain Pidsley as he calls nearly every _city, town, village or
hamlet " Kuyonnsong " said very qwck,y a la Kenneth
Horne.
·
th
That is all for this contribution, may be by the tune e
next one is due we shall be back in South Korea or even
Hong Kong.

n3.

Uave you filled in your Order Form

I

for "The Wire" for 1951?
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MAJOR A. R. MARSH ALL
Royal Signals
In the absence of definite notes
from Korea , we publish this
photograph, understoo d t o be of
Major A. R. Marsh all, co mm and·
ing 29 Indepen dent In fan try
Brigade Gro up Signal Squad ro n,
arriving in Korea ex H.M.T.
Empress of Aastralia. W e trust
that we are correct and hope
that Major Marshall will sen d
us so me not es in return
We und erstand hi s fam o us piano
is with him
[Courtesy: D .P.R. . War O ff.c•

Territoria.I
ArIlly
Hi WIRELESS SQUADRON, T.A.
Devon port
A very comprehensive Winter Training programme is now
in full swing, and most week-ends see an exercise of some
kind be it a D.R. Trial, convoy run or a Wireless Scheme.
The week-end 25th/ 26th November, 1950, is being devoted
to N .C.O.s and potential N .C.O.s to include foot and arms
drill, M .T . organisation and P.R.I. and the role of the unit
in action.
The following week-end is the Squadron Motor Cycle
T rial, for which over 40 entries have been received, and is
the outcome of several exercises arranged by Lieutenant J.
A. Brunyee with the Devonport and District Motor Cycle
Club who are helping to organise this trial.
We regret to report the loss of "H.M.S. Rattleguts," the
0 .C.s car, somewhere off the coast of Crediton during the
recent floods.
It would appear that the aforementioned mechanical contrivance with the O.C. at the wheel was cruising as usual on
the wrong side of the road (correct side for a ea going
vessel) when it left its native element and became imm rsed
in liquid.
The -:ar (?) vessel( ?) sank immediately and the crew had
great difficulty in getting out and climbing upon the roof.
The O.C. shone here as his continued fight to extricate himself from awkward situations imposed by 63 HQ. L. of C.
Signal Regiment had made him quite adept at this sort of
thing.
THE WIRE. JANUARY 1951

From here he attracted attention by the use of a " Lighters,
Cigarette, Mark II " in lieu of " Rockets, Distress, Mark III,"
and the Crediton Lifeboat disguised as a double-decker bus
came alongside and took off all the survivors, the O.C. complete with .22 rifle and brolly.
As he sailed away the O.C. saw all his lights burning
brightly under the water, the first time all the lights had ever
been on together.
A salvage party later brought up ~· H.M.S. Rattleguts "
and actually persuaded it to run, the O.C. remarking that
the water had affected the brakes which did not work now;
this is p ure swank, as numerous members of this unit know
to their cost that it never had any brakes.
P .S. -Any local Signal unit having a vacancy for a clean
living subaltern please contact the above, as when the O.C .
reads this the T.A. will be one dozen in strength.

50 (N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAi,
REGllUENT, T.A..
Darlin14ton
L ieutenant-Colonel W. A. Lee, o.B.E., T.o., took over command of the Regiment on 1st May from Lieutenant-Colonel
R. M Percival, T.o.
June and July were busy months~ during which we prepared for camp and also welcomed the National Service
soldiers who started to arrive each fortnight from the
beginning of July.
Our Annual Camp this year took place at Stanford P.T.A.
in Norfolk, and we left for camp on 29th July. 151 Infantry
Brigade attended the camp at the same time, and so we had
much opportunity and pleasure in working with them.
Stanford is rather remote (to say the least) and so we started
right away to get down to hard work. Training for the first
few days was on a squadron basis, and culminated in a series
of Regimental exercises, one of which included the participation with the infantry of 151 Brigade, and 43 Tank Regiment from 9 Armoured Brigade and was a great success.
Every member of the Regiment had one day off during camp,
when the officers " took it easy" on the Norfolk Broads and
-the Sergeants and O.R.s had a "whale of a time" at
Yarmouth.
Our new Divisional Commander (Major-General L. G.
Whistler, C.B., o.s.o., and C.S.O.s Northern and ~stern
Command (Brigadier C. Childs, C.B.E., and Brigadier R. H .
0. Coryton, c .B.E.) came to see us during the second week,
and attended a guest night in the Officers' Mess. We were
delighted also to welcome three pre-war officers of the Regiment-Brigadier C. Fairweather, O.B.E., T.o., D.L., Major C.
Crosthwaite, M.B.E., T.o., and Lieutenant-Colonel H .
Kirkaldy, o.B.E.
In accordance with custom the officers visited the
Sergeants' Mess one evening and took along with them some
American Officers from a nearby airfield: this resulted in
some very tired officers and Sergeants the following morning. We believe that our Allies enjoyed their evening-we
certainly enjoyed their company.
On the first Saturday of camp our Honorary Colonel
(Brigadier T. T. J. Sheffield, o .B.E., T.o., A.o.c., o.L.), came
down to judge our Regimental competitions and to inspect
us on our ceremonial parade : he d.fterwards complimented
the Regiment on the high standard attained.
On 7th and 8th October the Regiment went to Whitburn
Ranges to fire off the Musketry Shield and to hold Annual
Sports day. In spite of bad weather, the week-end was
very successful, and many families and friends of the Regiment managed to get down for the Sports. Mrs. Lee presented the cups and prizes.
On 15th October the officers and ex-officers of the Regiment who play golf met at Brancepeth Golf Club to compete
for the Rose Bowl. The attendance was disappointing, but
the standard of play was high, and after a good tussle, Major
J. Garbutt won the cup, just beating Brigadier hcffield.
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Am ng t the competitor we were delighted to see a former

Adjutant of the Regimeot-Lieuteaant-Colonel Percy
Jennings, O.B.E., M.C.
.
ovember arrived and we found more exeroses on our
plate. There were two of these, .and they were full scale
Divi ional wireles exercises held m the Harrogate area. A
great deal of preparation and hard work was ~ecessary, but
in the end all went off extremely well : certainl;: all ranks
learned a great deal, and it was a great opporcui:1ty for the
Regiment to work with D ivisional Headquarters m the field .
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OF

c . . SIGNAL

REGIMENT, T .A.
Cbe8ter
During the past two months many changes have taken
place within the Regiment. Captain Bamb~r and _Sergeant
Webster have been posted to West Afnca; L1e~tenant
Watson has taken up a civilian post in East Africa and
Sergeant Haigh is no~ in Tric:ste.
Our new Adjutant 1s Captatn R. J. Hoar, !ate of Wester:i
Command Signal Regiment. We welcome him to the Regiment and hope he will enjoy his stay here. We also welcome
R.S.M. Boyton and S.Q.M.S. Monk.
Preparations for Christmas festivities are under way starting with the Children's part on 20th Dec~ber when." p ncle
Bill ' (Major (Q.M) W: F. Mills) will agam be officiatmg.
L

53 SIGNAi. S(tUADRON, W.B~.\..C.
Chester
An "At Home" was held at Squadron H.Q., ~bester, on

2nd December. Visitors were able to see two s1g~ o~ce~
working and a display of posters, photographs and D aisy,
a "model" member of the W.R.A.C.
Visitors included Brigadier E. V. McCorrna~k. C.B.E.,
c.s.o., Western Command, Major Sykes our Battalion Commander, and members of the Press.
Visitors and personnel later gathered in the Regimental
Canteen for tea.
AB"'IY PHANTOM SIGNAL BEGI1UENT, T.A.
(Tbe Prlneess Louise's Kensington Beglment)
Dommersmltb

The Regimental football team made its first appearance on
Sunday, 12th November, against the Griffin Brewery. The
oppeneuts' pitch was ideal for soccer, and after ~ fierce
truggle the Griffins won by 2 goals to I. Outstand~ng performances by Captain F . F . Kendell, Corporals Pink and
E ·ans were among the highlights of the g~e. T~o of
our recently joined National Servicemen, Maslin and Bickerstaff, were included in the team, but our " star" player,
Corporal North, was unfortunately unable to play. The
match was in the capable hands of referee R.Q.M.S. Blackburn who must be congratulated on his handing of the game.
Future matches are planned against the Inns of Court Regiment, and the London Transport Sports Club.
The week-end 25th/26th November will be remembered
mainly for the blanket of fog which descended on the
London area, and remained throughout the week-end. " A"
Squadron under Major R. Hammond, T.D., provided Patrols
in the Bisley area, while " C " Squadron commanded by
Major B. R. Wood, T.D., carried out the role of Phantom
R.H.Q. at Aldershot. Wireless communication was excellent, and all those taking part were able to take advantage of
the experience gained during the period of the scheme. Great
credit must be given to the drivers, whose skill (even when
towing! ) brought us safely back on Sunday night, with
visibility practically nil.
The recent cold spell did not discourage people from
attending our Regimental Dance, held on Saturday, 9th
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December in our Drill Hall at Hammersmith Road. A large
gathering of members of the Regiment past and presenr
danced to the music of " The Mea:onomes " Dance
Orchestra, the presentation being in .charge of our able
Entertainment Committee, under Cap~m F. F. Ken~ell.
The most recent member of the wart:u?-e xs~ Battalion, T he
Kensington Regiment to join Phantom 1s J?nver A. T .. Co~,
who served with the battalion from Apnl, 1.942? unul his
release in March, 1947. Apparently others are sull pondering, and we hope the~ w~ come alo~~ ~efore long-the
advent of National Service m no way rrururruses the need for
experienced volunteers. The fact that our role has somewhat changed since the war sho~d not deter ~em, they
will find our training most interesting and soon pick up the
theme of " Phantom."
Basket Ball
v.
v.
v.
v.

Results
Peel H ouse T.S .
Curzon F.C.
Peel House T.S.
G .P.O. (West)
v. Peel House T .S. and Hendon T .S.

\Von
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won

12-10
11-13
14-16
26-27
24- 17

53 (WELSH) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL . REGIMENT, T.A.
Cardiff

The Regiment has extended a welcome to many Natiorial
Servicemen in the past months and they have now .settled.
down in our squadrons which are
situated in Cardiff, N ewport
(Mon.) and Wolverhampton. It
has been most encouraging to see
37 % of the intakes to date enlist
on voluntary engagements. Steady
progress has been made with the
redecoration and refurnishing of
the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess lit · H.Q., Cardiff. A billiard table has been
installed and comfortable chairs and tables purchased.
The Regiment's annual Children's Christmas Party will
be held on 30th December at Maindy Barracks. Over 100
youngsters are coming.
No. 2 Squadron, Newport (Mon.). T~s is o~ first contribution to T HE WIRE and we hope that in making our debut
these notes (and ones to come later) will be of interest to
past and present members of the squadron and to those
National Servicemen who will be joining us in the future.
We are holding a squadron dirmer in N ewport on 19th
D ecember at the King's Head H otel, and an excellent
evening has been arranged. Let you know more of this
in our next notes.
T raining proceeds steadily and we pay tribute to the
loyalty and perseverance of the senior N.C.O. instructors
who frequently have to make a long journey to and from
Newport in wretched weather. W e have even heard of one
such instructor who managed to make it on the night of his
wedding anniversary. We gratefully acknowledge this, and
the co-operation of his wife.
The Mayor of Newport, Alderman J. Wills, accompanied
by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G . B.
Stevenson, and the Squadron Commander, M ajor T. L ,
Husbands, paid us an informal visit on 29th November. All
aspects of the Squadron's activities were inspected and we
hope he was favourably impressed with all he saw.
Our first training week-end for National Servicemen was
held on 18th and 19th November and proved very successful.
Those taking part were fed and slept on the premises, no
mean undertaking considering our cramped accommodation
and our thanks go to all who had the running of the scheme
in their hands, especially to Messrs. Hillman, Gattrell and
Gooch who consistenly produced excellent meals despite the
initial rebellious mood of the No. 1 cooker.
A Happy New Year to all readers-Pob hwyl.
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44 (D.C::.) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.
Hammers mith, W.6

Brigadier Rackham, Secretary of the Middlesex Territorial Army Association, was principal guest at the Annual
Officers' Mess Dinner held at the Regimental Headquarters,
on Saturday, 25th November last. The evening was a much
quieter and less formal one than in previous years and the
number of guests considerably smaller. In spite of this the
evening was most enjoyable and our thanks go to Captain
West and those who helped to make the party a success, in
pa ticular the cooks of the Army Catering Corps and the
Cadets f our attached Cadet Squadron.
The Christmas spirit is prevailing at Regimental Headquarter and we are holding a Christmas party on Saturday,
16th December, when there will be the usual Christmas
Draw.
16 AIRBOllNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGHIENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)
London, S.W.3

The climax to this year's training activities was the Armual
Prizegiving Dance held at Regimental Headquarters on 18th
November. This was the fust time that the silver cups and
trophies had been competed for since 1939 and sundry
modifications to the rules of the competitions have had to be
made since the Regiment has changed its horses for parachutes.
T he prizes were presented by the Honorary Colonel,
Colonel G . S. Sale, M.c., T.D. Amongst those who received
certificates of entitlement to the wings of a trained parachutist was Corporal E . D . Kirkby, the first National Serviceman in the Corps, and also it is believed in the Army, to
join the T .A. as a volunteer and then complete a parachute
course, all in the space of twelve weeks. The L afone Challenge Cup for the best all round individual performance of
the year was won by Lance-Coroporal R. F. Skin, who
comes of a family well known to the Corps and the Regiment, his brother, Sergeant E. C. Skin, being one of the
Permanent Staff, while his father who had 25 years' service
in the Corps has done his best to convince the Orderly Room
Staff that he is 10 years younger than the age shown on his
Birth Certificate.
The Dance was a Double event in that the Airborne Signals Old Comrades' Association also made it the occasion
of their Annual Re-union. I t was a very great pleasure to
see so many of them and their wives, including Major and

[Co urtesy: U nirnd Pho1ographers, L ondon

" C" Troop, commanded by Captain B. A. Milne, won Kitchener
Cup for parachuting and the Buster Bill Cup for efficiency
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[<.:ourtesy: United Photographers, L ondon

Corporal E. D. Kirkby receives his parachute certifi cate fro m
Colonel G. S. Sale, M.C ., T.D.

Mrs. " Lucky" Fenton, Captain and Mrs. Gladwyn,
S.Q.M.S. Weinert and Sergeant Bill Sheffield. It gave them
an opportunity of not only m eeting old friends again but
also those of us who are trying to carry on the fine traditions
of Airborne Signals.
Although numbers have not increased aopreciably in the
last year this has not been allowed to interfere with the progress of training. Among the recruits have been Lieutenant
J. D . Angus, S.S.M . Wilson and Sergeant D. Tichener.
There have also been changes in Regimental Headquarters,
L ieutenant-Colonel The Viscount M alden, T.D., has been
succeeded by L ieutenant-Colonel N. E. Pease, M.B.E., T.D.
The Adjutant, Captain B. A. Go-nm, also left in May and
was relieved by Captain W. P. W . Robertson (1st and 6th
Airborne Divisional Signals) who is now also Secretary of
the Airborne Signals 0.C.A
T he weather was not so kind for summer training, but
even so week-end training was rarely interrupted and most
trained parachutists were able to complete four descents on
our Wormwood Scrubs Dropping Zone. It was certainly an
experience to sort out a reasonable spot on which to land
frorri the medley of football matches, bicycles, prams and
small children with which the D.Z. was scattered!
Undoubtedly the most memorable events of Annual Camp,
which was held again at Hythe, were the night exercise held
in pouring -rain, and the Inter Troop Boat Race on the Royal
Military Canal. The latter was a Fancy Dress event in
which teams of six were required to ferry each other across
the Canal, two at time, in rubber assault boats. The proceedings were reasonably gentlemanly, "no bumoing or
boring " having been included in the rules until "A" Troop
produced a Secret Weapon in the form of soot-filled paper
bags. In spite of this the Officers' team fought their way
to Head of River, though their wives' remarks on the colours
of their pyjamas are best left untold.
Ex members of 1st Airborne Divisional Signals will be
interested to know that on Sunday, 17th September, a
memorial tablet was unveiled in Caythorpe Church, Lanes.,
to the memory of those men of the unit who died at Arnhem.
A Reunion takes place each year at Caythorpe on the anniversary of the Arnhem landings, and in future a wreath will
be laid each year on the tablet. Anyone wishing to attend
next year should contact the Secretary Airborne Signals
0.C.A., Duke of York's H.Q., Chelsea, S.W.3. An informal
meeting of the O.C.A. now takes place on the second Wednesday of every month in the Regimental Canteen. Member
JI

o anv Airborne ignals unit arc invited. to come along and
meet 'old friends.
.
Finally a word about our first National Servicemen. We
are very <>lad to welcome them to the Regiment, and are
proud of ilie fact that without exception they have come as
T.A. volunteers and volunteer parachutists. We are ure
they will live up to the high standards e~pec.ted of those who
wear the Red Beret. Our only complam~ is that so !ar we
have not had enough. Volunteers for .Airborne duu~s ~e
urgently required from National Servicemen who live. m
London and are now completing their Regular Army service.

1/20 (SM) ARMY SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.
Birmingham

I have mentioned Les Williams and His Resident Band
at Cateswell House Drill Hall so many times that you must
want to know what they look like. I had a photograph somewhere. Yes, there it is. (Or if it isn't, just pretei;id.) All
ex-Service type . That is Les not holding anything. ~e
plays a cinema organ when they can't talk him out. of it,
but there was no room on the stage. Johnny Avery with the
tenor sax was in the 48th Divisional R.A.S.C. and. helped a
lot to brighten our dull days in 1940. Take no nou.ce of .t he
extra "s" in Signals. It either means that the signwnter
hasn't a clue or we wish to indicate that we utilise more than
one sort of signal. Which reminds me. I must find _out
about that rather queer signal the driver of the T .C.V. gives
the man on the gate. It can't be that. The war is over. Or
is it?
I hear that Waziristan District Signals are hoping to
organise a dinner and reunion in Birrnin?~am .in the n~
future. There may be some old Wazirs livmg m the Midlands or even belonging to this regiment who would like to
know more about it. Drop a line to Captain Dennis
Jamieson, 27 The Drive, Harefield Place, Uxbridge, Middlesex and don't say I told you. What do they talk about when
they' get together, as if I don't know? "D o you remember
when we used to go sick together? "
December is the month of social functions. We are no
different from anyone else in this respect. Annual dinners,·
annual dances, children's parties and all the rest of it. Grand
fun and a splendid opportunity to meet people.
If you have "come up" on the treble chance you can go
to all of them. Our Sunday night socials have been revived
and are proving as popular as ever. On the last Sunday in
November we handed over the entertainment to the Officers
and senior ranks of 492 Squadron A.T.C., our co-tenants at
Cateswell House. What a wise decision this proved. They
have the craziest of all Crazy Gangs. However, you must
not get the idea that life here is just one round of parties.
A considerable amount of work is going on all the time.
Recruit still roll in and the skeletons of new Troops are

O ur blockmaker, however, had sufficient of what Barleux's
signwriter lacked
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being formed. The building of the new gara~ proceeds
at an astonishing pace. Two men came and laid another
brick only last week. The material for _the ;oof was neatly
stacked on Plot B a few days ago. This will be moved to
Plot G very shortly because the shovels are undernea~.
These are required for the foundations. The r~ther quamt
old method of starting at the b~ttom and working upwards
has given way to more modern .ideas.
Before I forget, I have to wish you a Happy . and Prosperous New Year from all members of the Regiment. So
I do that. T his is the time of year when we are unusu_ally
polite to our trade people. You never know. They nught
send us a pretty calendar for 1951: Now_ before~ use up_ all
my space I will start my technical arucle. Disre.garding
Ohms law and most of the local bye-laws, we consider the
fluctuating frequencies of the - .
Editor : We can't spare the room this month.
M e : Oh. Blow!
B ARLEUX.

Association
Notes
Exeter

Annual Dinner at Exeter
" A very successful affair " was the . general op~on'
expressed among the 120 assembled to enJOY a good dinner
in good company at Exeter on Saturday, 18th November
last. The Exeter Squadron's Drill Hall can b~, ~a.de ~o l~~
a place fit to dine in, but it wants a lot of uuvaung :
Thanks to the match\f:SS e~o~s of Sergeant Barker and his
party of willing and enthusiasuc h elpers f!om the Squadron,
the Hall on the night looked extremely ru~e and the Branch
is most grateful to them for what they did and for all the
trouble taken on our behalf.
.
Our President, Major-General W. G. ~1chelmore, C:B.,
o.s.o., M.c., T.D., D.L., J.P., was in happy vem and had . with
him the following guests- the Mayor an:d th_e Shenff of
Exeter Brigadier B. B. Kennett, C.B.E. (Chief Signal Officer,
South~m Command), Brigadier H. D . Drew, o .B.E., M.C.
(Chairman, British Legion, Exeter), Colonel M. F .. ~rew,
o .B.E., D.L. (Secretary, Devon Territorial Army Associauon),
Colonel A. W. Roberts, M.C. (General Secretary, Royal
Signals Association), Lieutenant-Colonel W . .F: :8· Nott~ T.D.
(Commanding 43rd (Wessex) Infantry Div1S1onal Si~
Regiment T.A.) and Major L. E. 0 . Evans, T.D. (2nd m
Command).
The general arrangements were carried out by the Branch
Committee (Chairman, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Western,
o .B.E., T.D.), with that untiring and enthusiastic Honorary
Secretary of ours-Mr. Reg Jewell-who works so hard to
keep the Branch lively. We do not, however, forget when
" presenting bouquets," to include our most grateful thanks
to the Exeter Squadron Commander, Major Gordon S.
Dalton. His help at all times is immeasurable and we appreciate his unfailing kindness and courtesy.
The Editor of the local evening paper The Express and
Echo was present as an old friend and we are indebted to
him for the following account in the Press : "An appeal for more officers for the Royal Corps of
Signals was made by Brigadier B. B. Kennett at the armual
dinner of the Exeter and District Branch of the Royal Signals
Association, at Exeter, on Saturday.
" He said that the effect on the Regular Army of the sixmonths extension to National Service was an increase of
75,000 men.
" They were forming three new signal units within the
next twelve months, but the gloomy aspect was that they had
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not enough experienced officers for them. If you know of
any, send them along. We want them badly," he said.
Brigadier Kennett spoke also of the work of the Territorial
Army, and commented that there were two outstanding T.A.
Signal Units in the United Kingdom ready to take the full
weight of National Service men. One was the 43rd
(Wessex) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, commanded
by Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. B. Nott.
So far as the future was concerned, he felt the Corps had
got over the difficult times since the war, and better things
were ahead. Brigadier Kennett was responding to the toast,
"The Corps" proposed by Lieutenant-Colonel Nott, who
said that undoubtedly the National Service man had fitted
in with the Territorial Army. They were living in difficult
times, and the Signals were privileged to be the liaison
between the arms of the Services, while communication was
a vital factor in friendly associations between the nations of
the world.
Responding to the toast " The Royal Signals Association," proposed by Major-General W. G. Michelmore (President of the Exeter branch), Colonel A. W . Roberts, General
Secretary of the Association, outlined the work the Association was doing to help its members. He commented that
they would be surprised how much real hardship existed in
this country, although so much was being given to the
people. Then, after explaining that the Association depended
on branch and regimental subscriptions, Colonel Roberts
said that these were getting smaller and smaller. There
were several reasons for this. T he Corps was very much
smaller, and they had got a different type of soldier; they
did not have the long-service men, and the same interest
was not taken.
He described the Association as a live body doing a good
job of work and added they had now 80 branches throughout the world. They placed much more importance on the
branches, and the Exeter branch was a particularly good one.
Colonel Roberts, who was adjutant of the 43rd Divisional
Signals from 1923-27 in Exeter, remarked that he had never
forgotten the friendships he made in the city.
Major K. C. H. Rowe, in a witty speech, proposed " The
Visitors." Replying, the Mayor of Exeter (Ald. J. G. R.
Orchard) felt that the Association was doing something that
legislation could not do. They were keeping the Service
spirit alive.
Tunbridge Wells and District

To all ranks of Royal Signals at Home and Abroad, to
those of the great family of Old Comrades and to those
who have not yet linked up with the Association, we, at Tunbridge Wells, extend our hearty greetings and best wishes
for a peaceful and prosperous New Year.
The highlight of Branch activities during the latter part
of the Old Year was the evening show arranged to entertain
Eastern Command Signal Regiment at Maresfield
Camp on
1
20th November, 1950. All ranks, their wives and friends
were invited and the Camp Concert Hall was packed to
capacity. A representative party of Branch members made
their way to the Camp by coach from Tunbridge Wells for
the occasion and were greeted on arrival by LieutenantColonel J. N . Barker (Officer Commanding) and his officers.
An excellent buffet had been graciously provided and the
steaming hot coffee was very much appreciated after the cold
coach ride. The Concert Party found a highly appreciative
audience and the resounding requests for repeated
" encores " left no doubt as to the ultimate verdict- " Good
Show."
Among the guests present were Colonel A. W. Roberts,
M.c. (Gene>ral Secretary, Signals Association), and ex-R.S.M.
" Sammy " Hughes. Sammy told me he was " getting old "
but I felt sure he must have been referring to his Christmas
order to the brewers. He looks the same to me now as he
did when he was in the " furniture lark " some 30 years ago.
(Did I say 30 years? Dear me, how tempus does fugit ! )
For individual member's activities during 1950, the
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" o~car" goes to Major G . A. Cuppleditch who, with the
assistance of Mrs. Mar_y Cuppleditch, brought off a " double"
on 17th Novem ber, m the persons of twin daughtersGeorgina Mary ai;id Diana Ellen. W ell done, G eorge! The
Branch extends Its warm est congratulations both to Mrs
Cuppleditch and yourself.
·
At the Branch M eeting and Social held on 6th b ecember
1950, an excellent recital of recorded music and songs w~
re~dered by Mr. L. G. Pinkney which was thoroughly
en1oyed by a large and appreciative gathering. A draw for
a lusty young live cockerel realised £1/15/ 6 for Branch
funds. The bird was kindly presented by Mr. W. Hibbit.
Sutton and Dis trict
(Incorporaring East Surrey Branch)

Since our last notes appea red we have been doubling in
many senses.
O u: ~l Alamein : eunion was a double event in many ways.
CondJt10ns very different than those in the desert greeted
our members when they turned up for the reunion. The
boiler had cracked, making the ball as cold as the weather
outside. A double issue of rum soon put matters right.
T imed to coincide with the laying down of the barrage at
El Alamein a shower of ticker tape fell from the balcony at
22 . ~ 2 hours. Members of the Corps who had not forgotten
thelf craft were able to read that the tape carried the original
message of the beginning of that battle.
Have a double? "I don't mind if I do, sir" is a phrase
that could be attributed to this Branch. Reason-on 24th
November our paid up members stood at 40, then we
started recruiting. Six days later at our Annual General
M eeting, I was able to armounce that we had exactly doubled
our members to eighty, and were still batting. It is now
only two days later and we've risen to 122. Have a double?
We'll have a treble! Which reminds me you never can tell
what's going to happen next where Sutton Branch is concerned. There are even times when our Chairman doesn't
stick to the agenda, but that's not his fault, as for instance at
our Annual General Meeting. On this occasion casualties
were high, two members of our Committee were on the sick
list and one on duty, even our Secretary was off the beer,
reasons to be stated later. The usual faithful clan turned up
and our Chairman was disposing o~ business quicker ~
any barrow boy with a policeman in the offing. When our
Secretary suddenly vanished, to reappear in a short space of
time and pass a note to the Chairman, the secret was
out, his wife had just presented him with a son; so you see
that's loyalty to the Corps, some pace a ward, but others just
go to the Annual General Meeting. Personally, I couldn't
find ·a better excuse to stay away from the Annual General
Meeting, but I expect some of those who were not present
can.
In conclusion, the Branch have reserved a coach for the
Corps Reunion at Catterick on 21st/22nd July; the fare will
be 35/- return. Branches and individuals in the London
area who are interested should write to the Honorary Secretary, !'Ar· W. J. Membry, 148 Lilleshall Road, Morden,
enclosing a deposit of 5/- per seat. Picking up places will be
arranged in London.
Birmingham
A Happy and Prosperous New Year to all. Have you
decided to order your WIRES by the year?
Sometimes I wonder what I can write about that could
possibly interest WIRE reader . Who cares how many come
to our monthly meetings? Well, we do of course, but no
one has to tell us about it. So without so much as a "by
yer leave ' I shall tell you that we had a jolly good crowd on
the last Thursday in November. You can skip it if you
like. Perhaps this cheery party was becau e wives and
friends were invited. This is strange. We have told you
that you may bring them any time. It must have been the
concert. There was hot music by Ralph' Golden Ingot or
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Bob's Piece~ of Cake. Please yourself. . AronW¥, th.e
. .
·ho delights Oiteswell House audiences with his
mag1c1an, w
·
'th hi
·u.ring Most
exhibition of ledg-leger-well w1
s .con)
..
d~lightful of all there was Miss Betty Miles. If I J~St :y
that she was a oprano it only means th~t I am sear~ Y
over-stocked mind for a few superlauves. I don t kno~v
when I have heard a lovelier yoice. I ~ttendc:<l ~e opera~~
Florence Naples and Rome. I m~nuon this m case Y
think I haven't heard any lovely v?ices. I .well remember
I abella of Campobasso who e voice pracucally ~ew the
laces out of my boots. Remind me to tell you ab?ut it sometime. I tried to book Betty for the Sunday ev~g conc~rts
at Oiteswell House but she had n? .free dates unul sometime
in May, 1951, which is not surpnsmg.
.
In a way I was sorry that there wa~ no comedi~ beca~se
these always give me an urge to write several vituperauve
paragraphs.
.
I am not bad at V.P.s though it took me a 1ong time .to
learn which subjects to avoid. I mean one doesn't write
anything with a kick in it about Generals, Members of Parliament, N.A.A.F.I. Managers, and other protected documents-I mean persons.
Chapter 3. New readers start here or go back to Betty
Miles.
. J ck Coo
Through the good offices of our friend Ma1or a
. per
(BBC) a number of us were invited by Mr. Willi~
H~ghe~: the Drama Producer, to attend the B.B.C. studios
in Broad Street on Thursday, 7th December, to h<;ar the
Royal Corps of Signals programme. No doubt you listened
to it. If not, don't admit it. I am told that an ol~ ~entle
man rang the B.B.C. to. ?bject to ~eir p~<munoauon of
"Through." He said he 1omed R.E. Signals m 1907 and that
since the 1914-18 war had always understood the word to be
"Thorough. ' To comment would be ~d. Now. som~
of us want to know if the B.B.C. is correct m its ren?erm~ .or
"ubique." What a picturesque ~guage ours is; q_wte
unique in many ways. How l?eople like me l?ve .to mutilate
it and wait for someone to wnte m and say his piece. They
never do. So humiliating. They probably think I don't
know what I am doing of. However, write on one side of
the paper and say whether first or secon? sylla~le of
" ubique " should be stressed. Then do nothing u?til told.
Cut round this line
Mind your
BARLEUX.
finger, silly.
ROYAL

SIG~ALS

BENEVOLENT FUND

Subscriptions received during November, 1950:
Royal Signals Corps Fund ...
...
Royal Signals Wing, School of Signals
1 Training Regiment
4 Training Regiment
Dornuions received during November, 1950:
Mr. N. P. V. Russell
Mr. W. Knox ..
Mr. E. Cook
.S.M. W. Mayhew ..
Total receipts during November, 1950 . . .

£ s. d.
63
4
10
2

9 II
o o
o o
19 o

8
IO

0
0
0

IO

0

8

£ 82 4 I I

Expenditure dunng November, 1950 . . .
£565 13 6
(Includes: - General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Insurance;
Cots and Prams; Beds and Bedding; Furniture; Clothing;
Removals; Rehabilitation; Fares; Education).
Analysis of Cases :
Families of soldiers serving in U.K. .. .
6
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, B.A.0.R.
2
"
,,
"
"
" M.E.L .F. . .
I
,,
.,
,,
,,
,, F.A.R.E.L.F.
5
'«'1dow nd dependents ...
9
Relea ed and discharged soldiers
50
T otal cases assisted

73

S p orts Notes
CORPS HOCKEY
lloyal Signals v. n.A.E.C. at ll'oolwicla
on 24th Nonembf'r, l 95fJ

R.A.E.C. won the toss and attacked si;rongly from . the
bully-off. Royal Signals found the Woolw1c~ ground sucky
and could not settle down, passes were gomg astray and
there was a lot of wild hitting. R.A.E.C. were on t.op for
the first half-hour, and their insi~e-right. scored m the
20th minute after a melee in the c~cle with a weak shot
which appeared to leave Dawson uns~ghted.
.
This reverse spurred on Royal Signals who swept mto
the attack. Ridge, the centre-half, put the ball out.to .Sydney
on the left wing who pushed it in to Perry at ms1de-left,
Perry went thro~gh, beating two men and .centred from ~e
goal-line to Carruthers, who scored first urne reverse-suck.
A pretty goal.
.
.
Play was fast, the ball moving from end to en~ m qu!ck
succession. Cantell made several runs up ~e nght wmg
but tended to delay his centre too long. Richardson was
sound in defence. Carruthers worked the ball over to the
left and centred to Webber who flicked it first-time into the
goal only to see a defender's knee knock it off. the goal-lin~.
Royal Signals started the second half at furious pace which
was maintained till the firlal whistle. The team had now
settled down and halves and forwards were working well
together, the' approach work by the forwards bei?g superb,
but somehow the R.A.E.C. defence always got m the way
at the last moment. One corner followed another, shots
missed either post by inches, but Royal Signals just could
not score. T he R.A.E.C. centre-half and goalkeeper, who
both played for the Army last season were magnificent. A
long pass from Webber to Sydney brilliantly collected by
the latter looked a winner when Sydney streaked in, only to
be fouled in the circle. Perry and Carruthers, who always
looked dangerous, both'' went through but were stopped
before shooting. Webber worked tirelessly to provide the
link between halves and forwards, and Ridge had control
of the centre of the field. Angus and Rogers played hard
at wing half but Rogers was a little slow in clearing. Royal
Signals were the faster and fitter team and were unlucky not
to win. The forwards must learn to shoot earlier instead of
trying to walk the ball into the net.
Team : R.S.M. Dawson; W.O.II Hall, Corporal Richardson; Sergeant Augus, Lieutenant Ridge, Second-Lieutenarit
Rogers; Sergeant Cantell, Captain W ebber (capt.), SecondLieutenant Carruthers, Signalman Perry, Captain Sydney.
Umpire : Captain Simpson.
Result : Royals Signals 1; R.A.E.C. x.

·cnpuons from die Royal Signals Officers' Games Fund
covered the cost of prizes and necessary expenses incurred.
Shields are awarded to the winning group and members of
the finalist teams are presented with medals. The shields
are held for one year.
Shields for the inter-unit competitions are held by the
following groups: Football-II Air Formation Signal Regiment Group.
Hockey-HQ. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment Group.
Cricket-I Wireless Regiment Group.
Tennis- I Wireless Regiment Group.
Golf-II Air "ormation Signal Regiment Group.
Cross Country-H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment Group.
Athletics-H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment Group.
Swimming-H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment Group.
Small Bore Compe ition-7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment.
.303 Range Competition-II Air Formation Signal Regiment Group.
Boxing-II Air Formation Signal Regiment Group.
Sailing-2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment Group.
Details of Corps cricket matches played during the season
1950 are as follows : Date
i950
18th June
!st July
2nd July
3rd July
llth Aug.
12th Aug.
13th Aug.
8th Sept.
9th Sept.

Opponents
Bad Oeynhausen Garrison
H.Q., Hamburg District
H.Q., 7 Armoured Division
R.A.O.C .
R.E.M.E.
H .Q., 2 Division
R.A .S .C.
R .A.M.C.
R.A.

Runs for

Runs against

172
138
102
161
157
82
153
118
92
93 for 5
132
78
11 for 1 205 for 5 dee.
164
11 for O
100 for 8 158 for 7 dee.

Result
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Draw
Draw
Draw

The following individuals have been awarded Corps
(B.A.0.R.) cricket colours for 1950: Lieutc_nant-Colonel J. E. S. Sanders, H .Q. B.A.0.R . Signal
Regiment.
Maior T. R. Wa_rren, 2 Infantry Division, Signal Regiment .
Ma;or F. A. Warnwnght, SX Branch, H .Q., B.A.O.R.
Second-Lieutenant C. R . E. Brooke, 1 i Air Formation Signal
Regiment
Second-Lieutenant D . B. Swift, l Wireless Regiment .
WO II J. Telfer, SX Branch, H.Q., 'B.A.O. R .
S.Q.M.S. Pritchard, H.Q., B.A.O.R., Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Scoffin, 7 Armoured Division, Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Tiffen, 2 Infantry Division, Signal Regiment.
Sergeant Catt, 1 Wireless Regiment.
Corporal Moseley, I Wireless Regiment.
Lance-Corporal Groves, H .Q., B.A.O.R., Signal Regiment .

In addition to Corps cricket there was a very exciting
triangular sailing regatta held at Steinhuder M eer between
RA., R.E. and Royal Signals teams. This was won by the
R.A., the Corps was placed second and the R.E. third. A
d etailed report has already appeared in THE WIRE. It is
hoped to make this an annual regatta.

SOCCER
Royal Signals , ('.atterick v. D11rlaa,,., 1Jniver8ity

ROYAi~

SIGNALS SPORTS

Driti8la ArmPJ ol the llhine

The Corps in B.A.0.R. has just completed a very successful year of intei;-unit competitions which has been rl?-e
matter of much speculation and interest to all of us here m
Germany.
As these various competitions have been in progress for
two years a few notes may be of interest to other theatres/
commands.
Independent troops and squadrons were attached to major
formations and thus formed six major groups throughout
the Zone. The following inter-group competitions took
place:Association Football, Rugby, Hockey, Cricket, Tennis,
Boxing, .22 Small Bore Competition, Sailing, Swimming,
Cross Country, Golf, Athletics, Basket Ball, .303 Range
Competition.
Finance. Officers (not subscribing to Officers Games
Fund) 3d. per month and all O.R.s 1d. per month.
These subscriptions helped by the grant of 50 % of subTHE WI RE , JA N U A RY 1 9 51

On Saturday, 25th November, Royal Signals, Catterick,
travelled to Durham to oppose the Univer ity. It was a
lovely day, following a whole week of heavy rain, and
a lthough the pitch looked to be in good condition, it was
quite soft and the going was very heavy. The University
won the toss and elected to take advantage of a slight slope.
T hey went into the attack immediately and after five minutes
t ook the lead through Brady, their outside left, who cleverly
worked the ball down to the goal line and then brought it
back to score from an oblique shot. Signals fought back
s trongly and within ten minutes were on terms through
centre-forward Cromar, who although attended closely by
three of Durham's rearguard managed to steer the ball into
the net. Both teams were .Playing well and the Durham
inside forwards with some good combination cut through
the Signals defence and the inside left shot hard for the
bottom corner of the net only to see Marshall, the Signals
' keeper, bring off a wonderful save. Good work by Tannahill and Foster took the ball to the other end, and Cromar
~gain ~core.d to put Signals in the lead. Finnegan was promment m Signals defence, and Tannahill continued to comTHE WIRE , JANUARY 195 1

bine well with Foster. Warrender, Signals outside right, was
giving the D urham defence a lot of trouble, and he put in
one terrific drive which Tyson did well to head over the bar.
Shortly afterwards from a corner Warrender gained possession and put Signals further ahead with a grand drive.
Signals continued to press and Forrest arid Tyrrel added
further goals to make the score at half-time: Durham University 1; Royal Signals, Catterick 5.
After ten minutes of the second half had gone Tyson, the
Durham right back, injured a leg and had to retire from the
game. He took no funher part. This seemed to put a
damper on the proceedings and thereafter the game became
exceedingly scrappy. Signals kept the Durham side penned
in their own half for the remainder of the game, but were
only able to add one goal through Cromar, who thus com·
pleted his hat trick.
Result: Durham U niversity 1; Royal Signals, Catterick, 6.
Hoyal Signal# v. H.E.M.E.

The Corps XI entertained R.E.M.E. for the annual inter
Corps game on Wednesday, 15th November, 1950, and a
thrilling game ended in a 2-1 victory· for Royal Signals.
The Army players, S.Q.M.S. Andrews, Royal Signals, and
Sgt. Wilkins, RE.M.E., captained their respective teams, and
the former won the toss.
Frame, the R.E.M.E. right winger, was soon prominent
. with some good runs and excellent crosses but Marshall, the
Royal Signals 'keeper, cut out most of them before their
inside men could take advantage of them. Townsend, the
centre half, was very prominent with some good clearances.
Play swept from end to end, Foster went close for Royal
Signals and Tansey shot hard over at the other end. Cromar
could make little headway against Wilkins, who was a tower
of strength in the R.E.M.E. defence. Cromar slipped to
Forrest, who was too slow ·to take advantage although well
placed. Foster, the Royal Signals inside man, was opening
up the game well, and his approach work led to the Royal
Signals first goal. Cromar's shot was blocked and from the
rebound Tyrrell raced in and gave Thompson no chance.
Both Forrest and Foster shot past when well placed, and
then Frame carried the ball to the other end and from his
cross Tedder, R.E.M.E. outside left, scored a grand goal.
Half-time came with the score 1-1.
In the second half R.E.M.E., taking advantage of a slight
breeze, piled on the pressure, Smith, their right half, being
very prominent. Harding, the Royal Signals left back, was
keeping a tight watch on Frame and by doing so reduced
the danger of the R.E.M.E. attack considerably. Frame did,
however, put across some lovely centres which Marshall
dealt with confidently. R.E.M.E. forced four quick corners
but the Royal Signals defence stood firm, and play was transferred to the other end where Warrender and Savin were
having some grand duels. Warrender crossed a hard ball
which Thompson, R.E.M.E. 'keeper, ·collected beautifully,
and then distinguished himself further by making grand
saves from Cremar and Forrest. Just before full time Forrest
broke through R.E.M.E. defence and made no mistake.
Result: Royal Signals 2; R.E.M.E. 1.
lloyal S'ignals. Cattericl' v. 2 l n lantrPJ Brigade

Royal Signals, Catterick met 2 Infantry Brigade on Saturday, nth November, 1950, on the Command Central Ground
in their first game in the Catterick District Inter-Corps
League.
Both teams were considerably weakened by injury and a
rather scrappy game ensued resulting in a 2-2 draw. Royal
Signals attacked first and Hill, the Brigade custodian, was
soon in action, although he was not unduly troubled by the
Royal Signals forwards whose shooting was very weak.
After twenty minutes Pascall, the infantry out ide left,
gained possession of the ball and in bringing it under control
appeared to handle, the Signals defence stood still waiting
fer the whistle which did not come, and the winger taking
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advantage of thi lapse, gave Mar hall no chance with a
trong ro s shot.
.
d
Roval Signal continued to dorrunate the exchanges bank
Fom:! t cleverly beat the defence and squared the ball ac
from the goal line for Tyrrell to head a really good goal.
Half-time came with the score 1-1.
Jn the second half Royal Signals again took command,
but thanks mainly to good defensive work by Edwards, an?
weak finishing by our forwards no further score came. unul
half an hour of the second half had passed. Royal Signa.ls
took the lead through Thomas who scored from close m
from a pass by T annahill. T he Briga:1e atta~ed and H~,
who had played well throughout, sent m a stnng shot which
Marshall dived full length to save. He was, however, unable
to hold the ball and Foster, the Brigade centre forward,
rushed in and crashed the ball into the back of the net._
Brigade attacked again from the kick off and looked .likely
to score when the final whi tie went. Result: Royal Signals
2; 2 Infantry Brigade 2.
Other Matc hes
Corps Matches
v. R .A.0.C .
v. R .E.M.E.
/-' .• ~ . .-lmauur Cup
v. \V~t Auckl3nd Town
\' Cockfidd
,._ Tow Law Town
,. . Tow Law Tmm (Replay
'Sorrhcm Command Cup
v. 2 I nfantry Brigade

Won
\Von

5-2
2-1

Won
Won
Drew
Lost

2--0
3--0
0-0
3-1

Drew

2-2

RO''AL SIGNALS., CATTERICK
CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING

It is quite a long time since any cross country news has
appeared in THE WIRE and so this contribu~on is, of necessity, a report on what has gone on so far this season. .
The Royal Signals (Catterick) Cross Country Runmng
team have always made their mark in every event for which
they have entered and we now have a high rep~tation.
During the 1949-50 season, we won the North Yorkshire and
South Durham Harriers League, the North Eastern Counties Road Relay race, the North Eastern Counties Junior
Championships and the Northern Counties Championships,
and we were the runners-up in the English National Junior
Championships. We also won or did very well in many
other events.
Major M. S. C. Shardlow, M.B.E., has retired from the
Regular Army and has handed over the chains of office to
Lieutenant D. F. Oakley (1st .Training Regiment) as Hon.
Secretary, and to Lieutenant P. J. Ibbotson (2nd Training
Regiment), as T eam Manager. The 1950-51 season opened
at the beginning of last October and it will continue until
the last day of next March. The pre-Christmas period of
the season is showing that things are faring even better than
in previous years and we are confident of winning the
" North Eastern " and the " Northern " again when they
take place next February at Stockton and Gosforth (Newcastle) respectively. We are not satisfied with being runnersup in the "National" and we feel that we shall win it when
it is held on the nearby Richmond Racecourse next March.
The North Yorkshire and South Durham Harriers League
has nearly completed its programme and, with one meeting
to come on Saturday, 16th December, the team appears to
be runaway winners. The leading positions amongst the
eighr dubs that are competing, are, at present after five
meetings:1t
2nd
'!rd
-l•h

Royal Signal (Catterick)
Middlcsbrouiih and Oevebnd H arriers
I 1 Bn . Che hire Regiment
Burn Road (Wcot Hartlepool) H arrie rs

203
688
847
1,024

points
points
points
poin ts

In the fourth meeting, with the first six in a club team to
count for coring purposes, we had 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 !
Th e who have done well in these runs are Sergeant
Colbert (Army C'.olour), Corporals Minshall and Nelson and
Lance-Corporal Martin (Army Colour) of 1st Training Regiment, Signalman Chalmers of 2nd Training Regiment,
36

Lance-Corporal Evans of 3rd Traini~g Regiment, ~ignalman
Dally of 4th Training Regi!11ent, Sign_al~an S~th of 7th
Selection Regiment (now with 1st Trammg Reg~~ent) ~d
Second-Lieutenant D. C. Birch of the Officer Trammg Wmg
(now with 7th Selectioi;i Regim~t). The last. named was
the reserve for the English team m the Internation~l ~ham
pionships last season, and Lance-Corl?oral Marun is the
North Eastern Counties Junior Champion.
In the Heaton Harriers Memorial Road rac~, i:un at .~~w
castle on Saturday, nth November, ~e were pipped ~to
second place by the Gosforth Harriers team by o~e pomt.
They scored 78 points to our 79. We had Second-Lieutenant
Birch at 1st (incidentally, he broke the cours~ record), Corporal Nelson at 4t11, Lance-Corporal Marun at 6th? and
Lance-Corporal Evans at 14th, but our other two, Signalman Chalmers (26th) and Corporal Minshall (28th) were
fairly well back. Gosforth packed well between 7_th 8?d
19th. We were without Sergeant Colbert who was ill with
a chill.
On Saturday, 25th November we took p~t in the Stockton
Harriers meeting over the racecourse-4 times round for 6t
miles-and we won with 29 points to the .35 of Gosf<;>rth
Harriers in a field of 21 teams. Second-Lieutenant Birch
was the individual winner with Corporal Nelson at 4th,
Lance-Corporal Martin at nth and Lance-Corporal Evans
at 13th.
.
.
There is always a big test in the annual meeung agamst
Northumberland, Durham and Durham University. This
season it was held on Saturday, 2nd December, at T own
Moor Newcastle, and it was over a distance of 7! miles. Our
chaps' don't normally run over anything more than 6t milt;S
but we tackled this one in a cheerful manner (we thought it
was only 6 miles). We were rurming against the crack
runners from the clubs in the North-East and our team did
remarkably well. We actually finished second in the teain
placings:1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Northumberland
Royal Signals (Catterick)
Durham
, •
Durham Universicy1

57 points
82 points
93 points
129 points

Second-Lieutenant Birch had to sprint for the last 150
yards of the course to win by inches. We also had Corporal
Nelson 3rd Lance-Corporal Martin 4th, Lance-Corporal
Evans nth: Signalman Chalmers 31st, and Corporal Minshall 32nd. Northumberland packed well between 5th and
14th. It was generally felt that if Sergeant Colbert had been
running (he had a bad cold), then we would have won.
The team itself is selected from the R egimental runners
taking part in the Royal Signals (Catterick) and Catterick
District L eagues. The Royal Signals (Catterick), which has
three meetings, has now finis hed with the following result :
Jst
2nd
3rd
4th
5rh
6th

I Training Regiment
2 Training Regiment
3 Training Regiment
Offic.,,. Training Wing
4 Training R egiment
7 Selection Regimen t

518
707
760
1,087
1,254
I, 767

points
po!n ts
po!nts
po!nts

po~ n ts

pomts

In the Catterick District League there are twelve Regimental teams taking part and the positions after two meetings
are: !st I Traini n g R egimen t
2nd Cheshire Regimen t
3rd 2 Trainin g R egi men t
4th 3 Trainin g Regim ent
7th 4 T rai ning Regim ent
8th O f!ic.,,. T raining W ing
12th 7 Selection R egiment

579
706
785
1, 143
1,445
1,4S l
2,3 10
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The pre-Christmas period is always a rush, with many
meetings in which to take part and it is to be hoped that we
will not over-run ourselves. We are all very keen and we
are all brimming over with confidence, and high spirits. For
those who have been with us on some of our trips, the cries
of "Bring out your dead" and "what are they?" still ring
out in Newcastle, Durham, Middlesbrough, and other cities
and towns of the North-East. Some of us are wondering
who is going to clean the English National Junior Championships Team Trophy from the 10th of March next year.
The English translation of the Corps Motto is certainly being
upheld!

w: BUTLER, R.E.

A.dv~rls.

: O. PH!LLIPS, Sapper R.E.

All Commuaications·sbo·ul<l be addressed toTH!l EDITOR. The Wirt, H•adquarters S.S.T.C., Mares6eld Park . S ussex.
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SHILLING

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

T is with the greatest confidence that I launch this little Journal among
you, in the hope of affording some slight amusement, and of creating a
greater feeling of esprit de corp among the members of the Signal Servicethe eyes, ears, and brains of the great little British Arm y. I fully realise the
impediments t hat lie in my path, and that it is not going to be "roses all
the way "- do I not know that soldiers are the most heartless criti.cs in the
world ?-but I am relying upon you, the readers of this little Journal, to
co-operate with me in making the project a success.

I

I would suggest that each Com pany in the Training Centre should .
appoint a representative ·to collect matter for publication-such as legitimate
"grouses," suggestions, and matter of a h'umorous nature either in verse or
prose.
Everything submitted for publicatio.n will. receive- the keenest considera.
tion, and I rely upon you all to assist me in making T HE WrnE a clean,
healthy and interesting Jo.urnal. The size of the paper depends entirely upon
the s;iles, and the number and quality of the literary contribu tions received.
Sport, of course. will take a prom inent place in its pages, and I should be
glad if the various Company members of the Sports Committee will acquaint
JT!e of the various fix tures of Football and Hockey matches, and supply me
with short reports of the different games. l\Iatter fo r publication should be
written on one side of the paper on ly, and forwarded under cover to the
Editor, Sapper G .. E. Pal in , Headquarters S.S.T.C.

*

*

*

Above is reproduced Page 1, Volume 1, No. 1, of this Journal It will be
seen that THE WIRE was first published 31 years ago. We make no apology
for publishing it this year, but only an apology that we failed to do so last
year.
T he first WrRE was a thin affair, only sixteen pages, but did include a timetable showing the method of approach by rail to Maresfield Park, via Tunbridge Wells. It also included the names of a number of warrant and noncommissioned officers who were presented with medals on 15th February.
There are many distinguished names-T /C.Q.M.S. A. L. Winter, T /C.S.M.
J. T. Cussens, A/ 2/Corporal N. Grant, F.S.M . E. G. Bowker, Corporal H. J.
M anton to quote only a few.
Incidentally the awards included two D.C.M.s, seven M.M.s, ten M.S.M.s,
and, believe it or not, one Delhi Coronation Medal!

VA(;ANCIES FOil TECRNICAI, OFFICERS
TELECOHltlUNICATIONS IN INDIA

OF ~TEREST IN T H IS NUMBER

Pages 63 and 64 are filled with notes from 27 Common"·.!alth Infantry Brigade i_'Jllal Troop: \Y./~ l- ave no less
-.;1an three letters fro!'!l them included m this numbc:r- Of
particuhr interest i the mentiOJ? of ~e. ;:rcsentatlon on
Chris011as Day of the Presidential Citation _awarded for
taking part in the defence of the P usan Peruneter. \Y./e
o'::::r our most hearty congratulations to the Signal Troop
for their part in earning this award. (See _cover pictrn:e.)
In this connection the Editor takes ~lus opporturuty of
thanking publi ly the officer commandmg 27th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade Signal Troop for the exemplary
waf in which WIRE notes are sent.
.
On page 59 in the notes of Egypt Command ~1gnal
Regiment w~ are fortunate in being able ~o publish a
photograph of tt_ winning water polo team u;i 1925. ~y
the aid of a magnifying glass we h~ve deciphered toe
names, which will bring back memon es to some of the
older readers of THE WIRE.
.
Tue 14th January marked the compleuon by Royal
Signals of 25 years in Catterick, and an all to? short
account on page 48 gives details of the parade serVlce held
to mark the anniversary.
.
. .
Delving into the pas t the war m Afnca 1s ~rought to
mind by an account o:-i r Jge 46 of the operations of X
Corps.
E bl. tThe Signals Rese::rch and Development sta is. n:ient
makes a welcome return on page 42 with an article enu tled
"Some Aspects of Screened Roo:;i Design," by N . T. L.
Eades.
. · ·
b
On 1st January this ye'.!r the 3rd D1v1Slon was re orn.
Better late than never we publish on page 46 an accow;it
of one of the earlier e:1ploits of a member of this
Division.
Page 71 provides an admirable account of the very
sucressful first half of the Rugby football season for those
stationed in Catterick. This record is equalled, if not
beaten by 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment at Fayid, and it . is
interesting to compare their successes on ~~age 59 with
those of the Headquarters of the Corps.

*

*

*

On another page (47) we publish a letter from a Mr. E.
Buttifant who gives various cogent reasons why he will not
continue with his subscription to THE WIRE. He says that
THE WIRE in the early part of 1950 was a great improvement and thereafter it relapsed into the " usual dreary
unit 'notes." We do not agree with Mr. Buttifant's
description of a very great number of these but confess and
do not deny chat it certainly applies to some. In actual
fact, barring the February number, there was little ?f
especial note in the first four numbers of _1950. We d!d
begin the technical articles from the Signals Research
Development Establishment.
But it is hoped iliac those responsible for tl:e writing of
notes from Regiments will see the point made by Mr.
Buttifant, and doubtless others, and write their notes in
a manner that will interest people who are not at the time
actually serving in the Regiment, Squadron or Troop from
which the notes are written.
HAMS' c;onNER

Canerick Amateur Radio Club report that acuv1ty is
brisk at the moment even iliough the bands are comparatively dead.
The club, GC310, is active on Tuesday and Friday
nights with a fair attendance, but there is plenty of room
for more members.
G 3DMK's Cheery Tones are heard on 14 and 144 MC
nightly.
G 3DVR is moving, but should be up on 10 and 20
hortly.
G 3lIA Y is busy building, but has a " QRP " rig on the
.5, 7 and 14 M.C. bands.
38

Vacancies exist in the Indian _Army for a ~mall number
of TOsT and applications for appomtment, which should be
addressed to the War Office (AG11(0) ), Stanmore, Middlesex are invited.
ucces3ful applicants will b_e granted Short . S_e~vice
2.
Commissions in the rank of Captam, for two years m1t1ally,
but extension~ of employment beyond that period will be considered, subject to satisf~ctory service.
3. Qualifications reqwred are : (a) Experience in AA and Coast Defence Communications.
(b) Experience in underground magslip and submarine cables.
(c) Age below 45 years.
(d) PES not lower than LE.
4. Preference will be given to ex-TOsT who have previously served in India (not necessarily as officers) and who
have some knowledge of the language.

Personal Column

1.

E.H PLOY.HE~T

VACANCIES

53 (W.) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.,
Cardiff, has a vacancy for a civilian Foreman of Signals in
the establishment for ex-members of the Corps, who
should l!PPlY in writing to The Adj utant, 53 (W.) Infantry
D ivisional Signal Regiment (T.A.), Maindy Barracks,
Cardiff, stating age, previous service and qualifications.

*

*

*

There is a vacancy in the civilian establishment of 269
(W. R.) F ield Regiment, RA. (T.A.) for a technical storeman
capable of maiQ.taining a small number of wireless sets and
telephones.
T he wage paid by the T.A. Association is about £ 5 6s. per
week Oess N.H.I. and P .A.Y.E.).
Apply to the Adj u tant, 269 (W.R.) Field Regiment, R A.
(T.A.), Fenton Street Barracks, Leeds, 1 (Telephone Leeds
27022).
I'
TO WRO.lU IT HAY CONCERN

We are informed by an officer at the H eadquarters of
A.A. Command, that Scottish Command (M .) Signal
Regiment recen tly organised an all ranks' dance. Twothirds of the proceeds of which, £18/II / 8, were thankfu lly received by the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund.
HONOU RS AND AWAUDS

The L ord Provost of Glasgow, Lieutenant-Colonel Sir
Victor Dunn Warren, M.B.E., T.D., on whom was conferred
the honour of Knighthood in the New Year's honours, has
had a long connection with Royal Signals. He joined I
Scottish Corps Signals, T.A., in 1921, and transferred to
52 (L.) Divisional Signals the following year.
He
remained wiili this Regiment until 1939, when he was
promoted Lieutenant-Colonel to command 15 (Scottish)
Divisional Signals. From 1942 until ilic end of the war
l e served as a Chief Signal Officer in England and West
l'.frica.
Otl~ e r aw'lrds included the following:
To be M emhers of the Military Division of the Order
of the British Empire: Major Thomas Davie Childs, 13
A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, T .A.; Major Richard Oliver
McMahon Williams, 52 (L.) Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment, T.A.
Awarded the British Empire Medal: S.Q.M .S. Jack
Wilderspin, The Depot Regiment, Royal Signals; Sergeant
G~rald Chapman, War Office Signal Regiment; Sergeant
Eric Rumford, formerly of Hong Kong Signal Squadron;
Sergeant M~rgarct McCue, W.R.A.C., fqrmerly switchboard supervisor at Headquarters, London District, Whitehall 4466.

W.0.1. A. E. Marshall, of Northern Command Signal
Regiment, has been granted a Commission as Lieutenant
(Q.M.).
R.S.M. Thornton, of 15 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment,
T.A., has been granted a Commission as Lieutenant
(Q.M.) and has proceeded to Austria.
W.0.J. Crouch, of 14 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, T.A.,
has been granted a Commission as Lieutenant (Q.M.) and
has been poste to the Depot Regiment.
Captain (T.0.M.) J. F. Widgery, 50 (N.) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, has been promoted Major.
Movements ol Officers

Major R. C. Kerry from Pakistan to U.K.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. L. Lewis from Pakistan to 1
Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. S. Tulloch and Major J. L.
McNeil from Pakistan to 6 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment.
Major F. J. Swainson from B.A.O.R. to Senior Officers'
School.
Major A. E. Wood from Depot to 4 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment.
Major E. C. R . Blaker from H.Q., Salisbury Plain
District to Depot.
Major C. Worrin to H.Q. Salisbury Plain District.
Major P. S. Banbury from H .Q., Catterick District to 6
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major G. A. Dutton from War Office to Senior Officers'
School.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. R idley-Martin from 12 A.A.
(M.) Signal Regiment to Senior Officers' School.
Major D . L. Sylvester-Bradley from War Office to
Depot.
Major M. Stonestreet from Joint Services Staff College
to British Troops in Austria.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C . R. Stead from Pakistan to 52
(L.) Divisional Signal Regiment, T .A.
Major (Q.M.) E. Beverley from 49 Armoure~ Divisional
Signal Regiment, T.A., to 6 Armoured D ivisional Signal
Regiment.
Major (Q.M.) F. C. V. H arris from F.A.R.E.L.F. to
Depot.
Major (T.0.M.) L. M. L aing from F .A.R.E .L.F. to
Depot.
M ajor (T.O. M.) G. Coles from B.T.A. to 6 Armoured
D ivisional Regiment.
M ajor D . Coatesworth from 3 G .H .Q. Signal Regiment
to G.H.Q. M .E.L.F.
.
.
Major R. H. F arlow from 4 A.A. (M.) Signal ,Regunent
to H .Q. Singapore Base District.
Captain (Q.M.) N. Mulcahy to 4 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment.
Major (Q.M.) C . E . Hobbs from 4 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment to Retired Pay.
M ajor C . T. Honeybourne from School of Signals to
J oint Services Staff College.
Lieutenant-Colonel M . G . A. Hepper from 1 Training
Regiment to West Africa.
Lieu tenant-Colonel J. D. Haigh, and family, from U .K.
to 19 Air F ormation Signal Regiment, Changi.
M aj or T. G. V. Stephenson from 2 Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment to be C.R. Signals, 11 Armoured
Divi ion.
M ajor (Q.M .) G . P. Murray from Signal Training
Centre, Cattenck, to 11 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. B. G. G ambier from 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment to G .S.0., 1 SX Branch, H.Q.,
B.A.0.R.
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Major P . A. Toombs from B.A.0.R. to Burma.
Major M. A. Lloyd from U.K. to B.A.0.R.
Major and M r s. J. Potts from B.A.O.R. to F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major J. Ray from U.K. to B.A.0 .R.
Major and Mrs. F. A. Wainwright from B.A.O .R. to
A.A. Command.
Major A. D. Brindley and fam ily from Military College
of Science to B.A.0.R.
Major and Mrs. E. Turner from B.A.O.R. to Southern
Command Signal Regiment.
Major and Mrs. D. A. R. Elliott from B.A.0.R. to School
of Signals.
Major S. Cox from U.K. to B.A.0 .R.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. M . W. Whistler from Joint
Services Staff College to 3 Infantry Divi sional Signal
Regiment.
Captain (Q.M.) F. J. Carruthers from Depot Regiment to
56 (L.) Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
Major (T.0 .M.) E . M. P. Nash from 56 (L.) Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, T .A., to 3 Training Regiment.
Mo ve1nents ol Warrant and
N on-C ommissioned Olficers

S.S.M. M. W. E. Charlton and family from 19 Afr
Formation Signal Regiment to United Kingdom.
S.S.M. J. V. Needham from C.A.F.S.0. Staff, H.Q.,
F.E.A.F., to U .K.
S.Q.M.S . T aylor from Eastern Command Signal
Regiment to War Office Signal Regiment.
S.S.M. Collie and S.Q.M.S. MacGillivray from
C.A.F .S.0. Staff, M.E., to U .K.
R.S.M. Mitchell from 50 (N.) Infantry Divisional
Signal R egiment, T.A., to A.A. Command.
S.S.M . Trott from 15 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, T.A.,
to D ischarge.
R.S .M . S. Irwin from 51 Air Formation Signal
Regiment, T.A., to 15 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, T .A.
S .S.M. Armstrong from Singapore District Signal
Regiment to 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment on
Promotion to R.Q.M.S.
S.Q.M.S. R. T. Sales from Singapore District Signal
Regiment to C.A.F.S.0. Staff, Far East, on Promotion to
S.S.M.
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Render from U.K. to Singapore
D istrict Signal Regiment.
W .0. II. S. E. Poole from 4 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment
to Pension.
S.S.M. H. Nelson from Hong Kong Signal Regiment
to U.K.
Sergeant McKay, Singapore District Signal Regiment, to
be S.Q.M.S .
AN APPEAi,

The January and February WmEs have, it may be noted,
consisted of 36 pages. This slight reduction has been
forced upon us by the rising cost of printing. In actual
fact it is just as well because in February, at any rate, we
were running short of matter.
The cover picture, depicting the presentation of the Presidential Citation to 27th Commonwealth Infantry Brigadewiili the Brigade Signal Troop providing the Guard of
Honour-was received only ju~t in time to catch this number,
which otherwise would have had no cover picture.
Thanks to the War Office Signal Regiment the March
number is safe. They have given us an excellent article
with illustrations and a front cover picture.
We again appeal to every Regiment co do all they can to
assist. We feel that Royal ignals is interested in the work
of each Signal Regiment. All differ one from the other in
environment if in nothing else. Will Regiments plea e ee
what they can do to let us have two or three pages of
photographs and words telling us about their daily lives
and wl· ere they live?
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BIBTBS

OAKLEY.-To Sergeant and Mr. Gordon Oakley, 1/20
Anny Signal Regiment, T.A., at Birmingham, on 9th
January, 1951, a daughter, Alison Jane.
BEVERLEY.-To Lieutenant and Mrs. L. E. Beverley,
Eastern Command Signal Regiment, a son, Peter Lionel
Edward.
COOPER.-At Scalby, on 8th December, 1950, to Mr. ar.d
Mrs. "Don" Cooper, of 6, The Croft, Scalby, near
Scarborough (Scarborough Branch).
RAPSEY.-On 1st January, 1951, to Major and M.rs.
Rapsey, 1 Training Regiment, a daughter.
MARRIAGES

KIRK-SOWERBY.-At St. George's Garrison Church,
Moascar, on 5th December, 1950, Sergeant F. Kirk,
Egypt Command Signal Regiment, to Private Ann
Sowerby, 2 Signal Squadron, 15th Battalion, W.R.A.C.
BARNES-PISSIDES.-At Gordon Camp, El Ballah, on
6th January, 1951, Corporal G. G. Barnes, Egypt Command Signal Regiment, to Helene Pissides.
ELLIOTT-NAREY.-On 23rd December, LanceCorporal Elliott, 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, to
Private L. Narey, A.T.S., who was recently released
from this Regiment.
HOOPER-HOBBS.-On 26th December, Private J. M.
Hobbs, W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, to Alfred
Herbert George Hooper.
ROBINSON-HEATH.-On 23rd December, Private J.
C. Heath, W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, to
Phillip James Robinson.
SCHOFFIELD-ROBINSON. - On 23rd December,
Private E. B. Robinson, W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment, to Seth Schoffield.
DEATHS

CRAIG.-3767312, W /W.0. II (S.S.M.) Archibald Craig,
on 2nd December, 1950, in the Far East, from natural
causes.
SHORT.-2223o662, Driver Leslie Short, on 4th
December, 1950, in the Far East, as the result of an
accident.
LALLEY. 6341150, W /Sergeant Albert Edward
Alexander Lalley, on 6th December, 1950, in Korea, as
the result of an accident.
DESPIRT. 22152970, Signalman Anthony Rudolf
Despirt, on 19th December, 1950, at Bridestowe, North
Devon, as the result of an accident.
TREWEEK.-Signalrnan J. N. Treweek, of 11 A.A. (M.)
Signal Regiment, T.A., on 25th December, 1950, at
Tunbridge Wells, as the result of a road accident.
ROYAL SIGNALS DINNER CLUB

The Annual Dinner will take place at the Hyde Park Hotel
on Wednesday, 6th June, 1951, at 7 for 7.30 o'clock.
This year the attendance is limited to subscribing members
of the Club. Price of tickets 15/-.
Officers not members wishing to attend the Dinner may,
of course, join the Club first.
The Tea Party for Regular Officers will take place at
the Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, ?th June, 1951, at 4 for
4.30 o'clock. Tickets 8/6.
Details regarding the Club, the Dinner or the Tea Party
from the Honorary Secretary, Royal Signals Dinner Club
Room 102, Horse Gll2Ids, Whitehall, S.W.x.
'
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THE OFFICERS' PENSIONS SOCIETY
c/ o Gale and Polden, Ltd.,
Ideal House, Argyll Street, London, W.r.
WHAT IT Is. The Officers' Pensions Society is an
Association of Retired Officers of the three Services,
Officers' widows and Serving Officers' wives, formed for
the purpose of watching over the .interests of officers of the
Armed Forces and their dependants.
Nowadays every profession, with one exception, has its
representative body, responsible solely to its members, to
guard its interests, to speak for it when necessary and to
see that its opinion in matters that concern its welfare is
consulted and given due weight. The exception is the
Profession of Arms and it is this gap that this Society aims to
fill. Serving officers cannot, for obvious reasons, undertake
this task.
The Society is a company limited by guarantee only,
having no share capital, the whole of its income being
devoted to furthering its aims. The Governing Body o(
the Society receives no remuneration and the Society is
non-party. In general, the Society's aims are:
x. To ensure that officers' and widows pensions are
related to the cost of living.
2. To ensure that officers' and widows' interests are not
neglected by the Government of the day as has been
customary in the past.
3. To ensure that officers, both serving and retired, and
their families are represented by those who serve no
other interests on any official body formed to deal
with matters affecting their welfare.
WHAT IT DoEs. The Society maintains a small permanent
staff to keep the pension and similar questions under
continuous review.
It keeps ca1eful watch on changes in the Indian Services
pensions situation.
It gives advice and assistance on pensions problems,
particularly to officers' widows.
It prepares the basic data · for speeches on pensions
questions by members of both Houses of Parliament.
It circularises Service M.P.s and occasionally all M.P.s,
bringing to their notice Service matters on which
.
questions should be put to the Minister responsible.
It obtains legal opinion on the possibility of action to
enforce redress in cases of hardship (e.g. The recent cut in
l.M.S.F.P. fund pensions).
It represents the views of its members to the Ministers
.and State Departments concerned with matters affecting
officers and their families.
It issues a quarterly letter to its members giving an
account -0f its activities and bringing to their notice matters
affecting their interests.
WHAT Ir HOPES To Do. The Society's immediate aim is
to procure th~ increase of the present disgracefully low
rates of pensions and allowances for the widows and
children of officers who die under peace conditions. Its
long-term aims are:
I. To secure an improved and universal scale of retired
pay for all officers.
2 To secure the services of an M.P. to represent its
interests in Parliament. (As has already been done
by the Civil Service).
3· To se~ure official recognition as a negotiating body
thr<;mg~ which officers and their families may represent
their views to Government.
Annual Subscription Rates
~or ~~ired, O~ccrs or v..ivcs or relatives of Serving Officers 10/-.
or
ccrs v..1dows or relatives of deceased officers, S/-.
'
Life Membership

For Retired Off!cers or wives of relatives of Serving Officers £5
For Officers' widows or relatives of deceased officers, £2/10/-. ·
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AN APPRECI'ATION
•

The Late

Colonel P. R. Hyde

O.B.E.
T

HIS Headquarters, and the Royal
Corps of Signals as a whole, have
suffered a severe loss by the death, after
a short illness, of Colonel P. R. Hyde,
o.B.E., at the age of 44, at Yarmouth, Isle
of Wight, on 20th December, 1950.
For the last two years of his active service Colonel Hyde has been G.S.0. I on
the Staff of the Chief Signal Officer,
British Army of the Rhine, and has been
responsible for Operations, Staff Duties,
Training and Plans. He has thrown the
whole weight of his cheerful personality,
well-known throughout the Corps for
many years, into his work here and it is
not too much to say that he has been loved
and respected by all ranks with whom he
has come into contact. Pat Hyde will be
sadly missed by his many friends in all
parts of the world. He married Margaret
Stewart Andrews (Meg), an Australian
girl, whom he met in Kashmir in 1932.
Meg has been very popular in this station
.and throughout the Corps and our deepest
sympathy goes out to her, and to their
daughter Jennifer, at this time.
Before the war Colonel Hyde served
with the Corps in India, including active
service in the North-West Frontier and
in U.K. as Adjutant of the Training Battalion. During the war, he served at G.H.Q.
Middle East, The Western Desert, Italy and Greece. In
l~y he served on the Staff of the Fifth U.S. Army. On
his return to U.K. after the war he commanded Southern
Command Signal Regiment until taking up his appointment
as G.S.O. I, SX Branch, HQ. B.A.O.R.
He was awarded the O.B.E. in 1944 and the Bronze Star
of the U.S. Army in 1948.
In December, 1949, he was selected for the appointment
of Chief Signal Officer, Malaya, but the posting was cancelled due to a temporary reduction of establishments in
this theatre. During the course of his service, in addition
to passing through the Staff College, he attended the A.F.V.
Signals Course, the War Office Personnel Selection Course
and the Senior Officers' Course at the School of Land/ Air
Warfare. He was a keen sportsman, being a good boxer in
his younger days and playing tennis and golf, punctuated
with comments which exhibited his Irish extraction and
temperament. He was also keen on shooting, and passed
his All-Weather Helmsman's Test in Sailing in June, 1950.
In August, 1950, he was promoted to the substantive rank
of Colonel and he be "me due for selection for a more senior
appointment, but just at this time he was admitted to hospital suffering from an internal complaint. He underwent
an operation at Millbank Hospital in September, but
although he rallied after the operation and spent some time
at the Officers' Convalescent Home at Osborne, Isle of
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Wight, his health declined and he passed away at Yarmouth
on 20th December, 1950. He was cheerful to the last. His
funeral at Southampton· on 23rd December was attended by
his widow, mother and mother-in-law and by his brother,
Major D. L. Hyde, Royal Signals. Brigadier B. B. Kennett,
c.B.E., Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command, was present. The Director of Signals was represented by LieutenantColonel L. T. Shawcross, o.B.E., Royal Signals, and the
Chief Signal Officer, B.A.O.R., was represented by
Lieutenant-Colonel W. B. Rowett, Royal Signals.
A Memorial Service was held at Bad Oeynhausen, Germany, on 1st January, 1951, attended by over 200 of his
friends, including Major-General and Mrs. J. D. Shapland,
Brigadier and Mrs. A. E. Morrison, Brigadier R. N. H. C.
Bray, the Commanding Officers of all Royal Signals Units
in Germany or their representatives, and all the Officers and
Clerks of SX Branch.

Captain L. J. Prest, Royal Signals, who was to have
been the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team
Officer for 1951, died in Harrogate General Hospital on
14th January, 1951.
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SOltlE ASPECTS OF

Screened Room Design
By N . T. L E.itDES
(Signals Resem·ch and Development Establishment)

S•mmary

ms

article reviews briefly some of the design features
of rooms screened against radio-frequency interference.
In particular, alternative screening materials and methods of
room construction are considered. Numbers in parenthesis
given in the text refer to publications listed in the bibliography.

T

lntrod•etion
Fundamentally, screening at radio frequencies entails surrounding a piece of electronic equipment with a metal screen
or shield to prevent undesirable radio interference either
being received by or radiated from the equipment. The
practice of screening radio components is well known and
is relatively simple; but when screening large equipment the
problem becomes more complicated, and a screened compartment or room is required. In Industry, screened rooms of
various sizes are used in research and in the manufacture,
testing and operation of electronic equipment. Two typical
screened rooms for this purpose are shown at Fig. r.
In the Army, screened rooms are used in static workshops
or are fitted inside vehicles operating as mobile workshops.
The rooms are used for aligning and for carrying out
specification testing of military electronic equipment.
When considering the problem of screening at radio frequencies, it is essential to reject the conception that the
action of a metal shield is similar to the protection afforded
the wearer of a raincoat in a rain storm.
The essential difference between the screened and the
unscreened state is not . that the interfering wave cannot
penetrate the screen; but that when it impinges on the
screen, part of the wave is reflected and part transmitted.
As a result, currents are produced in the screen which cancel
the interference wave and so eliminate the undesired electrical effe~s. In order to accomplish this, the impedance of
the screerung surface should be made as low as possible.

The impedance, compnsmg resistance and reactance, is
lowered by reducing either or both these components. This
can be done by the use of low-resistivity materials to reduce
the resistive component, and by employing a suitable form
of shield (e.g. use of solid metal or wire mesh) to reduce the
reactive component.
The screen design can therefore be approached by the
following methods : (a) By the type of material used for the screen.
(b) By the type of screen form.
(c) Screening may be further improved by employing
a· suitable screen construction (e.g. use of two
screening surfaces in cascade).
Screening Effect

Before considering the actual design of screened rooms,
it may be advisable at this stage to make brief reference to
the screening effect (attenuation) of a room. This attenuation
is usually expressed as a number of decibels which is a
logarithmic unit whose value is given by the equation: (Field intensity unscreened)
db = 20 log10
.•• .•• •• (i)
(I"ieid intensity screened)
In addition to the quality of the screen itself, reference
must also be made to three factors which influence the
attenuation characteristic of a screened room.
EQUIPMENT ENCLOSED

,

The efficacy of a screen depends in general on the type
of receiver (or radiator) enclosed, i.e., whether it is of the
magnetic or electric dipole type. When the screen dimensions are small compared with the wave length, a screen
will ~e le~s effective with a magnetic dipole than with an
electnc dipole. On the other hand, at higher frequencies
when the screen dimensions are not small compared with
the wave length, a room enclosing an electric dipole may
give the lesser performance.
RESONANT FREQUENCIES

C~uru1y • B•lh11¥ and Lu, Ltd.]

Fig. 1

. Screen rooms will become resonant at certain frequencies and the type of resonance experienced depends on the
type of radiating or receiving element enclosed. For
dipoles the first resonant frequency occurs at: r = ,\/2.28 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (ii)
and the second resonant frequency at: r = ,\/1.4 ..... .. . .. . .. .... ... ...... . (iii)
where: r = The equivalent radius of the screened room,
,\ = The wave length.
For a ~gnetic dipole, equation (ii) is a parallel resonance which causes increased attenuation and equation .
(~ii) is a series resonance, where a greatly r~duced attenuanon may be expected.
For an ~lee~~~ dipole, equation (ii) is a series resonance
ar:d eqpanon (111) a parallel. Hence, a reduction in attenuanon 1s to be expected at the first resonance when an
electric dipole is enclosed.
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ROOM SIZE

FORMS OF MATERIAL

For magnetic dipoles, the larger the screened room the
better the degree of attenuation; but for electric dipoles,
the attenuation becomes independent of, or inversely
related to, the room size. The dimensions of a screened
room determine the frequencies at which the room will
become resonant, and this emphasises the advantage of a
double skin room or a cell type room (discussed later)
where in both cases there are, in effect, two rooms of
different size each having different resonant frequencies.
This has the advantage that one room minimises the "cutoff " effect at res,.,nance of the other.

Considering now the forms of material for screens,
these can be divided into two main groups: either sheet
metal or " open metal," i.e., wire mesh, perforated metal or
expanded metal.
Sheet metal gives a very high degree of attenuation,
provided the screen forms a complete shield. This is difficult to realise in practice, since a screened room requires
doors, facilities for ventilation, etc.; consequently the
observed attenuation is often considerably less than its
theoretical value. Additionally, the use of sheet metal has
the probable disadvantage of increased weight (important for vehicle installations); presents ventilation, lighting
and fan noise problems; and the room may be psychologically disagreeable to personnel within, due to the
" closed in " effect.
With the use o( wire mesh, or similar " open " metal,
the theoretical attenuation of a complete shield will be
less than that for solid metal; but in a practical room with
doors, etc., the "open" metal may well give an observed
attenuation comparable with the observed value for a
practical room in solid metal. In addition, the use of
"open" metal reduces weight, simplifies ventilation and
allied problems, and the room is undoubtedly more agreeable to work in.

Screen Design

As has been stated in the Introduction, to reduce the
screen impedance both the resistance and reactance must be
kept as low as possible by the careful selection of both the
type (i.e., the specific material) and the form (i.e., sheet metal
or " open " metal) of the screen.
Considering first the type of material, it is plain that highconductivity, low-permeability materials are most suitable
for screens. Therefore, solely from the standpoint of screening ability, copper or aluminium are to be preferred to iron
or steel, but there are bonding, corrosion and manufacturing
considerations which must also be taken into account and
which may necessitate the use of a plated material.
The effect on attenuation by a plated screening material
is of particular importance, since a layer of plating may alter
considerably the characteristic resistance of the basic
material.
Proctor (1) shows that on tin-plated copper there is a
noticeable increase in the surface resistance compared with
pure copper when the thickness (t) of the plating is such
that tvf equals approximately 5, where f =the frequency
under consideration. Since the depth of penetration in the
screen by the interference wave decreases as the frequency
increases, the resistance continues to increase until the depth
of penetration is such that the basic copper exerts no effect.
Similarly, with copper-plated iron, the resistance decreases
until at approximately t v f = IO the basic iron ceases to have
any effect. These figures refer to the case of a non-porous
layer, i.e., a solid metal layer. For a porous-plated layer
normally to be expected in practice, the figures given should
probably be doubled, since, due to the porosity, there is an
increase in the penetration depth and the specific resistance
of the plated layer.
MATERIALS

Copper, a low-resistance material, is commonly
employed in screen design, usually in the form of woven
wire mesh, although tinning of the copper is often specified to prevent corrosion and assist soldering of the
screening panels. The layer of tin, however, being of
higher resistance than the copper, will increase the resistance of the composite material and, therefore, the impedence of the screen.
Aluminium is also a low-resistance material, but is not
as commonly used as copper, mainly due to the fact that
when this material is exposed to atmosphere an oxide film
forms on the skin. This film, while retarding further corrosion of the material, is unfornmately non-conductive and
this may affect adversely the current flow across the joints
of the screen. Aluminium, when used for screens is
usually in the form of expanded metal.
As iron is very subject to corrosion and the formation
of rust, this material must be used either tinned or galvanised. The effect of this protective coating may be
advantageous; sin<.e at higher frequencies, when the depth
of penetration in the coating material is small compared
with tlle thickness of the deposited coating, the effect of
the underlying basic material will cease. The use of iron
or steel for screens generally takes the form of solid metal
(tinplate), plated expanded metal or wire mesh.
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MESH SIZE

Where an " open " metal is to be used for screening
a room the size of mesh adopted must be selected with
care. A simplified theory has been developed by
Miedzinski and Pearce (2) for calculating the theoretical
attenuation by a wire mesh room enclosing a magnetic
dipole, and this attenuation is considerably affected by the
mesh ratio (C,,), which can be expressed: C,, = b/c . ... .. .. .... ... .. ... .... .. .......... .. .. ........ (iv)
Where :

b = Diameter of wire
c = Spacing between wires.
It can be shown that the greater this ratio, the greater
will be the attenuation. Therefore, the selection of the
mesh size should take the above relationship into account,
bearing in mind that for high frequencies a close mesh
with fine wire is best.
MESH CONTACT

The effectiveness of an " open " metal screen greatly
depends on there being a good electrical con~ct at all
points where the wires of the mesh cross. This cannot
be ensured with wire mesh where the wires merely overlap each other. In the event of rough handling of the
screen, the bonding at some of the cross-over points may
be completely destroyed. This bonding danger is particularly prevalent when the wire mesh is painted, since
paint between the wires can insulate one wire from
another.
Wire mesh which is plated after manufacture may result
in improved bonding between the wires, but in certain
cases (e.g. tinned copper wire) this bonding _will be
obtained at the cost of increased re.sistance.
Expanded metal is therefore particularly attractive as a
screening material, since at all "cross-over" points there
is complete bonding; the " open metal " form being
manufactured from solid metal. Perforated metal also
po sesses this merit, but it has been found in practice that
the flat surface of perforated metal does not lend itself to
producing a good contact between screening panels, room
walls, etc.
lloom Conlltruction

We have in the above brief remarks reviewed the important design features of screening materials and material forms.
The next stage for consideration is the actual type of construction to be used for the room.

There are three main types of construction, viz., single
skin, double skin and cell.
SINGLE SKIN ROOMS

A singl.e skin roo~ is shown in the background at Fig.
I. In this construcoon the skin of screening material is
wrapped over a suitable
framework, usually timber, although metal is
acceptable. The screening material is applied
in panels of suitable
width, which are bonded
together. This can be
done by lapping the
panels and pinning at
suitable intervals, but
this method is not very
satisfactory and where
possible the panels are
soldered together. Soldered panels, however,
have the disadvantage
that the room cannot be
~ily dismantled; and,
ill any case, soldering in
a confined space (e.g., a
room built inside a vehicle) can be a difficult
operation. There is also
fig 2 Single Skin Room
the danger that
(Series Screen)
for creened rooms in. .
side vehicles the soldered
JOlD~ may ~e destroyed due to flexing of the vehicle.
. S~gle skin ~ons.truction can be described as a series
circwt or combmanon of such circuits as shown at Fig. 2 .
DOUBLE SKIN ROOMS
.A dou~le skin r<X?m is sho.wn in the foreground at
Fig 1. ~s. construcuon comprises two single skin rooms,
t!1e one mside the ot!1er: The two slcins, usually built on a
nmber f~ame, are qwte mdependent of each other and are
conducnvely
con'
nected at one point
only. Double skin
construction can be
described as a
coupled circuit or
combination of
coupled circuits as
shown at Fig 3.
CELL TYPE ROOMS

In the cell construction, which is
not in common use
the cells are mad~
up of one skin of
screening
material
which is wrapped
over a suitable
frame-work to form
a complete cell having two walls, which
must not be confused
with the two skins of :
a double skin room. ~
In the latter case,
there are two comf"
,
pletely inde nd
ig. 3. Douole Skin Room (Double
. h
pc ent
Coupled Screen)
Skins , w ereas a cell
__ _,
.
room has two walls
These walls as sho
~:"'"lQ.I to .form a smgle skin.
multiplicity'of conn~~:t·tbe4.arcll~ ~lel due to the
CC

)Omts.

The resistance of the cell combination is lowered since
the walls are in parallel, and due to the increased surface
area of the skin the reactance is also considerably reduced.
Thus, with both
components of the
impedance lowered,
there is a reduction
in the overall impedance of the screen.
Individual cells are
designed in suitable
sizes so that bolted
,___
together they form a
complete room,
and this construction
lends itself, therefore, to easy erection and dismantling.
While not so effective a shield as the
double skin, the cell
does represent a considerable
improvement over the single
skin. Cell depth can
be any suitable size
larger than t inch
and since the tw~
fl
walls are in contact
g . 4. Cell Type Room (Parallel Screen)
with
each other,
.
either
timber
or
metal can be used for the cell frame.

I

services can result in a reduction in the attenuation provided by the screen.
POWER SUPPLY

I

B

I

-

It is very necessary that to prevent the passage of interference along the leads efficient filters should be incorporated in the power supply entering a screened room. It has
been truly said that " A good screened room with a good
filter becomes a poor screened room with a poor filter."
/ C ONNECTION TO
BOTH SCREENS

/

r---T-=-;t;;-=1--------- -r=i.=T--1
l. l T l
000000
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Fig. 5 .

The normal method of filtering is usually to insert in
the leads a low-pass filter as shown in Fig. 5. The filter
case should be mounted directlv on to the room wall since
even a short lead to the room ·from the filter case, which
is one terminal of the capacitors, will act as a loop
antenna. Usually, however, a length of say 4 ins. of
screened cable is quite acceptable.
The simple low-pass filter is normally suitable for single
skin and cell rooms, but there is difficulty when applying
it to double skin rooms. In this case there will be capacitance from each line wire to each shield, and it is necessary
to have additional capacitors between each line and each
shield. Nevertheless, the mere introduction of capacitors
within the space between the inner and outer screens is
not entirely satisfactory, because of the appreciable current which .flows between the two skins; and unless the
external path from the capacitors back to each shield is
almost zero length, there will be trouble due to interscreen currents. This, however, can be reduced considerably by introducing an inductance in each line wire

DOOR CONTACTS

The typ~ of door construction employed is very important and will control to a large extent the efficacy of the
screened room. T he main difficulty in door desi
is
that ~hen shut the door must be bonded to ive a gnood
elec.trical contact ~II .round the. periphery. Tte bon~
de~ce must, ther.etore, ~e posmve in action and not b~
su Ject to corrosion which would destroy the electrical
c<;>ntact between .<loo~ and frame. A simple design for
:Oged .doors which is robust and reliable, is the use of
e s~rmg metal contacts on the door which
h
th
1oor is ~l?sed, mate with metal surfaces o~ ';h:ndoo~
rame. . emg a " rubbing " type of contact the d
of :.r~osi?n on ~e contacts is considerably r~duced.anger
.
lt smgle skin .rooms and cell rooms one door only
lS n~ssary; but with double skin rooms the problem is
com~ cated by the need for a door in each skin one
~senmg outward and th~ o~er opening into the roor:i. In
ve:Cl~he~ ~e room size .1s necessarily small (e.g. in a
'
s mward . openmg door can be a source of
:U°:;{:~~ 3:1d may mterferc: with the layout of equiphave to bee de room. In which case, sliding doors would
use .
SUMMARY OF ROOMS

Having refvillewed the three types of construction we can
'
(a) T~e single skin construction is the most simple and
(b) ~~:P;~~~? c°kistr9ct; but .is a!so the least efficient.
d .
( e ~ n construction lS the most elaborate
e:Jg_n parucularly since it requires two doors)
affin .is the most expensive; but it is also the most'
e c1ent.
.
(c) Ihe cell construction stands between (a) and (b)
udt hdi~s the added advantage that it is easily erected
an
smantled.

Sum up as o ows : - -

Typical Low-Pass Filter for Single Skin end Cell Rooms

•

m

~
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•
FILTER HERE

•

J

There are two serv·ce ·
which must be consid~r:d ~.e. 0 :ier .supply and ventilation,
Both are of prime ·
ill
e . esign of a screened room.
importance, smce faulty design of these
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The use of " open " metals for screening is an attractive
proposition provided the mesh size is carefully selected and
there is good electrical bonding at the " cross-over " points
of the mesh. The metal should be of the lowest specific
resistance possible in the circumstances.
. Careful attention should be given to the power line filtrat10n and the design of ventilation equipment.
The highest degree of attenuation is to be obtained with
the double skin construction and soldered screening panels,
and this is undoubtedly the best design for static rooms in
workshops, etc. Where, however, the room must be portable, as is the requirement for many vehicle rooms, a double
skin room would mean replacing the soldered screening
panels by pinned panels. Now, theoretically, a pinned-panel
double-skin room should give better attenuation than a cell
room, but since the panels are only pinned and as two doors
are still necessary, it is probable that the observed attenuation would fall to a level comparable with that to be expected
on a cell type room. The cell room is, therefore, worth consideration for portable rooms.
Relerenf'es

"High Frequency
Resistance of Plated Conductors."
Wireless Engineer. Vol. 20. January, 1943·
(2) MIEDZINSKI, J. and PEARCE, S. F. : "Performance of Screening Rooms."
Electronic Engineering. Vol. 22. October, 1950.
BOOKER, H. G.: "The Elements of Wave Propagation Using the Impedance Concept."
Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
Vol. 94. Part III. May, 1947·
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fig. 6 . Additional Filter Network for Double Skin Rooms

between the screens. The circuit diagram for this additional network is shown at Fig. 6.
VENTILATION

'er1.·irP11 to 116 oms

Conclus ion

(1) PROCTOR, R. FARADAY:

MAIN LOW - PASS

•

In all cases, however, where ventilation apertures in the
screen are required, these must be covered with one or two
shields of wire mesh bonded to the skin; otherwise the
apertures will act like a tear in the screen, which lengthens
the path taken by the screen current and so increases the
impedance.
. Where a ventil~tion duct, as distinct from an aperture,
ls used, wave gwdes can be considered as an alternative
to wire mesh across the ducts. The application of wave
guides as high-pass wave-filters is well known; and
Booker (3) shows that when the frequency of the interfer.ing wave is less than the cut-off frequency of the
guide, the p~opagation ?own the guide will be replaced by
an exponenttal attenuanon.
Where the specified changes of air in the room require
the use of extractor fans, it is important that the audiofrequency noise generated by these is reduced to a minimum in order to obviate any noise irritation to the personnel in the room. This is particularly important for
s?lid metal rooms which are very subject to reverberanon; but even in " open metal" rooms, audio-noise reduction needs careful attention.

Ventilation of a screened room is required according to
the design and location of the room. Naturally, the need
for ventilation is far greater in solid metal rooms, but it
may be necessary even in " open metal" rooms.
THE WIRE,
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Acknowledgment is made to the Chief Scientist, Ministry
of Supply, for permission to publi h thi<; article.
Also to Messrs. Belling and Lee, Ltd., for permission to
reproduce the photograph at Fig 1.

SAILING IX 1.0:\'DO:\'

Officer who are interested in sailing, and who are in or
near London are asked to get in touch with LieutenantColonel D. N. Deakin, Royal Signals, T.A. C-entre, Stamford
Brook Avenue, London, W.6 (Tel. RIVer ide 7705/6), who
will organise a London Sub-Committee of the Royal Signal
ailing As ociation.
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TIIE \\rITHDR.A\VAL OF

10 Corps Signa ls
By

n.q.l\t.s.

LL day we had waited in that hell hole. Will any of
us ever forget the monotony of those long dragging
hours, the helplessness of our plight, the curse of our
inaction?
.
d till
One dreary hour after another drew steadily on-an s
we waited. Men sat quiet and patient. Transport stood
ready to move off.
.
.
To our right in a shallow wadi a line of 25-pounders
snarled defiance at the Boche and sent shell upon shell
screaming towards the point he had cut on the road to ~e
East effectively enveloping us in his greedy grasp. Behind
and 'to the North stretched the Mediterranean. Dirty and
dusty, sweaty and unshaven, many of o~ th?ugbts ~ed
to its fresh placidity and to the safety of its distant honJ:on.
How many of os conjured in our minds-eye the sight of a
British man-o-war steaming to our salvation? Still the guns
barked and still we waited.
Occasionally the enemy replied to our salvos in an
endeavour to hit our batteries, but in the main his guns were
quiet-ominously so.
Of a sudden he struck up! His missiles began to rain on
our positions. The dull boom of his guns had hardly
reached our ears, than the shell, with a screaming sigh, burst
in a hellish double crash in our midst. Shrapnel and splinter
twanged through the air in all directions.
Our own gunners, stripped to the waist in the glaring sun,
worked manfully to feed their hungry weapons. Fire and
crossfire, fl.ash and report, crack and thud, sand and dust sweat and blood! One of our number fell to the ground;
he was dead when picked up. Another was found in the
back of a rruck, mortally wounded. Yet another injured.
The long day eventually drew to a close. The sun swept
rapidly towards the West, leaving in its wake a glory of

A

D. LOUDON

purple and gold, to drape ~e ~hole of ~e long western
horizon, and gradually deepe~g m hue, ~ul the star~ were
clearly visible or the moon raised her silvery bead m the
East.
The guns had stilled. Over all the large a~sembly of I?en
and transport hung a deathly silence, t~nse with .expectau~n,
loaded with impending danger-and still we waited!
Many there were who would cheerfully have moved out of
the trap and met the Boche in the light of day. But this
was not to be. We had orders to break through the enemy
line and withdraw to the South under cover of darkness.
An Infantry Brigade was to lead the way and provide the
arrow head of our advance. No one knew the strength of
the enemy in the particular sector to which we were directed.
His tactics were known to be those of Gazala and Tobruk
and while we were all hopeful, many of us could not but
wonder if our colossally impudent effort to break through
would possibly succeed. Itinerary there was none, desert
navigation was to be our lot, if and when we got through.
Spasmodic machine-gun bursts would occasionally
resound from somewhere in the perimeter around us. As
the darkness deepened, tracers could be seen hopping and
jumping over hillocks and humps. White, green and red
Verey lights were now sailing high into the air. These
obviously emanated from Boche or tank columns and from
a study of the direction of flight, one was left in very little
doubt of his dispG'Sition, viz " all around us, by gad! "
Air raids and night movements in the course of the past
three nights had deprived us of much sleep and in consequence we had great difficulty in keeping our eyes open;
allied to this was the boredom of waiting-and still we
waited!
But waiting, like everything else, eventually comes to an

n.c.M.
TN May,
.l Troop

1940, W.O. III Philip was commanding " H"
3rd Divisional Signals attached to 20 Anti-Tank
Regiment, Royal Artillery, and on the 16th the Division
withdrew from their position
holding the line of the Dyle
consequent upon the German
penetration at Sedan.
The rearguard of the Division at the time of which we
write consisted of elements of
20 Anti-Tank Regiment, R.A.,
and 1st Battalion Middlesex
Regiment, when at one period
of withdrawal the rearguard
was heavily attacked and
Philip realising that communication between rearguard and
Headquarters and Headquarters of the 3rd Division was
ab olutely vital took over the No. 11 set providing this communication. This he operated with great coolness and
accuracy and was an example to all for devotion to duty and
coolness under heavy fire for a long period.
He received an immediate award of the D.C.M.
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end-and so on that momentous night of 28th June, 1942,
at approximately 2230 hrs. Signals moved out to meet their
destiny.
To our strained nerves, as the column passed from the
scene of our recent ordeal into the precincts of the enemy
positions, every shadow (of which there were many) was a
German or Italian and every bush or outcrop a Boche tank!
Speed was necessarily slow owing to the nature of the country over which we had to pass. Rarely, I am sure, have
vehicles been called upon to negotiate such hopeless surfaces.
Ruts, potholes, wadies, rocks were all successfully traversed
by the trai.sport and drivers, who, if never before, certainly
proved their ability that night.
Continuous stopping and starting, however, ultimately
had its effect on all concerned. Very soon men unutterably
weary, were nodding their tired heads. Strength of will on
many occasions was the only thing that kept one awake and
even that failed at times. At length came the time ~hen
t~e whole convoy stopped in a deep depression. On either
side rock and sand reached up to rugged ridges behind
which our infantry were engaging the enemy. rn' the van
of the column a deep sandy pit had been encountered. Two
vehicles were already bogged deep, and although sand tracks
c~mouftage n~ts, and tarpaulin covers had all been impro~
vised by the tlfed men to provide a channel across, the time
of extrication of each vehicle was becoming longer and
longer. It was a hard thing to believe, yet most of us at that
critic.al ~oment co~sidered our position hopeless. Can it
be vis~alised? A lin.e of vehicles, stationary, silent, inert,
stre~chmg cheek by JOWi far back into the gloom of the
wadi. Already the gloom had greyed. First light was not
far off and scarcely had we covered half a dozen miles from
our starting point.
The Boche was obviously quite unaware of our proximity
o~ predicament but . it was obvious too, that discovery was
simply a matter of time, and no great powers of imagination
were required to envisage the devastation and chaos which
would ensue were that to happen. Machine-gun tracers
were chipping overhead. An aeroplane-enemy?--once
droned above us. God be thanked he did not distinguish
us there at his mercy.
To escape seemed impossible, yet how profoundly wa
~at proverb " \X'.here there is life, there is hope," proved
right up to the hilt.
Simultaneously, it seemed, every one realised the extreme
seriousness of the situation. Very soon that pit, which had
faced us like an insurmountable obstacle, became, instead
·the scene of concerted effort by all ranks, who actually
pushed and manhandled the vehicles to the hard surface
track ahead. Gone was tiredness and weariness. Truck
after truck was sent roaring and ploughing to the other side.
Heavy lorries rolled their skyward way across, and soon the
end of the convoy came in sight. We had done it!
Collective effort had saved the day. We were out of
the "pit "-not yet, however, the wood!
In the grey damp light of dawn we crept out and away.
Owing to our recent adventures, the convoy had been dispersed over the desert in all directions, and so it was that
most of us continued on our journey into the blue, accompanied only by a few others. Our defensive strength, had
of course, become utterly negated, and while our hearts
were light on the whole as we bumped and jolted over the
rocky ground, we could not but look questioningly and
apprehensively ar the fresh tank tracks which we frequently
encountered. Remember our armament- rifle and pistol.
While we would have defended ourselves ro the last with
our miserable weapons, it was our policy and a good one,
that made us rake " discretion as the better part of valour."
The early morning mist which had been such an effective
screen to our movements had all but dispersed. At intervals
we could distinguish on the horizon of our desert,
sometimes a moving column, sometimes a few solitary transport. Binoculars would be raised, compass consulted and
away we'd go again on a different course. Deep into th
heart of the desert we went, far to the South, and were
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reminded often of our sea-voyage to the M.E. as we
ploughed steadily along in line over dune and hollow, rock
and sand.
When eventually we halted, far (we hoped) from the
Boche, it was good to have a fag, a swig or a chat. The sun
heated our bones and made us feel that life was indeed
good and that the experiences of the previous night but a
nightmarish dream. We were soon disillusioned. Suddenly
the staccato bark of machine-gun fire broke the tranquility
of the morning. Over to the East a couple of planes swooped
low over what must have been one of our convoys. While
we watched, the planes, apparently through with their breakfast greeting, banked and came to pay our little party a visit.
Great was the confusion that followed. Inert limbs broke
into sudden and tremendous action, steel helmets appeared
like i:nagic, and many eyes sought cover in a region entirely
dev01d of tree, bush or depression. A funny sight we must
have presented, crawling behind flat stones which barely
reached the height of our extended buttocks. No bombs or
bullets, however, were thrown our way. A mystery?-yes,
but one which we have not troubled to solve.
In course of time we turned East and then N.E., and when
the sun was sinking again in the West, came at length to
the safety of our own lines. Perhaps we were too tired to
appreciate the narrow escape we had bad, but in the late
evening, when we ultimately reached our destination, not
one of us but sank gratefully into his blankets; there was no
rejoicing, no exuberance.
·
In the morning we took stock. Out of a total strength of
547 but a couple of hunded had rendezvoused. What had
happened to the others we wondered? Could it be possible
that they had all been captured or lost in the vast wastes of
the desert? No!-as the days progressed, section after
section, detachment after detachment, man after man
reported back to H .Q. Steadily our depleted ranks filled up,
and in time it was clear that over 90 per cent of the Unit had
made a complete getaway under circumstances which had at
first appeared utterly hopeless.
Many and varied were the adventures recounted. Almost
everyone had a story to tell. 'rcasts were drunk and theories
expounded in cartteen, mess or tent. But were we gay?
I don't think so. Underneath the heartiness and relief could
easily be detected a certain grimness of demeanour. Everybody showed it. We had escaped it is true, from that black
maw of destruction, which bad loomed dark and forbidding.
Some, however, had not escaped-where were they? Safe
it is hoped and soon to rejoin us. Others will not trouble
about escape or capture again.
Signals had proved themselves equal to taking the strain
of adversity, capable of facing danger courageously, defeat
impassively.
Thus bas experience been gained. Never again will we
be caught like rats in a trap to live through long monotonous
hours, to swear at our helplessness, to curse at our inaction.
In that withdrawal from Mersa Matruh, which will go down
in the pages of history, Corps Signals has had its battle
christening, or first contact with the enemy a contact which,
although not victorious, was not dishonourable.
And so, Signals-On, but this time to Victory!
(Reproduced .from the wm·:.iime publication" Jimmy").
S.T. C.. (JJ) MllOW

llEt ' ~ION

Ai: Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, 23 (S) Corps
ignal Regiment, T.A., near Putney Bridge Station, at 7 p.m.
on Saturday, 24th February, 1951. All inquiries to J. W.
Ludgate, 4 Ronelean Road, Tolworth, urrey (Elmbridge
7883).
LETTER 1'0 THE EDITOU

Mr. E. Buttifant, of 45, Sherwin Road, Lenton, Nottingham, writes to the Editor on 1st January, 1951:
" Recently I received your note for a remittance for this
. year's copies of THE WIRE. In reply I am sorry to inform
c

~7

vou that I do not wish co renew !11Y subscript.io~ as I
honestly do not think that your book 1s worth a shilling per
copy. At the beginning of the year thei:e s<:Cmed to be an
improvement in the material, but steadily ~t has retw:;t1ed
to the same dreary unit notes as before, which are of littl.c
intere t to me or anyone else, even though my own old urut
notes appear regularly. However, should there be an
improvement in the future I shall be only too pleased to
renew my subscription.
. .
. •
"Please pass this letter to the editonal staff, as I think they
should know the reasons why I and many others are prepared to do without our copies until .such a time as there
is an improvement and we can obtam full value for our
bob."

Signal Training Centre

Silver Jubilee Parade
Service
Catterlek, 14tk January, 1951

O mark the completion by the Corps of 25 years in
Catterick since its move from Maresfield Park and
Crowborough in 1925, a parade service was held on
Sunday, 14th January, 195r. The service was held in St.
Martin's Church, where a war memorial tablet for the late
war has been placed and where throughout the last
twenty-five years many thousands of Royal Signals
officers and men have worshipped.
Both the Director of Signals, Major-General W. A.
Scott, c.B., c.B.E., and the District Commander, MajorGeneral C. M. F. White, c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o., who is also
a Colonel-Commandant of the Corps, attended the
service. Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., who had
intended to be present both in his capacity of ColonelCommandant and as Chairman of the Royal Signals
Association, was unfortunately prevented at the last
minute from making the journey.
Representative detachments from all Royal Signals units
in Canerick took part, Royal Signals Wing and Officer
Training Wing from the School of Signals, and I, 2, 3 and
4 Training Regiments and 7 Selection Regiment who provided a detachment from the Regular Squadron, from the
Signal Training Centre. Amongst those also present in
the church who included a number of officers and men
from the S.T.C. and the School of Signals, it was pleasant
to se<: some representatives of the local branch of the
Royal Signals Association, headed by their Chairman,
Colonel L. R. Hall, M.C., now retired and living at
Scorton.
The service, for which the Corps band under Captain
John L. Judd, M.B.E., provided the music, was taken by
the enior chaplain of St. Martin's, the Rev. T. 0. Sturdy,

T

c.F., who also gave the address. The lesson was read by
Major-General Scott.
.
After the service the troops paradmg, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. P. Heap,_ o.B.E., .Royal
Signals, the Commanding Officer of 2 Tramm~ Regiment,
marched past, the Salute being taken by MaJor-General
Scott.
I

TRAINING REGIMENT

1 Training Regiment, for some months conspicuous by it~
absence of WIRE Notes, has made a New years Res?luuon .
Catterick weather has been living up to its rep~tauon. T he
Colonel was seen negotiating the hill to. Loos m fine style
on his skis a week or so ago. Now, with the thaw, gum
boots would be a more appropriate footw.ear.
.
Christmas festivities went with a swing; the children
thoroughly enjoyed their party as ~d their parents. ! he
lucky few who were in camp on Christmas Day were given
royal fare by the messing staff, who are to be congratulated
on their efforts.
.
The Christmas Dance in Newbiggin Hall was popular m
spite of the weather, and no~ we are back. to the normal
grind again with another fesuve season behin~ us.
L ieutenant-Colonel M. G. A. Hepper has 1ust left the
Regiment for the warmer climate of West Africa. VC:'e ru:e
sorry to see him go and wish him the best of luck m his
new appointment.
Being the holders of the Army Cup for the past two years,
Major Fraser has kept this season's Rugby t.eam busy and
they are training-and playing-hard to retam the cup for
the third consecutive season.
In the first round we defeated 4 Training R egiment. Then
8 Royal Tartk Regiment were beaten fairly comfortably
in a keen game played in a heavy mist.
The Royal Scots from Edinburgh gave the side a good
hard game but we held and improved our early lead to win
30-0.
.
Western Cofnmand Signal Regiment looked after us right
royally when we played the King's Own ~oyal Regimen~ at
Chester. T he ground was in poor condiuon and handlmg
was difficult, but we managed to win by 25-0.
The weather has prevented play for the past month and
the next match is with the W elsh Group Training C en tre at
Brecon. This promises to be a first class game as the Welshmen beat the Duke of Wellington's Regiment in the previous
round.
The strength of the Regimental side can best be judged
by the fact that the Army side of nth January includes
Lance-Corporal Fathers and Signalman Thomson, and, two
days later at Birkenhead Park, all the backs and three forwards play for Northern Command.
The second fifteen is representing the R egiment in the
Catterick District Cup, while the first is figuring in the
semi-final of the Northern Command Cup and in the
Quarter Finals of the Army Cup.
The Athletics teams are holding their head high too, the
Regiment having won the Roy.al Signals Catterick CrossCountry League and is leading in the Catterick District
League with one meeting to go. The Regiment is also well
represented in the Royal Signals Catterick team, ten members of the Unit being included.
The Soccer eleven is having its ups and downs, but is
maintaining a half-way position in both the first and second
Catterick District Divisions, and has succeeded in reaching
the third round of the Catterick District Inter Unit Cup.
This year, I Training Regiment entered a team for the
Catterick District Inter-Unit Novices' Boxing C hampionships and had the satisfaction of reaching the final.
The Regiment got a bye in the first round, and went on
to beat the Duke of Wellington's Regiment in the second
round by 19 points to 14. Signalman Ward put up the best
performance and was congratulated by the referee. The
team, elated by their success, next met nearby rivals, 2 Training Regiment. This turned out to be a very close contest
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which we won by a narrow margin of 1 point. This tim e
Signalman Burnham took the honours by giving a fine display. On 17th December we entered the final with 12
Royal Lancers. Contrary to opinion, the team took the
Royal Lancers to a draw after the last fight, but the Lancers
were declared the winners, as the last bout decided the competition in the event of a draw.
Lance-Corporal Fahy gave a fine exhibition of hard hitting
equal to any yet seen in Catterick. Special mention should
be made of S.Q.M.S. Bourke who was complimented by the
referee for a good show of clean boxing.
In Rifle Shooting, too, we are leading in the Catterick
Garrison Small Bore League, having won all our matches
so far. The Regimental team won the monthly top score
prizes for November and December, and Sergeant Peebles
took the individual top score prize for November. It is with
regret that we say goodbye to Captain Ashlin who has captained the team so successfully for two y ars.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess is quietly
enjoying itself in the Garrison Winter Games Tournament,
and at the moment is top of the Snooker League, second in
the Darts League, and third in the Billiards League. All
the signs of a mis-spent youth!
The Mess Dance and Draw was held on the 20th D ecember. This was a great success and was m uch enjoyed by
everyone. Some of the lucky drawers could hardly wait to
cook their geese in spite of the sump tuous buffet.
Howler.-Cross talk occurs when you hear your own
voice in the receiver of a telephone and you reduce it to a
minimum by the use of speech immunity device!

sledge, drawn by a very elegant reindeer complete with red
nose and each child received a present from a well loaded
Christmas Tree, after which Father Christmas departed on
his way to the shout of three hearty cheers.
Royal Signals Display T earn. Having recruited new
members and iron horses for the 1951 team, Captain L. J.
Prest and Sergeant R. G . Rotherham left their parent Regiment on 6th January, 1951, for 1 Training Regiment where
they will continue training for the corning season.
Soccer. The recent cold spell put a stop to the season's
fixtures, our last match being against 8 Royal Tank Regiment in the Catterick District Knock-out Competition,
which we unfortunately lost.
Weather permitting we hope to continue the season at
home on 17th January .against the 14/ 20 King's Hussars in
Division I of the Catterick District League.

School of Signals

5 TRAINING REGIMENT
Harper Barracks, Ripon

Christmas A ctivities. As a prelude to the Festive Season,
a Christmas Cantata was presented by the children and
members of the Regiment. The Cantata consisted of the
story of the Holy Nativity, acted by the children and told in
twelve carols, which were sung by the children and a regim ental choir, ably led by R.S.M. Russell. The Cantata was
much appreciated by a fairly large audience.
Grand Christmas Draw. On 16th December the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants held a grand Christmas Draw and
Dance in the Sergeants' Mess, it was attended to full capacity and an enjoyable evening was spent by all, unfortunately
most of the prizes were won by the Cook Sergeant and one
could hear the faint murmur of "Wangle" from our own
members, but as he had invested his pay in draw tickets each
week, this was to be expected.
Corporals Entertain Eighty-five Chiidren.' On the 18th
December the children from the three Dr. Barnardo's Homes
were entertained to a tea in the Corporals' Room; altogether
eighty-five children of various ages attended and many
corporals and lance-corporals have now become proficient
nursemaids.
Unfortunately before the commencement of tea a power
cut put us in darkness, but candles were quickly produced
which gave a very pretty effect to the well decorated table.
After tea Corporal Harris's daughter Wendy entertained
with . songs and some excellent step dancing, this was followed by the arrival of Father Christmas, who presented
each child with a gift from the Christmas tree.
Regimental Children's Party. 20th December once more
brought us to the Annual Children's Christmas Party, the
weather was very unkind, but nearly two hundred children
and wives sat down to a very excellent tea, provided by
Sergeant Strong and amid the pulling of crackers the
children did full justice to the fare.
After tea the R.S.M. with the assistance of S.Q.M.S.
Petrie on the piano, led the singing of a few carols. Half
way through a carol a sudden commotion from outside and
the switching off of the lights told us that Father Christmas
had arrived. The door swung open and he arrived in his
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Royal Signals Wing
Having finished with, and recovered from, the problems
of Exercise Quicksilver Five, the Wing settled down to preparing to enjoy Christmas. Over the Christmas period there
were, in fact, very few members of the Wing in Barracks
and those who remained for the Christmas period were
chiefly hardy Scotsmen who performed endless Guards and
fatigue duties buoyed up by the prospect of celebrating
Hogmanay.
The main events of Christmas were: For the Officers, a Ladies' Night in the Officers' Mess
which took the form of a Dinner and Dance.
The Sergeants' Mess had a Dance which was thoroughly
enjoyed by all who attended it though it is rumoured that
some membets of the Mess found the floor somewhat
unsteady; their complaints to the Sappers have not been
forwarded.
Christmas dinner in the Men's Dining Room was served
traditionally for those who had to remain in Barracks over
the Christmas period.
On the 18th December, 1950, a Children's Party for families of the members of the Wing was held in the Sergeants'
Mess. From all reports this party was a great success and
the toys made within the Unit were much appreciated by
the children. The credit for the preparation and running
of this party must go to the P.R.I. ~Major J. C. Robertson)
and the T.M. Troop. The "Children Management" abilities of the Unit have passed the test with flying colours.
There has been little activity in outdoor sports during the
month owing to the bad weather. A number of games in
the Inter-Squadron Football League have been played. The
leading Squadron is, at present, H.Q. Squadron. An InterSquadron indoor games tournament, which started on the
20th November, 1950, is now going strong. The games include Snooker, Darts and Table Tennis. At the present
moment, User Trials Squadron is at the top of the indoor
league.
·
There have been many comings and goings during this
month and we have lost a lot of men posted overseas.

THE DEPOT
EGIM.ENT
Poellllngton
Much snow and cold weather have been the features of

the past month in this corner of England. We are inclined
to think that the mercury in our thermometers has hibernated for the winter! However, the conditions have not
hindered the activities of the Regiment, except in the realms
of sport.
·
Chrisonas activities included the usual parties in Officers'
and Sergeants' Messes and the traditional serving b y their
members of the men's Chrisonas dinner, which was enjoyed
by all concerned. Other activities of note, were a most
successful and profitable jumble sale held by the married
families, which brought some much needed profits to the
funds of the Families' Welfare Centre and a grand party
for the children, which was held on 30th December, and
at which Captain Michael Golding officiated as a most
convincing Santa Claus.
Christmas really started with a Variety show and talent
spotting competition held in the theatre on 21st December.
All performers were members of the Regiment, but special
mention must be made of the actors in a one-act play "The
Fourth Man," which was included in the show. The~ were
Captain Golding, Lieutenant Peter Castner, R.S.M. Row~
bory, Lance-Corporals Jack and Nixon, the play being produced by Captain Derek Bennett.
On Chrisonas Eve a service was held in the theatre and
conducted by Reverend L. R. MacDermid, Rector of
Flaxton, York, who is the accredited C. of E. Padre for
the Regiment. The service was of carols and lessons and
was followed by Holy Communion. The four lessons were
read by Val~ie Etherington (nine-year-old daughter of our
R.Q.M.S.), Signalman Calder, R.S.M. Rowbory and Lieutenant-Colonel R Webb.
A very happy and successful festive season ended with
a party in the Officers' Mess on New Year's Eve.

The hockey team visited Canterbury, the Regiment's old
hunting ground, to play The Buffs in the District Minor
Units Knock-out Competition. The match turned out to
be a real battle between the two teams, composed mainly of
old soldiers. Royal Signals had slightly the better of the
play when the whistle blew for full time, and the score
stood at 3-3. During extra time, however, The Buffs produced two fighting moves which resulted in their going
ahead by two goals, and although Royal Signals were practically shooting in for the remainder of the match, they could
not improve their score. However, this was a most enjoyable game and both teams observed that they could not
remember a better. Captain Walton distinguished himself
by scoring all the Signals goals; Lieutenant Beverley proved
a real flyer on the left wing; Captain Smith did three men's
work, and Lance-Corporal Wilde played a storming game at
full back. It is hoped to provide more hockey fixtures in
the near future.
At soccer we fell rather heavily in the District Minor
Units Competition to 57 Squadron R.E. The opponents
were a hefty side in comparison with ours and our team
seemed to be kept from the ball by their bulk. Two players
were injured shortly after commencement of play, a severe
handicap to Royal Signals. The score 5-0 is complimentary
to the other side despite the fact that they were opposing
nine men. In the last twenty minutes, the gallant nine
literally bombarded the opponents' goal, unfortunately, without scoring. Since this match, the main interesting feature
was the " Old Crocks " v. . " The Rest," the former being
a team picked from the Officers', Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Messes. This match proved quite a good one
and it was obvious that what the " old sweats " Jacked in
breathing apparatus was countered by enthusiasm, team
work; and not a little skill. In .tact, the " old uns " had
much more of the ball, and only a last minute penalty
enabled "The Rest" to win 5-4.

WESTER~ CO~dlAND SIGNAL REGIMENT
EASTERN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT
lHaresOeld

There is no apology for the absence of wire notes from
the Regiment in last month's WIRE. The omission was
indeed, a calamity. Apart from the
almost impossible task of checking
stamp accounts, it will never now be
known if everyone was wished the
"Compliments of the Season." We
can be sure that the Editor had
knowledge of our good intentions,
for he was one of the few who witnessed a very earnest effort However, it is now realised the difference
a day makes, especially in rendering
WIRE notes, also that some resolutions never have the chance to see
the New Year in.
1950 was a good year. We exercised, learnt and taught
muc_h, apart from t~~ normal routin_e of a Command Signal
Reg1n:ien~ In. add1t1on, an upgrading course is just about
to.~sh i~ ~h1ch most of the students have done very well
this is posmve proof of the adaptability of the Regiment. '
. The Eastern Command. R.A .. Signal Troop is no more.
I he men have gone on their various postings, and those who
have been lucky enough to go to 3 Divisional Signal Regiment ha~e much. experience to stand them in good stead.
The Regiment ~1sses them, for they were a good Troop.
The Sergeants Me~s have kept up their entertainment
programme and everyone who attends their functions has
the cu ternary good time.
The Regiment'.s liaison 'Yit~ the Tunbridge Wells
Branch o! the 1gn~ls Association is good and much is
expected m the coming year.
50

Rincon Camp, Chester

We C3;11't _say farewell to 1950 without mentioning some
of the highlights of the Festive Season at Blacon. First · of
all, the Children's Christmas
Party. This was very well
laid on and fully justified all
the hard work put in by the
ladies of the Regiment and
the Christmas Committee.
Santa (in the generous shape
of Major A. W . Barron, M.C.)
duly appeared down the Gymnasium Chimney complete
with magic wand, toys for all,
and with Rudolph the Red
Nosed Reindeer drawing his
sleigh.
'W_e must co?fess, however, that due to faulty wiring the
magic v.:and didn't flash when required. Signals ! I
Next item on the crowded programme was the Corporals'
Mess Dane:. Carroll Le:-is himself would have been pleasantly surprised at the discovery of the hidden talent display:d by C'?rporal Healey as compere and master of ceremorues at this most enjoyable evening. Finally, there was
the Sergeants' Mess Party and, my dear, everyone was there
from the C.S.0. downwards. Despite the efforts of
S.Q.M.S. Lo~elock to complete the financial ruin brought
about by Christmas shopping, in his efforts to make us buy
race~orses we d!dn't want with money we hadn't got, a happy
evenmg w~s en1oyed by all and proved an excellent prelude
to the holidays.
All good things come to an end, however, and for the four
very young . subalterns who attended the C.O.'s Training
Codnfderence m the early days of January, the end was rather
su en.
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T~ey were seen later queueing outside the Q.M.'s Office
peering inte~tly !t ~he ~ai~ing programmes and pamphle~
and murmuring 01!, mtdrught burning, subalterns for the
use of."
In . addition to our military and trade training we are
working very hard now for our Annual Inspection at the
end of January. For the special parades we are trying out
a. metronome a_nd Joudspea~er arrangement which give the
tmle for marchmg.. ~eople m Ch~ster are saying : " You've
never heard such ticking as there 1s in Blacon."
.
The final r7su~ts o~ the Champion Troop Competition
showed a convmcmg victory for M Troop after some anxious
moments as the compensating factor was applied to balance
unequal Troop strengths. Their victory was well deserved
howevC!,. and was firmly based on teamwork throughout the
competition.

Placings:
Winners, M Troop, with 87%.
Second, R .H.Q. Troop, with 80%.
Third, Command H.Q. Troop, with 7S 'o.
Fourth, Camp Staff Troop, with 70%.

.Needless to say there have been mutterings about "fiddling" and bookkeeping-especially since R.H.Q. Troop
Commander keeps the accounts but-'twas ever thus.

SOUTHERN COIH!UAND (.H) SIGXAL
REGIMENT
Salisbur)·

The a~ual visi~ of the Corps Band was once more incorporated m a Regimental week-end. This, very much an
institution by now, was held in the
rather uncertain month of October.
Havi?g made all our arrangements
we srmply waited, realising, as wet
day followed wet day, coupled with
cold winds and endless overcast
skies, that we were very much at the
mercy of the Gods . . . . and the
weather clerk! Friday, the 6th
October came and went. So did
the rain! The miracle had happe_ned and San:rday commenced with a modicum of blue
skies and sunshme. What little rain we had over the weekend came after our Sherry parties, which congregated outside
the ~fficers' a_nd Sergeants' Messes on Sunday morning to
the lively strams of the Corps Band, had finished.
Major-General W. R. C. Penney, c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o., M.c.,
took t~e salute on the Church parade. The turnout and
marching was remarked on by several people who had congregated along the line of march.
We were very pleased indeed to see some Old Comrades
at. the Regimental dance on Saturday night, but would have
wished that more had come. Anyway they joined up with
us on the Church parade the next morning.
The Corps Band under ~e. ever able direction of Captain
Judd gave us a most entertammg concert on Sunday evening.
The excellence of our band is well known, but we never ·
heard them in better fettle than this. They contributed in
no small way to the general success of the week-end.
Training and upgrading courses within the Command
continue here at Figsbury, and our programme has been a
full o~e. Large attachments from our Regiment (including
146 Lme Troop) to Eastern Command returned to us again
with a very excellent report of work done.
Our football team have had reasonable success in the Salisbury and District (Wednesday) Football League. Our results
to date being : Played 9; Won 3; Lost 5; Drawn I .
Our position in the league table is now sixth from top.
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SIGNAL TROOP, 33 AIRBORNE LIGHT
REGIMENT, ft.A.
Barton Stacey

It is with a certain hesitation that we venture to produce
these notes at al!, for. we are a very small unit, and have not
~o far appeared m prmt under our own title. With the commg. of the New Year, however, we have reached a new state
of mdepende~ce, ~d on account of it may, we hope, be of
at any rate, slight mterest.
. In the luxurious organisation of a complete Airborne Divis10n, the ~-u~er T:oops come, of course, from 2 Squadron
of the Divisional Signal Regiment, and the Parachute Brigade Troops come from 3 Squadron. Under the present
syste~, an Independent Parachute Brigade Group has a
hybrid s9uadron of its own, consisting essentially of a Parachute Brigade Trool? and a RA. Signal Troop, together with
a somey,rhat theoretical Base ·Comrnunciations Troop. The
R.A. Signal !roop has thus a double affiliation-one to the
G:unner Regiment for w~o~ it exists, and one to the Brigade
Signal ~q.uactr:on of which 1t forms part. For convenience
of administration the latter has been given precedence since
early 1949, and the R.A. Troop has been a rather nominal
body, brought to working strength for exercise purposes
only.
.I~ is now felt, however, that administrative advantages
ansmg. from a centralised Signal Squadron are more than
<?ut-we1ghed by the benefits to operational efficiency derived
from constant contact between the Royal Artillery and
ourselves, and from mutual training throughout the year. We
have _thus r~-formed as a semi-independent troop, living and
wo:king WI0 the Royal _Artillery, though still, of course,
owmg allegiance to the Signal Squadron within the framework of Brigade communications.
We are faced at p~esent, then, with a formidable task. We
have_ f'.irst ~o establish ourselves domestically on a sound
a?ministranve base, from which we may proceed to individual ~d ~~p training in time to join with the Regiment in
the spnng m its first full scale regimental exercise.

NORTHERN COMMA.l\"D (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
York

Severe wea~er in the shape of heavy snowfalls and
several days with temperatures. well below freezing point
restricted the Regiment's December sports programme considerably. Serious consideration
may well be given to " ski "
so_ccer unless the icy hand of
wmter relaxes its grip somewhat!
Our sympathies go out to those
of our colleagues in Korea who
are subjected to far worse
weather conditions.
Our congratulations to W.0.1.
A. E. Marshall, who left the
Regiment on 4th December,
.
. . . 1950, to proceed to the Depot to
take up his comnusSion on appointment to Lieutenant Q M
The officers' Christmas party was attended by almost. all
of 1;he _officer~ of the Regiment, their ladies and friends, and
a. hilarious ~er was followed by a dance to the music provided by the nimble fingers of Lieutenant R. S. P. Branson
At the children's party Major F. J. Dowie, the Regiment'~
T.O:T., performed the duties and offices of "Father
Chnstmas" ~ith a geniality and polish indicating many
years of pracuce. The party was enlivened, too, by remarkably clever a!ld snappy cartoons drawn by "Pash Dale," a
local c:artoorust! prevailed upon to assist in the party.
Christmas dinner for the men of the Regiment was a
truly festive occasion and a meal, second to none, was produced by the cooks.
SI

nti - . . ireraft CJomn1a11d

With New Year's Eve falling on a Sunday we were forced,
like so many others, to a rather premature celebration for
the occasion. But, notwithstanding the inclement weather
there was a fair attendance at the Drill Hall at 206 Brampton
Road on 30th December. Thanks are due to all those who
helped us to forget that the central heating was at fault,
and especially to those responsible for the decoration of the
Hall.
On Saturday, 6th January, there was a most successful
Children's Party at 206 Brampton Road. Over 60 children
up to ten years of age were entertained to tea, games and
a cinema show. The afternoon ended with a present for
everyone from Father Christmas. The succe s of the occasion was due to the untiring efforts of the many willing
helpers though special mention must be made of Sergeants
(Skull and Crossbones) Buesnel, (Madam Butterfly) Chapman, (Columbine) Lucraft and, of course, Father (Topper)
Christmas Brown.

I A.A. (H) SIGNAL REGDIENT
Lniodon

The Regimental Week-end was held during the week-end
·
of 16/17th December, 1950.
On this occasion we were joined by No. 23 Squadron II
A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, T.A.
During the course of Saturday morning the C.S.0., 1 A.A.
Group, Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Ellis, inspected some of
the M.T., barrack rooms and kits whilst the A.D.W.R.A.C.,
1 A.A. Group, Lieutenant-Colonel R. D. Allerton, inspected
the kits of the W.R.A.C.
Unforrunately the weather (i.e. two inches of snow) prevented the A.D.W.R.A.C. from watching the Women's drill
parade, but it did not stop Captain G. E. Atkins and his
Linemen from taking part in a line laying competition.
The competition was a child of the fertile brain of our
C.S.O. and included amongst other things the crossing of
an " unfordable " stream nine feet wide; complete with drum
barrow and with the aid of only three 1-1..A.L. poles-all
three teams crossed eventually, although some "got wet."
Lance-Corporal Keane and his team won the competition
which was both instructive and amusing.
During the course of the afternoon the T.A. Squadron
arrived. A combined dance was held in the N.A.A.F.I. in
the evening. The following day the Regiment and the T.A.
W.R.A.C. contingent attended a carol service in the
N.A.A.F.I. whilst the male contingent of the T.A. fired their
Musketry Course on Purfleet ranges. The men had our
sympathy as well as our admiration for turning out in a
blizzard on a Sunday morning to fire on an open range.
We thoroughly enjoyed having 23 Squadron with us and
hope that they will join us again when the weather is more
sympathetic.
Christmas started on Thursday, 21st December, when
the Troops, both in London as well as Laindon, had their
Christmas meal. Altogether some 180 men and women sat
down to the traditional Christmas dinner, which was most
certainly enjoyed by all. Corporal Pickering and her cooks
did an excellent job of work and deserve the thanks of everyone-Thursday was normally a working afternoon but
most people spent it sleeping off their dinner. During the
evening an all ranks' dance was held in the N.A.A.F.I. The
following morning the hordes departed and an air of peace
settled over the camp.
II A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Bromptea Road, 8.W.2
It i with deep regret that we have to record the death
in a road accident on C~istmas Day, of Signalman J. N~
T
u:k. J\ged 26, he JOmed Group Squadron in October,
I? 9, and _h_1s cheerf~l an<l: pleasing manner soon won for
h1 ~ a p<>smon of friendship and re~pect in the Regiment.
1
\X 1th h1 death we ~ve lost a fine soldier and a competent
D.R. We cxto.:nd smcere sympathy to his widow and his
mother.

S2

2 A.A. (lU) SIGNAL REGilUENT
Aldershot

Christmas in the Unit began well with a Children's Party
on the 20th December. Amongst those present were MajorGeneral M. N. Dewing, C.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., LieutenantColonel L. W. J. Dryland, our Chief Signal Officer
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Beeton, and of course, Santa C laus'.
Christmas Day saw the officers of 2 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment doing their annual duties in the Dining Hall. It
is sa~d that there were no complaints. A dance during the
evenmg completed the day. Everyone, including " Miss
Dixon," had a good time.
In the world of sport we continue to do moderately well.
The Hockey team holds its own and it is hoped that it will
be even more successful in the New Year. Our soccer eleven
won their last match against Headquarters 2 Anti-Aircraft
Gro.up by three goals to two. Is this a good omen?
Smee we last appeared in print, we have welcomed to our
midst twelve ex-members 6f · 22 Independent Company
W.~.A..C., who joined us on the move of Headquarters 2
Ann-Aircraft Group. We hope their stay with us will be
·prolonged and happy.
.Many of our clerks and operators have left us for warmer
climates, and from letters and cards received from them
the_y appea_r to be very happy in their overseas stations~
Shivenng m Aldershot at the present moment we envy
them their sunshine.
'
3 A.A. INDEPENDENT (lU) SIGNAL SQUADRON
Edinburgh

The recent arctic spell in " Bonnie " Scotland has rather
curtailed the Squadron's sporting activities. All available
soccer pitches are still under seven or eight inches of snow
'
and the forecast says "more to come."
Through the medium of THE WIRE we would like to offer
our congratulations first of all to our G.O.C., Major-General
H. A., Hounsell, ~.B., C.B.E., on his New Year honour, and
to MaJ?r T. D. C~ds, M.B.E., Royal Signals, T.A., of 13 A.A.
(M~ Signal Regiment T.A., on his award of the M.B.E.
This also seems a good opportunity to wish all our Corps
comrades a "Guid New Year" wherever they may find
themselves.
With the Christmas and New Year festivities now over
and forgot~en we ai:e getti~g down to our preparations for
the_G.<?.C. s ~~ual mspecuon, due to take place in February.
This, m addltlon to our other commitments, will keep us
very busy for the next few weeks.
ROYAL SIGNALS BAND
..hBFrigbht and Early," B.B.C. Home Service, 0630 hours Saturday
24t e ruary, 1951.
'
•
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4 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
Penln•ala Barrack•, Warrington, Lane•

The Christmas Concert Party and Dance held on the 21st
December, 1950, were a great success, and we take this
opportunity of thanking the small, but talented company for
their very good performance. The Messing Officer's efforts
during the past two months were brought to a climax in
the Other Ranks' Christmas Dinner held on Friday, 22nd
December, 1950. It was indeed a good start to the Christmas leave.
On the 6th January the Unit acted as hosts to the children
of the married qua-ters of the Regiment. The attendance
was marred slightly by tran port difficulties caused by fog,
but this did not detract fr m the Christmas spirit which was
displayed by all concerned especially Major R. H. Farlow
who played the part of principal benefactor appropriately
gowned in proverbial red attire and " unaccustomed"
whiskers.
14 A.A. (~I) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Speke, Liver1mol

Now that the season of festivity, children's parties (very
successful ones too), socials and dances has passed, the Regiment is busily settling down to the second half of the winter
training programme-in spite of the influenza epidemic
which has laid many of our members low. We wish them
all a speedy recovery.
We have said good-bye to W.O. I Crouch who has been
granted a Short Service Commission, as a Quartermaster.
Congratulations, sir. ·
An A.A. Exercise is being held at Liverpool on 28th
January in which members of the Regiment will participate.
These Exercises are particularly welcome and all ranks benefit considerably from the experience gained.
33 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron T.A. 33 Squadron was "At
Home " to the members of the other Squadrons of the Regiment at a Regimental Dance held in the Drill Hall at Runcorn on .the 15th December, 1950.
Despite the extremely icy conditions of the roads which
prevented many of our guests turning up, a very goodly
number did arrive and a very enjoyable evening was the
result.
The Christmas Children's Party was a happy and noisy
occasion, all the children being in excellent voice. Father
Christmas's arrival, complete with gifts and in a costun1e
which effectively disguised Signalman Bowden, was well
received and he was quickly relieved of his burden. The
food managed to last out despite unrelenting attacks from all
sides, and everyone went home tired but full.
The recent 'flu epidemic of which Runcorn had more
than its share had its effect upon the Squadron but it was
good to see that so many were able to attend the first Drill
Night of 1951.
15 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Leeds

Since last appearing in print, the Regiment has undergone
a most strenuous period. Exercise " Emperor " kept us all
busy and, although bad language was sometimes sprayed at
the Adjutant, Captain J. T. Lloyd, and the "higher-ups,"
including the Chief Signal Officer's Branch by the T.A.
Squadron Commanders there was nothing but praise for the
Squadrons from the A.A. Brigade Commanders concerned.
After the exercise, the bounties. It is rumoured that two
Squadrons were expecting a bonus for services rendered.
They are still hoping !
The winter training has started in earnest and we are
hopeful that by next June when the Regiment goes to camp,
a large number of our members will have been upgraded.
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BRITISH ARMY OF
TllE RllINE
S .X. BRANCH,

ft.Cl.,

D.A.O.R.

The late Colonel P. R . Hyde, o.B.E. Christmas at this
Headquarters was saddened by the death on 20th December, 1950, at Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, of the above-named
Officer after a short illness. Colonel Hyde had been G.S.O. I
on the Staff of the Chief Signal Officer, British Army of
the Rhine, from October, 1948 to August, 1950, when he
was admitted to hospital. In August, 1950, he was promoted substantive Colonel, and he was awaiting another
appointment. He leaves a widow ·and one daughter. Lieutenant-Colonel Rowett, of this Branch, visited him just
before his death, and an.ended his funeral on behalf of the
C.S.O. A memorial service was held in the Garrison
Church, Bad Oeynhausen, on New Year's Day, attended
by the C.S.O. and Mrs. Morrison and over 200 of his
friends. An appreciation and summary of his service appears
elsewhere in this issue.
The Annual Branch Christmas Party, held on Thursday,
21st December, was unusual for two reasons. It was the
first occasion on which the German element of the Staff
was also present. Dr. Gudel, on behalf of German members of the Branch Staff, thanked the British personnel for
their gesture and, with an excellent command of our language, conveyed greetings appropriate to the season to
which the C.S.O. responded.
When responding to the C.S.O.'s expression of his tl;tanks
for. the hard work put in duririg the year, the Chief Clerk,
W.0.II J. Telfer, took advantage of the opportunity to
present to Brigadier Morrison, on behalf of the· clerks, a
handsome carved wooden plate bearing a reproduction of
the Kurtheatre in Bad Oeynhausen.
H.q. n.A.o.n. SIGNAL REGDIENT
Herford

Father Christmas descended upon us in an illuminated
sleigh drawn by a real Rudolph-or was it but a spavined
dray? Dray or Rudolph, it delighted the children.
The following evening, Friday, 22nd December, the
Christmas Draw was held in the Sergeants' Mess. 1,000
tickets had been sold and the proceeds spent on 200 presents
ranging in nature from two coc_l(erels to' small boxes of
chocolates.
Ori "the morning itself" Warrant Officers and Sergeants
provided tea (laced with rum) to all members of the camp
who were present and correct.
An excellent Christmas dinner followed (bouquet to the
A.C.C. here) served on gaily decorated tables by Sergeants,
Warrant Officers and Officers whose dexterity as gar~ons de
cafe excited much admiration.
A comic football match, All Ranks and Sergeants' Mess
Dances, and a new Year's Eve Fancy Dress Ball concluded
the festivities of 1950.
Young 1951 came to light on the cold dreary Monday
with a normal Monday routine, aspirin and Eght diet.
Sports. Despite the attraction of the festivities that
December usually brings, the attention of sports fans has
been focused upon hockey and football.
Hopes are high that one of our teams may reach a quarter
or semi-final match in the future. The results of the hockey
matches played recently are as follows : v. "C" Company H.Q., B.A.O.R.
v. H.Q., B.A.l'.O.
v. H.Q., B.Jl..O.R.
(Game Stopped due to frost condition.)
'· r R .T.R. (Army Cup)

Won
Won

Orawo

1-1

Won

4-1

An item of interest appeared on Daily Orders late in the
month ~hen we read that in a recent swimming match
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between B.A.0.R. and B.A.F.O., Captain J .. ~earce was
placed second in the I metre and 3 metre divmg eve~ts.
22344296 Signalman Wright was awarded B.A.0.R. Swunming Colours.
.
ff
.
Together with the Commanding Officer, we o er sincere
congratulations.
.
,
Not so encouraging a report can be given of the months
boxing. A fixture arranged for. D~cemb~r. had to be cancelled owing to a lack of enthus1asnc pugilists.
.
Since our last notes were despatched, I am afraid the

weather clerk has been most unkind, as out of six Soccer
fixtures we have only been able to play two. B?th the ~ames
were played away from home and resulted m a wm for
Harewood Rangers.
11 A.S.D. Bielefeld 1, Harewood Rangers 3.
1 R.T.R. Detmold 2, Harewood Rangers 3. .
During the month of December, 1950, we said go?<l-bye
to Capt. Pearce, although he only ~~naged to play m one
game this season, he was the Umt s centre forward for
several seasons.

2 IXFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Hilden

7 ARMOIJRED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Celle

During the past month we have been busily engaged O?
individual instruction whilst the drivers have had thelf
vehicles ruthlessly vetted by the
R.E.M.E. Inspectorate, who
no doubt must have become
rather tired at seeing the endless stream of transport.
At the time of writing
these notes there have been 3 I
days of snow. This has
greatly curtailed sporting activities; football and hockey
leagues being almost at a
standstill. Toboganning and
snowballing have taken place
on an " unorganised basis."
A " white " and pleasant Chri~~ was spent by all ranks
in Hilden. Sergeant Ribbans (A.C.C.) is to be congratulated
on providing an excellent bill of fare. In addition to the
usual "service with a smile" from all the Officers and NonCommissioned Officers, the Commanding Officer addressed
us later and introduced Major-General C. B. Callander, our
Divisional Commander. It was his third official visit to
Christmas dinners that morning and his visit was much
appreciated by all. He congratulated Sergeant Ribbans on
the excellent meal and at his request spoke to the driver or
his "Rover," Lance-Corporal Liddell.
With the fast fading memories of an enjoyable holiday we
settle down to work again; this time to an extremely comprehensive programme of courses which involve no less than
300 Other Ranks in the Unit.

R.H.Q., H.Q. and 1 Squadron, Celle. On 22nd December
we held an All Ranks' Christmas Ball in the Union Theatre,
Celle. Thanks to the good
efforts of S.S.M. Jones and
Corporal Boughton the dance
was a great success. The
Theatre was very attractively
decorated due to the hard
work put in by the dance
committee. The band of the
Queen's Bays very kindly
played for us and were largely
responsible for the success of
the evening. There was a
~~ -short cabaret which was
greatly appreciated. This was
- .
followed by a grand march suitably enlivened by a shower of
balloons and paper hats. Everyone thoroughly en joyed the
dance and there is now a great demand to hold one every
month.
On Christmas Day a very excellent dinner was produced
by the cooks. In traditional style the dinner was served by
the Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants. Major-General
Arkwright, our Divisional Corfirilander, came in to wish us
all a Merry Christmas. We enclose a photograph taken at
the dinner showing the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel L. J. D. Read, seated at one of the tab1es just before
the meal was served.

·--

*

*

*

2 Squadron Luneberg. We said goodbye to Lieutenant
Dunn who has been with us since D ecember, 1948, and

whom we remember particularly for his zeal in orgamsmg
sporting activities.
Christmas has been a very good one this year, and food
and drink have both been plentiful. The activities included
a very successful fancy dress dance, a smoking concert and
the normal Christmas dinner. A party for German children
was given and was thoroughly appreciated by those invited
who included some children from a local orphanage.
We congratulate Signalman Reid on his marriage and wish
him and his wife every happiness.
4 Squadron, Soltau. December got off to a fairly mixed
start with preparations for the Corporals' Mess dance and
the German children's party which were to start off the
Festive Season, and also somewhat reluctant preliminaries
for a two-day scheme. Old timers from last winter's exercises turned out on the day muffled up to the eyebrows, and
grinned sardonically at the shivers of the new chums. The
exercise itself went off very well including the beating off of
a night attack by our own echelon.
The celebrations over the month all went off with a real
swing including the two forementioned functions. There
was a married families' Sale of Work and Social, a British
children's party and a games evening, run by Signal Squadron, which might have been more successful if there had
been a little more money in the men's pockets to indulge
their gambling instincts to the full.
Sergeants' Mess ran a Christmas Eve dance and a Mess
dinner and social evening on Boxing Day, both of which
were thoroughly enjoyed.
Yet to come at the date of writing are the Officers' invitation games evening to the Sergeants' Mess, and the New
Year's dance rim by H.Q. Squadron.
Corporal Hodges is to be congratulated on the excellent
catering on Christmas Day and at the various functions.
91 Lorried I nfantry Brigade Signal Squadron. The month
of December still finds us in our old hunting ground at
Goslar with all kinds of sports and entertainments being
arranged for Christmas.
With the season of festivities coming on, the S.S.M.
gently persuaded the personnel of the Squadron to act as
beaters on a hare shoot. This shoot proved to be very
successful and there will be rio fear of empty stomachs this
Christmas.
We are pleased to be able to report that our speedway
enthusiast, Corporal (Skid) Fooks has once again been
successful. Although he has only ridden four times this
season owing to his injuries, he managed to secure third
place in the B.A.0.R. Individual Championships. In the
competition he obtained 9 points out of the possible 12, and
also stopped the champion from scoring maximum points.
We all hope that next year he can steer clear of injuries and
become the B.A.0.R. champion 1951.
Our able team captain, Lance-Corporal Saunders, has
once again led our football team to victory. We were challenged by two very sportsman-like teams of the German
Border Control. We modestly report that we won both
games.

11 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAi, REGIMENT
Herford

Since our last notes much work has taken place both on
the re-formation of the Unit and on the preparation of the
barracks which will be our
future home. It is hoped that
by the time these notes appear
in print our many detachments will have concentrated
with R.H.Q. at Herford.
In the meantime, due
mainly to the co-operation of
. . .
. .
the other major signal units,
mdividual trade trammg has been the main function in the
detachments and it is hoped that the results will be favourable in the forthcoming Command ·Trade Test Board.
Sport has not been neglected, with the inter-Signal Units
boxing and football competitions drawing near, serious
training has begun, our detachment at Lemgo getting off
to a good start, when, in spite of the disparity of numbers,
they challenged their hosts I I Air Formation Signal Regiment to a boxing match which they narrowly lost by 1 point
on the last bout. Other members of the Unit are making
the most of the wintry conditions in the Harz mountains by
spending their spare time skating, ski-ing and hare shooting.

I WIRELESS REGIMENT
Miinster

Having devoured the remainder of the Unit M.I. Room

~ng-ov~ se?atives, your scribe returns to h.arness complete

with memories of an excellent period of Christmas festivities. To do full justice to the various functions which took
place is beyond words, suffice to say that all ranks were full
of good cheer and other comestibles.
To commence with the Variety Show presented by the
Ladies' Social Club in conjunction with some of the stronger
nerved types. Many characters who were normally conceded
sanity were to be observed lurking in corners, behind pints
of ale mouthing noiselessly on Pay Parades. One never quite
knew whether or not to despatch a D.R. to fetch a psychiatrist during the rehearsal period. On the great night, to a
goodly sized audience, the show opened and the tempo never
flagged until the closing number. No expense had been
spared and we were all fairly astounded at the lavish dresses.
The saucy remarks of the Unit's "Western Bros.," alias
Captains Sugden and Thomas were greatly appreciated by
everyone, including the victims of their barbs. Our T .0.(M)
casually threw quips to all and sundry and unintentionally
a kipper at the Commanding Officer which, when finally
landing beside an unsuspecting draught of mild, caused its
owner to remark on the swimming success of the show. The
Fairy Scene with a cast of Falstaffiian Cherubs was a triumph
of mass over matter. However, it would be invidious to
single out any one person for special menti9n in a show of
this kind, where co-operation was the keynote of its success,
and in summing up let it be said that it was, from Unit
opinion, super, the ladies looked delightful and the men all
we could never hope to be.

On the 23rd December the Ladies' Club again came to
the fore and had organised an excellent dance for everyone,
complete with buffet and all festive trimmings. On Christmas Eve the children came into their own and the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess was a hive of industry and
demolition from three o'clock onwards. Children at the
danger point of overloading somehow or other managed to
cram in that little extra morsel, prior to seeing a lovely
puppet show and meeting Santa " McQuade " Claus, who
most nobly carried out the role of the benefactor.
Christmas Day found everyone in a most gregarious frame
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11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT
Lem~o

of mind and the alleged harmony of carols versus bop issuin_g
from barrack rooms could only have been tolerated on this
day of the year. The lunch truly ~d credit to the Cook
ergcant and his men. The decorations completely transformed the dining room, and the food \~a all that anl'.one
could wish for. The huge two-decker Chnstrnas cake weighing over 27olbs. tasted every bit as good as it Iooked. The
cusromary comic football match was truly a thing of unsurpassable wonder. Inoffensive 1¥pes, educationa_l wallahs and
habitual bar propper-uppers mmgled together m outrageous
garb. A suitably bedecked three tonner was on hand as
ambulance for the only pre-arranged casualty who was, if
anything worse off after attention than before it. The final
score as near as we can recall, was Pinks and Yellows 3
point~, two holes-in-one, Reds and Tartans 6 wickets for 10
runs; the rest was silence.
.
The evening Smoking Concert designed ro produce hidden talent, was literally a howling success and created grave
misgivings as to the longevity of liquid stimulants. When it
was all over the one remaining latent item was the aforesaid
talent and we are not of the opinion that Emile Littler need
worry unduly.

On Boxing Day the over-twenty-fives played those under,
at hockey. The "Old Crocks" by dint of superior strategy
before the bully-off, i.e., plying opponents with Christmas
spirit, mariaged to force a draw, although it is strongly
rumoured that the personal pitch-rolling activities of the
R .M. contributed in no small measure to the result. In
the evening there was a Gala Dance under the auspices of
the Unit Branch of the Old Comrades' Association. All present voted it a succc:.s of the first magnitude even if the Paul
Jones did closely resemble Twickenham Park on one of its
busier days. Simultaneously with this dance there was the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess Party which, judging
from the number of two-headed members walking around
camp next morning, was true to tradition.
As will be appreciated, there is little or no news other
than the above, what with the preparations for the events
and their aftermaths. The Old Comrades have run successfully a Smoker, Table Tennis Tnurnament, Darts Tournament and two dances, and have a most promising programme
arranged for the coming year.
It was with great pleasure we read in the December issue
of THE WIRE news of former Unit members viz.," Andy"
Clyne and comrades of the Scarborough Branch of the Royal
Signals Association, and the snapshot of Lieutenant-Colonel
" ammy" Barton brought back many happy memories to
th older fraternity of the Unit.
Now all that remains for us to do is to greet old friends.
o all who have served with the Unit, all absent friends of
ours and all " Hams " in contact with us, we send our best
wishe for the coming year and hope to keep in touch with
you all via T HE WIRE.
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Just as every Christmas in the Army follows a pattern
defined by tradition, so, we expect, will every WIRE note
from Units and Formation at home and
abroad mention all
the same things. It
·'~
is such a good pattern, however that
we cannot help following it.
Germany is the
home of much of
the Christmas tradition, and what with
Christmas trees at
two a penny, and
gin at 7 /- a bottle,
.
.
one can pay proper tribute to 1t ! To start with, Mrs. Adams
and the members of the Families Committee organised an
excellent children's party which was held in the Sergeants'
Mess, with kind permission of R.S.M. Barry. S.S.M. Lee
as Father Christmas (and only he knows how much Dutch
courage he required to overcome his horror at ~e prospect)
entered by a chimney which led, most appropnately, from
the bar, and gave away presents made under the auspices
of A.S.M. Hammond, which were so good as to render
their recipients almost silent with delight.
The next evening a dance was held in the Sergeants'
Mess which was as excellent as all such dances always are.
The draw produced pigs' heads, turkeys and bottles innumerable, most of which seemed to be won by Sergeant
T hompson or Sergeant Harris (your correspondent feels
that in case he should be accused of jealousy he must men.
tion that he did win a chicken).
On Christmas D ay Corporal Johnson and the cooks produced a dinner which was designed to feed a Regiment

and did. Plates piled high with pork and turkey, preceded
by soup and followed by plum pudding and assisted by
beer, were expeditiously dished out to the multitude, which
staggered away to sleep it off and reappeared next morning to watch the Officers versus Sergeants football match,
which was played jn its usual tradition with Captain Swan
as referee in blue patrols, Mr. Dixey as some obscene bookmaker's tout in pyjamas and a billycock, and Sergeant
Harris as a fairy of doubtful reputation and little maidenly
beauty. And that, thank heaven, was the end of Christmas.
The New Year was much the same.
n1mu~

SIGNAL SftUADllON

n.A.o.n. 2
Once again Christmas has come and departed again leaving
us with memories of a spate of parties, over-eating and
indigestion.
The Squadron's festivities started five days before Christmas when a party was given to about 200 German orphans
in the men's canteen. The programme was first films, then
tea and finally a distribution of presents by Father Christmas, who was played exceedingly well by our S.S.M. A
good time was had by all the German kiddies and the
helpers.
On the following Saturday the Sergeants' Mess gave the
same type of party to children of the members of the Royal
Signals and Royal Engineer Squadrons. The tea, films and
the distribution of presents all went very well, although
Santa Claus (played by R.Q.M.S. Watts, R.E.) with his
beard and false mask did scare one little girl into refusing
to take her present.
Between these- two parties the Mess held its Christmas
draw, Sergeant " Snowy " Richardson having his usual luck,
and winning quite a large number of prizes.
After this all was quiet till Christmas morning when tea
and rum was distributed by the Sergeants, who afterwards
served the men's dinner. During the m orning the single
Sergeants did the usual tour of married officers and Sergeants
and. drank a Merry Christmas. The afternoon was spent by
all m heavy sleep. Following close upon these festivi ties
came the Sergeants' Mess Christmas Dance in the Lower
Badminton Hall in the Olympic Stadium. T he dance
although not attended by as many people as we hoped for,
was thoroughly enjoyed by all who came and broke up very
reluctantly round 2 a.m.
To conclude the festivities the Sergeants' Mess this week
has the Staff D inner and its· own Annual Dinner on Twelfth
Night. After this we hope to settle down to normal life
again.
The Corporals' M ess too has been having its festivities.
At last it has got into its stride and is now having the odd
dance and social evening, evenings enjoyed by all who go.
During the whole of the Christmas season the weather
here has been more or less stable. We bad two lots of snow
and the roads have been made very dangerous by the first fall,
thawing and then freezing again, so that there is a layer of ice
rigllt across them. All members of the Squadron who use
cats keep their fingers tightly crossed every time the5' go
out now.
On the sporting side there is little to report. The basketball team has played the R.A.F. Gatow and was beaten 38-23
after a game which showed that the team has not played
together enough and that it is not good enough to let six
men know they are playing a match only half an hour before
that match starts.
In the .22 shooting the Military Government beat the
Squadron by l,142 points to l ,036 after a harder struggle
than the score shows.

I llave you ordered your copy of "1'he Wire"?
S.S.M. A,. E. Lee serving Christmas din ners
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INFANTRY DIVISION'AL SIGNAL REGIMENT
T ri 1•oli

Christmas has come and gone and a very jolly time it was
too. Yuletide festivities commenced on the 22nd D ecember
with the Children's party, very capably organised by the
Sergeants' Mess. " Coster " Brierly found himself in the
new role of Santa Claus and once again the " Rocket " was
dragged from enforced retirement to provide entertainment
for the little folk. Later on in the evening, the Officers were
guests of ~e Sergeants at the annual " Stag " party.
On Ch;istmas Eve was staged the last Speedway meeting
of the wmter season. It was an individual event and our
riders were well to the fore. Lance-Corporal Leston was
second in the Senior Championship and Signalmen Peacock
and Kelly first and second in the Junior, with Corporal
Newman fastest rider in the Junior. This augurs well for
our. prospects in the coming season. Incidentally, on the
subiect of Speedway, I feel I ought to mention that an article
in the November issue of the S oldier is rather misleading.
Speedway in Tripoli was conceived by the 1st Battalion
Grenadier G uards and ourselves in the summer of 1949.
In those days, meetings were held on a sand track at the
Busetta Racecourse. So popular did the sport become, that
Colonel G ood, our Commanding Officer, prevailed upon the
powers that be to build a proper track on Seaview and since
then Speedway racing has virtually been organised and controlled by the Regiment. Welfare advanced the money for
the project but we've almost paid it back, and as an amenity
Speedway is unsurpassed.
Christmas Day passed off iR traditional fashion. The
Officers, Warrant Officers and Senior N .C.O.s waited on the
men and served a repast which would have astonished Mr.
Webb. During dinner, General Matthews, the G.O.C., paid
us a visit and exchanged greetings with the assembled company. In the evening there was a buffet followed by tombola and the film " Twelve O'Clock High."
Boxing morning saw the Officers and Sergeants do battle
with " The Rest " at soccer. This was an enjoyable " to do"
and it speaks volumes when I say that " The Rest" with more
than a sprinkling of Regimental players only won by the odd
goal in five--or weren't they trying? Immediately after the
Officers were hosts in the Sergeants' Mess and most e'ffectively contrived " to get their own back." Next evening the
Officers and their ladies sat down to the annual dinner which
proved no less successful than the other Yuletide festivities.
On New Year's Eve the Sergeants' Carnival Dance
brought the merrymaking to a close and we are all back at
work considerably poorer but I doubt if much wiser men.
During the festive season a number of high-class soccer
matches were played, including the following players of this
Regiment: Guards Brigade v. Rest: Corporal L. B. Womble,
Signalman I. L . Lamont; England/ Wales (Co.rporal
Womble) v. Scotland/Ireland (Signalmen Lamont and 0. R.
Dye); Army v. Tunisia (Corporal Womble). We still lead
the Minor Soccer League on goal average, but will have to
put ou.r best foot forward to remain there. Corporal
Womble's departure to U.K. to attend a Pay course is a
severe blow, and with Signalman Hill, our " Leslie Compton," on the injured list, the outlook is unsettled. Perhaps
our latest reinforcement , whom we cordially welcome, will
produce the answer.
And finally to conclude this bulletin I must mention the
annual Regimental cross-country run which took place
recently. Some two hundred enthusiasts, representing every
Troop in the Regiment, set off to do battle for the CrossCountry Challenge Cup. The start was most impressive as
eager runners jockeyed for position. Second-Lieutenant
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Dawe made the running and staying out~ .front finished a
worthy winner wi th Lance--Corporal Phillip scco,1d and
Driver Sidebottom third. T he team award was won by
R.H.Q./Q/ LAD the gentlemen who sit all day at office tables
or loaf under vehicles.
Sl·D. N SIG~AL QUADRON (BRITISH)
Khartoum, :u.E.LF. 4
Major-General
0 . Boweri, C.B., C.B.E ., the Chief s .ignal

w.

Officer Middle East Land Forces, inspected the Urut on
the 27ili November during a very busy tluee-day tour of
British and Sudan Defence Force Signals in S~dan 3:f1d
Eritrea. For once all aircraft flew t~ sched~e mclu?mg
the "Kaid's" Anson, which made the mspect~on of Eritrea
Signal Troop possible.
.
The Squadron has alway,s had a .good name for sport ~n
the Garrison, but this years ci;owrung ~lory, we hope, Wlll
be the acquisition of the Garrison Juruor F<>?tball League
Trophy. At present we are at the top of tlus league! but
are having to battle hard against our two greatest rivals,
the R.A.0.C. and R.A.F. Captain H. R. Woodger, our
football officer is determined, however, as we all are, to
ensure that o~ hopes materialise. The Squadroz: has also
produced an average of tluee players fo~ the ~arnson football team, our greatest stars of late ~emg Dnver Barnard
and Signalman Simpson. S.S.M .. Craig, ~ho has been our
rock in defence, adviser and tramer durwg the past two
years, leaves us in January we regret to sa¥. Our 2nd XI,
instituted last month, has also been carrying on the good
·
·th th
work.
For our other sporting activities we combme w1
e
other small units in Khartoum, and have been honoured
to have both their hockey captain and sailing r~presenta
tive in the Unit, in the persons of S.Q.M.S. J. Dignan and
Captain A. A. C. Anderson. Hockey has been somewhat
curtailed this season owing to the damage done to the
pitches bv the heavy summer rains of this year; however,
several excellent games have been played with Royal Signals
well represented. The British Services Sailing Club is as
popular as ever amongst the m ore venturesome spirits and
from the 40 odd small Units' me~bers a r?und ?ozen are
Royal Signals. Despite the work involved m m~nte~ance,
ever increasing members appear to yolunteer to sail, sink or
swim in the waters of the Blue Nile.
With expert coaching by Major A. R Johnson, the Unit
has developed a useful team of rifle shooting enthusiasts
who have acquitted themselves well in the Sudan Command
Rifle Meeting and the recent Corps Inter-Unit Postal Competition. In the even more recent falling plate competition,
however, the team appears to have suffered from an acute
attack of nerves and despite promising practices M ajor
Johnson and Driver Barnard were the only competitors
to score hits.
The Squadron as a whole agree that the Sudan, despite
the terrible name it has been given by films like " The Four
Feathers," is one of the better stations. This may be due
in part to the just completed Christmas festivities, but the
Sudan is without doubt a good station for an active man
in winter and passable in summer, if he can keep his
temper in the heat.

in 1925. In comparing the photos it will be noted that the
lid of the Cup, on the left of the ball in the 192? photo, has
since disappeared (the ball rests on the Cup m t?e 1950
photo), but as a major war ha~ happened meanume, we
aren't grumbling much about this. We seem to have well
beaten the " oldsters " in the number of trophies won during the season.
Hockey. Our team, excellently organised by Lieutenant
Harry Gulley has done well, culminating (so far) in wUu:ing
the championship of the Northern Canal Zone recen tly.
It is difficult to pick out individuals, but much of our success
has been due to the excellent play of Captain N orman
Gordon at left back, and Corporal Newell at centre half. It
was unfortunate that in the final against Moascar Casuals
the former due to injury, and the latter (poor chap), due to
return to tlte U.K., were not members of the team which
they had done so much to help, but they were worthily
represented by Captain Rencher an~ Lieutenant ~ulley,
and with excellent support from Captam Gordon Srrnth, our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. U. Finney led
them to a 5-nil victory. We look forward with confidence
to meeting the winners of the Southern Canal Zone in the
final for the British Troops Egypt Championship who, our
spies tell us, will be our old friendly enemies, 3 G .H .Q.
Signal Regiment. Other Corps and Regiments have taken
part.
Rugby. In spite of heavy casualties amongst our stars, the
team have reached the final of the Northern Canal Zone
championships after defeating, amongst others, Port Said
Garrison 43-nil, and after a tremendous tussle and replay,
the 8oth L.A.A. Regiment R.A. We have had many representatives in local international matche which were, unfortunately, responsible for some of the casualties. Amongst
these we wish a quick recovery to Sergeant Crispin, with a
broken ankle, and Signalman Holmes, broken arm. Stricken
with jaundice those two excellent players, Second-Lieutenants Michaels-Watts and Panton appeared when last seen to
be qualifying to play for China, but whether for the N ationalists or the other guys, is not known. Amongst many others,
Captain D avid Callaghan has played and kicked well at
right centre, Signalman F reeman (that all round, over and
through sportsman) has 1perfoqned his eel-like dashes at
stand off, Captain R encher has done (and yelled) well as
leader of the pack, and in spite of a long absence with a
twisted knee, Captain G ordon Smith has been a tower of
strength. T he whole organised and criticised by S.S.M.
Rider and Colonel Finney and L ance-Corporal R. A. Smith.
Soccer. Our team, unbeaten so far, is at the head of the
Northern Canal Zone Minor U nit L eague, and there appears
no reason whatsoever why they shou ld not remain there.

EtiiYPT COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT
M oasenr

Sport . Water Polo. Harking back to our notes in last
, 'ov mber's issue (we regret that duty and leave have interfered with entries since), we were correct in our forecast
and won the Water Polo Championship of British Troops,
Egypt.
On returning to the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess,
R. .M . Webb spotted an old photo on the Mess wall, depicting the last Royal Signals team to win this trophy way back
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Back row (left _to right) : Sergeant P. McNaughton, Driver D. Smith,
Lance-Corporol Richards, Sergeant Harris, Signalman Freeman, Signalman
Castello. Front ~o w : Se rgeant F. Kirk, Captain W . W . W e bb , Lieut. -Colonel
G. V. Fmney, Corporal Stewart (captain), Signalman Bates

3 G.D.q. SIGNAL REGIMENT
Fayld

Standing (left to right) : Seraeznt Wattley. Signalman Ball, Lance-Co r poral
Pattenden, . Signalm an Tydeman, Signalman Browning. Seated : Corporal
Massey, Ma1or C. Sampson , D.S.O .. Sergeant- Major Nichols, Signalman Taylor.
In front : Lance-Corporal Bromwich , Signalman King

After a bye in the first round of the Army Cup we beat
R.A.S.C. El Kirsh in the second round, and look forward to
meeting the local Goliaths, in the shape of the x· Royal Lincolnshire Regiment, in the third round shortly. We reckon
we might prove to be their Davids at that.
Signalman Griffiths has played consistently well at outside
left, and there has been strong competition between Signalmen Burdon and Freeman to be, what the local papers call,
our "custodian." The former looks after his goal as well as
he " custodes " our sports store. After a shaky start, and
consequent advice to take up plum bing, Signalman Spillane
not only settled down well as centre-forward, and later insideright, but also, just to confound the critics, turned out to be
quite good in the painting line as well. We have, therefore,
dropped our insistence on plum bing as an alternative career.
A great deal of the credit for our successes is due 10 Major
(T.O.M.) Marchant and our chief clerk, S.S.M. Markland,
who have spared no effort to organise and train the team
and even been successful in eliminating all the handshakes,
hugging and general amatory display which so often mars
the scoring of a goal.
Boxing. After a prolonged absence on du ry, our 2 i/c
Major C. Nettleshi p, returned to find that, as a result of
one of those "friendly-no need to weigh in old man"matches, the boxers were somewhat disorganised and very
slightly browned off. However, ably assisted by Captain
Eddie L ong, the team is in hard training to meet its opponents, the Royal Lincolnshire Regiment, in the first round of
the Army T eam Championships. Corporals Stewart and
Evans are helping a lot with the training, and once again,
Signalman Fr eeman turns up as an excellent light welter,
(why isn't he playing hockey?), and there will be keen competition to represent us in the featherweight division between
the appropriately named Signalmen Knocker and Morris.
2 Squadron at Fayid are more than holding Royal Signals
end up in the Southern Canal Zone, having, as well as
Captain Brader and L ieutenant Heyes in the Regimental
team, produced the only unbeaten hockey team in that
district.
They also, as a result of beating other teams in the Regiment, received the cup for cross-country running, presented
by our present C.S.O., Brigadier Chadwick, way back in
1933.
T ail piece. Since " Pip" Gorton's departure, it is unfortunate that we have to record a large increase in cable stealing with consequent additional hard work for our linemen.
We under tand ten of the thieves have recently been caught
and we now spend pleasant hours with " Fox's Book of
Martyrs " and "Records of the Spanish Inquisition" devising suitable punishment. Would that it were our responsibility.

This month's notes are being penned as 1951 finds her
feet, and the memory of Christmas, 1950, with all its trimmings is fading.
Any attempt to chronicle in full the many events that
took place in the Regiment over the Christmas period
would well nigh fill THE WIRE from cover to cover, so,
being fully aware that m any other units will wish to record
their festivities, we shall present a condensed version of
the tome that could easily be written about the holiday!
Central place in the panorama of an Army Christmas is
always reserved for the dinner. Our cooks excelled themselves and deserve a great deal of credit for the work they
put in. The long rows of tables were transformed by the
adornments of beer, cigarettes and nuts, but when a host of
.hungry Signalmen start work on anything like that, it
doesn't last long.
The C .S.0 ., Major-General W. 0 . Bowen, attended and
addressed the R egiment.
The Sergeants' M ess held a dinner and dance on Boxing night, and on the 23rd gave a children's party complete with Santa Claus! The many uses to which a jeep
may be put were fully demonstrated when one appeared,
appropriately disguised, chugging along pulling the
" children's train " !
The Officers' and Corporals' Messes held their
Christmas dinners as usual, of course, and the Corporals'
Mess staged a successful dance at the W .R.A.C. Camp,
F ayid.
The T roop parties went off with their usual breeziness,
as did the " Smoker" in tbe N.A.A.F.I., on the 23rd.
The pantomime, " Ali Baba,'' produced in the
N .A.A.F.I. by the Theatre Club has whetted our
appetites for more productions. Although they suffered a
severe blow a day before the first performance when
Barbara Nash became seriously ill, and taken to hospital,
the show went off smoothly and very enjoyably. At only
24 hours' notice, Mrs. Paris stepped mto the principal
female part and gave a fine performance.
As " Ali" himself, Ken Nash, the author and producer
of the pantomime, kept the show moving at a merry pace,
and he was well supported by John Sturge, Roy Phippard,
Lesley Nash, Ken Price, Bob G rant and Fred Rlchsrdson.
The rest of the cast, who cannot all be mentioned here, all
contributed to the general fun and obviously enjoyed playing for us, as much as we enjoyed watching them.
,
The Rifle Club held its first meeting early in the New
Year. . At present it has thirty members, who 2'.te hoping
to arrange a meeting each week.
There has been plenty of sporting activity in tl--.e Unit
since last month. The Inter-Squadron soccer competition
was won by H.Q. Squadron, who beat I Squadron by 3--:z
after playing a 2-'-2 draw earlier.
The Unit soccer teams have not been very active for
some time, although several players have been kept busy
representing both the Corps and District teams. LanceCorporal Dartnell was selected to play for an " Army XI "
against Port Fouad S.C.
The Rugby team's recent high scoring warrants a large
portion of these notes being allotted to them this month.
Unbeaten in nine league fixtures and two cup-ties, they
have run up some " cricket " scores, and have yet to have
their line crossed!
The full league record to date is :
v. R. E. E s:.
v. R .H.A.
v. R.E . (Fayid)
v. Suez Gnrrison
v. Roya l Sussex Regi ment
v. R.A .F . (Abyad )
v. R .A.S.C. (Fanara)
v. Lancashire Fu iliers
v. R.A.S .C . (Fanara)

\Von 6·-0
Wo>
8-o
Won 37-3
Won 55-0
Won 37-0

D rew

6-6

Won 35-0
on 2~
Won 32-0

In the league games they have scored 244 points and
had only nine registered against them. Two victories in
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the cup ompetmon has put them into the district semifinals. In the first round we met R.E. (Fayid), and the
·ect nd round saw us in opposition to 71 H.A.A. Both
match s were won by the same margin-45 points to nil!
In the first Corps game of the eason, we provided 12
player· and t':ree reserves. Those who played were:
econdCaptain
turge, Second-Lieutenant Prince,
Lieutenant H ardie, Sergeant Rees Corporals Steele and
O'Brien, L ance-Corporals Collingbourne, Pitman and
Staniford and Signalmen Burgess, Benning and Thomas.
econd-Lieutcnant Carr, Corporal Watt and LanceCorporal Townsend were reserves.
Tte scoring power of our backs is obvious. The
"di covery" of the season is Signalman Burgess, who is
playing in his first season of Rugby. A fast and hard
running wing, he has been a prolific scorer. Sergeant Rees
and Lance-Corporal Collingbourne, the two centres, give
Burgess and his fellow winger Benning, plenty of scope for
try scoring, even though their own tally is high.
The full back position is in the capable hands of
Corporal Steele, an expert in turning defence into attack.
The pack has worked hard throughout every game.
Second-Lieutenant Hardie has ensured by his hooking that
half backs Signalman Thomas and Sergeant James
(R.A.E.C.) get their share of the ball from set scrums, and
in the loose Corporal O'Brien, Captain Sturge and SecondLieutenant Prince have been outstanding.
Our r.ockey team has won the District hockey knock-out
competition, and now progresses into the Canal Zone finals
where they will meet Egypt Command Signal Regiment.
The hockey team too remains unbeaten, and they have
gone one better than the Rugby men by maintaining a 100
JJ<;r cent record.
Major Grey, R.Q.M.S. Langley,
Lieutenant Deegan and Corporal Catesby, all of whom
have played for the Corps team, are the most prominent
figures in this branch of our sport.

*

*

*

Before do ing we must add a word of praise for our
cross-country runners who were placed fourth in the
" Pimple " race. The race is run over a distance of about
f~ur miles, but the course includes the scaling of a
hill locally h10wn as "The Big Flea," which overlooks
G.H.Q. Or:.r placing of fourth in a "field" of r6 teams
with eight runners in each team, is very creditable.

CHIEF AIR i'ORMATION SIGNAL OFFICER'S
BRA~CH

MIDDLE EAST AIR FORCE

lsmallla

.. Tne h~ghlight of D~ember was the branch Christmas
Party which was held m the office. The decorations were
h~ttly but effectively put up and with the aid of a borrowed
piano and a tab!e loaded with drinks and food, the party
comme~ced.
S~gnalman Galloway entertained us with
s~me light music on the piano. The party commenced
with a "b~t race " just to _get everybody into the right
!!1ood. Secn~n r versus Secuon 2, the latter winning by a
We then were entertained by individuals
small gulp.
and for such a small branch it was surprising the amount of
" sui: " turns we had; from magicians to musicians S S M
Colhe "charmed" us with two tunes played on a thi whl;tle.
borrowed for the ~v,ening from Master Collie. Majo;
McCready rend7red . A' you're adorable," etc., but as he
had forgotten his music he was a little lost in the middle
of . the a~phabet. However, the branch rallied round and
fin!shed lt for. him. With never a dull moment the party
fin_1 hed and It was generally agreed that everyone had
enio ·ed themselves.
Chri tm ts Day brought all the usual fun and games plus
a very good di:iner served in the usual manner by the
cers and semor N.C.O.s

4 Alll FOIDIATION SIGNAL llEGilUENT
Abyad

The last match of the Royal Signals Middle East postal
shoot was fired on 12th December with a somewhat disappointing result, six out of the sixteen plates being
untouched during the one minute's firing; not as good as
the standard attained at practice shoots.
The Regimental Headquarters' soccer team played the
leading league team of R.A.F., Abyad, with the pleasing
result of a win by three goals to one.
In the Rugby world, Lieutenant G. W. Tacey played for
the Royal Signals Egypt XV against the R.A.S.C. on 16th
December, the match resulting in a win of 35 to nil.
36 Wing Signal Troop had a somewhat busy Christmas,
there being two thefts of unoerground cable amounting to
140 yards. Despite this diversion the Troop was able to
hold a very successful party, many friends from the R.A.F.
·
being in attendance.
39 Wing Signal Troop. Signalman Stanley, who has
now played three times for the Royal Signals soccer team
Egypt, helped .th~ Troop side to beat 39 Squadron R.A.F.
by 10 goals to nil. The Troop won £5 for the best decorated billet and bar at R.A.F. Fayid.
50 Wing Signal Troop also celebrated Christmas ill the
same spirit. The Troop soccer team is top of the league
at R.A.F. Kasfareet and hope to remain there.
Sergeant Barnes, L/Cpls. Clarke and Spencer were members of the Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team at the
recent Searchlight Tattoo held at Moascar and helped to
make it a first-class performance.
64 Wing Signal Troop. During the past month, the
thermometer has taken a steady downward trend and once
~gain all K.D. has been put in mothballs, and winter dress
is the vogue. The swimming oools are drained-that being enough to dissuade even the hardiest swimmer from
taking a plunge ! ! At Habbaniya the main sporting interests are soccer and hockey, but with the advent of cooler
than our fair share of November
weather we have had more1
'
rain.
This has turned all sports pitches into a q~agmire and
has prevented the playing of games for the past fortnight.
The first race meeting of the Habbaniya Turf Club has
been postponed twice, thus saving the inveterate punters a
shilling or two.
7I Construction Troop. The men of this Troop have
been w<;>rking ~ke Trojans since 1st August, 1950, on the
two ma1or projects of the year. A ten hour working day
was mo!e the rule ~an the exception, and everyone was
very. reli~ved when, JUSt a week before Chrisonas, the last
termmauon was made. Laying a cable route straight across
an almost trackless desert w_as no fun, and our vehicles
suffered from the severe shaking they received. The main
problem wa~ the supplying of sufficient drinking water to
our 200 nauve labourers. They drank on an average two
15 cwt bowsers of water each day, but the water bowser
was not able to move across the soft sand dunes which
abounded. Even our 4 x 4S had to be dug dragged or
yanked out several times each day. The hea~ was almost
un~arable at times-bush hats and bare backs were the
fashion, and after a month it was difficult to tell B.O.R.s
from Arabs.
ta 'J!1e ground alterna~ed. between soft sand and hard crys1 lline sand. mud. D1ggmg dow:i;i to 4ft: 6ins. and laying
,ooo yards ma.day was a_ hard grmd. Tune passed quickly
~~ when Christmas arrived we really felt like a riotous
oliday. f'.veryone filled up with Christmas "spirit" and
the entertamments were first class. The R.A.F. are exceli~osts.. The Troop had an excellent dinner, arid a
ng s11?-g-song v.:as held on 28th December.
b Football JS O?C mam rec!eation and we have only been
eaten ~:mce th1s year. Bemg so spread out it is difficult
to P.lay mter-tr<>?P games; our main opponents being R.A.F.
sbeou6ons. We did, however, trounce 36 Wing Signal Troop
y goals to r.
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Chaagl, Singapore

The festive month of December opened to the sound of
fuing on the range, all ranks having to display their skill,
or in some cases, lack of it. By some strange hoodoo on
the Weapon Training Officer, it poured with rain every day
we went out. We might just as well have been at Catterick. In fact, judging by results, some people seemed to
think they were still on a recruits' course.
Half-way through the month we were somewhat shaken
one afternoon when we heard that a riot was in progress
on the island. Everything, however, remained fairly peaceful in Changi, although we had vehicles rushing around
with armed escorts. Glad to say that all is now back
to normal.
Otherwise, this month has been reasonably quiet, and in
spite of the heavy rain, we have only had one serious cable
breakdown. Our U.G. Linemen worked very hard all hours
of the day and night, spending much time in locating the
<:able, which always has the annoying habit of losing itself
under the solid earth.
This remirids us that Major Bevan is the last person
who knows the cable routes and circuits by heart, and alas,
he will soon be leaving us for home. A well-known figure
to many past members of the Regiment, he has been in
hospital for three months with a chipped knee bone, but
was allowed to attend Chrisonas celebrations, with the aid
of a walking stick. Judging by the way he was dancing
in ·t he small hours of Christmas morning, it does not look
as though the stick was really necessary.
Christmas was a great success, though owing to last
year's chaos in the men's dining hall, only a restricted number of Officers and Sergeants were allowed to serve out the
Christmas dinner. However, a good time was had by all,
and if one can judge from the size of the sick report of 27th
December there was little shortage of food and drink.
The hockey team is still enjoying a successful season,
having only failed' to win one out of 12 matches. The rugger
XV, though not so successful, has displayed great zeal and
determination.

*

*

*

Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Moore writes to the Editor:
" I was particularly interested to read the item from the
19th Air Formation Signals, Changi, Singapore, in the
August issue of THE WIRE (1950). This news item stated
that the Corps badge and a map of the world made to scale
had been discovered in tlle wall at the top of the new stairs
in the married quarters now occupied by art R.A.F. Warrant
Officer. The map from which the wall map was copied was
a shilling Daily Mail war map which I happened to have
saved and loaned to Messrs. Drinkwater and Robinson. It
may be of interest to the present occupants. to know that
28 officers were housed in the block (14 Signals and 14
Divisional He:idquaners). I enclose a snapshot taken about
six months after capitulation and developed 3t years later.
"I should be interested to know whether the 'Pagoda' in
the background is still standing. This 'Pagoda' was built ·
by some officers and 0 .R. as a club house, and a brass
cannon was smuggled into camp, and set up in front of the
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flagstaff (just off extreme right of picture). Unfortunately we
were were not able to fire a salute on our release, as we
had already been removed from the area into the confines
of Changi Gaol.
" The officers in the picture, from left to right, are
Lieutenant-Colonel F. I. N. McOstrich, Major E. R. Moore,
Lieutenant T. Jones and Captain D. Davies.
" I should have mentioned the 'Pagoda' was built directly
in front of the W.0.'s quarters now occupied by the
R.A.F. W.O. in question."

SINGAPORE DISTRICT Sl!Gl\"AL REGDIEST

The month of December began quietly and worked up
to a crescendo and ended once again on a quiet note although
"A" Squadron don't entirely
agree with the last remark as we
will explain later.
The Pasir Panjang (Scheme)
Troop under Captain Coyne bas
broken much new ground arid
succeeded in completing the
laying of the main cables and
also a number of the feeders, but
they wish that they could see
the exchange taking shape in
some other form than in Contractors' tenders.
The small (?) job of moving
900 tons of cable has been at last completed. Sergeant Mohd
Don managed to do it in six weeks, not bad going.
We thought that the price of lead and copper had got to
such a low figure that cable thieving was no longer a profitable business. Alas, the desire for those few extra coppers
for Christmas and the New Year showed itself in a minor
outbreak of digging up the U.G. cables with a grand finale,
we hope, on New Year's Eve. If only we could get some
test equipment to show us where our foes are doing their
nefarious work, we feel sure that we, with the valuable aid
of the Civil Police, would be able to capture the miscreants
red handed.
The unexpected riots, about which you've no doubt read
in the papers, put a severe strain upon our slender resources.
Wireless sets that had been pulled about for 18 months by
trainee operators and mechanics were hastily thrown into.
15 cwt. G.S. Trucks and rushed to the scene of operations.
By Herculean efforts on the part of the British and Malay~
radio mechanics, who had no let-up for 72 hours, we W.!re
able to keep the wireless links working in some for1J'1 or
other.
Luckily there were no line faults because we had to use
the linemen and their vehicles to rush batterie to the rescue
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of the outlying Wirele s Sets who had no means of charg~
their own batteries. The linemen were also fully occupied
acting a escorts to the hundred and one vehicles that always
eem to be wanted in a hurry in some awkward part of the
city.
During the first night of the riots we had to man the
exchanges that are normally operated by civilians. The night
shift of civilians could not hope to compete with the quantities of calls rhat were being put through. The operators,
m tly D.R.s and Signal Office sraff, did a grand job of
work but they were very glad when the full civilian shifts
were able to take over the nl!h't day.
Mr. Alexander and Mr. Williams the Supervisors respectively at Fort Canning and Alexandra Exchanges, did a first
class job and we must congratulate them and the rest of the
civilians, operators and linemen alike, for braving the storm
and giving us nearly roo per cent attendance which shows
what esprit de corps can do. Well done and thank you.
The final stand down did not come until the morning of
29th December which meant that a lot of men were standing
by over Christmas, even so I think they enjoyed themselves.
We had an unexpected visit from the "Lancashire " which
was returning from Korea. We had the usual soccer match;
played this time in even worse conditions than have ever been
seen before-a raging tropical storm. We took a page out
of the " Seafarers' notebook " and thereby managed to
"swim out" winners. In the evening a social and dance
was held in the Sergeants' Mess and it was greatly enjoyed
by everybody. We are now awaiting the next visit of "The
Old Lady." The weekly whist drive and tombola had to
be abandoned temporarily because of the riots but they will
be starting again in the New Year.
We started off the Festive Season by hold our first All
Ranks' Dance since taking up our abode in Calcutta Camp.
It was a most successful first effort and our guests and ourselves thoroughly enjoyed the evening. Well done Entertainments Committee.
The Children's Party was held in the Sergeants' Mess and
judging by the noise it must have been a roaring success.
Father Christmas-the ubiquitous Sergeant Jones-arrived
in a brilliant red steam engine made by Major Snell. As we
have no coal a Jeep was inserted into the boilers and proved
once again that it will do anything bar talk.
The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess draw was
mad.e during a socia~ an~ dance held on. the Saturday before
Christmas. The glitt~nng array of pnzes was a sight not
to be forgotten. In spite of numerous other functions, there
was a very large attendance and as a resuit the party has
be~n voted as the. hest of the year and that is saying something. Once agam the inmates had excelled themselves in
the decorating of the mess.
Christmas Day commenced with a stronger than usual
gun-fire and how they liked it! ! The Warrant Officers and
Sergeant~ broke their fast with a noggin in the Officers'
M~s, this was followed by the reverse and then on to the
Regimental draw. The prizes were evenly distributed
throughout the Regiment.
Christmas lunches served by the Officers Warrant Officers
and Ser~eants were taken in the N.A.A.F.I. and once again
a good u_me was had by all. I think some of the photos may
look a little queer! ! ! (We can't judge-you didn't send
them.-Ed.).
I~ was almost possible to hear a pin drop in the camp
durmg the afternoon, in fact it would have been heard if
tllat man had not snored at the critical moment.
The England versus the Rest Soccer match on Christmas
•\·~ wa~ won ?Y England-where are the Scots? The sevena- tde on Box~ng Day was won by "A" Squadron, that's what
corr es_ of leadmg ~ healthy outdoor life-quick recovery.
o, •mg tc1 the nots we have not had much time for sport.
We
re knocked out in the Hockey Cup and also the
rugger. We arc hoping for better results next year when
·c hope to have our own grounds on which we can train.
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Major J. Clarke, Lieutenant Hewson, Second-Lieutenant
Ryan, Signalmen Lock~ey, Peach and Crook have been play.
ing for Corps' rugger side.
1951 has just arrived so we wish all people a very happy
New Year.
1!110!\'G KOI\" G

SU.i~Af,

HEG UIEN T

The latter part of the month has een a drastic change in
the weather. During the first ten days the temperature was
in the eighties, and then
suddenly dropped to the
blood chilling low of the
fifties-4 8 ° wer e actually
recorded on the Peak a
week ago and according to
the weather experts this is
an all time low for November. We have now shaken
the moths out of our battledress and are suitably clad for the
climate.
A long time ago we were promised a renovation of our
hundred-year-old Murray Barracks. Now at last something is happening. T he covered way which used to bisect
0ur parade ground is now demolished and a regimental
parade may be held so that everyone is on the same parade
ground at the same time !
The cold weather has brought its usual crop of exercises.
In a recent security scheme we accommodated the " enemy,"
and had many spectators at the gate watching the furtive
coming and goings of commando-like figures on their way
to try and break into military establishments. Our exchange
was one of the targets, but by a cunning system of bells
all entry attempts were foiled.
In the fi eld of sport the Regiment continues to acquit
itself well. Our newly formed cricket XI is going through
rather a lean period, but in football and hockey all is well.
We now stand at the hetld of the hockey league, having won
every match so far, only yesterday beating the Hong Kong
Volunteer Defence Force, the only team to beat us last year
in competition. A few days ago our cross-country team

finished ninth out of nineteen teams in the Army run.
Living among the bright lights is having its effect! And,
of course, if some competitors will eat chocolate just before
a hard race, what can they expect ?
The delay in writing these notes this month enables us to
include full details of our Christmas celebrations. The festive
season started on Friday, the 22nd, with our Christmas Concert Party-a most excellent show produced by our P.RI.
The concert-which was two and a quarter hours' non-stop
variety-included three very good little sketches and a particularly amus·ng turn, in which the P.R.I., Captain Richards
(dressed as a vehicle mechanic) had just started to recite" T he
Green Eye of the Little Yellow God " when in stalked
" General Ponsonb ," who completed the act with Leslie
Henson interruptions such as "21 ?-Ha, Ha- she was 40 if
she was a day, and with the light behind her." The General,
who is shown in the photograph, was ably played by Captain
Ramsbottom-our new Adjutant.

On Saturday the 23rd the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess produced a very enjoyable dance in the true Christmas
spirit.
Christmas Eve dawned bright and cool-a dawn not seen
by many !-and was a very quiet day which ended with an
excellent film show produced by our cinema club. The main
featu re was " Holiday in Mexico " in glorious Technicolor,
supported by several cartoons.
Sergeant Gainey, of the A.C.C., who has just won the
N .C.O.s' individual prize in the Land Forces Catering Competition, produced a sumptuous spread on Christmas Day
and when it was over we all slept well.
On Boxing D ay we held an inter-Troop basket-ball competition which was won, after a hard struggle, by " M"
troop--well done the technicians.
In the evening we were eritertained by Mr. Lee and his
troupe of conjurers and jugglers, and so the holidays ended.
In the world of sports our cricket team is doing very well
now and beat the Stanley Garrison team recently by 48 runs.

27tl1 British fJommon,vealth Brigade Signal Troop

KORE~
ITH each article we get farther into the frozen North

and this contribution is being prepared ahead of scheW
dule as at present we are static and the sun shines for a few
hours durin g the day allowing
gloves and mittens to be
rem oved, though not until the
little wood-stove is well alight.
Although
the
Brigade
recently carried out what
might be termed " a strategic
withdrawal," in company
with 19th Regimental Combat
Team we remained on the
right side of the river maintaining a bridgehead to allow
the current build-up to take
place.
However we arc now back
in Pakchon for the third time and as Signalman Kellaher
remarked during the barrage which preceded our entry" When we do get there it'll be in a ruddy valley."
It is well known now that we were due to leave Korea
this month and in consequence came from Hong Kong prepared only for a summer campaign. This is not so now and
we have spent a very chilly week or so to date but the first
consignment of "Winter Woollies" arrived including an
article resembling an oversized pocket from a billiard table
-the Cam'J Comm:mdant however informs us that it is a
vest and mu t be worn next to the skin-so far we take his
word for it.
Our main clothing problem was finding something for the
Linemen and D.R.s to wear during this interim period and
though we managed a few items they spent many a draughty
night "trouble shooting" as our American friends term it.
On 14th November Lieutenant-General Sir Horace
Robertson, K.B.E., o.s.o., C.-in-C. B.C.O.F., visited us and
presented the Brigade Commander, Brigadier B. A. Coad,
o.s.o., with the U.N. Flag which had been unfurled in
Trafalgar Square by the Prime Minister and flown out her<!.
In replying tc Lieutenant-General Robertson, the Commander stated that the flag would be flown from his Headquarters whenever possible. We're wondering whether this
meant whenever Signals provided a pole but we think
perhaps " Operations " may have been meant. However, on
the first occasion the Flag fluttered it was from the top of a

disused North Korean P.L. Pole with a line pole attached
and Signalman Lindsay using the climbers to the best
advantage to fix the D.3 halyard.
At the Battalions we have had to replace the G.M.C.
armoured personnel 15 cwt. wireless vehicle with a Landrover and trailer fitted as a 19 set station. The tactics have
now changed to going over the hills instead of round them
and Signals detachments were spending most of their time
pushing the 15 cwt. instead of operating. The Landrover
has already proved quite successful as a line vehicle and we
hope that now the operators will be able to keep up with
the troops.
The arrival of 29 Brigade Infantry Group has led to much
speculation and we rather envy their high speed wireless
link, RTTY and numerous WS No. 53. However, we still
manage to clear our traffic on our one \VS No. 53 by a spot
of deft frequency changing in an effort to maintain our
schedules with Hong Kong, South Korea and Kure, Japan.
" B " Echelon is another interesting Signals problem.
Scattered around in the Echelon area are the Ordnance
Field Park and R.E.M.E. Workshops not to mention
the Water Point, and with the Administrative Areas of three
Battalions and Brigade H.Q. (containing our 53 Set) it has
become necessary to establish a Sub-Signal Office there
with a ten-line board and the proverbial two men and a boy.
This office is kept busy throughout the day and as " B "
Echelon normally remains static until Brigade has moved on
about 25 miles the communication difficulties are readily
apparent-it's a job to decide when to stop extending the
line.
The Padre, whom we rely upon for our rumours, has just
told us that 27 Brigade will precede HM. The King on the
Christmas Day broadcasts, whether it will be from Korea or
not we do not know but it is to be hoped that the B.B.C. do
not expect us to broadcast to the rest of the Commonwealth
on our one little 53 set with its sticking relays and rotating
dipole!
As these notes will appear in February, we belatedly wish
all our friends the very best of luck for 1951. To the Editor
an apology for the lack of photographs but we really did
get ' spruced up " and an Army photographer did the
necessary but unfortunately has never been seen since, there
being no facilities for local developing we are dependent
upon these sources and will try again.

Captain F. Ramsbottom
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Dec mber, 1950,
Back on the 38th Parallel we find ourselves involved in a
war we did not bargain for and which has now ~een passed
to the hand of the politicians. The outcome 1s no doubt
apparent now this is in print.
From the communications aspect we have learnt that. keeping in contact forward and to the rear is much more difficult
in a withdrawal than when moving forwar~. We can us•~lly
manage to maintain a wireless contact with our Battalions
but as the U.S. Division do not have an R/T Command Net
trying ro console the 5taff by offering. t~~m ,a ~·-W:· key con,:
yersation or the assurance that the D_iv1S1_on s ~ire Party
was on its way was sometimes a tnfle meffecuve.
By aying that the Brigade H.Q. on the m?v: resembles
a gipsy's caravan may sound detrimental b?t 1t 1s probably
the most aot description of our C.V.s whic~ now sport a
small wood stove with its chimney protruding through a
hole in the roof (Signals Research and Development I?sta~
lishment please note). This modification was ess.ennal m
order to maintain a night shift, the only apparent disad_vancage being perhap a slowing do~n of convoys as every nm: a
slight nalt is effected the. vanous crews can be seen dis.
appearing into the woods ill search of fuel.
Our vehicles, though on their last legs, manage~ the epic
journey south from the Manchurian border area without loss
-for which much credit must go to Corporal qsborne and
Signalman Norcup whose untiring efforts got us m complete.
During this phase of the campaign. we made <;mr first contact with 29 Briti h Independent Br~gade and it was. rather
a reassuring sight to see the Centurion Tanks covenng the
roads outside Pyongyang. The am.ount of backchat and
exchange of greetings was ample evidence of our pleasure
at seeing them.
Despite the various privatio~s our Signa~ Office Staff remain cheerful and as businesslike as ever, ill fact the hand
over of reliefs goes something like this : "Ah, good morning, Mr. Newson."
.
.
,,
"Good morning, Mr. Amiable; everything qwet?
"Oh yes, one D.R. out to the Battalions, all lines working
O.K. Command Net closed down until 1200 hrs.
Echelon link strength 3 with the inevitable Q.R.M.and the tea is in the brew can."
It may be of interest to know ~t
telephone C:ode
Name is Nottingham and in keepmg ':'11th the Amer1c:m
system our Battalions are known as Nottmgham Red, White
or Blue. We have recently been made even more" a Commonwealth Brigade " by the arrival of 6oth Independent
(Parachute) Indian Field Ambulance whose code name we
have fittingly allotted as Nottingham Maroon. These code
names are not allotted for security but for ease of reference.
It will be found that if the Division's code name begins with
a particular letter (e.g. Danger) then all o~er Di_visional
units begm with the same letter (e.g. Domino, Diamond,
etc.).
We enclose a copy of a letter from C.S.O., I. U.S. Corps,
which at this season of goodwill we were very happy to
receive and reciprocate, in appreciation of the ever-willing
assistance we have been given and excellent liaison thereby
establi hed.
At last we hear that our very overworked 53 Set is to be
given a rest and anot11er has been despatched from Taegu,
this will no doubt please the many Signal Offices who
anxiously wait for something corning through on the Korea
chedule and can never visualise Sergeant Mcintyre with
the set in pieces trying desparately to get it " on the road"
in time.
now has descended upon us in no uncertain manner and
though at times during the day the surrounding countryside
take~ on a Tyrolean aspect, at night we earnestly believe that
this mu t be THE coldest place on earth. The equipment
1 standing up to it quite well but it plays havoc with the
vehicles de pitc their hourly run, our charging engines take
little coaxing too-the best remedy being a blow-lamp.

ou:

Before closing we should like to ex_press our gratitude. to
the ex-member of the Corps who so kindly S<:11t us a c .h nstmas ift of £ 5 through the P.R.I. 21 Corps Signal ~eg1ment
TA g The N.A.A.F.l. having at last cau~ht up with ~s (or
vi~e· versa) this will be spent on improvmg our Christmas

far~.s

I write it is six shopping days to C~istmas and we of
., Brigade Signal Troop wish all Royal Signals a very Merry
7
Christmas
and an earnest hope for less Q.R.M. and fewer
Z.D.K.s in the New Year.
HEADQUARTERS I CORPS
Office of the Signal Officer
A.P.O. 35 8 13th December, 1950.
Captain Nigel Pidsley,
Signal Officer,
27th British Commonwealth Brigade.
Dear Captain Pidsley,
.
It is with deep and sincere pleasure that I forward copies
of letters from our Chief Signal Officer, Department of the
Army and 8th Army Signal Officer.
wh'atever measure of success is attribu~ed to Headquarters
I Corps, Communications has played an rmportant part. To
you and your Officers and men,_ I extend my warmest personal gratitude for an excellent )Ob well do.ne.
.
From me and on behalf of my staff I wish, at this Yule- '
tide for Peace on Earth and Goodwill towards all mankind.
May God-speed be with you on your return to your loved
ones.
Sincerely,
THOMAS J. CODY,
Colonel Sig C
Signal Officer.
Christmas for us was rather an uncertain ~eriod, and
sitting here just north of the So1:1th Korean capital most of
us were wondering what was gomg to happen on the 38th
Parallel. Rumour had 1jr· that the 25th was to be the day,
consequently the hair was not let down to the fullest e~tent.
However, the only major event of the day wa~ the Signal
Troop shooting competition. N.A.A.F.I. arnved at the
F.M.A. in time to allow ample purchase of beer and ~hoco
late together with the usual Christmas eats. ~ail and
S.D.S. was at a maximum throughout the peno.d and
to get anywhere near the Signal Office TEV 1~ wa
necessary to push one's way through a_ mountam of
sacks waiting to go out on the B.attahon ~un. We
should like here to thank the many uruts and fnends who
sent us greetings and Christmas cards. Many well wishe~s
in Hong Kong and at home kept the Camp Commandant
busy in distributing the many gifts and comforts. At present however, the wearing of gaily coloured scarves on duty
is n~t encouraged until our stock of khaki ones is exhausted.
Christmas morning was welcomed in tr1;1e style b~ the
Officers and Sergeants preparing the magic brew suitably
laced-this operation took quite a time as it was not an easy
job trying to find a live body beneath a mountain of. blankets.
Our morning service was held against a very beau?f ul b~ck
ground of snow capped mountains and tall straight pmes
and it seemed very hard to believe that this was our place
on earth. Before long we had our shooting competition;
Driver Edwards and Signalman Gambrille doing well with
the sten-it is certainly a good way to rid the Camp area of
beer bottles. In order to cook all the turkeys we adopted
the same procedure as on Thanksgiving pay and distributed
them amongst the detachments who constructed their own
Aldershot ovens and produced some very fine results-the
proof of the J>Udding being in the eating. During the toasts
before dinner the Corps Commander presented the Brigade
with the Presidential unit citation awarded for taking part
in the defence of the Pusan perimeter. We pity the editor
of " Soldier " as this entitles us to another medal. After a
very fine meal consisting of all the seasonal trimmings the
day was rounded off by each detachment repairing to their
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own camp fire and singing their own selection of carols-needless to say they were not all carols. Boxing Day was
marked chiefly by the Officers' tent bursting into flames and
rendering to ashes all the contents therein. Nil Desperandum.

(;AlllBBEAN AREA SIGNAL SQUADRON
Kingston, Jamaica

The Christmas-New Year period has been one marked by
the customary festive spirit! And we extend our best wishes
for 1951 to all.
22nd December saw our annual Unit
Christmas dirmer, which we feel maintained the substance, quality and quantity
of preceding years.
Since our last notes we have bid farewell to Sergeant "Paddy" Wallace and
welcomed Corporal Lawlor to Jamaica.
Our welcome also extends to Mrs.
Larson-a happy tour to you both.
Our football and hockey XIs continue
to put up a good showing in the Command
leagues, and whilst the soccer XI has
suffered a number of reverses, the hockey
XI has had a recent success against R.E.M.E./Pay (2-1)
and finished with even honours against the Royal Inniskilling
Fusiliers.
THE JOYS OF TllAINING NATIVE TllOOPS

End of month examination :
Question 6: You are given five 12 volt 75 amp hour
batteries to charge from a 15 volt supply. How would you
connect them?
Answer : I think and thought that this my batteries must
all be connected in parlell, and I did it as I thought and
new that it hought to be doon like that.

MACKINNON ROAD SIGNAL TllOOP

Like everyone else we had a Christmas party. Unfortunately we held it in the troop office and now we can't
find any of the files. All very
difficult. Lance-Corporal Sheppard did all the organising and
produced a very good spread
and an incredible amount of
beer. Towards the end of the
evening Driver Morgan gave
us an impromptu song recital
which ended with everyone
joining in and singing carols.
We could be heard l t miles
away.
Corporal Blore and his
family left on H.M.T. Orduna just before Christmas and
will now be back in the U.K.
Thanks to the enthusiasm of Sergeant Morris, our two
novices, Signalmen Sanders and Whitby, did extremely
well in the area boxing competition.
Sanders was
runner-up in his final and lost by only a very small margin
after a gallant fight. Whitby was prevented by an injured
hand from getting beyond the semi-final.
Sergeant Morris left us on the 19th on posting to
Mauritius Signal Troop and we welcome in his place
Sergeant Usher, who has just arrived from the U.K.
Members of ..! Training Regiment will remember the
Adjutant Captain Erskine, now transferred into the Royal
Army Pay Corps and doing " Time " as Area Cashier at
Mackinnon Road. Like a true member of the Corps he
is always having trouble with his telephone and refuses to
be blinded with science.
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NIGERIA SIGNAL SQUADRON
Lagos

Christmas is over. I won't give details of all the parties
because I know most Units had the same, but we have all
had a grand Christmas.
However, I feel I must tell
you about the " Jungle
Jivers." This is the B.N.C.O.'s
own band, owned by them,
played by them and made by
them. The big drum consists of a packing case with a
drum painted on one side.
The pedal drumstick is fixed
inside the packing case,
cymbals are simply two
sheets of shaped copper, but
the greatest work of art is the
string bass, this is another packing case with an ordinary
piece of wood nailed on for the fingering board, the string
consists of a piece of D8 adjusted by means of a line vice.
To complete the band there is a clarinet and one of those
things you shake-you know what I mean. Anyway, it
sounds grand and was the means of changing a rapidly
fading party into a big success. The great thing about this
band is that practically the whole mess seem to take a turn
on the various instruments, although the more regular
players are Sergeant Cooke " on the thing you shake,"
Sergeant Eden clarinet, Corporal Rowland, drums or
tambourine, S.Q.M.S. Banharn (when he is not singing
"Frankie and Johnny"} string bass. At one party Mrs.
Sloan joined in, using an old biscuit tin as a drum.
Our 0.C. gave the African N.C.O.s a party, which went
down very well. The party was supposed to be for
corporals and sergeants, but a couple of those things with
one stripe crept in. Still, I hear they were kept in their
place---on the floor.
To finish up with I must tell you a short story. Most of
our A.0.R.'s live outside the camp area in a nearby village
and their wives come into the camp to draw drinking water.
Only Army wives are allowed to take this water and as a
lot of civilians were taking the water the Camp Commandant
put the pump out of bounds for a few days. During this
period the wife of one of our men managed to get into the
camp and get some water. The guard commander told her
she could not have it, whereupon she poured the bucket of
water over him.
She, her husband and the guard commander were taken
before the Duty Officer.
Scene: Duty Officer behind desk; standing in from, one
wife, one husband and one corporal, from whom the water
is dripping.
Duty Officer: Did you pour water over the corporal?
Husband and wife: No one poured any water on the
corporal.
As a sequel the C.M.P. forwarded the following charges:
Offence: R.W.A.F.F. Ord. Sec. 40.
(a) Failing to comply with an order given by his
superior officer in that he, when ordered to inform
his wife not to draw water in the camp, refused
to do so.
(b) Allowing his wife to fight the guard commander
in the execution of his duty by ordering the wife
to throw the water so drawn on anyone who
obstructed her, which was done by the woman and
the guard commander was completely drenched.
R.W.A.F.F. Ord. Sec. 38 (1).
Promotes fighting a duel in that he ordered his
wife to fight the guards, which his wife did by
knocking them with her bucket.
Paosrr
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resumption, the efforts of most before Christmas were centred on our seasonal programme of entertainment.
On Saturday, 16th December, 50, we held our Annual
Children's Party, over a hundred children attended and they
all appeared to enjoy a first rate evening, which included a
film show of cartoons that enabled the young ones to settle
a large tea complete with all the usually accepted dainties.
To conclude the evening Lieutenant Phil. Manning acted
as Father Christmas and he delivered a magnificent present
to everyone from a really wonderful chariot.
The cost of the party was met from funds raised by a
raffle. A present was sent to each of the children belonging
to members of our Colchester detachment who were prevented by distance from being present.
On Friday, 15th December, 1950, the Officers' Mess held
an informal Cocktail Party and a grand time was much
enjoyed by the members and their wives, particularly the
latter, who were able to exchange views and opinions on the
T.A.-fortunately soon mellowed by the abundance of goodwill, an abundance which has now been confirmed by the
December Mess Bills.
A New Year's Dance was held on Saturday, 30th December, 1950, and a "-rowded hall took the opportunity to put
aside prevailing austerity and concentrate on a more optimistic note.
On 17th November, 1950, we held what we hope will
become our Annual Dinner. The guests included the M ayor
of Woodford and Wanstead, Colonel "Bill" Morris, M.c.,
C.S.0.s Staff Officers from both District and Command, and
one old friend ex-R.S.M. " Ginger" Payne in "civvies."
One hundred and five sat down to dinner and a film show
of Camp activities. Speeches were cut to a minimum and it
was generally voted a highly successful evening.

Children's Christmas Party, 43 (Wessex) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.

50 (N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAi.
REGDIENT, T .A.
Darllni;!ton

43 (WESSEX) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGBIENT, T.A.
Tann ton
p

The Christmas and New Year festivities are now over,
and voluntary training starts again on 8th January.
December started off well with an officers' week-end
exercise, which was held at the Rex Hotel, Whitley Bay,
and was thoroughly enjoyed by officers and their families.
Very successful squadron dances were held at No. 1 and
No. 3 Squadrons at Darlington and Gateshead, and these
were followed by a children's party at each squadron; the
Commanding Officer, in spite of ice covered roads and fog,
managed to look in at all three parties and reported that
the children certainly enjoyed themselves. No. I Squadron
revived once again the pre-war custom of meeting at the
T.A. Club, Darlington, on Christmas morning for cake and
ale; in spite of many commitments which all ranks must
have had in their homes that morning, there was an
excellent turnout, and a sing-song was in full swing bv midday. The Sergeants of No. I Squadron held a New Year's
Eve party in their Mess at Darlington, and judging by all
reports and the rows of empty bottles it must have gone
down very well.
We have already considerable information on our training for 1951, and we are taking part in a series of exercises
and TEWTs until the end of April. We go to camp at
F~ley Park, Otley, during the first two weeks in July, and
durmg the second week we carry out a full-scale Divisional
t>xercise.
Our annual Officers' Regimental Ball will be held this
year .on April ~th at the T.A. Centre, Gateshead, and not at
Darlington as is. the usual custom, because of the pending
tructural alterauons scheduled to take place at Darlington.

Circumstances beyond our control prevented last month's
notes from being published; these are therefore a potted version covering November and December.
Both 2 and 3 Squadrons have held successful week-end
camps at their T.A. Centres. The first, No. 3 Squadron's at
Filton, served as introduction both to the technicalities of
Brigade signalling and, not less to, the culinary arts. At
Bridgwater No. 2 Squadron, with the assistance of H .Q.R.A.
43 Division (T .A.), had an insight into the gunner as9ects
of artillery communications.
Detachments from No. 1 Squadron took part in Remembrance Day parades at Exeter and Torquay. As usual at
Torquay the " Last Post " and " Reveille " were blown by
Sergeant L egg. The following Sunday, H.Q. Squadron provided a party at the Taunton War Memorial when the
G.O.C., Major-Gen::ral C. F . C. Coleman, c.B., n.s.o., o.B.E.,
unveiled plaques to the dead of the last war.
Children's Christmas parties have been in evidence during the last weeks. Both great successes; the one at Taunton
organised by H.Q. Squadron proved that there should be no
shortage of recruits in, -say, 1965. Lance-Corporal Else was
a very popular Santa Claus even if he did try to make the
children sign foe their presents.
And so we e:ner 1951 with last year's bounty but a pleasant
m~mory and an awful lot to be accomplished. But it's a
faint heart .. .. a::id the achievements of the past year prove
beyond all do:ibt that there isn't much we cannot tackle.

2/20 AUMY SIGNAL llEGIMENT, T.A.
Wanstead

llat•e ·· The Wire ,, mailed to you direct

. The activities of the unit have recently been mainly social
m character and although training has not been overlooked
and has been entered into with enthusiasm in the New Year
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16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEO~IANRY)
London, S.W.3

The habitues of the Amhurst Arms Hotel, Sevenoaks,
looked askance drained their glasses and hurriedly ordered
'
another round when Charlie
Troop descended on the Hostelry
in force on Saturday, 2nd
D ecember for their Troop
Supper. Mine Host and Captain
Milner are to be congratulated
on their tactics in choosing the
ballroom as the site for the
revelry. Thariks to its distance
from the main building not
even a note of "Jumping
Through the Hole " reached the
ears of more law abiding citizens
and the reputation of the Regiment was saved.
The highlight of the Divisional Commander's visit on
Wednesday, 13th December, was the sight of Corporal
Gideon clad in " nobbut" P.T. shorts and shoes putting the
next three candidates for a parachute course through their
. paces clad in similar attire. With temperature below freezing point outside, even to look at them from inside made one
cold. After inspecting the training the Divisional Commander broke the news that next year the Division is going
to spend its Annual Camp Training showing the Regular
Army what the wearers of the R ed Beret on the T.A. are
still capable of. Although October is hardly our idea of the
time of year to hold Annual Camp we are comforted by the
fact that Divisional HQ. will also have to forsake its nice
comfortable house in Pont Street for a hole in the ground.
Work has now commenced on the building up of a Regimental Museum incorporating both the Middlesex
Yeomanry and Airborne Signals. Any photographs of
Squadron or Regimental Groups, captured enemy flags or

weapons, or any itemii of historical interest that readers may
have in their possession and would be willing to give or lend
f.or this purpose will be gratefully received.
AR MY PHANTOM SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
(Th e Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)
Hammersmith

A most successful R egimental Dance held on Saturday,
9th December, was almost too well attended! The Regiment
and the Old Comrades' Association were well represented,
and once again our most capable Entertainment Committee
should be handed a very large bouquet.
The Annual Children's Party. took place at Headquarters
on Wednesday, 3rd January; among the young guests were
2 0 sons and daughters of serving members of the Regiment.
Arrangements on behalf of the Regiment were carried out
by Mrs. B. R. Wood, with her customary good-natured
efficiency, our quiet and reliable Q.M., Captain Williamson
and members of the permanent staff.
O ur programme of training for the period before Camp,
will include an Officers' Study Day, two indoor wireless
exercises, M .T. convoy drives and 30 yard Rifle Shooting,
in addition to the regular trade training for both Territorial
and National Service men. The latter are shaping very
well indeed and are making their useful contribution to the
life of the Regiment.
.
Basket ball continues to be played on Monday everungs,
many new and promising players are firlding just how good
a way of keeping fit this game really is.

53 (WELSH) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Cardiff

The 16th December was a notable occasion. An informal
dinner night was held in the Officers' Mess at Regimental
Headquarters. The guest of honour was Lieutenant-Colonel T. W.
Norrish, o.B.E., our lately retired
second in command. In his speech
of farewell the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. B.
Stevenson reminded us of the
valuable service which Colonel
Norrish had given the Regiment
and to the Corps. This dinner night was also our first
opportunity to entertain the officers and their wives from
3 Squadron which has its headquarters in Wolverhampton.
After dinner all adjourned to the ante-room wh'ch had been
organised for dancing.
For the kiddies of the Regiment 30 pecember was their
day. Regimental H.Q. gave their Children's Christmas party
for H.Q. r and 2 Squadrons in the gymnasium at Maindy
Barracks, Cardiff. At 4 p.m. the 120 seats with all the good
things to eat in front of them were filled. Thanks to the
N.A.A.F.I. for their first class arrangements.
When tea was over the great moment arrived when the
voice of Father Christmas was heard from up the chimney
asking if there were any good children below. He appeared
satisfied with the unanimous reply for two large sacks of
presents oon c:i.me down the chimney immediately followed
by Father Ch:-istmas himself. Thanks to Captain R. S.
Forbes (who should never be worried for a job at Christmas
time). When at last all the presents had been given out by
Father Christmas who sat beside a most excellent Christmas
tree lighted by many fairy lights and kindly lent by the
Depot, The Welch Regiment~ we ~ took our seats in £?e
cinema ruid watch~d the talking arumals and Popeye with
musical intervals.
It is with great regret that we must say farewell to S .. M.
·' Bill " Reed who has been with the T.A. for the past 27
67
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years. Now the time has come for him to. take a ';Yell ear~<;d
rest from soldiering. Bill Reed started hi~ days m kb~ m
1922 with this Regiment and served conunuously until the
end of the last war when he was released in October, 1945·

When the Regiment v.:a~ re-fo~ed in June 1~47, ~ill Reed
was one of the first to JOin us again. We all w1~h him everything of the best and hope that we s~all see him. very often
in the Mess.
D yma ni'n canu'n iach hyd Mis Mawrth.

ASSOCIATION NOTES
Searboroag•

Perhaps this is the first time braille has been used in the history of the Corps. Proving once again that whatever the
obstacle Sutton Branch will always get " through."

The Branch held its monthly general meeting at the
Castle Hotel, Queen's Street, Scarborough, on Wednesday,
3rd January, 1951.
.
.
The Secretary was unable to be present owmg to illness,
but the Treasurer (Mr. Ginders) admirably conducted the
business in his absence.
Captain and Mrs. J. N. Hunt and family have left Scarborough for Redcar, but only temporarily, so I am told,
apparently his work has necessitated this move, or was it
the offer of a house in Redcar, "Jock"? Still, we shall be
pleased to welcome you back again, even the odd member
makes a big difference these days.
Mr. Macdonald has also moved; he has commenced employment with an iron and steel foundry at. SI?nnin~ve,
near Middlesbrough. He tells me that this JOb will be
more permanent than seasonal employment in Scarborough.
The Branch wish you the very best of luck, " Mac," and
take this opportunity of thanking you for all the hard
work you have put in for the benefit of the Branch, and I
can assure you that we shall all miss your ever ready assistance. We hope that you will soon find a home there for
your family, so that they can join you. Don't forget to
call and see us, whenever you are in Scarborough.
Birth: Cooper.-On 8th December, 1950, to Mr. and
Mrs. "Don" Cooper, at 6 The Croft, Scalby, near Scarborough, a son, Donald Eric. A potential Signalman, we
hope?
The Branch send their very best wishes to Captain Tom
Simpson at Canerick and hope that he has settled down
and is enjoying his sojourn there.
F.M.

In spite of severely inclement weather a goodly gathering
assembled for the monthly Branch meeting on 3rd January,
and a very pleasant social evening was enjoyed by all round
a blazing Jog fire. A bottle of port, presented by Mr. G. E.
Paling, was drawn for and realised £1/2/6 for Branch funds.
Wednesday 10th January, provided another red-letter
night when ~e were honoured by a visit from the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, Eastern Command Signal Regiment for a Social and Games evenings. S.S.M. Wood
arriv~d at 7.45 p.m. with a dozen senior N.C.O.s, to be
greeted by 30 Branch members who saw to it that nothing
was lacking in making our guests feel thoroughly at home.
The Branch is extremely fortunate in having, in its area, both
a Regular and a Terr~torial Unit; the former at Maresfield
and the latter at Edenbridge, and although reciprocal visits
have already been established between the Branch and
Eastern Command Signal Regiment, we have not yet had
that pleasure with regar8 to the T.A. Unit at Edenbridge.
However, we hope that liaison in this respect will be instituted and sustained during the forthcoming year and
onwards.
Members are enrolling steadily and the Branch. strength
on 31st December, 1950, totalled 88-the product of eight
months' growth. Our target is 100 members by the end of
the first financial year-31st March, 1951.

Satton and District

East Africa

(Incorporating EaJt Surrt}• Branch)

Those who traversed the road from Normandy to Liineberg will well recall the sign "200 up." To members of
this Branch it possesses a new indication. The fact that by
the end of January we hope to have reached a membership
of two hundred.
This month we welcome back to the Branch A. V. Freeman, who returns after three years spent in the Argentine.
It is hoped that he will contribute some of those humorous
articles that flow from his pen. Members of the Branch
have already sampled his first contribution, " A Gaucho for
three years," in our annual bulletin.
It is interesting to note that members live up to the
Branch motto "We Span the World." Every night of the
week it is truly spanned by those of our members who call
themselves "Hams." A true answer to that Branch Secretary
who is continuously telling us in THE WIRE that his Branch is
the best. On one occasion he even went so far as to state that
he was going to take us over. Sorry pal, you've got a lot to
learn, and I think we could teach you a thing a two. Come
along and meet our Brains Trust, then you will realise that
you can't always " steal the picture."
A pee behind the scenes of our publicity section would
bring a revelation; besides using the normal channels of
communication, line, teleprinter and W /T-we use braille.
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Tanbrldge Wells and District

The East Africa Branch held their annual dinner on
Tuesday, 14th November, at the Queen's Hotel, Nairobi, the
attendance being not quite as good as last year, everyone,
however, agreed that it was an excellent dinner and that
they enjoyed themselves thoroughly. The Area Commander
was the guest of honour and the remaining guests were the
three senior officers of the Kenya Regiment and the Secretary of the East African Branch of the British Legion. The
President, Colonel Hammond, was unable to attend as he
was away at Kampala, and the Vice-President, Colonel
Henderson, acted in his stead After an excellent dinner
Colonel Henderson proposed " The King," after which he
gave a very fine speech on the present activities of the Corps
as a whole for the benefit of the ex-serving members, some
of the many points brought up by him were: our activities
at the recent Southern Rhodesian exercises, at which many
thousands of miles were travelled by the various signal sections (all provided from East African Signals); our achievements at Mackinnon Road where over 4,000 miles of circuit
cable had been laid and where a large telephone exchange
had been installed-the only permanent concrete building
in the area, with air conditiening and fluorescent lighting.
Local sport was also mentioned at which the East Africa
Signal Squadron had won by a very large margin the Minor
Units Trophy at the Area annual sports; collectively we had
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not done very well at the Command Rifle Meeting but we
had had some outstanding individual results. Corps sport
at home, particularly Rugby and cross-country running, was
mentioned and some of the members must have felt very
proud and even wished that they were back in harness
again. The Area Commander was then introduced and
replied that although he had no actual " Signals " connections, he could claim quite a knowledge of them and their
activities, having been stationed in Catterick for many years
in the early 'twenties and again fairly recently.
Mr. Archer, of British Legion broadcasting fame, then
proposed the health of the Kenya Regiment, and showed a
remarkable knowledge of their activities prior to the last war
and their disbandment, he recalled the days when the old
joke that " it was quicker to ge by rurmer " was almost true.
He said how glad Kenya was to have its own Regiment back
again and hoped it would soon be up to strength. Major
Garvey, of the Kenya Regiment, replied with a few statistics
of the Regiment, he said that prior to the war there was
quite a long waiting list for recruits but now they had difficulty in getting them and hoped that some of the ex-Signals
could re-enlist to make up the strength of the Signal section
in which there were grave shortages.
The party broke up about I I p.m. with many cries of
" one for the road " and if sore heads are a true sign of
having had a good time then a good time was had by all.
ABDUL

.

Birmingham

I may have forgotten to remind you lately that this Branch
meets on the last Thursday in the month at the Crown Inn,
Broad Street. Committee at 7 p.m., others at 8 p.m. There
are always enough members present to make it well worth
the trouble of journeying to this rendezvous. At our last
meeting, Major "Jack" Cooper arranged for us to visit the
B.B.C. Studios in Broad Street for a private hearing of the
Royal Signals programme "Through."
A new baby daughter arrived for Sergeant and Mrs.
Gordon Oakley on 9th January. I am unable to give the
names as the baby is very young and doesn't talk yet. Congratulations to the parents and the baby. All goes well.
S.Q.M.S. " Bill " Langham on leave from Pocklington
reported for his lunch-tim-:: beer at Cateswell House on 10th
January. He is thinking of giving up the army in July.
Uncle Ralph : But he must be nearly a hundred and five!
Me: Oh, no. Not his army age at any rate.
A few days ago I was asked by a member who must,. I
think, be a little out of touch with the Branch, what soC1al
functions are arranged for this winter. For a moment I was
unable to get the words out but suddenly they came. I told
him why nothing was laid on. I told -~· I'll say I t?ld ~
I enjoyed myself. Telling about this is my favourite frwt.
Then I suggested that he have a word with the Honorary
Secretary who might think of an odd reason or so overlooked
by me. He thought it didn't matter and that I seemed to
have covered the subject fairly well. He thought we wouldn't
be having any social functions this winter and probably not
!\ l this summer. FtettJ
uic._'t on the uptake, this guy.
lhose of you who like u-lmething to do after chu;ch on
Sunday evenings might call in at Cateswell House Dnll Hall
on the last Sunday in the month. You may expect to find
a happy family party of anythin~ up to 200 peopl_e, all
members of 1/20 Army Signal Regiment T.A. or the Signals
Association. Bring your wife. Bring the girl fr~end. Bring
both. No questions answered. Sunday may swt you better
than the last Thursday in the month. Sometimes I wonder
if Thursday is a bad day for those who are paid on Friday~.
What do you think? A man over there says that any day is
a bad day no matt.::r when he gets · paid. Obviously one of
those people who are all out for the total abolition of everything.
On this happy note you may order the next round.
BARLEUX.
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London (City)

I sincerely regret having to start these notes with an
apology for the non-appearance of Branch notes in recent
issues, but every effort will be made to make up this leeway
in future publications.
Well, I trust that all have now got well settled down in
their 1951 stride, notwithstanding all those resolutions
that somehow just didn't stand up to the end of January.
The Branch held its first meeting ·of the year on Friday,
12 January, affairs and business were confined primarily to
the build up of activities for the social side, in which it is
our earnest intention to endeavour to make our Branch life
as one member aptly put it " Let's get aht and abaht a bit."
Well, they are our intentions. We hope to be able to give
some interesting news items in later issues.
ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND

Subscriptions received during December, 195<>:
1/20 Army Signal Regiment
11 Air Formation Signal Regiment
Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment . . .
koyal Signals Wing, School of Signals . . .
4 Training Regiment ...
1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment and 23 Squadron·
Kent Coast Troop
Donations received during December, 1950:
Kirkburton Parochial Church Council ...
Catterick Branch
Mr. H. E. Prater
Mr. T . N. Downes
Mrs. R. Wakeling
Total Receipts during December, 1950 . . .

£ s. d.
10 o o
4 o o
18 I I &
4 o o
15 o
1 12 6
2 10 o
4 7
5 0
5
3
2

£51

2
0
0
0

6

6 10

Expenditure during December, 1950 . . .
. . . £481 8 3
(Includes: -General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Insurance;
Cots and Prams; Bed and Bedding; Furniture; Clothing;
Removal; Rehabilitation; Chelsea Pensioners' Christmas
Box).
Analysis of Cases:
Families of soldiers serving in U.K.
4
"
"
"
"
" B.A.O.R.
I
"
"
"
"
" M.E.L.F.
I
"
"
"
"
" F .A.R.E.L.F.
I
Widows and dependants . . .
5
Released and discharged soldiers
47
Total cases assisted . ..

59

(Reprinted from "The London Gazette" dated 29th Decembu, 1950)

BALANCES DUE TO ESTATES OF DECEASED
OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS
In pursuance of "The Regimental Debts Act, 1893,"

notice is hereby given that there is available for distribution amongst the next-of-kin or others entitled the sum of
money set opposite to the name of each of the deceased
Officers and Soldiers named in the lists which are published
with this notice in the London Gazette.
Applications from persons supposing themselves entitled
as next-of-kin should be addressed by letter to "The UnderSecretary of State, War Office, Whitehall, London, S.W.1"
and marked outside "Effects."
1st Re-publication of List 757, Effects 1941
Mole, K., Captain, Royal Signals . . .
£71 7 3
Effects 1949
Roberts, C. F., S.Q.M.S., Royal Signals .. . £18 17 4
2nd Re-publication of List 7553, Effects 1948
Scott, R. S., Signalman, Royal Signals . .. £18 I I 5
5th Re-publication of List 741, Effects 1942
Terry, J., Driver, Royal Corps of Signals . . £67 10 1 I
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PORTS NOT ~S
CORPS HOCKE'\'
Bo11al Signal# v. lloyal ltlilitary Academy

This match, twice postponed because of snow, was eventually played on 8th December, 1950, at Sandhw::st bef~re a
large contingent of supporters from 2 A.A. Mixed Signal
Regiment, and was deservedly won ~y R.M.A. by .3 goals to
I. The Corps team, with a reorgarused forward lme, nev~r
settled down during a fa t game. The Corps forwards did
not combine but concentrated on individuali m which led
nowhere.
The four goals were scored in the first half. R.M.A.
inside-left scored the first from the edge of the circle with
a low shot which should have been saved. Sydney scored
the best goal of the match after Mott had ha~ a hard s~ot
kicked out. The R.M.A. inside-left scored twlCe more with
flicks the second of which Goodsir appeared to have covered,
but he hesitated instead of coming out of his goal.
Sydney was unfortunate to hit the ~ over the cross-bar
on one occa ion. On another, following a clearance from
Richardson, Webber put Carruthers through but Mott cut
in from the wing and with only the goalkeeper to beat both
got in each other's way and the ball was cleared.
Richardson was again outstanding in defence, but the wing
halves had poor games.
Royal Signals team: -Captain Goodsir (H.Q. 4 A.A.
Group), Captain Thursby-Pelham (Royal Signals Wing), Corporal Richardson (3 T.R.), Lieutenant Cameron-Webb (W.0.
Signal Regiment), Lieutenant Ridge (7 S.R.), Sergeant Angus
(3 T.R.), Signalman Mott (S.R.D.E.), Captain Webber
(capt.) (0.T.W.), Second-Lieutenant Carruthers (W.0.

BOSTOCK & KIMPTON
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Signal Regiment), Sergeant Cantell (3 T.R.), Captain Sydney
(7 S.R.).
no111d Signals t•. Military College ol Science
The Corps team played well in this game at Shrivenham
on 9th December, 1950, and won by 4 goals to 2. The
rearranged forward line always looked dangerous and the
defence was sound.
Signals quickly settled down and were l~ading by three
goals within 20 minutes of the start. Ridge cleared to
Webber who through-passed to Carruthers for the latter to
score the first goal. The second and third goals followed
identical movements from Angus to Carruthers via Webber
and Cantell. The fourth goal, scored in the second half was
the result of a delightful pass from Richardson to Carruthers.
Our opponents scored twice following melees in the circle.
The previous day's individualism was replaced by good
combined play and movement in spite of the very sticky
ground. Everyone in the team worked hard and with a
noticeable determination to win.
Royal Signals team :-Captain Goodsir (H.Q. 4 A.A.
Group), Captain Thursby Pelham (Royal Signals Wing), Corporal Richardson (3 T.R.), Lieutenant Cameron Webb (W.0.
Signal Regiment), Lieutenant Ridge (7 S.R.), Sergeant Angus
(3 T.R.), Sergeant Cantell (3 T.R.), Captain Webber (capt.)
(O.T.W.), Second-Lieutenant Carruthers (W.O. Signal Regiment), Signalman Perry (2 T.R.), Captain Sydney (7 S.R).

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Royal Signals, Catterick v. Manchester
Vniversity-lst and 2nd Xis
Royal Signals Catterick took two teams to Manchester to
oppose the University on Wednesday, 13th December, 1950.
When the coach left Catterick the sun was shining and
thawing out the hard frost of the night before. Manchester
murk, however, subdued the sun and the playing fields were
ice-bound. After an ,,inspection we decided to play both
games.
1st XI Game. Both teams took some little time to settle
down due to difficulty in keeping their feet, although Signals
appea'red to be a shade better than the Students when it
came to ball control. Wragg, our inside right, was the outstanding player on the field, and he did not allow the icy
state of the pitch to affect his play. It was fitting that he
should put Royal Signals ahead after twenty minutes of
the first half had gone. Signals' defence after a hesitant start
became solid and impenetrable, and the half back line
dictated the run of the play. Andrews, the captain, was an
inspiration and his astute interceptions and constructive
passes served to emphasise the all-round superiority of Royal
Signals. Marshall made one excellent save from the Manchester centre, but was not unduly troubled, and Signals
Jed 1-0 at half-time. In the second half Signals showed that
they were masters in all phases of the game, and goals were
added by Warrender, Wragg and Cromar to make Signals
worthy winners by 4-0.
2nd XI Game. The Royal Signals 2nd XI gave a good
display to beat the Students 2-0. The first half was very
evenly contested and half-time came with no goals having
been scored. White, our left half, was a pillar of strength
in defence, and Forrest and Agnew combined well in the
attack but were unable to open Signals' account in the first
session.
In the second half the Students' goal had some narrow
escapes until Forrest put Signals ahead after a melee in the
goalmouth. This was in the twenty-fifth minute. Ten
minutes later Agnew had hard luck with a good drive which
just topped the crossbar. Edwards clinched matters for
Royal Signals by scoring their second goal just before full
time.
Result:- Royal Signals 2, Manchester University o.
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Rugby at [atterick
SEASON l 95G· i 951

Anxious to emulate last season's performance we were
heartened by the news that such notables as Captain
T. G . H. Jackson and Sergeant D. M. Scott, Scottish
Internationals, and Second-Lieutenant A. G. I. Wood,
Yorkshire, would all be available, together with several
members of last year's team.
Training began L11 late August in preparation for a
« pipe-opener " in the Border Se-vens at Kelso, where the
loss of D. M. Scott with a badly cut eye-lid in the semifinal against Hawick proved too great a handicap. But
we had created an impression among the crowd of 5,000
Border enthusiasts . as the following extracts from
The Scotsman and local Press show:
"The best dressed team at Poynder Park were
undoubtedly the Royal Corps of Signals, who wore allw_hite uniforms with royal . blue stockings, properly
hitched up. Rugby teams m general could do with
smartening up their attire, for it looks slovenly to see
players running about w'.th one or both stockings draped
round their ankles." " Hawick had a bit of luck in the
semi-final against the Royal Corps of Signals from
Catterick, who were captained by D. M. Scott, the Scottish
Internationalist from Langholm, who had other Scots
beside him in A. N. Moreland (Glasgow High School
F.P.), R. Smith (Musselburgh) and A. S. Hay, who was
-captain of cricket at Fettes College two seasons ago.
"The young soldiers, in the smartest of uniforms of allwhite with royal blue stockings, had made quite a bright
£how against Royal High School (F.P.), and were fully
holding their own aga.inst Hawick when Scott had to go
off, bleeding profusely from the head. There was no
scoring when that happened, and when he returned with
a large piece of plaster over his left eye he found his
.colleagues three points behind, G. Amos, Hawick's best
forward, having scored a try. The Signals fought back
pluckily, and indeed the crowd were ready to cheer the
~qualising try, but instead of that happening W. R. Scott
mtercepted a pass and ran from near his own line to score,
for Wright to convert, and so ensure Hawick's passage to
-rhe final. D. M . Scott's mishap was a pure accident, but
Hawick might have got a surprise if he had been on the
field all the time."
It was unfortunate that our opening game with
Huddersfield clashed with these " Sevens " and .a rather
inexperienced fifteen were well beaten.
We were
pleased to see an ex-Signals, H. Tranter, in fine form for
Huddersfield prior to returning to Oxford, where the
late appearance of Hoffmeyer deprived him of his blue.
We revisited the Borders twice in the next ten days,
losing to the champions, Melrose, in a hard fought game
a t the Greenyards and beating Langholm more easily
than the score might suggest. This vigorous rugger laid
the foundations for a successful run, during which time
a regular team took shape. A late rally gave us victory
against Durham and an " A" fifteen put the "Law" in its
place at Leeds when beating the City Police in a robust
game. Unfortunately Saunt retired with a broken nose
and was out of action for a month.
Last year's Yorkshire Cup winners, Halifax, succumbed
to a strong team which outshone them in aU departments.
Holliday was at his best, scoring two excellent tries and
we were not surprised to see him partnered by Wood in
Yorkshire's opening game v. Ulster, but the highlight of
this spectacular victory was scrum-half Brooke's covering
:tackle of the Halifax winger in full cry for the line.
On 7th October we visited Musselburgh where, in a gale,
we beat the home side by 21 points-3, and 18th October
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saw ~s at R.M.A., Sandhurst, where we won a robust game
despite the fact that Stephenson, deputising for Captain
T. G. H. Jackson, was off the field for practically the whole
of t;: e game with concussion. We met keen and fast
o~position in the Oxford Greyhounds, when after five
minutes we lost our captain, Cheshire trialist SecondLie ~tenant A. C. Birtwhistle, with a snapped ligament in
the le3, 2n injury which later cost him his county cap.
I n n··,- ..;ad weather conditions a Royal Signals team
admir.:".: l; captained by Lieutenant J. K. Couch reversed
last season's 9-8 score against the Gunners. SecondLieutenant M. B. Aitcheson was outstanding at full back
and dropped a magnificent penalty goal from just inside
the halfway line. We gained revenge against Huddersfield, but adverse weather conditions in this and the
Middlesbrough game affected the standard of play.
However, we had lost Sergeant Scott, posted to
Beaconsfield, and Second-Lieutenant A. G. I. Wood in a
motor cycle accident, and we were heartened by the arrival
of Signalman Miller, the Bedford and East Midlands
centre. On 25th November, in an excellent game, we Jost
to C ambridge University LX Club although pressing for
three-quarters of the game. Here we were opposed by
three .other former Signals' players in Huntley, WJ-.eeler
and Bill Mason, and after the game were delighted to meet
our .four ex-S_ignals' Blues in the Cambridge side, Glyn
Davies (captain), Tony Marshall, Ian Gloag and Brian
Reeve.
The Corps game at Chatham on 29th November produced some fine open rugger and was most exciting in that
with five minutes left for play the Sappers took the lead
5-3. Signals rallied and Brook and Shepherd crossed the
line in quick succession, Hazel converting both tries the
second kick being the last kick of the game. Three 'days
later we won a hard fought forward battle at Leeds
against the Old Roundhegians in the fifth round of the
Yorkshire Cup, the only score being a try by Fathers in.
the first half. We now play Cleckheaton sometime in
February.
Although we have been hard hit by injuries this season
the following have been selected for Army trials:
Captain T. G. H. Jackson, Lieutenants J. K. Couch and
J. Pendle, Second-Lieutenants A. C. Birtwhistle and
A. G. I. Wood, Signalmen G. Fathers, D . Stewart, B.
Saunt, D. S. Cooper, M . J. Holliday, D. St. G. Hazell, J.
Brooke and J. G. Thompson.
In the Northern Command representative matches this
season all the backs and a minimum of four forwards have
come from Signals each game!
RESULTS
r9 50

9th Sep'.ember
9th
14th
16th
21st
27th
30th
7th
18th
28th
1st
4th
18th
25th
29 th
2nd

September
September
Sep:ember
September
September
September
October
October
October
November
November
ovember
November
November
December

KC:so Seven-a-Side
Huddersfield
Melros:
Durham City
Langholm
Leeds City Police
Halifax
Musselburgh
R.M.A ., Sandhurst
Oxford University Greyhounds
Royal Anillery
Huddersfield
Middlesbrough
Cambri<'ge University LX Club
Royal Engineers
Old Roundhegicns

Lqst to Hawicl<
in Semi-Final .
Lost
5-26
Lost
6-11
Won
20-15
Won
9- 0
Won
24- 5
Won
17- 8
Won
20- 3
Won
17- 8
Lost
6-2 2
Won
9- s
Won
11- 3
Won
9- o
Lost
5- 6
Won
13- 5
Won
3- o

Snow and frost has led to the postponement of matches
against R .A.S.C., Stonyhurst College and Kendal, but early
in the New Year we hope to resume our activities.

RESULT OF CORPS BUGGER lUAT('ll
Played at Arborfield on 10th January, 1951
Royal Signals 13 pts., R.E.M.E. 3 pts.
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On 16th February, as this issue of THE WIRE goes to press, H.R.H. The
Princess Royal, c.r., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., Colonel-in-Chief, is in Switzerland
recuperating after treatment in a nursing home. All ranks of Royal Signals
will wish to offer Her Royal Highness their humble duty and their hopes that
this brief holiday from her busy life will restore her to perfect health.

SKI-ING

publication.
Remittances should be made pajiahle
to: Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

scription rates (post free, except air
mail) : Twelve months, 10s.; sintlt

month, Ts.

Her Royal Highness will have been pleased to see her Corps so well represented in the Army team which won the Inter-Services Championship. Major
D. Horsfield (second) and Lieutenant M. P. Sutton-Pratt (third) also obtained
individual honours.

*

HARCU

Vol.

~

•

1961
New Series

No. 3

*

*

We commend to all an announcement on page 75 of the London Territorial
Ball as will be seen it is under the patronage of our Colonel-in-Chief, and Is
being organised by Officers of Royal Signals. The Royal Signals Band is to play.

*

.1

l -

G11t1ernment Contractors for Repairs carried
out by Highly Skilled Repairers.

*

Matter fur publication must be received

'ASPRO'.

Repairer•

It was in January that at the behest of the Editor he himself wrote some
notes which formed the basis of the Editorial in THE WIRE of that month,
and it is right at this time to remember the work that he has done since he
took over the position of General Secretary in June, 1948. The number of
Branches of the Association has been doubled, that speaks for itself. In his
indefatigable way he has travelled about the country visiting existing branches
and inspiring them to greater efforts, and advising and guiding the formation
of new Branches. He has been a popular visitor and popular speaker at Branch
functions.
In 1949 he made a tour in B.A.O.R with the result that many branches of
the Association were formed within existing regiments there, and as we pointed
out in the January Editorial this is a policy which should be continued.
At all ti.mes he has been a wise and sympathetic counsellor to those whose
circumstances have necessitated consideration by those responsible for the
administration of the Benevolent Fund. He himself would not wish more in
the way of praise.
He leaves to take up residence in South Africa. He takes the good wishes
and grateful thanks of all of us in Royal Signals past and present.

*

*

The British Radio Components Show will be held at Grosvenor House,
London, from 10th to 12th April.

ROYAL SIGNALS BAND
PRI(;Es

ONE

SHILLING

The Corps Band will be at Southport (Lanes) for the Easter holiday period.

UIPORTA..~T READI "GI~ !UARCB

The cover picture this month and the ~cle on p~ge 79
ar illustrative of the work of War Office Signal Regun~nt.
We would like to draw very special attention to the ~evt~W
of a recently published book' Signal Venture" by Bnga~er
L. H . Harris. We strongly recommend the book for reading
by all in Royal Signals. The review is at page 80.
Recommended also is a letter by Brigadier W. H . . G.
Roger:;, pag 74, and a reply t<;> the le.tter fr<;>m the Editor
which is really an appeal for assistance m making THE WIRE
a better publication.
Another letter of great interest is from Major-General C.
H . H . Vulliamy, page 74.
An interesting article on "Radio in the Jungle" is published by kind permission of the Editor of WIRELESS WoRLD
and the author of the article. Page 77.
On page 8~ Egypt Command Signa~ Regiment. annc;mn~
with pride in which we all share their success ill wmnmg
the Rugby football championship of the Army in Egypt.
It has been necessary to still further reduce the size of
THE WIRE. The cost of printing and other factors have
made this imperative.

IUUTISH IXDUSTlllES F .\IR

The British Industries Fair will take place simultaneously
at Earls Court and Olympia in London and at Castle Bromwich, Birmingham, from 30th April to nth May, 1951.

OBITUARY
It is with deep regret that we record the death of
W.O.II (S.S.M.) F. B. C. E. C. Wright, of the Army
Phantom Signal Regiment (Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment), T.A.
Freddie had served the Corps for 28 years and as
a fitting tribute to a born soldier he was given a
military funeral at Mortlake on 7th February, 195 1.
All ranks of the Corps offer their deepest sympathy
to Mrs. F. Wright and family in their great loss.

W .0 .2 (S .S.M.) F. B. C. E C. Wright

•

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Brigadier W. H . G . Rogers, c.B.E., writes to th~ Edit?~ :
I would like to suggest that a list of forthcommg military
and sporting events which would interest both past and
present members of the Corps should be published, in diary
form, in THE WIRE each month.
.
.
This list should include such items as unportant Signals
Conferences and Exercises, the programme of ~e Royal
Signals Motor Cycle Display T eam, representative Corps
matches, as well as items of general interest such as the
Grand National the Derby, etc.
.
.
I personally find. consider;ib!e diffic~~ as a C.S.O. ill
keeping in touch with the various acuvtttes of the Corps,
and I am sure that many an Old Comrade would be only
to glad to find out through THE WIRE that the Motor Cycle
Display Team or the Corps Band was due to visit his area
during the next month.
I believe that you will support this proposal.

*

*

Major-General C. H. H. Vulliamy, C.B., D .S.0., writes
to the Editor : I noticed that the Signals Association were asked to circulate Branches with a view to getting T echnical Officers
Telecommunications (TOTS) who have retired to volunteer
for service in India. I feel that some may be apt to volunteer
without realising that conditions in India are very different
from what they were prior to 1939.
Some of the factors which should be considered by wouldbe volunteers are : Everything is more expensive. No British
Officer with his wife could exist on under Rs. 1200/- a
month. If his wife is to remain in England the pay required
would be more and it should be remembered that the free
transfer of money from India to England may be restricted
at the whim of the Indian Government. Further a guarantee
is necessary that the officer will not be charged both with
British and Indian income tax.
Another little matter, the officer and his family will be
subject to the Indian Courts which is not the same as being
subject to the civil courts in the old days when an Englishman would claim a jury of his peers (equals). There have
been some interesting (shall we say) incidents in connection
with arrest by the civil power since August, 1947.
WIRE,
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LONDON TERRITOllIAL ARMY

H.R.H. THE

Patron
PRlNCESS ROYAL, C.I., G.c.v.o., G.B.E.
Colonel-in-Chief, Royal Signals

Viet-Patrons include
MAJOR-GENERAL C. H. H. VULLIAMY, c.B.,
Reprereniative Colonel-Commandant

GENERAL
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The Editor not only supports the proposal of Brigadier
Rogers he welcomes it, but very much regrets he finds it
necessary to point out an insurmountable difficulty. He, the
Editor very seldom receives any such list from the organisers
-of the 'military and sporting events. It is true that the fi?cture
lists of most Corps games, and the Motor Cycle Display
and sometimes the Band are sent to him. These arrive at
such a time that, before they can be published in THE WIRE,
between one third and a half of the fixtures have been
concluded.
It would, of course, be a great service to THE WIRE, and
as Brigadier Rogers says, to Royal Signals, if those responsible
would send to T HE WIRE their fixture lists at the same tim e
as they send it to their printer. That will save at least a
month.
I n conclusion the file s of T HE WIRE for the last three years
show that every possible effort has been made to pu blish
fixtures, usually of sport, but other events are seldom if ever
" ·
forecast.
It is suggested that R oyal Signals as a whole take Brigadier
R ogers' leteer to heart. Whenever anything is being organised those responsible should consider if others besides
themselves would be interested. In this case THE WIRE
should be notified · at once.
It is true that it takes a month or more to get an item in
T HE WIRE. But if an event is of greater than parochial
interest it pro bably takes more than a mon th to organise.
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The Ball will take place at the Junior United Services
Club, Charles Street, S.W.1, on Friday, 18th May, 1951,
8.30 p.m. to 1.30 a.m.
The Ball is being organised by officers Royal Signals
Territorial Army in aid of S.S.A.F.A. and the Benevolent
Fund.
Tickets at £2/2/- single, £4/ 4/- double, including supper
and cabaret, from Hon. Secretary, Ball Committee, II,
Little College Street, S.W. 1, or Room 102, Horse Guards,
Whitehall, S.W.1.
Cheques payable to Hon. Treasurer, Ball Committee.
A limited number of tickets are available (on application
through U nits) for Serving Territorial Army Subalterns at
£2/2/- double.
Dress: N o. I dress, blue patrol or Service dress.
Evening dress or dinner jackets with medals and
decorations.
All officers, Regular, T erritorial Army, Supplementary
Reserve, Serving or Retired, are eligible.
Especial seating arrangements are being made for parties.
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HAMS' CORNER
Call.

Address.

MD 2 PJ

W .0 .2 E. G. Jones,
Ist Inf. Div. Sig.
Regt., M.E .L.F.1 .

Frequency Bands.

VQ 4VL

DL 2 LM

THE

V.F.O. on Io, 20, Weekdays: rsoo-2100
and 40.
Sundays: 0700-2100
Fone: 65 watts.
14.320 to 14.380 Sundays:
on 20 and 28 .200
on 10 .
F one: 140 watts.

0500-2030

V. Lavender, Bo" 9, V.F.O. on I O, 20, Weekdays: 16oo-2000
Nak uru , Keny a
and 40.
Sundays: Spasmodic
Fonc : 150 watts.
Colony.
S.Q.M.S. N. A. Cox,
Prospect, Bermuda.

So-metre phone
only at present ,
usually around
3850 kc/s.

Most evenings:
2200-03co
Sunday mornings :
0800-1200

1 Wireless Regiment
Amt'r. Radio Club.

7 and 14 mc/s .

Mornings and
evenings .
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PERSONAL COLmIN
Friends of Mr. W. J. Rigden, formerly R.S.M. in the
Corps, will be interested to know that be is in business as
" The Valet Service" at the Hildyard Row Shopping Centre,
Catterick Camp, where he is always glad to see old friends.
Another former Warrant Officer, Mr. E. Finney, is
running a small caravan holiday camp in a suburb of Bournemouth. The hire charges for his six caravans appear to be
very reasonable, and all amenities are within easy reach. He
would be pleased to hear from any old friends and others
interested at Hydeia, Ringwood Road, West Howe, North
Bournemouth.
Mr. M. Jones, formerly a sergeant in the Corps, has taken
over Milford Mill Guest House at Hartland, Bideford,
Devon, and assures us that any serving and former members
of the Corps requiring holiday accommodation will be made
very welcome.
We are sorry to hear that a regular subscriber, Mr.
Michael Meehan, at present living at Waterbury, Connecticut, U.S.A., has bad an accident at work and has had to
undergo three operations. We wish him a speedy recovery.
Eric C. L. Flavell, late of the Sudan, would like to get in
touch with Arthur M . Cottingham, late of Bristol and Malta.
Please write c/ o THE WIRE.
Promotion

Usual Days and
T imes G .M .T. of
Working.

R. F . B. F eatherstone, V.F.O. but usually Weekdays: 1500-2030
Box 264, Nakuru,
K enya Colony.

EMP:LOYlUENT WITH I.E.lU.E •

Telecommunications Division of The Inspectorate of
Electrical and Mechanical Equipment at Golf Road, Bromley, Kent, has vacancies for civilian employees, especially
ex-Signals tradesmen such as Foreman of Signals, Line,
Radio and Tele. Mechanics, and Linemen with a good
knowledge of terminal equipment.
Conditions of work are good and are improving, the
Inspectorate being in pleasant country surroundings. Housing is no more difficult in the Chislehurst area than elsewhere in the Home Counties, but there are many I.E.M .E.
jobs available in the main industrial centres in the U.K.
Rates of pay range from 147 /6d. to 196/6d. per week.
Travelling and subsistence allowance is paid for duties
away from normal place of duty.
Hours of work-44 per week. Saturdays free.
Candidates are required to attend an interview, which is
often held by a Royal Signals officer or ex-officer . The
standard is roughly equivalent to Class I of the Signal
Trades mentioned above, but may be easier.
Applications should be forwarded with recommendations
as to character hy C.0.s to:
The D eputy Chief Inspector, T elecommunications
D ivision, I.E.M.E., Aquila, Golf Road, Bromley, Kent.
(Nearest Railway Station, Chislehurst).
They will receive the personal attention of a Royal
Signals Officer.

Sergeant A. Harris (" Bomber"),
Regiment to be A/ S.Q.M.S.

II

Air Formation Signal

Movements ol Ollicers
Major D. A. R. Elliott from B.A.O.R. to 4 Long Telecommunications Course.
Major W. G. Daubeny from F.A.R.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major P. A. Worsnop for attachment to Marconi Ltd.,
Army Wireless Chain InstaJ!ation Team.
Major J. Potts from B.A.O.R. to F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major D. A. Dickson from 3 Long Telecommunication
Course to B.A.0.R.
Major (T.O.M.) T . E. Hall from Western Command
Signal Regiment to War Office Signal Regiment.
Major (T.O.M.) H. A. Fuller from Malaya Signal Regiment to War Office Signal Regiment.
Captain (T.0.M.) C. W. T. Weech from War Office
Signal Regiment to Western Europe Signal Squadron.
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Colonel G. B. Bell from C.R. Signals, 2 Infantry Division
to C. .0. F.A.R.E.L.F.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. L. Lewis from Pakistan to
.H.A.P.E.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkinson from Pakistan to
nit d Kingdom.
Ma1or (T.O.T.) E. H. Spindler from Malaya Signal Regiment to E:.lstern Command Signal Regiment.
Ma1or (Q.M.) F. Harris from Malaya Signal Regiment to
U.K.
Captain (Q.M.) Walters and Family from Hong Kong to
Malaya Signal Regiment.
•
Major and Mrs. Simock from Malaya Signal Regiment
to U.K.
Major HF. McConnell-Wood from 5 Training Regiment
to 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major L. B. H. Baker from Military College of Science
to War Office (M.I. 10).
Major D. A. MacDonnel from B.A.0.R. to 7 Selection
Regiment.
·
R.S.M. G. Lynam, 7 Selection Regiment has been
granted a commission as Lieutenant (Q.M.) and proceeded
to 49 (W.R. and M.) Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment,
T.A.
Colonel C. D. Clapp from U.K. to C.A.F.S.O. to Far East.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Copeland from War Office
(A.D. Labour 1) to S.R. Depot and Training Centre.
Major P. Smith from Aldershot District to H.Q., B.A.O.R.
Signal Regiment.
Major F. Cosstick from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to 3 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment attached
7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
ltlo1.•ements ol Warrant and
"Son-Commissioned Officers

R.S.M. W. S. Dawson from 7 Selection Regiment to
B.A.0.R.
S.S.M. L. Aston from 7 Selection Regiment to 5 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment.
R.Q.M.S. G. W. Page from 2 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
to War Office Signal Regiment.
S.S.M. F. Watt from 21 Corps Signal Regiment, T.A. to
43 (Wx) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
S.S.M. Jones and S.Q.M.S. Whitefield from 7 Armoured
Di~sional Signal Regiment to 3 Squadron 2 L. of C. Signal
Regunent attached 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
S.S.M. Douthwaite from 3 Training Regiment to 4
Squadron, 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
R.S.M. J. D. Featonby from 2 A.A. Signal Regiment to 7
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
S.S.M. G. E. Homer from H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment to U.K.
S.S.M. J. Denehy from H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment
to I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
S.Q.M.S. Whitefield from II Air Formation Signal Regiment to L. of C. Signal Regiment.

HlllTHS

KEATING.-At Kuala Lumpur on 22nd December, 1950,
to W.0.I and Mrs. Keating, Gurkha Signal Training
Wing a daughter, Kathleen Brown.
YOUNG.-At Nicosia on 20th December, 1950, to Corporal
and Mrs. Young, Cyprus Signal Squadron, a son.
ALL PORT.-On 12th January, 1951, to Corporal and Mrs.
Allport, 7 Selection Regiment, a son.
PETIT.- On 8th January, 1951, to Sergeant and Mrs. Petit,
7 Selection Regiment, a daughter.
PARRY.- To R.Q.M.S. and M rs. Parry, Western Command
Signal Regiment, a daughter.
COLLINS.-At Birmingham on 10th January, 1951, to .
L ieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Donald Collins (Birmingham Branch), a <laugher, Susan Elaine.
BOND.-On 3rd F ebr uary, 1951, in Dublin, to Captain and
Mrs. D . A. Bond, H .Q. N orthern Ireland Distri'et, a
daughter.
SIMPSON.-To Private and Mrs. Simpson, A.C.C.,
attached I I Air Formation Signal Regiment, at Brunswick on 8th December, 1950, a son, Ronald Thomas
William.
ROWLAND.-T o M ajor and Mrs. G . Rowland, 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment, Beverley, on n th January, 1951, at
Westwood Hospital, Beverley, a daughter, Joanna
Charmian Mary Iris.
RIDDLESTONE.-To Signalman and Mrs. Riddlestone,
4 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment on nth February, a daughter.
CRERAR.-To Captain and Mrs. Crerar, H.Q. B.A.O.R.
Signal Regiment, a daughter.
MASON.-To S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Mason, H.Q. B.A.O.R.
Signal Regiment, a daughter.

4 CORPS SIGNALS

For the third successive year, former members of 4 Corps
Signals attended a Reunion Dinner on Saturday evening,
27th January. On this occasion the function was held at
Williamson's Tavern in the City where a most enjoyable
evening was spent, many old war friendships renewed and
many tall stories told.
Two former Corps Commanders, General Sir Geoffrey
Scoones, K.C.B., K.B.E., c.s.1., n.s.o., M.C., and General Sir
Frank Messervy, K.c.s.1., K.B.E., c.B., n.s.o., attended as
guests, and the chair for the evening was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel W. A. Lee, o.B.E., T.D. Ninety-seven exmembers were present.
These Re-unions which have been held annually during
the past three years are organised by a committee of which
ex-Sergeant E. L. Marsh is the Hon. Secretary and exC.Q.M.S. C. H. Smith is the Hon. Treasurer.
Any former member of 4 Corps Signals who would like
to receive details of future activities and a list of the names
and addresses (including nicknames!) of over 300 former
members of the Regiment should communicate with E. L.
Marsh, 29 Oaks Way, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey.

MARWAGES

LEVINS-FRAME.-At Ceylon on 6th January 1951
Sergeant Levins, C.A.F.S.O. Staff, Far East, to L.A.c.w'.
M. H. Frame, W.R.A.F.
DOWELL-WARRIER.-At St. Mary's Parish Church
Richm_ond, on 13th February, 1951, Captain A. L. Dowell;
Cattenck Camp, Yorks, and Miss Dorothy Warrier Clyde
House, Richmond.
'
DEA.TR

BLACK.-22333191 Signalman William John Robertson
B~ck on 15th January, 1951, at Military Hospital, Cattenck Camp, Yorks., from natural causes.
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Radio in the Jungle
PROPAGATION THROUGH DENSE VEGETATION AND HUMID ATMOSPHERE
By « PRONTO "

Reprinted from "Wireless World,'' February, 1951, by courtesy of Editor and Author
PERATIONS in Malaya involve patrols of police and
military going into dense jung:e to form a firm base
O
from which to operate for several weeks against bandits.
Such patrols need communications to their headquarters
outside the jung:e for the two-way passage of information
and to call for air SU?plies or air evacuation of casua:ties.
Wireless is the on:y possible means of com.-nunication for
forces which are several miles into thick jungle, but for it
to be effective several prob!ems have first to be overcome.
The jung:e of Ma!aya is very dense indeed, so that very
often the way must literally be cut step by step; it is also
very humid and there is damp vegetation everywhere. Trees
are exceedingly tall and generally dose together, while the
terrain is hilly. Such topographi:al conditions cause two
m1jor technical difficulties to hamper wire:ess communications. First, the high degree of ground-wave absorption and
second:y, the considerable amount of atmospheric interference in the tropics. Let us consider the absorption effect
first.
The humid atmosphere and damp equatorial vegetation
of the jungle limits ground-wave communication to a few
hundred yards when portable sets, radiating up to 5 watts
on frequencies between 2 and 40 Mc/s, are used. The
accom?anying table shows results of experiments carried out
to determine ground-wave ranges from a 3-watt transmitter
using a 32-ft. rod aerial. Ranges are given in mi:es.
Similar experiments, using a smaller set of 0.5-watt output give an average signal-strength reduction to about oneeighth when the set is worked in jungle from open " lallang "
grassland.
From the table it can be seen that the lower the frequency
the greater is the ground-wave range, especially during daytime. Fig. I shows this effect within the normal military
frequency range of 2-10 Mc/s.
The absorption effect is very much aggravated when v.h.f.
sets are operated in Ma'.aya. Even in rubber areas, let alone
jungle, the range of the equipment in general use is limited
to 300-400 yards. This is doubly unfortunate, as the Army
has adopted several v.h.f. sets since the war to avoid the
noisy and crowded h.f. band. However, the conclusion must
be that jung'e signalling should be on sky-wave, and hence
that the v.h.f. set is unsuitable, despite the considerable
advantages of a decrease in atmospheric noise on these
frequencies.
It is also unfortunate that absorption causes the skip distance to be increased owing to a reduction of ground-wave
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Fig. I. · Percentage ground-wave ranges obtained in the jungle at
frequencies between 2 and 10 Mc/s

this is possible at about 5 p.m. and just after dawn, while
during the period between 1 a.m. and 3 a.m. wire!ess can
often be used electively.
The fact that telephony is not always possible makes command more difficult by restricting the " personal touch " to
key-conversation, but it should be realised that jungle anti-

cum
Table of Ground-wave Rang?s (in miles) Obtained in Malaya with a 3·watt Transmitter

The Annual Dinner will take place at the Hyde Park Hotel
on Wednesday, 6th June, 1951, at 7 for 7.30 o'clock.
This year the attendance is limited to subscribing members
·
of the Club. Price of tickets 15/-.
Officers not members wishing to attend the Dinner may
of course, join the Club first.
'
The Tea Party for Regular Officers will take place at
the Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, 7th June 1951 at 4 for
4.30 o'clock. Tickets 8/6.
'
'
Details regarding the Club, the Dinner or the Tea Party
from the Honorary Secretary, Royal Signals Dinner Club
'
Room 102, Horse Guards, Whitehall, S.W.1.
THE

range. In jungle, where ground-wave radiation is so poor,
the skip distance of h.f. sets of up to 3 watts output may be
as much as six mi:es. This problem only effects communication between two jungle patrols because in most cases the
control set outside the jungle can be m'Jved back to maintain a dis!fill_Ce greater than the skip distance. In the case
of two jang:e patrols operating near together, lateral communication must invariably be through their control station.
The reduction of range at night is due to the high level of
atm:ispheric encountered in the tropics. A noise-levelagainst-time gra?h will vary with local storm conditions and
with seasons, particu:ar:y at the monsoon periods. However,
as a guide, it can be stated that smaller-powered sets will be
blotted out and larger sets will be forced to change to telegraphy from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. Then follows a period of two
hours when the atmospheric is greatly reduced, until 3 a.m.,
when it increases to maximum again and then finally falls at
about dawn. This in itself does not limit operations because
the tactical requirement is not for continuous transmission,
but rather for guaranteed communication twice a day-that
is, when a patrol rests for the day and just before it marches
on the following day. Even in the worst possible conditions
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bandit operations rely on silence for success, which frequently precludes the use of telephony.
Fr•l/fll•ncl•• and Aerials
Bound up with efficient sky-~vave COJru?unications is the
selection of working frequencies; for this the Frequency
Prediction Charts for Malaya are used. The difficulty is. to
select a frequency up to, but not .a~ve, tJ:ie best working
frequency. For this reason commurucauon w!th ~ow-pow~red .
sets in Malaya between IO a.m. and 4 p.m. IS ~cult, SIOCC
present available sets cannot follow the steep nse of the best
working frequency. During the night 5 to 5.5 Mc/s shou!d
normally be used, and by day 8 to 10 Mc/ sis the best range,
whereas the best available set has an optimum frequency of
5.2 Mc/s. A typical Malayan sky-wave . fregueocy chart
covering distances of 0-200 miles is shown m Fig. 2.
LOCAL SUN Tl HES

2 J~2......:,:.._~~:__~20'-'u:r--~oor-~or2--i0r4 -,06~,os--..~10~12

GRADE

R/T

lA

4B

sC

.60

1E

- w o R S E / BETTER -

c.w.
Fig. 2. Typical Malayan sky-wave frequency chart

It is best to select two frequencies, or.e for day and one
for night working, the aerials being cut accordingly.
It will be appreciated from the foregoing that aeri~s play
an important part in jungle signalling. Except for distances
up to a quarter of a mile, vertical rod aeria'.s are of little use;
similarly, although t -A. sloping aerials are quick to erect,
they can only improve on the vertical rod by about 2{ times.
Therefore the best aerial has been found to be the sky-wave
horizontal end-fed aerial, provided the range is over 6 or 7
miles.
Using present military h.f. sets, the aerial should be cut
to 1-A. or 1-A.. Over IO miles the most efficient aerial is
undoubtedly the i-A., but when using frequencies of about
5 Mc/s, the length needed would be 100 feet. The problem
is then to find, or more likely to clear, an aerial site open
to the sky, so that the aerial is three feet at least from any
vegetation. Tall trees high overhead do not vitally affect
radiauon, but where possible they shou!d be avoided; all
vegetation below the aerial, however, must be cut away.
For these reasons it is usually more practical to use a t-A.
aerial, which even so may mean that the site takes at least
two hours to clear.
Aerials should be roughly parallel and set about t-A.
above the conducting stratum; the effect is then for the
" water table " to act as a reflector and to boost the skyward portion of the signal. Better radiation can be obtained

Have your own personal copy of

THE WIRE
Mailed direct to your address
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by placing a counterpoh'.! earth directly below the aerial, or
by erecting the aerial over a slight valley or over water.
Improved commu·ucation also results if the first ten or
twenty feet of the aerial is sloped, as this portion radiates
most power, and if it were vertical the power would be
absorbed as ground-wave.

ver•••

Pow•r
Basically, the major problem ~ jungle wireles signalling
is portability versus power, especially as a reserv~ set must
inYariably be carried. Because we need to get opumum efficieru:y from low-output sets the steps explained above have
to be taken. If power were the only considerati0n the mi:itary set of 3- to 5-watt output would give good service for
jungle patrols, but these sets are h~vy, !111d ~ey work .off
accumulators, so that a complete stauon, t?cludin.g ~hargmg
facilities needs at least nine men to carry 1t. This 1s normally prohlbitive when jungle operations require every man
to be fully armed and ready to fight at any moment. Also
relevant is the fact that wireless equipment makes awkward
individual loads, as well as being very fatiguing to carry. .
T he power supply of jungle sets raises a further difficulty,
If accumulators are used, some form of charging must be
provided, un'.ess the very wasteful method of dropping
charged batteries from the air is adopted. A form of pedal
generator has been tried to save carrying petrol for charging
engines, but it is itself heavy and much to~ tiring to operate
after a difficult jung:e march. Therefore one is forced to
the conc:usion that jungle patrol sets must work off dry
batteries.
A final method of improving communication to jung:e
patrols is by the use of a higher-powered set outside the
jungle, worked in conjunction with a separate sensitive
receiver.
From the foregoing, it can be seen that the ideal jungle
wireless set should work sky-wave on crystal-controlled frequencies of between 4 and Io Mc/s. It should be extremely
light to carry, simple to operate, with speech and Morse
facilities; above all it must be robust and tropicalised Small
wonder that ~uch a set has yet to be designed I
Portabtlltr1

ROYAL SIGNALS SAILING ASSOCIATION
to Member• regarding lllU!lng, 19/U

Notf.ce

Hitherto the racing of R.S.S.A. craft in the U.K. has been
left to the initiative of individual memb:>rs. In future the
RS.S.A. has decided to select certain races as having the
status of corps fixtures and to enter a representative corps
team or crew, with nothing left undone that could be done
beforehand to ensure its success.
In 1951 this decision is likely to be app:ied to: l . May 5th, 6th. West Kirby S.C.'s Firefly team races.
2. Same date.
Similar fixture at Rickmansworth.
3. July. Island Sailing Club's "Round the Island"
race (for C.I.T.O.).
4- September. Association of Service Yacht Club's Gold
Cup race (at Seaview in "Mermaids").
To im?lement its po:icy, the R.S.S.A. Committee has
formed a Racing ·Sub-Committee, and as a first step the
latter requires an up-to-date list of members who are likely
to be avai.able on the dates mentioned, and desirous of being
considered for selection for any of the above races. The
R.S.S.A. regrets that in present financial circumstances it
will be unable to refund travelling expenses.
Will all those interested p:ease get in touch with the Secretary, Racing Sub-Committee R.S.S.A. (Colonel W. R. SmithWindham, ~ignals 7, War Office, S.W.x.).
Exce;>t when the craft concerned is required for a corps
fixture, normal chanering for cruising or racing will be
unaffected. The coitunittee hopes that individual members
will continue to racf as often as possib:e, and to train new
members, for only m this way will the necessary body of
experience be built up.
THE
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The Worm's Eye
View of the Army /
Wireless Chain
_........

'

.

[Courtesy: W ar Office

Absorbe r Rou t e Termi nation on a Standard Army Rhombic Transm itting Aerial

A

BOUT six m iles from the lovely County Town of Guildford and tucked away in an isolated and peaceful corner
of Surrey is L Troop War Office Signal Regiment. The
<:amp we occupy is completely self-contained and four miles
from the nearest military unit. It is surrounded by a high
barbed wire fence and covered over by a canopy of wire
netting. Besides helping to keep undesirables out the fence
tends to give us a slightly " cloak and dagger " appearance.
As for the canopy-when it hasn't collapsed on to the camp
- it does help to make us a little more inconspicuous.
In the heart of the compact little camp and surrounded by
-a high blast wall is a large flat-roofed building, entry to
which is gained by tunnel. This building contains the
reason, or rather reasons for our existence-four highpowered transmitters which work to Commands overseas.
Adjoining the m ain transmitter hall and outside the blast
wall is a long wooden hut- the temporary home of six 63
Set transmitters for use as standby Radio teleprinter links
t o Home Commands.
Officially we are an out-station of the Army Wireless
C hain and controlled from the Signal Office in London, and
our main job is to keep those transmitters operating at the
highest possible pitch of efficiency.
A detachment of this troop also operates one of the Army
Wireless Chain Receiving stations at Oakhanger, about
-eighteen miles away.
For this type of job the majority of the personnel are
technical types- radio, telegraph, line mechanics, etc.
Though we are fortunate in having a small proportion of
Regulars, by far the large number are National Service men
and it is quite amazing to see how nonchalantly some of
these young men handle the high powered and complex
equipment after only a few months' experience on their
trade.
Naturally, the daily routine is governed by the shift
system necessary in this type of unit, but emphasis is laid
THE
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on the necessity to maintain a high standard of discipline
and turnout without the imposition of a multitude of orders,
drill parades, etc. This policy has attained a large measure
of success due mainly to the nature of the job and its being
operational, interesting and producing results which the
men can see and be proud of.
The Troops' big day is Friday. All available personnel
parade in " best bib and tucker " and armed to the teeth,
to do a bit of square-bashing, or rather road bashing, as
our only parade ground is the main road outside the camp.

[Courttry: War Offiet

The Receiver Hall at Oakhanger
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One of the highlights of our e.xistence comes when a f~w
aerial masts have to go up or come .dowi~ for mamtenance. The whole camp turns out for this ~d everybody
does a real job of work. On the whole everything goes well
but the odd unrehearsed incident occurs .such as .when a
ma t decides not to wait to be lowered ~ .our tune but
comes down in its own. Fortunately, such incidents are .few
and far between, but they do add ~at thrill to what rrught
become a rather stereotyped operation.
The Troop runs its own canteens, as N.A.A.~. I. do not
commit themselves to a unit under a hun~d in stren_gth.
The P.R.!. is the financier. The Canteen is housed in a
wooden hut provided by R.E. and erected by members of
the Troop and they have, with RE. assi.stance just ~ecently
completely redecorated and renovated it. I t provid.~s all
the usual facilities and also forms the forum wherein we
have our weekly A.B.C.A. sessions and .de?ates. .
Recreational facilities are somewhat lumted owing to the
fact that the Troop does not possess. its own sports ~round.
However, a local factory have vel1'. kindly lent us the1r f~t
ball cum cricket ground and the rivalry between the various
parts of the Troop is very. keen.
We have also cleared a bit of heather covered ground" constructed some Rugby posts and made Ol.~rselves qwte a
decent battleground, which, if not up to Twick~nh~ sr:mdard does us very well, and satisfies the bloodthirsty inslm:cts
of that Rugger fiend-the O.C. On one memorable occasion
we did tum out two full Rugger XVs ("from here to the
left-A XV-from here to the right-B XV_"), .
Once a week we have a visit from a mobile cinema .froI?A.K.C. Besides the usual recreational films, o~~ortunlty is
taken to show training films-a valuable addinon to our
.
somewhat restricted training facilities.
This very brief description of our everyday exi~tence does
not claim to be either complete or comprehensive, but an
attempt has been made to try and describe one of the C<;>r~s'
many activities which is probably not so well known within
the Corps as we would wish. We are doing a real operational job and we like to think, doing it well.
The Troop 'depends on the National Service man fo~ the
majority of its manpower and for all that may be said or
written about his alleged apathy and "couldn't care less "
attitude towards the Army we have proved by results that
given a task demanding responsibility, interest and enthusiasm the National Service man is "Just the Job."

97ft.

at the Post Office Engineering Research Station at Dollis
Hill. He worked here mainly on the internal arrangement
of automatic switchboards, was then transferred to the t~le
graph branch of the Engineer-in-C~ief's office at a ~me
when telegraphy was being re<;>rgani~ed and. moderruse~.
Then for a short time as superintendmg. engineer. b~th in
the Eastern district and in the North Midland District of
the Post Office.
For much of the period between the two wars he had
been an Officer in 44 (H.C.) Divisional Signals, and on the
outbreak of war in 1939 he was second in command of that
Regiment accompanying 44th Division to France and back
via Dunkirk. A period of staff work under General, now
Sir Leslie Phillips, led him to th~ comrnai;id of I H.Q.
Signals, now in fact War Office; Sign~l Reg1?1ent. Sp~ce
does not permit me to gi_ve further details of ~s W!if servic~.
Suffice to say that D-Day in 1944 found Brigadier Harr~s.
chief of the telecommunications Section of S.H.A.E.F. His.
guidance of the rehabilitation of the French, Belgium,
Dutch G erman telephones system, their diversion to military u~e, told always under the ~eme of personal. experience
is intensely interesting. There is, as has been said, a lesson
on every page : there is also a laugh on every page.
How Brigadier Harris found time to do all he has done
with his life so far, and to write this excellent book I do
not know. We do not know what high office the future has.
in store for him, but certainly if his past is any criterion
he will ornament it.
The book is definitely a MUST for Royal Signals, is published by Gale and Polden at 18/ -, includes many photographs and one of the best maps of the long di~tance tel~
comrnunications in North West Europe, the writer of this.
review has ever seen.

Signal Training Centre

By Brigadier L. H. HARRIS, C.B.E., T.D.

lacks interest, and for the general reader who knows little
about signalling there will be much to learn and much to
admire.
The book is not a technical publication, it is the story of
L. H. Harris from 1913 when for no apparently valid reason
he emigrated to Australia and worked for eighteen months
on a " farm." He was, in fact, creating farmland out of
virgin bush. For such as he the 1914-18 war provided
opportunity. He spent it as a lineman in the Divisional
Signals of the hard fighting 5th Australian Division. He
rose to the rank of Corporal; he learnt an awful lot about
men; he met Americans. he was himself by that time a selfcreated Australian.
In 1919 he returned to London and took up life again as
an Englishman, collecting an Inter. B.Sc. (Engineering) in
June of that year, and for two years studying at London
University at the City and Guilds Engineering College. That
over, a search for paid employment led him into a variety
of dead ends, culminating in more progressive work, and
work in which he was, and indeed still is, supremely happy,
80

5 TRAINING REGIMEN T
Harper Barracks, Ripon
Rugby-Catterick District Competition. T he U nit playing at borne met 3 T raining R egiment on 24th January,
1951, in this competitio?. After a g?od bar~ g~e ~e
visitors finished up the winners by 6 points to nil. With illness and leave depleting our team, this was an excellent
effort.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. S.
Eraut, played very ably as a foi:ward throughout the g~e,
despite the fact that he played his first game of rugger thirty
years ago.
.

Boxing-Royal Armoured Corps v. Royal Stg_nals (C.atterick Garrison). On 18th January, 1951, the Urut supplied

Signal Venture
HIS is Corps history as it should be written, and is one
of the best autobiographies that have ever been
T
written. For the Signalman there will be no page which

the third year in succession that we have won this trophy,
and it now remains in our possession.
In the Northern Command cross-country championships
we finished third, being beaten by the 1st Cheshire
Regiment and the East Surrey Regiment.
The Regimental cycle speedway team, "The Catterick
Lions," won eight of their ten matches held during 1950
against civilian teams, at places as far apart as G lasgow,
Edinburgh, N ewcastle and Bradford.
The Unit rifle shooting team has been very active this
month, firing one match each week in the Garrison League.
To date we have lost no matches and, with one match left
to fire, it is fairly certain that we shall remain at the top
of the league.
In the A.RA. inter-unit small bore championships we
beat the 3rd Battalion Grenadier G uards in the first round.
As yet, we do not know the result of the second round match
against the Royal Artillery.

I TRAINING REGIMENT
The Rugby team has, through hard training, and the
careful guidance of Major Fraser, fought their way through
to the final of the Army Cup for the third consecutive
season.
In the semi-final, at Diisseldorf, the team met the
B.A.O.R. Cup holders, the Welsh Guards, and beat them
in a hard game by nine points to three.
The Association football team at present stands halfway
up the Catterick League Division I. A fine performance
was displayed in the Catterick District quarter finals against
3 Training Regiment. After being three goals down at halftime, the game finished in a draw. The replay has not yet
taken place.
This season Corporal Warrender has played in the
Northern Command eleven, while Signalmen Cronin and
Twigg have represented the Unit in the Royal Signals
(Catterick) eleven.
The Unit cross-country team has once again won the
Catterick District Cross-country League, beating the
runners-up, 1st Cheshire Regiment, by 106 points. This is
THE
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six members for the Royal Signals team.
Owing to the indisposition of boxers from other units our
numbers exceeded those of the remainder of the team, but
even so they distinguished themselves and the Regiment,
winning five fights and the sixth losing narrowly on points.
T he members of the team from this Regiment were Corporals H earn, White and Menzies, Lance-Corporal Emblem,
Signalman Baird and Driver Burke. These boxers are all
taking part in the Catterick District Individual Championships and we hope they will continue to uphold the tradition of this Regiment as THE Boxing Regiment.
Captain L. J. Prest, Royal Signals-Deceased. It was
with deep regret that the Re~iment lear?ed the news of ~e
death of Captain Prest following an accident. A:Ithough his
stay with the Regiment had been of short durauon he soon
became popular with officers and men alike.
6 (BOYS') TRAINING REGDIENT
Victoria Barracks, Beverley
Since Christmas we have had a concert party from Leeds
to entertain us and an excellent performance of Oscar Wilde's
" The Importance of Being Earnest " by the Drasdo Repertory Company.
On 9th January we were visited by Major-General J. Y.
Whitfield, c.B., o.s.o., o.B.E., Chief of St~, North.~ Command. General Whitfield toured the umt and visited sections of boys on lectures and military training, and then
addressed them in the N:A.A.F.I.
Of our four entrants in the Army Enlisted Boys' Individual Boxing Championships held at the A.AS. Arborfield,
Boy Lance-Corporal_Fish and Boy O'Shea won the feather
and middleweight contests respectively and thus become
Army Champions. Our other two boxers. were. unlucky to
be matched against the eventual charnp10ns, m the first
round, but both fought extremely well. This is the first
time the Regiment has entered an outside boxing contest and
we are justly proud of the team. The two wirmers go forward to the Imperial Services Boxing Tournament.
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At Stockton on 10th January our team on their first
appearance as such ran sixth out of eighteen teams in the
North Eastern Counties Cross-country Championships and
showed great promise of better things to come.
In the Army Enlisted Boys' Football League we were
beaten by the A.A.S. Harrogate after a very close game.
During May we are to provide a P.T. display as part of
Hull's Festival of Britain celebrations and our photograph
shows the team practising a tableau.

7 SELECTION REGDIENT
The Regiment continues to "pass off" approximately
1,000 men each month; of these about 800 are National
Service men, the remainder Regular soldiers.
Amongst the "Regulars" are many re-enlistments; in
fact, more than one-third are such, and it is quite common
to see familiar faces returning " to the fold."
No. 5 (Regular) Squadron had the honour to represent
the Regiment at the parade to St. Martin's Church on
14th January, this was the occasion to mark the twentyfifth anniversary of the arrival of Royal Signals in
Catterick Camp. They acquitted themselves very creditably
and the swing with which they marched was reminiscent
of church parades of old.
Due to the vastness of this Regiment's needs, it has been
necessary to spread itself, and to those who know Catterick
it will be easily appreciated when it is explained that Virny,
Baghdad and Somme Lines are all used in the housing
of the Regiment, No. 5 (Regular) Squadron being
responsible for the recent acquisition of Somme Lines.
Below are soccer and hockey, Catterick District League,
results as at lSt February, 1951.
Played
Soccer Div. I .. .
Soccer Div. II . . .
Hockey

13
17
9

Won
9
8
4

Lost

Drawn

F or

3
4
3

I

5-i

5
2

52
23

Against p~~~
30
32
15

3rd
3rd
9th

Socce?-. In the third round of NORCO Cup, the
Regiment scored a two-nil victory over the 14/2oth King's
Hussars. In the semi-final, the Regiment will be playing
against either No. I Training Regiment or No. 3 Training
Regiment, both Royal Signals.
Hockey. The .Regiment has reached the final of the
District Unit Cup and should have met the 8th Royal
Tank Regiment on 7th February, 1951. Snow prevented
play.
Badminton. A Regimental Club has been formed and
two teams are being entered in the District tournament.
Cycling. The Regiment is now taking an interest in this
new effort. Catterick District Wheelers had their first run
oh 31st January, r951.
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to report. On the other hand, however, we are very pleased
to be able to announce that Lieutenant-Colonel R. Webb
has now rejoined us after his long and painful illness, and
we wish him the very best of health in the future.
WESTERN COlUMAND SIGN'AL REGIMENT
Blacon Camp, Chester

Ro)·al Signals Wing

The activities during January have been greatly curtailed
by the weather, and a period of convalescence from the
Christmas festivities, consequently there is little to report
this month.
There have been a few games of Rugby football and
Soccer, in which the Wing have done reasonably well.
Perhaps the highlight of the outdoor sports was the Officers
v. Sergeants Hockey match. This resulted in the Orderly
Room Sergeant-Major having a severely strained right
wrist (he perhaps found this a welcome injury) and two
Officers with first-class black eyes. The game as you may
judge was hard fought, and ended in a victory for the
Officers.
The shooting team has c-0ntinued to do well and won all
its matches during January.
The Unit is now due to spend two months in feverish activity preparing for the annual Administrative inspection
which takes place early in April. After which we shall be
able to breathe a sigh of relief and settle down to Spring
and Summer activities.
Omeer Training \\'Ing

259/6o Course passed off during the month, the inspecting officer being Lieutenant-Colonel F. H. Pellew. The best
Cadet, Officer Cadet Rathbone, was presented with the Commandant's Book prize. The more conservative of 150
O.C.T.U.'s sons may be startled at this latest innovation
after years of Commandant's canes, but it is felt that the
inscribed " Operation Victory " will make a worthy change.
Very shortly the 5th Regular Y.O.'s Course will leave for
Germany, Middle East and Far East, and we hope soon
to welcome the sixth course.
The Wing is still in the thick of sporting events although
for some weeks our grounds were out of bounds due to
frost and snow. However, the Catterick winter at last
appears to be softening. The Rugger team is now in the
final of the Northern Command Cup; and by its continued
progress in beating 12th Royal Lancers 5-0, we are convinced that the occer team will top the league. The Hockey
team is still doing well in the league matches although it
was knocked out of the Cup by 8 Royal Tank Corps. We
are, however, very sorry to lose from the hockey team two
stalwarts, Second-Lieutenant Carruthers to War Office
Signal Regiment and the captain of the team, Captain
Webber, who will very shortly leave for B.T.A.
The Small Bore Shooting Team is now lying third in the
league_; next week the cross-country team will compete hopefully m the Northern Command Championships· and the
Theatrical Club, which produced " Murder on the Second
Floor" over Christmas, is gearing up for a new play in
March.
THE DEPOT REGIMENT
Poeklln•ton

Due entirely to the " freeze-up ,. at Pocklington for the
la t month, we have no outstanding activities upon whicb
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Here we are again after yet another month of great
activity at Blacon. What with Regimental and trade
training, Signal Office and
wireless work, and getting
prepared for our annual inspection, we've all been very
busy indeed.
In addition, our inter-troop
sports competition for this
quarter has really got cracking and the interim report
shows what a tense struggle
is taking place.
Camp Staff Troop are in
the lead and seem to be taking
their sports very seriously.
(They have to with S.S.M. Mayhew wielding the whip!).
They have done well at hockey, basketball and snooker.
" M " Troop are proving champions at Badminton, having
won all their games.
A great favourite this quarter has been the inter-troop
quiz. R.H.Q. Troop are getting so desperate for points
that their three-man quiz team one week included the
2IC and the Adjutant, and their third man was a Warrant
Officer! Needless to say the wags were remarking "What
a pity the C.O. was on leave."
One spot of excitement during the past months was
the fire in a shed full of hay near the parade ground . Where
will the lads take their sweeties after Regimental dances
now?
" .
We'll finish this month's report with a true story.
Over the Christmas holidays a certain senior officer who
shall be nameless, carried out the duties of Field Officer
of the week. One night, dressed in No. 1 dress, complete
with sword, he presented himself to the sentry on duty and
Tequested that he turn out the Guard. The sentry (who
!tad been dreaming of a white Christmas) started, stared,
shuffled over to the Guard Room and shouted "HeY.,
sergeant, there's a fireman out here wiv a sword asking
me to tum out the Guard!! ! "
NORTHERN COMMAND (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
York

In common with the rest of the troops the effective
working strength of the Regiment was reduced considerably
by the " 'flu " wave during
January. Fortunately the particular type of the disease was
confined to short sharp attacks
lasting on an average three-four
days, and striking in spasms. A
system of reliefs hastily organised
to meet the situation was thus
effective and enabled most functions to proceed. For the most
part, rapid and constant changes
of personnel within the Regiment necessitate continual attention to the maintenance of
routine funcuo~ quite apart from 'flu and other factors.
. It may be of mterest to note that in just over a period of
six months a total of over 250 other ranks have been
absor!'ed into. our posted strength with nearly 300 corres~
pondmg postings out. This is probably by no means
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peculiar to ourselves and shows vividly the changing
conditions prevailing in most Regiments today.
In the York Garrison Soccer League this month the
Regiment occupies the second place of the table, being
beaten in the last six matches by R.E.M.E. Workshops
only. R.E.M.E. invariably field a very strong team and this
occasion was no exception, with the honours going to the
WorkshOJ?S on a two-goal lead. Possibilities of sharpshooters m a recent batch of postings leads to optimism in
our future placings, although with the annual Administrative Inspection looming ahead in the not too distant future,
preparations for this event natura:lly take precedence over
sporting activities and curtailment of some of our other
fixtures is inevitable.
Reports have it that the "Weather Man" has predicted
~ glorious. summer this year. It usually follows that a very
icy spell is succeeded by a warm, sunny period, and for
the greater part of January we have had relief from the
severe conditions reigning over the last month, l4ld
installed .something like order in our sports grounds, which
are now beginning to look presentable and are playable.
Despite all the various difficulties and discouragements the
number of individuals to be found playing soccer or punting
the ball around speaks volumes for the enthusiasm of the
players.

Anti - Aircraft Command

to two. Then on 30th January they followed this with a
26-7 defeat of 482 (M) H.A.A. Regiment T.A.
In the semi-final, played at the Albany Street Drill Hall
on 12th February, we met 593 (M) H .A.A. Regiment T.A.
After what was probably one of the hardest games out team
has yet played, Sergeant Jean Sayer managed to lead her
team to victory with the score at n-7. At the time of going
to press we can but commend the players on their effort,
keep our fingers crossed, and wish them luck in the Final
next week.
On 6th February many of our Officers with their ladies
joined parties from I A.A. Group and I A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment to attend the I A.A. Group Officers' Ball at the
Dorchester, where a delightful evening was enjoyed by all.
Further afield we have to report that Captain H. L. Daniel
temporarily put aside his motor cycle in favour of the 4-man
bobsleigh. Having entered as a reserve for the United
Kingdom team competing in the recent Internation Championships in Roumania he eventually found himself in the
position of team-leader. Rumour has it that none of his team
had ever before set eyes on a bobsleigh but managed to get
in a couple of practice runs down a village street and one
"preview" of the course, their No. 3 becoming a further
casualty. Nonetheless they raced away with the championship, knocking five seconds off the best time put up by the
Roumanian, Czech or Italian teams.
We offer Captain Daniel and his team our congratulations
on having so successfully penetrated the Iron Curtain; but
should we have seen some precursor of their success when
Captain Daniel was apprehended for " speeding " in the
Mall just before his departure?

2 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
Aldershot

I A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGHl.E NT
Lalndon

Space renders it impossible to name all casualties but we
cannot let Captain (Q.M.) N. Mulcahy go without a "thankyou " for all he has done for each and all of the Regiment.
To Captain (Q.M.) L. Harries who replaces him, a hearty
welcome. Who was it said : There's something about a
soldier?
A R.E.M.E. Unit has also arrived to share Laindon Camp
with us. We can only assure them that it doesn't always
rain here, though it is wet from time to time.
The Regiment has responded to the lead of the G.0.C., r
A.A. Group and has sent off a contribution in the form of
pipes, razC>r blades, etc. to his Korea fund. It is hoped that
the size of the contribution will increase with time. There
is an ominous sound of the clatter of needles from the
W.R.A.C. spider and it is hoped that the resulting woollens
will be in wear in Korea before these Notes appear.
The Regimental football team has had the satisfaction of
winning its last four matches.

II

A.A~

(~t)

SIGNAL llEGHfENT, T.A..
Brompton Road , S.W.2

On 17th January our Netball team, playing in the first
round of the A.A. Command T.A. Netball Competition,
defeated 571 (M) L.A,A./S.L. Regiment T.A. - by 26 goals
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January in Barrasa Barracks has been a very quiet month.
That is not that 31 days in the life of the Regiment have
passed as though viewed through the eyes of a somnambulist.
Far from it. We may often be seen trotting grimly along
the highways to the North West of the Farnborough-Aldershot road in search of physical fitness and its attendant
virtues, and it is said that we enjoy it too-witness the ruddy
faces, heaving chests and bulging eyes on our return.
The social event of the month was the Sergeants' Mess
Party which Major-General M. N. Dewing, C.B., C.B.E.,
n.s.o., M.C., the C.S.O. Lieutenant-Colonel L. W. J. Dryland,
and the officers of Headquarters 2 Anti-Aircraft Group
attended on Friday, the 26th.
The Women's Royal Army Corps entered a netball team
for the inter-unit competition and, by beating xoth Independent Company Women's Royal Army Corps won
through to the 2nd round, but also were then beaten by
the Women's Royal Army Corps School of Instruction.
The Soccer team managed to hold 16th Independent
Parachute Brigade Signal Squadron to a 3-3 draw and lost
5-4 against 66 Company Royal Army Pay Corps. It i"
rumoured that they already have talent scouts out looking
over the large number of new arrivals in the Unit.

-l A.A. (:\f) SIG~.,L REGDfEN"T, T.A.
Pe11iosula Barracks, W arrh1J(to11, Lanes

R.H.Q. and I A.A. (M) Signal Squadron. On 13/14th
January, 1951, the Regiment started the New Year by holding a Regimental Week-end in Peninsula Barracks, Warrington. The T.A. Squadrons sent a fair number of Officer
and O.R.s for this "get together," and are to be congratulater on these numbers considering that 41 and 44 Squadrons
have to travel from Cardiff and Swansea. Parties were
arriving in Warrington throughout the afternoon and after
being given tea~ and sufficient time to shake down, the O.R.s
attended a Dance which was held in tbe Gymnasium. The
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Officers of the Regiment held a Regimental Dinner and we
were very pleased to have among our g ;ests Brigadier
Phillips, Depty Commander, 4 A.A. Group, and Brigadier
McCormack, C.S.O. Western Command. Advantage was
taken at t he Dinner to dine out Major Farlow and Major
H?bb . L ater the Officers attended the Dance where everything appeared to be going ' swimmingly."
On Sunday morning, 14th January, 1951, the Regiment
held a Parade and the T.A. personnel bad the advantage of
watching the Regular element march past.
Sports have been limited in the barracks but with the
arrival of the new S.O.P.T. in G roup H .Q., permission has
been obtained to mark out a football pitch on the sports
ground within the barracks, which, during the past two
years h_as not been used owing to re-sowing and general
re?ovauon. It is hoped that the christening of the new pitch
will be celebrated by several resounding victories, and the
ummer months are eagerly awaited, so that the new cricket
pitches can be thoroughly tested.
With N .A.A.F.I. co-operation a Corporals' Mess for the
J ~or N .C.0.s in Peninsula Barracks has started.
The
J uruor N.C.O.s appear to be settling in to their new Corporals' Room and although having financial restrictions they
are planning quite a social programme.
40 A._A. (M ) S ignal Squadron T .A. Fame at last? After
graduaung from the Editorial Staffs of " T he K udu " " The
Babile Echo," " Madagascar Magazine" and the "'Razmak
Rag," and hitting the literary heights with " Dud Valves in
a One Set" a few years ago, official recognition has at long
last been made. I am now THE WIRE correspondent for 40
A.A. (M) Signal Squadron T.A.- East Africa's " Mirandas
Column " in the ~eekly there, once had me very near trouble
over only one aracle. But I should imagine my notes from
" ~m Town" will differ totally from those of Kenya's
Society.
·
~h~ past week-end found our small detachment thoroughly
en1oymg themselves at a Regimental Week-end at Warrington. The week-en~ was voted a great success by all both
'
from the construcuonal and social points of view.

14 A.A. (lU) SIGNAL BEGDIENT, T.A.

~

A.A. (H) SIGNAL BEGHIENT

Searhoroallla
The Unit is now settling down after the Christmas break.
Those men left behind appeared to have a first class time.
Rum and coffee was served by the Sergeants on Christmas
morning, and after the traditional games in the morning a
bumper feast was held in the dining room.
'
The upgrading courses came to an end just before
Christmas 7 linemen, 2 drivers and 2 D.R.s were upgraded
to Class II in their respective trades.
. The Line Maintenance Troop held its lead in the Champion Troop struggle to the bitter end, and emerge as the
Champion Troop at sports, (and some say work), for 1950.
They challenge all comers to take it away from them in
1951.
\Ye ~ave just held our Regimental Week-end for January.
T his trme we were fortunate enough to be able to entertain
our sister unit, 15 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment and the bonds
be~een the two units were further strength~ned. As usual,
b~sIO~ss was combined with pleasure. One of the men,
d1sgu1sed as a member of the T.A. turned up at the gates
complete ~ith wife and c~d, ~d refused to be parted from
them until accommodaaon swtable to their station was
found in the C.O.s house. Peace was restored when the
s ~pposed wife was found really to be one of our W.R.A.C.
with a borrowed cJ:lllld. But it could have happened. On
the Saturday evenmg .a dance was held in the N.A.A.F.I.,
and on Sunday a Regimental Concert, both of which were
extremely successful.
The 5 A.A. Group motor cycle trials are in full swing, and
al~ough we have been unlucky so far, we hope for a victory
agam~t our next arrivals, 5 A.A. Workshops R.E.M.E.,
especially as we shal~ ~e m~eting them on our home ground.
The Annual Adrnirustrauve Inspection takes place on the
31st Jami~. !he ~hitewash has made a re-appearance,
and th~ daily drill penods have be~p . stepped up. We hope
to obtam as good a report as we did last year.

Speke, Liverpool

In last month's Notes we said farewell to our late RS M.
W.O:I L. W. H. Crouch, and we have now greeted ~ ~e~
one IO the person of W.O.I W. G. Faircloth, to whom we
e~tend .our usual .hearty welcome. We have also lost a good
fnend m the Ad1utant, Captain W. J. Perry, who has gone
to be S.O. III to C.S.0. Western Command.
~ Grand F:u:ewell Party was held on 20th January, at
which presentaaons were made to the two departing officers
by R.Q.M.S. A. H . Griffiths on behalf of the male element
and by Sergeant Isabel Donaghy for the W.R.A.C.
Our new Adj.u tant, Captain B. C. Skelly, T.D., arri ved on
30th January sull suffering from the after effects of 'flu and
t~k over on 5th Fe~ruary. J:Ie has come to us from a sister
urut, 12 A_.A. (M) Signal Regiment T.A. in Bristol, and thus
has expenence ?f working A.A., T .A. and W.R.A.C., and we
~ope tJiat ~e w1~l be abl~ to settle down quickly in his new
JOb and en1oy ~s stay with the Regiment.
After the soc~al news, to business. An A.A.O.R. Exercise
was held ~t Liverpool on 28th January and all involved
!lgrcc that it was both useful and instructive and are lookmg forward to the next one.
96 A.G.R.A .. (A.A.) Signal Squadron T.A. We held a very
successful Childr.en:s Party on 16th December, 1950, the
pr~e c~ns1s~ of Punch and Judy Show, sound
fiFs (c~ldren s variety), and excellent tea followed by the
~.1 ~b ~ the fonJ?- of Father Christmas's arrival for present
~tn. unon. (This ~Id gentleman may be seen on week days
wmding cable outside the C.O.'s office in the local cable
~orks). Altogeth~r a thor<?ughly good time was had by all
t c attendance being 50 children and 50 adults.
'

THE INSIGNIA OF

A party of 70 adults and children made up two coaches
for a visit to Belle Vue Circus on 6th January. This proved
to be an exceedingly popular trip.

15 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Leeds

The after effects of the festive season did not in any
way a~ter th~ zeal and enthusiasm of the Regiment. We
were unmed1ately off the . mark for 1951 with an exercise
at 5 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, and although it was a very
conce~trated effort everyone fully benefited from the
expenence and felt that the time was very well spent. We
~er~ ~stounded at t he psychology of the Regular Regiment
IO g1vmg us the ·~ JAM " in the form of an all ranks' dance
on the first everung and allowing the " bread and butter "
~:' follow. ~~erwards. We left them with m any friendly
au revo1rs ~nd look forward to meeting them again.
Welcomed mto the. Regiment is S.Q.M.S. "Jock"
MacMorran from ~e wilds of Catterick. S.Q.M.S. "Jock "
replaces S.Q.M.S. Les " Crockett,. who departs in the very
near ~ture to 0e ~leak heights and blowy dales of
Cattenck. We wish hun every success in his new appointment.
The W.R.A.C. have so~ething to add to this news.
ExdSergean~ Madge Moss is now Second-Lieutenant Moss
an the ~dJutant finds that having two W.R.A.C. officers on
the spot .1s rath~r. mo~e ~an he can cope with at times.
Intensive tralOlllg is sail the order of the day and much
ground h:is. been covered ~n spite of the 'flu epidemic. Howeve!, tra.1010g goes on m preparation for annual camp
which. will be at·B~aunton, North Devon. The thought of
sunshIOe, Devon violets and Devon cream is an incenti:ve
to " plug " away at the training for all we are worth.
THE
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The Orders of· K·nighthood
By Yeoman Warder G. A. E. GAVEY, late Captain, Royal Signals
The Most Noble Order ol the Garter

HERE is no doubt that the Garter is the most distinguished Order in the world although it is not the
most ancient, for the Portuguese possess three Orders and
which they still bestow, of earlier origin.
The actual origin of the Order is obscure but there is the
well-known legend of the State Ball held outside Calais at
which the Countess of Salisbury Qoan of Kent) dropped
her. gart~r, an~ King Edward ~II, to save the lady's confusion, picked It up and placed it round his own knee commenting: " Honi soit qui mal y pense." It can be establlshed,
however, that the Order was founded by Edward III in
1349.
The Robes include a beautiful blue mantle and a large
hat s~rmounted by an ostrich feather. The insignia includes
a cham worn round the neck from which is suspended the
" George," "Yhich is a representation of St. George fighting
the dragon, m gold and enamel, a star which is worn on the
left breast, and the Garter itself which is worn round tbe left
knee.
In the case of the Queen and other ladies of the Order it
is worn round the left arm.
'
The Star is_ generally gold and enamel, but sometimes it
and the Garter are set with precious stones.
When not wearing the mantle a broad ribbon of " G arter
Blue" is worn over the right shoulder from which is
suspended the Badge of the Order. The Chapel of the Order
is in Windsor Castle.

T

T h e Most A n cient and Mos t N oble
Order o f t h e This tle

This is a Scotti.sh Order and was founded by James II in
1687, although it claims a more ancient origin. Besides the
Sovereign there are 16 Knights.
The Chapel of the Order is the Royal Chapel at Holy·
rood.
Certain members of the Order are summoned to represent it at the Coronation C eremony.
T he M antle is coloured dark green.
Th e Most Illus t rious Orde r of S t. Patricl~

The Order was founded by G eorge III in 1783 to mark
the Union of the K ingdoms. It consists of the Sovereign
and 25 Knights, although at present there are only 5 Knights
in the Order.
T he Mantle is coloured light blue.
No appointments as Knights Companions have been
made since 1922.
T hf' Most :tlfmo11rablc ONler of the Bath

T his Order traces its ultimate origin from an earlier date
than the Order of the Garter, although it was not properly
formed into an Order until the year 1399.
T his decoration formerly had a very special connection
with the Coronation, and Knights of the Bath were created
on the eve of the Ceremony to symbolise the Purity with
which the solemnity should be approached.
Those who were to be created Knights assembled at the
White Tower the night before the Coronation, and were
bathed before being Knighted and, having laid their arms
upon the Altar in the Chapel of St. John, kept vigil throughout the night..
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The Vigil is faithfully portrayed in a picture of that name
by Petitt in the Tate Gallery.
In the morning they donned the R obes of the Order (red
in colour) and proceeded with the King in procession to the
Abbey.
After a time the Order fell into abeyance, but was revived
in 1725 by G eorge I, and the Chapel of Henry VII at the
_
Abbey was made their headquarters.
The Order is now divided into Military and Civil Classes.
Solemn Chapters of the Order are held from time to time
in Henry VII's Chapel and the banners of deceased Knights
are removed and replaced by those of the more recently
created.
T h e Most D is tinguish e d Order
of St. Mic hae l and S t. George

This was originally· founded at the beginning of the 19th
century for the reward of Services of the natives of the
Mediterranean Islands in British Possession. On abandonment of our protection of the Ionian Islands the Order was
revised, and has since been bestowed for distinguished service within the Empire.
Th e Mo8t Exalte d Order of t he Star of India

This Order was instituted by Queen Victoria in 1857 .as
a reward to Indian Princes and others who had remained
loyal during the Mutiny.
I t comes next in precedence to the Order of the Bath.
The badge is an onyx cameo of Queen Victoria's bust.
T he Mantle is very pale blue in colour.
Th e Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire

This was founded on the occasion of the Proclamation of
Queen Victoria as Empress of India on the 1st January, 1878.
Like the senior Indian Order, the Star of India, it is conferred upon persons who have rendered conspicuous service
in and for the Indian Empire.
The Mantle is coloured mauve.
The Hoyal Victorian Order

This Order was instituted in 1896 for bestowal upon those
who had rendered personal service to the Sovereign and the
Royal Family.
Shortly after the accession of King Edward VIII a special
statute was passed, admitting ladies to membership of all
classes of the Order.
The Imperial Order ol the Crown ol India

Created in 1878, this Order can only be bestowed upon
ladies.
The Mftst Excellent Order
ol the British Empir~

This order, instituted during the Great War (191 4-1918),
may be bestowed alike on both sexes, and is for valuable
service rendered to the Empire.
The Mantle is coloured pink. There are two divisions,
Military and Civil.
The Order ol Merit

Founded by King Edward VII it is one of the most select
Orders in existence. No rank, title, or precedence is con85

ferrcd with the Order which is given only for service of the
highest merit in Art, Literature, Science and Public Service.
Tit~

Companlonddp ol Honour

This Order was created during the Great War (1914-1918)
for bestowal upon those who had rendered valuable service
but were averse to receiving any distinction carrying a title.
Tit~

Vletorla Cross

This is perhaps the most coveted decoration in the British
Empire, and is given only for Bravery in the Field in the
face of the enemy.

*
finish

*
*
article with

It is fitting to
this
a reference to this,
the most coveted decoration, and visitors to the Jewel House
will notice that it holds a place of honour in No. 1 case next
to the " Garter " with its good neighbour the " George
Cross" the other side of the "Garter."
Other decorations from the D.S.0. downwards are also
displayed in glass cases in the Wakefield Tower (Jewel
House), at the Tower of London.

u.q.

D.A.O.R. SIG:'.\'AL REGIMENT
Herford

As always, sports notes occupy most of the space in this
survey and this month we have successes and disappointments to record.
Football. Most of the team being on leave meant a dismal
month for the Soccer side. In the two main matches, we
lost 1-4 to 1 Wireless Regiment in an Inter-Signals Cup
match, and o..Q to 2 Squadron at Bad Oeynhausen. In Troop
matches, 24 Construction Troop maintain their unbeaten
record.
. Rugby. ~ecause the. number of those interested in playmg Rugby 10 the Urut is so small, there have been no
Squadron or Troop matches. The Regimental team however continu~s. to. have many exciting games. On the 24th,
depleted by 10iunes, we lost 18-o to Detmold Garrison on
the ~7th we beat ~.RE. Hanover II-IO, Sergeant Grav;ling
scormg 2 good tnes, while at the end of the month there
was an excellent match against I Wireless Regiment with
the result depending on the last kick of the game. We lost
14-13.
!3asket-Ball. Although having to compete with the Badmmton players for ~se of the gymnasium in the evenings,
Basket-Ball enthusiasts have shown gieat keenness. 3
Squadron. ha~e beat~n l Squadron 62-18 and 3 A.S.S.U.
24-II, while 10 the 10ter-troop games 6 Medium Wireless
Troop look like retaining the shield they won last year.
Cross-country Running. Since the New Year crosscou?try running has come into its own and training for the
Urut team has taken plac.: regularly during the week. In the
Lubbecke Art;a Championships, we unfortunately came last,
bu~ our ~eading runner, L~n~e-Corporal Spooner, distinguished. him~elf, as he also did m the 7 Armoured Divisional
Cban;ip10nships when he came in 6th. In the Inter-Squadron
fortrughtly runs, 3 Squadron and 2 Squadron have shared
the honours.
Badmin.ton. Interest in Badminton has increased if anythin~ durmg January, and there were many enjoyable evenmgs sport. At the end of the month 1 Squadron played a
rather weak 3 Squadron team and beat them by 7 sets to 2.
I
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At a time of year usually given over to preparation there
are more hopes than achievements to report. Th; Unit
soccer ti;am's major commitment is the semi-final of the
Royal Signals B.A.0.R. tournament, which they reached
86

with a 4-1 win over the Army Signals Group, against either
the L. of C. Signals Group or the I I Armoured Division
Group. T hey have nevertheless found time for a 3-0 victory
against r Royal Scots Fusiliers (the team that put them out
of the Army Cup) in the M ajor U nits L eague, and two good
wins in friendly matches-7-0 against the local G.G.L.O.
team, and 4-2 against I Somerset L ight Infantry. The Unit
rugger fifteen already have a bye into t he semi-final of the
Royal Signals B.A.0.R. tournament, where they will play
the wirmer of 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment and H.Q. B.A.O.R.
Signal Regiment. In friendly matches during January they
drew 3 points all with 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, lost to 1 Somerset Light Infantry by 3 points to 8,
and beat H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment by 14 points to 13.
Unit Hockey is simply commemorated. The tale consists
of two unfortunate encounters over the last few months with
I Durham Light fnfantry, one of which put I Wireless
Regiment out of the Army Cuo, and the other out of the
2 Infantry Divisional Championship. Seven-a-side inter-troop
competitions do what they can to divert so much skill and
enthusiasm into a better charmel. In another Divisional
meeting, at Iserlohn on 30th January, the cross-country
running team acquitted themselves well to finish in the
middle of a large field. They should go a long way in the
Royal Signals B.A.0.R. competition. Unit boxing is another
story of promise rather than fulfilment. An open .22 shooting range has lately been equipped within the area of the
barracks, and inter-troop shoots are now going forward
with a view to Brigade contests later in the year.
Another significant preparation follows a line all too rarely
explored in the Service. r Wireless Regiment Amateur
Dramatic Society have recently gone into rehearsal with
"The Astonished Heart," Coward's cultivated tear-jerker
of 1936. They will present it at Diisseldorf at the end of
March in the first round of the Inter-Services' One-Act Play
Festival for 195I. The Ladies' Social Club, whose recent
excursion into variety was so successful that it was accorded
a garrison showing, still pursue their selfless round of good
works.
11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGHIENT
Lemgo

January, as usual, was somewhat of an anti-climax after
Christmas, most people having trouble with their banks ancf.
p a y m a s t e r s. The
Warrant Officers and
Sergeants held their
annual dinner in the
New Year and had a
good convivial evening. I n d i v i d u a l
training has continued.
Consequent upon
the departure of the
C.C.G.
remaining
and I.RO. families
from Lemgo our own
families have nearly all changed houses one up.
We ~et 7 L o_f C Signal Regiment (represented by Hamburg D1str1ct Signal Squadron) in the first round of the
S.ignals Inter-Regimental Boxing and defeated them by
eig~t fights to one, on which we heartily congratulate our
tramers. Sergeant Joseph and Lance-Corporal Shearan. Both
fought m the match and won their fights. The match ended
:-Vith one of the .best contested amateur fights seen
m. recent years. This was won by our Signalman Hoynes.
His opponent, ~ignalman Hamcocks, was congratulated by
the referee, Maior T. Cook, and acclaimed by the audience.
We were glad to welcome Lieutenant-Colonel Seely as a
spectator.
..
'!'le were knocked out of the B.A.F.O. football champion-·
ship by R.A.F. Buckeburg to whom we lost. 1-2.
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Our guests, the two hundred or so linemen and drivers of
Ir Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, have left us for

Herford. We wish them happiness and success in their
new regiment. In their place the advance party of 14 F ield
Survey Squadron R.E. have arrived, the remainder of the
Squadron following soon.
A recent quiz produced the information that the Director
of Music, Royal Signals is one Sir John Ludd.
2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Bilden

As you will all see from the Personal Column of this WIRE
Lieutenant-Colonel G . B. Bell, c.B.E., has left the Regiment
to become C.S.0. Malaya District. We feel therefote that
this issue of our notes would
be incomplete if we did not
say how glad we are that
Colonel Bell is now wearing a
red band around his hat, but
how sorry we feel at his and
Mrs. Bell's departure from
Hilden. We hope that Colonel
Bell will have happy memories
of his spell here as C.R.
Signals and that he, too, will
regret, to some small extent,
leaving us. Lieutenant-Colonel E. C. R. Blaker is now
firmly in the chair and we hope that he will have a happy
stay with us.
Although no experts in Arctic warfare, a line party from
L Troop consisting of Lance-Corporal Watkins, Signalman
Lambert, Signalman Andrews and Driver James did an
excellent job in providing line communications at Winterberg for the Divisional Ski Championships which were held
in the middle of the month. The Divisional Staff were high
in their praise of the work carried out. In the actual Championship our own Ski-team of Lieutenant Welton, Corporal
Temple, Lance-Corporal Mcintosh and Signalman Hendrie
put up an excellent show coming second in the Langlauf
and third in the Patrol race. Lieutenant Welton was third
in the individual Langlauf, being 34 seconds after the winner.
Soccer. Due to the condition of the grounds we were
unable to play for the first half of the month, and consequently travelled to Celle for our first round of the B.A.O.R.
Signals Cup, with a number of doubts caused by our lack
of practice. Our fears proved to be unfounded and we
eventually ran out wirmers to the tune of 3-1, avenging last
year's defeat by 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment in
the same tournament.
In the 4 Guards Brigade League we are now second from
the top. On Saturday, 27th January, we beat the Grenadiers
2-1 after a very hotly contested game. On Wednesday, 31st,
we travelled to Lohausen to tackle 19 Field Regiment, RA.,
who were second in the league. Our team played very well,
winning 6-o. Signalman Stevenson at centre forward scored
a hat-trick.
Rugby. On the rugger field we have with other sports
suffered through weather conditions and the flu epidemic.
However, we are still flourishing and have had one or two
very good games. Against I Wireless Regiment we drew,
three points each; with 4 Brigade Workshops we were beaten
by the odd point in 23, and against 40 Field Regiment RA.
last Saturday we managed to win after a very bard fight by
five points to three, our goal coming late in the second half.
Boxing. In the first round of the B.A.0.R. Signals Boxing
Championship we were successful against I Wireless Regiment whom we beat by 17 points to 10. In this contest we
saw some very plucky fighting, and look forward to the
semi-final when we meet 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment here at Hilden on r6th February.
.
Hockey. We have had one or two practice games this
month but only one championship game. In the first round
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of the Divisional Hockey Championship we beat 1 Royal
N orfolk Regiment by 4 goals to nil
Cross-cou ntry Running. In the Divisional Cross-country
Championships we are sorry to say that we did not fare
too well. We found the course, over six miles, longer than
we had been used to and the competition of a very high
standard.
11 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Herford

After three months and several false starts, the concentration of the Regiment at Herford has now been completed.
We share with Divisional
Headquarters a large barracks
which had been for the last
four years occupied by the
Control Commission.
The Garrison Engineer and
his staff are to be congratulated on the speed and the
\
high standard of work they
have shown to make our accommodation blocks amongst the
best in the B.A.0.R.
We would like to take this opportunity of publicly thanking all the other major signal units in the B.A.0.R. for all
the help and consideration they have given us during the
last few months.
In the sporting world, we managed to raise a Boxing team
from our widespread detachments to meet H.Q. B.A.0.R.
S~gnal Regiment in the first round of the Royal Signals
B.A.0.R. inter-unit competition, the latter won easily, losing
only one fight, but the Regimental team is to be congratulated on putting up a plucky performance under many difficulties against a superior team.
To the football team fell the honour of being the first unit
team to win a match when they defeated 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment 3-1 in the Football Competition. The Hockey
team is hoping to repeat the performance at Hamburg next
week.
The visit of the " string section " of the Corps Band i&
eagerly awaited, the programme is hoped to include a church
parade, a concert in the N.A.A.F.I. and a joint Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess dance with our neighbour&
H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment.
7 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Celle

Exercises have started again, and in preparation for them
Troop schemes and Squadron exercises have been getting
us into shape. Our new 3
,,,,..----"""\ ·,
/
Squadron has now established
_.,,.itself and will take part in
r~.,
Divisional training soon-we ,--}-.
hope. As a result of training
starting again so soon some
have bad to delay their U.K.
leave. We sympathise and
would point out that it happened to us once. The
appointment of a Release
Clerk at R.H.Q. caused a stir
when the news got around.
No information can be
obtained from this influential character, though we're still
trying.
The Regiment have recently " acquired " an additional
Squadron-attached from 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment to
take over our Static commitments. To all of them we extend
a hearty welcome and hope they will enjoy serving with the
Division.
A number of Warrant Officers and senior N.C.O.s recently

--6. _
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ttended Christian Leadership Courses and returned, if not
ennobled, at least thoughtful. A little bird has been heard
to enquire how when all other Warrant Officers and
Sergeants attended, the Orderly Room Sergeant was conspicuous by his absence.
It is with deep regret that we announce the sudden death
of Sandra Scoffin, daughter of Sergeant Scoffin. The sympathy of all ranks is extended to Sergeant and Mrs. Scoffin
fo their bereavement.
Enrertainment. On nth January, 1951, an excellent show
called "Desert Rats Entertain " was produced at Divisional
Headquarters. Signals as usual contributed to make the
how a success. The fairy queen, complete with white
hirt and Magic Wand (Mk III+) was none other than
Sergeant Berry. Mesdames Hassell, Clark, Bateman, Webb,
Fenton, Bclshan, Higgins, Woodward and Evans showed a lot
-0f leg as the kicking chorus girls of the "Can-Can." Several
admirers were seen moving towards the stage-door after the
show. It is not clear whether they intended to deliver
bouquets or help to dispose of the liquid refreshment
included in the props.
Football. All Squadrons seem to have been very active
on the football field with varying success-from 4 Squadron
bearing the Divisional Provost Company to the ·cune of 7--0,
~nd 1 Squadron bearing the local league champions (HQ.
Squadron, 7 Armoured Brigade) to the rather less lucky 91
Lorried Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron who have been
beaten by their trainees from l l Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment.
2 Infantry Divisional Signal· Regiment travelled up from
Hilden to play us in the first round of the B.A.O.R Signals
Inter-Unit Competition. Last year we met in the semi-final.
This year it seems that the after effects of Christmas have
not yet disappeared, for we lost 3-1.
Hockey. The Hockey team too seems to have Jost its
"form "-perhaps the results of Christmas again on the
many members of the Sergeants' Mess in the team?
~ergeant cc J elf" Spearman, our invincible right back, is
mdeed a sad loss. We wish him the best of luck in his new
U~t and only wish we could have kept him. We hope it
will not be long before we see him again.
Ruulu:

v. Queen's Bays
v. R.A.O.C. (OFP)
v. R.A.F. (CELLE)

Lost
Lost
Lost

1---0

1---0

5-3

The latter team were B.A.F.O. champions last year and
· look ~e maintaining their position. We managed to beat
them ID our first encounter of the season, but in the return
matches they have more than avenged themselves.
. _Gross-country. Twelve competitors from the Regiment
iomed the hundred odd starters at the 7 Armoured Brigade
meeting at Fallingbostel recently. Our team finished 6th
and we congratulate Signalman Goodier on corning 4th
Goodier and _Wakefield have been selected to represent
Armoured Bngade in the Division.
·
Boxing and Tug-of-War. Teams for the Divisional com1>7titions are. in in ~aining now. We meet 2 Infantry Division
S1~ls Regiment ID the B.A.0.R. Signals Inter Unit Boxing
at Hilden on 10th February (and we hope to have some
_good news for you later on).
Ski-~ng. Lieutenant Sutton-Pratt is at present in Austria
pr~panng for the B.A.0.R. and Army Ski Championships.
It 1s ~derst~ th3;t he may represent the Corps in the latter
~p1ons~1ps. Lieutenant Wigmore has just departed for
sue weeks m Norway for a course with the Signal School
there. This is the same type of course as was run last year
Shooting. A Royal Signals party has gone out each week~
end and the close. of the hare season was marked by two
very successful drives-known locally as a Kesselring. A
gr~t n~ber o~ hare was shot and there were several near
rmsses claimed mcluding an eminent member of "A" Mess.
Speedway.. T~ season at Hanover has not yet begun but
the first meetmg 1s to be held on 8th April. The Regiment
are entenng a team selected from 18 enthusiasts and no
doubt we shall hear a lot about the old hands Corporals
Bou hton, Fookes and Signalman King.
'

F
EGYPT

CO~Dli\ND

SIGNAL REGIMENT
Canul Zone

As the last few weeks have seen the culmination of the
winter sports season, our comment this month will be
confined to that subject.
Rugby Football. Our R"egimental team rounded off a
successful season by winning the championship of the Army
in Egypt. The final was an all-Signals affair, our opponents
being our old "friendly enemies," 3 G.H.Q., Signal
Regiment. It was a real battle of the Giants, and a very
close thing, the only score being by a simply stupendous
penalty kick by Captain David Callaghan, whose last game
for the Regiment this was. It was fitting climax to the
many excellent games he has played for us. Our best wishes
go with him to England, where our loss is going to be someone's gain in next year's rugger season.
The whole team played excellently and a photo taken
immediately after the game accompanies this article. We
must not forget many others, however, who do not appear
in the photo, who have played so well for us throughout the
season and who have fallen by the wayside through injury
(in some cases serious) and illness. These include SecondLieutenants M. J. Watts, M. Panton, Sergeant Crispin,
Sergeant Kirk, Signalman Holmes; others who have played
well for the side from time to time are Second-Lieutenant
Higham, Sergeant Howes, Lan~-Corporal Smith, Signalman Garbutt and Signalman Clay.
So, for. the third year in succession we have done it; on
Saturday next we must try to win the seven-a-side trophy
again this year, to complete a very successful season.
Hockey. The Regimental hockey team had an excellent
record for the 1950/ 51 season, consistently turning out good
teams and losing only one match since last July.
The Canal Zone Hockey Cup competition occ,upied our
attention from November onwards and the team fought its

7
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Egypt Command Signal Regiment Rugby Football Team
Stand Ina (left to riaht ): S.S.M. (" Pop ") Rider. Lance-Corporal Smith,
Corporal Stewart, Se~n~-Lieutenant Bozman, Captains Webb, Callaahan,
Ht.ncher, S_ereunt Sc1V1tr, Second-Lieutenant Winn, Second-Lieutenant
~olllams, Loeut.-Colonel Finney. Seated : Corporal Ryan, Slanalman Banai.
Soanalman Freeman, Captain Gordon Smith (with cup). Seraeant McKinnon
Evans ( R.A.E.C. Attd. ), Second-Lieutenant The Lord May
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way through the rounds to become champions of the
Northern Section of the Zone and so entered the final for
1he Army (Egypt) championship.
Unfortunately, on the way we lost two of our star players
-Captain Norman Gordon with a fractured shoulder and
·Corporal Newell to U.K. on Python. We played our
-doughty opponents, 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, who were
winners of the Southern Section, at Fayid on 13th January,
and after a very hard and close game lost by the odd
·goal. Our team for the final was as fo~lows: LieutenantColonel Finney, Captains Hencher, Smith and Cullen,
Lieutenant Gully, Second-Lieutenant Heyes, S.S.M.
Lawrence, Sergeants ·Briggs and Woodward, Corporals
Barnes and Spevins.
Again in Egypt, we have seen to it that only the Corps
were interested in the ultimate battle for the championship.
Boxing. We were beaten to the tune of ten fights to one
by the lSt Battalion The Royal Lincolnshire Regiment in
the first round of the Army inter:..unit (Egypt) champion-ship. The Corps, it is regretted, will not be represented
in the final. We really must look into this-and we hope
3 G.H.Q. Signals will do the same. There's no reason
(beyond shift work, etc., etc.) why this, too, should not
become a domestic affair.
Shooting. Congratulations to Malta Signal Squadron
who, in a very close run thing, narrowly beat our No. l
Squadron of this Regiment 717 to 700 in our long deferred
postal .22 rifle comp~tition. Major Peter Newbold's score
did not quite compensate for one or two rather less steady
shots.
3

G.U.Q. SIGNAL REGilUENT
Fnyid

Since our last notes appeared, the face of the Regimental
lines has started to undergo several changes. Between the
Sergeants' Mess and 2 Squadron lines the foundations of
a parade square have been laid, and we expect to see the
first parade held on it in the not-too-distant future.
The skeleton of our new armoury has risen quickly, and
that too should reach completion before very long. There
are other projects in the offing for later dates, not the least
of these being the erection of a new N.A.A.F.I.
Squadron lines are gowing in si2e with the intake of
new personnel from U.K., and the strength of the Unit has
been increasing steadily.
Half the Regiment has visited Fayid ranges during the
month for the annual range classification, and some very
creditable results have been obtained. So far seven cc marksmen " have been discovered.
While on the subject of marksmanship, congratulations to
2 Squadron who have gained second place in the Royal
Signals (Middle East) Postal Rifle Competition. They were
beaten for first place by Malta Signal Squadron on the
results of the Young Soldiers' Match, as both teams had
equal scores. H.Q. Squadron's team did well to finish
fourth, and 1 Squadron were placed seventh.
The Rifle Club gathers new members regularly, and their
weekly trips to the range are well attended.
Two more sporting cups have been won during January.
The hockey team followed up their success in the District
Cup competition by winning the Army (Egypt) Hockey
Cup, and the Rugby XV captured the 17th Infantry Brigade
District Cup.
Fighting back after their opponents, Egypt Command
Signal Regiment, had taken an early lead, the hockey men
won a thrilling match by scoring two fine goals to become
~e first Signal Regiment to win this cup since its inauguration in 1930. The team is still unbeaten in league games,
and has been enjoying a distinguished season. It would be
.fitting to record here the team which we fielded in the
Cup Final. It was: Corporal Brown (R.E.M.E.); Lieutenant
Deegan, Lieutenant Myddleton; Major Illingworth,
R.Q.M.S. Langley, Major Fassnidge (R.AE.C.); A.S.M.
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Lockey, Corporal Catesby, Sergeant Williams, Major Grey
(captain), Lance-Corporal Hamilton.
A decisive win of 24 points to nil against the 1st Regiment RH.A. in the District semi-final earned our Rugby
XV the right to meet G.H.Q. in the final. We led by five
points to nil .at the in~erval in the final, and after scoring
two more tries to br1Dg our lead to I I points, G.H.Q.
replied with a converted penalty try. From then on the
game resolved into a dour struggle, but there was no further
scoring, and we were on the road to the Army (Egypt) final.
We bad hopes of seeing our Rugby players emulate their
hockey colleagues and complete a cup " double," but it was
not to be. A fast and hard game at Moascar resulted in
Egypt Command Signal Regiment (yes! two Signals Units
again!) just beating us on the post. The only score was a
mammoth penalty kick by Callaghan for Egypt Command
Signal Regiment.
The opposing pack played spirited Rugby, and upset the
balanc;e of our team which just could not get under way.
We did have some bad luck once or twice in the way of
narro~ly missed penalty kicks and promising movements
breaking down, but Egypt Command will certainly be
worthy holders of the Cup.
. Aft~r sever3;1 wee.ks of training, and "novices competitions the Urut boxmg team has taken shape, and in its first
Inter-Unit tournament, met the Anny Ordnance Depot
(Egypt). We· have a wealth of talent in the lighter divisions
where we scored some good wins, but our boxers in th~
hea;vier weights have not yet settled down.
With the athletics season approaching fast our athletes have
started training, and a series of " potted sports " meetings
have been held in order to unearth lurking talent, and we
sho~ld be well represented on field and track during the
commg months.
1 JNFANTR'l. DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Tripoli

The past month has been a busy one.
No sooner had the January reinforcements arrived than
they found themselves undergoing comprehensive military
and technical training courses. Simultaneously, our junior
N.C.0.s were being put through their paces by the R.S.M.
On the 13th, General Matthews, the new G.0.C.,
inspected the Regiment and found us well on our toes.
Another visit which should have been recorded in our last
contribution was that of General Bowen, C.S.O., M.E.L.F.,
in December. His time was restricted, but he covered
much ground during his brief stay.
The Regimental soccer team is still leading in the Minor
League, but must win its remaining three games to be sure
of the championship. We also retain a lively interest in
the destiny of the Minor Challenge Cup.
Rugby, too, has come into its own and although we are
not as skilled as the old hands in Tripoli have profited
greatly from a series of friendly fixtures.
Corporal Jones, one of our wing forwards, had the distinction of touring Malta recently with the Divisional XV.
To while away the winter evenings, the Regimental
Debating Society has got under way again. The first
discussion," Should U.N. Forces remain in Korea?" proved
most interesting and there was much lively argument
before the "ayes" carried the day. Our next subject is
even more controversial, but details anon.

DEATH

We regret to announce the death of Colonel W. S.
Ashley, o.B.E., T.o., Honorary Colonel, 42nd (Lancastrian) Divisional Signal Regiment, on 27th February,
195r.
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The Sergeants' Mess has been reop~ed under the able
d rection of S.Q.M.S. Muxworthy. Smee we have only
three sergeants the privilege of using the Mess has been
e tended to Corporals.
. .
Christmas dinner proved to be the h1ghltght of the celebrations, only a few stalwarts being able to manage double
helpings. Major Bould, the 0.C., ordered loosened. belts
before making his speech in which he passed Christmas
greetings to past and present members of t?e Squadron.
The winter now upon us, the Troodos Ski camp has b_een
provided with a 19 set detachment as st'.llldby c?mmi.~mca
tions to line. A very necessary precauuon as line failures
are liable to be frequent due to heavy snow falls. There
are plenty of volunteers for the detachment, all hoping to
.. .
get in some ski-ing ben~een d~ties. .
Signalman Smith is sull holding his posmon m the Combined Services' soccer team.
The "Jimmy " on our gate sign is a shining example of
Signa'.man Kelly's skill with paints. His talent is in great
demand from many quarters, including H.Q. Officers' Mess
for a badge for their Yachting Club.
The Soccer team started the season well, holding leadership of the league for a considerable time. Unfortunately
the loss of two recer-t games dropped us to third position,
however, we have recovered form and feel sure we will soon
be at the top again.
Basket Ball, Hockey and Table Tennis leagues are getting
under way and we have entered teams hoping to put Cyprus
Signal Squadron at the top of the "tables."
NIGERIA SIGNAL SQUADRON

Lagos
During January the Squadron received the honour of
being asked to provide the guard at Government House
during the absence of the regular battalion who normally
perform this duty. Photographs and a full description of
the ceremony will be published next month.
During the month the Squadron became waterborne, the
O.C. decided that we had to do some infantry training, so
away we went in F.S.M.O. on a route march. Part 0f the
march was around the edges of a lagoon, out in the lagoon
was a small island; the men were deployed and carried out
a frontal attack, finishing up with a bayonet charge. Everyone remarked on the fact, how easy.it was to swim with full
equipment-until their packs and haversacks filled with
water. Everyone enjoyed themselves, and a very bedraggled
looking Unit marched wearily back to barracks.
Our new C.S.O., Colonel M. G. A. Hepper, landed at
Lagos yesterday on his way to Accra. Major D. J. Bond,
Captain F. Sloan and Captain F. Leatherland went to meet
him at the airport. We extend him a hearty welcome to
West Africa.
This month we played our first game of hockey which
we won 3-1. Corporal Gallagher scored one goal, the other
two were scored by Sergeant Maxwell.

BER~n-DA

c·o~DIAND

SIGNAi. TROOP
Prospect

Everyone here seems to consider it high time that news
and views from Bermuda-" The Isles of Rest," once again
appeared in print-so here goes : Firstly, we would like to extend our very best wishes to
the Fraternity of ignals in general, and hope that the year
1951 will bring good cheer to all.
At the moment everyone here is undergoing the " rigours "
of a Bermuda winter-with temperatures dropping down to
the low 6o's at night! March winds have appeared a little
early this year creating the usual havoc to the 0 /H lines.
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We regret to say that Signals have not bee;i ab~e to put
up quite such a _good s~o»:' on the sports ~e,d this season
owing to the mcapacitaaon of our chi~ socc~r-typ~,
Sergeant (Jock) Stewart,_ ~ho has h.ad occasion to mvesagate the inside of the Military Hospital wards, although we
are pleased to say that he is now fully recovered.
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Cox has finally got that i:onfounded
contraption of his to work and we regret to announce that
"VP9AF " may now be heard cluttering-up the 80-metre
amateur band with "Good evening OM," " The rig here is
.... " or" 73's and DX OM hope cuagn," etc. !

27tlt <;OMMONWEALTH BRIGADE
KORE.A

27 COMMONWEALTH Il\"'FANTRY BRIGADE
SIGNAL TROOP
Koren

On 20th January another Troop of Royal Signals joined
the Brigade-from New Zealand. Moving up from the
Pusan area r6th New Zealand
Fie:d Regiment are now in
support of the Brigade and
we welcome them, in particular their Signal Troop, commanded by Lieutenant Ross
Clarke, R.N.Z.C.S., and hope
that we shall have some happy
times together. A party of
them spent their first night
with us and if first impressions are reliable our liaison
is almost complete. LanceCorporal Stancombe, Signalmen Gambrill and Barratt
acted as hosts and it wasn't very many minutes before a
" brew " was in the making and the yarns had begun. How
nice it will be to hear the 25-pounder again.
Two days earlier we were honoured by a visit from
Lieutenant-General Sir Robert Mansergh, K.B.E., c.B., M.C.,
G.O.C.-in-C. Hong Kong, who visited all Battalions and
whilst at Brigade H.Q. spoke very highly of the efforts
achieved by Royal Signals in the Brigade.
Returning to Hong Kong via 29 British Independent
Group the G.O.C.-in-C. was accompanied by our Commander, Brigadier B. A. Coad, C.B.E., o.s.o., who, though we
shall miss him for a time, we were happy to see depart on a
well-deserved leave in the Colony--our home from home,.
Hong Kong.
Our own Troop leave roster is going ahead now, five days.
in Tokyo with no limit on the number of baths one is
allowed per day. Sergeant Mcintyre and Signalman
Warman left recently travelling by air (R.A.A.F.) from
Taegu to Iwakuni, Japan.
Last week we had the coldest temperature as yet-48
degrees below freezing-fortunately we were warned of its
approach and had a team of drivers organised to start and
run all the engines for ten minutes of each hour, in consequence we survived without casualty. The surface of the
roads reduced the speed of the DRs to almost walking pare
and we were beginning to wonder whether a runner with
a cleft stick would be more efficient, however, as always the
big thaw set in and we were able to " churn through " rather
than slide over the main routes.
We are indebted to Major A. A. Mason, B.C.O.F. Signal
Regiment, who whilst visiting us North of Seoul took some
snaps of the Troop and has offered to take our orders, pack
and send them home for us, and also from the proofs we are
at last able to supply some photographs to the Editor, a load
off our minds.
During the recent static phase of this war we have been
most unfortunate in our injuries within the Troop. Sergeant
Nesbit and Driver Brockman whilst returning from an SDS
run at " B " Echelon fell foul of these ghastly roads and
overshot a 4oft. drop. Thankfully their injuries are not
too serious. Lance-Corporal Pudney whilst making a " road
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General view of Brigade H.Q. (no Signal's vehicles shown) just south of 38th

crossing " outside the camp fell from the tree he was perched
upon and be has been evacuat~d. The c?ld has, of course,
taken its share and we are hopmg that with January passed
we may see som:: better weat~er and sma.ller .sick parades.
Our liaison with the U.S. Signal Corps 1s sull as good as
ever and could be summed up by the words of the Sergeant
in charge of a Corps 399 Radio Station who said, as he was
leaving : " If you ever have to have another 399 team make
sure you ask for mine."

Captain N . Pidsley (left) and Lieutenant P. A. Baldwin

Line Parties and D.R~s
t.elt to right (back row): Signalman Queen , Corpor>I Prince , Lance-Cor~nl
Doyle, Signalman Howie, Driver Martin, Sign~lman Wa~ker. Kneeling :
Signalman Ross. Driver Henderson, Signalman Ltndny
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SINGAPORE DISTRICT SIGN A L R EGIMENT
Sport has been rather lacking this month except for the

annual Boxing competition. There was a larger entry than
last year which entailed two full nights of b hlllg.
All the contestants went into the ring determined to win
and const"quently we had very good fights, full of spirit.
Sergeants Robert Oh and Lim Kim Seng were very evenly
'llatched and gave a very skilled display and the result was
in doubt up to the last punch.
Flyweight
Bantamweight
Fcathen>·cight
L ightweight .. .
.. .
Ligh t-welterweight .. .
Wclt.,n>·eight
.. .
L igh t-middlewdgh t
Middleweigh t
.. .
Light-heavywdgh t .. .

Heavyweight . ..

WI NERS
Sgmn. Adolph Emang "H.Q ."
Sgt. Koh Peck Scab
" A"
gm. Zak.aria
:: CC ::
Cpl. Laing
Sgt. Robert Oh
° C"
Sgmn. Salter
" B"
Sgmn. King
"H.Q."
Sgmn . Griffi ths
" B"
L t. (TOT) C. G . H olland
"H.Q."
Sgt. Jones
" B"

Sqn.
Sqn .
Sqn .
Sqn .
Sqo.
Sqn.
Sqn .
Sqn.

Sqn.
Sqn.

In the Army Individual Championships we have hopes
of winning titles through the medium of Sergeant Koh Peck
Seah, Corporal Laing and Sergeant Robert Oh.
We have entered for the Team Championships and
according to reports from the various training camps we
stand a good chance of doing well.
The Soccer season is due to start in a month's time· and
in spite of a very big programme we are expecting great
things. We have already started training and won a friendly
game 2-1 against B.0.D.C.A.

18th 11\"FANTRY BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON
.!Halaya

This has been a very busy month for the Squadron with
visits from inspecting officers, preparing for, and enjoying
the Christmas festivities, and
last, but not least, our operational commionents and wirele3s exercises.
On Saturday, the 23rd
December, a visit was paid
to the Squadron by the C.S.O.
F.A.R.E.L.F., Brigadier W.
D. J. Harries. A thorough
inspection was carried out of
all the mobile wireless stations
and vehicles. The C.S.O.
showed a very keen interest in
the men of the Squadron,
speaking to a great many of
them during the inspection,
he also remarked how fit and
well everyone looked.
Christmas was a great success this year and although we
could not get every member of the Squadron in for the
Christmas dinner, everyone at least had some turkey and
some Christmas Pudding. On Christmas morning we sent
an armoured car out to one of the detachments in the jungle
that was engaged on operations in the jungle and they were
very pleased to see they were not forgotten.
The festivities in the Squadron started off on Christmas
Eve with a "Smoker." The men had subscribed a considerable sum towards the party and although beer was not
unlimited it wa:s possible to have quite a large amount " on
tap" to start the party rolling! Corporal O'Neill laid on a
really first class buffet supper and everyone had a very
enjoyable time.
Christmas Day dawned bright and clear (for most) and
for the one occasion in the year it was the men's turn to be
in bed and have "Gunfire" brought to them by the Regimental Sergeant Major and the Senior N.C.O.s. A very
large number of " Mrs. Mopps " turned out to do the chores
and they are to be congratulated on their prowess on the
soccer field. Considering the age and circumference it's a
92

wonder they managed to hold themselves together as long
as they did!
At the beginning of the New Year the Squadron were
once again very busy. A wireless exercise took place on I nh
and 12th January in which the Squadron played quite a
large part. The results were good and the opportunity of
getting out for a couple of days was welcomed by those who
had been working for so long in the Squadron lines.
We have had success, too, in recent sporting activities. Our·
Hockey team is now in the 3rd Round of the Malaya Inter,
Unit Hockey Championships of 1951, having defeated the
17th Gurkha Division Provost Company 2-nil in the second
round, and drawn a bye in the 1st round. The Soccer team
is now getting ready for a full season and have already had
several minor games.

HAIAYA SIGNA L R E GDIENT
Kuala Lumpur

R .H.Q. Squadron. Christmas was celebrated here in the
traditional manner starting on the 22nd D ecember with a
Dance organised by the local Branch
of the Royal Signals' Association,
the Warrant Officers and Sergeants
gave the usual party to the
children. Father Christmas in
the person of S.Q.M.S. Riclunond
a r r i v e d i n g r a n d s t y 1e.
On Christmas Day there was a
Comic Football Match with the
emphasis on the word comic. Lighthearted sports followed which
included climbing a greasy pole for
a bottle of whisky, and pillow fighting on a horizontal bar well
smothered with grease. The local Gully Gully man gave a
show which mystified most of us. D inner was served in
the traditional manner and the cooks really excelled them·
selves.
This month will see a little ceremony which we think is
unique in Signals, during the month we hope the G .0 .C.
will visit us for the purpose of presenting the Parish Shield
to the best all round National Servi.cc man for the year
1950. A very fine shield was presented by R.S.M. Parish
to be competed for yearly by all National Service men
serving with the Unit, points are awarded for technical
qualifications, education, sports, shooting and general good
soldier qualities, this year it goes to Signalman Maxwell,
of R.H.Q. Squadron, and we offer him our sincere congratulations. A replica Qf the Shield will be presented to him
and his name engraved on the Parish Shield.
We still await the opening day of our Swimming Pool at
H.Q. Malaya. It will be a grand addition to the amenities
of life here when it is ready for use, but the waiting time
has been long and weary_, however by the time these notes
are in print we hope it will be ready and in use. Swimming
up to now has been strictly limited in Kuala Lumpu,r, there
are no public baths and we have been able to get the occasional swim only at the Selangor Golf Club through the
generosity of the members. We hope to make a name for
cmrselves at swimming and water polo soon.
. No. I Squadron. Recently we have been experimenting
m long range R/T. The Exercise was known as Cobweb
with outstations from Brigades and A.O.P. There were outstations as far apart as 26 Brigade in J ohore Bahru and 3
Commando Brigade at Taiping a distance of over 400 miles.
The G.O.C. came out during one day of the exercise and
unfortunately picked the one moment when everyone was
o~ net. 0.~. No. I Squadron, when asked what was wrong
with the WU'eless was heard to murmur " Static." On the
whole h?wever, it was a success and a great deal was learnt.
We still _play a great deal of sport here in Kuala Lumpur.
Malaya Signals XV played Singapore Signals XV last
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month at Singapore. We lost 8-o, but it was a good, hard
game and a nice week-end in Singapore for the players.
Thoughts have now turned to Hockey as we meet xst
Battalion the Suffolks Regiment in the first round of the
Far East hockey competition in a few days time. The
Soccer season starts in March and naturally enough, many
are eagerly awaiting that time.
Far East Boxing competition takes place on 24th and 25th
January. The preliminary rounds have not yet taken place
but best luck to Second-Lieutenant Thomas, Signalman
Sears, Private Wilkinson, A.C.C. attached, Signalman
O'Riordan and Signalman White who have entered from
the Regiment.
No. 2 Squadron. Our jungle heroes keep trickling in and
out of the Squadron on their way to and from the 1st King's
Own Yorkshire Light Infantry. Two returned in the middle
of our party, and one managing to lose himself on the Siam
border, didn't return till the New Year.
Major Sinnock, our Officer Commanding, and Mrs.
Sinnock, are shortly returning to the United · Kingdom.
Major Sinnock has been with the Squadron for 2t years
and has seen it at its best and worst moments. T hough he
will be taking back with him more grey hairs than he had
on his arrival out here, he will also take with him the deep
respect and friendship of all ranks.
No. 4 Squadron. These notes mark a very sad occasion
for this Squadron, the powers that be having decided to disband us and leave the communications of the Anny in
Pahang to the care of the first G urkha Signal Squadron
ever formed. .
No. 4 Squadron, Malaya Signal Regiment has been in
existence for exactly 3 years, having been formed on 1st
January, 1948, and being disbanded on 1st January, 195r.
It formed at Johore Bahru and disbanded at Kuala Lipis,
being under command M alaya D istrict Signal Regiment.
The Squadron is composed of British, Malays, Chinese and
Tamils.
Since its inception it has won the following awards : 1
B.E.M., 10 Mentioned in D espatches, and 5 C.-in-C.'s
Certificates.
In conclusion, we would like to wish the Gurkha Signal
Squadron every success in its new venture and we leave
Kuala Lipis with sincere regret, particularly as only a few
transfers to the Gurkha Squadron have been allowed.

HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT

The past month has been fairly quiet for the Regimentinevitable post festive season reaction! A few exercises have
·
kept us fairly busy. They
included " Loophole," a
security exercise intended
to test our security in the
event of internal disorder.
When a mob of " rioters "
tried to force an entry into
the barracks, the sector
commander used the formula " Disperse or we fire " without effect and then gleefully turned to Orderly Room Sergeant Harfield and said
"fire." Under the jet of a well directed fire hose the mob
dispersed without further ado.
We are now enjoying the most pleasant part of the year
climatically. It is cool and invigorating and yet the sun still
shines. We still have two more months of pleasant weather
before the summer, with its oppressive heat, descends on us
again.
Corporal Coombs and Driver Adams have just returned
from leave in Japan under a local "cheap leave" scheme
organised by one of the Hong Kong shipping firms and
they, like their predecessors, affirmed that it was "smashing."
In the field of sport we are really getting into our stride.
At hockey we are unbeaten and are waiting to see who will
contest the final match for the Inter-Unit Cup in the near
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future. At cricket we continue to improve and have
achieved some notable successes. Signalman R. Brookes
has just been selected as a permanent member of the Army
team in the Colony. Here's power to his bowling arm !
Hong Kong as a whole has recently evinced considerable
interest in fencing and we shall shortly form our own club.
The only hold up is shortage of equipment. The sudden
popularity of the sport has had the result that foils and
sabres, etc. are not to be had for love or money. Our intertroop basket ball league is getting along well although we
are not yet a quarter of the way through our planned 66
games. T he Chinese Other Ranks can teach most of us a
lot about basket ball, which is virtually their national game_
GURKH A SIGNAL TRAINING AND
HOLDING WING
Kuala Lumpur

T he firs t event of note was a " Passing out " parade on
18th December by the Gurkha Independent Infantry
Brigade Signal
Squadron,
trained
· and formed by this
Wing during the
past year.
Commanded by Major L.
H. Gregory, this
Squadron
paraded
with its vehicles and
equipment complete,
and was inspected
by Major-General R.
C. 0. Hedley, C.B.E.,
D.S.O., Commanding
the Brigade of
Gurkhas. The General, in a speech to the Squadron, after
the parade, expressed himself as being very pleased with
the achievements of Gurkha Royal Signals to date, and
confident of the success of the Squadron in the field. The
Squadron had moved and taken up an operational role witlf
the 48 Gurkha Infantry Brigade by 9th January, 195r. This
Squadron remains under the Regimental control of this
Wing pending the formation of RH.Q. of the Gurkha
Signal Regiment.
The Wing itself has now been reorganised as a further
step towards Regiment status for Gurkha Royal Signals, and
composes a \Ving Headquarters, a Training Squadron and
an Administration Squadron. Wing Headquarters, of
course, being responsible for Regimental control of all
Gurkha Royal Signals units and sub-units.

Major-General Hedley addresses the parade in Gurkhali after
completing his inspection

9l

The first breath of Christmas pirit came on 22nd
December, with a very successful " Christmas Ball," held
by our local branch of the Royal Signals Association. It
wa held in the lines of this Wing in the G.0 .R.s' Mess
Room, loaned for the occasion. It was the first event of its
kind and was well supported by both Civilian and Military
members.
After frenzied activity by entertainment committees and
cooks, etc., we faced up to the Festive Season. A very
happy one it was too. It commenced with a generous and
jolly party given by the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess for all the children (British and Gurkha) of the Wing.
T hen a strong carol party was ably lead out into the night
on Christmas Eve by Major Gregory. It must have been
a successful venture, for they all r eturned in the di m hours,
hoarse, but happy.
N ext morning the Comic Football Match on the Unit
ground was a rip-roaring success, with some quite
fan tastic fancy dress and unorthodox methods of p:ay. After
this the "groaning board " with all the trimmings; and
knives and forks wer e plied with determination and zest.
T hereafter our Christmas spirit blossomed forth and stayed
in flower right up to the evening of the 26th, when we were
.all content to accept that Christmas was again twelve months
.away.

in the warm mud, probably a thing they always wanted
to do but which was forbidden by mother. One of the
advan~ages of this place is that even the mud is pleasantly
warm. Another is that one can get soaked to the skin
without doing much damage either to oneself or one's
clothes.
A big item of interest here was the recent arriva~ of
jet fighters, and a rush on the part of the local R.A.F. pilots
to take them up. Even the A.O.C., Air Vice-Marshal Sir
Frank Mellersh, took one up, which is no little achievement
for an A.V.M. He is, however, still a keen pilot. He
has recently returned to U.K., and we all wish him the
happiest of landings.
This month we were inspected by the G .0.C. Singapore
Base District, Major-General D. Dunlop, C.B., C.B.E. The
band of the R.A.F. Regiment did their stuff on parade,
though the strains of " Begone Dull Care " were sadly
missing.
I regret to report that the hockey team did not win the
league. o'ur last and best opponents cunningly chose a
day very soon after Christmas and our side failed to show
their usual brilliant form. Our opponents, we later discovered, had worlted Christmas off with a trial game a
couple of days before.

G.U.q. SIGNAL REGDfENT, FARELF
Singapore

December opened on a sombre note when riots broke out
in many parts of the city, and continued for three days. A
curfew was imposed upon the whole civilian population of
the island. Heavy were the demands made upon the unit
-0ver this period and the extra details and duties were met
and dealt with in the most efficient manner.
Luckily the curfew ceased before the Christmas holidays
commenced, and all the functions which had been arranged
went off without a hitch.
Noon on Christmas D ay found the Officers' Mess crowded
to bursting point with senior N.C.O.s, both from our own
unit and also from Singapore District Signal Regiment.
The Other Ranks' dinner was a grand affair and a huge
success, and included all the usual Christmas fare plus
abundant quantities of fresh fruit.
The children's Christmas party this year was organised
by and held in the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
A grand total of 54 children attended along with their
parents. In a very short time, when accustomed to their
surroundings, and having no respects for a Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess as such, bedlam reigned.
Warram Officers' and Sergeants' M ess. Friday, 22nd
December, began our Christmas programme with the long
awaited and popular Christmas Draw night. Over 70 prizes
were displayed and well over 300 people attended the draw.
19 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

Cb aagl, Singapore

The New Year has almost literally burst upon us with
about three weeks of torrential rain, the heaviest since
1931. Nearly five inches fell in one day. Needless to say
a ll of this water quickly found the chinks in our armour
or rather in our cables, and most of the month has be~
spent in chasing round from one to the other while an
irate R.A.F. talked darkly about how old-fashioned our
cable was, and how an up-to-date army would use wireless.
Fortunately the faults considerately came on one by one
and there was just time to repair one before the nex~
ar_rived. !he extrei:n~ dampness has also played havoc
·1th the mtemal wmng and with the telephones themlves. We can truthfully say that the better weather has
been welcomed by a l ranks.
Not everything, however, was serious. Linemen repairing faults took off their boots and socks and paddled about

Territorial
Ar01y
1/20 (SM)

AR~IY

SIGNAL REGHIE:\WT, T.A.
Birmingham

Perhaps you think that as soon as the Z men begin to
roll in we shall find something else to write about besides
social events and the successes of the rifle team. Which
just shows how little you know us. We shall hardly
mention the Z men unless they support all our functions.
Not that we aren't very interested in the possible and
highly probable arrival of quite a crowd of Zs. In fact,
we should be glad to know just .how it is all being
arranged. We can hardly wait to find out where all their
clothing is coming from, but undoubtedly it is all "laid
on " right down to the last " Knives, Clasp," with " Things,
Stones Removing."
Yes. Agreed, we do talk about our dances and concerts,
but there doesn't seem to be any point in telling readers
that we are also working and going ahead with training. It
would be extremely funny for some of u s if we were not.
Who cares if the Officer IC Wireless goes out with a
couple of 53 sets and eventually gets through by D.R.?
Eh? Yes. Perhaps you're right. You just take our word
for it that we have a jolly good regiment taking shape here.
Which brings us to the point.
Uncle Ralph. Thank goodness for that.
If you are a Z man and it is your good fortune to join u s,
we sha(l expect you to do your little bit towards lifting the
1/20 Army Signals a little higher, or at the very least to see
that your efforts keep it on its already respected plane. Will
you "muck in "? Good.
Our society column this month includes a note about
Sergeant W. Chandler, who left us in January to join 3rd
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, where he teams up
again with Major J. E. Denton. Your guess is as good as
ours. Sergeant Chandler came to this Regiment on the
formation of the T.A. early in 1947 and has handled our
THE
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orderly room affairs very adequately. We wish him the
best of luck. We are somewhat perturbed t<> hear th.at
S.S.M. " Bill " Hade has to leave us for 6 Armoured Divisional . Signal Regiment, probably in April Congratulation!
to 6 Armoured Divisional Signals. Need we say more?
No, but we will, later on.
Our thanks to N.A.A.F.I. for some snappy little 1951
calendars. We knew they would turn up from somewhere.
Without these useful office decorations we are in grave
danger of working right on into Saturday or even Sunday
without noticing. Cue for snappy "come back" from
clever reader. Maybe you think we don't work on Saturdays
and Sundays. Speak up.
The building of our new garage proceeds. The shortage
of building material doesn't seem to worry the workmen.
One ex-R.E.M.E. type; the sort of chap never defeated by
critles, gets over the problem of working a full day by laying
the same brick 341 times. As soon as the sun shines we
will take a picture for you. It will slay you.
Uncle Alf: A pity someone doesn't .. .
Me: I know what you are going to say. Anyway, you
don't have to read this if you don't want to.
Book now for our annual camp at Llanbed r on the Welsh
coast. Bring your own knife and fork. D rain oil sump
BARLEUX
after 5,000 miles.
5 1 ( U ) INFANTRY D ITISI ONAL S I GNAL
REGIMENT, T .A..

A b erdeen
I Squadron and R.H.Q., A berdeen. Much work is being
done in connection with this year's annual camp. The
location i1 not d efinitely decided yet, but it looks as if it will
be quite a long journey.
Preparation for visits and inspections have taken up quite
a lot of tim:! and unit documents are now being prepared for
the Record s Office visit.
·
2 Squadron, S tirling. January finds 2 Squadron in the
throes of winter training with everyone hard at their job.
Of our 15 National Service m::n posted, we have had 10
volunteers, and already they have made themselves quite
at home. Along with the local Company of the W.R.A.C.
and R.A.S.C. a very successful dance was held in the
T raining Centre. It was co_nfined to members of the T .A.
and many new friends were made.

21 CORPS SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Derby

T he officer's annual ball was successfully held at the
Assembly Rooms on Friday, 15th December, 1950. In
spite of the very severe weather, which made travelling
very bad, over 300 guests turned up to enjoy a very pleasant
evening.
On New Year's Day the U nit held a children's party at
the Traveller's Joy Cafe, Shelton Lock. Over 30 children
sat down to tea. After tea they were entertained by a film
show, and to conclude a very pleasant afternoon each child
was presented with a toy.
T he officers held a very successful week-end camp on
13/14th January at Peveril of the Pe·ak Hotel, Dovedale.
All ranks of the Regiment unite in bidding farewell to
Captain K . S. Newell, our late Adjutant, who left us on
25th January to take up his new appointment with H .Q.
Eastern Command. We wish him and his family the best
of luck in their new station.
At the same time, the Unit welcomes Captain P. Ashlin
in his appointment as Adjutant and wish him and hi&
family a pleasant tour in Derby.
The Unit also bid farewell to S.S.M. F. (Gerry) Watt
on his posting to 43 (WX) Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment (T.A.), and wish both himself and family good
luck.
T h E W I R E , ' MA RC H
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33 -(ULSTER) A.A. INDEPENDENT ( M)
SIGNAL SQUADRON, T.A.
Belfast

Our Children's Christmas party was held on 16th December, 1950, and was a great success. Father Christmas was
admirably imperwnated by Signalman W. Doug!as. The
party catered for 120 children and included a fi:m show,
games, tea and a present for each child
The heavy snow-fall at the beginning of January wrought
havoc to our te!ephone lines, but it was gratifying to note
th.at a training route remained unaffected and, in fact, supported a portion of collapsed G.P.O. route I
We will be saying farewell to two members of our
W.R.A.C. Permanent Staff in F ebruary. Sergeant Chandely
ls getting married and we take this opportunity to wish her
much happiness in the future.
W.0.II I. M Goldsmith is leaving shortly on release after
21 years with the Squadron. We hear th.at she is considering
emigrating to New Zea:and, so we also take this opportunity
to thank her for her good work with us and to wish her the
best of luck in the land of the " Maoris."
50 (N) 11\"'FANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGDIE~T, T.A.
Darlin.ton

10e festivities are over, and voluntary trauung commenced again on 8th January, in preparation for the Trade
Boards which are being held at the end of February.
The officers attended a TEWT on 21st January, which
was organised by Head Quarters 50 Division.
Nos. 2 and 3 Squadrons turned out wireless detachments
for Exercise Waterloo II-a Brigade exercise he!d on 26/
27th January in the Harrogate area, and in spite of bitterly
cold weather and dense fog, provided all th.at was required
of them: more of these exercises follow in February and
March, when we hope the weather will be more kind to us.
My last notes announced th.at our annual Officers' Regimental Ball would be held at Gateshead this year: this is
now not so, and the Ball will be held at the T.A. Centre,
Darlington, as usual on 6th April
Meanwhile we are wondering how we shall be involved
with Class Z, and whether civilians who wish to know where
they stand as regards military service, will flock to join the
T .A.-if they have any sense they will

G3 (WEI.SD) INFANTRY DITISIO NAJ.
SIGNAL llEGHI ENT, T .A.
Cardlft

Headquarters, Cardiff. Last August 50 Air Formation
Signal Regiment T.A. disbanded and many volunteen
stayed on and joined our newly
formed 3 Squadron at Tettenhall,
Wolverhampton. Below you will
find their first contribution to THE
WIRE as this new squadron.
We told you in our last notes
bow the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess had been im.
proved by redecoration and new
furnishings. This month we are happy to report th.at the
men's canteen is rapidly taking shape and that we can expect
an opening date to be fixed by the time you read these
notes.
No. 2 Squadron, Newport, Mon. The Squadron's first
social venture-a dinner at the King's Head Hotel, Newport, on Tuesday, 19th D~ber, 19-50-wa~ outstandingly
successful. Major B. R. David, the second m command of
the Regiment, paid us the compliment of travelling a considerable distance to attend. During the enjoyable " after
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dinner ses ion," Major David " flavoured " it up wim pertinent anecdotes. Subject of one of his stories was " Military
Law " and ome of us can even see that it has its uses The
Loyal Toa ts were drunk and the Squadron Commander,
, iajor T. L. Husbands, and Sergeant Russell made short
peeche
After the coffee and cigarettes stage that old
" friend " the Boat Race m1de its usual alcoholic appearance.
Our thanks go to the Dinner Committee for the splendid
arrangements.
Training proceeds steadily though we have had our share
of the 'Hu casualties.
Signalmw Gattrell is attending a cooks' course at Brecon.
Those with "France and Germany" memory hope that he
mlsters among other things the art of serving dehydrated
potatoes-generally the cook's "Waterloo."
Numbers continue to increase and with the approach of
fine weather (we hope) we expect to do a great deal more
" out on the ground " with our friends and partners the
Gunners. Until then training must proceed more or less
on an indoor basis.-PoB HYWL.
No. 3 Squadrcm, Wolvrrhampton. Greetings to all Signals
Bods wherever you mly be from the Black Country.
As this is the first occasion on which we have managed
to produce Wr!U! Notes, m:thinks that I had better let you
know who is running the joint.
Our resident host is Major (Q.M) R J. L. Archbo~d,
M.B.E., who is better known to soldiers of thirty years ago or
more. Our Squadron Comm1nder is Captain C. P. Drake
(rem:mber that route we built in West Africa?), and our
Second-in-Comnnnd is Captain J. E. Morrell (also O.C. K
Troop) who is reputed to be the first man to enter Berlin
without a pass.
ext month we stan our training very seriously after the
past m:>nths of reorganisation. We have a week-end exercise
on the 24i25th February which will include attendance by
our National Servire men. Up to now we have not been able
to produce a cook so we may have some very interesting
meals.
43 (WESSEX) l:VFA:VTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGN,,L REGIMENT, T.A.
Taunton
The Christmas season was successfully wound up by 2
S~uadron's ~dren's party on 13th January, 1951, and
th~ not-so-festive year proceeded. To help us in this comes
S.S.M. Watts from 21 Corps Signal Regiment, T.A. S.S.M.
~ayer an~ Corporal Britten have left us for 4 A.A.
S1g:ial ~egiment and 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
respe::t1vely.
~quadron Activities. 2 Squadron have been practising
assiduously for the China Cup-despite the weather. 1
Squadron held a week-end camp on 20th/21st January
1~51, when a great deal of deferred maintenance was dealt
with, and a well organised indoor signal traffic exercise
rounded off the proceedings.
Brigadier E. N. Cr~s~e! C.B.E., M.C., A.D.c., c.R.A., 43
(Wessex) I.nt:an~ ~1v1s1on (T.A.), carried out the
annual a~rustrat1ve mspection, 24th and 25th January
1951, which showed great-and satisfactory-improvemenf
smce last year.

AR'MY PHJL"'\'TOM SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
(Tiie Prlaeeas Louise's Keaslugton Regiment)
Hammersmith
Training goes ahead as usual, with the accent this month
on the Officers. A most successful Officers' Study Day was
held at Headquarters on ~unday, 28th January, 1951.
Colonel Wase ·was fortunate m prevailing upon a GU from
Wa: Office to lecture to us. His dry humour and short
caricature of the Commanding Officer did much to make
he day a success.

A week later we staged part one of Ex " Romulus," an
indoor wireless battle, covering the Eastern Counties; and
on 17/18th February we are sending a syndicate to Hounslow to take part in the C.S.O.'s week-end exercise " Quicksilver For tea."
On the social side we have not been idle. An enjoyable
All Ranks' Social was he'.d on 13th January, 1951, and was
followed, a fortnight later, by a Whist Drive and Tombo~a
evening in the Canteen. The Regiment combined with the
O.C.A. for this and my spies tell me that one Squadron
Comm1nder more than covered his expense with his Tombola winnings.
Our friends, the United States Air Force, came to the
Drill Hall recently and played two " charity " basket ball
matches. Our own team were not slow in picking up some
valuable hints from them.
83 H.Q. (L. OF C::.) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Wiiton
Our camp is being held at Chi::kerell, near Weymouth,
from 23rd June until 7th July. We hope to muster a strength
of over 200. Even this handsome figure would have been
txceeded but for the fact that two of our units are camping
with other form1tions, i.e., 90 AG.RA. Signal Squadron
with H.Q. 9:> A.G.R.A. and 10 A.S.S.U. attending Army
manoeuvres in September/October.
We begin to welcome our inflow of National Service
men after a lull of six months owing to the length of service
with the Regular Army having been extended from 18
months to two years. The new entrants to the T.A. will
be arriving in small batches every other Thursday from
now on. We look forward to these men becoming
"Volunteers" and thus soldiering on similar terms to the
normal T.A. soldier. It is satisfactory to note that the
few National Service men who joined this Regiment last
year have all settled down and are proving to be keen T.A.
soldiers.

18 AffiBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL llEGIMENT
(~DDDLESEX 'YEOMANRY) .
London, S.W .3
The majority of Regiments have probably had sufficient
experience of organising children's parties to enable them
to take such events in their strid.!,
but we were m1king our first
attempt on Saturday, 6th January, and can perhaps be excused
fee:ing a certain degrj!e of trepidation as we watched our first
invasion by the offspring of the
Regiment. Tall ones, short ones,
fat ones, thin ones, they soon
overran our forward defences and
we were forced to retreat to prepared positions behind a barrier
of cakes, jelly, ice cream and
ginger pop. Tea over, the ice
was broken and the remainder
of t!ie programme of games, fi'..ms and, of course, Father
C~1stmas, w~nt acc~rding to p:an until the enemy finally
retired clut~hmg t?eir loot, tired, and, we hope, satisfied.
Work was 1mm.edi~tely commenced on strengthening the
defences by bnngmg up considerable reserves of liquid
refreshments !
Ther~ are reports of a startling event in the Officers' Mess.
Up un~l a short ~e ago" Pip" Pearson was known by all
as a ruce unassunung subaltern, speaking when he was
spoken to, and regularly doing his turn of Orderly Officer.
No""., through the connivance of the Adjutant and a personage~ the War Office known as Miss Dick he has assumed
the title of Lt. T.0.M. "Pip" Pearson, and the addition of

those three simple letters has changed him out of all recognition. He has been studying K.R.s under the Q.M. and
goes round muttering " non effective, not liable for Orderly
Officer." To add insult to injury, he annqunces, without
first being spoken to, that he is, of course, going to get
more PAY!
After suffering weeks of griping and having received any
amount of advice and even offers to form the funeral party
R.S.M. F. Baker has departed on his Para Course.
23 (SOUTHERN) C::ORPS SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T.A.
Fulham Honse, S.W.8
December and January have proved socially very busy
months, though the tempo of our martial activities tended
to slow down with the Christmas and New Year celebrations. On 16th December our energetic Entertainments
Committee under Lieutenant Baker, arranged a Christmas
party. This was for adults only, presumably to comply with
the Lord Chamberlain's views on some of the concert party's
stories, and was well attended in spite of the threat of snow,
which frightened our correspondent away. The programme,
as lavish as any at a Butlin's Holiday Camp, opened with
some dancing to warm us for the Grand Christmas Draw.
Mrs. Swanborough kindly assisted and the first prize went
to Leeds-we have not dared to enquire too closely how it
fared in the Christmas rush in case even the New Year still
found it on its way. Members of the Unit were well represented in the prize list including our correspondant with his
usual-a bag of nuts and a box of dates! The identity of the
second consolation prize perhaps should not be disclosedsuffice it to say that it must have begun life in Darkest Africa.
Our Concert Party then kept us rocking in the aisles with a
particularly daring chorus of young "ladies," whose lingerie
was seen to cause a considerable stir in the front rows of
the audience. The versatility of the artistes taking part certainly opened our eyes to the hidden talent that seems to
have escaped our notice under the C.V.'s. And so to some
more dancing and the end of a most enjoyable evening.
The children had their turn on 6th January when somewhat tardily Santa Claus arrived at Fulham House. This
time he had managed by seemingly doubtful means to have
acquired a new British sleigh. However, he did not seem to
count the trafficators at all as an essential accessory, and to
the Quartermaster's horror swept them off on our door posts.
The children loved seeing him with all his presents, and we
were happy to include in the party some 36 from Dr.
Bamardo's and Hamboro House. The Mayor and Mayoress
of Fulham kindly called in and their prolonged stay clearly
indicated the excellence of the food and the entertainment.
Our correspondent unfortunately was unable to take his
usual seat in the front row for his favourite Punch and Judy,
which together .with some conjuring, ventriloquism and a
film show kept everyone in the best of tempers. The Drill
Hall seemed to have lost some at least of its austerity with
all the decorations. We understand that a recruiting campaign for balloon-blower-uppers will be launched before
next Christmas.
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I st Prize : Cup, medal & spoon :
2nd Prize: A medal:
Ladies.
1st Prize:
Cup, medal & spoon:
md Prize: A medal:

R.S.M. Turner, M.M.
S.S.M. Cook.
Mrs. Turner.
Miss D. Brown.

We congratulate the winners, particularly Mr. ·and Mrs.
Turner, who make quite a team! ! !

Association
Notes
Birmingham

4'1 (11.C.) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T.A.
Rnmmersmltb, W .6

The officers attended an Exercise at Hythe during the
week-end, 4/ 5th February, were accommodated in hotels
, in the nearby holiday resorts and during the Exercise listened
to no less than five Generals, including the Divisional and
Army Commanders.
Major S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D., attended the Elementary
Rescue Course at Woolwich.
No. 3 Squadron held a very successful Cable Exercise
during which a trade board was held.
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We want to welcome to the Regiment Captain Terry
Skelly who came to us from The Depot Regiment as Adjutant in place of George Philips. George, whom we all liked
and who worked hard for us, is now commanding a Squadron of the new 6th Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment at
Bulford. We congratulate him on his promotion to Major
and to George and Aliki who have found a house in Salisbury we say " Good luck and thank you."
We have very much the same to say to R.S.M. Turner,
M.M., who worked very hard for the Rifle Club in addition
to his duties as R.S.M. We wish Mr. and Mrs. Turner all
·the best in the future.
Socially we have been equally active.
The Annual Officers' Mess Ball was a splendid affair
where Steve Roy and his Band played for dancing in the
Officers' Mess and pre-war splendour was the order of
the evening. The scarlet of the officers' uniforms, the dignified formality of the gentlemen's tail-coats, with their miniatures and orders all blending with the evening dresses of
the ladies, made a brilliant spectacle in our modest Headquarters.
'Telephone Communications was the theme this year and
every table was connected to the bar by field telephone. The
field cable was carried over the heads of the dancers on line
poles. During the interval, the Sergeants, under the R.S.M.,
in the queerest assortment of kit, entertained the gJJests
while attempting to repair a broken line.
Among the gJJests were Air Commodore W. J. M.
Akerman, O.C. 65 (London) Group R.A.F.; Brigadier B. B.
Rackham, C.B.E., M.C., Secretary of the Middlesex Territorial
Army and Air Forces Association; Brigadier L. H. Harris,
c.B.E., T.D., Chief Technical Officer of the G.P.O. Research
Station at Dollis Hill, one-time second-in-command of the
Regiment, and Colonel A. H. Read, o.B.E., T.D., D.L., onetime Commanding Officer of the Regiment, and a Deputy
Lieutenant of Middlesex.
Another excellent social function was the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess Ball held two weeks later in the prill
Hall where over three hundred revellers thoroughly eoroyed
themselves.
The Annual Shoot of the .22 Rifle Club took place on 14th
January. The winners were as follows:-
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Our Annual General Meeting will be held in the Crown
Inn, Broad Street, a few days after these notes have been
posted. We are disappointed that Colonel A. W. Roberts,
M.c., cannot be with us this time. We know that he would
like to get round everywhere but, as always, time and spare
are the enemies. Whether we are fortunate enough to see
Colonel Roberts again or not before his departure you may
be sure that the Birmingham Branch wish him the best of
good fortune always. I hope someone reminds him to order
his copy of THE WIRE regularly!
The appalling weather on the evening of our last meeting
probably accounts for the small crowd that gathered round
on Thursday, 25th January.
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Un le Ralph: It was a lovely evening as it happened.
Me · Oh 1 well, there must have been another reason.
You wane to know what goes on in Birmingham? Someon \ Tites to T he M ail and asks why some people hold a
bl knife as they would a pen. This starts a flood of
letters from the sort of people who always write to the newspapers. No one, however, wrote to ask why some people
flatl y refuse to relinquish knife or fork until the m eal is
finished beyond all possibility of another helping. Talking
about knives and forks, did you ever know a little place near
Waterloo station where the cutlery was fastened to the
tables with thin chains? I did. Perhaps the proprietors
are more trusting these days.
Members of 78th Divisional Signals will be sorry to hear
that Driver Eric Holdaway has been very ill with pulmonary
T .B. and has been bed-ridden for several months. He is
probably in hospital now, where it is to be hoped that the
experts can effect a cure.
A welcome visitor to the Branch meeting in January was
Major H . E. Knight from Northampton. I wish I could
get around like some of these chaps. Ex-RQ.M.S. H arry
Pickering also turned up again. I only mention this because
he won't buy a copy of 'THE WIRE unless his name appears
somewhere. We are always glad to see the old stalwarts.
If they only come once a quarter it is encouraging.
The Brewers' Association state that the beer consumed
in 1950 is one million barrels less than in 1949. It is a
solemn thought that if a few more members had rallied
round and bought me a pint or two we could have upset
that nice round figure.
Uncle Alf: Supposing you had bought THEM a pint or
two?
Me: Who am I to spoil the brewers' calculations?
Congratulations to Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Donald
Collins on the arrival of a new daughter, Susan Elaine, 10th
January, 1951.
I thought of doing a paragraph or so about coal meat
nylons and the price of cigarettes, but there, I'm not' one t~
start arguments.
BARLEUX
F deration of ~(alaya
" Tabek " or as you might say " Greetings " from one of
the Association's newest Branches-a Branch which we
think has every good reason to be pleased with itself. However, perhaps I'd better leave you to judge. You see it all
s~ed in May, . 1950, ~hen somebody thought that there
rrught be suffioent Signals types in the Federation of
Malaya to form a Branch based on the capital town of
Kuala Lumpur. No sooner said than done and our nominal
roll now stands at 78 serving and 13 civilian members.
We have hel? a "Club Night" on the third Friday in
~ch mon~ with a_tte!ldance each time in the region of
sixty and nght rollicking get-together evenings they have
been. In this connection we are grateful to the Malaya
~ignal _Regiment Corporals' Club and Gurkha Signal Training Wmg B.O.R.s' Club for the use of their premises and
their cou:reous efficiency as our hosts in alternate months.
The piece de resistance, and when we really put ourselves on the map, was our first Christmas Ball In the
course ~f three weeks of really hard work, a party of our
energetic members converted a rather bleak mess room into
a most attractive dance hall complete with all the trimmings
for a festive occasion. For the use of the hall we are
md~bted to the Gurkha Other Ranks of the Gurkha Signal
Tra~~ ~ing. On " the night" over 300 people turned
~p to iom m the fun, to dance to the strains of the Federation of Malaya Police Band, to partake of an excellent buffet
supper and for good measure, while they cooled off to watch
our floor show. This had a truly international fla~our with
the. Gurkhas contributing an exhilarating sixteensome reel,
which made us feel more exhausted than they appeared to
be at the end of it, and a nautch dance. The Malay Police
danced a Mala}'. Ronggeng for us, and to the accompaniment
of the Poli pipers stalwarts and stalwartesses from North
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of the Border entertained us with two reels " Be Gone Dull
Care " and "The Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh." We
were very pleased that our party coincided with an official
visit to Kuala L umpur by Brigadier W. D . J. Harries,
C.S.O. F .A.R.E.L.F., and that he was able to attend our first
major function .
Well, that is our record for si..x short months, and from
the Malay Penin ula we send our Best Wishes to other
members of the Association wherever they may be.
S u tton and District
(lncorporati1ig East Surrty Branch)

Members of this Branch are looking forward to a very
busy period for the next three months. T he high spot of
this session is our. farewell party to our G eneral Secretary,
Colonel A. W. Roberts, M.c., on his departure to South
Africa. On this occasion we shall all expect to hear once
again that 88 is near the G reen L ine coach stop. This event
bas resulted in many m athematical calculations for this
scribe in the form of estimated consumption of that commodity called wallop. Local chemists have been advised to
lay on extra supplies of aspirin; just another example of how
the Branch Committee serves the membership.
To those who follow the gee-gees at Epsom, April the
~ conj ours· up memories of a horse that romped home to
wm the D erby some years ago; but to us it signifies the date
of our second big event this year-our first dance.
Membership is still on the upward trend and new members are enrolled by every post. Our relations with 23rd
(Southern) Corps Signal Regiment, T .A., remain on the
same sound basis thanks to the unceasing efforts of Sergeant
Roy Banham and our own Branch Secretary.
To those who read these notes, and who are in our area
why not join us at our monthly meeting? We meet at th~
T.A. Centre, L enham Road, Sutton, on the last Thursday of
each month at 8 p.m. If you don't know where the T.A.
Centre is ask a policeman; if he doesn't know, drop a line
to the Hon. Sec. Remember the address : Sutton Branch
Royal Signals Association, Sutton, Surrey.
'
Northampton

After a dormant two and a half years, I am happy to
report that the Northampton Branch is now well alive.
We acquired a new and energetic secretary in Mr. G . B.
Lewis, and the first meeting was called in November in a
room above a pub, with an encouraging attendance of ,nineteen members. Since then, however, we have been given
the use of the club belonging to the local R.A.S.C . T errito~al
We have a_lready held two meetings there to
which wives and lady friends were invited.
After the business of the meeting we had a film show put
<?n _by Ron D~acon ~? his. '. ' Shafto's Shufti," although
unlike the old Shafto tradition he kep t the show going.
Ron also put on a long face on being elected vice-chairman.
Th~ Chairman~ Major F . Knight, of Geddington, has a job
which takes him all over the country, and is not always
able to attend the meetings. It was decided therefore that
a vice-chairman should be elected to take ov~r in the Chairman's absence, and it's my opinion that we couldn't have a
better bloke for the job than Ron. Good luck from us all
Ron, ~!so to our Honorary Treasurer, Mr. " Tommy "
Tomalin.

tm!t.

Tun.bridge Wells and District

There was a good attendance of members at the monthly
Branch meett;ig held on Wednesday, 7th February, to greet
a representative party from 42 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron
1:.A. from Edenbridge, Kent. Sergeant M. A. Murphy and
his party arrived at approximately 8.15 p.m. and a very
pleasant an~ profitabl~ evening was enjoyed by all. A draw
for new .laid eggs, kindly presented by Mr. G. W. Dyke,
resulted m the realisation of £1/3/6 for Branch funds . On
Wednesday, 28th February, a coach load of members are
THE
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visiting Maresfield Camp as guests of the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants' Mess, Eastern Command Signal Regiment.
We always have an exceptionally good time when we visit
the Maresfield lads and no difficulty is experienced in filling
a coach when we go to visit the place of " hopes and fears
of former years."
The provisional date for the dedication of the Branch
Standard is Sunday, 15th April, 1951, at the Parish Church
of H oly Trinity, Tunbridge Wells. Arrangements are now
in hand, and we hope to have the ceremony carried out by
the Right Rev. J. C. Mann (Assistant Bishop of Rochester).
Further details of a more explicit nature will be published
in these notes next month.·
The Branch is putting on another bumper show at Maresfield Camp on Wednesday, IIth April, 1951. This time it
is to be a "Grand Evening of Variety" arranged and presented by George Creasey (ex "Stars in Battledress"). We
have spared no effort in getting the finest material we could
find for this endeavour and there is no doubt but that it
will be a show of the first magnitude.
Special, Notice. The date of the First Branch Annual
General Meeting has been fixed for Wednesday, 2nd May,
1951, and will be held at 58 York Road, Tunbridge Wells.
(;oruw all
Speaking at the Annual D inner Reunion of the Cornish
Branch of the Royal Corps of Signals Old Comrades' Association held at Holmleigh-Pentargan Hotel on Saturday, 27th
January, 1951, Colonel W. F . B. Nott said he felt it an
honour, in view of the fact that he had only lived in Cornwall for five years, to be asked to become the President of
this Cornish Organisation. He felt that it was probably the
only occasion on which it was a greater honour to be an
acknowledged Cornishman than a Signalman. He welcomed
the General Secretary 'of the Association, Colonel A. W.
Roberts, and said that it would also have to be a farewell
since Colonel Roberts was shortly going to live in South
Africa.
In r eply, Colonel Roberts thanked the Branch for inviting
him to their Dinner, gave a brief outline of the work of the
Association, and added that this was his first visit to Cornwall where he was enjoying our beautiful Riviera climate.
A letter r eceived from the Chairman of the Branch,
Colonel L. Chapman, H ead Postmaster of St. Austell, apologising for his absence owing to official duty, was read by the
Branch Secretary, who welcomed also the guests and representatives of the Royal Naval Association who were present.
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johns of
Camborne, parents of C.S.M. Cadet Johns, holder of last
year's medal for the best all-round Cadet at the Army
Apprentices School, Harrogate.
Musical and dancing entertainment then completed the
very enjoyable evening under the guidance of Mr. C.
Trickey, who was M.C.
The Branch now has a m embership of 50 persons.
Slough and District
The branch held their first Annual General Meeting in
January, 195r, and I am pleased to report a very successful
year considering we were only formed in June, 1950. The
Branch strength is now 59, gradually creeping up.
Major-General Penney, our President was with us and
took the chair for the election of Officers for 1951. He congratulated the Branch and all concerned for the success. It
is our ambition to make this year even more successful.
Mr. R. C. Chirgwin was elected chairman, Mr. T. R.
Lowman, vice-chairman; re-elected, secretary F . Rigby,
treasurer W. G. F. Pattenden.
Committee: Re-elected Mr. W. H. Hosken, Miss 0. C.
Homer, others elected were, K. Lloyd, J. Ingledew, L. Rigby.
The President thanked the late chairman, Mr. T. R.
Lowman, for doing a great job during his term of office, all
members joined in this vote of thanks, he took on the job
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from the start at a difficult time. Thank you, Tom, we still
have you in office.
I omitted in my November notes to mention our secretary,
F . Rigby, and treasurer, W. G . F. Pattenden, for the hard
work they have put in, a little belated perhaps but our sincere
thanks to you both.
We are indeed very proud to have as our President, MajorGeneral W. R. C. Penney, his knowledge of the Association
is thorough, and a really Live Wire. H e sits there like a
"Wise Owl," if he will pardon my expression, ever ready
with his sound advice.
It is with great pride that I have to report that Major R.
0 . Edwards (ex-Wazirdist), now stationed in Accra, West
Africa, has very kindly and generously presented this Branch
with a " Standard," he was one of the Founder members.
Our grateful thanks M ajor Edwards and may we soon be
seeing you and your family in England again.
Our new committee have got away with a flying start,
this month they hold a social evening, and it is their intention to break u p the usual monthly meeting by holding one
of these socials every other month. This is a brilliant idea
and a wonderful opportunity to get to know one another,
we wish it every success.
Ex-Corporal R C . Chirgwin, 24r Northern Road, Slough,
Bucks, would like to get in touch with the following, or anyone who served with the North Persia Signals, Signalmen
C. Goodall, W. Murdoch and K. James.
Mr. J. Ingledew would like to get in~ touch with Captain
H . C. Stricken, late 23 Medium Wireless Section, his wife
lives, or did live in Slough, any information to the above at
Chiltern Lodge, Beaconsfield, Bucks.
L en Rigby (Razmak), 28 Whiteford Road, Slough, Bucks,
asks are there any ex-Wazirdist Wallahs residing near
Slough, if so he would like to contact them.
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Among the individual results were :

ROY L SIGNALS BENEVOLENT F U!'"'D

Subscriptions received du1ing 1anuary, 1951:
chool of Signals (0 .T. Wing) . . .
chool of Signals (O.T. Wing) . . .
School of Signals (Royal Signals
Wing)
........ ..... ............ .
I Training Regiment ........... ... .
2 Training Regiment .............. .
3 Training Regiment .............. .
4 Training Regiment . .. ......... .

12
2

4

0

0

IO
IO

0

o

0

0

2.

I

16 IO

2

2 Trnini1'g Regiment, Royal Signals

6 6

0

3.
4.

Total receipts during January, 1951 £1,582 8 10

Expenditure during 1anuary, 1951 . . . . . . £527 17 3
(Includes: General assistance; rent; rates; insurance; cots and prams; bed and bedding; furniture;
clothing; funeral; removal; rehabilitation; fares ;
tools).
4nalysis of Cases:
Families of soldiers serving in U.K. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
ditto
B.A.0.R. . . . . . .
r
ditto
M.E.L.F. ......
1
ditto
F.A.R.E.L.F.
I
Widows and dependants . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . 3
Released and discharged soldiers .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
Total cases assisted .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

66

CROSS-COUNTRY R UNNING
f'atte r ic k D lstr iet Lea gue

The placings of the Royal Signals team in the fourth and
last meeting of the 'Catterick District Cross-country Running
League (1950-51) run at Barnard Castle on Wednesday, 17th
January, 1951, were as follows:
351 points
426 points
6oo points
612 poinu
898 points
1, 168 points

148 team runners and 17 individual runners took part.

CHERRY'S

{!
Harket

Place,

Richmond,

t}

GAME

AND

POULTRY

FRESH FRUIT
& VEGETABLES
WREATHS AND
CROSSES

Richmond for Beauty-Cherry's for Quality

100

14.

The winning unit for the 1950/51 season was 1 Training
Regiment, Roy~l Signals. The final order was as follows :
r.

J

Troining Regiment, Roynl Signals
Che hire Rc11imcnt

3 Training Regiment, Royal Signals

•

1,434 points
1,540 points
I ,933 points
2,22 t points

RUGBY N OTES
Training Regiment Royal Signals : one penalty goal,
three tries (12 points); Welsh Brigade T raining Centre :
one penalty goal (3 points), at Brecon, 17th January,
1951.
Although the Welsh Brigade Training Centre, who had
defeated the Duke of Wellington' s Regiment in the previous
round, played with great vigour and tenacity they were
unable to cope with the skill and speed of the well-balanced
Royal Signals side.
Winning the toss the Regiment played with wind and
sun behind them in the first half. Obtaining the ball frequently from set scrums and line outs their fast-moving
backs had plenty of opportunities.
After 10 minutes Holliday rounded off a bout of passing
with a clever score at the comer. Hazell failed to convert.
A feature was the backing up and quick passing of the
Signals' forwards and backs. After 20 minutes Brooke, on
the left wing, cut diagonally across the field and receiving
the ball again from Holliday on the right wing he scored a
fine try. Hazell narrowly failed to convert but a few
minutes later kicked a good penalty and at half-time the
Regiment led by 9 points to o.
Although playing against the wind in the second half the
Regiment continued to show superiority in all departments
and had the better of the play.
The Welsh made some sporadic raids and during one of
these their full-back landed a good penalty goal. Then came
the finest try of the match-all the backs handled and
Holliday taking a reverse pass from Birtwistle scored a copybook try.
The game was a hard one with any amount of fast, open
play despite the heavy going. Three coach loads of spectato.rs travelled all night, going and returning, and their
vociferous encouragement off-set the support of the large
Welsh crowd of home supporters.
On 25th January I Training Regiment entered the Final
of the Northern Command Rugby Cup by defeating 62
H.A.A. Regiment, R.A. (Lin~oln) by 65 points to 3, and
play the Duke of Wellington's Regiment in the F inal on the
Command Central Ground, Catterick, on 21st February.
This is sure to be a " needle " game !
The Regimental 2nd XV had been entered for the
~~tterick D istrict Cup. This was done with a view to givmg those players a game who just failed to make the grade
of the 1st XV, and also to encourage some of the lesser
known Rugby Units in the district to enter the competition.
I

Yorks

Telephone 2293 (2 lines)

FISH

Second-Lieutenant Birch (7 Selection Re~iment)
Lance-Corporal Martin (t Training Regiment)
Lance-Corporal Evnns (3 Training Regiment)
All were handicapped from the previous meeting.

d.
3
o

Donations received during 1anuary, 1951 :
1,500 0 0
Army Benevolent Fund ... ........ .
Mr. D. H. McEwan ..... ............ .
13 18 0
2 2 6
Mr. E. Cook .. .... .. ......... ... ...... .
IO 0
Mr. T. W. Forse .. ..... ..... ... ..... .
Mr. T. H. Stevens .. .................. .
7 II

3. r Training Re~ent
4. 7 Selection Regiment, Royal Signals
6. 3 Training Regiment, Royal Signals
7. 2 T raining Regiment, Royal Signals
8. Officer Training Wing, School of Signal~
11. 4 Trainiog Regiment, Royal Signals

8.
9.

£
12
6

THE BENEVOLENT FUND
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THE "WIRE
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HO Y AL
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T h e 0 f f i_c i al 0 r g a n o f t h e
S IG N AL S A SS O C IATIO N

Editor:
Lieu tenant-Colone l H. R. F IRTH

All correspondence and matter for
publication for "The Wire" should be
addressed to T he Editor, "The Wire,"
88 Eccleston S quare, London, S.W.1.
Matter for publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.
Remittances should be made payable
to: Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

scription rates ( post free, except air
mail): T welve months, JOs.; single
month, l s.

.Ar1n9 ICugby Cup Sem i-final

.~n the semi-final of the Army Rugby Cup Competition at
Dusseldorf, B.A.O .R., on T hursday, 8th February 1 T rainin& Regiment, ~oyal Signals defeated I W elsh G~ards by 9
pomts to 3 pomts.

APIUL

Vol. S
Re8ult o# Corps Soccer Mat.eh.
v. Royal Engineers, played at Command Ground,
Catterick, on 14th F ebruary. Royal Signals 4, Royal
Engineers o.
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ONTHLY in THE WIRE we publish some data of the income and
expenditure of the Benevolent Fund. On an average expenditure shown
is about £500. The income shown is £ 100 or less. Do we ever consider
these figures, what they mean and how the "gap is bridged " ?
First of all expenditure. In nearly all cases some ex-Signalman, most
freq uent!>:' one who has .served .us well, is in acute financial difficulty. T he
cause vanes, rarely can 1mprov1dence be add uced, more frequently sickness
bas caused loss of wages. Sometimes the applicant asks for a loan very
often the loan is repaid . In each case, and there are 20 to 30 a week, well
tried machinery of investigation verifies the situation and the case appears
before a committee of a retired General Officer, a serving Officer and two NonCommissioned Officers . Usually a grant is made. If it is refused it is for
a very good reason.
Income derives from interest on invested capital and from subscriptions
and donations. Many but not all of our Signal Regiments and Branches
of the Association periodically give the proceeds of an entertainment or a
dance to the Benevolent Fund. T hese are shown in THE WIRE £mo a
month, perhaps £1,000 a year.
I n 1950 the Benevolent Fund overspent £2,000, which had to be found
by realising securities. We lose the income from these securities, £6o a year.
It is suggested that Royal Signals should be quite competent to pay its way
year by year without recourse to spending capital.
Many Regiments and Branches of ·the Association are most generous
and are an example to others. If every Regiment in Royal Signals held
three entertainments a year in aid of the Association, we should have a
satisfactory income. Please see what you can do; at least that.
•
Remember that the effect on a m an's morale of a little aid quickly given
is often greater than the sum of money involved. He, like us, has served
Royal Signals, Royal Signals still cares for him.

•

I US I
New S eries

No. ·1

1° ll I C E : 0 N E S H l I. I. I N G

THE SlJPPLElUENTAllY RESERVE
Many of us with friendship and some with gratitude will remember

Supplementary Reserve Signal Units which served Royal Signals so well in the
early days of 1939/40. There were three of them-L. of C. Signals, Air
Formation Signals and G .H.Q. Signals.
The fact that very many National Service Officers and other ranks live
far from the headquarters of any Unit of Territorial Army Signals is one of
m any reasons for the re-creation of the Supplementary Reserve Signal Regiments. Without Signal Regiments Supplementary Reserve to provide for their
re!Oerve training, many of these men may be lost to Royal Signals.
Accordingly, the old Regiments are being revived. There are more of
them but the name and role remain much the same,
Raising now are three L. of C . Signal Regiments, one Air Formation
Signal Regiment and a Corps Signal Regiment. There will be others; the type
of Regiment is, therefore, much as in the old days.
Before the war the Units, or more usually the companies composing, say,
an L. of C. Signals, shared a drill hall with a Unit of the Territorial Army.
Now the Supplementary Reserve Regiments are to have no drill hall existence
and are to meet only annually in camp. Apart from this fortnight they will
b:! administered by the Supplementary Reserve Depot and Training Centre,
Royal Signals at Blacon Camp, near Chester. Here it is that most of the
men of the Supplementary Reserve will do their short period of training
each year.
Like the Territorial Army, they will depend on a cadre of volunteer ,
because without a strong cadre of Officers and N .C.O,s they will not be able

ch ·ear to a imilate command and train these National
ervi men who are committed to their care. In fact, we
arc told that on the number of volunteers depend the proportion of ational Service men allotted.
It i , therefore, a worthy cause. Ex-Officers, Warrant
and Non-Commissioned Officers, who through distance from
a drill hall or lack of time to do the weekly drill night
c nnot join the T erritorial Army, may well consider joining
the upplementary Reserve, where the annual routine conists only of a fortnight at camp.
A note to the O.C. Depot and T raining CeQ.tre, Supplementary Reserve, Royal Signals, Blacon Camp, Chester,
will, you are assured, bring a quick reply with full details.
A preference for the type of Regiment will assist. Amongst
ther many well-known names who have been appointed
to command the Regimen ts are Lieutenant-Colonels R. F.
Knight, T.D., E. N . Macmillan, C. E. Calveley, o.B.E., A. H.
Woodland and S. J. Lovegrove, T.D.

E~IPLOYlUENT

VAC'ANCIES

Temporary vacancies in the Indian Army e.."ist for exOfficers and other ranks as under:
Captains and Lieutenants with experience as Lines
Officers or of Fixed Signal services. Wireless Officers or
T.O.M. or T.O.T.
Ex-Foremen of Signals are considered for commissions
as T.O'!'M. or T.O.T.
Applications to The War Office (A.G. II), Stanmore,
Middlesex.
Other ranks : Foremen of Signals and Sergeants in trade
of Radio, Line or Telegraph Mechanics.
Applications to the 0. i/c, Royal Signals Records, Caversham, Reading.
Applications are admissible through the usual channels,
also for serving other rank .
R«' q uirem~ n t

OF IXTEREST IN THIS N UMBER

" Opportunity Knocked ' by Captain J. C. Lucas heralds
a new series of articles of a technical nature by a student
a· apart from the expert. Page 106.
Difficulties as to what may or may not be published has
held up the next two articles on technical subjects by the
Officers of S.RD.E.
The great event is the winning for the third year in
uccession (fourth for Royal Signals) by 1 Training Regiment of the Army Rugby Union Challenge Cup. The
final match is reported at page 133, and also at page 107.
On page 134 is an account of the successes of individuals
of Royal Signals representing the Army in the ski championships.
29 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron sends us its first
notes from Korea on page 122.
For the re t, Regimental notes have crowded out to a
great extent general interest articles and other matters.
We will try and preserve more even balance in fut ure
issues.

HYMN

Oh God of earth and altar,
Bow down and hear our cry,
Our earthly rulers falter,
Our people drift and die;
The walls of gold entomb us,
The swords of scorn divide,
Take not thy thunder from us,
But take away our pride.
From all that terror teaches
From lies of tongue and pen,
From all the easy speeches,
That comfort cruel men,
From sale and profanation,
Of honour and the sword,
From sleep· and from damnation
Deliver us, good Lord l
Tie in a living tether,
The prince and priest and thrall
Bin~ all our lives together,
'
mtte us and save us all
In ire and exultation '
Aflame with faith, and free
L ift up a living nation
'
A &ingle' sword to thee~
G. K. CHESTERTON (1874-1936)

fo r lladio E ngineer s with thl'
ltlala yan Te l ecommunic a t i o n s Ser v i ce

Applications are invited from released or retired Officers
for appointments as Assistant Controllers of Teleco11munications (Radio) in Malaya.
Applicants should have a good knowledge of general telecommunications work, in particular of MF, HF and VHF
radio installations, inclutling police VHF mobile communications systems. It is desirable that they should be
corporate or graduate members of I.E.E. or have a
University degree in electrical engineering and should have
three years' practical experience in telecommunication work.
Salary scales will be from £742 to £ 1,630 per armu:n
according to qualifications, plus a cost of living allowance of
50 per cent of basic pay subject to the followi.ng m:ixima :
(a) Sing.le Officers-£2 10 per annum.
(b) Married Officers without children-£420 per
annum.
(c) Married Officers witl'i .one or more dependent
children-£525 per annum.
Suitably qualified Officers are invited to apply, giving
details of qualifications, experience, age, etc., to:
T he U nder Secretary of State,
T he War Office (A.G. II),
Stanmore, Middlesex.
Applicants who appear suitable will be interviewed by a
representative of the Colonial Office before final acceptance.

VA C.'\NUES- IN'STR lJCTORS
Army A ppre ntic Ps· School, llar rogate, Yorks

There are a number of vacancies at this School for civilian
instructors to teach apprentice tradesmen in the trade of
line, telegraph and radio mechanic and operators wireless
and line (particularly for the first two named). Experienced
ex-tradesmen of the Corps are acceptable. Essential to have
five years' qualified experience, be at least Class 2 in their
trade and ex-N.C.O.s. Pay £400 rising to £460 per annum
for operators, and £ 340/£420 (depending on age) rising to
£49? for mechanics who have Inter. City and Guilds or
equivalent. Ftll'ther information on request to the Chief
Instructor.
l~DIAN

SIGNAL UNITS

A Reunion Dinner will be held in London in May, 195 1.
Fo~ a~ those who ser::ved in any Indian Signal or Wireless
Um~ m or out of India between 1911-1926. Details may be
obtained from the Secretary, Indian Signal Units, 1911-1926,
Sonny Home, Bedford Crescent, Frimley Green, nr. Aldershot, Hants.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Mr. B. T. Grogan, of Purley, Surrey, writes to the
Editor:
I feel I must respond to the letter published in the
February WIRE from Mr. E. Buttifant, of Nottingham.
I too have often felt that THE WIRE holds little of personal interest. I hoped to find news of old' Signals' friends
and Units, such as 56 (London) Divisional Signals, T.A.,
152 O.C.T.U., 5 (London) Corps Signals (B.N.A.F.), 46
Division, 10 Corps Signals, and 2nd A.G.R.A. Signals, all
of C.M.F., not to mention 2 T.T.B., Catterick Camp. I
also hoped to find technical matters to keep me up to date.
But we fail to realise that the wartime Army no longer
exists. The Units and detachments and ·the personnel of
which they were composed, have been absorbed in the
return to peace conditions. The bonds of wartime adversity
of which peace has no counterpart, are difficult to maintain.
It is inevitable .therefore, that we should tend to be disappointed when we fail to retain those bonds through a
Regimental Journal, the primary function of which is to
serve the Corps as jt exists today.
I, myself, cannot name what I would like THE WIRE to
contain and yet I feel I am still in the Corps and want
to keep my finger on the pulses. T he Corps tie is still w~rn
and " Jimmy" is still coursing certa cito through my vems;
it will ever be so. For this reason I still take THE W IRE
and although it lacks that elusive something I cannot name,
I shall continue to take it because I think my " bob a
month" will help to keep it going.
T he Cor ps, young cqmpared with some branches of the
Service, yet with its foundations laid by Noah, when the
dbve returning with an olive leaf, brought the news that land
existed, can surely claim to be the oldest in the world. As
such, its journal should be supported. We have been told
THE WIRE needs support; let us support it for all we are
worth. How much per day do we spend on cigarettes ?
What is 12/- per annum to keep the Corps spirit alive?
To many of us the Corps is another world in which
we ser ved for a period of National emergency and in the
Territorial Army in preparation for that emergency. We
should not be too materialistic demanding value for money
and' begrudging a " bob a month " to maintain a knowledge
of the Ser vice and sporting activities of the Corps which
still carries on. We may yet again be serving before long
and in the meantime THE WIRE propagates the Corps spirit
which will never die, carrying on, typically, in face of
difficulties.
Pay your " bob a month " Mr. But~ifant, as a tribute ~o
serving members of the Corps, even if you cannot contnbute to its pages. It is not a question of value for money
but one of esprit de corps.
Carry on THE WIRE, nil desperandum illegitimum
carborundum..
OH! lUll. JlUTTIFANT

I am seldom prompted to write to a magazine by sheer
provocation, but Mr. Buttifant's letter of 1st January,
published in the February WIRE (Page 47) will, I am
sure, raise many a quizzical eyebrow among our readers.
Can it be true that many other readers share Mr.
Buttifant's opinion and prefer to boycott our magazine until
it is worth a shilling?
You and I aren' t the least bit interested in Unit notes
because they're so dreary- according to Mr. Buttifant.
Tough luck, Barleux, and all you _or.lier correspondents.
You're unimpressive and the Editorial staff seem to have
slipped somewhere when they decided the layout and
contents of THE WrRE. Mr. Buttifant doesn't like it and
.
its not good enough at a bob a copy.
This .letter bas got me sizzling and I ?1~ I. may. be
right in saying it is probably the first pubhcauon its wnter
has inserted in THE WIRE.

When one considers the hard work and careful thought
of all concerned-the Editorial folk, the writers of articles
and notes, the printers, the distributors, and the immense
amount of office work entailed to produce just one issu ,
and also considering present day prices of paper and equipment, it would seem that THE WIRE is well worth the
shilling we pay for it, and it is a well-known fact that
THE WIRE is produced at a loss.
I would, with your consent, Mr. Editor, like to ask
our readers what their views are.
A. G. SCHOLES,
Hon. Secretary,
13 Corps Signal Association.

PER SON AL COLmlN
Major-General L. B. Nicholls, C.B., c.B.E., has been
appointed Chairman of Cables _and ~ireless, Ll:mited, ~
succession to Sir Stanley Angwm. His many friends will
wish to congratulate him on his appointment, one of the
highest ever reached by a Royal Signals Officer.

*

*

*

*

Brigadier R. T . Williams, c.B.E., has for some time been
established at 49, Montpelier Road, Brighton, as a Director
of a firm of Insurance and Mortgage Brokers and Consultants. For obvious reasons Brigadier Williams is an
expert on Army Officers' insurance.
Mo v eme nts of Ollicers

Major G. A. Dutton from Senior Officers' School to
F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major B. E. Sykes to War Office.
Major (Q.M.) N . Nicholson from India to U.K. .
Major H. B. de M'Hunter from School of Signals to
N.W. Europe.
Major E. S. Colman from Signal Training Centre to
B.A.0.R.
·
Major J. M. L. Dudge-Coates from S?uthern Command (M.) Signal Regiment to Scbool of Signals.
Colonel C. H. Lyddon from West Africa to U.K.
Major W. G . Daubeny is appointed to command 43
(Wessex) Divisional Signal Regim~nt, T._A.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. W. Atkmson 1s appomted to
.
.
command 1 Training Regiment. .
Lieutenant-Colonel H . E . F. Middleton 1s appomted to
command 6o H.Q. Army Signal Regiment, 1:.A. ·
.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. L. Atkinson from Signal Traming Centre to East~rn Command Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel N. Barker from Eastern Command
..
..
. .
Signal Regiment to Malta.
Major J. A. Waite from ~nush Military Mis 10n,
Ethiopia to command Cyprus Signal Squadron.
Major' H . D. Bould from Cyprus Signal Sq uadron to
.
.
U .K.
Major M. McG. Simmonds from 19 Air Formauon
Signal Regiment to U .K.
Major G. F . M. Pike from Aden to the Cai;ial Zone..
Major L. E. Thorpe from U.K. to 4 Air Formauon
Signal Regiment.
Major A. St. G . Prynne from School of Signals to Hong
Kong Signal Regiment.
.
.
Major J. R. Smith from Hong Kong Signal Regiment
to U.K.
s· 1 R egi-.
Major D. Dirs from Northern Command 1gna
ment to 3 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Si~al Regiment attached
7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regunent.
.
Major-General V. J. E. Westropp, C.B., C.B.E., reured
1st March, 1951.
.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. R1dley-Marun from 12 A.A.
(M.) Signal Regiment to War Office Signals 5.
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Lieutenant-Colonel L. T. hawcross, O.B.E., 'rom War
Office to C.S.O., Malaya.
Colonel G. B. Bell, C.B.E., to RM.A., Sandhurst, as Chief
In tructor.
Brigadier F . P. L. Gray, n.s.o., O.B.E., from C.S.0. to
o them Command, York.
Promotions

RQ.M.S. Hickman, .M..B.E., Ea tern Command Signal
Regiment, to W.O. I (R.S.M.).
S.S.M. G. S. Wood Eastern Command Signal Regiment, to R.Q.M.S.
Movement11 ol ll-·arrant .•nd
Non-Commissioned Olfieers

R.S.M. Turner from 4 Air Formation Signal Regiment
to U.K.
S:S.M Richarill>on from Singapore District Signal
Regunent to U.K.
.~·~·l (R~.M.) W. _
H . Woolls from 53 (Welsh) Infantry
DivlSlonal Signal Regiment, T.A., to discharge.
W.0.I. (R.S.M.) W. Irvine from 2 Training Regiment
(Cadre) to 53 (W.) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
S.Q.M.S. Humble from 7 Selection Regiment to Depot.
R.S.M. W. J. Dawson from 7 Selection Regiment to 2
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
R:Q.M.S. Grant from 2 Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment to U.K.
S._S.M W. E. Judd from 7 Armoilred Divisional Signal
Regiment to U.K.
W.0.II (Cipher) L. Flanagan from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment to U.K.
W.0.II. A. E. Lee fr<?~ .II Air. Formation Signal Regiment to 7 Armoured D1vmonal Signal Regiment.
.~·~·II. J: McDonaugh from U.K. to 7 Armoured
Divmonal Signal Regiment.
S:S.M. J. Fraser from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to U.K. on completion of service. ·
~.Q.M.~. B. Brown from U.K. to 91 Lorried Infantry
Brigade Signal Squadron.
S.Q.M.S: H. Johns~on<:, 19. Air Formation Signal Regiment to Smgapore District Signal Regiment.
R.S.M. P. H. Johnstone, Singapore District Signal Regiment to Home Establishment.
S.Q.M.S. Roberts to Eastern Command Signal Regiment.
R:S.M. H. E. Berwick from Eastern Command Signal
Regiment to School of Signals.
S._S.M. S. Whitham from Eastern Command Signal
Regllllent to S.R. Depot and Training Centre.
R;Q.M.S. R. Taylor from Eastern Command Signal
Regiment.
BIRTHS
CUTTER-To Signalman and Mrs. Cutter, Cyprus Signal
Squadron, on 15th February, a daughter.
HOUGHTON.-To S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. S. R. Houghton, 3
A.A. Independent (M.) Signal Squadron, at Edinburgh,
on 16th February, 1951, a daughter Fiona Elizabeth
Anne.
'

!Ve commend lo all the a1111ou11ceme11t on page 126
of the London Territorial .1rmy Ball. Tlze Royal
ignals Band wiflplay, and the Ball is being organist'd b)' Officers of t/ze Royal Signals.

!CH

COVENTRY.-To S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Coventry, 19 Air
Formation Signal Regiment on 4th February, 1951, a
son.
WALKER-To W.0. II and Mrs. A. B. Walker, at Gateshead-on-Tyne, on 1st February, 1951, Rosemary Anne,
a sister for Michael.
MILLO.-To Captain and Mrs. R. W. Millo, Hong Kong
Signal Regiment, a son.
DEATHS
JACKSON.-22185814, Signalman Dennis Jackson, on 9th
February, 1951, Military Hospital, Wheatley, Oxford,
from natural causes.
GILLESPIE.-22329945, Driver John Gillespie, on 24th
February, 1951, at Colchester, as the result of an accident.
ROYAL SIGNALS DINNER CLUB
The Annual Dinner will take place at the Hyde Park Hotel
on Wednesday, 6th June, 1951, at 7 for 7.30 o'clock.
This year the attendance is limited to subscribing members
of the Club. Price of tickets 15/ -.
Officers not members wishing to attend the Dinner may,
of course, join the Club first.
The Tea Party for Regitlar Officers will take place at the
Hyde Park Hotel on Thursday, 7th June, 1951, at 4 for 4.30
o'clock. Tickets 8/6.
Details regarding the Club, the Dinner or the Tea Party
from the Honorary Secretary, Royal Signals Dinner Club,
Room 102, Horse Guards, Whitehall, S.W.1.
BRITISH INDUSTRIES FAIR
The British Industries Fair will take place simultaneously
at Earls Court and Olympia in London and at Castle
Bromwich, Birmingham, from 30th April to 11th May,
195r.

Cover Picture
N our cover picture this month, Cito is seen beating out

River. With the sun catching the gracious
Icurveof Lymington
of her sails, she does credit to the burgee fluttering

from her masthead.
The
burgee, of course, is that of
the Royal Signals Sailing
Association.
The R.S.S.A. became the
owner of Cito shortly after
the war, when a number of
ex-German yachts were taken
over as prizes and distributed
to Service yacht clubs. Nothing is known of her history;
perhaps she had none, for she was in brand new condition.
Cito is a 30-square-metre class boat. In order to produce
classes of racing yachts which can compete on fairly level
terms within each class, without at the same time stultifying the evolution of design, yachts are classified by a certain
limitation, whether by formula, by waterline length or by
sail area. In this case, Cito's designer was limited to 30
square metres (about 317 square feet) of canvas.
It is well known that an uncomfortable short sea is kicked
up by a windward-flowing tide. These conditions do not
arise in the Baltic, where there are virtually no tides.
Consequently one would not expect a boat designed for
the Baltic to be necessarily ideal in the Solem. Unfortunately, this is borne out by Cito, whose long overhangs
at bow and stern penalise her on handicap and, what is
worse, make her a very wet ship in normal Solent weather.

Having put the reader into his mental oilskins, so to
speak, let him not imagine that he would get anything short
of a big thrill by shipping aboard Cito. She has speed
enough for an exciting tussle with any yacht of comparable
size, she handles like a polo pony, and when ther anch.or
goes down in the evening, she is a comfortable enough place
in which to discuss the events of the day over supper and
a mug of beer.
Below decks, within a 22 feet waterline, she contrives to
sleep four in comfort, two on settees in the saloon and two
in quarter-berths beneath the cockpit. She was fitted with
bucket sanitation, but the addition of a W.C. last year has
made her a much better proposition for a mixed crew.
The most difficult part of sailing is the beginning. The
English language has phrases such as "taking the plunge "
and "breaking the ice," but nothing to describe the
difficulties of the man who thinks he might like sailing but
does not know quite how to begin. The R.S.S.A. exists
for the purpose of encouraging sailing among officers of
the Corps, and skippers are only too glad of an extra hand
or two, however inexperienced. If you are a potential victim
of the sailing bug, how about writing to the Secretary and
asking him to arrange this for you? It is as easy as that !
And there is hardly a better or a cheaper way of spending
one's leave.

*

. *

*

*

The present Hon. Secretary is Major F. A. Felton, Royal
Signals1 Combined Operations H.Q., 1-3, Princes Gate,
London, ~.W.7 .

From "Catterick Express " of 16th February, 195 1

FORTRESS TO:dRUK
By JAN YINDRICH
opinion of some, two of the most significant
J. inetdents of the war were the siege of Tobruk and the
battle of .Kohima. On~ ?f th~, at least, may be placed in
the dec1s1ve class, but 1t 1s curious that these two affairs are
both the subject of books which are reviewed in this issue
of THE WIRE.
. Fortres~ Tobruk is the tale, by a trained journalist, of
his exper1ences, and those of others, during the first siege
of Tobruk.
Th~ author correctly stresses the importance of the
occasion. It was the first check of the hitherto invincible
~azi, the Blitzkreig, the German armour and the Junker
div<: bomber .. The check was administered, not by professional soldiers, but by the amateurs of the Australian
9th Division. The soldiers, and indeed the whole of the
Division, admitted to only a few weeks' training.
For the rest, much of the book is the result of the author's
interviews with individuals. The stories of remarkable but
unre~arked heroism ring true.
It is easy, pleasant reading, and points no moral except
to stress that many Australians are natural soldiers.
Hono~s go. tQ the 9th Australian Division, but British
troops, mcludmg 7th Armoured Division to whom the
book is dedicated, receive due mention. '
~~iously the only mention of " Signals " is the pinpomung of the W /T station on the plan of the fortress
and the oc:casional mentions of bravery and recourse by ~
despatch nder; we are accustomed to this.
. T~e book, as has been . said, js well worth reading. It
is prmted by Ernest Benn, Limited, at 8/6d. per copy.

TN

SIGNAL VENTURE

~e
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Signals lineman, by the very nature of his calling,
has one of the most dangerous and thankless jobs in
war. His work takes him right into the front line during
the hours of darkness and woe betide him if he dares to light
a lamp to aid him with his intricate task, for the infantry
are down upon him like thunder.
This is one of the many observations on the work of the
Royal Signals in " Signal Venture " by Brigadier I. H.
Harris, c.B.E., T.D., M.Sc., M.I.E.E. (Gale and Polden, Ltd.18/-). It is a book that should be read by eve~yone who
is either serving or has served' with the Royal Signals.
Rich with anecdote and experience, i~ is written with a
touch of humour, a touch of pathos against a background
of endeavour and progress.
It starts when a young man of 17 obtains his father's
blessing and sets off to Australia under the immigration
scheme to wrestle with 10,000 acres of very rough ground.
Twelve months later he joins the Australian Forces ·and is
soon on his way to Gallipoli to fight against the Turks in
World War I.
You are with him as a Signals Officer during World
War II, when he served with the B.E.F. during the withdrawal from Dunkirk, and late.r at G.H.Q. Home Forces,
and finally as Chief Telecommunications Section.
This is a book for the layman as well as the technician.
Handsomely illustrated with some beautiful photographs,
it is a worthy tribute to the Royal Signals.
T H E W I R.E , A P R I L 1 9 5 1

SIGNAL
VENTURE
by
BRIGADIER L. H. HARRIS, C.B.E., T.D ., M.Sc., M.I.E.E.

The personal narrative of a man whose life has been
devoted to the study of the problems of communications.
In peace time, Director of Research at the G.P.O., in the
past war, Officer in charge of the Telecommunications
Section, S.H.A.E.F. Brigadier Harris has written a
book of absorbing interest which tells of the vital
role performed by Signals in Service and Civil life;
a book to be read by all those who serve the Corps.

18/-

FROM Y OUR L OCAL BOOKSELLE R
0R DIRECT FROM THE PUBLISHERS POST 1/3
GALE & POLDEN, LTD. , ALDERSHOT , RANTS.
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Opportn ity Knoclled
•

By f'aptahtH .J. , .. DE.\RDEN and .J. (". LlTCAS, Royal Signals

ITUATIONS VACANT: Wanted, two bright young
Officers who would appreciate a long rest from
S
Catterick. To reside and study in any part of the British
Isles for one year. Service pay and allowances, five-day
week and normal leave entitlement. Uniform will not be
worn. Volunteers will be attached to the Post Office
Engineering Deparunent for training in civilian telecommunications practice. No snags!
When in August, 1949, the War Office announced its
cheme it didn't put it like that. Happily we saw through
the drabness of the official notice and put our names forward. In fact it turned out like the advertisement above
and the only snag was that with the year up Catterick
reclaimed us.
At an interview in Post Office Headquarters our attachment was planned, taking individual account of our experience and our requirements.
Captain Dearden went to York-his fiancee's home by
a strange coincidence-while Captain Lucas found a quiet
spot overlooking the Bristol Channel. We were attached

Captain Dearden and Mr. Ashdown (East African P. and T.)
with Carrier 7 test trolleys.

for training and experience to the telephone managers in
the areas in which we lived. For more detailed training we
attended several short courses at the Engineering Department's Central Training School in the Midlands.
Any lengthy technical description of our work or of
Po t Office engineering would be out of place here and
so:ne aspects will be covered in a later series of articles.
ome highlights are briefly mentioned.
Perhaps because it was almost last, our visit to Dollis
Hill Research Station seems of outstanding interest. There
was an air of fantasy in watching synthetic crystals grow
with sides flatter than any billiard table and angles
correct to a small fraction of a degree. Submarine
repeaters are still very much of a rarity and considerable
development work goes on at the station. On the Conunental Shelf, in water depths of a few hundred fathoms,
several underseas amplifiers are in use. The problem at
present being tackled is that of deep sea repeaters to
perat at enormous pressures and have an unattended life
for some twenty years. We were able to see prototypes
of equipment which was soon to go on field trials.
Al demonstrated at Dollis Hill was a new pulse test106

ing technique for high frequency circuits. The _syst~m is
to insert a standard pulse shape at one end of a circmt and
adjust equalisers at the far end until ~ p~lse closely simil3!
to the input is obtained on a momtonng C.R.O. Thi
appears fairly simple, but a great deal of work has been
needed to give the precision testing now possible. The
method is both faster and more reliable than that of
measw-ing the response at a multude of individual
frequencies.
Much of our time in the areas was spent with workmen,
The
seeing what their day-to-day work involved.
standard of service given by the Post Office is very good
and we in Signals can appreciate it. Many factors contribute •t o this end, but probably most important is the
emphasis given to preventive maintenance. The aim is to
clear faults before they affect service. A recently introduced ·tool to aid the maintenance man is the "bash tester."
Although not its official title, it's a good one. Here the
system is to insert a pure tone into a piece of equipment
and at the output have a filter cutting off this tone. Any
dry joints or the like, having a non-linear characteristic, will
produce harmonics of the tone which will pass the filter,
be amplified and fed to a loudspeaker. Section by section
the equipme11t under test is gently tapped with a small
rubber cushioned hammer and wherever a joint is variable
in contact audible indication is given. Hundreds of
thousands of faults have been located in this way in the
fairly short period the method has been in use.
Probably the most striking feature in Post Office line
transmission is the swing over from single to multi-channel
working in a pair of conductors. During the past 15 years
a vast network of high frequency links has been
established, using 12 or 24 channel carrier and 600 channel
co-axial. Present co-axial tubing is i" diameter and with
this same size it is proposed to work 96o channels in the
future. Highly complex terminals are one result, while
repeater stations need to be spaced at six-mile intervals
along trunk routes. These intermediate repeaters are,
however, unattended and on routes exceeding fifty miles
considerable saving in capital expenditure and maintenance charges result.
We have had a very good time with the Post Office.
Many of the staff have served in Signals and everyone was
keen to help us when •told why we had come. We shall
always remember our attachment with pleasure and hope
to keep in touch with the many friends we have made.

Lar1·y
the Lineman
O misquote Ronald Frankau, Larry was a lineman in
T
eyery kind of sense, it's a wonder those that dealt with
him didn't take offenceJ For Larry had passed at Catterick,
yes a real pass not N.F.Q., in· fact someone had reported that
he should go far, not specifying how soon he should start
or how far he should go. He did in fact get to a Divisional
Signal Regiment in the South of England where he soon
learnt that a manoeuvre was not simply a new method of
overcoming female scruples.
On his first exercise he came into contact with the G.P.O.
who had sent out a liaison officer to provide permanent line
where required. One pair soon was, and Larry was one of
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the detachment sent out to lay the "tails." On arrival at
the route at the point near HQ. where this pair was to be
picked out, he was told to " shin up that pole lad and connect on to pairs 3 and 4 and look sharp about it." Up be
went and made a connection; while one truck laid back to
H.Q., Larry was sent on to test at the spot where the cable
to the distant formation was to leave the permanent line.
Now Larry was one of those who never could tell" up" from
" down," so we are not surprised to learn that he had faced
the wrong way and had got hold of numbers 5 and 6. Unfortunately this pair was rented by Rediffusion Ltd. for distribution to subscribers of the B.B.C. Third Programme. Thus
it happened that a surrealist play was interrupted by a chatty
conversation between Larry and the exchange operator at
Division, a pal of his. Subscribers to Rediffusion Ltd. in
the Sevenoaks area were informed in loud piercing tones
that Larry wasn't using no something earth pin and knew
very well what he could do with it. There followed several
letters to The Times from Lieutenant-Colonels retired about
juvenile delinquency.
When the complaint officially came to roost Larry was out
manning a distant test-point on another scheme. His
Squadron Commander rang him up on the telephone for an
explanation. Larry's excuses were not found satisfactory,
in fact they were inaudible; largely because be had forgotten
to put any batteries in his field telephone. After hard, bard
words had been said Larry made a sort of New Year's resolution that he would pay more attention to his instruments
in future.
.
Unfortunately, like all similar vows, this didn't last long.
Larry was out fault-finding one day, but the only fault anyone could find was with Larry himself. No matter where
he went on the cable the " dis " for which he was searching
appeared to have moved Eventually, tired and discouraged
he reported back to say that he had found an unfindable
" creeping dis " and had the officer got his_ pa¥ p~ease .. After
the intermittent fault caused by a loose wrre ms1de his telephone had been rectified he had much more success; but by
now he had a reputation ! His Sergeant therefore decided
that brawn rather than brains was Larry's strong point and
made him a simple cable number on a team from "C"
Troop.
In N.A.A.F.Is, vestries, officers' messes and other places
where they sell still lemonade, Larry's. first effort at a tree
crossing is stjll a common topic of conversation. The C.O.
arrived in his jeep just as Larry was about half-way up the
first tree, and stopped to watch. Larry, urged on by the
Sergeant to " make it 'igh so to clear those something buses,"
pushed on into the higher branches. Suddenly there was a
loud cracking sound, followed by much waving of foliage and
branches, noises off indicating tearing cloth and indications
of a human in pain. A dead branch came tumbling down
but nothing else did. Silence. " Are you all right up
there? " called out the C.O. The foliage parted, Larry's face
appeared upside down--" Oh, sir, I am in, a way! "
The doctor said that he'd be with us again shortly and not
to. worry.
In desperation they _made him office linema:i in ch3;fge of
leads-in and local mamtenance, but here agam he did not
shine. It was perhaps a pity that another pivisional. Signal
Regiment was using the area for an exercise of the1! own,
but still that hardly excuses Larry from cross-connecung the
two battles to the general confusion of good order and military discipline. I hear that the two Generals are not now on
speaking terms and Larry is on permanent cook-house
fatigues.
.
.
Now if you wish to avoid a like fate the moral is obvious.
Everyone of Larry's errors was due to pure carelessness. Do
you ever draw faulty instruments from the store to locate
breakdowns and curse the blanking thing while a hard
pressed infantry brigade waits for the artillery support that
does not come because the line is out? Do you always read
labels on cable pairs and use that information; or better still
are you always sure that you label your lines where required?
I don't need to labour the point do I?
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Signal Training Centre

I TRAII\'IN"G REGIMENT

During the past month the Rugby team has co;npleted
a very successful season by winning both the Army Cup
and the Northern Command Cup.
The Regiment won the Army Rugby Challenge Cup for
the third successive year when they defeated 1st Guards
Independent Parachute Company, Pirbright, at Aldershot,
on 7th March.
Heavy rain all the morning at Aldershot made the ground
a sponge, which cut up badly, a situation which favoured
the heavier Paratroop forwards, and with rain falling
throughout the game the skilful Signals' backs were severely
handicapped.
It was obvious from the start that Signals were the more
accomplished team, but the "kick and rush" and robust
play of the Parachute Regiment nearly brought them
victory. · After 15 minutes Captain Luscombe, from a line
out, scored a try for Signals, but soon after the Paratrooper
levelled the score when Cahill kicked a penalty goal. Ten
minutes from half-time, another penalty gave the Parachute
Company a lead of six points to three, but 1st Training
Regiment rallied and a drop goal by Signalman Miller
following a forward rush, and a fine penalty goal by Signalman Hazell, gave Signals the victory in a magnificently
played game. Although Signals came very near to scoring
on several occasions the final whistle blew with the scores:
1st Training Regiment Royal Signals I try, I dropped goal,
1 penalty, 9 points, to 2 penalties, 6 points.
It was considered by good judges that had the day been
reasonably fine the Regiment might have won by 20 points,
and that great credit was due to both sides for the fine
game they played in appalling conditions. The Regiment
have perhaps the finest side this year of the last three
successful years-certainly the best balanced side and the
secret of their success has been the wonderful fitness and
team spirit. They have only had their line crossed once in
the competition and this has 6een due to the nne covering
of the forwards and the defence of the backs. The team
has played attractive football and opened up the game on
every occasion and the handling and backing up of every
member of the team has been exceptional. Lieutenant
Birtwhistle has been a very good captain and has bad a
very loyal team to handle. Hard training in the gymnasium
in the evenings after work and good games against civilian
teams has improved each player immensely, and, by the final
an excellent combination has been formed.
Unfortunately Signalman M. H. Holliday (the Yorkshire
trial wing three-quarter) was so badly injured in the semifinal that he was unable to play in the final, but a very
good reserve in P. G. Miller played a notable part in our
victory.
The Regiment's record in the Army Cup reads:
Preliminary round defeated 4th Training
Regiment, Royal Sign3Js
First round defeated 8th Royal Tank
Regiment
Second round defeated rst Bn. The
Royal Scots

74- .

Cattcrick.

27-3.

Catterick.

3<>---0.

Catterick.

107

round defea:ed Ki~g·s Royal
Reg:ment
Fourth tound defeated Welch Brigade
Tniinirg Centre
Semi. Final defeated Welch Guards
FI AL defeated r lndep:ndcnt Guards
Parachute Co:np3ny

Thcrd

25~.

Chester

12-3 .

9- 3.

Brecon.
Ousseldorf.

9- 6.

Aldcrshot.

Point for , 186. Points against,

20.

On Wedne day, 21st February, there was a large crowd
at the Central Ground Catterick, to see the Northern
Command final , versus the Duke of Wellington's Regiipent.
Unfortunately bad condition and good covering by the
Dukes " prevented the ignal ' backs from showing their
u ual thrust. Playing with the wind in the first half the
ignals obtained only a three-point lead. No further ~core
came until the la t few minutes, when another try, well
converted, gave the Signals an eight-point lead, being the
final score of the match.
The_ As ~ia~on Football team in the third replay of the
Cattenck District quarter finals against 3rd Training Regi~em won by tw~ goals to one.
Both goals were scored
m the first ten mmutes of the game and from then on it '
developed into a defensive battle.
In the se~-fina l against 7th Selection Regiment we were
beat_en by six goals to three. We wish 7th Selection
Regim~nt the very b_est of luck in the final and hope that
th:y will go on to wm the Northern Command championh1p.
~~~- main. feature of the Unit rifle shooting team's
ac1!viues durmg the past month has been the A.R.A. interurut small bore matches.

In the second round we won the match against 38
Regimei:t, R.A., by 952 points to 940. In the
se1TI1-final, the Umt lost to the 1st Battalion Essex Regiment
by 968 _yoints to 957.
Tra~ning

2

TRAINING REGIMENT

There have been two outstanding events in our lives
duri?g February, the semi-final and the final of the Army
Boxu:g Team Championships. The semi-final took place
at T1dworth on ~5th February, 1951, when the Regiment
was matched agarnst the Home Counties Brigade Training
Centre who won the _competition last year. Perhaps the
best fight of the evenmg was the one between Signalman
Galloway, 2 Training Regiment, and Lance-Corporal Radmell, RC.B.~.C.; both men are clever boxers and gave a
very good display. Galloway won on points. Another
fight which caught the public eye was the one in which
Lance-Co~poral Ludlam, 2 Training Regiment, beat Private
Smu~thwa1te, H.C.B.T.C., on points. This was a hard
sloggmg match and both boxers, standing toe to toe gave
and r_ec_eived S?me really ~eavy blows. The scor~ was,
2 T rarnmg Reg~ent 17 pornts, and H.C.B.T.C. 15 points,
and that put us mto the final, the first time a Royal Signals
team has reached the final since 1929.
The final against 4th Battalion R.A.0.C. was fought at
Aldershot on 28th February, 1951, and again there were
some very keenly fought bouts. However, the R.A.0.C.
team pro~ed to be too good for us and were the winners
by 19 pomts to 14. A very encouraging feature of both
these matches was the large numbers of spectators-over

Ru11ncrs-up iii the Ar11iy Bo.T-i1tg Tea1n Cl1am11io1tships
2 Trai1d11g Begi1ne1tt

Included i~ the. picture are . Signalman Reece, b
1f<bnd
antam;
. Signalman
lloway , featherweight
.
.
Co
Istring,
L di light-welter; Si•• nalman MalonJ.
• ' fi_rst
strong,
welter; GaSignalman
Stockdale ·' Corporal
d
.p·oneom be, fl rst .strong,
light.welter;
Sisnalman Lamburn,
rpora
u am, middle, Sisna lman War • hght-heavy ; Driver Burke, heavy R.;.,::c~n s· strotg· Wj'ter; S!gnalma~ Mitchell , light-middle; Lane•·
Signalman Cresswell, ' light-heav; ·
•gna man ones, ltsht; Signalman Goodson, light.welter:
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400 members of the Regiment paid their own fares to Tidworth for the semi-final -and over 6oo to Aldershot for the
final.
Although the team was disappointed at not being able
to pull it off altogether they are proud that they have
brought home to Catterick the very handsome Noble
Trophy which is awarded to the runners-up. The Regiment
is very proud too, of their team's great effort and heartily
congratulates them and their trainer, Q.M.S.I. Hardisty,
whose work and encouragement have contributed a great
deal to the building of the team.
Since these notes were written the Northern Command
Individual Boxing Championships have been held and the
Regiment produced these winners in the final : Signalman
Reece, featherweight; Signalman Galloway, lightweight;
Lance-Corporal Ludlam, welterweight.
Signalman Burke was runner-up in the heavyweight.
Well done! We wish you the very best of luck in the next
·
stage.
In the Catterick District Association Football Championship we are to play in the final against No. 7 Selection
Regiment on the 21st March. It may be that on the 22nd
we shall have yet another trophy to add to our collection.
We have recently adopted a new method of teaching
clerk trainees to type, the initial stages of the keyboard
practice being done to music; we are following very closely
the system used in many commercial schools.
Catterick weather has been running true to form, cold,
wet and tiresome throughout February; it has not been
any help to our preparations for the annual Administrative
Inspection for which we have been preparing. It takes
place on the 13th March and will be carried out by the
G.0.C. Catterick District, Major-General C. M . F. White,
C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., well known to all members of the Corps.

6

(BOYS') TRAIN I N G REGDIENT
Victoria Barrac k s, B everley

Some confusion apparently exists about the role of this
Regiment. We are not the resuscitated Boys' Company.
The Company, with its great traditions, still exists as the
Signals Wing of the Army Apprentices School, H arrogate .
We do no trade training. Our object is to produce, by the
time he is 17!-, a young soldier with a sound knowledge
of basic military matters, and an educational background
sufficient to assist him in his trade training. In this it is
felt we are progressing.
A recent ruling which has given considerable satisfaction
is that no boy beyond the age of 16t will be allowed to enter
the Regimen t. Consequently the time will come when all
boys passing out of this Regiment will have served for a
minimum period of one year. Previously many a boy has
gone into man's service carrying the reputation of 6 (Boys)
T raining Regiment on his shoulders when in fact he had
been with the Regiment only a few months.
We feel that our standards are rapidly rising. T he more
frequent ceremonial parades, the introduction of qualified
drill instructors, and the improvement in quality of the boy
N .C.O.s ar.e producing a better boy soldier. Coupled with
this is the fact that the antipathy towards formal educational
classes, which was once felt, has disappeared.
Not less than these, however, is the stimulus to our Regimental pride given by the success of our boy boxers. As
already recorded, from the four entrants we sent to Arborfield, two became champions. When representing the Army
at the Imperial Services' contest at Gosport these boys more
than maintained their reputation. Boy O'Shea won the
middleweight title and Boy Lance-Corporal Fish was beaten
in the finals on points, fighting as a featherweight. A photograph of the Commanding Officer with Boy L ance-Corporal
Fish and Boy O'Shea is published with this issue. It was
hoped that we should be able to provide the strongest comTHE WIRE , APRIL 1951

[Courtesy: T. Hollh111sworth, Beuerley

Boy Lance-Corporal Fis h and Boy O'Shea

peuuon in an inter-unit boxing contest with the Army
Apprentices School at Harrogate, but an outbreak of scarlet
fever at H arrogate put an end to these ambitions.
A team of cross-country runners was entered both for
the Northern Counties and the National meetings. In the
former we gained a team position of 24th and in the National
gained a team position of 33rd from a field of 59 teams.
Considerin g the fact that this was their first introduction to
team ·running, these boys deserve our congratulations. N ext
year we hope to achieve much more.
A visitor to the camp recently remarked on the number
of our evening activities. It is gratifying to see that these
activities do function in fact and not only on paper.
We consider ourselves fortunate in having made the
acquaintance of Mr. Neville Hobson, M.C., J.P., who,
amongst his other public activities, is the leader of the
Beverley Church Lads' Brigade. The ages of these boys
and our own young soldiers are roughly the same, consequently it has been possible to arrange several contests
of indoor games. These contests have not only provided a
very pleasant evening, but also given a necessary incentive
to the members of our indoor clubs. With either ourselves,
or the Church Lads' Brigade as hosts, these evenings have
been a great success, and we feel indebted to Mr. Hobson
for his co-operation and enthusiasm.
With the end of the present term jn sight, plans are
being made for the summer. The entry of our boys for
the Milocarian trophy competition has already been
approved and it is hoped that at the end of the summer the
name of this Regiment will appear at a reasonable position
in their lists.
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7 SELECTION REGDIBNT

With complete regularity we have reported our nwnthly
reception of approximately 1,000 arrivals, 8o per cent being
of National Service intake, and the remainder for R~gular
engagements.
.
We think it will be of interest to all subscribers of THE
WIRE to be given a descriptive picture of the intake procedure in operating the Selection Regiment of our own
Corps.
.
On any one of perhaps 24 Thursdays in each year Richmond, Yorkshire, railway station leaps into a fever of
activity, such activity being equalled at this particular
terminus only at seasonal holiday periods. On these
Thursdays almost 1,000 potential soldiers arrive; about half
of this number will be for No. 7 Selection Regiment, Royal
Signals.
An Officer, with the help of Regimental Police and railway
officials, organises the arrivals into truck loads for delivery
at the Regiment. The " Intake Machine " is now in motion.
The Regimental N.A.A.F.I. by this stage of the proceedings has changed its appearance and now resembles any
large Civil Service Registration Bureau. The intake passes
from one table to another under the most searching gaze of
Officers IC rugger, soccer, hockey and other equally
important institutions. At these tables, documents dealing
with education, physical standards, dental conditions,
identifications, security measures and pay must all be
reconciled to individuals, civil ration cards must be withdrawn.
A hot meal will have preceded or followed the documentation; a medical inspection and a hair cut will allow the
individual to go forward to receive clothing and equipment
iSl.UeS.

a hockey match were being played on all the Unit pitches,
not failing to mention a game of basket-ball in the
gymnasium.
The soccer team had a suc¢s&ful month with three
big wins and a well fought draw. We have also managed
to get a second Unit team out and hope to arrange further
fixtures for them.
The inter-troop league is approximately at halfway and
devolves into a struggle for the lead between 3 Squadron
Cadre and M.T. Troop.
Rugger has started again after a lapse of some weeks
due to the severe weather and hard grounds. Three
matches have been played. The side has been considerably
strengthened by the arrival of Second-Lieutenants D. I.
Hamilton and R. T. Lawman. A note must also be made
of the fine tackling of Lieutenant Chris White, and the
keenness and determination of the remainder of the team
who have not had much opportunity of playing together.
Badminton has now been started and is played in the
gymnasium most nights. It is hoped to arrange a badminton club to include the married families.

Sehool of Signals

.

By late evening of this intake day, the morning's "civilian

arrival " has become some kind of a soldier-he has a
uniform, a bed and bed space in a barrack-room, has become
one of a troop of 40 men and, by this time, knows the sound
of his troop sergeant's voice.
In one month, in most cases, the trainee will be on the
move again to Trade Training Regiments for subsequent
onward despatch to Field Units of our Corps.
Hockey. In the Catterick District Inter-Unit Cup final
we lost in an excellent game to 8th Royal Tank Regiment.
Soccer. In the Catterick District Division I we met and
beat No. 1 Training Regiment, Royal Signals, in the semifinal; we meet No. 2 Training Regiment, Royal Signals, in
the final.
THE DEPOT REGIHE~T
Pocklington

Spring must have been in the air this past month, for we
have shown much greater activity around and about. RS.M.
Rowbory has appeared with a glint in his eye and a "smile
on the face of the tiger." There is a jauntiness in our step
and we have had four fire practice alarms. Yes! It must
be the approach of Spring, for the sun has shone sometimes.
We have drawn riiles and started arms drill again, which
someone has said is the fault of the musical comedy " Annie
Get Your Gun," which has just reached York. We are,
in fact, polishing up for the G.O.C.'s inspection in April
and feel very confident in making it a first-class show.
The Sergeants' Mess again gave an excellent dance and
everyone who attended, as always, had a very good time.
R.Q.M.S. Etherington as M.C. kept the party going with
much laughter and many wisecracks.
The Officer ' Mess also had a happy family party one
Sunday evening. All were pleased to see Lieutenant-Colonel
and Mrs. R. Webb together again, after his very long
illnes .
A welcome was also given to Mrs. D . J. Benson, the
new Adjutant's wife, on her first visit.
Our activity in sport has been on a fairly grand scale.
One afternoon two soccer matches, one rugger match and
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There has only been a limited amount of ioutdoor sport
during this month as bad weather for a large part of
February stopped games. The shooting team, however, has
continued to do well and, though it is not yet officially
announced, it is thought we shall end second in the District
League.
The high-light of the Unit social activities was on 27th
February, 1951, when the Unit was entertained by Don
Robertson, the lightning hypnotist.
The show was
thoroughly enjoyed by all ranks and even those who were
made to perform antics involuntarily are still laughing at
themselves. It is reported that all efforts to avoid fatigues
by hypnotising R.S .M. Hastings have failed.
Offief'r Training Wing

On 17th February No. 5 Regular Y.O. Coll.rse took their
leave of Officer Training Wing on posting to F.A.R.E.L.F.,
M.E.L.F., B.A.O.R. and U.K. On 8th March we look
forward to the arrival of No. 6 Regular YO. Coul'Se from
Sandhurst.
The opening weeks of 1951 have proved a poor time for
hockey, due to grounds out of bounds as a result of Catterick
weather. On the few days that grounds have been playable we have beaten the Cheshire Regiment 10-0 and
loot to the East Surrey Regiment 2-5. Captain J. A. C.
Webber, to our regret, has left the Wing after leading the
team during the season. Our thanks and best wishes go to
him in his new appointment in Austria.
From the recent publication of the Catterick Second
Division Soccer League table we are pleased to note that
we are holding second position with four games still in
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hand. We congratulate Captain Sutherland and Sergeant
Hannam on their continued hard work in training the team.
The rugger team suffered its first defeat of the season at
the hands of the Duke of Wellington's Regiment early this
month, and so lost tlle semi-final of the Northern Command Cup, score 13-6. l•t was ~ ~rst-cl~ss game, and our
six points were entirely due to bnlhantly mtercepted passes
by Second-Lieutenant Aitchison, who has now left us ~or
Caribbean Signal Squadron. The only ot,h.er match durmg
the period was against 1 Training Regiment in t?e first
round of the Catterick District League; after a suff fight
we drew with .three points each and the replay has been
arranged for 28th February.
.
.
The Unit finished the Cattenck small bore shooung
season on a winning note, having lost two only out of 16
matches. However, competition was keen and in the final
results we finished in third place.

EASTERN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT
IHaresfield

Despite recent bad weather conditions, the Regiment has
not lacked volunteers in the field of sport. The past few
weeks have provided us with some

lilll~lili

hockey and shooting. In recent
in lost
soccer,
exciting
events we
soccer fixtures
by 5rugby,
goals
to 1 to the Intelligence Corps, despite a good performance by our
forward line, and we drew 2-2 with
Maresfield M .R.S. In a return
game, the M.R.S. won 2-1.
Plans are going ahead in the
Warrant Officers' and Sergeants'
Mess to make the Mess more comfortable, and there is much activity
organising Mess functions. A dance
held in the Mess on the 28th February was highly successful, and the relatives and friends who attended thoroughly
enjoyed the evening.
.
.
.
. .
Training Cadre, having become mobile:; agam, pa1_d a visit
to Captain Gordon of the C.C.F. and his Cadet Signallers
at Tonbridge School on Wednesday, 7th Marc~. _The occasion was the school field day, and 0.C. Trauung Cadre,
Captain J. A. Randall, had promised some time befo~e
hand that the cadets would be given the chance of showmg
their prowess as operators with the aid of Traini~g Cadre's
wireless trucks. After the cadets had been given a refresher on the use of Slidex and Unicode, instructions were
issued to the cadets as to the composition of the nets,
operators manning the stations and i/c det~chments. Preliminaries completed, the cadets under their own N.C.O.s
took over the vehicles completely under the watchful eyes
of our own N.C.O.s and operators; after a few schoolboy
curses and much transmitting of tuning calls they est~b
lished themselves "on net." Events th~n moved ~~irly
rapidly, and control directed the. outstauons to posmons
around the lovely Kent countryside. .
.
Thames Estuary Troop, Chatham. Firstly, let us mtroduce ourselves. We are located in Kitchener Barracks,
Chatham and for local administration are attached to the
Royal E~gineers. The Troop is now largely c<;>mp?sed of
civilians but there is still a small cadre of soldier lmemen
and others. Of our civilians, many old members of £?e
Corps will remember Frank Eastwood, who has been with
us for 28 years, " Jerry" Keetch, w~o started with Royal
Signals Records, and has worked w~th the Corps for 23
years, Charlie Cotten and Harry Skinner, both of whom
once wore uniform as members of the Corps. As a Troop
w.c are comparatively small, but the fair share of work we
get keeps us busy and contented.
·
•
Kent Coast Troop, Dover. Like many ot?er Tr~ps, our
strength has mostly a civilian element which vanes from
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From left to right : Standing, S.Q. M.S.
James and S.S.M. Brown. Seated , R.Q.M.S.
S.S .M. Whitham

ex-RN. to ex-Home Guard. We have, however, quite . a
few ex-Royal Signals personnel with us. In vie"". of this
it will be appreciated that it is difficult to compile notes
of interest for THE WIRE.
We have formed a small Social Club and we are planning an outing for the members this summer. Our O.C.
(Lieutenant-Colonel S. C. McGregor) is soon to start coaching us in cricket and we hope to form a useful team.
Home CO'unties District Signal Troop is quite a sm:all
detachment. We have just moved our office (complete with
53 set) and we possess a small garden plot in front of the
new T~oop Office. Determined to impress the passers-by,
plants have been obtained (from the O.C.'s g~den).- These,
together with the work of the Troop arust, . Signalman
MacDonald, should give a pleasing res~t later m the. year.
Like the Regiment we are in contact with, _the local Stgn~ls
Association, Dover Branch, we hold bi-mo.nthly soo~I
evenings a darts match for a gallon of beer bemg the mam
activity. ' The venue of this meeting oscillates between
Folkestone and Dover.
Congratulations to No. I Training Regiment on winning
the Army rugby final. A very exciting game was watched
by several members of this Regiment.

NORTHERN COMMAND (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
York

Attendant upon the nation ~ide preparations for the
Festival of Britain it may be of mterest to readers to no~e
the part to be played by York m
the shape of the York Festival of
Music, Drama, Art and Architecture -to be held from 3rd June
to 17th June, 1951.
The Festival will include cultural and entertainment interests
and the presentation of the York
Mystery Plays for the first time
for nearly 400 years. It is likely
to be a unique event in the
history of the English tage, ince
these performances will be the
first to be given in anything
approaching the original completeness since 1580.
The York Mystery Plays, as many are no doubt aware,
consist of the ancient plays of the Creation and Redemption of man and the life of Chri t, shortened versions of
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which wer performed by the York City Guilds every year
:l Corpu Chri ti Day fro:n the r4th to the 16~ ce:itury.
The full programme of events for the festival 1s t<?O
lengthy for reprinting in our notes, ~ut for thov. who "Ylll
be ne:ir or pa sing through York durmg the fesuvaJ penod
we stro:lgi" recommend a stay for a few day to take
advantage ~f some of the very fine display~, exhibitions,
etc., being arranged for th general entertainment of all.
No the least entertaining and perhaps more spectacular
will be the illuminations of the city walls, York Minster,
the river and hi toric buildings by night, the Guard
Mountina ceremony outside the Minster and subsequent
posting of sentries on the city walls, and nightly communal
dan ing in the " Big Top" in Bootham Park.
Auditions are being accorded to at least two of the
Regiment, W.0. II ~cClenaghan. ~d. Si~alman Jenkins,
with a view to selecnon for paruopauon m the Mystery
Plays.
.
,,
Apropos of the criticism 1:1pon. "dreary :Urut notes
mentioned in letters to the Editor m the last issue of THE
WIRE we feel from York that such wholesale condemnation i~ perhaps rather unfair. Although our own sporting
activities and domestic functions are limited and not front
page news, we do rake an interest in and_ share in the
reflected glory of achievements elsewhere ~ the Coz:ps.
"Esprit de Corps" is not to be defined m excluding
the "little things," which within the Regiment are indeed
held in high order and within their perspective go to make
for Corps prowess in larger fields: There is, ho~ev~,
room for improvement, we feel, m general descnpuve
news of Regiments' locaLties and surrounding features of
interest, and unusual features of topography or historical
·ignificance when unearthed will appeal to most interests,
especially if one is likely at some future date to be posted
there!
At long last we have succeeded in raising sufficient'
potential and would-be N.C.0.s to form an intensive training course for basic training in drill, discipline, military
law, etc., etc., covering a period of three to four weeks.
With old-time " passing out" on the "square " and in the
lecture room, it is hoped to produce some very good
N.C.0. material. Every phase and aspect of the modern
N.C.O.'s duties and responsibilities has been covered and
enthusiami of both instructors and pupils augurs well for
the outcome of the course.
Changes of personnel occur, as usual, with bewildering
rapidity and harassed Squadron Commanders and Troop
Officers tear around in frenzy as their storeman or key
executives are suddenly wafted away co other climes ! One
hears the word " continuity " bandied around and now
used as a pretext, in mitigation, in omission and in short
on every conceivable occasion when the lack of it nicely
covers the situation!
Re-introduction of weapon training produced some
:.tartling results recently! Slope Arms presented a picture
never to be forgotten, whilst the look of pathetic bewilder-
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ment on the face of two or th·ree would-be " slopers " was
worth a whole reel in the Universal News. Differentiation
between the barrel and stock is now proceeding apace!
WESTEHN C.." 0~1.\UAND SIGNAi, HEGIMENT
Blneou (;amp, Chester

The big news from Blacon is still of preparation for our
annual inspection on 19th March, r95r, when the C.S.O.
Headquarters, Western Command, Brigadier E. V. McCormack, c.B.E., will take the
salute at our ceremonial
parade. For the big day the
Corps band have very kindly
consented to play for us on
the March Past and for our
All Ranks' dance in the evening, which promises to be a
very happy event.
The C.S.O. has also consented to judge our intertroop drill competitions which
will decide the champion troop for the current quarter.
Later that day the cup will be presented by the C.S.0. to
the winning troop. Needless to say, competition is at feverheat while the final games are played off. Even now, seven
days before the day, its anybody's guess as to who will win;
RH.Q. team collected 100 easy marks for small bore shooting, " M " Troop have topped the Cross-Country League
and Camp Sta.ff Troop won at basket ball to name but a
few results. Our big parade is taking shape and oddly
enough the greatest difficulty has been in finding a gramophone record fit to march to. It is time the Corps band
got down to this problem, for it is quite an old one and
it has cropped up all over the place, both at home and
abroad.
NORTHERN

IHEL~'D

DISTRICT (M) SIGNAL
squADRON
Lisbu.ru

Probably the most important event hlfs · been Exercise
Hector II, which- took place in the Gymnasium, Thiepval
Barracks, on the r6th and 17th
January. The practical part
of the exercise was a " telephone battle " at Brigade
level, and the Squadron was
responsible for providing the
telephone and wireless communications. The latter was
simulated by using remote
control units over line. The
Squadron was more than repaid by the comment of the
G.O.C., N.l.D., who said
" The success of the exercise
was entirely due to the excellent communications provided."
We have had a 1ot of snow this winter. It fell quite
heavily in December, interfering with our outdoor
activities, and in early January an extremely heavy fall
snapped telephone wires in all parts of the camp, giving
our Line Troop some excellent training in the repair of
lines under Arctic conditions.
The weather has in fact been blamed for quite a lot of
things. Even when our shooting in the N.l.D. Small Bore
League started to fall away from the peak it had reached
in November we blamed the cold weather. And so our
" A " and " B " teams have lost the leadership of their
respective leagues; but "C" team still shoots steadily and
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keeps the leadership of 1:-eague III . Both "A.". and "C"
teams are likely to be m the final. In addmon to the
N.l.D. League, we have fired in the A.RA. Company Cup,
and as "B" team of Western Command/Northern Ireland
Dist!rict in the LC.I. Unit Challenge Cup. In both matches
we scored an average of about 93 per cent.
The Squadron held a party in January, which proved to
be a great success. We danced to an excellent band provided by the R.U.R., whose bandma~t~r, Mr. Soars, a~ted
as M.C. Our talent spotting compeuuon was a revelauon.
Private Sweetman, W.R.A.C., has a charming voice, while
Signalman Machin sang with confidence ~nd vig.our.
The W.R.A.C. in the Squadron are provmg their worth,
having recently _b eaten Northern Command. netball team
11-6 in a hard match. They have been gomg through a
toughening up process by challenging the. men to sev<:ral
matches. Although the men have won a higher pr~port1on
of the games by sheer jwnping ability and a lordly disregard
for the rules of the game, the girls always outshine them
with their clever iriterpassing.
The major sporting activity (the District cross-country
championships) in N.l.D. was held on Wednesday, 31st
January. Heavy !l"ain on the Monday and Tuesday ha:d
turned the course into a quagmire.
Our team competing for the Minor Units Cup, ran a
splendidly ~ntrolled race, ending in a bunch, 30th, 31st
and 32nd. We were only just beaten into ~econd place
by the Depot Inniskillings, who scored 87 pomts.
.
We are beginning early training fo~ the. sllilll1:er athleuc
championships, and as the hockey pitch 1s dry~g we '.1-fe
training for the knock-out hockey compenuon, wh1ch
commences shortly.

S.R. DEPOT AND TRAINING CENTRE
(ROYAL SIGNALS)
Chester

This Unit is a recent addi·t ion to the Regular Army. Its
task is to administer and train all the Supplementary
Reserve Signal Regiments which are being raised over ~be
next .t hree years. In addition, all those National Service
men allocated to S.R. Units will pass through our hands
when ,t hey are "demobbed." The Urut is c:ommanded by
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Copeland, Royal Signals.
We are still in the pangs of birth, and are wading through
mountains of forms, letters and directives. At first we
thought we should have .t o set up our office with a soap
box and packing case, but thanks to the wh~le-hearted cooperation of Western Command Signal Regiment, we are
settling down very quietly to a normal existence.
To date the cadre has not completed forming, but those
of us here are fully employed acting as jacks of all trades.
S.S.M. Townsend has transformed himself into a clerk and
happily pounds a typewriter all day. .
Our transport at the moment con~1sts of one. barrow,
hand ably driven by Signalman Griffith~, who 1s never
happier than' when he is pushing it or stoking the stoves.
W.0. II Whitham, our chief clerk, has proudly opened our
first file the first of thousands, we may add~ for we shall
hold an' the documents of every member of the S.R. This
job alone will create full employment for a number of
people.
.
.
We shall be receiving our first batch of Nauonal Service
men at the end of March, and hope to have our "sausage
machine" workina full blast by then. We hope that they
will excuse any sllps that may occur, as this will be more
or less a .trial run. We expect to get most. of them aw~y
to their homes on the same day as .t hey arnve here (Units
please note, don't send them so that they arrive here in
the evening).
.
.
We shall also be .training our first S.R. Reg~n:ent m the
summer or autumn; Captain Williams, our Trammg Officer,
will soon be up to his neck in programmes and syllabuses .
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When we have settled in completely we shall attempt to
give a more detailed account of our work here. We send
our love to the War Office in the hope that they will
increase our establishment. I must now break off to sign
an indent for that form which, by its number, heads every
Quartermaster's list.
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OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT (S.Il.)
Western C@mmoud
We make our bow as the first of the major Signal Units
to be re-formed in the Supplementary Reserve. This year
we have been selected to be made up to strength with
Z Reservists, and to carry out training in Blacon Camp,
Chester, as a complete Unit, from 1st to 15th of September.
The C.0., Lieutenant-Colonel C. E. Calveley, O.B.E., is
particularly anxious to enlist, as volunteers, N.C.O.s and
Signalmen who have served with him before, or who were
in the pre-war I L. of C. signal Regiment (S.R.).
Other Officers who will be serving in this Unit are Major
Ireland, M.B.E., who was Second in Command of 2nd Army
Signals; Major Mitchell, M.B.E., who was on the staff of
C.S.0., Second Army; Major Golotham, who was a company commander of 2 War Office Signals, Major Thirsk,
n.F.C., T.D., who left A.A. Signals for the R.A.F., in the early
part of the last war, but who has since decided to keep his
feet on .t he ground; and Captain Bourne, of I L. of C.
Signals (S.R.), 2 W1r Office Signals, and later S.~.A.E.F ..
Brief details of the Supplementary Reserve are given on this
page and in the Editorial. Anyone 'Yishing to join ~4 L. of C.
Signal Regiment (S.R.), should write early to: L1eutenantCOlonel C. E. Calveley, o.B.E., Duncan Hall, Stone, Staffordshire, giving their name and number, war substantive rank,
trade rating and age.

\VOA T IS THE S.R.?
It's a fJ!ay to serve your country
WHAT DO YOU PUT INTO IT?

15 Days' Camp each year-4 years' engagement
WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF IT?

Full pay and alJOVJances for the time spent at
camp . . . A cash bounty each year-Tax free
in certain cases
HOW YOU CAN JOIN IT

Apply to the nearest Recruiti11g Officer, or write to:
THE COMMA DA T,
S.R. DEPOT AND TRAI ING CE TRE
(ROYAL SIG TALS),
BLACON CAMP, CHESTER

IF you are still serving, tell your civilian friends.
IF you are in "Civvy Street," join now, before the
best jobs are taken.
IF you were in the S.R. before, join your old unit.
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identity and their pride of Regiment, and it is for this reason
alone that they were enabled to do what they did.
The book should be read by all those who consider
"rationalising" the British infantry and doing away with
Old Regiments. It may perhaps give the~ pause.
Published by Gale and Polden, Lid., price 21/-.

Fron1
KENT
to KODIMA

Anti - Aircraft Command

By ~fajor E. B. STANLE'l··CL~RKE awl
Hnjor A. T. TILLOTT

THE 4th Royal West Kents went to France with the 44th
.l Division during the "Phoney War," haying ~ made up
of drafts from other Regiments and provided with a Commanding Officer by the 1st Battalion. The Battalion had
some stiff fighting during the Battle of Flanders and the
retreat to Dunkirk, and in a~tual fact only about 150 of all
ranks remained together durmg the passage to J?~gland, but
during the ensuing three weeks stragglers reiomed them
until they numbered nearly 400, this final figure being a
measure of the casualties suffered.
. .
After a short period of retraining in England, 44.t h Diyision was moved to Middle East and the 4th Battalion with
them was committed to action in the Western Dese~ before
being fully acclimatised and hardened to that peculiar type
of warfare. In the only serious action in which they took
part, a night .advance, they los~ approximately 50 per cent
of their effecuves, a very nasty JOit.
On the disbandment of 44th Division, this T.A. Battalion
somewhat to its initial dismay was transferred to the 5th
Indian Division where, brigaded with two Indian Battalions,
it was moved quickly, and perhaps fortunately to Paiforce
where it was able to retrain and to become accustomed to
working with Indian troops, and to acquire the necessary
respect for them. The sojourn there was not long ~ecause
in May, 1943, 5th Indian Division returned to India, and
thence after a short stay, to the Arakan front for the Battle
oi Burma. They had. a period of training from May to
October, but owing to the shortage of British infantry reinforcements in India they were organised on a basis of three
rifle companies. During the last weeks of 1943 and the first
weeks of 1944 the Battalion was engaged in the stiff fighting
in the Arakan of that period and they acquitted themselves
well thereby obtaining the necessary experience which was
to s~and them in good stead in their ordeal to come.
In March, 1944, the 161st Indian Infantry Brigade including 4th Battalion Royal West Kent Regiment was moved by
air to Manipur while the remainder of the 5th Indian Division was moved similarly to Imphal. In the outcome it fell
to the 4th Battalion, Royal West Kent Regiment, T.A. to
hold the vital road junction and small civil station of Kohima
against the assaults of at least one full Japanese Division.
The Battalion's ordeal, responsible not only for themselves
but also for many hundreds of military ineffectives in an
ever lessening perimeter was very severe, only those present
at the time can appreciate the severity of the fighting conducted at very close quarters continuously by day and by
night. This Battalion held Kohima for a vital fourteen days
during much of the time completely surrounded by a force
of Japanese ten times their number. About 200 of them
marched out or fought their way out after relief by the
infantry of the 2nd Division.
The title of the book ends here but the story of the Battalion goes on. We follow its fortunes as, short of reinforcements, being once amalgamated with the West Yorkshire
Regiment, it joined in the pursuit of the 5th Indian Division
from Imphal to Rangoon. Here, perhaps fittingly, it fell to
the Battalion, now very much reduced in numbers, to provide
the guard for the Japanese officers who cime to Rangoon to
sign the instrument of surrender of the Japanese armed forces
in Burma. Throughout all their long ordeal, and it should
be noted that there were very few periods of the war when
thi Battalion was not fighting, they had clung to their
IH

The winning team : Lance.Corporal Fransen, Sergeant Sayer (captain),
Corporal Stead , Private Brown, Private Kearney , Lance-Corporal Harvey
and Private Poolman

l
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A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT
Laindon

The rate of new arrivals and the departure of old
faces has been high. Amongst those who have gone
or received notice "to quit" are Squadron Sergeant-Major
T. J. Rice, who has proceeded on a cipher course prior to
posting to warmer climes; Company Sergeant-Major F. K.
Head, W.R.A.C., shortly to leave for Guildford. As
replacements Company Sergeant-Major E. H. Morris,
W.R.A..C., from Brighton, and Squadron QuartermasterSergeant S. Barnes from the Rfoyal MJlitary Academy,
Camberley.
The Fire Command Troop have been engaged on scheme
work and now know the countryside of Essex and its
adjacent counties both by day and by night.
The Regimental football side has played four matches
during the month, beating 57 H.A.A''. Regiment, RA., and
Headquarters Movement Control, R.A.F., and drawing two
games against 7 Infantry Brigade Workshops, R.E.M.E.
II A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Brompton Road, S. W .2

The Officers of the Regiment were honoured to have as
their guests at a sherry party in the Mess at 206, Brompton
Road, on 2nd March the Mayor and Mayoress of the Royal
Borough of Kensington, Councillor and Mrs. Gapp; guests
all the more welcome in view of the impending adoption
of the Regiment by the Borough. Other guests received
by Colonel Sir John Dalton and Lieutenant-Colonel G. H.
T. Shrimpton included General C . H . H. Vulliamy,
Brigadiers B. P. Hughes, D . N . W. D. Irven and W. H. G.
Rogers, Colonels Sir T. L. H. Roberts and E. Boggis.
We have to congratulate our W.R.A.C. netball team on
their recent success in winning the I A.A. Group competition. In the final, played at the Albany Barracks, 499 (M.)
H.A.A. Regiment, T.A., gave us the closest and hardest game
we have yet played. 499 Regiment opened the scoring, but
when we managed to equalise it became a hard fight all
the way, with the score at half-time 4-3 and the final score
at only 6-4 our goals being divided equally between our
shooters, Private Poolman and Lance-Corporal Harvey.
News has trickled through from Norwich that our
Detachment there have taken up shooting on the miniature
range. A mixed team shooting on 26th February were
beaten by 927 Company R.A.S.C. by 514 points to 495.

We have regretfully to say good-bye to two of our
W.R.A.C. sergeants. 23 Squadron is losing Serg~ant J.
Butler who is leaving to get married and takes with her
our ~st wishes. Group Squadron is losing Sergeant J.
Marshall who has found that a young son takes more
looking :tlter than a squad of Jeleprinter operators. Farewells have also been said to S.S.M. J. Glossop, who has le~t
on a rather belated release, though we hear that he is
remaining "in the trade." His loss will be felt by all, not
least by Group Squadron, who~e P.S.I. ~e h.as been for the
past three years; we all wish him luck m his new employment.
12 A.A. (H) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Bristol

With the first signs of Spring thoughts are turning to
summer training and in particular to annual camp. As Ia.st
year, our camp is to be at Br.aunton, Norr? Devon, and will
be for the second fortnight m June. This year, of course,
things will be very different for us beca~se we shall ?e a
regiment of practically full . strength with our ~auonal
Service men and Z Reservists. Although a trifle. outnumbered by these very welcome . newcomers, we ·au:i to
impress them with a T.A. camp as lt shoul~ be. A w~~sper
has got out that a very special V.l.P. is likely to visit us
and already all are eagerly looking forward to the event ..
Since we last appeared in these c?lumns nothmg
spectacular has happened; at least nothi_ng that can be
recorded. We have, however, been kept nght on our toes
with inspections of vehicles, equipment and an:ns by the
Ministry of Supply and R.E.M.E., to. say nothing of the
documentation teams from Royal Signals Records and
W.R.A.C. Records and the quizzical minions fron: the
Command secretariat. All this has. i;nade us fe~l like a
soccer team in a knock-out competmon wondenng what
.
the next round will be like.
Our loss of Captain B. C. Skelly, T.D., who has been ~iven
a Short Service Commission, to I.4 A.A. .C~) Signal
Regiment, T.A., where he is now Adiutant, will mdeed be
their gain. We shall miss ~im very much. We offer C?ur
congratulations and best wishes to R.S .M. K: B. Ulnch
and Corporal M. H. Keedwell, who were married on 24th
February at Bristol.
13 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Glasgow
Edinburgh

At long last we can say ur seasonal festivities are over
for a "wee" while and the snow and slush of Scotland
.
is just a memory until nex.t winter.
Since the New Year our PSis have been busy on various
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courses and we must congratulate Sergeant Birrell on
passing' his OWL B 1 with such high marks.
.
We take this opportunity to extend co~gratulauons to
Major T. D. Childs, O.C. 29 A.A. CM) Signal Squadron,
Glasgow, on being awarded the M.B.E. m th~ New Year's
Honours List, 1951, also to S:cond-L1eute~t. M.
Hogarth, W.R.A.C./T.A., on obtaimng her comnussion.
On the 10th-nth February we were visited by ~embers
of the Army School of M.T., and many valuable ups were
learned by all who attended ~e ~o-d~y cou:se.
We had our annual administrauve mspecuon on 21st
February and the documentation team on Ith~ 23rd
February, so we have been on our ~oes. for a while.
We held a very enjoyable all ranks high tea and dance
on 20th January in our Drill Hall at Edinburgh, over 8o
attending from the Edinburgh and Glasgow Squadrons.
A very successful all ranks dance was run by 30 A.A.
(M.) Signal Squadron at Jardine Street Drill ~fall, Glasgow,
on 23rd February, and it is hope there will be more to
follow.
. fir
h
Our W.R.A.C. netball <team played tts st mate v. 494
(M.) H.A.A.. Regiment, R.A., T.A., and were well ~d truly
beaten but we are proud to announce the fo~ng of a
mixed 'hockey team, which won its first match agamst a team
from Edinburgh University.

4 A.A. (~I) SIGNAL JlEGBIE~T, T.A.
Peninsula Barracks, Warrington, Lanc8

R.H.Q. and No. 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Squadron (Warrington). C.S.O. A.A. Command visited us on 20th. February,
1951 and took the Salute at a practice ceremorual parade.
He ;eemed well satisfied with all he saw.
. .
.
On 8th March we underwent our annual a<;imlillstrauve
inspection. The report has not yet been r~ce1ved but the
" Spring cleaning" should have ensured a fairly good result.
We expect an even higher standard by 29th March, when
our new G.0.C. will visit us.
.
With a view to amusing our "Z" ~eseryists at Lulworth
Cove in August, a Unit concert party is bem~ fo:med. 1:hey
hope to produce tl_ieir first show in May. First llllpressions
are very encouragmg.
.
. .
.
.
Our football team is sull wmrung and is now first m ~e
Chester League. Preparations on the sports ~eld 3:fld tenrus
court indicate the summer will soon be here m spite of two
. .
inches of snow on the ground today.
40 A.A. (M.) Signal Sqiuul;rcm (Cov~iry/Bmnmgham).
We entertained 1/20 {\rrny ~1gnal Re~ent, . T.A., on o~
miniature range and drew with them. Signalman Osborn
again put up a quarter-inch group.

14 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Speke, Liverpool

The highlight during the past month ha~ been the visit
paid by C.S.0. A.A. Command to our Umt on 19th/20th
February during which time he was able to see R.H.Q.
and 4 A.A. Group (M) Signal Office Squadron at
Woolton and 34 A.A. (M.) Signal Squ~dron at. Salfo_rd.
Otherwise routine training has been earned out, i~cl~du~g
certain Sundays. We find that a full Sunday tra1rung is
far more valuable than the equivalent time spent on separate
drill nights.
.
Annual camp begins to loom larger on the horizon an~
is being looked forward to with the usual eagerness. This
year in common with other Units, we are to h~ve our quota
of ,/ i " men and we are hoping that they will find camp
as enjoyable and useful as it a~ways has been to T.A.
members. This year we are gomg ~o Rolston Camp at
Hornsea while our 96 AGRA (A.A.) ~ignal Squadron fr<?Jil
Atherto~ is going with its own Bngade to the pracuce
camp at Tonfanau.
115
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Corps Dinner
1951
On Tuesday, the 6th of February, 1951, 150 Officers of
the Corps sat down to dinner together in the 21 Club
Bad. ~ynhausen. This is not the place to tell of all th~
prcJ!minarY arrang~m~n~, lit~le-things-going-wrong, mad~erung delays and irntatmg difficulties that were overcome
m course of preparation.
_Let it suffice th~t we assembled and went in to dinner,
with the Corps stn?g orchestr~ _playing on the stage. The
Oub had entered mto the spmt of the evening and produced an excellent meal, to which we all did ample justice.
In ~ue course, even the finest of arguments was interrupted
~hile _we drank the healths of our King and our Colonelm-Chief, the Princel.s Royal.
Brigadier Morrison rose to welcome us and read out
t~legrams of greeting from the Princess Royal, Representa~ve Colonel-Commandant, Director of Signals, and the
e1gh stalwarts (plus Major Clubb) on the ski course in
Norway. Then Lieutenant-Colonel Seely rose and delicately
pulled t?e legs of the guests, Brigadier Hemming, the B.RA.
and Wmg Commander Goodman.
Brig_adier . ~emming (who many will remember from
Cattenck !_tiding School) rose in answer, and with even
greater delicacy pulled the leg not only of Colonel Seely
but of the ~rps. When the laughter had died down'
Colo~el Thuillier rose, this time to bid farewell to Brigadie;
Mornso?, "'.'ho ~ be leaving us before the next dinner.
The. Bngadier skilfully "dodged the issue " in his reply
~d mstead presented to the Corps in B.A.O.R a cup to b~
given to the best all-round Unit at sports.
Soon after we left table, and it was not long before the
sports usual to. a guest i:llght were in full S\ving. Finally,
cheerful, talkauve and ured we dispersed for bed after a
most successful evening.

I

SIGNAL SQUADRON, W.R.A.C.
B.A.O.R. I

Our numbers wer~ greatly. depleted last October when
all T.P.0.s, after thetr final fhng on Exercise « Broadside "
were posted back to the U.K. to fill vacancies on the ho~e
establishments: Let's hope they all have good postings.
S.S.~. Bayli~s was the next to go. Beware all intendin
Cattenck candidates as Sergeant-Major Bayliss won't pas~
you on your course unless you are reallv outstanding
Officer numbers have dwindled too. The O.C. is ca· tain
M. E. Roe, a former member of A.T.S. Signals Ge~an
about two y~ars ago and for the time being it looks a~
!hough ~he will be the only Officer, as Captain G. J. Thomas
~ ~onrungp the red cap and deserting Signals to become
ssistant . rovos~ M~s~al in London-a hint to the tou h
guxt:r~e 15 learrung JU-Jitsu on her conversion course g
iages have been in the air, the proportion is ~ to
~t m:t be_ the golden voices of the switchboard girls mi~
oes e. trick. Corporal Jeski and Lance-Corporal Macka
Roy~ S!gnals.' made a match of it on 24th February thy,
::lung }ta Cipher Wedding to break the monotonous'r~~
ty o the S:B.O.s. Sergeant Brimer, however is an
S.~·<?· and s?e mtends to go out of Signals for he; choice
Mar~~. ma rymg Sergeant Buchanan of the R.E.s on 17 th

2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Hilden

. The intensi~e i_ndividual training which we told you about
m last month s issue has continued throughout February
except for Signal Exercise
"Hardy Two." On this exercise we were all removed from
our comfortable quarters and
packed in a rather cheerless
area some hours' run from
Hilden, where we were forcibly reminded that in war
one can't expect spring beds
and centrally heated rooms.
Notwithstanding the unpleasant conditions and a rather
troublesome" enemy," we are
"
,
glad to have returned from
the battle .' unscathed and comforted in the thought that
our efforts .m the clas~oom did seem to show some improvement m our efficiency.
On the s~ial .side, many of us enjoyed a well supported
dance run m aid of S.S.A.F.A. funds. Our Second-inCommand, apart from. raising .nearly £80 for the extremely
worthy cause, was paymg particular attention to some keen
exponents of the Samba. He maintains that " if they have
rh~m they can read mor e," and consequently we are
looking forwar~ to many B operators.
Soccer. J:?urmg F~bruary we played seven games in the
4 Guards Brigade Ma1or Units League and one in the semi~al of the B.A.O.R. Signals Soccer Shield. We are parucula:ly glad to be able to report that in these eight games
we did not suffe_r one de~eat. Our highest goal average
was reached against 42 Field Regiment, R.A., whom we
beat 8-2. In. the B.A.0.R. Signals Shield, which was to
u~ the mo~t unportant match, we beat 11 Air Formation
Signal Regiment 2-1. after a v~ry hard game fought out in
a se~ of II?-ud a~d without a smgle minute when it wasn't
pourmg with ram.
Rugby. We a;e. ~leased '~o report ~''very keen game against
11 ~oured D1vis1o~al Signal Regiment, who raised a very
good std~ at shor~ nouce and whom we just managed to beat
by 13 pomts to rul. In this game we felt the loss of our star
back, Lance-Corporal Foreman, who is on a P.T. course,
~d ~lso the leader of our pack, Major R. J. Harvey, who
is try~g to break. a leg ski-_ing at Ehrwald. We hope that
the:e is no truth m the whisper heard in the barracks that
~e1{ loss was more than balanced by the Adjutant's refereemg.. We now go forward to meet II Air Formation in the
senu-final of the. B.A.O.R. Rugby Cup on 3rd March.
Hockey. _Agam we are happy to report a very successful
~onth, havu;g won four matches out of four. Our most
unportant wm, however, was against I Wireless Regiment
whom we beat l;>Y fc;>ur goa~s to nil. Considering the trouble
~t we are havtng m keepmg our ·side together, with rever~1ons to hoi:ie establishment and releases, we feel that being
m the serru-final of the Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Cup is no
mean feat.
B_oxing. In this fie~d. ~e are proud indeed. We fought
agamst 7 Armoured Div1S1onal Signal Regiment in the semifina_l. of the B.A.0.R. Championships and after some very
exciU?g bouts we found ourselves with an even number
of pomts when the gong sounded for the final bout. Signal~an Beckett boxed e~r:emely ~ell and we are glad to say
Just gave us. that additional pomt which now sees us into
thTe final agamst B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment at Herford on
uesday, 6th March.
. S.ki-ing. Sergeant Woolgar did well in the B.A.O.R. ind1v1dual Langlauf at Bad Gastein, coming in sixth.

Have " The Wire " mailed to you direct

B.A.O.R. SIGNAL llEGIMENT
Herford

General. February has seen the rebirth of schemes. The
Construction and Wireless Troops have been going out
regularly in the middle of each week for training in the
field in preparation for the next large B.A.0.R. exercise in
early May.
IIth Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment is now firmly
established at Hammersmith Barracks and during the month
the first sporting encounter between the Herford Signal
Regiments took place. We hope to be able to meet them
many times in the future and to continue to show our
superiority as the Senior Regiment.
Rugby Football. Apart from a few practice games, there
has been only one match this month; in the Signals Cup
we beat 2 L. of C. Regiment 21-8 after extra time. We
were soon five points down, then held our own until
eventually we broke away and scored a try, converted by
Clarke. Our opponents replied with a penalty goal, but late
in the game Clarke equalised with a similar attempt. When
extra time started, however, we really woke up, the forwards getting right on top. Converted tries by Corbett and
Jessop and a further penalty goal by Clarke gave us a good
victory by 21-8. Outstanding players were Wadley, Jessop,
Clarke, Graveling, Corbett.
RO'Ver Scouts. (Fram a Unit Rover Scout). The Unit
Rover crew have had a new lease of life in the last five
weeks. The wooden hut known as the "Yellow Peril" has
been given over for our use. Much working and hammer:.
ing has been going on to make it serviceable. Activities
have been numerous, including a hike by four of the crew
to Steinhuder Meer, a Pack Scouters' course at Diisseldorf,
and a visit from Ralph Reader, which did a lot to get the
crew really going. Next week we are entering two teams
in the Zonal marathon which is being held over a 40-mile
course.
Hockey. During January and February the hockey team
has played consistently well and generally beaten their
opponents handsomely. However, the Army Cup game was
lost 1-0 and our hopes of doing really well this year
thoroughly dashed. In the Signals Cup we have won both
our .matches, against 7 Armoured Divisional Signals 4-1
and against 1 I Armoured Divisional Signals 6-o. There is
no weak link in the side but if we were to single out anyone
for special praise it would be the inside forwards, Captain
Haxell and Captain Brabham, who have played with great
skill in every match. Sergeant Bond, the centre forward,
has profited from their well directed passes. We con. gratulate Sergeant Acock on being selected for B.A.0.R. on
two occasions as a goalkeeper.
Cross-Country Running. The inter-squadron runs continue and 3 Squadron are still winning. The Unit team is
now practising hard under Second-Lieutenant Barry for the
Signals championships at Bad Oeynhausen on 7th March.
Boxing. The Unit has a very good all-round team this
year and having beaten II Armoure.d Divisional Signals by
eight matches to I, and II Air Formation Signal Regiment
by 6-3, now go forward to meet 2 Infantry Divisional
Signals Regiment in the final of B.A.0.R. Signals championships. Corporal Powell is a very hard-hitting light-heavyweight and Signalmen Quick and Newman are two other
hard punchers who have done consistently well.
Soccer Football. We raise our hats to our old friends at
2 Squadron, Bad Oeynhausen, on their. grand performance
in the Zeco League and also in reachmg the final of the
John Rice trophy. Our best wishes are extended 1:0 them
when they meet C.I. R.E.M.E. · As to Harewood Rangers,
we thought we haid struck our old form again as we had
won four matches in succession, but we fell away completely
against 3 A.S.S.U., who gave us our biggest hiding of the
season to the tune of 9-1. (Well done, A.S.S.U.).

11 ARMOUllED DIVISIONAL SIG~AI. REGIMENT
Herford

Tl:e beginning of March has brought with it some fine
sunny weather, and it is hoped that this will continue so
that field training can be an
enjoyable period for all concerned.
All ranks of the Regiment
attended an address by the
Divisional Commander, Major
General Foote, v.c., n.s.o.,
when after giving a short
resume of the past history of
this fine division be emphasised the importance of communications in an Armoured Division and expressed his
hopes as to the future. Last week we were honoured by
an informal visit by the Commander-in-Chief B.A.O.R.,
Lieutenant-General Sir Charles Keightley.
The string section of the Corps band is now in Germany,
and as was stated in our last notes a full programme has
been arranged for their stay at Herford. The Corps church
parade is being held on Sunday, nth March, at which
the G.O.C. II Armoured Division will take the salute.
Contingents of the following units will be taking part : M.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment, II Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment, and I 1 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Mention must be made of 4 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment, who share our accommodation in these barracks.
Their job is to provide and staff all static Signal offices in
the area and thus to enable us to take our full part in
exercises.
The hockey team gained an initial success at Hamburg,
defeating 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment 4-1, but came to grief
against ·2 Divisional Signals 0-2 after a bard fought game.

7 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Celle

Administrative inspections seem to be very popular these
days. 91 Lorried Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron had
a very thorough one at the
beginning of the month, and
r~ 2 Squadron one at the end
of the month. 2 Squadron
were the more fortunate in
that their inspection was carried out by R.H.Q., and therefore such faults as were found
were dealt with as a " domestic" matter.
Personnel at Divisional H.Q.
are all extremely busy preparing for a change of location,
from the R.S.M. hunting for
flagpoles and the R.Q.M.S. for electric light bulbs to the
anonymous ones who do _all the do_nkey work moving_accommodation stores and seemmgly getung none of the praise. The
Quartermaster is visibly growing older each day as be
hears of all the extra commitments and none of the extra
men he is getting.
.
.
The married families view the move with very mixed
feelings. For the majority of those without childrer. it will
mean a short spell (we hope) in a hostel. \Vhile c?mmi~
erating with them, we wc;>uld ask them _whe~ the_y. m ~err
turn have a family to thmk back and 1IDagme livmg m a
hostel with children.
Entertainmettt. Our new Squadron is indeed fortunate
in that it is shortly to be visited by the Corps Band. _A
full account of this will appear in our next notes. Whtie
this is hardly the place to record .it, 3 qua~~n is soon ~o
lose its popular Commander MaJor J. J. Williams who is
due to return to his native Canada. He has done much
I

'"'
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to encourage the quadron to amu e them elves, even so
far a ~iving per onal support to their own magazine, the
Minden Mail.
At Divi ional H.Q. this Squadron have again been in the
limelight for Mrs. "Frankie ' Maunsell has been playing
the lead in "George and Margaret," much to the enjoyment of members of the Regiment and others.
Ski-ing. We are sure that all members of the Corps
will v.'i h to join u in congratulating Lieutenant unonPr~tt on finishing third in the Army Championships and
bemg .selected to represent the Army in the Inter-Services
Championships.
Association Football. We have little news to report as
the ground has been unfit for much of the month. 91
Lorried Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron challenged the
Royal Horse <:J'!a_rds and lost by only a small margin. The
te~ from Divt 10nal H.Q. has played one game only, in
which the total aggregate of goals scored was more than
the number of men playing (our goalkeeper was unvanqui hed). 3 Squadron seem to be a very hardy lot-football boots are not yet available, so they play in P.T. shoes.
For those who may enquire none of these men have served
Ea~t of Suez. 4 Squadron are still as cocky as ever and
claun to be at tlle top of Brigade H.Q. League.
Rugby Football. Those types who prefer the oval ball
mmed out against I I .Air Formation Signal Regiment in
the first round of the Signals (B.A.0.R.) competition. After
much gallan~ work by ou: ~ide, particularly in the pack, we
had to a~t that our v1s1tors well deserved tlleir win of
16--0. This game was notable for the lack of what is commonly known as "hard play" and therefore the more enjoyable. We hope to have our revenge sometime.
Hockey. Our hockey team was unfortunate enough to
be ~awn _against the favourites (H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal
Reip~ent) m tlle first round of the Signals (B.A.0.R.) comp~n~on. We manage? to "shak~ " our hosts by scoring
WI~ the first five mmutes, but m the end " might " pre\'ailed and we admitted defeat to tlle tune of r-6.
. ~n the first round of the Divisional knock-out competl~o? only a very weak team was fielded due to the confhcong demands of the rugby team for players, and again
we were the losers, to tlle Royal Scots Greys.
!Joxing. Our boxing team, of whom we prophesied great
things last month, must have read our notes for they chall~n~ed and bea~ the local R.E.M.E. team by 6 bouts to 3,
givmg a fine display before a packed gymnasium. Later
th~)'. ~avelle~ to Hild.en to give battle against 2 Infantry
D1vmonal S1i:nal Regiment and again put up a good perform~ce, losmg o~ the. last fight. Signalman H. Clarke,
01;'1' light-heavyweight ~n 91 Lorried Infantry Brigade
~1gnal §qua.dron, has JUSt won the Brigade Individual
Champ~onsh~p a~d will now go forward to tllc Divisional
Championships m which we wish him every success.
. T_ug-of-War. 2 Squadron lightweight tug-of-war team
di tln~ished themselves in the H.Q. R.A. Minor Units
Championships, finishing as runners-up.
Shooting. ~ur report tllis montll is limited to small bore.
The 91 Lorncd I_nfantry Brigade Signal Squadron team
under the able guidance of SS
· d omg
·
· ·M · P . E . A . Hall is
very well. Recently they shot against 1st Battalion the
York and Lancaste.r Regiment, the score being: 1st York
ai:id Lancaster Regiment 985; 91 Lorried Infantry B · d
1i;mal Squadron r,o6o.
nga e
, If ~e morale of the team and the.ir able coach is any
~ardsuck, tll_ey should end up by wmning the B.A.0.R
·
team cl1amp1onsh1p.
Speedway. Alth.ough tlle season has not yet officiall
opened, our enthusiasts are hard at work training Alr
. pectators a e applying to leave work early on ·Satur~~Y;
m o~~er to go and support our team-your scribe is going
to v1s1t tlle Hanomag Speedway one of these days to see
the extent of the attraction there.
·

:; AGRA (A.A.) SIGNAi, squ.\DRON

For the first time THE WmE hears of our existence
in the Corps.
The Squadron was formed in the U.K. last December
and moved to B.A.0.R. in February. Major C. W.
Ainswortll joined as Squadron Commander from H.Q.
(A.A.) Command.
The senior ranks are S.S.M. Lafferty, S.Q.M.S. Pearson
'
Sergeants Seville, Oram, Axam and Campbell.
At the moment we are accommodated in barracks of
77 H.A.A. Reginlent, R.A., under whose wing we have
been since we were formed, but in the near future, when
the barracks are completed, we will be moving from
Delmanhorst to Oldenburg.
1:"raining is. now under way and all the operators and
radio mecharucs have completed a course on 53 sets with
2 L. of C. Signal Regiment.

ll

AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT
Lemgo

This has been a. very busy month for the Regiment.
February brought its annual crop of up-grading courses
and trade boards.
Some good efforts
were made by the
trainees, and on one
occasion the class
found themselves on
one side of a river
and the cable had to
go across to the other
side. Their efforts
to make a raft were
comical, but in the
end quite successful.
The only disappointment felt by the class
.
was. that Captam Dunkley failed to fall in the water whrn
tesung tlle ferry.
, Life has been complicate_d by tlle feverish onslaughts of
flu, on the one hand, causmg people to take to their beds
~or a ~e~ d~ys; and to feverish activity, on the other hand,
m anttc1panon _of the. March inspections. On 13th March
we have. two mspecuons. 1:"he "'.'-.0. C.-in-C. is visiting
the. Regiment for the first time m Lemgo. Everyone is
trymg to give of their bes-t, so as to prove that we have
n~t deteriorated since leaving the R.A.F. Barracks at
Bucke burg, and at present it is definitely a case of "if it ·
doesn't move "':'hitewash it .'~ The parade ground has been
marked out like a badmmton court with white lines

SIGNAL TROOI•, 77th D . A.A. REGIMENT, ft.A.
Delmenhorst

I think we can quite safely clainl to be the smallest Unit
(or at least one of the smallest) contributing to THE WIRE.
We are just seven in number, and the fact that we have
never been heard of before is explained by saying that
the Troop has only been in existence for a few weeks.
It was actually formed in January for the purpose ofwell, everyone knows why Signals are indispensable!
(Only last week the " 77tll's" chief clerk was heard to
remark that he hadn't tasted a better cup of tea in years ! ).
Joking apart though, we feel confident that we shall acquit
ourselves well in whatever we are called upon to do.
• We have now settled down in the very comfortable
barracks at Delmenhorst, and are about to fix up our
workshop, complete witll facilities for the inevitable battery
charging. Naturally, our sets are only small ones, which
are dismissed as child's play by Corporal McGreal, after
his experience witll tlle monsters of the Army Wireless
Chain. Lance-Corporal Jarratt, who never stops relating
hair-raising incidents from his life in User Trials, is
content to smile indulgently on such "old-fashioned
relics " as the 19 or 22 .

l
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everywhere. Fortunately we are to have tlle R.A.F. band
for the parade, so we hope to make the C.-in-C. proud of
his "Private Army."
On the same day tlle R.E.M.E. inspection team descends
on us. As a result of this it is practically impossible to get
hold of a vehicle. They have all mysteriously broken down
and are off the road.
We have been joined in the barracks by 14 Field Survey
Squadron, R.E., and we are very happy to have them
with us. After a few days tlley had settled in and by
now have become partners in most of our activities. They
brought tlleir own pig farm witll them and tllis has now
been established as a joint concern. We understand that
families should benefit around Eastertide and the troops
later in the month.
The Regiment is still playing as hard as ever, and general
results are as follows : Cross-Country. The team was third in the B.A.F.O.
League, and runners-up in the B.A.F.0. junior race.
Signalman Milligan won the race and, due to the
courtesy of the A.O. C.-in-C., has been allowed to establish
a precedent by being junior cross-country champion of an
R.A.F. Command as a soldier.
In the B.A.0.R. Signals competition the team came third.
The .team was extremely unlucky in this race due to injury.
Corporal Judges pulled a ligament after three miles whilst
running 16th, Signalman Cook strained a muscle and
Milligan, who finished eighth, developed a stitch and had
to stop for a few minutes to ·t ry and cure it.
We have still the B.A.F.0. senior race to come, so we wish
the team the best of luck.
Rugby. Our team has had a highly successful season so
far. Most of the players have played in Detmold Garrison
team, of which we provide two-thirds of the number. This
team has only lost one match during the season.
In the B.A.0.R. Signals competition we have won our
way into tlle final, beating 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment 16----o and 2 Divisional Signal Regiment 9-3
to get there. The team are training hard under "Doc "
Brown for the final against eitller 1 Wireless Regiment or
H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment.
Boxing. In the B.A.0.R. Signals competition the team
reached the semi-final, but were beaten by H.Q. B.A.0.R.
Signal Regiment. They still have plenty of fighting spirit
and are full of hope for their semi-final match with R.A.F.,
Fassberg, in the B.A.F.0 . competition.
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EGYPT (;OlUIUAI\"D SIGNAL REGIMENT
(;anal Zone

Winter games are over, those of summer not yet started.
interlude might usefully be used, therefore, to say somethmg, fo! the benefit of those who are unfortunate enough to
know neither, of ourselves and the country in which we serve.
Our role, easy to describe, is, as usual, not so easy to
carry out. Principally it consists of providing static communications for the British Army in the Canal Zone-largely
on a buried cable basis. However, apart from the almost
nightly activities ai cable thieves (of which the recent
Pip °?rto~ strip may have given you some slightly
dramaused idea), the details of our work and its difficulties
are common to Signalmen the world over. And as they
are the public we are trying, albeit ineffectually, to reach,
we will spare the horrible details and the no doubt
unoriginal "ticks." (Incidentally that reminds us if everyone who heard a Signalman refer to his fellows as
signallers would shoot the speaker, this unpleasant fault
might some day be eradicated).
R.H.Q. and 1 Squadron are located at Moascar, a
British cantonment just outside Ismailia which, on the shores
of the beautiful Lake Tinlsah, is the "halfway house" of
tlle Suez Canal and which contains the Headquarters of
the Ca11al Company. In addition to the Egyptians there are
big French and Greek elements in the population, the
former largely concerned with running the Canal and tlle
latter, in trade, largely engaged in ruining us. The town
itself, with one or two disadvantages inseparable from the
timeless (and fragrant) East, is green and pleasant. The
greatest of these disadvantages is that most ironically named
Sweet Water Canal, without which no life would be possible
in the Zone, and yet which, witll its banks, is largely used
by tlle local males, most flagrantly, for purposes which are
easy to guess.
There are pleasant clµbs to suit all tastes and ranks,
and what passes for pubs, with no fixed opening hours,
though the price of drink is very high. There is an Officers'
and an other ranks' yacht club on Lake Timsah, where most
af.ternoons :µid evenings many white-sailed Bordeaux and
Snipe class boats cut competitively through the blue waters
of the lake. Excellent batlling beaches surround its shores,
thronged in the hot weatller by all ranks and their families.
So with an all ranks' riding club, polo and all the usual
games, an excellent swimming pool, and the beautiful
Garrison Church of St. George's Moascar to cater for our
spiritual needs, life in Moascar can be most pleasant
Our 2 Squadron at Fayid enjoys all these things too; for
Lake Timsah read tlle larger Great Bitter Lake a few miles
down the Canal, and for permanent buil-dings substitute
temporary ones.
At Port Said and Suez our detachments enjoy all the
amenities of seaside civilisation and in addition, as in most
large seaports, the connoisseurs of "feelthy peectures "
can indulge tlleir hobby to the full.
Tel El Kebir is still a good place to fight a battle, there's
little to spoil except what we've put there, and buckets
and buckets of sand. The same might be said of El Ballah ,
though tlle Canal runs near and, so far as our historical
T~is

knowledge goes, it has n t been tested a a battlefield.
However, our detJchmem there keep their tails well up
they get plentr of spo.rt of all kinds, have the odd cinem~
and m~ge fairly frequently to get into the " bright lights"
f Ismailia and Port Said respectively.
And over all loo:ns the Suez Gana!. The reason no
~oubt for our presence here, and bar none the most interestmg thorou~are in ·t he world. Here we see at stone's
thrm". the ship of all nations passing upon their lawful
occas10:-...,;; tankers, tramps, troopers and passenger liners
on their pas age East and West. And if sometimes the
Westward "?und troopers arouse nostalgic longings, further
sober refi.ecuons of the meat ration and the price of fish at
home qmckly stops such nonsense. One day we shall be
on one. of thc:m, until then there are many far less pleasant
places m which to do one's soldiering.
Sport. We couldn't quite keep off the subject. In the
Army (Egypt) rugger fifteen which beat the R.A.F. here
recently we were worthily represented by Captains Callaghan
and Webb (shortly due home) and Corporal Stewart.
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El Ballah
. Since March, 1950, when this Regiment ceased performmg the role of L. of C., no WIRE Notes have been forwarded for publication.
. Wear~ now wholly a training Unit and our one objective
as t~ rruse the standard of Royal Signals above both the
~a~ume and ~re-war level. Our specialities are N.C.0.s,
1un10~ lead~.hip and U.G. Lineman's Conversion Courses
but m a,ddi~?n to this we are raising the standard 0{
operators wireless and line and recently trained driver
operators for the Royal Engineers.
Although our numbers are small we have a high percentage of Regulars in all ranks.
These notes fi?.d us in a new location not too far from
our old home, Airfield Camp, still among the desert wastes
~eth) Camp we share with 3rd Infantry Brigade Distric~
\~e~ H.Q. and .3 Squadron. Egyp~ Command Signal
Regunent. The wmter season is nearmg its end and the
~ttle dress we are wearing is a little too hot for us except
o . course on the morning works parade. Since 'leavin
Airfi~ld ~P on the 1st March, 1950, the Unit has sadlg
deter.1orated m strength. On paper we are still a Re · en'i.
but m actual. fact we are a training wing with a·c~e of
s?me 30 ~od1es (~taff and instructors). Our courses are of
six G\Jfeeks durauon, anended by personnel as far afield
~ ~bralFz Aden and East/West Africa, not to mention
Ee. .ana . one. Our U.G. instructor, ex-boy Sergeant
. v~ 1s genmg slack at the moment preparatory to a leave
m e U.K. between tours Rumour has it that h ·
·
to bring a wife back with him. Our junior le!<l!r~~t11·~
cour~e ~.C.O.,. Ser.geant Pitcher, seems to be doing m~st
of his. ms~ucuon m the Sergeants' Mess at the moment
a~ he is rrunus a course, but we will get him in a few days
ume.
~'1:e field of sport we generally co-operate with our
neig
ur, Egypt ~d Sigi;ia.I Regiment, and of
co"!rse, H.Q. 3 Infantry Bngade District (Rear) since as a
umt we are too small to take part in active com titions
0~. .gallant .o.C., Captain N. C. Gordon (rem~ber 5.
Div1S1onal Signals, Scarborough 1934 :>)
Corp~• at hockey, enc
· k
'
· represents the
et and tennis. We say he is the be
exponent of the ~m~ in Egypt-any challenges? And ~1
course, be finds ume 10 between gam t
th
. '·
wing very efficiently.
es o run e trainmg
0 ur iuruor
. .
N.C.O.s, Lance-Corporals Docherty
d
Carey reprc:sent the Corps in the Mareth Camp football ~I
pushed their way to the final of the El Ballah Knock-cu~
;haf.lenge Cup, only to lose to the B.M.H. El Ballah XI

The Warrants Officers' and ergeants' Mess we share with
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Rear Brigad~ H .Q. Al~ough not a Signal Mes ~, we find
plei:ity to gnp ~bout havmg representatives of such famous
Ui:its as the Rifle Brigade an~ most of the Corps in our
midst. The beer keeps flowmg and there is not a lot
to worry about.
3 G.U.q. SIGNAL REGIMENT
Fay id

. The past month has been a quiet one, and the.re is very
httle. to report. . Our new Drill Square and Armoury are
neanng compleuon, and work is to start on the new Other
~!f N .A.A.F.I. or <the Junior 0.R!s Club, as it is to be
This wm be a lar~e building and will take several months
to complete.. r.t will be the first building of its type in
Egypt, _and will be a handsome addition to the ameni·ties of
the Urut.
.The Sergeants' Mess recent activities include a " Curried
T~ffin,';, to which ~3?1ilies were invited, and a " Stag Games
Night, when bvmg <?Ut members op}:iosed living in
members.
Rifle Clu? activities include a shoot against the 73rd
H.A:A. R.egiment, R.A., which was lost. The recent range
classificauons have rc:vealed not a few marksmen, however,
and we hope to acquit ourselves bener in the future.
.o~ Rugby players won the 17th Infantry Brigade
District. S7ven-a-Side Cup on 1st March, beating R.A.P.C.
by .2?-nil m the final. We entered two teams in the oompeuuon, and our " B " team distinguished itself by reaching
the quarter finals. There they met the " A" team! A
k~n game ensued and the "B" team led until just on halfwne. T?e cc AJ" team ev.entually won II-3.
In the mter-Services seven-a-side tournament at Moascar
on 3rd March "A " team represented the Regiment lost
to R.A.F., Abyad, in <the quarter finals by 6-3, after; well
fought game. The R.A.F. team went on to win the tournament.
The l!nit xy blotted its copy book by losing for the
second ume t:J:Us season (the first defeat was in the Army
final). Our victo.rs were 73 H.A.A. Regiment, R.A., who
beat. us hr 15 pomts to 14.
Five mmutes after half-time we were 15 ooints down
and although .we got to. within one point of 73rd's score w~
could not qmte make a.
'
. Sergeant Rees and Corporal Steele represented the Army
m <the annual clash with R.A.F., and Sergeant James was
selected as reserve. These three, together witl1 LanceCorporal Burgess, all played in the Army trial when
Corporal O'Brien and Signalman Thomas were res~rves.

S.0 . lines. A month on the Sd. meat ration does not seem
to have done much harm, but his report on the cost of
Iivi~g at horn<; is somewhat terrifying and perhaps even the
Nau~nal S7Ivic~ members o! ~e branch have been turning
over m itheir rrunds the possibility of a short service !

4 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT
A by ad

The Regiment is settling down to a more fixed mode of
life and we are fortunate to be well up to strength in
numbers, although very short of Officers, senior N .C .0.s and
certain trades.
Soccer is playing an important role on the sporting side
and all teams are showing themselves well able to take their
place in the leagues on the various stations. R.H.Q. are
second in ·the Abyad League, 39 Wing Signal Troop hold
third place at Fayid with a game in hand, and 71 Construction Troop team is in wjnning form at Abu Sueir.
Most stations have now had their A.0.C.'s inspection and
the Army have shown themselves worthy guests of the Royal
Air Force.
Cable .t hefts in the Ismailia area continue to occupy a
great deal of time for 36 Wing Signal Troop, but more
successful ways of dealing with this nuisance are now in
operation.
" First blood " in the new measures was gained, appropriately, by 36 Wing Signal Troop on the night of 7th
Februacy, 1951.
A party of four, Signalmen Pratt, Scobie and· Quinn and
Driver Roberts, intercepted some raiders on the TCMRemote Receiver Site cable, killing one, wounding another
and capturing a third in addition. They received the verbal
commendation not only of the C.S.O., G.H.Q., M.E.L.F., but
that of the G .0.C., B.T.E., Lieutenant-General Sir George
Erskine, K.B.E., c.B., o.s.o. Since then there has been no
further attempt made against that cable!

I INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
Tripoli

During the past month our sportsmen have made history.
For the first time we are soccer champions of the Minor
League Division " A " and have reached the final of the.
Minor Soccer Challenge Cup.
Finni league table figures are :
Played
Won
Lost
Drawn
I6

(,~EF

AIR FORMATION SIGNAL OFFICER'S
BRANCH
MIDDLE EAST AIR FORCE
lsmailln

January. and February, 1951, have not been months of
great excitement. T.h e most outstanding event was the
r~t~n of S . ~.M. Collie and his family to the U.K. on comp euon ?f his P.W.O.T. We were very sorry to see him
go and indeed h<: was sorry to leave, but a spell at home
betwe~n. :tours 1s a very desirable thing.
S.Q.M.S.
f;18cGi1livray has ably stepped into the vacancy of chief clerk
ut unfortunat<:lY he .too is due to return home within'
the f!lOnth. I-t is provmg extremely difficult to find a relief
and lt may be necess~ry for the S.Q.M.S. to remain with us
for .an extended penod. This he js quite willing (almost
anxious) to do and the matiter rests in 1the hands of the
Ob fficer IC Records, which gives rise to some good natured
anter.
Major Berry has returned from his lengthy leave in the
U.K. and relieved the G.S.O. II of the onerous duties of
T H E W 1'R E , A P R I L I 9 5 I

12

I

3

For

Against

47

18

Pts.
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In a challenge match Wii.th our opposite numbers of
Division" B" we won handsomely by 10--1.
A combined Signals and Divisional H.Q. XV has reached
the semi-final of the Rugby Challenge Cup and our hockey
XI has survived the first round of the Hockey Challenge
Cup.
Quite i'CCently too, Corporal Jones had the distinction
of touring Tunisia with the Divisional Rugby XV.
Divisional. In the near future we shall be saying goodbye to ttwo very old stalwarts. After three years with the
Regiment, Colonel Derek Good, the Commanding Officer,
and Padre Tom Payne are shaking the dust of Tripoli from
their feet and proceeding to much cooler climes. Each in
his own sphere has done more than words can describe to
further the efficiency and well being of the Regiment and
it is with very sad hearts indeed we bid them farewell.
We shall miss, too, the friendly smile and kindly interest
Mrs. Good always displayed in our work and play. "Au
revoir " and good fortune.
In their stead we welcome Colonel Purser and his family
and Padre Evans. On the 25th February a Regimental
drumhead service was held in the courtyard of the Officers'
Mess. This was Padre Payne's swan song. The band of

The Meteors Speedway Racing Team w ith the trophies they
won during 1950.

the 1 Camerons was in attendance and afterwards the
Regiment marched past to the strains of "Begone dull care."
Last Sunday we participated in a motor cycle gymkhana
organised by the Italian fraternity in ajd of local charities .
Several prizes were won by our individual riders, but the
highlight of the afternoon was a display by D.R.s of "D "
Troop. Well done!
As we go to Press Field Marshal The Viscount Montgomery is about to arrive for a three day visit of the territory and during his stay the Guard of Honour will be
provided by the Regiment. Bearing in mind that the Coldstream and Grenadier Guards are neighbours, this is indeed
a t-ribute.
CYPlllJS SIGNAL SQUADRON
Nicosia

The past month saw plenty of activity in preparation for
the annual inspection. E~tra hours were spent in pressing
and polishing, and proved to be worth-While when
Brigadier Reid, the District Commander, complimented the
Squadron on turnout and bearing.
In sport we are doing very well indeed. The hockey
team is third in the league, and, considering that we have
fielded quite a number of players who have never played
before, this is indeed an achievement, enthusiasm, more than
skill, carrying us through to many victories.
We are not strong enough in numbers to field a soccer
team, and have combined with our parent Corps, the
Royal Engineers, 1to make up a team. Between us we held
the leadership of the league for the greater part of the
season. Ill-luck dogged us and in the last few weeks,
due ·tO postings and injuries, we could not keep the same
team and lost our place to R.A.F. "A" team. Incidentally,
we meet the R.A.F. " A " team in the first round of the
Island Cup competition; this promises to be the match of
the season, as both teams are "favourites " for the cup.
Lance-Corporal Gillan and his D.R. section are keen
to start training for the Island trials. No matter what time
of day or night, conversation is only of cross-country riding.
Signalman Sharp still goes to sleep with a photograph by
)lis bed of Geoff Duke, ex-Royal Signals, on his recordbreaking Norton.
On the range we have bad very good results-eleven firstclass shots, 17 seconds and only three failing to classify.
Sergeant \Vhite showed. his efficiency with the rifle by gaining a marksman's score.
Corporal Mcl..achlan, the radio mechanic, has many
demands upon his spare time. Garrison Club dance show
many examples of work, amplifiers and stage lighting arc
just taken in his stride.
121
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The weather i becoming warmer and soon B.D. wiIJ
be di carded in favour of summer clothing. With this
change our wireless detachment at Troodos will be rt'joining the quadron. There are quire a few who have &..:rved
with this detachment and all are boa tful as to their skill
on ki s. I t's amazing the nu mber of "grip" snapshots
that have been taken.
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CO~DIO~WEALTH

l~FANTRY

BRIGADE

SIGNAL TROOP
Korea

Last month's notes heralded the arrival of 16 New
Zealand Field Regiment to the Brigade, this month
we welcome the 2nd Battalion
Princess Patricia's Canaclian
Light Infantry, though it is
doubted whether they will remain with us for long, as we
have news of their complete
Brigade coming out here. Unlike our own Brigade, their
Signal Platoon is commanded
by officers of the Royal Canadian Signals, though their signallers are Regimental Signallers. Our Order of Battle is
beginning to look like a gazetteer of the world.
~orale is v~ry ~gh, we. are advancing again and Corporal
Prmce . and his line parues are laying forward instead of
prepar~g defensive positions some way down the line.
The trials of the Signal Troop could never have been worse
than 01;1f'S duri?g the past fortnight, but we have done
everythmg reqw.red-somehow. Firstly it was decided that
for this particular operation the roads would not take the
heavy t;raffic, so a TAC H.Q. was ordered, resulting in
two switchboards to be manned, two Signal Offices and
two extra W /T links to be looked after.
Th~n, as mentioned above, we were given our fourth
battalion, and though they provided their own rear link it
was an ~ .ii?e to be laid. Six hours later we changed,
!10t only D1v1s1ons but Corps, then the Field Ambulance
introduced an Advanced Dressing Station near TAC H Q
A deluge of. rain reduced the ro::ids to a sea of mud, ~u;
L. of C. bndges were washed away, necessita(ing an air
drop of ammo, food and 88 set batteries, and in general we
wondered what would happen next.
Some idea of how. we ma_naged can be gained by the
fact ~at on one. pa~ucular. rught the Cipher Sergeant and
a Rad:o ~echaruc la1~ the lme to the fourth battalion whilst
our \ e~1cle Mechan ic operated the switchboard and the
ec~nd m Co;nmand and a Despatch Rider went out and
rel?aued the !me to the Middlesex, and whilst all this was
gom~ on the T roop Sergeant and M.T. Corporal were
ferrying cable across the river in boats! !
. L ance-Corporal Cecil, one of our Radio Mechanics, had
h1 name taken down by the U.S. IX Corps Commander
Ill

for performing a task which I doubt whether Signals have
ever been called upon to do-start a helicopter. Batteries
would not manage the job and Major-General Moore was
stuck with his helicopter in the paddy fields. LanceCorroral Cecil rushed up with his 1,26o watt charging
engine mounted on his trailer, connected. the output
terminals and started up. Everyone crossed their fingers
(including the Corps Commander, I believe) and sighed
with relief as •the propellers started turning round. As
travelling by 'copter seems to be the vogue in this campaign
we have the trailer ready when we receive information that
a V.I.P. is visiting the Brigade. Any day now we expect
to see Lance-Corporal Cecil turn out wearing a boiler suit
with "Shell " painted on the back.
It is a small world, as the saying goes, and borne out
by the fact that one of our recent <reinforcements was
S:Q.M.S. Chandler, M.B.E., who was with ·t he Brigad'e
Signal Squadron (when we were an Independent Brigade)
in Hong Kong eighteen months ago.
Our cipher staff are now satisfied, at last their 3-ton
cipher 'vehicle has arrived and sits in a secluded corner of
the Brigade area shrouded in myster y, the only movement
visible being when they creep out to fill their brew can
dash back in again and lock up.
'
Leave is going well and we are gradually working
t~rou~h the Troop, five days in Japan providing an ideal
~1vers~on from the mud ~d dirt of Korea. There is very
little Rest and Recuperauon" about it, but we presume
it had to be called something. " Bath, sleep and bath "
would prob~bly have been more applicable.

that fated capital, then a rush back to our starting post,
Suwon.
All this ridin', runnin' and jumpin' over Korean roads
is not considered good for the innards of those boxes of
tricks peculiar to our job; Foreman of Signals, S.Q.M.S.
Le Hardy and his staff have worked really hard to keep
the buzzing constant. Lance-Corporal "Dai " Davies, our
T JM, hotly denies repairing Crypto's very hush-hush tin
cans with Don 8 and American chewing gum, but grins all
the way around ;wd back again at the mention of packing
string and sealing wax.
Suwon, south to Eonghwan for a month's stay, where
the weather played tag. A thaw and 18 inches of soft,
sticky, oozy mud; a freeze up and another thaw. Was
the infamous cold of Korea breaking, was there worse to
come? There was. On the night of the 23rd February
the drivers/D.R.'s tents were washed away by a small but
extremely forceful wall of water; cold, wet water. Our
Guardian Angel that night wtore a crown.
S.S.M.
Flaherty and his mug of rum : " don't drink it all, there's
another ten to come." May his brasses never grow duller.
4th M arch was a day that will go down in the Squadr on
histor y as the saddest yet. The now famous piano of our
C.O. was totally destroye:d by fire. This instr ument, which
has somehow or other managed to follow Major M arshall
around the world since 1943, is, alas, no more.
Whilst on an S.D.S. r un to the northern Units Sergeant
Wright, our Crypto stalwart, and Signalman Clifford
came under mortar fire, which made a few vent holes in
the jeep . I t is definitely not true that they are laying
claim to the world's land speed record.

H ONG K ONG SIGNAL llE GIMEN'T

At the moment we are enjoying (to use the word rather
loosely) what might be described as an English summer.
We don't know quite what
to expect from day to day,
except that we can almost
guarantee a cold, wet
week-end and a hot, sunny
mid-week. Shortly, with
luck, we will be able to
complain quite happily
about the heat.
This month has seen yet another display by the massed
bands of 40 Infantry D ivision. The Commanding Officer
has been President of the Committee as usual and some of
our radio mecbs. and linemen have been responsible for
the static lighting and the inter-com. system. Their hard
work behind the scenes was well rewarded. The massed
bands marching, counter-m arching and playing selections,
illuminated by searchlights and floodlights, was a stirring
spectacle and not even the inclement weather could mar its
brilliance.
Our noses go up rather high in the air when anyone
in the Colony mentions hockey, because our Regimental
team has just won the Major Units League; we now await
a meeting with the winners of the Singapore Leaguethere will be a report on our noses in the next issue.
Our shooting and athletic reruns are hard at work practicing for coming event s. As _the greater part of both teams
is new blootl, practice is the order of the day. Several
unfortunates have learned ·t hat even a Service rifle has quite
a kick when you hold it half an inch from your shoulder.

YOUR K OREAN K ORRESPONDENT.

29 INDEPEN DENT INFANTRY BRIGADE
GROUP SIGNAL S QU ADRON
Kore a

Stand T o!
For our first notes a resume of the past six months.
We left that Iantl of 3/6d.
cigarettes and memories on
the 2nd October last year on
the good ship Empress of
Australia, our home for t he
next 30 days. Seas that were
misty, rough, calm, oily ; mal
de m er and lectures, shooting
at tin cans, concert parties.
T he Signals were there in
F orce.
Korea: steep hills rising
from the sea; calls, comments
and wisecracks from passing
American ships; our C.O., Major Marshall, and camera~en with . beards riding a small boat on swelling waters;
disembarking to the strains of two bands, black haired,
round faced Korean girls handing out apples, and the
march through Pusan to the station. The smells the last
lingering smells of a Korean summer- what price' a bunch
of .roses. A four-'Clay train journey to Suwon, where we
waited for our M.T. that had gone astray with the s.s. Pine
Hill.
With borrowed transport we moved to Kaesong, north
to Py?ngyang, then north again against a growing tide of
American transport on its way south. Everlasting dust
and a series of traffic jams. A stay of almost two hours at
our northernmos~ halt, where Sergeant Burgess nearly
made a water trailer abandoned by our highly mechanised
friends in their rush south. Hard luck, Alec.
Now south, to be met by Sergeant Ward and his M .T.
staff. Was there never a sight so gladdened our dusty eyes.
Ba~k to Pyongyang for our first Brigade commitment and
boiled duck, cases of rescued rations from the dumps of
Pyo?gyang. South again to Seoul and welcome halt for
Christmas and New Year. Action eight miles north of

18th INFANTRY BRIGADE SIGNAL SQUADRON
Malaya

GURKHA SIGNAL TRAINl~G AND
HOLDING WING
Kuala LnIDpur

A large propor.tion of our time thi month has been
spent in firing off the annual range course at Batu Caves
ranges. Apart from the training value the shooting has
brought out several very promising shots who will help to
form the Squadron team later
in the year. A Squadron
shooting day norm ally starts
at five o'clock in the morning
and after a hasty mug of tea
we set off for the ranges while
it is still pitch dark. On
arriving at the ranges we
usually organise a quick hunt
for wild pig- so far we have
only seen three but all too far
away to do much about. However, we hope to be rewarded
soon for our early rising · efforts !
At .t he beginning of the month the Squadron moved
into its new living accommodation in the form of bashas.
A basha is a hut constructed on a wooden frame and
covered with attap (a type of palm leaf). Each basha has
a concrete floor and accommodates about 20 men, they
are very cool and roomy and compared to tents are absolute
heaven! Much is being done at the moment to cultivate
gardens around each basha and we hope soon to plant trees
aroW1d the camp to provide more shade.
Football and cricket come into season on 1st March .
The football team have rather beaten the pistol and have
already played about seven practice games. Our hocke_Y
team got into the quarter finals of the Malaya Inter-U.rut
hockey competition, being defeated by the 1st Battalion
The Suffolk Regiment, the winners of last year's
F.A.R.E.L.F. knock-out competition.

In January the Malaya individual boxing championships
were held. Of the three entries from Gurkha Royal Signals
one was rwmer-up,
Sergeant Wood, and
t wo Ios( in the
semi-finals, Sergeant
Fisher and Signalman Khargbir Pun.
Other than the
boxing, the general
order has been work,
and lots ·of it. The
weather has been
difficwt. Excluding
two periods of continuous
rain for
three days, the rain
has almost invariably started at 4 p.m. This bas caused
our spol.'ting activities to be somewhat curtailed. It has,
however, added to our domestic tasks, e.g., bailing out the
cookhouse and bathhouse, together with clearing odd bits
of junk that our twin rivers leave behind.
For the past month we have been transit camp to the
Brigade of Gurkhas personnel passing through Kuala
Lumpur. Security is pretty good, we'll swear to that.
Parties of 30 to 50 arrive with vehicles at any time of
the day or night, mainly late evening-almost invariably
at a meal time. Our chaps are certainly meeting the world
(as bounded by the Brigade) and it may stand them in
good stead when they get out on operations.
Two members of the Unit suffer from a complaint that
is sometimes called "funnel fever." They, being of the
right quality, want return passages with a "spot of leave "
during turn-round in the home port. The O.C. is one and
our" headmaster" (W.0. I. Hood) is the other. But why, oh
why, did the D evonshire have engine trouble thi trip?
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19 .UR FOR!\IATIOi'.\' SIGNAL R EGDIENT
Changl ~ S ing a p ore

In writing the e notes one tends to overlook the
activitie of a very impor tant cction of the Regiment-our
d tachmcnt at Seletar and Tengah.
o let " :; break our
routine and send you some news from out yonder.
eletar is the R.A.F. maintenance base, and Tengah the
fighter dromc of R.A.F., Malaya. The man who finds
hi 1self at any of these two pleasant place can consider
him elf fortunate.
Those at Scletar, whilst having time to appreciate their
urroundings manage to handle the considerable amount
of work which is entailed in maintaining communications on
the base. Off duty hours for most of the Seletar detachment are spent at the excellent camp swimming pool where
one achieves an admirable sun-tan with the greatest of ease
and in most comfortable surroundings. The evenings not
pent at the pool are those on which the Squadron hockey
and soccer elevens are engaged in matches again t R.A.F.
team . The re ults have been most encouraging and the
soccer pitch on the airfield has been the scene of some very
determined struggles.
The detachment at Tengah has done good work on the
various maintenance and installation jobs that have occurred
there; in the fields of hockey and soccer they are by no
means behind Seletar and have provided their share of
players for the Regimental -and Squadron teams.
While on the subject of sport, the U nit hockey team,
having come second in the R.A.F. Changi Station League,
have now reached the final of the knock-out competition.
We hope to be able to report complete victory next month.

G.H.q. SIGNAL BEGBIENT, FARELF
Singapore

The first post-war Singapore Base District Rifle Association meeting took place on 12th, 13th and 14th February,
nine teams entered from the three Signal Units on the
island. Although all nine teams were unplaced in the finals,
there was, however, very keen shooting and rivalry between
all Signal teams. Singapore District Signals' " B " team
came out top with 279 points, with G.H.Q. Signals' " A "
team a very close second with 276 points.
Three members of "A" team, S.Q.M.S. Harris, Sergeant
Elsom and Sergeant Pollard qualified to go forward into
the individual championship. Roughly 300 partook in the
shoot, and our three contestants held their own, winning
four cash prizes, and only being ejected when the last 24
individuals qualified.
The past month also witnessed two very interesting
occasions in the shape of boxing tournaments. Firstly, the
ingapore Base D istrict individuals' championships, closely
followed by the inter-unit championships. Our successes
in the individual championships were phenomenal. Out
of a total of ten entries, we became possessors of the
following titles: Signalman Hamilton, flyweigh t champion
of the District; Signalman Wise, lightweight champion of
the District; Sergeant Moorhouse, light-middleweight champion of the District.
Following closely on their heels for honours were:
Signalman Hendry, finalist for the welterweight title, and
ignalman Urquhart, finalist for the featherweight title.
Both of these lads fought extremely well, matching their
respective opponents' skill, ringcraft and sportsmanship.
They lost their opportunity of holding a title by the
narrowest of margins.
I cannot leave this particular competition without first
giving praise to our remaining entries who, although unable
to reach dizzy heights and fame, certainly did not disgrace
themselves, nor the history of Corps boxing. In the Singapore Base District inter-unit boxing championships, G.H.Q.
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Signal Regiment were defeated in the semi-finals on
Monday, 19th Febr uary, by the R.A.S.C. School (Far
East), who now qualify to meet 30 Bn. R.A.O.C. in the finals.
Full re ults are as follows :
Bantamweight: Sergeant Syed Omar (R.A.S.C.) beat Signalman Hamilton
on p:>ints.
·
F<atlicrweight: Sergeant Robbins (R.A.S.C .) beat Signalman Pammen on
p:>ints.
Ligh1tuaiglt1: (1st String) S:g'lalman Wise beat D river Boswell (R.A.S.C .)
o'.l p~ints; (2nd String) Sergeant Yap Ah Teck beat Signalman Nutely o:>
p:>ints.
L ight-Welter: (!St String): Driver Smith (R.A .S.C.) beat Lance-Corporal
M illan on a K .0 .; (2nd
tring) Sergeant N gooi beat Lance-Corporal
Anderso'.l (Sigs) on T.K.O.
Welterweight: (1st String): Lance-Corpornl Hanking (R .A.S .C.) beat
Sergeant Severs on a K .O.; (2nd String) Signalman H endry beat SecondLieutcnant Lawson (R.A.S.C.) on T. K .O .
Light-Middleweight: Sergeant Wilkinson (R.A.S .C .) bent L ance-Corporal
Reynolds on points.
Midd/ewciglu : Se;geant M oorehouse beat Driver Ibrahim (R.A.S.C.) on
points.
Light·H cat·yweight: Corpo ral H ea rd (R .A.S .C.) bent Sergeant H orne
on a K .O.

The Corps hockey team has been more than holding its
own in its own particular sphere. The team consists of
players from G.H .Q. Signal Regiment, Singapore D istrict
Signal Regiment and 19 Air Formation Signals.
Results to date are :
Royal Signals 5, Naval Base o.
1, Royal Engineers o.
2, R.E.M.E . 2.
2 . Royal Artillery o.

There are still three games to be played before the close
of the season, and the team hope to retain their unbeaten
record.
SLJVGAPORE DISTRICT S IGNAL R E GIMENT

Rifie Meeting. A very popular pre-war event had its
revival d uring February, when 250 Officers and Other
Ranks, British, G urkha and M alayan, attended the rifle
meeting organised by the Singapore Base District Rifle Association .
Much as we should like to tell
of major victories won, we have
this year. to be content with congratulating Sergeant Newton on
winning the first prize with a
score of 33 at 500 yards, and
Captain K. Parsons on winning
the second prize at 300 yards
with a score of 31, the possible
in each case being 35.
H.Q. Squadron, represented
by a team composed of Captains K . Parsons and E. P. E.
Montagnan, Sergeants Alexandra and Stroud, registered
the highest score of any team entered by the three Signal
Regiments, but they were still not good enough to move
forward into the second stage of the competition.
Cross-Country and Roa.d Running. The month of
February has seen the birth of a new sport here famous
in the Corps at home, namely cross-country, or perhaps
I should say road-running. The country being unsuitable,
the road-race was run over a course of 3t miles, on an
inter-squadron basis. Some of the more tired runners were
afterwards heard to declare that the course must have been
at least five miles long t
The first man home was Signalman Kessler, of "B "
Squa·dron, in the time of 19 minutes 1.2 seconds-a very
creditable performance; and the winning team was "A"
Squadron, with "B" Squadron second, "C" Squadron
third and last but not least "H.Q." Squadron. This event
is now included in the inter-squadron Morris Cup competition, so "A" Squadron found themselves the proud
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owners, for one year only, so the other Squadrons say, of
a brand new silver cup.
Rugby. The rugger season has come to a close, and considering this was our first season we came out reasonably
well, having won two, drawn two and lost three games.
The following stalwarts represented the Regiment on most
occasions:
Signalman Crosby, Major A. J. Clarke, Second-Lieutenant
Ryan, Signalman L ewis, Corporal Hall, Captain E. P . E .
Montagnan, Signalman Lockley, Signalman Maynard,
L ance-Corporal Kimberley, Signalman Peach, L anceCorporal Ellis, Captain Cubberly, Craftsman Aitken,
Captain Hewson, Lance-Corporal Crosbie.
Major A. J . Clarke captained the Corps side.
Captain Hewson, Second-Lieutenant Ryan, Signalman
Lockley, Signalman Peach also played in most games for
the Singapore Corps side. Captain Hewson, Second-·
Lieutenant Ryan and Signalman Peach received Corps
Colours.
Hockey. Due to the abnormal amount of. rain that fell
in Singapore during February many of the league matches
had to be cancelled. We did, however, manage to play off
the District inter-unit hockey competition. We managed
to get through the first round by beating Royal Artillery,
Blakang Mati, 1-0. The second round brought us up
against Field Records, Nee Soon. This match was very
exciting because after a "ding-dong " battle, the second
half finished at 1-1. It was decided to play extra time,
and the score ended at 3-1.
Boxing. The District individual boxing championships
were held on 9th February. The Regiment had seven .
entrants. Sergeant Robert Oh fought a very good and
close fight in the finals of the light welterweight contest,
but lost on points. Signalman Adolph Emuang, flyweight,
was our other finalis t, but he also lost on points after a
good clean bout. We would like to congratulate them, and
also our other boxers-Sergeant Koh P eck Seab, Corporal
Laing, Signalmen Nicholas, Kessler and Zakaria.
The next championship to be held was the District annual
inter-unit team championships. This Regiment fough t the
R.A.S.C. School Far East on 12th F ebr uary in the first
round of the competition. We h ad a pleasant evening's
boxing at the Police Training School in T hom pson Road,
but the result was R.A.S.C. School 19 points to our 12.
O ur consolation lies in the fact that the R.A. S.C. School
were the eventual winne.rs of the championship ! The
Regim ent was represented by L ieutenant (T .0 .T.) C. G.
Holland, Sergeant Robert Oh, Sergeant Lim Kim Seng,
Corporal L aing, Lance-Cor poral Salter, Lance-Corporal
Wiley, Lance-Corporal H assan, Lance-Corporal Joseph,
Signalman King and Signalman Bracken.

[ Courtes11 : P eter Nash

left to risht : Back row, Serae•nt Moorhouse , Serge•nt Tripp, S.Q.M.S.
Licence, Serg.. nt Drake. Capt•in W. B•ldwin, Captain H. Camp. Front
row, Lleuten•nt Watson. Captain R. Cont, Corporal Potter, S.S.M. Hobday,
Sign•lman Phipps, Corporal Webb
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NIGERIA SIGNAL S q UADRON
La goa

Lagos for the last few weeks has been quieter than usual,
although the Sergeants' Mess. created enough noise when
they entertained the crew of
H.M.S. Actcon-sloop of the
South Atlantic Fleet-however, the par ty was enjoyed by
all concerned.
Attached to the U nit at the
\\
moment we have an African
Officer, Lieutenant Ademule\
gun, R.W.A.F.F., who has
1
just been to the U .K. on a
I
course and also to a W.O.S.B.
,.,.:::;..J:t.
for a Regular Commission.
'-----·
We have high hopes that he
.
will eventually be given a
Regular Commission in the Royal Signals, if so he will be
the first African Officer to be granted a Commission in the
Corps. Next month we are hoping he will provide an
article for THE WIRE on his e xperiences in England-one
experience, he slept under seven blankets during his entire
course in an endeavour to keep warm.
T he Unit, as usual, is holding up its head in the sporting
world, Sergeant Stock:dale and Corporal Wallace having
reached the finals of the doubles in the Lagos tennis tournament, which we feel sure they will win.
Part of the Squadron amenities is a boat named Jimmy
One, for the last few months it has been out of the water
being overhauled, firstly by Sergeant Morrison, Gold Coast
Signal Squadron, who was attached to us for a short time
and whom we would like to thank .through the pages of
THE WIRE for his great help and also for his contributions
to the Sergeants' Mess funds ! Secondly Corporal Laye,
who has added the finishing touches. Jimmy One was a
sailing boat, but is now an outboard motor boat. It is
mainly used as Squadron transport to our local holiday
resort at Tarquab Bay, where personnel, due for repatriation
to the U.K., go to get that tropical bronze sunburn to show
to their friends.

EAST AFRICA

CO~IHAND

SIGNAL SQUADRON

The normal work of the Unit in providing communications for H.Q., East Africa Command, proceeds smoothly
under the guidance of Captain
H. Gilmore. After four years
in the same job, he is quite a
"fundi " on Signal Office working.
Two new W /T links have
been opened; one to Addis
Ababa, and the other to Tanamarive. A temporary link has
been opened .to Baringo, where
a large-scale exercise is in
operation.
We have been busy in other
spheres, too. A Command Trade Testing Board was held
last month and over a hundred candidates with hopes of
higher pay were tested. The majority of these were askaris,
and it is hoped that all concerned were not too disappointed
at the standards set by the Board.
Sport has not been neglected during the past month.
We are the holders of the Command Inter-Corps hockey
shield, and we won this year's first game against the
R.A.0.C. by 4-0. The team seems to be fairly confident,
so we hope to be able to report next month that we are still
the Corps hockey champions.
The 1950/ 5r cricket season has just ended and out of ten
games played we won six and were only badly beaten
once, by a civilian team.

A
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LONDON TERRITOllIAL

All~IY

ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
( Tbe PrlneeH Louise's Kensington Beslment)
Hammersmith

Patron
H.R.H. THB PRINCBSS ROYAL, C. I., G.C.v .o., G.B.E.
Co/0P1el-in-Chief, R oyal Sig11als
Fro_m left co rieht are : Captain C. A. G. Spence, Colonel j. l. Henderson,
Ma1or-General W. 0. Bowen, M.E.L.F .. S.S.M. Thomu, Lieuconant-Colonel
F. A. H. Maeee, the Nairobi Sub-Area Comm•nder, and the Commanding
Officer, Major H. G. Brett

Yiu -Patrons include

c.

MAJOR-GENERAL
H. H. VULLIAMY, C.B .,
Represemativ• Colonel-Comma11dant
GENERAL SIR

01!-f _fielding was ragged at the beginning of the season,
but u. nnproved one hundred per cent. Sergeant "Pete"
Hawkins gave a good showing behind the stumps, and
Lance-Corporal "Jimmy" Prior, our batting star, showed
us how a co:nbination of wrist and foot work can produce
the runs.
So far, the soccer team has been successful in every game
it has played, and in one match beat No. 1 B.M.H. by ten
goals to nil.
Sergeant Ken Hughes and Signalman "Jock" Buchanan
have represented the Sub-Area several times and have
proved to be in fine form.
'
CorJ?oral ~irI?-cross gained the Nairobi Sub-Area boxing
chaI?p10nsh1p this _Year when he beat Private Fraser, Royal
Engmeers, on pomts, and narrowly lost the Command
championship to Private Phillips, Royal Engineers the
Mackinnon Road champion.
'
" Jock " is going home in April and we shall lose a game
fighter.
OU! Commanding Officer, Major H. G. Brett, M.B.E., has
sancuoned the publication of a Unit Magazine and the
.
first 1s~ue
w~s " _PUt to bed" this month.
We' are very
luck)'. m ~avmg m the Unit Signalman Thomas, a commercial arust, and he made a fine job of the cover. Officers
and Other R~s alike are very keen, and the Editor has
been flooded with articles and other contributions
Majo~ Ney, !'1.c., an offi~,ial Forei~ Office lect~er, gave
a very mterestmg talk on Our Empire in Africa " in the
Garnso~ Theatr~ last month. Whilst he dealt mainly with
East ~nca, as this was of particular interest to his audience
he pomted out the precarious position which our Empir~
holds today, and stressed the fact that the British soldier
has a ve~ important and difficult job to do abroad.
. Our . picture shows a group taken during the armual
mspect1on of the Unit b)'. Major-General W. 0. Bowen,
C.B., C.B.E., the C.S.0., Middle East Land Forces, during
November of last year.

ROV.,L

SIG~.U,S REU~ION

FESTIVAL OF
BRIT.UN DANCE

The London (City) Branch has organised a Dance
to take place at:
The T.A. Drill Hall,
190, Hammersmith Road,
on 28th April, 1951.
Admission 3/6, tickets from F. Steel, Esq., 38, Stanhope
Gardens, Harrmgay, N-4.
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H. COLVILLE B. WEMYSS, K.C.B., K.B.E., D.S.O., M.C.

The Ball will take place at the Junior United Services
Club, Charles Street, S.W.1, on Friday, 18th May, 1951,
8.30 p.m. to 1.30 a.m.
The Ball is being organised by officers Royal Signals
Territorial Army in aid of S.S.A.F.A. and the Benevolent
Fund.
Tickets at £2/2/- single, £4/4/- double, including supper
and cabaret, from Hon. Secretary, Ball Committee n
Litt!e College Street, S.W.1, or Room 102, Horse Gdards:
Wh1tehall, S.W.r.
.
Cheques payable to Hon. Treasurer, Ball Committee.
A limited number of tickets arePavailable (on application
through Units) for Serving Territorial Army Subaltern~ at
£2/2/- double.
Dress: No. 1 dress, blue patrol or Service dress.
Evening dress or dinner jackets with medals and
decorations.
All officers, Regular, Territorial Army, Supplementary
Reserve, Serving or Retired, are eligible.
Especial seating arrangements are being made for parties.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •
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With camp only four months away, the Squadron
actors(?) are hard at it rehearsing their contribution for
the camp concert this year. It is to be a new version of
" Cinderella."
The T.A. motor cycle trial, organised by the Squadron,
with the help of Devonport M .C.C., js to be repeated in
April. Last time we had more entries than the Southern
Command motor cycle trial, and we hope to do even better
this time.

WIRELESS SQUADRON, T.A..
Devon port

~e Squadron is busy preparing for a very comprehensive
trammg ~rog~amm7 which ."".i~ commence shortly. The
first e:<erc1se, m which 43 Div1S1onal Signals are also taking
part,_ 1s due. to take place on 3rd/ 4th March. A survivor
has. lt that 1.n order ~o increase the realism, the O.C. has
dec1de+d to dispen~e with blankets, food, sleep, cigarettes and
such .ancy lll;Xll!les. A counter-rumour said that certain
persons of evil mtent are ~onsidering dispensing with the
~.C. Th~ final rumour 1s that food and sleep will be
mcluded m the exercise; it would be hard to imagine
a. 15_ W /T Sq~adron e~ercise without S.Q.M.S. McDonald
dishing out his usual liberal helpings of "grub."
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The Regiment was honoured by a visit from the Mayor
of Kensington, Councillor J. G . Gapp, J.P., on Wednesday,
7th March, 195r. He was shown the activities of the Unit
in all its aspects and expressed great pleasure in what he
saw. Before leaving he was elected honorary member of
the Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
On 15th April we are to be adopted by the Royal Borough
and to mark the occasion there will be a ceremonial parade
with the Mayor and Deputy Lieutenant of the County
taking the salute on the steps of the Town Hall. The
following month, on Saturday, 19th May, we are having
an "At Home " at our Headquarters, 190, Hammersmith
Road, W.6. Why not pay us a visit; you will be sure of a
welcome and if you come in the evening we can offer you
a beer in the canteen after looking round our exhibition.
Exercise " Remus " was carried out during the week-end
of 10th/ 11th March, R.H.Q. being sited at Aldershot, two
Patrols at Brentwood and two Patrols at Maresfield. Accommodation was provided by the A.C.C. Depot, The Essex
Regimental Depot and Eastern Command Signal · Regiment respectively; everyone appreciated the hospitality
afforded by these units. Communication was very good,
and despite the nondescript weather, the scheme was
successful and-due to good food and billets--most comfortable and enjoyable.
We are now looking forward to St. Patrick's Night and
our next Regimental dance; the Metronomes are playing
for us and it should be a good evening.
Finally, we must offer congratulations to Captain G. C.
Rawlinson and Corporal W. J. Jales on the award of their
Territorial Efficiency Decoration and Medals.

61

n.Q ..uon· SIGN-'L

llEGDIE~T. T.A.

Bedford

In the past month the following functions have taken
place in the Regiment.
Administrative Inspection.-By Brigadier 0. L. Jones,
D.S .O., Commanding 162 Independent Infantry Brigade
Group, T.A.
Week-end TEWT.-For Officers and P.S.I.s based on
Exercise Oil King, which was one of the exercises
carried out by troops in Eastern Command last autumn.
Attendance was almost 100 per cent. and we were
pleased to see for the first time two officers from the
newly raised London troops of this Regiment. Some very
useful discussions developed. This exercise is going to be
carried out on the ground as a Signal exercise with Brigade
and Battalion staffs on 9th/ 10th June. 3 Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment kindly provided a line detachment under
Captain Walton to give a demonstration of camouflage and
line laying during the week-end.
Convoy Drive.-On Sunday, 4th February, Lieutenant
Prophet took a convoy of motor cycles and assorted vehicles
on a round trip of some 80 miles. As the weather was
appalling this was a good test for the inexperienced D.R.s
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and drivers under training and they did very well to complete the trip without mishap.
Regirnemal Parade.-At Luton on 6th February, 195r. At
this parade our Honorary Colonel, Colonel R. P. A. Helps,
O.B.E., M-C., presented the T.D. to Mrs. M. Greaves, the
widow of our late C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel F. A. Greaves,
T.D., who commanded the Regiment from its formation in
1947 until his death oh 3£d February, 1950. 54 Signal
Squadron, W.R.A.C., commanded by Captain E. Smith,
took part in this parade.
Cam.p.-After many changes of plan it is now firm that
we shall go to Landguard, near Felixstowe, for camp this
year from 1st-15th July. We expect to be joined by a
number of Class " Z " Reservists.

1/20 (SM) AB1'1Y SIG~AL llEGllUENT, T.A..
Birmingham

We welcopie Major R. W. Seabrook who joined us in
February as Second-in-c.ommand. He is no stranger to
us, having recently been on the other end of the line in
the C.S.0.'s Branch, Western Command.
Information re " Z " men, their future troubles and
pleasures, is rapidly accumulating. Maybe we shall see a
few old friends when they turn up at our armual camp.
This, by the way, is to be at Llanbedr. I
from a
usually reliable source that they take English money there.
The Q.M. staff are looking forward to a lively and
amusing time at camp-clothing, equipment, rations and
technical stores; in, fitted, issued, consumed, accounted
for, withdrawn, cleaned, checked, packed and returned all
in a couple of weeks. This should create yells of happy
laughter.
The new garages begin to look like something at last.
The steel framework for the roof is in position and if
the rain holds off we may expect to see the overhead covering talcing shape ek dum. Remind me about a photograph
sometime. Sergeant F. Carter has been putting in some
good work at Binley Camp, Coventry, where our No. 1
Squadron, under Major L. C. Suggars, M.M., is rapidly
building up. Unfortunately for us, Sergeant Carter may
be leaving this Regiment on promotion in the near future.
· A large number of N.C.O.s and men have been upgraded during the winter season, which certainly shows that
they have really been taking an interest in Signal work.
Several men who had no idea when they joined how a lorry
goes backwards and forwards, or even why it stood still,
have passed their driving tests. We must now get them
to develop lots of enthusiasm for maintenance. Washing
dowri a Jorry in a freezing wind is great fun.
I have just been reading the February WmE again with
the object of discovering what it is that people dislike.
Allowing for the Christmas notes tending to become a
monotone (and dash it-everyone is entitled to talk about
his Christmas party), I found the February nurl)ber easy
reading. These people who cancel their subscriptions or
decline to buy a copy monthly-what do they want?
Shall I tell you? Please do. Shorter, snappier Unit notes
from more Units; interesting photographs; a regular
cartoon with a Service flavour; technical articles, but not
TOO technical-many Signals are drivers, clerks, fitters
and T.S.B.0.s These couldn't care less that decibels and
screened pigglepops can never pass together through a
composite filter-short stories, seriou
or humorous,
designed to appeal to Army people; a Gossip Column
(what you don't know you make up). I favour the idea
of trying to discover a budding "Giles." I don't know
what all this has to do with 1/20 Army Signal Regiment,
T.A., notes. A pity if my dreary lot cancels another subscription. A dismal thought, but cheer up, perhaps this
will be buried in a " pending " tray somewhere. You never
know.
BARU!UX

learn
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6th Airborne Divisional Signal
Regt. T.A. (Middlesex Yeomanry)
BATTLE HONOURS
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HERE may be many members of the Corps who are
not even aware
the existence of the one Yeomanry
T
Regiment which now remains
the Corps. I am sure
of

within

that there are many who know nothing of the history of
the Regiment.
The Regiment was first raised in the small Middlesex
town of Uxbridge in 1797. An old history of the town of
Uxbridge gives the following reason for its inq:ption "The
avowed object of it existence was the internal defence of
the neighbourhood in case of any insurrection or violent
breach of the peace, in aid of the civil power, or in case of
invasion, o as to permit the regular forces of the kingdom
to act more efficiently upon the coasts."
hortly after the Peace of 1801 the Uxbridge Yeomanry
Cavalry was disbanded when great reductions were made in
the Voluntary Forces of the COW1try. I t was re-raised in
1830 and adopted for its badge the Arms of Middlesex, the
three seaxes and the very appropriate motto "Pro Aris et
Focis." In 1871 its title was changed to the Middlesex
Yeomanry Cavalry. Four troops were then in existence,
A (London), B (Uxbridge), C (London) and D (West
Middlesex).
The Regiment had the honour of providing Royal
Escorts on many occasion:; as Uxbridge lay on the route
of many Royal Progresses. An interesting outcome of this .
honour is the Regiment's entitlement to wear the same
badges of rank as the Household Cavalry. LanceCorporals and Corporals wear two stripes and a crown,
ergeants three stripes and a crown, Squadron Quartermaster Sergeants and Foremen of Signals four stripes and
a crown.
The Regiment had earned by this time a fine reputation
for smartness and efficiency and in 1884 Her Majesty Queen
Victoria was pleased to approve that in future it should be
designated " Middlesex (Duke of Cambridge Hussars)
Yeomanry Cavalry." There is litcle doubt that this
privilege was the outcome of five years' zealous and efficient
service to their country, which had been specially noted
by H.R.H. The Commander-in-Chief.
With the declaration of war in 1899 and the reverses
suffered by the British troops in Natal the need for large
numbers of mounted troops became very great. The
Regiment at once answered the call and over 30 per cent
of the enrolled strength volunteered for service in South
Africa. Two Companies, the 34th and 35th, were raised
and formed part of the Imperial Yeomanry Force. They
served throughout the campaign with great distinction.
In 1908 the Regiment became a Unit of the Territorial
}\>rec then formed and its title was changed to the 1st
c!>unty of London Yeomanry (Middlesex, Duke of Cambridge's Hussars) and formed part of the 4th Mounted
Brigade.
The Fir t Line Regiment fought with distinction in the
Great War as a Cavalry Regiment in Gallipoli, Salonika,
Palestine nd Syria. On the 27th October, 1917, an action
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was fought in Palestine at which Major A. M. Lafone
displayed such gallantry in the face of enemy attack that
he was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross. The
Regiment's second Victoria Cross was awarded again
posthumously to Lieutenant-Colonel 0 . C. Watson, n.s.o.,
who was killed in action in France in 1918.
On the reconstitution of the Territorial Force after the
Great War the Regiment became part of the Gorps and
its first Adjutant was Captain H. W. Gray, Royal Signals.
It was appointed to the 2nd Cavalry Divisional Signals
(Middlesex Yeomanry), thus retaining its horses.
In the years between the wars it grew to be the best
recruited Territorial Signal Regiment in London, with a
long waiting list of applicants to join. As the Senior
Territorial Signal Regiment in the Corps it had the honour
of providing wireless communications for such State
occasions as the funeral of H.M. King George V and the
Coronation of H.M. King George VI.
A Second Line Regiment was formed in 1938 and at the
outbreak of war the first line soon departed for the Middle
East with its Division, the second line being formed into the
ill-fated 2nd Armoured Divisional Siignals.
The subsequent disbandment of both these Divisions in
the Middle East resulted in the splitting up of the Regiment.
A large proportion, however, served in the 9th Armoured
Brigade Signal Squadron, which was commanded by Major
N. E. Pease, M.B.E., who today Commands the Regiment.
The remainder were scattered far and wide, but continued
to enhance the good name of the Regiment wherever they
served, even though they were sometimes regarded as
peculiar for the way j.n which they emphatically demanded
the right to wear the cap badge of which they were so proud.
When the Territorial Army was again reconstituted the
Regiment was selected to form the Divisional Signal
Regiment to the Territorial Airborne Division. To its
old and proud traditions have therefore been added those
traditions gained in North Africa, Sicily, Normandy,
Arnhem and the Rhine by the Officers and men of Airborne
Signals. Although it has exchanged its horses for the most
modern method of travelling to battle, the spirit is
unchanged and the Yeomanry cap badge is proudly worn
in the now equally famous red beret. It has been raised
and has served on a voluntary basis and there should be
no lack of volunteers from the young men of today for the
task of travelling "By Air to Battle."

To this short history are added the current notes.
The newspapers have been busy heralding this February
as the wette&t one for many years, it certainly could not
have been much wetter on the week~nd 2nd/ 4th February
when 1 Squadron turned out for a week-end exercise to
show their new Squadron Commander, Major J. J. Collins,
M.C., what they were capable of. It was so wet in fact that
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a rum issue was badly required and produced, but needless
to say the Q.M. was not responsible!
Major "Jumbo" Collins has produced a real headache
for the " Q " staff. Ordnance Depots the length and breadth
of the country have been searching in vain for a battledress large enough to fit him. Still, undoubtedly the sight
of O.C. 1 Squadron clad in City clothes, spats and bowler
hat plus rolled umbrella will a:dd tone to the War Office
manoeuvres in October.
We are glad to welcome Sergeant J. Judd, ex M Troop,
1st Airborne Division, back into the fold. The TOM
having acquired a vehicle mechanic sergeant, a radio
mechanic sergeant and a recruit radio mechanic all in the
space of itwo weeks is reeling under the blow. Just to make
sure he isn't idle we have presented him with all the transpol't. He is still looking for the drivers!

43 (WESSEX) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
Taunton

Without any doubt the annual Regimental dinner held
at the Castle Hotel, Taunton, on Saturday, 17th February,
1951, takes pride of place this month. Suffice it to say
that the dinner was well up to pre-war standards and the
arrangements went like clockwork-thanks largely to the
efficient organisation of our P .M.C., Major L. E. 0 . Evans,
T.D. Presided over by the Honorary Colonel, Brigadier
Ralph Rayner, o.B.E., M.P., the guests included MajorGeneral C. F. C. Coleman, C.B., n.s.o., o.B.E., our Divisional
Commander, Brigadier B. B. Kennett, C.B.E., Brigadier
F. A. H. Mathew, o.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel W. G .
Daubeny, who is relieving our present C.R. Signals,
and, by no means least, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Western,
o.B.E., T.D., for no 4Jrd dinner would be complete without
" Pa."
The occasion served also to dine out Lieutenant-Colonel
W. F. B. Nott, T.D., who js giving up command of the
Regiment next month, and one may say that this was well
and truly accomplished.
Both the afternoon before and the day after saw a very
different collection of Officers poring over signal problems
under the guidance of the Chief Signal Officer and his staff.
Exercise " Codes " gave us plenty to think about and
whether one pronounced it " Cocklees " or " Cockles" we
learnt a great deal.
Squadron Activities. On Sunday, 25th February, 1951,
No. I Squadron, including the detachment from Torquay,
provided R/T communications for Officers of the Divisional Column R .A.S.C. In spite of one or two lapses of
memory the exercise went well and the R.A.S.C. went away
very pleased with our efforts.
No. 2 Squadron is very busy on the ranges and quite
determined that the China Cup shall be theirs in 1951.
Maybe it will-if the Quartermaster does not rW1 out of
ammunition first.

42 (LANCASIDRE) INFANTllY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGHIENT, T.A.
Old Trafford, 1'1anchcster 16

R.H.Q. The reappearance of notes from the Regiment
does not mean that we have not been working. Indeed,
the reverse is true; we have been hard at it and WIRE notes
have gone by the board.
Briefly, the Regiment has gone from str<:D:gth to strength
and is still growing. At the time of wnung our Officer
strength is only four below establishment, and exactly 40
per cent of our National Service men have become
volunteers. We hope that the remainder will soon see their
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way clear to becoming full members of the Regiment. We
still need a few experienced N.C.0.s, but otherwise we are
ready and willing to tackle anything.
Since last writing, so much has happened that it is
impossible to give a comprehensive account of our doings,
but we have welcomed the arrival of the National Service
men, who have brought some new ideas and much goodwill with them, and we have also welcomed the arrival of
our first out-Squadron-No. 3 (Liverpool) Squadron-of the
Regiment. We are pleased to number them amongst us,
coming as they do from a very famous line of major Signal
Units. Last year we distinguished ourselves by winning
the Divisional D.R. trial and this year we hope to repeat
that success.
As we go to press, we learn with great regret of the
death of Colonel W. S. Ashley, o.B.E., our Honorary Colonel.
His sudden passing was a great shock to the Regiment and
our sympathy goes to his sister in her sad loss.
Here's a word or two on No. I Squadron.
First of all we are very pleased to welcome into the
married clan the 0.C., Major Marsden, and O.C. "C"
Troop, Captain M. C. Stanley; up to now both patients
are doing well. We are punching very hard for a trade
board in April, and the Drill Hall has been a hive of
industry of late. A great work has been done by the
P.S.I.s. F. of S. Wolfenden went all youthful and
developed mwnps, so into the breach stepped one of our
T.A boys, Corporal Peacock, and an excellent lecture he
gave too; which reminds me that we have a first-class
" procedure " wallah in Sergeant Hicks.
No. 3 (Liverpool) Squadron. Since the Squadron was
formed in September, 1950, from those of 22 Corps Signals
Regiment, T.A., eligible by way of rank and inclination for
posting in, much hard work has been done.
Under the leadership of Major Tony Poleglase we have
endeavoured to fall into the new ways which our parent
Unit in Manchester has demanded, not always perhaps
entirely with success, but certainly with more ease than
which we had at first ei..-pected. For this we thank the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel S. A. Woods, for
his appreciation of our difficulties.
18th/19th November the Squadron took part in a night
scheme run by Brigadier Mills Roberts, Commanding 125
Infantry Brigade. Our function was to provide wireless
check points for the umpires, and it was done in our usual
efficient manner, R.5, all the time.

:H

(H) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL

REGIMENT, T .A.
Aberdeen

R.H.Q. and No. 1 Squadron, Aberdeen. Now that the
Unit is engaged in the training season, TEWTs are proving
a very helpful and instructive item on the programme. Both
the Officers and N.C.0.s held TEWTs on 3rd/4th March
and 27th/28th January respectively. The Officers were
fortunate that Brigadier Morgan, the C.S.O., was able- to
attend, and everyone benefited from the help he gave. We
are also indebted to the C.S.0. for his lecture on the
Organisation of Corps H.Q. in the Field, which w;u be of
great assistance to us at annual camp this year, when we take
part in a Divisional exercise.
We have now received the list of "Z " Reservists who
will be joining us for camp this year. Some of the names
look very familiar! However, a great amount of paper
work has to be done prior to this camp and it is a case of
" sleeves up" for the orderly room staff.
A Regimental dinner held on the evening of the 3rd
March proved highly successful. The Pipe Band, which
entertained the company after dinner, deserves a special
mention for their playing and excellent turn out.
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A re-union dinner was held in Fonthill Barrack on 26th
February for ex-member of 207 Medium Regiment R.A.
ignal ection. Major McLaclan ex-0 .C. of the Section
pre ided. S. .M. Stewart and ergeant inclair, the only
· ~me:noc rs erving jn the unit, also attended.
N o. 2 qwuiron, Stirling. With the winter training about
finished and our outdoor training programme in the
planning stage we are all lookmg for ward to the long
evenings and warm week-ends to put into practice wh at
we have learned in the clas room since last camp. Of
course, like last year, we will have these impossible situations arjsing on our wireless exercises, which are good tales
for relating in the messes and canteens-" D o you remember
the time . . . ? "
The N.C.O.s had a very instructive week-end in Aberdeen
this month when they attended an N .C.O.'s TEWT. It was
seen that a lot of nard work had been done to prepare the
TEWT and we send our thanks to our H.Q. counterparts
and hope some more of these exercises can be laid on.
3 Squadron, Dundee. It appears as though a " bulldozer" has been at work in the Unit lines of late. A general
change round is taking place at the moment. Stores, etc.,
are being hauled and overhauled in preparation for the
forthco:ning annual camp.
Training is still very much the order of the day. Local
amateurs are rather puzzled about the new " Baluchi "
station (complete with "Square Morse " L.F.) that has
recently come on the air in this zone. Adoption of the
" sryle " is optional, but one does overhear remarks about
the good old days of R/T when we all spoke the same
language? ? ?
A welcome is always waiting for Past and Present
members of the Corps. The addre s : Stannergate Camp,
Dundee.

:;3 (WELSH)
SIG~.\L

l~F.\~TR'' DJ"\" ISIO~AL
REGDlE...~T,

T.A.

Cardiff

Headquzrters, Cardiff. By the time readers scan these
notes we shall have opened the new men's canteen at
Cardiff. It is a large hut capable
of holding at least a hundred,
with two magnificent brick fireplaces. At one end the business
side is carried out, where there is
a counter and stock room. While
we have been waiting for the
furniture to arrive h has provided
a most comfortable lecture hall
these cold_ winter days. We shall also be using the canteen
for 01:1f cmema, much to the delight of our projectionist,
who m the past has had to battle with weird accoustic
properties in an Army gymnasium.
No. 2 Squadron, Newport, are now rurning their attention
to sport, and Sergeant F. Doherry (P.S.I.) is busy organising
an ~Leven to take part in the Newport (Mon) Cricket League.
While _he does not expect to take this important league by
storm m the first season, he has hopes of fielding a capable
team. As a first step, indoor practice at Cardiff Arms Park
~s to .be arrange~ and in this way he hopes to get his players
m tnm for their debut.
The Exercise " Bo:nbard" which took place in the
Caewent area was designed to give the newer recruits the
opportunity to familiarise themselves with wireless equipment under actual working conditions.
We have got some practice in on the miniature range
lately and ultimate~y that man, the P.S.I., hopes to form a
team to take part m the Newport and District Small Bore
League. Shoots will be held regularly in the future in order
to select the best pos ible team and to enable the recruits to
get some pre-range practice before the Regiment's annual
range course which comes off in April.
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3 Squadron, Wolvet·hampton. We held our first compulsory week-end training for National Service men on
February 24th and 25th. The turn-out of the National
Service men was excellent and successful training was
carried out.
The exercise was controlled by Captain D. A. Smith,
fro;n 23 Engineer Group Signal Troop, and consisted of a
Brigade layout. Line laying and wireless communications
were of a particularly high quality. T he final message of the
exercise was from one of our bright boys, who regretted he
would have to close down as he was looking into the wrong
end of a Tommy gun.
. On the Saturday evening everyone got together in the
canteen. M uch interest was aroused when two N ational
Service men challenged the best two of the old sweats at
darts and then proceeded to give them a "brush."

56 (LONDON) ARMOU RED DIVIS IONAL
SIGNAi. REGIMENT, T.A.
(City of London Signals)

20 Atkins Roacl , S.W.12

It is regretted that rather a long time has elapsed
since our last notes were published .
During the
last year, 51 L. of C. Signal Regiment, with whom we
shared the Drill Hall, has been disbanded, so now there
is just this Regiment and 55 Signal Squadr on W.R.A.C.
(T.A) in Signal House.
This has meant that each
Squadron has now it'-> own offices and stores, and although
we have regretted losing 51 L. of C. Signal Regiment, it
is very pleasant to be able t o spread out and enjoy all the
amenities of this very fine Drill Hall. However, we have
not loot complete touch, as quite a number of 51 L. of C.
Regiment's Officers artd men joined this Regiment, and
with the influx of N ational Service men plus normal
recruitment, the Regiment is growing steadily, though still
a fair way away from establishment. As well as this incregse
in T.A. personnel, there has been a very steady increase in
both permanent staff and equipment, so t hat now we are
in quite a good position to carry out $airly extensive
schemes,
Very shortly we are losing our Q.M., Major (TOM)
E. M . P. Nash, on posting, and also S.S.M . S. N . Snook,
who is finishing his service after 29 years. Captain F. J.
Carruthers is the nominated new Q.M., but there is, as yet,
no sign of a replacement chief clerk. However, ·Records
have worked a miracle in another direction, as we are to
receive a Sergeant Radio Mechanic.
At present we are busy preparing our vehicles for a
March Past, to mark the association of this Regiment wi.t h
the Borough of Wandsworth. We are hoping that this
association will mean far more than just a formal Order in
Council and a March Past ceremony, and that through it,
the local people will take a far greater interest in, and
really get to know, this Regiment and what it does. We
in turn will hold a number of At Homes, and have selected
Unit friends. The whole scheme is very ambitious, but it
has started on .the right foot, and we have a great hope
that it will be entirely successful.
.
We have also been holding all the usual functions over
Christmas and regular socials and dances, all of which
have been successful. The motor cycle display team has
gone from strength to strength, and had another most
successful season. Lt can be said that the rteam has now
really found its feet (sometimes unexpectedly) and already
we have a great number of bookings for this season,
particularly in Festival of Britain shows. It is with regret
that we have said Goodbye to Captain W. Darkin, who can
no longer spare the time for the T.A. He, a pre-war 0.C.
of the team, has worked magnificently building up the team
sinc.e the war, and his loss will be a very real one. His
place is being taken by Lieutenant C. R. Mortimer, and
we wish him the same success that his predecessor had.
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Association Notes
Sutton's
farewell
to
Colonel
Roberts
Sutton and District
(Incorporating East Surrey B ram:h)

The 22nd February saw our farewell party to Colonel
A. W. Roberts. On this occasion we had the pleasure of
the company of Joe Cottrill and Dolly Grey, music being
provided by our Mercurians.
An appreciation of Colonel Roberts was given by our
President, Major-General . N alder.
Replying, Colonel
Roberts said that he regarded Sutton as one of his children,
as it had been formed during his term as General
Secretary. He was followed by our Hon. Secretary, who
said that it was customary to make speeches on such
occasions, but as everyone present knew, Sutton always tried
to be different, and this occasion was no exception. Our
Committee, together with the Mercurians, said it with
music. Upon which all and sundry returned once more to
serious business in the bar.
Later, Colonel Roberts was to be seen crawling like a
schoolboy toward the exit, but this scribe had taken the
precaution of Jocking all doors, and " Robbie " did not have
another chance of leaving until we had sung a verse or two
of Auld Lang Sync. I believe it was a verse or two, or was
it two dozen? And for once our bar was deserted.
So ended a very pleasant evening. Personally I shall
miss the company and guidance of Colonel Roberts, and
we of the Sutton Branch would like to thank him for all that
he did for the Branch and the Association as a whole.
Tunbridge Wells mad Distriet

The month of April marks the anniversary of Tunbridge
Wells and District Branch, and before blowing out the one
candle on our cake let us briefly reflect upon the events of
the first year of our existence and review our objectives
for the forthcoming year.
Since our inception on 24th April, I950, we have enrolled
II6 (one hundred and sixteen) members. Branch meetings
have been held with unfailing regularity on the first Wednesday in each month. Owing perhaps to the scattered
home locations of the majority of our members, we have
not seen so much of many of them as we would have liked
to have done, but like most organisations we have our
faithful few who turn up regularly at the monthly meetings.
Liaison has been instituted and maintained between the
Branch and the two Signals Units in the Branch area,
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namely, Eastern Command Signal Regiment at Maresfield
Camp and 42 A.A. (M.) Signal Squadron, T.A., at Edenbridge, Kent. Visits to these two Units are frequently
exchanged on a murually enjoyable basis.
The Branch has acquired its own Association Standard
and under its folds will go forward with a new motto"Hats Off to the Past; Coats Off for the Future."
Immediate activities, which will have taken place before
the publication of these notes, are as follows :
Wednesday, 4th April. Branch meeting and social at Club
H.Q., 58, York Road, Tunbridge Wells. Visitors are always
welcomed.
Wedne day, nth April. The Branch is sponsoring and
arranging a grand variery concert for all ranks at the Camp
Concert Hall, Maresfield Camp, by kind permission of
Lieutenant-Colonel J. N. Barker, O.C. Eastern Command
Signal Regiment.
Sunday, 15th April. Dedication of Branch Standard at
Holy Triniry Parish Church, Tunbridge Wells, by the Rev.
Canon H. W. Thomas. A full report on these events will
be submitted for publication in next month's WIRE.
With regard to the future, it is hoped during the forthcoming year to arrange the formation of subsidiary branches
at several points in the Branch area and to maintain liaison
between each by means of regular social visits in force. It
is thought that by this method it will be better possible
to foster live jnterest amongst all members without some of
them having to travel long distances alone in order to
en[oy the amenities for social comradeship. The first of
these sub-branches is now in process of formation at 42
A.A. (M.) Signal Squadron, T.A., at the T.A. Centre, Edenbridge, Kent. Twenty-one members have already been
enrolled here, for which our thanks are due to the active
and valued assistance of Sergeant M.A. Murphy, P .S.I.
A representative gathering of 40 attended the Branch
meeting held on Wednesday, 7th March, and an excellent
musical programme was thoroughly enjoyed. We have been
extremely fortunate in securing the services of ex-C.Q.M. .
"Jack" Clark as our regular Branch piani t: " Jack" i
well-known to many ex-Signallers especially to member
of London (City) Branch, where he was held on Branch
strength prior to his removal to Tunbridge Well . He is
a " wizard " on the "dominoes " and when he gets cracking
its "Begone, dull care" for the rest of the evening. At
the meeting a draw for a large jar of home preserved black
I JI

currants reali ed the sum of £1/3/9 for Branch fur,d s. The
prize was WQn by a visiting life member from Bournemouth, Mr. Percy R. Pinn.
Dir

Ingham

The annual general meeting of this Branch, held in the
Crown Inn, Broad Street, on 22nd February, under the
chairmanship of Brigadier E. A. James, o.B.E., T.D., was not
o well attended as in previous years. It was, nonetheless, a
very interesting and entertaining gathering, much enjoyed
by the 70 members who remained stationary long enough
to be counted.
Brigadier James agreed to carry on for one more year
as our President and was unanimously voted back to work.
We are appreciative of the great interest which Brigadier
James has taken. His regular attendance, in spite of business
activities, and his untiring etforrs to keep the Branch going
hould be an example to us all. So that he will be sure
of having no odd moments unoccupied he has just been
appointed a magistrate on the Sutton Coldfield Bench.
Captain R. H. Ironmonger, in spite of the pressure of
his own business, also agreed to carry on as Hon. Secretary.
This is a great load off the minds of those interested in
the continued existence of the Birmingham Branch, for it
is not easy to find a replacement with Ralph's drive and
enthusiasm.
The old Committee were voted back for another year.
Here again we are fortunate in having members who put
in 100 per cent attendances and are keen on the job.
It was something of a disappointment to note the absence
of many well-known members of this Branch. As the war
recedes slowly into history the memory of what it meant
to be in the Royal Signals grows ever fainter. I wonder
how true this is. If being a Signaller meant anything to
you, if your friends in the Corps are worth remembering,
you could have made a little effort, couldn't you? Eh?
Don't stand there twisting your handkerchief.
Our three remaining ex-A.T.S. members were present,
as they always will be, we hope. Two Jeans and a Betty.
Lest I be smitten with a wet lettuce I hasten to add that
one Jean is back in uniform as a Lieutenant W.R.A.C. (T. A.).
Entertainment during the evening included Miss Betty
Miles, our charming soprano friend of whom I wrote
recently, and a cheerful gentleman with a come and go
thing, an accordion, I believe they call it, who persuaded
the audience to join him in several vocal numbers. Many
of the members visited the Drill Hall of 1/20 Army Signal
Regiment, T.A., on Sunday evening, 25th February, for the
monthly social. The show was provided once again by 492
Squadron A.T.C., who have a Crazy Gang to end all Crazy
Gangs. Their fashion show can only be seen through tears
of laughter.
The absence of notes from our local T.A. Unit, 1/20

Army Signal Regiment, T.A., in February caused "Barleux"
to indulge in hysterics. "What," he asks, "is the perishing
use of poring over a dictionary, etc., etc., and collecting
pictures of Christmas parties, etc., etc., if they are to be
buried under a heap of unimpor tant papers, etc., etc." Personally I think he has a case and should claim damages, but
maybe I'm prejudiced. I know the guy.
BARLEUX.
Huddersfield

It is announced with great regret that this Branch has
had to close for Jack of support. It is hoped that this is
only temporary. It is a sad thing when a Branch of an
Association such as ours suspends its activities, because it
means that the spirit of Royal Signals in Huddersfield at
any rate, is insufficient to keep it going. We read in' the
Secretary's letter that there were seven surviving members.
Bristol and District

At our annual general meeting last month, Bill Glover
was elected to the chair and Ken Brown, who has served
the Branch so well in the past as Social Secretary was
elect~d Hon. Secretary. Eric Randall was "persuaded" to
conunue as Hon. Treasurer; in fact, it is difficult to envisage
anyone replacing him. There are some new faces on the
Committee and there generally seems to be a desire to make
1951 a really satisfactory year for the Branch.
D_uring the summer. meetings are to be held, at the discreuon of the Committee, out of doors, as it is felt that
the clubroom is not a very attractive venue on a summer's
ev~ning. It is hoped that the garden of a country pub will
bnng along large numbers of members together with their
wives or other " attachments."
Our first meeting since the annual general meeting took
place at the "Old Duke " on Friday, March 9th, and took
the. form of a general social evening and sing-song to
which the ladies were invited. Mrs. Glover and Mrs.
Rogers tinkled_ the ivories and a_ good time was had by all.
There are sull a few seats available for the annual outing
to Totnes and Dartmouth in June.
Particulars may be
obtained from the Hon. Treasurer.

Subscriptions received during February, 1951:

Total receipts during February, 1951

Private
Hire Service

TYLER'S
THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone

CATTERICK CAMP 225
Ttlt1ranu: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP

You may book your requirements at our office opposite the G .P.O.
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Army Rugby Union Challenge Cup

ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT F1JND

7 Sele<::tion Regiment, RJOyal Signals .. .
5 Training Regiment, Royal Signals .... . .
Officers' Subscriptions through Corps
Funds ... ...... .... ..... ... ... .... ...... ....... .
H. Q. School of Signals ...... ....... ... ....... .
School of Signals (M.E.T.C.) disbanded
20 Wireless Troop, disbanded .. ..... .. .... . .
Donations received during February, 1951 :
Captain P. Devis ..... .. ... ....... .. ... ...... .... .

s. d.
II 5 8
5 0 0
£

62

7

21
20

9
0

9
6
0
0

I

0

0

£131 19

II

IO 17

Expenditure during February, 1951 . . . . . . . . . £563 15 5
(includes General Assistance· Rent· Ra·tes· Cots· Prams ·
.
.
'
' Funeral;
'
'
'
Bed s; Beddmg;
Furruture;
Clothing;
Removal·
Rehabilitation; Fares; Legal Costs).
'
Analysis of cases:
Families of Soldiers serving in B.T.A . ..... ... ... .
I
"
"
,,
,,
,, U.K. .... ..... ..... .
5
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, B.A.0.R. . ...... . .
I
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, ME.L.F . .. ... ... .
I
,,
,,
,,
,,
,, F.A.R.E.L.F. . ..
I
6
·
···::::::::::: :: ::::: 45

::\~~~ a:dDDrs~~a~~~d s~1di~~·~

Total ... ... .. ......... .. ..... ...

[Oourte311: Marsha.Ila, Ltd., OambBTl81/

1 Training Regiment t eam was Signalman D. S. Cooper, Signalman P. G. Miller, Second-Lieutenant A. C. Birtwist le (apuin), Second-Lieutenant A. G. I. Wood,
Signalman J. Brooke, Signalman J. C. G. Thompson. Signa lman A. R. Smith, Signalman D. S. G. Hazell , Second-Lieutenant A. S. Hay , Captain T. H.
Luscombe, Signalman D. Stewart , Signalm an B. S. Saunt, Corporal J. E. Stephenson , Lance-Corponil G. F. C. Fathers. Signalman D. 8 . Fletcher
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ELL! 1 Training Regiment has won again for the

W third year in succession and the fourth time running
for Royal Signals.

Played in continuous drenching rain on a sodden ground,
the hard play and traditional refusal to be defeated of the
Guards Independent Company of the Parachute Regiment
nearly carried the day. J.t was a wildly exciting game, the
result in doubt until the 78th minl:lte.
The game opened at 3 p.m. to strong pressure by the
Guards Company, but after ten minutes Royal Signals took
the lead through a good movement in the centre, in which
Thompson was prominent and Luscombe went over the
line for a try. The kick failed. 3.12 saw Royal Signals on
the defensive; offside in a loose maul in the centre of the
field gave Cahill, of the Guards Independent Company, a
long place kick which went between the posts. A dramatic
beginning.
For the ne"t 30 minutes both sides were well matched.
The handling of the wet ball by Royal Signals backs was
impeccable, but marking and tackling was so good that
the best form of attack was a long kick ahead, the defence
time and again failing .t o gather the greasy ball. By halftime mud had made the opposing forwards indistinguishable from each other. Score 3-3.
In the second half an unfortunate penalty awarded
between the posts gave the Guards Company the lead 6-3.
From then the game gradually veered in favour of Royal
Signals. They had more of the ball, they were more on
the attack. The backs were still handling wonderfully and
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kicking wisely and well, but on such a day a try was
problematical and by 4 p.m. your correspondent at least
bad began to wonder. Rush after rush all but succeeded,
but always, inspired by Roberts, the Guards' defence held;
and then that moment of high drama in every game, the
drop at goal. A wet, greasy ball, a long kick, a ring of
opponents closing on him, Miller saw the chance and took
it. He had been pfaying well, but this made it Miller's
game, 6-6.
Extra time or a replay? A replay on a dry ground and
we would win it.
Both teams went to it again. Signals, playing much the
better football now, made rush after rush to no avail. Then
at +11 a penalty, a long difficult kick that scraped through
the goal; we had won.
Fourteen minutes to go, the ground so treacherous that
no man could keep his footing; the game went on. Royal
Signals, now dclinitely the winners, attacked and attacked
again. There were nearly as many Royal Signals as
Red Berets in the audience and we certainly made more
noise.
4.25, and Lady Crocker with some courage shaking hands
with some filthy handed members of I Training Regiment.
A joyous re-union of the old and the bold in the Officers'
Club, while the 24 coaches from Catterick prepared for a
long, cold, wet journey to get 800 Signalmen on duty on
Thursday morning.
lSt Training Regiment, Royal Signals, 9.
1st Guards Independent Company, Parachute Regiment, 6-

1n

Arniy Ski Jllleeting
By lUajor I.

OW, crisp,
and plentiful greeted the Corps
contingent from the U.K. as they detrained from
S
Medloc " C"
Bad Gastein. Major Readhead, the
dry

at

Secretary of the A.S.A., gave us a pleasant welcome, our
baggage was whisked away on sleighs and we di persed to
our hotels, eager to change battledress for Vorlage and
Anorak, and try our legs on the tempting snow.
The days passed rapidly and pleasantly, all hands getting
m as much practice as po sible against the coming events.
Needless to ay, the nights were spent just as pleasantly.
The week-end prior to the- championships brought
Captain Melsom and Second-Lieutenant Brown from Graz,
and then Major Hor field and Lieurenant Sutton-Fran, completing the Corps "side." Unfortunately we were unable
to raise a patrol or Langlauf team due to a dearth of
O.R.s at the meeting. We did the next best thing though
and gave our support to the R.E. team.
At last came Wednesday, the Big Day:. The weather had
been adverse for the past two days, snow falling on the
upper slopes and a bit of rain on the lower, but the fates
were kind and the weather cleared. The course was
closed and prepared during the morning, and declared to
be in a good condition.
The downhill team had been picked the previous day and
co;nprised: Major Horsfield, Captain Melsom, Lieutenant
Sutton-Pratt, Signalman Hawson, and Captain Bonnart
running in the events as a pentathlon contender.
Major Horsfield, the second runner, was the first team
member down, with the fine time of 4 minutes 22 seconds.
He looked cool, calm, collected and as solid as a rock as be
took the last schnust, travelling like an express train. Ski
racing se~ms simple when demonstrated by an expert such
as he. Lieutenant Sunon-Pratt made a faultless run also in
4 minutes 32 seconds. Then the times began to lengrhen
as the less expert came in, showing signs of previous
·
tumbles.
A horrible gap occurred as our third runner was due. It
transpired that Captain Melsom, in taking a gate a bit low,

The Corps' team.
lth

to

rl1ht : Captain Mtlsom , Major Honfleld, Litutenznt Sutton Pratt,
S11nalman Hawson. Captain Bonnart

~feA.'l\'SH

ran .into soft snow and looped the loop in a most
spectacular manner, losing both his skis in the process.
After a hasty collection of equipment he carried on and
finished in IO minutes 24 seconds. A very creditable performance in view of the <time lost. He swears be had never
travelled so fast before ! Signalman Rawson lost a ski on
the first steep corner and had to plough down in a 30 foot
bank to retrieve it, then finished in 13 minutes. Captain
Eonnart was more fortunate and made a good run in
10 minutes 14 seconds.
The team, after a rest and refreshment, were duly lined
up and photographed by all and sundry. Major Horsfield
having won the race, Lieutenant Sutton-Pratt being fourth
and Captain Melsom 33rd out of a field of 48. Not bad
going!
Dinner proved a much more vivacious meal and
reminiscence was rife. Early to bed was the order of the
day in preparation for the Slalom on the morrow.
Thursday was bright and sunny and an open Slalom
course was set on <the lower slope of <the downhill race.
Promptly at two o'clock the first contender was on his way.
Lieutenant Sutton-Prat;t broke the ice for the Corps,
with a preny run of 6o.8 seconds-it looks so easy-then
came Major Horsfield with the best time of the day, 6o.6
seconds.
The number of spills steadily rose as the standard
dropped and the course began to pack and rut-it does not
look so simple now!
Times were well over the 100 seffond
mark when
1
Captain Melsom came down, muttering tha.t "This wasn't
his piece of cake at all."
Then Signalman Hawson did a nice steady run in 107
seconds.
Slowly the competitors climbed the steep slope for the
second run, which was ove,r the same course and averaged
"
a second slower than the first.
Again Major Horsfield pipped Lieutenant Sunon-Pratt
by .2 of a second and they finished respectively first and
second.
Captain Melsom overran a gate and disappeared into the
blue.
Signalman Rawson's right knee, which had been ricked
a. few days previously, gave out in the second run, causing
him <to ~all on nearly all left hand turns, but he pluckily
kept gomg and finished with a combined time of 254
seconds and finishing 27th from a field of 41. Captain
Bonnart did not do so badly either, finishing 31st.
The combined results of these two events was most
gratifying. Major Horsfield being declared " Army Ski
Champion, 1951" and Lieutenant Sunton-Pratt the runner
up. The Corps team being third.
A pleasant evening was spent by all, 1though our contender for the novice race the next day disappeared early.
He (Second-Lieutenant Brown) was most annoyed at the
shortness of it-having practised on the downhill course
with the team-and a£ter winning the race with time to
spare, took the next gondola up the Stubnerkogerl (2,227
metres) and came down the lot "like a bomb" to relieve
his feelings.
~ptain Bonnart IMil. in the Langlauf iand put up a
creditable perforrnanc.e. This was the last of the pentathlon
events and af~er all points were totted up Captain
Bonnart had gamed tenth place. Considering be had not

fenced before the meeting and had not used a .22 pistol
prior to the shooning event, he is to be complimented on
doing so well.
The Ski Ball was held that night in the biggest hotel in
town, The Europe, and all ranks enjoyed themselves to
the full. Major Horsfield missed this, unfortunately, as he
and two others were shot off to St. Moritz to represent the
Army in the big .international race, the Silver Riband.
And so ended the first al1tempt at being the champion skiing Corps.
Next year we will .have a larger muster and, maybe, two
teams in aII events.

WANTED
Fixture Lists of
Ro"\.·.u, SIGNALS DIS.PLAY TEAM
HOYAL SIGNALS BAND

BOXING
2 Training Regiment won the Group " D " final of the
, Army inter-unit boxing championship against the North
' Irish Brigade Training Centre on 1st February, 195r.
2 Training Regiment now qualify for :the semi-final,
which will be fought' against the Home Counties Brigade
Training Centre at Tidworth on 16th February, 1951.

RESUI,T OF CORPS BUGGER :HATCH
v. Royal Army Ordnance Corps, played at Catterick on
28th February. Royal Signals 24 points, Royal Army
Ordnance Corps o.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
Hoyal Signals v. Hoyal Engineers

This game was played on the Command Ground,
Catterick, before a large crowd of Signals and Engineers'
supporters. Owing to heavy snowfall during the preceding
week the pitch was very soft.
Signals were without their two Army players, Andrews
and Glen, who were travelling with the Army team to
France, but proved too strong for the Engineers and, after
a shaky start by the defence, ran off easy winners by four
goals to nil. Goals were scored by Tyrrell (2), Cromar and
Warrender. For the Engineers, Snowden and Boxley tried
hard and gave the defence a trying time all through the
game, but they received little support.
Signals team was Lance-Corporal Marshall (7 Selection
Regiment); Corporal Finnegan (Royal Signals Wing),
Signalman White (2 Training Regiment); Corporal Foster
(7 Selection Regiment), Lance-Corporal Townsend (5
Training Regiment), Signalman Twigg (I Training Regiment); Corporal Warrender (I Training Regiment), CorporaJ
Wragg (3 Training Regiment), Lance-Corporal Cromar (7
Selection Regiment), Lance-Corporal Webster (7 Selection
Regiment), Lance-Corporal Tyrrell (7 Selection Regiment).
CORPS LAWN TENNIS
In 1950 a reasonable amount of success was enjoyed
by -the Royal Signals lawn tennis team in U.K. This was
largely due .t o a lot of hard work and good play by
Lieutenant-Colonel E. L. L. Vulliamy, o.B.E., who was
President of the game for Royal Signals during the last
two years.
The following represented the Corps in 1950, defeating

l 3'4
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the Staff College, R.M.A., Sandhurst, R.A.O.C., and
R.E.M.E., and losing to R.E. and Ironsides: LieutenantColonels E. L. L. Vulliamy, o.B.E., W. G. Tucker, O.B.E.,
Majors G. S. K. Maydon, P. A. Watts, E. N . L. Brown,
Captains G. F . Lowe, J. H. Donaldson, L. S. Bamber.
The standard of pfay was very variable and the result
of any game quite unpredictable. This was probably due
to the bad weather and consequent lack of practice (particularly for those in Catterick). However, one pair or
another usually produced good form at the required time.
Colonel Vulliamy has now gone overseas and in order
to try and maintain ·the standard of the Corps team and
of Corps representation in the Army lawn tennis championships it is essential that all available talent should be
discovered. Ml Units have been iasked to let the
President of the Royal Signals Lawn Tennis SubCommittee (Major P. A. Watts, H.Q. School of Signals,
Catterick Camp, Yorks) have the names of anyone likely
to be of Corps representative standard who is going to be
able to play in U .K. during 195 I. A Corps trial is to be
held in Catterick from 23rd to 25th May, 1951, inclusive,
and it is hoped that everyone who may be good enough
will turn up. Will all .individuals who consider they may
be of the required standard please ensure that their names
have been sent in and arrange, if possible, to anend the
trials.
Accommodation for the trials will be available for
Officers in the H.Q. Mess, and for Other Ranks in Royal
Signals Wing. Units are particularly asked to try and
find any -players amongst their Other Ranks; this source
of •t alent has not produced its best in the past, it is
thought, for instance, that there must be some National
Service men who have played 4i schools or clubs, or even
Junior Wimbledon, and who, with encouragement and
practice, would improve ·the Corps standard.
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BOSTOCK & KIMPTON LTD
WINE MERCHANTS SPECIALISING JN SERVICE
TO NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR FORCE MESSES

Prop11ielors of"G.H.Q." Sherry

56 HAYMARKET
LONDON, S.W.1
TI!LEPHONE
TEL&ORA.."'5

•
. TRAPALOAR 1441-2
BOSKIMTOCK,LESQUARE,LONOON

Tlie Signal is -

J A«JKSONS!
RMY AGE .. TS SIN E 1758

ot claiming to be the only butchers, but neverthclessone of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
6 3/64 & 66 Skinnergnte~ Dnrlingtou
'PHONE 2955 (2 lines)
Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation
Road
Butchery Branches : Auckland Road, Cockerton (Tel. 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Tel. 2989)
·
Daily deliveries in Catzerick Camp for ov1r thirty-five years

will note that their " copy " has been even more
CORRESPONDENTS
mangled than usual and readers m ay notice a regrettable absence of place
Estab lished 1787

T elephone: 3258 Richmond

CROFr, MARR AND
SMURTIDVAITE

THE \VIRE

(SAC CON E & SPE ED LTD.)

W ine Aferchants
7 VICTORIA ROAD
YORKS

•
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you can't be~t ~,~!~;

O

FFICERS

of the British Army have been

banking with Cox & Co. since 1758 - the

) ear in which Mr. Richard Cox was appointed

<,,,, .,. . . ··:-:'.tts::i'''.~; .,I 1011'11
AND TWO
., ~~v·"i;!: ,• ~.

• ,SPAO
. ,,4E ~··::!D. ::t1.~. - ti. ·:. ! ..,... ·.;:~/.,,,,;.~

..

TABLETS

Army Agent by Field Marshal Lord Ligonier and Cox & Co. have also been Official Agents to
the Royal Air For e since its inception.
Lloyds Bank absorbed this historical connection
in

I

923 and the modern Banking

ervice now

proYided still preserves the tradition of individual
attention to customers' needs.

LLOYDS BANI(
LIMIT ED

Cox's & King~s Branch,
6 Pall Mall, S. W.1

for colds. ·11.u,ne~raigia
rheumatic pain

bt._,
J;
!;4' ~-\.. /g~7i:¥::·
- ;H:fo~

·~~·_.;' i~- .: .~'.·' ~'!
·"\\1\_!if· - ": • .

W ith a cup of tea or similar hot dri nk- .::: ::<;-~,::;· ~.s~
that 's the most popular way of taking :::::;,. •,,,,,,,,f:,~ ..,,,,,,,<.~ ~
~
~
'ASPRO '. It 's simple, direct and ready/;;I/ / 1 ~ 'II\ \:\'-'
to-hand . In a few minutes the u neasy,
I\
groggy symptoms of the cold or 'flu attack begin to disap·
pear-the process of getting ill is reversed ; the process of getting
well begins . •ASPRO ' is effe cti ve because it is simple-just
as Nature itself is simple. 'ASPRO' and Nature are allies; the
two work in harmony to give q uick results -to defeat winter ills
-colds, 'flu , rheumatic and neuralgic pain . So why let these
troubles get a hold !

USE

&SPAO. AT FIRSTFromSIGNS.'
N.A.A.f.I.

Bad Cold Dispelled
O FF I C IAL ARMY
AN D R O YAL AIR FOR C E A G ENT S

--~--136

MISS STEVE S, of Botham, S.W.12, writes:"For the firs t time l bou!lht a packet of 'ASPRO'
last week. I bad such a bad cold - I took 2 at nl!?,bt
with bot mllk- 2 in mornln!?, with hot ten they
made a different woman of m e. I did not have
to take to my bed. Many thanks to ' ASPRO' ."

Editor :
Lleutennnt-Colonel II.

n.

FmTH

All correspondence and matter for
publication for " T he Wire" should be
addressed to Th e Editor, " T he W ire,"
88 Eccleston Sq uare, London, S .W.J.
Matter fo r publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding

publication.
Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association .

Sub-

scri ption rates ( post free, except air
mail): Twelve months, !Os.,· single
month, Is.
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BOXING

Congratulations to 2 Training Regiment on gaining the Nobel Trophy
for being runners-up in the Army Boxing Championships. Lance-Corporal
E. Ludlam won the middleweight title and Signalman A Baird won the
welterweight title. These two Royal Signals boxers went on to represent
the Army in the Imperial Services Boxin·g Association championships and
both won.
Four Corps boxers of yesterday, Jimmy Emblem, Eric Viney, Charlie
Dibbs and "Dolly" Gray have asked that their congratulations be given to
the whole team and in particular to the two new Imperial Boxing Association
champions.
SCOTL~

LEADS

Hardly had the Editorial asking for help for the Benevolent Fund been
" pasted in" to the April WIRE and a clear 14 days before publication when
we received a cheque from Scottish Command (Mixed) Signal Regiment, the
proceeds of a dance run to aid the Benevolent Fund of the Association. Well
done, Scotland.

1951

N ew Series

No. :;

C ANTEENS &
CHE MISTS
EVERYW HERE

Made in England by AS PRO LIM ITED, Slou,h, Bucks

names and indeed of names at all.
It is a sign of the perilous times in which we live that the Editors of
Regimental Magazines have been asked to ensure that as little as possible as to
the locations and the personality of our seniors is published.
Will correspondents please assist when sending in notes. It will save
the editorial pencil a deal of -overtime.
Mention of the times in which we live brings to mind . a very
interesting and encouraging speech made by the Director of Signals
to the meeting of Signals Association Branch Secretaries. After detailing the very impressive expansion which had taken place in Royal
Signals in the past year he went on to say that in all his visits to Signal
Units in all commands at home and overseas he found all ranks "in terrific
form with their tails well up." Officers and men were working harder, much
harder than in pre-war days, and in many cases they were living harder.
General Penney, last year's representative Colonel Commandant, had also
visited many Regiments in Germany and in the United Kingdom and had
noticed the same thing : the tremendous enthusiasm and esprit de corps
in all of our Units.

P ll I ( ; E : 0 N E S II I L I. I N G

D.A. O.ll. IS lllJNNER·UP

By the very next post we r eceived another welcome cheque, the collection
at a church parade during B.A.O.R. Signals Week. The Regiments concerned are B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment, I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment and I I Air Formation Signal Regiment. The Association records it5
grateful thanks.

OBITUAIIY
t 'OLO. lEL W. S. ASHLEY, O.B.E•• T.D.
HE death occurred suddenly in Manchester on the
27th February, 1951, of Colonel W. S. Ashley, O.B.E.,
T.D., H onorary Colonel of 42 (L ancashire) Infantry D ivisional
Signal Regiment, T .A. Although it was generally known
that he had had a long association with Royal Signals few
were aware of the fact that this was preceded by a period
of service with the Royal N aval Air Service during the
first World War and three years with the Cadet Battalion of
the Cheshire Regiment. He joined the Royal Corps of
Signals in 1922 as O.C., 2u Medium Artillery Brigade
Signal Section, and four years later was appointed to
co:nmand No. 1 Company, 42 Divisional Signal Regiment.
In 1934 he assumed command of the Regiment, completing
his tenure in 1938 at the early age of 38 years.
He was subsequently appointed to command 42 (East
Lanes) Divisional R.A.S.C. Shortly after the outbreak of
war, however, he rejoined his old Unit and took it to France.
After his return from Dunkirk he went to H.Q., Southern
Command as Deputy C.S.O.; later he commanded 6 Command Signals in Northern Ireland and finally 47 Divisional
Signal Regiment in East Anglia.
It is there that the writer chiefly remembers him, as will
many others of all ranks who had the honour of serving
under him, as a Commander whose exacting standards could
never obscure his amicable and almost paternal regard for
his subordinates. Long afterwards, in many parts of the
world, the writer met Officers who were still corresponding
with their old C.O. for who:n they had feelings of the
warmest friendship.
When 42 Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., was reconstituted in 1947, His Majesty the King was graciously

T

pleased to approve his appointment as Honorary Colonel
of the Unit with which he had been so long associated
and which he had formerly commanded in peace and war.
In this capacity he continued until his sudden and untimely
death in February last. There is, perhaps, no better
memorial to him than rel=ognition of the fact that out of a
brief life of 51 years 33, embracing two world wars, had
been devoted to the service of his country and to the
Territorial Army.
N.J.A.

FORTHCOlUING EVENTS
Attention is drawn to the fixture list of the Band. opposite and the Display T eam, page 141, which are published
in full. Hereafter they will be published month by month,
15th to 15th to coincide with the normal date of publication.
The Reunion at Catterick is this year on 21st-22nd July,
and individuals wishing to attend should get in touch with
their local branch of the Association or write to Head quaners.
The Band and the D isplay Teams are to give pertormances. T here is to be a Church Parade, tt ere will
be a great meeting of old friends and the Annual Gener al
Meeting of the Association provides the reason for it all.
The Annual Dinner of the Royal Signals Dinner Club is
at the Hyde Park Hotel on 6th June and is preceded by a
meeting of the Corps Committee at the War Office. On
7th June in the morning a meeting of the Central Committee of the Signals Association and in the afternoon Her
Royal Higt ness the Princess Royal, c.1., G.c.v.o., G.B.E.,
Colonel in Chief, Royal Signals, graciously intends to take
tea with the officers of her Corps. Details of Dinner Club
activities are available from the Secretary, Room 102,
Horse Guards, Whitehall, S.W.l.
It is stated that the C.I.G.S., Field-Marshal Sir William
Slim, will be the guest of honour at the . dinner and there
is a rumour that Brigadier-General "D~e" Lanahan, U .S.
Army Signal Corps, who is C hief Signal Officer to the
Commander in Chief at S.H.A.P.E. will be an honoured
and very popular guest.
Z Reservists. Many Regiments and Independent Squadrons have been working hard against tl:e arrival of their
quota of Z Reservists. We read that in Catterick the entire
drill of reception and dispersal was gone through in 4
Training Regiment to educate the staffs of other Northern
Command Units. It is known that many Regiments and
Squadrons of the Corps have sent out most excellent letters
of welcome and instruction. It will be most interesting to
read between the lines in the pages of THE WIRE to diagnose
how the scheme l:as succeeded.
The Royal Air Forces Association. Lieutenant-Colonel
J. E. F. Paton, who is Chairman of the Torbay Branch, is
to represent the Association at the Annual Conference in
Torquay from 9th to . 10th June.

Those living in or near London who remember the
Territorial Army Ball on 18th May can still obtain tickets
from Room 102, Horse Guards, S.W.1. Telephone : WHI.
4466, Ext. 293.

[Photograph : Lafayme, Lid.
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This column has been started in response to numerous
requests. It cannot succeed without help. . Will everyone
in Royal Signals responsible for arranging any event of
more than purely local interest send in details for this
column.
THE WIRE, MAY 1951

0 1'' INTER EST IN THIS NUMBER

An article on Airborne Forces is contributed by the
Middlesex Yeomanry on page 166.
29 Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron makes
a welcome and characteristicly flippant appearance on page
160.
The Royal Signals display team introduces itself for 1951
with pictures and their fixture list on page 140.
The Band also makes a most welcome appearance with a
much wanted list of their engagements, page 139.
On page 165 Scribe Jonah shows that the spirit of the
Territorial Army remains very much what it always was.
"Ball of F ire," by Antony Brett-James, is an important
book written by an ex-officer of Royal Signals which is
reviewed on page 147.
An important article, "Voice Frequency Signalling," by
Mr. R. A. Eades, is on page 144.
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REUNION-25th

Eastbourne. Grand Parade Bandstand.
H yde Park. Londo01.
Victoria Emban kment G ardens. London .
South Bank Exhibition. London.
Southern Command. Aldershot.
Corps C ricket M atch. Woolwich .
Salisbury. Southern Command Signal
Regiment.
Valley Gardens. Harrogate.
Saltwell Park. Gateshead .
Great Yorkshire Show. Harrogate.
Paisley. Barshaw Park.
Aberdeen. Beach Bandstand.
Edinburgh. Prin ces Street G arden s.
G lasgow. All Parks.
Edinb urgh. Princes Street G ardens.
Eastbourne. Grand Parade Bandstand .

INDIA~

DIVISIONAL SIGNALS

The fifth annual re-union dinner of Officers of 25th
Indian Divisional Signals was held at the Waldorf Hotel on
31st M arch, 1951. The guest of honour was MajorGeneral H. L. Davis, the first G.O.C. of the Division, and
Lieutenant-Colonel A. M . W. Whistler, the first C.R.
Signals, was in the chair. Other guests included two .Senior
Officers of Divisional Headquarters and 14 former member
of the Unit attended.
LETTEllS

Ex-Signalman H. Shacklady, 7, Burns Avenue, Wallasey,
writes:
Enclosed please find 2 /- for year's Association and card
membership. Have used both holiday centres, Colwyn
Bay and Bournemouth, and enjoyed a week's stay at each. I
also get THE WIRE, which I send abroad to another exSignalman in East Africa. After four years' service in
Signals and many happy memories abroad 2/- is little
enough if it helps others less fortunate.

2:J S O U Tll Ell.N COUPS SIGNAL llE Gi lUEN T

AT HOME
LILLIE ROAD RECREATION GROUND
FULHAM PALACE R OAD, S.W.6
2.30-4.00 p .m., Saturday, 19th May
ROYAL SIGNALS BAND

MOTORCYCLE DISPLAY

ALL AU E WEL CO!UE

CORPS PAINT TllANS't"EllS

Corps transfers are available from Royal Signals Association .Headquarters in the following sizes and prices :
20" x 15"
10" x 11-"
1t" x st"
" Jimmy" in background of Corps
Colours
4/2/ 8
3/d o moun ted on
black plastic .. .. . .
8/6
4/4/9
It is pointed out that these sizes conform with A.C.I.s
296/ 48 and 258/ 49 on the subject of vehicle signs. In order
to simplify the painting of Unit signs on Royal Signals
M.:r. vehicles, it is suggested that Regiments should use
these transfers. Quotations for bulk orders will be considered. Application for these transfers should be made to
Association Headquarters.

ElUPLOY.lUENT \VITH I.E.M.E.

Telecommunications Division of The Inspectorate of
Electrical and Mechanical Equipment at Golf Road, Bromley, Kent, has vacancies for civilian employees, especially
ex-Signals tradesmen such as Foreman of Signals, Line,
Radio and ~ele. Mechanics, and Linemen with a good
knowledge qf terminal equipment.
Conditions of work are good and are improving, the
Inspectorate being in pleasant country surroundings. Housing is no more difficult in the Chislehurst area than elsewhere in the Home Counties, but there are many I.E.M.E.
jobs available in the main industrial centres in the U.K.
Rates of pay range from 147 /6d. to 196/6d. per week.
Travelling and subsistence allowance is paid for dutie
away from normal place of duty.
Hours of work-44 per week. Saturdays free.
Candidates are required to attend an interview, which is
often held by a Royal Signals officer or ex-officer. The
standard is roughly equivalent to Class I of the Signal
Trades mentioned above, but may be easier.
Applications should be forwarded with recommendations
as to character hy C.O.s to:
The Deputy Chief Inspector, Telecommunications
Division, I.E.M.E., Aquila, Golf Road, Bromley, Kent.
(Nearest Railway Station, Chislehurst).
They will receive the personal attention of a Royal
Signals Officer.
GOLDEN ARBO""

'V ANTED, A HOUSE !

Mr. A. Bennett, who is a member of the Signals Association, and lives at 55 Diana Road, London, E .17, is
anxious to purchase a small house in the London Suburban area, but he finds prices very high. If any reader of
THE WIRE knows of a small house at a reasonable figure
Mr. Brown will be most obliged if they will communicate
with him.
THE WIRE , MAY 1951

We have been notified that the story of 7th Indian Division has been written by Brigadier M. R. Roberts, n.s.o.,
under the title of "Golden Arrow." To assess the approximate number of copies which require to be published,
those interested are asked to notify Brigadier T. Mainpri eKing, Three Ways, The Ridgeway, Pyrford, Woking,
Surrey.
It is understood the cost of the book will be 25/- in the
United Kingdom R 17 in India and Rs12 in Pakistan.
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7Ae
left: Five Triumph
machines and
fifteen members of
the Team
illustrate the
Pyramid Tableau

Below ; A fine
study of balance
and ccncentration
is shown in this
demonstration of the
Forward Jimmy

19SI
"OK.-You've just done the Fire jump.-So what?"

HE 1951 season for the Display Team opens on 9th
May with the Press Show to be held at Catterick
T
Camp. From that date onwards a very full programme lies
:ahead with visits to all parts of England, two visits to
Scotland, a short tour in Ireland and later on in the year
:a visit also to Wales.
Demands on the team in the form of requests for appearances at every possible type of show have this year been
greater than ever as entertainments in connection with
Festival of Britain activities are being held throughout the
country. It says much for the reputation and popularity of
the display that it is so well-known and so much in demand
:and it has not always been easy to disappoint the representatives of the many towns, boroughs and organisations requesting the services of the team during their particular week
of celebrations.
During June the Display will make its eleventh appearance at the Royal Tournament, this year to be held at the
Earls Court Arena.
Other engagements. of interest are t~ttoos at Cardiff,
Southampton and South Shields, Highland Games at Pitlochry and Strathallan, and a return visit to the Royal
Military Academy at Sandhurst. Performances at Catterick
this year will be for the Old Comrades' re-union and the
Catterick Fair.
Six members of last year's very successful team are
retained, including the Team Sergeant, Sergeant R. G.
Rotherham. Lieutenant J. A. H. K. Findlater was flown
home from the Middle East in a hurry to take charge of the
team vice Captain P. H. F. Webb, who led the team so
well last year. Captain Webb, however, still remains in
Catterick as Adjutant of the 1st Training Regiment and is
often to be seen keeping a watch on progress made during
team practices. Captain J. St. C. W. Robinson also ended
a notable association with the Display towards the end of
last season on taking an appointment with the Army team
of lecturers and handed over the reins as Officer in charge
of Display to Captain G. W. Nation.
A pictorial souvenir of the 1950 Display tour, with many
fine photographs and a very complete record of achievements
<luring the year, has been widely distributed throughout
home and overseas commands, and it js hoped that, although
the number of copies was necessarily restricted, as many as
possible Royal Signals Units were able to receive a copy.
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LIST OF
16th
17th
21st
23rd
24th
25th
26th
28th
June
30th

May
May
May
May
May
}
May
May
May
6th-23rd
June

4ch July
7th July
10th
11th
12th
13th
r4th
t8th
:22nd
24th
25th
rst
4th
8th
9th
10th
11th
r3th
r5th
18th
25th
29th
30th
31st
1st
8th
r4th
15th
20th
21st
22.nd
24th
25th
26th
28th
29th

ENGAGE~IENTS,
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6 (Boys) Training Regiment
Borough or Beverley
Roye! Inniski.lling Fusiliers

Beverley
Beverley
Londonderry

Royal Ulster Agricultural Society

Belfast

Northern Ireland District Troops
Royal Tournament
Caterham
and
Warlingbam
Tattoo
Royal Military Academy
Triumph Sports Day

Ballykinlcr
Earls Court
Caterbarn
Sandhurst
Coventry

July
}
Great
Yorkshire
Agricultural
Harrogate
July
Show
July
July
}
Luton
Bedfordshire Agricultural Society
July
Staffordshire Agricultural Society
Stoke-on-Trent
July
Catterick Camp
Old Comrades' Re-union
July
Tunbridge
Wells and
S.E.
July
Tunbridge
Wells
Counties Show
July
Nairn
August
Nairn Show
Bridge of Allan
Strathallan Meeting
August
August )
August
South Shields
South Shields Tattoo
August
August
Newcastle
Newcastle Speedway
August
Darlington
County Borough or Darlington
August
Cattcrick Camp
Canerick Fair
August
Manchester
Reynolds Chain Company, Ltd.
August
Ripon
5 Training Regiment
August
Ripon
City of Ripon
August
Army Apprentice School
Harrogate
August
Harrogate
Borough or Harrogate Show
September
Pitloehry
Pitlochry Highland Games
September
September } Paignton (Festival of Britain
Paignton
Show)
September
September }
Cardiff
Western Command Tattoo
September
September
September }
ottingham
City pf ottingham
September
September
September } Southampton Tattoo
Southampton
September
Confirmation of other eng-~gemcnts awaited.

}

J

HI

PER ONAL

cor~mIN

t#lfic4'r8• Promotions
'"London Gazette," 6th March, 1951

To be rigadiers
R. . Morgan, O.B.E., 6th April, 1950.
J. J. Duvivier, c.B.E., 17th April, 1950.
C. . H. Chadwick C.B.E., 14th August, 1950.
W. D. J. Harries, 13th November, 1950.
To be Lieutenant T.O.M., W.O.II. J. Becoley, 29th
January, 1951.

*

*

*

*

The following Officers are posted on first commission
Lieutenant (TOT) E. Thompson to 1 Corps Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant (TOT) P. R. Moores to War Office Signal
Regiment.
Major (TOT) T. E. Hall to Western Command Signal
Regiment.
Congratulations to

Major N. A. C. Clubb, M.B.E., who is on the staff of the
Military Attache in Oslo and is Signals Adviser to the
Norwegian Signal Training Centre; he was successful in
gaining the Norwegian Ski Association's gold ski medal in
March and became the first Englishman to accomplish this
distinction.
Success
Mr. Geoffrey Duke, one-time member of the Royal
Signals Motorcycle Display Team, won two important races
for Norton's on Saturday, 14th April, at Goodwood, but his
fastest lap at 89 m.p.h. on two wheel~ failed to beat the
90 m.p.h. lap made by Prince Bira on four wheels.
Duke won the 500 c.c. and 350 c.c. championship races.
::.loi:emenu ol Olficer11

Captain (TOT) P. S. Harris to Scottish Command Signal
Regiment in his relief.
Major T. J. F. Fuller from H.Q. South Western District
to Senior Officers School.
Major J. M. L. Drudge-Coates from Southern Command
(M.) Signal Regiment to B.A.0.R.
Major R. C. Pringle from 16 Independent Parachute
Brigade Signal Squadron to Depot.
Major J. R. Smith from Depot to 16 Independent Parachute Brigade Signal Squadron.
Major R. G. Miller from School of Signals to 1 Corp
Signal Regiment.
Major W. N . Sutcliffe from H.Q. North Western
District to Signal Training Centre.
Major E. A. Sinnock from F .A.R.E.L.F. to Signal Training Centre.
Captain (TOM) F. A. Davison from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment to U .K. for posting to Malaya
District Signal Regiment.
Major F. Cosstick from 3 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment attached 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment to U.K. for posting to the Depot Regiment.
Major B. Barnes from 1 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment to H.Q., B.T.E.
Captain (TOM) B. Coleman from 1 Infantry D ivisional
Signal Regiment to U .K.
Major (Q.M.) G. H. Hobbs, M.M., from 4 A.A. (M.)
Signal Regiment to retirement.

FORTHCOMING lU.t\RRIAGES

W.0.I (R.S.M.) Featonby from 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment to U.K. on reversion prior to discharge to
pension.
W.O.II (R.Q.M.S.) McQuade to W.O.I (R.S.M.) on posting from I Wireless Regiment to 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
W.O.II (S.S.M.) McDonaugh from U.K. to 1 Squadron,
7 Armoured D ivisional Signal Regiment.
W.0.I Brown from Malaya Signal Regiment to G.H.Q.
Signal Regiment, F.A.R.E.L.F.
R.Q.M.S. S. E. Poole from 4 A.A. (M.) •Signal Regiment
to retirement.
RS.M. J. Carr from 1 Training Regiment to 7 Selection
Regiment.

T H E W I R E", M A Y I 9 5 I

•

McPHERSON-McKAY.-The engagement is announced
between Private McPherson, Green Howards, of Northern
Command School of P.T., and Private McKay, of the
W.R.A.C.
LATHLEAN - HEADLAND. - A marriage has been
arranged and will shortly take place in Adelaide, South
Australia, between Ivy Rhonda Headland, ex-Sergeant,
A.T.S., Royal Signals (Eastern Command), and John Lathlean, of Adelaide, South Australia. Letters to 43 Hoadly
Road, London, S.W.16, will be forwarded.

Movements ol Warrant and
N on-CommiHioned Officers

Major P. H. Brown from British Troops in Austria to
H .Q. Signal Training Centre.
Major M. McG. Simmonds from F.A.R.E.L.F. to Home
Establishment.
*
*
*
Major T. H. C. Grigg from M.E.L.F. to S.H.A.P.E.
The following are some of the personalities in 6 Armoured
Major G.D . B. McKean from B.A.0.R. to 1 Corps Signal
Divisional Signal Regiment:
Regiment.
Majors J. L. McNeil, F . D . McConnell-Wood, G. W.
Major J. J. Lamb from 3 Training Regiment to
Philips,
Quartermaster E. Beverley and Technical Officer
F.A.R.E.L.F.
• Maintenance G. Coles, R.S.M. W. Richardson, R.Q.M.S. L.
Captain (TOT) P. S. Harris from F.A.R.E.L.F. to Home
Aston, S.S.M.s Pitt, Hade, Swanson, Casey, Surfleet,
E tablishment.
S.Q.M.S. F. of S. Pedley and Williams, S.Q.M .S. Parker,
H. A. Edwards has been promoted Lieutenant Q.M.
O'Malley.
Major A. L. Fayerman from M.E.L.F. to Horne Establish*
*
*
ment.
Major T. Cunning-Burley from Pakistan to Home EstabS.Q.M.S. S. Richmond, who has been a leading light in
Corps boxing since the 1920's, has now gone to Pension.
lishment.
Major J. R. Piddington from M.E.L.F. to B.A.0.R.
It is hoped that some Territorial Army Regiment will be
Major J. R . Smith from F.A.R.E.L.F. to Home Estabwise enough to find a niche for him.
lishment.
Major and Mrs. Lonnon to Malaya Signal Regiment.
Captain (TOT) and Mrs. Berry to H.Q. Malaya District.
Major J. Potts and family from B.A.0.R. to 19 Air
BlllTDS
Formation Signal Regiment.
JEREMY.-At Catterick, on 10th March, 1951, to Sergeant
Colonel T. A. R. Scott from F.A.R.E.L.F. to B.A.0.R.
and Mrs. Jeremy, Western Europe Signal Squadron, a
Lieutenant-Colonel E. D . Good from M.E.L.F. to
daughter,
Anne Christine.
B.A.0.R.
EVANS.-To Hilda, wife of Major J. N. Evans, T.D., Royal
Major G. H. Axon to Southern Command (M.) Signal
Signals, a daughter, Elizabeth Sian, at Tenby Cottage
Regiment.
Hospital, on 2nd April, 1951.
Major A. Beattie from M.E.L.F. to 6 Armoured Divisional
DOHERTY.-To Sergeant and Mrs. A. K. Doherty, East
1gnal Regiment.
Africa Command Signal Squadron, on 17th March, 1951,
Captain (TOM) G. G ibson from Scottish Command
a daughter, Josephine Mary.
ignal Regiment to Hospital.
1'42

ALEXANDER.-To Sergeant and Mrs. A. V. Alexander,
Klagenfurt Signal Squadron, a daughter, Alexis.
HALL.-To S.S.M. and Mrs. P. E. A. Hall, 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, on 21st March, 1951, a
daughter, Victoria Louise.
EWER.-To S.S.M. and Mrs. Ewer, Singapore District
Signal Regiment, a daughter, Linda Jane, born at B.M.H.,
Singapore, on 24th February, 1951.
HANDS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. P.A. Hands, 1/20 Army
Signal Regiment, T.A., at Birmingham, on nth April,
1951, a daughter, Catherine Evelyn.
MASON.-To Mr. and Mrs. G. Mason (nee Humphreys),
Royal Signals Association, Slough, Windsor and District
Branch, on 1st April, a daughter.
PADDON.-To Signalman and Mrs. Paddon, Cyprus
Signal Squadron, on 5th April, 1951, a daughter, Carol
Patricia.

MARRIAGE

TATE-McKINNEY. -At the Cathedral of the Highlands,
Nairobi, on 7th April, Lieutenant J. Tate, Officer Commanding Line Troop, East Africa Command Signal
Squadron, to Miss B. A. McKinney.
DEATHS

GEORGE.-14459652, ex-Signalman Kenneth Maxwell
George, on 4th March, 1951, as the result of an illness.
WRIGHT.-22398884, Signalman Peter Wright, on 3rd
March, 1951, in M .E.L.F., as the result of an accident.
PEARSON.-22457951, Signalman David Pearson, on 18th
March, 1951, in Military Hospital, Catterick Camp, Yorks,
from natural causes.
1
FALLOON.-22363327, Signalman Derek Philip Falloon,
on 27th March, x951, in Towyn, Merioneth, as the result
of an accident.

ON ACTIVE SERVICE
Wounded

CHICK.-22121387, Signalman Sidney Frederick Chick, on
28th February, 1951, in Malaya.
PHILLIPS, TAYLOR. - 2234176o, Signalman M . J.
Phillips, 22314528, Signalman D. Taylor, on 28th
January, 1951, in Malaya.
Jnjrared

:PREECE, BASS, CURTIS, ORR, SUMNER, THOMAS,
WYSE.-19035720 Signalman J. C. Preece, 2549554
Signalman J. T . Bass, 2220413 Signalman A. G. Curtis,
22305789 Signalman H. C. Orr, 22197508 Signalman R. W.
Sumner, 22349705 Signalman H. Thomas, 22286297
Signalman H. Wyse, on 28th January, 1951, in Malaya.

Bo You

Be1DeliiberP

HAT THE WrRE of May, 1921, gave a list of "Agents

and Representatives." No bad idea this. It conT
tained some famous names-M. Hepburn (Waziristan), N.
Winter (Aldershot), J. C. Bray (Derby), P. Nolan and A. W.
Roberts (Maresfield). There was also a picture of Jimmy
Emblem. The make-up of the paper followed much the
same sequence as now, except that the Signals Association
notes from Headquarters, there were apparently no Branches,
were sandwiched between an article on the art of Boxing
and one on the Evolution of Signalling. Notes from Regiments read very muqh as they do now. Indeed, Mr.
Buttifant and others would have found them even duller.
The number was blessed by an article by no less person
than Ian H ay. Sports news '3howed Royal Sign~s
winning the Sussex football "Derby," beating Eastbourne
while playing in the Sussex County League Senior Division.
The Signal Training Centre was also prominent in crosscountry running, and in cricket " Officers, etc., wishing to
play " were exhorted to inform Captain R. E. Vyvyan.
The "etc." is a nice touch, what about Signalman D. B.
Close?"
The May, 1931, number was a big effort of 44 pages, no
less, the format was very much as now. It noted that 4
· Divisional Signals were runners-up in the Army Association
Football Cup, being narrowly beaten by the Sherwood
Foresters. L. H. Drake was found drawing cartoons of
the team in Mons Barracks afterwards, and a full page
strip from his pen was reproduced. Association notes
covered Branches at Aldershot and Salisbury and showed
that the employment branch at Headquarters found situations for 14 men and the Benevolent Branch received
donations from no less than EIGHT Signal Units. (In
1951 we average three or four).
" Barleaux " had a full page of " Plain Tales," and there
was a splendid account of "An Epic of Unbelievable
Courage and Hardships on the . Kajauri Plain." Do you
remember?
The band published its accounts! ! !
Signal Training Centre, Jubbulpore, won the Deccan
District boxing, with Major A. W. Roberts to see they
did so. A nostalgic photograph depicted "fighting" "K"
Section of 1st Indian Divisional Signals. A technical
article from' Shanghai Signal Section preceded notes from
the- Terriers. 42, 43, 44, 51, 52, 53, 56 Divisional Signals
(the names still live). 46 North Midland and 47 London
have now a new role and a new name.
There was a splendid photograph of C.S.M. Young
and " Baby " at the Reeth Show. 3rd Divisional Signals
got third place in the Army cross-country, the officer in
charge of the Royal Signals motor cycle display made
no report at all, although the display had started and was
even then at its first Royal Tournament. Mind you, you
may remember that the April WIRE of that year carried a
long account of the display given by the Signal Training
Centre, Jubbulpore-You do? JJut you're much older than
I! !

Have you ordered your copy
of

Dead

BOYLE, STANNILAND.-22316o6o Signalman Alexander
Boyle, 22233527 Driver Benjamin Stanniland, on 29th
March, 1951, in FARELF, as the result of an accident.
THE WIRE , MAY 1951
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Voice Frequency Signalling

which they differ from a pure tone. Figure 3 (a) illustrates
what a cathode ray oscilloscope would show if you connected a telephone to it and said "Ah." Figure 3 (b) shows
a pure tone. What is the difference? Well, in the first

By R. A. EADES
Signals Research and Development Establishment

WTHEN the switchboards are connected by a "metallic"
W line, that is, by a pair of wires, D.C. currents or
potentials can be used to transmit the signals which indicate
calling, answering and clearing of calls.
When two switchboards are so far apart that speech would
be too faint, it is necessary to amplify it, and repeaters are
inserted in the line. Repeaters are amplifiers which increase
the level of alternating currents, such as speech currents,
but they do not amplify D.C. currents. To transmit the
D.C. signals the repeaters must be arranged to by-pass direct
currents or to regenerate them. These two principles are
BY• PASS

FOR

O.C. SIGNALS.

A

i_l.::..lt-------"II
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AMPLIFIER FOR ALTERNATING

@ R£PEA1'ER

CURRENTS
BY-PASSED f1f D.C. SIGNALS.

~~C~Ht- ~
~

Lt::J--J ~T

Ma.~

():>)REPEATER WITH REGENERATION OF O.C. SIGNALS.
Fig. 1. Methods of Transmitting D.C. Signals past Repeaters

illustrated in Figure x. In Figure l (a) a direct current in
(from the left) along the A wire is allowed to by-pass the
amplifier and continues out (to the right) along the A wire.
Figure 1 (b) shows how the signal can be repeated. The
current along the A wire operates relay L whose contact
LI sends a current out along the A wire. Relay M would
repeat a signal in the other direction. Each has its own
limitations. The first method (a) is limited by the resistance
and insulation of the total length of line, the second method

introduces distortion to the D.C. signal at each repeater and
this restricts dialling to short lines with very few repeaters.
In addition the repeaters have to be provided with suitable
relays. There are other disadvantages due to the successive
clicks which are inevitable with the operation of the relay
contacts.
The operation of the circuits of Figure l are not described
in greater detail because they are only given to indicate that
some other form of signalling is required. Especially if,
instead of a line with repeaters, we were faced with a carrier
circuit (for example, a radio link) it would be impossible
to transmit the D.C. signals at all.
The object of voice frequency signalling is to convert the
D.C. signals into some frequency within the speech band
and at the distant end to convert this back again into the
appropriate D .C. signal.
At this point it must be stated that the A.C. output of
a hand generator on a telephone has a frequency of 16 te>
20 cycles per second and this is too low to be amplified
or transmitted by repeaters or carrier circuits. So to all
practical purposes it can be considered as a D .C. signal.
The basic idea of V.F. signalling is illustrated iQ. Figure
2, which shows a system for converting hand generator (or
magneto) signals into voice-frequency signals. When the
handle of the left-hand telephone is turned, a 17 c/s. ringing
current is sent along the local line to the V.F. signalling
Unit where jt operates relay R. The contacts of this relay
put a tone of frequency f out to the trunk line. At the
distant end the tone goes through a band-pass filter to a
receiver and causes relay RR to operate. The object of
the filter is to prevent relay RR from operating when tones.
of other frequencies than f happen td' be received. The
operation of RR sends ringing current along the local line
to ring the bell of the called telephone.
This brings us to the problem of signal imitation by
speech. The trouble is that, whatever frequency is chosen
for signalling, speech will produce it and the receiver will
operate to speech currents unless some scheme is used which
will distinguish between speech and a legitimate signal.
This is called voice guarding and it has called upon a
considerable amount of ingenuity to achieve it.
How would you set about making a gadget that lights
a lamp when it receives a tone of, say, 1,500 c/s. bur
does not when it receives speech with a band width of 300
to 3,000 c/s? The first thing to do is find out what speech
currents really look like and then determine the way in

(b)

PURE TONE.

Fig . 3. Oscillograms

place, the speech amplitude is "wobbling," while the tone
is steady. Also, since any wave can be considered as the
sum of a number of sine waves or " pure " tones, the speech
will consist of many frequencies together, while the tone will
have only the one.
This is illustrated in Figure 4- Here, each filter allows
only a definite band of frequencies to go through. You
will see that in the case of the oscillator the only meter to
show a reading is the one connected to the particular filter
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which corresponds to the frequency of the oscillator. In
the case of speech, however, there ~e compon~nts of variou
frequencies and several meters give a readmg because a
pure tone is never obtained.
These considerations lead to the two most co!Il1llon types
of guarding. The first is time guarding. It means. that
although speech will produce the f~equency. of the signal,
it will not do it for a very long time connnuously. So,

referring to Figure 2, we can make relay RR slow to operate.
To be reasonably sure that false signals are not produced,
a delay of about one second would be necessary. The other
type of guarding is derived from Figure 4, and consists in
causing other frequencies than the "proper " one to act in
opposition to the signalling frequency. To say which
frequencies or what range of frequencies are best used for
this purpose would only bring you into an argument which
has been going on between the " experts " for years.
A simplified circuit (Figure 5) will illustrate how it could
be done. A tone of the correct frequency f will pass through
the band-pass filter and after being rectified, it operates relay
R. A tone of any other frequency will pass through the
band-stop filter and, \:lecause relay R is a polarised type, will
hold R in its released position. When a mixture of
frequencies is received, those going through the band-stop
filter will prevent R being operated in spite of some components of frequency f being present.
Instead of a band-stop filter in the guard circuit, you could
have a low pass filter. To ensure that speech will no:

Fig 5 . Simplified V.F. Receiver

operate the relay, the guard circuit can be made more
sensitive than the operating circuit.
The amount by which the guard circuit is more sensitive
than the operating circuit is called the "guard ratio." It is
obvious that the higher the guard ratio, the less the chance
of signal imitation. But now we com~ to S?other fact~r
called signal interference. If the mconung tone is
accompanied by background noise, the noise. wil~ act upon
the guard circuit and, if it is loud enough, 1t will prevent
the- relay from operating. The level of .the tone c?mpar~d
with the level of the noise is called the signal-to-n01se rauo.
You will see that the guard ratio must be adjusted to g!ve a
compromise between signal imitation by speech and signal
interference by noise. A reduction in signal imitation results
in a reduction in the permissible noise level.
The only V.F. signalling unit used by the Army so far
is called Unit, Signalling V.F. No. 3 anrl follows the
principle of Figure 2. The. fr~quency used i~ 5.oo c/s.,
which is interrupted at the nngmg frequency (!t !s calle~
500/20 signalling). The Post Office have a similar urut
which is used on trunk lines, but the signal imitation of
both is bad. Quite often on a trunk call you hear a noise
like that of a low frequency whistle (with a large pea in it),
then a ringing in your ear and then you are cut off. Is Jt
less annoying when you know that it was probably your own
voice which gave a clearing signal?
In the translation of magneto signals it is only necessary
to send a tone for as Jong as the magneto current is being
received We say that it is a transient signalling system and
the sam~ frequency of tone can be used fo.r signallin~ in
both directions. There are other more co.:nphcated tra~sient
sicrnals which use pul~es of tone or tones that may be mterp;'eted at the distant end. Most civil international sysECID
are of this nature.
To convert in the simplest manner, a D.C. signal to
V.F., it is bes't to have two tones-one ~ ead1: directionand this is called " continuous duplex" signallmg. In one
system the tones are on during the idle condition. When
exchange A calls one tone is removed, and when exchange
B answers the other tone is removed and the line is clear
for conver;ation. This cheme is particularly suitable since
it must be underste>od that the signalling tones must not be
allowed to go past the V.F. unit. If they did so they might
J.45
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find their wa to another V.F. unit for which they were not
intended. So we introduce "line splitting."
Linc pliuing mean that the line is di conn~ted at the
V.F. unit whenever there i a tone on the trunk !me. Relay
contact are ~enerally used but because ~oub~e ~ay be
e:·perienced with cli k a form of electronic switching has
al o been ucccssfully used for this purpose.
The . ystem we have been discussing. so far are of the
type known as in-channel systems. This means that the
ignalling frequencies lie within the range of sp~ech frequencie transmitted. There are other systems which come
under the classification of filtered channel systems. In
the e the frequencies used for signalling are filtered out of
peech so that there is no dan~er of signal ~itation. The
di advantage of the e system 1s that by cutung off a band
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Fig. 6 . Block Schematic of Filtered Channel Signalling
System using the 1000 c/s Region

of frequencies trom speech, some distortion is produced
which reduces its intelligibility. On the whole, the ter:idency
is not to interfere any more than can be helped with the
quality of the speech.
Two such schemes are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In
Figure 6 a filter removes a band of frequencies around 1,000
cycles/second and a 1,000 c/s. tone is used for signalling.
In Figure 7 a system is shmvn which cuts off from spee~h
all frequencies above 3,000 c/s. and uses a frequency m
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fig. 7

Block Schematic of a Filtered Channel Signalling System
using the Region above 3000 c/s

rhat region for signalling. Such a system could only be
used on circuits which transmit frequencies up to, say,
Some loaded lines, however, cut off at about
1500 c/ .
2 200 c/s. and this system could not then be used.
In all the sy terns we have covered, it is possible to signal
m both directions at the same time by using one frequency
in one direction and another in the other.
There is no doubt that V.F. signalling systems will be
u ed more and more by the Armed Forces as their telephone
networks become more complex and the efficiency of the
long distance trunk circuits is improved.
Acknowledgment is made to the Chief Scientist, Ministry
of Supply, for permission to publish this article.
l<l6
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E GO \V ALKING

we should have known better. After all,
we had the horrible example of what had happened on
Ithe SUPPOSE
three previous day . But it is usual to begin with the
circumstances leading up to the beginning of a tale, therefore : Someone had said that the view from a certain hill
was very lovely indeed. She who must be obeyed iss.ued
the edict that this view would be inspected, and that right
soon. That for the circumstances. Next the time and
location. Time, 1500 hours QI1 Easter Monday. Place,
Germany. More precisely the foot of said hill known
locally as the Porta. A large, steep and imposing hill
crowned by an equally large and imposing monument to the
late Kaiser Wilhelm. The weather was what could be
officially described as "not inclement," to wit, a blizzard
was not in action. And the proposal was that we should
mount this challenging pile on foot by means of divers
dubious tracks reputed to exist. This despite the fact t_hat
a good road mounted it circuitously but with gentle gradient
and we had a car. Being by nature a peaceful man and
cautious of my domestic bliss I attempted n~ futile protest
beyond expressing (extremely sotto voce) a pious hope that
we should be stranded in a snow drift for not more than
two hours. Not that the snow was very thick, but we
had the example of the three previous days of Glorious
Easter weather to warn us.
So my friends, those were the circumstances. Note then
our progress. The reputed paths . did exist. but no-one
less agile than a particularly acrobatic moU?tam g<?at could
have ascended them in comfort. I am neither agile, acrobatic nor a mountain goat. It follows that I was not comfortable. " She," being blessed with a feminine slimness
and an equally feminine ability to extract enjoyment f~om
any situation which she has devised, made far better gomg.
The only thing to buoy me up was the thought that there
would be a time when I might be able to get a spot of my
own back. We did reach the top eventually. The cost
being assessed by me as much energy (unneces~a~y), three
square inches of skin (missing) and twelve shillings (one
pair of nylons which I was alleged to hare caused to be
damaged by bushes).
· We gazed in suitable awe at the monument for a spell
and turned to admire the view. We were unlucky. The
view consisted of large quantities of black cloud and white
snow moving towards us at a speed that was positiv~ly
indecent. We could, of course, shelter under the massive
pile of the monument. And we did. But you'd be surprised
how cold it gets up there. We got even colder. The snow
got even heavier and everyone got thoroughly fed up. We
decided to move and to this end consulted one of the local
gentry as to the best method of descent. The road we
ruled out as too far round and even " She " had not the nerve
to suggest a descent by the way we had come. The local
gentleman informed us that there was a path rejoicing in
the exalted name of Kingsway, which led with ·c ommendable rapidity down the other side of the mountain
and which could be traversed in safety. We went down it.
Either the gentleman in question was the father of the
mountain goat afore mentioned or we had the wrong path.
I shall never find out-he is certain to have died from the
curses laid upon his head. We did reach the bottom eventually at the added expense of approximately ten pounds
sterling and fourteen pounds weight. This being one
macintosh (severely damaged by use as a sleigh), one pair
of lady's shoes (size nine) completely ruined, and sum total
of weight lost by me due to excessive nervous strain.
When we reached base the snow had stopped, the sun
was shining again and "She" remarked "We must go up again
when the weather is better." Personally I hope we have a
shocking summer.
" OLD BILL "
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Ball of fire .
'-----------------By

ANTONY llRETT-JAMES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '

T

HIS is an outstanding war history and worthy of an
outstanding Division, one of the very select few formations that fought successfully against Germans, Italians and
Japanese. Readers of his previous book Report my Signals,
being the story mainly of the Indian Signalmen in that Division, w~re lead to expect something extra special in his larger
and more important work, the story of the Division itself.
While admitting to much detailed research into the dry
bones of war diaries and records he keeps his narrative µght
and easy reading.
··
The story opens in the Soudan where by the widest' dispersion and bluff the Division held some hundreds of miles
of frontier against superior Italian forces. The history ends
with the return of the Division to India after the recovery
of Singapore and some horrid and very bitter fighting against
Indonesians in Soerabaja. It is a dreadful thought that many
who had (ought with the Division throughout the war Jost
their lives in this squalid aftermath to the Division's proud
history.
In all the battles Antony Brett-James; young for a historian of his calibre, keeps a fair balance between what is
important and what is human. The writer of this review has
read much military history, few authors can paint the picture
of a battle irl so few and so vivid sentences. The personal
incidents of gallantry or humour, and sometimes they · go
together, knits the whole episode into one easily remembered
scene.
The story of the Indian Division or Indian Brigade
includes the mystery of British and Indian troops working
together equal in valour and equal in mutual esteem.
Brett-James by his own experience and by the skill of his
writing makes plain that mystery.
Few in England know about it. Almost no-one who is
not British can understand it. It is perhaps his mission to
irlterpret this comradeship, certainly few, if any, do it better.
Even to those of us who are acc.ustomed to it, the facility

wit:lf which British, Hindoo and Mussulman Regiments so
soon reach a complete understanding sometimes almost
passes belief.
The story covers the battles of Abyssinia and Eritrea of
the Western Desert, the migration to Iraq and Persia and
the return to India. This alone would have been an epic
and indeed occupies nearly half the book. But the Arakan
is the next fixture, the flight thence to Imphal and the
defence of Imphal; a defence which culminated in the retreat
or was it flight of the beseigers. Assam was followed by
Burma and the signing of the surrender in Rangoon with
ceremonial escorts by 5th Indian Divis!on. Then by ship to
Singapore and the end is near. I quote from the Epilogue :
" The Division returned to India for the last time. Muslim
units went north to the new state of Pakistan. Many of the
soldiers left the service and returned to their homes. The
comradeship of British and Indian troops became a feature
to look back on with pleasure. For six years the Division
had travelled and fought. Units had come, units had gone,
the men bad changed. But. those who were new became
absorbed irlto the team, and ~bued with the Divisional
Spirit. Now that team disintegrated, and dispersed across
the world. And the years of abundant memory began to
fade into the past. But bringing death or mutilation to many,
they contained also the most varied and adventuro.us
memories of many more, who had travelled a very great distance, whose horizons had been widened, whose experience
had deepened, and whose characters had beco~
strengthened by responsibility, command, and loyal obedience in dangerous times."
.
That is a measure of the author's prose, and by its style
and sentiment it is worthy of its subject.
The many photographs are excellent, the maps cl~ and
again let it be said the scene painting of the battles 1s most
vivid. 25/-, Gale and Polden, a very fine book by an exofficer of Royal Signals.

THE ABSHAR

or Indian Waterfall
R

AZANI Camp, in "the weeks before the rainy season
began, was even more horrid than usual, and searching for some activity to fill up the days of boredom when
the road was not opened and troops had little to do, the
Signal Officer conceived the idea of an extensive hydroengineering prqject.
Long sojourn in Razani had perfected the living h.ole
by which under tents headroom is provided by day as
well as protection from sniping by night. A vast cavern
existed underneath each tent with good shelving recessed
into the marble smooth dried mud with which the sides
were constructed.
To date, however, drainage was
unnecessary in a rainless swnmer, but the approach of
the rainy season now made attention to the matter
imperative.
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All took up the plans with enthusiasm. A fall in the
level of the ground in the " Signal" camp made all se~
ingly easy. Drainage ditches were dug and an energeu.c
Dogra Havildar suggested that by means of a three foot
waterfall ·and a carefully constructed narrow ditch a powerful flow' of water could be directed along the mule lines
thereby assisting in the disposal of litter. There had never
before been a real waterfall in Razani. Weeks elapsed, each
section vied with another in ingenious construction. The
rainy season approached, the work was finished.
.
Looking at the work the Signal Officer found that it wa
good. Sycophancy advi cd a short ditch from the watershed to take the water from the Brigade Commander'
sleeping tent.
Pride and necessity for returning much generous
"47

hospitality dictated open invitations to the various Units in
·camp to come to an " Abshar" party.
By this time Press and radio _had reached the stage of
naming the day for the first nun of the season and the
invitation went out for that day.
A cloudless sh.]' made failure almost ccr -ain. Know~
his friends, the Signal Officer was aware that lack .of raJ?
would not prevent his guests coming and accepung his
hospitality to the maximum. He also knew that nearly
all would appear again, equally thirsty, wi~ the first
sprinkling of rain. It had been openly stated 1l1 the camp
that the system was too elaborate, would not work and! that
the waterfall was unnecessary. Liquor was difficult, his
tock would not withstand two parties !
Royal Signals teaches its officers to "play it off the cuff,"
an idea was born.
Secretly the Indian N.C.0.s of the Signal Company
moved about the lines of other Units in the camp. A
cigarette here, a bottle of lemonade there, a reminder of
favours given, a prOII}ise of things to come.
As the "party," with so:ne scoffing a~ the absence of
rain, inspected the drainage system, 3:dmir~, the. v.:a~all
and settled to their drinking a long line of Bhist1s, the
water carriers, the " Gunga Dins " of each Unit in c~p,
heavily laden assembled around the watershead. A whis.tle,
a clatter of 'buckets, the water came ttimbling over the
waterfall. The water ran through all the ditches, under
all the bridges. It joined the "main drain" from the
"Signals" lines and turning a swift corner, e~caped
through the perimeter wall and down to the dry riverbed
below.
Raise your glasses, friends, to the first waterfall in
Razani Camp.
The party was a great success, the Brigade Commander
purred his thanks and congratulations. The night relief in
the Signal Office and the inlying picquet were mounted'.
' With true contrariness the night brought heavy rain. A
gleam of his torch reassured a sleepy Signal Officer of the
soundness of his own tent. How pleased he was that the
work had been done in time.
Other Units would on the morrow be constructing
against time and with difficulty the&e ·ditches and bridges
that his men had done with such artistry and at leisure.
Came the dawn and a " Q " Staff Officer, " Oh! ' Signals,'
the Indian Postal Unit next door to you is flooded out.
The civilian pos.tmaster says it's your fault, go and do
so:nething ! "
Just beyond where the main drain from the Signal area
took a sharp turn towards the perimeter had been the
" hole " and tent of the civil postmasrer. That dignitary
was squatting on the edge surveying with a somewhat
jaundiced eye his " hole." The tent had gone, the hole was
filled to the brim with water in which floated a mass of
stamps, postal orders, etc.
The non-floating appurtenances of a post office were at
the bottom, a good seven feet deep.
"Hola! Babujee," said the Signal Officer, "you seem
to have been unlucky."
"Not by hand of God," came the reply, "but by malice
of Indian Signal Corps."
With this, a damp but accurate finger pointed. The
water in the main drain had failed to take the corner and
had gone straight on!
Pride came as always before a fall. It took a strong
and very r~...entful party of Signalmen the whole of that
day to drain the hole, rescue and dry out the post office,
dig a new hole in a less vulnerable spot and re-erect a damp
tent. The work had to be done at speed, for tomorrow was
• mail day, and the postmaster had made it very clear that
no business would be transacted until rehabilitation and
rehousing were complete.
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Signal Training

~entre

l TRAINING REGIMENT

In the near future we lose Second-Lieutenant A. C. Birtwistle-our best wishes go with him as a fine rugger
captain.
Rugby Football. Since bringing home the Army Rugby
Challenge Cup on 7th March, the Unit ~as won the
Catterick District seven-a-side championship and the
.
.
Catterick District Rugby Cup.
A total of 14 teams competed in the seven-a-side competition and of these the " A " and " B " teams of this
Regiment met in the final, which resulted in a victory for
.
the Unit "A" team by 13 points to 3 points.
The final of the Catterick District Rugby Cup competition was played on nth April at Catterick between 1 Training Regiment and 66 Training Regiment, R.A.C. ~t. was the
first occasion for many months that weather conditions had
been reasonable and the ball dry. Led by Major Rapsey,
our forwards played a vigorous game and the handling of
our backs was nothing short of spectacular. The final score,
1 Training Regiment 55 points, 66 Training Regiment,
R.A.C., 3 points, is not a true indication of the standard
of the R.A.C. team, who fought hard and played extremely
well throughout the game. Their handling was good but
our defence was too strong for them.
Shooting. The Unit rifle team has had an active and vt;ry
successful month, a team of eight young soldiers each with
less than one year's service won " The Young Soldiers'
Cup." Three Squadron produced a team of eight,_ which
finished third in the "Company Gup" and the Regimental
team won the District championship outright.
Among individual honours were Major H. J. Thompson
and Sergeant Peebles, who finished sixth and fourteenth
respectively in the Army individual championship.
Soccer. Weather, bad as only Catterick can produce,
resulted in several games being cancelled during the month .
Results of games played were: 1
1

Training Reg:ment v. 5 Training Regiment

Drawn

1

goal each

Wo:i

3 goals to

Tra!ning Regiment v. 2 Training Regiment Lost
3 goals to o
1 Training Regiment v. 6S Training Regiment, R.A .C .
'
1

The latter result was a great surprise and marked the
appearance of Signalman Cronin a~ ~ight-half for the first
time, where he brought off the hat-trick-a rare occurrence
as far as we are concerned.

2

TRAINING REGIMENT

Four members of the Regimental team took part in the
Anny Individual Boxing Competition at Aldershot and the
Albert Hall. It was unfortunate that the team fixtures
made it impossible for all members of the team to compete
in the preliminary rounds of the competition, and only
four " seeded " boxers were permitted to take part in the
Northern Command Championships.
Signalman L. Reece won the Northern Command Bantam-weight title.
Signalman A. Galloway won the Northern Command
Feather-weight title.
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Lance-Corporal E. Ludlam won the Northern Command
Middle-weight title.
Driver J. Burke was runner-up in the Heavy-weight
title.
All four boxers were selected to compete in the Elimination Competition for the Army Championships at Aldershot.
Signalman L. Reece was narrowly beaten on points in the
Bantam-weight quarter-final.
Driver J. Burke was beaten on points in the quarterfinal of the Heavy-weight title. His opponent was Private
Toch, the present AB.A. Heavy-weight Champion.
Signalman A. Galloway fought his way through to the
final of the Feather-weight.and was beaten on points after
a very close fight.
Lance-Corporal E. Ludlam won the Army Middle-weight
title by a very fine knock-out in the second round. He
was selected to box for the Army in the l.S.B.A.. Championships, which he won, and he is now automatically
through to the semi-final of the A.B.A. Championships.
Signalman A. Galloway was selected to represent the
Army in a special contest at the I.S.B.A. Championships.
The result is not yet known.
The Regiment's achievements in the boxing sphere this
season may be summarised as follows : Team Competitii:>ns
Army runners-up. Awarded the Nobel Trophy.
Army Group D Team Champions.
Northern Command Team Champions.
Catterick District Team Champions.
Individual Championships
l.S.B.A. Middle-weight Champion.
Army Middle-weight Champion.
Army Feather-weight runner-up.
Northern Command Bantam-weight Champion.
Northern Command Feather-weight Champion.
Northern Command Middle-weight Champion.
Football. We must congratulate the football team for
reaching the final of the Catterick Cup.
Having won the semi-final by 5-4 we found ourselves
playing 7 Selection Regiment. Owing to circumstances beyond our control we had to take the field without two of
our best forwards. This meant reorganising the whole line.
In the first half, 7 Selection Regiment combined very
well and we found ourselves three goals down at halftime. In the second half our team, inspired by S.Q.M.S.
Andrews, the York City and Army Captain, threw everything into attack but goals did not come. In a lucky breakaway 7 Selection Regiment scored again, which really was
the end, and they came out winners by 4-0.
With Thomas and Forrest playing the result might have
been different, however, on that day we were beaten by
a better side-but that in no way reflects on the play of
S.Q.M.S. Andrews, S.I. Riley, Signalman Partleton, Signalman White, who all played extremely well, also our goalkeeper, Corporal Marshall.
.
Congratulations 7 Selection Regiment-but there's next
year!!
We must congratulate S.Q.M.S. Andrews· on qualifying
for his FULL Army Colours. His record is truly a remarkable one, viz :
Played three years for the Army XI.
Total appearances 36. Captain 1948/49, 1949/50.
Inter-Services Medals-three.
Two Full Army Badges and qualifies for third this year,
thus qualifying for Full Army Colours.

THE DEPOT REGIMENT

The month of March found the Depot preparing for
the annual administration inspection which, this year
included · a full scale ceremonial parade (shades of
Catterick ! ! ). ..J'he Corps Band was in attendance and
performed in their usual masterly manner, entertaining a
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large audience of troops and married families during the
afternoon with an orchestral concert.
We have resumed transferring National Service men from
whole-time service to part-time service with the T.A./S.R.
and 2 Squadron are once more working at full pressure.
It may be of interest to those who, in the near future,
are expecting to depart to warmer climates to know that
they will be despatched from Pocklington, as 1 Squadron,
our Drafting Squadron at Ripon will be, some time in May,
taking up their abode with the remainder of the Regiment.
This move, however, is only a temporary affair and 1
Squadron will return to Ripon in due course.
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess. For the information of ex
transitees, the usual Pocklington weather still prevails.
During the past month we have had an influx of R.S.M.s
on their way to PIPDOM. We wish them good luck in
their new sphere of life.
Fortnightly Sunday socials were started during March
and are proving very successful. One notable entertainer
must be mentioned, that is S.S.M. "-Piddington" Maskery,
who has taken over H.Q. Squadron vice S.S.M. Blake, who
has left us for the sunny climate ·of West Africa.
A dance was held on the 9th April, 1951, and was the
occasion of a farewell to RQ.M.S. (Ron) Etherington, who
is leaving for the Far East at the end of April. Good hunting, Ron. (The Black Hand Gang can fix anything).
Some of the non-dancers will be pleased, as he was an
ordinary nuisance when performing the duties of M.C.
and, it is said, wasted a lot of drinking time by continually
chasing every man on the floor.
The Dhobi tells me that " Pop " Langham has taken on for
another year, and is now making a detailed study of the
Shadow Roster.

WAR OFFICE SIGNAL REGIMENT

"J"

Troop

Left-right, left-right . . . . the familiar sound of a
corporal drilling his squad seems out of place in the
unmilitary atmosphere of Droitwich, but here, in the grounds
of War Office Records, is "J "
Troop, War Office Signal
Regiment.
The heart of the Unit is the
transmitter hall, which houses
the eight high-power transmitters. Keyed, via a landline, by teleprinters in London,
they are in communication
with Army wireless stations
throughout the world. Constant maintenance is carried out by a staff of 24 radio and
line mechanics, working day and night in shifts. Including
office staff, cooks, drivers and other personnel, the total
strength of the Unit is about So.
As the Unit is so small there is no permanent N.A.A.F.I.
and a van comes each morning and afternoon from
Worcester. In charge of it is "Arthur," who is always a
welcome figure, and keeps us supplied with refreshments,
cigarettes, sweets and other necessaries.
Droitwich can boast only one cinema, but it is well
attended by Signals personnel, as are the weekly dances at
the Girl Guide Hut (usually known as the "Jangle"). The
. Norbury House Club is a social club, offering the usual
facilities, and sponsored by War Office Records; it is open
by kind permission to the Signals.
Ma Griff's teashop in the High Street is the centre of
social life of the camp, and is also a meeting place for the
young spinsters of the parisp. The latest affair of Signalman - - is eagerly discussed by all, and it appears that on
demobilisation not a few Signalmen will leave Droitwich
with their life partner.

.\R, IOt'RED Dn·1s10NAL SIGNAL

REGIME~T

The Regiment makes its debut in this edition-without
-uperfluous apologie for appearing only in the fourth
month of its existence.
Formation started in early January. T 1e first few days
in which the econd-in-Command, Adjut"nt and Orderly
Room ergeant arrived armed with a Formation Order bi.i
minus the es entials with which to form are now but a
memory. The Regim nt is by thi time in a healthy condition as regards men, stores and vehicles, while the very
encouraging esprit de corps evident with all ranks makes
good any temporary deficiencies on -the material side.
There i every sign that the spirit of the wartime Sixth
Armoured Signals has been resurrected with the re-formation of the Regiment. Personalities are quoted en bloc elsewhere in the magazine.
The training programme for the year is complex, exhaustive and concentrated. In the space of a few short months
it spans the bridge between individual training and Army
manoeuvres through the intermediate tages of Regimental,
Brigade and Divisional exercises.
Constant wet weather during the last few weeks has
hampered sports to a large extent. Soccer and hockey teams
have been formed and preliminary limbering-up games
arranged with neighbouring Units with some considerable
success. The late arrival of the Regiment precluded its
participation in any of the Divisional or district leagues. The
summer programme is now in the course of preparation and
potential athletic material will be brought to light in intertroop competitions.
To date there are no out tanding events to report, no
inspections, no visits, no triumphs and no misdemeanours.
Time will no doubt produce material under some of these
categories for future paragraphs. Tradition must, however,
be served, and a clerical "clanger" introduced as a postscript-the draft of Standing Orders read (perhaps slightly
illegibly) "Saluting is the outward sign of a well
disciplined regiment." This was interpreted and reproduced on the wax by a harassed clerk as " Saluting is the
outward sign of a bull disciplined regiment " . . . Quid est
demonstrandum?

our better shots away, we still hope to give a good account
of ourselves on April 14th.
Tennis players are beginning to add a summery look to
the camp, playing as often as the weather allows._ They play
with extra energy on the days the sun does shme, to ·compensate for the many more days it doesn't.

WESTERN COMMAND SIGNAi.. REGIMENT

\Veil, we've had it! Our annual inspection went off
according to plan, on the 19th/20th March, 1951, and was
carried out by the C.S.O.,
Headquarters, Western Command.
The Corps band very kindly
fitted a very strenuous days'
playing for us into an already
crowded programme at the
Officer Cadet School, which
went down very well indeed.
The C.S.0. commented
very favourably on the parade
and presented the champion troop cup to R.H.Q.
Troop, who just pipped "M"
Troop on the post-or should I say the compensating
factor.
The all ranks' dance on Monday evening was very well
attended, and the dance band section of the Corps. band
put on a first-class show which was greatly appreciated by
all present and did much to raise the Unit's prestige in
Blacon Camp.
Our Regimental Inter-Troop competition is starting on
its spring quarter and this time we aim to include Z
Reservists in the competition, a they'll be about Troop
strength.

The Tunbridge Wells Royal Signals Association provided
us with an enjoyable evening on nth April, which took
the form of" An Evening of Variety." Mr. Paling, the Hon.
Secretary, who organised the show, and the merry band of
artistes who all gave a most polished performance, are to be
congratulated for providing such good entertainment, and
we all owe the Tunbridge Wells Association a deep debt
of gratitude for their kindly interest in us.

:\"ORTDERN IRELAND DISTRICT (M) SIGNAL
SQUADRON

Certainly the most interesting event this month has been
the visit of the instructional team from the Combined
Operations Signal School.
They gave a most interesting lecture, showing first the
procedure adopted by the
three arms when making a
combined assault. Later we
were shown the signal commitments involved. The outstanding feature of the
demonstration was the ingenuity and variery-of visual
aids employed, which reduced
an elaborate communication
network between the three
arms to its essentials, thus
making it logical and easily
understood.
The Squadron, with a depleted team, tried valiantly to
keep its place in the Northern Ireland District knock-out
hockey competition, but was soundly beaten by the Depot
R.U.R. (last year's winners), who turned out a side of very
kilful players.
We are looking forward to the finals of the Northern
Ireland District Small Bore League which are to be held
hortly. As we had hoped, two of our three teams have
reached the finals, and while postings have taken some of
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The Signal Reporting Regiment (The Kensington)
recently spent a very profitable week-end camp with us.
A rare fine spring day also brought
us a visit from the boys of Skinners
School, Tunbridge Wells, Combined Cadet Force. Two Command
high power vehicles were on show,
and the boys were allowed to man
stations and were soon proving to
us that they knew something of the
workings of a 53 set.
· At 0830 hours on another fine
spring day a party of members of
the Unit travelled by coach to
London on an educational visit,
.
accompanied by Lieutenant Burr, of
the Educational Centre at Maresfield. Arriving at the
Metropolis at 1030 hours they went first to the Imperial
·War Museum, where the rest of the morning was spent
revelling in the sights of " old glories." After lunch at the
Nuffield Centre, the party visited the Tower of London,
where they were shown round by a Beefeater (goodness
knows where he gets the meat from to eat these days) in
traditional uniform. The party returned to the Nuffield
Centre for tea, after which they went to the Garrick Theatre
to see " The Gay Invalid," a skit on the medical profession
in France in the seventeenth century. A really good day
this.
H.C.D. Signal Troop at Shorncliffe were instrumental
in being of assistance in the fire which occurred recently
at the Military Hospital at Shorncliffe. Members of the
Troop were successful in saving some of the equipment and
lent their services in the removal of patients to other
quarters. The Troop hope to provide a large proportion
of the Regiment's team in the District athletic sports which
t akes place in July.

SOUTHERN

CO~DIAND

(M) SIGNAi..

llEGDIENT

The C.S.O ., H.Q .. Western Command , at tbe saluting base
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Apart from the bread and butter work of a Command
Signal Regiment, we have a continuous run of commitments
on the training side such as Com mand Trade Boards, upgrading
courses, " Z " Reservists and Cadet
Training, etc. The forthcoming
Signals Stand at the ~oyal Bath
and West Show now awaits preparation and the combining of some
original ideas that will draw the
crowds from tlle workaday agricultural exhibits · a~ Dorchester on the
30th of May.
Our Headquarters now share the camp with another Signal
Regiment. This has meant a considerable amount of " juggling" with training, office and general accommodation. We
like to think that most of the major snags have been ironed
out to everybody's satisfaction, anyway we now know the
literal interpretation of a quart in a .pint pot ! !
Now that the Officers' Mess is shared by tl1e two Regiments, we were able to plan our annual dance on a rather
T1-IE· WIRE , MAY 1951
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Captain W . A. Judge, T.D.

more ambitious scale. This took place on Saturday, 10th
March, and I think I am quite safe in saying that the evening
was a highly successful one and that all our guests had a
most enjoyable evening. Much credit must go to our P.M.C.
Major Glanvill, our Messing Member, Major Ridler,
W.R.A.C., and those who organised to such good effect under
the.i r jurisdiction. The "fruit cup" really DID have punch,
and the standard of refreshments was a surprise to even the
most blase among us ! Of the guests, we were plc;ased to
welcome Brigadier and Mrs. Kennett and Colonel and Mrs.
Moore. We are· now being asked on all sides whether the
dance can in future be made a monthly affair ?
We are sad to relate that Captain W. A. Judge, T.D., of
Aldershot Signal Troop, is leaving the Regiment and the
Army, as a result of a recent Medical Board. He has been
with the Regiment since it was formed in '46 and amongst
other things will be remembered for his services rendered
on behalf of the Corps with public address equipment, which
as you know has become a recent responsibility of the
Corps. Captain Judge pioneered the use of this equipment
in Southern Command since 1945 to cover such events as
the Modem Pentathlon, The King's Birthday Parade and
most service sporting events in the district. The "rnil_{e"
has been used by Her Majesty The Queen, The Princess
Royal, The Duke of Gloucester, our C.I.G.S., and FieldMarshal Montgomery.
Captain Judge has been one of the mainstays of the Corps
in recent years, and some of us ex-Territorials can remember
in '39, when as T.M.O. with London Divisional Signals he
had the task of training drivers with 30cwt. civilian truck
when as many men as could be crammed for safety were taken
out in the streets of London to be taught the rudiments of
driving. In addition, he was responsible in those days for
the training of fitters, electricians and other potential tradesmen in considerable numbers. One and all we wish him
luck. Captain Judge has asked for a similar wish to be
transmitted on his behalf.to all whom it has been his privilege to meet in the Corps.
Soccer results to date : District (Wednesday) League,
won 7, drawn 5, lost 5. Final place in League, sixth.

Army Apprentices' School

15 A.A. fM.)
SIGNAL REGIMENT
T.A.

HARROGATE
By Captain

Through the courtesy of the "Yorkshire

I

Post " we are permitted to publish a picture
of Lieutenant Thomas Walker, 45 Cadet
(Leeds Rifles) Royal Tank Regiment, and
Second-Lieiaenant M. Moss, W .R.A.C., 15
A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, T.A., whose
engagement is announced.

I

A.A.. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

" Operation MOVE" went off quite successfully between
the 5th and the 22nd of March and the Unit is now settling
down in its new quarters. Any sort of move is, of course,
primarily regarded as for the worse, but, as js so often the
case, it turns out for the better. At any rate, one notices
that the most eloquent of the objectionists are now the
loudest in singing the praises of our new surroundings. A
Garrison, as opposed to a purely Unit camp, will take a little
getting used to but nothing but good for the Regiment can
be the outcome.
Once again the " close " season for visits and exercises has
ended The Unit was visited on 2nd April, the Chief
Education Officer, Anti-Aircraft Command, and the Line
Troop is spreading its tentacles over South-East England
in preparation for various exercises. We are getting off
to an early start and look forward to a busy and instructjve
ummer.
A large contingent from this Regiment went to Aldershot
to see l Training Regiment win the Army Rugby Cup for
the third successive year. Congratulations to l Training
Regiment and also to Egypt Command Signal Regiment,
who also won the Army Egypt Rugby Cup for the third
successive year.
3 A.A. INDEPENDENT (M) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Having successfuly survived our annual administrative
inspection, we are now looking forward to annual camp.
This year we go to Farnley Park, near Leeds, and are very
pleased to be teaming up with our comrades in 13 A.A.
(M.) Signal Regiment (T.A.) and 35 (U.) A.A. Independent
(M.) Signal Squadron (T.A.).
Owing to the wintry conditions here in Scotland the
quadron's sporting activities have been seriously curtailed
during the past few months. It was, however, possible to
organise an inter-troop knock-out soccer competition with
four troops competing. So far we are able to say that no-one
has been "knocked out," since every match played has
re ulted in a draw! Weather permitting we hope to complete the competition before the end of the soccer season.

Have "The Wire " mailed to you direct
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The annual inspection of the Unit was carried out on
the 29th of March by the G .O.C., 4 A.A. Group.
The inspection and March Past were carried out in a
snowstorm.
Exercise "GUP " took place on the 7th/8th April, T.A.
Officers from the 40 and 44 A.A. (M.) Signal Squadrons
attended, and the hazards of the obstacle course were fully
appreciated.
The hockey team is more than holding its own, the
Group semi-final match resulted in a draw, 2-2. In a
replay away from home the Unit team won 3-0, which
puts them in the hockey final. Although the date and venue
for the final is not yet decided, a great deal of finger crossing is taking place.

~.

A. UOBNER, Royal Sig1ffds

,

N September, 1948, the Boys' Squadron closed down
and was absorbed into the Army Apprentices' School,
Harrogate. At that time those of .us in the Boys' Squadron
were, to say the least, very disappointed,
and this feeling was shared too by very
many others in the Corps.
In the Boys' Squadron, apprentice
tradesmen and general duty boys arrived
bi-annually in February and September,
and were about 15 years old when they
joined. All were given the same training,
namely, a full time educational syllabus
with Forces preliminary and school certificate as the main objective. Boys left
the Squadron on attaining 11! years of
age to JOID one of the Training Regiments to learn their
trades. In April, 1948, the recruitment of boys between the
ages of 15 and 17t as . general duty boys began, and by the
time the Boys' Squadron was transferred to Harrogate, we
had received over a hundred boys under this new system.
On arrival in Harrogate all the boys who had been doing
a full time educational training were put into one company
and the newly recruited general duty boys into another
company. The former continued their scholastic training
at Harrogate, and the general duty boys syllabus consisted
of general education, some elementary signal training and
military training. Both the scholar boys and the general
duty boys left when they became 17t years old and went
to Catterick to do their trade training. All these boys have
now wasted out from this School

Soon after the arrival at Harrogate of the Boys' Squadron,
the first two classes of apprentices started training as signal
tradesmen. Some of the boys who came down from
Catterick, as well as a proportion of the September, 1948,
intake of apprentice tradesmen, formed the classes. Although
there was no equipment with which to train, with the
assistance of the Electricians' Department of the School
most of the initial difficulties were overcome. The training
was put under the supervision of a Royal Signals Officer,
and the Signal Training Wing of the School was born. In
those days it was intended to cope with a maximum of 501
apprentice tradesmen and the following trades were to be
taught: Radio mechanic, line mechanic, telegraph mechanic,
operator wireless and line, operator keyboard, lineman.
In September, 1949, the Army Apprentices' School at
Taunton was closed down and Harrogate became primarily
an R.E. School, and the number of Signal apprentices was
reduced to 350. It was decided at the same time to cease
lineman training. In August, 1950, it was decided not to
train any more operators (keyboard) at the School but to
train 210 operators (wireless and line) who are given 200
hours' keyboard training.
At the present time there are over 240 apprentice tradesmen under training in the Royal Signals Wing, divided
almost evenly between mechanics and operators. Captain
M. R. Hewitt is in charge of the Royal Signals Wing, assisted
by C'.aptain F. M. Partington, who supervises operator train. ing, and Captain D. H. Baynham, G.M., who supervises
mechanics training. Lieutenant-Colonel G. Thomson is
Chid Instructm at the School, and other Royal Signals'

5 A.A. (M) SIGNAi. .REGIMENT

Since our last notes were published the Inter-Troop
Winter League has closed and the results were: Football,
M.T. Troop; hockey, L.M. Troop; indoor sports, L.M.
Troop.
These results gave Line Troop the winning aggregate
and the ch~pion troop cup. Although H.Q. Troop do
not figure in the results they were close runners up to Line
Troop. The Spring League is now under way and we shall
soon be starting cricket.
The Inter-Troop boxing is due at the end of the month
and training has already started. We are lucky to have the
facilities of the Northern Command School of P.T. for the
competition.
Since Christmas we have twice been inspected. The first
time was on the only sunny day in January, a fact much
appreciated by all. The parade was inspected by Troops
and marched past to the music of the band of the Duke
of Wellington's Regiment. We have also been visited by the
C.S.0., A.A. Command, who inspected the Regiment on
parade and presented the champion troop cup.
Last month we had a Regimental week-end and an indoor
sports competition was won by 16 L.M. Troop. It was
wet, which does not help a Regimental week-end but some
good films were shown,·including one on the Olympic games.
In spite of the rain we managed to play both hockey and
football.
- THE WIRE, MAY 19St
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Officer on chool staff are Captain F. William Captai.n
R. . Bn· on, and Captain W. T. MacFarlane, who l ,
d jutan t. T he in tructional taff i partly military and partly
civilian. The military component consists of: W.0 .II W.
Bradbury, S.Q.M.S. F. A. Venner and A. L. G ilhooly,
Sergeant W. V. Newton, C. A. Baalh~, R. Wombwell,
W. H. H arrison T . W. T aylor, I. D . Cur ne, S. Barrett and
J. Bartram.
Amongst the civilian staff there are the following t;Xignal personnel: Messrs. D . P. T yrie, F. W. G ray, A. K .
teel, E. R. Hill R. H . Stannard, S. A. Mabey and J. C.
Tyler.
The enior classes have now just started their last term
of training and our first output of trained tradesmen will
leave here in September, 1951.
From the short history above it will be seen that despite
the orio-inal loss of our own Boys' Squadron the Corps has
been ;ompensated by new arrangements to provide a
constant intake of apprentices. It is hoped, too, that this
article will introduce the Army Apprentices' School,
Harrogate to the pages of THE WIRE and that regular news
items will be included henceforth.
The traditions of the old Boys' Squadron did not die
when we moved to Harrogate, and much of our experience
and many of our ideas were incorporated into the Army
Apprentices' School on our arrival here in 1948. The ~ignal
element in the School is very strong, and Royal Signals
per onnel play a leading part in the many ac~vities ~£ the
School. We have also our own amateur radio station as
part of the Wireless Club.
This article is also designed to attract attention to our
existence and it is hoped that whenever any readers of
THE WIRE are in or around Harrogate they will pay us a
visit.
WESTERN EUROPE SIGNAL

S~UADRON

From the sports side of our life we still have representatives in all the teams and have managed to get up
quite a good football team of our own, which now plays
In the Combined
regularly and we sometimes win!
Services' team we have two Regulars, Corporal Wright and
Signalman Aird, and a few others who get a game
occasionally. Our strong point in sports is hockey, where
we field ten of the Combined Services' team which regularly
iourneys to Paris for matches against the Stade Francais,
who have in their team at least one ex-International.
Cross-Country Running. On Wednesday, 7th March,
1951, the H.Q. held their annual cross-country run which
is fought out by four departments here, the Navy, R.A.F.
.md two Army teams, Uniter ~and Unilion, the Signals
making up part of the latter. The Navy were, however,
unable to put in a team, although two of their men ran.
Our biggest rivals were Uniter, who were fielding by far
the biggest team, 20 Frenchmen and nine British. It was
co:nmon knowledge that the Frenchmen had been practising
bard and often for the last month. At the start the competitors had to circle the track at the Stadium twice, the R.A.F.
team setting up a cracking pace which very few could
hold, however, the hopes of the Signals were not far behind.
Once outside, on rougher going, Lance-Corporal Holmes
oon began to pull up on the leaders, who were now feeling
the strains of the pace, he was closely followed by Signalman Davies and S.Q.M.S. Carnell, who were borh going
very well. From the halfway mark Lance-Corporal Holmes
wa lying second to a Frenchman and it was that way when
they came into the Stadium to do a final lap before finishing and although he made a great effort he was unable to
pass him and finished second. Signalman Davies was next
into the Stadium and he passed two men on the track to
come in tenth, with S.Q.M.S. Carnell a little behind to
fi ni h eleventh. We realised it was a very close call for
15~

the team prize between Uniter and Unilion, as an equal
number of runners was in from each team. When the
points were finally worked out we:found we hatl been beaten
by two points; still iL was a good race and we11 .run.
In the indo.or sports the Signal Squadron won the team
cup for table tennis and Corporal " Bill " Lodge WO!J the
individual. High hopes are now held for Royal Signals
adding yet another triumph in this year's volley-ball tournament. We won this tournament in 1949 and only just got
beaten in the final last year. If keenness is anything to go
by we look like having a good chance!

KLAGEN F U RT S IGNAL SqUADRON

Having won the Minor League soccer championship in
the autumn we have been promoted to the Major League
for the Spring Season. We
were unfortunately hit by injuries before our first match
which, with a weakened side,
we lost by the wide margin of
four goals to one against
R.A.S.C., Austria. As we have
several promising players we
are hoping for better things
by the end of the season, particularly now that the team is
in the capable hands of
Lieutenant (Q.M .) G. R.
Thornton.
In the final of the lightweight division of the B.T.A.
open boxing championships
Signalman Brimble fought very well when he los~ a close
decision on points. He was a particularly aggre$s1ve loser.
Now that the snow finally seems to have gone, our many
ski-ing enthusiasts have put away their paraphernalia and are
getting out their hockey sticks. Several ex-Indian players
will give extra dash to the team.
Second-Lieutenant E. G . Sherrin and Lieutenant J . P .
Hart, Devons, attached to the Squadron, appeared in a
Garrison production of " The Three Half Crowns" recently,
which achieved a great success, and toured the Zone. Mr.
Sherrin's contemporaries from Marne Lines will not be
surprised that he was the matinee idol. He and Lieutenant
Hart will soon be appearing in a pr.eduction of Ian Hay's
" Sport of Kings."

BRITISH
ARMY

OF
THE RIIINE

BERLIN SIGNAL SQUADllON

The combined H.Q. B.T .B./Signals hockey team, consistent as ever, is at present lying second in the league
and with one match to be played hopes to maintain this
high position. Unfortunately they cannot win it this year
but this will only ~rve to increase their _effort_next ~ason. ,
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Over Easter a hockey festival was held in Berlin and
ix teams, including one from Royal Signals, were entered.
The tournament took place in the Stadium and was run as a
league- each team played each other in games of ten
minutes each way with a two-minute interval. In this, too,
Royal Signals were runners-up, as the Infantry Battalion
in the last and deciding match of t he day beat our team
3-0 after a h ard struggle.
I t is a pity that the same cannot be said of the soccer
team. Their record is played six, won two, lost fo ur. H ow.ever, it must be recorded that having lost the first match
with the R.A.F. 5-1 they won the return m atch 4- 3, and
having lost their first m atch with the Provost Company
8-o, they again won the return match 3- 2. If thisimprovement continues all may yet be well.
In spite of its small numbers .the Squadron is also running
a second team, which h as played several " friendly " games
.and won them all- a most encouraging sign for the future.
In the . 22 individual shooting competition our O.C.,
Major Jordan, won, although by a very narrow margin
:after a hard struggle- mental if not physical.

The Sergeants' Mess darts team have been playing m
great style just recently. It has reached the final of the
knock-out competition and will battle it out on 7th April
with 31 Q. and B. In the league, too, it is doing quite well,
'having won its last three matches.
Apart from sport, life in the Unit goes on much as it
'has .done for the last year or so. Schemes and exercises
a ppear from time to time but are taken in our stride. Some
of the sergeants in the Squadron have been on a Christian
leadership course at Ostenwalde, where a good time was
'had by all. We hope they have all seen the light and will
now give up their wayward habits and return to normal.
Vain hope!

2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAi.. llEGDIENT

Easter followed closely on St. Patrick's Day and during
t his we had the opportunity for some little relaxation. In
between times we locked our
individual training rooms, unlocked our stores, unearthed
our brew cans and went to
war under the nom de plumes
of Exercises "New Look" and
"Hardy HI" and according to
our training calendar we
should now be packing
feverishly for Exercises "Cerra"
and " Cito."
The cycle of events for the
- next few months appears to be
military training followed by
further military training, interspersed with educational
training and the whole, preceded by recreational training
.and in our spare time the odd spot of prevocational training. In fact, if we have much more training, some of
our trade unionists living en f amille will ask for a
reduction in rent for married quarters since half the time
is now spent in the field:
Lieutenant P. J. Holland has rejoined us from his ski
course in Norway and apart from having his nose broken
seems to have enjoyed his stay and learnt a great deal.
We hope that next winter his experiences will stand us
in good stead for the B.A.O.R. ski championship.
As old members of the Regiment will know, we have
always been keen supporters of the Amateur Dramatic
Society. Again this year we have helped to push them
through to the finals of the B.A.O.R. amateur dramatic
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competitio_n with Lieutenant L. A. Welton's production
of " Red Sky at Night," in which Major C. E. Storey took
a leading part.
At one time during this month we were known in the
theatre as the best r unners-up in sports. We reached the
finals of the B.A.O.R. Signals' soccer, boxing and hockey
but on each occasion were narrowly beaten.
'
The Regimental hockey team had a successful season
and although beaten in the final of the B.A.O.R. Signal
Shield we won the Divisional hockey competition.
In soccer despite winning the Corps' Brigade League our
team were defea ted in the final of the B.A.O.R. Signal
Shield, and in the Divisional competition we had got
through to the final at the time these notes had to be
sent off.
We fell badly in the Divisional seven-a-side Rugby
football competition, and so it was with some astonishment that we welcomed back four Officers and three other
ranks bringing back the cup, having won a B.A.O.R. sevena-side competition. We can safely say that the competition was won by the hard play, resolute tackling and fine
kicking of Lieutenant R. D. Whitehead. We lost the final
of the B.A.O.R. Signals' boxing championship by five
bouts to four.

11 AllHOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAi.. REGIMENT

The exercise period is now upon us; during the last
month, ih addition to troop exercises, both Main and Rear
Divisional H .Q. have taken
part in movement and harbouring exercises. In spite of
hail, snow and rain, all ranks
appeared to enjoy themselves
and it is hoped that many
useful lessons have been
learnt.
The visit of the string
section of the Corps band was greatly appreciated by all
ranks. More than 700 Royal Signals personnel attended a
church parade in the Unit gymnasium, after which the
G.0.C., I I Armoured Division, took the salute at the march
past. A collection during the service raised over £12 for
the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. A joint Officers' and
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess dance was held with H.Q.,
B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment, and a concert was given in the
O.R.'s Mess during the lunch hour. We all wish to thank
Captain Judd and his band for the amount of work they
did during their short stay, and look forward to their next
visit, when it is hoped the Treasury will permit them to
bring the complete band.
Cross-Country Running. The Regiment has run in two
matches this season. The first was the Royal Signals
B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit championships on 7th March over a
six miles course, where we came seventh and unfortunately
last; in the other match a Field Engineer Regiment got 56
points to our 8o on 17th March over a hilly five and a half
mile course. First home for the Regiment in both run was
Second-Lieutenant Kenning.
Hockey. In the Royal Signals B.A.O.R. Inter-Unit championships we were beaten in the semi-final.
The Unit has had a friendly match nearly every Saturday
and despite rain in various forms we were able to complete
our Easter knock-out competition, which was won by "F "
Troop, who beat "H" Troop and 2 Squadron H.Q. 1-0;
aftei: most of the other matches had only been decided by a
one-goal margin.
On the 10th April General Eisenhower visited Main
Division during an exercise. After inspecting ACVI he was
introduced to the Senior Officers of the Division, including
the C.R. Signals. Later in the day several Officers attended
an address by the General.
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Many sighs of relief have been heard at R.H.Q. recently.
March was a very busy month for the part of thr. Regiment
with Divisional Heactquarters.
.,,...--- .......
They started with a move,
'
which necessitated taking over
f'-...
a barracks, continued with an
,,,-..
exercise (we are having them
so frequently now that we are
learning to take ihem in our
stride) and ended up with
visits from our Chief Signal
Officer, our Divisional Commander and finally the Commander-in-Chief,
B.A.0.R.
R.H.Q. seems quite happy
- --"""lo-. after these visits, so we can
only presume that they went satisfactorily.
No. 1 Squadron with H.Q. ~.A. ha~ a bi~ "get together"
for training which culminated m a series of inter-troop competitions won by "E" Troop. The week ended with a grand
Squadron dance.
Association Football. Our Regimental team, the greater
part of which is drawn from H.Q. and I Squadrons, has
been very successful in the 7 Armoured Brigade League.

.

-

v . D ivisional Provost Company
v . H.Q . Squadron, Armoured Brig>idc
" . Field Ambulance
v. Dhisional O .F .P .

Won 14-1
Won 7-4
Won 11- 1
Draw 2-2
I

The Squadron team from the Lorried Infantry Brigade
have also been very successful in their Brigade League.
Small Bore Shooting. The team to represent the Regiment in the semi-final of the B.A.0.R (Signals) Inter-Unit
competition was entirely composed of members of the
Lorried Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron. The ~a~ch
was a very close one, and it is understood that the deodmg
factor was the news of the birth of a daughter to S.S.M.
Hall. We are now due to compete against H.Q. B.A.0.R.
Signal Regiment in the final.
Speedway. The Hanomag Saints Speedway is_ strongly
supported by the Regiment. This season (the operung meeting is on 8th April) the racing consists of four teams ~amed
after 1st Division teams in England. Each team consists of
24 men and it is the responsibility of the team captain to
put out the strongest team possible. Two of our star riders
have been chosen as team captains-Corporal Boughton for

Lorried Infantry Brigade, Signal Squadron, football team
llac:k row (left to riaht) : Sianalman P. Smith, Corporal J, Straiton, Lane:•·
Corporal W. Davies, Sianalman R. Kirk, Sianalman J. Robertson, Si11nalman
II. 8untin1. Sicnalman E. Powell. Front row : S.Q.M.S. 8. Brown (Army
referH ), Siana Iman L. Wood ray, Seraeant E. J!.o.,ney, Seraeant W. Edmonds
(l:aptain), Si1nalman C. Reddall (Aston Villa Re.. rves), Slanalman R.
Johnson, S.S. M. P. E. A. Hall
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"New Cross Saints " and Signalman King for " Odsall
Saints." In addition to these experienced rid~rs there are
a number from the Regiment who have never ridden ~fore,
but who in the training period have started well. Signalman Shannon in particular is. shaping very well ..
This season we expect to brmg back the team pr.LZC from
every meeting and, of course, .feel certain. that the challenge
cup will find its home here with the Regunent.

S AGRA (A.A.) SIGNAL SQUADRON

At the end of March Captain Cross left the Squadron
to join z L. of C. Signal Regiment. He can be called the
original member of the
Squadron since he joined it
on the day of its formation.
Sergeant Seville has been
joined by his family. The
other married ranks are
eagerly awaiting the allocation
of quarters which have been
·promised in the near future.
The day the first load of
stores arrived the packing
cases were opened by the
storemen aided and abetted
by three keen Officers armed
with rippers and hammers, while S.Q.M.S. Pearson, with
a harassed expression pored through the pages of the G 1098>
furiously marking off each item.
We are still in the unfortunate position of having no sports
ground in or near the barracks, so recreational training is
thereby jeopardised. We did, however, play a team from
the R.A.0.C. with a rather depleted XI and although the
score was I - I at half-time we finished the game with a
deficit of eight goals. While with z L. of C. Signal Regiment
our operators and radio mechanics enjoyed more success and
challenaed the Regiment to hockey, playing three matches,
losing tlte first, winning the second and drawing the third.

I

II AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMBNT

On 13th March we had half a dry day which enabled
t be in&pection of the Regiment by the O>mmander-in-Chief,
Briti$h Air Focce of
Occupation, to be
held in comfort .
Music W88 pcOYided
by No. 3 R.egionel
Baad, R.A.F., wlao
later piayed during
luncl.l in the Officers'

Mess.
The Commanderin - Chief inspected
the whole Regiment,
less Detachments, on
parade and then did
a round of the barrackll. He expressed himself very pleased and congratulated
all ranks on their bearing and steadiness, and on their high
standards of barracks.
Our other dry ooy happened to coincide with the final
of the Royal Signals inter-regimental Rugby in which our
XV, under Captain Arthur BroWllj our M.0., defeated
H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment. It was a splendid game
fa~t and hard fought. Our tries were scored by Second~
Lieutenants Horne and Sergeant Gardiner. Captain Brown
converted one and Signalman Wilson kicked a very long
penalty. The final score was II--9.
The Regiment reached the semi-finals of the B.A.F.O.
inter-station boxing competition and were eliminated by
F~ssberg. The team were unfortunately under strength for
this match and only Sergeant Joseph and Signalman
Kinnear won their fights.
The string section of the Corps Band paid us a visit early
in March and an_all-ranks' dance was held. Later in the
week a squadron represented the Regiment at the mammoth

Air Marshal Sir Thomas Williams inspects the Brown jobs,
C .A.F.S.O .. extreme right .

Royal Signals' church parade. All officers who were present
with the Regiment attended the Royal Signals B.A.O.R.
Dinner.
Signalman Milligan continues to run well and came first
in the B.A.F.O. junior croos-country. Our team was
second to a R.A.F. team. The team next came third in
the Royal Signals' run and we were most unfortunate
to sustain ·so many injuries that we were unable to
run in the B.A.F.0. senior run, in which we were champions,
four days later.

WIRELESS REGIMENT

After defeating 11 Armoured Divisiorial Sigrial Regiment
at home by seven goals to two in the semi-final of the
B.A.0.R. Royal Signals soccer tournament, the Regiment
went on to a good win over z Infantry Divisional SigriaI
Regiment in the final on March 10th. In the knock-out
competition for league leaders in z Infantry Division's Major
Units League, the Regiment beat a team from R.A.0.C. by
three goals to two before succumbing in the semi-final to
the avenging might of 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment. Now that the team is dispersing, leaders of Unit
soccer are to be congratulated on a thoroughly successful
season.
The cross-country running team, by finishing second to
H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment in the B.A.0.R. Royal
Signals tournament on 7th March deserve comp~able
recognition. Hockey has been brought to a standsull by
work on the pitch in the barracks but as mending hockey
pitches is undoubtedly reculer pour mieux sauter, reigning champions may look to their laurels next season.
In a less earthy sphere, the Ladies' Social Club report the
loss of their indefatigable entertainments member, but a
good deal of their entertainment has been curtailed anyway
by arson in the garrison N.A.A.F.I. social centre. The Unit
Dramatic Society exerted themselves creditably in the
eliminating round of the Rhine Army Drama Festival on
28th March, but to no avail. " The Astonished Heart" "".as
adjudged too testing an enterprise. Yet the company discovered so much enjoyment in the travails of production that
they still cannot find it in their hearts to regret that they
eschewed a revival of "The Monkey's Paw."
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1 I Air Formation Signals, Royal Signals B.A.0 .R. Rugby Champions, 1951
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EGYPT C:OlUlUAKD SIGNAL REGHIENT

Athletics. Due to "circumstances beyond our control"
(always highly suspect), the athletic season got away to a very
late start. However, a Regimental meeting was quickly laid
on, the object of the exercise being to separate the wheat from
the chaff.
Of the " wheat," Captain Hellier's performance in the
three mile race was the most outstanding, finishing way
ahead of the field, he seemed quite fit for another three miles.
. igna~man Freeman excelled at the 100 yards and high
iump, Signalman Hughes was an outstanding 220 yards performer and Sergeant Woodward, of 3 Squadron, made no
9oubt about the 120 yards hurdles and the hop, step and
Jump. Corporal Stone won the pole vault in convincing
style.
Our Mauriuans specialised in the quarter and half mile
events, these being won by Signalmen Louison and Ayelou
respectively. Signalman Harper won the mile in comparative comfort.
Of the remainder of the field events the javelin, hammer,
bot and discus were won, respectively by Sergeant Kill,
Sergeant Fraser, Corporal Stewart and Signalman Blount.
However, our W.O. i/c L.A.D. attached, R.S.M. Jenkins,
R.E.M.E., who had been helping to run the discus event,
picked up the discus and, almost accidentally, slung the
thing farther than the winner had ! For his sins, he has
been entered for future open competitions.
We will give no times for the track events at this stage.
If our unofficial stop watches were accurate, we broke. the
world's records for most events. Whilst by no means admitting the impossibility of this having occurred, and natural
modesty impels us to await the results of more open competitjons timed, no doubt, by highly respectable stop watches.
Indoor Games. In an effort to compel the troops to seek
information, we have combined the room previously used for
this purpose which, no matter how attractively laid out, appeared to attract few customers, with an indoor games or
recreation room. This in the hope that, whilst queueing up
for his game of billiards, table tennis or darts, the Signalman
will, al.most inevitably, improve his mind by perusing the
various items of " information" by which he is surrounded.
To inaugurate the new Inf. Recreation Room, a fourcornered knockout competition between Officers,
.0.s
and Sergeants, Corporals and Other Ranks was held. The
~orpo~als confirmed our suspicions respecting the manner
m which they spent their youth, by winning the snooker
and darts competitions, the Other Ranks won the table tennis
matche , whilst the Officers and W.0.s and Sergeants " were
also ran."

Our athletics meeting was most successful and although
competitors were hampered by a strong wind, competition
was keen and the standard of athletics high.
Lance-Corporal Burgess distinguished himS'elf by giving
an outstanding display of ability by winning four events and
finishing second in three more. On the track he won both
the 100 yards and the 220 yards. His time of 10.3 for the
100 yards was notable. In the field events he was winner
of the discus and hammer, and was runner-up in the hng
jump, javelin and putting the weight.
Sergeant Nutkins was 2 Squadron's outstanding individual. He completed a first-class "hat-trick" by winning
three events-the pole vault, hop, step and jump, and 120
yards hurdles.
The finish of the mile provided plenty of excitement for
the spectators. The race soon developed into a struggle
between Sergeant Grant and Corporal Hai-cl, and these
two stayed together and built up a big lead over the rest
of the "field." With only just over 100 yards to go, however, Corporal Hare! was stricken with stomach cramp and
Sergeant Grant ran on to win unchallenged. Although
obviously in great difficulties, Corporal Hare! pluckily ran
on co finish second. Corporal Hare! had previously won
the three-mile race.
Final Squadron placings :
I
2
3

I Squadron . ..
2 Squadron . . .
H .Q . Squadron

. ..
. ..
..•

. ..
. ..
...

. ..
.. .
. ..

.. .
.. .
...

.. .
...
...

260 points
163
162
,,

Boch the hockey and Rugby teams have now finished
their fixtures. The hockey men closed their season with an
" A " team versus " B " team fixture. The junior XI fought
hard, but were beaten by four goals to nil. The first XI
incidentally, finished winners of the Major League-their
third laurel of the season.
The Rugby XV finished the season on a winning note,
beating the R.A.P.C. by 23 points to nil. Corporal Steele
and Sergeant Rees represented the Combined Services Other
Ranks in the end-of-the-season fixture with Combined
Services Officers. Both played their parts in a big win for
the Other Ranks.
I INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

Last month we were Soccer League champions and challenge cup finalists. This month we are holders of both.
On St. Patrick's Day, after a rousing &truggle and extra
time, we defeated our old rivals, R.E.M.E., by the odd goal
in five to write another page in soccer history.
That same afternoon, in the third round of the challenge
cup, our hockey XI was fighting gallantly, but had to'
acknowledge defeat by the slender margin of one goal.
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SIGNAL

Infantry Division, Signal Regiment Soccer XI, 1950-51. winners
Minor League Championship and Minor Challenge Cup
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Perhaps a few words about ourselves would not be amiss.
We ar~ really a pistrict ~ignals serving Cyrenaica.
As m i;nost Si~al Uruts our troubles lie mainly in the
comparauvely rapid turnover of bodies. We come and we
~o, but it is noti_ced that some elect to stay here for additional tours. Wise people! Our guess is that many who
have served here would like to be back.
Tr'!ining. ~o far this year we have run up-grading courses
for dispatch nders and operators wireless and line. Junior
N.C.O.s are next on the list with a D. and D. course. This
course is alleged to be quite a tough one, ending with three
days in the Desert.
In the field of sport we are also very active. Our first
eleve? ~ootb~l team won the Minor Units Cup, scoring a
convmcmg wm over the R.A.S.C. team by seven goals to
one in the final. Well played the team!
In boxing we came up against a strong R.E. team in
the fir~t round of the competition. It was a very close contes~, with some very good fights. The R.E.s winning by 21
pomts to 18.
Our cross-country running team did very well in the
17 x I mile relay competition. They were placed second out
of 13 teams, with an average time of I hour 39! minutes. A
very fine effort.

This past month has been rather hectic in that we have
?een hard pressed playing off all our outstanding fixtures
m soccer, hockey and basketball. Being of very small
strength it has been difficult to field the same teams. With
all our fixtures now completed, our players are having a
well earned rest before starting off on the hockey knock-out
com petition.
The Royal Engineers have descended upon us and are
busily engaged increasing our accommodation.
~
· Major Waite has now taken over command of the
Squadron. Major Bould, however, has not yet left us and is
staying with us a few more days before his return to U .K .
Education has been weJl to the fore of late, the
Squadron recently having an Army third-class examination.
Of the 21 candidates 18 have been successful and some of
them are going forward to take their second-class this next
month.
The D.R. section are now all smiles as trials training is
now starting. We will now be able to see whether there
is any truth in all their stories.
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Trips to Kyrenia are now becoming a regular week-end
feature. Kyrenia being very popular because of the excellent beach which offers very good swimming and sunbathing facilities.
In table tennis our "A" is second in the league our
" B" team are not faring so well, however what they Ja~k in
skill is well made up by their enthusiasm. We have had
. many enjoyable 7venings from these matches and all hope
that the league will be restarted for the summer evenings.

REGIMENT

CYPRUS SIGNAL SftUADRON

!I G.D.q. SIGNAL REGIMENT

We have seen the fuse signs of the birth of our new
"J~ior Othe~ Ranks' Club." Several giant machines
arnved some ume ago and began the work of levelling off
the selected site near the accommodation scores.
A church parade was held on Easter Sunday. After
the ervicc the Chief Signal Officer took the salute at a
march past.

A ".Veek lat~~' _in the final of the Rugby challenge cup, a
compmed Divmon~J H.Q. and S!gnals Rugby XV were
outplayed by a heavier and more skilful side.
To all our sportsmen, who have so capably upheld the
fine traditions of the Corps, we say well done.
_Easter .s~~ay saw the opening of the speedway season
with an md1vidual meeting. Entries constituted a record
and_ the gate was the largest yet.
. Signalman Conlon,_ who last season featured prominently
i~ team events, rode mto third place in the senior competiuon.
On East~r Mon~ay the ~ocal Brigade held a point-to-point
race meeung, MaJor Basil Barnes and Second-Lieutenant
Mike Deverill rode Saddle Club horses into fotirth and
fifth places respectively.
Pri~r to the event we had been well briefed on the merits
of their mounts and so no money was lost.
Col?':lel J~hn North and Captain Gordon Neilson paid
?Sa VlSlt durmg Exercise "Nightjar." Having seen us at work
m the field on the last day, we were privileged on our return
to m?re_ conge~al surroundings to offer them a little typical
hospitallty, which we understand they enjoyed immensely.

27 COMMONWEALTH INFANTRY BRIGADE
SIGNAL TROOP

Last month's notes heralded the arrival of 16 New
Zealand Field Regiment. To the Brigade this month we
welcome the 2nd Battalion
Princess Patricia's Canadian
Light Infantry, though it is
not known how long they will
be with us. Unlike our own
Brigade, their Signal Platoon
is commanded by Officers of
the Royal Canadian Signals,
though their signallers are
Regimental Signallers. Our
Order of Battle is beginning
to look like a ·gazetteer of the
world.
Morale is very high, we are
advancing again and Corporal
Prince and his line parties are laying forward instead of
preparing defensive positions some way down tfle line.
The trials of the Signal Troop could never have been worse
than ours during the past fortnight, but we have done
everything required-somehow.
First it was decided
that for this particular operation the roads would not take
the heavy traffic, so a TAC H.Q. was ordered, resulting in
two switchboards to be manned, two Signal Offices and two
extra W /T links to be looked after.
Then we were given our fourth Battalion-the 2nd
P.P.C.L.I.-and though they provided their rear link, it was
an extr~ _Ii_ne to be laid. Six hours later we changed, not
only Divisions but Corps, then the Field Ambulance introduced an advanced dressing station near TAC H.Q. A
deluge of rain reduced the roads to a sea of mud our
L. of C. bridges were washed away, necessitating ~ air
drop of ammo, food and 88 set batteries, and in general
we wondered what would happen next.
Some idea of how we managed can be gained by the
fact that on one particular night the Cipher Sergeant and a
radio mechanic laid the line to the forward Battalion, whilst
our vehicle mechanic operated the switchboard and the
Second-in-Command and a D.R. went out and repaired
the line to the Middlesex, and whilst all this was going on
the Troop Sergeant and M.T. Corporal were ferrying cable
across the river in boats.
Lance-Corporal Cecil, one of our radio mechanics, had
his name taken down by the U.S. Corps Commander for
performing a task which l doubt whether Signals have
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ever been called upon to do, i.e., start a helicopter. Batteries
would not manage the job and the Major-General was stuck
with his helicopter in the paddy fields. Lance--C.orporal
Cecil rushed up with his 1,26o watt chargir1g engine
mounted on his trailer, connected the output terminals and
tarted up. Everyone crossed their fingers (including the
Corps Commander, I believe) and signed with relief as the
propellers started turning round. As travelling by co~ter
ms to be the vogue in this campaign we have the trailer
ready when we receive information that a V.I.P. is visiting
the Brigade. Any day now we expect to see Lance-Corporal
Cecil turn out wearing a boiler suit with " Shell " painted
on the back.
" It is a small world" as the saying goes and borne out
by the fact that one of our recent reinforcements was
S.Q.M .S. Chandler, B.E.M., who was with the Brigade Signal
Squadron (when we were an Independent Brigade) 18
months ago.
Our cipher staff are now satisfied, at last their 3-ton
cipher vehicle has arrived and sits in a secluded com er of
the Brigade area shrouded in mystery; the only movement
visible being when they creep out to fill their brew can,
dash back in again and lock up. Now that we have machines
the only complaints are coming from the 53 set operators
who are having a job to keep up.
Leave is going well and we are gradually working
through the Troop... five days in Japan providing an ideal
change from mud and dirt. There is very little " rest and
recuperation " about it, but we preswne it had to be
called something; "bath, sleep and bath " would probably
have been more applicable.

After a very hectic period in the line we now find ourselves in reserve for a short time, which apart from giving
a Jong awaited opportunity for a complete night's rest, also
gives us a chance to re-equip ourselves, bring our stocks
of cable up to the maximum we can carry and think in
terms of pay-and then to N.A.A.F.1.-and finally to beer.
The Battalion detachments have been called in and R.E.M.E.
have sent up a " Z " lorry and we hope t<l. have all our
wireless equipment overhauled. Who knows, maybe the
O.C. will achieve an ambition be has harboured for many
weeks-to strip down the TEV, and if nothing else, at
least have the soot removed from the roof. With all our
stoves mounted in our C.V.s, we are applying to have a
Chimney Sweep Oass III (Signalman Class) included in
the W.E.
Corporal Link, our senior Signal Officer superintendent,
has been busy organising football fixtures with the Signal
Platoons of the Battalions. The Australians prefer rugger,
so Lance-Corporal Newson is trying to find 15 men, good
and true, and organise what looks like being a very interesting match. We shall choose a date when the M .O. is not
going out!
Perhaps the most welcome sight was the arrival of an
American mobile shower unit, which has been very busy
bringing us back to our former colour-there is also a very
strong scent of talcum powder in the area of the " Q " C.V.
Signalman Alcock, whose jeep is " on the road" at the
moment (an occasion worthy of note) has been seen looking
very longingly at the river which separates the H .Q. from
the shower unit and was possibly wondering whether a ferry
service would be profitable. However, this has been
thwarted by the Camp Commandant, who has now built a
bridge!
Last night was St. Patrick's Night and the strains of "The
Mountains of Mourne " could be heard in any quarter of
the Brigade area-though I'm sure all the songsters were not
Irishmen.
The 2nd Battalion Princess Patricia's Canadian Light
Infantry always celebrate St. Patrick's Day as a Regimental
occasion and yesterday was no exception. A sports meeting was held and the day ended in community singing-and
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drinking around a hon-fire, over 30 feet high . . . . for
those who are about to say "What in war?" we have a
black-out area forward of Division only.
Today, 18th March, a drwnhead service was followed by
a presentation of decorations by the Brigade Comm~d.er,
Brigadier B. A. Coad, c .B.E., o.s.o. The two Bnush
Battalions with Brigade H .Q. formed a square and a m ost
inspiring ceremony followed, culminating in a March Past
led by the Brigade Signal Troop. Playing for the M arch
Past were the Pipes and Drums of the 1st Battalion Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders who, in their kilts, made a
.
.
very attractive picture.
The fact that the Royal Signals' contmgent (50 strong)
were dressed alike and all wore blue berets does not stand
much investigation-however, jt is hoped that everyone has
their own kit back by now.
Who sited the Brigade H .Q. near an air-strip? When
off duty the Signal Office personnel can be found watching
the aircraft- some people never have enough !

2 9 I N D EP END ENT I N F ANTRY BRIGAD E
GR01JP SI GNAL S q lJADRON

On 21st M arch we were visited by the Colonel of the
Royal Australian Signals, who is C.S.O ., B.C .O.F. Ten
days earlier Captain Christie,
also of Royal Australian
Signals, came to see us, bringing with him a large stock of
very funny (Ha, Ha) stories.
Another visitor was Sergeant
Steve Evans, who has a comfortable billet at F .M.A. H e
.t hinks that the roads up the
" sharp end " are indescribable, but did not say that.
The poor man is now only a
shadow of his former self,
having brought his weight
down to 17 stone, though we think the lack of N.A.A.F .I.
bottled supplies has a lot to do with it. It is r umoured
he has requested a posting back to the School of Signals
to help the bar sales. Do we visuali11e· the hair of Major
Cole turning grey?
12th of March the B.B.C. television cameras paid the
Squadron a visit. Lance-Corporal Ernie Searle actually
washed and shaved, and after polishing his boots for the
occasion was asked to walk through lots of mud. Signalmen
Pete Morris and Alfonso Hughes were caught "up the
pole " by the candid camera-what a view! ! Corporal
Bestwick is not so happy, he too polished up but happened
to stand behind Major Marshall. If you lucky ones saw a
frantic hand waving, 'twas not the C.O.'s third hand but
Neville waving to his wife. Lance-Corporal Len Pearson
proudly boasts to having three screen tests and now walks
about with bis hair combed and moustache waxed, waiting for an M .G.M. talent scout to arrive.
To those of the Squadron who did not find stardom
our advice is to try again next year. The B.B.C. will oblige
if you ask nicely.
Didst hear of Signalman Vic Sadler, who imagined he
was driving a tank and drove through the wall of a native
hut, becoming the Squadron's first D.R. to deliver a package indoors without dismounting.
In the traditional style of " Harmaniacs " our linemen
have formed a quintet consisting of Corporal Neville Bestwick, Corporal Harry Jarvis (our barrer boy), Signalman
Pete Morris, "Butch" Floyd and Joe Glass, ably assisted
by solo, Signalman "Taffy " Thomas, whose rendering of
" Sospan Bach " is guaranteed to overcome all opposition
within 50 yards radius.
The N.A.A.F.I. were very kind to us on the 26th March
when they provided five bottles of beer per head as our
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month's ration. With this long awaited lubricant the
quintet and other voices managed several hours very
s trenuous practice.
Lance-Corporal Nicklinson, the MT. Boffin, has fitted
a winch to a Morris 15 cwt. 4 x + The winch itself came
from a wrecked American Dodge, universals and shaft
driving from a G.M.C. Power take off is from the main
gearbox and chassis rear members have been reinforced
with angle iron which supports the winch. Being the only
truck, apart from L.A.D. scammels, fitted with a winch, it
is in great demand and the demand is expected to grow with
the oncoming wet weather.
The rumour: that there were Russians in camp has been
traced to a man who beard someone sing the Volga Boatman, voiced by Signalman Newman, our Russian expert,
and his school of three. It is said the reason for this song
is purely psychological.
To date we have lost two members of the Squadron,
Sergeant Ward and Sergeant Burgess, the latter on Python.
Best wishes to you both and jf Blighty should be a little
too boring, you can always volunteer to come back.
S.S.M . Flaherty sen<ls his salaams to 5 Training Regiment and wishes he were tenderly tendering his r ose garden
in front of the Squadron Office, Harper Barracks (R.S.M .
Russell, Bill Billington, H arry H esslewood, Eddie Edwards
and George Eccleshall please note).
Overheard ? ? ? Oper ator, operator, I've been holding
this line for five minutes. Goo, aren't you lucky, the
Brigadier's been waiting quarter of an hour.
Would Sergeant Don Passmore, last heard of in the
Sudan, please write to Sergeant Tom Evans. H e's
guaranteed· a reply.
Could any of our -fans who have spare copies of THE
WIRE dating from last October please send them out. Other
reading matter also warmly welcomed. Address, 29
Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, British
Army Post Office No. 3.
Copies of THE WIRE are being sent by Editor. Readers
send books and magazines.
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We regret to have to report that in spite of our optimistic
hopes when our last notes were written, our hockey team
failed to win the finals of the station competition. It was,
all the same, a very exciting and hard fought match, with
our opponents winning by the odd goal after extra time.
T he absence of S.S.M. Charlton and Corporal Webb, both
returned to U .K ., was keenly felt. Bad luck, hockey players,
and better luck next time.
The cricket and football seasons are now in full swing,
but our teams do not appear to be anything like so promisi ng as the hockey and rugger sides. But still, it is early yet,
and perhaps they will improve with time. The cricketers
have been fortunate enough to be able to buy a practice net
and a mat out of our share of a donation made to the Army
by Messrs. Fraser and Neave, the local thirst quenchers.
Many thanks, and we hope that the consumption of beer
this year will enable them to repeat the compliment next
year.
Our linemen have been working pretty hard this month,
as they had to dig a cable trench themselves, instead of
having the job done by coolies. The outbreak of blistered
hands and excused " Rifle Drill " made it look as though
we were a lot of billy handed " A " tradesmen. (Shades of
the old-timers). However, the job was done to time, and
the wounds have now .nealed. It looks as though we need
some more practice at this. I believe our T.O.T. bas several
more projects up his sleeve, so the linemen had better
s tart toughening up.
Cable cuts have been as nwnerous as ever this month.
We thought we were going to be safe when the R.A.F.
had stopped laying the new power cable, but now they
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have started building a lot of new roads, each just three feet
below the previous ground level, and each following exactly
the line of our cables. That brings us to the month's funny
story. A cable had been cut by a road builder, and as usual,
hastily buried again. The fault party rushes to the scene
with bridge meggers, test sets, cable locators, drums of cable
and the whole Christmas tree of the " Complete Fault
Finder.'' Varley loops are made, M urray tests d one, sheets
of paper are covered with figures, but alas with no result.
Shades of night are drawing in when up comes our Corporal
Ariffin Bin Jinid-. Quarter of an hour later the fault is
located and repairs under way. When asked what tests he
made, he replied " Oh, I asked one of the coolies if he had
cut any cables lately." I feel there is a moral in that somewhere.
The chief excitement of the month was the discovery
of a hornet's nest in the O.C.'s office. I t was first noticed
during the taking of a charge, when the O.C. noticed that
the accused and escort did not seem to be paying much
attention to what was going on. Volunteers were called for
to deal with it, but there was a distressing lack of response.
Eventually our resourceful Lance-Corporal Flynn borrowed
a long M alay pedang and successfully destroyed it, but
for sometime after the office was made untenable by angry
hornets looking for their home.
We were much interested to read Lieutenant-Colonel E. R.
Moore's article about Changi in last month's WIRE. We
regret to say that the Pagoda is no longer in existence.

SINGAPORE DISTRl(;T SIGNAL REGIMENT

March was a very quiet month in the life of the Regiment
and so there is little of importance to report.
" A " Squadron have been working hard as usual and a
24-hour day seems hardly long enough for them.
One of several New U /G Projects is now advancing
rapidly and many miles of trenching and cabling have been
completed.
·
Football. "B" Squadron won the replay in the final of
the Morris Cup by beating " A" Squadron 2-1. It was a
go_od game, fought to the bitter end and the result was in
doubt up to the final whistle.
At long last the contractor has got to wock on the site
of our new barracks and it is hoped that the foundation
stone will be laid some time in April.

G.e.q. SIGNAL REGIMENT, FAR.ELF

This has been a comparatively quiet month, the main
news items appear to be in the field of sport. Our excursion
into the United Services Football League started off on a
sound footing with a win against the R.A.S.C., but in the
last four games we have suffered setbacks, having drawn two
games and lost two.
The G.H.Q. FARELF Branch League is now well under
way, with the same old competitive spirit between the
three Squadron teams entered from the Unit. Up to press
results in this league are as follows: t Squadron

Won ...
Drawn
Lost

...

I

3

2

Squadron
0
2
2

A .W .C . Squadron
2
2
0

Our first match of the cricket season against the 21 Guard
Unit ended in our defeat by a small margin of 29 runs.
Our cricket expert informs me that this should be our one
and only defeat, as now the team is strong both in batsmen
and bowlers.
The W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess had the audacity to
challenge the Officers and British other ranks at cricket on
Wednesday, 28th March. The Sergeants' Mess took a severe
thrashing, being beaten by 94 runs. Signalman Daniel
scored a beautiful 63 not out for the Rest.
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As foreca t in our note for last month the 27th January
was a red letter day in the Unit on the occasion of the
presentation of the Parish Shield
bv the G.O.C. Malaya, to the best
ail-round National Service man for
the year 1950- ignalman Maxwell,
of R.H.Q. Squadron. The parade
was formed up in a hollow square.
The General, in a few well-chosen
words, said how pleased he was to
present the shield to Signalman
Maxwell. He went on to say that
he bad examined the award of points
for the 215
ational Service men
serving with the Unit in December,
1950, and was very pleased with the
tandard of efficiency reflected in the marking, points being
awarded for trade efficiency, sports, educational qualifications, discipline, drill and turnout. He congratulated the
Unit in their general smartness and alertness both on and
off parade.
The shield, which was the gift of R.S.M. Parish, is a
very fine example of the silversmith's art and will have a
pennanent home in the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess, the
winner of the shield being awarded a replica, points for
the shield are awarded on a monthly basis so th\lt the
winner for 1951 may well be a National Service man who
returns to England early in the year, in which case the
replica will be forwarded to the National Service man's
Unit in the U.K. for presentation by his new Commanding Officer.
Signalman Williamson, of R.H.Q., fought his way to
the final in the Malaya boxing championship and was
generally acclaimed one of the best boxers seen during the
meeting. I've no doubt the Corps will hear more of this
youngster in the future. We congratulate him on a very fine
show. We should like to congratulate, too, Sergeant Wood,
on a very fine performana:. He is another boxer who will
put the Corps right to the fore in future.

The swimming pool at H.Q., Malaya, was officially
opened on 9th January, 1951, by the G.O.C. Malaya. A fine
programme of swimming_ and di_vin_g .events was. arrange~
and resulted in several wms for md1v1duals, the mter-Umt
relay was won by the Regim~t, as also w.a~ the diving.
The pool is a very fine add1uon to ameruues here and
already our chaps are looking a healthier brown. We look
forward to seeing our own water polo team in the water
before long.
The highlight of the rugger season was when Malaya
Signals sent a team to play Singapore Signals. The game
was played on a Saturday, which gave the team a most
welcome week-end. The game was a good, fierce struggle,
Singapore eventually winning by a small margin.
Both teams put up a good fight and the game was -very
well matched.
This last month has been rendered noteworthy by the
fact that a number of the Regiment were involved in a "bomb
outrage.
The "Yam ¥am" dance hall was the scene
of the incident, and a good proportion of ~talwar~s were
present tripping the light fantastic. One of the bandits who
make life unpleasant for us threw a grenade on the dance
floor. Two of our members, Signalman Taylor and Signalman Phillips, were badly hurt and are now in hospital,
but fortunately they both show signs that their injuries were·
not as serious as we thought at first. Seven others were
injured but are definitely walking (and even vociferous)
wounded.
This month has seen the start of a Malaya Football League
for the first time; this Unit has entered two teams and
already some very good football has been seen. The first
match of the league was between Malaya Signal Regiment
"A "' :team v. The Gurkha Signal Training Wing and
resulted in a win for us. The Chief of Staff, H.Q. Malaya,
kicked off. On Wednesday, 21st March, our two teams met
each other and resulted in a win for "A" team by seven
goals to two, a neatly placed ball by one of "B" team backs
intended as a pass back to the goalie helped" A" team by one
goal.
.
Signalman Williamson and Private McG1veron (A.C.C.),
attached to us, have gone to Singapore for the final in the

FARELF individual boxing championship. Our best wishes
go with them.
We continue to try and improve ourselves at shooting;
every Thursday sees a general exodus to the range at Batu
Caves. We work on the basis of every B.0.R. firing at least
40 rounds per month. Progress is slow but we flatter ourselves that the standard is steadily improving, anyhow, if we
continue to follow the advice of Robert Bruce we must get
somewhere.
Our cricket team has started the season with a swing
and augurs well for the future. The team under the combined guidance of our C.O. and Lieutenant Roderick, should
go far.
• The swimming pool continues to be the main attraction
in life here. Up to the time of writing no water polo
equipment has been produced but we understand there
will be some in the near future, when we hope to make a name
for ourselves. In the meantime the benefits of the pool are
apparent in the healthy tan most of our chaps have acquired
since it was opened.
We hope to be on the air soon with our Amateur Radio
Club; this building of the transmitter is a slow proces's
owing to lack of gear.
There has been a further phase of Signal Exercise Cobweb; this time the Operational Headquarters was mobile,
with an LCV working back to Division and the usual 19 set
stations working on the forward net.
Everything went very well and the Headquarters Branches
remarked on the efficiency of communications.
Since the completion of Exercise " Cobweb" the Wireless
Troop has been engaged almost continually on wireless
schemes, often taking rations with them and "roughing it,"
much to the annoyance of the remainder of the Squadron,
particularly as the duty roster grew much shorter.
As was prophesied in last month's notes, the three-tonner
has been doing despatch rider work owing to the drain on
transport for the above exercise.
The soccer team remain unbeaten. They have now
entered the Senior Soccer League. We a·re held as pretty good.
favourites in this league and should do well.

HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIME.NT

Back row : Second-Lieutenant Patterson, Corporals Davies, Sweeney, Lloyd, Sieialmen Huitson, Mu<well, Greentlorn, Ser&unt Crabb. Front row : Si&nalman
Rathmore, Lan<e·Corporal Milward, Sl&nalman O'Riordam , Captain Macdonald, Second-Lieutenant Tedford, Si&nalman Evans, Second-Lieutenant Clayton
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The work of the Regiment continues with P.E. tests,
course shooting and athletics thrown in on top of a normally
full programme of work
and duties. The recent
rains have naturally discovered all the holes made
in our U.G. cables during
the dry winter by roadmenders, infantrymen and
others. The sudden failure
of certain well loved circuits has kept Captain Dobson and his troop of lead
(cable) swingers out into the dark and stormy nights, well
supported by the New Territories line parties nursing their
D8 circuits in the small hours. Of the Wireless and Signal
Office we can only say that we continue to battle against
hardy annuals, noise level and the screening effects of large,
solid lumps of Mother Earth.
J. Chinaman, Esq., has recently discovered the value
of lead as a metal to be exchanged for gold. This ha
caused the test clerks to look to their cable alarms and our
<>ld friend Corporal Cannadine to breath terrible threats. An
unfortunate incident occurred recently when an operator,
who shall be nameless, plugged up a cable alarm circuit to
-s top it ringing; there was a certain amo unt of embarrassment all the way round.
In the world of sport the Regiment has been represented
by Lance-Corporal G ardner, Corporal Partridge, W.0.II
Pavey and Signalman Hammond in the Army XI which
recently went to Singapore to compete in the Inter-District
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Hockey League. The Hong Kong team beat Singapore
District 3-1 and Malaya District 6-o. As usual, our
players distinguished themselves, especially Lance-Corporal
Gardner.
The Regimental athletic and shooting teams have been
practising hard, Lieutenant Walker and S.Q.M.S. Crosby
are out to avenge their narrow defeat in the shooting last
year when a jammed Bren gun put an end to our hopes.
Lieutenant Cooper has been sailing for the Army dinghy
team with somewhat mixed success. In the most recent race
against Cable and Wireless the whole team capsized,
Lieutenant Cooper maintains he was the last to be the right
side up. Representatives of the Cavalry, Sappers and
Gunners having gone before. The following poem later
appeared in the local papers:
FOUR LITTLE PONGOS
Four little pongos raced out to
sea,
One broke his jib sheet.
Then there were three.

One little p~:lgo having some
some fun,
The sea filled h:s boat upThen there was none.

Three little pongos still left in
view,
One gybed ovcrThen there were two.

No little pongo still in the race,
Only floating debris
And big loss of face.

Two little pongos now had to
run,
One lost his bailerThen there was one.

The moral for the pongos,
If moral there must be,

Is not to race dinghies

If there's a heavy sea.

EAST AFRICA (;01\DIAND SIGNAL SQUADROX

Since our last contribution to THE WIRE, the Unit has
fired its annual range practice and although we were only
allocated one and a half days on the only range, everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the period in the open-air as a change
from our normal daily routine. As many as possible, both
B.O.R. and A.0.R., were practised with varying results,
but probably our skill at arms is not all that it should
be because we now have musketry training at o6oo hours
two mornings a week. However, they do say that the dawn
in Kenya has to be seen to be believed, and we can well
imagine it.
Another event has been the Command ·cookery competition- we came second last year and only lost by one point.
The results of this year's competition have not yet been
announced, but we have heard from reliable sources that we
obtained better results than last year, and we are only
wondering if other Units have improved as well.
The Baringa exercise has finished and all our wireless
detachments have returned safely and gave a good account
of themselves during the exercise. They were privileged
to have visits from the G .O.C. and the C.S.O. during the
exercise, who confirmed the good opinion of their work.
Owing to the arrival of the long rains, conditions at the end
of the exercise were far from comfortable. Habitues of
the B.O.R.'s Mess have been regaled by tall tales of sandstorms, flooded roads, seas of mud and the shooting of
crocodiles and wild pigs. Despite all these adventures,
everyone seemed glad to return to the comforts of Killarney
Camp.
The B.O.R.'s Mess held their first dance since Christmas and it proved very entertaining. A dance band wa
hired and many friend of the Squadron, both military and
civilian, attended and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
In the Sitnday Post Hockey Shield competition, in which
representative teams from the. various Corps participate, we
beat the R.A.0.C. 4-0 in the replay mentioned last month
and were drawn against R.A.S .C. The team played exceptionally well in this match and put the ball into the net
six times without reply from the Service Corps. It was
unfortunate that the R.M.P. were unable to turn out a
team for their game against us, and we were fortunate to
get a walkover, which put us in the final for the second year
in succession. However, our opponents were far too good
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for u and R.E. M.E. thoroughly thrashed u by five goals
to nil. It hould be said in defence of the te· m that they
did have an "off" day, and if they had pl2yed as they
had d one in previous games, the score against them would
not have been so large.
Football is now in full swing and the Services' League i
•ell under way. We have played Command Pay and
.E.M .E. and were beaten 1-0 in both games, but we hope
that we shall obtain better re ults when the team has
ettled down.

MACKINNON ROAD SIGN AL TROOP

The weather has been particularly hot this month and
we are now waiting hopefully for the rainy season to
begin and cool things down a
bit.
T he annual range classification has now been completed
~
and although we produced no
" marksmen," the results were
on the whole satisfactory. Prac·
rice will begin next month for
the miniature rifle competition
shortly to be organised between
Signal Units in M.E.L.F.
Towards the end of the
month the cantonment was
vi ited by a herd of elephants presumably in search of
water. The exchange operator who rang the Troop Office
and r eported that be was surrounded by elephants was
laughed to scorn until we realised that the interference on
the line was caused by his teeth chattering. One elephan t
took fright and broke its leg crossing a ditch. Subsequently
it had to be shot, a most pitiful sight, and was carted away
on a tank transporter.
Signals lost to RE.M.E. in the final of the inter-unit
hockey championship, two members of the Troop were
playing in the team. As we were the previous champions
we shall have to make an effort to win again next year.

NIGERIA SIGNAL SqUADRON

Providing the guard for the Governor of one of His
Majesty's Colonies does not form part of the normal duties
of a Signal Unit, and Nigeria
Signal Squadron takes great
pride in the fact that in
January when the Battalion
which normally provides the
guard for His Excellency Sir
John Stuart MacPherson,
G.C.M.G., Governor of N igeria,
were busy preparing for the
l
presentation of new Colours
and asked for a relief from
I
guard duty for a week, the
.... ~.
G.O.C. deemed the Squadron
the smartest Unit in the garrison and selected them for the duty, in preference to ten
other major Units.
We congratu_late the Squadron on this rare compliment.
Our cover picture was taken by Captain R 0 . Edwards,
well-known to members of the Corps who served in India
and Burma, who is now Editor of the leading newspaper in
Lagos.
Editor

#f
'

In order to have a change, a bush camp was arranged
over the Easter period for six of the B.N.C.O.s of the
quadron who proceeded to Olokomeji, a forestry reserve.
16'4

Here is a brief account of their impressions written by
Sergeant Busby.
The natives of this territory arc of the Yoruba tribe and
derive · a living from the land. They are very reserved in
their ways and when not working on their farms confine
themselves to the limits of their villages. The villages are
very primitive but very clean and tidy. There is an
orderliness about their domestic routine which is quite a
contrast to the villages of the coastal regions around Lagos.
The territory around Olokomeji is mainly forest, with
farms dotted here and there. Some of the trees of this
reserve, which are mainly mahogany, seem to rise into
the sky. They are of gigantic proportions and must have
been growing for hundreds of years. The place is abounding with wild life-birds of all colours, shapes and sizes
qan be seen all dhy long. Colonies of farge monkeys
(called Mbammbu by the natives) usually appear early in
the morning before sunrise and again in the evening about
sunset. They are a darkish grey in colour and one can
usually define their whereabouts by their deep gutteral
cough-well made.
• The climate is a welcome change. The main reason
being that the humidity is nothing like as high as it is in
the coastal regions, consequently the perspiration does not
pour out of one d ay and night. At night there is a d istinct
drop in temperature and in the morning the ground is
white with dew.
T he change from the normal routine has done everyone
the world of good and all were sorry to leave. The trip
was organised on a camp basis tentage, utensils, rations
etc., being drawn from the " Q " •be&>re departure.
T hings went with a swing and the camp was a big success,
so here's to the next time.
Dur ing the month Sergeant Stockdale and Corporal
Wallace reached the finals in the tennis d oubles but were
beaten. Corporal Wallace, however, won the men's singles.
For the first time this year we turned out a full football
team against H .Q. N.D ., which we won 9--0. This
standard we hope to maintain for the whole season and
D.V. win the cup and shield for the third year in
succession.

R eprinted from London Gazette, dated 30th March, 1951.
BALANCES D U E TO ESTATES OF
DECEASED OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS

In pursuance of "The Regimental D ebts Act, 1893,"
notice is hereby given that there is available for distribution
amongst the Next-of-Kin or others entitled the sum of
money se t opposite to the name of each of the deceased
Officers and Soldiers named in the lists which are published
with this notice in the London Gazette.
Applications from persons supposing themselves entitled
as Next-of-Kin should be addressed by letter to "The
Under-Secretary of State, War Office, Whitehall, London,
S.W.r.,'' and marked outside " Effects."
List 762, Effects 1949
Keeler, N . D ., Signalman, £n / 8/n; Thomson, R.,
Signalman, £n/1/3.

Territorial Ar11iy Ball
1 8 th May
SOME TICKETS STILL
OBTAINABLE FROM
ROOM 102, HORSE GUARDS, s.w . 1
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TUE CHRONICLES OF

The Scribe Jon ah
ow, in those days, there was, in the northerly County
N
of J?erby, a
cohort of men who, by day, for
five days m each s_even, did go about their divers occupations.
goodl~

But m the everung of .t he day, and on the sixth and seventh
days likewise, they did learn to be good soldiers that they
might fight for their King in time of war.
'
And among them, there were men of law, and men who
did W<?rk for merchants; others among them there were
~ho did work for those who did contrive iron and brass
mto all manner of strange engines; m oreover there were
some who did already work for the King in' the government of the land.
Als~ among them was a doctor, a cunning surgeon withal,
wh? did possess many chariots, which did cost him shekels,
which he was accustomed to pay to those who did sell and
mend chariots, who did prosper greatly thereby. Furthermore, there was a teacher, an earnest and diligent seeker
after the truth; and likewise, a priest.
And the chief tribune among them, a learned man of
law, did look upon them, and said, to bis chief cen turion
one Ashlin, named Peter, behold, here is a goodly body of
officers; yet, the Winter is passing, and it seems good and
proper to me, that they should learn fur ther, of what thou
in thy wisdom, canst teach them. Go thou therefore tak~
rooms at an inn, which shall be found in the city of BakeWell on the river which men call Derwent. Then, shalt
th?u summon m y tribunes and centurions that they might
soiourn there on the Sabbath that comes after the n ew
moon in the third month.
:'nd. Peter answered, saying, I will lay it all on; which,
bemg mterpreted, means, I will do all that thou hast cominande_d , and that without tarrying by the wayside.
.so it came to p~ss, that upon the appointed d ay, the
tt:ib~es, the cen_tur1~ns, the doctor, and the priest withal,
did gi_rd . up therr loms, and take m any strange chariots,
and did iourney from afar to .t he inn.
. And from Wolverhampton ; from Derby; from Nottmg-H~; from Escafeld~ from O:strefeld and other foreign
parts did they come; whilst Ronme, called Odell, journeyed
from Glevum on a chariot having but two wheels, and likewise tarried not by the wayside.
When they had come to the inn, they refreshed themselves with wj.nes, and other liquors; whereupon the chief
?f them, one Pick-ford, called Richard, summoned them
mto a large room, that they might be instructed.
Now, Peter and Richard had disputed, one with another,
a~ to who should be chosen to teach; and finally Richard
did say, Go to ! Is there not one born ever y minute? Seek
thou diligently, and, verily, thou shalt find one. And his
choice fell upon Leslie, named Wrjght, who was accustomed to mend his chariot by tying thereunto the latchet
of a shoe; and did seek counsel from many, concerning it.
Now this chariot was of seven horses; yet, of them, several
were sick unto death, and Leslie sought diligently, that
they be restored to life. Yet wisdom found he only from
the few.
Now, when all were gathered together, the Chief Tribune
did greet them, and did exhort diligence and industry.
Whereupon, they paid heed to Leslie, who told them many
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truths reg~rding the ma~er in which the King's mess~ges
ordai_ned to ~ wntten, that they might speedily and
with certamty :u:r1ve in the. hands of the King's generals,
and to such arnues and legions and cohorts to which they
should be despatched. And he made many strange signs
upon a black tablet, whereby all marvelled greatly.
.And also, one Heading, called Ken, did teach them likewise. Furthermore, up~n conclusion of these things, all
refreshed themselves with bread, and fruit and a drink
made ~rom the infusion of the leaves of a pl~t which doth
grow !Il a far-off country. Then again did they take heed
of Leslie until the evening.
When darkness fell, a table was spread before them where
~eir Pr~sident had bespoke a good supper, with wm'es, and
divers liquors. And to their company came one Underwood, called Jerry, their honorary Chief, whereupon all
greeted him with acclamation, for he had worked tirelessly
that all things should be well with them, for many year;
p~st. And _he had; pre.sented unto them, two lamps, cunrungly fashioned ).Il silver, that they might adorn their
tables; and Jerry did light them for the first time.
When all had eaten, they drank to the health of their
King, and likewise, to that of their Royal Princess. Afterwards, did they discourse, one with another, and they drank
an~ were merry. And among them were the tribunes,
Gnmwood Taylor, and Ambrose, and Wragg, and Dowling·
~d likewise the centurions Udell, named Inky, and Bes:
wick, and he of the Dell, and many more; likewise were
there some who did bear but one star upon their tunics
that they might learn how they should attain others. And
in all there was one score and two.
And on the morrow, being the Sabbath, they did arise;
and, having broken their fast, did again heed Leslie and
others who sought to teach them further concerning all
that is ordained as to the King's messages, how they can
be written that they might not be interpreted by the barbarians, should their carriers fall among enemies by the
wayside.
After mid-d'<!y repast, they were taken to where there
was a cunningly contrived engine, which, whilst speaking
with brazen voice, did portray upon a white cloth, all
manner of men and their doings. And it did speak of
how a duty officer should go about his business, that all
things may go as ordained. From it, they learnt much;
but some were there who did say, Yea, verily, but thus
was it not when we did fight the . Germani. But as to the
conclusion of the parable, it was not to be heard, for the
light in the engine was darkened, so that no man could
restore it.
And in the evening, Peter did pay shekels to all, whilst
the tribune Grimwood Taylor, and the centurion Udell,
called Inky, sat at the receipt of custom and called upon
each and all to pay his reckoning.
Whereupon, when all these things were accomplished
their Chief did call them together, and did thank them,
for that they had left their homes, and come together in
the manner related by this scribe. So they departed severally to their dwellings, resolved, that they might teach to
their soldiers all that they had learned there.
w~re
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Airborne Forces
By ·~ FLYING YEOMA!\. "

'Ye were accompanied on this Adoption Parade by 499
H.eavy A.A. Regiment, R.A., 11 (Mixed) A.A.
Signal Regiment,, 64 (Mixed) Fire Command Troop, RA.,
and 59~ Company,. Royal Army Service Corps.
Relauves and fnends were entertained to tea after the
parade at H.Q.

(~1xed)

Territorial
Ar01y

2/20 AllMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

N 22nd June, 1940, the Prime Minister, Mi. Winston

Churchill is ued a brief instruction to General Ismay,
O
ordering the formation by the War Office of " a Corps of at
least five thousand Parachute Troops."
On the 13th July the first parachute drop was made at
the Central Landing Establishment, Ringway, Manchester,
by the " pull off " method. In this the jumper crouched
on an inadequate platform fashioned by removing half the
rear gun turret of a Whitley bomber, be pulled the ripcord and was instantly whirled into space. This method
was abruptly discontinued when on 25th July the parachute
of Driver Evans R.A.S .C. failed to open and he fell to
his death. He was a victim of the phenomenon, always to
be dreaded, known as " Roman Candle," in which the
parachute leaves the bag but fails to fill with air and
treams behind the jumper, affording him no means of
support.
This method of exit was replaced by dropping through
a hole in the fuselage of the Whitley, using the X Type
parachute. This parachute, developed from those used in
making balloon escapes in World War I, opened automatically by means of a strap or static line secured inside
the aircraft. The parachutist needed only to jump from
the aircraft and" place his faith in God and a little W.A.A.F.
packer."

In flight.

Note the shape of the canopy as the paratrooper
adjusts his line of flight

It was the inspired amateur, men of the R.A.F. and Army,
who aided the process of development. He risked his own
life time and time again, jumping to ascertain whether
such and such a method of stowing the rigging lines in the
packing bag was foolproof or to discover the right speed
and angle at which a bomber should fly when men were
dropping from its belly.
In October, 1941, it was decided that the Parachute
School should be composed entirely of staff taken from the
Physical Training School of the Royal Air Force. The
instructors were placed under the command of FlightLieutenant, afterwards Wing Commander J. C. Kilkenny,
who still commands the present day Parachute Training
School. This decision was influenced by the fact that it
had been discovered that the percentage of casualties on
landing could be reduced by extensive ground training in
which the pupil was taught to fall in such a way that
the most vulnerable portions of the body-arms, legs and
head-were protected from the shock of impact.
In broad principles, the British shortage of manpower
enforced a different approach to parachute training as
from, for example, the Americans. With a plentiful supply
of men and no lack of volunteers, the Americans sought
to stretch the physical and mental capacity of the would-be
jumper to breaking point. Those that completed their
course were first-class material, but the wastage was high.
In Britain an effort was made to get every volunteer
through the course, which was no less physically hard.
Courses were broken up into squads of a dozen under
an R.A.F. instructor and the whole course revolved round
the principle that each mm was personally convinced of
the infallibility of the parachute used and his own ability
to land without injury. Nothing was too much trouble
for the instructors, who were held personally responsible
for each man in their squad. No praise can be too high
for their endeavours and they inspired confidence by their
own jumping, the record number of descents was held
by Flight-Lieutenant C. Agate, who made 1,400 descen~s
in the four and a half years he served at Ringway.
What does it feel like to Jump? Many have tried to
analyse their feelings and opinions are equally varied. It
is certain that there are few who can say that they feel
no trace of fear when they stand in the door of an
aircraft or balloon ready to jump. Once out the sensation
becomes one of sliding down an invisible slide into silence
as the noise of the aircraft engines recede. After that
there is little time to think as the ground rapidly
approaches and one must watch it closely to judge the
landing. The parachute is like a sail and by pulling on a
combination of the four lift webs, connecting you to the
canopy through the rigging lines, the direction of flight
can be altered. Once landed safely there is a feeling of
elation at having conquered personal fear and a readiness to
tackle anything.
Today in the Territorial Army you may find any weekend in the summer men, who have recently left their office
desk and counters, jumping out of balloons, keeping their
parachuting technique alive and enjoying it.
The Corps own Territorial Airborne Signal Regiment,
the Middlesex Yeomanry, has its dropping zone at Wormwood Scrubs Common and will be jumping there this year
on 8th July, 12th August and 9th September. Volunteers
from amongst National Service men in the Corps who live
in London are badly needed by this Regiment and all are
welcome to come and have a look.

16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)

The highlight of March was the " adoption " by the
Borough of Chelsea of all Territorial Units within its
boundaries. The occasion was
marked by a parade held on
Sunday, 4th March, at which
the Mayor inspected representative contingents from each Regiment on the lawn at the Duke of
York's H.Q. and afterwards took
the salute oh the steps of the
Town Hall.
As the Senior
Regiment of the Borough we led
the parade and also provided two
senior N.C.0.s in dress uniform
to flank the saluting base. The
only unfortunate incident was
the appearance of three buses in
the middle of the parade as it marched past the Town Hall.
The W.R.A.C. band, who had until then coped most
admirably with a variety of tunes, was completely at a loss
to find the quick march of the L.P.T.B.
It _was interesting to note that when, during the
plannmg stages of the parade the Regiment claimed its
right to lead the parade, taking precedence as a Yeomanry
Regiment, the only query came not from the Royal
Artillery but the Royal Engineers. Incidentally dare we ask
the Editor to place us in our correct position in THE
WIRE as the Senior T.A. Regiment in the Corps?
The adoption parade was followed a fortnight later by
a reception given by the Mayor at the Town Hall for
members of the T.A. Units and Regimental friends. As
the Mayor and Mayoress ended the evening in our
Sergeants' Mess it was not quite clear who was adopting
who.
Exercise "Error," held on 10th/nth March, suffered
almost as much from the weather as its predecessor. Anyway the L.A.D. were given a good exercise in recovery.
When a Land Rover was driven by Sergeant Randall into
a sea of mud (Aldershot is so different from the Western
Desert!) the L.A.D. gantry also became stuck. Follo\Ved
much winching (no, not wenching!) and it was not long
before order was restored.
ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL REGIMENT, T .A.
(The Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)

On Sunday, 15th April, the Regiment took part in the
Adoption Ceremony at w11ich the Kensington Territorial
Units were adopted by the ~oyal Borough. The Regiment,
commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel R. Wasey, M.B.E., T.D.,
was represented by both Volunteers and National Service
men who were led by the Kensington Regimental Colours,
carried by Lieutenant M. Graham (King's Colour) and
Lieutenant F. R. J. Lewis (Regimental Colour) with S.S.M.
E. E. Blogg, S.Q.M.S. S. Kendrick and Sergeant T. J. Tyler
(escort).
The Mayor of Kensington (Councillor J. G. Gapp, J.P.)
was accompanied by the Deputy Lieutenant on his inspection of Units on parade.

This Regiment is being adopted by the Borough of Wanstead and Woodford on Saturday, 21st April, 1951.
A full report of the ceremony will be given in our next
notes.
A ~aison committee bas been formed of local Commandmg Officers and Borough organisations with Colonel
s., S. Mallinson, C.B.E., . n.s.o., M.C., n.L., J.P., Deputy
~1euten~t of Essex, Chairman. Its purpose is to promote
mterest m the local T.A. Units:
On the w~ek-end 19th/20th May, 1951, we are reciprocatmg by holdmg an " At Home " to give those interested an
oppom-!nity of inspec~n~. our Headquarters and learning
somethmg of the acttvmes and responsibilities of the
·
Regiment.
As usual, our camp arrangements have been altered and
plans that were well in hand had to. be switched to a tented
camp in Shorncliffe, Folkestone.
'IJC'.e are pl~ased that our week-end camps with the
Naaonal Service element have considerably improved and
a great deal of. good work was achieved on their last visit.
Sergeant Mill!U'd, one of our oldest T.A. Volunteers and
an ex-54th Divisional Signals man, has left us to join the
New Zealand Ar~y.
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A T.E.W.T. was held at Bedford for all Officers and
P.S.I.s on 17/18th March. A messing dinner took place on
the 17th at which the Chairman and Secretary of the Beds.
T. and A.F .A: wer~ gues_ts. The Bedfordshire Yeomanry
were also having dinner m the· same building and a very
notable evening resulted. No bolds were barred and the
fire hydrant being on our side of the barricade finally turned
the day in our favour.
Our first unit dance was held on 9th March. The Committee of the Social Club are to be congratulated on an
excellent show.
The Band paid their first visit to Bedford on 14/ 15th
April and carried out a very full programme.
On the 14th they Beat Retreat in Russell Park before a
crowd of 400 to 500.
In the evening they played at an All Ranks Ball. This was
very · well attended and great credit is due to all those who
transformed the Drill Hall into a bright and attractive ballroom, particularly S.S.M.s Goldsmith, Robson, Sergeant
Clarke and Lance-Corporal Wakefield.
On the 15th a Church Parade was held at St. Paul's Church
which was attended by the Mayor and Corporation the
Mayor taking the salute at the subsequent march past. Owing
to !he excell~nt turn-out Signals were able to parade as a
regiment w1th three squadrons, 54 Signal Squadron
W.R.A.C. making up the third squadron. Major A. P.
Angell, T.D., whose last appearance with us this was, commanded the Regiment.
In the afternoon the Orchestra gave a delightful Concert
~o an auci~ence of some 400 who showed their appreciation
m no ordinary manner.
After the performance the Honorary Colonel, Colonel R.
P. A. Helps, o.B.E. M.C., and officers entertained about 100
guests to tea in the Officers' Mess. Amongst those who
accepted invitations were the Lord Lieutenant of Bedfordshire, several of the Deputy Lieutenant , the Mayors and
Mayoresses of Bedford Luton and Dunstable, the Commander of East Anglian District, Mi. Lennox Boyd, M.P.,
and the director of a number of Bedfordshire firm .
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We are most grateful to Captain Judd and the members
of the Band for their hard work and the excellent performance they gave on every occasion.
We ay goodbye and good luck to Major A. P. Angell
T.D. our second in command, who transfers to the
T.A.R.0. after 25 years' service with this Regiment and its
predecessors.
23 ( OUTDEl&N) CORPS SIGNAL
REGDIENT, T .A.

Since the New Year there have been some changes among
the Officers, our Adjutant, Captain L. S. McCarthy, has
departed to B.A.0.R. on completion of his tour of duty,
and we welcome Captain N. G. Gallyer in his stead. The
hand-over take-over was officially sealed at a Mess dinner
on 1st February, when the Officers expressed their appreciation of everything the one had done and the other "was
expected" to do for them. We have also lost our En.tertairunents Officer, Lieutenant R. F. E. Baker, who has renred
to the quieter and less demanding existence of the T.A.R.O.
and we shall miss his cheerful face at our social functions.
We also have to report, though somewhat tardily, that
Captain B. W. A. Collins has returned to his wartime haunt
in the Officers' Training Wing at Catterick, and left his
motor cycle display firmly in yours truly's lap-we trust
not the fire jump included.
On Sunday, 11th March, the Regiment was formally
adopted by the Borough of Fulham. The ceremony was
held at Bishops Park and was attended by the Mayor and
other members of the Borough Council, the local Members
of Parliament and the Deputy Lieutenant for the County of
London, Colonel T. W. Vigers, O.B.E., M.C., T.D., D.L, who
is also the Honorary Colonel of the Regiment. The ceremony

was preceded by a drive through the streets of the borough
and an inspection by the Mayor of a Guard of Honour.
Although somewhat marred by indifferent weather the
ceremony was well attended and the Regiment was complimented on a good turn-out.
To round off the adoption the Mayor gave a reception
at the Town Hall on the following Tuesday, which was
attended by prominent citizens of the borough and
members of the Territorial Army. We were honoured by
the presence of the Under-Secretary of State for War, Mr.
Michael Stewart, who is ·the Member of Parliament for
Fulham, and also the Director, Territorial Army and Cadets,
Major-General E. 0. Herbert, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.
Dancing to the band of the Royal Artillery followed the
formalities of the reception and this gave an opportunity for
the people of Fulham to meet the Regiment. The evening
was a great success and we really feel that we are now a part
of the life of the borough.
21 CORPS SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Command. Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Waldron has now
retired, having completed bis tour of duty. When the Territorial Army was re-formed after the war, most of the bard
work of gettini the Unit going fell to Colonel Waldron, building upon the foundations of the pre-war North Midland
Corps Signals. The very best wishes of all who have served
under " Wally" will go with him, and with Mrs. Waldron,
who has graced many of our social events with her presence.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. E. Pickford, previously Second-.
in-Command (and incidentally also a pre-war member of
the North Midland Corps Signals) has assumed command
of the Regiment, and all ranks will wish to congratulate
him upon his promotion.

After annual camp, the evening drill nights even when
lightened with training films and post-mortem~ upon exercises, seem to come rather as an anti-climax. However
now that ligh_ter eve~ngs are here again, training is being
stepped up w1th a series of Squadron and Regimental weekend schemes, of which there will be approximately one
monthly, commencing in April, for all ranks.
Another Officers' week-end camp was held on 1oth/IIth
March at the Rutland Arms Hotel, Bakewell, which had a
full attendance, including the Chaplain, Medical Officer,
and the Honorary Colonel.
I?- a ~t such as this, where squadrons are deployed at
vanous dnll halls, such camps help to ensure that instruction is standardised in each squadron, so that no operating
or other difficulties are encountered when the squadrons
~ome together for a Regimental exercise, later on.
Opportunity was taken after Mess djnner to accept the
presentation by the Honorary Colonel Colonel G. J.
("Jerry") Underwood, of a very hands~me pair of candelabra. (The Mess Plate was unfortunately lost in France
during. the early part of the war, and much thought has
been given to the replacement, at any rate, of some pieces).
In an address of thanks, Lieutenant-Colonel Pickford
referred to the many ways in which Colonel Underwood
had been of service to the Unit and to its individual members, who had only to ask, to receive the benefit of the
Honorary Colonel's advice and experience, both most helpful. We had been glad to welcome him at all camps, both
annual and week-end, and to many other activities. We
were very grateful for all the time which such a busy man
was able to devote to us. He then invited Colonel Underwood formally to light the candles for the first time, which
~eremony was performed with acclamation.
Unit Clumges. In connection with certain reorganisation,
it has been necessary to establish a squadron at Wolverhampton. Captain L. C. ("Inky") Udell (who, like our T.O.M.,
Norman Goddison, cannot be left out of Signals even after
retirement) has taken charge of this new venture, with H.Q. in
1:hat fine old house Danescourt, at Tattenhall.
Mention of that one word " Inky " in any Signals Mess
from Catterick to the Canal Zone, or Berlin to Singapore
will immediately bring forth a fine crop of expressions lik~
~· Good Lord! I knew him when . .. etc."; in particular,
those members of the Corps who passed through the Prestatyn S.T.C. in the early days of the war will remember
him with affection, or otherwise; now is the time for all
such resident locally to call at Danescourt, and to make
or to renew his acquaintance on a somewhat different basis.
All trades will be needed; and Captain Udell will be glad
to see prospective recruits on T _uesday or Thursday evenings.
"JONAH"
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Mayor of Fulham, Councillor H.
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Rickard, J.P., is seen greeting Lieutenant G. F. Comfort, Royal Signals, T.A., Officer i/c the
Signals Guard of Honour
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(WESH~X)

INFA..~TRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

This month has included a milestone in the fortunes of
the Regiment. On the 10th March Lieutenant-Colonel
W. F. B. Nott, T.D., handed over command.
We shall miss Colonel Nott a great deal. He has commanded since the reconstitution of the Territorial Army
and has done much to put the Regiment on the map again.
He is also one of that (apparently) fast disappearing breedthe Territorial Commanding Officer-and one whose place
<>f duty was 129 miles from home, as we never tired of
explaining to the Paymaster. How he managed it all no-one
will ever quite know.
Squadran Activities. On the 3rd and· 4th of March No.
3 Squadron, ably assisted by a highly efficient detachment
from No. 2 Squadron,' spent a week-end on the Plain providing R/T line and D.R. communications for the staffs
-of 128 Infantry Brigade. Everybody went home a great deal
wiser but certainly not any sadder.
.The Honorary Colonel, Brigadier Ralph Rayner, o.B.B.,
M.P., kindly allowed No. r Squadron the use of his estate
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for a small headquarters exercise on the 17th and 18th
!'v13rch. The weather could not have been worse although
1t never damped the ardent spirits of the Squadro~.
di (II) INFA~TRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.
RH.Q. and No. r Squadron. Preparations have now

been m~de to ?old a week-end camp at Aberlour on the
local sprmg holiday. All are hoping it will prove as successful ~s last year's exercise, which was held at the same
locauon.
The social life of the Unit is also well to the fore A
dan~e and a .whist drive and social evening, planned for
April, are two events which should prove popular.
With the training year on the halfway mark we are
all now looking forward to the outdoor part of 'the year
~d hoping tha~ this horrible weather takes a tumble and
gives us blue skies and all the trimmings for our first weekend scheme ·due to take place early next month. Also on
the_ programme is a visit to the local telephone exchange
~h1ch ~part from being instructive should prove extremely
mteresung.
Our. P.S.I. (poor soul) got the matrimonial kpot well and
truly ued last month. He has now taken on all the known
appearance~ of a married man. We wish. him the best of
luck on this venture and hope his married life will be a
happy and successful one. A supper was given in his
~ono_ur and he was presented with a chiming clock suitably
mscnbed. After the supper and presentation the boys really
went to town, and a lot of talent, jn the way of singers,
story-tellers, and so on, proved to be present and in the old
wor?s-a g~ night was . . . . Before we leave this happy
subiec_t-marnage, may we offer our congratulations to
Captam G. Louden on the occasion of his engagement and
hope that the ~appy· day will not be too long coming around.
44 (H.C.) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
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The annual Regimental all-ranks' dinner was held this
year at the T.A. Centre in Boundary R<>ad Chatham where
"L" Troop of No. 3 Squadron is locat~d and under the
command of Second-Lieutenant Neil Bamford.
The dinner was well supported by all ranks and we are all
grateful to "L" Troop for the effort they made to ensure a
really successful evening.
For the. first time in the Regimental history the toast
of the Regiment was proposed by a Signalman-Signalman
Arnold.
The Commanding Officer, in his reply, said he was proud
to command this particular Regiment because he had served
in it during the war and knew its worth.
After the dinner Major F. Angell was presented with the
T.D. an<l clasp, having served 28 years with the T.A.
Sergeant Yard received the T.E.M. and Signalman Wilby
received his medal for winning the Kent Small Bore Rifle
Club competition.
The evening was concluded with a concert organised by
Mr. Bamford.
S'~ the S~d~y everyone was about early for a full day's
trammg, which mcluded lectures and a short exercise.
During the week-end 10th/nth March the Regiment
trained at the Week-end Training Centre at Montreal Park
near Sevenoaks, ~ent. .Nearly 70_ members of the Regi~
ment attended this exerase. In spite of snow and rain we
all enjoyed ourselves and look forward to the next week-end
exercise scheduled for April.
In rather more pleasant weather the Regiment trained again
at Montre~ Par~ dlJ!ing 0e week-end 7~/Sth April.
The Regrment s biggest iob at present is preparing for
the. Bor_ough of Brentford 31?-d Chiswick's adoption ceremony
which is to take place durmg the first week jn May.
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Association
Notes

become a quarterly magazine, about the size of "Men
OnlJ ." Perhaps a little bigger but not so bulky that it
cannot be slipped into your jacket pocket.
Going back to the Birmingham Branch, Jct me assure you
that the happy party which always gatl1crs on the last Thursday is very anxious to sec old friends. What holds you
back? Is it wife trouble? Bring her with you. Money
trouble? H m. We don't know tlle answer to that one.
We've all got it. There is a cure for it but in a non-political
journal it cannot be divulged.
·
Do not pass this copy to your friends.
" BARLEUX."

Headquarters

The representatives of 40 branches met at the Duke of
York' Headquarters (through the kindness of the Middle·ex Yeomanry) on 7th April, 1950.
The Chairman of the Association, Major-General C. W.
Fladgate gave an account of the year's work at Headquarters and generally in the Association.
As mentioned elsewhere in this issue, the Director of
ignals gave a most interesting and encouraging account of
Royal Signals at work and play for the last twelve months.
Both by applause and afterwards in conversation it was clear
that Branch representatives very much appreciated the
Director of Signal3 taking them into his confidence and telling them so much of what had been done.
Colonel R. J. Moberly, Chairman of the Committee at
Catterick who are to arrange the re-union in July, then
told the meeting briefly of the arrangements being made for
their entertairtment.
After luncheon the meeting discussed the various items
on the agenda. All is duly recorded in the minutes, which
have been sent out to branches and need not be repeated here.
It was clear, however, that the greatest difficulty being
experienced by branches was in keeping up interest to the
extent of attracting a majority of members to a regular
monthly meeting.
In discussion outside the meeting the suggestion of a
News Letter on Forthcoming Events was considered and
so!Tie such paper wiU..Qe sent out monthly.
Birmingham

It was a night of bright moonlight. A few flakes of
snow drifted down 10 join their frozen friends. Ukann
Larfe, the celebrated investigator, gazed out of his bedroom window at the dismal April scene. He was wearing
green silk pyjamas, although he had never come round a
mo~tain in his life. He h~d no head for heights. Tiring
of this unprofitab~e occ~pation, as ?e tired of most things,
he drew the curtams, ad1usted a pa1r of bicycle clips on his
ankles and slid down into the perishing cold bed. Re
thought be would have to start something pretty soon or
people would forget who he was. He thought about his old
pal Peter Cheyney and hoped that he would be seeing him
again. Thi reminded him to knock off half a bottle of
rye. He did that. Somewhere in the house a clock struck
three. Ukann Larfe made a quick calculation. "That will
be two twenty as near as dammit," he muttered. He went
to sleep.
The Birmingham Branch sighed with relief. "Maybe we
shall get some Branch notes now," they said. In harmony,
of course. They are always in harmony. Both of them.
I forget what happened at our last meeting but whatever it
was I enjoyed it. I always do. Sometimes I think it would
be a lot of fun to belong to a village branch where they
have twelve members all told, eleven of whom are always
present at meetings. One member is always snowed up
on night ~uty or forgets the date. Perhaps you don't car~
what I thmk. So do I neither. The Birmingham Branch
meet regularly on the last Thursday in the month at the
Crown Inn, Broad Street. I don't know why I mention this.
In fact I don't know why I mention anything. Who reads
it anyway? Certainly not more than a handful of staunch
supporters at 1/20 Army ignal Regiment, T.A. I am
gradually becoming convinced that THE WIRE should
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Cornwnll

At their annual general meeting held at Camborne the
Cornish Branch elected !their Committee ifor 1951, and
di cussed the subject of a summer programme of activities.
Lieutenant-Colonel \V/. F. B. Nott was elected President with Lieutenant-Colonel L. Chapman. Both these
Officers have rendered invaluable service to the Branch via
the mediu!TI of personal assistance and source of experience.
Mr. J. C. B. Bennett was again voted Secretary, with Dick
Jeffery as Treasurer vice C. H. Sampson. Committee were
D. B. Cattran, Arthur Collins ("Spiv"), Harry Curnow, Ivor
Thorne and J. C. J obns. A good Committee and an
ent~~siastic membership; I would like more, and even more,
to JOlD US.
The summer programme consists of arrangements for a
small arms rifle team, local dances, a picnic at Kennich
Sands, Lizard, a coach trip to Torquay, and an afternoon boat trip up the river Relford to visit Frenchman'
Creek, Relford and Port Navis.
Any Association member crossing the border into the
"Sunny West" this summer is more than welcomed to
contact the Branch Secretary at 68, .Killigrew Road,
Falmouth, for a cup of tea, or information re places to stay
'
what's doing, or where to visit.
T1111bridge "\\'ells and District

A very happy social evening 'was spent on the occasion
of the monthly Branch meeting held on April 4th.
A good attendance, with plenty of music and song
together provided all the ingredients necessary to the perfec~
party. The usual draw for the monthly prize, this time
presented by Mr. W. J. Packman, resulted in realising the
sum of £1/6/3 for Branch funds.
The Hon. Secretary and Chairman attended the
secretaries' meeting at Duke of York's Headquarters
Chelsea, on 7th April, and spent a very enjoyable and profitable day. There is no doubt but that this very popular
annual function furnishes the oppdrtunity to air views and
to discuss many domestic and general problems that. otherwise would never reach Headquarters on paper. One feels
that, in that august company, the Past, Present and Future
combine to make one eternal and glorious "NOW." May
we long be spared to have many more such meetings.
The grand evening of variety, arranged by the Branch
for the serving troops of Eastern Command Signal Regiment, Maresfield Camp, on April IIth, proved a great
success .. The show was provided by Mr. George Creasey,
who will be remembered by many as the "Dame "
con:edian in " Stars in Battledress," seen and enjoyed in
various theatres of activities during the late war. Judging
by the enthusiastic applause for each successive "turn,"
Mr. Creasey must feel very pleased with his night's work.
Unfortunately, owing to our worthy Editor's hard and
fast rule that all "copy" must reach him by the 15th of
the month prior to publication, I am not able to furnish a
report on the ceremony of the Dedication of the Branch
Sta~dard, ~~ich is due to take place on Sunday, 15th
April, but It_ is hoped a full report of this important event
will appear m _the June issue (perhaps with a photograph
of our first birthday cake, if the Editor can spare the
space).
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The annual dinner of the City of London Signals Old
Comrades' Association was held at the Victory Club on
6th April and a large number of members attended, many
accompanied by their wives. A company of about 130 sat
down to a very good dinner, after which, in a short speech,
the President, Brigadier A. C. C. Willway, referred to the
formation of the first and second line Units in the days
just before the war, and of their first combined camp at
Brockenhurst. He reminded his audience that it was the
spirit of City of London Signals which carried them
through those difficult days, and that at the present time
when the situation of the country was almost equally difficult, the same spirit of service and readiness to run risks
was as necessary now as then if we were not to relapse and
beco:nc a second rate nation.
He congratulated Major Welsford on the excellence of
the arrangements and r,poke of the pleasure of all members
of the Association at having so many of their wives with
them. He felt that a gathering such as this was a good
indication that the spirit was still alive, without which
it was doubtful if the greatness of the country could be
r1~vived.

Major G. H. Wclsford spoke of the necessity for getting
in touch with members of the Association and asked
members present to notify the Secretary, Mr. Strike, of the
addresses of any that they knew. He made some mention
of the facilities offered to members by the Victory Club,
and paid a deserved tribute to Major Nash, who had served
the Regiment and the Association so well.
rorquny

We are indebted to "The Herald Express" for the
following : During the past year 900 cases were dealt with by the
welfare branch of the Royal Signals Association and of these
approxinlately 50 per cent concerned war-time soldiers, 25
per cent. regulars and the remainder were divided about evenly
between National Service men and Territorial Army Volunteers. The amount spent on financial assistance was £7,300.
This was stated by Brigadier F. G. Drayson, president,
Torbay Branch, Royal Signals Association, speaking at the
association's annual dinner at the Trecarn Hotel, Babbacombe, on Saturday night.
EMPLOYMENT

He added that employment had also been found for 47
men and probably more as many failed to notify the branch
when they had secured a job. Offers of employment were
received from private firms, Government departments, members of the corps and the association, and military establishments requiring civilian staff.
Major L. E. 0. Evans, second in command 43rd (Wessex)
Divisional Signals, T.A., pointed out that London boroughs
were adopting Territorial units and he urged that there
should be a closer liaison between the civic authorities and
the Territorials. The example of the London boroughs
could be followed as it was always helpful to the Territorial
Army when the civic authority showed an interest in it.
The Mayor of Torquay (Ald. T. F. Adams) who was
accom::>anied by the Mayoress, said it was vital that all Army
units should have their own organisations. The ex-Servicemen's organisations at Torquay had recently purchased a
very fine building in Market Street and he hoped that it
would be a home for every ex-Servicemen's organisation in
the town. Each would retain its independence and unity but
all would come together in this building.
INNOVATION

Colonel J. E. F. Paton, chairman of the branch, who presided, said this was the association's third annual dinner but
the first to which women had been invited. In welcoming
the guests he said they wished every success to Colonel
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Daubeny, 1!1~ ~cw co~anding officer of the 43rd Wessex
Infantry D1v1Slonal Signal Regiment, T.A.
Colonel Paton urged that all Signalmen, whether past or
present me!llbers of the Forces, should be encouraged to
become acuve members of the association.
~eve_nty attended the dinner. Those present included
Brigadier B. B. Kennett, Chief Signal Officer Southern
Command; Brigadier Cameron-Webb (Plymouth) Colonel
Weston (Exeter), Captain J. N. Carleton-Stiff, codimanding
the local detachment, Royal Signals, and representatives
from _Plymouth and Exeter. branches of the Royal Signa:S
Assoc1at1on, and representatives of ex-Servicemen's Associations.
Sheffield and District

Our Annual General Meeting was held on the usual
March. Incidentally, after much tackmg around for a swtable venue, the Adjutant of the newly~on;n~ 6o H.Q. Signal Regiment, T.A., kindly extended an
~v1~ation, supported by the Yorkshire County T.A. Associat10~, that we should meet in their equally newly-built
prermses at Crabtree Lodge, Bransley Road, Sheffield. This
see~s. an ideal location; it js easily accessible, with good
facilities for refreshments and amenities, and the Branch
Committee expressed their thanks to all concerned for the
invitation.
At the meeting, Lieutenant-Colonel V. C. Holland was
elected President; Mr. K. Pryor, Chairman; and Mr. E.
Tayl_or, Honorary Treasurer. Mr. E. Ryalls agreed to
connnue as Branch Honorary Secretary, and will be glad
to hear from old and new friends at 150 Holgate Road
Sheffield 5. Executive and Social Committees were als~
elected.
In his address, Colonel Holland likened the Branch to
an invalid; whereas there were about no members, only
about 40 or rather more, could be termed active. Continuing this theme, the Honorary Secretary, in his report,
referred to a year successful socially, if not financially.
The Committee is very anxious to give all the· attention
possible, to the development of exactly the kind of social
and other activity which members ask. Much hard work
has been done during the last 12 months towards this end;
and, at our new location, we look forward to a successful
year.
Steps are being taken to organise another evening trip
somewhere in Derbyshire, and with this and other activities
well in hand, members are assured of a hearty welcome on
our "Fourth Wednesdays."

~ourth Wednesday~

Jersey

A -Jersey Branch was formed in June, 1950, after much
enthushstic spade work by Mr. Steele, of the London
Branch. Fired by his example, the original dozen or so
set out to unearth new members.
Their task bas not been easy and, indeed, has often been
hazardous. Parts of the Island are virtually unexplored and
the natives are reputed to be anthropophagous. One
ex-D.R. who set out on a voyage of exploration three
ully
months ago has not yet returned, but as be was
pl.id up life member no further action has been taken. At
present the membership is around the 30 mark and it
includes three ex-A.T.S. Signals. Mary Ann is an Extraordinary Honorary Life Member.
The President is Captain R. J. B. Bolitho, who will be
remembered by many as a pioneer in Army radio and as
part-inventor of second-channel interference. He is supported, as the need arises, by Captain J. M. N. Richardson
as Chairman, Captain L. R. Flaws as Secretary and E. E.
Watts as Treasurer and censor. Meetings are held on the
first Tuesday of each month at 8 p.m. in Swanson's Hotel,
Saint Relier.
Activities so far have included two rifle shoots on the
miniature range of Victoria College. There were no fatal
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ca ulltie and the results suggest that, when one or two
members have curbed their tendency to start on a double,
th Branch may confidently challenge some other local
Association, say the Girls' Life Brigade.
.
.
A dinner and social planned for the Chnstmas penod
had to be cancelled because of a sudden change in the rather
co:nplicated Jersey Licensing ~aws. A proposal to carry
on the dinner as a teetotal affair was defeated by a small
m 3 jority. However, by the time that this appears in print
(if it ever does) the first "stag party" will have taken place.
Thi may all seem rather uneventful, but any who get
this impression are advised to attend one of th~ monthly
meetings. Here they will encounter the notonous Mary
Ann will marvel at the speed and efficiency with which
ordi:iary business is concluded, and will t~en ~ int:ro?uced
into one of the special study circles which sit .to discuss
current affairs. They will be doubly welcome if they are
prepared to address a s~udy ~de on. some topic of ge~eral
interest such as the Heliograph m Modern War, or
"Is ~field What It Was?" In addition, a small prize
is offered at each meeting to anyone who can tell a story
which the Treasurer has· not already heard. It has not yet
been won.
So, come along to " this Island Paradise D;estling in th~
shimmering sub-tropical waters of the English Chann~l
(Advertisement), and you can be sure of a warm recepuon.
The essentials of life are cheap (6d. a bottle and 1/6 for
20). Turn left at Southampton or Weymouth. All boats
pass the door.
Slough, Windsor and District

Monday, 19th March, a most auspicious occasion and
one that will be remembered by all members of the Branch
for many years to come. It was the presentation of a most
beautiful Standard to the Branch, in the colours which all
past and present me~bers of the Corps know .so well. For
this most generous gift we tender our very smcere th~s
and warm appreciation to Major R. 0. Edwards, now servmg
with the Corps.
The Standard was formally handed over to Major-General
W. R. C. Penney, c.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., M.C., "Yho expressed his
pleasure, adding othe~ remarks COJ:?plimentary to the
occasion and accepted it for safe keeping on behalf of the
Branch.
.
It is understood that in the near future the Standard· will
be consecrated at a special church parade to be arranged
under the auspices of the local Committe~ of ex-S_ervice
Associations which will be attended by His Worship the
Mayor, m~bers of his Council, the local Cadet Force and
all ex-Service Associations in the district.
The next monthly meeting to be held on April 27th will
be a social. Bring your lady friends along and any cxmembers of the Corps.
"NICK."

llOY AL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND

£ s. d .
Subscriptions received during March, 1951:
H.Q. School of Signals .... ... .......... ...... . 4 0 0
4 0 0
Royal. ~ignals _W ing, School of Signals
3 Tra!~g Re~ent ... ...... ................. . 19 12 3
4 Trammg Regiment ......................... .
4 IO 0
7 Selection Regiment .......................... . IO 8 0
Donations received during March, 1951:
61 Divisional Signal Regiment .. .... .
No. 6 (Boys) Training Regiment .. ........ .
Aldershot Branch ...... ............ ... .. ... ... .
Mrs. Hyde ...... ... ..... ..... ................... .
Mr. F . E. Secret ....................... .... ..... .
Mr. K. E. Whitton ........... .. ... .. ...... .... .
Mr. S. G. Willder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .
Total receipts during March . . .

6 l 6
6 17 0
2

2

0

3 6
3 0
3 0
3 0
£58 3

Expenditure during March, 1951 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £555 15 l
(includes : General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Beds;
Bedding; Furniture; Clothing; Funeral; Removal;
Fares).
Analysis of cases:
Families of soldiers serving in U .K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
ditto
B.A.O.R ...... .. .
1
ditto
M .E.L.F. . . . . . . . . .
ditto
FARELF
6
Widows and Dependants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Released and Discharged Soldiers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58

It is with regret that I must report the death of one of
our members, Edward Wraight, who was an active member
of this Branch. He passed away in the North Middlesex
Hospital on 9th April. Amongst the floral tributes, which
were mariy, was one from I Training Regiment and one
from London (City) Branch. The Secretary attended the
funeral as London (City) Branch representative, and expressed condolences with Mr. and Mrs. Wraight, and also
his wife who since the death of her husband has given
birth to a daughter.
"Eddy" Wraight re-enlisted into Royal Signals this year.
ROYAL SIGNALS SAILING ASSOCIATION

The Beaulieu Rally will take place on 16th June and will
n the same lines as in previous years. Will members
wishing to attend contact the Secretary, giving the size of the
·achts if they propose to sail to the Rally.
be ru
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Festival of Britain. The 16th Independent Parachute Brigade with its Signal
Squadron has moved mainly by aircraft carrier to Cyprus, there to stand
by awaiting some threat to British interests requiring the use of troops. The
Signal Regiment for the 1st Commonwealth Division is forming and will embark
shortly. This is a duty that will make history and the good wishes of all of us
will go with them. The Commonwealth has done some wonderful things in its
time, but none more significant of loyalty to the throne, and to each other, than
in the provision of a Division of soldiers from the United Kingdom, from
Canada, from Australia and New Zealand and from India. The 27th Commonwealth Brigade, or rather the British portion of it, has been relieved by the 28th
Commonwealth Brigade, but the Canadian, Australian and New Zealand Units
continue.
We hear good things of the progress of some of the newly re-raised Regiments, indeed some have already made their mark by sending in notes for their
Regimental Magazine.
H.R.11. THE

PRI~CESS

G.B.E~

Editor:
SMALLBOBE .22 SH001'ING MATCHES

Team Captains of Royal Signals Units (World-wide)
interested in postal matches, also any member of the Corps
who is a member of the "National Smallbore Rifle Association of Great Britain," who is keen to install smallbore
clubs in their Units, whether Regular or Territorial Army.
Please communicate direct to: S.S.M. P. E. A. Hall,
91 (Lorried) Infaritry Brigade, Signal Squadron,
B.A.0.R. I I.

Ueutenant-Colonel H. R. FIRTH

All correspondence and matter for
addressed to The Editor, "The Wire,"
88 Eccleston SqWJ.re, London, S.W.l.
Matter for publication must be received
publication.

Date
May 30
June

2
18

Match
R.M.A., Sandhurst
Ampleforth ColleiiL
R.A.O .C.

19

"
"

"

"
July

20

21
22
23
29
30

R.E.M.E.
Royal Engineers
Royal Artillery

II

R.A.S.C.

12
13

R.A .t:.

14

Yorkshire Gentlemen

Where Played
Sa:idhurst
12.30 p.m.
Ample forth
12 noon
Blackdown
11 .30 a.m.
Aldershot
11.30 a.m.
Cattcrick
1i.30 a.m.
Woolwich
11.30 a.m.
Catterick
1i.30 a.m.
Catterick
1i.30 a.m.
Catterick
12 noon

IS
Officers wishing to play, or to recommend other ranks to play
in any of the above matches, should apply direct to the
lion. Secretary.
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ROYAL, C.I., G.c.,·.o .•

COLOlU~L-IN-CHIEF

Major-General C. H. H . Vulliamy conveyed our loyal greetings to our
Colonel-in-Chief on the occasion of her birthday and received the following
reply from Her Royal Highness :
" I appreciate so much the good wishes I have received from my
Corps on my birthday. Please convey my warmest thanks to all ranks."

publication for "The Wire" should be

by the 15th of the month preceding
ROYAL SIGNALS CRICKET FIXTURES, 1951

London (City)

HERE is little to mark the June WIRE as remarkable for Royal Signals.
In the London newspapers news of world-wide events of real importT
ance is crowded out by Public Relations Officers " hand outs " about the

3

Remittances should be made payable
to : Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

The Statue of "Jimmy" on the front cover is in the garden of Kilmore
House, Camberley, which was built about 1911 by Colonel C. F. C. Beresford
Colonel Beresford was a Royal Engineer Officer who at one time commanded
the Telegraph Battalion, Royal Engineers, and whose name appears in the
H .Q. Mess at Catterick.
The photograph which it will be agreed has considerable artistic merit
was taken by Mr. S. de La P. Beresford who now lives at K.ilmore House. It
is, however, apposite to mention that the statue itself was originally purchased
at the 1851 exhibition which provides the choice of 1951 as a suitable year for
the Festival of Britain.

scription rates ( post free, except air
mail): Twelve months, I Os.; single
month, ls.

.n - ~E

Vol. 5

•

1951
New Series

:Vo. 6

PRICE: ONE SHILLING

OF J~TEHEST ·~ THIS Nli:.\mEn

As forecast, we commence a new series of articles with " Telegraph Automatic Signalling,'' by Captain J. C. Lucas, B. c., A.M.I.E.E., Royal Signals.
Written by a student, not an expert, it should be within the reach of all, or
nearly all. One whose knowledge advanced as far as and including the heliograph admitted a comprehension of its meaning. Page 178.
A pleasant story on Recreational Transport is at page 181.
The Joys of Sailing in FARELF are depicted on page 191.
In Territorial Army notes will be found accounts of the adoption ceremonies by which the existing close association between the Territorial Army
and the municipal authorities is cemented.
Royal Australian Signals make a welcome appearance on page 197. Not~
worthy particularly is the account and photographs of the presentation on
7th May of a clock to Her Royal Highness, their Colonel-in-Chief and ours.
Southern Rhodesia Signals have notes on page 198.

FORTHCO~IING EVENTS
Band E•9ag4'mt>nts

Jun"
June
June
June

17-23
outh Bank Exhibition, London.
27-28
outhern Command, Aldersho_t.
29
Corps Cricket Match, Woolwich.
30-July 1 Salisbury, Southern Command Signal
Regiment.
July 7
Valley Gardens, Harrogate.
July 8
altwell Park, Gateshead.
July lO-II-12 Great Yorkshire Show, Harrogate.
De11pat'"11 Hidt>rs· Displays

When this number appears the team will still be at the
Royal Tournament at Earls Court.
June 30
Caterharn and Warlingham Tattoo,
Caterham.
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst.
July 4
Triumph Sports Day, Coventry.
July 7
July 10-II-12 Great Yorkshire Agricultural Show,
·
Harrogate.
Bedfordshire Agricultural Society, Luton.
July 13-14
Cri('ket

June
June
June
June
July
July
July

18-19
20-21
22-23
29-30
IJ-12
13
14-15

R.A.0.C., Blackdown. 11.30 a.m.
R.E.M.E., Aldershot. 11.30 a.m.
Royal Engineers, Catterick. 11.30 a.m.
Royal Artillery, Woolwich. 11.30 a.m.
R.A.S.C., Catterick. 11.30 a.m.
R.A.C., Catterick. 11.30 a.m.
Yorkshire Gentlemen, Catterick. 12 noon.

London Dilltrict Tattoos

Every Wednesday and Saturday evening in July from 7.30
p.m. to 9.15 p.m. on the Horse Guards Parade ~n~l.udes
Motorcycle Displays by 56 (London) Armo~d Divi:s1onal
Signal Regiment and 23 (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment,
T.A.

uo,·.u.

The Dinner on 6th June and the Tea Party on 7th June
were enjo ed by many. An account will be in the July WIRE.
PROGll.\l'DIE, llOYAL SIGN1\LS
(tUif'KSIL'-'Ell" TJlAILER, J9Gl
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Festival of Britain.
Festival of Britain.

Old Comrades' Reunion and Annual
Ge•eral Meeting ol the ..tssociation

July 21-22

At Catterick.

Lau.-• Tennis

June
June
June
July

15
25
27
13

Royal Engineers, Catterick.
R.A.0.C., Aldershot.
R.E.M.E., Hurlingham.
R.A.S.C., Aldershot.

Festival of Britain, York
Festival of Britain, Leeds
Royal Signal Old Comrades, Catterick
C.C.F. Camp, Gandalc
Carlisle Pageant
Cauerick Camp, Catterick Fair
Northampton (British Timken Show)
Leicester
Derby
Fe rival of Britain,
ouingham

June 11-18
June 23-)uly 15
July 21-22
Aug. 1-3
Aug. 6-ll
Aug. 14-19
Aug. 21-25
Aug. 28-Sept. I
Sept. 5-8
Sept. 15-0ct. 7

SQ.M.S. Wilderspin, British Empire Medal.
For Services during operations in Malaya 1st July-31st
December, 1950
O.Il.E.-Lieutenant-Colonel N. I. Bower.
Major A. C. Cox, M.B.E.
M.B.E.-Major D. D. Whitehead.
Major J. Raffan.

Mentioned in Desparches
Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Bayliss, O.B.E., M.C.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. G. Goodeve-Docker.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. J. C. Harrison, O.B.E.
Major J. I. Parkinson.
W.O.II W. Armstrong.
W.O.II E. Evans.
W.0.II G. E. Fox.
W.0.II R. Finister.
Sergeant W. Sawyer.
Sergeant E. Brown.
Corporal G. Pe-ters.

O:'\' ACTIVE SERVICE
Wounded

NEWMAN.-14371161, Driver L. Newman, on 25th April,
1951, in Korea.
Jreported Missi11g

CAIRNS, JENNINGS, MILES, WARD, GI~EENMAN.
-2251713 Signalman J. T. Cairns, 22212720 Signalman H.
Jennings, 1459498 Driver A. E. Miles, 1991711 Pay-LanceCorporal S. Ward, 2329216 Driver E. Greenman on 25th
·
April, in Korea.
BIRTBS

23 (So11thern) f'orps Signal Regiment, T.A.

June 23
Motorcycle Display, Chalfont St. Peter.
June 30-July 14 Regiment in Camp at Harwich.
.>3 ('ft..elsh) Infantry Dir:isio-1
Signal lregimPnt, T.A.

July 14-15

Families visit Regiment in Camp at
Kinmel Park.

•"i6 (LqndonJ ,trmoured Divisional Signal
lleglment T • • , Despatch Rid-ers' Display

July 28

East Harling Pete.

Slough Dran('la, Hoyal Signals Association

June
17'4

22

ocial meeting.

LEATHERLAND-CARR.-On 5th May, 1951, Captain
F. W. Leatherland, Nigeria Signal Squadron, to Captain
Ann Carr, Q.A.R.A.N.C.
BROCK-CLEGG.-On 24th March, Captain W. E. Brock,
Royal Signals, to Miss Barbara Maureen Clegg, at the
Zion Methodist Church, Drighlington, near Bradford.
DEATHS

WARD.-GD/22353440, Signalman W. Ward, on 6th April,
1951, at Gateshead-on-Tyne.
WRAIGHT.-22547118, Signalman E. J. D. Wraight on 9th
April, 1951, at North Middlesex Hospital, Edmonton, N.18.

PERSONAL COI..U1UN

110:\'"0t;HS .\ND .U\'ARDS

quick11ilrf'r

June 11-18
York.
June 23-July 15 Leeds.

:.lfi\HHIAGES

SIGi\"ALS DINNER Cl.UD

TURNER-To S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) and Mrs. Turner, 5
A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, at Scarborough Hospital on
1st March, a daughter-Ann Lesley.
TELFER-To W.0.11 and Mrs. J. Telfer, SX Branch H.Q.
B.A.0.R., on 14th March, a daughter-Shirley Anne ..
SHARP.-To Captain and Mrs. A. Sharp, 2 L. of C. Sign~l
Regiment, at Military Hospital, Hamburg, on 3rd April,
1951, a daughter-Carol.
E~GAGEMENT

GASKELL-PAUL-DUBOIS-TAINE. -The engagement
is announced between Waryn, younger son of MajorGeneral and Mrs. H. S. Gaskell, of Chideock, Dorset, and
Beatrice, daughter of M. and Mme. Paul-Dubois-Taine, of
19 Bd. Beausejour, Paris XVI.
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Promotions

To be Lieut .-Colonels ("London Gazette," 3rd April)
A. T. Sladen, o.B.E.
J. H. L. Crichton, M.B.E.
Hong Kong Signal Regiment
S.Q.M.S. Diarmid to R.Q.M.S.
Sergeants Powis and Crosby to S.Q.M.S.
Movements ol Ollicers

Lieutenant-Colonel E. H. Clarke from Burma to C.S.O.,
AA Group.
Lieutenant J. H. Ellis from C.S.O. 1 AA Group to retired
pay.
Major J. S. MacArthur, Royal Australian Signals from
B.A.0.R. to I Training Regiment.
Major J. Swallow from School of Signals to East Africa.
Major M. J. R. Fletcher from F.A.R.E.L.F. to Home
Establishment.
Major (Q.M.) H. Napper from 3 Training Regiment to
3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Captain (TOM) H. N. Ransome from Northern Command
Signal Regiment to 3 Infantry Divisional Regiment.
Lieutenant (TOM) J. Foster from first commission to
Northern Command (M) Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) J. J. Brown from Depot Regiment to
3 Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Smitherman, Ministry of Supply to Eastern Command Signal Regiment.
I

The following have been posted to 1st Commonweal1h
Divisional Signal Regiment, United Nations Forces
Major G . S. Fenton from Staff Appointment.
Major F. P. Johnson from School of Signals.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. L. Atkinson from Depot.
Major J. E. Denton from 3 Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel D. Pegg from Egypt Command Signal
Regiment to Staff College, Pakistan.
Major J. J. Williams, Royal Canadian Corps of Signals,
is returning to Canada after serving with Royal Signals in
U.K. and B.A.0.R.
Major A. C. Cox from B.A.0.R. to Commonwealth Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major R. Cosstick, W.R.A.C., from 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment to W.R.A.C. Military Police.
Captain J. Thomas, W.R.A.C., from 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment to W.R.A.C. Military Police .
Brigadier and Mrs. C. A. H. Chadwick from B.T.E. to
H.Q., Eastern Command.
Brigadier L. de M. Thmllier from C.A.F.S.0., B.A.F.0.,
to C.S.0., B.T.E.
Major A. W. Barron from Western Command Signal
Regiment to Senior Officers' School.
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Major T. Farr from H.Q., Mid West District to Western
Command Signal Regiment.
Major J. S. MacArthur, Royal Australian Signals from
B.A.~.R. Signal Regiment to 5 Training Regiment.
Ma1or A. W. Mead from U.K. to 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Major H. D. Bould and family from Cyprus Signal
Squadron to 7 Selection Regiment.
Some of the personalities in 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment
are:Majo~s E. S. Colem:m, C. E. Storey, J. H. Dirs, M.B.E.,
F. J. Tidey, T. J. Harns, M.B.E., R.S.M. C. A. Turner, M.M.,
S.S.M. L. R Hills.
Serving as Civil Liaison Officers Telkommunications in
B.A.0.R. are: Major J. F. Worth and Captains W. W. Fawley, R. V.
Proudlock, W. Morris, M.C., E. F. King, J. F. Everard, A.
MacNair.
Movement# ol Warrant and
Non-Comrnissioned Ollicers

R.S.M. Collins from Malaya.
R.S.M. MacDonald to Malaya.
S.Q.M.S. Humble from U.K. to 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment.
Ex W.O.I. F. A. Mathews has joined 41 A.A. (M) Signal
Squadron as a Territorial Army soldier.
S.Q.M.S. Williams from 2 Training Regiment to M.E.L.F.
R.S.M. Justice from Western Command Signal Regiment
to 52 (L) Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
R.S.M. Baker from 16 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., to Western Command Signal Regiment.

KING ED\V AllD VIl's HOSPITAL FOR
OFFICERS (SISTER AGl\"ES)

Sir 1ameson Adams writes :
Will you allow me, through your Journal, to make known
the additional facilities now available in King Edward Vll's
Hospital for Officers, Beaumont House, Beaumont Street,
W.r.
Until recently patients have as a rule made their own
arrangements for the payment of their physicians and surgeons, but the Council of the Hospital has now taken the
important step of inviting a number of eminent London
physicians and surgeons to form a Consulting Staff. Patients
who desire to avail themselves of the service of the Consulting Staff will be charged fees in accordance with their means
on an agreed scale. Patients may, however, still make their
own arrangements with any physician or surgeon of their
choice, if they so desire.
Subscribers, who are entitled to special rates for nursing
and maintenance, are asked to pay £1 yearly by banker's
order, which can be obtained from the Hon. Appeals Secretary, Empire House, 175 Piccadilly, London, W.r., who will
also be pleased to receive donations.
SITUATIONS

l-'ACA~T

A vacancy will shortly occur for the post of Manager at
Mercury House, Colwyn Bay. Salary £300 a year rising by
£25 to £4~ a year plus all found accommodation.
Candidates should be married and both manager and his
wife are to work in the running of the house.
Applicants should write either direct to Chief ~(ignal
Officer, H.Q., Western Command, Chester or to Secretary,
Royal Signals A sociation, 88 Eccleston Square, London,

s."'1.r.
HAlUS"
VS20F

COR~Ell

M.S.R. Radio Club, Kuala Lumpur, Mala>u, CXL on 14040
cckcnd .
K ·s. i 100 to POO weckdnys, 24 hours
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PRESENTATION TO

H.R.D The Priue••ss Royal
BY THE

,. ostralian Co .. ps oi Signals
ER Royal Highness The Prioc~s Royal was graciously

to accept on 7th May a
from Her Royal AusH pleased
Corps of Signals. The presentation was made at St.
gift

tralian

James's Palace by Colonel A. D. Molloy, Director of Signals,
Army Headquarters, Australia, to mark the granting of the
prefix " Royal " to the Australian Corps of Signals, and, as

Colonel Molloy aid, " as an indication of the loyal affection
o: your Australian Corp and their consciousness of the honour that is theirs in having you as their Colonel-in-Chief."
" It is perhaps a matter for regret," Colonel Molloy continued~ " that Your Royal Highness' duties and commitments
in this country have rendered it impossible for you to visit
Australia and inspect some of the units of your Australian
Corps and at the same time provide the opportunity for this
brief ceremony to be held in Australia. However, in the
happy event that such a visit might be possible in the future,
I can assure you of a truly loyal and enthusiastic welcome."
Major-General C. H. H. Vulliamy, c.B., n.s.o., Representa. tive Colonel Commandant, Royal Signals, and seven Australian Signals Officers stationed in the United Kingdom,
attended the ceremony.
The gift was a clock, set in a case of Queensland maple
decorated in silver with Her Royal Highness' Cypher, the
Corps badge, and filigree work in a wattle design.
The granting of the Royal Charter was officially notified
in 1948. In a recorded address sent to Australia on that
occasion Her Royal Highness said that the title had been
bestowed by His Majesty in recognition of the high standard
maintained by the Corps and of its great record 0£ ·achievement in two Great Wars. " I am proud of the fact my Royal
Corps of Signals and my Australian Corps of Signals served
together in many fields during the first Great War in France
and Italy and Palestine, and more recently in Greece, Syria
and the Western Desert, including the great turning point
)n history, the Battle of Alamein. During those days of
stress many strong ties of friendship were established
between the two Corps."
The Australian Engineer units known as Divisional Signal
Companies were the nucleus from which the Corps originated. These Companies were formed in 1921 following experience during World War I of the increasing value of intercommunication in the field. Later it was appreciated that
a separate administration was necessary, and in January,

1925, the Austra~ian Corps of Signals came into being. A
n ecessary expans10r;i of the Corps followed the outbreak of
World War II, the strength of the Corps increasing to 24 ooo.
Throughout its history the Corps has closely followed the
~oyal Corp~ <;>f Signals in policy and direction, in organisation and trammg, and to this close relationship may be attritiuted much of the successful co-operation. between the two
Corps. The granting of the prefix "Royal" to the Australian Corps was a unique occasion in the history 6f the Royal
Australian Signal .

UNITED STATES AR.HY

Slt.i~AL

t'OllPS

T

HE March/ April number of Signal, the Journal of the
. Armed Forces Communications Association of the
Uruted. States of. America, gives news and pictures of a
P~rty m the ~~uonal ~ress Club in Washington to pay
tribute to ret.mag Chief Signal Officer, Major-General
Spenc~r B. Akm, and a.t the same time to commemorate the
88th birthday of the Signal Corps. It will be remembered
t~a.t Gene~al Akin paid a most welcome, but all too short
V1S1t t~ this . country in May of last year.
'
Durmg his long ~eer in the Signal Corps General Akin
has ,been a good fnend to Royal Signals. He retired on
31st March.
All of his f~iends in Royal Signals will wish to associate
themselves w1~ the many tributes paid to his "brilliant
reco~d a~ a soldier and his ability to direct the Army's commurucattons - electr?fl:ics - photography - operations _
procure~ent and trauung . . ."
We m the Royal Signals welcome Brigadier-General
George I. Back as Chief Signal Officer of the Army
General Back has unti.l recently been Chief Signal Office;
Far East Command with headquarters in Tokyo.

*

*

*

His very many frie~ds in Royal Signals will be pleased to
learn of t.Qe appomtment of Major - General F H
Lanahan as Chief Signal Officer at SHAPE. He wili bes~
be remembered for _his work at SHAEF during the War
firs~ as ~eputy to our own General Vulliamy .and then a~
Chief Signal Officer.
In the immediate post-war period he was Chief Signal
Officer, European and Mediterranean Theatre United
States. Army with headquarters at Frankfurt.
'
Unul recently he has been Commanding General at Fort
Monmouth.
We hope both he and Mrs. Lanahan will be able to visit
England m the near future.

A Leave To Be1ne11iber
~ostly
~y

~ers,

OME,
old
would have us believe that the
is not what was, and that " the spirit of advenS
ture is dead." But is it ?
any rate five men (Sergeant
tt

A~

[Courte•y: Kcynonc Press Agency,
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The scroll pictured above wa s ·originally presented to ou r
Colonel-in-Chief in October 1949 at St. James's Palace by
"Brigadiers Kapur and 4yappa -on behalf of the Corps of Indian
'Signals.
It is now in the Headquarter Officers' Mess at
Catterick Camp.
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Burgess, Lance-Corporal Smith, Lance-Corporal Tillson
C?rporal B<;>nner and _Dri~er Allen) of 1st Infantry Divisionai
Signal Regiment, Tnpoli, would appear to challenge these
statements. Burgess and Tillson ride for the Meteors a
Speedway team ~ Tripoli, and the five equipped with f~ur
motor-cycles built of ex-W.D. scrap decided when their
~eave ~e, that they would like to spend at le; t a few days
m their own homes.
~onsequ~ntly they set ou.t (Smith riding pillion on Tills?n s ma~hine) on. 26th April upon their 1450 mile journey
Vla ~urus, Marseilles, Paris, Calais and Dover, each man
carrymg food and a small allocation of French francs.
~he party arrived at _Dover in the evening of 2nd May,
havmg . co~pleted the iourne}'. across France without any
undue mcident, but, upon setung foot on English soil their
troubles started for the customs frowned upon them and
demanded 33} per cent import duty and 66} per cent
customs duty. This presented quite a nice problem to assess
the value on machines built up of W.D. scrap especially a
the party had no money anyway! However, we understand that all ended happily through the kind combined
offices of the local representative of the Evening Standard
and ~ Roy~! ~i~als .Officer who came to the rescue. By
the ume this is m prmt the machines will have been again
pa~sed throug~ the customs and the five adventurers (all
bemg Well) will b back with their Unit. Quite a tout
effort.

TELEGRAPH AU.TOl\IATifJ SWITfJHING

in the

British Post Office

themselves is usually the factor which limits the length of
circuit which may be worked. Great care has been exercised
to provide a nation-wide network which will give high
quality transmission and still leave a margin for re-routing
under emergency conditions. In many cases stations have
not been connected to their nearest switching centre but
have been extended by VF links 50 or more miles to the
nearest zone centre. Again on account of their remote
geographical location a very few stations may not be allowed
to operate freely over the network. The recent development of an electronic regenerative repeater will probably
repair this limitation.

By Captain J. C. Lt:CAS, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E., Royal Signals
D~laf1•8d

S•mmary
HE aim of this article is to briefly survey in non-technical

T

sryle one aspect of recent telecommunications development-the Telegraph Automatic Switching Syste~.
Recently introdu~d on a limited scale the system will
eventually serve the whole of this country's Inland Teleprinter Network.
Past Systems

Until the early war years the. Public :relegraph Ser~ce
was organised entirely on a pomt-to-pomt system. With
some 14,000 offices accepting telegrams, ,cliJ;ect interconnection was clearly impossible and the rnaionty of the traffic
needed to be manually retransmitted several times bef~re
reaching its destination. As much of th~ cost of operatmg
the service was due to staff charges this method proved
uneconomical.
In 1935 the deficiencies of the existing system were WC:ll
appreciated and the provi.sion of a Na?o~al Automaoc
Switching System was studied by a cormrussion. Development work and field trials went ahead but the advent o! the
war totally suspended operations before the techmques
developed could be applied on any scale.

We thus opened the war with the point-to-point system.
This was organised with four categories of office corresponding broadly with Brigade, Division, Corps and Army
and almost the whole of the traffic circulated up and down
the chain. While such a system is suitable for army communications it does not meet civilian needs where interests
are more scattered. The bombing of 1940/ 41 destroyed the
instrument rQoms of the Central Telegraph Offices in Liverpool, Bristol and Birmingham-corresponding to Army
H.Q.s-and the vulnerability of the system was most clear.
A decentralised point-to-point scheme was evolved
urgently but while the vulnerability was reduc:ed even more
retransmission was needed so that staff operatmg hours and
message transit time were increased. Manual switching was
introduced using specially designed boards and the scheme
continually expanded until 1947. Designed to meet the war
emergency the manual switching scheme worked very well
but was no more than a stop-gap until automatic switching
could take the field.
In mid 1945 on the conclusion of the European War,
automatic switching was reviewed. The project was
reopened, advantage being taken of recent improvements in
design technique. After five years of research, development and manufacture by both the Post Office and G.E.C.,
London North and Birmingham switcllling centres opened
in November 1950. They were a large scale field trial an.d
in their existing form handled only IO per cent of their
ultimate traffic capaciry. Some 50 teleprinter offices scattered
from Aberdeen to Exeter were connected, and by selective
allocation of offices to switching centres, normally dialled
connections over 1,000 miles long were provided for the
purpose of the field trial.

Hunting

Although delayed hunting is only one of many notable
enginering advances incorporated in the scheme its novelry
makes it specially interesting. Manual switchboards possess
one major facility normally not found in auto. This is their
ability to hold a call for a short period if all outlets are tern-

porarily engaged. This facility greatly improves each call'
chances of being effective at the first attempt.
Automatic switches in general, hunt extremely rapidly
over the outlets and if they are all instantaneously engaged
return a busy tone to the caller. The delayed hunting facility
incorporated in the new Telegraph Switching System allows
calls to queue, holding each for a period not exceeding 6o
seconds. If during this time an outlet becomes free the
waiting call is switched to it. Should no line become available the call is overflowed to the local area office where it is
recorded for subsequent retransmission. Where this retransmission is necessary, printing reperforators and auto-transmitters will be used to save operating time.
Analysis of many calls shows that the average holding
time for calls made without delayed hunting is about 6o
seconds. This includes the dialling time and the transmission of a telegram. The delay facility will add about 0.65
seconds to this average time but in contrast practically every
call attempted will succeed at its first attempt.
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Proposed Layout of the System

Engineering traffic and economic factors affect the layout
which can be' used. The plan to be adopted consists of
several thousand teleprinter stations interconnected through
the 24 switching centres listed below and shown in Fig. I.
Zone Centres :

Fig. I.
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Teleprinter Automatic Switching System
layout of Swi tchi ng Centres

Area Centres Cl.

1

Area Centres Cl.

2 :

Birmingham,
Bristol,
Glasgow,
Leeds, London North and London
West.
Bangor, Belfast, Edinburgh, Exeter,
Grimsby, Hull, Liverpool, London
Centre,
Manchester,
Newcastle,
Nottingham, Southampton.
Aberdeen, Bournemouth, Brighton,
Cardiff, Sheffield, Swansea.

.. ..OlP
"
......._.,. . ,.,3',

The category of each centre is determined by the manner
in which i.t is connected to other centres and the types of
station (teleprinter) lines which may be connected to it.
Zone centres have direct links to all zone and class I centres
plus those class 2 centres where traffic .woul~ justi~y the
connection. Other centres are more restricted m the!-f outlets. Trunk lines between switching centres are normally
VF (18 circuits per channel). Station lines may be Vf'. or
physical. Distortion of the telegraph code by the lmks
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or three motor driven signal generators has been developed
by the P.O. Their motor speed is very accurately governed
at 3000 r.p.m. by the comparison of 50 c.p.s. signals from the
generators with the 50 c.p.s. signal output of a valve maintained tuning fork.
Any difference between signals,
indirectly operates the governor to bring the motor back to
it correct speed.
The teleprinted test messages, to which access may be
gained by dialling appropriate codes, are " songs " distorted
by o, 20, 25 and 30 per cent. Also available by dialling is a
speed test signal. This signal applied to a neon bulb gives
a strobosc0pic check of high accuracy for teleprinter motors.

T11pt't1 ol Cir( uit l ' s t'd
All teleprinted circuits will be provided on a two-way
. implex basi , without local record facilities. Simultaneou
tran mis ion in both directions is thus possible but will be
arely used. M essages will normally be transmitted from
outgoing positions, from which switched connections are
et up, terminating on incoming positions at the distant end.
T o assist in the di posal of heavy traffic under emergency
condition , a eparate group of positions termed ' du plex"
po itions will be provided at Area offices and will be available only by dialling a special directory cod e. At least one
" duplex" position will also be provided at offices which
both transmit and receive telegrams. By these arrangements
emergency circuits can be set up over the switching n en vork,
terminating on position uitable from a traffic viewpoint for
the irnultaneous reception and transm ission of messages on
one teleprinter.
It is intended to retain only 15 permanent point-to-point
circuits in the country and these will terminate at the
Central Telegraph Office in London.
~umbf'ring

System

An area, as distinct from a national, numbering scheme
has been adopted for principally economic reasons. In consequence the code dialled to reach specific office will vary
depending on the location of the calling office. However,
by using a mixed letter and figure code a national directory
can be issued. For example, the code BM 731 is liereford,
tharis extension 731 on Birmingham switching centre. By
giving the letters BM on appropriate numerical equivalents
in different areas the code BM 731 will always produce
Hereford no matter from where it is dialled. An advantage
of this scheme is that by giving the letters alternative equivalent numbers, alternative routing can be rapidly effected
under emergency conditions. Figs 2, 3 and 4 show extracts
from the national directory and the dialling code list for
Nottingham area and a diagram illustrating the routing of
calls between places in the directory extract.

a

f ' o n i·ersion Programnt.e

As has been said conversion to automatic switching has
already begun with the opening of Birmingham and London
North centres. Needs for economy in capital expenditure
have put the programme behind schedule but a current estimate for the completion date of all switching centres is
Autumn 1953. The phase in hand at present involves the
installations at Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow_, London Centre,
Manchester, Exeter, Newcastle, Nottingham and Liverpool.
Tf'lf'printer Position Equipm.rnt

The ~ystem is . designed m work with the Teleprinter No.
IIB (Fig. 5) which replaces the No. 3. The uB is a new
design of tape printing machine working at 50 bauds and
using the international alphabet No. 2 (the speed and
~lpha~t ar~ the _same for the . Teleprinter 7B WD). Used
m co~iu~cuon with. the telepnnter is the dialling unit (also
seen m Fig. 5). This mounts externally the dial three supervi ory lamps and six keys.
'
In large offi~s the teleprinter and dialling unit are
mounted on continuous benches as in previous P.O. practice.
Power supplies are then drawn from a central 80 + 8ov
battery. At small offices a new design of unit table of " L "
hape is installed. This table is comparable with the Table
DTN 2,000 used by the services and mounts rectifiers for
signalling and motor supplies on the underside (Fig. 5).
Opf>ratloa at Teleprinter P o 8itioa

•

On dialling a distant office an operator learns that the
conn~on is made by the automatic receipt of the distant
te~ep_nnter's answer-back code. On completing the transm1ss.1on the operator presses the WRU key and should again
receive the answer-back code. This second code indicates
180

l'ont'lus io n

This article aims only at a very brief survey. A more
comprehensive explanation of the system is given in
I.P.O.E.E. Printed Paper No. 195- " The Introduction of
Automatic Switching to the Inland Teleprinter Network"
by H E. Wilq:ickson, A.M.I.E.E., and C. W. A. Mitchell,
A.M.I.E.E. Acknowledgment is given to the Institution of
Post Office Electrical Engineers for kind permission to
extract from their paper.
Fig. 5.

Unit Ta bl e Eq uipment

t hat the call has been m aintained continuously and printed
at the far end.
Any fault which would . have interru pted receipt would'
have disconnected the call in its entirety.
Incoming calls start the teleprinter m otor, trip the answerback unit and light the green supervisory lamp. W hen thecall is subsequently cleared by the distant operator the motor
stops but the lamp remains alight to indicate that a message
awaits collection.
By throwing the Out of Service K ey on the dialling unit
a teleprinter is busied to incoming calls. This facility i~
used when the office is closed for the night, when the position is faulty, or for testing in local.
The Teleprinter nB has incorporated in it a paper fail urealarm which when operated releases any call in progress,.
busies the position to further calls and gives audible and
visual alarms to attendent personnel. .
Service Signal.s

Since the circuits do not possess normal telephone facilities for informing a caller of the progress of a call various
service signals are returned and printed on the calling teleprinter. They keep the operator informed of the cause for
any delay. All are internationally agreed abbreviations for
service correspondence " MOM " continuously r epeated at
x.6 second intervals shows that the call is in suspense at the
far end waiting for a free outlet (delayed hunting). " N C"
-no circuits-indicates that all outlets without suspense·
facilities are engaged. " OCC "-occupied-implies that all
outlets to a station and to its overflow centre are engaged.
" DER T " and "DER S " mean that the trunk or station
line seized by a selector is faulty.
Switc h ing Equipment

Standard P .O. 2000 type two-motion selectors and 3000
type relays are used throughout in the normal step-by-step·
system. Production and maintenance problems are eased
since vast quantities of those types are used in the country's.
telephone network. High speed relays and the Type "A"
Carpenter relays are also used in the te!egraph switching
system bu t these are not common to telephone switching.
Unlike telephone dialling, telegraph dialling is double
current. 8ov positive (spacing) for a " break " and 8ov negative (marking) for a "make."
S ignal G e n erat ors

To produce the service signals mentioned, the Who Are
You (WRU) signal for autom atic transmission to called
stations and also various teleprinter test messages, a series.
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DO YOU

REME~IBER?

T

HAT THE W IRE of J une 1921 was on the whole a d ull
number. I t did announce that the "Pip Emma" of
our boyhood had been changed to" Pip M onkey."
It contained a most interesting article on the History of
Signals by Colonel Commandant E . G. Godfrey-Faussett.
By contr ast you m ay remember that the June 1931 was a
grand number and between it and July is pasted a photograph of those attending the Royal Signals Old Comrades'
Reunion at Aldershot on 19th July of that year. Another
photograph is the Association Football Team of 4th Divisional Signals runners-up in the Army Cup; the Commanding Officer was G. E. Sampson, the Adjutant L. B. Nicholls,
and A. H . Beattie was R.S.M . T he Aldershot and Salisbury and District Branches of the Association have notes,
and Barleux had a wonderful Plain Tale about T ropical
G ardening and Mlle. Pauline Car away. Do you remember ?
F .E.N. wrote from Meerut "a few hints for families
drafted to India " and there are notes from Royal Signals
at Shanghai, Tientsin and Hong Kong, and in the case of
the latter for a combined operation the Signal Section
equipped itself with a prototype of the Wireless Handcart
indistinguishable . from the modern version. They had at
Hong Kong just installed a new telephone exchange. Do
you remember that Royal Signals were stationed in Malaya,
a very popular station in those days.
Do you remember in the Aden Signal Section notes : "The
most interesting item of news, this month, i that we understand that our 0 .C. has received a semi-official notification
from Headquarters that the Aden Signal Section is to continue indefinitely."
Do you remember that on Easter Sunday 1931 the Tientsin
ignal Section took part in a Church Parade on the Min
Yuau Sports ground, other Troops included the 15th Infantry United States Army and the 1st Battalion The Quee.:is
Royal Regiment.
Do you remember that the band in 1931 was at Glasgow
and Dunfermline until 21st June and then had a day each
at 5 Divisional Signals, Scarborough, and 3 Divisional Signals
Bulford. Lance-Corporal Pat Mills went ten hard fought
rounds in Bombay with Gunboat Jack; and Sergeant
Cotterell was sent on a P.T. Course ! !
Do you remember that double sided silk ties in Corps
Colours could be bought for 2/6d. (postage 2d.) ? You do?
Well you're much older than I.
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W e H ave
~~Bee ' Tra11 s po r t
WAS in the doghouse. Not that it was really my fault,
b:.tt she, with a logic of only which such as she is
Icapable,
had decided that I was the cause of our present predicament. The predicament itself was simple. We were
standing on a something cold and very lonely railway station,
there were no trains for another eight hours, we spoke very
little of the local dialect and had even less of the local currency, and we were forty miles from home. The arrival
in this predicament was not so simple. Bear with me whilst
I share my troubles.
We had a car-one of our very own. But notice that the
tense is past. She had insisted on being taught to drive. She
had been taught and she had driyen. U nfortunately, this
had been in England wh ere one drives on the left. The car
had arrived in Germany where one drives on the right, she
had driven in G ermany but had forgotten which way to g·o
round a roundabout. This did not help the car at allespecially as a very large vehicle was coming around the right
way. She had only been in hospital a week. The car was
still on the D.I. list and likely to remain so for more months
than we really cared to contemplate. Hence, at the time of
which I am writing, we had recreational transport.
F or those not familiar with the terms of the hiring of
recreational transport in this part of the world, a few words
of explanation may be in order. One is allowed by a benevolent command to hire at nominal cost such vehicles as may
be suitable and available for personal pleasure journeys. But
such journey m ay not exceed twenty miles each way. This
fa ct has a considerable bearing on my tale, for we had gone
out in " Rec " transport to tour the countryside and specifically to visit a certain opera reputed to be showing at a
town within this limit.
We had arrived at the town in comfort and ease and, with
several hours to spare, shopping and a meal was the order of
the day. A steak of gargantuan size was produced, consumed, and found good along with a reasonable portion of
bottled sunshine. The shopping was well and truly completed and everyone was happy (with the possible exception
of my bank manager-but they are never happy anyway).
W e investigated the Opera House to confirm the time of
performance. That started the trouble. The one we wished
to see was in the next town. The next town was fifteen
miles distant; and this was fifteen miles too far for our
allowable distance.
But she had to see the opera and a scheme was worked out
with that feminine agility which always leaves me wondering-and slightly worried. My lady is the light of my life
and no offers of exchange· would even be considered, but
her plans do have a way of not quite working out although
this one did seem foolproof. Briefly, we must return the
car and driver to base empty and proceed by train to the
next town. Being by nature a man of peace I ventured no
comment on this. I did tentatively suggest that we might
leave the opera until it came to our town. Mr. Molotov is
not nearly so nice, but he couldn't have applied the veto
more effectively. We caught the train. We saw the opera.
And we went back to the station. I booked tickets bacl~ and
checked on the indicator regarding platform , etc. I had
looked on arrival and the train wa due out at 2315 hr .
When I looked this time the train was still due out at 2315
hrs. but a small plate at the side said " Samstag." This
apparently meant Saturdays Only. The day was Tuesday.
The next train was 0745 hrs. We had five marks and fortyfive pfennigs between us, it was cold and raining, we didn't
know the town. And I went into the doghouse. We did
eventually find a place to stay and my credit was pledged to
a considerable extent. But I remained in the doghouse.
I am out now, but if she secs this story I hall probably
be back in again. So, Mr. Editor, if you decide to print it
-I'll settle for a packet of bones.
OLD BILL
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Co1nbined
Operations
SIGN AL SCHOOL
UR H .Q . Ship Signal Troop was considerably heartened

O with the news that the Admiralty had decided to commission the H.M.S. ' Meon ' as a Landing Ship Headquarters
(Small). The Troop now hopes to spend a considerable
portion of the Summer months aboard ship where, among
other things, they will enjoy "duty frees." Their first operational duty will be on Exercise " Runaground," which is a
combined exercise to be held in the Portsmouth area during
May.
Our Foreman of Signals, W.0.II Holton, and his merry
band of radio mechanics (2), had several field days this
month in preparation for assistance we gave in a B.B.C.
broadcast on 23rd April called "Trial by water." The pro-

Thken du ring the broadcast, and shows Raymond Baxter during
hi s imm ersion.

gramme featured the testing of water-proofed Army vehicles
and equipment being disembarked from a Landing Craft
Tank into 5 feet of water. Commentaries were given by two
well-known B.B.C. personalities, Frank G illard and Raymond Baxter.
We provided the commentators' communications, with
standard service equipment, from vehicles, after they had
left the craft, and throughout their " Trial by water" which
lasted 6 minutes.
Raymond Baxter disembarked in a Land Rover and made
his commentary over a 31 set link to the B.B.C. equipment
ashore. To get his cue the headset was fed from a Naval
612 receiver tuned to the light pr9gramme.
Footnoie.-lt was interesting to note that even the B.B.C.
has the wireless enthusiasts healthy respect for the match
stick ·when it comes to securing a lead without a plug.

Command H.Q. to do so. Brigadier Bethell very gallantly
stepped into the breach at a moment's notice, driving over
unmediately from York to inspect us. The later news is the
full administration inspection will now take place on 24th
July.
A very successful party was held in the " Anxious Hen "
under the able guidance of Mrs. R. Webb. Among many
events a very amusing "Twenty Questions " was held, wit11
the Colonel as a shrewd question-master. The party came
to an end with sketches and burlesque circus turns staged
by the Officers-judging by the audience's reactions this
proved an amusing and entertaining finish to a very enjoyable
evening.
The rugger season has come to an end much to the regret
of the team who, although defeats have equalled wins, have
played throughout with great enthusiasm.
A married families' Badminton Club is now well under
way, being held in the gymnasium every Friday evening.
As always the Unit Soccer team had a more successful
season than any other section of Regimental Sport. Three
of our star players, Sergeant Gower, Corporal Craig and
Signalman Nelson were invited to play for a team representative of York Garrison against Bradford City.
Although not many goals were scored by our Hockey
team, the side played with great zest and eclat. We are
sorry to lose Sergeant Carr on demobilisation, who was one
of our chief stalwarts.
Congratulations to Lance-Corporal Nickson on his recent
marriage. We would like to wish his wife and himself every
happiness in the coming years.

a Summer League, supported by the Chief Instructor, Major
P. F. Yeatman, M.B.E., the Adjutant, Captain P. J. W.
Stephens, S.Q.M.S. Toole and Sergeants Acock and Whatmouth. The voice of the hockey officer, Captain J. W. W.
Cock, will still be heard, but Captain T. L. Richards will
be away on a course.
This year the Wing is entering its own teams for the
Catterick District Rifle Meeting.
Lieutenant R. A. King is congratulated on being first in
the Foil and Epee, and Second in the Sabre Contests of the
Northern Command Fencing Championships, Royal Tournament Phase II. We wish him good fortune in the Royal
Tournament Inter-Service Championships at Olympia.

2 TRAINING REGDIE.:\'T

Line Sections have been provided for the T.A. Schemes,
and we have had a Section with the 50 (N) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment (T.A.).
The weather has not been very good to us, but gardens
are being tidied up, seeds sown, and all we are waiting for
now is the summer and, we hope, sunshine to produce
results.
Those men who were selected for the Parade at York
Minster on Sunday, 6th May, 1951, were complimented for

School of Signals

Officer Training Wing

TUE DEPOT REGIMENT

Taken afte r considerable quantities of sand had been removed
from the vehicle. The two 31 sets are mounted on the canopy
support and the Naval 612 receiver on top of the batteries.
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The last brass buckle had long been cleaned, the last dab
of green blanco applied. There had been a certain amount
of work done in barrack rooms (though the story that R.S.M.
Rowbory had been inspecting the stove chimneys and
ordering " pull throughs " can now be denied) . In brief,
the scene was set on the morning of the third of April for
the annual inspection of the Depot Regiment, by the G.O.C.
Catterick District and his staff.
It was the Adjutant who took the telephone message. Up
to that moment he had been happily preparing the answers
(and the odd question) for the Catterick Staff. Keen
observers say it was like seeing a film test to watch various
emotions suddenly registering on his face. It appeared that,
unfortunately, the G .0 .C. was ill that day, and would be
unable to come.
The spectators were on their various ways the Corps
Band were ready once again to say goodbye to dull care, the
~quadron~ were assembling, and altogether it was felt that
1f somethmg were not done someone might start using that
awful word " an,i-climax." Something WAS done, and
although the C.S.0. Northern Command was unable to fill
the gap personally, owing to a previous important engagement, he was able to prevail upon the B.G.S. at Northern
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Wireless Exercises, Line Schemes, Crowded Hours and
Military Training periods pack the working hours of the
Officer Training Wing. In off duty hours games are still
played with great enthusiasm.
The quarter's Inter-Course Boxing Competition has been
held and many excellent bouts were seen. A splendid
aggressive spirit was shown by the contestants, encouraged
no doubt, by their trainer, Captain D. A. L. Charles.
Captain D . H. Scarfe looks forward to even bigger and
better officer cadets for rugger next season. During April
the Wing were beaten in a remarkably good game by 5
Squadron, 4 Training Regiment. It is unfortunate that those
of our opponents who pass through this Unit during their
military career will not arrive during the rugger period.
Cricket practice has started, watched keenly by Major B.
A. Gomm, whose back injury prevents him from playing
at the moment.
Athletics training continues and Captains P. H. Palme1·
and C. N. Le Gassick are to be seen demonstrating in their
pale blue track suits.
The final placings in the Catterick Winter Hockey League
show the Officer Training Wing a close third to the
Royal Tank Regiment and the East Surrey Regiment.
Although thoughts do turn to athletics at this time of year,
it is still intended to play hockey throughout the summer in
THE WIRE , JUNE 1951

Court•sy: " Ca1t•rick Express "]

[Ph oroxraph: Sports D<1piJ1el1

Lance-Corporal Eric Ludlam, No. 2 Training Regiment , Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, with the trophie\. which he has won.
The trophies are (left to right): Imperial Services Boxing Association middleweight championship, A.B.A. middleweight championship, and Army open individual middlewe ight championship.
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their turnout and marching. A very good effort and a fine
parade. Whit un leave for the " Lucky people " is thi
m nth' highlight.
Plenty of practice is the only thing that gets .results and
the hooting team under the guidance of Captam D . S. A.
Hutley, G.M., are having daily practice, or should we say
nightly in view of Bisley. Captain Hutley, by the way, is
the Re erve for the Army Small Bore Team-Good show.

5

THAII''fl:\'G REG llUEN T

Boxing. Once again we have good news of this sport. By
winning the final of the welter weight contest in the Army
Boxing Championships at Aldershot, Signalman A. Baird
qualified for the I. .B.A. Championships, where once again
he was victorious. In the AB.A. C hampionships, which
Baird then entered, he won his way to the final but had the
bad luck to have to retire in the second round owing to an
injury. We congratulate him on this very good effort and
wish him better luck in the future.
Corporal White represented the regiment in the Northern
v. Western Command Championships and is to be congratulated on a very good win as he gained the d ecision in the
fi rst round.

Football. The U nit was well r epresented in the Royal
Signals (Catterick) Association football team which played
against the Royal Armoured Corps (Catterick District) at
Catterick on 28th April; five members of the team were from
this regiment. · The result was a win for Signals by 2 goals
to 1, who thus win the Catterick District Inter-Corps League
Championship 1950/ 5r.
The fi ve players drawn from this regim ~nt, who wer e preented with a m edal each, were Lance-Corporal N ewall, Signalman Townsend, Driver Stott, L ance-Corporal Johnson
and Signalman Pyne.

NORTllEUN IHEl.AND DISTlllC'n' (H) SIGNAL
SQUADHON

The big event this month was the fi nal of the N .I.D. Small
Bore Champion hip which was held a:t Thiepval Barracks
on · Saturday, 14th April. In
all, twelve teams competed in
the final, for which they had
qualified by winning one of
the leagues run during the
winter months. These leagues
were open to all Regular and
T.A. Units in Northern Ireland and were well supported.
In the final some excellent
s h o o t i n g w a s s .e e n ,
and eventually the wmners
turned out to be the "A"
team of Queen's University
U.T.C. (T.A.), closely followed
by their " B " team.
T he Squadron had two
teams in the final, who put up a really good show and were
finally placed fifth and sixth. They did not produce the
form they had shown in winning the league in which they
competed, and the cause of this was probably due to lack of
match temperament.
Whilst the shooting was the main attraction the opportunity was taken to stage other sports in· order to provide
the maximum en tertainment to all those attending.
The final of the N orthern Ireland District Hockey Championships was held in the morning, and in the afternoon the
R. A.F . played the 6o H.A.A. Regiment R A. at footbaU.
Both games turned out to be first class and the spectators,
who crowded the touch lines, were most appreciative. In
addition to the above games netball by mem bers of the
Women's Services was laid on in the G ymnasium.
We of t he Squadron flatter ourselves that we were mainly
responsible for the re-starting of small bore shooting in
Northern Ireland Distriet ·as it was due to the lead given by
enthusiasts that the competition was started.
In March S.Q.M.S. Scantlebury, an old and valued
member of the Squadron, departed to pastures new. He had
been with us for a considerable time and we were very sorry
to lose him. All rank of the Squadron wish him and his
wife good luck in their new station.

WESTERN COMMAND SIGNAi. HEGDJENT

At Drighlingto n Zion. Met hodist Church on Saturday, 24t h March,
Captain W E. Brock was married to Miss Barbara Maureen
C legg. Six o fficers of S Tra ining Regiment for med t he Guard
of Hono ur.
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After much advance planning and preparing, our first party
of Z and other Reser vists arrived at Blacon Camp on Saturday, 5th May, 1951, for their
fifteen days' training. One
keen type arrived at ten past
eight in the morning ! We are
all genuinely pleased to see
them, after all t he preparations,
and within a remarkably short
period of time the Reservists
had fallen into place in the
Regiment as "Training Troop"
under their own officers and
N .C.O.s, headed by Captain
F. Partington a n d S.S.M.
Cowley.
They spend abou t ten days in Blacon on Trade arid Military Training, not to mention sports, and in preparation for
a four-day exercise under canvas in Wales. All the details
of their training and the exercise were left to the Reservist
Officers and N .C.O.s who are making a very good job of it
aU. They attended a full scale Ceremonial Parade on the 12th
May, 1951, which was taken by the C.S.O., HQ., Western
Command, who commented very favourably on their turnout after seven days' training. On the social side, there has
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been a very eJ!joyable social evening in the Warrant Officers'
~ -1 Sergeants' Mess and an All Ranks' Dance is planned as
a parting gesture.
N eedless to say all this activity has produced its own crop
of steries and wise-cracks (people talk of being Zed-Tired)
and on the day of intake quite a few innocent tradesmen at
Blacon were nearly whistled into the " Reception Procedure "
machine by over zealous receptionists.
But this is nothing to the story about the Regular N.C.O.
who was posted to our sister unit, the Supplementary Reserve
Depot and Training Centre Royal Signals. It appears that
this bewildered individual was mistaken for a National Service man arriving for posting to the Supplementary Reserve.
Anyway within a very short time he found himself at the
station in civvies-all but demobbed with a batch of National
Service men !
We held a most enjoyable Tabloid Sports meeting recently
in which all Troops including " Training Troop" of course,
entered teams of twelve in a series of events ranging from
too yards to l mile and including a selection of field events
such as Discus and High Jump.
The object was to gain as many standards as possible and
the results counted in our first Inter-Troop Competition.
The best feat of the afternoon was Signalma1l K errigan's
high jump which brought everything to a standstill After
three determined attempts K errigan raised his jump to 15
inches and reduced the spectators to hysterics.

them again on their return to civil life will depend upon the
measure of success we achieve !
There is in York, namely at the Castle Museum, a veritable host of links with the armies of the past. A recent
visit inspires the thought that many of our colleagues visiting or passing through sometime will perhaps avail
themselves of an opportunity to see for themselves an
absolutely first-class museum. It must be quite unique with
a veritable treasure of showrooms of regalia, insignia,
uniforms, weapons and individual records of regimental
exploits going back over the centuries. In particular, the
visitor will find · two old work streets with cobbled
thoroughfares, farrier shop, hostelry and stage coach, together with quaint and curious shops and dwellings portraying for posterity the England of centuries back. The
cobbled stones and some of the dwellings of one street
are actually tl:e original articles. This museum has in
recent years acq uired such world wide renown that hardly
a day passes without three score tourists or more visiting the
showrooms there. Although the complete list of things to
see would take up fa r too much space we would recommend
that the copies of newspapers in the days of the " stocks
and pillori.es " be seen ! T he tablets displaying these old
papers make fascinating reading with quaint phraseology
and vivid portrayal of punishments such as banishments to
foreign lands for stealing a loaf of bread, to penance at the
stocks for expectorating at a police officer !

N ORTH E R N t;OM MAND ( M ) SIGN AL REGIMENT

And - Aircraft «Jommantl

There appears to be no reason of a security nature preventing us from informin g our colleagues in the Corps that
we shall shortly be moving our
R.H.Q. The move is p urely a
local one it is true, involving a
m atter of a few hundred yards
from our present location in Infantry Barracks to Cavalry Barracks. As always, of course, a
change of residence brings .
mixed feelings.
Unfor tunately, it is feared,
we shall be unable to find
accommodation for an Officers'
M ess and will be obliged to use
the facilities of a Command
Mess. This is indeed a blow, striking as it does at the
very heart of regimental life. The intimate and respected
ceremonies and functions of Mess life will perforce cease.
T he close structure and cohesion of a Regiment is based
very largely upon its r egimental functions as many will
agree, and only in latter years have we lost something of
the pageantry and colour and parades and functions making
for absolute rs:gard for one's Regiment. We take consolation however in the fact that once again we shall. be
quartered in a C avalry Barracks ! There are no horses
with " green tails " for the benefit of the curious !
Recent shooting practice shows every possibility of the
Regiment producing a really good " nucleus " for a team.
The Commanding Officer himself got his eye well in with
a n inch group and S.S.M. Walsh, Lieutenant M etcalfe and
a few other of our " leading lights " proved themselves
-capable of good results given practice. Following the re-cent publicity on the question of the Army's new rifle, many
fans are keen to try out the successor to the .303 to see if
lt is indeed so accurate that 'magpies are things of the past !
Preparations are proceeding apace for reception of our
Class " Z " r eservists. From the many queries we have
Teceived, there is little doubt that the majority of the
Teservists will be quite happy to return for a spell of colour
-service. For our part we shall be delighted to see them
a nd have planned to fit them into their parts with the greatst possible speed. Whether their civilian clothes will fit
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A.A. CO.l'H !UAND INTEll-UNlT \\'.R.A.('.
NETBALL COlUPETITION

· Won by I I A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, T.A. beating in the
final a mixed Regiment, Royal Artillery, from 5 A.A. Group.
It was an excellent game and the Gunners were leading by
5 to 4 at half-time and by 9 to 7 five minutes before the end.
In the last five minutes the Signals Girls scored five goals
to· win 12 to 9. A splendid effort ! ! !

2 A . A. (lU) SIGNAL REGTMENT

The first really fine weather of the year came at just
the right time for us. It and our Regimental week-end
both arrived on 21st April, so with this happy omen to
urge us on we set out to enjoy ourselves.
The first of a series of contests was a drill competition
which was won by the M.T. Troop, with a very narrow
margin of points over the Women's Royal Army Corp .
The next event for military only was a barrack room and
kit layout inspection, the winners being the " Exile " in
Maida Barracks.
In the afternoon we held potted ports outdoor and
contests at darts, snooker and table tennis indoor .
Two events were outstanding. One, the greasy pole and
the other the tug-o'-war. The fir t was won by the
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Women' Royal Army Corps. Their poi e and balan e being better than those faculties in the military. The tug-o'war was ea ily won by M.T. Troop.
In the evening we held an impromptu dance in the
N.A.A.F.I., which went down well.
The Regiment took part in the Garri on church parade
at St. George's Church on Sunday, 22nd April, and
marched pa t the saluting base under the command of
the Adjutant, Captain E. A. McLoughlin and the Officer
Commanding Women's Royal Army Corps, Captain G. E.
Pro ser. The Corps march wa plared by the Corps Band
of the Royal Army ervice Corps.
In the evening we had a sing-song and concert in the
N.A.A.F.I., and a very creditable performance it was too.
The Master of Ceremonies was Second-Lieutenant J.
Green and the accompaniment on the piano was played
by C.S.M. Robbins of the Womens Royal Army Corps.
The highlight of the evening was the rendering of" We'll
Gather Lilacs" and "Some Day My Heart Will Awake"
by Mrs. Beeton, wife of our Commanding Officer. It was
due entirely to Mrs. Beeton's enthusiasm and hard work
that the sing-song and concert were such a success.
We endeavoured to show our appreciation to her in a
small way when she was presented with a bouquet by
Private Guerin of the Women's Royal Army Corps on behalf of the Regiment.

12 A ..\. {M) SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.

Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R . B.
Ridley Martin, has been posted to Sigs 5 at War Office
at short notice. We miss him very much, but hope he
will be able to pay us a visit, if only a very fleeting one, at
camp.
Major F. E. Moules, T.D., 0.C. 25 Squadron, Southampton, has felt compelled to transfer to the T.A.R.0. He has
been with the Regiment since its formation in 1947, and
we hope that he will soon be able to take things a bit
more easily at work and at home. Captain W. H. Mullineaux is now commanding the Squadron.
Major P. G. Hallett, O.C. 24 Squadron, Bristol, has
taken over Command of the Unit until the arrival of the
new Commanding Officer.
Pre-camp excitement has started to rise--only a month
to go now-and we hear that the Squadrons are getting
down to some pretty effective training for Sports Day. Last
year 25 Squadron walked off with the shield and the other
quadrons are determined not to let that happen again.
24 Squadron held a very successful dance on 28th April
and can now gloat over the extra things they can do at
camp with the profits.
Members of the W.R.A.C. of all Squadrons have been
attending various courses since last year and should be
very efficient at camp. We are particularly glad that 24
quadron have managed to have two cooks trade tested !
42 Squadron at Edenbridge took part in Exercise
"Hunter" on 28th April. This Squadron appears to have
the happy knack of combining business with pleasure. Their
task was the laying and operating of line communication
at Edenbridge Point-to-Point.

4 A.A. (M)

IGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

A week-end camp held near Newport (Mon.) on the
th/6th May, 1951, was well attended by the T.A. Squadron and proved a great success.
In lighter vein, the social held at 41 Squadron was
thoroughly enjoyed by all ranks.
The spate of inspections in February culminated in an
'.nspection of the W.R.A.C. on parade by Colonel S. Cooke,
D.D.W.R.A.C. from A.A. Command.
Rifle shooting is now top priority and the Regiment is
to fire its annual Range Course during May.
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In addition the Regiment is producing a team to repre sent A.A. Command Signals in the AR.A. Meeting at
Eisley this year.
The small bore shooting is quite popular, and effort are
being made to produce an " Annie Oakley ' from the
W.R.A.C.
Cricket practice has commenced and a very full fi?Cture
• list lies ahead. The W.R.A.C. netball team are havmg a
run of successes against other women's service teams.
The Unit was represented by Captain K. Gill, LanceCorporal Harris and Signalman Nairns in a Western Command Motor Cycle Trial, and finished tenth out of 26
entries. Our best individual was Lance-Corporal Harris.
He was placed 12th out of 86 riders.
.f .<t ••4. Group lnter-Vnit Hoeke" C11p

Won by 4 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment by 1-0 after extra
time, defeating a Heavy A.A. Mixed Regiment, R.A.

15 L.M. Troop, with hard compettuon from H.Q. Troop.
The results were as follows : 15 L.M. Troop
H.Q. Troop
A Brigade Troop
r6 L.M. Troop
Workshop Troop
B Bngade Troop

32 poinu
29 points
25 points
22 points
13 po.in ts
5 poum

The inter-Troop Football competition has now closed and
was won by 16 L.M. Troop, with 15 L.M. Troop a close
second.
Strong competition is now developing between the two
line troops for the champion troop cup. Basket Ball is now
under way and we are holding the athletics towards the end
of the month.
Captairt J. L. McKellar and Second-Lieutenant H. Burke
\Vent to Catterick on the 28th May to play" in the Royal
Signals golf club Northern meeting. Captain McKeUar
came second in the Bogey handicap and Second-Lieutenant
Burke came fourth.

14 A.A. (M) SIGNAL llEGilUENT, T.A.

On the IoSt May our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel F. J. Behn, o.B.E., T.D., was transferred to the Reserve on completion of his tour of duty in command of
the Regiment.
Colonel Behn was commissioned in the 5th Battalion
King's Regiment, T.A., in 1923 and was transferred to 55
(West Lanes) Divisional Signals, T.A., in 1931. In January, 1939, he joirted 4 A.A. Divisional Signals, T .A., was
embodied with that Unit in August, 1939, and became
Commanding Officer in December, 1940.
After a distinguished wartime career, during which he
was awarded the o.B.E., Colonel Behn was demobilised in
August, 1945.
In 1947, when the T.A. was reconstituted, he was
appointed to command this Unit, the direct successor to
his old Unit, 4 A.A. Divisional Signals T.A.
In these past four yearscl:ie has given his time and energy
in full measure to the task of building up the Regiment,
so that should war come, we shall be able to attribute our
readiness and efficiency to the good advice and direction
we have always received from him. There is no one in
the Regiment who is not sorry to see him go, and we all
hope that it will not be very long before we meet again.
To his successor, Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Behets, we
wish all good fortune, and can assure him of our loyal
support in the future.
A team of W.R.A.C. from the Regiment entered the A.A.
Brigade R.A. Drill Competition on Sunday, 8th April, 1951.
Our team which was smartly turned out did not manage
to wrest the trophy from the hands of the R.A., in spite
of their gleaming shoes and snow-white signal diamonds,
but like Bruce and the Spider, the Regiment; will try again
next year.
5 A.A. · (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

Durirtg the last month the Unit has been taking part in
all forms of sport.
Our best result has been a win in the local Wednesday
League, but we were also in the finals of the knock-out medal
competition. It is twenty years since a Regiment stationed
in these Barracks won the League Shield. The Regiment
was 5 Division Signals. The Barrack team was formed with
help from the Northern Command School of P.T. and 631
Anti-Tank Regiment T.A. and was as follows : Sergeant Docherty, A.P.T.C.; R.S.M. Pudgc, R.A. , W .0.II Beck,
A.P.T.C.; Signalman Griffiths, Royal Signals, Sergeant Hutchinson ,
A.P.T.C., Sergeant Oxtaby, R.A. ; Sergeant Havers, R .A., Signalman
Pimbley, Royal Signals; Sergeant Warren, A .P.T .C.; Corporal Cannichacl,
Royal Signals, Driver Gregory, Royal Signals.

On the evenings of the 23rd/25th April we held the interTroop boxing competition. The Troop Cup was won b
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BRITISH

well fought. H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment was represented by Corporals Mapplebeck and Powell, Signalmen
Buckley, Newman, Gray, Burke and Quick, and Driver
Langley.
Association Football. During April we have done very
well in the Local ZECO League. The following are our
results:H.Q. B.A.0.R. SiiMl Regiment 8 goals
9
4

"
"

2

"

I I Aced Stores
r
Royal Tanks " B" o
C.C.G .
3
8 C.P.D.
2

Drama Group. It is regretted that on account of operational commitments, the production of the "Machine Song''
for the B.A.O.R. Drama Festival had to be abandoned. However, we hope to produce a full-length play during the less
crowded hours of the summer.
Scouting. The Unit Rover Crew has been meeting as
often as exercises have permitted, aiming at two meetings a
week. We are getting on well with our squire's training
programme and hope to have them all invested fairly soon.
The crew had a good turn-out for the Saint George's Day
service held in the Garrison Church.
Small Bore Shooting. In the Royal Signals Inter-Unit
Small Bore Championship 1950/51 we beat 7th Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment in the final.

ARMY

OF
THE RHINE
H.q. D.A.O.R. SIGNAL REGllUENT

At the beginning of April, the many small weekly schemes
culminated in an exercise involving the whole Regiment. We
went back to the site we occupied during the first part of
" Broadside " last year.
The middle of the month was marked by a visit from
Major-General W. A. Scott, c.B., C.B.E., Director of Signals,
who inspected the barracks on Friday the 20th. Since then,
all efforts have been ttitned towards "Flagstaff "-the main
B.A.O.R. Spring Exercise, after which we will return to
normal routine for the summer months.
Rugby Football. Inter Signals Cup Matches. In a semifinal, 1 Wireless Regiment were beaten 12-6 in a hard game
. on a wet ground. Tries were scored by Cowman (3) and
Steven ton.
In the final H .Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment met I I Air
Formation Signal Regiment on a dry ground and a fast,
orthodox game resulted in a win for I I Air Formation Signal
Regiment by 12 points to 9.
Cross-Country Running. The Inter Signals Championship run on 9th March was won by H.Q., B.A.0.R. Signal
Regiment. Signalman Sutcliffe 2nd, and Lance-Corporal
Spooner 4th, ran very well.
Badminton. The Regiment sent up a team of five to compete in the B.A.0.R. Badminton Championships at the
beginning of March. No British players could equal the standard set by a small Danish team but Lance-Corporal Jones,
z Squadron, reached the semi-final of the men's singles.
Sergeant Gilbert and Driver Mitchell both reached the previous round, while in the doubles they combined well until
confronted by the leading Danish pair.
Hockey. The Regiment won the Inter Signals Unit
Hockey on 7th March defeating 2 Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment by 5 goals to nil. On a very muddy ground the
standard of play was unorthodox, and a hard hit up the field
was shown to be the best tactics.
Boxing. In the hard fought final of the Championship
H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment defeated 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment by 5 matches to 4. All bouts were
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I SIG::VAL SQUADRO::V, W.B.A.C.

The highlight of this month's activities has been a v1s1t
by our Director, Brigadier M. F. Coulshed, c.B.E. This is
her first visit to B.A.0.R. in her new appointment and on
Saturday morning, 28th April, 1951, she visited our
Squadron.
The Chief Signal Officer and Colonel R A. Toft, o.B.E.,
accompanied her on a tour of Rhine Army Exchange, the
Signal Office and the Cipher Office, where she found a very
fine spirit of keenness for the job. She then inspected our
billets and talked to a few girls in the Rest Room.
Two lucky people were chosen to represent the Squadron
at a farewell parade for Lieutenant-General Sir Charles
Keightley who was C.M.C., B.A.O.R. These two people
were Corporal D. Wilson and Corporal Hadland and both
were a credit to the Squadron.
Sergeant Haston has at last had to say goodbye to Germany where she has managed to tuc~ her elf away for 3
years. It is with great regret we lose her but hope she will
find a jolly good Cipher job " back home."

The Royal Signals B.A .O.R. dinner was reported
in April without this most admirable photograph
just become available. To mention the names of
would be invidious. Clearly the subject under
very important.

in THE WIRE
which has only
chose depicted
discussion was
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7 ARMOURED

General salute for the C . in C. on his arrival at H.Q .. 2 Infantry Division. 2 Infantry Division, Signal Regiment, division of the guard
of honour on the left.

2

I~FANTRY

DIVISIONAL SIGNAL RE·G IMENT

The highlight of this month has been the visit and inspection by the Director of Signals, Major-General W. A. Scott,
C.B., C.B.E., accompanied by
our C.S.O.
Having made
an extensive t o u r of our
lines, General Scott was entertained to lunch in the
Officers' Mess before going on
to inspect the Brigade Signal
Troop. In honour of the visit
by General and Mrs. Scott a
cocktail party was given in
the evening by our Commanding Officer, where the Director
was able to meet officers and
their wives and we in our turn
had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Scott.
Another function at which we were very much repreented was at the farewell visit of the Commander-in-Chief
B.~.0.R., ~eneral Sir F. Keightley, K.C.B., K.B.E., o.s.o. On
this occasion we provided one division of the Guard of
Ho!'lour and are proud to have been congratulated by the
C.-m-C. on our smart turnout and bearing.
·
At the time of writing we have just completed the preliminary.exerci~ before Exercise "Flagstaff," the B.A.0.R. Signal
cxcret .. , which takes place at the beginning of May. This
hoi;t . ex~rc~se was a success and although ranges were
realisuc, It is rumoured that on one occasion the OWL on
~ntr~l met _his opposite number on an outstation as they
laid wue aenals towards each other. They decided to put
a tele L on each end and use earth return! Nevertheless
' e are preparing furiously for "Flagstaff" and look forward to
reporting a successful exercise in our next issue.
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It seems incredible but we have no sporting activities whatsoever to report this month. We are in the process of changing 'over from winter to summer and our activities have been
confined to getting ourselves into shape to win some more
championships.
Our Corporals' Mess is gathering in strength and gave a
very successful party in the V.0.R. during the month. We
hope that this will only be the forerunner of similar events .•
And so the spring exercise, cricket, swimming and more
individual training. More next month.

DIVISIONA~

SIGNAL REGIMENT

The past month has been a busy one for us all. We were
honoured by a visit from the Director of Signals, MajorGeneral W. A. Scott, c.B.,
c.B.E'., who found time to visit
'.
not only those parts of the
).·..,: ..._.
unit with Divisional HQ. but
').,.
also 3 and 4 Squadrons. He
was accompanied by Mrs.
Scott, who, while the Director
was inspecting, met wives of
the Regiment.
Trainin~ has continued with
two small exercises as a prelude to the Staff /Signal Exercise " Flagstaff." For this we
were fortunate to have perfect
wea!her and pleasant harbour areas. The local electrical
engineers must have wondered at the sudden increase in the
power consumption of one small village in which Main Divisional H.Q. was harboured, for in place of the normal bum
of generators there were only the farmyard noises to be
heard. Co-operation with the staff was as usual excellent.
One staff officer is still under the impression that one particular PE 95 was brought on the exercise so that be could
shave in the morning !
Our DRs have been excelling themselves recently. An
unrehearsed item on the programme for the Director of
Signals' visit was a tour of the local countryside. We understand that at Rear Divisional H.Q. on the exercise one
member of " D " Troop had great difficulty in finding himself!
A start has been made on cricket and athletics. Already
white flannels have been seen on the cricket field, and the
enthusiasts are training in the Stadium. We hope to have
some news of their activities next month.
We regret to announce that we lost the Inter-Unit Royal
Signals (B.A.0.R.) .22 Shooting Shield to H.Q. B.A.0.R.
Signal Regiment in the final. Our tel!m from the Lorried
Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron battled valiantly but
unfortunately lost.
Speedway members of the Regiment were much in evidence at the opening meeting of the Saints Speedway at
Hanover. Amongst those past and present members of the
Regiment taking part were Corporal Fookes, Lance-Corporal Leather, Signalman King and Signalman Meacher.
Lance-Corporal Chrystal who had done well enough during
training to warrant a position in one of the teams was unlucky enough to break his leg. We hope he will soon recover
and be riding again.
•

11 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Director talks to R.S.M. Dawson .
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April has been spent by the majority of units in preparation for the B.A.0.R. spring exercises; a number of exercises
have taken place and we hope
that we will uphold the good
name of the corps during the
next week, in spite of our
fairly recent re-formation.
Between exercises we have
been honoured by visits from
a succession of' Very Important People " !
The Supreme Commander Atlantic Pact Forces qenetal
Eisenhower, visited Main Division in the field durmg an
exercise, Field Marshal Vi count Montgomery of Alamein
came to Divisional H.Q. at Herford, and addressed a combined parade of Divisional H.Q. and Signals.
, The following week we were visited by the Director of
Signals, Major-General Scott and his wife. On the completion of his visit the Director expressed his pleasure at
the progress that had been made in the formation of the
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unit. We hope to be able forward some photographs of the
visit with our next notes, including one of the very smart
guard under command of Sergeant Whim of "Able Troop."
At the time of writing a detachment of vehicles is taking
part in a review and march past of I 1th Armoured Division
at which the Minister of Defence is taking salute. A further
part of the unit is providing both telephone and wireless
traffic control facilities.
2 L. OF C. SIGN AL BEGDIENT

Our responsibility is maintenance of static communications
throughout the British Zone of Germany.
In addition to the formation of
the Regiment, a Telecommunications Civil Liaison Group, the first
of its kind, was formed on 2nd
February, 1951. It consists of reemployed retired officers of Royal
Signals each with a small staff of
British 0.R.s and German civilians. The Civil Liaison Group
is responsible for the ordering,
recording and accounting of static
telecommunications in the British
Zone of Germany. Up to date we
have seven Civil Liaison Officers
attached to R.H.Q. and L. of C.
Squadrons throughout the Zone.
When I say our responsibility
is maintenance of static communications throut;hout the
British Zone of Germany it conveys only a small idea of our
commitment. Many of my readers, when thinking of an
L. of C. set up will picture the usual main artery " Port to
Rail-head" with operational formations of units passing up
the line with their train loads of armour, supply convoys and
so on. Our operational formations units do not "pass in
the night," they are camped on our door-step for a large part
of the year and we only see the back of them when they
move out on full scale exercises. We stay put and maintain
static communications until " the boys " come back and make
sure that any official and " private " mail is sent on to the
area of op:!rations. Our Civil Liaison team in co-operation
with the C.C.G. Post and Telegraphs and Deutsche Post also
lend a hand during exercises by providing Deutsche Post
Trunk lines which may exist in the area of operations.
You can imagine from this that our L. of C. commitments
are dispersed over a full compass and not from point A to B.
A full time job for the Commanding Officer when he starts
a tour of inspections and a job that calls for the very best
.the individual can give, "out on a limb" with only pride of
Corps and a job well done to sustain him. I well rememb::r a
C.S.O. saying: "If I started visiting on the 1st January and
hoped to visit every detachment I would not get back to my
H.Q. until the 31st December." Our Commanding Officer
would run him a good second and without travelling allowance, what a shame.
I have received WrRE notes from our five Squadron but
I regret I can only skim through them thi month, if the
Commanding Officer doesn't " blue-pencil " them I feel sure
the Editor will for lack of space. They speak of forming,
teething troubles, re-forming, shaking down, the will to " 'ave
a go" in sports and so on. As a fisherman it makes me think
of the fly in its many stages. First the nymph as it truggles
for existence then sub imago stage, with wings but a bit
doubtful about directions and aim in life and finally the
glorious insect with its second wings which has left behind
all doubts and troubles and seeks a new life with a new
purpose.
Now to our activities in the way of visit , sports, etc.
The annual Signal conference was held this year at Hamburg in April under the guidance of our Chief ignal
Officer. Space does not allow detailed reference to all tho ·e
who attended but we were all kept busy. Noses were kept

,

The highlight of the Squadron's activities in the last few
weeks has been the B.T.B. Darts Knock-Out Competition.
The Sergeants' Mess after many narrow escapes won
through to the final at Gatow where they defeated their
opponents in two straight legs. For this remarkable feat the
team as a whole received a cup and individually a set of
darts each.
Now, however, darts has finished and cricket is the ruling
topic of conversation. The Squadron is this year playing in the
first league in B.T.B. and will have lots of stiff opposition.
At least we shall have some good games. N et practice is the
order of the day and nearly every night a band of keen
cricketers can be seen at the nets practising till the sun goes
down.

down to the grind tone, many avenues explored, few stone
left unturned and no brick dropped.
A a diversion for the ladie a launch was laid on to cro
the frbe and view the Submarine Pens. A :t grand finale
a dinner wa held in the 4 Seasons Hotel and the reluctance
of all to let the band go pointed to a succe sful party.
\1i!"e have been honoured by a visit by the Director of
1gnals to R.H.Q. and all Squadrons. It i very pleasing to
record that the hard work put in by everyone in the Regiment produced a very satisfactory show for the big occasion.
It was remarked to the satisfaction of the Director of
Signal , that he and Mrs. Scott had brought the fine weather
to Germany.
Our worthy Q.M., Major "Jock" Brandon, has been the
rounds of all Squadrons giving good advice on " Q " duties.
He was here during the last occupation and I am told that
2 Squadron at Hilden have had more than one visit. A
Q.M. always knows his way about.
.
We were" pipped" by 9 points in the Rhine Army Signals
.22 Meeting by 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Congratulations to Captain Mott and his team and thanks
to Major Worth, our neutral umpire.
R.S.M. Turner is struggling, between exercises, to organise
a team for the Hamburg Area Small Arms Meeting, 7th to
nth May at Putlos. We are entering teams from R.H.Q.
and I Squadron for four events, Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' team, Corporals' and ignalmen team, falling plate
and individual.
The B.A.O.R. Royal Signals inter-unit .303 meeting takes
place in July, 195r. When I think of the number of individuals with cross muskets I cannot help predicting a shield
and 8 winners' medals for 2 L. of C. Signal R~iment.
Congratulations to Signalman Gamlin and Lance-Corporal
Gould of 2 Squadron who ran into first and third places
respectively in the Rhine Army Signals Cross Country
Championships, and to 5 Squadron football team on winning
the Joan Rice Trophy in the ZECO Football Competition.
quadrons are busy forming teams for all sporting events
and, exercises permitting, we hope to have good news in our
next notes.
I I
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Notes of 5 A.GR.A. ( A.A.) Signal Squadron are un-

i orlunately held O'lJer for Lack of space.

Six Thousand Islands
B y Major B. E. SYKES, R oyal Signals

NYONE who enjoys sailing will find that Singapore has
two rare assets. First, there is no "close 'season"; some
months may be more promising than others, but at no time
need sailing cease on account of excessive heat, cold, calm or
storm. Secondly, one can sail for days and weeks without
either retracing one's steps or exposing one's self to the open
sea. This is possible because a series of archipelagos stretch
South from Singapore for 100 miles or so. They comprise
some six thousand islands, varying in size from a speck of
coral just large enough to support one green tree to islands
20 or 30 miles in length. The islands belong to Indonesia,
except for a few in the extreme North, but this does not
mean that a law-abiding and enterprising· yachtsman cannot
go there.
It is easier, in these waters, to cruise in a small boat with
a centre board rather than in a proper cruising yacht with a
fixed keel, which is an advantage in these days when few
men can afford a cruiser. This is because the channels
between the islands are strewn with coral reefs which dry
out at low water but are covered at high water. Only the
main channels are properly charted, so if one wishes to use
the less frequented ones it is necessary either to carry a pilot
with local knowledge or to rely on trial and error combined
with a sharp look out. This latter method is by far the
cheapest and most convenient, but of course it is only practicable in a boat with a centre-board, which will take little
harm on hitting a reef.
Starting from Singapore, one can visit one or more of
several dozen islands during a day's sailing : but to explore
waters more than-say-ten miles away, it is necessary to
be equipped for camping. One might reasonably suppose
that the best system, when one's craft is nothing larger than
a 14-foot dinghy, was to carry tents and sleep ashore. In
practice, however, this is rarely possible. If one goes to an
uninhabited island, one finds dense jungle down to the high
tide mark. If, on the other hand, one camps in a coconut
grove one is liable to receive far too much attention from
the local inhabitants and their dogs.
Tot that Malays are
unmannerly or untrustworthy: they are models of courtesy
and honesty. But they have a habit of paying long social
calls in great strength, which proves rather trying, particularly if one endeavours to carry on a polite conversation
in Malay. If, then, one is cruising without knowing where
one will be each night, the best plan is to anchor on a sandy
beach and sleep on board under a tarpaulin. ·During
Pecember 1949, a party consisting of three officers and one
wife sailed from Singapore to the equator and back, a distance of nearly 100 miles each way, in two 14-foot dinghies.
They were away for over a fortnight, and for the majority
of the time they slept on board, as described above. Most
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SIGNAL BEGilUENT

Once again the Brown Jobs showed the power of their
influence on MET by having a fine day for an inspection.
On 21st April the
Director of Signals,
Major-General Scott,
paid us a visit which
began with a ceremonial parade. The
Band of the .Royal
Lancers was very
kindly loaned by the
Officers a n d t h e
Director said it was
an excellent parade.
The " advance in
review order " was
one hundred per
cent, a tribute alike to the maths teaching of our educational
staff and the Adjutant's nasty temper. After the parade the
Director had a quick dash round the barracks, including our
.hapel, which he considered charming. Brigadier Morrison
and Group Captain Goodman accompanied the General.
Lunch was taken in the Officers' Mess. Mrs. Scott also
vi ·ned the town on the same day.
uch was our confidence in our ability, that the Warrant
Officers' and Sergeants' Mess intelligently anticipated success
and m the evenihg a bumper dance was held in their Mess,
music being provided by the dance band of the Royal
Lancer.
The month aw the re-opening of the Regimental branch
of the ignals Association. The branch has a club room in

Unfortunately for us we have proved too hard hitting in
the nets and some of our new bats have not stood up to practice and have split. Can it be that they were not oiled
enough or was it because they were pricked? Who knows?
In spite of this practice goes on and the form shown is quite
encouraging.
In the summer together with cricket we associate athleria.
and the B.T.B. Individual and Team Championships will
be along shortly.

the barracks which opens three nights a week, one night
with beer licence. The rooms are well furnished thanks to
the generosity of 0 . i/c Barracks.
The Royal Air Force have again taken us under their wing
for Chaplaincy services and Padre Hollis has already begun
work in the barracks, as a relief for Padre Naylor of B.A.0.R.
Signal Regiment, to whom we offer our thanks for his past
work on our behalf.
We are sorry to lose an old friend in Sergeant J. Daly
who has gone to Harwich, with a view we suspect of going
farther. Mrs. Daly will be missed in family circles and we
wish her the best of luck in her venture in Tralee.
Sergeant Noble of 80 Wing Signal Troop, is a big chief
in the newly formed Other Ranks Sailing Club at Steinhudermeer. We hope he will produce a team to capture the
Signal Regiments trophy this summer. The Buckeburg airfield cables behaved as usual over Easter. The snow, slush
and ice were up to the usual standards when UG faults occur.

llEllLIN SIGNAL SQlJADilON

One of the Squadron teams has finished the season in, if
not a blaze of glory, at least a twinkle. The football team
has recovered magnificently and on the day of writing they
are to play their last match of the season.
On the other hand the hockey team has disappointed the
Squadron by its poor finish to the season. It looked as
though it would end up a good second to the Infantry Battalion but a bad loss on the last match dropped the team one
·
place.
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of the voyage was in channels between islands, and the
longest stretch of open water between two groups of islands
was about 5 miles.
In 1947, when the first post-war dinghy cruises were made,
a group of officers discovered a perfect camping site: a coconut grove on an island inhabited by only two families, with
a sandy beach on which to land. In this grove they built a
wooden framework for a hut, about 12ft. x 24f t. They then
brought to the island some large tarpaulins, to act as a roof

Snipe "Oriana" and R.N.S .A. dinghy of the Farelf Sailing Club.
Photograph by Major P. M. Wheeler. The North Staffordshire
Regiment.
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and p~al wall for the hu_t, and various other useful st_o~es,
uch as a gridiron for cooking, a table-top, and a few dixies.
They tored these with the inhabitants, and on future. occai ns could vi it the island for a week-end or lo~er wnhout
the trouble of transporting heavy gear each ume. The
Malays guard the stores faithfully are court~u and ~elpful
to the campers, and are re"':'arded by unc n 1~ered trifles of
food, ropes, tools, etc.,,:,vltich the campers give th~ after
each v, it. The site is so attractive and so near. to Smg~pore
that the founders have b en obliged to keep its locauon a
ecret except from their trusted friends.
Much writing about the tropics leaves the reader won~er
ing how any European can live thc:re for even a week ~lth
out falling a victim to either crocodiles, sharks, snakes, agers,
malaria cholera sunstrake or hurricane . It might, therefore ~ as wen' to tell the prospective yachtsman what be
may, or may not,_ expect. Croc~diles, snakes sharks and
tigers certainly eX1st m those regions : . but ~e. number of
recorded casualties among yachtsmen ~s negligible. Mo~
quitoes, on the other hand, are very acuve after dark, and it
i essential to wear slacks and long sleeves from sundown
and sleep under a net. Malaria is common ~ c~ain areas,
and it is well to ask a doctor whether paludrme is necessary.
The only other common hazard is sunburn, wltich t~es a
regular toll of the unwary. Almo~t everyone can ~cquire a
protective tan, by cautious sunbathing for a l~nger ume each
day. Some folk can do this much more easily ~an others,
but the effort is well worth wltile. Once the tan is properly
established, one can sail wearing only a pair of shorts and
perhaps a hat, wltich is undoubtedly the most comfortable
dress.
For the benefit of those who may be posted to Singapore,
I will end this article with a summary of the facilities that
are 2vailable there. For those stationed in the town area,
the Farelf Sailing Club owns a number of 14-foot Ro}'.al
Naval Sailing Association type dingltie~ for the use ~f 1~s
members on a half-daily charter basis. Membership is
open to
ranks. The club has no premises of its own, but
uses those of the Royal Singapore Yacht Club. The RA.F.
stations at Changi and Seletar both have Yacht Clubs which
own boats and premises. Membership is open to all ranks
of the army attached to the R.A.F. at those stations. There
is also a sailing club at the Naval Base, and various other
mall clubs may have grown to greater importance since I
left the Colony in September 1950. In addition to the
opportunities for cruises of all lengths, regular weekly racing
takes place at all the main clubs, and there are periodical
regattas which are open to visitors.

all

. llDDLE EA.ST LAND
FOR~ES
I ROV.\L HORSE ARTILLER'l' SIG:\'"AL TROOP

One reads very little of those Troops which are independent, and are attached to some of the crack regiments in the
Arrnv. I am sure that if they got together, they could produce- some very interesting material.
During this Troop's life with this regiment it has performed some very useful work, it has seen service in Palestine
whilst our forces were trying to restore law and order in
that country. During the last few years this Troop has
settled down in M.E.L.F. and with the regiment has carried
out numerous exercises in the desert. These exercises have
been carried out under active service conditions, and we
must be grateful for the experience we have gained, and I
feel sure that if ever the need arises our Troop will always
carry our colours high.
On exercises, our job is really a full and complete one.
Apart from line laying to the batteries, we also provide wire192

less communications and all HQ. W.T. links that we are
very often called upon to man.
.
.
On the wireless side, we are respon.s1ble for controllmg
30-40 stations on what is termed a regu~ental net. .
On the line side the linemen have certainly kept their end
up well. Line-laying is a tedious and ~ard task in the desert.
With the aid of two landrovers, our lines have always been
laid quickly and have got through with no time wasted.
Radio mechanics, all two of them, nave been kept very
busy here.
1

CHIEF AIR FORMATION SIGNAL OFFICER'S
BRANCH
MIDDLE EAST AIR FORCE

The Station Sports, which were held abou~ a month ago
were won by the Station Headquarters compeutors, probably
due to the fact that they had a large number of people from
which to choose. Although no one from the Branch
entered, Major McCready and Major. Ber~y, assisted . by
Lance-Corporal Gates, helped with the Judging and scormg
of some of the events.
The office looks very much brighter and cleaner now that
the decorators have finished painting the interior, and the
inconvenience they caused during operations was certainly
worthwhile.
J INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGHIENT

The monthly Ceremonial Parade,_ the first this y~ar in
summer attire went off very well mdeed and provided a
curtain raiser for the annual Adrninstrative Inspection which
takes place shortly.
.
.
A week ago Sergeant Burgess and four other mtrep1d
spirits set off on motor cycles to holiday in England.
As we go to press, a report of their en~ounter _with Customs at Dover !lppears in one of the nauonal dail~ papers.
Never mind, you are now admitted to membership of the
" Jean Simmons " Society and presumably can recover the
machines on the way back.
.
·
.
We celebrated the opening of the Cncket season with a
game between Officers and Sergeant~ v. Rest.. .
The latter, with most of last year s cup -rmnmg XI on
view, won handsomely.
A Summer Soccer League at Troop level has also been
launched and is most popular.
In this way, we hope to have a ready made side when the
51-52 season commences.
With the approach of the warmer weather, bathing ~as
come into its own and large numbers can be seen daily
wending their way to the French Consul's beach for a splash
and a bask.
Yachting too provides excellent sport for the s_elect few,
and at least one enthusiastic beginner has qualified as ~
Helmsman .3.-what man!
I L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT, lU.E.L.F.
Not a lot has been happening since our last notes. The
Training Wing is carrying on, and we have recently passed
out three more courses. No. 2 Junior Leadership Course,
No. 9 Lmn. (UG) Conversion Course, and No. 1 WS 19
Course, the latter consisting of R.M.P. personnel plus so~e
Royal Engineers. The latter cours~ proved J?OSt mtere~ung
for Instructors and Students alike, and consisted of qmte a
few recces in the desert. On one of these operations we
succeeded in maintaining communications with 19 S)~~s,
operated from jeeps on landing craft as far apart a~ f>ort Said
harbour, and Lake Timsah on the Canal. Condinons w~e
good and all concerned were rather pleased, not to menuon
Capt~in Gordon, our O.C. We believe that t~e I.W.!: s;ompany had a few side bets on that it was an 1mposs1b1lity to
maintain communications between shore based and sea based
sets. We proved them wrong.
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Congratulations to S.Q.M.S. Wilderspin on his recent
award of a B.E.M. All who passed through Catterick during
the past years will remember how they suffered at the hands
of S.Q.M.S. Wilderspin at 4 Training Regiment. In the
field of sport we combine mostly with Egypt Command
Signal Regiment, but regret to say that in organised sport
against the Course students we get beaten every time; good
for the students. You will be hearing more of us next month.
This month finds the Regiment in the throes of re-organisation. Since the Regiment was reduced to Cadre many
months ago, at Airfield Camp, we have been living in hopes
of the day arriving which would see us once more a fully
fledged Regiment : and now at last that day has arrived.
After months of preparation from G.H.Q. downwards the
balloon went up and re-organisation commenced. In the
midst of all thi~ activity our Training Officer puts No. 10
U.G. Lineman Conversion Course, and No. 3 Junior Leadership Course through their paces. So it's hard work from
0530 hrs. until 1300 hrs., then plenty of swimming at the
B.O.R.s Lido, a popular resort for the men here. In the
field of sport we have some good tennis courts in the camp
(Sergeant Pitcher is our tennis exponent here), but we are lacking a good football pitch, and have to partake of such active
sports in close co-operation with other units more fortunate
than us.
EGYPT COMMAND SIGNAL REGl!UENT
In spite of a rushed start to the season, our athletes did
not disgrace themselves in the Corps (Egypt) Athletic Meeting at Fayid on the 14th April.
A quick " Shufti " at the results reveals that: Captain Hellier, Commanding our Suez Detachment, won
a magnificent three mil~ race with ease in 16 mins. 19 secs.
Sergeant Fraser, from our Port Said Detachment, flung
the hammer to good effect to win that event and a young
protege of his, Signalman Harvey, gained third place.
Corporal Eves and Signalman Freeman of I Squadron,
Moascar, came second and third in the high jump respectively, and the latter was placed a good third in the 100
yards sprint as well.
Signalman Harper, of 2 Squadron, won the mile in
masterly fashion, just putting on the pressure at the right
moment in the last lap.
Lance-Corporal Hibberd won the shot put, and just to
show there is no dearth of tough guys in I Squadron, Corporal Stewart took second .place in the same event.
Sergeant Woodward came all the way from Port Said
and was second in the 120 yards hurdles.
The grace with which, in the unavoidable absence of
Mrs. Bowen, Mrs. Chadwick presented the prizes was quite
undisturbed by the vociferous interruptions (not to say
barracking) of one of the more strident daughters of the
Regiment. Abject apologies from our Second in Command.
Cricket. Under the leadership of Second-Lieutenant
Bradbeer (there is none) ably assisted by S.S.M. "Pop "
Rider, the cricketers are beginning to appear at the nets
and in troop matches. Although we won't open our mouth
too wide just yet, all reports indicate a better team than
last year. King Willow's devotees are now becoming more
than usually obnoxious in all the Messes, and have not
yet produced those awful performances which later in the
season will enable the unflannelled fools to apply the
quietus.
4 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGllUENT

Apparently even Egypt is not free from visitations of an
unearthly nature. A Construction Troop of this Regiment
stationed near the Great Bitter Lake has recently spent a
somewhat sleepless period. It all started on 2~d April when
one of the troop was visited by what he described as something supernatural. Being of a modest natu~e _he ma~c. no
mention of it until a second member was Slffillarly v1S1ted
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on the 9th April. On this occasion it was reported to the
0.C., who, being a complete sceptic and somewhat ruthless,
merely said "Drink Less Stella." Matters reached a climax
on Saturday, 14th April, when several of the troop reported
that they also had been the object of the spook's attention.
The visitation being described as a heavy weight on the feet
moving slowly upwards until the whole body was held fast
and unable to move, the sensation lasting about 30 seconds.
A minor panic ensued and the majority of the troop spent
the rest of the night playing cards. Sunday, the 18th, the
ghost again appeared, on this occasion being reported as a
grey or white smudge with the outline of a nose, mouth and
eyes. Another sleepless night with much card playing. On
the r6th the events of the previous nights were reported to
the O.C., who, this time took a less sceptical view; and, in
the late evening, visited the Tent Lines accompanied by the
R.A.F. Station Orderly Officer. Everybody having been
persuaded to return to their own tent the O.C. departed.
Before he bad gone very far, however, the ghost returned,
this time as a small white cloud. As a result of this visitation
all the more nervous types were moved to the transit lines.
On the morning of the 17th the matter was taken up by the
station police. That night a party consisting of four officers
and five sergeants patrolled the lines; obviously too many
for the ghost who did not appear. Wednesday 18th, the
ghost has left and is now believed to be fraternising with
the members of Station Headquarters. Despite these sleepless nights the troop managed to carry off a first, a second,
and three thirds in the station sports.
In the athletic world 64 Wing Signal Troop obtained six
firsts, four seconds and four thirds at the No. 6 R.A.F. Hospital Sports. Lance-Corporal Clark won the 120 yards
hurdles in the Athletics and then went on to win the same
event in the Command Championship.
71 Construction Troop welcome their new O.C., SecondLieutenant M. J. Beaver. Many officers who passed through
the Catterick OCTU in late 1939 and early 1940 will no
doubt recall his father as a very overworked and helpful
mentor. Those who were prisoners in Malaya and Siam
will also remember him.
In our next publication it is hoped that it will be possible
to give a solution to the " ghost."
3 G.U.q. SIGNAL REGIMENT
Most attention in the Unit during the past month has
been centred on our new Drill Square. Completed and in
use at last, it bas become the " home " of the Infantry
Brigade Drill and Discipline Courses. The first of the
courses has just ended and others are following on. Throughout the mornings, the Unit lines have been echoing the drill
commands with unaccustomed constancy.
Sergeant Trotman and Corporal Staniford are to be congratulated on passing out first and second on this course. As
they were in competition with the RH.A. and Infantry, thi
result can be considered to be a feather in the Regiment's
Cap.
On one Saturday morning recently, tlle Square was the
focal point of interest for another reason. The InterSquadron Drill competition was taking place. In accordance with the magnificence of the parade square, the drill
reached a remarkably high standard. The Inspecting Officer,
a Brigadier, late Grenadier Guards, who judged the competition, congratulated the contesting squadrons upon their
work on the quare. He had, he Said, come unprepared to
see such a high standard of drill from an operational
unit. Although he expected "good signals " from the
Signals, he ·did not expect to see such good drill as well.
The S .. M.s put their respective squadrons through their
paces, and it was obvious that the adjudication would be no
easy matter. J Squadron were declared the winner , and
S.S.M. Hounsom received the cup.
As a r sult of the Infantry Brigade Individual Boxing
Championships, we now have two District champions in
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the Unit.
ignalman Edwards and ignalman Macintosh
both won titles convincingly-Signalman Maclnto h recvvering well from a shaky start to do so.
ignalman Lockley
fini hed a runner-up, and a word mu t be said of Signalman
Walden performance in a preliminary round. Although he
did not reach the final rounds he fought well.
The . rune four again made their appearance in the Army
(Egypt) hampionship . Signalman Macintosh, unluckily
injuring his thumb in an earlier bout and Signalman Lockley, were both semi-finali ts. Signalman Walden was a
finalist and Signalman Edwards was the winner of his final.
The Regiment's athletes scored several successes in the
District Individual Championship . Lance-Corporal Burge s maintained hi reputation in the sprint events by winrung the 100 yards in 10.2 seconds and the 220 yards in 23.7
econds. Lieutenant Prince won the javelin event with a
throw of 168 feet 7t inches. Three more men were placed
third in various events : Sergeant Grant in the Three Miles,
Corporal Steele in the High Jump, and Sergeant Nutkins
in the Pole Vault.
In the Army Individual Championships, Lance-Corporal
Burgess set up a new time of ro.2 for the 100 yards, and he
also equalled the existing record in winning the 220 yards.
Lieutenant Prince was second in the Javelin, and Corporal
Steele was placed third in the High Jump.
The Corps Championships were also held during the
month, and here again Lance-Corporal Burgess was outtanding. Winning the 100 yards and the 220 yards apparently comes as a matter of course to him now, and this time
he added laurels for the Discus throw !
We had five more" firsts" in the Corps Meeting. Signalman Elliott won the 440 yards and 880 yards, Corporal
Steele the High Jump, Sergeant Nutkins the 120 yards Hur<iles and Lieutenant Prince the Javelin.
To round off the Athletics news, we must record our gaining second place in a triangular tournament in competition
with The Milocarians A.C. and 4 R. T.R.
The cricket and water polo teams are both under way, but
we must leave more detailed news of their progress until
our next notes.
·t;YPR17S SIGNAL SQUADRON

A mention must be made of Signalman Sharp's performance in the Island Motoring Club motor cycle trials. He
was second in the 350 c.c. class and third in the whole trial,
well done indeed. All Gur riders, Lance-Corporal Gillan,
Lance-Corporal Stredder and Sharp had outstanding results
on the hill climb.
Another trial is due in a few weeks and this time we hope
to bring back some trophies for the Squadron.
Summer spores programme has started and our first game
of cricket is to be played against RE. Until recently the
quadron combined with RE. for all major sports, so that
many team mates will now find themselves playing against
each other.
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G.U.q. SIGNAL REGHIENT, FARELF

This month has seen the Unit engaged in some of the
most strenuous exercises I have seen for some time.
Glancing skywards, one can perceive strange missiles flying through the air, which on closer observation, take the
form of hammer, javelin and discus etcetera-why! of
course, it's the training for the Annual Athletics Meeting on
the 5th of May.
We have catered for everybody this year, and even the
most corpulent ones amongst us should make excellent
"anchors " in the Tug o' War team-keep it up, chapsyou're doing fine.
The Unit 1st XI cricket team has played well this month,
and taken the " laurels " in four out of the five games played.
Signalman Wise and Hamilton, who helped the Army to
win the Calcutta Challenge Shield for the third consecutive
season, have been chosen to represent the Combined Services versus French Air Force, in a boxing tournament on
the 5th of May at Saigon.
Finally, we should like to congratulate our Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel N . I. Bower, on having been
awarded the O.B.E.
HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT

We wish good luck and a safe return to 28 Infantry
Brigade Signal Troop whq are off to Koreai• to relieve 27
Infantry Brigade Signal
Troop-the only regret
that most chaps had was
that a Brigade Signal
Troop had such a small
establishment and many
who would have liked to
have gone were left behind.
The main topic of interest in the sporting line is that
Lance-Corporal Gardner, our Army Hockey, Soccer and
athletics Star has gone to Korea. Good luck and a speedy
and safe return. The Regiment entered three individuals
in the Colony Rifle Meeting. Lieutenant Walker did extremely well and finished 20th out of well over 100 entrants from all over the Colony. Captain Ramsbottom,
our Adjutant, and S.Q.M.S. Crosbie also did very well,
the latter winning a cu19.
In the hockey line, Lance-Corporal Gardner, S.S.M.
Pavey, and Signalman Hammond have continued to represent the Army in all their matches, Lance- Corporal Gardner also representing Ireland in the International Tournament. We played H.Q.L.F. in a friendly and lost 1-0.
S.S.M. Pavey, for us, and W.0.11 Vincent Royal Signals,
for H.Q.L.F., did well. However, a reverse comes once in
while to all teams.
The last month has seen a lot of athletics. In the
Army Inter Unit we did very well in two events. In the
Hop, Step and Jump Sergeant Moynan did 42 feet 5 inches
and Lance-Corporal Gardner 37 feet 2 inches, whilst in
the Long Jump, Sergeant Moynen cleared 20 feet 4t inches
to Lance-Corporal Gardner's 19 feet 6i inches. In both
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events we finished a good two inches ahead of our nearest
rivals. Lieutenant Watson ran a 54 second 440 yards but
the team did not reach the final.
In the Army Individual Championships we had two in
the finals, Lieutenant Watson having failed in the 440 yard
heats and Sergeant Moynan being unfit and withdrawing.
Lance-Corporal Gardner in his three events, was second
in the Hop, Step and Jump with 40 feet 4 inches (he tied
first but lost in the decider), second in the Long Jump
with 19 feet 9} inches and third in the 100 yards. Corporal
McMahon ran an extremely well judged race to earn third
place in the mile.
In two other meetings against the South China Club,
Sergeant Moynan produced 18 feet 7 inches (with a
sprained thigh) and 20 feet in the Long Jump and 41 feet
St inches in the Hop, Step and Jump, Lance-Corporal
Gardn<;r did ~8 feet 10 inches in the Long Jump and 39
feet 9 mches m the Hop, Step and Jump, whilst Corporal
McMahon ran well to come third in a 800 metres event.
It is confidentially tipped that Sergeant Moynan will
easily beat 44 feet in the Hop, Step and Jump in the
Colony Championships in which Lieutenant Ibbotson,
Sergeant Teyen, Corporal McMahon and Corporal Sharpe
are also taking part. Sergeant Moynan with practice and
careful coaching may well reach Empire Games if not
Olympic standard at the Hop, Step and Jump.

SINGAPORE DISTRICT 61GNAL BEGUIENT
All ranks of the Regiment join in sincere congratulations
to our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. G.
Goodeve-Docker, Royal Signals,
on his recent award of a " Mention in Despatches."
We would also like to extend
our congratulations to all Officers
and Other Ranks of the Corps in
Malaya who received awards in
the recent " Honours List."
The Chinese Y.M.C.A. held a
four mile road race on 1st April,
and we entered a team from the
Regiment which managed to put
up a good performance, winning
six prizes, including the team
prize.
The results were as follows : Sigoalman Astrop
Signalman Coe
Second-Lieutenant Ryan
Signalman Murphy
Lance-Corporal Birch
Signalman Gill
Driver McParland

51h
11th
12th
13th
14th
2 ISt

25th

The newly constituted District Rifle Club held their first
meeting during the month and although we did not come
away with top honours, "H.Q." Squadron managed to gain
fifth place. The Falling Plate was won by Captain K.
Parsons and Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. Bennett.
Small Bore Shooting got off to a good start with an interSquadron match as the first meeting.
Sergeant Jones is to be congratulated on a very fine score
of 155 out of a possible 160, and Lance-Corporal Ong Swee
Bong for the highest M.0.R. score of 129 points. "H.Q."
Squadron were the winners with a total score of 540 points.
The G.0.C. Singapore Base District will lay the foundation stone of our new Barracks on the afternoon of 2nd May,
and we hope to include a full account of the ceremony in next
month's notes.

19 AID FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

During the month we had a Church Parade, which was
not only an innovation in the Regiment but cau ed quite a
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stir in R.A.F. circles too. We expect they will shortly fol low our example. The parade was quite successful and we
marched to church led by the R.A.F. Regiment's Malay
Band, who had been practising " Begone Dull Care " for
weeks. They played it very well too when marching on the
!eve~ or. downhill, but slipped a bit when going uphill. The
service itself was only marred by a tropical downpour which
made such a noise on the tin roof of the church as
completely drown the reading of the Lesson by the C.0. However, the weather cleared in time for the march back and
the whole thing was quite a successful performance.'
Another highlight of the month was a visit paid by several
ex-members of the Regiment, who had volunteered from
here for Korea last September, and were on their way home
for repatriation. They could not stay long, so celebrations
were limited, but no doubt some beautiful lines were shot.
We, ourselves, had a distant connection with the emergency la~t month, in the person of our Malay teacher, who
was tounng the Federation by bus with a badminton team
who were shot up by bandits. Fortunately there was only
one casualty, but the party flatly refused to continue the
journey, and went home to Singapore by train.

:o

27 COMMONWEALTH INFANTR\.- BRIGADE
SIGNAL TROOP

At last the time has come to write the final chapter of the
Troop's history in Korea, and in doing so we hand over to
28 Infantry Brigade Signal
Troop wishing them luck and
a speedy return.
The hand-over period could
not have occurred at a worse
rime. The Brigade was in reserve with a minimum working scale of equipment, the
remainder having been crated
ready for shipment the following day. Overnight we found
ourselves the front line of a
Corps facing a Chinese " big
push."
By this time the first half
of 28 Brigade had arrived and the first half of 27 Brigade
departed for Inchon that morning, and the remainder of
what was probably the biggest battle we met was fought by
the two halves of the two Brigades.
The last phase of our campaign was in really wild country, one moment resembling a jungle, the next the Alps. Our
· rear link detachments had to man pack 62 sets and LanceCorporal Jones' line party laying to Battalion Tachea Headquarters over 2,000 feet up.
During the war we estimate that the amount of assault
wire laid by Battalions and the Brigade Signal Troop nears
the 1,000 mile mark and the American dispenser wound
wire has been extremely popular and proved the complete
answer-it cannot be reeled in, but neither can any other
cable in a war of that nature.
With the growth of the Brigade to almost a Brigade Group
we welcomed the arrival of the N.Z. Base Signal Troop who
came up from Pusan to provide communications with sets
on a " Q " Net. This has now relieved the Troop of a great
commitment we were never designed to meet but often had
to.
We are also grateful to 29 Brigade Signal Squadron who
came co our aid with operators from their Rolls Royce e tablishment.
Our equipment has stood up to its excessive wear and tear
very well-the ever faithful 19 set extremely well. The
vehicle have covered many thousands of miles over roads
which often seemed impossible.
Perhaps the most pleasant side of the whole period bas
been the lack of accounting, alas now we revert to ledgers
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nd the like, there will be a few headaches; however, we t hall
work on the principle-" Get a signature for everything "
and hould not go far wrong.
There are very few people in this world who like war and
we are n t among them but we are grateful for the unique
e ·perier».:c of working o closely with Signalmen from
Canada Au tralia, New Zealand and the United States
perhaps to complete the picture we might be allowed to include the telephone operator at the Indian Field Ambulance.
We cursed a lot but we learnt a lot.

29 INDEPENDENT INFAI\"Tln· BRIG.\DE
GROUP SIGNAL S«tUADRON

A rare occurrence for the Squadron this month-no
vi itors.
The Officers' tent was not
o crowded the third week of
the month, Lieutenant Sutton
came up on the draw and took
his turn at rest and recuperation in Japan. No doubt be
will return looking much the
ame as the others who went
before, and will return with
the same stories of bottles and
baths, steaks and civilisation.
Also in Japan, ostensibly on
duty, is Sergeant Tom Barton,
<Jf Crypto, who is temporarily attached to B.C.O.F. Signals. Sergeant Taffy Natoli,
recently returned from this wonderful place, reports the only
moan heard was about "Jimmy." It seems the Royal Australian Signals were promised the Corps badges a long time ago
and nothing seems to have been done about it. Taffy brought
back with him a guitar and harmonica, he plays neither and
the noise issuing forth from the Crypto wagon at practice
time serves a very useful purpose in keeping everyone away.
However, Corporal Andy Anderson, of " Q " Link, who has
a nimble set of digits and a voice to match, borrows the
guitar from time to time. Those who suffer fervently wish
Andy would borrow it for good.
From the Signal Office we hear that Signalman Fisher
who. until recently, was employed in the cookhouse, is now
a switchboard operator. The speed with which he learnt the
job was surprising until he mentioned he had been working on
a 400 line board in Blighty. Signalman Dennis Swailes did
his good deed for the day at a very early hour when he took a
message to Crypto accompanied with a mug of tea. It (the
tea, not the message) was really appreciated.
The Don R's had two new arrivals recently. Signalman
" Shaky " Bodys and Signalman " Curly " Doran arrived to
change with Signalman Jacques and Signalman Vic Sadler.
It is hoped that all Don R's will spend a little time in Japan
with this rotation scheme. At the moment they are extremely
busy with the divided H.Q. and lack of road, these and other
factors adding up to give circular runs of over 100 miles.
The linemen too, are hard pressed with only ten men to
look after 65 miles of line. Eight of these miles were laid
acros some of the roughest terrain south of the border and
finished across the thirty-eighth and the River Imjin. To
get the line aero s Signalman Taffy Thomas and Driver Joe
Brown swam the swiftly flowing, ice cold waters.
It is hoped to obtain a helicopter in the near future to
relieve the section of this back breaking work.
L'.!tcst news from " G" wagon ops.-Lance-Corporal
" Stinker" Binle has backache.
We see Lance-Corporal Harry Lever, of Squadron Clerks,
has lost his beer strainer. This is indeed a grave loss. To
compensate, however, Corporal Ben Bennett, our chief clerk,
i attempting to cultivate a growth.,.. We wish him luck at
chi endeavour.
It has been reported from dubious sources that the
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Squadron "Q" was seen in Brigade H.Q. this month. As
this report has not been substantiated, we can only say "It
may be true." " Hone t Bert," the Brigade bookie, is offering long odds the " Q " does not turn up.
Like all units in this Brigade, we too have a fair amount
of new equipment. Some of this kit which is purely experimental is held by the detachment at the press camp. Of
the equipment itself no details can yet be given, but the idea
is old. The operators Lance-Corporal "Pip" Piper and Signalman "Nick" Hartley, the mechanics, Signalman "Busty"
Weeks and Signalman Ken Littlechild, are having quite a busy
time with around the clock schedules and are working to
a rule "Make it or break it." There are a lot of faults and
snags which crop up from time to time but the detachment
are really keen. " It's new, it's interesting and it's worth the
extra work," says Lance-Corporal Piper.
On the 6th and 7th of the month certain persons were
seen levelling and hardening a piece of paddy field. This
unusual procedure brought many and varied comments until
it was found that a cricket pitch was being laid for the match
between Major Marshall's eleven and Press Camp eleven.
The day dawned fair, the match was played. The teams
were composed of various nationalities including Canadians
and Americans. One American by name of Oshelfski, wielded
his bat as though playing baseball, made the biggest hit of
the game and threw the bat away before running. The ball
broke during play and the latter part of the game was played
with a rubber ball. Captain Armstrong was almost a
casualty .when a bat only just missed him. Signalman Bert
Lambeth took 8 wickets and Signalman Heath scored 16
runs. The most conventional of two unorthodox sides won;
final scores being : Major Marshall' Eleven
Press C•mp Eleven . . . . ..

6-i for S

!commonwealth
* NEWS OF ·THE SIGNAL CORPS OF THE DOMIN ION
At;STRALIAI\" NEWS .

This is the first appearance in THE WIRE of notes from
Royal Australian Signals. It is hoped that there will be an
increase in news of " Signals " in the Commonwealth. With the interchange system
in operation, attachments, and both
officers and other ranks attending courses
in the U.K., there is bound to be increasing interest in the activities of other Corps.
With this in mind, and with the permission of Colonel A. D. Molloy, Director
Royal Australian Corps of Signals, the
Editor was asked whether he would accept
news from Australia. As you can see, and
to our delight, he consented. H ere then
.is our first effort.
We commence by sending our greetings to all ranks of
the Royal Corps of Signals and the Corps of all other Commonwealth Armies.
There are, of course, many Australian officers and other
ranks who have visited the U.K. and served in British Army
Signals units there and overseas. It is obviously neither

SO all out

possible nor desirable to include news of them all in our
first notes. This time, therefore, we shall mention personalities who, because they are now on, or who have recently
returned from, attachments to the British Army, may be
fresh in your minds. Subsequently we shall give you news
of others who have braved the rigours of Catterick with its
Long Tels. and F. of S. Courses, the training grounds of
Germany, the prototyp<:s of S.R.D.E., and the banditry of
Malaya.
Our Director is, at the time of writing, on his way to
England by air. There he will attend a meeting in London
of the Senior Signals Officers of the Commonwealth Armies.
During his visit he will also make a presentation to the
Colonel-in-Chief from Her Australian Corps.
· The Director will be flying back via America, where he
will visit the Chief Signal Officer and see U.S. Signal Corp
installations.
Attached to Royal Signals units and attending courses at
present are : Maior J. S. MacArthcr
Major .J D . Ollc
Major T. R. Warren

Und.,rstood to be at Carterick-Arc you?
S.R.D.E.
Winkled out of 2 Div. Sig. Regt. in
Genna~y to the chagrin of the cricket
fa:is there, and now in Catterick.

What a game!
Corporal Dennis King, Signalmen Stan Blakelock and Cliff
Fox, who were on detachment to the Belgian Battalion north
of the Imjin, rode out on the tanks of a U.S. relief force after
having burnt their jeep and equipment when the battalion
was cut off by the Chinese in their push south. Said Fox,
" Closest I've ever been to the salt mines." 1•
A sentiment that was echoed by many who were at main
H.Q. on the 23rd and 24th, for the extremely large forces
attacking on the Brigade front and flanks, their methods of
infiltration (which are very successful) made it quite likely
that Brigade H.Q. would be attacked.
At 0200 hrs. Corporal Ben Morey-Godding, the guard commander, woke everyone-" Stand to."
Flares and tracers, muzzle flashes and various explosions
painted a weird picture in the false dawn of man-made
morning while attacker and defender combined in an
orchestra with fantasia impromptu in " G " Sharp as theme
tune.
·
The Signals at Brigade Headquarters suffered no casualties, though the Corps representatives were not so lucky later
that day when one of the drivers was struck by splinters
from a mortar bomb. This unfortunate incident occurred
when Brigade H.Q. was pulling·out through a Chinese road
block on the way to Uijongbu.
We are now enjoying a period of comparative calm while
the Brigade licks its wounds and prepares for another affray.
Who, when he forgot the routing instructions to F.M.A.,
asked the A.P.M.?
Who, with his hands in his pockets, acknowledged a salute
from a Lieutenant-General with "Uh-Oh-G-good morning " at some time past two in the afternoon?
Who, when pinned down by· machine gun fire on a concrete bridge, tapped in on the line and held up the handset
for the lines officer to hear?
Who, when reporting he could not get a line through
because tanks were blocking the way, was told to use his
initiative and move the tanks?
·
Who ordered him to move the tanks ? ? ? ?
It was not your Korean korrespondent.
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Attei:ded No. 3 L ng Tels. Course. and
i, now attached t0 the G.P.O .. London .
Armd. Div . ignal R egimon•
p:ain K. R. Pantlin
Attending 'o. -1 Lo:ig Tels. ' ' ourse.
C.p:ain L. G . \oorc
War Office Sig . Regt.
Cap:ain F . Fookc
Attending No. 9 F . of S. Couroe.
.O.IJ . A. D urie
Auendinf( o. 8 F. of S. Course.
S Sgt. W . H . Anderson
The following other ranks are ser"ing \\ith British Signals Unit in
C p:..in

. W . Be3rc

.\\I ., • erg nt O'Reilly, Mala)'an

para! aunders
ignaltru.n Anderson
ig~alman Hardy
igna!man Luker

On their way to Malara :
Corporal Allwright
Signalman Darker
ignalman Killick
Signalman Eyles

couts

crgeam Auger, G.H.Q. Signal Regt. ,
F.A.R.E.L.F.
Corporal Richards ..
Corporal Morgan
Corporal Hooke r
Corporal Gracey
Siitna!man Sear
~ ip:nalman Kelly
Signalman Pratt
Signalman McLougblio
i.gnalman Casey

Any news of these in nit Notes, and in fact any mention of Australians serving in British Signals Units anywhere, will be most welcome.
We have recently welcomed back here: Major J. E. PASCOE. Recently concluded a six months'
attachment to the British Army in Malaya. He attended
two courses at the F.A.R.E.L.F. Training Centre, and then
served with the K.O.Y.L.I. the Scots Guards, Malaya Signal
Regiment, 18 Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron, and the
Malayan Scouts. He is now the Signals Instructor at the
R.M.C. As many readers will recall, he has also been to
U.K. and B.A.0.R.
Major A. de COURCY-BROWNE. He ~pent most of
the Jase two years at Catterick. Is now the Senior Instructor
at the School of Signals here.
Captain D . S. SEAGER. Spent two months attached to
G .H.Q. Signal Regiment, F.A.R.E.L.F.
Staff-Sergeant J . W . BUDGE. Attended No. 6 F. of S.
Course at Catterick. Is now in Army H.Q. Signal Regiment
at the Receiver site. (The equivalent presumably of Bampton).
We have two Royal Signals Officers here on interchange.
Major J. J. Ballard, who arrived in August last year. He
held his own quite successfully, even against the "Barrackers," during the first half of the Test series, but towards
the second half was visibly weakening. Luckily he was
joined early this year by Captain D . .J. Polley, who provided
some very necessary and welcome support.
Major. Ballard is at present S.0. Signals II (Training) in
the Signals Directorate at Army H.Q. He sends his best
wishes to the reborn 6 Armoured Division Signal Regiment.
Captain Polley is in the Traffic Squadron, Army H.Q. Signal
Regiment (the equivalent of W.ar Office Signal Regiment).
All airborne characters please note.
Our first photograph shows Staff-Sergeant (now W.0.II)
Christensen at the Australian end of the Melbourne-London
A.W.C. link. W.0.II Christensen attended a Radio Teletype Course at Catterick in 1949/ 50.

S01JTBERX RHODESl.'l

SIG~ALS

Our association with Royal Signals can be said to date
from September 1939, when a handful of Rhodesian Signalmen proceeded by air to Somaliland as reinforcements to
the Camel Corps Signals.
The next draft, somewhat larger in numbers, arrived at
Port Tewfik on .the 30th April 1940, and were soon very
much at home with 7th Armoured Divisional Signals in the
Western Desert.
From then on our association never looked back in East
Africa, Western Desert Catterick, Madagascar India
Burma, Italy, Ge~many. Under the influence of "'Jimmy,;
we wer_e woven mto the texture of the Corps and we are
proud m the knowledge that we contributed to the final
magnificent result.
reedless to say when peace time training was recommenced in 1949, and authority was granted for the formauon of a Signal Unit, as part of the Territorial Army Force
our firM. aim w~s affiliation with the Royal Corps.
'
An alhancc with the Royal Corps of Signals was graciously
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approved by His Majesty the King, on the 31st O ctober
1949.
During 1950_, we were pleased to receive a signed photograph of H.R.H. The Princess Royal, presented by the Corp
Committee.
This being our first contribution to THE WIRE, it m ay be
as well to give a brief account of ourselves.
Major A. R. Mabin, M.B.E., Commanding, has his headquarters at Salisbury. No. 1 Squadron Headquarters
(Captain A. D. J. Van Zyl) is at Salisbury, and No. 2
Squadron (Captain D. H. Grainger) at Bulawayo.
Captain W. E . Hope-Sotherton is Second-in-Command,
and Lieutenant W. Bennett (G.H.Q. Mideast 15 Army
Group Ciphers 1939/ 45) is acting Adjutant. Other officers
include Captain F. L. Robinson (E.A.), Captain A. J. Wilson
(Burma), Lieutenant R. A. Cox, G.M. (France and Germany),
Lieutenant J . Coaten (Mideast), and Lieutenant Rex Harris.
(India).
Sergeant-major Anderson commands a small detachment
of I Squadron at Umtali.
We have attended two Territorial Camps since our formation. Last year we were pleased to establish contact with
East Africa Signals, who visited our camp in strength.
Captain Whitworth commanded the detachment, and Captain White was second-in-command. During the same
period the C.S.O. East Africa, Colonel Henderson, and
Major Vaigncourt-Strallen visited us in a liaison capacity. It
goes wiWiout saying, that a good time was had by all.
Corporal Woodnutt visited the United Kingdom last year
and benefited by a three weeks' attachment to a Unit in
B.A.0.R. He extends greetings to those who went out of
their way to make his stay so pleasant.
Captain Hope-Sotherton is at present visiting the " old
country " and hopes to renew many wartime friendships. He
w:ill serve a 14-day attachment at Catterick.
May we take this opportunity of recording our appreciation to Major-General W. A. Scott, Major-General W. R. C.
Penney, Major-General Fladgate, Captain Charles Wardle
and Captain L. N. Lloyd whose assistance and encouragement has been invaluable in the formation of the unit.

NIGERIA SIGNAL SQ1J'ADRON

By the time these notes appear the Unit hopes that Mrs.
Banham, Mrs. Webster, Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. Lombard
and Mrs. Gallagher will have
arrived in Lagos to join their
husbands. As long as they
don't mind the tom toms all
night, monsoon bugs and flying ants we feel quite sure
they will be happy here, at
least we will try and make
them happy.
\
The
Squadron
football
team has played three
matches this month and still
remains unbeaten. Unfortunately some
is tcying
to post our team captain, Lance-Corporal Sidney,
to another Unit. It must be explained that the Unit
team is composed completely of African other ranks
and here in the R.W.A.F.F. non-Signal trades can be posted
to any other Unit employing that trade, for example, Lance~
Corporal Sidney is a Clerk, so he can be posted to any Unit,
G~nner, R.E.M.E., R.A.S.C., etc. The team, however, is
trained and selected by British Officers and N.C.O.s.
There are insufficient British ranks to form a decent football team, so a combined British team of the Signal and local
H<?dquarters play in the British league. They are doing
quite well; they would do better if it was a complete Signal
team. Unfortunately their star player, Sergeant Nock, is at
present in hospital with a bad back.

'
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Territorial
ArDty
16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(1'DDDLESEX YEOMANRY)

Spring is here. We have actually had an exercise on
which the rain did not descend. It was perhaps as well as
it was the first time we had
turned out a Brigade Troop complete with M.T.. We also had to
provide Headquarter Parachute
Brigade with their clerks and
cooks ! Judging by some of the
letters received we are still not
quite sure if it was our communications or cooking that was
most appreciated.
Service, if
with a smile, was hardly up to
Joe Lyon's standard. Standing
in the queue in the dark the
Brigadier was presented with his
supper and a cheery " here's
your grub, Guv."
We feel we must record a very appropriate event now
that H.P. C.V.s are replacing L.P.s at Brigade level The
Staff were somewhat dismayed at the smaller Staff Compart~ent but v.:ere soon beaming all over their faces at the magnificent W.rreless Communications and were soon vowing
they would always put up with the smaller space to have the
advantage of the larger set. We didn't really have the heart
to tell them that the 53 set was off the air and they were
working on the 62 !
The A.C.I. authorising the wearing of collar badges on
battledress has set the Permanent Staff a problem. They as
a courtesy, wear our cap badge and badges of rank. Now
they don't know when to draw the line and whose badge
to wear in their collar. The Adjutant has taken refuge by
wearing his kilt! Incidentally we ought to warn the Sutton
Bra.nch of the Signals Association that he has migrated to
their part of the world so watch any ancient monuments or
spare stores that you may covet.

21 C:ORPS SIGNAL REGHIENT, T.A.

Training. A most successful all-ranks' week-end camp
was held at Derby on 21st and 22nd April. Not only was
there a good attendance, but the weather was kind and
spring-like. A_ll. trades were engaged; and the exercise portion of the trammg was arranged as a trial run for the role
of the Unit as "Neutral Signals," in a later exercise arranged
by the Independent Armoured Brigade Group. Of this
la~ter Exercise, more will be said in a later note; but a certain
rruld consternation was evident in certain circles, when it
was learned that the lowest-ranking officer on a set in that
scheme was a Brigadier !
!he linemen were not operational this week-end, but after
·sunable recce, two lines officers interested, located two
hostelries, the idea being to build a "quality" quad route
from the one to the other.
Around the Squadrons. The H.Q. of No. 1 (Line) Squadr~n, under Major Grimwood-Taylor, is now located at Nottingham, pending the preparation of new premises.
At Chesterfield, now that summer is upon us, the long
awaited repairs to the heating system and certain other trainIHE WIRE. JUNE 1951

ing aids haye ?een c3!ried out, whilst additional garage
~ccommod~t1on is promised. The Breast Route in the cellar
is now takmg shape, and it is planned to simulate in its five
bays, equivalent circuits to five, ten, and twenty miles of
2oolb. copper, by means of suitable resistors and capacitor ·
and other loading.
In Lighter Vein. It is rumoured that the Immortal Bard
w~s. recently an . i~terested and pleased spectator (in the
spmt) at our trammg. He had, as might be expected, little
fresh to say; but then, he had already said it, as follows : On Assembly-You have assembled
Such troops of citizens Richard III, 3, vii
The C.l. starts the exerciseLet us to our work
II Henry IV, I, iv
Deployment- Our Army's in the field.
Coriolanus x ii
Net tingIf it were done when 'tis done
'
then 'twere well
It were done quickly
Macbeth 1, vii
On Capt. W.'s Message FormsA little can I read
Antony and C, 1, ii
Precedence FLASHI'll put a girdle round about the earth
In forty minutes
Midsummer 2 i
Capt. F. studies a "corrupted crypt"'
There is something in this . .
if philosophy could find it out Hamlet 2, i
On a T M.0. at workHeat me these irons hot
King John 4 i
On Field Cookery'
Thou didst eat strange flesh
Which some did die to look upon
Antony and C. 1, iii
Interlude, The "Spread Eeagk "I like this place, and willingly
Would waste my time in it
As You Like It 2, iv
'JONAH"

23 (SOUTHERN) C:ORPS SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T.A.

In spite of the weather, outdoor training has been active.
We provided line communication and D .R.'s for the Head
of the River race, and wireless communication for the Civil
Service Motor Cycle Association Motor Cycle Trials on
Bagshot Heath. On both occasions our efforts seem to have
been appreciated by the organisers, and certainly variety is
the spice of training, as Captain Penn was no doubt only
. too pleased to inform anyone who asked if he was a competitor in the trials or just trying the worst hazards for the
fun.
Our own D.R.'s could not manage any entries for these
trials, as the Display Team is taking every opportunity of
reasonable weather to work on the programme for the Unit
At Home on Saturday, 19th May, when we shall be hosts to
the Borough of Fulham, whose child by adoption we recently
became. If all our plans and " surprises " work out and the
sun by kind permission of the Bartled Brothers shines as
they have promised, we anticipate a good crowd, whom we
are confident with the assistance of the Corps Band we shall
interest as well as entertain. Our only qualms rest upon
the children of Fulham who appear to be no respecters of
persons, be they Colonels or just rather large SergeantMajors, or so our co-ordinating committee report airer their
recent visit to the Lillie Road Recreation Ground.
On 12th April the Commanding Officer and the Officer '
Mess were hosts at dinner to our acting C .S.O., Colonel
Gordon, Colonel Oake from the T.A. Association and
Lieutenant-Colonel Talbot-Smith commanding our Gunner
friends 264th (7th London) Field Regiment R.A., T.A.,
across the road. We were also pleased to welcome brother
officers from 44 (Home Counties) Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
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Tl1e Adoptio11 of Kensi1igton Ter1·itorial
ll11i t by tlie Boyal Borougli
H E London Borough are each to have their own "little

T

armies" consisting of the Territorial Units within their
boundaries. In K ensington Royal Signal are in strength
with the Anny Phantom Signal Regiment and I I A.A. (M)
ignal Regiment, closely followed b ' the Gunners and
the R.A. .C.
As long ago as 1905, the Army Phantom Signal Regiment,
then an Infantry Regiment (Pr incess Louise s K ensington
Regiment) had been granted the privilege of wearing the
Anns of the Borough as their cap badge. For them, the
adoption came as a uitable climax to a long and close association with tbe Borough.
On Thursday, 12th April, at a special session of the
Council in the Kensington Town H all, the following resoluuon was proposed and passed unanimously : " That the
Council of the Royal Borough of Ken ington, in recognition
of the fine fighting traditions and the importance in the
defence of freedom, of the role of the Kensington Territorial Units, so many of whose Officers and men are citizens
of the Borough, do associate themselves with the Kensington Units of the Territorial Anny."
After the Council meeting, the Mayor, Councillor J. G .
Gapp, J.P., received representa tives of the units with their
friends, together with distingui ~ hed citizens of the Royal
Borough, at a reception in the Town Hall. Decorated with
the Colours of the Kensington Regiment, the Royal Charter,
tl-e grant of arms and regalia of the Borough, together with
the T.A. units military and sporting trophies and old artillery pieces and small arms weapons, the hall looked truly
part of such an important occasion. The entrance of the
Mayor, RM. Deputy Lieutenant, of the County of London, Commanding Officers of the T.A. units, Honorary
Colonels and the Mayor's Chaplain was heralded by three
trumpeters of the Royal Horse Artillery, in full dress. It

was a happy evening full of colour and one that did much
to bring the regiments and the residents of the Borough

closer together. The following Sunday, the citizens of
Kensington saw for the first time their own " Borough
Army." In the bright April sunshine, His Worship the
Mayor escorted by despatch riders, led a motorised column
through the Royal Borough to the Broad Walk Kensington
Gardens. Attired in his scarlet ceremonial robes and chain
of office and preceded by his Mace Bearer he walked to
the dais where he was met by the Bishop of Kensington
and the Honorary Colonels of the Regiments. Watched
by large cro'l(l'ds, the parade was drawn up in line with the
Kensington's Colours in the centre. The command for the
General Salute was given, the Colours were unfurled and
the Band of the Women's Royal Army Corps played the
stirring music always associated with the ceremony. After
he had inspected the lines of uniformed men and women
the M ayor and inspecting party returned to tl:e dais.
A short ceremony followed at which the procl~atiOn of
adoption was read to the assembled troops and a message
from Field M arshal Viscount Alanbrooke handed to the
Mayor by H .M. D ep uty Lieutenant of the County of London. T o mark the occasion, each Commanding Officer on
parade was presented with an illuminated croll on which
was engrossed the Council's resolution. The Bistop of
K ensington brought the ceremony to a close with a short
prayer of dedication and blessing.
The parade over, the M ayoral party returned to the Town
H all and the marching and motorised columns formed up
to march past, led by the W.R.A.C. Band. As the parade
passed the saluting base the Band of the Coldstream
Guards, drawn up outside tl:e Town H all, played the R egimental M arch of each Regimen t. We were proud to be
representing Royal Signals and the T.A. on this great

occasion, and further honoured by taking on parade the
Colours of the Kensington Regiment to remind us as we
step in to the future, of the glorious traditions of the past.
After dismissal the units returned to their Headquarters
where they entertained their families and guests to tea.
1/20 (SM) ARIHY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

When the sale of THE WIRE drops to four in this Regiment, I shall give up and take to writing poetry for children.
The older members are keen and regular readers but newcomers take not the slightest notice of THE WIRE. One
young recruit to the T.A. asks " What interest is it to me
at a bob a time? " He hardly knows the people in his own
unit, much less those in Catterick or B.A.0.R. The technical articles (except mine) are over his bead and anyway,
he is content to absorb just as much as the P.S.I.s offer and
no more. So there you are, and if you use your imagination
you can see me disposing of the subject with a wave of the
band, a shrug (Gallic) and possibly a cynical grin. I tried
cynical grins in front of a mirror for hours but the result
was disappointing. They only reminded me of the expressions I tried to get on my face when I was wheeled in at
Aldershot in 1914 for a series of ghastly crim es ranging from
absence from afternoon feeds to dropping rice pudding on
the ord erly sergeant's hat from a high window. A widely
held opinion of those days was that all boys should have
been drowned at birth.
Sorry about the absence of our notes from the May WIRE.
No excuses. I just thought" What the bell." However, let
us get to work. The Regiment is growing fast and the members are good types. A surprising n umber of N.S. men have
volunteered for the T .A. T hey are very welcome. Annual
Camp at Llanbedr in the first half of August shotild provide
some inter esting and instructive experiences. With the
N.S. men and the "Z" boys we are to carry out a nicely
planned exer cise. I shall have more to say about this when
the time comes.
In connection with this exercise the officers and potential
officers attended at TEWT at Ettington Park during May.
There was a full turn-out and we were visited by the C.S.O.,
Brigadier E. V. McCormack, c.B.E., and our Hon. Colonel,
Brigadier E . A. James, o.B.E., T.D.
The fact that one young officer carried out a TEWP at
0200 hou rs along the corridors of the elegant hotel wherein
we were lodged, is to be deplored, or something, but is just
one of those things when two or three adolescents are
gathered together.
Uncle Alf : What is a TEWP?
Me: A T actical Exercise Without Pants.
Don't forge t to fill up the coupon · on the back page.
What? No coupon ? Oh, well, don't bother. BARLEUX

43 (WESSEX) INFANTRY DIVISIONAi.
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

[Photograph : T eren ce Wilson, L ondon, W .J 1

lieutenant-Colonel R. Wasey, M.B.E., T.D., and the Co lours of the Army Phantom Signal Regiment march past the Mayor of Kensington .
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" T " Type engagements appear to have achieved a sudden
popularity judging by the number of applications and
enquiries received.
On the 20th April many of the leading lights of the
D ivision assembled at Weston-Super-Mare for Exerci e
" Tiberius." The Regiment was represented by C.R.
Signals, three Squadron Commanders and the Adjutant. Two
days' strenuous exercise showed up deficiencies in physical
fitness if not in tactical knowledge.
All the Squadrons have been busy on the ranges this
month firing off their annual course.
No. 2 Squadron with the able assistance of HQ.RA., he~d
an indoor gunner communications exercise on 14th Apnl.
The valuable results were reflected afterwards in the discussion of such obscurities as an "uncle target" over a pint of
beer. The descent of the RE.M.E. vehicle inspectorate over
the next two days did nothing to daunt their enthusiasm,
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and as proof of this, the subsequent report was classified
"Good."
_To round off the month " A" Troop held a long range
wueless exercise on the 29th April in South Devon. R.5s
were reported throughout (almost).

d3 (WELSH) INFANT1n:· Dl\."ISIO:XAI.
SIGNAL REGIMEN T , T.A.

H.Q. and I Squadron. We seem to have been preparing
for or recovering from exercises for a considerable time now.
On 17th/18th Mar ch Exercise
" Primrose " took place in M andy
Barracks and in pouring rain when
the whole of the Divisional and
Brigade Staffs with the se.rvices
descended on us for a telephone
battle which continued from 16oo
hours on Saturday until 1500 hours
on Sunday. This involved a tremendous amount of work in wiring up beforehand, and
would have been quite beyond our ability without the helpof a Regular D ivisional Signal Regiment who lent us 16
OWL for five days and whose help was much appreciated.
We hope we shall meet them again this year on Exercise
" Red Spider" in July when we are at our annual camp.
After a break for Easter, a week-end camp was held at
Bridgend when the annual range course was fired at Porthcawl, the clerk of the weather was kinder to us this time, and
though cold it kept fine for us, many thousand rounds were
expended, some of them almost in the dark, without discovering much new talent. However, we have selected three
teams to represent the regiment in the Glamorgan Rifle
Association Meeting at Porthcawl at Whitsun.
On 21st March the Officers' Mess gave a farewell party
to Major D. W. Cotterill (O.C. I Squadron) on his transfer
to the TARO and on 5th May the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess held a most successful social evening to
say goodbye to Corporal Clifton who has left us after four
years on the permanent staff for more " active " duties.
We are now preparing for camp, 7th-21st July.
3 Squadron. On the 22nd April we were invited to take
part in a signal exercise with an Infantry Brigade. This.
turned out to be very successful, sets netted in to the minute
and strength R 5s throughout the whole exercise.
On the 29th April we entered a team in the AGRA field
Workshops Motor Cycle Trials. Although we were far
from heading the list our riders gave a creditable display
on their first attempt. The following day hammers and
chisels were to the fore removing the " plaster of paris "
(curiously a muddy colour substance) until we could recognise
various parts of the machines.

4 ,a (11.C.)

JNFANTR~-

Dn"ISIONAL SIGNAL
REGDIENT, T •.<\.

After weeks of preparation, the time arrived for the Regiment to be " adopted" by the Borough, and Saturday 5th
May, saw the first of three separate functions connected
with the adoption ceremony.
At 14.00 hours on that afternoon the Regiment paraded
under Major K. B. Baldwin, M.B.E., T.D., A.M.I.E.E., and
marched, mounted in our transport with the Band of the
Royal Artillery, to the Town Hall in Chiswick where the
Mayor and Corporation of the Borough of Brentford and
Chiswick were already in their Council Chamber with the
Commanding Officers of the Regiments of the Territorial
Army in the Borough.
On arrival at the Town Hall the Guard of Honour took
up its po ition with the Band and the trumpeters of the
Royal Artillery in their full dress uniforms. At three o'clock
the Commanding Officers left the Town Hall and took up
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their p !>itions under their Corps Flag, our own LieutenantColon I D . N . Deakin Royal Signals, among them .
A few minute later to the strains of the Trumpet Voluntary by Jeremiah Clarke (attributed to Purcell), the M ayor
of Brentford and Chiswick, Councillor Rev. Oswald Brenton, J.P., his Aldermen and Councillors resplendant in their
robes, and the T own Clerk, a tall striking figure in wig
and gown, proceeded down the steps of the Town Hall.
to mount the dais.
After the Town Clerk had read an address on behalf of
the citizen s of the Borough, the Mayor made a short speech
of welcome and pointed out the n ecessity of the T erritorial
Army in these worrying times. He then presented the
Commanding Officers with their " Charters."
The trumpeters sounded a fa nfare and the gunners fired
a salute which was followed by three cheers for the Citizen s of the Borough.
The ceremony concluded with the singing of the N ational
Anthem. The Mayor then entertained members of the
Regiments and their wives to tea in the Town Hall. While
the reception was taking place the public, who had turned
out in large numbers to watch the ceremony, were permitted to look over the vehicles and equipment.
On the following Tuesday evening the Regiment was at
home to the local public and the M ayor arrived to open
the evening. He was escorted by despatch r iders under
ilie command of S.Q.M.S. Forsythe.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel D . N. Deakin, Royal Signals, was
at the entrance to the Drill Hall to receive him and our
Cadet Sq uadron, under Captain Wallace, provided the
Guard of Honour.

T he week of adoption ended with a Ball given by the
M ayor in the Town Hall, to the T erritorials and notables
of the Borough.
The Officers of the Regiment in their scarlet, and the
men in blue p atrols, m ade a brilliant contrast to the ladies
and gentlemen in fo rmal evening dress.
Our thanks go to C aptain G . W. West, Royal Signals,
who as Borough organ iser gave us considerable help with
the arrangements.
The Regiment now settles down to prepare for annual
training in July.
5 0 ( N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT , T . A.

The tempo of events has increased considerably during
the last two months, and the Regiment has been hard at
work.
We started off February with an officers' training weekend at Sedgefield- this took the form of a traffic exercise in
which the Staff of Divisional Headquarters originated all
traffic. A further officers' training week-end took place at
Wynard P ark, where we practised (in conjunction with the
Staff) the movement of a D ivisional H .Q. into a new site.
Two Brigade wireless exercises followed-both in deplorable weather-and finally a Divisional exercise (AGAG)
took place on 14th and 15th April. F or this exercise we were
made up in vehicles and per sonnel by the L ancers, S.T.C.
and School of Signals : in spite of the difficulties of wireless
links being manned by scratch crews, and of the complication of four different units merging to form a Divisional
Signals, the exercise went extremely well, and the training
value, especially for the drivers, was high. W e were particularly im pressed with the keenness of the youn g officers
and National Servjce men from Catterick.
Trade Boards and Drill and D uties C ourses were held in
M arch and April, and now we are hard at work preparing
for the reception of our " N .S.M ." and " Z " men at Camp,
and especially for the large scale D ivisiq.nal exercise which
takes place the second week of camp.
Incidently, after much chopping and changing, the location of our Annual Camp is now definitely Blacon Camp,
Chester.
The Annual Officers' Regimental Ball was held on 6th
April at the T.A. Centre, Darlington. The Commanding
Officer and Mrs. Lee and our honorary Colonel and Mrs.
Sheffield welcomed over two hundred guests, amongst whom
were the General Officer Commanding and the Mayor and
Mayoress of Darlington.
Three ex-Commanding Officers of the Regiment were
with us, viz: Brigadier G. Walton, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., Lieutenant-Colonel Stevenson Wight and Lieutenant-Colonel R. M .
Percival, T.D., and there were many other familiar faces in
the Drill Hall that night. F red May, of Tai l~ fame, former
officer of the Division was our guest, and we hope to see some
of his impressions in due course.
It was a grand evening which was made more enjoyable by
the excellent playing of the Dance Section of the Corps Band.
51 (U) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

[Photograph : Gashion, Chiswick

The Mayor of Brentford and Chiswick, Councillo r Rev. Oswald
Bren ton, J.P. presents vellum s of adoption to the commanding
officers.
ltft to riaht : Major W A. Gue>t, Royal Sianals , lieutenant-Colonel D. N.
Dukin , Royal Sianals, the Town Cle rk , t he Mayor

In perfect weather, all officers of the Regiment took part
in a week-end mountain warfare exercise at Pitlochry, and
had the benefit of a lecture by the G.O.C. Highland District,
and the comments of the C.S.O., Scottish Command. We
are indebted also to Major R. A. B. Brown, of tne School of
Signals, for coming north to help us and arrange demonstrations of a pack pony fully accoutred with a wireless set, batteries and charging engine, and of the new dispenser cable
being laid. Recces were made of three cross-country cable
routes, and discussions followed, organised and conducted
by Major T. B. S. McMain.
No. 1 Squadron week-end exercise, which took place at

Aberlour early in April, was carried out in very cold weather
conditions, which, however, did not prevent it from being
most successful.
T he Regiment h as now taken on a new appearance, for
our bonnets TOS have now been replaced by the blue
berets. Opinion seems to have it that the new headgear is
comfortable and adds a touch of colour to the ranks. Nevertheless we mourn the loss of our Bonnets TOS which were
worn throughout the War.
Things are starting to become hectic in 2 Squadron as in
most T.A. Regiments at this time. We are holding two
week-end camps this year, the first to Comrie in Perthshire
which is to take place in a week's time. The O.C., Major T.
B. S. McM ain, and Captain G . Louden have just returned
from a week-end exercise in the highlands, with mountain
warfare as the them e. A few weeks ago it was suggested by
Captain Louden that the Squadron make the second weekend camp a man -pack one in the hills around Stir ling. It is
now announced definitely that we are going to Comrie both
times-" F or what we are about to receive . . .."
3 Squadron is again settling down to its summer programme after winter training and the first week-end out-ofdoors-range firin g-proved to be as summery as those precedin g, and everyone was drenched.
A wireless n et of local units has been established and is
proving very beneficial and entertaining.
The C anteen has been completely remodelled and is now
well patronised by Unit members.

a3 SIGNAi. SQU ADRON, W .R.A . C:::., T.A.

The 2nd of April 1951, was a proud day for all mem bers
of 53rd Signal Squadron, for at a special parade in the eve ning Sergeant Margaret Turnock was presented by the
G.0.C. in C. Western Command with the B.E.M., awarded
her in the New Year's Honours L ist. The Army Commander said the citation to the award referred to Sergeant
T urnock's fine record of service in the two wars. She
served overseas in the first war, and within three weeks
of being demobilised in 1948 joined the T.A.
ROYAL SIGNALS S U D-U NIT, Qt;EEN'S
(BELFAST) U NH'ERSIT't" C:::O~TINGENT ,
U NIVERSITY TRAINING CORPS, T .A.

Annual training for 1950 was done at Ballyedmond,
C ounty Down, a pleasant spot on 'the northern shore of
Carlingford Lough, but the summer of 1950 seemed to end
suddenly on our third or fourth day in camp. Much of the
training was done on the notoriously wet lower slopes of
the Mourne Mountains, but a full programme was got
thr ough somehow. Sport, however, was sadly interfered
with.
Recruiting was brisk during autumn and winter, and at
one time we were actually one man over establishment. The
situation was relieved by the commissioning of Lance-Corporal Kyle, who is now Second-Lieutenant Kyle of 107th
(Ulster) Independent Infantry Brigade Group Signal
Squadron. The departure of some time--expired men has reduced our numbers, but we are now only four men short and
are hoping to reach full figures again before leaving for our
1951 training at Kinmel Park, Flintshire, near the end of
June. About twenty of us are looking forward to following
up our 15-day training by going on a Signals exercise with
53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signal Regiment before returning
to Northern Ireland.
Our contingent rifle teams have been having extraordinarily good fortune lately, doing well at the T.A. Rifle Association's meeting at Bi~ley and capturing a number of
trophies at the Northern Ireland District rifle meeting at
Ballykinlar, including an enormous piece of silverware, the
Queen Victoria Cup (never won before by a non-regular
unit), the Recruits' Cup, for the best team of oung soldiers
THE WIRE , JUNE 1951
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in the district, and other awards. At the recent Northern
Ireland D istrict small- bore competitions our two teams took
first and second places. Signals were well represented in all
the teams.
Other activities included communication for the Ulster
Grand Prix Motor-cycle Races on the Clady Circuit in
August (on the only dry day that month), when we had the
pleasure of seeing an old Royal Signals rider (Duke) win
the premier award in gr eat style, and for the N orthern
Ireland District (Army) Motor-cycle T rials, where first place
went to the local A.A. Signal Squadron, T .A. This event
was run in appalling weather.
6 2 H . Q. L. OF ('. SIGNAL

REGDIE~T ,

T.A.

Once again Camp Fever is in the air. This year we go to
" Lovely Llanbedr " near H arlech and, as usual, will be
accompanied by 16 Wireless Squadron.
Various changes are in the air. Major Harry Blakemore
of 16 Wireless Squadron h as moved to the York area from
N orthwich but we still hope to see him at Camp. Major
The Earl K itchener is taking over the Squadron. Captain
H enretty, late of the Agra Signal Squadron, now commands the Engineer Group Signal Troop, but still stays
with his old friends in Prescot, Liverpool.
Our latest activities include the forming of a Sq{Jadron in
Birmingham and taking a fatherly interest in the 8th
Cheshire Army Cadet Unit. This latter Unit wears Royal
Signals badges and we have great hopes of a sup12ly of
Royal Signals Technicians coming from them.
We are so widespread now that we frequently have to invoke the aid of Mercury to cover our Rt;gimental activities.
The Independent Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron
are our first to go to Camp. This year on Salisbury Plain
in June.
As I write, lorries are coming and going on their early
preparations.

BRIGADIER R. T. WILUAMS, retired, is now in practice as
a consultant in insurance and mortgage. He is not connected with any Company or Society, but offers indepen·
dent and unbiased advice and can provide cheaper and
better contracts than officers are likely to obtain unaided.
. He accepts NO FEES and his advice and quotations are
without obligation of any kind.
LIFE ASSURANCE
Whole Life; Endowmeat, Education, Income Benefits,
Death Duties, normally at CI VJLIAN rates with no " Service Extra " and including War and Flying Ri ks and
parachuting. Existing Policies which charge ex tras or limit
cover can usually be con verted to advantage.

HOUSE PURCHASE
With full protection for dependant . et co t i u ually
le than ordinary mortgages without this protection.
INVESTMENTS
Special Annuities and Building Society investments
giving maximum yield with complete security of capital.
FURNITURE, KIT and ALUABLES
"Cornprehen ive' cover for hou e and contents. ·All
Ri ks,. cover for kit and valuables of officer and family,
U.K. or World-wide (convertible from one to the other).
GENERAL
Per onal Accident-i ncluding Winter Sport if required :
Motors : Yachts: Dog : Sport men' : Golfers' : Family
Third Party : Baggage : etc., etc.
BRIGADIER R. T. WILLIAM
49 MONTPELIER ROAD, BRIGHTON,
EX
Telephone : HOVE

828
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E scorts from Branches of kindred Associations present were
as follows : Langton and District Branch, British Legion;
Tunbridge Wells Branch, British Legion; Tunbridge Wells
Branch, Royal Army Service Corps Association; Tunbridge
Wells Branch, Royal Naval Association; Tunbridge Wells
Branch, Royal Marines' Association. A detachment of serving troops from Eastern Command Signal Regiment, Maresfield Camp, attended and provided the token link symbolising
the family of Signals past and present.
The dedication of the Standard coincided with the first
birthday of Tunbridge Wells Branch of Royal Signals Association, and, after the Service, everyone proceeded to Branch
Headquarters (Telephones Sports and Social Club), 58 York
Road, Tunbridge Wells) for tea during which the Branch
Birthday Cake, kindly presented by Mrs. Kay Packman, was
c ut by Major-General C. W. Fladgate.

I. TER) .~.A. INDEPENDENT (lU)
SIGNAL S4t1JADRON, T.A.
We are all looking forward to our Annual Camp in June,
which is to b at Farnley Park, near Leeds, this year with
our colleag>.ic · from 3 A.A. Group. This w~l be the. first
time that the Unit has not gone to Camp with the Bngade
and should provide a complete change for the older
member.
We are also busy preparing for a our "Z " Reservists and
hope that they will enjoy the camp as much _as _we do.
.
A .22 shooting competition was held w1thm the Urut
during April, for which two pri2~s were given, one f~r the
Old Soldiers and one for the recrwts. Of the former, Signalman J. J. Taylor carried off the pri2e with 63 out C!f a P<!ssible 65 and of the latter Signalman R . Gould (Jumor) with
6o out of a possible 65.
Twelve of our W.R.A.C. members attended the W.R.A.C.
birthday parade on 22nd April at H.Q. N .I.D . The parade
went verv well and all ranks were complimented by the
3:> (

Uirminglmm

G.0.C. -

Association
Notes
Tunbridge Wells and District
The First Annual General Meeting of the Branch was

held at Telephones Sports and Social Club on Wednesday,
2nd May, 1951, at which a fair proportion of the memberhip attended. The Secretary, in his report, gave an exhaustive resume of the past year's work and the social activities both at Branch Headquarters and at Maresfield Camp
where a strong liaison is maintained between the Branch
and Eastern Command Signal Regiment. The election of
Branch Officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows :
Chairman, Mr. W. J. Packman; Secretary, Mr. G. E. Paling;
Treasurer, Mr. G. W. Dyke; Committee, Mr. W. Hibbit;

Left to right: Ex-Sergeant G. E. Kingswood, Major W . J.
Packman Lieutenant G. W. Dyke, Colonel F. K. Wilson, MajorGeneral C. W. Fladgate, lieutenant-Colonel T. H. Winterborn
and G. E. Palin2.

W~en do you think we might have an enthusiastic clique
shouung at each Other about Dunkirk, the Algiers landing,
the battle of Prestatyn or the Normandy invasion? Maybe
it is a little early yet but almost certainly when the boys gee
around to the " fifty-fives " or so they will begin to look
round (in more senses than one) for someone who can shoot
the same line. The most likely place to find these people
will be at a Signals Association meeting. Where else can
Signals yarn about those grand days when transport meant
horses, cable wagons, girth straps, straw, manure and spurs.
Well, whatever it is you want to resurrect, get among
people who speak the same language. Do you realise that
Branches are fading out for want of you r particular presence
just once a month.
No, not YOU silly. I know you are always there.
Remember, the Birmingham Branch on the last Thursday
in the month.
Now read this again and find out where.
Not to be cut out and sung in front of Battalion H.Q.

Left to right: Ex-C .S.M. W . Hibbit, ex-Sergeant G. E. Kingswood
(standard bearer) and Lieutenant G. W . Dyke .
I'

Mr. G. E. Kingswood; Mrs. A. Larkin; Mr. F . W . Archer;
Mr. G. E. Watts. Auditors, Mr. E. W. Webster and Mr. A.
R. Blackford.
The enrolment target, self-set at the inception of the
Branch, was 100 members in the first year. The membership at the conclusion of the first financial year was u7.
A representative party from the Branch attended the
Dance/Social held at the W.O. and Sergeants' Mess, Maresfield Camp, on Thursday, 3rd May, 1951. The function
was in a form of a farewell to Lieutenant-Colonel J. N.
Barker who was leaving the Unit to take up duties overseas.
Members are again visiting the Camp on 15th May, L951,
when the Branch has been invited to the Regimental Dance
at which the highlight will be the Corps Band.
We are all looking forward to the forthcoming Tunbridge
Wells and South Eastern Counties Show on 24th/25th July,
1951, when the Royal Signals Display Team will be doing
their stuff.
There is no doubt but that they will find a real " Signals "
welcome awaiting them.
The Tunbridge Wells and District Branch of Royal
Signals Association assembled at Holy Trinity Church, Tunbridge Wells, on Sunday, April 15th, to dedicate the Branch
Standard. The service was conducted by the Rev. Canon
H. W. Thomas, and the Lesson was read by Major-General
C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E. Among the large congregation
present were Gerald Williams, Esq., M.P. (Tonbridge Division of Kent), Colonel D. W. R. Burridge, C.B.E. (Chief
Signal Officer, Hong Kong), Colonel F . K. Wilson (Branch
President), Lieutenant-Colonel T. H. Winterborn, o.B.E.
(Branch Vice-President), and Victor C. Malden, Esq. (Kent
County Vice-President, British Legion). Standards and
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When I was President of the Jubbulpore Ski Club back
in 1930 I used to spend a lot of tline wondering what to
write for the Echo of India concerning this healthy sport. In
·the end I didn't write anything. I got out of it neatly by
ending the Editor an abusive letter, threatening to resign
from the staff. He retaliated, if that is the word I want, by
giving me the sack and Rs 750 in lieu of notice.
U ncle Alf: You were never on their staff.
Me : I know. That is the part I like. You see what I
mean? I doubt it. If someone in Birmingham doesn't do
omething spectacular pretty soon I shall be reduced to telling you about our meetings at the Crown Inn, Broad Street,
.and serve you right.
Uncle Alf: Come to think of it, there was never any snow
jn Jubbulpore.
Me: So what. We used to have it sent up from Igatpuri
in ice-cream containers.
Perhaps that will be enough about India, although I feel
· ure there are many readers who would like nothing better
than to foregather with others who could swap yarns about
Karachi, Rawal Pindi, Narbudda Club, Chota hazri, burra
pegs, pialas (saucers) and fiat pialas (plates). What a linguist.
Our staunchest members do not talk much about India.
Their conversation usually revolves round Aldershot in 1908,
Salisbury Plain 1912 and Mons 1914. Do I have to explain
.that they are the Boys of the Old Brigade, or that their
esprit de corps is as strong today as it was on Armistice Day
1918?

BARLEUX

Hury St. Edmunds and Distrh·t

This is a n ew branch formed in 1950 largely as the result
of the enthusiasm of Staff Sergeant George Hayward, probably the only Royal Signals member of the Army Recruiting
Staff. George had the idea at the front of his mind for some
time. On the appointment of Captain J. W. H. Knight, late
of Royal Signals, as town clerk of Bury St. Edmunds, he
seized his opportunity.
These two really got going and a Branch was quickly
brought into being, Major G:. A. de Frece, late Royal Signals,
accepting the Presidency.
Various functions were held during the year including our
first annual dinner, an honoured guest being the late General
Secretary of the Royal Signals Association, Colonel A. W.
Roberts, M.C., now resident in South Africa (SALVE!
Robbie).
The first annual general meeting has been held and the
following committee elected: General Hayward, Chairman;
D. L. Marsh, Vice-Chairman; B. A. Scarff, Hon. Secretary;
S. R. Hill, Hon. Treasurer; Captain J. W. H. Knight and
D. B. Eley. An Entertainment Committee has also been
elected and we are looking forward to a busy year.
Major C. A. de Frece has been unanimously re-elected as
President for the year 1951.
Should these notes meet the eyes of Captain Cook, F. of

[Co1<riosy: " TorqW1)1 Timu "

Royal Signals Association annual dinner, Torbay Branch . Trecarn Hotel, Babbacombe, 14th April , 1951.
·
·
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. Gent, Sergeant Filmer, late E . Anglian J?etachment
Eastern Command Signal Regiment, we should hke them to
know how much we valued their corl:si tent. attendances .at
our Branch meetings, and how we mi their comradeship.
Good luck, boy wherever you go.

At Lymington, Cito and Binks have been on the water
since Easter. In the north, the two Firefiies are being taken
over to Windermere at Whitsun in time for the first races
of the season organised by the Royal Windermere Yacht
Club.

Doarnemoufh
Having removed the bandages from the .only .two fingers
I can u e on this machine I thought you rrught like to know
that we are still functioning as a Branch. Just another
example of what the sap gets up to in the spring-branchsap-get it? Never· mind, we can't all aspire to the Palladium, can we?
Really these notes were prompted b questions being ask~d
on the subject at our A.G.M. and the reason I gave for discontinuing them was that I doubted whether they were of
much interest to readers outside our own Branch. No one
said that was due to the way they were written but maybe
everyone thought it and maybe it's true. For my own part
I read other Branch notes, but we all do much the s~e
things in the way of social evenings, dances, dart .plarmg
and so on, and apart from the cheerful chatter from Birrrungham, all notes are very similar in content. What do other
note writers think, I wonder? i\nyway, such matters are
better expounded in a letter to the Editor perhaps.
One news item is that Mr. J. Finney has put in an appearance recently and despite the fact that we hope he will be
having a very busy season down here we also hope that he
\.vill be a regular visitor to our get-togethers. And when you
come down here come along too, to the Richmond Hotel,
Charminster Road, where you will find a plaque behind the
bar and the Branch in the room under the stairs. No, it's
quite a large room, carpet on the floor too and all very cosy.
In fact, it's loooovely !

Hoyal Signals Sailing AHociation v.
.-tllied Services Sailing and Ro"Wing Clull
A friendly sailing match was held on the Great Alster at
Hamburg on 14th/15th April, 195r. Three Olympic (ro
square metre) Class Races were held in which each team
helmed four craft singlehanded and three Dragon (22
square metre) Class Races in which each team helmed one
craft and two crews each.
The following helmsmen represented the R.S.S.A.:
Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. Ridley-Martin, LieutenantColonel W. B. Rowett (team captain), Major G. J. C. Sumner, Captain B. R H. Townson, Captain J. R Hamer.
The weather was cold and squally and provided a stiff
test of helmsmanship, especially since the A.S.S. and RC.
insisted on sailing without reefs! As was to be expected,
the meeting was not without incidents. The team captain
of the A.S.S. and RC. had an unlucky capsize during the
first Olympic race, and the team captain of the RS.S.A.
team had a torn mainsail during the first Dragon race.
The A.S.S. and RC. showed themselves the masters on
their own water and won by a comfortable margin with 78
points to 55 points. They did not have things all their
own way, however, and the R.S.S.A. team were in the
ascendancy in the final Olympic race which produced some
good covering and luffing battles. There were no protests !
Majors Hawkins and Bertie (R.A.M.C.) and Brightie
(R.A.) of the A.S.S. and RC., kindly assisted the RS .S.A.
team with crewing duties in the Dragon Class races.

ROYAL SIG~ALS BENEVOLENT F~""D

ubscriptions received during April, 1951:

O.T. Wing, School of Signals
1 Training Regiment ...
5 Training Regiment . . .
...
. ..
3 A.A. lndep. (M) Signal Squadron
Scottish Command (M) Signal Regiment
Kent Coast Troop
Donations received during April, 1951 :
Army Benevolent Fund
...
...
. ..
Proceeds of Signals Week Church Parade:
B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment
}
11 A.F.S. Regiment
1 r Armd. Div. Signal Regiment
2 A.A. Bde. H.Q. Signals Regiment
4 Armd. Bde. Signal Squadron
R.E.M.E.
Church,
Singapore (Dist.
ignals Church Parade)
Total receipts-April, 1951

£

s. d.

16

0

IO

2

0

0

5 0
5 0
8 8

0
0
0

2

14

6

1500

0

0

12

2

6

8 IO 4
3 9 0

3 4

.. . £1574

9

IO

4

Expenditure during April, 1951 . .
. . . £508 16 6
(Includes General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Beds and
Bedding; Furniture; Clothing; Funerals; Removals;
Rehabilitation; Fares).
Analysis of cases :
Families of soldiers serving in U.K.
5
"
"
"
"
" B.A.0.R.
I
"
"
"
"
" F.A.RE.L.F.
I
Widows and Dependants
1
Released and Discharged Soldiers
53

Total assisted
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..

61

Some of the

players

in the Royal Signals'
Spring meeting.

Golfing Society

SPORTS NOTES
GOLF
The Royal Signals Officers' Golfing Society held their
Spring Meeting at the Catterick Garrison Golf Club on .the
27th and 28th April, 195r. ·Prizes were presented by Ma1orGeneral C. M. F. White, c.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., to : ·
Open Championship Cup
Lieutenant-Colonel M .
Championship Challenge Cup
Lieutenant-Colonel M.
Handicap Challenge Cup
Lieutenant-Colonel M .
Bogey Challenge Cup
Lieutenant-Colonel M .
Foursome Challenge Cup
Major J. D. Norfolk

S. Sharcllow, M.B.B.
A. Charlton , o.B.E.
A. Charlton, O.B.E.
A.

Charlton, O.B. E.

and Major \YI. Nicholson.

Royal Signals Golfing Society Summer meeting, West Hill
Golf Club, near Brookwood, Surrey, 5th, 6th, 7th September. The 5th is purely social golf, the competitions follow:
6th September, A.M., Bogey Challenge Cup• (Handicap)
and Junior Officers' Bogey Challenge Cup.
6th September, P.M. Foursome Handicap Challenge Cup.
7th September, Handicap · Championship Cup 36 holes
medal and open Championship Cup 36 holes medal.
Regular serving officers may enter for all events and nonregular Signals Officers may enter for the Handicap Challenge Cup and the open Championship Cup.
Fees are expected to be £1/1/- a day and caddies £1 a
day.
For entrants and information : Major C. Rhys Few,
" Watcombe," Frobisher Close, Eastcote, Pinner, Middlesex.

HOCKEY
Royal Signals v. ll.rJ.O.C.
The team finished the season by drawing (2-2) against the
R.A.0.C. on a warm summer's day at Chilwell on 18th
April. In spite of having three newcomers to the team, we
settled down remarkably quickly. Both teams were in an
offensive mood, and the two goalkeepers were severely teste?
in the opening ten minutes. A little later a centre from their
right wing brought a good goal after a short tussle in the
circle. The fates continued to frown upon us because
almost immediately afterwards our goalkeeper twisted his
foot in a collision with the opposing forwards and had to
leave the field for the rest of the game. We were very sportingly allowed to play a reserve who came in at right half,
whilst Captain Gamons-Williams dropped back into goal.
The team rallied well in spite of all the unsettlement and
Sergeant Cantell equalised from a short corner just before
half-time.
The second half was a dog-fight up and down the field and
both forward lines looked dangerous. The opposing centreTHE WIRE , JUNE 1951

Standing, left to right : Second-Lieutenant Carruthers , Cadet Gregor, Sereeant
Acock, Sergeant Angus, Signalman Perry, Captain Gamons-Williams, Seated ,
left to right : Sergeant Cantell . Sergeant Richardson , Captain Thursby-Pelham,
Captain Sidney , Lieutenant Ridge

half dominated the centre of the field, which severely handicapped us in our efforts to get the ball forward. The
R.A.0.C. then went ahead from another centre from their
right wing. Our " goalkeeper," who had performed three
previous unorthodox miracles, made a despairing effort but
to no avail. The final ten minutes was very exciting and
the game became progressively rougher. A fine attacking
movement was followed by a defensive move from the opposing back ;md Second-Lieutenant Carruthers slammed the
equaliser high and hard into the net.
Corps Hockey has had an average season on the whole.
The side has had too many changes due to postings, sickness
etc., and no less than five different goalkeepers have had to
be played, and our forward and _half lines have seldom been
the same twice running. We only lost two 111atches but we
only won one. Too often we have had to bring in at the
last moment players who were good Unit standard only. If
more people would turn up to the Corps trials, which are
held early in the season, it would be possible to have a larger
field for selection. Throughout the season we were particularly well served by Captain Sidney and Second-Lieutenant Carruthers in the forward line, Lieutenant Ridge at half
back and Sergeant Richardson at back.

Private
Hire Service

TYLER"S
THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone

ROYAL SIGNALS SAILING ASSOCIATION.
The R.S.S.A. entered a team for the North West Firefly
Team Championships at West Kirby on 5th and 6th May.
This is the fast time that we have taken part in racing of
this type, and with many well-known dinghy sailors amongst
the other teams, we were not surprised to be beaten in the
first round. We drew the Royal St. -George Yacht Club,
Dublin, whose team included two helmsmen who represented Eire in the Olympic Games, and their greater experience and team work soon put paid to our chances. Perhaps,
too, our·team was unnerved by one of the opposition's helmsmen, who was obviously a tudcnt of Stephen Potter and
wore a tarboosh throughout the race, We wondered whether
he would use it as a. bailer in an emergency, but the occa~ion never arose. The R.S.S.A. were represented by Majors
Leahy, Honeybourne, Gibson and Felton, and by Captains
Line and Pagan.
An appeal was made in THE W1RE earlier in the year asking for members with experience of passage or dinghy racing
to contact the Honorary Secretary or the Racing Committee.
No replies were received. We believe that some members
are bein~ too modest. We are still anxious to take part in
competitive racing, so once more we would ask members
who have the necessary experience to contact us.
THE WIRE , JUNE 1951

CATTERICK CAMP 225
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP

You may book your requirements at our office opposite the G.P.O.
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ASPao· ~~~

'ASPRO' brings definite pain-relief with in
a few minutes. The sensation is a soothing
one. You suddenly realise that the
pain has faded away. 'ASPRO' just does
the job and then disappears, leaving no
trace-leaving no harmful after-effects
whatever. 'ASPRO' provides Nature with
the chance she needs to get you fit again .
Take 'ASPRO' when you feel the first
twinge or ache which warns you of the
onset of rheumatic pain, neuritis, neuralgia,
sciatica or lumbago. That is the way to forestall the constant
nagging pain which these distressing ailments cause. 'ASPRO'
brings peace, too, to overwrought nerves-so remember, when
you are overstrained, overtired, overworked-

WJte11 you.,e He,-vy •

;;,-lt~6/,

WISE
GUYS

PRIZE

T

NESTLE'S

asP110· SOOTHES&COMFORTS
GREAT PAIN RELIEF
2 Belper Cottage, Church Lane,
Dear Sirs,
Bisley, Surrey.
I write to thank you for the great relief
I get after taking an 'ASPRO' for pain,
they are wonderful tablets and many
i.Jless them. Grateful thanks.
Miss L. M. FRY.

From N.A.A.F.I. CANTEENS
& CHEMISTS EVERYWHERE

THE \VIRE
The Corps Magazine of the
ROYAL

Made in England by
ASPRO LI MITED, ~
Slough, Bucks
~

SIGNALS

The Official Organ of the
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION

Editor:

The Signal is -

Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. FIRTH

JA~KSONS

Civil and Military Tailors and
Outfitters

!
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and matter for

(Not claiming to be the only butchers, but neverthelenone of the best)

publication for "The Wire " should be

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64- & 66 Skinnergate, DarlJngtou

addressed to The Editor, "The Wire,"

'PHONE 2955 (2 lines)
Grocery Branches : 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation
Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road, Cockcrton (rel. 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Tel. 2989)
Daily de/i.,eries in Ca11erick Camp for OfJlr 1hir1y-fwe ye11rs

Matter for publication must be received

88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1.

publication.
to: Royal Signals Association.

Telephone : Groncoor 1et6-7-i

Sub-

scription rates (post free, except air
"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear"

Telephone : 3258 Richmond

Established 1787

Special Export Facilities
Our Representatives will wait upon you where and when
you so desire, and at our premises every courtesy and
attention is assured to both old and new customcn;
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It is in keeping with the spirit of Royal Signals that a recent Inter-Unit
physical training competition, held in Catterick Garrison, was won by 3
Training Regiment, Royal Signals, I and 2 Training Regiments being the
second and third respectively.
It is understood from the Catterick Express that the P.T. Display Team
of 3 Training Regiment are giving displays up and down the country.

month, ls.

JULY
BraNhuaJ:

As the July number of THE WmE reaches subscribers in the U.K.
members of the Association will be assembling at Catterick for the Annual
General Meeting and Re-union. Great things are promised for their entertairunent. In addition to the Royal Signals Display, _performances are
expected from the new 6 (Boys) Training Regiment, and there will, as each
year, be a Church Parade.

by the 15th of the month preceding
Remittances should be made pa-yable

97 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.1

HIS year, as indeed every second year, the Director's Conference was
attended by Chief Signal Officers from Commands abroad as well as at
home.
Opportunity was taken and the Director kindly provided time for
Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B.E., Chairman of the Association, to
address the Chief Signal Officers on the subject of increasing support for the
Association, notably in three particulars.
The state of the Benevolent Fund and its work was referred to in the
Editorial of April, 1951, and if the performance by Regiments between then
and the time of General Fladgate's speech is any indication, the amount of
money that will be subscribed by that portion of Royal Signals in the active
Army will do much to assist the Benevolent Fund.
Germany, as in so many other things, has done well. A magnificent
donation of £100 from 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment was followed
by two smaller sums from 11 Air Formation Signal Regiment.
General Fladgate also stressed the necessity for increasing support for
THE WIRE. Costs of production are rising steadily, and the number of copies
sold in Regimeril:s is not rising. It is hoped that this will be remedied
when C.S.O.s return to their Commands.
The Chairman of the Association also advocated very strongly the formation of a Branch of the Association in each Royal Signals Regiment of the
active Army. The advantages are manifest. At present excellent Branches
of the Association existed in many Regiments in B.A.0.R. and also in
F.A.R.E.L.F.

HE WIRE has carried some advertisement of this, and held on 18th May
at the Junior United Services Oub, it was an affair which reflected some
T
credit on Royal Signals.
On another page we publish a letter of appreciation of the work of the
Band and indeed it was the Royal Signals Band which in the main was
responsible for the great enjoyment of all who attended.
The ball was sponsored and entirely organised by Officers of Royal Signals
of the Territorial Army. Charles II Street was guarded off by armoured cars
of the Army Phantom Signal Regiment (The Princess Louise' Kensing-

MAJOR J. J. CARROLL

Band Ell(laft"ments

July 29
July 30August 5
Augu t 6-12
Aug ust 13-19

Paisley. Bar haw Park.

July 22
July 24-25
August
August
August
August
August
tCcurtuy : ''Evening News"

Sergeant Farmer meets a01 old friend. See Kensington Regiment's
notes, page 237

ton Regiment) and a majority of the notables were spotted
by them in time to inform the Director of Music within
of the appropriate band music.
This was the "Assembly," an excellent reversion to the
habit of our fathers. During this, with the Royal Signals
full concert orchestra playing most spirited and inspiring
mu ic, the company of over 500 circulated, met their
friends and in a constant stream ascended the great stairs •
to visit the Band. In pre-war blue, but with the red beret
of their present role, were men of the 16th Airborne
Divisional Signals standing to attention with their lances;
a reminder of their great past and present title, "The
Middlesex Yeomanry."
Amongst those who brought parties were General Sir H.
Colville B. Wemyss, whose table included Major-General
W. A. Scott, the Director of Signals.
Major-General C. H. H. Vulliamy was entertaining two
most distinguished Officers of the United States Army Signal
Tully.
The writer is not certain which Regiment, the Middlesex
Yeomanry or the Kensingtons, had the larger party. 44
(H.C.) Divisional Signal Regiment, 56 (L.) Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment (City of London Signals) and 23 (S .)
Corps Signal Regiment all had big table reservations.
After the " Assembly" the company serried --down to
dancing to the Royal Signals Dance Orchestra, alternating
with Tommv Kinsman.
All in all 1t was a most festive occasion, one which could
not fail to have brought great credit to Royal Signals.

I

4
8-II
13
15

August 18

Aberdeen. Beach Bandstand.
Edinburgh. Princes Street Gardens.
Glasgow. All Parks.

Staffordshire Agricul- Stoke-on-Trent
tural Society
Old Comrades' Re- Catterick Camp
um on
Tunbridge Wells and Tunbridge Wells
S.E. Counties Show
Nairn
Nairn Show
Bridge of Allan
Strathallan Meeting
South Shields
South Shields Tattoo
Newcastle
Newcastle Speedway
County Borough of Darlington
Darlington
Catterick Camp
Catterick Fair

l.ondon DiBtrU!t Tattoos

Every Wednesday and Saturday evening jn July from
7.30 p.m. to 9.15 on the Horse Guards Parade includes motor
cycle displays by 56 (London) Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment and 23 (Southern) Cor·pS Signal Regiment, T.A.
quif!ksilver

July 21-22
August 1-3
August 6-II
August 14-19

Royal Signals Old Comrades, Catterick.
C.C.F. Camp, Gandale.
Carlisle Pageant.
Catterick Fair, Catterick Camp.

Old Comrades• Heullioll and -""'nuai
Gelleral Meetillfl of the Associatio"

July 21-22

At Catterick.

l.arv" T ·ellnis

July 22
July 28August 4
August 20-25

Staff College. Aldershot, Camberley.
Army Championships. Officers' Club,
Aldershot.
Corps Championships. Officers' Club,
Catterick.

East Harling Pete.

COLONEL POPSKI

OF INTEREST IN THIS NUMBER

Commended especially are articles by Major Nettleship
on the fighting of 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
at Kohima in 1944, page 217; and by Major N. A. C. Clubb
on a " Norwegian Ski Course," page 220.
.
A full description of the work of 6 (Boys) Training Regimen: commences v.rith Part I on page 222, and will be concluded in the August issue.
There is no technical article this month, but there will
be one in August.
Also reco:nmended for reading is the inspiring account of
the succe:;se~ of Royal Signals (Egypt) in hockey Rugby
and As, ociation football, which was unfortunately held over
from last month. Page 243.
Captain John Whitney makes a welcome return to THE
WIRE on page 219 witli "Nan Tare Calling."

The death in May of Lieutenant-Colonel Vladimir
Penaikov occasioned the following letter from R. R. F.
Langmaid, M.M., Royal Signals Association member: " It came as a surprise today when reading of the death
of Lieutenant-Colonel Penaikov (" Popski ") in today's
papers. He knew quite a few men of our Corps, as
wherever he went one member at least was always represented; he was a man for getting to know each Corps man
personally and was one of the best to work 'for.
"It was whilst with Him in the blue once as a member
of a party of five that he received his D.S.O., the two
Officers M.C.s and the other member of our Corps,
Corporal Brandreth, and myself both received M.M.s. As
an ex-P.P.A. man his loss is a blow to this country and
also to his wife,_ who has my heartfelt sympathy."
THE
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PERSONAL COI..U:HN
Brigadier L. H. Harris, c.B.E., T.D., has been appointed
Hon. Colonel of 44 (H.C.) Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
Captain I. McAnsh is promoted Major (London Gazette,
nth May, 1951).
Sergeant Raffan, of Malaya Signal Regiment, has been
awarded the B.E.M.
Major A. C. Cox, Gurkha Signal Training Wing, has been
awarded the O.B.E.

East Africa Command Signal Squadron
Lieutenant (Q.M.) Hodgson, R.Q.M.S. Hutton and
Sergeant Perrin have received the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal.

*

*

1951

*

Congratulations to Mr. Geoffrey Duke, one time member
of the Royal Signals display team, on winning both the
Junior and Senior Tourist Trophy Races at the Isle of Man.

*

*

G6 (London) Armoured Divisional Sigllal
Regime"'• T .A., Despatch Hiders• Display

July 28

Having worked in the same office as Jim Carroll for
year, I would like to add something to any official
as may appear, and to help to express what a loss
he is t? the Corps. He was a direct and forceful person
~h? did not s~er fools gladly . Indeed, his alarming
ms1stence on a direct answer to a direct question sometimes
took away the wits of even those that had them. Having,
h<?wever, established a connection, he was a very good
friend.
He ~as f~ of good ideas, which his steady and
methodical bram succeeded in bringing into practice. He
would ~eve~ a~low anything slipshod and was, if possible,
almost to? msistent on the exact action and phrase. He
h~d an Inshman's sense of honour, which without enslaving
him to the letter of the Jaw, made him a most dependable
and trustwPrth¥ pers.on. He w~s also an amazingly cheerful
person to be with; his best stones were told against himself,
and he was able to see the absurdities into which his
insistence on a rigid rule of conduct could sometimes lead
him, and was always able. to a~:lmit when he was wrong.
He was very attached to his nauve country from which be
derived many of those traits of cheerfulness love of
argument and directness of action which made him such a
D.S.C.
very likeable person.

ne~rly a
ob1~uary

lloyal Si9nals Displa'1 Tt>a1n En9a9emellt8

July 18

Movements of Olllcers

OBITUARY

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

*

Mr. C. F. Spencer (late S.Q.M.S., I I Air Formation Signal
Regiment) is permanently disabled and cannot walk. He
lives twelve miles from the nearest town and would be most
grateful for gifts of books to help him form a library.
He wishes to acquire some of the classics together with
the works of H. G. Wells and books about Ancient Egypt,
and the Industrial Revolution.
Individual readers and Regimental libraries may be able
to help.

*

*

*

*

*

The Headquarters of the Association have now a reasonable stock of Royal Signals ties at prices ranging from 5/6
to 10/6. Early application will be required to secure the
former.

*

To R.S.M. and Mrs. J. Ke!lting, Gurkha Brigade, Kuala
Lumpur, Mayala.
From Jock, Nina and David (10 months) Rork, of 4,
Training Regiment, Catterick Camp. "Wish to be remembered-all the best. Hope to meet again soon."
THE
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Major B. J. Walker to M.E.L.F.
Major H. B. de M. Hunter from School of Signals to
H.Q., Army Troops Signal Squadron.
Major G. A. Dutton from U.K. to F .A.R.E.L.F.
Major (T.0.M .) G. V. Leath from R.A.F. Centre to I
Corps Signal Regiment.
Major J. M. Brunskill from Military College of cience
to M.E.L.F.
Major f. 0. J. Nicholson from H.Q. Southern Command
to F .A.R.E.L.F.
Major (T.0.T.) B. Bevan to Northern Command (M.)
Signal Regiment.
Major H. D . Bould from M.E.L.F. to Signal Training
Centre.
~ajor A. E. Wood from Hospital to 4 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment.
Major 0. M. Huinphries, 2 Training Regiment to School
of Signals.
Major T. R. Cook from B.A.0.R. to Senior Officers'
Course, U .K.
Major D. R. Yearsley from War Office to Canada.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. G. McNair from M.E.L.F. to
U.K.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Stuart Usher from 4 Training Regiment to F.A.R.E.L.F.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Worrall from Southern Command
(M.) Signal Regiment to 4 Training Regiment.
Lieutenant (T.0.M.) J . Bewley from U.K. to Malaya
Signal Regiment.
Major R. B. Pe~ty from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to I I Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Major E. B. Elliott from 7 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment to be C.S.O., Trapsjordan.
Major J. R. Piddington from 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment to 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment.
Major J. Drudge-Coates from U.K. to 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment.
Major J. B. Wolstenholme from Air Formation Signal
Staff, Malaya, to U .K.
Major K. B. St. G . Tyler from Pakistan and inter tour
leave in Australia to Air Formation Signal Staff, A.H.Q.,
Malaya.
.IHovemellts ol Warrant and
Non-Commissioned Ollicers

S.Q.M.S. Hayler from 4 Training Regiment to Gibraltar.
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Shackleton from Malaya Signal Regiment to U.K.
S.Q.M.S. Beven from Singapore District Signal Regiment
· to United Kingdom.
S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Pritchard from B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment to U.K.

BIRTHS

BOYD.-To R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Boyd, II Air Formation
Signal Regiment, on 3rd June, 1951, at R.A.F. Hospiral;Rinteln, a son.
NEWMAN.-To Major and Mrs. G. B. Newman,
C.A.F.S.0. Branch, H.Q., B.A.F.O., a son.
FENN.-To Lieutenant R. W. and Mrs. Fenn, 7 Armoured
Divisional Signal Regiment, on 20th May, 1951 twin Shona Mary and Robin Reginald.
SLADEN.-To Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Sladen, 5
A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, on 10th June, a daughter.
ROBERTS.-To S.S.M. and Mrs. Roberts, 51 (H.) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A. a son.
GILL.-To Captain and Mrs. K . R. Gill 4 A.A. (M.) ignal
Regiment, a daughter.
SALES.-To W.O.II. and Mrs. Sales, at R.A.F. Ho pita!,
Singapore, on 20th May, 1951, a son-Michael Rodney.

a
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FORTHf'O:lllNG l\l.\llRIAGE

CROCKER-WEATHERILL.-The engagement is anno ced between Sergeant H. J. Crocker, Royal Signals
, ·o. 6 (Boys) Training Regiment, second son of Major and
!vir . A. E. Crocker, 14 Glen Drive, Stoke Bishop, Bristol,
and Marjorie Weatherill, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. 'i eatherill, "Bilsdale,'' Hull Bridge, Beverley.
MARlllAGES

JOHNSON-STRONG.- Signalman John Johnson to
Private Marie Elizabeth Strong, W.R.A.C., I A.A. (M.)
Signal Regiment, at Southampton, on 19th May, 1951.
OWEN-SESSIN.-Ronald Charles Owen to Private
Marion Sessin, W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment,
at Birmingham, on 12th May 1951.
COLE-STRACHAN.-Private Thomas Richard Cole,
Royal Suffolk Regiment to Private Edith Strachan,
W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment, at Romford,
Essex, on 2nd June, 1951.
PECK-DUNN.-Sergeant J. A. Peck, of 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment, to Miss Audre Dunn Burdon, of Beverley, on
21st April, 195 L
·
TROW-KITCHEN.-Sergeant J. Trow, 4 Training Regiment, to Miss S. Kitchen, at Richmond, Yorks, on xi.th
February, 195r.
WEIR-SCRIMSHAW.-Sergeant W. Weir, 4 Training
Regiment, to Sergeant D . M Scrimshaw, 3 Battalion,
W.R.A.C., on 13th January, 1951.
LANGSTON-CROSSE.-Sergeant D. F. Langston, 4
Training Regiment, to Miss M Crosse, of Soudley,
Gloucestershire, at St. Oswald's Church, Catterick Camp,
on 17th February, 1951.
SCHOFIELD-GUILIETTI.-Sergeant G. Schofield, .f
Training Regiment, to Miss M. L. Guilietti, at St. Joan
of Arc's Memorial Church, on 31st March, 1951.
FERGESON-CARTRIGHT.-Staff Sergeant J. D . Fergeson Royal Signals, to Miss R. M. Cartright, at St.
Mary's Parish Church, on 2nd June, 1951.

Dl~UY,

LETTER TO TllE EDITOR

1962

Will all persons desirous of purchasing diaries
kindly note that prices will be as follows: (A) R efillable Case with Pockets.
Published price
I I
7
Purchase tax (U.K. only) . . .

for 1952
d.
o
4

18 4
(B)

In Green Leather.
Published price
Purchase tax (U.K. only) .. .

(C) In Green Plexide.
Published price
Purchase tax (U.K. only) . ..
(D)

3

8
9

4

5

2 5
6

Refills for Refillable Cases.
Published price
Purchase tax (U.K. only) ...

2

II

2

I

5
2 6

Diaries are expected to be available in early October,
1951. Order forms will be available from all Chief Signal
Officers and Hon. Secretaries of local branches of the
Association from August, onwards. Orders from Units
should be despatched in bulk.
All intending purchasers should note that cash should
be sent with orders and that postages at the following rates
should also be jncluded.
Postage
United Kingdom.-One copy, 3d.; two copies, 4d.;
three/six copies, 5d.; seven/twelve copies, 6d.; over twelve
copies, 9d.
H .M. FO'Tces ·Abmad.-One copy, 4d.; two copies, 6d.;
three copies, 7d.; four copies, 9d.; five/six copies, 1/-; over
six copies, 1/3.

DEATHS

CRIPWELL.-22150409, Signalman J. Cripwell, at F arnborough Hospital, Kent, on 5th May, 1951.
'\DAMS.-2322336, Sergeant Robert Edwin, in East Africa,
on 8th May, 1951.
STARK-22169339, Lance-Corporal Ronald James Stark,
in British Military Hospital, Fayid, M.E.L.F., on 14th
May, 1951.
MILLER.-22192536, Edward Thomas Henry Miller, at
Dagenham, Essex, on 11th May, 1951.
CARROLL.-Major J. J. Carroll, at Hilden, B.A.0.R., on
31st May.
ELVERD.-Ex-Driver J. B. Elverd, at Marple, Cheshire,
on 6th June, 1951.
THE FOURTH DIVISION, 1939 TO 1945

NPER this title, the history o_f the 4th Divi~ion during
the Second World ~ar has JUSt been published, price
15(- (15/7 post free). It 1s a book of 384 pages, 5t in. by
81m., handsom~ly printed and bound, with maps in black
and red and "."'1.t~ ~any ph_otographs and drawings. The
tory of the D1v1s1on s expenences both in and out of action
is told without official jargon, in a style which will make
pleasant reading not only for those who shared the experiences but for their friends and relations. The broad outline
?f every battle and campaign is sketched in but the story
1s told for the most part Trom the point of view of the
man on the srot. Several hundred members of the Division, of. all ranks, are mentioned by name, and several score
appear m t e photographs. Published by Messrs. Newman
Neame, Ltd., 29 Percy Street, London, W.r.

U
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N 8th June, in accordance with a pleasant custom of
some years standing; the Commandant, Signal TrainO
ing Centre and the display team entertained the Representative Colonel Commandant and the Director of Signals
and also the Directors of the Triumph Company.
Amongst other guests were Officers who had been in
charge of the Royal Signals display in previous years, dating
from 1930 to the present time. The display team were in
most excellent form and if it is possible for the display to
get better each year, this year is certainly the best display
that Royal Signals have put over at the Royal Tournament.
The stage management is well nigh perfect. The ten
minutes is packed with thrills and admirable indeed is the
momentary pause, with the arena empty before " The Fan"
opens. Each year the ability of the display team to
manoeuvre while sitting facing the rear on their motor cycles
seems to get better. More and more "pair work" js done
while riding backwards. It will be a fearful day when the
figure of eight js attempted in that manner. The writer,
now very old, trusts he will not live to see it.
At the conclusion of the whole performance of the Royal
Tournament, which was excellent in its many and varied
items, the Royal Signals display team were paraded to be
congratulated by the more senior of their guests and all
paused to admire the decor of the stand and the Triumph
motor cycles.
The remainder of the year's programme of the motor
cycle display is published elsewhere in this issue and efforts
should be made by all of Royal Signals to see them.
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L ieutenant-Colonel A. Monteith, M.B.E., Chairman T erritorial Army Ball Committee, writes: I have been requested ~y the Committee, Territorial Army
Ball, to ask you to publish a letter of appreciation of the
Royal Signa.Jls Band for their performance at the T.A.
Assembly _and Ball on Friday, 18th May.
You, Sir, as the co-opted member of our Committee
realise what we took on, but the object of this letter is no~
to acknowledge here ~e _debt we owe to you, it is plainly to
pay respect, as Temtonals, to the Officers, Royal Signals
for their kind permission in allowing the Band to attend
and to the Band for a performance which in every way
reflected the highest possible credit on the Corps to which
we also have the honour to belong.
Our th~nks are. especially due to Captain Judd for his
personal mterest m our event, and to the Band SergeantMajor for a most creditable performance. It has been
generally said that the Signals Dance Orchestra gave us as
good as any band in London can offer, and a good deal
better than most.
We should, therefore, be grateful if you will publish this
letter in your columns so that all concerned may know of
our appreciation. For myself, I am pleased to be able to
write you in this manner in carrying out the instructions
of the Committee.
•
EMPLO'l:'MENT VACANCIES

It is anticipated that there will shortly be vacancies in
which Retired Royal Signals Officers may be employed.
Enquiries should be directed to War Office, A.G. n (o),
Stanmore, Middlesex.
Wiremen (Radio Mechanics) required in London N.W.1
district. Wages £ 5/10/- for 40-hour five-day week.
Apply in first instance to Employment Section, Royal
Signals Association, 88 Eccleston Square, S.W.r, mentioning
this advertisement.
Motor mechanics with pre-war experience required.
Wages 3/6 per hour or according to experience. There
is no age limit but men about 40 preferred.
. Apply Lexham Motors, Lexham Garden Mews, Kensmgton, W.8.
WAR OFFICE CIVILIAN WIRELESS SERVCE

Vacancies exist in the War Office Civilian WJreless
Service in the grade of civilian radio operator. The Service
is expanding and offers prospects of a steady career to exRoyal Signals tradesmen, particularly operators. There are
a fC?w posts for which men are required who are trained to
maintain wireless and line equipment.
Basic qualifications for entry are British birth, general
fitness for service at home and overseas, and an ability
to receive morse at 20 words per minute. If you are an
operator, the training you have received in the Army will
help you to qualify for entry. If you are not an operator,
do not let this qualificatien requirement put you off, as a
:;chem~ has now been introduced whereby if, after an
interview, you appear likely to be a-ainable as an operator,
you can receive training to bring you up to the required
standard whilst receiviing a special trainee rate of pay.
. Full details of the conditions of service, pay, accommodat10n, leave, etc., are given in a pamphlet entitled "War Office
~ivilian Wireless Service."
Serving personnel who are
mterested should apply to their Unit Orderly Room for a
copy of the pamphlet.
Ex-members of the Corps may obtain a copy of the
P~mphlet on application to the Headquarters of the Royal
Signals Association, to which copies have already been
supplied.
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If you are unable to obtain copies by any of the above
methods, you should make written application to: The Under-Secretary of State,
The War Office (C.4.(a) ),
Room 22r, Northumberland House,
Northumberland Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
Remember, the War Office Civilian Wireless Service offers
to yo?, whether or not. you have had previous operating
experience, the opportunity of a steady career with prospects
of establishment and pension when you reach the normal
Civil Service retiring age. There are already many ex-Royal
Signals personnel in the Service and we want more!

ANNUAL
DINNER 1951
l'"f1HE dinner was held, as is customary, at the Hyde Park

.l Hotel on 6th June, 1951, and was attended by i65
Officers and their guests.
His Majesty the King and Her Royal Highness the
Colonel-in-Chief were graciously pleased to send telegrams
in reply to those conveying the loyal greetings of the
Colonels Commandant and Officers.
The Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General
C.H. H . Vulliamy, who presided, added a third to the two
customary toasts, that of those distinguished Officers who
had died during the year. This toast was drunk in silence.
In his speech, proposing " Absent Friends," General
Vulliamy first mentioned that the unavoidable absence of
Her Royal Highness the Princess Royal from the tea party
next day would be regretted by all.
He said that, as was customary, the speech of the Director
of Signals would give information as to the achievements
of the year in work.
The Representative Colonel Commandant regretted that
so far he had been unable to visit many Regiments, but he
had just returned from a stay in Catterick Camp, and he
was proud to say that under the direction of Brigadiers
Duvivier and Power, the Regiments of the Signal Training
Centre and the School of Signals had risen to heights of
efficiency never reached before.
He mentioned some of the achievements of Royal Signals
in sport. We had won the Army Rugby Football Championship for four years in succession-the past three years
.it had been I Training Regiment. 2 Training Regiment
had reached the final of the Army Championship, Association Foo~ball.
Lance-Corporal Ludlam and Signalman Baird had won
high honours in Army boxing and in the Amateur Boxing
Association and Imperial Services Boxing Association.
In ski-ing, a new sport for Royal Signals, we were
runners-up in the Army team championship and secured
first and second places in the individual championship. In
the Army Rifle Association meeting we had won three
trophies and the Corps was now presenting a cup to the
A.RA.
A member of the Corps Signalman D. B. Close, had
played for the M.C.C. team in Australia.
In the Middle Easl Royal Signals Regiments had won
Rugby football, hockey and boxing championships.
The Representative Colonel Commandant noted with
pleasure that suoocriber to the Corps Funds devoted
mainly to the social and grac,Jul activities of Royal Signals
had doubled in the last year.
He referred, with regret, to the unavoidable ab ence of
General Sir H. Colville B. Wemyss, possibly the first time
on record that he had not been to the dinner. MajorGeneral F. H. Lanahan, United States Army Signal Corp~,
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who was to have been an honoured 2nd popular guest, was
al o unavoidably absent.
Major-General W. A. Scott, the Director of Signals proposing the toast of " Our Guests " spoke as is customary
of the work of the Royal Signals during the year.
It was notable, he said, that some Regiments, notably
the 1st and 2nd Training Regiments, succeed in work and
in play. It had been a year of great effort and expansion.
In his speech at this dinner last year he (General Scott)
had said that "Royal Signals was stretched to the limit."
ince then we had raised six new Regiments and expanded
from 24,000 to 32,000 men. It could not have been done
without the greatest help from everyone at the War Office
and in Commands. The problems of Royal Signals were
understood now as never before. Expansion had been
helped by the increase in length of National Service and by
Regular recruiting, but in addition to these we have helped
ourselves. Chief Signal Officers and Commanding Officers
had made a great effort and he (General Scott) genuinely
believed that, despite the great expansion, standards had
risen. During the year we had taken only one extra commitment-Forces broadcasting, but we had received our
own stores organisation. Royal Signals had taken little or
no part in the Festival of Britain, we had left that to the
Royal Engineers and the Royal Artillery. The position as
regards Officers had improved, but not to such an extent
as to keep pace with the expansion of other ranks. Successive
batches of Officers from the Royal Military Academy
were of improving standard and we received 18 or 20
Officers every six months.
Royal Signals had benefited by a number of admirable
Officers transferring from other arms of the service. This
was a good thing. Many of the older Officers present at
the dinner had come from the Cavalry, the Royal Artillery,
the Royal Engineers and the Infantry. Recruiting of Regular
soldiers had improved and we now received more than
2,r:xio a year.
The Boys' Squadron had now become 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment, which despite the idiosyncrasies of certain
individuals was a good augury for the future.
We had 10,000 men a year from National Service. They
were wonderful material, we really use them. Our aim is
to make all into tradesmen and many jnto Non-Commissioned-Officers as well. A high proportion-it averaged
30 per cent-became Volunteers in the Territorial Army.
The Signal Regiments of the Territorial Army were in
good heart. Some Regiments would do a real camp this
year, being filled up with " Z " Reservists. In two years
they would have a really good show of strength. The
Supplementary Reserve had started to form and one Regiment would train this year.
The reputation of Royal Signals continued to be enhanced
by the work of our men in Malaya and Korea. In both
theatres the work of the Corps was the admiration of everyone.
1st Com_monw~th Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
was fomung rapidly to commence their historic role
wherein members of the Corps of Signals of the Countries
of the Commonwealth would amalgamate to form one Signal
Regiment.
T~e J?irector ref~rred t? the Commonwe:;ilth Signal
meenng m London with Seruor representatives of the Signal
Corps of the Countries of the Commonwealth.
He then proposed the health of the Guests Air Marshal
E. B. Addison, the leading exponent of :adio counter
measures during the war, Major-General S. F. Clark, one
of that select band of Senior Officers of the Canadian
Defence Services who had served in Signals.
General Lanahan? unhappily absent, was. excellently fitted,
none better, for his present post of Chief Signal Officer
to the Supreme Commander at S.H.A.P.E. LieutenantG ner~I Sir J. F. M. Whitely, the Deputy Chief of the
lmpenal General Staff, was once a Signal Officer and now·
our very good friend in the War Office.

Lieutenant-General Sir J. F. M. Whitely, replying for the
guests, apologised for the absence of Field Marshal Sir
William Slim, who was in Normandy. It is regretted that
space does not permit the publication in full of this
excellent and witty after dinner speech, during which he
gratefully pulled the leg of Royal Signals as a whole, and
of many of its senior Officers in particular. He had only
one criticism of Royal Signals and that was that we had
served the Army almost too well.
T-ea Partu
On 7th June, Royal Signals Officers and their ladies (190
of them) met for tea at the Hyde Park H otel. It was disappointing to all that Her Royal Highness the Princess
Royal, c.1., G.c.v.o., G.B.E., Colonel-in-Chief, was unable to
be present.

DO YOU REMEMBER?
o you remember THE WIRE of July, 1921?

The Headquarters of the Association was in Elverton
D
Street, Westminster. Corporal J. McCafferty of J Cable
Section in the S.T.C. won the Light-heavyweight Boxing
Championship of Ea.stern Command, knocking-out three
opponents, each in the second round. "A" Divisional Signals
was at Bir-Salem in Palestine.
It was, on the whole, a dull number, enlivened by a
description of a display of all forms of intercommunication
by the 1st London Divisional Signals at Wormwood Scrubbs.
It seems to have been an excellent display, for 10-} minutes.
By contrast, the July 1931 number contained a multitude
of good things. The first Royal Signals Display at the Royal
Tournament is amply covered in words and pictures.
Corporal Rowe, Signalmen Fisher, Swindells, Stowers and
Pratt, Lance-Corporals Fry and Strugnell, and others whose
names escape memory.
"A Year in the Arctic" describes some of the work of
Royal Signals in connection with the British Arctic Air
Route Expedition. Brigaditr-R. H . Rayner, M.B.E., M.P., then
a Captain and A.D.C. to the Governor General of Canada,
was one of those who did much work in Canada, and in
England Lieutenant-Colonel (as he was then) J. P. G .
Worlledge was responsible for the Aldershot end of the
Wireless Communication to the expedition in Greenland,
and Captain P. M. H. Lemon accompanied the expedition as
Wireless Officer.
The object of the expedition was to make meteorological
observations and geographical survey to determine the feasibility of an Air Service from England to Canada via the
Faroe Islands, Iceland, Greenland and Baffin Land.
The recent reoccupation of Iceland by the United States
Forces is a measure of the importance of the expedition of
Jong ago.
Do you remember? And did you at the time think how
important the work was?
Some excellent sketches remind us of our horses and " E "
Signal Section of t he 8th Field Brigade show, as a photograph, the complete mounted section with Telephone Cart
and L.G.S. Waggon.
A photograph of "B " Corps Signals football team in those
days included Sergeant Renecle, last seen in Germany in the
Control Commission, Brigadier W. D. J. Harries, then a
Lieutenant, and R.S.M. G. Kneebone. Sergeant Moody, a
· great football player of those days, was then a LanceCorporal.
Northern Command (India) Signals Week "write up"
included pictures of a mounted display by 1st Indian Divisional Signals organised by Captain (Major-General) C. M.
F. White, and a picture of H. C. B. Rogers (LieutenantColonel) winning the Officers' jumping.
The picture of the " New " telephone exchange at Hon_g
Kong shows a surprisingly modern looking 3 position job, it
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may well still be there, and there is a pleasant picture of
bathing at Tai Wan.
The 42nd East Lancashire Divisional Signals reported a
36-hour scheme and 46th North Midland Divisional had
been to Trent for Whitsun.
Corps cric~e.t is covered by full reports of matches against
the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich, the Royal Tank
Corps, the Royal Engineers and the Royal Army Service
Corps.
Lieutenant-Colonel (Major-General) C. G. Rawson used
to open the batting as No. 1, but J. E. S. Walford and E. S.
Cole made most of the runs.

Corporal Atkinson headed the Royal Signals batting averages in Sarafand with 58.5 ! ! !
The Editor of THE WIRE also acted as an exchange broker
for officers warned for India who desired another to take
their place-for a small fee. We had then been " at peace "
for 13 years. Do we have to wait as long this time before
such a system can be reintroduced.
The Corporals' Mess, 5 Divisional Signals, Burniston Barracks, Scarborough, advertised to purchase bound volumes
of THE WIRE for 1920 to 1931.
Do you remember? You do? Well, you're much older
than I ! ! !

A Special Insurance Scheme for Members of
the Boyal Signals Association
E are enteriJ?g into an agency agreement with a wellW
known Tariff Insurance Corporation which we think
will prove beneficial to both individual members and the
funds of the Association. This scheme will not prejudice
any of our members in the insurance business as there are
no monopoly rights and we feel sure that these ~ery members
will support any measure which will benefit the Association.
In th~ course of a year, ~ach one of us pays an appreciable
sum m such necessary msurance as the protection of our
~ome and furniture against fire and burglary, compulsory
msurance of a car or motor cycle and one or other of the
many life assurance schemes on the market, making provision for our d¢pendents or our old age. If members place
these insurances with the Association in future we shall
receive the agency commission; often as much as 3/- in the
pound. Now let us turn to a brief examination of some of
the everyday insurances which this scheme will embrace.
Fire and B11rglary Insurance
A distinction must be made between the insurance of the
building of a private house and its contents. Where a
member is both owner of the property or is responsible
under leasehold agreement for insurance of the building of
his house, a comprehensive policy can be issued on the
building at a rate of 2/3 per £100 insured, covering not only
fire but storm and tempest, burst pipes, aircraft damage,
property owner's liability and other risks. Alternatively,
bare fire insurance costs only 1/6 per £100. For the
contents, including furniture and personal effects against
the perils mentioned above, but with the addition of
burglary, housebreaking, larceny, theft and loss of rent, etc.
Again, it is possible to insure singly against fire only,
for 2/- per £100 or against burglary for 2/.- per t100 also.
The small extra amount, however, is usually worthwhile
for the wider, "all-in" policy.
Motor Insurance
Here we think we can be of particular service to members,
as most insurance companies are reluctant to insure older
vehicles, with the res.u lt that many of us who own cars
?f pre-1936 vintage are penalised by having to pay an
increased premium and probably by having the insurance
on our liability to passengers and the extension which
permits us to drive other insured cars also cut out. We
<:an safely say that if members will let us know as and
when their motor insurances fall due for renewal and will
merely tell us the use to which the vehicle is pm, together
with its horse-power, value and garage address, we will let
th~m know what we can offer, without the loss of any nocla1m discount earned with a previous company. These
remarks also apply to motor cycles, goods carrying transport, tractors and all mechanically propelled vehicles. La tly,
we can help those of our members who have the misfortune
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to 1?C disabled but ate still, able to drive a specially adapted
vehicle.
Lile Assurane.e
We have no space in this number to say more than that
we shall be very pleased to help and advise members over
house purchase by endowment assurance, through protection of existing mortgages with life cover, on the cheapest
possible basis and the provision of every sort of child's
educational policy, annuity endowment and staff pension
scheme.
We will not deal now with other personal insurances, but
one word is especially directed to members overseas. The Corporation with which we are dealing has branch offices in
East and South Africa, Malaya, India and Pakistan, where
some of our members are stationed, and throughout
Australasia, Canada and the U.S.A., so if you are interested
we can put you in touch with the nearest office, who will
be able to help you on behalf of the Association.
Above all, please remember that we have not entered
into _this scheme for the benefit of any Insurance Company,
but m your interest and that of the Association.

CORPS

PAL~

TRANSFERS

Corps transfers are available from Royal Signals Association Headquarters in the following sizes and prices :
20" x 15" 10" x 7t" 7t" x 5i"
"Jimmy" in background of Corps
Colours ........... .
4/3/ 1
2/ 8
do. mounted on
black plastic
8/ 6
4/9
4/ It is pointed out that these sizes conform with A.C.I.s
296/48 and 258/49 on the subject of vehicle signs. In order
to simplify the painting of Unit signs on Royal Signals
M.T. vehicles, it is suggested that Regiments should use
these transfers. Quotations for bulk orders will be considered. Applications for thetse transfers hould be made to
Association Headquarters.
Corps transfers ( 3 1/lOins. x 2 2/ 5ins.) for D.R.s' era h
helmets will shortly be available from Association Headqu11rters at 1/6 each.

DISCARDED

C'LOTlll~G

The Benevolent Branch at 88 Eccleston Square ha an
insatiable demand for clothing. All too often an ex-Signalman is unable to apply for employment because he ha
nothing that is not h0led. Coats, trousers shirts collars ties
shoes and socks all badly needed.
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An

Ow/~.~

Advice to an Owlet
B y ••

HE young and inexperienced · wireless operator is an

T unhappy creature greatly in need of sound advice and
guidance, therefore, my son, I have here set down a few
words which I trust will enable you to further yourself
in your employment as a manipulator of keys and a rotator
of knobs.
Some schools of thought incline to the belief that a fair
proficiency in the sending and receiving of ~e Morse Code
is a definite asset to an O.WL. From expenence, I hasten
to assure you, many, many reputedly skilled telegraphists
appear to be in abysmal ignorance of Morse. Each ~f
these, however, would seem to operate ~o~e code of ~s
own invention and manufacture, the pnncrples of which
are known only to himself. I should recommend you,
therefore, to provide yourself with such a code, ensuring,
of course, that it is of a nature so ~ratic and abstruse as to
be entirely incomprehensible to whomsoever attempts to
receive it.
In the course of your duties as an O.W.L. you will most
certainly have dealings with cells and batteries, both
Primary and Secondary. Though the raison d'etre of these
perpetrations is mainly to provide trade boards with awkward questions to propound to terrified examinees during
their inquisitorial sessions> they are occasionally used operationally. Much has been expounded about them, both
instructionally and by way of comment. They are best left
severely alone. Should however, you find it incumbent
upon you to ascertain whether or not a cell, or battery of
cells, is charged I thoroughly recommend to you the time
and tradition honoured method of short circuiting the terminals. This indicates at least the condition of the cell
and you will have the satisfaction of knowing whether or
not it was serviceable before drawing a replacement from
store.
You will handle as varied an assortment of wireless
equipment as ever merited the dubious blessing of wireless operators. If unfortunate you will find, entrusted to
your gentle care, that set which Caesar drew from store
prior to having a few sharp words with a German chieftan
or so. If more unfortunate you will be responsible for a
set which is still on the Secret List, and, according to the
accompanying handbook is so up to date that it has not
yet been invented. You will, of course, never be fortunate.
The correct procedure to adopt when dealing with a
service set, is as follows. Regard it balefully from a safe
distance, at the same time fingering some lucky charm or
other and muttering an incantation to ward off evil spirits.
Having thus successfully propitiated the appropriate pagan
gods of the ether you may now address the set with a few
carefully selected words, calculated to let it undoubtedly
be known exactly who holds whatever authority there may
be to be held. This of course is pure bluff. You can
hold no authority; the set has a total monopoly.
Sincerely hoping your bluff has succeeded you now
approach the monster and seize it by the main power switch
which you close. If you can now contrive to tune and
load up without touching it you have the brute at your
mercy and can do with it what you or " Standing Orders
for Wireless Operators " will. This has never yet been
achieved despite enormous casualties to both combatants.
There may be, however, a first time.
From time to time, in optimistic excesses of enthusiasm,
Signal Offices entrust to carefully selected O.W.L.s, messages which they cannot dispose of by any other means.
It has been known for a scanty few to survive the inevitable mauling and eventually reach their destination, in
almo t recognisable form.
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SECOND (BRITISII) INFANTRY DIVISION L SIGN .. LS

Kohima -1944

't.B.K.·•
The genus " M essage " is subdivided into various species>
each of which is in full possession of unpleasant characteristics common to the whole, plus nasty habits of·its own.
Each is endowed with one of a number of precedences>
which I shall not specify. You will meet them all too soon.
Two of these precedences put the messages bearing them,
into the greater carnivora class, known to idealists as " Clear
the line traffic." Their appearance is the signal .for an
immediate breakdown in communication and their sole
purpose may very well be to give harassed Signalmen
an opportunity to play that charming game known as " You
can hold the baby" or " It's not my clearance."
The lesser fry among the precedences are of very little
account indeed, merely providing operators with ammunition for their favourite pastime of " I've - got - more and - higher - priorities - than - you - have - so - I - am
going - to - send - mine - first - and - anyway - I'm - control so - boo - to - u."
It will be your sad lot that you will be compelled to keep
a record of all occurrences concerning whatever circuit,
instrument or piece of wireless equipment with which you
have the misfortune to be associated. It is intended that
this record, familiarly known as a log, gives a true and
accurate account. This object, you will understand, is not
readily achieved.
To attain the impeccably high standard of log-keeping
desired by discerning S.W.O.s, you must ever bear in mind
that, to be acceptable, a log must be neatly written in the
most incomprehensible manner possible. On every conceivable occasion you must employ the most obscure " Z "
and " Q " codes. If it seems at all likely that anyone
attempting to reduce the information to plain understandable terms may be aware of the exact meaning of a certain
communications code, under no circumstances whatsoever
may it be employed. Ano~(:r· must be used. It m~y ~ntail
searching the code book from cover to cover. This 1s the
sole purpose of the book. At all times you must give due
and careful consideration to subtle differences of meaning
between codes, and, when in doubt would do well to remember that incomprehensibility is the keynote of efficient
log-keeping. The W.R.N.S. operator on a combined ser~
vices receiver site who, to account for an unsatisfactory
signal, entered in her log " Lousy signal-aerial whipped
by the Army," though no doubt, acting as she thought best,
showed extreme lack of thought and foresight. Any -officer
scrutinising the log would immediately have known what
had happened. There would have been no necessity whatsoever to spend a quarter of an hour looking up code signals.
He would have no need to refer to the operator for elucidation; a custom traditionally cherished by countless generations of wireless officers.
Neat writing is a primary essential of good log-keeping.
If, however, it is impossible to make an entry in obscure
and irrelevant terms and it appears that the information
will be regrettably lucid, there is one suitable alternative.
You must enter it in an illegible scrawl, preferably adorned
with blots and tea stains. As a last resort a generous
application of jam and fragments of cheese can 'engender
the desired condition.
When, having satisfied the Grand Inquisition of t~e
Trade Board as to your capabilities, you take your place m
the ranks of the " Forgotten of God " as a fully fledged
O.W.L., you will go far if you ever bear in mind-Only
you know exactly what you are trying to do. Should ~e
least suspicion of your intention be engendered in the mind
of the distant operator to whom you work, your labours
will be fruitless and your meanderings purposeless.
T H E W I R E,

j U LY

19·5 I

HE r.eview of a .recent book in TJ?E WIRE, aided by fairly
T
forcible proddmg from our Editor, has prompted this
story of the 2nd Divisional Signals at the battle of Kohima
during the Assam/Burma campaign of 1944.
As the tale is being written abroad, without notes and
entirely from memory, apologies are made in advance for any
inaccuracies ~ ~istances, heights, dates, place names, etc.
F urther, as this is merely a record of incidents in the life of
a. Di~sional Signals in action, little attempt at painting the
b1g p1cture (you know-world history, industrial potentials
and all the usual camouflage of one's real ignorance of the
platoon level, which normally prece'des these things) will be
made.
It is probably true to claim that, within the Division
Divisional Signals personnel were the first to take the field
~gainst the enemy" in April, !944 C.R. Signals was already
m the area when Jt was decided to bring the 2nd Division
from its bases 2,000 miles away in Southern India, to help,
as part ?f 33 Cor~s, s~em the tide o{ the attempt by the
Japs to mvade India via Imphal and the plains of Assam.
The G.O.C.'s first" brief" was to prevent the Japs reaching
the huge base installations at railhead, Dimapur. On
arriva~ there with his G.S.O. I and C.R. Signals (who, for
a hectic day had found himself H.Q. 2 D ivision at 14 Army
H.Q., Comilla, and been collected thence by the G.O.C.),
the first task, prior to arrival of the Division, was to set
patrols in motion towards any Japanese advancing from
Imphal and Kohima.
'
Patrols were found largely from convalescent Ghurkas in
the Dimapur hospitals and Officers from the same source,
~nd from odd "Y" (clandestine) ,Force Officers coming
m to report. Wireless sets were obtained from the Base
Ordnance Depot which, on such a near threat, had thrown
open its doors.
Very shortly afterwards, however, the advance party of
Divisional Signals arrived by train. They were (thanks to
previous combined op training experience) tactically loaded
and comprised a complete Tac H.Q. Signals on a manpack
basis. Some of these operators, acting as rear links for
the ad hoc and "V " Force patrols were very early in the
field therefore, before the bulk of the infantry had arrived.
Signalman Costello, of " A " Section, did magnificent
and typical job as a "V" Force rear link. In a completely
strange and savage country, this young operator with no
previous active service experience, was left alone as " furn
base " in the middle of the jungle. For days he kept up
reliable schedule working to Divisional H.Q. at Dimapur,
and eventually his Officer did not return. (He was shot
later trying to enter our own lines elsewhere). Costello had
no idea where he was, Japs were in the neighbourhood and
he was fed by friendly Nagas. No-one as yet knew what a
Jap looked like and at one time he was surrounded by a
battalion of state force soldiers of Mongolian appearance
who were retreating in some disorder from Kohima, and
whom he mistook for Nips. This was understandable, as
the C.O., out searching for Costello, made the same mistake
and lay very doggo in some bushes until he noticed the party
were unarmed and in extreme disorder. However, Costello
lay equally doggo in his hole under a bush, and was
eventually found and returned to normal duties none the
worse for his long, lone vigil.
The Division went into action almost as it arrived. The
situation was urgent and Battalions and Brigades were of
necessity committed piecemeal and very intermingled. Very
soon the first TAC H.Q. opened at Prephema on the way up
the road to Kohima (about 40 miles from Dimapur) and a
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coup!~ of mile~ short of Zubza, where 5 Brigade had already
~sta~lished. their H.Q. The latter place had some light shell-

mg, m which the Unit sustained its first casualties when a
shell landed plumb in the slit trench where a Signalman and
the A.C.C. cook attached to "K" Section were sittingboth were killed.
C.R. Signals on a visit to 5 Brigade that day wa
"ambushed" at a bridge near the latter's H.Q. Retaliation
was by ac~ele~ation and a hurried revolver shot in the very
general direcuon of the enemy upon which, surprisingly
enough, seven Japs arose from the undergrowth and ran
away up the gorge from which they had shot. No pursuit
was suggested by the C.0. or his driver, but a Bren gun
and sundry grenades were added to the armament of the
Jeep after that.
The next day, after some argument with O.C. 1 R.
Norfolk, commanding the Divisional H.Q. box, the C.O.
and a party set of! before dawn to establish TAC H.Q.
forward. At th.at ume the roads were closed at night until
opened by earner patrols between " boxes,'' but if Signals
" aren't there first they're late,'' so after a somewhat anxious
driv~, especially past the scene of the previous day's ambush
(which had to be on a hairpin impossible to negotiate at
speed), the new site was reached.
This was on the roadside some three-four miles short
of Kohima. H.Q. was to be above the road below the
Naga village of Jotsoma. It was a steep, boulder strewn
place, with a little gorge from the road givincr some protection to the " G " office. Below the road, le;s rocky and
thickly pine covered, the hill dropped steeply down to the
lower Kohima road. On the road itself was concentrated
the carriers of some Indian battalions and some" armoured
cars.
TAC H.Q. was for this day and night well ahead of the
rest of the Division, the Japs faced by an Indian Brigade
which, after getting the 4th Royal West Kents into Kohima,
had themselves been cut off from that place, were well
established between us and Kohima and also reputed to be
on the hill above. It was only a small H.Q. with about 30
Signalmen, but the Signal Office and all wireless sets were
really well dug in and those not on duty manned the
small perimeter from reasonable lying trenches. A single
strand of wire was got out between the trees, festooned with
tin cans and a bit of the Defence Platoon arrived to man
a couple of post .
Then as darkness fell, things began to happen. First an
Intelligence report was received to the effect that some
Japs and a battalion of JIF's (suborned Indian Army
P.O.W.s) was on its way to attack the H.Q. With such small
numbers and armament, it was no good thinking in term
of repel and counter-attack, the thing was not to iet 'em
find the place. Lay low was the order of the day (or night).
No-one was to shoot unless he had something to hoot at
and no movement was allowed above ground o that anything doing so could be shot at. An exception was that
tapes were laid between the Signal Office, "G" Office and
wireless sets along which the message orderlies could crawl
-the flatter the better. This was pointed out to all concerned-very few-the whole perimeter was only about 40
yards across.
NCJ>.'1:, just on dark, the faithful Frank Martin (Second-mCommand) arrived with about 20 reinforcements. The
had come straight off the train at Dimapur and bummed up
the road knowing, from the " Q " party at ba e, how badly
they were needed.
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In the dark it wa impossible to reorganise the defence
and only ju t po sible to fi t the men v tthin the small
perimeter. They were very t~red, but each w~s m ade to
dig a shallow " grave ' trench (m r<?ws near .me Signal O~ce
-it looked ju t like a cemetery Wlth the lids off) sufficient
to get them all below ground level. They were firmly
instr ucted not to move or shoot unless personally attacked
with the bayonet.
.
The ignal Office shift on duty was partly relieved by
the new arrivals (until then all had worked not less than
48 hours continuously-including digging; the cipher staff
had worked book for three days and nights without relief).
And so after telling Corporal Affleck (Corps rear link) that
he might switch off his N <_>. 12 set engine if ~s got
really bad to bed in the slit trenches on the perimeterand very weary, to sleep.
But not for long. It r ained, and most people awoke
in pitch darkness and three inches of water. Shortly after wards the pitter-patter of hurrying footsteps coul~ be heard
making their way from bush to bush down the hill. From
each trench on the perimeter eyes strained into the blackness
and men cursed the roar of the rain which deadened sound
and the remorseless chug-chug of the 12 set "jenny." The
currying was unmistakable now, only a few yards away
in the bushes. But apart from the 12 set, not a sound
within the perimeter. With rain dripping from tin hats
and drenching hot sweat in cold water, rifles and tommy
guns were very, very quietly moved into better firing
positions and careful hands groped in the darkness for the
reassuring feel of 36 grenades.
Then catcalls and whistles from the little " tabis" (a splittoed ·rubber shoe) shod enemy up the hill, and jeering" English bastards " and something quite irrevelant about
the Union Jack-in broken English. But their patience
broke first and a single rifle shot whistled down the hill.
And on that, well one can only quote the common or
garden-" All hell was let loose." From the carriers and
armoured cars a few feet below, every damn thing opened
up. The whole perimeter was swept with fire from the
road below. Bren, B.E.S.A., rifle and tommy gun fire
imply rained a few inches above ground level. And just
to make it more picturesque, a goodly proportion of tracer
was mixed up with it. Many bullets hit the bigger rocks
and nastily whirring riccoes sizzled down through the
pouring rain into the slit trenches. And very occasionally a
rifle shot came down from the enemy direction. Through
'it all went the chug chug of the 12 set motor and, cursing
the din, with eyes just above the level of the ground, men
peered into the darkness up the hill. Imagination conjured
up creeping figures but sober reflection denied a real target.
Then there was the " bash " of grenades down on the
rm1d and shortly afterwards a cry for the A.D.M.S. (Oh,
blaze , are they coming in behind? Anyway, that was someone else's business- eyes front). "Bush y" vacated the
trench next door and crawled down the tape to the Signal
Office. (It transpired later that two D.R.s from Corps,
approaching the Signal Office had seen the inferno and,
leaving their bikes, had crawled up the road. Before they
reached the office d ug-out, however, from one of the carriers
came a shower of grenades and both were severely wounded,
amputation being necessary in one case).
During a comparative lull, a single shot from up the hill
ended in a metallic clash-and the engine of the 12 set
stopped. That's better, something might be heard out
in front now. But after a couple of hours (and no doubt
the expenditure of the last round of ammo by the people on
the road), the thing fizzled out and all not on duty settled
down to a hort, wet sleep again.
At first light the C.O. inspected all arms of Royal
ignals per. onnel. Not a round had been fired by them.
Not bad for many who's first occasion under fire this had
been and some who's first night in an active area this was.
(Needless to say it was carefully explained to the newco-ner that all our nights were spent like this).
'2 18

Conversalimi piece 'll dawn.
C.0. "Well, Corporal Affleck, I suppose you want a
new 12 set engine? "
Answer " N o, sir."
C .0. " Oh, I thought I heard it shot out last night."
Answe1· " No, sir, I switched off when I'd cleared my
traffic to Corps, you told me not to switch off unless thing
got bad, sir."
C.O. (tryi ng not to look impressed) " Quite right,
Corporal."
But, without belittling in any way the magnificent cool
courage of the operators (and more of them later), there is
no doubt that a conscientious operator with earphones on,
working in the bottom of the really good deep "patent "
trenches which were habitually dug, knows little of what
is going on "upstairs."
So ended what became known sarcastically (particularly
by those not en gaged) as the "Battle of Jotsoma." From
the evidence of cartridge cases found in the bushes later,
the Jap jitter party com prised a m aximum of six, a minimum
of two men. T he " carrier ar ea " on the road was ankle
deep in empty cartridge cases. Total casualties, one I ndian
O.R. killed (and buried too shallowly bang opposite the
Signal Office), one Indian 0 .R. wounded and the two Corps
D .R.s badly wounded. Nil casualties in Divisional Signals
and TAC HQ. party.
After this light-hearted introduction, the serious business
of Kohima awaited us a couple of miles u p the road-but
more of that in the next issue.

the outer world via his typewriter. As he practised he
got fas ter and faster, qui£/tcex %per-tin fact ! One never
knew whether the spelling mistakes were due to Claude
or to the typewriter- a singularly stupid m achine.
H is Squadron Sergeant Major man aged to transfer him
to H .Q. S.T.C. when he won a darts match in the Sergeants' Mess against their Chief Clerk, who viewed his
booby-prize with no enthusiasm. They put him on despatch duties, which means that he had to put letters in envelopes and ensure that they went off as intended. Claude's intentions did not always coincide with those of the authors
of some of the letters. An apoplectic Brigadier got a short
note from Sergeant Jones detailing him for fire piquet next
Sunday; whilst Corporal Smith from No. 4 Troop got a
politely worded request from the Colonel about the advisability of lending a sports ground to Richmond Horse
Show. The Chief Clerk and his former Sergeant-Major
are not now on speaking terms, and Claude received orders
to address the former by affidavit only.
The next exciting event after the Horse Show was the
arrival of a party of Diplomats and Officers from Ruritania,
an Allied Power, on a courtesy visit. They were treated
well, went everywhere, saw everything, were paraded for,
drunk toasts to, and generally done for. Claude was kept
well in the background-and when they left the Chief Clerk
breathed a sigh of relief and said that this was something,
a nonsense of which could not be made by Claude (oh dear,
there I go again). He was wrong, sorry-in error l
The Ruritanians wrote in to the S.T.C. to say that they

•

had much enjoyed their v1s1t, would the so kind Engli h
accept an award, in memory of the occasion of twenty
medals of the Ruritanian Order of the Golden Eagle to
be awarded to some deserving cases. As the decoration,
specimen enclosed, was an elaborate and glittering affair,
competition for inclusion in the list of winners was pretty
hot. At length the final selection was made, a good few
of the Eagles had been shot down by the guns at HQ., bur
the Regiments had their share. The list was prepared and
attached to a suitable covering letter expressing appr:eciation of the honour done, and then Claude got in on it.
This was not discovered until the awards were made, when
a Chief Clerk, almost harassed out of his wits, had to
explain that unfortunately instead of the list over which
so much time and care had been spent, in error Claude
had forwarded a list of those men serving on the permanent
Cadre overdue for inoculation again.st paratyphoid.
Next they tried Claude out in Germany with one of the
new units, whose mobilisation he considerably retarded by
forwarding to Higher Authority, not the Progress Report
which they expected, but a half-crown postal order and a
Littlewood' s F ootball Pool Coupon.
This may amuse some of you who are not clerks, but
I can assure you that things like this do happen, and the
letter that gets mislaid may concern you or your pay. A
Clerk's job is most important; filing letters where they can
be found if wanted, writing English that can be understood, and carefully checking each document to its proper
destination . Don't be a Claude, will you?

( To be continued)

'' Nan Tare Calling

Claude
the Clerk

By

U RING his school days Claude was always under the impression that English was his strong point, but his tutors
did not entirely agree with him. Wrote one in a half-term
report: "This boy is so capable that he can translate
English into a French not ~poken in France and French
into an English not spoken anywhere" ; another, less blunt
and more ambiguous, said that he found Claude trying.
Na~rally National Service man Claude wanted to be a
Clerk, in fact nothing on earth would stop him being a
Clerk. He'd hardly got off the train at Richmond before
he was making out a list of n ames. Before he'd been long
in the Army he had learnt that this was called a nominal
roll and one copy always went to the Paymaster. He absorbed officialese far more easily than he had the English
as authorised by Chaucer, Shakespeare or even Damon
Runyan. Claude never went anywhere, he proceeded;
when he wanted to go and see something he became desirous of proceeding to view it. This affected both his
speech and his correspondence until he became a.lmost
unintelligible. In fact the symptoms stayed with him into
later life: after the birth of his first-born it became necessary to procure a domestic utensil which the young Claude
could not damage. His wife suggested a rubber one, which
as all will agree, is a sensible idea and comparatively easy
of execution. It was Claude' s early training in a Quartermaster's office that made him ask the salesman for a pots
chamber indiarubber man's lunatic for the use of large!
Unless you wish to get like this avoid such pitfalls and
talk English l
The trouble in respect of C laude (there we are, I am
catching it now) was his typewriting. Being a lot too sure
of himself he was soon persuaded that nothing now remained but for him to convey his Commander's wishes to
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AIN was gently falling in the gloomy dusk of early
evening as the olive green utility truck drew up with
a jerk. The wireless operator was quickly at work on his
set. His voice was cr isp and clear as he spoke into the
microphone.
" Hullo N an T are T wo . . . position verified . . . end
four men ."
And then again, after a moment's listening :
" Hullo Nan Tare Two . . . Wilco . . . Out."
His duty for the moment completed, the operator got out
of the small truck to stretch his legs. He sniffed the cool
evening air appreciatively, fished in his pocket for a packet
of cigarettes-grinned ruefully at the crumpled container
and put it back in his pocket unopened-and then with
measured ipace he patrolled up and down for all the world
as if he was on sentry go.
The four men soon arrived. The 15-cwt. truck they
drove up in was very smartly painted indeed, painfully. so
in contrast to their turn-out, which was very nondescript.
One youngster was wearing old battle-dress tr.ousers '!ery
badly stained and muddied, another wore derums spilt at
the knees, and when they stripped off their jackets they
displayed very grimy vests and very strong biceps. Th~r
discipline and drill was a marked improvement on their
turn-out.
Very quickly and noiselessly they unloaded picks and
shovels and other implements and were soon at work.
·
The operator, meanwhile, had climbed back into the
utility and was busy again on W JT.
.
.
,,
"Hullo N an Tare Two . . . party arrived . . . Over.
"Hullo Nan Tare Two . . . No danger . . . Out."
By the time the night had got really black a large trench
had been d ug. The operator kept up a listei:iing wat.ch on
his set, but was obviously giving more of his attennon to
the chatter of the trench diggers.
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"Nice little 'ole, this, Jones me lad," from one of them
made him grin widely, " Luvvly ozone this, Alf ol' man,"
from another, made him chuckle as at some private joke as
he bent down to fiddle with the battery connections.
Then he stiffened with concentration and with his free
hand jammed his earphones closer to his head.
"The old man's coming the rounds pronto tonight," he
announced to the diggers. "Better get a move on, Nan
Tare Three have just reported him in to control."
And with renewed vigour the four men worked on in the
trench. A great pile of rubble and soft yellow clay was now
faintly visible in the gloom of the night. Soon they were
discarding their spades and were busy shoring the sides of
the trench with stout planks carried from the 15-cwt. lorry.
The fellow in the torn and dirty denims appeared to be
named Jones. He was alone and busy in the trench when
a second olive green utility truck drew up. A stiff raincoated
and peak-capped figure slowly got out, and Jones then
clumsily drew himself up to attention in the muddy trench
and threw up a parody of a salute. This was ignored,.a
an authoritative voice asked, " Got everything you want,
Jones?"
"Easy little job, sir . . . be finished here and cleaned up
in a couple of hours," answered Jones, hitching up hi
denims.
"All right then, I'll be off . . . report back to control
as soon as you are finished here " he told the wireles
operator, "as another urgent job may have come in. Goodnight, chaps."
"Good-night," they chorused as he drove off, and as his
utility came within the cone of light from a street lamp it
was now seen that the neat lettering on the side of hi
vehicle proclaimed he had come from THE NORTH
THAMES GAS BOARD.

c

21?

Officers '
NORWEGIAN SKI
IGHT Royal Signals Officers of B.A.0.R. were attached
to the Norwegian Signals School at Jorstadmoen from
E
3rd February to 16th March, 1951, to learn to ski, and to
become acquainted with the methods of winter warfare.
They were Captain P. H. Manley, of I Wireless Regiment,
Captain A. V. Swindale, of SX Branch, H.Q., B.A.0.R.,
Lieutenant J. A. J. Wigmore, of 7 Armoured Division Signal
Regiment Lieutenant P. J. Holland, of 2 Infantry Division
Signal Regiment, Second-Lieutenants W. B. Foote and
T. I. M. Robinson, of I I Armoured Division Signal Regiment, Second-Lieutenants D. Gittins and P. M . Steel, of
H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment.
The course assembled at the "Four Seasons " in Hamburg, where we spent our last few days in Germany changing our B.A.F.S.V. into unfamiliar Swedish, Danish and
Norwegian Kroner, before joining the Scandinavian
Express which took us on the first stage of our journey
North. Faced with slices of raw herring as hors d'oeuvre
for lunch on the train, we began to have doubts about the
Scandinavian ideal of gastronomy.
We were met by Major M. A. C. Club, M.B.E., who is
the Royal Signals adviser to the Norwegian Signal School,
and Lieutenant Sandin, who was to be our ski instructor
during the course. Later in the morning we were introduced to Colonel R. Palmstrom, the Norwegian Director
of Signals, and the British Military Attache, who welcomed
us most cordially and wished us success on the course.
Any doubts that we had entertained as to the condition
of the snow had been dispelled when we stepped from the
train. The light snow that was falling was to continue to do
so, practically unabated, for the duration of the course.
Our stay in Oslo was of necessity rather shon, and after
lunch we embarked on the last stage of our journey, arriving in the evening at the Haerens Sambandsskoler (Army
Signal School). Although the two Captains had a separate
quarter, the six subalterns experienced a return to barrack
room life as they were accommodated in one rather small
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Seated (left to ri1ht): lieutenant l. Sandin (ski instructor). Captain
P. H. Manley, Lieutenant-Colonel Anton 8. Nilsen (Comd. Hurems
Sambandukoler), Captain A. V. Swindale, Captain J. Kjelsas (0.C .. Officer
Cade t School). Standin1 : Lieutenant P. J. Holland, Second-Lieutenant
0. Gittins, Second-Lieutenant W. 8 . Foote, Second-Lieutenant T I. M.
~obin1on, Major M. A. C. Clubb, Lieutenant J. A. j. Wi1more, ·Captain
N. O.r. Tanum (chief in1tructor), Second-Lieutenant P. M. Steele
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room, which was nearly always an untidy and crowded chaos
of trunks, skis, boots, drying clothes, waxe·s and books and
kept the solitary batman well employed from the time he
sounded the reveille at 0 7 00 until late in the day.
The next day, Sunday, was deemed to be a day of rest,
but several of the party, eager to be on skis, started the
afternoon by struggling round the 10-km. track, which
without " Langlauf" ski and the correct wax proved to be
extremely exhausting.
For those members of the course who had skied before,
the first week was taken up by forgetting practically all
that they knew and mastering a completely different
technique. The aim was to cover the greatest distances
in the shortest possible time without the aid of ski lifts up
the hills, which caused · consternation amongst several
members of the course. On the nursery slope behind the
camp we learned the basic principles, and our days assumed
a familiar pattern of ski-ing, coffee, ski-ing, lunch, and then
more ski-ing.
After we had gained our confidence and balance we began
to include the 5-, 10- and finally the 15-km. track in our
daily routine. This we found was not enough, however,
and we were burdened with rucksacks, empty at first, but
getting progressively heavier as the days passed, until the
final straw was added in the form of a rifle.
During these first weeks of training we soon got to know
the Norwegian Officers and Sergeants with whom we lived.
A Sergeant in the Norwegian Army is commissioned rank
and automatically becomes a Second-Lieutenant after a year.
They were all very charming ~ople and made us very
welcome, and it was with relief that we discovered that
most of them spoke perfect English.
Unable to keep off skis we spent the first two Sundays
in the nearby mountains, travelling a good part of the way
by truck and completing the ascent on foot. We were
blessed with magnificent weather on both occasions and
the snow covered trees, toppling with their burden, seemed
like crystal towers as we climbed through them. . Turning
our backs on the windswept surnrnit, we started on the 15-km.
downhill run back to Lillehammer. At the first attempt
it took a good three hours to complete the course, winding
through the trees, but at our last attempt, before we
departed from Norway, we covered the course in just over
an hour.
Towards the end of the first three week~ of the course
we were taken on a tour of ins~ction of the Signal School,
which we found was a miniature Catterick, and instructed
in the use of wireless sets at low temperatures. We learned
that the capacity of a lead-acid accumulator at -250 C was
66 % of its capacity at 0 ° C, and that when discharged, the
elxtrolyte freezes. To prevent damage to batteries they
are buried deep in the snow until they can be recharged.
Carbon microphones we found were ruined by the condensing and freezing of the operator's breath. To keep
them warm and prevent damage they were placed inside the
operator's battle dress when not transmitting. The sets
themselves if brought into a warm room or tent for maintenance were ruined by the sudden increase in temperature and the condensation of the moisture inside them. To
prevent this they were wrapped in blankets and left for
several hours to warm up slowly.
It was with quite a shock that we realised that half ·the
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course was already over when on Friday, 23rd February,
we departed for Oslo to see the Holmenkollen ski jumping.
The event was on the Sunday, so we spent Saturday
acquainting ourselves with the Norwegian capital and in
the evening attended a cocktail party given by the British
Military Attache, where we were introduced to many of the
Corps Diplomatique in Oslo.
Early on Sunday morning we took our places in one of
the many long queues for transport to the Holrnenkollen
Hill. All Oslo was out, as well as many others from all
parts of the world, and it was several hours before we
completed the journey and took our seats in the arena.
The jump itself, which is only used oQce a year for Holmenkollen, is not the largest in Norway, and the average jump
was 8o yards. The winner of the junior section that Sunday
broke the world's record the following· Thursday with a
jump of nearly 130 yards at Garmisch-Partenkirchen.
The second part of the course began the following morning when we loaded ourselves with long underwear, an
article of clothing we had scorned, but were to be very
grateful for it when in the mountains. With numerous
pairs of socks and gloves, cap comforter, sweaters, battle
dress, camouflage, whites, anarak, tents, sleeping bags and
all the considerable paraphernalia of winter warfare we
embarked for Kitelbu. For the winter manoeuvre at
Kitelbu in Venstu're Gausdal, about 8o kilometres from
Gorstadmoen, we split into two's, living in tents with
nine/ten Norwegian Officer Cadets. During duty hours we
became cadets again, sharing all the duties of wood chopping, fire watching and numerous others. We all ate
together and will always wonder how we were able to
subsist on foods to which we were not conditioned.
Their staple diet was an alternative mixture of fish and
whale meat patties, with sweet, thawed-out potatoes, which
both in taste and nutritive value appeared to be different
to ours.
The tents, similar to the Bell tent, sleeping 16 at a maximum, had a hollow tube for the pole, which acted as the
-chimney to the small stove at its base. Unfortunately one
fuelling would only last for about 15 minutes, which
necessitated a fire watch during the night to keep it alight.
With the temperature down to -250 C. one was loath to
get out of a warm sleeping bag in the middle of the night to
do an hour's shift on the fire.
Our training during this period was mainly infantry, and
we learned of the advantages and disadvantages of the snow
in this unfamiliar type of warfare. The protection offered
by the snow was its one redeeming feature. A bullet fired
at ioo yards would only penetrate three feet, and the effect
of a 36 grenade was negligible, a small hole in the snow was
the only evidence of its explosion.
Although Signal training was limited we took part in
several interesting wireless schemes, using the 68 Set and
dragging the 22 Set behind us on a sledge.
The most successful aerial we discovered was the ground
aerial with which we were able to maintain communications when other more complicated aerials always failed.
The climax of our training came with the three-day march
back to Gorstadmoen, during which period we covered some
80 km. Loaded down with all the clothing and equipment
we would require we started out to cover 20 km. in the
first day. The "weasles" (towing sledges) followed behind,
and it was through having to find a suitable route for these
_vehicles that night had fallen when we reached our -first
camp site. By the light of the stars each party of four,
into which we had been divided, dug its snow hole. Some
ix feet square and four feet deep, covered with branches
and snow, this primitive abode provided shelter from the
elements only and even by wearing all the clothes we carried
we got' little relief from the bitter cold. Sleep was not easy,
because boots, wet gloves and socks had to bl! taken into
the sleeping bag as well to prevent them from freezing.
With the welcome light of dawn we were only too pleased
to be up and about and prepare a fairly substantial breakfast
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of soup, biscuits, boiled sweet and cocoa from our
mountain rations.
On the second day out both the "weasles" broke down after
we had covered IO km., and we were forced to make our
camp where we had stopped. However, as a result of being
able to spend more time in the construction of our "snow
holes " we had a much better night.
On the third and last day the weather was kind to us and
we covered the last 40 km. by 1400 hours, when we were
very thankful to take off our skis and board the transport on
which we completed the journey to Gorstadmoen.
We found that when living in the snow one's physical
efficiency soon degenerates, but our casualty rate of one
broken nose and two cases of influenza compared very
favourably with that of the cadets. We were told, however,
that in the event of war these militarily crippling privations
would not have to be endured, as troops could then sleep
in the numerous hill-farms and hay-lofts that lie among
the mountains.
The course was now over and our last few days were
taken up with our farewells to the many friends we had made
in Norway. We did, however, have one final outing on skis,
when we took our Bronze Ski Medal. This was over a
course of ro km., which had to be completed in 65 minutes,
and although it was blowing half a blizzard we all completed the course under the time.
That evening we were the guests of honour at the Signals
Ball. Many speeches were made, which rather tended to
disrupt the meal and leave one with cold food to finish,
as the Norwegian custom is to speak during the meal and
not after it.
At the farewell party which we gave the Commandant,
Oberst A. B. Nilsen, presented us with the diplomas we had
gained during the course, and we in return presented the
Signal School with a cup which they could compete for
as they wished.
So concluded a never-to-be-forgotten six weeks; not only
were we better skiers at the end, more important, we had
lived and worked with the Norwegian Army, learned of its
methods and its difficulties, and made many friends whom
we all hope we shall be able to meet again in the future.
Finally, we should like to express our very sincere thanks
to Oberst A. B. Nilsen and all his Officers who made us
very welcome and helped us with many kindnesses which
we shall never forget. Also Major Clubb, whose presence
and knowledge of the country and its people helped to
carry the course along so smoothly. We thank you all and
hope that some time in the future we shall be able to repay
all the kindnesses shown to us.

Second-Lieutenant P. M. Steele. Second-Lieutenant D. Gittins, Lieutenant
J. A. J. Wigmore, Second-Lieutenant T. I. M. Robin1on ( 1ki instructor).
Lieutenant P. j. Holland, Second-Lieutenant W. 8 . Foote, Captain A. V.
Swindale. Captiin P. H. M•nley
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PART ONE

6 (Boys) Training Regiment
AS THIS REGIJIEN T IS ON LY RECEN TLY PORMED WE GIVE
IN JULY AND AUGUST SOME DESCRIPTION OF ITS WORK
O. 6 (Boys) Training Regiment, Royal Signals, was formed
on 25th August, 1950, from the Boys Training
Squadron, Royal Signals, attached to No. I Independent
Selection Squadron, Royal Signals. The growth to regimental status has been exceedingly rapid. Only ten months
previously, in October, 1949, the first Boy recruits were
received at Gallowgate Camp, Richmond. Today the
Regiment numbers some 500 Boys under training. The
establishment is 6oo.
It is a truism to say that the British Army has always
relied on first-class Regular N.C.O.s. But the present
structure of the post-war army with its constantly changing
National Service element has greatly accentuated that need.
It is primarily to satisfy this demand that this Regiment
was formed. Our purpose is to produce for the Corps a
constant supply of young Regular soldiers whose early
training in Boys' Service pre-selects them as future N.C.O.s.
On entering the Regiment a Boy recruit spends his first
six weeks in the Basic Military Training Troop. The
purpose of thi period is to help him make the transition
from civilian to Army life. He is taught to make his bed
to fit his equipment. He learns the purpose of the variou;
departments and the ranks and functions of persons
within the Unit. He learns the history of the Corps and
his own possible future within that Corps. He js given
an educational test, begins his physical training and learns
the basic movements of foot and arms drill. Behind all
this, however, is the attempt to instil in the individual the
rudiments of a self-discipline which often he has never
been called upon to exercise.
After six weeks there is a passing out parade before the
Commanding Officer. The weak are relegated for further
training, and the rest pass into the Squadrons.
There are at present two Squadrons, each with two
troops, and provision when numbers increase for a third
tr.oop. . Squadron . ~ommanders are responsible for
discipline and adrrurustration only. They are not concerned with training. Selection of the Squadron to which
a Boy gOC:S is .Purely arbitrary depending upon the numbers
reqwr<:d 1rt either Squadron. Boys live in barrack rooms
accordmg to age groupings and within that barrack room
come under the control of a Boy N.C.O. and Cadre
Sc~geant. Boys of the same troop live within the same
senes of barrack huts and the first responsibility of the

N

.t Cin.ema. Film ol Interest to
llo11al Signals

Commencing in July and for the next fe~ months
a film " On National Service" is being shown by
the Gaumont British and Odeon circuits. This film
was made largely at the Signal Training Centre and
. many of the scenes are shot in 7 Selection Regiment.
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Troop Officer is for the welfare and administration of his
troop. So far as is practicable a Boy remains in the same
troop and the same Squadron throughout his service with
the Regiment. This ensures that the Officers and N.C.O.s
are able to know the Boy more intimately and consequently better able to assess his character and capabilities.
During the working day from nine o'clock in the morning until half past four in the afternoon all Boys who have
passed into the Squadrons come under the direction of the
Chief I_nstructor. T~s Officer? a Major of the Royal Army
Educational Corps, is responsible for the c~rdination of
all training, educational, military and physical. Under his
control, and with the special responsibility for their own
deparrn:ients are the Military Training Officer, the
Educaaon Officers and the Physical Training Officer, a
Q.M.S.I. of ~e. Army Physical Training Corps.
No trade trammg except for some basic general instruction, is done within the Unit. This at first may seem
anomalous since we are a technical Corps. But one of
the purposes of the educational training is to ensure that
a Boy has the proper background to take the highest class
trade of which he is capable. If he were to start trade
training at this Unit, both his general education and his
. trade "".ould nec~ssarily suffer. The results of this system
are sausfactory )11 that at present over one-third of the
Boys passing out of the Unit are selected for Class "A"
trades; this proportion will increase very considerably
now that all Boys spend a minimum of one year with
the Unit. None has been rejected as unfit for trade training. . Further, since Boys leave this Unit at 17t, as opposed
to ~8t/19t from the Army Apprentices School, any di~
parity between the two types of training is overcome.
Educational instruction is carried out by sergeants of the
Royal Army Educational Corps under the supervision of
two officers ?f that Corps. 1:he purpose is to prepare Boys
for the vanous Army Certificates of Education. These
certific.ates, which have been re-introduced by the Army
Council, are one of the necessary qualifications for N.C.O.
rank. For example, one of the future qualifications for the
rank of sergeant will be a second-class Certificate of
Education.
·
As a result of the educational test taken whilst in the
Basic Military Training Troop, a Boy embarks on a certain
course of study. It may be that his previous educationaI
background is such that he can afford to omit the third-·
class certificate and begin studying at once for his secondclas~.. Alt~rnativ~ly, it may appear that a Boy needs
additional mstrucuon before he is ready to begin a course
of study for his third-class. Although the latter is comparatively rare, provision is made for such cases.
The co~se of studies .includes English, mathematics,
ge~eral science,. n;ap read!llg, history, geography, citizenship, and electricity and magnetism. The aim is that a
Boy shall have passed at least his second-class certificate
before he leaves the Unit to enter man's service, but
where a Boy can advance beyond that stage preparation
is given for the Army Certificate first-class and higher
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examinatio?s· In . the hierarchy of examination, the firstclass. certificate is somewhat lower than the School
Ceruficate or the new General Certificate at the ordinary
level. For .those Boys who prepared at school for the
School Ce~uficate or the G eneral Certificate, and through
force of cucumstance? were ~n.able to sit, arrangements
are made by the Urut for tmtion and they can sit the
examination at a prescribed centre.
. Instruction in Military Traini?~ is given by Royal
Signals N.Cp.s ~der. the supervision of a Royal Signals
Officer. This trammg mcludes driJJ, weapon training, field
craft and a cou:se of lectures on both strictly military and
on general subie.cts. The . course is designed to produce
not only the tramed recrwt but also potential instructors
in these subjects. Field craft which takes the Boys out
of the classroom atmosphere is made as interesting and
diverse as possible.

I

TRAINING REGIMENT

The Regiment has been active in many spheres since our
last notes were submitted.
On the ~ocial side a very successful and enjoyable dance
was orgamsed by the P.R.I., Major Fraser in· the Loos
Gymnasium, at which a Derby draw in aid of ~he Regimental
Families and Sports Funds took place. The draw was made
by Mrs. Atkinson, the wife of the Commanding Officer.
In the world of sport, it is appropriate to record that the
Regimental Rugby team won the Army Rugby Cup, the
Northern Command Cup, the ~atterick District Cup, the
Northern Command Seven-a-Side Cup and the Catterick
District Seven-a-Side Cup. A very distinguished record
and the team are warmly congratulated on their achievements. A repl~ca of the Catterick District Cup, which had
been won oumght, was presented to the Regiment by the
G.O.C. Catterick-Oistrict, Major-General C. M. F. White,
C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o., on 31st May. On the same occasion were
presented the replicas of the Catterick District CrossCountry Cup and the Cross-Country League Cup, which we
had also won outright. Well done, indeed!
The Unit entered teams for the Catterick District Rifle
Meeting which took place in good weather on Bellerby
Ranges on 24th, 25th and 26th May. We won the InterRegimental team rifle match and the Young Soldiers'
match and were third in the revolver match. Major
T~ompson fini~hed third in the individual championships,
w.1th Second-Lieut~n~nt Elford sixth and R.S .M. Howley
nm~. We hope thi.s 1s to be a happy augury for the Bisley
m~et~ng. Second-L1.eutenant Elford is also congratulated on
wmmng the Yorkshire XX Cup and the Yorkshire Aggregate Cup at the Yorkshire Rifle Meeting held at Totley,
Sheffield, on 3rd June.
The cricket season is now well under way. A number of
matches had to be cancelled owing to bad weather, but we
got away to a good start by beating a Cavalry team at
Barnard Castle, Royal Signals Wing and 2 Training Regiment.
We were unfortunate in losing the District Inter-Unit P.T.
competition to 3 Training Regiment by the narrow margin
of 3.8 points, having won the preliminary round with a
clear margin of 31 points. Well tried, Q.M.S.I. Richards,
and better luck next time. The Unit cycle speedway team
(the Catterick "Lions ") opened its 1951 season with a
match against Bradford. Although our team was the less
experienced side, it rode very well and were only beaten by
55 points to 4r.
During the past four weeks the Unit athletic team has
been training hard with the Northern Command team
championships in view. At he Northern Command individual championships, Second-Lieutenant A.G. I. Wood won
the shot at 42 feet 8 inches, Lance-Corporal Martin the 880
yards and Lance-Corporal Dailey the mile.
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4

TRAINING REGIMENT

." G~d 1;?rd," you are thinking, "4 Training Regiment
sull eXIst~ !
Certainly our absence from THE WIRE might
seem to nnply that we had long ago become extinct. But
no, the Regiment still holds its own prominent position in
the Signal Training Centre.
One of the highlights of the year so far has been our
~ask in the training of "operators, wireless and line," instead of
JUS~ "operators, keyboard." In January we were asked to
tra1!1 350 Os.W.L. an~ now the task is almost completed.
This,, of course, necessitated a certain amount of initial chaos.
Eqwpment to be obtained, lecture rooms to be re-wired and
of course, the most important thing of all-instructors t~
teach the new students. However, as already mentioned,
the task .is alm<?st comple~ed and has gone extremely well.
Early m Apnl the Regunent put on a demonstration of
how to turn "Civilian into Soldier" in 15 minutes. Yes
"Z"R
.
Th e first batch are expected some time'
.
eserv1sts..
this mon~, and m order to see just how quickly they could
be dealt ~Ith .3~ personn~l from.the Signal Training Centre
dressed m civilian clothing arnved at Richmond Station
and were treated just as the " Z " Reservists themselves will
be. The demonstration proved to be a great success and
now the final preparations are being made for the Reservists
themselves.
We are still getting our share as it were in parades and
furthermore performing the duties very well. On the
Sun~y comme~orating VE Day No. 4 (O.R. 1) Squadron
provided a contingent to attend the church parade in York
Minster, followed by the March P'<lst, when the salute was
taken by the Lord Lieutenant.
Then on Whit Saturday No. 4 Squadron again provided
three Officers and 100 rank and file to form a guard of
honour in commemoration of the Coronation of His Majesty
Th_e King. The parade was commanded by Captain J. C. L.
Reid and the Commandant of the Signal Training Centre
took the salute.
Finally, the Regiment took part in a most impressive
parade in honour of the birthday of His Majesty The King.
The parade was held on Gaza Sports Field and every Unit
in the Garrison was represented.
Apart from everything else training continues as usual.
1/2 Squadron now uses about 100 miles of teleprinter and
perforator paper per month. In 4 Squadron O.R.s 1, Junior
N.C.O.s and Foremen of Signals still appear on parade with
dirty necks (possibly in mourning for Major Page, lately
departed to Staff College). Our report from 5 Squadron,
our " Cloak and Dagger Boys," states that all they are
allowed to divulge is that they produce highly efficient
"operators, keyboard and cipher."
Meanwhile in sport we have held our own in the winter
season, though we have not exactly shone. For this we offer
no excuse, contenting ourselves with muttering darkly " Just
wait until the summer."

6

(BOYS)

TR.\l~ING

REGIMENT

The long weeks of careful training eventually brought
their reward in the display given at Fleming House
Beverley, on the evening of 17th May. The drill squad,
under Boy S.S.M. Acott, and trained by Sergeant J. I.
Jenkins, Royal Signals, and the display team under the
direction of Q.M.S.I. Jameson, A.P.T.C., combined with
the Royal Signals display team and the exhibition Quicksilver to give a performance described by ~he Beverley
Guardian as "one of the finest di plays witnessed in
Beverley for many years."
In the afternoon of the same day " Parents' Day " was
held at the Regiment and used as a final dress rehearsal for
the display at Fleming Hou e. Thi recent innovation into
Unit life proved a considerable success. After watching
the various displays on the playing fields, parents and
married families were entertained to tea and were able to
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m et the Officers and N.C.0. concerned with the training
of their boys.
On 19th May, at the invitation of the Lord Mayor, the
drill squad formed the Guard of Honour at the cpening of
the Fe tival of Britain celebrations in Hull.
We were especially honoured by the visit of the Representative Colonel Commandant, Major-General C. H. H.
Vulliamy, C.B., o.s.o. on 23rd May, 1951.
Final preparations are being made for the annual Regiental camp to be held this year at Whitburn. It is
intended that each Squadron will visit the camp for a fortnight during the latter part of June and the beginning of
July.
T hrough the generosity of a local farmer it has been
possible to hold less formal week-end camps at Hornsea.
Very early in the term it was decided to supplement the
games instruction periods devoted to athletics by evening
coaching. Such coaching is extended not only to a select
few, but to every Boy. Although such a task appeared
formida0le, it does. seem to be getting results. In the
Northern Command championships we succeeded in achieving the first three places in the shot and the long jump, the
first two places in the high jump and the 220 yards sprint,
and a third place in t he 100 yards. T hese were the only
events open to Boys.
WAB OFFICE SIGNAL REGIMENT

The recall of the " Z " Reservists for 14 days' full-time
service, about which we have read so much in the newspapers, affected this Regiment
on Saturday, 5th May, 1951.
Our first party to join, some 33
all ranks, began to arrive at
090<> hours; the last man was
in barracks at 1800 hours on
that day-all present.
Our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel E. P. Blake,
saw all the Reservists during
the week-end and welcomed
them to the Regiment. A copy
of THE WIRE was given to each
man which, to some, proved their first introduction to their
Regimental journal.
Yle've certa~ly ~ot used to each other and they have
q~te blended m w1th the rest of the Regiment.
On the
thud. day. they were competently operating on shifts and
wo~king _live u:a~c. The shop tradesmen went quickly into
!11eir stride, picking up the details of new equipment and
improvements on old sets introduced since they left.
One or two were in the Regiment before and when asked
how they liked coming back remarked "Back home again."
On Monday~ 22nd May, a smart looking, oldish gentleman looked m at the Orderly Room at Cambtidge
Barracks and asked for Major (T .O.M.) Harrison. I t was
none other than our old friend ex-R.S.M. George Waterhouse, D.C.M. I a~ sure his many friends will be glad to
know that George is fit ai:d well. He. is now quite happily
employed as a ~elephoru s t/Clerk with us at Cambridge
Barracks, Woolwich. He says he hopes all his old pals
are as happy as he is now.
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess. Among the Reservists the
W.0 .'s and Sergeants' Mess welcomed in W.0.II. D. Ellis,
Sergeants M. Overington, R. B. Rofers and E. T. Dennis.
We. are sorry Sergeant Dennis, who painted the pictures
which ~orned the M~ss walls in Richmond Park Camp
and_wh1c.h :-vere appraised by the G .0.C. London District
durmg his mspecuon, will not have time to do likewise in
our Woolwich Mess.
A grand festival ball was held in the Mess on Friday
4th. May, 1?51. . This proved to be our most successfui
~ocial function smce leaving Richmond Park Camp last
eptember, both as regards attendance and entertainment.

We incerely hope that those who came will make a habit
of attending our fortnightly Friday social evenings.
We regret to report the death of 22150409 Signalman
J. Cripwell on 5th May, 1951, at Farnborough Hos.pita!,
Kent as a result of injuries received jn a motor cycle
accident at Keston, Kent, on 5th May, 1951.
He was buried with military honours at Orpington
Cemetery, St. Mary's Cray, Kent, on 10th May, 1951.

EASTERN COMMAND SIGNAL R EGIMENT

A very successful dance was held at Maresfield on 15th
May with the Corps Dance Band in a~tendance.
A farewell dance was held in the W.O.'s and Sergeants•
Mess on the departure for overseas of Lieutenant-Colonel
J. N. Barker, O.B.E. At the same time we welcomed to th
W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess LieuteRant-Colonel P. H.
Smitherman, our new Commanding Officer.
Our firs.t batch of " Z " Reservists have come and gone.
They thoroughly enjoyed their short stay with us and the
remarks on their departure were " It was all too short,"
and we feel that the s.hort stay they h ad was not wastedwe are pleased to note the excellent type of men we might
get on mobilisation. We are now on our second batch and
we h ope for the same results as the first one.
The Unit provided a party of men from Training Cadre
for communication purposes at the Arundel Castle Pageant,
" Sussex by i:he Sea."
It was with deep regret that we were informed of the death
of Lance-Corporal Miller after a motor cycle accident while
proceeding on Whitsun leave. A keen athlete, with a likeable personality, his presence will be missed by all.

NORTHERN COMMAND (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

This month we welcome our first batch of Z Reservists
and hope that their stay will be a happy and a useful one.
The Bisley team is busy training in the midst of all our
other activity and we hope that they will give a good
account of themselves.
The cricket season h as started well with wins against
the Depot The West Yorkshire Regiment and the C.S.D.,
York, and a dire defeat by the D ep<l't Regiment, Royal
. Signals. There is plenty of promising material and with
further practice we hope to record many more wins.

Anti - Aircraft Command

I A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

known, but the side-shows more than doubled the amount
of last year's takings.
On the more serious side the Unit team came tenth out
of 52 teams, a very creditable performance having regard
to tl1~ fact ~at !10 member of the team had more than three
years service. One member, Second-Lieutenant D. E.
Pincott, was actually named as third in the individual shoot
until, at the last minute a dark horse pushed the first three
one down the list and Pincott finished fourth. Well done
the marksmen. It is now up to the runners and despatch
riders to go one better at the Group sports and motor cycle
meetings respectively.
All ranks are, at the moment, on a combined horticulruralvocational training course and " sickle and scythe " drill are
the order of the day. The efforts are well rewarded by the
neat. and tidy look of the camp. If only the Royal
Engmeers can be persuaded to redecorate the inside of the
barrack rooms Mr. Budin will be forced to look to his
laurels.
Confirmation has just been received that Lance-Corporal
Ronald Bish,_ of the Line Maintenance Troop, has been
selected to nde for the Army in the forthcoming InterServices massed start cycling championship on 8th June.
2 A . A. (M ) SIGNAL REGIMENT

Our main item of interest during the month has been
annual camp, which was held at Chickerell, near Weymouth, from the 19th May to the 2nd June.
We were privileged to be the first A.A. Signal Unit to
receive our quota of " Z " Reservists and a grand crowd
they were. The weather was against us for most of the
camp period, but despite that we managed to put in a lot
of very hard work. Our reception, documentation and
clothing drill for the " Z " men worked very smoothly.
The Dorset Echo gave tis an extremely good write-upheadlined " F irst Signals Z Men at Chickerell. Meals
Ordered by R adio as They Arrived at Weymouth.'' This
referred to our radio link from Weymouth Station to the
.
documentation centre.
Our training programme consisted mainly of individual
technical training culminating in an A.A. Signal exe.rcise.
We also managed to take our Reservists to see a real live
Anti-Aircraft Operations Room and gunsites, in which they
displayed considerable interest.
·
The Commanding Officer's opening address laid the
foundations for the excellent team spirit which was built up
between our Regular personnel, Territorial Army, National
Service men and " Z " Reservists.
It is thought that readers of THE WIRE might be
interested in the names of our more senior " Z " men, so
here they are: Major James Cochran, O.B.E., T.D., Commanded 5rst Highland Divisional Signals in North Africa,
Italy and North-West Europe; Captain J. J. Milburn,
Lieutenants L. T. Viney, D. W. J. Haylock, J . L. Ouston,
E. B. Horton, A. Tyler, C. C. Mitchell, R. T . McTavish,
R. A. M Morris, Squadron Quartermaster-Sergeants R.
Ross and A. W. Piff, Sergeai;i.ts M. B. Brice, W. W. Taylor,
R. G. Allcock, W. G. Coxen, P. J. Collins and C. R.
Williams.
.
Being reasonably close to Weymouth most people availed
themselves of its attractions. The " Moonfieer " by moonlight, too, will bring back many h appy memories. The
Warrant Officers and Sergeants entertained the Officers in
their Mess on Thursday, 31st May, i951 . T he followin g
is a typical example of the programme put on by our " Z "
Reservists : T o the tune of " Two Sleepy People."
H erc we are, b nck in uniform ,
T raining in this weo1her keeps u s fa r from warm ,
Poor wretched " Z ,, men, caught up in a d raftl
J ust a little rusty in our craft.
· Here we are, on the barrack square,
Posted 10 our Squadrons, really couldn 't care
For P .T . in the morning and W orks Parades n! well,
After half past four we think it's swell.

The l A.A. Group annual rifle meeting was held at Rainham Ranges on Sunday, 3rd June. This Unit entered a
team and, in addition to providing the communications, also
ran the side-sho"' ~.
Whether it was the sunshine, the increased enthusiasm
or the salesmanship of the W .R.A.C. girls of the Unit is not
THE
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Brigadier W . H. G. Roge rs, C.B .E., C.S.O . A.A . Co mmand,
inspecti ng Z Reservists
Here we arc, out here on the range,
Handling a rifle seems a little strange,
Can't even see the target to make a decent score
And a hel met always makes m y n oggin sore.
Here we are, working on the Lines,
Don't feel energetic- Damn those number nines!
Always thought a b reast route was some thing rather nice,
W.R.A.C.s amo~g us add a little sp:ce !

Here we are. back in the M oon Fleet ,
Drinking preny hard, ye t still standing on our feet,
AU except one Major, who lost it all instead.
What a waste of wallop-ooh, m y head !
Herc we are, about to say fa rewell,
To this Ack- Ack Unit in C hickerell,
And though we're just civilians, a scruffy little band ,
W e'd like to say we think it's grand.

After divine service on Sunday, 27th May, 1951, the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants were entertained by the
Officers .in the Officers' Mess.
The middle of May saw certain members of the Women's
Royal Army Corps once again packing up for their annual
camp, this year in Weymouth.
We were glad to welcome once again to our midst the
Women's Royal Army Corps Territorial Army members of
our Reading Squadron, who although small in number
brought great enthusiasm and keeness with them.
Once again we managed to arrange for all our women in
camp to have an afternoon off, and this year we were very
fortunate in being taken over His Majesty's Ship Vanguard
which was anchored off Portland. We were met at Weymouth and taken by motor ferry vessel to Vanguard, where
we were split into six parties and taken by members of the
ship's staff on a tour of this really beautiful ship. Much
of what we saw was very strange to our landlubber's eyes;
but our morale was raised at one ·point, when we came
across Corporal Bowie, our ration Non-Commissioned
Officer, showing a sailor just how to knock nails out of a
large packing case! It seems we can show the Navy how
to do some things after all.
5 A.A. (H) SIGNAL REGIIU&~T

On the 20th May H.R.H. The Princess Royal inspected
a parade of the Red Cross on the Unit Square. The Regiment provided a guard of honour and all the facilities for
some 800 Red Cross personnel. Her Royal Highnes ·
arrived at about 1500 hours and in spite of heavy rain
inspected the guard of honour which was drawn up outside the Officers' Mess. The guard was compri ed of Ro al
Signals and W.R.A.C. personnel and was commanded by
Major S. G. Hodgson.
Having inspected the guard of honour Her Royal Highness had tea in the Officers' Mess with Senior Officer of the
Red Cross to which the Commanding Officer Lieutenant-

n5

Colonel A. T. laden, O.B.E., was invited. After tea Her
Royal Highness in pected the Red Cross parade and preented them with their Colours.
During the month cricket and basket ball at oth Regimental and Troop level have been played, but as these are
both on a league basis it is impossible to forecast any results
as vet.
Our main sporting activity this month has been the InterTroop athletic . From the results we have a basis for our
Regimental sports team, which has been entered for the 5
A.A. Group sports on 4th July. We have one goap find in
Signalman Bonner, who won all the track events in good
ryle. The sports were won jointly by 15 and 16 L.M.
Troops.
In view of the'annual range classification our early morning P.T. parades have been given over to musketry instruction. In our first practice on the range Corporal Clinton
beat the Foreman of Signals, S.Q.M.S. Turner, by one
mark for the highest score, but both proved themselves a
marksmen quite easily.
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H.Q. B.A.O.R. SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Regiment, as a whole, has turned away from the
large-scale mock wars of the spring and has started routme
summer training characterised by trade courses, <frill and
duties courses, battle efficiency tests and for the senior ranks
early morning drill parades. Cricket, tennis, swimming
and athletic prospects are being weighed up and the general
opinion is that the Regiment should hold its present preeminent position in Inter-Signals B.A.0.R. sports.
Since the last report the Rover crew have been meeting
a regularly as exercises have permitted. Our programme
has consisted mainly of square training, together with hikes
and -discussions. We appear to be in danger of losing our
hut, which is earmarked for a Unit chapel, so we are keeping an eye open for an alternative "den."
Once again cricket has got off to a flying start, but before
recording any sort of statistics we would like to mention
our spacious new ground within half a mile of the
barracks. The wicket is of the " Dutch " type and the
matting on top plays very truly. Corporal Bullock has
worked hard on the outfield and all-round. conditions for
cricket are nearly perfect.
As last year, two leagues are being run concurrently and
both started off with great gusto. Although the tempo has
dropped owing to troop exercises, nevertheless by the end
of August each troop will have played each other twice
and it is hoped that at least one future Hutton will have
appeared.
So early in the season Inter-Squadron matches have been
in the nature of trial games for the Regimental team. As
a res~lt of the initial matches No. 2 Squadron were easily
the winners.
To date we have only played or rather attempted one first
XI match against 2 Infantry Division Signal Regiment in
the first round of the Royal Signals Inter-Unit competition.
Rain completely ruined a most interesting game, although
226

there were two out randing performances. LieutenantColonel Sanders, H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment 62 and
Signalman Wilson, 2 Divisional Signal Regiment 48 not out.
Final score: H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment, 256;
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, 99-6.
Soccer Football. The season has now en"ded. Our Unit
team has had a very successful finish.
During April and May the results were : Ir

Aced. Stores

.. .

Beiglari, of the Persian Army. Though he inspected amongst
other items our petrol point, we did. not discuss oil. The
month closed with a visit from Captain Andrieu, of the
French Army, who showed great interest and firmly established the entente wrdiale.
From exercises we turned, as inevitably we must, to
individual training with all its problems of finding
instructors, candidates, equipment, etc. We often wonder
how all our trained men fare. We hope the T.A. appreciates our efforts. In our spare time between exercises,
training and visits we have fitted a most successful sports
day in which Lieutenant Whitehead gained the Victor
Laudorum prize and Major Storey just beat Major Bishop
in the veterans' race. We were blessed with perfect weather
and a most pleasant day ended with the presentation of
prizes by Mrs. Blaker, wife of our Commanding Officer.
The whole month has, however, been overshadowed by
the death of Major J . J . Carroll as the result of a traffic
accident. An obituary appears elsewhere in this issue.
Major Carroll was buried with full military honours on 5th
June in the Cologne Military Cemetery.

8- r
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~~~b. Ta.~k R-~~im"."'. " -~-"

9-0

4- 3

8 Command Postal Unit . ..

2-2
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5- 1

502
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We came second place in the Z.E.C.O. League, three
points behind the Royal Tank Regiment "A."
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AID FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

The majority of the Regiment has been out on exercises
during the month. First " Flagstaff," a joint Army/R.A.F.
Signal exercise in
which troops of the
Army, Corps and Air
Regiment
represented
various
Formation
Signal
Detachments ;
secondly, "Ombrelle,"
a rehearsal for the
largest yet Air Defence Exercise, " Cirrus," which is to be
held later in the year.
Kind words were
spoken regarding the
work done by the Regiment on both these exercises, and
as usual they were thoroughly enjoyed by those that took
part in them, particularly, one suspects, those who tasted the
flesh pots of Holland during Ombrelle.
For .those who are conversant with the old troop designation numbers, the month of May has added confusion by
witnessing the change to a completely new series, on the
o_ld principle of organisation, re-orgaq.isation, disorganisation.
We were happily victorious in the first round of the Royal
Signals basket ball competition, beating 2 Divisional Signal
Regiment in an at home match 30 points to ro points. The
cricket team continue to disappear regularly for three or
four days at a time; one doesn't grudge them the time as
they do achieve something.
There has been a drive to support the Benevolent Fund.
The Sergeants' Mess had a very successful evening, which
I hope is reported elsewhere in THE WIRE, and the Association Branch have just given a dance in aid of the Fund,
to which about 300 people came, including some members
of the local German Youth Club, who were very welcome.
tt

Proceeds in aid of ••• "

FTER the recent appeal made on behalf of the Benevolent Fund it was proposed that a donation be made
A
from Mess Funds to support the worthy cause. After discussion it was agreed that it would give greater satisfaction
to all if an attempt was made to raise the money through
the medium of Mess entertainment.
The Mess Committee, under the enthusiastic leadership
of the P.M.C., "set to" with commendable zeal and ran a
grand "All the Fun of the Fair " night on Saturday, 26th
May, 1951. Complete with " Spielers" and " Barkers," but
fortunately sans " hurdy-gurdy," the Fair presented
numerous side-shows, including roll-a-penny, treasure hunt,
bowl a ball and roulette.
The designers · of the side-shows obviously had the
interest of the Benevolent Fund at heart. It was almost
THE
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7 ARMOURED Dn·1sION'AL

impossible to win anything. However, all present entered
into the spirit of the thing and patronised the various stalls
most freely. I understand there were one or two shocks
next morning when wallets were subjected to a roll call.
One of the R.E. members was heard to remark " Why didn't
they just ask for a' quid ' a head-it would have been much
cheaper" !
Quite the most popular attraction of the evening was
"Busty's Buffet," run by Sergeant and Mrs. "Busty "
:Harrison. With professional skill they sold fish and chips
(eat it out of the paper-no refinements tolerated) and hot
dogs to an eager gathering.
-The Committee laboured and we loved it. It was a most
excellent evening and the achievement of having collected
£10 for the Benevolent Fund was gratifying in the extreme.
A word of praise must go to the Sappers who share the
Mess. They did splendid work in producing some really
original posters to decorate the side-shows and "Busty's "
Buffet.

SIG~AL

REGIMENT

May has brought a respite from exercises for those
members of the Regiment stationed at R.H.Q., but the
Brigade Squadrons have had
a fair share of the outdoor life.
4 Squadron had the unique
experience of travelling by rail
to an exercise in the Ruhr.
They found upon arrival, that
the German railways had
switched the flats around and
so the drivers had the unnerving job of driving their
vehicles off in reverse.
The 7 Armoured Divi- - -- -.-0::::.. . . __
sional reliability motor cycle
trials were held on 20th May,
195r. Sergeant Nicholson, of 'D" Troop, won the Individual Cup with a very excellent performance. 4 Squadron
team gave a very creditable performance and were placed
second.
A Regimental cricket team has so far not yet been fielded
but an Inter-Troop Garrison competition at RH.Q. is
thriving well. "C" Troop defeated 109 Company R.A.S.C.
in their first fi~ture. S.Q.M.S. Dearing, of 4 Squadron, has
been chosen to captain his Brigade H.Q. cricket team.
~ ---

2 INFANTR\." DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

The inquest on Exercise " Flagstaff " is now over and even
if there were few bouquets there were even less complaints
and no recriminations, so all's
well until we again go to war.
We seem to have had more
visitors to the Regiment this
month than for many months.
First we had LieutenantColonel Dryland and Major
Woodrow, who accompanied
us on " Flagstaff " as umpires.
They both carried out what is
to say the least a distasteful
job in a most amenable
manner and we hope they
enjoyed their stay as much as
we enjoyed having them. At the same time we were
joined by Second-Lieutenants Aung Myin and Aung Nyunt,
of the Burmese Army, who having completed our Y.0.'s
course at Catterick came out to see how the things they
were taught were put into practice. They stayed with us
for the whole month and saw every Troop in the Regiment. On 23rd May we were visited by Brigadier-General
THE
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4 Squadron 7 Armoured Division Signal Regiment in 7 Armoured
Division Reliability Trials
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3 Squadron entered three Learns for che Campbell Athletic
hicld a trophy for which all troop in their Brigade HQ.
compete. The teams were placed first, fifth and sixth
and ome good individual re ults were obtained. Sergeant
tephens distinguished himself b. being in the winning
team for three events and S.S.M. Lee put up an excellent
performance in the old soldiers race (18 yards ~art).
2 Squadron have started a new venture with a nursery
garden. Large quantities of vegetables and flowers are
b<-ing produced and it is difficult to ay who is benefiting
most, the P.R.I. or the families.
The ladies, too, have not been idle. A Signals' Wive '
Club was inaugurated this month at R.H.Q. and has been
enthu iastically supported. A whist drive held on the 18th
May was a great succe s and we hope that many similar
functions will follow.

played several "friendly " matches. Although this team
has not yet reached its old standard of skill, there is plenty
of enthusiasm and drive behind it, and before the end of
summer we should have some excellent results.
Buck shooting commenced on 16th May in the Zone.
There are great opportunities here for "would-be" big
game hunters, and the Zone contains plenty of wild pig,
buck, red deer, fallow deer, not to mention pheasant,
partridge, hare and rabbit.
We have yet to gain our laurels in the world of athletics
but congratulations are due to Lieutenant Fawkes, who dis~
ringuished himself in the 100 metres, 200 metres and hurdles
at 2 Infantry Divisional Signal R egiment's sports.
Congratulations also to Lance-~orporal Curtis, of 5
Squadron who ran a very gallant race .in the 5 ooo m~tres in
the Lubbecke area trials.

11 ARlUOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGHIENT

BEl&LIN SIGNAL SQUADRON

At the time of writing, the Regiment is taking the opportunity to run, in a short rest between exercises, an intensive
period of individual training
with a view to upgrading as
many people as possible at a
trade board which has been
arranged for the end of the
month.
May consisted of a series of
exercises, starting with the .
B.A.0.R spring manoeuvres,
in which the Unit appeared to hold its own with otber
Units of much longer standing. This was followed by two
Divisional exercises designed to test the Unit in operating
firstly in hilly forest country, and secondly over long
distances; as a result the sign of tbe .charging bull has been
seen over much of the British Zone.
Sport and social life has had to take very much of a
back seat, but it is hoped to hold during tbe coming month
an athletic meeting and a swimming gala where the various
talent scouts can select their teams for the forthcoming
Inter-Royal Signals Units competitions.
The Officers are still living in a small house waiting for
tbe C.C.G. to leave the area, and this has placed a very great
li~t on the scope of entertaining, e-tc., which can be coped
with; the W.0.s and Sergeants, however, have been more
fo;tunate ~d it is hoped that by the end of the month they
will have divorced themselves from the Division HQ. and
will have set up their own Mess.

First in importance, to some people at least, was the
B.T.B. rifle meeting, in which the Squadron had entries in
the team competition and in the individual competition.
The team was unlucky in the second round of the falling
plates competition to be drawn against R.E.M.E. and wa
eliminated after a very hard struggle.

2 L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT

. Since ~ast going to_Pr:ss we have been kept busy supplying umpire commurucauons for the Rhine Army Exercise.
This, in addition to local commitments, has kept our boys very
much on their toes ! Need we
mention that, as usual, the wireless detachments received congratulations for their excellent
work during this arduous period
and all concerned earned th~
commendation of the staff for the
standard of communications provided.
The cncket season has now
opened and it is our fervent
hope that we will be able to
muster a reasonable team for the
forthcoming Inter-Unit games.
.
No. I Squadron has so far provided five players for the Regimental team.
No. 4 ~uad~on i hoping to. make a nam<; ~or itself very
oon, and is trymg out some of ns very promising cricketers.
5 Squadron has started a quadron cricket team and has
228

Major H. R. Jordan, T.D., Royal Signals, being presented with
the Challenge Cup as winner of the Individual Championship
B.T.B. Rifle Meeting, 195 I, by Major-General G. K. Bourne.
C.B., C.B .E., G.O.C. Berlin , British Sector
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In the individual competmon, Major Jordan, the C.O.,
fared much better and after tying for first place in the first
shoot with a score of 100 out of a possible 120, he made
certain of winning the competition with his second shoot,
in which his score was n2.
The other outstanding event of the month was the
B.T.B. individual athletic championships. The Squadron
had few entries but all did well. We offer congratulations
to Sergeant Crampton, first in the hop, step and jump and
second in the 120 yards high hurdles, to Corporal Harper,
who was second in the high jump, to Lance-Corporal
Lambert, second in the long jump, and finally to Signalman
Derry, who easily won the 200 metres race and would probably have won the 220 yards low hurdles if there had been
sufficient entries to make it a race.
This month too has seen cricket come into its own.
The Squadron team, this year in the first league, has played
two league matches against two of the Battalions. In the
first match we were beaten owing to the feeble efforts of
the batsmen on one hand and the coldness of the afternoon
on the other. ln the second match, however, the team
showed its true colours, dismissing their opponents for 113
runs and then scoring 143 for 6 (Sergeant Richardson 30)
themselves.
Apart from the league matches a B.T.B. trial match was
played in which two members of the Squadron took part.
Unfortunately neither did as well as was expected of them.
Luckily since that match both seem to have run back into
form and the Squadron expects great things from them in
the league matches .
One other match worth mentioning has taken place.
This was between the combined Royal Engineers and Royal
Signals Sergeants' Mess and the Camp Sergeants' Mess.
The match, an all-day game, was held on the Garrison
cricket ground and was easily won by the Corps. The scores
were Camp B.T.B. 73 and 79, Royal Engineers and Royal
Signals 142 for 4 declared (Sergeant Clegg 57, Sergeant
Crampton 39) and no for 6 (Sergeant Barrett 29). The two
Messes turned out in force to support the players and a very
enjoyable day, marred only by a shower in the early afternoon, was had by all who came.
On behalf of the Squadron cricket teani the writer would
like to thank S.S.M. Rockall for all the hard work he has
put in as the team's umpire. Umpiring at best is a thankless task but we hope the S.S.M. has had his reward by
seeing us win a league match. May he see many more
wins from his post at one end of the pitch.
The Sergeants' Mess has its monthly dance regularly and
these dances always seem to be successful. In the weekly
whist drive the minds of the Entertainments Committee have
of late been sorely tried, trying to find suitable booby prize .
However, whatever they turn up is taken with very good
spirit.
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In the Spring THE WIRE published an article from the
Canal Zone which the cynics among us said rivalled
Baedecker on the paeans of a
Cook's agent, and only needed
the heading " Come to Sunny
Suez" to be included in a
festival handbook. We all enjoyed this article, and after
allowing the Zone dust to
settle, we offer our own prospectus.
A soldier was once asked
where B.T.A. was; he replied
that it was the B.A.O,R. leave
centre.
This story always
grieves us, but it at least
shakes our belief that we've
been forgotten altogether.
Life .is not one long swan
out here; it is interesting to note that 48 hour week-end
passes are never given en bloc, and certainly not once a
month. Nor are half-days in midweek to be found . We
are proud that we do not have to look for jobs to keep
us busy and-dare I say it-the C.0. has no lawn.
However, when once we are off duty there is every
amenity for our delight. On our doorsteps there is the
Worthersee, a lake the size of Windermere, and ten times
more beautiful, which offers boating, bathing and sailingand the sailing is extraordinarily cheap, especially for other
ranks. The mountains rising to 6,ooo feet around us and
still capped with snow afford excellent ski-ing, climbing
and, as a few enthusiasts will tell us, chamois hunting.
Among the mountains are still more lakes, and also countless old castles and onion-domed churches, all reeking of
antiquity and looking very picturesque. The favourite
castle for tourists near K.lagenfurt is Hochosterwitz, a
·jumble of towers and turrets on a sharp pinnacle of treerock which inspired no less a man than Walt Disney for
his creation of Prince Channing's castle at the close of
"Snow \Vhite." Near Hochosterwitz there is in a small
village a great and magnificently beautiful cathedral rejoicing under the name of Gurk; these, and many other lovely
places are within recreational transport distance and can
be visited in an afternoon.
Although Klagenfurt is smaller than most English
county towns, jt boasts an opera house with a revolving
stage, and even some very pleasing singers. The A.K.C.
provides a very good and varied series of films in _the_ir
cinema, and the Crusader Club for other ranks is m
a sumptuous Nazi building possessing its own ballroom
and theatre. Needless to say the essentials of life, as in
the Canal Zone, are blissfully cheap.
The Army always provides facilities for sport, and as you
may see from our oft printed achievements we do play
games when we're not gazing at castles and cathedrals or
bathing ~n the lake.
The Squadron is housed in dignified seclusion in
palatially penmanent buildings to which even now till
.
more chromium plated mod. cons. have been added.
As we work in what was once a school we have a good
<>ymnasium, and the whole place js being redecorated.
0
We are well placed for local leave, as Vienna and Graz
are both one night's journey away and Trieste and Venice
take a day to reach. Much has been said of the night life
of Vienna, and of the attractions of the other places, mo t
of the sayings are true.
Exercises give us still more opportunities for seeing the
country and frequent sorties lasting several day have
allowed' many of the Squadron to sample Austria in th
raw. Most of them have enjoyed it, except perhaps w~cn
pitching camp and erecting dipoles above the now lmc.
"Charlie" Troop aren't the only people who run around
madly in the field.
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Our Staff at Malta and Iraq have been proving themselves in the field of sport. Lance-CorP_Oral H3:yhoe v.:on
the 100 yards at Malta Garrison Inter-Umt ath~euc meeung
in quite a good time of 10.4 seconds and Maior Cleveley,
who played in the Inter-Services triangul~ hockey tourn3:ment, is now playing for A.H.Q., Malta, m the Inter-Umt
Tennis League.
At the No. 6 R.A.F. Hospital sports meeting held ~t
R .A.F., Habbaniya, Iraq, Signalman Charles ~ame first. rn
the high jump, and other members of the Air Format.ton
Signals Staff attained second places in both the 100 yards and
the 220 yards.

lines arrive with loads of sand or stone to provide further
distractions !
The new guard room, built on the site of the old s-ports
store and ration store is in use, and it is expected that the
new armoury will be occupied very shortly.
The Regiment was strongly and well represented on the
King's Birthday Parade at the Olympia Stadium, Fayid, on
7th June 1951. An unofficial "placing" by a Guards D rill
Sergeant' for smartness and bearing pu~ us fifth ~n a parade
of 26 Units. The rehearsals and pracuces certamly proved
to be worth while.
Several of last season's cricket team have left the Unit,
and new faces have appeared in their places. Of last
season's team, M ajor N ash, L ieutenant Prince, Captain
Sturge, Sergeant Dar~ell and Lanc~-Corporal H ampson are
available. Second-Lieutenan t Robrnson has strengthened
the battin g and is also keepin g wick~t this year.. .SecondLieutenant Richmond and Second-Lieutenant G ttttns have
also been valuable players in the early matches and they
have had excellent support from Lance-Corporal Pitman, a
good all-rounder, Lance-Corporal Entwistle, Lance-Corporal
Quinton, Signalmen K ent, G rey and T unks.
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Our athletic season culminated in the Brigade D istrict
Inter-Unit team championships in which, out of ten teams
engaged, we gained fifth place.
Our milers, Second-Lieutenant Wilkinson, Signalmen
Harper, Blound and Hurren, put up a fine show to ~ni sh
second as a team, whilst Signalmen Harper ran beauufully
to finish first as an individual.
Captain Hellier, who usually ·nas the three-mile event in
the bag, was off form but ran a very good third, whilst
Corporal Dunford, Signalmen Knocker and Mooneram
were all well up in a big field on a sweltering day.
Our 120 hurdles team did well to finish first; these were
Sergeant Woodward, Sergeant McNaughton, Signalman
Leclair and Signalman Molyneux. Corporal Stewart and
Signalman Freeman did well in the field events.
Our normal monthly Officers' Mess dance was held for
the first time this year on the open-air floor beneath the
coloured lights amongst the trees.
The W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess have been very active
lately. They recently entertained the Officers at an indoor
games tournament which, although the latter won, was most
flagrantly declared a draw. It was afterwards discovered,
however, that this apparent cheat was in some way essential
if drinking was to continue at the normal pace, so all is now
forgiven.
The W.O.s and Sergeants have also held very successful
tea- and normal dances lately.
The cricket season has started well and our team, under
the effective leadership of Captain Donald Turner, has won
every time out so far. Second-Lieutenant John Bradbeer,
in addition to keeping wicket outstandingly well, seems to
gef llia .-:entury and carry his bat almost habitually.

. The Egyptian summer has now really got into its. stride
and on all R.A.F . stations where. there are r epresentatives of
the Regiment cricket is the order of the day. No troop is
resting on its laurels gained on the soccer fielcf, although
in all cases the " brown-jobs " acquitted themselves very
well indeed.
At Habbaniya Signalman Belcher gained two seconds at
a swimming gala held on Whit-Monday. On this station
the Troop is combined with the RAF. Hospital t? form a
cricket eleven and great h opes are h eld for their fu ture
success.
At Abu-Sueir the station pool is so popular that it almost
vies with Blackpool, so every Sunday a bus conveys many
numbers of 71 Construction T roop to the Blue Lagoon, a
truly delightful spot situa ted at the south end of L ake
Timsah.
Although sport takes a prominent p lace in the everyday
life of the Regiment it giust not be thought that it is " all
play and no work." One satisfactory report is that the
incidents of cable cutting have greatly decreased but even so
everyone still remains on the "qui vive " as there is no
telling when the thieves may turn up next.

3
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All is quiet about the camp except for the site of the
Junior 0.R.'s Club which is being built. There all is
bustle and toil, as the "local labour " under RE. supervision ply their shovels. Some little time ago they
descended on the site and proceeded to tear great gashes
in the ground. These trenches were later filled with
cement, and upon these foundations the scaffolding, so indispensable to the construction of any building, has begun
to grow. The work progresses to the accompaniment of
the us ual rhythmic chanting, broken at intervals by the
raised voices of minor disputes beyond our comprehension!
At intervals, too, lorries of typically flambuoyant American
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A GRAND SOCIAL EVENT

Where? At Thanet Camp. I was there.
Where's that? Suez.
Who is stationed there? Suez Signals Detachment.
When did this take place? On the eve of the flood at
0700 p.m. on Monday, the 11th May, 1951.
.
Why did the social take place? A grand openmg of the
new Other Ranks' N.A.A.F.I., which started off at 7 p.m.
in the new open-air concert hall . which is attached to the
N .A.A.F.I.
A grand opening speech was given by the O.C. Detachment, Captain E. J. Hellier, who for once did not try to
grip the lads. He told them that aft<:r a lot of slee~less
nights, brain fag and bottles of Stella, It had been decided
by a select committee to elect Signalman Shields to have
the honour of cutting the tape and naming the new
N.A.A.F.I. ; the Port Arms; and be followed by the guests
up to the counter for free drinks all round. Si&nalman
Shields started the ball rolling.
After refreshments were served everybody filed out to the
concert hall, where a grand display of real Egyptian dancing was given by two lovely girls, and not to forge.t Signalman Smith, the galy galy man was good, and Signalman
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Smith lost quite a few eggs that he didn't know he had.
I think Signalman Smith should go a long way, as he is a
how on his own. More refreshments were taken after the
show and everybody filed away quietly to their tents at I I
p.m., but I understand that there were some thick heads in
the morning.

weird and wonderful catches have been shown in the Unit.
None of the fish caught are of the edible variety, at lea t
not for humans; the Unit cat, however, is looking a little
fatter these d ays.
·

GIBR ALTAll S IGNAL S ftUA DRON

The long absence of WIRE notes from The Rock has
no doubt distressed many members of the Corps who have
served here at different times. I t might reasonably be
argued that little ever happens in Gibraltar to excite interest
elsewhere. The explosion in harbour here on 27th April
this year altered all that.
On that morning, the RF.A. " Bedenham " was unloading ammunition at one of the wharfs when some of it
caught fire. T here were one or two minor explosions
followed by a bigger one. Effects of this were felt over a
large area, m ainly in the dockyard and at the south end
of Main Street and in those rows of houses on The R ock
just above Main Street. Blocks of modern flats at the
north end of R osia Road were severely dam aged . M any
public buildings, including the residence of H .E. T he
Governor, cathedrals, schools and churches suffered. Army
stores and warehouses in the vicinity were rendered untenable as roofs, windows and doors were destroyed by the
blast. Of particular interest to members of the Corps, the
Unit Admin Offices at South Bastion-situated about 200
yards from the actual scene of the explosion and with no
intervening buildings to absorb any of the blast-were
wrecked and have since been completely evacuated, ~us
terminating our association with South Bastion after a period
of 30 years. Happily, at the first hint. of trouble, all personnel working there managed to get mto th~ yard below
and our casualties were nil. Down at Wellington Front,
however the buildings there stood up to the blast extremely
well. Doors, windows and wooden partitions were reduced
to rubbish but the actual stone construction of the casemates remained as firm and as secure as ever. Even the
whitewash didn't flake off . . . .
From a Signals point of view, the technical damage
caused was comparatively little and all lin~s were through
and working very soon after th_e explosion. Our only
casualty at Wellington Front consisted of a cut fing~r~ d.ue
to flying glass, and a slight head wound ; both the m1unes
were suffered by the same man.
The death roll was officially put at 13. Some were
Gibraltarians, some Spanish dockyard w~rkers, one ~r two
Admiralty employees and one or two semor Officers m the
Dockyard Fire Service. A Disaster Appeal Fund has been
launched and at the moment the pioney subscribed amounts
to just over £8,ooo.
In the field of sport, we have held our own at soccer.
The team finished third in the league .table and reached
the final of the Services knock-out competition only to ~
beaten by R.E.M .E. by three goals to nil. As "?'e . won this
trophy last season, it would see?1 that we ar~ s_lippmg. Co~
gratulations are offered to Signalman W1lki_nson on _his
having been twice selected to pl~y . for Combmed Services
against the local Foorball Associauon el<:ven. As regards
our hockey team, it's a case of lc:ast said. They fought
valiantly-but unavailingly. Despite the a~verse results,
the games were enjoyed by all and as ours is only a very
small Unit in numbers, the results of the soccer reflect
great credit on the players.
With the advent of the better weather, some of the more
venturesome-and thrifty-souls are takin~ advai:tage of
the facilities offered to spend a short ~eave m Tangier. By
boat, Tangier is about three hours distant an~ over there
is a leave camp offering special rates for Servi~~ m~mbers
and their fami lies. For the "stay at _homes G ibraltar
offers plenty of swimming a?d sun ba~mg. Just recently,
interest has been aroused m sea fishmg and some very
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BRAL"'\'CD
FAR EAST AIR FORCE

The presentation of a Mention in Despatches Certificate
awarded to W.O.II. R. T. Sales in the Fourth Operational
List (Malaya) was made by Colonel C. D. Clapp, O.B.E., at
a small ceremonial parade of the staff which was held outside Block 49, H.Q., F.E.A.F., Changi.
T he parade gave C .A.F.S .O. the opportunity of conveying the appreciation of the Royal Air Force of the good
work and co-opera tion of the branch during the past and
expressing his personal impressions of the present staff,
which were so highly complimentary that blushes were seen
on the grim visage of Major Wolstenholme.

Presentat io n by Colonel C. D. Cla pp, 0 .8.E. , of a Certifi~ate for
Mention in Despatches t o W.0.11 R. T. Sales at Chang1 on 9th
May, 1951
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A a fitting finale to the strenuou tra in ~g of the past
month came the athletic sports. The compet1t<;irs may wel~
feel proud of the excellent a~ternoon's enter~a1nment. Ot
particular note are Se~ond-L:~ut~nant Morns, ~hose fine
effort earned him the utle of Victor Ludorum, Sergeant
mith and Lance-Corporal Slade.
Congratulations t~ H .Q. and_ I
quadro~, wh o, b,Y
winning the Athleuc Cup this year, spoilt A.W.C. s
.
.anticipated "hat-trick."
We are pleased to report that our. two repre_entau_v
ignalmen Wise and Hamilton, fiywe1 g~ t and ltghtw~1ght
boxers respectively, won their bouts m the_ Combmed
ervices boxing tournament v. the F rench Air Force, at
Saigon.
.
At this point we leave the field of sport and bid farewell
to Major R. A. H. Chapman and R.~.M. P . Johns~one, ~o
long established members of our Regiment. We wish M a1or
Chapman the best of luck during his stay with the Malay
Regiment.
Among new faces we welcome his relief, M ajor N. Pidsley,
who is taking over command of H.Q. and I Squadron.
We also welcome back to this Unit W .0.II .. "Ginger."
Finnister and would like to congratulate him on his
« Mention in Despatches."
Last week the W .0.'s and Sergeants' Mess v. the Officers'
Mess cricket m atch was played, the Officers just managing
to snatch a victory by six runs.
W.O.'s and Sergeants' M~ss . Following our ind oor
games championship, we publish the list of this year's Mess
.champions:
Snooker .. .
Billiards ...
.. .
Table T ennis .. .
Dominoes
Crib
Darts

Sergcao t D rake
W.O.II N ewman
R.S.M . M acklan

Sergeant Johnson
Sergeant Bates

W .O .II . Newman.

We sincerely hope that in the forthcoming indoor games
t ournament with the Officers, to regain the cup and hand
over the " wooden spoon," which has almost becom e Mess
property.
lHAL<\.YA SIGNAL REGDIENT

Association Football. In the interests of Army foot-·
ball, a Garrison League has been formed, in which this
Unit has entered two teams. There
are 18 teams altogether in this
league, representing Units of all
Corps and R.A.F.
At the moment of writing, the
Unit "A" team has gone from
victory to victory, having won all
of their six matches played, with a
goal average of 33 for and 5 against.
The " B " team are enjoying a
measure of similar success. Out of
five games played, they have won
four. In the " local Derby " " A "
v. "B," the "B" team provided
us all with a shock by scoring in the very first minute, but
a rally by the " A " team resulted in an easy win.
The " A " team are first in the league and seem set
for honours this year, while the "B" team are lying fourth.
Cricket. So far this season we are unbeaten at cricket,
having played seven matches. We are fortunate in having
such stalwarts as Signalman Mitchell, the son of the
Derbyshire professional, Lieutenant Roderick, an ex-Army
player, and Sergeant Orme, who was recently posted to us.
Shooting. This Regiment came second in the Malaya
H.Q. Inter-Department rifle shoot held on Saturday, 14th
April, 1951. Major Cornish obtained the highest score in
the ten gun competition.
·
The F .A.R.E.L.F. ,.;.rmy Golfing Society held its annual
championship meeting (open to all ranks in Singapore,
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Malaya and Hong Kong) at the Selangor G olf Club,
K uala Lumpur, on 29th and 30th M arch .
.
The Regiment carried off most of the m a1or eventsCaptain McDonald winning the open ~edal, L ieutenant
Roderick the handicap medal, and Lieutenant-Colonel
Goldsmith and Captain McD onald the Regimental foursomes.
.
2 Squadron recently received its_ second British ~mp1re
Medal since the Malayan Campaign started. This was
awarded to Sergeant Raffan .
T he 3 Squadron proceedings during the last month h ave
been enlivened by a few high spots. The pig shooting team
assisted H.Q., R.A.S .C., to make the record bag for the
weekly Sunday shoot- II pigs. In the process a number
of bandits were spotted; they did not stay to debate the point.
The following Sunday saw a concentration of pig shooters
and others assembled for the purpose of tickling up the
suspected bandit lair. Unfortunately the bandits proved
coy.
.
.
The sporting set are feehng very pleased with themselves. T he second team has won the last friendly and
the cricket team thrashed the local R.A.M.C. (complete
with their State cap, who bowls and bats with success in
State matches) by seven wicRets. It is a m atter of great
pride and satisfaction to us to note that the G~rison Soccer
League is a "Signals" m onopoly-the U rut enters two
teams and they are respectively first and second in the
league the Infa ntry Brigade Signal Squadron occupy the
third {>osition . The U nit " A " team are particularly to be
congratulated on winning ALL of their fi rst eight matches.

SINGAPORE DISTRIC:::T SIGNAL REGIMENT

May was a busy month in the life of t_he Regiment, includin g as it did the laying of the foundation stone of our new
'
barracks, the badminton cha.mr.=====::::::::===::;i pionships, the Regimental sports
, and normal work and training.
"A" Squadron besides having
to co~ with the usual faults and
construction, were given the job
of laying a submarine cable
between Pulau Brani and Blakang
Mati, two islands just outside
Singapore H arbour.
It was
decided to use an I.P.C. cable,
which is lighter than the normal
submar ine cable, as the channel
is little used by shipping and
also for ease in handling by personnel with no previous
experience in this type of work. The method used was
to float the cable across on 40-gallon · oil drums spaced
20 yards apart.
The attempt was made at low tide, but due to tho m~y
obstructions encountered and a very strong surface wmd
this was not successful.
Fortunately the cable was
recovered without damage and Second-Lieutenant Ryan
reacted favourably to artificial respiration. The second
attempt carried out at high tide met with success and so
another job ~ which presented many problems was
completed.
Our Regimental sports were held on Saturday, 12th
May, and although no Olympic records were broken,
there was keen rivalry throughout. Our star performers,
Signalmen Phipps and Kessler, won five firsts and four
firsts respectively, and Signalman Chong Ah Chee put up
a very good performance by collecting two firsts and
two placings. Our strong man, Sergeant Stroud, collected
three firsts-hammer, discus and shot.
The placings for the Morris Cup were: -

The first individual badminton championship within the
Regiment was completed within this month. It was
rather expected that the final stages of this event would
be fought o u~ by our locally enlisted soldiers. That this
was so only goes to show how the M alayans have taken to
what is now almost a national game.
The finalists were Corporal Mizah, of " B " Squadron,
and Signalmen Ho Peng Khuen, of " H.Q." Squad ron.

FtHLnda tio n Stone Cere1nony
U R WIRE contributions of recent months have con-

tained many wistful references to our proposed new
O
barracks. At long last they have advanced beyond the
planning stage and it is a pleasure to report that the
ceremony of laying the foundation stone was carried out
by the G.O.C., Singapore Base District, on Wednesday
-evening, 2nd May.
We believe that this is the first occasion in the history
of the Corps that a foundation stone has been specially laid
for Signals.
The G.O.C. inspected the guard of honour composed of
British and Malay other ranks and commanded by SecondLieutenant M . U. Ryan. He complimented them on their
excellent turnout and arms drill.
The G eneral was then conducted to his seat, where he
was formally invited by the Commanding Officer to lay
the foundation stone. He accepted whole-heartedly and
was presented with a silver trowel by a representative of
the architects, Messrs. Palmer and Turner .
A casket, which contained a nominal roll of the Regiment, a R oyal Signals cap badge, a copy of THE WIRE, a
daily newspaper of current date and coins of the Realm,
was handed to the G.O.C. and he deposited it in a cavity
in the stone, upon which the foundation would eventually
rest.
The General then proceeded to lay the stone !n the
traditional manner and declared the stone " Well and trul_y
laid.''
The D .A.C .G ., the Reverend B. D . M . Price, conducted
a simple service, which included reading the Signals'
Collect and blessing the stone.
The Regiment was then "At Home " and a move was
made to nearby marquees, where a small cocktail party
was held.

" H .Q. " Squadron
" C " Squadron

2
1
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INFANTRY BRIGADE SIGNAL SC!UADRON

We were very sorry this month to have to say goodbye
to our Squadron Commander, Major A. L. Galloway, who
has taken up . a staff appointment at H.Q. Malaya. Captain
D . K P. Hannigan has once
again stepped into the breach
to command the Squadron.
On 2nd April, 1~51, we
were visited by the new
C.S.O ., Malaya, who inspected
our new lines and showed a
great interest in the Squadron.
Our football team has been
doing very well in the Garrison League competition and
so far has been undefeated
with six victories to its credit.
Unfortunately, owing to the
recent deluges most of the
grounds have been put out of
action, consequently our last match had to be cancelled.
Now that the Squadron is living in bashas we have
been able to start up an " Inter basha sports competition,"
each basha having about 23 men to make up teams for
soccer, cricket, swimming, rifle shooting and several minor
events such as table tennis and darts. Each sport will
carry so many points for a win, second and so forth, the
whole competition being concluded on a sports day to
. be held some time in July.

On 3rd May the Squadron was honoured by a farewell
visit from the C.-in-C., General Sir John Harding. The
General gave a short talk, in which he congratulated the
Squadron for the work done in the past.
On 9th May we welcomed our new Squadron Commander, Major J. J. Lamb, who has come from Catterick.
The departure of S.Q.M.S. Medford, "Baldy " Hogan
(to the soccer enthusiasts) to U.K., and Sergeant Ellis posted
to 2 Squadron, Malaya Signal Regiment, at Taiping, will
be a great loss to our soccer team. We were also sorry to
say goodbye to Corporal ("Titch") Spedding who.
volunteered for the Malayan Scouts.
During the r ecent immigration operation at Port Swettenham the Squadron has been providing a wireless link
between the ship and the detention camp. So far two
ship loads of immigrants have been sent to China and we
have provided the communication on both occa ions.
In the Garrison League the soccer team is till well up
on the list, being third. Our cricket team has only be n
able to finish two games during the month, the rain holding
back two games. These were both won.

4 Points
3 Points
Points
Point

" A " Squadron
" B " Sq uad.ron

[Courtesy: " S traits Times " ( Singapo re)
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account of all that happened to that section; of its formation
disbandment and difficulties and the reasons why. W~
should also like to know the name of the Officer who commanded the section.
We would be most grateful to receive, from other Signal
Units photographs or other material of Corps interest for
display in the Squadron Club.
"Y" Gurkha Brigade Signal Troop. You haven't
heard of us? We are the latest creation. At the moment
a mere handful of bodies and little or nothing else. The
G.O.R.s for the troop are almost finished training and our
Officer Commanding is on his way. Soon you will be
hearing more of this infant.

DONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT

48 Brigatle Signal Squadron Camp
.J...

(With apologies wherever due).

If you ever come across the hills from KL,
'Cos you want to or because you can't say No,
It will take you thirty minutes in an Auster,
Or twelve times that by road and sometimes more.

Perhaps you doubt the quality of our band 0 !
The tents may not impress you over well,
But remember we're about to be resettled,
Though when or how is very hard to tell.

If the Auster VI can stand the strain of climbing,
If your convoy is not ambushed on the road,
You will surely get a welcome here in Lipis,
With good lodging and the very ~st of board.

If there's going to be a "Basha" Camp J:iereafter,
And somehow I'm not sure there's going to be,
We would ask Brigade to let us have our camp, please,
On the little spur wq~re our tents used to be.

Now the winds that greet you as you enter Pahang,
Are scented by the rubber as they blow,
And the rubber tappers shooting up your convoy,
Speak a language that t'were better not to know.

If the Editor should view this with suspicion,
And blame us for overdoing our cause,
Usle liena bhani keh-garnu sakchha
Liyo bhani ramro hune chhau.

<;urkhn Ro11nl Si9nnls

GUllKHd SJGX.4L TRAIJ\!IXG JVlNG
0

RKHA BlllGADE 810 ' AL SQUADRON

··Y'" G£7lKH.1. HIUOADE 810.VAT, TROOP

Gurkha Signal Training Wing. The football season
having started, very little else is talked about. We entered
in two leagues, but found that four or five games each week
was a little too much.
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The C.S.O., FARELF, has awarded Corps "Jimmies"
to Signalman Khargbir Pun for boxing and SecondLieutenant Paterson for Rugby. Congratulations.
Khargbir must be the first Gurkha to have been awarded a
" Jimmy" of any kind.
Gurkha Major Manilal Thapa, I.D.S.M., leaves us this
month. He is going to pension. This officer completed
21 years' service, most of it spent with 2nd Gurkha Rifles
in the Signal Platoon. He joined Gurkha Signals in 1950
and became the first Gurkha Major. Unfortunately he
is being invalided and this Unit will miss his quiet forcefu1ness and polite persuasion.
The Nepal leave party left on 1-0th April. We will not
see them back much before the end of the year, in fact,
the last August leave party have not yet returned.
Gurkha Brigade Signal Squadron. On 18th December
the Major-General Brigade of Gurkhas inspected the
Squadron and so launched the first operational Gurkha
Signal Unit of the British Army. The parade was formed
up "in marching order "-the significance of which will
be readily recognised by many friends of the Squadron.
The General reminded the Squadron that ours was not
altogether a new venture. The late Indian Army Signals
had a Brigade Signal Section of Gurkhas as early as 1922.
It would be most interesting and of value to us to receive an

We welcome 27 Infantry Brigade Signal Troop back
.into the fold this month, the whole Troop now having
returned to Hong Kong
from Korea. We're sure
you'd all like to join us in
c ongratulating them on a
good job well done.
In the sphere of wireless " W " Troop continues
its battle with the Heavyside Layer and the local
tram company. The transmitter station staff who live on
a hill overlooking a tropical blue sea are now complaining
of a lighthouse complex. This is not taken very seriously
nor are the reports from members of the recently air conditioned Signal Office staff that frost has been found in
the teleprinters.
'
Several more members of the Regiment have taken
advantage of the leave cruises to Japan aboard civilian ships.
Owing to the generosity of several of the shipping companies here it is possible for chaps to spend a most enjoyable and interesting leave in Japan, the length of which
depends solely in how long it takes to load and unload the
cargo in Japan, at very small expense. The trips usually last
from two to three weeks.
Although we haven't the atmosphere of the "local " out
here as we have at home, we have produced a very formidable darts team from the Regiment. Under the guidance
of Lance/Corporal Glynn the team has won four and
drawn two games so far in the Inter-Unit Darts League.
The Colony athletics championships took place this
month. Two members of the Regiment took part-Sergeant
Moynan and Corporal McMahon. The former took part in
the long jump and the hop, step and jump, whilst the latter
ran in the 1,500 metres. Two members of the Corps in three
events-and they carried off three Colony championships!
In the heats of the hop, step and jump, Sergeant Moynan
cleared 41ft. 4ins. to lead his heat into the final, where he
jumped 41ft. 1tins. In training he has jumped, with ease,
well over 44ft. In the heats of the long jump he won his
heat with a jump of 20ft. 5ins., as against his 2oft. 3ins.
in the final. The reason for the apparent upset in the hop
step and jump was that he had just jumped six times in
the long jump-a bit trying at the best of times, and the
sun was certainly strong.
The 1,soo metres was a personal triumph for Corporal
McMahon, who deservedly won after all the extremely
bard and conscientious training he has put in. In his heat,
he caused much amusement by being one of four Army
runners to pass the finishing point in line, i.e., a dead heat.
Jn the final it was completely different. With 200 metres to
go, on the back straight, there were three Army runners
"tOgether-the two foremost Army runners out here and
Corporal McMahon. They all put on a terrific sprint
together, with Corporal McMahon holding the inside lane.
One dropped out because the pace was too hot and then
the other couldn't hold it, leaving Corporal McMahon the
winner by ten yard . His time wa 4 minutes 33-4 seconds,
THE
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~~ich, in view of the heat and conditions, is good-in fact

ts one of the best performances ever registered in Hong
Kong, definitely since the encj of the war. It was one of
the outstanding races of the championships.

lt

NIGERIA SIGNAL SQUADRON

We have just bade farewell to the G.O.C.-in-C. West
African Command. In his farewell address to the staff of
H.Q. Nigeria District he
singled out the Squadron
for special mention, paying
tribute to the speed and
efficiency in dealing with
communications. The Squadron are busily preparing the
necessary communications for
a " telephone battle " at which
\
the new G.O .C.-in-C. will be
present.
The B.N.C.O.s' Mess have
just played H.QN.D. Sergeants' Mess on a return indoor games tournament; needless to say, we won, 30 points
to 18. It has been suggested that a certain person loaned
to the opposite side to complete their team acted as a fifth
columnist, hence the win.
The Unit team is still going great guns, the most decisive
win to date was a 10 goals to nil victory over R.E.M.E.
Workshops. The game was beautiful to watch and if this
standard of football can be maintained the winning of the
District Challenge Shield for the third time in succession
is assured. Beside this match we played three other
matches, all of which we won. No goals being scored
against us. The whole team contributed to these victories
but special mention must be made of Corporal Odili, our
inside right, who has played brilliantly in every game up-todate.

'

EAST AFRICA.

C:OM~IAND

SIGNAL SQUADRON

The Long Rains appear to have arrived with a vengeance.
Actually, they were due in March, but immediately after
the local meteorological department had announced that the
rains had ended, and only
occasional showers were to be
expected, we had three inche
in five hours. The following
day, at lunch time, we had an
inch in half an hour. The inevitable floods ensued; roads,
bridges and culverts were
washed away, there were traffic
jams in the city, and chaos on
all forms of communication.
We suffered little at Killarney Camp, except that the camp
itself was an ankle-deep sea of mud, vehicles had to be
towed out of the car park and the carrier frequency shift
room wa flooded-fortunately with no interruption of
communications. Our cables stood up well, which is more
than can be said by the Posts and Telegraphs Department.
The C.O. was heard muttering dire threats against the
" Met. ' Office-apparently acting on their radio weather
forecast, he had sown quite a lot of seed in his garden for
the third time, only to see it all washed awa in the deluge.
As reported last month Lieutenant J. Tate, Roy~l
Signals, was duly married at the Cathedral of the Highlands Nairobi, on 7th April to Miss Barbara McKinney.
Lieutenant H. Blake, of the R.M.P., acted a best man but
apparently the handcuffs he brought were not needed, a
the bridegroom went quite willingly. Major H. G. Brett
M.B.E. Royal Signals, acted in a similar capacity to the bride,
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Since last writing of the heavy rains it has done nothing
but rain-except on 24th May, which was fine.
We keep our fingers crossed and still maintain our communications-so far at 100 per cent if one excludes the
removal, by thieve , of seven bays of one of our overhead
routes.
The Squadron found two detachments one African about
40 strong, one British about half that strength, for the
Empire Youth Sunday parade on 271h May. After the
ervice there was a March Past of all the contingents.
The Serge~ts' Mess held a tombola and dance, which
was well attended and, as usual,. highly successful.

HIS year we are celebrating the Jubilee Qf the Federation of Australia. As always, the Army is assisting in
T
numerous festivities and activities which will make up the
the

ensuring that she was the traditional ten minutes late in
arriving, and safely handing her into the custody of her
bridegroom. Lieutenant and Mrs. R. H odgson kindly
loaned their house, from which the bride left for the ceremony, and were responsible for all the preparation that produced the radiant young lady who was to be Mrs. J. Tate.
At the reception held in the Mess, Captain and Mrs. H.
Gilmore acted as host and hostess to quite a gathering of
both Army and civilian friends of the happy couple. Among
the guests were Colonel J. L. Henderson, C.S.O., E.A.
Command, and Lieutenant-Colonel F . A. H. McGee, Commander, Nairobi Sub-Area. U nfortunately, a torrential
downpour occurred just before the end of the ceremony
and the departure from the church was rather hurried, and
curtailed the taking of photographs by Major P. VaincourtStrallen and Lieutenant (Q.M.) R. Hodgson.
The B.O.R.'s Mess is holding another dance on 19th
May and preparations are in full swing to make it as successful as the last one. This will introduce our new arrivals
to the sort of social life that can be prod uced at Killarney
Camp, providing everyone pulls his weight.
Yet another successful Mess dance was held by the
Officers' Mess on the 28th April, honoured by the presence
of the Sub-Area Commander, who thoroughly enjoyed himself. Mrs. McWhinnie, wife of Second-Lieutenant C.
McWhinnie, very courageously turned up to this function,
having arrived by air from U .K. at five o'clock that day,
and we all bid her welcome and hope she will be happy in
Nairobi.
Congratulations to Sergeant Hughes and Signalman
Buchanan on being chosen to represent the Army soccer
team for the second year in succession. The Army side has
played a friendly match against the R.A.F., but lost 2-1.
They will no doubt improve on this as the season advances.
All news froll} Nairobi is overshadowed by the unfortunate death of Sergeant R. E. Adams.
Sergeant Adams had been in East Africa for 2! years but
had only been with East Africa Command Signal Squadron
for a few days when he went out on his first duty-a line
reconaissance. During the course of his reconaissance he
started to push his motor cycle over a short railway bridge.
How he managed to fall is not known exactly, but he died
the same evening in hospital in Nairobi.
He was buried with military honours the following day.
The Squadron provided bearers and a firing party. The
Reverend N . H. Myatt conducted the service.
Th~ Area Commander, all Officers of the Unit, representaave · of C.S.0. Branch, the H.Q. Sergeants' Mess and
a large contingent of friends from the East Africa Training
Centre, Nakuru, and from the Squadron were present.
Our deepest sympathy goes to his widow and her family.
We have, too, been able to show our sympathy in a practical
manner.
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celebrations.
One item of interest in recent months
has been the re-enactment of the voyage
of an early explorer, Captain Charles
Sturt, who led an expedition along the
M urru mbidgee and Murray Rivers in
1829, a distance of some 1,100 miles.
The team selected to do this arduous
task was made up of six Army Officers,
one of them, who led the exipedition, from
the Water Transportation Centre, R.A.E.
Signals provided two Officers, Lieutenants
Trost and Wells. Two professional actors (their profiles
were apparently considered more photogenic than those of
the Army types! ! ) completed the party. The " vehicle "
was a standard Naval whaleboat.
T he voyage was given wide publicity by the Press, and
the crew given a great welcome by the inhabitants of towns
along the route. The members incidentally were dressed in
the costumes of the period, and with special M inisterial
approval (or was it an orde.r?) grew beards.
After two weeks' rowing and sailing training in Sydney
H arbour, the team travelled overland to the SP. The
boat was mounted on a motor trailer and tran sferred to a
bullock propelled trailer when passing through the towns
en r oute. After seven days the town of M aude, N.S.W., was
reached, the site of the start of the original expedition. There
the boat was launched and the crew commenced their long
row to Adelaide, South Australia, 1,100 miles away.
Highlights of the five weeks' trip included rowing for t7
hours in one day to keep up to schedule; being lost in a

billabong (look it up in the dictionary ! ), not a day's rain,
and rowing for 17 consecutive days with the temperature
over 110° F. The expedition finally reached Adelaide
after 254 hours' rowing and 40 hours' sailing. Makes the
Boat Race look a very gentle paddle!
Motor Cycle Display Team. During the local show
at Toowoomba, Queensland, this year members of 101
Wireless Regiment under the command of Major C. Allen
performed the grand, and to the Corps perhaps well-known,
routine of acrobatic motor cycle stunts which has held the
public eye already in Melbourne and Mildura.
It may be of interest to Royal Signals display team to
note that the sequences performed were mainly those
followed by the U .K. team with the essential difference that
here the team uses the standard issue Harley-Davidson
machine in place of your manoeuvreable little Triumphs.
At the conclusion of the .display, Signalman Raymond
executed the " wall crash," a photograph of which is shown
below as a fitting finale to the performance which deserved
the acclaim accorded it by the Queensland Press.
The spotlight of sport this month fell on the annual golf
tournament which is played between the Directorate,
A.H.Q. Signal Regiment and the School of Signals, Balcombe, each year.
Leading off well (and strictly in accordance with the
0.0.B.) the Directorate won the first round against the
School after a "count back," the teams coming to the 19th
three games all. The School was entertained afterwards
with customary conviviality at A.H.Q. Signal Regiment Mess
after the match.
Results of the match were: Lieutenant-Colonel R. K. Roseblade (0) defeated Colonel L. Bruton (SJ.
Captain S. G . Tattam (0) defeated Captain W. D . Hawe (S).
Major J. J. Ballard (D) defeated Captain W. H . Walters (S).
Captain K. Whyte (S) defeated Major B. Cox (0).
Captain P. A . Tonkin (S) defeated Captain W. J. Thomson (0).
Captain F. B. Wood (S) defeated Captain L. 0. MacLean (D).

Scanty reports, unfortunately restricted to Southern
Command, are available on other sports and from these we
can give the Australian Rules football results to date.
May 2: Balcombe " B " lost r goal 3 .behinds to R. A.N .
·D epot, L onsdale, 28 goals 23 behinds.
Balcombe " A" lost 6 goals ro behinds to
R. A.A.0.C., Broadmeadows, 14 goals 10
behinds.
A.H.Q. Signals lost 6 goals 6 behinds to H .Q.
S. Comd. 7 goals I I behinds.
May 23: . Bakombe " A" lost 8 goals 12 behinds to H .Q.
S. Comd. I I goals 13 behinds.
A.H.Q. Signals won 10 goals 16 behinds from
Balcombe " B " 4 goals 8 behinds.
N.B.- Kicking a behind in this game scores one point
(not an opponent's wratll ! ) and a goal counts six points.

Territorial
Ar Illy
16 AIRBOlll\'E DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)

Pride of place this month goes to the Regimental dismounted guard in full dress mounted at the Junior United
Services Club for the T erritorial
Army Bali on 18th May. Equiping them was a problem, lances,
swords, pouches and pouch
badges being begged or borrowed
from a variety of sources, but in
the end the complete guard of
Warrant Officer and four N.C.O.s
was on parade and properly
dressed.
Their turnout and bearing was
undoubtedly a credit to the Regiment. We gather they were suitably refreshed for their efforts!
A letter from " Down Under"
tells us that an ex member of the Regiment is now getting
up to date with Middlesex Yeomanry news. Let us assure
Mr. K. Whyte of Kalgoorlie that his enlistment papers will
be waiting for him when he gets back to Blighty again in
seventeen months' time. We are sorry though to be losing
S.Q.M.S. Thompson, W. J., to " Down Under" in the very
near future, especially when he and R.Q.M.S. Davies have
so recently acquired 2nd bars to their Efficiency Medal which
should have been good for drinks all round for a long time
to come.
As the Editor of our Regimental Magazine THE YEOMAN
has just completed a Parachute Course we are hoping to be
able to regale the readers of 'THE WIRE with a blood-curdling
account of his experiences. Those recently qualified at the
Parachute School are filling us with stories of jumps from
the new Hastings aircraft, but can still be squashed by those
of us who jumped from a Whitley in 1942 ! Still, as balloon
jumping grows near there are some who are praying for
high winds, lots of lightning and a shortage of parachutes!

ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL BEGL~ENT, T.A.
(The Princess Louise's Kenslugten Be1Clment)

3good things in one!_.1,1"'1 ~.;,-.
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Shortly before we left for annual camp the Regiment
assisted in the organisation of the Territorial Army Ball
which was held at the Junior United Services Club. Sergeant
Farmer, one of our P.S.I.s, made the front page of the
Evening News that day. He met a fellow P.O.W. from
Singapore, also a Sergeant, but now in the Police Force.
He was operating W.S. 38 outside the Club al'ld warning
the Director of Music of the arrival of V.I.P.s in order that
the Corps Orchestra could play the appropriate tune .
General Sir H. Colville Wemyss was greeted with "Begone
dull care," whilst American Major-General " Duke"
Lanahan, C.S.O., S.H.A.P.E., was received with " Hail the
Chief."
The Regiment, under the new Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Cocks, carried out the annual 15
days' training at Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe, Kent, from
27th May to 10th June. The camp, pleasantly situated on
che high ground behind Hythe, was entirely under can a
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and the weather although rather windy at times was 5ne
e cept for one day.
.
ational Service men attended camp for the first ume
and side by side with experienced men of the Second World
War quickly adapted themselves and .became vital members
of the team. The ucces of the camp may be judged from
the fact that all the National Service Officers present have
applied for Territorial commissions, and of the National
Service men, 50 per cent. have become Volunteers.
The Regiment was visited whilst in camp by the G.O.C.,
Home Counties District, who expressed great interest in the
Unit and whose visit was appreciated not only by serving
members of the Regiment, but also those members of the
Kensington Regiment Old Comrades' Association, who
visited the camp during the middle week-end, many of
whom the General was pleased to meet.
Another interesting visitor was Captain McDevitt,
Adjutant of Western Command Signal Regiment, a former
wartime Phantom Squadron Commander.
Various competitions were in progress at camp and prizes
were awarded to the following: Most efficient Corporal in each quadron: · Corporals
Giles, Hobbs, Wayman.
Most efficient Signalman in each Squadron: Signalmen
Murphy, Purcell, Cranch.
Most effi.c.(ent driver in the Regiment: Lance-Corporal
Appleby.
Post and rail competition for drivers: Lance-Corporal
Jull.
Awards presented by the Commanding Officer on the
final day were the Territorial Decoration to Major G. C.
Rawlinson; Sergeant Hatton, one of our P.S.I.s, who
received the L.S. and G.C. Medal, and Corporal Jales, the
Territorial Efficiency Medal.

43 (WESSEX) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

The camping season got off to a fine start on 12th May
when No. 2 Squadron went off to Sennybridge in South
Wales to do their annual training with the Divisional
Artillery. The general verdict was "best camp since the
war." They did a very good job of work and the Gunners
were lavish with their praise.
H.Q. Squadron represented the Regiment in Somerset
at the dedication of the County Roll of Honour at Wells
Cathedral on Saturday, 5th May. The smart body of
men under Captain E. J. Broom did credit to the Unit, in
pite of a thorough soaking from the unkind weather.
The same afternoon a " blood match " was taking place
in Taunton between No. 1 and No. 2 Squadrons in the final
of the Unit football competition. At the end of an excellent
game 1 Squadron carried off the shield in triumph (for this
year at any rate).
To round off the month in great style, Driver Wyatt,
of H.Q. Squadron, carried off the prize for the best
individual shot of his class at the Divisional rifle meeting
at Dorchester on 26th May. Well done!

44 (R.C.)

49 (W.H. & lU.) ARM:OUllED DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIIUENT, T.A.

A Pie and a Pint. There was a time when the strength
of the Unit in these Barracks was about a thousand and
people fighting at the doors to join.
They flocked to week-end and annual camps; paraded in
public at every available opportunity and were brimming
over with enthusiasm. For . giving up so much of their
spare time they received'' a pie and a pint of beer,
Nothing More.
Nowadays the Drill Hall looks bare when the Unit is on
parade; I wonder if the re-introduction of the pie and pint
would swell our rartks.
Standby B .A.0.R. Will anyone who saw, travelling down
the Great North Road on A5l, a dilapidated vehicle, with
smoke billowing from the rear windows, carrying a notice
bearing the legend; "Just Married, No Brakes," trailing
two empty Vermouth bottles, being driven by a glazed
eyed figure in plain clothes with, as passenger, a very

frightened S.S.M., please set their minds at rest. It was
our departing Adjutant, Jimmy James, en route for
Germany. Who was the S.S.M.? He was ballast; the car
was devoid of springs on that side.
To look on the more serious side of the T.A. we took part
on Exercise Herminius, which took place in the Grantham
The
area from Friday till the Sunday afternoon.
communication was mainly wireless and the linemen laid a
few lines just to keep their hands in.
The spirit and keenness that was shown on this scheme
by the Unit was outstanding; the weather and conditions
were very bad, but everyone cheerful and keen to show
that they were there to do a job of work. A very encouraging sign.
We fired our annual open range course .at Strensall, near
York, and }udging by the scores, the six weeks' training
in barracks did the lads a lot of good.
The firing was made very interesting by the fact that
medals and the Marsden Cup could be won by anyone
who cared to shoot straight, the results were as follows: Highest Score
Gt-ouping
Apphcation
Inter Squadron
(Marsden Cup)

Winner
Runner-up
Winner
Winner

R.S.M. R. J. Green
S.S.M. M. Hendry
Lance/Corporal Bennett
Sergeant Williams

Winner
Runner-up

4 Squadron (Linemen)
1 Squadron (Operators)

53 (WELSH) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGN~L llEGIMENT, T.A.

Since we last appeared in print Nos. 1 and 2 Squadrons
have carried out their annual weapon training, which was
combined with a week-end camp;
the weather was kind to us for a
change and though cold we had
two fine days; it was unfortunate
that Summer Time began on the
Saturday night and that we lost
an hour's sleep. We could have
done with the extra hour on Saturday night, when we finished
firing in almost complete darkness.
On Whit:.Sunday our expert (?) shots made a very early
start to compete in the Victory Shield at the Glamorgan
Rifle Association's annual meeting. We entered two teams,
which were placed fifth and sixth out of 23.
On 26th/27th the whole Regiment took part in a weekend exercise, in the Hereford area, with Divisional Headquarters. The weather could not have been worse and
everyone unfortunately got very cold and wet, but the
object of the exercise, which was to move and set up Divisional Headquarters, was achieved and many useful lessons
were learnt. We were very glad to meet and work with
No. 3 Squadron, as we see all too little of them.
On Saturday, 9th June, a successful families tea party was
held in the canteen-about 40 attended; we were again unlucky in the weather, but it was a successful party and
everyone enjoyed themselves.
We go to camp on 7th July at Kinmel Park.
:U (H) INFANTllY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
llEGDIENT, T .A.

l~FAJ."'\'TRY

DIVISIONAL SIGNAi.
REGIMENT, T .A.

During the past month there has been more activity
than at any time since camp last year. No doubt the long
light evenings have been largely responsible for the big
attendances at the T.A. Centres, while the pleasant countryside around our week-end training centre at Montreal Park,
near Sevenoaks, has been equally responsible for the
uccess of the three recent week-end exercises.
During the week-end, 19th/20th May, the Commanding
Officer planned a novel exercise to train members of the
Regiment in map reading and observation. The game was
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entered into enthusiastically by all ranks and thoroughly
enjoyed.
On the following week-end, in spite of heavy rain at
first, the majority of the T.A. members of the Regiment
fired on the range at Shoreham. A very high standard was
attained and considerable surprise was caused when Sergeant
Hatcher scored for the first time in over 20 years' service,
a very high score. Targets were examined for evidence of
"friend " in the butts but all agreed that " Hatch " had
at last mastered the soldiers' best friend, the service rifle! !
The following week-end the Line Troop, under Captain
Gilliam, spent the Saturday on the Civil Service Sports
Ground at Chiswick, where the Boy Scouts and Girl Guides
As ociation were holding a Festival Rally. Our Linemen
gave the Scouts and Guides an impressive telephone service
complete with a switchboard.
On the next day, as a result of a request from the lecal
police to supply public address equipment at a Rowing
Club regatta in Chiswick, the Wireless Troop held a
rehearsal on the Thames. River craft was provided by the
local Sea Cadets and ·t he object of the " operation " was to
give running commentaries to the spectators back at the
Club and to maintain control of the events.
The final week-end in the period was devoted to our
National Service men who turned up in force to fire on the
open range.
Meanwhile all ranks are working hard to ensure that our
short period of training in annual camp will not be spent
doing work which can be done at the T.A. Centres.

Marsden C up W inners-4 Sq uadron
Back row : Sergeant E. Buck, Sergeant N. Dennison. Front row : S.S.M. M.
Hendry, Captain W. R. O ' Keeffe
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R.H.Q. and No. r Squadron, Aberdeen. The Commanding Officer's parade was held on 22nd May, 1951, and
although the attendance was very small, the turnout of all
ranks present was exceedingly good.
.
.
We are now in the midst of our annual rifle range clas ifications at the Blackdog Range and reports on the first contingent have it that the results were quite good.
Our monthly Squadron dance, held at Foothill Barrack ,
on Friday, 25th May, 1951, was extremely succes ful.
We are sorry to lose R.Q.M.S. Grant, who has now left
the Unit on the expiration of his service.
THE
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It was with much regret that we heard of the death of
Sergeant Ferguson, who was a member of the Unit before
World War II and who served in France with the Regiment.
No. 2 Squadron, Stirling. Highlight of training during
May was the week-end exercise held at Perth on Saturday /Sunday, 19th and 20th May, 1951. This was very much
enjoyed by all ranks and a most successful scheme exercising
all trades was carried out.
No. 3 Squadron, Dundee. The Squadron is in the throes
of preparing for a week-end camp to be held at bunkeld
on the 16th/17th June. It is hoped that the camp will be
as successful as the one previously held there.
The canteen grows apace and now boasts luxury second
to none. A new radio and a piano have recently been
obtained and it is hoped that at last the " vocal" section of
the community will have no complaints about the lack of
accompaniment.
21 CORPS SIGNAL llEGIMENT, T.A.

Derby Doings.
Under the re-organisation scheme
mentioned in a recent note, the centre of gravity of the Unit
appears to have moved a little away during the last few
months. However, all the real work is done and paper
emanated from here. At the time of writing, much thought
is being put into the arrangements for various training weekends, including the National Service men, and of these,
more anon.
Nottingham Notions. House"d in the one Drill Hall here
at present are No. 4 Squadron and the A.G.R.A. Squadron;
while as guests the H.Q. of No. 1 Squadron are at present
awaiting completion of a new location.
Apart from Regimental trainin& the Squadrons train
together, share the same accommodation, the safe, the stores,
the typewriter and the filing cabinet-Oh, yes, and the
P.S.I.s.
Major A. V. Emery took his No. 4 Squadron off to Beckingham Rifle Range recently, including their National
Service men-incidentally, their first training introduction
with the T.A.-and despite the weather there was a good
day's shooting, Captain Fenwick running the butts with
his usual flair for this somewhat tedious ploy.
Meanwhile, Major A. F. Dowling and Captain F.
Beswick were operating in the Stamford Area on an exercise
with the AG.RA. personnel, the first occasion on which
the Squadron has actually operated in its proper role with
the Gunners. Many lessons were learned and the Brigade
Commander A.G.R.A. complimented the Squadron's efforts.
The present scribe was urged to " keep dark " a further
exercise in which the Squadron personnel were acting as
" neutral Signals " for an exercise with 307 Battalion
W.R.A.C., T.A. (Memo. Must look into this Neutral
Signals business some time if it leads to "quiet (?) weekends").
Chestet·field Comment. No. 3 Squadron, under Major
T. S. Wragg, had an enjoyable and valuable day on the
Belper Range-surely one of the most delightfully situated
ranges in the country-with volunteers and National
Service men. One of our drum barrows also attended,
with the indefatigable Signalman Hall much to the fore
with range communications. But since the present scri~ bad
observed that range on Whit Tuesday and found it under
water, he was not surprised to find that the odour had
remained when the waters had departed, and much squelchy
mud still in evidence. However, the sun shone and the
promised thunder showers did not arrive until firing was
completed and the range cleared.
23 (SOUTHERN) CORPS SIGNAL
HEGIMENT, T .A.

On 19th May, 23 (S.) Corps Signal Regiment, T.A.,
were "At Home" to the people of the Borough of Fulham.
As previously reported, the Regiment was formally adopted
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by Fulham earlier in the year. The weath.'! r, though cold,
wa fine and the Regiment was able to der 1onstrate to an
interested crowd much of its equipment.
The occasion was honoured by the presence of Mr
Mich ael tewart, M.P. (until recently Under Secretary of
State for War), Dr. Edith Summerskill, M.P., His Wor hip
the M ayor of F ulham, Councillor H . J. Rick'l!rd, J.P. the
Town Clerk and many of the Councillors.
Wherever possible the public were given practical
demonstrations of the equipment-wireless sets, teleprinters, telephones all being "live." The line troop in
addition to demonstrating their efficiency, invited members of
tbe public to try their skill with hammers and jumpers-an
item which drew much comment!
Regimental despatch riders gave a first-class performance of their skill for over half an hour, and, as usual,
drew well deserved applause from the large crowd.
Through the afternoon the Corps Band _entertained the
crowd with music.
Lieutenant-Colonel Christopher, the Commanding
Officer, gave a short address during the afternoon, in which
he pointed out the importance of close co-operation of ·the
T.A. Units and meir parent boroughs, now m at N ational
Service men would be working with the T.A. over a long
period. Colonel Christopher wanted the Regiment to
become a familia r part of me life of the borough, and to
build up a friendly and co-operative atmosphere with the
people within it. He felt mat me large crowd which
attended boded well for future relationships.
The afternoon "At Home " was followed by a dance at
Fulham House, Headquarters of the Regiment, and this
proved to be one of me most popular that has been held
for some little time. The Colonel addressed a large gathering of friends of me Regiment, many of whom are local
business men, and manking them for their interest,
explained how useful their co-operation could be. H aving
talked with them he felt sure that he could count on meir
backing, whilst the Regimen t, for its part, was only too
happy to be able to give any help and advice required.
The Regiment was honoured to be able to entertain that
evening Major-General R. F. H. Nalder, c .B., o .B.E., B.SC.,
now President of the Sutton Branch of the Royal Signals
Old Comrades' Association, and Colonel T. W. Vigers,
O.B.E., M.c., T.D., Honorary Colonel of the RegimeIJt,
Deputy Lieutenant for me County of London and for the
Borough of Fulham.
Later in the month wireless detachments of the Regiment
took part in me Westminster Territorial Army adoption
ceremony at Horse Guards Parade.
1/20 (SM) ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

It could have been a sudden rush of conscience to meir
heads but the fact remains mat all my A'Pril copies of THE
WIRE were bought by the members of this Unit. Or
perhaps R.Q.M.S. Palmer is a good salesman.
Affairs here are getting a move on . . The tempo is being
stepped up. Crates and cases of stores arrive daily. Mr.
Boyle, the caretaker, has gone on leave. Documents are
rustled, telephones jangle and bodies move purposefully
~ro~ ~ to ~ (in some special cases from B to C). The
md!cauons, m fact, point to intense Unit activity in anticipa~on of ~nnual camp. Put your t~em in and say that
qwckly. Size rolls from the Z Reservists have been noted.
From the measurements I sho~ld ·say a fine body of men,
though I . look forward to mee~mg the man who says he is
6 feet 2 mches aad has a 23-mch waist! He might be a
Pole. r6 feet octagonal.
One thing we have not yet taken into account. The
~eath.er. .I t is a great p~ty that me Meteorological Office
1 nationalised. Under private enterprise I feel sure that we
hould fare better. A little keen competition would work
wonde~s. Let ~hose people who revel in deep depressions
and ram spread mg from the West have what they like. We
2'40

ourselves would deal with a firm specialising in " Fine warm
weamer with temperatures a little above normal for the t ime
of year."
There will be a few extra civilians to assist at camp this
year, but we are glad to note that a couple of the old supporters in Messrs. Jones and Weston will be with us again.
Nothing is too much trouble for these boys. (Did I say
boys? ). They will produce excellent meals under the most
frightful conditions. Of course, they do not guarantee to
exclude Llanbedr sand if the wind is in me wrong quarter.
The Regimehtal rifle team, under R.S.M. Harry Griffin,
did well at Kingsbury Ranges on 19m May, when they
competed in me Eisley Rifle Meeting. Not quite good
enough, however, to take a prize amongst all those marksmen with gadgets on their rifles. Telescopes, stethoscopes,
horoscopes and what not. They ought to give our men
a hundred yards start or two blacks or something. There
is room for more members of me R egirrient who have clear
eyes and steady hands. Join the Unit rifle team and get
ready for the Western Command meeting at Altcar on 7th
August. (Advt.).
Uncle Alf: Those marksmen don't have gadgets on their
rift.es.
Me : Oh, well, mey wear funny hats, mostly backwards.
Our weekly dances continue to attract the youth and
beauty of Sou th Birmingham and beyond. Les W illiams
and his resident band are just what the boys and girls want.
Armur Rowberry and his band, wh o won the all-England
amateur band contest sometime, played for us one Saturday in May. I listened to them for h alf an hGur. Someone came and stood beside me to say h ow good they were.
Well, it takes all sor ts to make a- what I mean is it is nice
to know that L es Williams and his band is here ALL the
time. Between you and me, Arm ur's band is good but I
don't like anyone to tell me so. I like me to tell me. Think
of those happy days when we played with gusto (short
interval while we remember · gusto) for 5/- each, a cup
of char and a wad . T hen mey said we overcharged them.
T hat was the year we won the All Durrington band contest.
T hose, if I may coin a phrase, were the days.
Open this end first.
BARLEUX
61 U.Q. ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

The Infantry Brigade G roup m otor cycle trials took place
at Thorpness on 22nd April, 1951. As was last year's, it
was organised by Major Dicker and his Squadron with some
assistance from other detachments of the Regiment.
A most interesting course was laid out, including some
very tricky soft sand. Thirty-four teams competed, but we
were unable to retain the cup which we won last year. A
large crowd assembled to watch this very popular event.
"Daily Express " Motor Race Meeting, Silverstone. This
Regiment undertook me provision of the communications
for this meeting. S.S.M. Goldsmith with line parties from
Bedford and Luton constructed a fairly intricate line system
with circuits for the track officials, traffic controllers, police,
Press, B.B.C. commentators, etc. The race control caravan
wim seven telephones in it was the nerve centre of the
meeting. In spite of the appalling weamer not a single fault
occurred dur.ing the three days. A most interesting and
instructive time was had by all concerned and a cloud burst
in the middle of the main race added to the thrills.
Exercise "Hotfoot" took place in our Drill Hall at Bedford,
which is now fully wired for telephone battles. We also
provided control set operators. The exercise was an
excellent opportunity for the key members of the Signal
Squadron to get to know members of the Brigade Group
and Major McGee, me new Squadron C6mmander, was
confronted with a number of interesting situations.
&pproximately 100 all ranks assembled at Bury St.
Edmunds for a Regimental week-end exercise. The Infantry
Brigade Squadron and Field Regiment Signal Troop were
made up almost to full strength.
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Exercise "Oil King." T he whole Regiment, with some
assistance from 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, combined to make an Independent Infantry Brigade Group
Signal Squadron and a Field Regiment Signal Troop up to
War Establishment for this our first full scale exercise with
outside staffs and U nits. The Brigade Commander expressed
his satisfaction wim the results obtained, which showed, he
said, that the Units taking part could very quickly be
ready for war.
A Sunday exercise was held with a Brigade Workshop,
R.E.M.E., to practice camouflage. An Auster aircraft was
engaged to look for them but failed to locate them.
Camp. Annual.. camp this year is being held at Landg uard, near Felixstowe. A strenuous programme of troop
training, followed by exercises set by me C.S.O. and various
formation Commanders has been arranged.
5 0 L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT (S.R.)

The formation of the Unit has got off to a good start
and the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. H .
McMillan, has held his first Officers' meeting. In his
remarks the Commanding Officer welcomed the Officers and
expressed his pleasure in having so many old Service
comrades around him, and his hopes that many more would
be renewing meir S.R. associations. Experienced men are
still req uired and N .C.0.s desirous of retaining their old
.
r anks are urged to make early application.
50 L. of C. Signal Regiment are the direct successors of
the pre-war G .H.Q. Signals Supplementary Reserve, later
No. 1 H.Q. Signal Regiment.
Camp was held at Blacon Camp, Chester, commencing
9th June.

Association
Notes
S h e ffield

At our May meeting, held once more in our new
location at Crabtree Lodge, Sheffield, by courtesy of 6o
H.Q. Signal Regiment, T.A., the attendance was jus t_ a
little better than in April, but still somewhat of a disappointment to the energetic Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. Ryalls,
and his Entertainment Committee.
Formal business was kept to a minimum and the evening activities were devoted to various games in parties, to
social converse, and to refreshment.
A coach trip has been arranged to M~ tlock :Ra~ for the
J une meeting and a report on this attractive event will follow
in our next is ue.
llirmlugham

I jotted down some notes during me meeting on the la t
T hursday in May because it always looks good to the o~ers.
I t also helps me to justify my presence at .the Comnu~ee
meetings. I don't suppose I have ever contr.1buted anythmg
usef ul to their discussions. If I say somethmg they usually
laugh. I can't think why. Anyway, I seem to have lost
the notes. I always do, which at least proves th.at I am
consistent. I remember that our Hon. Secretary said something about having 844 members on the books. If they all
turned up one eve ning we should be most embarrassed.
What a good thing it is that we do not have to guard
against this calamity.
TH E WIR E.
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Captain Frank Davies is making arrangements to run a
coach to Catterick Camp on 22nd July. How I would love
to be going with the party but the T .A. annual camp
clashes wim this date. If you meet any "K" Company boys
let me know. Take that Old Comrade aside and explain
quietly what "K" Company was.
Our motor cycling members wish to congratulate Geoff
Duke on his very fine performances this year. The Signals
do seem to produce some remarkable people when you come
to think of it. Or if you don't. It is a pity I lost my Birmingham Branch notes because I had three quite important
subjects to talk about. They were called (i), (ii) and (iii),
but I can't remember what they were now. As if it matters.
You know what a hectic time we T .A. chaps have at this time
of the year. There is hardly a moment for a cup of tea and
a fag. We have to keep stopping to do some work.
I hope that a lot of you Birmingham members went along
to Cateswell H ouse D rill Hall to attend 1/20 Army Signal
Regiment, T.A., annual church parade and tea party on 24m
June. I would like to tell you all about it right now, but the
Editor suggests that it would be better to wait until the
parade has been held. These old-fashioned ideas are all very
well, but-just look at these photographs I expect to take
BARLEUX
next week.
N'orthamptom1hire

Since our Branch arose from the dust and re-entered
these columns for the first time in the March, 1951, issue
it has been going through the-sometimes painful and hectic
-'Process of rebuilding on solid foundations. At the same
time, every endeavour has been made to retain the interest
of those old-timers who have been loyal through thick and
thin and to capture the interest of the potential members
who might have joined the Branch had it been a "going
concern" through the years 1947-50.
The revival of the Branch was described by m y predecessor, so we will not go into all that again, but pass on
to the news of the past couple of months. Incidentally, the
aforesaid predecessor could not stand the pace of journalism
so your present humble scribe was pitch-forked into the job
- it is a bind being the only member of an organisation who
can write : in the calligraphical sense, as. opposed to the
journalistic !
.
We took the plunge in March and held our first annual
dinner; members' wive came along, too, and a very good
time was had by all. The question of inviting the ladies
naturally proved to be a small bone of contention by those
good old diehards who like to " leave the wife at home and
get out with the boys," but the invitation proved to be a
good move, otherwise me attendance would have been. a
bit thin. The ladies, of course, approached the event with
· that "you only want us here to make up the numbers " sort
of air but that quickly disappeared under me influence of
spell- binders Geoff Lewis and Douglas Smi~-Heaven
preserve me! Charm is certainly worth something on such
occasions and, on this one, it played its part in leading the
Committee to firmly believe that next year's dinner will have
a better attendance and be a roaring success.
Following hard on the heels of the dinner came the annu:il
general meeting on 19m March. T~e attendance was ver
gratifying and, just as it_shouJd ~ m a young and healtli
organisation, there was discuss10n ~n plenty--:-how one loathes
those annual general meetings which re ult _m mere_rubbc~
stamp decisions. Members wer~ unammous m the1r
decision to invite Major Henry Kmght to become the fir t
Branch President. It was he who together with our
Treasurer "Tommy" Tomlin, did much to keep our light
from being completely extingui hed in Northamptonshire
during the lean years and we were delighted to hear that he
would accept the office. Ron Deacon is now our Chairman and Geoff Lewis retain the portfolio of Hon. Secretary
-after a low insidiou ttempt at pa sing it on to one who
shall be nameles !
The April meeting re olved itself into a se ion of
2'4 1

"Housey ' and very enjoyable, albeit no!:talgic, it wa , too.
The ladies were pre ent on this occa ion and the lads were
kept bus interpreting M.C. Ping' terms and keeping th ir
eyes down at one and the ame time.
Our Chairman obliged with a fir t-class film show at
the May meeting, which was very well attended. In fact,
we have reached that stage which organisations, particularly
O.C.A.s reach comparatively early in' their careers, where
the half-hearted drop out. and the enthusiastic and loyal
backbone remams. The latter consists of those who realise
that any organisation is what you make it and depends for
its output on that which is put into it.
In sending our greetings to all As ociation members may
we ask you to drop in to see us at the R.A.S.C. Club, Old
Barracks, Northampton, if you are ever thi way on the third
Monday of the month. To those who pass this way at any
other time and any ex-Signals types living in the county,
our Secretary will be pleased to hear from you at 6, Tlte
Crescent, Northampton (Tele. 4205).
Tunbridge Wells and District

On Sunday, 27th May, 1951, the Branch attended divine
service with the "Mayor and Corporation of Royal Tunbridge
Wells at the Parish Church of Holy Trinity. The Branch
Standard and escort were in attendance.
At the Branch meeting held on Wednesday, 6th June,
1951, an excellent attendance spent a very enjoyable evening. The usual monthly draw resulted in the realisation of
£1/11/6 for Branch funds.
At the Regimental sports of the Eastern Command Signal
Regiment, held at Maresfield Camp on Tuesday, 12th June,
1951, the Branch entered a tug-of-war ·team of eight
members to pull against a corresponding team of the Regiment. T&e Branch team were victorious with two strong
pulls to nil. Branch members were the guests of the W.O.
and Sergeants' Mess who, in their usual generous manner,
extended us a very warm welcome~
The Central Committee of Royal Signals Association has
approved in principle a suggestion that a London and
South-Eastern Rally and Re-union be held in Tunbridge
Wells in November next, and by the time these notes appear
in print a general notification will have been received by the
Branches concerned. It is hoped that full co-operation will
be devoted to this project to which infinite care and attention
to detail is being given by the Organising Committee.
Further information on this subject will be published in the
August issue of THE WIRE.
St. Albans and District

I must apologise for the delay in sending our first branch
notes for publication. Although we have been in existence
since the beginning of the year our time has been fully
occupied in the hard task of staggering to our feet. This
task I'm happy to say is being achieved with the hard work
and splendid co-operation of our small but happy band of
members.
A very important item of news this month is that we
have approached Major-General R. F . B. Naylor, requesting him to accept the Presidency of the Branch and I need
not add that there was a long sigh of relief from the Branch
members when we received the letter confirming the
acceptance to our offer, and we feel sure that with his
experience and guidance our Branch will go a long way to
establishing a life-long footing.
Our Chairman is Mr. R. Harrison (one of the old R.E.s)
and the secretaryship is being performed very efficiently by
Mr. F. G. Hussey (old 42 Divites please note).
I will try and give you a few of our well-known and
noted members of the Branch each month (when I can
get the griff from them). So here's a few to go on with.
First we have Dick Verney (an old Maresfield rookey, and
a teller of a goodly tale or two), Jock Ferguson (Waz
District Signals please note). This Highland Kassadar has
an uncontrollable urge to ram "the happy days of Razmak
2-42

and the hot dusty route marches through the barren wastes
of Waziristan " down the nearest throat. He did mention
once that he was at Mhow-sorry, Jock, that slipped out.
Then comes my humble self, Ted Longhurst (Jnr.), (ex-"A"
-Corps Pindi and 1st Cavalry Troop). There's not much else
I can say about myself as I spend most of my time trying
to convince " Fergy ' that "A" Corps were also in
Waziristan. One of these days I'm going to show him a
few of my snaps. We also have in our midst a D.R. and
well-known Signals display ridev by lthe name of Bob
Francis (he would be more than pleased to hear from any
of the old display team).
We have about 30 or more members on our books but
I'm sorry to say that our meetings are attended only by
the regular dozen or so. Still we are living in hopes that
the remainder will some day come across their membership
cards and say "Oh, yes, I must pop along there one day."
Here's hoping, anyway.
We hold our meetings on the second and fourth Mondays
of each month in the R.A.0.B. Club, Waddington Lane,
St. Albans. So if there are any serving or ex-serving
members of the Corps in our district, we extend a very
hearty hand of welcome and will be more than glad to see
you at any of our meetings and. if any of you have not yet
joined the Association I say " Come along boys and bring
the girl friend or the wife and spend a happy evening with
us."
We held our first social evenrng on Saturday, 19th May,
when we invited the Slough Branch over for the evening.
It was a first-class evening and we only hope that the Slough
members enjoyed meeting us as much as we did meeting
them. Although most of us were strangers, friends were
soon made and I hope that bond of friendship will
strengthen as times goes on (" Fergy " said he's going to
wear his topee next time).

ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND

Subscriptions received during May, 1951:
61 H.Q. Army Signal Regiment . . .
11 Air Formation Signal Regiment
Royal Signals Wing, School of Signals...
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
4 Training Regiment . . .
96 A.G.R.A. (A./\.) Signal Squadron .. .
Royal Signals H.Q. Officers' Mess (Officers'
Consolidated Subscription) ...
Donations received during May, 1951:
Tunbridge Wells Branch
Catterick Branch ...
Sergeant G. Drummond .. .
Total receipts, May, 1951

£ s.

d.

2
4
4
100
ro
2

19
o
o
o
o
2

6
o
o
o
o
0

389

7

4

5 5 4

5 0 0
4 6

£522 18 · 8

Expenditure during May, 1951 .. .
. ..
.. . £58o I I 6
(Includes: -General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Beds and
Bedding; Furniture; Clothing; Funerals; Removals;
Rehabilitation; Fares; Emigration; Cots and Prams).
Analysis of Cases:
2
Families of men serving .in M.E.L.F.
8
,, U.K.
"
"
" "
0
" B.A.0.R.
"»
"'' "" ",,
2
,, F.A.R.E.L.F.
Widows and Dependants
9
38
Released and Discharged Soldiers
Total cases assisted

59

(;RICK ET
Royal Signals versus Sandhurst, played on 3orh/3Ist
May. Result a draw. Royal Signals, 123 for 4.
Royal Military Academy, 18o all out.
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Royal Signals (Egypt) Season 1950-51
RUGBY
ROM the outset it was obvious that Royal Signals in Egypt
would be able to give a good account of themselves
both in Unit and Corps matches during the season and
maintain the reputation earned as a rugger-playing Corps
in the past seasons.
Whilst the Corps missed such players as Second-Lieutenant Leadbetter and Lance-Corporal Bowen from the pack,
and Corporal Howell and Corporal Lewis outside the scrum,
much new talent was available, as well as a number of last
eason's players. It is unfortunate that early matches (including local International games) took heavy toll of potential Corps players and that little was seen of Second-Lieutenant Watts, Second-Lieutenant Panton, Sergeant Hann and
Sergeant Crispin.
The number of Corps matches during the 1950/51 season
was restricted to " traditional rivals " due to a ruling by the
Army (Egypt) Sports Board which did away with the Corps
League. Matches were arranged with R.E., R.A., R.E.M.E.,
R.A.S.C. and the R.A.F. Casuals. Unfortunately due to the
lack of grounds and finally due to training the match against
R.E. had to be cancelled much to the disappoin.µnent of
supporters of both Corps.
The results of the Corps matches for 1950/ 51 were as
follows : -

F

Royal Signals v. R.A.S.C.
v. R.A.
v. R.E.M.E.
v. R.E.
v. R.A .F. Casuals

Won
35-0
Won
11-6
Won
II-O
Match ca:icelled
Won
II-3

The standard of rugger in all games was high and with
the exception of the R.A.S.C. the opposition stronger than
last year. The outstanding game was against the R.A.F.
Casuals, a team which included eight of the eventual R.A.F.
(Egypt) representative team.
The outstanding Corps players during the season were
Captain Callaghan (as a wing forward and place kick),
Corporal Steel (full back), Sergeant Rees (inside threequarter), Captain Webb (forward) and Corporal Stewart (forward), all of whom were capped for the Army (Egypt). A
new recruit of great promise is Lance-Corporal Burgess
(wing threequarter), a strong and fast runner who has scored
many tries in his first season's rugger.
The rugger highlight of the season was the final of the
Army (Egypt) Challenge Cup, won for the third year in
succession by Egypt Command Signal Regiment, who beat
3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment by the narrow margin of 3 points
(one penalty goal) to nil.
SOCCER
During the season Major and Minor Unit Leagues were
run in the Canal Zone and it was considered impossible to
organise an Inter-Corps league as well.
Royal Signals, however, managed to arrange a series of
Corps matches, which included a fixture with a Royal Air
Force XI and one with the very strong H.Q. Brigade District

XI.
It was a pity that our traditional opponents The Gunners
found it impossible to field a side against us, for they have
some fine footballers as evidence by the winning of the Army
Cup· by a HA.A. Regiment.
Our matches and results were as follows : 25
2
30
13
27

November, 1950
December, 1950
December, I 950
January, 1951
January, 1951
IO February, 1951
25 February, 1951
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R.E.M.E.
R.A.P.C.
R.E.
R.A.F. "B" XI
"A" Infantry Battalion
"B" Infantry Battalion
H.Q. Infantry
Brig11de District

1951

Win
Draw
Win
Win
Win
Draw
Draw

2-0

3-3

4-I
3-I

4-2
3-3

4 Mnrch, 1951
17 March, 1951

A.P.T.C.
,,
R .A.S.C.
(Won 5, Drawn 4, Lost nil).

Win
3-2
Draw x-1

All the matches were played on grass pitches at Fayid or
Moascar and were well attended by the public.
Towards the end of the season the attendance increased
as the Corps side established a name for themselves as
players of good spectacular football.
The most noteworthy of our matches was probably that
against the strong District XI on 25th February, 1951 at
Fayid, and the Royal Signals can be congratulated on achieving a draw against strong opposition.
The District XI contained five regular Army players, practicaJiy the complete Army forward line except, of course, for
Signalman Griffiths, of Swansea F.C. and Egypt Command
Signal Regiment, who was playing for us on the right wing.
Griffiths is a capable and versatile player, and although his
position is outside left, the Corps selectors used him regularly at outside right where he gives almost as skilled and
polished display as in his normal position. We, unfortunately, did not see as much of him as we should have liked in
our matches as he was so much in demand for Army and
Combined Services sides.
During the season the Corps side was captained by LanceCorporal Dartnell and Corporal Pocock, both of 3 G.H.Q.
Signal Regiment, and both excellent halves.
Signalman Lloyd of 4 A.F. Signal Regiment, and Signalman Thornicroft both played in every Corps match of the
season which fact alone declares their merit as footballers.
Signalman Crawford, of 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, was
sound as a bell between the posts during the early part of the
season and when he went back to U.K. in February his
place was more than ably filled by Signalman Stewart of the
Tel-El-Kebir Signal Troop, who gave delightful displays in
our last three matches.
Stewart's crowning glory was seen in the District match
mentioned above, when it may be said that he saved his side
from defeat and was only beaten twice though severely
harassed by the Army forwards.
The selectors feel that when this young player gets home
" the Clubs " will be after him !
Mention must also be made of the only Mauritian player
to gain his Corps colours this season, Signalman Le Clair,
· of Egypt Command Signal Regiment. This young player
played in all except two of our matches and delighted the
spectators with his speed and anticipation at right back. On
many occasions he was seen to come across and save what
appeared an open goal by his lightning intercept tackles.
A fine sportsman, the touch lines were always well stocked
with Mauritians who came chiefly to see Le Clair perform !

HOCKEY

The Corps 1950/51 hockey team had a successful season.
It was decided that fixtures would be made with traditional
rivals only, owing to the heavy winter sports programme, so
arrangements were made with Roya~ Artillery, Royal
Engineers and R.E.M.E. for representauve matches.
The Corps team proved to be a very well balanced side
ably captained by Captain G_ordon, and ii:tcluded such stalwarts as Major Gray, Capta.m Cullen, Lieutenant Deegan,
R.Q.M.S. Langley and Corporal Newell.
The results of the matches against other Corps and the
Army were as {allows : Versus
Roynl Artillery
Rori Engineers
R. . M.E.
Army

Ployed at
Foyid
Moascar
Fay id
Moascnr

14

Date
Dec. so

30 Dec. 50
15 Feb. 5 1

17 Apr. 51

Re ult
Won 1 - 0
Draw l - 1
Won 2-t
Won 2-1
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ROYAL SIGNALS (CANAL ZONE) CJUCKET XI

Each game was a hard tussle played in a sporting spirit
and included some very good hockey. The Corps team
plny d exceedingly well to maintain an unbeaten record
during the season, and nine players were awarded a Corps
"Jimmy."
.
Fixture in Cairo and Alexandria were arranged m February and March but unfortunately it was not .possible to take
the full Corps team. The team~ t~~n acquitt~d them elyes
well and thoroughly enjoyed their visits. The .JOY of playmg
on well kept grass pitches was greatly appreciated after tl1e
hard pitches of the Canal Zone.
The highlight of the season, of course, was the Hockey
Final for the Canal Zone Hockey Cup in ~hich Eg~pt Command Signal Regiment met 3 G.H.Q. S1gn~l R~gime~t, at
Fayid on 13th January. This is the first ~e m :vhich a
Royal Signals Unit has reached the Cup Fma~ smce the
early 1930s and to make sure of the Cup for Signals both
major units reached the final. The Cup was won by 3
G.H.Q. Signal Regiment after a hard fought match by 2 g~als
to 1. The greatest credit must go to both teams for fighting
their way to t11e final by virtue of first-clas~ t~am work and
for really putting Signals on the map agam m the hockey
world of Egypt.
At the end of the season the Corps was a ked to turn out
a side to play the Army (Egypt) XI whic~ had been selec~ed
to play the R.A.F. in the . Inter-Servi~es representative
matches. Just to make it a little more difficult for us, two
of our Corps players were selected to play for the Army
side.
th A ril d
The match was played at Moascar on the 17
~
an
the Corps team covered itself with glory by defeaung the
Army side by 2 goals to r. It was the fastest ma~ch seen for
many a long day and provided a feast of thrills for the
spectators. Excellent goalkeeping by Sergeant Gorton and
two very sure goals by Corporal Hutchins and .Sergeant
Woodward made the result safe for us. It was, mdeed, a
fitting climax to a successful season.

The Corps XI here had a good start to the season, winning
the first two games comfortably.
The first match was played against the Royal Military
Police XI and Signals, batting first, scored 197 all out
(Second-Lleutenant Bradbeer ~o), the Military P~lice .replying with 131 all out (S.S.M. Rider 4 for 36). Thi.s wm was
all the more noteworthy as the Corps team was without f_ive
of its " fir t choices" due to leave and the counter-clauns
of athletics meetings.
The second game, played against somewhat stronger
opposition in the form of ~e R.E:~:E. XI, gave a better
indication of the Corps XI s capabilmes.
Again batting first, Signals scored 207 for 5 declared
(Second-Lieutenant Bradbeer IIZ not out), and then
dismissed R.E.M.E. for a total of 98 runs (Captain J. Sturge
5for25~
..
A few of last year's more expe~ienced players remain. (m
particular Captain St\irge, Captam. Gordon~ S.S.~ .. Rider
and Major Coatesworth, the captam), but m addition we
have some newcomers of great promise.
Notably there is Second-Lieutenant J. R. Bra~beer, a fine
left-hand opening bat and an excellent wicketkeeper,
Second-Lieutenant Richmond, a very steady bat who also
opens Lance-CoJ:1poral Pitman, a forcing number 6 and a
useful fast bowler, Signalman Gray, another leit-hand batsman and Second-Lieutenant Bozman, another fast bowler.
si:'ronger teams are still to be met, hm:veve~, and. we are
looking forward to our next match, which is affa.1~st the
"Gunners." No doubt they will really test our ab1liues and
we will report the result in due course.
Apart from Corps crick~t itself, mer_nb~rs of the Corps
are taking an active part m the orgamsauonal side of the
game in M.E.L.F.
Major F. E. Marshall is Chairman of the Canal South
Area Cricket Committee, Major D. Coatesworth, M.B.E., the
Corps (E.) Cricket Chairman, is also Secretary of the q..H.q.
Cricket Club which runs five teams, and W.O.II. Rider is
Secretary of die Canal North Area Cricket Committee.

The Signal is -

RUGBY NOTES FROM CATTERICK

JACKSONS!'
(Not claiming to be the ooly butchers, but oevertbelessooe of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON
Telephone 1955 (2 lines)

'

Grocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches: Auckland Road. Cockcrton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily ddi>eries in Catrerick Camp for over t/rirty·five years
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Editor:

The Rugby season ended with the annual Easte~ tour of
the Rugby XV in Wales. The weather was atrocious and
the Ebbw Vale match had to be scratched a~ the grou~d
was under water. The Pontypridd game, wh1<:h end~~ .1Il
a draw at three points all, was reminiscent .of the condmons
of the Army Cup Final. Our Welsh friends were most
hospitable and, in spite of the weather, the team thorough~y
enjoyed its tour. The final mate~ of the season resulted in
a fine win over Percy Park, the winners of the Northumberland Cup, at North Shields, by 25 points to 9. The r~cord
of matches played by the Corps side a~d Royal Signals
(Catterick) R.F.C. for the season 1950/ 51 is as follows;Points
For
Against
;Lost
Drawn
Won
Played
303
192
8
2
16
26

All correspondence and matter for
publication for "The Wire" should be
addressed to The Editor, "The Wire,"
88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.l.
Matter for publication must be received
by the 15th of the month preceding
publication.
Remittances should be made payable
to: Royal Signals Association.

Sub-

scription rates (post free, except air

~~IURTRWAITE
(SACCONE & SPEED LTD.)

Wine Merchants
~
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•

YORKS

ARMY GOLF MEETING, 1951

Royal Signals entered two teams for the Army Golf
Challenge Cup, 1951. It was very unfortunate that the
teams should meet in the quarter finals.
.
. .
Royal Signals Unit No. 1 team (Cattenck D1smct)
defeated No. 2 team by a small margin, only to be defeated
in the semi-finals by the Royal Scots.
No. i Team
Lieutenant-Colonel M. A. Charlton
Major H. B. de M. Hunter
Mnior E. W. L. Brown
Second-Lieutenant G . A. Thompson

No. ::i. Team
Lieutcnnnt-Colonel
G. D. T.
Harris
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Worrall
Major J. R. West
Major F. F. Ellis
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OF INTEREST IN TmS 1'~ffiER
Concluded on page 249 is a stirring account of the action of 2nd Divisional
Signals at Kohima.
On Page 252 is an important article, "An Outline of Automatic
Telephony," by Captain W. E. Sherratt.
Major R. F. Barlow, who, as already announced, has taken over the management of Mercury House, Colwyn Bay, contributes on page 251 a typical
" Barleux," reintroducing " Ukann Larfe."
Major H.J. Thompson presents an account of the excellent performance
by members of the Royal Signals at Eisley. As the Director of Signals said,
" This is a new venture for us and it is pleasing to read the success attained."
Volume II of the History of 48th Divisional Signals, T.A., by Brigadier
E. A. James, is reviewed on page 256.
On page 284 there is a short article on the Royal Signals (Egypt) Yacht
Club.
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HE Benevolent -Fund has benefited by much generosity during the last
months. All who are able are urged to keep up the drive. Money
comes from dances and fun fairs in B.A.O.R., from the collection of a church
parade in Malaya. Two Regiments, z Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
and the Depot Regiment have promised £15 a quarter.
In an address to the Chief Sigll!.l Officer at the Director's Conference
in June, General Fladgate, the Chairman, mentioned the small matter of
notifications.
A number of Reginlents send us monthly lists of men released or discharged from the Corps, showing their home addresses. These are of assistance to Association Headquarters and Branches, enabling us to contact the
men at the time when they are most likely to need advice and sometimes help.
Association Branches are informed when appropriate and an invitation to a
Branch meeting often ensues. Some Regiments which used to send lists have
now ceased to do so, and there are others from whom the Association has
never had this co-operation. It is desirable to contact all men on discharge
or release and tell them of the activities of the Association.
All that is required is a list of names and home addresses of those
concerned.
It is realised there are difficulties, read "Claude the Clerk" in the July
WIRE, but there is no doubt that if the Association at 88 Eccleston Square,
S.W.1, received these lists from all Regiments a great deal of good would
ensue.
Of course, if a majority of members of Royal Signals joined a Regimental
Branch of the Association .while still serving there would not be the same
problem.

T
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New

eries

No. R

PRICE: ONE SHILLING

Paul Holbrook Writes from Trinidad:
I thank you for your letter SA/PUBS/652 dated 3rd May, 1951, anti
for th" nostalgic memories which the letters after the first dash in the reference
looked. It is rarely in these days of rising points in the cost of living indices
that anybody writes asking for less money and while I realised I was paying
too much, I was quite prepared to let the thing slide until my hand wa forced
so to speak!
However, in an effort to be businesslike I enclose the form you sent me
with the request that any money overpaid by me be devoted to the Benevolent
Fund.
\Vhile loth to enter on any discussion of the merits, or otherwise, of THE
WIRE, let my continued support of what I consider an excellent journal stand
as a ilent tribute to the fact that I think it is really worthy of my " ten bob."

"

PRO~IOTIO .

EltfPl.O'\'HENT VAf'.ANf;IES

-

The Officer-in- .harge Royal Signal Records has supplied the following n tes on other rank promotion in the ·
l'orps.
The bl k in promotion above the rank of Sergeant,
whi h was cau.ed by wartime promotion to the rank of
Warrant Offi er Classes I and II, has now disappe:ird and
\·acancies for promotion are occurr~g in _all ranks.
.
Until the Peace Promotion Code 1s re-introduced, acung
promotion to the ranks of Wai;rant_ Officer an~ S.Q.~.S.
under the \Xlar Promotion Code JS being granted in the light
of hadow eniority, subject to the recommen~ation of the
\V./.O.'s/ .C.0.'s Co:nmanding Officer at the ume and the
availability of the individual to fill a higher rank vacancy:
Thi acting promotion is granted . to fill authonsed
\'acancie in the U.K. by the Officer-in-Charge Records.
Over ea , acting promotion to fill vacancies in theatre i
similarly authorised by the Officer-in-Charge Field Records
concerned.
Under the provi ions of a recent War Office men1orandum
'\ .0. and
.C.0.s holding acting rank, will on posting
retain a nnk not lower than their shadow rank where this
i~ more beneficial than reversion to substantive or war substantive rank. Where shadow rank is higher than acting
rank pro:notion to that shadow rank will be dependent on
vacancy.
When W. .s/ .C.O.s who have held higher acting rank
overse:is become available for posting at home, efforts are
made to post them into vacancies appropriate to the higher
acting rank previously held and in any case the Commanding Officers of their new Units are notified accordingly.
As there are so many vacancies available, promotion to
the acting rank of Sergeant and ·Corporal is virtually unresuicted at present, subject, of course, to the Commanding
Officer's recommendation.
The following acting promotions have been authorised
in Royal Signals Units in the U.K. during the first six
months of this year:
W.O.I.

~:8ji cQ.JvLS.

S.Q ..\\.S .

F.

~r Sj

14
2

~
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S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) ...
Sraff Sergeant Insrructors
SergeanrCorporal
.. . ... ...

... 18
...
6
.. . 90
... 216

C'OTTERELL'S REf'ORD BROKE~

When you have finished your ervice in Royal Signals you
will need a job in civil life. During your service you learnt
somethinp; about communications by line or radio. This
knowledge is valuable to you in civil life-if you use it. You
can u e it in employment with The General Electric Company where openings of several kinds exist for men with
the kind of background that Signal training and experience
affords.
The General Electric Company is the largest British
Electrical manufacturing organisation in the world. In the
Company' plants in Coventry some 10,000 people are
engaged in the manufacture of telecommunication equipment. Telephone exchanges, telephone line transmission
equipment, and radio transmitters and receivers are the
principal classes of product. Design, production and testing in Coventry are followed by installation, testing and
commissioning on site, which might be in Britain or in
almost any part of the world. Typical vacancies are for
draftsmen, testers, wiremen, installation testers and cable
hands; thus almost any qualified man in Signals can find
an opening suited to his abilities, in employment that will
allow rim to settle down or to travel at home or abroad.
In an organisation already large but still expanding, there
are many opportunities for advancement to the hard worker
of suitable type as he acquires further experience and knowledge. There is no artificial bar at any level to a man's
progress. The conditions of employment are very good
indeed and the welfare, sport and recreational facilities associated with the Works in Coventry, are unrivalled.
The Corps is already well represented in Coventry, and
a warm welcome awaits Signals personnel in the Works, in
the Coventry Branch of the Signals Association, and in
the T.A.
If you are interested, send personal particulars and
details of service, qualifications, and date when free to start
to R. P. Matthews, Personnel Manager, The General
Electric Co., Ltd., Telephone Works, Coventry.
BURMA STAR ASSOCIATION

This new Association has been formed at British Legion,
Haig House, 26 Eccleston Square. The Chairman is MajorGeneral D. C. Hawthorn, G.B., o.s.o., and the Honorary
Secretary Colonel F. L. Roberts, o.B.E., to whom enquiries
should be addressed. This new Association registered under
the War Charities Act is very anxious to obtain contact with
anyone who wears the Burma Star as only those who wear
the Burma Star are eligible for membership.
WAR DEPARTMENT CONST.AlnJLABY

Ex-Regular soldiers of the rank of WS/Sergeant and
above are needed as recruits. Rates of pay compare favourably with those in many civilian jobs, and married quarters
are available at a number of stations. Application forms,
details of conditions of service and list of stations can be
obtained from the Headquarters, War Department Constabulary, Room 515, Hotel Victoria, The War Office,
London, S.W.r.

llo1·thco1ni1ig

Events
llnnd Engagenif'ntH

Aug. 13-19
Aug. 20-26
Sept. 9-0ct. 9

Glasgow, All Parks.
Edinburgh, Princes Street Gardens.
Eastbourne, Grand Parade Bandstand.

llo11al Signal# l'111plag Team Engagements

Catterick Fair, Catterick Camp.
Reynolds
Chain
Company,
Ltd.,
Manchester.
5 Training Regiment, Ripon.
City of Ripon, Ripon.
Army Apprentices School, Harrogate.
Borough of Harrogate Show, Harrogate.
Pitlochry Highland Games, Pitlochry.
Paignton (Festival of Britain Show).

Aug. 18
Aug. 25
Aug. 29
Aug. 30
Aug. 31
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 14-15
Lan·n Tennis

Corps Championships, Officers' Club,
Catterick.

Aug. 20-25
quit•ltBill'er

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

14-19
21-25
28-Sept.
5- 8
15-18

I

Cattcrick Camp, Catterick Fait
Northampton (British Timken Show).
Leicester.
Derby.
Festival of Britain, Nottingham.

l'irHt ~trm ff SignnlH11; I,. of ('. SignnlH All Hanks llf'11nion

A Reunion Dinner will be held at a tavern in London
in November, 1951, for all ex-members and friends of this
unit. Arrangements are complete and full details may be
attained from D. J. Harris, 45 Prior Avenue, Sutton, Surrey.
A news sheet will be circulated to those wishing to receive
it, and news will be welcomed especially from tl:ose who
live too far from London to come to the reunion.
Tobrulo, •,11

The Fifth Annual Officers' Dinner will be held on 23rd
November, 1951, at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen
Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.1.
The cost of tickets will be £1 /1 /- per head exclusive of
drinks.
Application for tickets should be made to: Major-General
C. E. N. Lomax, c.n., c.B.E., o.s.o., 7 Pittvillc Crescent,
Cheltenham, Glos.

rm

(N) lnlnntry IJir,isiontil Sit111nl llt>gim,•11t. T •. t.

Aug. 26 Annual Sports Day at Whitburn.
Sept. 16 Golf Competition for "Rose Bowl" at Dinsdale
Spa Golf Club, near Darlington.
6

( 11111111) Training ICegimt•nt

Aug. 22

P.T. Display Team will attend at Catterick Fair.

Slongh anti DiHtrid

A t ;ine111a: Fihn ol lntf'rt>Ht to
llo11al Signal#

At long last W . M. Cotterell's record of 14 minutes 33.8 seconds
for three miles has been broken. Lance-Corporal Sando , a Kent
cross-country runner doing his National Service in the R.A.S.C ..
returned the time of 14 minutes 23.9 seconds. It was a
graceful gesture of the organisers of the Army Athletics at
Alders hot to invite Mr. Cotterell to present the trophy for the
event in which he has been unbeaten for twenty-five years

Commenced in July, for the next few months
a film, " On National Service,'' is being shown by
the Gaumont British and Odeon circuits. This film
wae made largely at the Signal Training Centre and
many of the scenes are shot in 7 Selection Regiment.
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ALLO\\~A .. ~t'ES
We have been asked to publish the following information.
The new rates came into effect on the first appropriate pav
day in June, 195r.
I. Unemployment Supplement. This will be incre1sd
from 30/- to 35/- per week. It will affect both Officers and
other ranks.
2. A new allowance of 10/- per week to be called the
Comforts Allowance will be given to pensioners in receipt
of both unemployability supplement and the constant
attendance allowance.
..It .will also be given to those suffering from multiple
miunes of the utmost severity who have sufficiently overcome their incapacity as to be able to work, but who nevertheless command special sympathy. The pensioners in this
class who will benefit will include those suffering from triple
amputations, blindness and amputation, paraplegia and
blindness, or other combinations of disablement of comparable severity. Both Officers and other ranks are affected.
3. An " other rank" pensioner with a child or children
who is in receipt of either the unemployability supplement
or the special allowance paid with treatment allowance·
wher:: sickness benefit is not payable, will receive an extra
2/6 a week for the first or only child, making the allowance 10/- instead of 7/6 a week, this follows fro:n a similar
increase provided for the first or only child of a beneficiary under the National Insurance (Industrial Injuries)
Acts.
This addition is not applicable to Officers because the
allowance for the child of an Officer is already over 10/a week.
4. Constant Attendance Allowance. Under this heading
there is a minor improvement wtiich does not involve an
amendment to the warrant. It relates to constant attendance allowances amputees.
For one short thigh amputation, for double long thigh
amputa!-ion, and for certain ef the more severe arm and leg
amputations the constant attendances allowance rate will be
raised from 10/- to 15/- a week.
5. Widows. There is an improvement for widows and
it affects widows of ' other ranks " with children, the
qualifying rent figures for rent allowance will be lowered
from 8/- to 6/- per week. This will give an extra 2/- per
week to most.
6. Officers. A small improvement will be introducd
affecting the Regular Officer with a permanent commission
who is invalided with less than 10 years service. At pre~cnt
he gets a gratuity based on length of service and a disablement addition on a pension basis at the rate of £150
a year for total disablement.
In future he will get in addition to the ervice gratuity,
disablement benefit at the standard rate, that i £210 a year
for total disablement in the case of a Subaltern.
Action to be iaken by pensio1ier to obtain benefits
Individual application will not be necessary for an • of
the improvements except only in tho e case of widow
with children, who ar not in receipt of any rent allowance.
As far a they are concerned the Ministry is sending to
every widow of an " other rank " with one or m re
children, and who is not in receipt of a rent allowance, a
form on which to apply for an allowance if her rent 1
over 6/- a week.

Aug. 26 Proposed trip to the sea-side for members and
their friends.
S.E. Kent Branch

South Ea t Kent Branch are to form a Radio Club to
help members to study Radio and Television Receiver construction. Details from James F. Friend, 26 Balfour Road,
Dover, Kent.
THE WIRE . AUGUST 1951
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\\All PE 1-sIU:\"S ...\ .. -••

There i an error on page 215, column 1, Jine
, o{ the article "A
Special tn,ur•nce Scheme for !ember> of the Royal ittnals A. ><>crautm •
in the July WrRli. The <entcncc should re.1d: -' For the contents, including furniture and pcl""ional cffc..:t,, 10 • ALI
I ' " POLICY I
I UEO at 5, - PFR £100, A D THI.' CO\'l'RS
EFl'ECT attainst the perils . . . "
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THE ( "OJ,Ul\EL-IN-Oll EI<'

All rank • Royal ignah, will wish to condole with our
'.olonel-in- hicf on the unfortunate indisposition whi h has
c mpelled her to curtail her tour in B.A.0.R. All who haYc
been privileged to be present at a visit to a Regiment by
Her Royal Highne and witnessed the absorbing interest
. he takes in all our affairs will realise what a disappointment
this will have been to her.

The f llowing Majors are promoted Lieutenant-Colonels
(London Gazette 29th June 1951):
R. . eddon, o.B.E.
P. G . Goodeve-Docker
J. D . L. Morris o.B.E.
A. B. McVittie
W. A. Purser
E. P. Blake
\X'. G. Daubeny
H. Worrall
Major H. R. . Cooke B.A., is granted Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel on retirement.
Captain S. Campbell is promoted Major (London
Gazette 26th June).
Captain (TOT) H. E. H. Clementi is promoted Major
(TOT).
Captain P. F. Yeatman is promoted Major.

*

*

*

*

Movements of Officers, Movements of \Varrant and NonCommissioned Officers, anq an apology will be found on
page 28 .

«z

~

This, the August WIRE, is being sent to many Regiments
who during this month are working with officers and men
of the " Z " Reserve. Contained in this issue are eulogistic
notes from those Regiments who have already done so. All
r~ports are of the enthusiasm of the Reservists and of the
good fellowship which has prevailed during a short fortnight
of hard training.
The main problem is to keep alive this comradeship, this
fe;eling amongst the Resei:vists that they are still Royal
Signals; equal partners with the Regular, the Territorial
Army, the National Service men, the Supplementary Reserve.
We all serve one Corps, we all owe allegiance to Signal Communicatioi:is. Many Reservists will see tfus copy of THE
WIRE. Will they not be persuaded to become subscribers and
thus keep in touch with the active members of our great
partnership?

*

*

*

I ('ommonwealth Divisional Signal ReghnenCs

address is British Army Post Office, No. 3.
\X'e have a note to thank us for a " Trapinex " transfer
of the Royal Signals badge which greeted them on arrival
m Kor~ in ~me to adorn~ shield presented by the Regiment
to s.s. Empzre Orwell, which had carried them on the first
stage of this historic journey.

*

*

*

*

*

*

C',or:i-gratulations to Seco~d-Lit;utenant I. A. S. Biggart,
who m 1949 was so prominent m the Royal Signals Golf
Tournament. He has been elected Captain of the Cambridge University Golf Team.
Mr. E. Taylor, Honorary Treasurer of the Sheffield and
District Branch, is now residing at 207 Ecclesall Road
heffield II.
'

*
Captain (T.M.0.) E. H. 0. Tudor, 40 Hosack Road,
London, S.\Y/.17, has a complete set of camp kit for disposal
2'48

!Jf"r'•ury llorr1rn, C olu·yn Jlay

Major R. F. Barlow (Barleux) has taken over as Manager
and his very many friends in Royal Signals will wish him
all success in his new venture. ·Letters to Mercury House,
Brackley Avenue, Colwyn Bay.

Sl~f)ttNlt

CBRITISllJ INF.\.XTRY Dl\·1. IOX.\L SIG .. :r.ALS

Kohima -1944
" '11HE Battle of Kohima w.ill probably go down as one of

.l the greatest battles in history. It was in effect the

COLU~JN

PERSONAL

*

and also nas volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the post-war WIRE
co:nplete.
It is thought that ome Regiment or Mess would like
the latter if they have not already got a complete set.

BIRTHS

STEVENSON.-To S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) and Mrs. Stevenson, Southern Command (M ) Signal Regiment, at Alexandra Maternity Home, Plymouth, on 1st July, a daughter
- M arian Edwina.
COLLEY.-To Lieutenant and Mrs. Colley, 50 (N) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., on 7th April, a son.
PEARSON.-To Lieutenant and Mrs. R. Pearson, 50 (N)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., a son.
ELLIOT.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Elliot, 50 (N ) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., a son.
CROSBY.-To R.S.M. D . F. H . and Mrs. Crosby, 2/20
Army Signal Regiment at Wanstead on roth March,
1951, a daughter-Jennifer.
B~NES .-~o S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Barnes, r A.A. (M )
Signal Regiment, at Woodland Nursing Home on 4th
July, 1951, a son-Lawrence Julien.
ROGERS.-To Driver and Mrs. Rogers, r A.A. (M ) Signal
Regiment on 18th June, 1951, a son-Mark Donald.
HANC::OCK.-To Major and Mrs. Hancock, 2 Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment at Wubpertal on 9th June,
1951, a son-Hugh Adrian Robert.
FIRTH.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Firth, Berlin Signal
Squadron on 20th June, a daughter.

~IARRIAGES

HYDE-MARSHALL-At Laindon on r6th June, Signalman Leonard Hyde, r A.A. (M) Signal Regiment to Miss
Joyce Ellen Marshall.
ADAMSON-WILLIAMS.-At Rhyl on 30th June, Ronald
Adamson to Private Margaret Joyce Williams, W .R.A.C.,
r A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
LEE-MURRAY.-On rrtJi J'Uly, 1Lance-Corponal Reginald
Lee, Royal Signals, to Lance-Corporal Rosina June
Murray, W.R.A.C., both of 1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
VOWLES-PIGGOTT.-At Orsett on 14th July, LanceCorporal Herbert Lewis Vowles, R.E.M.E., to Private
Violet May Piggott, W.R.A.C., r A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
PAYNE-ROBINSON.-At Bradford on 9th June, Corporal John Allen Payne, R.E.M.E., to Private Eleanor
Robinson, W.R.A.C., r A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
GATER-SACRE-At Stoke-on-Trent on roth June,
Signalman George Gater to Private Patricia June Sacre
W.R.A.C., both of 1 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
WATSON-DURN.-At Stroud on 23rd June John Robert
Watson to Private Daphne Joan Durn, r A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment.
BOTTERILL-OLDHAM.-On 22nd June, 1951, Lieutenant J. Botterill, 2nd Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment,
to Miss L. Oldham, of Durham.

DEATHS

GRAHAM.-2329645 Ex-Signalman D. Graham on nth
March, r95r.
KNIGHT.-2331056 Ex-Signalman D . G. Knight on 24th
June, r95r.

Battle of Burma "-Viscount Mountbatten at Winchester.
The battle was fought by the 2nd British Division from
the H.Q. referred to in the last issue, the scene of the
phoney "battle of Jotsoma." Until Kohima was cleared
Main Division H.Q. stayed there, although in fact, tactical
control was always effected from a series of Divisional Command Posts in the forward area which advanced with the
tide of battle and at which the speech facilities to the
Brigades and supporting Arm were duplicated.
The Kohima position was a series of sharp hills dominating the road to Imphal, which almost encircled them.
The garrison holding the left crest (Hospital or Summer
House Hill) comprised the 4th Royal West Kent Regiment,
the Assam Regiment, the Assam Rifles and various odd
L. of C. Units which had been caught there. They were,
at the time of the Division's arrival, and had been for two .
weeks or so, completely surrounded by the Japs and subject
to fire of all kinds at very close range. They had had very
heavy casualties and were extremely hard pressed. The
country was high and· mountainous with peaks and ridges
reaching into the clouds at 5,000 to 8,ooo feet above sea
level.
The first Command Post was established next day on
Punjab Ridge above Lancaster Gate, where the top road
joined the lower one and thence wound up to Kohima about
I l miles away, with steep spurs from the mountains reaching down to it on the right, and the Zubza valley falling away
<ln the left of the road. The ridge eventually became known
as Command Post Ridge-it bristled with rod aerials, defied
.all rules of camouflage, and everyone from the Corps Commander to the R.A.C., Artillery batteries, etc., had a post
there.
The Kohima position could clearly be seen about r{miles away. The guns could just clear the crest, and ob ervation and R / T and telephone conversations were usually
carried out to the shriek of shell whistling a few feet overhead. It was unfortunate that in the early stages, one of
the very few rounds which failed to clear the crest, landed
plumb in the battery charging area and killed an excellent .
"A" section operator and wounded two other Signalmen.
The first task was to clear the road, which was in effect
u nder the J ap control from Lancaster Gate forwards. The
1st Durham Light Infantry bounced the Japs off Terrace
Hill at no small cost to either side, and enabled the Indian
Brigade to make a junction with the devoted Kohima Garrion on Hospital Hill and facilitate the evacuation of the
wounded.
Although junction had been effected, the road, particularly for the last half-mile to the Old Morgue at the foot of
Hospital Hill, was still subject to heavy small arms and
mortar fire. Unless heavy casualties were to be sustained,
·careful traffic control was essential to avoid blocks at the
Morgue turn round and to allow single vehicles to run the
gauntlet, bringing s'upplies in and evacuating the wounded
in armoured ari1bulances.
Telephone control was the thing and for the fir t few
.days the C.O.'s and a ' B " cable jeep were the only unarmoured vehicles officially allowed on this road. This
party had quite a lively time. If laid too near the road,
mortar fire quickly cut the cable and detours into the
wooded valley were necessary. This place at the time wa
'THE WIRE, AUGUST 1951
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full of Japs, but Sergeant Sanger, Lance-Corporal Lyons
and party had no casualties, and three snipers fell to their
guns.
At strategic corners on the road, closed down tank
frowned, their turrets swinging in readiness to smother any
s~all arms ~e. It was one of the more light hearted diversions of the linemen to stop at the tanks and inquire politely
of the crews whether they were alright?-Did they feel
safe?-Had any enemy worried them? It is to the credit
of the armour that in their replies they never took advantage
of their superior fire power.
The Morgue lived up to its name. Mortaring near here
was pretty frequent and there was one place where a
carrier had been hit and the ensuing fire had burned a
large bit of man into the melted tar of the road. The telephone orderly's job here was never frightfully cheerful, on
a rainy day with the acrid mortar bomb smoke hanging
around.
But the 2nd Royal Berkshire Regiment relievec;l the
weary garrison and were soon stiffened up by the rest
of 6 Brigade " L " section with first Captain Chris
Walker and later Captain Harris went in with them,
and for many more days the fight to hold Hospital
Hill was intense and casualties within the crowded
perimeter swiftly mounted.
The place was literally
thick with corpses. It was in a slightly aggrieved tone
that Chris Walker, having been mildly reproved by the
C.O. for having his cookhouse in what looked more like a
charnel house, and being instructed to dig his trench fires in
an apparently fresh green glade, stated "Shall I carry on,
Sir, we've already dug six 'stiffs' out of your spot? "
Feeling deservedly "base wallah," the C.0. told them to
stick to the old area.
Captain Harris awoke one morning sucking a Jap spring
grenade which had landed on his pillow during the night
and fortunately failed to explode. It certainly was a pretty
exciting place, but "L" section kept their tails well up and
carried out their duties excellently.
Each night the stalwart garrison was left-almost-to its
own re ources. Just a short walk from the afety of Divisional H.Q., Hospital Hill could be seen on the sky line.
Small arms fire would open spasmodically, rise quickly to
a crescendo, and the bash of mortar bombs and grenade
would quickly follow. A tinkle from the CRA's exchange,
or low voices in the darkness from his 22 set, would very
shortly be followed by the twinkling fl.ashes of the guns
way down the valley and the shells soon screamed overhead
to crash down on the S.0.S. targets. One was ashamed not
to be up there, but Signals were working and helping the
infantry on the bloodstained hill.
Meantime 5 Brigade was doing a long left hook along
the Merema range to take the Japs in flank at the Naga
village to the left of Kohima. At first the intervening territory between them and Divisional HQ was too full of Japs
to make line communication possible, and reliable R/T and
C/W gave an entirely adequate service. Overheard on the
R/ T control set at Divisional Headquarters one night (after
a long and perfectly correct effort to get 5 Brigade to increa e
their Signals) : Divisional (angrily): "Turn your wick up, you're on!·
3's.,
5 Brigade answer (huskily): " I'd only be getting you 3
if there wa a bloody Jap crawling about within ix feet of
'Ou; wrn your bloody wick down.'

Ev,;ntuallv this Brigade too, came up again t stiff oppo iri. n and it ·was decided to get a line to them. This wa
l iJ across the rather " no man's land " of the valley ben veen
Di\'i ' ion and Brigade Headquan er . The only mean was
manpack, each lineman carrying a 6olb. drum _of cable
(DUI) on his back, as well as arm , ammo, rations _and
water. The path made by some Naga porters the previous
day wa followed and the party was met by an infa ntry
guide about a mile short of the objective.
The guide led up the steep climb towards Brig~de. ~he
situation was confused and there was heavy firmg gomg
on immediately ahead when the guide admitted he didn't
know where he was. Then there were scattered shots
behind the party and shortly afterwards it was found that
rhe guide had disappeared. The track petered out into a
erie of bamboo sticks thrust into the side of a perpendicular cliff. Leaving the party concealed, the Commanding
Officer negotiated this twenty yard gap and was disconcerted by a bullet smacking into the cliff beside him when
halfway across. At the other side, from an old Jap gun
po ition (from which the Jotsoma area had previously been
shelled), the track led up to the road on the far side of which
wa 5 Brigade. A cautious glimpse, however, revealed the
fact that this section of the road was " no man's land "
bet\veen two highly belligerent enemies. It was impossible
to work through the thick stuff to the left to get behind our
own F.D.L.'s. Back at cable bead Division was rung up,
but all efforts to guide in the party _by R.T. from 5 Brigade
to Division and thence by telephone to ca ble head failed,
largely due to the ignorance of the party as to their exact
whereabouts.
Down in the valley a strong Jap party could be seen
making its way in the general direction of the line party.
It was no good; dusk was falling, the risks were too great,
so reluctantly the remaining cable was hidden and avoiding
the approaching Japs a new path was struck back to Divisional Headquarters. This day had been a failure. The
next day the situation had cleared and after a slight brush
with a single sniper the line was pushed straight up to 5
Brigade with no further trouble.
At the same time 4 Brigade was doing a right hook over
terrible country. Much of the going (up and down) was
perpendicular, and often the easiest ascents were made up
the beds of pouring mountain torrents. "J " Section operators, manpacking their 22 sets and batteries, threw away
their half blankets and gas capes in order to lighten their
loads, and thereafter slept out the cold and rainy nights in
their thin jungle green battledress. Naga porters taking
up additional batteries were ambushed and killed or fled.
For some time very meagre schedule working was necessary,
but though R/T was sometimes impossible, C/W never
failed, often through shocking conditions of atmosphere,
distance and country. However, the Brigade came out and
surprised the Japs on G.P.T. ridge, and a line was immediately laid to them. No sooner was this through than a Jap
battalion got across it. Only very firm orders from the C.0.
restrained Sergeant Sanger from putting in an immediate
counter attack with his fierce little cable party.
With very hard fighting, the net slowly closed on the J ap
be iegers of 6 Brigade on Hospital Hill. The Divisional
Command Posr was moved forward to Two Tree Hill; an
intriguing position where the front aperture was level with
the teep scrub covered slope which fell sharply down into
the valley between there and the Kohima ridges. A cheeky
Jap sniper down in the scrub took frequent pots at the aperture but, due to the angle, they all whistled closely but
harmlessly upward and away.
Line communications developed rapidly. Static warfare,
usually so unpleasant for the rifle companies, is a " piece of
cake" for Signals. Everyone can have a 'phone, and there
are none of the lone risky " recces " so essential if good
communications art! to be provided in more mobile warfare.
The m ountain tracks became festooned with cable, lines
were duplicated again and again until even the efforts of
the mo t recalcitrant mule failed to break all circuits to any
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one place. The muddy paths became impassable to Jeeps
and then to mules and the DR's often did their work on
their flat feet.
The day came when, before the resolute and often costly
infa ntry attacks, and under the con tant lash of the D ivisional Artillery concentrations (beautifully controlled by
the communications provided by Captain Steve Jones and
his merry but quite unestabli hed men of a makeshift " H "
section) even the tough Jap could hold no longer . L eaving
roughly three thousand dead around the dented but unbroken perimeter they pulled out.
The Command Post moved forward again. T he r isk
from Jap artillery was increased, so this time every precaution of concealment and protection was taken. In the
G urkha F.D.L.s u nder t he roots of a tree, t he soil was
carefully dug out and carried away. After a last proud
glimpse at this acme of all command posts, the C.0. turned
away down the Gurkha crawl trenches to fetc h in the lines
and wireless sets. But ' Crash "-and a m ortar bomb
landed slap on the roof of the damn thing. The next ten
minutes were spent in an uncomfortable crouching position
and anxiou contemplation of t he smallness of Gurkhas in
general, and the lar geness of the Anglo-S axon backside in
particular. Fortunately the Japs were using our own three
inch mortars and were unable to tell the difference between
H .E. and smoke and, again fortunately, there was quite a
high proportion of the latter. As the C.O. eventually
emerged from the rear of the Gurkha position he saw the
G.0.C .'s Jeep disappearing in the distance-. At luncheon
tha t day:Divisional Commander: "I'm changing the position of
the new command post, any objections Signals ? "
Emphatic answer: "No, Sir.'' ·
6 Brigade, released from their long ordeal, were now
working their way up the enormous Aradura feature from
which the Japs on the top might still deny the road to
Imphal a mile or two beyond. With the battalion leading
this climb, the 2nd Royal Berks, Sergeant Sanger and his
chaps from "B" cable, took forward the cable head. In
his spare time the Sergeant indulgel;i in night patrols with
the infantry and later, the C.O. of the battalion was somewhat upset when his quite irregular attempt to take Sanger
as a C.S.M. was resisted. The latter ultimately collected a
very well deserved Military Medal.
The Japs put in a furious downhill attack on the following battalion, with which Brigade Headquarters was moving, before the former had "got solid " on their night positions. In this action, two 22 set operators distinguished
themselves to the highest degree and were literally " faithful unto death." Later their bayoneted bodies were found
in the Wireless trench, one with earphones still on. In the
midst of the fierce melee immediately prior to the withdrawal, one of those Signalmen had delivered a message
to Brigade HQ thirty yards away and quietly returned to
his post on the forward edge of the perimeter. The action
of these two men was symbolic of the spirit of 2nd Divisional Signals and in accordance with the highest tradition
of the Corps. Their sense of duty and responsibility kept
them at their post. They paid with their lives in the knowledge that communication to the last moment over the vital
link they manned was essential to the lives of their companions-and they did not fail. Their bodies now lie with
those of nine other highly skilled and brave tradesmen of
the 2nd Divisional Signals in the cemetery on the hallowed
ground of the District Commissioner's bungalow area at
Kohima.
The enemy was finally routed from the whole of the
Kohima and surrounding positions and then it was lickety
split, mobile warfare down the road, patching up the old
P.L. route. After a series of smart battles by the sadly
depleted Division, in which each time the J ap was knocked
for six and never allowed to settle, Imphal was relieved.
In telling this " Signals Story " there has been little
space even to fill in the tactical picture understandably, let
alone pay well deserved tribute to the other Arms and to.
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the Services. T hese have received tribute elsewhere, but
in none of the published accounts has any reference been
seen to the work of the Corps. This is tribute enough. In
the Arm which is more vulnerable to criticism than any
other, it is indeed high praise if the service provided is so
unobtrusive and effective that no comment on it is forthcoming. That is as it should be.
On the 2nd Divisional War Memorial at Kohima is inscribed.a translation of the epitaph to the Spanans who fell
at Thermopalae : " When you go home, tell them of us and say,
"For your tomorrow we gave our today."
T his is a small attempt to " tell " something of the Signalmen concerned.
·

Plain Tales
Read This First
WTHAT? The Plain Tales we used to have in the nine-

W teen twenties and thirties? Yes, I'm afraid so. Maybe
not quite the same because we are a lot of years older and
view life with greater seriosity.
Uncle Alf: There is no such word as seriosity.
Me : There is now.
I took a quick run to Colwyn Bay in June and did a
Squfti of Mercury House. A handsome and extremely
comfortable house too. I was agreeably surprised with
Colwyn Bay. A lovely spot with miles of sand, a three
mile promenade, or you can motor · along it, excellent
cinemas, open-air bathing pool, park with children's boating lake and many first-class shops. One of these days
Colwyn Bay will be " discovered " and will then becom_e
flooded with people. Just now it is my idea of a holiday
resort. Tired parents can sit and think on the sands.
W eary Quartermasters can just sit. Children can play
and wander without fear. The sea is shallow.
In addition to this you have Mercury House as your
home at a tariff that leaves similar hotels in the district
gnashing their teeth, knitting their eyebrows, biting their
tongues, and probably clenching their feet.
Uncle Alf: People don't clench their feet.
Me : The people I write about do the most extraordinary
things, Alfred.

pursuit of the barrow pusher. As he drew nearer he
became more and more convinced that he knew the object
of his chase.
" Good morning," he said, tapping his quarry on the head
with his umbrella, still tightly rolled, because this eemed
to be ·- Uncle Alf: All right, all right.
"Lord Elpas, I presume," he said quietly.
"Bless my soul if it isn't Ukann Larfe."
The detective eyed the noble Lord curiously.
"Why are you pushing this barrow, Charlie? If," he
added quickly, "it is not a rude answer."
Lord Elpas thoughtfully drew a neat scratch along the
door of a parked Bentley with a spare tramline before
replying.
"Why not?" he countered complacently, "I can't get
a motor attachment for it.''
Ukarm Larfe gave him a stony stare. He was obviously
not satisfied with the situation.
" Look, Charles," he said, " perhaps you had better come
up to the office and tell me about it. Leave your tramlines in this cafe."
So began one of Ukarm Larfe's strangest cases. A baffling
mystery which will probably take years to unbaffle. No
kidding.
To be continued. All rights reserved. Do nothing with
this portion until told. Even then, hesitate.
Caution, Man Thinking
There was something else I had to say but time catches
up with all of us so quickly these days. Sometimes it
runs past us and then we are "on the peg." Wasting
time is a grand occupation but don't make a habit of it
because you may find yourself in the "small time" permanently. Remind me to tell you about the N.A.A.F.I.
that caught fire at a T.A. Camp in July, and how the
Quartermaster rallied the Fire Picquet with a resounding
clatter on a latrine bucket. Well, a clatter anyway.
Look out for new of 78 Divisional Signals. Read this
column for latest news of new Army equipment, some of
it so secret that nobody knows what it is, or cares.
Next month-how to slope arms with the new .028 rifle.
Don't throw the packet away.
BARLEUX

Our Siupendous Serial
Well bred people do not, as a rule, wear pyjamas in
Regent Street during the morning rush hour. Much less
do they wheel barrow loads of old tram lines whilst so
attired.
Ukann Larfe, the world famous detective, having discarded his Service dress for what he hoped would be the
last time, was making his way to a new office he had
rented over Smiggleheimer, Fligstein and Maclsaacs, Ltd.,
well-known Regent Street antique manufacturers. He was
neatly, if oddly, dressed in a blue pin-striped lounge jacket
with horizontal chalk stripes, buff worsted trousers, green
suede shoes, no socks and a khaki beret. He carried a
tightly rolled umbrella because this seemed to be the thing
to do in London.
The rather unusual behaviour of the individual pushing
the wheelbarrow through the press of people, not to mention the distinctly unnrthodox morning dress, attracted the
detective's attention. Older readers may remember that
Ukann Larfe was, and indeed, still is, remarkably quick
to notice anything out of the ordinary. With Ukann, to
think was to act. Pushing his half smoked cigarette down
the collar of a bewildered bank manager, he set off in
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magnet operate the armature and move the wipers one
contact per impulse. These impulses can be produced
either from dial impulses, via a relay, or by the application of continuous voltage through interrupter contacts
operated by the armature.
Fig. 2 shows a modern two-motion selector. The wipers
are mounted on a vertical shaft which also carries a vertical
and a rotary ratchet. These are operated by pawls attached
to the armatures of two electromagnets, so that the shaft
can first be raised and then rotated clockwise. The electromagnets are impulse operated exactly as in the uniselector,
control relays effecting the change-over from the vertical to
the rotary. For e ch wiper there are ten rows or "levels"
of contacts arranged in crescent shaped " banks," one above
the other, each consisting of eleven contacts, and each contact corresponding to a pair of wires, with its two metal
faces separated by an insulating spacer. The wipers are also
double. Connections are made to the wipers by flexible
cords and to the contacts by soldered joints at the rear of
the banks, four banks being the normal maximum for one
selector. Each wiper can be connected to any one of its
corresponding IIO contacts by the necessary vertical and
rotary movement. During the vertical movement the wipers
are to the left of the banks and clear of the contacts, but
while rotating, rub over the contacts until stopped on the
required one.
The control of these two-motion selectors requires
circuits containing several relays (Fig. 3). These are
mounted on a plate attached to the selector so that they are
vertically over the mechanism, which is itself maae to operate
several sets of electrical contacts, also used in the control
circuit. The banks are permanently mounted and wired in
the exchange, but the selector mechanisms complete with
relays and wipers, rest in a cradle above the bank and can
be removed for maintenance. External connections from
wipers, and relays, are made via a multi-contact plug which
fits into a jack on the cradle.

Automatic
Telephony
By C:aptaln W. E. SHERRATT, B.Sc., R o-yal Signals
S•mmarPI

HIS article outlines the Strowger step-by-step system
of automatic tdephony as used by the British Post
T
Office and other administrations. The first section deals
with basic principles and the second with public exchanges.
I-BASIC: PRINCIPLES

llistorieal

The first workable system of automatic telephony was
patented in 1891, by an American, Almon B. Strowger, and
an exchange was opened jn the U.S.A., one year later. The
United Kingdom had its first automatic exchange at
Epsom, Surrey, in 1912, and by 1929 there were 184. Last
year the total was over 4,000, serving more than three and
a half million subscribers. Although many different automatic telephone systems have been designed, the British

Group and Final Seleetors
Fig . 2.-A Two·Motion Selector

Post Office has continued to use and improve the Strowger
system. It is unlikely that any change will be made until
such times as electronic switching methods, at present
under development, prove to be a practical and economical
proposition.
Fundanientals

In automatic telephony the functions of the manual
switchboard operator are performed by electro-mechanical
switches situated at the exchange but conµolled by the subscriber's telephone dial. The operation of this dial breaks
and remakes the loop circuit of the telephone a number of
times equal to the digit dialled (zero being equivalent to
ten), and thus interrupts the line current from the exchange
central battery. These impulses through a series of relays,
operate the electromagnets of the exchange switches, connecting the calling subscriber to the required l.ine.

fig . 1.-A Modern Uniselector
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A1.tomatic Switches
The Post Office uses two main types of automatic switches
-the Uniselector and the Strowger Two-Motion Selector.
One of the latest designs of uniselectors js shown jn
Fig. I. External connections are made via brushes to moveable contacts or "wipers," whjch are rotated by a ratchet
and pawl mechanism. Each wiper can connect with any
one of 25 contacts, arranged in a semi-circle, and connected externa!Jy as required, the largest uniselectors having
eight wipers and eight sets of contacts. The pawl, which
operates the ratchet, is attached to the armature of the
electromagnet, and current impulses through this electroTHE WIRE, AUGUST 1951

In an exchange, two-motion selectors are mainly used as
Group Selectors and Final Selectors.
Group selectors are used at intermediate stages, their
wipers being connected to previous selectors or subscribers
line circuits and their bank contacts to further selectors.
On receipt of a train of dial impulses (one digit), the wipers
step verticalJy to the level required (first for 1, tenth for o)
and then during the pause before the next digit they rotate
automatically, or "hunt," over the contacts of this level
until one connected to a free succeeding selector is found,
when they stop. This hunting is an example of electro-.
magnet impulsing caused by a voltage applied via interrupter springs. When the next impulse train arrives it no
longer affects this selector, but passes on to the succeeding
one.
H there are no free succeeding selectors the wipers rotate
to the eleventh contact and stop. Busy tone (interrupted
400 c/'S) is then returned to the caller, and may, therefore,
mean "no free selectors " as well as "line engaged."
In a final selector 100 bank contacts are connected to
100 subscribers' lines and the wipers to previous group
selectors. On receipt of an impulse train the wipers step
vertically to the required level and then wait for the n~xt
digit. When this is received they rotate one contact per
impulse, stopping on the required line. This is then tested
by the control circuit, and if the line is free, ringing is connected to it and ringing tone (interrupted 133 c/s) returned
to the caller. When the subscriber answers, the connection
is completed and conversation may proceed. If the line is
engaged, busy tone is returned to the caller and no connection is made.
At the end of a call when the calling subscriber replaces
his receiver, the selectors are released. In the ty~ of
selector illustrated this is done by rotation of the wipers
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beyond the eleventh contact when they fall under the action
of a gravity-assisted spring and then rotate anti-clockwise
under further spring action to the rest position.
Bank levels are numbered vertically upwards, the tenth
being the " o " level.
In group selectors the contacts on a level are numbered
1-10 (as the wipers rotate), but in final selectors they have
to correspond to the subscribers' numbers (Q0-99) and are
thus I-9, then o, so that the ninth contact of the first
level is " 19 " and the tenth " 10." The tenth contact of
the tenth level is "oo." The eleventh contact of each level
in both group and final selectors is not used for normal
outlets and is called the " nth step contact."
There are 100 subscribers connected to one final selector
bank. If there was only one final selector for each 100
subscribers, a call to one would virtually engage the other
99. To prevent this, a number of final selectors is provided
for each hundred subscribers and all their corresponding
bank contacts are connected together and to the subscribers'
lines. This is called a "bank multiple." Group selectors
are similarly multiplied so that a number share access to
each succeeding selector. This principle means, however,
that some indication must be given to the other selectors in
a multiple when one of them is engaging a particular line
or succeeding selector. This, and other control facilities,
are effected by wires, additional to the speaking pair, called
"private or P-wires." They accoum for the presence of
more than one double contact bank on each selector.
Subscribers' Line Cireuits

Subscribers' lines terminate on line circuits, each consisting of relays and a uniselector. The uniselector banks
are multiplied in groups and connected to a smaller number
of group selectors to which access is thus shared. This
saves providing one group selector per line. When the
subscriber calls, his uniselector hunts for a free group
selector which, when found, returns dial tone (continuous
33 c/s) to him. Connections also exist from the relays to
the final selector banks, for use during incoming calls when
the relays, but not the uniselector, are operated. The same
connections are used to mark the line as engaged, on the
final selector, when an outgoing call is made.
In small exchanges an alternative arrangement called :!
"linefinder" is used. This is a selector with its wiper connected to group selector wipers and its bank contacts
multipled to other linefinder banks and connected to subscribers' lines. When a subscriber calls the wipers hunt,
find the line, and extend it to the group selector.

Fig. 3.-A Typical Telephone Relay
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second digit functions as a second selector routing the call
to a locaJ final selector. If the number is on the main, or
other satellite, exchange the discriminating selector seizes
a junction, and all the digits are passed over this to a selector
at the distant exchange.
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In the bigger cities the largest main and satellite system
of 100,000 lines is inadequate and the "Director System "
has been designed for these areas. It consists of a series
of four-digit exchanges spaced throughout the area and
inter-connected by junctions, some direct, others via junction
or "tandem " exchanges. Each four-digit exchange consists of a "nwnerical " part which is an ordinary arrangement of group and final selectors using nearly all levels for
subscribers and a " code" part containing special group
type selectors ("code " and "A" digit selectors) and the
" directors " themselves. Within the area a subscriber can
dial any other. Numbers consist of four digits preceded
by the first three letters of the exchange name. For
example a subscriber on Paadington exchange might be
PAD 3856. A lettered and numbered dial is used, the
letters corresponding to numbers so that PAD is
equivalent to 723. Consider a call to this number. The
caller's uniselector connects the line to a first code selector,
and, via an "A" digit selector, which operates on receipt
of the first digit (7), to a director which accepts the r emaining digits, i.e. 23,3856. The director changes the 23
portion into a routing code which it then transmits (followed
by 3856) to operate the first and other code selectors and
thus obtain access over a junction to the numerical selectors
at the objective exchange. The numerical and final selectors
operate in the usual maner on receipt of digits 3856.
Should the call be for a subscriber on the caller's
exchange similar operation occurs, but the call is routed
internally to the numerical selectors. If the call is via a
Fig. 6 .-UAX 12 Equipment

Fig . •( -Skeleton Layout of Basic 1,000-Line Automat ic Excha nge

Rrlcr1 Set8

Frequent use is made in automatic telephony of circuits
containing relays only, especially as . control circuits on
junction lines. They are called "relay sets."
Bade 1,000 Une Exrkange
In a l,ooo line exchange subscribers have numbers
OCl0-999 and are grouped into hundreds. Each hundred

is provided with a group of multipled final selectors, ten
such groups, numbered 1>--9, being required. The individual
selector wipers in each group are connected to contacts of
a level of a multipled group of group selectors, the level
number corresponding to the final selector group number.
The individual group selector wipers are connected to the
bank contacts of the subsci"ibers' uniselectors. Fig. 4
shows such an arrangement. Consider a call to number
856. The caller's uniselector finds a free group selector
which, when 8 is dialled, steps to level 8 (to which the
final selectors belonging to the eighth hundred group of
ubscribers are connected) and then hunts for a free final
selector on this level. The final selector wipers are
stepped by the digits 5 and 6 to the sixth rotary contact of
the fifth vertical level (to which number 856 is connected).
This step-by-step system can be extended, theoretically,
to as. many digits as required by the introduction of one
more stage of group selectors for each extra digit. For
example, consider number 3856 in a four digit system. This
ubscriber is connected to the sixth rotary contact of the
fifth level of the thirty-eight hundred group of final
selectors which are connected to the eighth level of the 3,000
group of second group selectors which are connected to
the third level of the first group selectors which are connected to •he sub cribers' uniselectors.

•

tandem exchange the code contains extra digits to operate
the tandem selectors.
Dialling TOL or TRU causes the director to transmit
codes that route the call to the area toll or trunk manual
switchboards.

(arrows ind icate direction of ca ll s)

II-A U TOMATIC EXCQANGES
,,
./Jlain Exc kanges

Exchange Equipment

A typical size " main exchange," as found in large towns,
10 ooo lines with numbers in the four digit (000<>-9999)
rang~. All local calls are made via first and second group
selectors and a final selector. However, all 10,000 lines are
NOT used for subscribers. Of the first selector levels,
level 1 is NOT used for technical reasons, and one or two
levels are sometimes connected to junctions to local exchanges. Level 9 is used for obtaining access to enquiry
and other facilities and level " o " is used to obtain ~he
manual switchboard associated with the exchange, whence
toll and trunk calls may be completed. This reduces the
subscriber capacity to five or six tho~s~nd. It can, ho"".ever, be increased by the use of five digits (the usual maXlmum) and third selectors on some or all levels.
.
A facility exists whereby subscribers who have a pr1yate
switchboard (PBX) at their premises can have several lines
with only one number. The lines are arranged conse~u
tively on the final selector and dialling the number, which
is that of the first line, causes the wipers to hunt over the
whole series to find a free line.

Selectors, directors and relay sets in main, satellite and
director exchanges are mounted on racks and protected by
dust covers (Fig. 5). Internal cables are carried on racking
above the equipment racks. Main and intermediate distribution frames are used for terminating lines and for equipment inter-connections respectively. Lead acid batteries
(50 volts) provide current and are fl.oat charged by generator~
driven by AC mains metors. Ringing and tones are provide_d by mains or battery driven ringing machines .

is

.§aullite Exchange8
In large towns many subscribers would have very loi:g
lines if connected to one central main exchange. To avoid
this, " Satellite " exchanges are provided in selected part
of the town.
Subscribers on these exchanges have
numbers within the main scheme and can dial any numb r
in the area as if they were on the main exchange ...1."he
satellite first selectors have special discriminating fac1ht1~s,
so tt at if a subscriber dials a number on his own satellite
the selector absorbs the first digit, and on receipt of the
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Rural E:cekanges

Fig. 5 .-Aul..>matic Exchange Equipment
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Automatic telephony is NOT confined to towns but i
extensively used in rural areas. Exchanges built in unit
form are u ed by the Post Office for this purpose and are
thus called Unit Automatic Exchanges (UAX). There are
three current rypes, UAX 12 ( 100 lines) 13 (200 lines)
and 14 (800 lines). The first two types have their equipment fitted in dust proof cabinets but UAX 14 is rack
mollllted. All are housed in small unattended building ,
and can be tested over the junctions from a main :!xchange.
Local calls are completed via group and final selectors
(UAX 12 uses one combined selector). Junctions to adjacent
exchanges are connected to group elector levels and can be
obtained by dialling the appropriate digit followed by the
subscriber's number if the distant exchange is automatic.
A main exchange acts a "parent" to each UAX or group
of UAX.s. Trunk calls are made via the par nt trunk
witchboard, which is obtained by dialling "o." Calls to
25S

ub criber on the parent exchange are made by dialling 9
followed by the number. Fig. 6 show a UAX 12 in ir
building.
Itlobile Exf•hangf>s

The Post Offi e u e UAX 12 and 13 mounted in vehicles
to provide temporary facilities in rural areas. These mobile
exchan es (MAX) are very useful, especially in an emergency. The front cover shows one of the two vehicles used
for a 200-iine mobile UAX 13.
..t"knou-ledgments
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North China we are still in much the same places. The
Signal Section in hanghai has grown a little that is all.
Captain E. Bernasconi who did tlle catering for the
recent Royal ignals v. Royal Artillery cricket fixture at
Woolwich was then a Lance-Sergeant, and if memory serves
spet:ialised in Artillery Signal Section work. Do you
remember?
The band was playing at Bath in July, yes! 1931 as well
as in l95I. In THE Wrnn it is described as a splendid body
of musicians ! !
Catterick was then within the boundaries of the 5th (Gardening) Division - - - and perhaps this was the cause of
" - 30 a.m. parade is merely another translation of the
word 'gardening' and everyone (above the rank of Signalman) was interested in the forthcoming horticultural show."
Do you remember? You do! Well you're much older
than I!

The History of 48th (South Midland)
Divisional Signals, T.A. - Volume II
By Brigadier E. A. JAMES

Bo You
BememberP
HAT in the August 1921 number of THE WIRE it is
noted " with gratification " that sales of THE WIRE are
T
steadily increasing both at home and abroad.

They managed better in 1921 than we do in l95I.
As in 1951 so in 1921 THE WIRE carried an appeal for
the Benevolent Fund. This appeal in 1921 was successful.
Do you remember?
Notes from the Black Sea Signal Company remind some
of us that even in those days each of the world's trouble
spots contained its little quota of signalmen.
Do you remember what the Army was doing there and
why?
The 1931 August number contains an account of the Old
Comrades' Reunion at Aldershot and at Bulford of that
year. At Aldershot they had athletics, mounted sports,
smoking concerts and a church parade. Do you remember? Some of you should as many still living took part in
some or all of the events. The church parade boasted 279
medals. We have in another place taken the liberty of
copying the " Thank you " of those days.
"Barleaux" was a sergeant then and is seen in an excellent photograph of the Signal Training Centre, Jubbulpore,
Dance Band.
Colonel C. H. Hawrrey, C.M.G., n.s.o., was appointed
A.D.C. to His Majesty the King.
1st Divisional Signals at Aldershot show a prorotype of
the modern " Gin Palace " type Command vehicle. This
one, an open lorry did little to protect the property and less
to obscure the view.
Sir John and Lady Fowler were with the Old Comrades'
Reunion at Bulford.
At that time stations abroad included North China,
hanghai and Hong Kong. If we substitute Korea for

Some months ago the Chairman of the Association
wrote to all Territorial Army Regiments, Royal Signals,
asking them to do what they could to assist the Benevolent Fund. The first response to this comes from
13 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, T.A., with a donation
of £20.
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UBLISHED in 1950 this admirable little history of a
famous Signal Regiment is written by one who should
P
know. E. A. James served the Regiment during the 1914-18
War. At the commencement of Volume II of the history
·he was a Captain. The History takes the Regiment from
1933 to 1939 at which time the Author commanded the
"Second Line " of the Regiment the 61st Divisional Signals.
He is now Honorary Colonel of l/20 Army Signal Regiment, the direct descendant of the old 48th. Ad multos
annos.
This book completes the story of the 48th Divisional
Signals between 1908 and 1945, bridging the gap between
the two previous volumes which covered 1908 to 1932 and
1939 to 1945· It has been arranged on similar lines to the
first volume, which also dealt with the peace-time activities of the 48th Divisional Signals. The third volume covering the years of the Second World War, describes the unit's
part in the Dunkirk Campaign and gives the personal war
records of the fifty-eight Territorial offiqers who were
trained in the 48th and 61st Divisional Signals.
This, Volume II of the Regimental History, achieves the
object of putting on record the life, the organisation and
some methods of training of the Territorial Army Signal
Regiment in the years between the Wars. _
Although written primarily for local consumption it is
worthy of serious study by all those who for the first time
have the honour of serving the Territorial Army as Commanding Officer, Adjutant or Quartermaster.
The problems of today are basically not dissimilar. Where
there is a difference the solution will be found by analogy
in these pages.
In conclusion, it is a model of what such histories should
be. Unpretentious but vivid with remembered names and
of half understood events now made clear.
A few copies are still obtainable from l/20 Army Signal
Regiment at Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham
28, an address which must be known to very many.

The April number of Signalman, t he journal of the Signal
Corps of the Dominion of India, has a front cover photograph of a sketch which brings back memories and presents
a pretty compliment. The sketch is of two wireless operators,
Royal Signals, and a mule with Dogra driver, set in a typical
frontier scene. It is of interest that the men are wearing
bandoliers, which dates the sketch, but it is a pretty
compliment.
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EXPEDITION

~~Sky lark''
FRIDAY, 23RD MARCH, 195r.
EFT bank below Blue Nile Bridge n15 hours. Boats
~ell load~d. with provisions and necessities.
. Wmd-negltgible. Put into bank about two miles up
nver at 1300 hrs. and brewed a "Cuppa" and partook of
scoff. Left bank 1430 hn. and proceeded up river, wind as
before.
Slightly more wind after lunch, and with slight breeze
astern, ran .before it to Umm Domm island, where at 1730
hrs. we grounded and unloaded boats.
" A_ ~e was r;!ade and dinner prepared, consisting of
B1scwt Broth (stewed steak, peas and biscuits mixed
together) and chips, followed by tinned fruit and a good
strong cu~ of tea. By the time we had wrapped ourselves
around this, dusk bad fallen and the moon rose behind a
bank of cloud. Hurricane lamps were lit and the fire was
left to burn itself out.
The S.S.!'-1., Chester. (Chichester) and Mercy decided on
a stroll, while the remainder of us laid our " beds " out and
supped ale. The others returned with three large water
melons " borrowed " from the southern end of the island
and with the full moon climbing into the heavens and
" Orion " sinking in the S.W. we crawled between our
blankets. (Crickets, frogs, night birds, hurricane lamps left
· burning). Time 2300 hrs.

L

SATURDAY, 24TH
~p with the sun, quick dip in the Nile to wake us up.
While Chester hunted for wood, the S.S.M. and Mercy
paddled across to the far bank in " K " in search for same.
There was soon a fire crackling away merrily and after
a hot brew of tea Chester, in the capacity of chief cook,
prepared breakfast : sausage meat and eggs, with biscuits
and jam to follow. Boats were then loaded and with a
rpoderate breeze from the East we once again proceeded
on our way.
A couple of hours later some big birds were sighted and
the rifle was brought into play by various members of the
" Skylark" crew, but maybe the sights were bent or perhaps the boat rocked too much, because there were no hits
made.
We wasted no more time and proceeded with a favourable
wind up river. Running around a wide bend we came into
a rather narrow and very shallow stretch of water, and it
was a case of " get out and push " because there was too
much weight in the boats, but we were soon once again
clear.
Shortly afterwards we put into the bank, it being just
after two p.m. and tea was brewed and bully beef and biscuits eaten, followed by fruit and a bottle of ale each.
The wind was still in our favour when we set sail about
an hour later, and we had a pleasant afternoon running
close to the bank, with the rifle at the ready and all eyes
scanning the bank for suitable shooting material.
Towards five p.m. a pair of hawk eyes on board sighted
a croc taking it easy on the far bank; on approaching,
however, the creature decided that things weren't too
healthy and promptly quitted the vicinity.
Hard luck on Mercy, who was just about to get it lined
up.
Shortly after sundown we landed and made camp on a
sandy beach, much populated with wild duck, who soon
left us alone.
A hot meal of hash and the usual tea left us satisfied and
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"Skylm·k" ("JV" Class): Relmsm.an. LICpl. ~fercy;
Crew,
. • .!U. i>"ignan, Cpl • .'UcGouglt,
Liversidge.

ignabnau

"Hisumu" (·· X" Class): Hel>nsman,

lgttolman

Sturton; Creto, Driver Clticliester.

ready for bed, so " graves " were dug and we got bedded
down beneath the clear sky.
. Around midnigh~ a "Haboob" blew up and caused slight
discomfort and noise as. the .boats decided to take charge
and bash each other's sides m. Prompt action by Mercy
and Chester soon had them beached again and crawling
farther under our blankets the " Haboob " was forgotten by
all and sleep once again took over.
SUNDAY, 25TH
Sunrise brought with it a very fresh wind, and with
breakfast down us, and the boats loaded, sails were hoisted
and there. commenced a battle royal twixt boats and water.
Exceedingly good headway was made until " K " lo t her
top port spreader and tJ:ie mast bent alarmingly. So she
was beached and the difficulty surmounted by the main
halyard being rove through a shackle, lashed to the lower
spreader and the sail hoisted and the loose sail taken in
by turning the boom (roller-reefing).
T~s prov~d very effective though not very efficient when
beatmg to wmdwards. However, midday saw us well on our
way and we beached at two for lunch.
During lunch a croc was sighted across the river, so using
" K " as a ferry we nipped across under jib, but the croc
must have seen us because he turn!!d tail smartish and
gave us no chance of a shot.
Lunch down us we cast off and tacked down the river
for some distance until turning a bend we had the wind
more on our beam and had a pleasant hour or so reaching.
" S " left " K " well astern and the sun had gone down with
the sky a blaze of colour by the time Croc (Umm Domm)
Island was reached. Here camp was made and scoff prepared.
Corned beef and mash (prepared lunch time and warmed
up) with tinned fruit and biscuit for afters. Boats were well
made fast, a lesson learnt from the previous night.
Taking a kitbag with thell\, Chester, ·L iversidge and
Sturton went foraging and returned with ten large water
melons, one of which was devoured before beds were made
down.
MONDAY, 26TH
Sunup this morning found us wood hunting and fire making and just before we were ready to leave, a highly indignant local farmer pounced on us and unearthed our melon
store. After much ado he took back eight melons and
accepted some tinned stuff in payment for the other two,
and so with a fresh breeze we once again set sail and we
saw a couple of hours hard sailing before putting into the
bank and having a brew up, and cheese biscuits. Away
again on the home run an hour later with the wind freshening and " Haboob " weather in general.
" K " behaved very well under the reefed mainsail and
although windward sailing proved very awkward-not
being able to sail very close to the wind-good progress
was made and we even left " S " astern.
Quite a quantity of water was shipped, but the water
tank and kitbags, etc., proved a good ballast and on the
whole she proved very steady.
At approximately 1330 hrs. we put into the bank near
the Sergeants' Mess and unloaded.
Waiting there was the Melon Man, with a squadron of
" cop " all eager for the details of the melon pinching.
,, OMDURMAN ,,
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e PAtrol
- - - - - - - - - - - - By Second-Lieutenant J. R. GARRATT, Royal
T all started when a letter was received stating that all
combatant Royal Signals Subalterns in Malaya would
Ispend
a fortnight attached to an infantry battalion employed
on jungle operations. The object of the attachment was to
see bow a battalion maintained its communications under
the very trying jungle conditions.
Normally patrols are sent into the jungle as a result of
information received that bandits are operating in a certain
area, and the patrol, having made a base in the jungle either
lies up in an ambush position, or patrol areas where bandits
may be moving, in the hope of picking up a trail, or gleaning information of recent bandit activity. The normal operation may last from one to four or five days, and usually,
when acting on information, it is better to have the patrol
elf-contained so that airdrops for food supplies, which gives
its own position away, are not needed.
During my attachment I went on several " one day "
patrols and a " three-day " patrol. The three-day patrol
was part of an operation being carried out by three platoons
in an area where it was believed that bandits were living.
The object was to make the bandits move and thus make
it easier to contact them. In order to do this, the area was
plit up into sectors with troops operating in some, while
the remainder were either mortared or bombed by aircraft.
I attended the orders group at mid-day, and two hours
later boarded transport with the platoon to which I was
attached for the operation. My kit, which included three
days' rations, seemed to weigh a ton, though the bren
gunners and signallers had far more to carry. We moved
off in our vehicles, strange looking objects covered in
armour plate, commonly known as "Coffins."
When we reached our area we debussed, and it was not
long before we entered the " Ulu." As soon as we went off
the road the job really started. We spread out into single
file about 5 to IO yards apart and from now on there was
to be no noise except for a quiet whistle to attract attention
to a signal either to halt, close up, open out or, the most
welcome of all, rest and smoke for IO minutes!
The first leg of our journey was comparatively " easy "
country, which included crossing a river by means of a
fallen tree. Not being accustomed to the weight of my pack
I nearly came to grief here, one of the branches I used as ~
stepping stone not being suitable for my weight! We
moved on through an overgrown rubber plantation. After
what seemed like several hours to me, but what was actually_ only one hour, I w~s quick to respond to the signal for
a .o~rette and ten minutes rest. Never have I enjoyed
drinking water and smoking a cigarette more than in the
few minutes allowed for that rest!
During the next leg we left the rubber and found ourselves jn minor jungle. It might well have been conceived
by Walt Disney-the undergrowth was " gigantic" there is
no othe_r way of_ describing i~. For n:e there w~s nothing
~ore dishear~enmg £!lan havmg to climb laboriously up a
hill only to climb straight down the other side again! Mercifully there always seemed to be a stream at the bottom. The
type of country varies considerably, one minute you are sur~ounded by rubber trees all in straight lines, and the going
1s easy, the_n suddenly you plunge into the jungle or up to
your waist m swamp. By far the worst are the lallang areas
where there are no trees for shade, and the sun beats do~
on the poor unfortunate soldier who is tramping through
5 or 6 foot long grass, usually up to his knees in swamp!
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After climbing up and down numerous hills, at last we
arrived at a ~uitable place in our area in which to set up
base. The rune by now was about half-past five which
gave us an hour and a half to prepare for the night. Here
I was rewarded for carrying the extra weight of a mosquito
proof hammock, which was quite easily slung up between
two trees. After a bath in a nearby stream we had a quick
brew up, and " stood to " just before dusk until it was dark.
I clim?ed wearily into my hammock, whereupon there was
an ommous twang, as one of the strings supporting the roof
snapped. I almost decided to leave it, but it soon became
obvious that I would have to do something about it. At
last I was comfortably suspended swinging slowly to and
fro in my hammock. It seemed only a few moments later
that the mortaring started, a steady "crumo," "crump "
that went on for an hour. I was very glad that-we had made
our base in the right area !
No mention so far of the ill-fated signaller. He certainly
has one of the worst jobs in this type of work, and really
starts when everyone else finishes, that is, when we make
base, to say nothing of " lugging " his set everywhere the
patr~l goes. Wi~n ten minutes of our reaching base he
was m ~ont~ct WI~ control. There is no question of using
rod aerials m the Jungle, so he had to climb a tree or two
to get his wire aerial up. The ~eception varies considerably,
and unfortunately the worst rune seems to be just before
dusk. However h~ g~t through comparatively well through
odd bursts of static mterference. Whenever the distance
between the control station and the patrol base is further
than the expected range for the set, a scout car is sent by
road as near as it can get to the patrol area in order to relay
the messages.
The next day the platoon was split into halves one half
went out on a patrol, while the other remained
base. I
w~s spared !he first day's patrolling and spent a very
leJSurely day m peace. The mobile patrol went out as lightly
cl~d as possible for: swift and silent movement. Although a
w1rele~s set for this type of patrol would greatly assist in
r_e portmg contacts and locations, the size and weight of pre.:.
sent sets would greatly reduce the mobility of. the patrol.
The following morning just after the morning wireless call
and sitrep, movement was heard near the camp and we all
".stood to" immediately. A small party went out to invesugate and returned some twenty minutes later with three
prisoners, young Chinese rubber tappers-the youngest
couldn't have been more than nine ! Although apparently
harmless these had to be held for the rest of the operation,_
as they now knew our camp position.
It was now my turn to go out on patrol, and we set off at
about 0830 hours with the barest necessaries for kit, little
more ~an a rifle, ammunition and water bottle. The going
was qwte easy and we covered ground fairly quickly. After
ab?~t three-quarters of an hour we discovered some Chinese
wn_tmg o~ ~ tree trunk which was lying across a track. The
Chinese liaison officer translated this and it read " If you
help the ~overnment the Communists will kill you," he
~stunated It ?ad been written only about 24 hours ago. Later
m. the mornmg we followed a track leading into some very
th~ck_ undergrowth on the top of a hill; our native tracker
said it was a bandit track used by four or five men five days
~~o. Unfortunately it did not lead to anything as it later
JO~ed anothe~ well worn track not worth following up. We
arnved back m base shortly after 1630 hours feeling very

u'i
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tire'! after quite a long day's tramp and were not long in
gettmg to bed.
~he next day w~ struck camp and left for home, splitting
up mto three parties and patrolling our way out unfortunately with no jncidents.
'
On arriving back at Battalion H.Q. we heard that one of
the other platoons had been ambushed on its way out and
that th ey had had fou r casualties, killing three bandits
thei:xiscives. This meant we would probably be called out
agam soon, and sure enougb within two hours we were on
the road again to set up an ambush positions ourselves.

O nce aga~ we were unlucky in seeing no movement, but it
was a relief to all when we were ordered back to Battalion
H .Q. the following morning.
Th: inf~ntry sol4ier has a tough job in Malaya, and the
battalion signallers certainly take their share of it. The few
days I spent out on patrols with them was enough to show
?le what a vital job the signaller has to do and I was very
~pre ssed by the excellent spirit in which they all carried
it out. When we had reached the top of one particularly
steep hill, I asked the signaller how he felt and he said
" I'll be all right after a couple of minutes, Sir, as long a
I get through! "

Tuppence Coloured
By

~JOHN"

HERE was a great press of people on the embankment
under the coloured lights. A sudden surge behind me
T
and I was squashed up against the river wall. Across the
dark water there was an exotic splash of coloured illumination on the South Barik looking more strange than the most
earnest efforts of our surrealistic painters. How they must
h ave envied that chaotic glow of colour.
. My attention was particularly drawn up to the long slim
cigar shape of the Skylon supported on invisible wires, and
I felt a momentary shiver of alarm as it seemed to assume
the shape of a rocket about to be launched. I had seen too
many News-Reel pictures of self-propelled projectiles I told
myself ruefully. From these very unfestive thoughts I was
rescued by a conversation among the tight wedge of
humanity behind me. I had been conscious of the cold
clammy coping stone of the embarikment wall pressing at
my middle, but I even forgot that as I caught the drift of
the talk. An eminent person had visited the Festival that
very afternoon, and I was now hearing a particularly cockney slant on that event:
" 'E never got wet sarternoon ! "
" Course n't, Alf, 'E was tucked up wi' rugs in 'is car."
" An' a nice drop of whisky when 'E got 'ome ! "
" Na, Alf, 'E fancies Jamaicy Rum. Alluse a nice drop
o' rum for 'Im."
And a little boy ~med to be in trouble with his father: .
" Yer should've gorne before yer come, Ronnie ! "
An old woman who seemed to be Ronnie's grandmother
s poke the final words as I turned round (and with elbows
stuck out forced my way from the stifling crush):
"Better'n the black-out, any'ow ! "
I still had the image of that seedy old woman as I dodged
through the crowd, and an echo of her words followed me
up the dark cavern of steps that leads on to Waterloo Bridge.
The brilliant jabs of intense light against the dark sky must
have had a slight hypnotic effect, because when I stepped on
to the bridge I found myself in a different world.
One of those gaunt lodging houses that line the south
approach to the bridge was burning fiercely. Flames were
,shooting from the roof. An incendiary I suppose. Then
I found myself surprised that I was giving any attention to
the burning house, as my chief preoccupation was with the
intermittent drone in the sky right over my head, and the
wavering searchlights. Away on my left a deep red glow
showed up the black silhouette of Wren's St. Paul's, and
while a tiny portion of my mind went winging away among
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the city streets, another compartment was busy calculating
the effect of a large bomb on the delicate stresses and
strains of the new white bridge. I quickened my steps on
the empty pavement.
Waterloo station was unnaturally quiet. Shattered glass
bad been swept up into neat piles. A chalked notice said
"No trains yet." The great clock pointed nearly to midnight. The great expanse of asphalt looked very unreal.
There were no porters with noisy barrows. No officials in
shabby crumpled uniforms.
No excited throngs of
passengers.
· The young signalman, who somehow still managed to
loo~ ~ and spr~ce (and ~ith the fine shine of the Signal
Trammg Centre still very evident) thought for a long minute
that he was quite alone in the great build41g. Then, very
indistinctly, he saw a little knot of people huddled closely
together near a boarded-up ticket office. With loud echoings from his studded boots he walked across. As the
figures came into close-up focus he saw a little old woman
with a wrinkled pinched face and wearing a bedraggled old
black coat, much too big for her, and of the absurd length
worn in a past age. Clutching at the ample folds of this
absurd coat were two children. They had frightened eyes,
grimy clothes, dirty faces and crumpled mousy hair. One
of them (a little girl) whimpered. The other (a boy) was
chewing something, probably spearmint.
The spruce young signalman spoke to the shabby old
woman. Trying to convey a hint of apology as well as a
stronger hint of urgency, he said:
"I am sorry to trouble you, especially now, but could you
possibly give me change for half-a-crown?"
The old woman turned to him with a blank stare, and
feeling that his request had sounded outrageous he added
an explanation:
"You see, I have come a very long way today, and I want
to telephone home and say I have managed to get this far,
but may now be delayed hours here."
Then the old woman spoke.
"Ain't got no 'alf dollar to change, mate."
"Thanks all the same."
A faint gleam came into the small eyes deep set in the
v.Tinkled old face.
"Don't go away-'old on a minute-jest ketch 'old of
Ronnie for me."
"Certainly."
"Yer see, I ain't got no 'alf dollar, but, duck, I'll tell yer
what I'll do. I'll give yer th' bleedin' tuppence! "
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of
idnals
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Work has now got back into full swing again, but with
the advent of two or three sunny days, everyone's thoughts
have been turning towards summer sports. Cricket and
tennis are in full swing, and swimming has started.
The third and last of the Wing Drill and Duties Courses
was held this month; as a result a new array of LanceCorporals have taken their place in the Unit.
The Unit Athletics Meeting was held on the afternoon of
the 27th June, 1951. It was a dull day, but fortunately the
rain held off until the meeting was finished. There were
no spectacular achievements, but in spite of that it was a
very enjoyable afternoon. The Old Soldiers' race, particularly, provided first-class entertainment, with Captain
Homan winning, after being neck and neck with Major
Rebertson until 10 yards from the finish when unfortunately Major Robertson slipped and landed on the grass.
This enabled Regimental Quartermaster Sergeant Hodges,
who had been following up the two rivals, to gain second
place.
Cricket. Despite difficulties arising from one or two of
our best players being selected to play for the Corps, the
Unit cricket team has been battling very courageously
against strong opposition, and still entertains hopes of success in the remaining matches of the season.
Other Spmts. Basket ball and soft ball were comparatively unknown games in the Unit not so long ago, but we
have now developed keen interest in the inter-Squadron
leagues, and after having received instruction in these two
games we now see Squadron teams engaged in some very
hard-fought league matches on Wednesday afternoons.
Officer Tralmng Wing

" Twixt peascodling and apple " the young officers and
officer cadets of the Officer Training Wing still oscillate
rapidly from the intracacies of wireless theory to the drill
square; from the niceties of signal procedure to the obstacle

Lieutenant-Colonel M. A. Charlton, O.B.E., Captain D. W.
Sutherland, M.M., Sergeant R. Hannam, and members of the
Officer Training Wing soccer team who were at the htad of the
Catterick District Division II League with a lead of six points
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course; from ignal tactics to the parallel bars; from military
law to the polishing of brasses.
At sport, as at work, the Wing is equally adaptable. The
cricket season has started successfully with four wins out
of five games, and we look forward to a pleasant and victorious summer under the captaincy of Major B. A. Gomm,
and wirh the support of Second-Lieutenant G . P. Marsland.
The first athletics meeting of the season was the Catterick
District Inter-Unit Championships, held on the Catterick
Stadium on 19th-20th June. The competition was keen and
two excellent days' sport resulted. Of the ten teams taking
part, the points leadership fluctuated between 1 Training
Regiment and ourselves. We eventually retained the championship for a second year, and Captain P. H. Palmer, the
trainer and an active member of the team, is congratulated.
The team is now busy training for the Northern Command
Championships.
Keen interest is being maintained in hockey. The unit
inter-squadron league is providing regular matches, the head
of the table position being held by the Officers of the Officer
Training Squadron.
The \Vater Polo team, under Captain J. H. Pearce, are
concentrating on the Inter-Unit Swimming Championships.
The Wing bas contributed officers, trained by SecondLieutenant R. J. C. Freeman, for the School of Signals
team at Eisley.

I TRAINING REGIJHENT
In the near future we fose the oldest member of 1 Training Regiment, S.S.M. Tyers who goes to his new unit as
R.S.M. We say good-bye and good luck and thank him for
the good work he has done in the Regiment especially as
Agricultural Adviser.
During the past month the Regiment has been engaged
in many sporting activities. The Rifle team returned to the
Regiment, after a successful two weeks' shooting at Bisley.
Final results are not yet available but will be reported in
next month's notes. Major H. J. Thompson and SecondLieutenant T. Elford remain at Bisley for a further two
weeks to compete in the Civilian Championship shoots.
In the Water Polo world we now have a fairly strong
team built around Signalman Biggar, the Cumberland captain, and with viccories over 2 Training Regiment, Royal
Signals and 66 Training Regiment, R.A.C.; WCI' now meet 7
Training Regiment, Royal Signals in the final of the Garrison Water Polo Competition.
Signalman Biggar has several times been chosen as a
member of the Northern Command Polo team and at the
time of writing is playing in the Inter Command games at
Aldershot. We are now looking forward to the swimming .
competitions which begin soon, where we hope to maintain
the high standard set by the Water Bolo Team.
We have lost 4 matches out of 13 at cricket this season
but the standard is maintained at a high level. The XI was
beaten in the 2nd round of the Northern Command Inter
Unit Knockout Championship by 65 Training Regiment,
R.A.C.
The Regiment's Hockey team is doing well in the Summer
league having played 4, won 3, drawn 1. Our side was considerably weakened by the posting of S.Q.M.S. Bourke, ex
S.T.C. (B) Mhow, but newcomers have done well to fill
the gap.
Our Tennis team is lucky in having Major E. N. L. Brown,
Major P. H. Brown and Lieutenant D. Thomas who have
all played for the Corps this season. We are expecting big
tliings from them.
The Athletics team produced four members who went
forward to the Army Championships, namely SecondLieutenant A. G. I. Wood, Corporal Lambert, LanceCorporal Daily and Lance-Corporal Martin. SecondLieutenant A. G. I. Wood and Lance~Corporal Martin
have been selected to represent the Army in the Inter-Services Championships at Portsmouth on the 25th July, 1951.

In the Cattcrick District Championships the team came
second to 0.T.W. and in the Northern Command meeting
w_e came third to 6 Battalioi:i R.A.O.C. and O.T.W. Royal
Signals. Our weakness lay m the field events, whereas in
the track events we could usually show the field our heels.
Jn conclusion, mention must be made of Corporal Nelson,
who has finally been demobbed after successful seasons
of cross-country and 3-mile running.
THE DEPOT llEGDIENT
Pocklington, Yorks, cannot be accurately described as a
noisy, bustling town. True it is on a branch railway line
from York,_ though not on. the main road, and certainly the
Saturday mght fish and chip trade has been flourishing ever
since the Depot Regiment moved there. But on Sundays
particularly, the situation can normally be described as
quiet-there is very little road traffic and there arc no train
services.
The consternation and alarm among the locals can
t~erefore be imagined when on Sunday, the 6th May, the
silence was shattered by the thud of a descending signal
from half a mile up the line. A few seconds later, the
streets re-echoed to the crash of level-crossing gates closing.
It just could not be true-a train on a Sunday-but indeed
it was. Special train No. 565 was coming from Ripon to
Pocklington with No. 1 Squadron of the Depot Regiment
and a few hundred draftees.
With the Depot Regiment all together again, sports and
other activities have taken on a brisk tempo! On the 29th
May the Regiment was visited by the Leeds Branch of the

Amphibious Warfare Signal School
No. 1 Ship Signal Troop has, during the last three
months, given up its instructional role at the Amphibious
Warfare Centre and -welcomed the opportunity to fulfil its
normal function.
In the early months of the year, the Royal Navy brought
forward from reserve and refitted the frigate H.M.S. Mean
as a Landing Ship Headquarters (Small). She remains
basically a frigate but with considerably increased communication facilities and the provision for an operations
room and accommodation for the three Service Commanders of the assaulting forces, and their staff.
No. I Ship Signal Troop, together with an equivalent
detachment from the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force,
constitutes a permanent part of the ship's complement and

are responsible for providing all the communications for
the Assaulting Formation H.Q. whilst afloat. We train as
one unit and it is not unusual to find an operator of one
Service manning a wave (net to the Army) of another.
The majority of wireless equipment is Naval ship installed
sets backed by a number of Army portables on the bridge.
We have taken part in Exercise "Runaground" in the Solent
during May which provided us with an opportunity for a
trial run. Tills was followed by Exercise " Red Dagger " in .
June being an assault on the Dorset coast by forces of
the R.N.V.R. and T.A.
The climax has been Exercise " Silver Strand " this month,
being an assault on the Isle of Arran, to test the communications organisation. Here, a Brigade Group was

H.M.S. "Meon," the L.S.Hi( S.), with receiving aerials on the main
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National Blood Transfusion Service and it is on record that
when they left in the evening they had collected g6 pint
of blood.
During May the Regiment fired its annual range classification and five pleasant ( ! ) days were spent on Strcnsall
ra.nges. As' a result of this, a team has been selected, jointly
with Northern Command (M) Signal Regiment, to represent
Northern Command Signals in the Army Rifle A sociation
Meeting at Bisley.
June went out in a blaze of activity. On the evening of
the 26th the Anxious Hen (Married Families' Welfare Centre
-for the unitiated) had a party at which a well-known
ladies' hairdresser (a Gold Medallist) from York gave a
den:onstration of hair styles (complete with models! ! ! ).
Whilst the womenfolk were held enthralled by this, the mere
males were gaily disporting themselves in a Darts and Table
Tennis Competition, with a mild amount of elbow lifting
thrown in for good measure. A light buffet followed, and
the evening concluded with a film show consisting of a
Mickey Mouse cartoon and " Green for D anger."
On the evening of the 28th, an O.R.s' Dance was held irr
the Gymnasium and to the excellent music of Norman
Holmes and his Band from York a good time was had by alL
On the evening of the 29th the Regiment's cricket team
played the British Legion in the final of the Sam Beal Cup,.
which, needless to say, we won. The scores were: British
Legion 34, The Depot Regiment Signals 35-7.
During the month Second-Lieutenant D. Hamilton played
for the Corps in tennis matches versus R.A.0.C. and
R.E.M.E., and is now engaged in coaching some of the
families.
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landed from an L.S.T. (3), four L.C.T.s (8) and various
other craft. The asc;ault was upported by a cruiser, two
de troyers and three squadrons of aircraft. A most intere ting and successful eKercise.

When not engaged in communicating we paint the slup,
lower away boats and are generally becoming "Jack of all
trades." In return the Royal Navy feeds us well and present us w;th our daily tot of grog and duty free cigarettes.

PART TWO

6 (Boys) Training Regiment
THIS REGIMENT WAS ONLY RECENTLY FORMED AND WE
CONTINUE FROM JULY A DESCRIPTION OF ITS WORK
Physical trauung in all its aspects plays a cortsiderable
part in the life of the Unit. The gymnasium work which
is designed for Boys is progressive and so far as is possible
made to meet individual needs. Personal records of each
Boy are maintained and a careful check on his needs and
abilities kept. This, however, is only one aspect of physical
training; sport is the other. During the summer cricket,
and the winter, soccer, Rugby, hockey and basket ball are
the standard games. In addition to these, great stress i
laid on athletics boxing and cross-country running. The

Unit has already made a rtame for itself in the la t two,
both in the Army and Imperial Services boxing championships, and the English National cross-country championship.
·
For athletics, which is made into an all year activity, three
standards, a lower, intermediate and advanced, are laid
down. These standards consist of a list of field and track
events, for which certain minimum times or distances are
stipulated, and in order to gain any particular standard a
Boy must achieve the minimum stated for every event.

[Courtesy: " H111/ Daily Mail "
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Guard of Honour, Festival of Britain opening at Beverley

Those standards gained are recorded and contained in the
Boy's personal documents. As a feature of compulsory
training these standards give the jndividual Boy an all round
athletic ability.
Boxing, although encouraged for every Boy, is not compulsory. Cross-country runs for the whole Unit are held
periodically during the winter.
Many outside matches are arranged, and inter-troop
competitions are held, in all forms of sport. Apart from
providing a worth while activity this also serves to build
up a regimental and troop spirit.
For all purposes of instruction the age grouping which
is maintained in living quarters is disregarded, and Boys
are formed into sections for all training periods, according
to ability. These average about 20 Boys per section.
Throughput the day from after first works parade in the
morning until half past four in the afternoon troop distinc·
tions are disregarded, although the policy is to keep Boys
from one Squadron within the same group of sections. When
the day's training is done the Boys a~ain come under the .
direction of the Squadron Commanders.
Although trainingt falls jnto distinct depamments, the
policy is to regard all training as a unity. Otherwise, and
especially with Boys, there is a constant danger o~ making
progress in one subject and disregarding a weakness in
others. Thus plans are in hand for providing set standards
not only in education and athletics, but covering every
aspect of training, and a Boy will be graded according to
the standard he obtains not in one subject, but in every
subject. At present a Boy may not hold any N.C.0. rank
without possessing at least a third-class Certificate of
Education.
Within the Uni.t full Boy N.C.O. ranks from Lance;
Corporal to Regimental Sergeant-Major are maintained.
This is regarded as an integral part of training for the better
qualified Boys. Altliough these ranks do not carry additional pay, the added responsibilities are compensated by
additional privileges. Thus only a Boy N.C.O. is allowed
out of barracks in plain clothes.
The privilege of being allowe out of barracks j.n the
evenings and at week-ends is extended to every Boy. He
may travel within a 20-mile radius of the camp, excluding
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[Courtes y: " Hull Daily Mail "

the city of Hull. This rule has consciously been adopted
to avoid the frustration which older Boys feel when
restricted to camp boundaries. The policy is to allow
all Boys out of camp but provide sufficient activities within
the camp to discourage their aimlessly parading the streets.
The finding of new methods of encouraging a proper use
of leisure time receives constant attention.
Within the camp itself, in addition to the usual
N.A.A.F.I. facilities there is the Boys' Club. This provides
a library of some 1,400 books gathered from
variety of
sources, which is shortly to be increased, and includes a
reading room, games room, billiards and table tennis rooms,
and a quiet room where Boys can read and write letters
home.
There is roller skating for the enthusiasts and fencing,
photography, wireless, film, stamp and model railway clubs.
The camp possesses its own projector and sound track,
which is used both for training and entertainment.
The gymnasium is always open during the evening and
instructors provided to coach as necessary.
The Regiment possesses no resident chaplain, but civilian
Anglican, Roman Catholic and Nonconformist clergy are
attached. These visit the Regiment at their own discretion,
and for an hour on Monday or Thursday evenings during
the last period of the working day. Every Sunday there is
a parade at Beverley Minster for Anglicans, and those of
other denominations go to their own place of worship.
Annual fortnightly camps are held, at which emphasis
is laid on swimming, fieldcraft and other outdoor activitie .
Eight weeks' leave a year is granted-a fortnight at Christmas, a fortnight at Easter, and a month in the summer.
The pay is ample to satisfy all needs, and Boys are
encouraged to save.
Parents are encouraged to write about any point on their
on' welfare or future which may concern them, and also
to visit the Regiment if they wish to do so.
Certain days of the year are set aside as parents' visiting
days, when displays, etc., are presented.
A Boy may join the Regiment at 15 years, and at the
age of 17! he enter man's service. It has recently been
laid down that 16t is the maximum joining age, except in
certain circumstances of advanced technical ability or do

a
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tie with the Corp . This mean tha1: the minimum rime a
Boy spends with the Regiment is ne ear. The aim is that
he hall enter 'Il.an's service with a record of achievement
and proved ability whi h di ringui hes him as a potential
N.C.O. A Personal Selection Officer decide on the trade
mo t suitable to him, taking into consideration the Boys' own
preference, and he then enters on his full career as a Regular
soldier.

WAR OFFICE SIGNAL REGIMENT

Corps Cricket. For the benefit of those living in the South
of England who would have difficulty in getting to a match
at Catterick, the Corps " home" fixture this year against the
Royal Artillery was held at Woolwich on 29th and 30th June.
The match was played in a delightful setting on the Main
Garrison Ground in front of the R.A. Grand Barracks, on
a well nigh perfect wicket. The weather was kind and
though rain threatened at times, it never actually fell.
The game resulted in a win for the R .A. by 9 wickets,
scores being R.A. 386 for 6 wickets declared and 34 for I
wicket. Corps XI 184 and 235 for 6 wickets declared. A
feature of the game was the high scoring and three individual centuries-two by the R.A. (Gunner Hallam and
Lieutenant Joynt) and Second-Lieutenant Phillips, Royal
Signals, who also scored a chanceless 52 in the 1st innings.
At one period of the game in the afternoon of the 29th the
rate of scoring averaged 81 in the hour by ¢.e two R.A.
batsmen. The culmination of the game resulted in hectic
and exhiliarating cricket when the Corps XI. declared their
innings closed at 235 for 6, 15 minutes before the close of
play, and left the R.A. to score 34 to win in 8 minutes. This
they just managed to do for the loss of 1 wicket. The winning run was scored off the last ball bowled before the time
fixed for drawing stumps-a most sporting and fitting end
to the match.
The Director of Signals unfortunately could not attend,
as he was called away on duty at the last minute, but we
were very pleased to see Mrs. Scott.
Tea on 29th June was taken on the ground, and at the
close of play, the teams and the officers and their guests
foregathered in the Mess for Cocktails.
The Corps Band played on the cricket field, and at the
Cocktail party, and wound up >by playing the same night at
an All Ranks Dance in Cambridge Barracks. Their playing
was greatly appreciated, and did much to make the whole
occasion a success.
Swimm:ng: London District Championships. Congratulations to the following competitors from this Regiment :
Sergeant C. Beale who won three events-200 yards F.S . in
2 minutes 16.6 seconds; 400 yards F.S. in 5 minutes 8.4
seconds; and 1 mile in 25 minutes 0.32 seconds. Corporal
P. F . Attwater came 2nd in Diving Spring Board and 4th
in Fixed Board.
Later on that evening, Sergeant Beale wei;it to Bexley
and won the Kent County 220 yards, beating the international holder Ron Stedman.

EASTEiilN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT

Regimental sports were held in Maresfield on 1 Ith and
12th June and many creditable performances were witnessed
on both days-congratulations to I Squadron on winning
the Inter-Squadron Cup. As a result of these sports a team
from the Regiment has been entered for the Home Counties
District championships, for which we have high hopes in
the individuals.
We were pleased to see so many of our " Old Comrades "
from Tunbridge Wells Branch at our Regimental sports
who were entertained by the W.O.s and Sergeants after the
sports-incidentally, congratulations to the "Old Comrades " on defeatmg the " Old Soldiers " of the Regiment
in the tug-of-war, a very fine performance.
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No. 1 Squadron (Thames F.S.S. Troop, Chatham). An
exercise job on our own doorstep was caried out during
June, as the result of which we are now prepared to change
the V.A.O.S. nomenclature of "Cable 7pr. I.RV." to
"Cable 8 core AP 504." Yet another exercise has caused
us to pep-up the installation of cable and wiring at H.A.A .
sites and at the time of writing we are flat-out on these
particular projects.
The G.P.O . submarine cable ship Ariel has recently renewed a 38 pr. submarine cable across the river Thames on
our behalf and we now propose to advise all merchant
shipping in the Thames Estuary that an anchorage- of sorts
-is available to them once again (Major (ret.) D. L.
Carnegie and Major (T .O.T.) T. E. Hall to note).
Acquaintances were renewed on 18th June when Signal
representatives from Western Command visited this Troop
to gain information on 5.25 H .A.A. sites and to exchange
ideas on construction and layout.
The installation of the new Garrison C.B. Exchange is
going on apace and at present target-date for change-over
is 7¢ August, 195r. We then hope to record bigger and
better services and many satisfied customers, after which
the recovery of the old system will claim our attention for
many busy weeks.
At the Regimental sports held at Maresfield on nth and
12th June, our stalwarts and their colleagues from H.Q.
Squadron and other out Troops succeeded in capturing the
frophy for 1 Squadron after a keen contest. Of the personnel from this Troop, special mention is accorded to
Signalman Duffin (winner 880 yards and one mile) and
Signalman Ashton (winner three miles) both of whom hav.e
been selected to represent the Regiment at the District sports
in July, and to Messrs. Dalton, Crowe, Burrows, Jon::s,
Lloyd, Langley, Fledgell and Exall for .their active support
at the meeting, which included the winning of the tug-ofwar event, ably coached by Mr. Fennell.
2 Squadron ( Training Cadre). We have been kept busy
over the past month providing H.P. wireless communication
for Regular Army and T.A. exercises, amongst which the
following were notable-" Tryback," " Quickmarch," " Acrobat," "Tiber Rag" and "Traffic Control "4µite an odd
collection of code names you may think.
However, this has involved travelling quite extensively
over East Anglia and the Home Counties, and our drivers can
be congratulated that this mileage has been covered without
mishap.
With due modesty it should be set down that despite
various setbacks, both technical and otherwise, our Command wireless vehicles and opetating crews provided good
communications, under the very able direction of our Troop
Sergeant, Sergeant R. Featherstone. Radio . Mechanic
Lance-Corporal Skelland and Vehicle Mechanic LanceCorporal Wood are awarded a bouquet-in that the W.S.'s
53 H .P. and 19's and our well worn L.C.V.s were spot on.
WESTERN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Regiment and the Supplementary Reserve Holding
Unit and Depot have been very active amid a sea of canvas,
preparing for, receiving and
helping to administer a number of Territorial Army and
Supplementary Reserve Units
who come here for their yearly
training.
Our champion troop competition last quarter was won
very convincingly by Command H.Q. Troop, who obviously excel at these summer
games, despite a very strong
challenge by Training Troop,
who had enlisted the aid of
some very able "Z" Reservists during their · period with

us. On this subject we thoroughly enjoyed having our
" Z" men and from all accounts they enjoyed their fortnight in khaki.
Our team at Bisley didn't break any records (though
Sergeant Whittington has been selected as reserve for the
Corps team), but they very much enjoyed their trip and
came back full of enthusiasm for next year's meeting.
There has been much activity behind the Officers' Mes
of late, where a new establishment entitled "The Web"
has come into being with the object of offering hospitality
and refreshments to the birds of passage.

S OUTHERN C:01'1MAND (M) SIGNAL
REGIMENT
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The main item of interest we have to report this month
was the visit of the Corps band on the week-end 30th
June /1st July. We always treat this
as our main annual Regimental
function, and do our best to cram
into it as much varied entertainment
as possible.
We had a most exciting cricket
match on the Saturday against the
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment. The weather was all that
could have been desired, and we
managed to complete two innings
each within four hours! ! The
standard of bowling was candidly better than the batting,
which may have been affected by the gay and lively musical
b,ackground supplied by the band; anyway, it was a most
sporting affair, with both sides going all out to get runs
quickly, which frankly is our idea of cricket! The result
"Yas that a decision was reached in the last over, which was
on our side.
After the cricket we all went on to the dance at the
Guildhall, which the Salisbury branch of the 0.C.A. had
<>rganised. Need we say more than that great fun was bad
by all.
· On Sunday we held our usual parade service at the village
church at Winterbourne. Earls. The Unit, with a Squadon
from the Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment and a
detachment from the Salisbury branch of the O.C.A.,
marched through the village to the church. After a most
impressive &ervice, the G.O.C.-in-C., Southern Command,
presented the B.E.M. to Sergeant Chapman. This parade
was held on the village green behind the church. The
G.O.C.-in-C. took the salute after the march past, which
was watched by quite a large number of spectators. This
church parade is always popular in the village, and certainly,
with the band marching_in their blues, is a most colourful.
occasion in which the beauty of a typical Wiltshire village
on a fine Sunday morning makes a fitting backcloth.
After the service the band provided more music, "taking
station" on a pleasant lawn between the Officers' and
Sergeants' Messes, whilst the Officers and Sergeants them'Selves entertained Old Comrades and numerous other guests.
The week-end finally closed with a most excellent band
concert given in the open air on the playing fields with the
evening sun slowly sinking towards the distant spire of
Salisbury Cathedral.
The entire week-end was a thoroughly enjoyable affair,
if rather an exhausting one for the band. Let us here
and now thank them for the excellent standard maintained
.and the versatility of its members.
So far as cricket is concerned, we have this sea on played
ten matches, of which we have won six and lost four.
S.Q.M.S. Relph is to be congratulated for an xcellent allround performance, and Signalmen Parker, Way and Good
have obtained good bowling averages. Sergeant Hudson,
1:00, for bis steady bowling and good fielding.
S.Q.M.S.
Stillyard for his staunch wicketkeeping.
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Early in May the Royal Signals Display Team visited
Northern Ireland where they gave displays at Londonderry
and Belfast. At both places
they were well received, and
the spectators were very impressed with the skill and daring shown by the riders.
Later in the month we were
called upon to provide a wireless link between the saluting
battery sited at the Houses of
Parliament, Stormont, and
Dufferin Dock, Belfast, on the
occasion of the visit of Her
Majesty The Queen and
H.R.H. Princess Margaret.
The link worked well and the
saluting battery · commenced
firing just as Her Majesty stepped ashore.
Our big events in June were the N.I.D. Athletic Championship Meeting closely followed by the Annual Administration Inspection of the Squadron. The inspection was
carried out by Lieutenant-Colonel H . C. B. Rogers, o.B.E.,
who appeared to be well satisfied with all be saw.
At the Athletic meeting we provided the Public Address
Equipment, and walkie-talkie sets for passing results
from the Judges to the announcer, Captain D. A. Bond.
Although we did not unduly distinguish ourselves in the
actual sports we definitely gave every satisfaction with the
equipment provided, and manned by us. Our tug-of-war
team managed to reach the final in which they met the
North Irish Brigade Training Centre. They raised our
hopes by winning the first pull after a desperate struggle,
but this seems to have exhausted them, and they lost the
next two pulls. It was a good effort, however, and a great
improvement on last year's display. Our only other success
was that of Lieutenant G. Murcell, who managed to obtain
second place in the Hop, Step and Jump.
The W.R.A.C. element of the squadron did much better
and managed once more to save our face by winning several
events. Private Stanton won both the sprints, whilst Corporal
Woo_d s won the high jump. Both these women attained the
standard laid down for their events, and qualified to compete in the Army Individual qiampionships. At the time of
writing they have not returned from Aldershot and we do
not know how they fared.
On the 16th June the Women's Station Committee held
their annual outing. Three coaches containing families of
Officers and O.R.s stationed at Lisbon went to Newcastle,
a seaside resort situated on the east coast at the foot of the
Mourne Mountains. The weather was quite good and the
outing was a great success.
SIGNAL TROOP, 12th RO'l-AL LANCERS

During the past month several of the Radio Mechanics
have been enjoying a spot of camp life at Squadron Camp .
These have turned out to be quite an asset for training on
19 set maintenance.
It rather shakes one when acting as Control station an
outstation tells you, you are off net. One Corporal minu
a lot of hair, plus one quaking operator awaiting the wrath
to follow is the result of such folly.
Our range classifications with the rifle and Bren hav
produced some good shots in the troop, who are now practising every afternoon in readiness for the Regimental shoot
on 14th June.

Have " Tlie Wire " mailed to you direct
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Anti - Aircraft C.Ommand
I A . A. ( M ) SIGNAi. REGIMENT

We are under canvas the whole of August for the annual
camp at Haxland, near Southampton, and for the first
fortnight the " Z " Reservists will join us.
In the technical sphere we have been busy preparing for
another A.A. exercise.
T he Regiment was given the honour of providing a
party of two Officers and 30 men at a flag hoisting ceremony and then a march past at the Thurrock Industrial
Exhibitions, organised as a part of the local Festival of
Bri tain celebrations; and received many tokens of appreciation from the Chairman of the Council and local people
for the very smart turn-out and drill display provided.
The Inter-Troop Cricket League is in full swing and
though perhaps the general results and outlook are not quite
up to Old Trafford standard, the cricket is not all dour.
The results are given below : F!rc

~~

Cornman~

Tr,oop " B " .. .......

P.
3

i=: "l';, ...:::;,:::::,;::::::::::: ~

F= _Command ! roo,i?
A
........ .
Admin. Troop
A
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Admin . Troop " B " ... ...... ... ... ...

W.

L.

D.

3

0

0

2

0

2

I

1
0

1
0

4

3

3
2

0

2

Pts.
6

0
0

The Regimental team in its first two matches have done.
quite well and shows promise. The results of the first two
games are given below: H.A.A. Regiment, R.A.: 17. l A.A. (M .) Signal Regiment: 88. Signalman David Roper 7 wickets for 4 r uns,
Lance-Corporal David Weller 45.
Infantry Brigade Workshops R.E.M.E. : 72 all out. 1 A.A.
(M ) Signal Regiment: 80 for 2 wickets. Lance-Corporal
Weller 31 not out, Signalman Roper 31 not out.
Signalman David Roper and SignalII}an Charles Simons
have been chosen to play in the A.A. Command team against
London District in August and the Regiment is helping
the Group team by providing players in most matches.
The Unit entered for the I A.A. Group athletic championships at the United Services Sports Ground at Chatham
on the 29th of June and considering that we were competing against much larger Units, the team did very well.
Second-Lieutenant Alastair Binham, Signalman J. H.
Patmore and Signalman I. G. Hamilton entered the Army
athletic championships at Aldershot in June and though
not reaching the finals they had the satisfaction of being
chosen.
·
Lance-Corporal Ronald Bish, our Army Cycling Union
member, is to be seen most evenings eating up the m iles
around Warley in preparation for the National Massed Start
championships on 29th July. He also finished well to the
fore in the Inter-Service Massed Start championships on
29th June.
I t was with deep regret that we heard of the death of the
on of Corporal and Mrs. Edwards, A.C.C. of this Unit, who
died on 13th June in Orsett Cottage Hospital after a long
illness.
The Regimen~ offers its deepest sympathy to them in their
very sad loss.

II A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Penhale Camp, near Newquay, a terraced .c amp lying in
a fold of the cliffs of Cornwall's North Atlantic coast with
miles of sandy beach on either side giving way to steep
dunes and cliffs, and glorious weather; what more perfect
setting could there ~ for Annual Training, 1951 ?
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And what could have been a more fortunate start to a
most happy and excellent camp than the arrival of Captain
D aniel and the road-party, on time and without the loss
of a ingle vehicle after their 26o-mile journey.
Here, perhaps, a few words of thanks would not be out of
place: to Southern Command Signal Squadron and to the
R.A.P.C. T r aining Centre at Devizes where our road-parties " Staged " respectively on the way down and back; to
our sponsor unit RA.S.C. and to the L.A.A. Battery R.A.
at Penhale to whom we are deeply grateful for looking after
us so well and for acceding so graciously to our every request :
and to the North Irish Horse who made our advance party
o welcome.
And so to training. The centrepiece was again the
" Scheme," including four, and latterly five, Signal Offices
and culminating with a thirty-six hour non-stop effort.
Meanwhile the Linemen laid lines in terrain and conditions
which brought back n ostalgic memories to our Desert
Heroes, the operating trades manipulated their various keys
and jacks, and the D .R.s went for a tour of the West Country, and, a new departure, the Workshop Trades actually
had the time and personnel to share out the task of keeping
the equipment working and to attend a lecture or two
besides.
We have so far, not unintention ally, avoided all reference
to Reservists, Z or otherwise, because we hope that at camp
there were no T .A., N .S., or Reservists but that they were
all part of the Regiment whatever their suffix. But now
that they have left us we can only hope that they enjoyed
being with us a little bit as much as we were pleased to
have them, and trust that they will come and see us during
the year.
I t certainly was due to the R eservists among u s that all
competitions were such close affairs. Signalman Burtenshaw won the D.R. Trial after a re-ride against Corporal
P arker. Group Squadron won the W.R.A.C . D rill and the
N etball, and 23 Squadron won the Military Drill, the F ootball, and the M essage R ace. But the closest of all was the
Regimental Sports, held at the R.A. F. Station, St. Eval, by
kind permission of the Station Commanding Officer. 23
Squadron were placed first with 21 and Group ~quadrons
equal and only one point behind.
''
To close we must bid a sad word of farewell to our late
C.S.0., Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Ellis. Jim Ellis has been
more than a visitor to Brampton Road and to our other
D rill Halls, he has been ever our guide, philosopher, and
friend. We wish him every success and happiness in his
retirement in East Africa.

2 A.A. (M) SIGNAi. REGIMENT

Although we have now been back from camp for nearly
a month, we are still talking about the enjoyable time
we had there with our "Z" Reservists.
The photograph opposite shows some of our " Z" Linemen
dismantling a Permanent Line route using a Post Office
pole-lifting jack.
Some recruiting exhibits were displayed at the Royal
Counties Show by the Regiment on behalf of the two
Royal Signals Territorial Army U nits in Southampton.
The teleprinters and the wire recorder attracted the most
attention.
Trades were exchanged quite freely among the personnel manning the stand. Telemachs told the public all
about 31 sets while a carpenter explained the teleprinters
and a driver operated the wire recorder.
The Regiment was entertained at a concert given by the
Corps Band under the direction of Captain J. L. Judd,
M .B.E., MUS.BAC., F.T.C.M., L.R.A.M., Director of Music, in
the Stanhope Theatre on the 28th June, l95r. The Band
were up to their usual high standard of versatility and
their music was thoroughly enjoyed by the audience.
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"Z" Re servist s dism antl ing P /L ro ut e with pole lift ing jack

13 A.A. (lU ) SIGNAi. REGIMENT, T.A.
3 A.A. INDEPENDENT ( M ) SIGNAL SftlJADRON
35 ( ULSTER ) A . A. INDEPENDENT (M)
SIGN AL SftUADRON, T . A.

The Signal units of 3 A.A. Group have just returned from
Annual Camp. For the first time in history they have been
to camp together, trained together and lived together. The
experiment was a success--a resounding one--and we think
that we have all helped each other to have a good and useful
camp.
If these notes appear to h ave more than a little T.A. bias
we ask your pardon although as far as T.A. Camps go this
year's camp was not. It was not a T .A. Camp because we
had a job to do-an important job. We were chose!l-:--each
of the three units separately-to undertake the trammg of
"Z" Reservists and, having already planned to go to camp
together, we decided that we wo~d . pool our resources ~d
make a combined plan for the trammg of all our reservists.
T hat our plan worked successfully was due mainly to
the immense eagerness and vigour of Major J. L. Tanner
and his officers of 3 A.A. Independent (M) Signal Squadron.
They undertook the organisation of a Training School and
prepared some 200 or more individual daily training programmes. Not only this, they prepared beforehand 25 lecture rooms fitted out for various types of instruction. The
fitting out of these lecture rooms, erec~ng breast ~outes and
even laying the main line routes for a Signal Exercise was all
accomplished by the regular Sqt=adron (~ost . of them N.S.
men) in one week and we of the Terntonal Army are
extremely grateful to them for what they did.
T ·H E W I R E , A U G U S T 1 9 5 1

T he instructors for the School were drawn from all the
units so naturally we were able to choose our best both of
W.R.A.C. and male personnel. The W.R.A.C. were perhaps a little awed by the prospect of instructing men but
the men were kind to them and so they did a fine job.
We were not only pleased but overwhelmed by the
enthusiasm shown by our reservists. They were a fine crowd
and fitted in splendidly to the niches which we had reserved
for them in our units. In fact, within a day they were part
of us and entered with spirit into healthy inter-troop rivalry
and at the end of camp they went away with the impression
that they had not wasted their time but that they had done
a solid fortnight's work and enjoyed it. Let not the daily
Press mislead us--our reservists are keen, cheerful and
jolly good soldiers.
Camp was held at Farnley Park, Otley, in Yorkshireforeign lands to our Scots and Irish, but even they have to
admit that the Yorkshire dales are beautiful, perhaps not
the same sort of beauty as the Scottish glens but nevertheless the quality is the same. Fortunately for us also Otley
is a market town and all those familiar with Yorkshire
market towns will know that they are well provided with
hostelries. I believe that Thirsk has· 34 in the region of
the market square and Otley is not, if at all, fa r behind
Looking back on our camp now we can all say that we
enjoyed it. It was hard work for those who had to prepare
it but it was well worth while and even the weather, though
rather like the curate's egg, was kind to us on the whole.
Visitors came at odd periods, among whom were the
C.S.0 A.A. Command, the G .0 .C. 3 A.A. Group, and the
Honorary Colonels of the two T.A. units, Colonel Sir
Harold P . Mitchell, J.P., D.L., Bart., the Honorary Colonel
of 13 A.A. (M ) Signal Regiment T .A. and Colonel H. B.
Somerville, c.B.E., T.D., the Honorary Colonel of 35 (U) A.A.
Independent (M ) Signal Squadron T.A. L ieutenantColonel C. C. Danby, o.B.E., the C.S.0 . of 3 A.A. Group
spent a few days with us.
On the Thursday of the second week we held our Spons
Day on a sports field kindly made ayailable to us _by a local
manufacturing company. Lady Mitchell, the wife of our
Honorary Colonel, gave away the prizes, most of which
went to the girls and men of the Regular Squadron. There
is no doubt that they deserved them.
In closing these notes we wish to announce with the
very greatest pleasure the birth of a ~aughter, Mary Jean,
to Colonel Sir Harold and Lady Mitchell on 26th May,
1951. The Honorary Colonel, his lady and his daughter
will shortly be returning to their home in Bermuda.

4 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

June has been a very busy month, with exercises in all
of our Squadron areas. Regular and T.A. personnel were
involved and were twice linked by teleprinter for the benefit of Signal Office staffs and T.P.O.s. Group and Brigade
staffs co-operated by providing traffic of a " live " nature.
We cleared the traffic with great speed and reasonable
accuracy and we managed to enjoy ourselves during the
off-duty periods.
Our cricket team is beginning to settle down and promises to produce some excellent cricketers. Lance-Corporal
Barratt National Service man from Bury St. Edmunds (local
Squad;ons please note! ) has scored 86, 39 and 40 in his last
three innings and beads our batting averages.
Our teain at Bisley failed to win the Britannia T rophy.
They did not even shoot up to expectations, but they gained
valuable experience for next year, when we hope to do better.
The 4 A.A. Group W.R.A.C. athletic team will be drawn
largely from our Unit. They are busy training for the
A.A. Command sports at Aldershot and we wish them the
best of luck on 20th July.
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Situated in the heart of one hundred quare miles of
French forest and standing on the river Seine is the ancient
town of Fontainebleau.
Fontainebleau with its world-famous Chateau, the previous home of many French kings, imoresses the mind with
the glory that once belonged to Fr ance. Wandering within
its Palace walls one can easily picture the pomp and c~re
mony of tho e far off days when kings and queens'. courtiers
and their ladies occupied these magnificently furrushed and
beautifully painted rooms, perhaps they visited the same
carp pond and over the same stone wall threw pieces of
bread to the ancestors of these lively fishe , causing the indescribable consternation that we see today. The same
lovely view, the same shaded glen, everything exactly as it
was when Napoleon and his Josephine danced and made
merry within these beautiful grounds. It is to here th~t
many thousands of visitors from all over the world find their
way.
I left Catterick the home of Signals with no regrets. It
was with a feeling of acute exhilaration that I at last found
myself on the first stage of my journey, bound once again,
for France. Then followed the mad rush to Victoria, the
sober boat train, the customs, a hasty meal and then, the
boat. Yes, the same boat which helped to carry us from
Dunkirk, which ferried us backwards and forwards on leave
from the invasion areas. Here she was back in her peacetime role carrying passengers across the Channel, so quiet,
so different.
The skull and crossbones notices in the Calais area carrying their grim warnings that minefields were ~verywhere
had been removed. The shells of many buildings still remained but the place was much tidier than it was when I
last saw it. This time it was straight from the boat to the
train, the long walk with full kit to the Transit Camp did
not arise. The train itself was very comfortable, the service
was excellent. Not realising that the value of the franc
had decreased six fold since last I was in France, I could
not at the time understand the hostile look I received when
I offered a ten franc tip to the steward, but I soon realised
my error.
I finally reached my destination during the early evening
of the following day. The process of settling down soon
began. I could not get used to the idea of the three Services
living together. We share the same quarters and the same
duties. One might on any day of the week find that the
Orderly Corporal is a Leading Seaman in the Royal Navy,
the Orderly Sergeant a Flight Sergeant in the Royal Air
Force, while an Army Warrant Officer is the Orderly Officer.
The domestic quarters are some distance from our work,
we occupy an old French barracks partly modernised to
British standards. It is not as big as we would like, but on
the whole we are fairly comfortable. Feeding arrangements
under a mixed staff of Royal Air Force and Army personnel
are excellent, the esprit de corps between the Services could
not be higher. Our canteen is very good, we have our own
Education Centre and Cinema, whilst some of us have our
own special pubs. To speak the language is an asset, especially when one picks up the telephone to find a Frenchman
on the line. Some chaps are enthusiastically learning French
the hard way, and one sometimes hears a despairing Frenchman trying to understand school French with a broad Scots
accent. Our sympathies are with the French who are expected to speak all languages.
When I arrived we were in the process of expanding.
Starting as the Signal Troop to the Chairman of the C.'s in
C. Committee, Western Europe, we have now become the
Western Europe Signal Squadron. Our work is interesting,
our aim is to build an efficient inter-national communication
system. We have our teething troubles, especially within
the Signal Office or finding ourselves control to several W.T.
Stations of other nationalities, but the will to succeed is
present; with this mind we will overcome our difficulties.
RALFEY

O.C. 2 Squadron was pleased to see at least four Rugby
players among a recent draft, and in consequence hopes to
be able to field an even better side this year than last.
Fixtures are well on the W?Y for a full season.
The summer Inter-Troop football competition is in its
final stages and rests between "F " Troop, "E" Troop and
a team from H.Q. Squadron.
Sailing has been its usual success, and under the leaderhip of O.C. 3 Squadron, the team won the Royal Signals
Inter-Unit sailing competition for the second year running,
the members being Captain R. S. Holbrook, Lieutenant
C. B. Ward, Captain J. G. James, Lieutenant R. C.
Anderson, Second-Lieutenant M. Kelly and the skipper,
Major M. S. Hancock. The shield, suitably inscribed, stays
with us. The social success of the two days at Mohne See
goes without saying.
The cricket season has been in full swing, with the Unit
team playing two games each week. Consistent batting by
Signalman Wilson and Signalman Simpson, ably backed
the bowling of Sergeant Tiffin and a welcome newcomer to
tf\e Unit, Signalman Harrison, a Norfolk player, have produced some close and exciting games.
A Field Artillery Regiment were the victors by three runs
in the B.A.O.R. knock-out, which is unfortunate, but
revenge was sweet in a frie ndly retur n match, when we beat
them 98 runs to 39, Sergeant T iffin 6 for 26 and Signalman
Trasler 4 for 13.
Captain C. Bound is responsible for the team this year,
and we are fortunate in having such an enthusiastic player
to ta ke the place of Major T. R. Warren, who is no doubt
finding plenty of .outlet for his skill in Catterick.
We congratulate Lieutenant R. D. Whitehead, who got
second place in the Army sports at Aldershot for pole vault.

In future, o n grounds of economy,
it w ill no longer be possible to
publish the shields bearing the
formation signs of Regiments.
This is regretted.

BRITISH
ARMY
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B.A.O.R. SIGNAL REGIHENT

. June has been an in-and-out month in more than one
sense· for not only has the weather alternated warm and
sultry with cold, wet and windy days, but also troops have
been moving in and out of barracks on small schemes or
on the annual rifle shooting classification at Sennelager or
finapy because of the re-organisation caused by the a~r~val
of 1 Corps Signal Regiment from England. - In addiuon,
a big headache for Troop Officers and 'N.C.0.s has been
the loss of many valuable men in the recent large National
Service demobilisation parties which have left barracks.
On Thursday, 7th June, on the occasion of the offici311
marking of the King's birthday, a p.arade was 'held m
Harewood Barracks. Afterwards a buffet luncheon was
served for the guests m·the W.O.'s and Sergeant~' Mess and
in the evening the celebrations were concluded with a dance.
On Sunday, the roth June, a Regiment~! church parade
was held in the N .A.A.F.I. to mark the birth of the Duke
of Edinburgh.
Afterwards the salute was taken by
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. S. Sanders,- o.B.E.

2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

The month has seen no major Divisional exercises, but
plenty of intensive training on a Unit level, v.:hich, with
the shortage of mstructors,
has kept everyone more than
busy and wishing the days
had more hours. However, we
shall hope to reap the benefits of our efforts in the coming autumn manoeuvres which
we are promised will, this
year, be bigger and better
than ever.
R.S.M. W. Dawson was
commissioned and posted to
England, our congratulations
·
to him, and out of that we
welcomed the promotion of I Squadron S.S.M. now R.S.M.
W. E. Boon. We hear that Major A. R. Glanvill is joining
us this month to take the place of Major J. J. Carroll, whose
tragic death was reported in fast month's issue. .
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7 ARMOU RED DIVISIONAi, SIGNAL

REGHIE.i.~T

The King's birthday was celebrated throughout the
Division by a n umber of parades, on all of which the
Regiment was represented.
C.R. Signals being the Garrison Commander took the
salute at the march past of the
, .,. ---parade at D ivisional H.Q. and
seemed very pleased with the
standard attained, though the
early morning drill which produced this is not at all
popular!
The Division is now part of
1 British Corps. We were
----- -~-honoured by an unofficial
visit from our new Chief
Signal Officer, Colonel E. D. Good, C.B.E., accompanied by
our late Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Gambier.
A drill and duties course, inspected and passed off by the
Chief Signal Officer, survived this ordeal surprisingly well.
We are so dispersed that senior Officers have some difficulty in visiting all Squadrons of the Regiment. However,
3 Squadron seem to be well placed for visits from everybody
!
· ·
·
h
I
· the D.1v1s1on
· · al
2 Squadron d1sungmshed t emse ves m
.Artillery exercise; the exercise was followed by a very
effective demonstration of firepower laid on for General
Guillaume, which was attended in strength by Signals. All
the communications worked.
A draft arrived while the Regiment was out on training.
One man was sent by an N.C.O. to check over a decrepit
camouflage net and report the number of holes _in it.
A senior Officer, seeing a man busy working 01? a
camouflage net wandered over to see w~at he was do1~g.
To his amazement he saw the man meuculously counting
.
.
every square in the net.
It took a long time to convmce the seruor Officer that
the N.C.O. was not" taking the mickey."
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On a recent exercise a D.R., sent some m iles to obtain a
Battalion strength return, returned wet but jubilant to the
D.A.A. and Q.M.G. to report " There is a wireless silence
on now but they were strength five when they went on
listening watch.''
The Officers commemorated the founding of the Corp
at a dinner to which they invited the D ivisional Sappers.
Judging by the bills presented afterwards by the Garrison
Engineer it was a good party.
Sergeant Nicolson, our " D " T roop Sergeant, has been
selected to train for the International Six-Day Motor Cycle
Trials to be held in Italy in September. He is one of the
only two representatives chosen from the Corps. We are
sure that all members of the Corps will join us in wishing
him luck jn the trials. Already he has disappeared into
the depths of Wales for training!
O ur Regimental team battled valiantly in the Brigade
athletics but did not succeed in being placed high enough
t o go forward to the Divisional championship. Even the
pouring rain could not damp their ardour! We look forward to competing in the B.A.0.R. Inter-Signals athletics
at the end of the month.
At present we are hampered by lack of swimming pools.
Only 3 Squadron are fortunate enough to have a swimming
pool within ten miles of their barracks, though we understand 4 Squadron have been urging on the Sappers in order
to get their new pool completed.
· We are now looking forward to the Divisional Inter-Unit
championships at the end of the month.
Our cricket team have distinguished themselves by beating 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment in the semi-finals of the
B.A.0.R. Inter-Signals cricket. It was the bright lights of
Hamburg which did the trick-they all seemed to enjoy
themselves !

11 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

During the past month of June things have been fairly
quiet after the spell of exercises and visits during the preceding month. Both Officers
and other ranks have taken
advantage of the quiet spell
and the more fortunate ones
have been on leave away from
the turmoil.
A series of athletic meetings
have been held culminating in
a Regimental athletic meeting
on Sunday, 1st July, 1951. 2 Squadron are to be congratulated on winning the cup at the meeting. We were
fortunate in having a really fine day for the events.
4 Squadron have been very committed in supplying

" H" Troop pulling against "F" Troop in 2 Squadron inter-Troop
sports meeting
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c mmunication both for the B.A.0.R. rifle meeting held
dunng the month and also at the Rhine Army Horse Show
held on xst July, 195i.
At the time of writing we are busy preparing for yet
another series of exercises and then we start to organise ourselves for the autumn exercises.
An upgrading course under Major Scrase has been hard
at work during the past three weeks and most other ranks
have had a chance to upgrade themselves. Final results
have not yet been received.
We congratulate both Major Swnmer and Captain Swan
on passing the entrance examination into the Staff College.
The Squadron Inter-Troop athletics meeting, held on
Sunday, 24th June, x951, was hotly contested by all three
Troops. "H" Troop, under the sturdy leadership of
econd-Lieutenant Ken Ferguson and Conporal John Rees,
put in a strong team despite the absence on leave of two of
their best athletes.
They were definitely on their mettle, after their Whitsun
draw for first place with the " B " and " D " Troop team
from 1 Squadron.
"F" Troop, however, had already established their
supremacy on the h~ey field in the Easter knock-out. With
the inspiring leadership of their Troop Commander, stocky
but mercurial 'Second-Lieutenant T. I. Robinson, they rose
to the challenge once again and seized victory from "H "
Troop by a narrow margin.
"E" Troop were handicapped by the absence of their
Tro~p Commander, Second-Lieutenant Bruce Foote, ~t
howed plenty of fight. Signalman " Snowy " Mansfield
distinguished himself by winning the Jong distance events.

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

We are glad to welcome the A.S.S.U. under Major
Caldicott to our barracks. They have moved in completely. Their presence will help us in our games, as they
are grouped with us for Royal Signals tournaments.
This has been a busy month in our relations with the
Field Survey Squadron, R.E., who share our barracks. First
we had the annual Royal Engineers/Royal Signals guest
night to commemorate the days when we were one, and
econdly we assisted in getting Captain Joe Holden, R.E.,
married. G<>od luck to them all their lives.

does not necessarily mean that the Unit is eager to pr fi•
by them. Two ladies of the W.V.S. have come to help
us, and their headquarters in the games room above the
N.A:A;F.I. ~s already a gayer and more ordered haven. The
Ladies Social Club moves forward in spite of scanty spac
and large-scale transposition of married quarters. They·
recentlY: ran .an excellent dance in a hired cafe. The
Dr~i;nauc. ~1ety's production of " See How They Run,"
Philip King s very funny play about chaos let loose in an
?nglish vicarage, is well on its ·way to a Garrison showmg_ on 10th August; and there are already stirrings toward
vanety or pantomime at Christmas.

The Officers' Mess entertained the W.0.s and Sergeants
. to a games tournament, which was won by two points by
the W.O.s and Sergeants'.
Our basket ball team and our cricket team have both
been knocked out of the Royal Signals tournaments. In
cricket we had to have a replay because of weather and
whereas in the first game we did well, in the second the
rot set in.
The Corporals' Mess has got going and have already
challeng~d the W.0.s and Sergeants.
I

WIRELESS REGIMENT

Though summer is only recognisable in Westphalia as
the season when they sell apple juice on railway stations
instead of sausages, the Regiment presses ahead with its
summer time-table as if the sun was really there after all.
The XI have had a very good season so far on a matting
wicket with a lethal outfield, and they have already
reached the semi-final round of Corps cricket tournament
in B.A.0.R. After a pleasant Unit athletics meeting, the
chosen team did splendidly in the Infantry Brigade games
against four opponents who were all stronger in numbers to
finish second, with the result that the entire body has gone
forward to Dusseldorf to represent the Brigade in the .
2 Infantry Division games.
A gallant team of practised runners-Signalman Hearn
Signalman McArthur, Lance-Corporal Webster and Lance~
Corporal Dixon~won the 1,500 metres relay in fine style;
and they were robbed by a touch of the same distinction
in the 8oo metres. S.S.M. Cox, a soldier of 21 years'
service who held the B.A.O.R. hurdles title in 1945, pulled
an indifferent team together to finish a good second in the
100 metres hurdles.
Of individual successes, LanceCorporal Gibby had a deserved reward when he was
paired winner of the pole vault; and Signalman Cooperwho although a newcomer to the event, was admittedly
nurtured in Aberdeen-tossed the caber away from under
the noses of a number of chagrined Scotsmen.
Other pursuits are not neglected. There have been no
swimming sports as yet, though the entire Brigade is making
good use of the bath that was our sole preserve last summer.
After a succession of too-easy wins we were narrowly
eliminated on our own ground in the finaI of 'the Corps

BERLIN SIGNAi. SQUADRON

Lance-Corporal Gibby clearing 9 ft . in the pole vault

basketball tournament in B.A.0.R. H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal
Regiment scored 14 points to our 12. In the 2 Infantry
Division lawn tennis championships at Dusseldorf the
Regiment were less successful than l;i.st year. Corporal
Sherborne, the title holder, progressed no further than
the semi-final round. In the Regimental doubles, however,
Captain Sugden and Corporal Sherborne had better
fortune; and it is gratifying to know that they have been
seeded No. 8 in the impending Rhine Army championships
at Hamburg.
Entertainments in the Unit know no closed season, which

Ju_ne, ~951, has proved to be a month of hard work for
Berlin Signal Squadron, which has been stretched almo t
but not quite, to its limits in providing communication'
for sche~es, parades and rifle meetings.
.The big event of the month, of course, was the King's
Birthday Parade. _Sterling ':"ork by the line party produced
excellent results with the rrucrophone system which is used
to control big .parades on the Olympische Platz. Berlin
was treated to the spectacle of the Trooping of the Colour
~y the King's Regiment, which was followed by a mechanised march past of all units in Berlin. Who was it who
thought that our C.V. H.P. was a mobile canteen?
~e are proud to record that the Officer Commanding,
~aior H. R. Jordan, was awarded the l\.t.B.E. in the King'
B~day Honours. At tl:e moment he is competing at
Bisley, and we hope that he will return with yet another
shooting trophy. Unfortunately he will not be with us
much longer as he is awaiting posting.
Departed for 11 Air Formation Signals is S.SM. G. D.
Rockall. All his friends in Berlin wish him luck on his
promotion to W.0.I and feel sure that he will go from
success to success. He has plenty of time, having just
signed on for another " five years' hard."
5 AGRA (A.A.)

SIG~AL

SQC"ADRON

Exercise " Ombrelle " is over and once more we find ourselves back in barracks after a short stay under canvas in
Holland.
A few days after returning from the Netherlands the
Squadron took part in the garrison King's birthday parade.
A detachment paraded with the unarmed guard and four
D.R.s and two Command vehicles took their place behind
the A.G.R.A.'s guns in the mobile column. A complicated
system of flags and wireless, provided by the Squadron was
set up on the tower of the local fire station for the controlling of the Royal Salute and f eu de joie-the flags were
not required.
.
We welcome three more families, those of Sergeant Oram,
S.Q.M.S. Pearson and Captain McCarthy, who have now
joined them in married quarters.
Early in the month of June Colonel Luthra, Deputy
Director of Signals, Indian Army, visited the Squadron,
and early in July we were paid a visit by the Director Royal
Artillery.
The football season is now over, not a great many successes but a promise of better results in the future. We are
now concentrating on the Squadron cricket XI which will
soon be taking the field, if only we could find a field with
an even surface.

Have you ordered your copy
of

S'" '"' .-
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The Brigade Major watches Mrs. Macnab, the Brigade Commani;
· der's wife, congratulating Signalman Cooper on his victory in
the caber
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2 L. OF {'. S IGNAL R E GDIENT

\\ c have had a very busy tim · on the static communication ide and are pleased to record that all commitments
are being covered.
'\ e played against I I Air
Formation Signal Regiment in
the B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit cricket
competition on 1nh June. We
were extraordinary lucky a we
won bv two wickets.
The • previous week-end we
had started to play off this
round when rain stopped play.
cry unfortunately for our opponents, as they had knocked up
a most impressive score.
On 29th/30th June we met 7
Armoured
Divisional
Signal
Regiment in the semi-final; we
were soundly defeated and so
put paid to our hopes and ambitions for this tournament.
May we offer our congratulations to the winners.
All Squadrons are participating in local cricket matches.
No. 2 Squadron taking part in Inter-Troop Cricket League
between troops of 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regi~en t .
Nos. 4 and 5 Squadrons have been playing together. We
gather that 4 Squadron were the victors by seven runs.
4 Squadron also played I Squadron of II Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment and lost by the narrow margin of
13 runs. Both 4 and 5 Squadron combined ro play I I
Armoured Divisional Signal .Regiment and put up a fine
display, 148 for 6 declared, Sergeant Chalker not out 90.
Our Sports Officers are now busy trying to make up teams
for all the coming athletic events. We hope to be able
to compete in all B.A.0.R. athletic meetings and, with a
little luck, to capture some of the events.
Officers of the Royal Engineers, R.H.Q. and I Squadro9
were present at a combined dinner on 27th June, 1951,
to commemorate the forming of the Royal Signals.
Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Seely, O.B.E., Royal Signals,
presided.

F
16 :r.\'DEPENDENT PARACHUTE BRIGADE
GROUP SIGNAL SQUADR9N

The month of June was, for the Squadron, punctuated by
periods of intense activity and of comparative calm. In
the middle of May the Brigade was ordered to prepare itself
for overseas and it sailed on 5th June from Portsmouth
(13 days from the date of stand-by). That in cold print
was the result of two weeks of intense activity jn which
the whole Squadron was converted to Hastings aircraft,
despatched all its stores and vehicles and handed over its
Aldershot commitments, without skeletons, we hope, to
the Airborne Holding Troop under Lieutenant S. A. Frost,
whose departure to "other fields" was hastily cancelled.
The faces 0f some new arrivals during this period were
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quite remarkable.
They were "stabbed," medically
inspected, docwnented and kitted all within 24 hours of
arrival. The Squadron embarked on H .M.S. Triumph on
4th June, after marching through the streets of Portsmouth
led by the band of the 1st Battalion The Parachute Regiment and followed by the Guards Independent Company
changing arms every ten minutes.
For our eight days of comparative calm we were in-·
debted to the Royal Navy, whose endeavours to make us
comfortable were really appreciated. No man would wish
us to pass on without saying "Thank you, Royal Navy."
Our days were spent sunbathing, playing games, having
lectures and "doing fatigues," but mainly the former, as
was amply shown by the state of some torsos. Having
docked at Famagusta, we were moved by "rail " to our
camp at Nicosia. We say by rail with our tongues in our
cheeks for the whole contraption completely outclassed
Emmett's Railway at the Festival. We arrived at Nicosia to
the strains of "Baa-Baa " issuing from the open trucks.
It would be an understatement to say we are crowded
but we are certainly making the best of things and if some
men have not a bed they live in hopes of qualifying by
becoming a more senior soldier. Training takes the form
of ever lengthening route marches-to the sea side fortunately, where Sergeant Kelly, as Camp Commandant, makes
us very welcome. We think we will enjoy Cyprus later on,
but at the moment of putting pen to paper-as the expression goes-the thermometer reads 1020.

I INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

!he highlight of the Regiment's sports activities during
this month was the fine performance of our speedway team
the "Meteors."
'
On Sunday, 1st July, they met their old rivals the
formidable "Tornadoes," of the Command Workshops
R.E.M.E. This "needle" match had been looked forward
to by all ~embers of the Unit. Unfortunately for the
team, on Friday, 29th July, we lost three of our star riders in
the persons of Lance-Corporal Leston Signalmen Conlon
and Challis, on reversion to U.K. To complete a team
entry ~o veterans ~ere brought from retirement to keep
t~e Signals flag flymg. In spite of fielding what was
Vlftually. a scratch t<:am, the " Meteors " won handsomely
by 46 pomts to 36 pomts, thus retaining their position at the
top of the challenge cup ladder. Great credit is due to all
members of the team for their stout effort and to the excellent team management by Sergeant " Coster " Brierley.
On 22nd June the Regiment had its annual administration inspection. It began with a Unit march past followed
?Y a d~monstration of <;!rill by the D. and D . course, the
mspecuon of a ne"'.'lY arrived draft and a complete inspection
of all accommodauon. The result was gratifying and justified the hard work put in by all ranks.
. !he R~giment yacht " Mary" is still going strong, though
it is a trifle aged. On its last trip out it sprung a leak and
was saved from foundering by virtue of having the Cipher
Officer aboard. His size eleven shoes made excellent balers.
I L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT, 1'1.E.L.F.
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Since our last notes a Leave Camp for troops on The
Rock, sponsored by Toe H, has been opened at Little Bay.
The main aim of the camp is to take the men away from
the general military atmosphere of barrack life. As one wit
put it "To help prepare the men for their return to Civvy
Street." Anyway, several members of the Unit have availed
themselves of a short leave there and all speak highly of
the camp. One rather unique feature of the camp is the
" Self Service " Canteen. There is no regular attendant
in the canteen; you simply take what you want and place
the correct ammµ1t of money for your purchases in the till.
The warden of the camp, a Mr. Jock Brown, insists that he
has never been let down. Might I add that our Unit Canteen is run on much more old fashioned lines? Whilst
still on about leave, a few of our members have been over
to a leave camp in Tangier for periods of ten days. Good
reports have come in about this camp also, although everyone speaks of the comparatively high cost of things in
Tangier itself.
It was found impracticable this year to run Unit sports.
However, not to be deterred, a team from the Unit consisting of Corporal Burke, Signalmen Dracup, Richardson and
Gunner Elsmore (one of our attached personnel) accepted
an invitation to run in a half-mile medley relay race at the
Garrison Employment Company's Sports Day. Much to
the pleasant surprise of us all, our team romped away with.
the event.
The cricket season is now getting into its stride. For
competitive cricket we have been amalgamated with the
R.A.0.C. and so far we have had one practice match with
them. The game did not produce any budding Bradmans
or Huttons but it did provide a pleasant afternoon's sport.
Even our newly found umpire--Sergeant Smith-seemed to
enjoy himself.
.
'
On the 7th June, His Majesty The King's Official Birthday was celebrated on The Rock. Unlike last year when
one big parade for the whole of the Command was held on
the airfield at North Front, three smaller parades were held
at different places. Royal Signals joined with Fortress
Engineer Regiment, Royal Engineers, in a parade and
march-past at South Barracks . .
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We are living through busy times in the Regiment at
the moment. f40 Construction Troop, one of our newly
formed troops under command of Second-Lieutenant Watts
mo~ed out into the desert on 12th June, 1951, at 24 hours~
notice, off by convoy and L.S.T. to Suez to a P.L. project
in Aqaba.
Within the 'training Wing ably commanded by Lieutenant
A_. C. Bate the courses are progressing well. We are runrung three courses at the moment, No. 4 junior Leaders,
No. I I U.G. and No. 2 Driver/Operators (R.E. attached)
and are likely to continue on this scale for the next nine
months. Also attached to us is a Small Arms course of
12 personnel from Units within the Canal Zone (not
necessarily Signals), together with a team of 4 S.A.S.C. W.O.
Instructors from H'Ythe Small Arms S!chool, giving •us
some really up-to-date instruction. Recently the C.S.O. paid
us a visit, this time the occasion of the pass-off parade of No.
3 Junior Leadership course on our square and hockey pitch
combined. The Brigadier witnessed a good display of drill
under our drill instructor, S.Q.M.S. · Wilderspin, B.E.M.
(photo below), followed by the presentation of a silver
whistle to the best student of the cotirse, Lance-Corporal
Metcalfe, of Malta Signal Squadron.
In the field of sport we are confined mostly to cricket
at the moment and give a good account of ourselves against
people like 3 Squadron Egypt Command Signal Regiment
and H.Q. Infantry Brigade District (Rear).
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EGYPT COMMAND SIGNAL REGDIENT
Parties. This subject really merits a separate heading thi
month-the Office!s' Mess has had two pretty terrific ones.
. The first, a dmner dance, was given in farewell to
Lieutenant-Colonel Finney, Our Commanding Officer and
others who are leaving us.
'
If the spe:ches were s~ort, th.is was in ;1JO way a reflection
on the genume regret with which we said our official farewells. Though all of us were loathe to part, neither the
guests nor m:mbers allowed the sadness of the occasion to
obtrude, and if any tear~ were shed at all, the stimulant was
p~obably more alcoholic than emotional. We all wish
Lieu~enant:-Color_iel a~d Mrs. Finney and family the greatest
~appmess ~ thelf reurem~~t, an<;I to the others good postmgs at which they, as families, will be able to live together.
Our second i:iarty was. the first of the guest nights held
on the Corps bu_th<;la,Y. with the Royal Engineers. We had
the ~onour o.n. this lnltlatory occasion to entertain the Chief
Engmeer, Bnush Troops, Egypt, and six other distinguished
Sapper _Officers. After the Loyal and Regimental toasts,
appropriate speeches successfully launched the affair
though no one inquired why our Corps Committees hav~
delayed so long in initiating what proved to be an
extremely enjoyable function and what will, it is certain
become an equally pleasant tradition.
'
We regret to report that in three of the games in which
we thought we excelled, billiards, cricket and darts our
" P,arents. "beat us. hll
. we aren't clever
'
o ow. However, if
we re noisy, and with Colonel Finney at the piano, we outsang the Sappers at" Alouetta," led by the C.S.O., and other
songs even less reputable, led by the Chief Engineer.
The W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess also laid on an extremely
e~jo:yable far<:w~ll party for. Colonel and Mrs. Finney.
Limitless remilllscence was aided, at the bar with copious
quantities of " Stellar" beer. With a co'mpany which
included the C.O., R.S.M. Webb, S.S.M. "Pop" Rider,
~Q . M.S. Lawrence and S.Q.M.S. Boreham, the ancient
history, of the Corps was delved into pretty deeply, and the
R.S.M. s farewell speech was most appropriate.
Our cricketers are bearing out their early promise. They
h~ve won all but one of 14 matches played so far and bid
fatr to bead the Army (Egypt) League. Second-Lieutenant
Bradbeer makes a habit of carrying his bat for well over the
half century. Captain Turner, who skippers the side almost
regularly tops this figure too, and S.S.M. Rider 'usually
produces a good score and keeps his end up to great effect.
Signalman Griffiths is also a very useful bat.
Of the bowlers Second-Lieutenant Bozman sends 'em
down pretty fast, and Signalman Nightingale's slow spinner
usually create havoc amongst the opposition.
3 G.H .Q. SIGNAL R E GH I ENT

. We are forming a dance band. At present they are small
m n~mbers, but although they are undergoing the usual
teethmg troubles, they are keen and will form a sound
nucleus for a first rate dance band. The band made its
debut at a recent Sergeants' Mess Social evening and there
does not appear to be any reason why we should not have
a band as good as any in the district before long.
For the Sergeants' Mess social, a new fountain to the
garden fish pond was made and a set of fairy lights were
fixed around the verandah.
Outstanding of the Corporals' Me activities this month
was the dance which they have held and which wa a great
success.
The annual swimming gala was held at Olympia Stadiwn
on 23rd J une. Many families attended and enjoyed a fine
afternoon of sport· the pri2es were presented by Mrs. Na h.
Without Sergeant Beale, 2 Squadron were not the u ual
force, but they fought hard, and the Inter-Squadron Cup
hung in the balance all afternoon. I quadron eventually
won it, and celebrated by adding the Inter- quadron water
polo cup, they beat H .Q. Squadron 6-1. The tandard of
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swimming wa good, and there were one or. two notable
performances. Signalman Taylor (2) was consistently g<>?<l,
nd
was Signalman Crawford (1). Other ou!=Sta.nding
wimmer were Captain Ingledow, Second-Lieutenant
Robinson and Corporal Gould. Sergeant Crabtree (2)
won the Plunge event with a fine effort .of 54ft. 7in.
.
The Chain of Command Relay provided excellent light
relief from the more serious business of the day. The sight
of officers and sergeants fishing with open mouths for bobbing and elusive corks cause_d ~any chuckles, but even
funnier were the efforts of the 1unior N.C.0.s to dress themselves in a complete set of denims, complete with hat, while
treading water. After dressing, they had to swim a length
before the next man could begin. Two Squadron's representative, Lance Corporal Meehan was obvio~sly pleased
with him elf for finishing his length before his opponents
had begun. His pleasure abated when his. Sergeant Ma_ior
greeted him as Sergeant Majors do, with the questJon
'Where's yo~ hat, lad?" The hat was fi~ating sedately in
mid-pool! The story has a happy ending however, as
Meehan had plenty of time to salvage his hat and get back
to the finish first.
It is with the utmost regret that we have to finish these
notes by announcing the sad death of Lance Corporal
Wilson, of M.T. Troop, who was killed in a tragic road
accident on 30th June. We would like to express through
THE WIRE our deepest sympathy with Mrs. Wilson, ~ho
was herself severely injured in the accic!ent, and her family,
and to extend our most sincere wishes of a speedy recovery.

T he cricket season is now in full swing, and to date the
Unit has played seven matches, of which two were won,
four lost and one drawn. The first round of the Singapore
knock-out competition versus a combined RA.S.C. team
was won with surprising ease. The highlight of the game
being a phenomenal catch by Sergeant Cross, who, at gully,
extended his arms at least a yard further than any normally
proportioned player and crashed heavily to the ground
triumphantly holding the ball aloft. The game was played
on a municipal park and enlivened by large numbers of the
native population, who apparently considered it tiheir perogative to wander over the pitch. It was highly disconcerting
to the batsmen to find an old coolie woman occasionally
fielding at extra cover.
G.D.Q. SIGNAL REGIMENT, FARELF

June has brought many new arrivals to the Unit-;-among
them W.0.II Etherington, who has lost no time in being
elected to the Unit football team-a welcome addition.
Our contingent for the King's Birchday Parade was well
"turned out," thanks to tihe supervision of R.S.M. Macklam,
and hard work of the men taking part. One incident we will
remember for quite some time to come: The last rehearsal
parade had just finished and there were grumbles and moans
as the lads were told to "fall in" again, but gloomy looks
were soon changed to cheers as the parade was halted outside the N.A.A.F.I., and Major Woods, in a token of appreciation " stood pints " all round for the ha.rd work the
partakers in tihe parade had contributed during the last week.
The three Squadrons are making good headway in the
football league table, and A.W.C. stand a good chance of
taking the lead from Camp (G.H.Q.). They are closely
followed by No. 1 and No. 2 Squadrons. ·
We were able to 1provide four contestants for the triangular.
athletics meeting, becween Singapore Athletics and Joho_re
A.A. and Combined Schools, held on tihe 29th of this moq,th.
I am pleased to report chat our small contribution, little
as it was, helped the Army athletic team to take nine out
of the twelve events.
Competitors from this Regiment wer~:
88o yards (2nd) place
High Jump (:znd) place
Javelin (2nd) place .. .
Hurdles (3rd) place . . .

SINGAPORE DISTRICT SIGNAL REGIMENT

Life in the Regiment during June was quiet and normal,
and little activity of note took place.
"A" Squadron, with their
customary ease, accepted and fulfilled the major commitment of
laying a 14 pair submarine cable
across the Johore Straits. The
job started at 0450 hours on the
12th of June and 2,450 yards of
cable (in 500 ya.rd lengths) was
laid, jointed and tested through,
by 0450 hours 13th June. A
rather unique method of laying
was employed and as it will be
of interest to ex-members of the
Regiment, I will give a brief
description of the system adopted. We used an M.F.V.
which had been modified as a cable layer. Three
thousand yards of cable, in 500 yard lengths, was wound
on to a large drum on boa.rd and the ship moved off, and
handed over the cable end to a jointing team, who were
anchored on a pontoon 500 yards from the shore. The
same process was repeated over and over again and the
jointing teams got down to work, jointing, plumbing and
splicing. In all, it took each team about eight hours. The
shore ends in each case were floated into position.
There were many incidents both amusing and annoying
but despite them all, the job was completed in good time.

Signalman Bramham
Signalman Godley
Sergeant Smith
Sergeant Severs

very well and is quite an impressive sight. It is even more
impressive when the R.A.F. fire service arrives to deal with
the fire, and then find the water has been cut off due to the
shortage. One afternoon there was quite a good fire just
round our HQ. It was just on the boundary between Army
land and R.A.F. land, and there was some argument between the two fire brigades as to who should deal with it.
By the time they had finished, the fire was well into both
areas, so they both had to work at it. We, of course, took
no part in it, being off duty in the afternoon. ·
A considerable stir. has been caused out here by an order
that we must route march fifteen miles twice a month.
Fifteen miles may not sound much, but in this sticky climate it takes quite a lot of doing. So far, we are just working up to the fifteen miles, having carried out one five mile
and one seven mile march in battle order. Apart from
some casualties among the Malay Other Ranks we a.re
doing well. I believe the sight of the Officers of District
HQ. going on their march led by the G.O.C. in person was
most impressive and their return even more so as he
omitted to give them any ten minute halts at the end of
the hour.

DONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT

This month gave us an opportunity to hid God speed and
a safe return to the newly formed Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment
which
passed through
Hong Kong on its way to
Korea on boa.rd H.M.T.
"Empire Orwell."
The ship docked in the
morning and LieutenantColonel P. M. P. Hobson,
o.s.o., and officers of the
Hong Kong Signal Regiment went aboard to welcome Major
Johnson, who was commanding the Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment (in the absence of the C.O., who had
fl.own on ahead) and the officers and men of the new
Regiment.
Several hours shore leave was granted before the ship
was due to continue its journey, which made it possible for
Officers, Warrant Officers, Sergeants and men of the Hong

Kong Signal Regiment to entertain the Officers, Warrant
Officers, Sergeants and men of the Commonwealth Divisional
Signal Regiment.
We only hoJ?e that the ,., new boys " enjoyed the day as
much as we did and we look forward to seeing them on
their way home.
Colonel D. W. R. Burridge, C.B.E., Chief Signal Officer,
Hong ~ong, ~d th_e officers of Hong Kong Signal Regiment
ente~amed Brigadier H . P. Cavendish, c.B.E., n.s.o., Chief
Engmeer, Hong Kong, and Royal Engineer Officers of
Field Engineer Regiment in the Royal Signals Officers'
M~ss, Murray Barracks, on Wednesday, 27th June, 1951. At
this. first ~ommemoration Guest Night Dinner the Chief
Engmeer, 10 rep~y .to a short explanation by the Chief Signal
Officer of the ongm of the custom, expressed his thanks on
behalf of the Royal Engineers Officers present. He drew
attention to the immense expansion of the Corps, which
grew out of the 300 R.E. siwiallers of the 1914 B.E.F., and
referred to the many close ties and associations between the
two Corps-a happy augury for future closer co-operation.
One of the members of the Corps present was Major
(Q.M.) H. H Richardson, Royal Signals (now Q.M.
H.Q.L.F.) who originally joined the Royal Engineers in 1914
and was allotted Regimental No. 28813.
27 Infantry Brigade Signal Troop. His Excellency the
Governor, Sir Alexander Grantham, K.C.M.G., inspected 27
Infantry Brigade Signal Troop shortly after their return
from Korea; the standard of their turn out was a credit
to the Troop and is given a clear indication of the way the
troop has adapted itself to the slightly less warlike condiL:ons under which it now operates.
Spart. Apart from the usual sporting features in the unit
we have now opened the door to a new feature-exploration, on a small scale.
In March 1951 Sergeants Barron and Barfield set off on
a trek to the Sai Kung Peninsula, the last " white sahib"
being left at Sai Kung the party pushed on, by way of local
footpaths well trod by honourable ancestors, through many
villages, camping wherever a good wat:.:r supply could be
found . The countryside is generally made up of hills of
decomposed rock and dense scrub, which makes travel very
difficult. This first venture returned early due to adverse
weather conditions, but it had been a taste of things to
come.
Cominutd on next pagt, first colW1111

The Singapore District Rifle Association quarterly shoot,
held at Nee Soon on the 9th June, saw the Unit take a well
deserved second place through the splendid efforts of
Sergeant Pollard, S.S.M. Hicks, S.Q.M.S. Harris and
Sergeant Elsom, who hope to turn the tables on R.E.M.E.
and take first plac~ at the next shoot.
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We celebrated the birthday of the Corps this month, with
a Church parade on the 24th June. Although we were unable to obtain a band, our turnout was quite smart and did
justice to the occasion. The garrison church was filled to
capacity, and fortunately we did not have any showers of
rain beating on the roof this time. The C.0. and C.A.F.S.O.
read the Lessons, the latter also taking the salute at the
March past after the service.
The Ma.lay Other Ranks have been having their fasting
month, or "Bulan Puasa." We all work from early dawn
till 1 o'clock now with the afternoon off, in consequence. I
have heard a lot about how pleasant Singapore was in the
early morning as opposed to the heat of the day, but I find
it greatly exaggerated. For one thing it means getting up
in the dark, never a nice thing to do. The afternoon off
seems popular enough, though very annoying for the R.A.F.
who are still working normal hours, and get no response
. from us after dinner time.
The dry weather has also brought with it a lot of grass
fires round the airfield. The local grass or "La.Bang" burns
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norf!lal Mes~ ~trength never exceeds ten, of which only five
Qr six are dmmg members. However, with a little adjustIilcnt here and there everyone was packed in.
The Uni_t ent~red a team for the Command Cross Country Champ1ons~1ps. They were won by the King's African
Rifles. The wmner put up the astonishing time for a fivemile course of 24 minutes 32 seconds. Our first man home
was Signalman Chepkwon, eleventh.
Lance Corporal Bridge has been invited to enter in the
Caledonian Society's 1951 Highland Games.
The. cricket Season has opened in Nairobi and owing to
the ra~ns the football season is being prolonged. Keen
e nthusiasts for both forms of sport are being set a problem.
. Our Unit Magazi~e "The _Killarnean" has gone on to
bigger and better things and is being taken over as a Sub
Area ~e.wspape~ under the joint direction of the A.E.0. and
the ongmal Editor. No news as to whether its old name
will perpetuate its Signals origin is yet to hand.

11dnn ig1u1l
q11ad1•on (B1·itisl1)
S.S.M. Dignan, Corporal McGough,
helm men-Corporal Mercy, Signalman
Sturton and crew comprising of Signalman Liversidge and Lance-Corporal
Chichester dared the unknowns of the
upper Blue Nile. (About 30 miles from
Khartoum).
(See story " Expedition Skylark " on
page 257.)
Sergeant Blair is in possession of a gold
medal presented by the Emperor Haile
Sellassie in recognition of seI"Vices rendered by B.M.M. Abyssinia.
Our football season has closed, finishing
with a very exciting neck and neck race
for the Small Units League Championship with R.A.O.C., who pipped us by one
point. Thus our boys received runnerup medals presented by the KAID. Five
of our team did, however, win a cup each,
in the Garrison League Championship, as . also did five
R.A.0.C., which shows the high standard both teams
achieved.
We were well represented in the hockey world, having had
four of our members picked for Small Units team.

NIGERIA SIGNAL SqUADRON

Water polo is now corning into its own and most of the
Squadron when off duty are only seen out of the swimming
pool for meals. Our water polo team, led by S.S.M. Dignan,
should be " crackerjack "; they are now beginning to look as
well as behave like seals.

Cuntinued frum pretJious page
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The second venture, late in April, perhaps a little more
daring than the first, was made by Sergeant Harfield,
Sergeant Garner, R.A.D.C. (our Camp Dentist!) and one
of the Regiment's Draughtsmen, Signalman Boxall. This
party set off from the village of Sha Tin in two canoes and
paddled across the then calm Tolo harbour. Tolo harbour
being a large harbour with a narrow bottle neck entrance,
the Sai Kung peninsula on one side, and on the other the
"Cotswolds." Once again this area is all hills and scrub
country. The party paddled up the Sai Kung coast until
about 1800 hours on the evening of the fust day, when a
terrific storm broke necessitating a run for the coast. Eventually, after careful navigation between razor sharp rocks a
small bay was reached. Immediately a shelter was erected!
The shelter consisted of placing the two canoes, one on top
of the other and stretching two capes, poncho, out over the
paddles. The storm raged from Sunday until Tuesday
morning, during which time vests, socks, etc., had been
u ed to stop the flow of water into the shelter. The food,
as always on these trips was a diet of bacon, beans, tomatoes and coffee, which during the period of the storm had
to be eaten cold. On Tuesday morning with all kit soaked
a dash was made for the Sha Tin Coast. This was accomplished only after one boat was flooded, and had run into
a sandbank studded with rocks. All the party returned,
rather worse for wear quite safely.

Mess activities are increasing. The Sergeants are finding it an impossible task to avoid their monthly social evening clashing with other Units,
but attendance ot old friends is
good and their June social on
the 23rd was as successful as
ever. In addition an informal
fortnightly Sunday evening is
being arranged, the first, on
17th June, was a great success.
This month saw the first of
the Commemorative Dinners to
mark the association between
Royal Signals and Royal Engine(!rS. It was held in the Mess at
Killarney Camp and 30 members and guests sat down
to dinner. This was something of an achievement as the
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Our main news !tern this month is the award of B.E.M.
to Sergeant Francis Fajuyi (R.W.A.F.F.) and Sergeant F.
Stockdale.
We take particular pleasure in announcing these awards
as they were the only
military awards in the
whole of Nigeria to be
announced in the King's
Birthday Honours List
and we join our C.S.O.
in offering them hearty
congratulations.
A TEWT was held in
which we played an
essential and prominent
part. A training set was
used to simulate wireless communications.
Quite an amount of
underground activity has
been going on of late in
the formation of a Signals Association Branch, Lagos District, and thanks to our
Second-in-Command (Captain Roskrow) it bas had the
-Official blessing from headquarters, London. In the not too
far distant future we hope to publish some of our activities.
Great enthusiasm was displayed on the first phase of our
athletic meeting and considering most of the field events
are entirely new to the African, the results were amazing.
With a bit more practice we should be able to, with confidence, send a representative team to take part in the Command Sports.
Our African football team keep piling up honours, having
played eight games, lost none.
In an endeavour to carry the Signals traditional sport to
West Africa we trained very hard and produced a crosscountry team. We managed to romp home an easy third.
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May has been a month of entertainment for the Squadron.
The first big item was the opening of the Warrant Officers'
and Sergeants' Mess dance floor, which ex-members of the
Squadron will be amazed to hear, has been completed and
is the envy of the local messes. The work has been done
with Squadron labour throughout.
The opening dance was a complete success, ending witl1
a speech from Major Edwards, who has since been posted
to M.E.L.F. He took advan.age of the occasion to say
goodbye to us. It would be difficult to find an 0.C. with
such an amazing range of interests and one who was, in
addition, an all-round sportsman.
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. At the end of the month the annual Signals ball was held
m the camp. The decorative theme of the ball was medieval
and the hall lent itself well to the scheme, with its beams,
rafters and ~ l~rge fireplace. Sergeant Lanyon, Mar-Gerrison and Willis made full size shields, each heraldically
accurate and hung with its own pair of banners in line
ei~h~r side of the room. The bandstand was backed by a
rrumature castle and the floor surrounded by waist high
battlements, ~ound the hall were arrows piercing curtains,
tables and shields, and at the entrance was a windlass operated drawbridge with a portcullis, outside of which were
stocks and a gallows.
. A cheque fo! ~53 ha~ since been despatched to the Royal
Signals Assoc1auon bemg the profits made on this most
successful venture.
To round off, a number of the N.C.0.s would like to
congratulate a friend of theirs and an ex-member o( the
Corps who has placed Britain on the motor cycle map of
the world and is a fine advertisement for the Corps, Geoff
Duke. We are sure he reads THE WIRE. Well done Geoff
'
we're proud of you, and of your T.T. success.
Tennis. In the Gold Coast Tennis Tournament Captain
Bamber has won the handicap singles and was awarded the
cup presented by Messrs. Cadbury and Fry for this competition. Partnered by Captain Kislingbury in the finals of
the doubles they were runners up and received a tankard
each. In addition Captain Bamber received a tennis
racquet, although it does not look as though he needs a
new one.
Hockey. The district league has not been played off completely, but the knockout competition saw us with two teams
entered. Unfortunately "B " team had to be scratched
through lack of reserves. "A" team met H.Q. West Africa
Command and played full time with no score. During the
extra time Major Edwards received a blow over the eye
which rendered him unconscious and during the time he
was off the field a goal was scored which lost us the match
and our hopes in the competition. In a previous game
Sergeant Sam Wyatt, playing superbly in goal, had the
misfortune to head the ball some twenty yards and passed
the two weeks following in hospital. Use the stick gentlemen, please !

Australia1i News
Visit <Yf the Director of Signals to America. At the conclusion of the Conference of Senior Army Commonwealth Signal
Officers in London, our Director, Colonel
A. D. Molloy, returned via America. As
the guest of the United States Army
Signal Corps he spent a fortnight visiting
U.S. Signal Corps installations, training
establishments, and having discussions
with Signal Corps Officers.
Colonel Molloy travelled some 5,000
miles during his stay in America. Hi
itinerary included such widely separated
places as Washington, San Francisco, Fort
Bragg (North Carolina), Camp Gordon
and Fort Benning (Georgia), and Fort Monmouth (New
Jersey}--the "Home of the Signal Corps."
Whilst in Washington Colonel Molloy was the gue t of
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Cumpston (Royal Australian
Signals' representative attached to the Australian Military
Mission) who, despite their long absence in the United
States, hope they are still remembered by, and send their
good wishes to, their Army friends in Australia.
Brigadier and Mrs. L. G. Dyke (Australian Joint Services'
representative in Washington, he11d of the Australian
Military Mission and Australian Military Attache) and
Lieutenant-Colonel John Hooker also extended ho pitality
in typical Australian style and with Lieutenant-Colonel and
Mrs. Cumpston did much to make the visit both profitable
and enjoyable.

Apart from equipment and training aspects noted for ~e
official record the Director's main impressions were the high
reputation which Australia enjoys throughout the United
States particularly amongst the U .S. Signal Corps folk.
Anoth~r, and perhaps more lasting, impression gained was
the earnesmess which the U.S. Army, and Armed Forces
generally, are tackling the problem of being prepared f<?r
a possible Worki War Ill. They have really got their
shoulders to the wheel and are in production of a completely
new range of radio equipments for the combat area. . In
their signal training establishments they are working
"round the clock "--one batch of trainees commences work
at 0630 hours and works until 1700 hours, another batch
takes over the same training equipment at r700 hours and
" stands down " at o630 hours-this happens st days each
week. At one Signal School alone there are 26,000 recruits
(U.S. Signal Corps and W.A.C.) undergoing training and
the weekly output is r,8oo.
This high pressure training was in keeping with the tempo
of the Director's 25,ocX> mile tour of both the U .K. and
U.S.A. He arrived back on 71h June, r951, and strangely
enough looked none the worse for having travelled so far so
fast.
The accompanying .photograph shows Colonel Molloy
and Lieutenant-Colonel Cumpston examining the new lightweight Kleinschmidt teletypewriter developed by the U.S.
Army Signal Corps in its Engineering Laboratories at Fort
Monmouth. It weighs only 28lb. and has been adopted
universally within the U.S. Army.
School of S ignals. In view of the reports that Field
Marshal Sir Thomas Blarney's health was improving, his
death on 30th May, came as a great shock. He was given a
military funeral with an escort of 5,000 troops, the route
to the cemetery being from the Shrine of Remembrance
through the centre of Melbourne. The School was given
the honour of providing the leading Company of a composite Battalion commanded by the Chief Instructor,
Colonel L. J. Bruton.
During the month the School ran a course of 42 Officers
of all Arms wishing to qualify for commissions in the
Regular Army. Accommodation and catering caused the
staff man headaches owing to restrictions caused by an
extensive rebuilding programme. However, all the arrangement ran smoothly and great cn:dit is due to both the
instr 1nional and administrative staffs. We should also
thank the instructors from other Arms Schools lent to us
for the occasion, for their assistance.
A.H .Q. S ignal Regiment. With the reincarnation of the

Women's Services the Signal Office has been invaded by a
galaxy of beauty receiving some pr~lirnina ry tr~i ning on
teletypewriters and counter work ,p nor to a basic course.
Later the Regiment will run a course for those choosing
operating trades.
We are pleased to ee that Miss K . Fowler, who was in
the A.W.AiS. during the war and has 1been working in the
Signal Office in a civilian capacity, has donned uniform
again in the ranks of W.R. A.A.C. We also welcome Miss
D. M. Lowe, who also served with the A.W.A.S. d uring
the war, and Miss V. R. Wilson, who was with the
A.A.M .W.S. Naturally we extend that welcome to embrace
the other young ladies wh o have joined from civilian life
and hope they all enjoy their services in the W.R.A.A.C.
V isiis. We are pleased to see W .O.I Rolle, of the Royal
New Zealand Signals, who is over here fo r two month
attachment. He is studying A.W.C. installation and operating techniques.
Sport. T wo fu rther rounds of the annual Directorate,
A.H.Q. Signal Regiment, School of Signals golf tournament
have been p layed. Results were as follows :
D irectorate v. A.H.Q. Signal Regiment, played at Huntingdale on 13th June, resulted in a win for A.H.Q. Signal
Regiment on a count back, teams arriving at the 19th three
games all.
We congratulate Lieutenant J. K. Gaylard on being
chosen as a member of the Combined Services (Victoria)
Rugby team which recently played against the Combined
Services teams of Queensland and New South Wales in
Sydney. Lieutenant C. J. Cattanach played for Queensland in the same matches.
Lieutenant Gaylard and Captain B. P . James were also
selected to play for the Combined Services (Victoria) Rugby
team versus the Metropolitan team as a " curtain raiser ,,
to the All Blacks v. Australian XV match on the Melbourne
cricket ground on 30th June.
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16 AIRBOR NE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)
By the time these notes are published the Regiment will

have made its debut on Television.
On Tuesday, 14th Augt1st,
there is to be a thirty minute
outside broadcast of the Regiment doing parachute training
and descents from a balloon.
Ever since the news was released
hairy parachuting linemen have
been gazing into mirrors assessing their photogenic qualities l
In due course we hope to publish an article covering the performance.
Communications provided for
the Divisional Rifle meeting on
23rd June were extensive and
even weird and wonderful. A certain Divisional Staff
Officer is still recovering from the fact that not only did
communications work without a hitch all day but also from
finding Signals in the finals of the " falling plate " com~e
tition. We are looking forward now to the London District Signal Unit competition in September.
We note from Part II orders that a party of officers from
the Regiment took part in a dubious operation "Anchors
Aweigh" on board H.M.S. Vanguard. They have returned

muttering about "RDX," " 18 Guns," " Quarter Decks"
.and other 11autical terms, as however every other sentence
is " Gin at 3d. a tot " we are still trying to assess the
military value of the operation.
Ordnance arc to be congratulated on producing the
:special battledress for O.C. 1 Squadron in record time. We
are disappointed that he will not be gracing D ivisional H.Q.
in October in sports and bowler hat but doubtless he will
be a bit happier now that he doesn't have to take part in
rifle meetings clad in smock and denim trousers. T he
latter are always difficult to keep up at the best of times
but the R egiment watched with bated breath as he ran a
hundred yards in them. Small wonder after that concentration of effort that he did not shoot as well as usual.

ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
(Tbe PrlneeH Loalse's Kenslngten Regiment)
WE INVITE all serving Regulars and whole-time

National Service soldiers of Royal Signals, reading this
issue of THE WIRE, to enter on the special coupon below,
for a" SPOT THE PERSONALITIES" competition, and
win a CASH PRIZE of five guineas.
This photograph, taken at annual camp this year, shows
a n umber of the Officers and other ranks of the Army
Phantom Signal Regiment, T.A. All you have to do is to
write to the Commanding Officer at the address below,
giving your number, rank, name and unit, using the coupon
taken from this issue of the magazine and enclosing a list
of as many names as you can recognise of people appearing
in the photograph. In order that readers who are stationed
overseas, or those who receive THE WIRE indirectly, may
have an equal opportunity of entering for the competition,
the dosing date for the receipt of entries will be WEDNESDAY, 19th DECEMBER, 1951. Results will be published
in the F ebruary 1952 issue of THE WIRE.
DON'T DELAY-START AT ONCE. All we require
is YOUR entry, and if your list is the most complete to
be received by the closing date, you will receive the CASH
PRIZE of FIVE GUINEAS, the Commanding Officer's
decision being final.
·
NOTE: ONLY ENTRIES SUBMITTED WITH THE
C OUPON SHOWN HERE WILL BE ACCEPTED.

*
to

*T.O.M.,*

Congratulations
our
Lieutenant J. C.
M atthews, on his promotion to Captain. Lance-Corpor~l
White, of "C" Squadron, who has rec~ntly found it
necessary to leave the Regin:ient, mar.ked his keenness . and
esprit de corps by presennng to his Squadron a silver
challenge cup, to be presented to the . member o~ " C "
Squadron obtaining the highest .score m the .Re~rmenta1 .
r ifle meeting each year. Meanwhile together with Its glass
case it is under the watchful eye of 0.C., "C" Squadron,

but on view to all members of the Regiment in the canteen.
The Regiment has been most active in several fields of
sport recently. At Headquarters on Monday evenings we
have been able to secure the services of an excellent basket
ball coach, Mr. Lewis, who is by now well-known to those
stalwarts who perform each week; he is an official Basket Ball
Association coach. Under his energetic guidance the
standard of play is improving and the Regimental team
recently beat a team from Ealing Y.M.C.A. by 27 to 25
points. Fixtures with other T.A. Units are still wanted,
matches usually being played on the first Monday evening
in each month.
We recently branched out into the field of athletics, when
the Regiment was represented at the N.C.F. athletic championships. Our team ran in the invitation T .A. Units relay
--4 x 220 yards-gaining third place. Well done, Captain
E . G. Jones, Second-Lieutenant M . D. Scott-Scott, Sergeant
Keene and Corporal Townsend! We hope that this will be
the first of many successes.
For the forthcoming winter season the Regiment has .
been granted permission to use the Royal Borough of
Kensington sports ground at Northolt. A number of games
are planned, mainly on Sunday mornings, and we should be
pleased to meet other T.A. Units and would like to hear
from any Unit interested.

PERSONALITIES COMPETITION 1951.

AUGUST,

To: The Officer Commanding,
Army Phantom Signal R egiment, T.A.,
190, Hammersmith Road,
London, W.6.
Date as postmark.
I submit the enclosed list of names for the SPOT
THE PERSONALITIES Competition, announced
in the August i sue of THE WIRE.

Number.. ... ...... ... . Rank ... .......... ....... .. .... ...... .. . .
Name ....... .... ...... ..... ....... ............. ............... .... . .
Unit address ........ ...... .. .......... .... .................. .. .. .. .

Signature .............. ... .. ............. ... .

Army Phantom Signal Regiment ( Princess Louise's Kensington Regi ment), T.A.
2713
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51 (H) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

This month has been a memorable one for the Unit
for our Colonel-in-Chief, The Princess Royal, paid a visi~
to Fonthill Barracks on Tuesday, 19th of June. She was
accompanied by her lady-in-waiting, Lady Boyne, and
Major-General C. H. H. Vulliamy, c.B., o.s.o., the Representative Colonel Commandant. The entire party was
impressed with all they saw and the Princess Royal showed
a great interest in our Pipe Band, which entertained her
with several marches, strathspeys and reels.
The same evening, Major-General Vulliamy visited the
barracks and after inspecting the Guard of Honour and No.
I Squadron, he presented Corporal Fraser with the T .A.
Efficiency Medal.
Our annual camp takes place at Blacon Camp, Chester,
on the 14th to 28th July, and our Unit is a veritable hive
of industry. This must be the most am bitious camp we've
had and hopes are high that it will also prove our most
successful.
21 C:ORPS SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

H.R.H . inspecting the Pipe Band accompanied by Lieutenant-Colonel T. P. E. Murray, the C.O.

H.R.H. accompanied by the Hon. Colonel
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There seems to be a dearth of news from the squadrons
in the outfield this month; but on drill evenings at Nottingham and at Chesterfield the burbling sound of the generators in the L.C.V.'s may be heard, whilst at Chesterfield
we have observed poles being erected for climbing tests.
During June, a regimental week-end camp was held at
Ollerton (concerning which our tame diarist has something
to say below); and, as we close for press, the shooting competition for the Bramcote (Officers); the Underwood (W.0.s
and Sergeants) and Carr (Other Ranks) will be in progress,
but results are not yet to hand.
Future plans include a week-end camp at Ollerton for
Volunteers and National Servicemen in August and a
training day for the Wolverhampton contingent.
Extract fram (Jonah) Pepys Diary
June 22nd. In the evening, comes my tailor's boy with
my newly altered battle dresse, which I had from the
Quarter Mr.; but none to fit me in store, for if the wayste be
right it is too long in leg by halfe-a-foot; but was vexed that
be was fain to use the old ribbon, which methinks do spoil
it.
June 23rd. Up very · betimes, and fell to polishing my
boots, my service dresse buttons, and webbing. But Lord!
the finicqy, pernicketty business of webb and brasse, for if
I do cleane the webb first, then the brasse polish do leave
black, oyley marks, and if I do take off the buckles, I need
a blacksmith's tooles for their re-fixing; however, I made
shift to get it tolerably cleane, though I feare it will not
please my Colonel. By-and-by to the Office, where busy
all morning, but got out to get the barber to trim my hair,
since it do grow in office time. After dinner, took up
Captain .Julian Maude, and carried him to Ollerton, where
our Regiment is encamped in Thoresby Parke. So to the
exercise; in the evening, a good dinner, and merry afterwards, and leaving the young gentlemen in. indoor sport, so
to bed.
24th (Lord's Day). Comes Mycroft with a dish of tee.
Up, presently, and Julian complaining of the cold, and took
a turn or two in the Parke with my Lieutenant-Colonel (R.
E. Pickford) and he fell to talking of how this place do please
him mightily for our trayning, and he being resolv~d, !O
bring the Regiment here agayne, if he can so contrive. lt.
Thence to sit on a Board with Major V. Emery to decide
whether two signalmen shall have their second c_las~e ratings
or noe, we watching them at work and quesuorung them
according to the Sheet. Dined on roast mutton, and so to
watch the Majors at pistoll practice, where some go_od
shooting. Anon, the exercise being over, home agayne with
great content.
•
"JONAH"

[Pho tos: Aberdeen Journals, Ltd.
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Immediately on the arrival of the Reservists a meal was served

90 A.G.B.A. (Fd.) SIGNAL

Being one of the T.A. Units fortunate enough to be
responsible for the refresher training of "Z " Reservists at
a remote spot on Salisbury Plain, we were able to carry out
all the work optimistically hoped for. Fortunate indeed
were we in having an S.Q.M.S. as a Reservist who is also
an ex.pert photographer, he being responsible for some 200
pictures takCtl during camp, which will act as a constant
reminder of a very happy 15 days' training in 1951.

22 C:OBPS SIGNAi.. REG.DIE.."IVT (S.R.)

The Unit was formed on 20th January, 1951, and the
strength to date is 8 Officers and 93 O.R.'s out of a total of
approximately 36 Officers and 900 0.R.s. Hence whilst
progress can be considered fairly good, it will be seen that
there are many key positions to be filled, particularly
Quartermasters (2), Technical Officers (Maintenance and
Telecomms.), W.O.s and senior N.C.0.s.
In view of the limited S.R. commitment-15 days' annual
camp only-ru:.id the fact therefore that as long as members
of the Unit live in the-British Isles their addresses are of
no consequence, it is thought that there may be many who
without being able to comply with the full T.A. commitment, would like to keep their · " hands in "-e.g. ex
Regulars.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. F.
Knight, T.D., ex 2 Corps Signal Regiment, 53rd Divisional
Signal Regiment, 4 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, 23(S) Corps
Signal Regiment T.A., 49 Arm'd Divisional Signal Regiment
T.A., would like to hear from anyone who may be interested.
For those who may be interested, the key personnel so
far and/or nominated are:2 i/c Major R. J. Mitchell-7 Arm'd Divisional Signal
Regiment, M.E. Staff College, H.Q. 18 Army Group, H.Q.
15 Army Group, 53 Divisional Signal Regiment, School of
Signals.
·
O.C. 1 Squadron-Capt. E. C. Higgs, M.C.-2 Corps
Signal Regiment, 2 RH.A. Signal Regiment, E.A., L. of C.
Signal Regin?ent, 53 Divisional Signal Regiment.
O.C. 2 Squadron-Major P. Skelton, M.C.-53 Divisional
Signal Regiment.
Adjutant.-Captain T. Waugh, 6 Armoured Division Signal Regiment, 8 Army Signal Regiment, 13 Corps Signal
Regiment, 56 (Lon.) Division Signal Regiment.
Enquiries to O.C., 22 Corps Signal Regiment (S.R.), Croft
Cottag.:!, Addingham, Nr. Ilkley, Yorks.
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50 (N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T.A..

63 H.41. (L 01!' C.) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.&.
63 H.Q., L. of C. Signal Regiment, commanded by

Life is still hectic for the permanent staff preparing the
reception and training of the Oass " Z " men who join us
at Chester next week.
Preliminary reconnaissances showed us that the camp site
at Chester is good, and that any spare time which may be
available at Chester can be well spent.
Squadron training has been going on during May, and
each Squadron has spent a day on the range: final Squadron exercises are taking place in June before we all finally
move south to meet up with our Class " Z " men.
We entered one officer and eight OR's for the 50 Division
motor cycle trial held at Catterick : it was a wet day, and
the course was stiff, and we regret to say only one man
completed the course. Three landed up in hospital with
minor injuries, and the officer arrived home extremely late
for supper after a determined and successful effort to complete the course.
No. 1 Squadron at Darlington were scheduled to march
through the streets of the town on Mayor's Sunday, but
the rains came and the parade was cancelled-a pity as
much time had been spent on spit and polish.
Our advance party under Major (Q.M.) Norcross have
now left for Chester; and the Regiment moves down on
June 30th.
·

Lieutenant-Colonel S. F. P. Wolferstan, attended annual
camp at Chickerell, near Weymouth, from 23rd June to
7th July, 1951.
During the first week sub-units carried out troop and
squadron training under their own arrangements. The highlight of vhe second week's training was " Kismet," a 48
hours' exercise carried through with keennesS' and
enthusiasm by all members of the Regiment. Conditions
approached those of active service, including feeding and
sleeping in the field. It was unanimously agreed that considerable benefit was derived from this intensive training
by all ranks who took part.
Our greatest friend at camp was the weather. We were
blessed with pleasant summer conditions throughout our
stay at Chickerell.
Resulting from a close liaison with the Royal Navy most
of the personnel in camp enjoyed a day at sea on one of
H.M. Destroyers.
We were indebted to the local R.A.F. unit and the Royal
Navy for the use of their excellent sports field a mile from
camp. Our fixtures for football and cricket were many
and varied, especially noteworthy was the resounding
cricket victory of the Other Ranks over the Officers. We
dare not publish the score. The inter-squadron football
competition was won by the Wireless Squadron after a
close struggle with a combined team from two Wireless
Troops.
The hospitality exchanged between Officers and Sergeants'
Messes resulted in two very successful parties which con- ·
eluded with such parlour games as the "Boat Race." The
competition between messes to produce the best "eats " for
their guests resulted in a keenly contested draw.
To the music of the Freddy Spea11point mechanical band
a number of all ranks dances were held in the N .A.A.F.I.
and proved very popular.
The culminating point of camp was the final ceremonial
parade, on Friday, 6th July, when Jhe Regiment marched
past in great style to the strains of the Corps March played
by the R.A.C. Staff Band from Bovington. The salute was
taken by the Chief Signal Officer, Southern Command.
In case they should go unnoticed we take this opportunity of recording our thanks to Major Goodson, the
Camp Commandant, and Mr. Cook, the N.A.A.F.I. manager,
for the.ir co-opei:ation throughout our stay at Chickerell.

2/20 ARMY SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.

Consequent upon our adoption by our local borough on
21st April, 1951, the Unit made great efforts in responding
with an "At Home," at which our centre was open to the
public. They were shown the various types of equipment
that we use and were given the opportunity to" have a go"
themselves. This they did with relish.
On 1st May command of the Regiment changed.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. L. Lilley, after four years' command
of this Regiment and over 20 years' association winh the
T.A., retired to the T.A.R.O., taking with him our sincere
good wishes for the future. His service has been mainly
with this Regiment and its predecessors, and we thank him
for all he has done for the Regiment.
We welcome in his place his Second-in-Charge, Major
(now Lieutenant-Colonel) L. H. Gentry, T.D. He too has
had long service with this Regiment and we are happy that
the chain of succession has been maintained.
Our congratulations to Lieutenant George Wright on his
marriage at the end of May.
After much preliminary organisation and with all the usual
"adjustable military nonsense" we arrived at our annual
camp at Shorncliffe on 1st July, 1951.

CORPS PAINT TRANSFERS

Corps transfers are available from Royal Signals Association Headquarters in the following sizes and prices:
20" x 15" 10" x 7t" 7t" x Si"
"Jimmy" in background of Corps
Colours ........... .
4/3/1
2/8
do. mounted on
black plastic . . . . . .
8/6
4/9
4/It is pointed out that these sizes conform with A.C.I.s
296/48 and 258/49 on the subject of vehicle signs. In order
to simplify the painting of Unit signs on Royal Signals M.T.
vehicles, it is suggested that Regiments should use these
transfers. Quotations for bulk orders will be considered.
Applications for these transfers should be made to Association Headquarters.
Corps transfers (3 1/10 ins. x 2 2/5 ins.) for D.R.s' crash
helmets will shortly be available from Association Headquarters at 1/ 6 each.

Hxpcnditure during June, 1951 . ..
. .. £533 14 O
< lncl~des: Gene~al Assistance; Rates, Beds; Bedding;
Furniture; Clothmg; Funerals; Removals; Rehabilitation; Fares; Emigration; Cots and Prams).
Analysis of cases :
Families of men serving m M.E.L.F. ...
1
9
,,
,, ,,
,,
,, U.K.
,,
,, ,,
,,
,, B.A.O.R. . .
o
,,
,, ,,
,,
,, F.A.R.E.L.F.
o
\\'idows and Dependants
3
50
Released and Discharged Soldiers

Total cases assisted
Tunbridge

"·ens

and District

It is regretfully announced that the scheme for the London and South Eastern Area Rally and Re-union arranged
to be held at Tunbridge Wells on the 17th November, 1951,
has had to be postponed. This decision has been brought
about by reason of the Corps Band having to leave earlier
than was expected on its Mediterranean Tour and, without
the Band, it is felt that the Rally would not be the grand
highlight the Organising Committee had designed it to be.
It has now been decided to defer the Re-union until the
late Spring or early Summer of 1952 when the Band starts
its Summer Tour. All this is very disappointing to all concerned but the postponement will accord more time to
poli h up the details and, it is felt, take place at a more congenial time of the year for those members travelling from
afar. Furthermore, the added respite will provide the time
for an exchange of views on the subject between those
Branches concerned and any suggestions submitted from
those quarters will receive the closest careful attention. We
have made up our minds that this event will be in keeping
with the best traditions of the Corps and in that spirit we
invite constructive and creative ideas from all sources.
On Sunday, 1st July, 1951, the panels bearing the names
of those Tunbridge Wells men who lost their lives while
serving with the Armed Forces during the 1939-45 War,
were unveiled by the Right Honourable The Lord De L'Isle
and Dudley, v .c., at the beautiful Tunbridge Wells War
Memorial. The Branch Standard and Escort with a strong
party of members attended the parade.
A pleasant and congenial evening was spent on the occasion of the July Branch meeting, held on 4th July. The
usual Branch draw resulted in a further £1 for Branch
funds.
Cauerfok

Assoeiation
Notes
ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FtJND

Subscriptions received during June, 1951:
11 Air Formation Signal Regiment P.R.I.
11 Air Formation Signal Regiment
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess
7 Selection Regiment .. .
H.Q. Officers' Mess .. .
Danations received during June, 1951:
Malaya Branch ...
Mr. C. A. Brown
Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Keith ...
Total receipts, June 1951

£ s. d.
22

IO

0

IO

0
0

0

6
2

5

0

17 4

0
0
0

I

0

13

4

£59 12 4

The following has been extracted from the Cacterick
Express of 13th July: " A large crowd of dancers attended the Catterick Camp
Royal Signals Association Old Comrades' Re-union Carnival
Ball held at Le Cateau Gymnasium on Saturday, 7th July.
Dancing from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. was to the music of the
Royal Signals' Dance Orchestra, who played in a hall festooned with bunting. At a signal during the evening hundreds of balloons were showered upon the dancers.
With bar and buffet, together with the added attractions
of a cabaret supplied by District Entertainments, the ball
was voted ' excellent' by all who attended."
SlouJ,!h and District

Representatives of 14 Slough Ex-Service organisations
marched up the Stoke Road, laugh, on Sunday, 1st July,
headed by the Slough Branch of the Royal Signals A sociation and the Band of the First Battalion of the Bucks Army
Cadet Force.
The salute was taken by Major-General C. W. Fladgate,
the Chairman, and Major-General W. R. C. Penney, Branch
President. Also present were Mrs. W. R. C. Penney, the
Mayor and Mayoress of Slough (Alderman and Mrs. Percy
THE WIRE, AUGUST 1951
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Lightfoot), the Town Clerk (Mr. Norman Berry), and 13
members of the Town Council.
Earlier in the afternoon a service of dedication of the
Standard of the Slough Branch was held at t. Paul'
Church, Stoke Road, Slough. An excellent service was conducted by the Rev. Guthrie Oark.
Other Associations attending the parade were: Royal
Naval Association, The Association of Wrens, the Old Contemptibles, the South African Veterans, the Men's and
Women's Section of the Slough British Legion, th~ Men's and
Women's Section of The Trading Sections of the British
Legions, the Royal Artillery Association, the Bucks' Old
Comrades' Association, the Royal Air Force Association,
and the Air Training Corps.
After the service a light tea was provided by the Slough
Branch, at the Drill Hall, Slough.
The Slough Branch are very grateful to Major-General
Fladgate for his attendance, and convey their thanks also to
all Associations who attended the splendid dedication service of our Branch Standard.
Our thoughts were with Major R. 0. Edwards, Royal
Signals, on this auspicious occasion.
"\·ork

It is a pleasure to place ourselves on record again as a
going concern.
A year ago we faced total extinction, meetings having
fallen to two or three stalwarts: it was touch and go with
the Branch.
Our thanks for survival are mainly due to the indefatigable efforts of our Secretary and the Serving Officers. We
are now on the up grade with a steady increase in attendance.
It may well be that the lack of suitable accommodation
caused such a slump. However, we can no longer complain on that score. Our host, Captain George Weeks, of
the Castle Hotel, very kindly places a fine room at our
disposal.
We look to the future with optimism It was heartening
to count twenty members at our last meeting.
We welcome the support of our Serving Brothers and
are always glad of their company.
Do not forget, boys, the last Friday in each month.
ROLL UP!
The Branch has tried the experiment of less long-drawnout business and more social activity, with marked succe s.
We now look forward to employing a pianist to liven thing
up.
The week-end at Catterick is foremost in our thoughts.
We have had a hearty response, chiefly due to the provision of transport by Pocklington bus, for which we are most
grateful.
We look forward to meeting our Scarborough neighbours
in York, who will complete the journey from York to Catterick along with us.
See you in Catterick Frank.
SAM
Houruemouth

Having discovered, somewhat belatedly, the presence o
Ralph Forward in the neighbourhood as mine host of a
very pleasant inn, a party of us paid him a vi it recently.
The mention of Mr. Forward will, no doubt, send the
minds of many of you back to Maresfield in the 192o's, nGt
forgetting the many other ports of call which he made
during his lengthy service with the Corps. Apart from his
very important duties of sati fying this thirsty nation he
has a most interesting hobby and the results may be een
around the bar walls in the hape of reproductions of old
and historic inn signs. There is a tory attached to each
one of them and when you come around the e part do
make the journey to Corfe Mullen-the Coventry Arm ·
is the name of the inn-and make you rself known to one
of the Corps " old hand "
We are plea ed to report that Aub. Flook ha carried
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off the locale·- ervi emen' individual darts r,de, but then
he
o enthusia ti over darts that he can't sleep on a
feather bed-he ay it' a pity to spoil good flights !
• ·orthamptonshlr

You know, there are times when I almo~t agree with the
Bournemouth correspondent's comments in the June issue;
just HOW can one write Branch notes without plugging
away at the old ocial evenings, darts and skittles matches,
dances and so on? I have been sitting at this typewriter
for nearly an hour looking out of tl1e window for inspiration
-and plugging my ears to keep out the noi e of ilie exR.A.F. type in ilie downstair flat trumming on his harp icord. What a life !
It i truly difficult to avoid sitting down and reeling off
a bald account of ilie monili's happening in the Branch.
Come to think of it our last monili's happenings were
pretty bald, too, wiili notlllng to report outside ilie monthly
meeting. But how about mentioning one or two Branch
personalities each month just to let ilieir old pals know
thev are still alive and managing to eke out an existence.
f know there are WIRE readers who would disagree wiili
me but I also know iliere are a lot more who like me, on
picking up a new copy of THE WIRE dash through the pages
looking for ilie names of iliose who might have been known
to them in the dim past. After all, it's nice to sit down and
ask yourself bow ilie heck old so-and-so manages to soldier
on: how darned lud.J' he is to have got where be is today,
o on and so forth. Or, on seeing a name in one or the
other of the Branch notes, to ask yourself how on earili
that old Section Sergeant manages to get a living in " civvy
street." So how about it chaps? What about each of us
putting the spotlight on a Branch personality every month
-a small pen-picture to draw the admiration, cheers or
jeers of someone who might have known him in oilier days?
At least, it will be a name for someone to tlllnk about.
By the way, our June meeting took the form of a social
evening!
" Snowy" Burr-anyone remember him in
Hong Kong before ilie advent of ilie Japs?-rolled along
with some of his entertaining friends and a jolly good show
they gave us. " Snowy" had us wiping away the odd tear
and rolling in the aisles-alternately, of course-with his
impressions of the late Al Jolson.
Well, I must admit the Bournemouth scribe bas been a
boon to me this month, oilierwise the old notes would have
been a bit thin. Funny how those words " bald" and
"thin" crop up in iliese few lines; who knows, perhaps
they are preying on my mind, or thereabouts.
Scarborough
Much water has flowed down the Nile since I last subscribed Branch notes. However, I have taken on the job
again and will endeavour to keep the Corps in ilie picture
relating to Scarborough.
We celebrated our fifth biriliday at our annual general
meeting last month. We had quite a pleasant meeting-cumsocial-cum-grip wiili honours about even.
The following constitute our new Committee for the
next 12 months and from all accounts they are keen to
get cracking : Pre<1tdent: Licu1enan1-Colonel S.
Goddard.
Chairman: F. J. Kelly.
,,ice-Chairman: Mr. Pe-mi ::>n.
Secretary : Major F. Mansfield .
Trca urer: Mr. McDonald.

parties whi t driYes, dinners, dances, etc. etc., at the end
of the season.
Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Fussey again for their kindneS$
in allowing us to use the Castle Hotel and for ilieir assi ranee, to all members who gave moral if not actual support
to the Branch- we hope to see more of them in the next
twelve months- to our local Signals Unit for their a sistancc
to our Secretary, and thanks to last year's Committee fo r
ilieir grand work.
Congratulations to "Don" Cooper on putting up such
a fine display on his "Triumph motor cycle " at the
Oliver's Mount races. Competing against experts who travel
ilie globe, Don came in fourth place. I hope we shall see
him ride again in September at ilie International Road Races
here.
That's about all for this time. By the time these note
appear we shall have seen some of you in Catterick (fall in
for church parade).

SPORTS
Ro~· al Si~nals

~OT

ES

(E) Yacht Club

T Whitsuntide tllls year a notable event occurred in the
Canal Zone. It was the occasion of the formal opening
by Mrs. W. 0. Bowen, wife of ilie Chief Signal Officer,
M.E.L.F., of the Clubhouse of the Royal Signals (Egypt)
Yacht Club. Many Corps members who have passed
through Fayid since 1947 will remember the modest beginning of the club when it was known as the 3 G.H.Q. Signal
Regiment Sailing Club.
Since those early days when ilie accommodation consisted of two rather dilapidated shacks, club members have
endeavoured to establish a sailing organisation in the Canal
Zone which would be worthy of the Corps. That goal is
now wiiliin sight.
·
Officers and oilier ranks of Sigpal units in M.E.L.F.
(mainly 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment and Egypt Command
Signal Regiment) have struggled, and have finally built a
clubhouse which is rapidly becoming one of ilie chief attractions on ilie Great Bitter Lake.
Prominent in the recent developments were C.S.0.,
M.E.L.F., who is the Commodore of the club, and Major
Erskine, Major Brader, Lieutenant (TOT) Pettifer, S.S.M.
Loates and many others who helped in different ways.
The accompanying photographs were taken during the

A

Welfare: C. Gindcrs.
Committee members: Mr. Tindall,
Mr. G. Or11ill.
Auditor>: Mr. Clyne, Mr. Penni.on.

Mr. C. Ginders having held ilie office of Honorary
Treasurer since the formation of the Branch has now
handed over to " Mac " for a spell. Cyril has done a
tremendous amount of work in building up iliis Branch,
and he was warmly thanked by one and all. I am ple3sed
to say he is still on ilie Committee tQ carry on his good work.
Well! Corps-ites, as it is now the height of the season
we are all hard at work in Scarborough but we are looking
forward, so the entertainment " bods " tell 'US, to stag

.\

A few of the guests outside the clubhouse waiting for the start
of the Gebel Shabruit Cup.
All the work necessary for
completing the clubhouse was done by club
vo lunteer labour

members and
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A general view of the new clubhouse from the club jetty.
Prominent in the foreground is Dolphin, owned by Major C.
Newbold, Royal Signals, and dressed for the occasion . Th is boat
was the first to finish in the Gebel Shabruit Cup Race but was
defeated on corrected time

opening ceremony and whilst members were preparing for
the Gebel Shabruit Cup race, which formed part of the
opening ceremony.
Members and guests saw Janet Brader, ilie daughter of
ilie Vice Commodore, present Mrs. Bowen wiili a bouquet
after she had declared the clubhouse open and congratulated dub -members on their great effort.
Then followed the Gebel Shabruit Cup race in weailier
conditions which were really boisterous for a Khamsin wind
was blowing. The Cup was won by Second-Lieutenant A.
Carr of 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, in a lugger.
On the following day a race for the Festival Cup (presented by Major R W. Brader) saw a complete reversal of
the weather conditions of the opening day.
A flat calm, which persisted until dusk, caused ilie race
to be postponed, and produced the amusing sight of all
craft drifting away from ilie start line.
A week later the Cup was won by Lieutenant-Colonel C.
H. Stoneley in a " Snipe." At present, the club has a mixed
selection of craft including luggers, snipes, and miscellaneous
craft which are privately owned by club members.
It is hoped in the future when funds are available, to
equip the club with snipes, which are the most popular
craft used on the Great Bitter Lake. The club burgee is
dark blue with a white Greek Wing.
At present our membership is small, and iliere is a waiting list for crews, but wc hope to increase the number of
dub craft. All members of ilie Corps will be welcome,
wheilier expert helmsmen or novices. We like to iliink we
are helping to promote sailing as a Corps activity, for sailing
is good fun for ilie expert and the novice.
Disley, 1951

T

HE Army Rifle Association's Central Rifle Meeting was
held at Bisley from 29th June to 7th July and was
preceded by four days of intensive practice under match
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condition~.

The meeting was well attended by Unit teams
representmg Noriliern, Souiliern, Eastern and Western
Comma~d~, A.A. C::ommand, School of Signals, 1st, 2nd and
3rd. !rammg Regiments and 7 Selection Regiment. In
addmon a number of individuals took part.
. The individual matches were fired off, for the most pan,
m the early . part of. ilie .meeting and the Corps was well
r~presented. m all pnze lists. Captain Andrews (School of
S1~nals) ~shed se~enth in. the Roupell Cup match, three
pou~ts behind the wmner, w1ili R.S.M. Howley (I Training
Regrment) 13ili.
The first stage of the Army championship was decided
on the aggregate scores in ilie Henry Whitehead match
and the Roberts Cup match. In ilie former match our top
scorer wa~ Major Jordan (B.A.0.R.), 32nd in Class "A",
Second-Lieutenant Elford (I Training Regiment) and Major
Thompson (x Training Regiment) in 48ili and 52nd place.
Officer Cadet D. A. D. Smith (School of Signals) finished
29th in Class " B," and in ilie young soldier class (Class
" C ") Lan~e-Corporal Ralph (School of Signals), Signalmen
Chamberlam (Eastern Command Signal Regiment) and
James ~I Training Regir?ent) finished 19th, 32nd and 35th
res.pecuvely. Second-Lieutenant Elford is warmly congratulated on achieving third place in ilie Roberts Cup
match wiili a score of 128. Major Thompson and Major
Sheepshanks (3 Divisional Signal Regiment) finished 31st
and 42nd in Class "A," wiili Corporal Dillon (3 Training
R!!giment) 15th in Class "B," and Lance-Corporal Ralph,
Signalmen Stanford (Eastern Command Signal Regiment)
and James 6th, 22nd and 29th respectively in Class "C."
These results are very satisfactory when considering that ilie
total entry for each of iliese matches was approximately 800.
The top hundred aggregate scorers jn iliese two matche
qualified to shoot in the second stage (the Army Hundred
match) and H.M. the King's Medal is awarded to ilie
competitor who makes the highest aggregate score in the
first and second stages. Three members of ilie Corps
(Second-Lieutenant Elford, Major Thompson and LanceCorporal Ralph) qualified to fire in the second stage, SecondLieutenant Elford winning the Young Officers Cup.
Of the other individual matches and competitions,
Second-Lieutenant Hallas (School of Signals) was second
in the Sniper Rifle match and Second-Lieutenant Elford and
Major Thompson were " placed " in ilie Bislcy Cup match.
The main match for Regimental teams, ilie Britarinia
Trophy, was fired on 5th July. A total of 42 Regimental
teams, representing all arms of ilie Service, took part and
1 Training Regiment did very well to take fifili place in this

[Courr.1y: Gal• and Paldtn, Ltd.

Royal Signals Methuen Cup Team, 19SI
Back row : Captain R. J. Barlow (reserve), Corporal D. Holland, R.S.M .

L. V. Howley. Lance.Corporal S. J. Ralph , Sergeant A. Whlttin1ton .
Sitting : Captain K. E. P. Andrews, Major J. Sheepshanks, Major H. J.
Thompson (team captain), Major H. R. Jord1n, Second-Lieutenant T. Elford
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match with an aggregate score of 676. 28 poi1~ts behind the
winners 1~t Rifle Brigade. The chool of Signals team was
unfortunace in being just out of the prize lisc.
The iethuen Cup march took place on Friday, 6th July,
28 tea:ns representing Naval Establishments, Group Regiments, Technical Army and Establishments of the Army,
and R.A F. Commands took pare. The Corps team, picked
from Unics and individuals taking part in the meeting, did
well, improving three places on last year's order of merit
by finishing 13th with a core of l 226, eleven points higher
than la t year. Of the Army teams we were fifth, one point
only behind R.E.M.E. The following comprised the Corps
team:Maior H. J. Tho::npson (1 Training Reg:ment) Team Cap:ain, Major
H. R. Jordan (Berlin ig~al quadron), Major J. Sheepshank (3 D ivisional
ignal Regiment), Capuun K . E. P . Andrew ( hool of Signa.s). SecondLieutenanc T. Elford (1 Training Regimenc), R.S.M. L . V. Howley (1
Training Regiment), Corporal D. Holland (1 Training Regimenc), LanceCorp~ral S. J. Ralp!t ( chool of
ignals).
Reserves: Captain R. J. Barlow (School of Signals), Sergeant A. Whitting:on (Western Command Signal Reg:ment).

The meeting was thoroughly enjoyed by all ranks and
fortunately the weather was good, an important factor at any
rifle meeting.
GOLF
Royal Signals Golfing Society summer meeting at Westhill Golf Club, Surrey, on September 5th, 6th and 7th.
Event I. September 5th. A.M. Senior Officers v.
Junior Officers. Singles.
Event 2. September 5th. P.M. Senior Officers v.
Junior Officers. Foursomes.
Event 3. September 6th. A.M. Royal Signals Bogey
hallenge Cup. 18 holes on handicap.
Event 4. September 6th. A.M. Royal Signals Junior
Officers Bogey Challenge Cup. 18 holes on handicap.
Events 3 and 4 Run Conjointly.
Event 5. September 6th. P.M. Royal Signals Foursome Challenge Cup. 18 holes bogey on handicap.
Event 6. September 7th. All Day. Royal Signals Championship Challenge Cup. 36 holes medal.
Event 7. September 7th. All Day. Royal Signals
Handicap Challenge Cup. 36 holes medal.
Event 8. September 7th. All Day. Royal Signals Open
Championship Cup. 36 holes medal.
Events 6, 7 and 8 Run Conjointly.
Regular Serving Officers Royal Signals are eligible for
ALL events.
All other Royal Signals Officers (Retired, T.A., N.S., E.C.,
etc., etc.) are eligible for Events Nos. I, 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8.
Entrance forms can be obtained from Major C. Rhys
Few, 23, Charterhouse Street, E.C.1., Telephone Holborn
7351, or Major J. D. Norfolk, School of Signals, Relles
Line , Catterick, Yorks, or the General Secretary of the
Royal Signals Association, 88, Eccleston Square, S.W.x.
('IC f f KET

AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE v. ROYAL SIGNALS C.C.
Played at Ampleforth on Saturday, 2nd June, 1951.
Ro)'al Signals

Second-Lieutenant Hay not not 103
Second-Lieutenant Joanes run
out
.
. 19
Captain Garnons-WiJJrnm• lbw
Blackledge
.
..
. . . 24
Lancc-Cor1>1>ral Fletcher lbw
••
.
...
Blackledge
Corporal Hughes c Hattrell b
Wynn . .
.
...
5
Lance-Corporal Pellew c Corbould b Crameri
I1
/\.u1or Riclr.ma'1 not ouc ..
2
Extra
IO

A mpleforrh

Fisher b Johnston ...
. ..
Crameri c Rickman b Hay
Wynne b Hay ...
. ..
Bradley lbw Hay .. .
Hattrell b Hay .. .
Tarleton not out ..
McGeorge not out
Extras

4
18

39
IO
0

23
19

15

Total (for S "ickets) 128
Kirby. Corbould, Allen
Blackledge did not bat.

and

Total lfor 5 wickets) 179
Signalman
Gatward,
SccondLieutcnant Foxto,, Sergeant Joh.naton and M :or Rap ..:y did not bat.
Mate
Jrawn.

There are few better settings for cricket than Ampleforth
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College where, on the 2nd June, Major Rapsey led a much
changed team fro:n that which played at Sandhurst.
In this one day game we were fortunate to win the toss
and obtain first use of a perfect wicket on a day which
promised heat. Hay and Joanes opened in confident fashion
against a steady attack, and in the .period before lunch runs
were scored at one a minute; Joanes had been run out and
Hay had reached a well deserved 50.
The afternoon batting was again largely dominated by
Hay, who went on to complete a century. A first-class
effort which included ten fours . Soon afterwards Rapsey
declared at 179 for 5, leaving the school 2t hours to make
the necessary runs.
The opening pair started full of confidence to the bowling
of Johnston and Gamons-Williams, and those who followed
made spirited efforts to overhaul the clock. It was much
to their cost, however, for it does sometimes happen that a
century maker can also bowl and in three overs Hay, who
came on at third change, had four men back with only
nine scored against him. Tarleton and McGeorge then
watchfully and patiently stayed together for the last 45
minutes, at the end of which the College had made 127 for 5.
Those privileged to play in nhis game, which was witnessed by many of the schoolboys' parents who were present
for Founders' Day, will remember the unstinted hospitality
bestowed upon them.

R.M.A.S. v. ROYAL SIGNALS C.C.
R.M.A.S.

D. H. Clegg c Hay b Pococ"<
2
P. M. Jam:s c Phillips b
WiUiams
...
...
. .. · 7
J. H . Dicks c & b Gan:o::isWilliams
...
...
88
D. Bedford b Pocock . . .
o
S. Hapugalle b Pocock . . .
...
3
R. Proctor c Phillips b Marsland
...
. ..
...
... 27
C. Edwards c Durrans b
Pocock ...
...
30
J. N. Fry b Pococ'<
. ..
...
o
o
R. A . C. Lindsay b Pococ:< .. .
. ..
5
R. M. Brennan not out . . .
M. G. C. Jeffrys not O'-lt ...
1
Extras
...
...
... 17
Total (for 9 wickeudeclared) .. .
.. . 180
Match Drawn.

Royal Signals

Cap:ain Gamons-Williams c
& b Bre.man .. .
.. .
Sccond-Lieutena:it Hay c & b
Edwards ...
...
...
..
Second-Lieutenant Phillips b
Fry
...
..
..
Second-Lieutenanc Marsland
lbw b J elfrys .. .
.. .
Cap:ain Porter not out .. .
Major Williams not om . . .
Extras
Total (for

4

wic'.<e :s)

27
17

15
22

20

6
15
122

Cap:ai-i Pocock. Cap;ain Lewis
Barclay, Second-Lieutenant Wo:x!,
Lic11tcoant Oark and Officer-Cadet
Dui.lrans did not bat.

The Royal Signals Corps cricket fixtures started on the
30th May, when a one day game was played against the
R.M.A.S. at Sandhurst.
The sun shone without hindrance as tJhe Sandhurst opening pair faced the bowling of Pocock and Williams, who
were extracting considerable pace from a slightly green
wicket which was fast drying out. So good was the bowling that at lunch the home team had scored only 30 runs
and had lost four valuable wickets.
Mainly due to the efforts of Dicks, who contributed a
patient 88 runs enlivened by so:ne occasional good strokes,
and the support of Procter and Edwards, the position was
vastly improved after the interval. The scoring was, however, slow against some steady good length bowling and 3t
hours elapsed before the innings was closed at 180 for 9.
Pocock had bowled very well to take 6 for 38.
With just two hours five minutes in which to score the
necessary 181 it soon became apparent that the best we
could hope for was · a draw-only eight runs came from the
first 13 overs. Gamons-Williams dealt with some loose
bowling by Hapugalle, who was unable to find a length and
unfortunately for us was soon taken off, and near the close
of play Porter severely dealt with Brennan who conceded
16 runs in one over. When stumps were drawn the total
stood at 122 for 4.
This was on the whole not a game of great incident but
it did provide valuable practice and may be the forerunner
of a good season.
Cor1•s Cricket Hesults

Versus R.A.S.C., played on nth/12th July, 1951.
R.A.S.C. won by 7 wickets. Scores were: Royal Signals
103 and 195; R.A.S.C. 193 and 106 for 3.
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Versus ~oyal Artillery, played on 29th/30th June, 1951.
Royal Artillery won. Scores "."ere: Royal Signals 184 and
238 for 6 declared; Royal Artillery 368 for 6 declared and
39 for l declared.
Versus Yorkshire Gentlemen, played on 14th/15th July
1951, was a draw. Scores were: Royal Signals 227 for 6
declared and 12 7 for 7 declared; Yorkshire Gentlemen 17 6
and 9 for 1 declared.
.t1mlogy

To Major R. Cosstick who was most erroneously
described in this column in June as a member of the
'\Y.R.A.C. There "Ye~e othe~ errors for which also we apolog1se, but they were, 1t 1s submitted, not of sufficient importance
to justify a public apology.

Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Beeton from 2 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment to M.E.L.F.
Movement# ol Warrant a11d
Non•Co1nmi88ioned Olficert1

S.S.M. S. Ormond from I I Air Formation Signal Regiment to l Corps Signals.
R.S.M. R. N. Roonall from Berlin to I I Air Formation
Signal Regiment.
~.0.II Langham from U.K. to 19 Air Formation ignal
Regunent.
~.O.II Dickson from UK. to 19 Air Formation Signal
Regunent.

Movement• ol Olficer"

Major J. E. D. Farr from H.Q. Mid West District to
Western Command Signal Regiment.
Major W. N. Sutcliffe from Depot to l Training Regiment.
Major A. V. Benton from School of Signals to B.A.0.R.
Maior D. T . W. Gibson from a course to School of
Signals.
Major R. J. Western and Major F. P. Stewart from H.Q.
C.-in-C.'s Committee, Paris, Echelon to H.Q. Land Forces,
Central Europe.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. G. Oliver is appointed to command
2 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment.
l\:1ajor K. M. Evans from M.E.L.F. to School of A.A.
Artillery.
Major A. V. Brandle from War Office to 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
. Major A. R. Glanvill from Southern Command (M)
Signal Regiment to B.A.O.R.
~ajor G. H. Axson from Southern Command (M) Signal
Regunent to Western Command (M) Signal Regiment.
Major T. J. F. Fuller from Senior Officers' School to
School of Signals.
Major M. G . Hooper from I I Air Formation Signal Regiment to B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment.
Major R. C. Dixen from B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment to 1 l
Air Formation Signal Regiment.
~ajor R. H. Petty from I I Armoured Divisional Signal
Reg~ent to I I Air Formation Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant (Q.M.) F. P. Barry from I I Air Formation
Signal Regiment to 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Major B. M. Ridler, W.R.A.C., from Southern Command
(M) Signal Regiment to H.Q., Western Command.
Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. Seely from B.A.O.R. to be
C.S.O. Malta.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. M. Atthill to command Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment.
Major H. L. H. Tayler from M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major H. Kelly from 7 Selection Regiment to
F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major J. R. West from War Office to M.E.L.F.
Major W. H. Bowler to War Office Signal Regiment.
Major J. B. Wolstenholm from F.A.R.E.L.F. to U.K.
Captain P. J. L. Wickes from 7 Armoured Divisional Regiment to SX Branch H.Q. B.A.0.R.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. U Finney from M.E.L.F. to UK.
on retirement.
Major A. W. Barron from Senior Officers' School to 10
Wireless Training Squadron.
Major H. D. Bould from Depot Regiment to 7 Selection
Regiment.
Major H. L. H. Tay! from Depot Regiment to 21 Corps
Signal Regiment.
Major T . R. Cook from Senior Officers' School to Depot
Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. D. Horniman from B.A.O.R. to
Depot Regiment.
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On our present circulation a 36 page number of THE WIRE used to cost
I/-.to. 1/1d. per copy. These costs include all printing and despatch charges.
A smular number today costs 1/ 4d.; clearly we cannot continue thus.
To increase the price is objectionable but may have to be done. The best
solution is to increase circulation. In September 1949 the Director of Signals
made an appeal for increased support for THE WIRE. This met with a magnificent response from some Regiments and was completely ignored by others.
Exactly similar Regiments on the same establishment and of approximately the same strength vary in their support of THE WIRE to a remarkable
extent. One Regiment will take 50 copies, another 25. In other similar cases
the orders are for roo, 50 and nil. Yet another comparison reveals figures of
50 copies taken by one Regiment, 8 by another.
Clearly some Regiments wish the Corps Magazine, with all its many
faults, to continue: others do not.
Admitted this Editorial is "preaching to the converted," but will those
who read it please try and convert their brethren. Obviously the greater the
circulation the less the cost per copy.
If every Regiment and Squadron will buy copies of THE WIRE to at least
20 per cent of their strength we shall, it is calculated, be able to continue at
the present price of rnd. Some Regiments very nearly do this now; as has
been shown others lag far behind.
Many Regiments of the Territorial Army contribute to THE WIRE, and
these contributions are most welcome. Only very few, however, purchase
more than one or two copies of THE WrRE. In pre-war days the Territorial
Army included very many staunch supporters of the Magazine; very few of
them now remain.
Will all who read this please make a great effort to increase sales. If we
fail to do this there remain two solutions: to increase the price, or to cease
publication.
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RO,"AL ENGl:\'EEHS' Gl'EST 1\'IGHT I::\" THE
HEADQL~RTERS 1'JES

HE first Royal Engineers' Guest Night, to commemorate our as ociation
with our Parent Corps, took place in the Headquarters Mess on Mondayy
T
9th July.

This function originated from a sugg<:stion made by General Penney !O'
the Corps Committee in May, 1950. He pointed out that the Corps did
not in any way commemorate its association with the Royal Eng!ni:ers, and
uggested that we should adopt some custom t~ mark the associat.ton. .
The Royal Engineus Corps Committee h~artily welcomed the. suggesnon
and it was eventually decided that a Guest Night should be held m alternate
years at the Royal Signals and Royal Enginee.rs Headquarters Messes a.nd that
it should tak~ place on a date as near as possible to 29th June, the anniversary
of the formation of Signals as a separate Corps.
It, therefore, fell to us to hold what we hope will be the ~rst of many uch
Gue t Nights at Catterick. We had the plea ure of welcommg to the Headquarters Mess seventeen officers of th~ Royal Engineer.s, inc~udin~ the Chief
Royal Engineer General Sir Guy W1lhams, the Engmeer-m-Ch1ef MaiorG:::neral Campbell, and the Commandant S.M.E. Brigadier Davey. Three
of our own Colonels-Commandant, Major-Generals Naylor, Penney and
White, and the Director of Signals, Major-General Cott were pre:;ent~

and a number of other senior Signal Officer .
ery much
to hi regret, the Representative Coionel Commandant
Major-G eneral \ . ulliamy, could n ot attend owina to illness'
and in his absence M ajor-General aylor acted a~ President~
After the loyal toa ts had been dtunk G eneral Naylor, in
a short peech referred to the kindness of the Sappers and
to those officers from other arms who, like himself had
tarted the~ Signals c:areer by an attachment to that Corps.
He then aid that the idea of the commemo;:ation had originated with General Penney and he had taken all the necessary
teps to get the scheme established. He proposed to call on
him to give the toast of the Royal Engineers.
General Penney said that he was hapoy and honoured
that it had fallen to him to propose the -toast at this firs t
dinner. After a short speech in which he extolled the virtues of our parent Corps and the great tradition that were
our inheritance from it, he called on the members of the
Corp to rise and drink the health of the Royal En~ineers.
"Wings " was then played by the orchestra and tl.e toast
wa drunk.
The ~hief ~oyal Eng!neer replied in a most entertaining
speech, m which, referrmg to us as "Young Sigs " he was
kind enough to imply that our progress as a Corp; was not
unfavourably regarded by our distinguished parent. He
ended by saying how much he looked forward to next year's
dinner at Chatham.
Those Signal Officers who were present will look back on
a memorable and most enjoyable evening. We hope-and
venture to believe-that Our Sapper guests enjoyed it as
much as we did.
OF INTERE.ST IY Tms NU~mEn

Chiefly because of a severe need for economy (the August
number of THE WIRE was of necessity a very big one), this,
the September number, is limited for the most part to notes
from the various Regiments.
The cover photograph is we think a good one of our well~nown and well-loved Director of Music. On page 295
is some account of what the Band have been doing.
On page 292 is an account of the Annual General Meeting of the Association and the Old Comrades' Reunion at
Catterick. The photographs published and others are available from " Marjorie," Swale Studios, 19 Frenchgate Richmond, Yorkshire.
'
Both the August WIRE and this one contain mention of the
new!y inaugurated custom of dining with the Royal
Engineers on or about 29th June. On page 289 is an
account of the most important of these dinners, that at the
Headquarter Mess.
Gurkha Royal Signals is new to many and a short account
of the Gurkha ~ a Signal tradesman is on page 309.
On page 30~ 1s a.short account of the visit to Austria by
The Colonel-m-Ch1ef, Her Royal Highness the Princess
Royal. As briefly mc:ntioned in the August WIRE she had
~nfonunately to cun8:11 her tour in Germany and a descrip~on of the parade which had been organised in Her Honour
1s on page 301.
BOY.~L SIGNALS Dl~NEU (;U:B
. T.A. Office.rs' :rea Party, 8th December, for Officers Royal
1g~als. Terntonal Army and Supplementary Reserve and
their wives.
Buffet upper and Reunion, 8th December for all officers
who have ever served in Royal Signals or RE. Signals.
Both at Hyde Park Hotel. Information from Secretary
Ro~al Signals Dinner Club, Room rn2, Horse Guards:
S.\X.r.

~·"· I .\·a1·al Lin1> Vnit Royal Signal#" H1>unfon
T hree Tuns, Aldgate, Lo~don, E.C.3, 29th September,
o.-!5 p.m. Ex-officers and semor N.C.O.s please write A. K.
Tudor, 52 Uxendon Hill, Wembley Park, Middlesex.

Fo1·thco11iing
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Eve11ts
Band Engagemen t s

Sep tember 9th-October 9th- Eastbourne, Grand Parade
Bandstand .
lloyal S ignals Display Tea.m Engagements
September 20th-22nd- Western Command Tattoo,
C ardiff.
September 24th-26th-City of Nottingham, Nottingham.
September 28th- 29th-Southampton Tattoo, Southamp-

ton.

tluicksilver

September
Nottingham.

15th-October

7th-Festival

of

Britain,

First Army Signals16 L. of C. Signals All Hanks' Reunion
A Reunion Dinner will be held at a tavern in London in
November, for all ex-members and friends of this unit.
Arrangements are complete and full details may be obtained
from D. J. Harris, 45 Prior Avenue, Sutton, Surrey.
. A news shee.t will be circulated to those wishing to receive
It, and news will be welcomed especially from those who live
too far from London to come to the reunion.
Tobrrd~,

'41

The Fifth Annual Officers' Dinner will be held on 23rd
November at the Connaught Rooms, Great Que~n Street,
Kingsway, London, W .C. l. .
The cost of tickets will be \£1 per head exclusive of driRks.
Application for tickets should be made to: Major-General
C. E. N. Lomax, C.B., C.B.E., D.s.o., 7 Pittville Crescent,
Cheltenham, Glos.

The fourth Reunion of this Association was held in L ondon on 26th May; 84 all ranks were present, some with their
wives.
The proceedings commenced with tea, followed by a
meeting of the Association, followed by dinner.
After dinner speakers took their audience back to 1911.
Soon after their formation and having been successfully
tested at the Delhi Durbar of r9n, the four Signal Companies were established within the Corps of Sappers and
M iners. To some extent the Indian Signals Units of those
years were a b eginning of Royal Signals and certainly of the
Indian Signal Corps, now the Corps of Signals of the
Dominions of India and of Pakistan.
No doubt there are many readers of this Journal who are
eligi ble for membership of this the Indian Signal Units
19u- r926 0 .C.A. Full particulars, together with a list of
all m embers' names may be obtained from the Secretary:
C aptain W . A. Dowley, Mytchett Heath Lodge, Mytchett
R oad, Near Aldershot, Hants.

Employment Vacancies

.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, LTD., DAGENHAM
TRAINEE SCUE!tfE

The Company has need for likely candidates with character, personality and quick intelligence to become trainees.
Training normally lasts for I8 months (starting pay £468
per annum).
.
.
It is clear that only candidates of very good educauon, or
with previous experience of industrial engineering, are
acceptable, and that they must be men of the highest quality.
Candidates must have completed their National Service (i.e.
the two years with the active army).
Anyone interested can obtain furthe~ information. ~d
application forms from the Royal .Signals Assoc1auon
(Employment Section), 88, Eccleston Square, London,
S.W.r.
FALKL.\~D

LondQn (W. ) Branch,
HolJal Signals .Association

The Annual General Meeting of London (W.) Branch
will be held at 7.30 p.m. on 12th October at: The Crown,
North End Road, Fulham, S. W.6.
·
t:i6 (1,ondon) Armoured Divi11ional
Signal Regim-ent, T.A.

Motor-Cycle Displays: Seotember 8th-West Ham
Tattoo; September 15th-Wimbledon Tattoo.
Motor Cycle Trials : September 9th-London District
Motor Cycle Trials; September 30th-Eastern Command
Motor Cycle Trials.
Eiglith Ar11111 Signals' Her1.nfon

Eighth Army Signals' Reunion Dinner will be held at the
Windsor Castle Restaurant, Victoria Station, London, S.W.1
on Saturday, 20th October, r95r.
. AU former members of Eighth Army Signals who are
mtere ted should write for particulars to: LieutenantColonel W. J. Morris, M.C., r8 Felhampton Road, London,
S.E.9.
Tlie Saddlt> Club

The Saddle Club will be sending a team to the Army
Hunter Trials in the Autumn, and is actively engaged in
training the Royal Signals team for the Modern Pentathlon
to be held on 25th September, 1951.

ISLAND

DEPE.NDE~CIES

The Colonial Office is offering positions as :
Senior Wireless Operator,
Junior Wireless Operator,
Wireless Operator Mechanic,
Diesel Electric Mechanic.
Full details are available on application to the Royal Signals
Association, 88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.l.

SOUTHERN" JlDODESIA STAFF CORPS

Recruits are needed for the above Corps. Preference is
given to single men between the ages of 18 and 3~, but
exceptions may be made in certain cases. Further details and
application forms may be obtained from ~he Secret~ry to the
High Commissioner for Southern Rhodesia, Rhodesia House,
429 Strand, London, W.C.2.

PERSONAL COLmtfN ·
Mr. Michael Meehan, who served in R.E. Signals and
Royal Signals from 1920-1937, having enlisted in 1915 in
the Royal Irish Regiment, is now hving at the Boys' Club,
22 Cottage Place, Waterbury, Connecticut, U . .A. He is a
Life Member of the Association.
Promotions

London Gazette, 3rd 1uly, 195I
Captain (Q.M.) T. L. Harries to be Major (Q.M.).
Lieutenant (T.0.M.) W. P. J. Rumsey to be Captain
(T.0.M.).
London Gazette, 13th 1uly, l95I
Major F. S. Whiteway-Wilkinson to be LieutenantColonel.
Movements ol Offlcer11
Major J. N. Fraser from F.A.R.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major H. Kelly from Malaya Signal Regiment to 7 Training Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Beeton from 2 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment to M.E.L.F.
Major A. C. Galbraith from IO Wireless Squatlron to
Depot Regiment.
Corrigenda
Major J. S. MacArthur, Royal Australian Signals, is at
present with 5 Training Regiment Royal Signals, Harper
Barracks, Ripon, and not at 1 Training Regiment as published in the June edition.
"SIG~AL"

The Journal of the Armed Forces Communications A sociation of the United States of America in its May-June 1951
number announces the appointment of Major-General
George I. Back as Chief Signal Officer of the Army. He was
previously Chief Signal Officer, Far Eastern Command and,
therefore, has first hand experience of the War in Korea.

Other appointments mentioned are
The following on completion of a course at the Armed
Forces Staff College are assigned to appointments as shown:
Lieutenant-Colonel George W. Rhyne to Signal C rps
Photographic Center.
.
.
Lieutenant-Colonel David R. Grey to Signal Corp
Center, Fort Monmouth.
..
Lieutenant-Colonel Harold McD. Brown to Muruuon .
Lieutenant-Colonel George E. Pickett to Office of Assistant Chief of Staff G-4.
Appointments to Military Training Division include:
Lieutenant-Colonel Charles T. Clark to Personnel and
Training Division.
Lieutenant-Colonel Charles M. Woodman to personnel
and Training Division O.C. Sig. 0.
Lieutenant-Colonel Richard W. Wa!ers has been awarded
the Bronze Star Medal.

OBITUARY
44ih Division (1939/19.J.2)
Old Comrades' Rally
will take place at Forbes House, Balkin Street (near Hyde
Park Corner), London, S.W.I between 1700 and 1830_ h:o~s
on Friday, 19th October, 1951. Ex-members of the D1v1S1on
and their ladies are invited. Tickets 3/6d. each from
Adjutant, 257 (C) Field Regiment, R.A. (T.A.), Drill Hall,
Church Street, Brighton.
This rally precedes the El Alamein Reunion, which is
also on Friday, 19th October.

G. E. Watts, R.E. Signals from 1911, Royal
Signals from 1939.
He left the Army in 1942 as a C.Q.M . .
"Jumper," as he was known to his many friend
had his whole heart in the Corps and was a founder
member of the Tunbridge Wells branch of the
Association.
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BIRTHS

PARKER-To Corporal and Mrs. Parl:er, 16 Independent
Parachute Brigade Group Signal Squadron, a daughter.
GOODMAN.-To Signalman and Mr . Goodman, 16 Independent Parachute Brigade Group Signal Squadron, a son.
TONER-To S.S.M. and Mrs. Stoner, 2 A.A. (M ) Signal
Regiment a daughter, Judith Marguerite.
BERRY.-To Caprain \Vl. F. and Mr. Berry, Malaya Signal
Regiment, a son.
HEATHER-To Corporal and Mrs. V. Heather, 7 Training
Regiment on 12th June, 1951 a daughter.

ENGAGE:.'tlEXTS

DELYLE TURNER-OAKLEY.-The engagement is
announced between Captain C. Delyle Turner, Malaya
Signal Regiment, and Miss 0. Oakley.
1\1EYER-MIDGLEY. - The engagement is announced
between Sergeant Kenneth Meyer, 3 Squadron, 3 Training
Regimeot, Royal Signals, to Mary, youngest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Midgley, of Middlesbrough.

DEATHS

ARKLIE.-2326660 S.Q.M.S. Herbert Ebenezer Arklie on
2nd July, 1951. at Military Hospital, Catterick Camp,
Yorks.
FORD.-Mr. William Ford on 16th July, 1951, at his home
in Tunbridge Wells. He was a member of the Royal
Signals Association.
HEWARD.-22212001 Driver Henry Heward on 17th July,
1951, in U.K.
JORDAN.-22396413 Driver Jack Jordan on 27/28th July,
1951, in U.K.
KING.-21005596 Signalman Frederick James King, on
29th July, 1951, at Old Church Hospital, Romford, Essex.
OGLESBY.-14454000 Signalman Samuel Oglesby on 25th
July, 1951, in B.A.0.R.
WILSON.-22233326 Corporal Harold Wilson on 1st July,
1951, at British Military Hospital, Fayid, M.E.L.F.
WATTS.-2308347 ex-C.Q.M.S. G. E. Watts, of RE. (Signals), Royal Signals, and the Tunbridge Wells branch of
the Association, on 19th August.

Annual General Meeting
AND

Old Comrades' Reunion
21st-22nd JULY, 1951

T

O say that the Reunion this year was a success is an
understaterAent. The weather was unbelievably kind,
and our hosts in the School of Signals and the Signal Training Centre were, if possible, kinder. Well over 300 assembled
mostly on the Saturday evening when the official programme was begun by the Band playing "Retreat." There
was a great audience around the Parade Ground including,
one was glad to see, Major-General C. M. F White, c.B.,
C.B.E., o.s.o., Brigadier R. H. R. Steward, C.B., C.B.E., o.s.o.,
and many others who were able to be present for "Retreat,"
although not attending the Reunion.
The Band in full dress were excellent both in their marching and in their playing, and thus began for them a most
arduous twenty-four hours.
After "Retreat" five of the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Messes gave parties. There was dancing at at least
three of them, the Band providing three separate dance
orchestras. It was clear that everyone was enjoying themselves, and the Old Comrades appeared to be getting younger
with every pint!
" Markers " at 0940 a.m. heralded Church Parade. There
were two strong Squadrons of Old Comrades preceded by
the Standards of several Branches, and what was nicely
described as a "bunch of Brigadiers." The serving Corps
by way of contrast provided a squadron of Cadets, a Squadron from 6 Boys' Training Regiment and a squadron from
7 Training Regiment whose seventh period of drill this was;
a nice intermingling of the very old with the very young.
During the service the Standard of Catterick and District
Branch of the Association was dedicated, there was a fine
sermon, the Lesson was most elequently read by Brigadier
G. S. O'N Power, C.B.E., and trerµendous singing was accompanied by the Church Orchestra; it was a most moving
experience.
Immediately after the Parade the Annual General Meeting
was held and will be reported later in these notes.
After this, luncheon was served on the sports ground, the
whole of one side of which appeared to be occupied by a
bar of noble proportions, but which on occasion did not
appear sufficiently long.
The Royal Signals Motor Cycle Display Team gave us an
inimitable thirty-five minutes, the Boys' Training Regiment -

INJIJRED IX ACTIOX

RYE.-~2389385 Signalman Leslie Alfred Rye on 13th July,
1951, m Korea.

KEASONG NEWS FRO.\I KOllEA TO
I.O~DON IX TWO uorns

Cables and Wireless Telecom Unit in Korea carry most of
the Press traffic from that theatre; transmitting by high-speed
radio to Hong Kong and thence on the normal C and W
system to London.
The Telecom Unit is established in Seoul, but for the long
dragged out conference at Kaesong the Press Camp moved
up to Munsan.
Royal Signals bridged that gap and have been handling
50,000 words a week on this link.

Acknowledgment War Office, Public Relations.

[Courtesy: "Marjorie," Swale Studios, Richmond, Yorks.

Some of the seniors watching the March Past

No. 1 Squadron led by Liverpool Branch marching past

gave us a drill display jn the fas~on of the Royal M~rines
and a display of outdoor gymnasmm work of the highest
standard.
. .
Exhibition Quicksilver had a constant stream of visitors.
The cable waggon provided such argument between some of
the "old uns" that high words were exchanged.
Tea was served, the Band continued to play and more beer
was drunk, the Band continued to play and then somewhat
·
mercifully it rained.
The Annual General Meeting opened with a short speech
by Brigadier G. S. O'N Po~er, c.~.E., ~f welco~e to ~he
assembly. He knew how gratified hts audience o~ . old St~
nals" would be at the formation of 6 (Boys) Tra101ng Regiment the best thing that has happened in Royal Signals for
some ' time. Brigadier Power ended on the note "We are
going to enjoy ourselves."
The Chairman, Major-General C. W. Fladgate, . C.B.~.,
commenced his speech by a moving reference to Bngad1er
F. A. Heymann, o.B.E., Lieutenant-Colonel F .. R. Co~b and
Major F. V. Merchant, M.c., o.c.M., who had dte~,dunng ~e
year. He congratulated the " Old Comrades on their
good marching during the parade.
. .
He gave a short account of the work of the Association
during the past year. There were .74 Branch~s scattered
over the British Isles in B.A.0.R, Middle East, m East and
West Africa, Malaya and Hong Kong. He was glad tJ:tat a
liaison existed between many Branches and the T.A. S1g~al
Regiments who helped much by. providing accom~odat1on
and amenities for Branch meetings. The C~ttenck and
District Standard had been dedicated that mornmg and two
others had been dedicated since the last Annual General
Meeting. He was glad of this and wished that more Branches
had standards.
He, General Fladgate, had spoken to the Chief Signal
Officers at the Directors' Conference and asked _th~m ~o
encourage the formation of Branches of the Assoc1auon m
Signal Regiments in their Commands; h~ r_egarded th_at as
being a main line of progress for the Assoc1at1on. He "'.'1shed
to give his congratulations and thanks to the Chairmen,
Secretaries and Treasurers of the various Branches of the

Association. Their's was often an uphill task which they did
'
.
very well.
He was delighted to report progress w one unusual sphere.
Appointments in the Army of Barrack Officers had been for
some time a closed preserve of the R.A.S.C. Recently, not
far from Catterick two appointments had been offered and
those chosen to till them were ex-Royal Signals.
.
The Welfare section at Association Headquarters had m
1950 expended £7,000 on benevo~ent ca:;es, which n~
sitated our realising £2,000 of capital; t~IS was not senous
out of a capital of £102,000. Our income m the Othe~ R~
Benevolent Fund last year was £6,820 from subscnpuons,
donations and a grant from the Army Benevolent Fund. In
addition repayment of loans brought in £750, but we h~ve
had to bear our share of administrative expenses which
amounted to £4,800. This appeared to be a l~r~e s~, but
he had checked carefully, and our cost of adrnimstrau~n per
£1/1/- dispersed was well below_ the average of similar
charitable organisation , but we did need ~o~e help. He
had written to ignal Regiments of the Terntonal Army a_nd
had asked Chief Signal Officers to request more subscnptions from the Regular Regiments. I:Ie. felt tha~ no:v wa
the time to ask Branches of the Association to give, if only
a little. Our cases included 2~ ~" of Re~ular, 12} "~ of the
Territorial Army, 12J '>-;, o~ Nat101_1al Service and 50 " ba ed
their claims on us on service dunng the War only. Cl~
all kinds were being catered for, therefore he had no hesita. . .
tion in asking help from all.
He paid a tribute to the work of the Adiud1cat1ng Co~
mittee and to Miss Hyde-Parker and Mrs. Berry for their
work in the Welfare Section.
.
THE WIRE in 1949 was run at a deficit of £1,6oo. In 1950
this loss was reduced to £300, and during the first three
months of 1951 THE WIRE woi:ld have run at par ha~ there
not been an increa e of £130 m the cost of production for
the five issues; this was very disappointing.
The Middle East Royal Signals Benevolent Fund was
founded by Major-General W. _R C. P_enney, ~.B., C.B.E.,
o.s o., in 1942. It had from ume to ume remmed ubstantial amounts to the Parent Fund, but he had arranged
recently that at any rate for some time to come they could
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keep all that they could raise. The Fund is ·administered by
a main Committee at General Headquarters, M.E.L.F., with
uh-Committees in Ea ·t Africa, Greece, Malca and in Headquarters, M.E.L.F. The objects .of the Fwid are the same
a those of the Parent Fund, but are in the main utilised by
the granting of loans to ·serving personnel to assist them in
getting their families out to them. He General Fladgate,
had no doubt that this Branch of the Benevolent Fund, subscribed to entirely by men serving in the Middle East, was
doing most useful and necessary work.
T he Employment ection at Headquarters was busy with
a considerab_le n umber of registrations. During the year
ending 30th June, 1951, we placed 37 ".;, of Registrations, and
thi of course, did not give the whole story as many, who
benefit by the advice and assistance of the Employment Section do not notify that they have secured employment.
Employer s were very co-operative and were often men who
had served in Royal Signals but he asked Branches to make
new contacts on behalf of the Association and notify the
Employment Section.
.
The Association for the Employment of Regular Soldiers,
Sailors and Airmen have ,Branches with job finders all over
the country and in 1950 placed 647 Signalmen. Their very
large organisation cost a considerable amount to administer,
and the Central Committee of the Association bad agreed
that a grant of 10/ - per head for each Signalman p laced
should be made in addition to the £ 150 of our p revious
annual subscription.
He mentioned a specific requirement for ex-Royal Signals
to assist in the country's defence by being enrolled as warning officers. This work was unpaid in peace-time but paid
in war-time. It was most important work and he was
anxious that the Assocfation should assist. The General
Secretary would be writing to Branches; as many places
where there was a requirement for warning officers coincided
with the Branches of the Association. A senior Royal Signals
Officer was about to take up appointment as bead of this
organisation in the country's defences, and be was most
anxious to secure the services of as many of his old Corps
as be could.
The Chairman continued that the reunion at the Albert '
Hall bad been thoroughly investigated and had been found
to be impracticable at present. Branches of the Association
and Regiment of Royal Signals were scattered all over the
country, and mostly were too far distant to make attendance
at such a reunion possible in sufficient numbers.
The Corps Committee had therefore suggested to the
Association the desirability of holding area reunions. Tunbridge Wells had made a successful start, but their hopes
had been dashed to the ground by a most unfortunate
advance in the sailing date of the Band for its Middle East
tour. This area reunion in the South, sponsored by Tunbridge Wells, had, therefore, been postponed until 1952
with 17th May as a probable date.

[Cour1t1y: "Marjori~,'' Swale Studios, Richmond, Yorks.

The General Secretary does a little publicity work

General Fladgate, as Honorary Treasurer of the Association, then presented the Balance Sheets of the Benevolent
Fund and the General Fund of the Association, which were
approved and agreed to by the meeting.
Brigadier Power then proposed certain nominations for
election or re-election to the Central Committee.
Major-General Fladgate, C.B.E., Chairman.
Major-General R. E. Vyvyan, C.B.E., M .c., Vice-Chairman.
Brigadier G. H. Walton, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., Non-Regular
Officer, and S.Q.M.S. T. Edgerton and Sergeant G . E.
Williams who served on the Adjudication Committee of the
Welfare Section should be elected as members of the Central
Committee of the Association. This was seconded by Colonel
P. Jennings, o .B.E., M.C., and passed unanimously.
Brigadier Walton rose and proposed a vote of thanks to
General F ladgate for the great work he was doing for the
Association, and this was agreed to by the meeting by
applause which lasted for many minutes.
The collection at the Parade Service amounted to
£19/ 3/ 11, which has been paid to the Benevolent Fund.
This is one of the largest collections ever taken at a service
in St. Martin's Church and is cer tainly larger than any
taken since 1939.

~IA.JOR

Lee,

Lourd~,

Marygold Phyllis Whyte, after their marriage.
The bride is the daughter of Commander and Mrs.
Herbert Whyte, and Major Lee, who is on the military
staff of S.R.D.E., is the son of Colonel and Mrs. A. J. Lee
of Holton Orchards, Suffolk.
The Misses Rosemary Whyte and Ann Lee, sisters of the
bride and bridegroom respectively, were the bride's attendants.
Mr. Peter Rigby was the best man.

MAY

HAT the Editorial notes of the September, 1921 WIRE
thanked Signalman Drake of " F " Company, Signal
T raining Centre, for the particularly clever p en and ink
sketches which appeared in THE WIRES of that time.
Mr. L. H. Drake is still living at Aldershot and perhaps
if bis eye catches this column he may feel the urge to do us
just one more.
K ing Prempeh's chair was presented to Royal Signals in
July, 1921. When seen on July 22nd, 1951, it had obviously
been sat in too much since then and it was not the Old
Comrades at their reunion who werei• guilty either.
The most interesting item in the September, 1921, number
of THE WIRE is a very vivid " strip " from, no, not Drake,
the pen of C. Wyatt giving impressions of the Mounted
Gymkhana held in Ju!ij, 1921, and in the very centre of this
strip is a Triumph motor cycle with at least seven contortionists on board largely surrounded by horses, jumping,
being used for vaulting and tent pegging. Now, WE always
thought that H . N . Crawford, that great showman, had
pioneered an act including horses and motorcycles in 1932.
On a later page is a photograph of a Signalman, height
6 feet 7! inches !
The same issue of THE WIRE notes that J. Cotterell won
the Army three-mile race by more than half a lap and in
the same meeting Lieutenant Courtenay-Thompson won the
mile. The Signal Training Centre, who represented Eastern
Command, had many other successes in the Army Athletic
Championships of that year.
In 1931 L. R Drake has a wonderful page illustrating the
reunion of that year at Aldershot. We would have liked his
impressions of some of our older friends this year but in
1931 they boasted a couple of " beavers" or so says Drake!
There is published a letter describing his arrival to take
up a job in Russia by ex-Signalman W. Mycroft.
Captain (Major-General) L. B. Nicholls and Lieutenant
(Lieutenant-Colonel) C. D. Gardiner were prominent in
handy hunter competitions at various mounted sports at
Colchester.
Do you remember that all ranks those days were dressed
as horse soldiers, even to the extent of w~ing spurs while
working Signal offices, which were mounted in the Morris 6wheeled motor lorries of those days?
You do? Well, you're much older than I.
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Opening of the School Chapel by H.R H. T he Princess
Royal at The Ar my Apprentice School, H arrogate.
Territorial Army Ball at U nited Services Club, London .
Farewell Parades and Church Service to the Commonwealth D ivisional Signals at Har wich.

JUNE

Concert organised by G eneral Dimoline, .G.O:C., Aldershot D istrict to which all officers and their wives of the
District wer~ invited. The Band was in full dress.
Church Parade with Southern Command Signal Regiment
and Old Comrades at Salisbury.
JULY

Broadcast on 15th July " M arching with the Royal
Signals." An augmented Band was used an? the Corps
Slow M arch, " H .R.H. The Princess Royal," which was composed by Mr. Ricketts, was played.
.
Passing Out Parade at The Army Appren_ace School,
Harrogate, at which the Inspecting Officer was Field Marshal
Sir William Slim.
P OINTS OF INTEREST

.

The Band is due to sail for the Middle East on o_r ab<_>ut
14th November for a ten-week tour, and has to be_ m Gibraltar by 20th January for the visit of H.M. The Kmg.
The Fanfare Trumpeters of the Corps, for whom a set of
T rumpets and Banners have been purcha~ed at a c<_>st of
£ 1 000 will · play at the induction of H.R.H. The Prmcess
Rdyal ~s Chancellor of Leeds University .on 9th November.
T he Director of Music has written special fanfares for the
occasion.
.
On 1st May, 1951, the Non-Touring Band m~de tts debut
in Catterick under the direction of non-toum:ig Serge~nt
Steel, which signifies that units of the Co~ps m Cattenck
will never again be without a Band at any nme of the year.
After the customary teething troubles it has been _vot~d a
great success and an experiment which has fully 1usufied
itself by results. Where the extra music!ans came from, ~nd
the money for an additional set of mstrument costmg
£2,000, is top s::cret.
D
d
The Corps Band has been issued with No. I
ress an
the tailor hopes to have all alterations C0;111pleted ~y 12th
October to enable the full Band to make its debut m such
.
.
sartorial elegance by that date.
When in London the Director of Mu&c has a table m the
Horse Guards. Telephone WHitehall 4466. Extn 33·
THE
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J. K. V. LEE'S " ' EBBING

U R photograph shows Major John Kenneth
Royal
Signals, leaving the Church of Our Lady of
O
New Milton, Hampshire, with his bride, formerly Miss

O

T

WIRE,

The Corps Band
F the many important engagements the Corps Band has
fulfilled recently, the following have been acclaimed as
outstanding successes of great value to the Corps : -

Bo You
BememberP

THE

Th e ban d plays " Retreat" befo re t he Old Com rades' Reun ion on 21st July

The ceremony was conducted by the Parish Priest of New
Milton, Father Pinkman, who afterwards offered the
Nuptial Mass.
The Guard of Honour, under the Command of M~jor J.
D. Olle, Royal Australian Signals, consisted of Captams H.
M. R. Mallock, E. C. Fisher, J. G. Agar, .F. E. G. Barh~m,
A. C. Slater, all Royal Signals, Captam J. D .. Seville,
R.E.M.E., of Military Staff, S.R.D.E., and Capta1~. ~- P.
Hughes, Royal Signals, of 44th (H.C.) Infantry D1v1Slonal
Signal Regiment, T.A.
. ,
After a reception held at the home of the bnde s parents,
the happy couple left for a honeymoon in Eire.
.
To Major and Mrs. Lee we send our congratulauons and
sincere good wishes for the future.
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TRAINING REGIM E.NT

The Regiment has had a full sporting programme during
the last two months, crowned by a Regimental Week-end on
27th-29th July, in which we played cricket and tennis and
held the yearly Inter-Squadron Athletics Meeting.
The Regimental cricket team, led by Major MacArthur,
entered the Catterick District Knock-Out Competition in
June and won the first two rounds against an Army Engineer
Regiment and Royal Signals Wing, School of Signals; we
then met the Officers Training Wing in the semi-final, who
beat us by four wickets in a very fine game. In July our
ucces es were notably against R.A.F., Topcliffe, on the 18th
and during the Regimental week-end v. 3 Training Regiment
Royal Signals, the team's stalwart being Lance-Corporal
Woolley, who scored 78 against Sawley and has a bowling
analysis of 6 for 4.
On the Athletic side the Regiment has at least made a
beginning : we came 8th in the Catterick District Unit Team
Championship, thus qualifying for the Northern Command
Championships. We were blessed with fine weather on the
27th for the Inter-Squadron Athletics Meeting even if the
wind did make the acoustics of the Games Field throw the
announcer's voice in every direction but where anyone could
hear.
The other sporting event of the Regimental Week-end was
the open tennis tournament, which provided some keen if
not over-skilful tennis, the competitors' main problem being
bow to aim off for wind.
Our swimming has not caused a great deal of splash, or
perhaps it has, and therein lies -the trouble. At the Catterick
District Inter-Unit Championships we could only manage
second place in all our heats and took eleventh place in the
competition. However, everyone did their best. In the
semi-finals of the orthern Command Inter-Unit Championships we meet our friends and neighbours, the Army
Engineer Regiment.

6

of the detachments on the church parade under the
command of Major G . Rowland, M.B.E. Afterwards at the
Massine Lines sports ground the drill squad, led by
B/S.S.M. Acott, gave a display, followed by a performance
from the P.T. display team. Both the drill squad and the
P.T. display team were commended upon their performances.
We have forwarded our timings, etc., for the Milocarian
Trophy. The result will tell us exactly how we stand as
regards athletics on an all-England basis.
Looking in retrospect over all the activities of the summer
term, it does appear exceedingly crowded. But there is satisfaction in knowing that all these efforts have done much to
enhance the growing reputation of our young Regiment.
Reveille at 0400 hrs. on 26th July signalled the end of this
present term. It remains for the permanent staff to close
the work of the present term and prepare for the next which
begins on 27th August.
Finally, our congratulations to our Orderly Room Sergeant
-Sergeant H. J. Crocker-on his well-earned award of the
B.E.M. in the King's Birthday Honours List.

7 TRAll\'ING REGIME.NT

The Regiment continues its normal activities of training
National Service and Regular "Intakes." Occasionally we
have distinguished visitors to inspect our parades, and in
this connection we are including in our notes a photograph taken during the visit of Colonel A. D. Malloy,
Director of Signals, Royal Australian Corps of Signals.
The Regiment has now changed its name from 7 Selection
Regiment to 7 Training Regiment; this should clear up
any outstanding mysteries of the term " Selection Regiment."
Our Chief Instructor, Major H. M. F. Langley, The
Middlesex Regiment, will be leaving us this month. We all
wish him the " very best " wherever his new duties should
take him both now and in the future.
Our cricket is just about holding its own. July's efforts
were very much better than in June. We continue to pro~
vide one or two Corps players, and Signalman B. D. Close
has played fm; Combined Services and Army Elevens.

( BO'l.S) TRADING REGIMENT

The summer camp at Whitburn, of which previous mention has been made in this column, was an unqualified
success. Serious training was so tempered with recreational
activities as to produce a holiday atmosphere amongst the
Boys. The people of Whitburn not having previously made
the acquaintance of any regular Boy Soldiers, were rather at
.a loss, confusing them with Boy Cadets. The efforts of the
Boys themselves, and the articles and photographs in the
local press, have corrected this idea.
Visits were made to local shipyards, and other industrial
concerns.
During "A" Squadron camp in the latter part of July,
the Squadron Commander, Major G. Rowland, M.B.E.,
received and accepted an invitation from Darlington Grammar School and St. Bede's School, Sunderland, to enter a
triangular athletics contest on 16th July. The Commanding
Officer gave permission for the P.T. display team to atrend.
Their performance, which opened the proceedings, was
greatly appreciated, and the athletics team succeeded in
obtaining first place, with 75 points, followed by Darlington
Grammar School with 70 points. · This meeting is to be one
cf our annual engagements.
On the 18th July the athletics team had another competition with Beverley Grammar School Although the
standards were not so high as at Sunderland, nevertheless
we gained a victory over the Grammar School by a margin
of 10 points.
Both the regimental drill squad and the P.T. display team
attended the Royal Signals Old Comrades' Reunion at
Cattcrick Camp on 22nd July. The drill squad formed one

School of Sig11als
OfOcer Training Wing

The Officer Training Wing continued its

succe~s

at

~port

by winning the Catterick Garrison Inter-Unit Cricket

K'lock-Out Championships, semi-final and final. . The final
wa" won against the Yorkshir.e and N?rth~n_ibnan Group
Training Centre under glorious cricket condrnons.
Th Schweppes Perpetual Cup thus returned to the
Officers' Training Wing after an absenc~ of scv~n years. It
was last won by 150 O.C.T.U._, Royal Signals, m ~943· At
the end of the game the cup w~s l?resenti:d to Maior B. A.
Gomm, our team captain. It is mteres~g to recall th~t
Maior Gomm, as an officer cadet, captamed the te~m in
1940 when the. cuu was won by 152 O.C.T.U., Royal Signals.
The climax of the athletics season was reached when th.e
\X/ing comueted in the North~rn Comm~nd Inter;-Ur.ut
Team Championships after theJC success m the D1stnct
games. In an exciting meeting, ma~red to some extent by
h -.d weather. the Wing finished third. One. of the most
thrilling events was the Three Miles in which our tea~
econd-Lieutenants R. A. Hearn, P. A. D~lly, E. A. Moms
and R. F. Little, again ran strongly, to fimsh econd to the
.
.
very fast 1 Training Regiment team.
At swimming the Wing achieved _success m the ~attenck
Dis rict Championships. The Umt team, Captam J..H.
Pearce and Second-Lieutenant P. W. Moody, ~eri: ~hrrd
in the final of the 100 yards breast stroke. In the mdiv1dual
chamuionships Captain Pearce won both the one r_n~ue
pring board diving and the five metre .firm board d1vmg.
Second-Lieutenant I. Felis was fourth m the final of the
100 yards backstroke.
~
. .
.
The Inter-Squadron Hockey League 1s. u;i a most mtere t.
·u·on The officers of Officer Tra1mng Squadron are
· mate h es an d lost
mg
. ·11 po
at 1the ·head having played all th e1r
~~~ but the 6 'R.Y.0. Course with two to pla:y are _unb~a~en. The excitement is intense an~ players w1.eld sucks
violently, sometimes at the_ bal~, son;ieumes at thetr opponems, and sometimes at their fnends .
The 6!h Subs Part I Course has l_ost 8 fficers called t~
Exercise "Mountaineer," taking place 1~ Norway. Th~re th~~
will obtain practical experience of r~dio. and l~ne commumcations over difficult mountain terram, mcludmg a~ opportunity to "Make much of their hor es." We wish them
good luck on their exercise and in the future.
.
Catterick welcomed the Old Comrades for t~e.ir an~~al
Old Comrades' week-end and the Offic~r ' Trammg \X mg
was _very pleased ro help in their enrerrammenr.

i· ·

[Cow /<"Sy:

••

If

.... ,

, arJ<>rt<'

tc:afr Smdios, Rfrhmnnd,

}"o.·ks.

b

. .
w ·
contingent of Officer Cadet s. led y
The Officer Training
ing C
. J R Ellis march past after
Ca ptain F. M. S. w .1nter a_nd c!tal~ Par~ d e i1; Catteric k. The
the Old C o mrades Re un1.on G urc I C W Fladgate, C.B.E.
salute is taken by MaJ o r- enera
·
·
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Marjorie," Su•alc Studios, Richmond, Yorks.

The Officer Training Wing cricket team, with the Catterick
Garrison Inter-Unit Cricket Cup
Scued (left to righ t ): uptain D. W. ull•ghan . Lieutenant ~ohlo)nelS M. ~·
Charlton O B E Maior B A Gomm. Standing (left to roe t : econ •
L"
• t j · E.. K Sylve;,.,· Officer C'det H. Keir. Second-Lieutenants
Rieu~~anDur,:.ns:
o. Orde'. J. M. Bedford. A._ Joannes. I. M. Blake,
•
Officer C•dets J. Roberts. P. Moller

A:

WAR OFFICE S IGN AL REGIMENT

Our chief item of interest this month have .been in the
field of athletics. On 24th July the Royal f\rt1llery Depot
R -ogim~m held their Regimental sports, and mcluded son:e
ev~·11s open to the Garrison.
We con~rarulate our Regim ~ntal team who ran extremely well t.o wm the 4 x 110 yards
open relay. They were Second-Lieutenant C. M. Carruthers Sergeant F. Lumbard, Corporal D. Greenbrook
.
and Si~alman K. Billington.
On Friday, 27th July, we held our ow!1 Regunental sports
in the Charlton Park Athletic Ground kmdly loaned for the
day by the London County Council. Four reams, Nos. 1
2 and 3 Squadrons in Woolwich and one form~d by 2 Squadron " outstations," competed for .the Reg~ental ~mer,:
Squadron Cup. This was won by 2 Squadron outstations.
All events were energetically tackled and vocally encourage~.
Pe~ formances worth mentioning were .the 100 yards Ill
10 4 secs. and the high jump of 5fr. 6m., both won by
Second-Lieutenant C. M. Carruthers.
. .
No records were broken but. "."e saw ome proi;:i1smg
young athletes. Signalman K. Billington 220 yard , S1g!1alD Clements 440 yard and Corporal E. N. Goodmgs
~:::1e g~od winners. Also Signalman J. !\· Ange_ll ~ho won
the javelin was 2nd in the 440 yards and m the wmn~ng relay
Old members of rhe Corps will remember his fath~r
~=~~in (Jack) Angell, winning. track and hurdle eve!1ts m
In£a R.Q.M.S. Swinson got m a good gallop to wm ~he
old s~ldiers' race. To confirm their place as the champion
team, 2 Squadron " outstations " pulled the \V.0.s and Screams' Mes over in the final of t~e tug-of-war.
.. . ,
g We were again fortunate in havmg the ver. ab!~ ~cr~1~c
of s.. M. w. M. (Joe) Cotterell a our referee. H1 5milmg
face never seems to get older.
C
On the day we go to press ?erg~ant C. Beal~ and orpora 1
P. Attwater will be competmg m_ the Eastern ommand
Individual Swimming Charnp1onsh1p at Folke ton . b
We have iust learnt that Sergeant C. Beale _has >cc_n
. accepted to wim for London aga1mt I an
electe d , an d
'
·
h
t>ember
and Berlin in Paris from 29th August to 4t
cp
·

inet ihese notes went to printer we hmx news th:.U
Beale who made such a name for the orps 111
1
e~gean_
·,·n Egy'pr during cite las1 year or tu'O, u•on the
swimming
d
/ P
200, 400 and 1600 metres free Sl}~e. events, an
orpora .
Attw(l{er won cite springboard d1v111g.

c
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~ORTBERN

IR.EIAND DISTRICT (M) SIGN1'L
SQUADRON

On Sunday xst July, 1951, a very impre sive ct'remony
took place at Thiepval Barracks, where a memorial pillar
was unveiled by the G.O.C. Northern Ireland District. The
pillar commemorates those Officers and men of the 36th
(Ul ter) Divi ion, who gave their live at Thiepval on the
1st July, 1916, when the Battle of the Somme began. Over
six hundred members of the 36th (Ulster) Division Old
Comrades' As ociation paraded under Brigadier Nelson
Russell, c.B., n.s.o., M.c., to pay homage to their fallen comrades. On the completion of the service, the Old Comrade ,
with banners flying and medals glittering, marched behind
the band of the Royal Ulster Rifles past the saluting base,
where the salute was taken by the G.O.C. We provided the
Public Address Equipment u ed for the occasion.
On the 14th July, a large number of the Squadron went
on an outing to Portrush and the Giant's Causeway, returning to Lisburn by way of the Antrim Coast Road, which
passes through some of the finest scenery in Ireland. The
weather was kind, and the outing was thoroughly enjoyed
by <1ll who attended.
At the end of the month, we found ourselves extremely
busy preparing for the N.I.D. Annual Rifle Meeting which
took place at Ballykinlar on the 27th, 28th and 29th July,
1951. We were called upon to provide a complicated telephone layout and Public Address Equipment for the officials
in charge of the meeting. Our success in providing communications was much greater than in the shooting. We
entered teams for the Snapshooting Cup and the Queen
Victoria Trophy, but were unsuccessful in both events.
With our small numbers, we find it extremely difficult to
produce eight first class shots, and in addition, due to our
heavy commitments at this time of the year, we can find little
time for practice. The two members of the W.R.A.C. element
who took part in the Army Athletic Individual Championship at Aldershot did extremely well. Corporal Woods came
fourth in the high jump, and Private Stanton also came
fourth in her event, the 100 yards.. We congratulate them
both and are sure that with further training and coaching,
they will do much better in future.

S.H ..,.P.E. SIG:.'\'.\L SQ1: ADRO.N

The S.H.A.P.E. Signal Squadron (British) was formed
officially on 14th May, x951, and its four Troops found
themselves almost overnight on the Golden Arrow, bound
for Paris, with no equipment and the prospect of a hundred
and one urgent jobs. We found S.H.A.P.E. planning to
move its headquarters from Paris to Marly-le-Roi, a small
village twelve miles from the city, where on the site given
by the French Government luxurious offices were going up
like mushrooms and passing civilians could be seen speechless with astonishment. Needless to say in sµch circumstances Squadron W /Es, G 1098's, and most of the red tape
went by the board, and the Squadron found itself tackling
vast new jobs with energy, great keenness, and the breadth
of mind required for a new international organisation such
as this. We must, however, admit that without the help of
the Americans and French we should have found it not
really easy to establish a thousand-line automatic exchange
two minor exchanges, a twelve-position manual board, lay
six hundred locals, give " secretarial service " to the more
important Generals, produce telephone directories for an
ever-increasing headquarters, erect wireless transmitters and
receivers, provide courier services, man telegraph circuits to
the whole world : and so on. The work is most interesting,
and there is scope here for everyone; the Squadron is only
a hundred and fourteen strong, and we wish it was two
thousand!
Although operationally international, and particularly in
the Signal Division, on the administrative side we are still
semi-national. Our sudden arrival, therefore, gave rise to
a small crisis among the British Administrative Staff, who
had been in Paris only two days longer than us, and had
neither rations (British) nor accommodation for us; they
rose to th_e occasion nobly, however, and dispensing with
red tape lodged us with the American Signal Unit at Versailles, where they asked us how many eggs we wanted for
breakfast and never even winced at the answer. In time, of
course, we have had to return to the British Ration Scale,
but we have a magnificent camp, with two swimming pools,
near St. Germain.
The M.T. Troop, after one long gasp of astonishment, has
learnt to put the foot hard down on the accelerator and the
I'

S.H.A.P.E. Signal Squadro11, S.11.A.P.E., near Paris

!~~~-ro~o (~~rtthto
y rHi~hlbot): R2y ner, hHarrfi~n. McAree , Atkin, Street , Harold, Smith, Reynolds . Yeudall , Telfer, Stratford, Shaw, Cullen, Jennison . Claxton.
5M
s ·~ E •
I
tretc .
1($t row .· Orr • Parkinson • c.. hian • Sh e II ey, Hannay. w Ybourn , A nd rews, Wilson.
.
A rne.
bl
McLean , Brown . Hardy, Boone.
Evans• • Pocock
5econd row · Lovatt Butcher Hardy B ·1y R
. cc1es. Col
m er, Co
acra-.ers ·wh·
·
Boyle • La
Co•
·
·
•
• •• · ose, Ga 11·1more. o um-.olle,
McGrogan. Munro. Goldthorp, Rock, Rock .
1
.'
nee·
pora
eman,
oper.
•to. Buck, Halls , York, Williams . Third row : Hurst. Corporal Green, Corporal Marsh, Corporal Wooller. Corporal
Watlmg,
Caird j Corporal
C'dwallader
Williams Corporal
Cor r I Matheson
H I
G
.
• Co rpora 1 f"in di ayson. Co rporal C1meron. Corporal Hoad, Corporal Bradley , Corporal Smith Corporal

s'/M

Co

S•rae•nt • Tho:.:'.o"n
lr~ra S race;·L. Lance.Corporal Bran.i gan. Rumble , Bridges. Front row: Sergeant Derham, Sergeant Lovell. Sergc1~t Taylor.
•
• : · · rvina. econ • ieutenant Huehes, Lieutenant Sawyc.-, Capui~ Pocock, Major H. B. Hunter, Captain Leyson, Lieutenant Cann.
Second-L1euten1nt C.mpbell. Second-Lieutenant Harwood, W.0.11 Buxey , Seraernt Roaers, Sergeant Trevithick . Corporal Eggleton
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finger hard down on the horn; thus established they find
driving in the French fashion most successful and easy.
The Tele Op Troop are enjoying the unique experience
of working with so many nationalities, and are all learning
twelve languages at once with the success you can expect;
in their spare time they enjoy the swimming and have shown
the rest of the unit how to play football. The Wireless
Troop are working hand in glove with the Americans and
doing very well at it; about twenty per cent of the Troop
are Regulars, a good number of whom are ex-Boys, and five
of them, all Corporals, were chosen to represent the Corps
in the Guard of Honour formed for the official opening of
S.H.A.P.E.
The Telephone Directory Service are feeling a little better
now, thank you, but while it lasted it was quite something;
they don't know how many Directories they've produced or
how many miles they typed, but the proportion of satisfied
customers is high enough for them to congratulate themselves on a phenomenal success.
The Cipher Troop finds jtself hedged about with very
strong security precautions, and wonders if this is because
of the nature of its work or the presence -of a charming
French girl cipher operator who is learning to speak English
with a pronounced Scottish accent. Their work covers a
very large field and is correspondingly interesting, and they
have seven Americans working with them.
We hope to produce more news about life in France for
the next issue of THE WIRE, but in the · meantime you can
think of us all happily upholding the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation and increasing the goodwill between nations
in our spare .time-what there is of it.

11.C}. ALLIED LAND FOllCES CEXTRAL

EUROl"E SIGNAL SQt:ADRO:V

Once again we change our name. We are now the Signal
Squadron to the Headquarters of the Allied Land Forces
Central Europe . The awful fatigue of changing Signs,
Rubber Stamps, Parade State Headings, etc., has been completed. Besides changing our name we have changed our
Command. Captain J. McD. Glass, after commanding the
Squadron since we first formed as the Signal Troop of the
C.'s-in-C. Committee Western Europe, has now handed
over to Major L. M. Rutherford. We are pleased, however,
to record that our late O.C. is to remain with us.
Fontainebleau is an old world French town known
chiefly for its tourist trade. At this time of the year the
local population concentrates on giving value for money with
flood-lit buildings and bright lights. Market days are well
patronised by visitors, who seem to buy such unheard of
things as legs of mutton, ham, and pork from well stocked
benches, whilst the cafes do a roaring trade in chocolate
and sweets. Sunday is not a day of rest here, as even the
large chain stores open. It's the usual thing to get one's
hair cut (which incidentally costs about three shillings and
sixpence) on a Sunday morning, but even so, the churches
are well filled.
As forecast in our last month•s notes rhe Army obtained
more points than the R.A.F. at our Combined Sports Meeting held on 21st July, 1951. It was a beautiful day. The
field, a French Sports Stadium, was generously prepared
and loaned to us by the Fontainebleau Council, we Signals
producing the amplifier and canned music. The first race
run at 1430 hours was followed by various events including
children's races a~d tug-o'-war until the meeting closed at
1800 hours. The prizes were kindly presented by t~e wife
of Rear Admiral Cazalet who found great pleasure m presenting a bottle of cognac to the winner of the Old Fogies'
race-W. 0. Richardson, R.A.F. It was a day thoroughly
enjoyed by all-the friendly rivalry between the ervices was
great. The open air dance held in rhe evening was well
attended.
THE
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Anti· Aircraft Command
I A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

This month our news comes from the beauties of the New
Forest in Hampshire whither we are in annual camp for
the whole month.
Not many hours after the Regiment arrived our contingent of Reservists started to arrive, only to be welcomed
on their first working day by torrential downpours of rain
which lasted throughout the first twenty-four hours and
nearly washed them all out before their feet had properly
touched down.
A grand crowd they are and very happy are we to have
them.
Their influence has been a tonic to us all.
Next month we hope to give more details of their stay
and of all the activities in which they and we took part and •
to have a photograph in this journal of the team they have
so quickly become part.
I hand over now to an Officer who so many in the Corps
will remember, one Captain Gerry Madden, M.B.E., who
submits the following for editorial approval: " These notes can bear no resemblance to the usual
healthy reports of the Unit. The writer's eyes are clouded.
He thought his problem of the year was to get accustomed
to the Army for 15 days. After five of those days he realises
that the real headache will be to get acclimatised once again
to the peculiar Chinese Circus known as ' Civvy Street.'
"To recapitulate-one arrived. Quite mechanically, having
neared the camp ·site, one dusted one's car, straightened one's
tie and checked that the ancient battledress one was wearing
did not look too much like the new Mess Dress for the
Tramps Union. The gate of the camp was approached. An
electrified R.P. sprang in the air, and I later realised that my
first attempt at returning a salute needed only a shout of
'Hiya Joe' to complete the cabaret act. Within a matter
of minutes I was documentated, accommodated, up-to-dated
and percolated. I was measured for a tent, and the battledress I wore on arrival was sent to the Corps Museum.
Others of my like arrived, and we happily told lies about
our previous service in the Corps. Subconsciously, we
drank pints of Army atmosphere and old habits descended
upon our lives. After a few days we were once 1!1ore part
of things. Each of us commands a Troop. It is a little
difficult to tell a chap where his Hector Powe birds-eye suit
fits into his kit layout-but there is a grand spirit of co-op~ra
tion. It is strange to see the chap we checked for a di!ty
belt in the morning arrive in the ' local ' the same evemng
looking like a cross between Stewar~ Granger and an a~v~rt.
for toilet soap. Having carefully given the D.R.s a dnvmg
test we learn that one of them is a Speedway Rider, and the
oth~rs have won motor-cycling trophies throughout the
country. We feel a mixture of humility, pride and superb
confidence that such people are available and, what is m~:ire
important, extremely. ke~n. T~e Troop ~ergeants, Reserv1 ts
like ourselves are dnppmg with Campaign Stars, and seem
to combine ; sensible approach to the reservists' idiosyncracies with the gentle snarl so essential to their !ank. Inevitably, life has its funny moments .. A Reserv~st sa_luted
us in passing and then pointed out, with a hysterical giggle
that he was ' hatless at the time. His bounty will not be
affected.
" As I aid ar the beginning, our real problem will hit us
when we return home. Many a wife will receive batman'
orders (but nor, I feel, for long!) and many a civilian waistcoat is doomed to the blanco treatment.
"I must conclude by expressing our gratitud;: for the ex'traordinary efforts to welcome us, to train us gently from the
placid pathway of civilian life to the khaki trunk road of
the Corps."
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d uded h iring the Tal-y-Lynn narrow gauge railway one
evening, the m aiq. object apparently being a visit to a ou b
at the far end-at least t hat is where the train passengers
congregated .
The for tnight came all too soon to an end, as always with
T.A. camps, and we have returned to the bleakness of Atherton but, to the gratification of many, to t he local "wakes "
holiday week.

VISIT OF H.R.U.
TIIE

Co Ione1-in- Chief
TO B.A.O.R.
W.R.A.C. Contingent of 12 A.A. ( M.) Signal Regiment , T.A ., marching past the ir Honora ry Colonel , Brigadier A. C . Sykes , C .B.E..
D.S.O. In attendance are the D.A .C.G . 2 A.A. Group , t he Reverend J. V. B. Wh ite , Lieutenant-Colonel B. J. Walker, Commanding
Officer, Major P. G . Hallett, 2nd-in-Co m mand , and Capta in H . Scott, Adjutant

12 A.A. (lU) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Having been back from camp for almost a month, we
can look back upon it, not as a mad rush round with reveille
at 6 a.m., but as a very pleasant fortnight.
We were at Braunton again this year, and the weather was
very kind as it has been each summer. We were a larger
family than usual-our strength was doubled by our quota
of " Z" Reservists.
We were delighted to have them with us. They fitted in
right from the start, working jolly hard on training, and
joining in all social activities. Squadrons were very glad of
their help on Sports Day!
The Reservists, on their side, seemed to enjoy the camp,
too. Now that their interest in the Army has been revived,
they are keeping ia touch. We have received applications
from men as far away as Brighton and Dorchester to join
the Bristol Squadron in which they made particular friends.
We would like very much to quote from some of the very
complimentary lerters our " Z " men have sent us, but we
have not the space.
The Regimental Sports Trophy was won for the second
successive year by 25 Squadron at Southampton. Signalman Morris helped them to victory.
Honours among the Squadrons were fairly evenly divided.
The Honmary Colonel's Cup for the best all-round soldier
in the Regiment was won by Corporal Royston Comer of
24 Squadron at Bristol, while its "sister" cup for the best
all-round member of the W.R.A.C. CT.A.) was carried off
by Lance-Corporal Olive Faulkner of 42 Squadron at Edenbridge.
Our parade on Sunday, 24th June, at which the salute
was taken by the Honorary Colonel, Brigadier A. C. Sykes,
c .B.E., n.s.o., was preceded by a Drumhead Service conducted by the R everend J. V. B. White, D.A.C.G. 2 A.A.
Group.
We must first announce the relinquishment of command
of this regim ent by Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Beeton and his
impending departure to M.E.L.F. He has been with this
Regiment since 1949. All ranks join in wishing LieutenantC olonel Beeton and his family the very best of luck in their
new station. A heartv welcome is extended to our new
Commanding Officer,· Lieutenant-Colonel J. G. Oliver,
O.B.E.

A party went to Silverstone recently and spent an enjoy300

able day a t the motor racing. T he incidence of accidents
has not appreciably risen since their return, and the motor
cycle trials team are now tuning up for their forthcoming
trials.
W.R.A.C. During the month we bade farewell to
Corporal Mary Clark, who had been with the Regiment for
over three years, during which time she had done valiant
work in running the main cookhouse, both here and at our
annual camps. We miss her cheery personality very much,
and wish her the very best of luck in civilian life.
Our good wishes also go to Lance-Corporal Anderson, our
pay clerk, who was married at the end of June and has now
commenced her duties as a housewife.
The Women's Royal Army Corps team that entered for
the 2 Anti-Aircraft Group ''Sports were soundly beaten by
46 Mixed Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment, but their enthusiasm helped them to enjoy the day very much.
We are very proud of the honour that was conferred upon
our Staff Sergeant Anne Hoar, who received the British
Empire Medal in the Birthday Honours List, and offer our
sincere congratulations.

96 AGRA (A.A.) SIGNAL

T

HE large gathering of families, friends and all those
taking part were disappointed when it was learnt at the
last m oment that our Colonel-in-Chief, H.R.H. The Princess
Roya l would be unable to attend the Royal Signals parade
drawn up in her honour on the parade ground of I I Air
Formation . Signal Regiment on the afternoon of Tuesday,
31st July, 1951.
It was a hot and sultry day and the parade, under the
command of Lieutenant-Colonel R. M. Adams, was awaiting
the arrival of Her Royal Highness when a telephone message ·
was received to say that in spite of her determination to

attend the parade she had been forced on the strongest
medical advice to cancel her visit.
H er place was taken by the C.-in-C. B.A.O.R., Lieutenant-General C. B. Callander, C.B., M.C.
On his arrival he was met by the C .S.0. B.A.0.R., Brigadier A. E. Morrison, o.B.E., and inspected a guard of honour
from I Corps Signal Regiment under the command of Major
J. R. Romaimes, o.c.M.
He then moved to the awaiting parade where he wa
received with a General Salute, and the Corps Flag was
broken over the saluting base.
On the parade were detachments from the following
Signal Regiments : H .Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment under command of Major
P . Smith.
I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment under the command of Major D . L. Sylvester-Bradley.
I I Air Formation Signal Regiment under the command
of Major R. C. Dixon.
Staff Band of the Royal Tank Regiment.
The parade. ground was kept by I Air Support Signal
Regiment.
After inspecting the troops the C.-in-C. made an address
in which he brought a personal message from Her Royal
Highness saying how very sorry she was that she was unable
to attend.
The parade then advanced in Review Order, gave a
General Salute and marched past in column of route.
Considering the heat of the day, the long time they had
been on parade, and the youth and inexperience of many of
the troop~, those who took part may be well satisfied with
the general high standard reached on the parade.
After the parade the C.-in-C. was introduced to the
Senior Royal Signals Warrant Officers and then to families
of the other ranks who were having tea .in the. N.A.A.F.I.

St~UADllON

We spent this year's camp at Towyn, Merionethshire for
the period 24th June-8th July. In common with other
units in the A.G.R.A., we received our quota of "Z "
reservists, 2 Officers and 85 other ranks and since our own
number is 2 Officers and 30 other ranks CT.A. and N.S.) we
were considerably outnumbered.
The "Z" men duly arrived and proceeded smoothly through
the reception machinery. We had prepared a comprehensive training organisation, and in fact it was obvious at the
outset that the camp-would be a success. Unfortunately one
of the "Z" officers, Lieutenant E. V. McGlone, was taken off
the "Z" train into Towyn Cottage Hospital for an emergency
appendix operation. All went well and he joined us for the
final three days, albeit in a convalescent capacity.
It was extremely gratifying to ~itness the manner in which
the " Z" personnel settled down with us-in particular the
co-operation and fellowship between "Z" and T.A. N.C.O.s
was very gratifying.
A dinner was given by the O.C. Souadron (Major
Choppen) to the W.O.s and N.C.O .s. Other outings inTHE
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He then went to the Officers' Mess for tea and to meet
fficers and their families.
In the meantime a mammoth tea party for all visiting
bachelor soldiers was being held in the Other Rank ' mess
room, to which there were 6oo guest .
During her visit to B.A.0.R, Her . >oyal Highness stayed
at the C.-in-C.'s house at Costedt where the Quarter G uard
was provided by 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
No. 1 Guard was under command of Sergeant Murdoch and
No. 2 Guard was under command of Sergeant Seabright.
The G uard was complimented by the C.-in-C. on its turnout and smartne s.
A photograph of the Guard is on opposite page.

H.Q. B.A.O.R. SIGNAL REGIHENT

The unit had ideal conditions for the Inter-Squadron
spores. The day ended in a decisive victory for 3 Squadron.
Individual best performances were provided by 3 Squadron
in Lance-Corporal Wilkie, who won both the 400 and 800
metres races in grand style, and by I Squadron in LanceCorporal Gowman who took the sprint double.
In the Incer-B.A.0.R Signals Units Sports, H.Q. B.A.O.R
Signal Regiment, who were last year's winners, finished in
second place this year, out of the seven teams competing.
Wins were scored by the 4 x 400 metres team, a fine last leg
being run by Lance-Corporal Wilkie, and by the tug of war
team which made up for what it lacked in style by weight
and determination.
The Unit was unable to enter a team in the II Armoured
Division swimming championships, but were able to take
part in the water polo. This match took place on Friday,
20th July, and we were fortunate to -obtain a bye to the semifinals. Our opponents were the Royal Tank Regiment and
we realised it would be a good game. Some of the players
who sprang into prominence were Signalman Wright as a
very capable centre forward and Lance-Corporal Blackburn
as goal keeper. At half-time the score was: r R.T.R. r;
H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment r. But in the second half
I R.T.R. obtained the lead and the result was 4-1 in thei;
favour.
In the individual events the following day our only
entrant, Signalman Wright, entered for the 2~ and 400
~etres freesty~e and obtained 2nd and 3rd places respecuvely. By this performance, he was eligible to qualify at
the B.A.0.R. Individual Swimming Championships.

Before giving details of our progress in the cricket world
thanks to some extrem~ly good weather, I would like to pu~
on record that, according to some of the cricket experts in
~e Zone, we now i;><>ssess probably the finest cricket ground
m B.A.O.R., of which we are justly proud.
We have just passed the half-way stage in the Inter-Troop
Leagues and at the present R.H.Q. lead in "B" League and
No. 3 Squadron H.Q. lead in "A" League. We have even
at this late hour, still found enough talent firom 'these
~eagues. to suppl~~e_nt our Regimental XI, so they have
Justly paid a good d1v1dend. As regards our Regimental XI
we have had up to date a fairly successful season and th~
team goes from strength to strength.
We were very narrowly beaten in the first round of the
B.A.0.R. Inter-Unit Competition by a British Battalion
an excellent side.
'
After two very exciting and hard-fought games we have
now _reached the finals of the Royal Signals Inter-Unit Compe_uu?n an~ we play off the final match against 7 Armoured
D1vJSJon Signals on 9/roth August, and it promises to be
another struggle.
During the Corps Cricket Week, we supplied four of the
Corps_team. Lieutenant-qolonel J. _E. S. Sanders, our Commanding Officer, was agam the skipper of the Corps side.
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The following are the mainstays of the Unit Eleven :
Lieutenant-Colonel J. E. S. Snndcrs
Major P.
mith
Captain J. B. S. Brabham
Second-Lieutenant Mason
Second-Licutennnt Rees
Sergeant $coffin
~ergeant D uff
ergeunt Collett

Signalma:i Pinficld
Signnlman P rcshaw
Sigoalmnn Stock
Signalman D avies
Crnftsma:i H olmes
U mpire: Licutcnnnt-Coloncl A.
Trupmore.
Scorer : Signalman Sharpe

The tennis season has so far been a very successful one for
th regimental team. We have reached the final of the InterUnit_ Tenni~ Competi~on having beaten, on tlle way, r
Medmm Wireless Regiment and II Armoured Division
with a well-balanced team. This team was selected fro~
Lieutenant-Colonel Sanders, Second-Lieutenant Mason
.Q.M.S. Bw:ge, S.Q.M.~. J11.ason, Sergeant Olive, Sergeant
Scoffin and Signalman Bnttam. We are hoping for a similar
result with our match with 2 L. of C. in the Final on
Sunday, 12th August, 1951.
2 L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT

As mentione9 last m~nth, I Squadron has played a couple
of g.ames ~f cncket agamst 7th Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment ln Hamburg, and were defeated in the Semi-Final
of the Royal Signals B.A.0.R. Cricket Competition by 90
runs.
A game was also played in Berlin against Berlin Signal
Squadron . at 0e Berlin Olympic Stadium, and although
trounc~d m this match, the sight-seeing tour amply compensated the team for its defeat.
No. 2 Squadron has kept up its name in the cricket
world, and has also quite a competent team. Despite their
shortage of personnel in the station they have managed to
ge_t -~ their games against H.Q. R.E.M.E. and 2 Infantry
D1v1s1on, an'd the honours are so far even. Each team has
won one gam e.
3 Squadron has been holding a series of trial games in an
endeavour to sort out some cricketers.
. 4 Squadron arranged th~ Regimental teams for the Royal
Signals (B.A.O.R.) Inter Unit Athletic Meeting.
2 L. of C. Signal Regiment was well represented, but due
to the wide dispersal of Squadrons and lack of co-ordinated
training, it was not possible to get together the best of the
talent in the unit.
However, we competed in each event, with the exception
of the pole vault, finishing in 7¢ ·place. Several go9d performances were put up, notably by Lance-Corporal Gould
of 2 Squadron in the 800 metres relay, and Signalman Boyle
of 5 Squadron in the high jump.
Our tug-of-war team consisted entirely of 5 Squadron
member~, and in spite of a tower of strength in Captain
Peter Gtlham (anchor man) we were defeated in the first
round by H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal Regiment, the eventual
winners.
The All Ranks Promotion Race Team was not last in
spite of a Sergeant and Signalman who cam e to grief ~ver
the handlebars of a cycle, and Major Tom Harris with
Major Jack Tidey did some good work with a beer bottle
and opener.
Lance-Corporal Fryer of 5 Squadron proved a fast
hurdler, and Second-Lieutenant King of 4 Squadron did a
grand job of work as team captain.
5 Squadron has taken part in quite an amount of varied
sporting activities during the last month.
The high light of the month has been the B.A.O.R. Royal
Signals Shooting Competition jn which 5 Squadron figured
very largely.
Congratulations are due to our Other Ranks team as the
"Crack Shots." They were a very good first in the Rifle
Competition.
It was a thoroughly good shoot and enjoyed by everyone.
Our heartiest congratulations to IIth Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment for just winning the Corps Championship
by an extremely short head.
Ou~ best wishes to Sergeants Hornby and Fisher on the
occas10n of their forthcoming marriages.
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2 INFANTllV DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

The main event of the month has been Exercise
Courageous III when once again we put on our war paint
tucked in our camouflage nets and set out to find the bes~
farmyard in the exercise area. We had more luck this time
than on previous occasions and the little sleep that we did
manage to squeeze in during the battle we spent amongst
the chicken and pigs. Vicrorious in the end we returned
to barracks and prepared for yet more exercises. We think
that our new O.C. No. I Squadron, Major A. R. Glanvill,
has probably set up a record for fast moving. Embarking in
E ngland on Monday evening he was taking over command
of his squadron in the field at five o'clock the following
afternoon.
Due to exercises and rain we have had no regimental
cricket matches during this month. Nevertheless the strong
~en of our si9e, Signalman Harrison, Signalman Simpson,
Signalman Wt!son and Sergeant Tiffin, played for Royal
Signals B.A.0.R. against R.A.S.C., R.A.O.C. and R.E.M.E.
Signalman Harrison had the further honour of being chosen
for the B.A.O.R. team which played in England against the
Army at Aldershot and a combined North Western and
Southern Command team at Chester. As you will see from
the above, we are helping to keep the Cross-Keys flying
pretty high in this field.
In the swimming pool we are hard at it training our team
for the Royal Signals B.A.O.R gala next month. In this
competition our hopes lie in Corporal Temple and Signalman Doxey.
7 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

As is reported elsewhere in this issue, B.A.0.R. was
recently honoured by a visit from H.R.H. The Princess
Royal. To us fe ll the honour of mounting the QuarterGuard on the C.-in-C.'s Residence, during het stay .
Athletics. The Regimental athletics team did very well
in the Inter-Signals Championships, finally being placed
third. Our team excelled themselves in the field events,
winning the pole vault (Sergeant Stephens and SecondLieutenant Nice), high jump· (Second-Lieutenant Nice and
Lieutenant Sutton-Pratt), putting the shot (Corporal Orr
and Signalman McNamara), and coming second in the
discus (Lieutenant-Colonel Read and Corporal Orr).
At the inter-squadron athletics meeting the R.H.Q. and
H.Q. Squadron clerks amazed everyone by winning the 400
metres relay and coming second in the roo metres relay. The

where is
DARLEUX?
Sports Officer is now seen frequently in the vicinity of
R.H.Q. searching for any further unexpected talent.
Swimming. Our team did well in the Divisional Championships. They were just equal until the last event, and
then due to an unfortunate misunderstanding over the last
race, were finally placed third. Signalmen Graham and
North of 3 Squadron did well in the 7 Armoured Divisional
Individual Championships. They now go forward to represent the Division in the B.A.0.R. Championships.
Both 2 Squadron and 4 Squadron now have swimming
pools, and are making good use of them; holding swimming
sports and efficiency tests.
Last month a very regrettable accident befell our " F "
Troop Sergeant, Sergeant Bogle, who was electrocuted as
the result of a wireless aerial coming in contact with an
overhead power line. He was badly burnt, and has now
been evacuated to the U.K. We all wish him a speedy
recovery.
11 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAi. REGDIENT
2 Squadron are to be congratulated on winning the InterSquadron Athletic Meeting. In spite of their small overall
" numbers they had confidence and were determined to thrash
1 Squadron, winners of the previous meeting. All events
were on a relay or team score basis. 2 Squadron, although
defeated by I Squadron in the Tug-of-War, established
their supremacy at the start and held their lead throughout
the day by a narrow margin.
The final scores were : 2 Squadron 46 points; I Squadron
35 points; 3 Squadron 19 points; 4 Squadron and H.Q.
Squadron IO points.
The Shooting Team under Captain Walsh are to be congratulated on winning the B.A.0.R. Inter Unit Shooting
Shield from B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment.
Over the August Bank Holiday the W.O.s and Sergeants
challenged the Officers to a cricket match. It was run on
an everyone-bat-and-bowl-tw.o-overs basis-out as often as
you like for five runs a time. The Warrant Officers and
Sergeants are alleged to have acquired I 17 runs (including
freightage and departmental expenses) and the officers 29
runs. This was, of course, less purchase tax. The accounts
are, however, still being audited so these figures carmot be
considered final. Later the same evening the new Sergeants'
Mess was opened with a simple ceremony. We understand
that it is now a flourishing concern.
As these notes go to print we are preparing for a series
of E....:ercises culminating in the autumn manoeuvres known
as "Counter-Thrust."

II Alll FORIUATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Quarter Guard being inspected by the C.S.O .
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July has been a busy month for all. Projects on airfield
went ahead well, dry weather being slightly more frequent
in July than in other months, and U.G. cable while under
water is difficult to work on.
A font was made by the L.A.D. under the direction of
A.S.M. Hammond and was dedicated during July. The fir t
person to use it was William Alexander Boyd, son of our
R.Q.M.S. The second was Gillian, daughter of .. M.
Ormond.
The ladies of the Regiment had a reasonable day for their
annual bus outing. They visited Bad Pyrmont, which
describes itself as the most beautiful Kurpark in the world.
The Corporals' Mess had a good day for a similar outing
303

during the August Bank Holiday week-end. The same weekend saw a grand dance in the Warrant Officers' and ergeant ' Mess.
ignalman Bonner and ignalman Wil on entered for the
100 metre free style open race in the H.Q. B.A.O.R. Signal
Regiment's swimming sports and came in first and second.
We lost the .303 shooting shield !!i the Royal Signals competition. However, we were not without honour. Our
Warrant Officers and Sergeants wor, their rifle com· etition.
Second-Lieutenant Horne and Signalman Collins were first
and second in th:: rifle weep. Private Simp on, our cook, won

the pool bull, and the Regiment were second in the falling
plates. Sergeant Oglanby and Sergeant Earnshaw shot welI
to be the first bren pair with Second-Lieutenant Horne and
Second-Lieutenant Graham as runners-up.
In our Regimental shoot Corporal Jones and SecondLieutenant Horne were the first and second.
Having beaten 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment at
tennis we met 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment. After a close
match our opponents won on the last set of the day. Both
days tennis finished with a cloud burst, the players risking
their rackets in a good cause.

H.R.11. TllE COLONEJ..,.JN-CJllEF

Visits Austria
N Thursday, 26th July, 1951, Royal Signals Austria had
the honour of providing a Royal Guard of Honour for
O
H.R.H. The Princess Royal on her arrival at Klagenfurt
Aerodrome in a Viking of the King's Flight. The occasion
was the presentation of Colours on behalf of H.M. The
King to the rst Battalion the West Yorkshire Regiment by
H.R.H. who is also Colond-in-Chief of that Regiment.
Her Royal Highness was accompanied at the presentation
of Colours by the C.I.G.S. Field Marshal Sir William Slim,
G.C.B., G.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., Colonel of the West Yorkshire
Regiment who also accompanied Her Royal Highness on her
inspection of the Royal Signals Guard of Honour at the
aerodrome.
This Guard was commanded by Major G. R. Edwards,

Royal Signals, O.C. Klagenfurt Signal Squadron, and consisted of men from all Signals Units in Austria who
assembled at Klagenfurt Signal Squadron for the final practices and rehearsals under S.S.M. J. Kirk. The Band of
the 1st Battalion the Royal Warwickshire Regiment were
also on the parade to welcome the Princess.
After a week of thunderstorms and heavy rain, the sun
broke through th_e clouds over the Jugoslav mountains as ·
the Royal Viking touched down and the Royal Salute was
given in bright sunshine. The Princess Royal and the Field
Marshal were virtually mobbed bv a somewhat unruly mass
of photographers as they inspected the guard, which showed
considerable steadiness under trying conditions. Finally,
the Princess Royal walked to her car to the strains of

" Begone Dull Care," and as they are an unfamiliar sound in
B.T.A. some of us felt rather nostalgic. The Princess smiled
her approval as she chatted with the Field Marshal.
The C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel M. J. Conway, later had
the honour of dining with Her Royal Highness in company
with other Senior Officers of B.T.A.
On Saturday, 28th July, Her Royal Highness visited
Klagenfurt Signal Squadron. The tour of inspection began
in the Cipher Office at H.Q. B.T.A. and continued via the
Signal Office where H .R.H. signed her name in the Duty
Signal Officer's Diary. The Teleprinter and Wireless Rooms
were next inspected and thence to the cellars containing
the Exchange and Fault Control. The Royal Party was
greatly intrigued by the flashing lights and clanging bells
when a fault was put on the automatic exchange for their
benefit.
A Quarter Guard welcomed Her Royal Highness to H.Q.
Klagenfurt Signal Squadron, and was inspected by her. The
Quartermaster had waved his wand and produced a strip of
red carpet and the Royal Party made their way along it to the
gaily decorated Men's Mess Hall where the married families of the Squadron were assembled to meet the Princess
at an informal coffee party The wives were introduced to
Her Royal Highness by Mrs. F. Malone.
Just before midday Her Royal Highness left the Squadron,
and so also her last engagement with Her Royal Corps of
Signals in B.T.A. We. are proud to have entertained her
and hope that one day she will pay a longer visit to Austria.

Over five thousand people buy
"The Wire." If each of them
persuaded one other to buy it the
Editor would not have had to
leave out two excellent articles
from this number.

KLAGENFURT SIGNAL SQIJADRON

On Saturday, 14th July, the finals of the Squadron S~orts
were held in brilliant sunshine on a ground kindly provided
by the British Military Hospital. Some very keen performances were put up and at the same time agreeable interl~des
were provided by the ladies, children's and old . soldiers'
races, the latter being won in fine style ~y Captam S: W.
Millen for the second year in succession. The Victor
Ludorum was Lance-Corporal A. Page, a veritable "Jack
of all trades" who appeared to be placed in nearly e':'ery
event. The large number of spectators bad a most e~JOY
able afternoon and all credit must be given to the orgarusers
led by Captain E. P. Bullard. In the evening we had a c3!efree dance and thoroughly enjoyed watching the Ausman
Schuplattlers-rustic tap dancers- in the interval. By the
end of the day we all felt very pleasantly satisfied and still
remembered with delight the first tug-of-war heat on the
previous day when the rope, i.n answer to the onlookers'
.
prayers, really did break.
The Squadron is now second in the Klagenfur~ Cricket
League to R.E.M.E. and the team has J:>een showmg good
form lately, Lance-Corporal Burton having made two centuries in a week. We have great hopes for the rest of the
season.
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Plain Tales
Thought11 lor Tomorrmv

"JF you want to know a man's weak points watch what he
has the keenest eye for in others." ir Gylford Barleux
circa 1535. These old sayings are as true today as ever.
Truer, if possible.
I knew a sergeant at Ferry Stratford in 1915 who continuously begged his men to " sp::ak up and don't mumble."
At least that is what we imagined he said because his
enunciation left much to be desired. He had a heavy grey
moustache, his name, which I never discovered began with
a " Q," and his teeth fell out when he became excited. He
experimented with a piece of elastic fastened to his one
sound tooth with the other end attached to the faulty dentures. A cut lip and two black eyes in one week convinced
him that he had not solved the problem. He eventually lost
the complete set overboard en route to Le Havre and lived
happily on an ammunition dump at Warquentin until he
was blown up in May, 1917. I don't know why I mention
this. Don't read it anyway.
These Financial Times
Now that I am no longer associated with the Territorial
Army I find time to read the daily papers. I save them up
and take them· to bed with me on Saturdays round about
midnight. Unfortunately I never quite catch up on the
news. I had just reached the page where they announced
a rise of pay for the Regular Forces, and could almost hear
the applause from Quartermasters on Consolidated rates
(ironical cheers I think) when someone asked " Have you
read about increased pensions for Service personnel? "
Honestly, it isn't safe to walk about these days. You don't
know whether to soldier on in case you miss something or
go fishing.
II. and C. and All Mod. Con.

By this time someone may have broken the news gently
to you that Barleux runs Mercury House, Colwyn Bay. I
couldn't be bothered with the Dorchester or the Savoy.

Mercury House, Colwyn Bay, August, 1951. Taken by a visitor,
Mr. L. Roach, of Prescot
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They took uch a time to make up their minds about me.
Only last month I was chatting to one of the Ritz
directors.
·
Uncle Alf: What did he say?
le: He said "No."
However, I am getting quite used to leaving the Army.
This i the third time. As one man said " They never
learn. ' Another declared ·' Thc;y always come back." Not
this time pal. Unless one has the quite exceptional qualities of a Bill Langham, who must be at least 127 years old
and still serving, one goes out at a reasonable age, and one
stays out, wars and scares excepted.
So remember that next summer you come to Colwyn
Bay with five guineas clutched in your hot little hand and
by hokey, if at the end of your stay you don't agree that
you have bad a good time, I'll put turpentine in your tea.
If your dear little boy persists in spreading porridge on the
window sill and presses caramels on to the piano keys there
may be a little coolness between us. I shall probably not
wave to you when you go. A serving soldier rang up on
Ion~ distance and asked " What is this Mercury House
busmess? I only heard about it this afternoon." It makes
you think, doesn't it? Perhaps I should mention that there
is another Mercury House at Bournemouth. Read THE
WIRE and find out about these places. Or go and ask your
C.O. That will shake him if he doesn't know.
i ·kann Larle

Continuing our astonishing serial new readers start here,
or go up in the lift. Nobody cares.
Ukann Larfe, the celebrated investigator and his distinguished client and friend, Lord Elpas, looked sadly at the
empty bottle. Their conference had been somewhat protracted but the detective was still very much in the dark
regarding the activities of Lord Elpas who seemed to have
prised up tram lines in almost every district of London.
He thought that there was something funny about the whole
thing.
.
Definitely no flies on Ukann Larfe. They both started
nervously as a faint ring sounded in the corrider. Lord
Elpas pushed the empty bottle up his pullover. " What
was that? " he asked, starting to bis feet. "That will be a
bicycle coming upstairs." For once Ukann Larfe was wrong.
Uncle Alf: .For once? Don't make me laugh.
Me: You pipe down. This is serious.
The .office door was kicked open and a burly individual
strode m. He was wearing a blue suit, a bowler and large
boots.
Scot~and Yard was written. all <?Ver him. Well; nearly all
over him. In some places it said " Whitehall 1212 " and
"No. Parking This Side Today," but the general effect was
su!'?c1ent .~or Uk~ Larfe,. alw~ls v'!rY. quick in the uptake.
if It isn't my old friend
Why, he said heartily,
Inspecto~ Faceac~e . " Lord Elpas was curiously affected by
the menuon of this name. He dived through the door witho~t a moment's hesitation. It was shut. "If I were you"
said the. Inspector,." I should ring up a carpenter." Ukann
Larfe p1ck:d up his umbrella which was still tightly rolled
because this seemed to be the thing.
Uncle Alf: All right, we know about umbrellas in
London.
Th<: inspector was about to contmue when the now alert
detecuve held up a warning finger.
They ?<'th .listened carefully but heard nothing apart
from a famt c~c~ The sort of click the hammer of a pistol
m:akes when ~t is thumbed back. They ignored it. So
began one of Ukann Larfe's strangest cases.
Uncle Alf: You said that last month.
Me: Did I? Well, it won't make any difference Ukann
Larfe will solve this mystery.
·
Uncle Alf: What mystery?
Me: Never mind. I'll think of something.
Lo?k out for. our next unbelievable instalment. We'll
drag m a smashmg blonde next month if it kills us.
BARLEUX
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Can you not persuade one other
to buy "The Wire." The
Editor has plenty of material for
bigger and better "Wires."
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~ poi~t I sh<?uld have mentioned last month, and one
which will be of interest to former members of the Sergeants'
Mess of the Regiment, is . that the Sergeants' Mess quarters
~ave rnoved. The Mess itself is still in its customary posiuon of course, but the Sergeants are now occupying the
tents on the B.M.H. side of the new square.
The new .l!nit Armoury is in use at last. The old guardroom, a familiar landmark near the main gate has disappeared
completely under ~e hands of the demolition squad and
only the skeleto? sull stands of the old handicraft centre.
The fund which was op~ned in th'? unit for the dependant~ of Lance-Corporal Wilson, tragically killed in a road
acodent last month realised £E134.
The Regiment has done extremely well in the swimming
season so far. !he polo team has been enjoying a most
successful spell in the league, and was only beaten in the
final of ~e I.7th Infantry Brigade District Cup in extra time.
At the D1str1ct Gala too, our relay team had a first class win.
Four of the water polo team were selected to play for the
A:mY "B " team. They were Corporal Lyons, Signalmen
Hill, Crawford and Private Marlborough.
. Two. Squadron were dominant in the Unit Tennis Champ1onst;ips. Two 2 S.quadron men opposed each other in
. the. smgles fin~ls, Signalman Chatterton and Signalman
Hainstock, and in the doubles finals Chatterton and Hair.stock opposed Captain Dowding (2 Squadron) and Captain
Myddleton (I): Chatterton earned his win in the singles
finals by supenor all round play. Hainstock gained applause
for the ~and fight he put up. 1, Chatterton won 6-1, 6-2.
C~ptam. Dowding and Captain Myddleton played fine
tenms against Chatterton and Hainstock in the doubles final.
They won the first set 6-4, but Chatterton and Hainstock
reco':'ered and evened .scores by winning 7-5. The last set
provide~ plenty <?f excitement and a fitting conclusion.
CaptaJn Dowdmg and Captain Myddleton built up a 5-0
lea~ and the result seemed obvious. Then Chatterton and
Hamstock pulled themselves together and won 5 straight
games to make the score 5-5. The officers however won
the last two games to win the set 7-5.
'
'
[The writer of notes of this Regiment is returning to
England. We w!sh to thank him for his work foi· THE WIRE
and hope that. thzs may recommence in his new stalion.-Ed.]

EGYPT COMMAND SIGNAL REGIIUENT

Owing to pressure of work on your correspondent and

~e consequent necess~ty to get th.is in tomorrow's pos~ if it

is. to ~e rea~ by the ~1gnal world m the next issue, our contnbuuon this .m onth is short and somewhat sketchy. It will
be almo~t enurely confined to sport.
Aquatics. We are doing even better this year than last.
In the recent Canal (North) District Championships we
pre.tty well swept the board, winning every event we entered,
which was all but two. That excellent swimmer, Signalman
Bates (unfortunately shortly to be lost on Python), carried
THE
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off the 440, and 100 yards free style events in magnificent
style.. A newc~mer. this year, Signalman Marsh, won a close
race m goo.a time m the 100 yards back stroke. Sergeants
Stewart, ~Lrk and McNaughton ~elped the others to make
an easy win. o_f ~he r~lay which ~ad a very .large entry, and
Sergeant Sc1v1er s weight and skill made quite certain of the
plunge event.
To round off the affair, our water polo team (composed
largely of. th~ people mentioned above) took on "the rest"
of the D1str1ct League and soundly trounced them to the
tune of 5-1.
,
Our o"".n Regimental Championships, very well run by
Second-Lieutenant ~ozman, ably assisted by Sergeant
Stewart we~t off qwetly a few days before this. (Unfortunately an Important Signal Exercise was held on the only
day we coul~ get the bath, so as no swimmers were engaged
oi:i the exercise, we held our aquatic meeting). At the end,
Signalman Bates marched up to the table with almost monotoi:ious !egularity, to receive his reward from Mrs. Nettles?1p, wife of our officiating Commanding Officer, who graciously presented the prizes.
~nci~entally yve were proud to learn that our C.S.O.,
Bngad1er Thulher, won the plunge event in the H.Q. British
Troops Egypt Championships, which just shows that you
can keep a good man down-for a bit.

Cricket. We regret to report that our cricketers seem to
reverse. the normal methods of the British Army in Warthey w1!1 eve~y ~~ttle but the last, and unfortunately in a Cup
C~ar:rip1ons~p 1t s the last which counts. So, after many
bnlliant wins, we met our Waterloo in the final of the
Canal (North) District Championships, at the hands of an
Infantry Battalion. .O ur sta~ bats unfortunately failed, but
the loss-195 to 80, in an enjoyable and sporting game, was
somewhat redeemed by a real captain's innings from our
skipper, Captain Donald Turner.
However, as has been said, it was the final, and the
prowess of such players as Second-Lieutenant Bradbeer
Signalmen Griffiths, Nightingale and Burden in previou~
matches is not forgotten.

I L. OF C. SIGNAL REGDIENT

. This month we started well with plenty of activity on all
sides. The current Junior Leadership Course, No. 4 has
spent 3 days in ,the desert on the regular course exercise
"Wanderlust," the men always welcome this break in their
six weeks' course which enables them to get away from the
classroom, and the drill square for just a short space of time.
The course N.C:O., Sergeant Oliver, is nearing the end
of his tour now, and will be handing over in a very few
weeks to an up and coming National Service man, Corporal
Hall, whom we hope very shortly, with some well chosen
words at the right moment to change to a regular soldier;
12 men of No. I I U.G. Conversion Course passed off on
Saturday, 4th August, with average successes, and all
men returned to their units. So much for the Training
Wing. Last month saw the formation a new troop within the Regiment, 21 Medium Wireless Troop. New draft.,
arriving from the U.K. during the last six weeks have all
settled down reasonably well in our camp, and are
getting slowly accustomed to the quiet life we lead here.
It has been from these new drafts that 21 Medium Wireless
Troop has been formed, 21 operators have been gathered
together, and are spending their time working up their
speeds in anticipation of the day when they will be utilised
in schemes or on operational work. Sergeant O'Keefe fresh
from a tour in Germany, and Scottish Command, is the
Troop Sergeant, with Second-Lieutenant H . Marron as a
"hardworking" O.C. We wish them all well. 240 Construction Troop is kept very busy at Aqaba, where the life
consists entirely of route-building o6oo hours-16oo hours,
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swimming in Aqaba. bay in the evening, quite a good
hfe. More new tr<J?PS will be formed in the future, but at
the moment all a".a1l~ble ~en a~e being employed clearing
~p the Camp, this is quite a 1ob, but work is forgotten
m the aftern:-m~s, when transport takes all who wish to the
Other Ranks Lido on the Canal, a popular swimming resort.

GIBRALTAR

SIG~AL

SQUADRON

As was stated in these notes a few weeks ago, our Unit
H.Q .• offices were evacuated at South Bastion as a rl!Sult of
the "Beden~m" explosion. Since then, the Unit H .Q. has
been at Wellington Front but this, we knew was only a very
temporary measure. Once again we've mo~ed this time to
G?vernor's Parade, where we now share a bl~k of office
with H.Q. R.A.O.C.-" evacuees" like ourselves.
Thi.s is the sea.son of the annual fairs. During June
Algecuas held theirs, but Algeciras is just too far away
the local. youths to be really interested. Then in the first
w'!Ck or so of July, Gibraltar had its annual festivity.
~1gger and better than ever said the old timers-at least
smce '4?· All the favourit'? delight~ were in full swing-the
Do~ge em Cars, The Whip, shooung galleries, side shows,
boX1ng booth and d~ncing. A.t La Linea a fortnight later,
the~e was ev~n a Wild West circus with real cowboys. Or
so Jt was said. As a grand finale to the L a Linea Fair
several top ranking bull fighters came along to show the~
prowess ~t that very spectacular sport. On both Sundays,
the bull nng was packed to capacity and according to newspaper ~eports, ~he stars sent the spectators home- exhausted
but sa~sfied with a good afternoon's performance. Visitors
to Spam are strongly recommended to see at least one bullfight during their stay there but, in the opinion of the writer
a good football match is preferable any day.
'
The H0liday Camp at Little Bay continues to attract it
quota of troops from the Unit and a few more are beiilg
tempted to spend a week's leave in Tangier. The writer
spent a "".eek there this month and would readily recommend
~e expen~nce t? anyone. Tangier is a delightful and fascinatmg place m ~bich to spend a leave. Here, East very definitely
meets \Vest m a very cosmopolitan setting. The two main
languages spoken are Spanish and French. The influence of
America, however, is very apparent in the vast numbers of
American automobiles in the streets, all the drivers seemingly, driving " on the horn." Here and there how~ver an
Austin, a Hillman or a Morris can be seen making its ~ore
modest way through the traffic. And if the advertisements
are anrthing t? judge by, Coca-Cola is the only beverage
drunk m Tangier. The cost of living in Tangier is considerably higher than in Gibraltar or, for that matter, in the U.K.
But who cares about that whilst on leave? In any case,
. ~nde! a leave scheme sponsored by Fortress Headquarters
m Gibraltar, a week can be spent in good hotel accommodation for something like fifty shillings. It really is too good
a chance to miss. Married members of the Services can also
go there with their wives and families, although the co ts
for them are higher. Those who have served in the Middle
East would, in Tangier, be at once reminded of Cair or
Alexandria, the former with its Mosque district and the
latter with its sweeping Corniche. On a clear d;y, part of
the Upper Rock is visible from Tangier. Back in Gib., however, the writer can only look across the traits, a little
nostalgically perhaps, in the general direction of Tangier.
Ah, well; there's always next year.
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This past month has seen several happenings worthy of
note. Most important is that of the Troop on guard at
Government House. This is the first time that the Corp has
mounted this guard and we are all proud that the honour
was conferred upon ' K " Troop Signals. All per onnel are
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to be congratulated on their high standard of bearing and
turnout.
\X'e went out on our first scheme and overcame all of the
initial teething trouble . After wirele s training we set up
a defen ive position in readines for a;i attack by H.Q.
defence platoon in which we acquitted ourselves more than
well. Lnter m the evening a screen was s~t up and all wae
entertained to an outdoor film show before retiring to our
bed on Mother Earth for the night.
A motor cycle team was entered in an island trial organised
by the Cyprus Motor Club. The team, led by SecondLicutenant R. Hirst, and composed of Lance-Corporal
Gillan, Signalman P. Laight and Signalman Burford, were
all doing quite well when owing to some break in the organisation of the H azard points the trial had to be cancelled;
after obtaining a third place in the last trial we had h oped
to win a first place this time.
Major Waite with the end of the horse racing season, has
now turned from his steward's duties and is putting energy
in the Cyprus District Sailing Club, where he is senior
helm man.
Captain A hworth bas taken ov.:!r the island's tennis and
is tarting to organise the swnmer tpurnament.
The arrival of Second-Lieutenant Hirst's wife has added
further to the strength of our married families. No doubt
we will be seeing them regularly at the weekly camp film
shows, which are always well attended by families.
Sergeant McKay has now been out of the camp area three
times, twice on schemes and the third where he ventured to
Kyrenia on recreational transport. Perhaps this visit m ay
whet his appetite for more visits to sample the swimming at
Kyrenia.
The Sergeants' Mess added another victory to their record
of being undefeated at darts when they entertained a darts
team from H.Q. Brigade Sergeants' Mess. The victory was
outstanding since the visitors were unable to win one game.
At the time of writing this article the island sports fixtures
are all being reorganised so no official games result can be
publi bed. However, we are not slacking and have had
plenty of friendlies to keep us in practice.
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PARACHUTE BRIGADE
GROUP SIGNAL sqUADR9N

July has been a month of resettlement, looking around
and again in making the most of things. We run to a more
settled time table now and even if some have acquired the
habit of automatic P.T. at 0530 hours the less fortunate are
able to continue their sleep between 1400 and 1600 hours.
We now march a steady 20 miles in the day, but other
training is limited by space to house our stores.
In the sporting world a number of exciting games have
been played.
Cncke1
Battalion The Parachute R~giment
Airborne Light Regiment R.A.
C .R.E . Cyprus
Hockey
Airborne Workshops
Water Polo
Guards Independent Company

Lost by 3 runs
Lost by 10 ruos
Match abandoned owing to rain
Lost

1--0

Lon 6-r

We are not discouraged by our chain of narrow defeats,
bearing in mind our small numbers.
We had the honour of being inspected by the G.0.C.
~ritish 1:roops, Eg~pt on 240 July. The General was particularly mterested m the eqUipment carried by a parachutist
into battle, and even if Lance-Corporal Roden was busy
taking down an "auto" transmission when the General
came up . to him, ~he impression created was the right one.
We anticipate an mcreased number of visits and inspections
as the weather gets cooler.
We understand that Lieutenant "Syd" Frost has left
Airborne Holding Troop and that Captain " Bill " Dermit
is now watching our interests in Aldershot. We welcome
him to the fo!d once more.
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Mohd Tanby bin Kassim at Singapore on 8th June, 1951.
He was first employed by the War Department on 1st
April, 1939, with Ma~aya Signal Company, later known as
Smgapore Fortress Signals as a Lineman Electrician. He
was promoted to charge hand shortly afterwards.
D~ing the occupati~:m h~ earned a meagre living in a
sawmill, and after the hberauon he re-enlisted with the War
Dept., joining this Regiment, and from then until his death
he was stationed at Blakag Mati. He was a very loyal
employee, and gave of his best at all times.
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We have a newcomer to the Regiment this month-an
eagle! "Hellion"-"its name is appropriate as its behaviour
is rather undomesticated as yet," says the owner of the · pet.
Although the owner has doubts as to whether it is an eagle
or a falcon, he assures us that it is definitely a "lung " in
the Malay language.
·
We extend g!eetings to .Comi;nonwealth Signals, and say
that the followmg Australian Signals are serving with this
Unit:Sergeant Auger
Morgan
Signalman Casey
Corporal Hocl.er
Corporal Richards
Signa!ma'.l Pratt
Corp~ral Gracey
Signalman Kelly

S' g'.lalmnn Eyles
Corporal Mitchell
Signalman Sear
Corp~ral Allwrigh r
Signalman McLaughlin
Sig 1almnn Darker
Signalman Killick

Corp~ral

_Signalman Daniels, Lance-Corporal Simpson, Corporal
J<?lg and Ser~eant Auger, who represented Royal Signals,
Smgapore versus Royal Signals, Malaya in a cricket match
at Kuala Lumpur, can now boast of " 2t hours flying time
in "-an experience which was enjoyed by all, when they
flew to Kuala Lumpur. Perhaps the trip upset them, as I
am told that Singapore lost by eight wickets.
The Inter-Squadron Swimming Championships were
held this month-the winners being A.W.C. Signal
Squadron-well done A. W .C. !
We congratulate Lance-Corporal Ong See Bong on again
putting up the best score from among the Malayan Other
Ranks.
Badminton. " C " Squadron, the .Malayan Other Ranks.
Training Squadron, again took fifst honours in the Unit
Inter-Squadron Badminton, Morris Cup tournament. We
congratulate them on their prowess in what is now a
Malayan national sport. " A " Squadron were runners-up
with "H.Q." Squadron and "B" Squadron third and
fourth respectively.
Cricket. The Regiment were unfortunate in being drawn
against the G.H.Q. F.A.R.E.L.F. "A" Team in the second
round of the Singapore District knock-out competition.
However, although the G.H.Q. team numbered four Army
players amongst its members it by no means had all its
own way. The Regiment, batting first, knocked up 140
runs which included a redoubtable last wicket partnership
by Signalman Lewis and Holmes which added 44 runs in
35 minutes. G.H.Q. replied and won with 145 for 5 wickets
(with the aid of extra time).
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess. On the occasion of the
Corps 31st birthday the Mess entertained their equivalents
(or should I say betters?) from the Singapore Engineer Regiment. A lively programme commenced with a footbal
match and ended with the " C.R.E.," as far as anyone can
remember. We do know, however, that we were beaten
by our parent Corps at everything, including a boat-race
which considerably reduced our stock of McEwans " Red
Label."
We had a very pleasant time at G.H.Q. Signals W.0.s
and Sergeants' Mess when we helped to entertain the Commonwealth Divisional Signals, who were passing through en
route for Korea.
We regret to announce the death, by heart failure, of Mr.
T HE
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The first event of note during the month was our
M .O.R.'s feast of "Hari Raya" ("Great Day"). This
marke~ the end ?f a month's fasting, so, quite naturally, the
most important item on the programme was the "Makah
Besar," or "Big Meal." All the officers and senior N.C.O.s
were invited to the M.0.R.'s canteen, where they partook of
fried rice, curried peef and chicken, pineapple and coconut
milk in abundance.
Great efforts are being made to collect on behalf of the
Red Cross, and so far, in addition to voluntary contributions,
we have raised a fair amount of money by tombola which
is pr?ving a great attraction with all ranks. We are hoping
to raise some further cash during our Unit Swimming Gala
in August, with side-shows and lemonade stalls, and we
arc also trying to run a Unit dance-if we can get a band.
In the field of sport, our cricket team has greatly improved,
and besides winning a number of recent matches in the
R.A.F. Station League, we have pleas.ure in reporting a
win over G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, who were playing five
Corps cricketers. Still, we musn't let that go to our heads.
Incidentally, S.S.M. Sladdin and Signalman Finnigan (who
has recently joined us) have played cricket for the Corps
this season.
Our Soccer ·1st XI has also been doing quite well, though
we are losing some of our good players. Sergeant Gillespie
is already on his way home, and Signalman Evans, our star
goalkeeper, leaves this month.
Well, we have just completed our first 15-mile routemarch, and I am glad to report very few casualties. We set off
in the early morning and marched to a delightful spot by
the sea, where we all donned our bathing trunks and plunged
in. The catering officer organised some extremely good
haversack rations, and these were supplemented by coconuts from the grove which we used as our H.Q. Our
M.O.R.s proved especially adept at climbing the palms and
collecting the fruit, though I hear that a pair of false teeth
were lost in the effort! I suspect that the M.0.R. concerned was attempting to carry the coconut in his mouth.
'\'\. very important item of news is that the Ceylon Air
Formation Signal Squadron has now become part of this
regiment, and we extend a hearty welcome to all its members.
Unfortunately, they are a long distance from us and we
don't know how much we shall see of them.

SINGAPORE D ISTR ICT SIGNAL REGIMENT

Small Bore Shooting is going from strength to strength.
July saw the first unit shoot at which prizes were competed
for on a handicap system. Competitors chose their own
handicaps and were penalised two points for every point
they scored over the l6o possible.

Handicap Sp:xm
Runner-up

Possible 16o.
145 by Sergeant Jo:ies, •· B " Squadron.
134 by Sergeant Ale.~ander, "H.Q."
Squadro:i.
159 by Sergeant Jones, " B " Squadron.
157 by Lieutenant (Q.M.) E. Bennett,

1st Sealed Handicap Prize

152

Results obtained were:
Highest recorded score
Runner-up

2nd Sealed Handicap Prize 148
ffighesr recorded M.O.R.
1 r3
score
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Squadron.
by Sergeant Tripp, "B"

"H.Q."
qundron.

by Lance-Corporal Ong See Bong.
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Tire f_#111·kha T1·adesn1u11
Gurkha. i.s know!l and respected by several generaT~
tions of Brmsh ~oldiers .who have served by his side in

pe~~e and war. His fighting qualities and indomitable
spmt have earned for him the reputation of an infantryman
second .to none.
He has COfl!paratively recently, however, been called upon
to play, for him a new role-that of Signals tradesman. The
venture must have been contemplated With some trepidation
at ~e outs~t by the "powers that be." His native land, lying
as .n .d.oes m the lower spurs of the Himalayas is essentially
pruru~ve ~nd undevcl<;>ped. Under conditions like these
education is the excepuon rather than the rule. Here then
was the prospect-and .a pretty formidable one you'll agr.!eto ta~e the ra~ r~rmt .Cafter his basic military training),
and m somethmg like eight months tum out the finished
tradesman.
T? offset his, obv!ous dis~dvantages the Gurkha has (from
the mstructors _ j?OIIlt of view) several endearing qualities.
He has a prodigious memory. Not for him the note book
Told that ~n H :T. fuse is 250 M.A., for him it will be 25~
M.A. to his dymg day. He does not accept the existence
of the word "failure "-bounces up from setbacks like a
rubber ball. The infectious zest with which he tackles
everything he does is, of course, extended to include his
trad.e. The difficulty lies not in stimulating his interest in
eqw~ment, but rathe; i!1 trying to lure him away from it
occ~1onally. If (as is mevitable) the occasional man falls
behmd the ~rr~nt stan~ards of bis section, he will go to
any lengths m his own time to bring himself up to scratch.
Those of us who have puzzled over the fantastic intricacies
of procedure in our native tongue, will appreciate his difficulties _with this. subject, which, because of its very nature
must hinge considerably on the English language.
Thus far competent tradesmen in the following trades
have been passed off in considerable numbers : Operators
Wireless and Line, Lineman and D.R.s. Is he then a
success?
Suffice to say that a Gurkha Independent Brigade in the
field bas now a loo per cent Gurkha tradesmen Signal
Squadron functioning perfectly.
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Our congratulations this month go to Sergeants Senior
and J eynes on their promotion and to the former on being
awarded a Mention in Despatches; promoted also were
Corporal Gilks and Lance-Corporals H arris, Pengelly, Pierce
and Robinson. We wish them all luck in their new appointments.
The Emigration Operations at Port Swettenham are still
going strongly and without mishap.
In the field of sport Royal Signals Malaya played H.Q.
Malaya and we are extremely proud to state that had it not
been for the clever and untiring efforts of our one and only
representative, Sergeant Senior, we would not have finished
so well. H .Q. Malaya were beaten 5-3 after extra time.
Sergeant Ilett who was with the Squadron when it formed
as 2nd Guards Brigade has returned and will spend his last
six weeks in F.A.R.E.L.F. as our Chief Clerk.
At present our efforts are concentrated mainly on shooting, and we hope to do well in the Malayan Rifle Meeting
(Minor Units) in July.
Our camp social life appears to have started with a swing
with table tennis. This is ably directed by ignalman
Powell, and judging by our invitations out so far seems to
be paying dividends. Badminton seems to be becoming
very popular and soon, I suppose, we will be fit to challenge
all comers. Making a badminton court, though, a ergeant
Senior and Co. will no doubt admit, can be a backbreaking
job-particularly if rhe court after being laid is found to be
too narrow.
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SIGNAL TROOP

REGHIE~T

Thi t~oop_ wa for_med Ia t August. Most of the teething
troubles inevitable with a new unit have ! een overcome and
other unit are becoming more used to th.:! rather unorth' dox
red beret which suddenly descended upon them.
The rc_ile ?f th~ Regim~nt, for which ti is troop provides
commun1cauons, is to gam con~ol of the deep jungle; in
other words to keep the commumst bandits on the run.
. The Signal rr:oop her~ has the least glamorous (but most
lmportant) task m the base camo, to keep in wireless contact
with the patrols in the jungle- which cover the whole of
Malaya. The troop also sends out operators with the patrols
to work back to base, the range being often two or three
hundred miles.
. Upon_ arrival the individual is issued with a weapon of
his choice and then with his special jungle kit. He then
learns about the special signals kit used. Besides being
taught how to live in the jungle, he must know the best
!11ethod of putting up a really good aerial, for all wireless
is worked on sky-wave. The thick jungle almost completely
rules out ground wave working.
_After several weeks' training he will be ready to go out
w1ct:i a troop as an operator. O_nce he_ is assigned to a troop,
he 1s part of that troop and hves with them even in base
camp.
~e will c;:arry with him a watch, compass, rations, matches,
knife, m~dical pack, sal~ ta~lets, hammock or poncho (a kind
of ~Ieepm_g b3:g) and his kit in a Bergen rucksack or pack,
besides his wireless set and batteries. The whole success
of an operation wiµ very. often depend on this one Signalman. _If he goes sick or 1s unable to repair his wireless set
when It breaks down, there is no one else to whom to turn.
Troop ~ommanders demand the highest standard of work
from Signalmen who have the only means of contact with
the outside world.
All supp~es to patro~s are. dropped in by parachute by
the _R.A.F._ in coniuncuon with the R.A.S.C. air despatch
service. _Signalmen must learn to use wireless to these aircraft during a supply drop.
We have_ Australians and Rhodesians to swell our ranks
and_ there is strong co-operation with the Navy, who hav~
at tunes helped us out with operators when we have been
II_lOSt ~hort._ We use American ranger boats on the many
nvers in this country, so we are a fairly cosmopolitan crowd.
. Vol~nteers c_inly are posted to this troop, where the work
is vaned and mteresting.

:MALAYA SIGNAL REGIMENT
Brig~te~, briefer WIRE notes. Articles of other than
parochial mterest. Photographs. From out of the depths of
our_ harassed Orderly Room we will as ever endeavour to
oblige.
'
'
Fire! Two in one week over Whitsun. The p R I o~ce and the C.s>.s office. Both fires happt:ned about "mici~
rught and the Uil!t as a whole certainly went into action with
gusto an_d, I suspect, "':'ith considerable enjoyment. Their
fire;-fightmg was of a high standard and they succeeded in
savmg all ledgers and furniture and nearly all files o
~unday, 3rd 'une, we held a most successful shoot c~nsis~
1I?g of both nfle and Sten competition for teams and individuals. Teams were entered by H.Q. Squadron (including
R.H.Q.), Nos. ~' 2 an~ 3 Squadrons (the latter including
the Infantry Brigade Signal Troops). We were. also most
please_d_to find that our civilian partners, Telecoms, were in
a posmon_ to send out a team as well. We were a little
app~ehens1ve that they might win. We failed however to
r7a~1~e h.ow ~eavily the dice were loaded again;t them 'No
C!Vllian m ~his col!nt!Y is at his best at dawn on Sunda .
_The Regiment 1s iustly proud of its skill-at-arms. lsy
winners of the Malayan Championships, as a minor unit
last year, we are now entered as a major unit and arc deter-

mi.nen to show that it was no fluke. This year's Championsh1~s take plac:c at Port Dickson in late July.
1 o the. R~g1m~nt fell the honour of executive command
on _the King s Birthday Parade this year in the Federation
capital. D.c~achmcnts. of the Royal Navy, Gurkha Signals,
R.A.F., Brmsh Battahoi: and the Malayan Police were on
parade. The Commandmg ~fficcr performed the duties of
parad~ commander, employing as Aqjutant and R.S.M.,
C~ptam \~ythc and R.S.M. Parish. The whole affair went
off _excecd1_ng~y well and the G:O.C. wa~ kind enough to say
~o m convmcing language, adding that It was a considerable
improvement on the year before.
The Regiment's prestige in the local world is high indeed.
Bl~sphemy It may seem, but in this climate there ·s such a
thmg as too much .football. Our gladiators arc just about
played .to a stands~1ll. Both our teams occupy the leading
places !-fl the Garnson League, and we have won our first
round m the two knockouts, the F.A.R.E.L.F. Cup and the
~alaya Cup. The cup match against H.Q. Malaya was certainly~ game those who sa~ will not forget. It had " atmosphere.
We won 5-3, sconng two goals in extra time. Men
of ~c match were Sergeant Senior and Signalman Rudge
our immaculate goalkeeper who on this occasion saved ~
penalty when the score was 3-all.
When we can ge_t a ground we field a respected cricket
~leven. At least this was the case until we met the R A F
m our last fixture. They caught us on the "offest" ~f ~ff
days.
It's a_nxious work keeping a good side going these days
what with most inconvenient Python and N.S. release. Ou;
two stalwarts, Sergeant Orme and Signalman Mitchell son
of_the Derbyshire professional, are about to be caught in
this mesh. In the case of Sergeant Orme, our one and only
fast bowler, 0e C.O .. has been heard to mutter something
about operationally vital deferment.
Next ~eason's rug.g er side holds real promise. Under the
leadership of Captain MacDonald, with our newly arriving
talent we are gomg somewhere. Second-Lieutenants Lockwood and Ryan are coming to us. Second-Lieutenant
Beadon we have already waiting to come in from Taiping
For the ~alaya Signals side we hope to be able to call 0 ~
. Second-L1e1:1tenants Patterson and Ridge. Major Lonnon,
?ur s~cond-m-command, and an old Corps player of repute
is gomg to play.
'
•
I'
It's difficult to find time for athletics, but an organisation
called, strangely en~:mgh, the Mercury Club, is going to
take any_ of ou.r: av3:1lable talent and train and use it. We
~re holding unit trials in July and are hoping to have a
fully fl.edged athletics meeting in early September.
Being, as we are, holders of the F.A.R.E.L.F. Regimental
F?u:som~s,. has sat ill with the R.A.M.C. and we are the
willing victims of a challenge. With Captain MacDonald,

I

King's ~irthday Parade held in Kuala Lumper, the capital of the
Federation:
The Commanding Officer, Adjutant and R.S.M .
leading the march past H.E . the High Commissioner

Major Galloway from X Branch, Captain Roderick and the
C.O. all in devas~ating form, the R.A.M.C. must resign
themselves to paymg for curry tiffin and a considerable
number of golf balls.
OVERHEARD ON THE RANGE AT BATU CAVES
At 0430 hours on Sunday morning erecting tents for the
Regimental shoot by matchlight: Signalman X: " A * * rare do this is of a * * * Sunday
morning."
Signalman Y: " They're only doin' it to have something
...
for the * * * WIRE."
No. I. Squadron. This month saw what we fondly hope
and beheve was the last of the Cobweb exercises. We
understand that bigger and brighter Signal Exercises are
scheduled for the near future which will uproot certain
Staff Officers from H.Q. Malaya as well, and take us all
farther afield-bandits permitting.
. Rec~ntly our Mobile Troop has been engaged on aerial
tnals in Kuala Lumpur area to determine the best type to
use under various conditions. Many snags were encountered
including the attention of local bandits which caused th~
rapid withdrawal of outstations in the middle of the trials.
No. 2 Squadron. Our soccer team has played very well
indeed this season and support from the local soccer fans
is strong. Our following bas dwindled owing to a bad spell
recently, but we still have many staunch followers some of
whom are willing to bet as much as fifty dollars ~n us.
No. 3 Squadron. At last the badminton team has been
formed and the first match played. The M.R.S. defeated
our hopefuls 2 matches to I and are liable to have to defend
their title frequently.
The main occupation at present is that of reconstituting
the lines into a green belt. With this object in view large
digging, levelling and turfing projects are afoot.
26 Brigade Signal Troop. Although we are called a troop
we have as many men and more stores than that of a
squadron. Our main role is on the whole somewhat static,
but in spite of this a certain number of the Troop do go
off into the jungle for special operations. Apart from antibandit activities the Brigade Commander holds brigade signal
exercises from time to time. The Troop moved over in its
vehicles to a quiet spot in the Malayan countryside and
settled down, leaving behind a skeleton staff to man the rear
links.
28

CO~UfONWEALTll

INFANTRY BRIGADE
SI.GNAL TllOOP

For our first notes from this present location a few words
must be said of 27 Brigade. When they left this country .
to return to their base at Hong Kong they left behind them
a reputation that any infantry brigade would be proud of,
we of the untried 28th had to climb the vacated pedestal or
forever hang our heads in shame. For three months now
our heads have been set square and are likely to remain that
way until we pull out for good. Roll on that day.
" I now declare the Festival Inn open,' said the Brigade
Commander. A snip with the scissors and the Signals-pubcum-recreation-centre was in full swing. This masterpiece
of scrounging, borrowing and liberating was the joint idea
of Corporal Alec O'Brien and Corporal Harry Partridge
assisted by all ~vailable hands. Started on the 20th July
and opened on the 25th of the same month fully equipped
with lighting and accessories, including a dart board, this
edifice could show up quite a number of building in fair
Blighty. It is regretted that the photographs arc not yet
available.
The Troop is now running three teams in the Brigade
seven-a-side soccer league. No positions can as yet be given
though we are holding our own, and hoping to do better.
Quite a number of friendly games of cricket and soccer have
been played against local units with varying results. .
Our Corps Magazine has at least one fervent fan m the
Troop. A helicopter with a V.l.P. aboard would not start,
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there being no fire brigade handy the ignals were called
upon to ~o the necessary. Sergeant Don Passmore tried
four by s1'.' volts seventy-fives in series and nothing happ.en~d. . S1.gnaln:an Cupit remembered having read of a
snn1lar modent m THE WIRE, turned up with a 1 260 watt
charging set and did the job in the prescribed man~er while
Sergeant Passm?re, to the intense joy of all around, neglected
to take precautionary measures and was given a course of
electro-therapy for his troubles; poor Don!
Didst bear of Signalman Chatfield and his bid for famt!?
It_ seems that whilst driving the line 15 cwt. he had a tussle
wuh a bulldozer. The bulldozer won by a knockout in the
first r_ound. Also in ~rouble with transport was Signalman
Denrus Taylor and Signalman Joe Pope who tried to ford
the Imjingang at a little known place and became firmly
anchored when the jeep submerged. It is not true that
Deru_lls and Joe had a bubble blowing competition for the
ensumg twelve hours until daylight.
Our biggest bubble blower to date is Corporal Pat Lohan,
the brains and labour behind our swimming pool. With a
small, very small, number of helpers a dam containing
nearly 300 sandbags and several tons of other rubble was
built between the banks of a stream giving us an exceptionally good pool, so good that the pool is always crowded in
the afternoon and Pat and his helpers have to swim early in
the morning if they want a swim at all.
It has been reported from reliable sources that LanceCorporal Fred Tomley of the Signal Office was bitten by a
snake. We believe the snake is now dead, whilst Fred does
not seem at all worried.
It is rumoured that our S.Q.M.S. George Chandler, B.E.M.,
has eaten his tame sparrow and for his vile deed was struck
on the nose with a stretcher by the spirit of the departed
bird. Well-the bird has departed and George has a beauty
in the way of" Ripe Noses?"
Who, when dressed in a birthday suit, saluted a Brigadier,
later remarked, " I had my hat on! "
Incidentally, we are still awaiting a repeat performance
by Corporal Taffy Thomas of his unique dive-no handsinto a muddy pool four feet deep .

DONG KONG SIGNAL REGllUENT

The great event of this month has been the Regimental
Swimffiing Gala held at Victoria Swimming Pool. R.H.Q.
proved to have the best swimmers in the Regiment contrary
to common belief that they were office-bound. Line Troop's
team, which included a Chinese Corporal, followed with 17
points against the winners 24. The afternoon was almost too
hot, and all but the competitors sought the shade of the trees
beside the pool-the unfortunate ice-cream vendor who
appeared on the scene just did not know what hit him! The
recorders and M.C. perched on the roof of the changing
room were heard to remark that the next show run by the
Regiment would be conducted from the water, while the
competitors ran round the roof! Individual laurels go to the
C.0. for his plunge of 57ft. 2in., to Sergeant Edwards for his
display of diving, and to Lance-Corporal Fleet for his seemingly effortless win in the 400 yards freestyle event. Mention should also be made of Signalman Copping for sustained effort in many of the races. The afternoon was
brought to conclusion when Mrs. Dobson presented tankards
to the winning team.
It seems that the Royal Signals element in Hong Kong
have a fairly good eye, Lance-Corporal Glynn and his merry
men remain top of the Darts League, whilst Sergeant Crosby
and Lance-Corporal Martyn continue to make their presence
felt at the local rifle association meetings.
The personnel situation is becoming a little trying, and
Captain Baldwin tells us that his operators now hold the
unofficial trade rating of Radio/Mech-OWL, and go from
strength to strength (normally 2s unreadable).
The standard of port in 27 Infantry Brigade Signal Troop
31l

remains hi~h, as I suppose we should expect from an exfighting unit! Unfortunately the same cannot be aid for
their transport, which is definitely the worse for war. The
holes made in the roof of C.V.S. to ac.;ommodate oil stove
chimneys are a little difficult to expla1n to peace· minde~
R.E.M.E. in pectors. The troop have added one final modi-

fica tion presumably to camouflage the vehicle as a meat-safe
" Doors, flimsy, mosquito netting."
Wanted. "Hop along Capacity, for the induction of Milli
H enry. Escaped from h is primary cell armed with a carbon
rod. Last seen riding a m egacycle round the anode bend on
his ohm."

Territorial
Ar

JD,.

NIGERIA SIGNAL SQUADRON

Experiences of S.S.M Amu and Sgt. Udency in England
UR O.C. Major D. J. Bond, has asked us to relate some
difficulty in going up and down the moving stairway without
O
of our experiences whilst attending a drill course at the
falling, and secondly, the speed of the English trains comGuards Depot in England.
We left Ikeja Airport, Lagos, on 14th April in a Viking
aircraft. Our route took us via Kaduna, Kano, Gao, Olef,
Gibraltar, Bordeaux and finally Bovingdon (Herts) .
The journey on the whole was a very pleasant one. Our
most frightening time was at the first overnight stop, Kano,
when we found that for the first time in our lives we would
be dining amongst Europeans. The mere thought of sitting
down at a table with a beautifully white table cloth arrayed
with numerous knives, forks and spoons sent a shudder down
our spines. We had not the faintest idea which of the cutlery
to use first. We finally plucked up enough courage to go into
dinner and found out that after all there was nothing to
worry about. We just watched how the people around us
behaved and soon got into the swing of things.
The next night we spent in Gibraltar after a very long
and tiring day flying over the Sahara Desert. By then we
felt like old stagers at this dining game. The only difficulty
which we shared with all the other passengers was the difficulty in making the Spanish waiter understand us. We were
very disappointed that we were unable to stay in Gibraltar
longer, as we should very much have liked to explore more
of the Rock, but we knew the Guards R.S.M. would be
waiting to welcome us with open arms (or open mouth).
We took off early in the morning for the last lap of our
journey. On arrival at Bovingdon we were taken by coach
to the London District Assembly Centre, Goodge Street
Deep Shelter, which we later found out was to be our home
for the next five days. Through the lack of daylight we
missed our breakfast on several mornings.
Before our course started we were taken on a conducted
tour of London and the surrounding districts. Our first
stop was Windsor Castle where we were greatly impressed
by the magnificent furnishings. Here a guide told us something of the history, the traditions and the present day uses
of the castle. At Buckingham Palace we saw the mounting
of the guard and wondered whether after our course our drill
would be half as good as that we saw that day at the Palace.
We realised now that we had many hard weeks in front of
us if we were to achieve the high standard required by the
Guards. It was with a great deal of pride that we sat in the
Visicors' Gallery in the House of Commons listening to the
men who shape our destiny.
At first we found the drill course extremely hard. The
rout.me of the Guards with their highly polished boots and
buttons and the knife edged creases of their uniforms caused
us many hours work but we soon got everything up to
scratch. Our biggest enemy was not the Guards SergeantMajor as you might imagine but the English weather. This
is one thing we never really got used to. At long last the
cour e finished and we were pleased to find out that we had
managed to hold our own with the other members of the
course.
We returned to the London District Assembly Centre and
did som:! more sightseeing. The Festival of Britain was
well under way by this time and we considered ourselves
very lucky to be able to see it.
Two things which stick out in our minds arc, first, our

pared with our trains in West Africa.
We arrived back in Lagos just in time to prepare for our
Annual Administrative Inspection. We have many happy
memories of our visit and hope that we shall be aole to use
the knowledge gained on the course to produce some good
junior N .C.O.s for the Squadron.

Sports Not e
Our African football team has had the great honour of
playing against the European Garrison XI, a team who consider themselves good enough to compete for the Governor's
Cup. Unfortunately we were beaten 4-1, but the score belies
the quality of the game. Our team gave a very good account
of themselves and they are to be commended for their
gallant efforts.
EAST AFRIC::A COMMAND SIGNAL S(tUADRON

The highlight of the news from East .Africa is that of the
two K.A.R. battalions moving to Malaya. Although East
Africa Command Signal Squadron is not directly concerned
all the Squadrons and Troops here will be indirectly affected
as the call on Regimental Signal personnel is heavy and may
lead to extra demands for East Africa Command Signals
personnel here in East Africa.
On 26th July there was a conference of all Squadron and
Troops Commanders and C.S.O. iBranch. The C.S.O. gave
us a very full picture of the commitments and the future of
Signals in East Africa, and every-aspect of the situation was
exhaustively discussed.
The meeting was followed by a very happy and informal
evening in .the Mess at Killarney Camp, which was attended
by the Squadron Officers, C.S.O. Branch, all the visiting
Officers and also Mr. L. Knight of Forces Broadcasting.
We are all sorry to see Peter Stiallen (of C.S.O. Branch)
go-no one more so than the members of the Garrison
Theatre. His loss will not be immediately felt as he has
already written another topical revue. In any case he has
set a standard of acting and producing which will _k eep the
rest of the "Company " on its toes.
Our Foreman S.Q.M.S. Nation is leaving us and S.Q.M.S.
Sayers has come to replace him.
The Squadron is competing in the occer League (it's
winter here!) and has also entered in the newly formed
African Knockout Competition. We have quite a good
African team and we have some very high hopes of doing
well in this competition. We arc all set, too, to get back
that Hockey Shield that we lost last year; games will re-start
shortly.
For the first time in its history the Squadron is running
an Inter-Troop Football League. It is hoped to extend the
scope of inter-troop games and sports. For the first time in
history, too, the teams will be mixed African and European.
The mixture varies but every team has at least one of both
races represented. So far the combination has been a happy
and successful one. Operating Troop, which has entered
two teams, expect to get the shield and provide the runnersup, too.

16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)

It's over. The first jumps of the year are behind us and
apart from the odd bruises all is well. Even the natural
hazards of the Wormwood Scrubs DZ seemed to h.ave
lessened since last year, at least the fo~tball .matches amidst
which we used to land were no longer m evidence and even
the prams were fewer and further between.
The phrase " one rule for the rich a~d ~nother for the
poor ,, seems to apply even in the T.~ . JUdgmg by .the wax
t he Second-in-Command and the Adiutan~ stood Wit~ their
eyes glued to the anemometer, pronouncmg fr~m t1i;:e to
time "Wind Speed 15 m.p.h. O.K. for T.A. to Jump and
then announced "Windspeed 5 m.p.h." and hastened to. fit
chutes and slip in a jump. Perhaps it was because ~e wmd
s uddenly increased to 6 m.p.h. that caused the Ad1utan~ to
s uddenly depart from the cage leaving an astounded Fligh,~
Sergeant to shout after him" Who the Hell told you to go?

The first of the Officers' Mess Quarterly Dinner Nights
was held on Thursday, 12th July, and judging by reports
reaching us from those in the Permanent Staff .w ho assisted,
it went with a swing. In fact we are surprised that the
chandeliers are still there. One young Subaltern. we ~ow
is going to have to tread very warily in October, if he is ~o
Qvercome the set-back of knocking a pint of beer oyer h1
Squadron Commander's best "dicky" on the o/,st night he
met him. Knowing his Squadron Commander, It s the waste
of beer that has to be lived down.
.
Preparation for War Office manoeuvres contmu~ apace.
Perhaps we ought here to welcome our Regul~r re1nfor~e
m ents who are now arriving at Maresfield. Will be see~g
you in October. Charlie Troop :are hard at work hoarding
tinned food to keep their O.C. gomg, and O.C. ~.Q. Squadron is being initiated int~ the m}'.stery of Code S1gf ~xtr-}cg
Congratulations to Maior Collms on the award o t e · ·
and 1st Class, although the news might have been caref:tlly
separated so that we could have had two rounds of drinks.
instead of one.

49 (W.R. & M.) ARMOURED DIVISIO AL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

For the past few weeks our Unit has b~lieved in ." J:i. Busy
Man is a Happy Man" Week-ends Fesuval of Bntam, and
preparing for annual camp.
.
So busy, in fact, that some of the members have d~c1ded
that, if anyone wants Leeds moved to the ot~er side. of
Yorkshire they are prepared to have a bash at domg so, iust
to keep their hand in.
One of our week-ends was held at Ripon, Operators and
Linemen taking part in the scheme. It has. been r~ported
that the Linemen (all three of them) are sull bursting ~he
blisters on their hands, did someone say fourteen b~.1ned
crossings and five pole crossings. Of course, there 1s no
need to say where the blisters appeared on the Operators.
The Festival of Britain was held on Woo~ouse Moor,
the CivU authorities organised a very g~od display and n?t
to be outdone, the military had. thetr side show, the mam
object being recruiting. We displayed Exchanges, Telephones, Fullerphones, On~ plus. Ones, Wireless ~ts, A.C.y.,
Land Rovers complete with Wueless Sets and Lme Eqmp-

m~\3adrninton tournament was held among the P.S.I.s and
like Wimbledon, the cracks were beaten in the ea~ly roun~s.
Lance-Corporal Stephenson won the compeuuon with
Lance-Corporal Bennett the. runner-up. .
.
Congratulations to the Adiutant, Captam B. A. Beattle, on
winning the High Jump and second i;11 the I:Iurdles at the
Northern Command Individual Athleuc Meeting.
A team consisting of six riflemen and two Bren gunn~rs
took part ·in the 49th Armoured Divisional Rifle Meeting
held at Beckingham Ranges, near Newark. We c.o~gratulate
them on gaining 7th place in the three compeuuons, considering that they were competing against the crack Infantry
Battalions their efforts were very good. The team was
· d by R . S .M · R · J · Green·' giving up his after duty hours
trame
was not in vain.
50 (N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIHENT, T.A.

The Regiment has now returned ~rom ~amp at Blac?n
Camp, Chester, and the trials and tr1bulat1ons of Exercise
"Red Spider" are almost forgotten.
' Red Spider" was the climax of a very successful .camp
and the complimentary remarks made by the G O.C.-m-C.,
We tern Command, after the e~ercise proved that ~he C?reful
planning and detailed preparations ~ad not been m v~.
The success of the exercise was m no s~all w~ .ue to
the co-operation of 3 Infantry Divisional Signal egiment

AR~IY

PHANTOM SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.
(The Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)

On Saturday 8th September, the Regin:ent will be " .~t
Home" to official guests, friends and .relauvcs and the c1~~
zens of the Royal Borough of Ken mgton, by wh~m t d
Regiment with other T.A. Units, was recent1y a opt~ .
This the, fir t opportunity we have ha.d t? shew our eq~pmen~ and oursel".es to the publicG, will mc~ud~a~:'
a~r~ad;
social and dance m the evenmg.
uests, w 0
accepted invitations include: our Honorary Colonel, ~cL~~y1
Sir H. Colville Wemyss, K.C.B., K.B.E., o.s.o.,CM.C., an f LonDeputy Lieutenant of the ounty 0
w emyss,. HM
· ·
k
T
D L · The
don Bri adier B. Chichester Coo e, c.B.E., · 0. ''. . ., .
Sec;etaryg County of London Territorial AssDocrn~ot~' CL1Seuot,
0 k c s o Lond n 1 me , · · ·
enant-Colonel L. R. a~s, · · d. Mayoress of Kensington;
Eastern Command; rhe ayforHan e ·smith: and the Town
the Mayor and Mayore s o
amm 1
'
Clerk of Hammersmith.
.
p· b ·ght on 19th
The Regimental Rifle Meeung at ir. n
August, will be fully reported in our next JS ue.
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The G.O .C. SO Division presenting the T.A. Efficit.~~Y
Sergeant p. B. Dent at Annual Camp,
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Wolverhampton Wanderings. We hear that Captain
(" Inky") Udell is getting recruits at "Danescourt," Tettenhall, but that he still has room for many more. A successful
squadron week-end camp was held here on 28th/29th July.
"JONAH"

23 (SOVTBERN) CORPS SIGNAL
REGIMENT• T .A.

CAPTA IN " sl-IUFF "-

70 T/1£
STATION

L! MOUNTFORD- /l.:S

!::!i.£! '"'

~~!

,.

MAJOR MA,Nf - The very""°"'
to U:ad o

and to the e~cellent quality of our Class " z " Reservists.
~ese Reservists really did a first-class job of work and we
will be very happy to have them with us should an emergency make it neccessary. Many new friendships were made
between Class " Z" and T.A. Officers and O.R.s.
. Our Honorary Colonel (Brigadier T. T. J. Sheffield) again
visited us and inspected the Regi.m ent on the second Sunday.
After~ards a Drum Head Service was held, during which
five silver n:umpc;ts which were presented to the Regiment
by Mrs. Minor m memory of her son-Major B. Minor
M.B._E., who was killed whilst serving with the Regiment, wer~
dedicated. We were pleased to have visits from several
Officers _who have served with the Regiment in the past and
also_semor Officers from Northern and Western Commands.
Fm~lly, our thanks are due to the Royal Signals SR. and
Tra1m?g Depot for all the hard work they put in on the
rccept;o? of the _C~ss " Z " men-it all went very smoothly.
Indiv1du_al trammg recommences on 1st October, and in
the meanume arrangements are being made to hojd our
Annual Sports at Whitbum on 26th August.
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Rifle Competitions. Following last month's note the
results of the competitions, fired at Trent Range on' 14th
July, 1951, were as follows:-

.

Po,.fra.it o/ <i. ·z·~ retvcta.nfty
tearin.9 />.in.seif a"""':Y' fl"ono. C'"'-.P•

clovrc.4 paA':l.ae?

Bramcote Cup-Officers-Captain J. B. Fenwick, T.D., 76
marks.
·
Underwood Cup-W.O.s and Sergeants-Sergeant D. H.
Allen, 65 marks.
Carr Cup-0.R.s below Sergeant-Lance-Corporal E.
Lowry, 6o marks.
In each case the highest possible score was 80.
Annu~l Camp. . Mention of this event reminds the present scribe that this should be in the normal course of T.A.
training, the issue in which our experiences at camp are
reported on and discussed. But this year the Unit has been
allotted the honour of undertaking neutral signal commitments in connection with Autumn Manoeuvres in the South
of England, some details of which have already been released
to_ the Press. We shall, therefore, be in camp in October
tJ:i1s rear~ and all ranks are eagerly looking forward to partic1panon Jn the Exercises, from which we hope to learn much.
Chesterfield G_omment. Bakewell Show, always held on
the Thursday m Bank Holiday Week in August is a
des.ervedly popular event. This year, No. 3 Squadron again
assisted the organisers by telephone communications
between gat~s, tents, and offices, using F. and F. board in
our TEV wuh field cables and Teles "L." Much interest
was aroused among visitors, and there were several enquiries
from prospective volunteers.
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Many of us went down to camp on 30th June with a few
qualms about how the T.A., National Service and Z Men
would fit in together, but unjustified were any of our fears.
When on the last Friday our Comm<1nding Officer spoke to
the whole Unit he was able with unconcealed pride to thank
everyone for the hard work they had done and congratulate
them on the success they had achieved. There is no doubt
that our " Z's " made us all realise most forcibly the urgency
of the training we were undertaking. This sense permeated
through N.S. and T.A. alike and laid a sound foundation
for the Unit's future.
We should like through THE WIRI!'s good offices to greet
our many new friends, particularly among the " Z's," and to
extend the hospitality of Fulham House to them in the
future. Amonr. the Senior N.C.O.s we were happy to welcome S.Q.M.S. > Bish and Cross, and Sergeants Anderson,
Banthorpe, Barnes, Blanchard and Bragg, all of whom once
again took on their full responsibility so willingly and cheerfully. In this connection we should not overlook our
R.E.M.E. associates in the L.A.D. and in particular Sergeant
French. Whether it was " borrowing " someone else's property or throwing their own at trees it was all done with a
smile· and a sense of enjoyment!
After three days occupied in sorting out men and equipment we embarked on Exercise "Shakedown" with the "Lifeboat" seemingly inevitably in the lead. We naturally made
many m_istakes and those mostly the usual old ones, but we
built up a confidence in ourselves and our equipment that we
never Jost, and we came back knowing that we had the
material to do a good deal better next time. And we were
quite right. Exercise "Swan Song" proved even more successful. The Linemen in particular covered themselves with
glory. They laid every bit of cable they had got, the equivalent of nearly a full Corps lay out and cheerfully reeled it in
again as though it was everyday work and they had been
doing it together for years, not just days. Even our technical friends agreed .we knew something about tuning 53 Sets.
While the exercise lasted everyone indeed worked their
hardest, and we returned to camp perhaps a little tired, certainly satisfied and proud of our achievements.
During these 15 days we did not overlook the social side
either. The Concert Party put on two shows, and the song
of the " Z " Men of England will not easily be forgotten. In
spite of a make-shift setting and shortage of rehearsals, they
kept us laughing and enjoying ourselves for more than two
hours on each occasion, and the local talent they spotted
certainly added impressively to the old routines we ~hall
always enjoy hearing. On the middle Sunday we ent~rtamed
the families and put on a much more comprehensive programme. s'ergeant Ching took the Driving prize, 2 Squadron the Mast Erection competition, and H .Q. Squadron the
Tug-of-War-yours truly is still working up his excuses for
~ow this could possibly have happened ! ~ Squadron gave
us an excellent competitive display in erectmg a pole crossing and the D.R.'s in spite of a deplorable piece of ground
their usual somewhat hair-raising motorcycle turns.. Mrs.
Christopher kindly presented the prizes and everyone voted
it an excellent afternoon's entertainment.
Finally, we cannot go to press without a :vord of. con~ratu
lation to the Unit Display Team for their showmg m the
London District Tattoo. They rode well and with confidence
and made a very good debut. They have given up a
Jot of their spare time to make this possible. ~e are sure
chat both they and their families feel as we that it has been
time well spent.
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The writer of the usual humorous notes that have regularly appeared for this unit, one Barleux, better known as
Major (Q.M.) "Bob" Barlow, has departed to take up residence at Mercury House, Colwyn Bay, and I feel sure all
members of the Corps will wish him success at his new
abode. Much to the relief of our Second-in-Command the
new Q.M. has at last arrived from that land of plenty,
B.A.O.R., and we welcome Captain (Q.M.) L. Teal, late of
7 Armoured Divisional Signals.
It has fallen upon me to uphold Barleux's reputation for
witty remarks-and on Welsh beer at that!
We are now in the midst of Annual Camp at Llanbedrit could have been worse-Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgoerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch would have looked like the
Adjutant's writing (or the Orderly Room Sergeant's typing).
Preparations for camp were stupendous-almost hourly
a safari arrived bea~ing vehicles of every description until
no room could be fo1>.1d for them-not even at the Inn! As
a last resort a PU was parked under the Adjutant's table,
which later got off to a flying start and came down on the
Wolverhampton by-pass ahead of the convoy.
The unit eventually arrived all. in one piece the same day,
much to the amazement of the citizens of Llangollen,
Blaenore, Festiniog and Camden Town (that last chap took
the wrong turning out of Cateswell House).
The reception of " Z " Reservists, due to " information
received," went smoothly, the first batch of 57 being documented in st minute flat, and by evening all had been safely
gathered in, fed and tucked in bed except the office:;:s whom
the War Office, showing great zeal, sent to the other end of
Wales as it was such a nice day!
The only incident was when the R.Q.M.S. had found
that he had issued bis own beret and shiny badge to a " Z "
m:;n.

The first week was spent in ideal conditions, many of the
curious rising early, to wimess a new word of command
introduced by 2 Squadron--" Around me . . . NIP "
(Uncle Ralph's been studying the new Drill Book 1951 ! )_
This was followed by the extraordinary sight of a " Z " man
approaching all the officers of the Regiment with rifle in
right hand and creating a " reserve.d " salute with the left
hand-an unfortunate wimess, the Orderly Room Sergeant,
nearly dropped dead with shock and was later down-graded
by the M.O.!
Training went on ably organised by our Second-in-Command, Major R. W. Seabrook, and the men were viewed
appEovingly by the Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel E. R. Price, T.D., who also took a keen interest in
the sporting activities. Our Regimental soccer team (photo
below) selected in one night, played 3 matches and
won all with a score of 19 goals for 3 against--on these

Back row ( l•ft to ri11ht): Sianalm•n Bur.ton , ~orks. Blackham. Gilliver.
Brown. Kntelin11 : Seraeint James (cap1arn ), . S111nalmen Enns. Cormell,
Edwards, Lanco-Corpo1'11 Hardy , S111nalman Jones
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o_ s1ons th pposing team w~re " up again t " in read of
" do ~-n among ., the " Z " men !
· p to pres the Regiment are fortunate to have been
vi ited b • General ir Frank E. W. Simoson, K.B.E., C.B.,
n.s.o., G.O.C.-in-C. Western Command Major-General E.
E. Down, C.B., c.B.E., Commander Mid W est Dis~ict, M ajorGeneral V. Blomfield, C.B. n.s.o. Commander North West
District Brigadier E. V. McCormack, C.B.E., c.s.o., Western
Command_, Brigadier M. S. \Vheatley, c.B.E., Deputy Commander Mid ~ est Di trict, and the Honorary Colonel of the
Regiment, Brigadier E. A. .Tames, C.B.E., T.D., D.L., J.P.
August Bank Holiday saw our Annual Sports day-a successful competitor being a certain N.S. officer who ran barefooted and no-one gor near him-his rivals were heard to
ay that they couldn't stay with him with his shoes off-why
didn't I think of that!
At the time of writing the climax of our work is in prog;:ess-a two-day exerci e-thi in pite of a Lineman
threading his cable through the top rung of hi ladder and
other being caught by the tide in the midst of laying lines
(including Major (King Canute) L. C. Suggars, M.M. ) .
Flash-fir 1 message to arrive from Wireles Detachment,. Ordered to location-report map reference given is one
mile out ro sea-contact Q.M. for life-belts and give f:-equency of mermaid H.Q."
11 cc ~clusion it was tated by the R.S.M. that the Roman.
did a lot for this countrv-from what I have seen of it I
gather they have only ju ·t left!
?\fore next mo;ith.
.TAYPEE
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These notes are written a few davs before the end of a
most successful camp.
·
Despite the weather, which was " variable," everyo.ce
agree that the setting of the cam~ is excellent, ringed round
with mountains with the sea close at hand. On good days
nm"'.don is clearly visible.
The urrounding country bas been well explored. For
some reason Blaenau Fest:iniog seemed to have a strong
attraction despite the fact that they shut at 9 p.m.
lviost unforrunately Sergeant Cornthwaite met with an
:accident on the advance party, fracturing some ribs. We
:are glad to hear that he is up and about again.
On Sunday, 5th August, a Drumhead Service was held
with nearly a thousand on parade from the whole camp.
Our Commanding Officer, L ieutenant-Colonel T. W.
Boileau, o.B.E.. being the enior C.0.. commanded the
-parade. After the service the G.O.C. N.orth West District
presented m~als, among the recipients being R.S.M. ·Boyton who received LS. and G.C. Medal. Later in the day

the camp was "invaded " by a party of wive and children
who were en tertained to lunch and tea. A volunteer force
of waiter helped to make things run smoothly and · the
visitor were sorry when the time came for them to return
home.
The cooks earned high praise for their efforts not only
on that day but for the quality of their meals during the
whole period in camp.
Our smaJ) contingent provided a Main Guard on one
occasion and earned high commendations from th e Camp
Staff for its tur nout and keenness.
The p hotograph is of the football team which p'. ayed 1/20
Army ignal Regiment. Though rhey were beat.en they were
not di graced, the ratio of regimental strengths being ten
to one in fa vour of our opponents.
A final note . . . The " Q ' Staff wish it to be known
that although they knew camp beds had four legs, it is the
fi rst time that they reali ed one could "walk."
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We have unfortunately, missed a couple of mnnths' notes
so, to bring ourselves up to date, a brief report of this Regim ent' activities since last appearing are included in these
notes.
The Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron,
T.A. provided the telephone network for the " Norfolk
Show " which took place at Keswick Park on 27th June,
1951. All tradesmen within the Squadron buckled to and
became linemen for the occasion. The network functioned
perfectly, gave excellent service and some useful publicity
for the Squadron resulted.
Annual camp this year was held at Landguard, near Felixstowe, from 1st to 15th July. Attendance was extremely
good, not one National Service man defaulted and the Regiment's Reservists turned up to a man. A few of our volunteers cou'. d not attend for business or health reasons. Training to::>k the form of a two-days' refresher for individual
tradesmen followed by troop exercis.es. The second week
was devoted entirely to exercises
by the parent formations of our various troops and covered the orovision of
communications for Independent Brigades, and A.G.R.A.
and Field Regiments RA., and for Engineer Groups and
Regiments.
Elements of this Regiment took part in a combined exercise on 10th and 11th July which involved 2/20 Army Signal
Regiment T.A. and 23 (S) Corps Signal Regiment T.A.
They were:The Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron T.A.
commanded by Major G. S. H. Dicker, M.B.E.
The Engineer Group Signal Troop (T.A.) commanded by
Captain W. F. C. Seddon.
The Medium Field Regiment R.A. Signal Troop (T.A.)
commanded by Captain D . A. Godfrey.
Emphasis was placed on weapon training and good use
was made of the range which adjoins the camp. Voluntary
firing took place every evening and was well attended particularly by the reservists. The standard could not be
said to be high, but there was a noticeable improvement
as the firers became practised. Sports equipment was available and although no outside fixtures could be arranged
there were a good many "knock-about" cricket games in
the evenings. An afternoon's sports meeting was held and
the entire Regiment took part, no records were broken, but
a lot of fun was had by all. Ameniti::s. With Felixstowe
a stone's throw away, comment is hardly necessary.
East Anglian District M/C Trials. We entered six teams,
each of 3 riders, for the trials which took place at Colchester
on 12th August. Apart from the rain which soaked us on
the timed road sections, it was a first class day's sport, excellently organised, and included nicely selected obstacles made
tricky by a thick layer of mud.

Entries included all Regular and T .A. units in the D istrict and totalled some 140 riders.
The Regiment 's placings were : Turno ut
2nd place
The Inde pende nt I nfantry Brigade Signal
Squadron " A " Team.

3rd p!ace

The

uoi:

"'

56 SIGNAL SQUADRON, W.R.A.C., T.A.
y~ r.

OR the third
in succession 56 Signal Squadron,
F
W .R.A.C., T.A., 1omed 6_3
of C. Signal Regiment,
T.A., at annual camp. Th1s time we went to brighten up
~.Q. L.

D orset and spent a very happy fortnight at Chickerell Camp
just outside Weymouth.
J:?uring th_e first week. training was planned on a Squadron
b~s1s, to brmg the various Troops together in practice in
SJ:&nal Office i;>_rocedure, Teleprinter and Switchboard operaung. 'I_"wo_ ::i1gnal Offices were set up in Camp with line
coi;ximumcauon between. them. On a one-day scheme 15
Wireless Squadron provided a wireless link to give additional practice in routing.
. A f~ir amount of ou~ of camp training was arranged durmg this first week, part_1cularly for the T.P.O.s. Map reading
b ~came a popular subJect and under the expert guidance of
L1eutenan~ E. L. Rogers. Royal Signals, these girls, tackling
a new sub1ect, also managed to do a lot of healthy walking.
The high spot of training was again the 48-hour exercise
during the second week. Corps Signal Office moved out to
operate under canvas about five miles from camp. The tables
were turned this year as wireless and line communications
were established early and were maintained steadily with a
fe w brief breaks when the D.S. achieved some crafty sabotage. Very good practice for the operators and Signal Office
Clerks, but a definite strain on the traffic originators! In

case ~e night passed t?O smoothly, with everyone well used
to theu: own office routme, the Commanding Officer ordered
a change over of personnel of the two Signal Offices to take
place at 0200 h<?urs. J?u:ir;ig the next morning he dropped
an Atom bomb m the v1clllty which caused a few grey hairs
to. the D.S.O. at Army tackling the job for the first time.
L~eutenant Gregory, W.R.A.C., T.A., had this one to cope
with and had to be stopped from being so thorough that she
was about to stop the ration truck from taking lunch out to
Corps through the affected area. We couldn't allow the bomb
to be as real as that.
To help to keep us fit for this arduous training, we had
Corporal Jones, W.R.A.C., to put us through the paces at
P.T. at 0700 hours each morning. There were not many
voluntee~s for the _alternative swimming parry, but a few
braves did venture m at that early hour on several occasions.
Netball this year was more friendly than competitive as
none of the Troops could supply full teams during the first
we~k wheI?- it w~s hoped to play for the inter-Troop trophy.
This remams ~1th 436 Telegraph Operating Troop, and we
hope to organise further matches during the year. A local
team challenged the W.R.A.C., T.A., and were beaten after
a very good game. Quite a number of games were organised
against Royal Signals and they are really getting quite good.
At this rate we shall be in danger of losing the Trophy from
the Squadron altogether.

er

56 Signal Squadron, W.R .A.C., T.A.
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Indep:ndent Infantry Brigade Sianal
Squadron "A" Team, 2971 point .
41.h p!ace
The Indep: ndent Infan try Brigade Sian:tl
.
Squadron " B " Team, 275 point .
Our highest scorers were : Ma io~ G . S. H . Dicker, M .B.E.
11 cl
P' ··ced 7th .
Captarn J. Richards
R iding
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The Royal Nav very kindly organi ed a vi it to the
De troyer-H M.S. Flint Castle at Porthmd. It is hoped
that it was instructive, but the only corn.ments heard afterwards were in praise of the grand tea that was provicted.
All agreed that it was a most enjoya ble afternoon.
Unfortunately the last day of camp had to come. D uring
the morning the Squadron took part in the parade and m arch
pa t at which the C.S.0 . Southern Command took the
salute. Lieutenant N. Bushrod, W .R.A.C., T .A., led the
W.R. A.C., T.A., con tingent.
At the final dance on Friday night prizes and trophies were
presented by the Commanding Officer's wife, Mrs. Wolfertan. 436 Training Operating Troop retained the Cup for
the best all round performance during the year. Corporal
Lewis, W.R.A. C., T. A., received prizes for the best kept
accommodation. T hen we had a surorise. Notice had been
taken of turn-out for sports and W .b.II Buckle, W.R.A.C.,
the Squadron P.S.I. was awarded a prize for the "Fanciest
Pants in Camp."
90 AGRA (Fd.) SIGNAL SqU ADRON, T •.~ .

Tilshead Lodge Camp, situated practically in the centre
of the Salisbury Plain Training area, presented an ideal
place for exercising a Squadron at full establishment, 6o
per cent. of which were the unknown quantity of the " Z "
Reservist soldier. A progressive system of training was
chosen, commencing with a minor T rade Board for all the
intake, designed to ascertain rapidly the standard of knowledge of their respective trades.
Training by trades, and not J'roop formations, was carried
out for practically the whole of the first week, broken up by
a romantically styled night vehicle convoy, and night crosscountry patrol for those not of M / T employ. This was
extremely successful, it culminating in a timed coincidental
assault by the patrols on the convoy and capture of valuable
wares carried in certain vehicles. Much good training for
all was provided, with plenty of excitement and amusement.
The second week saw all personnel formed with their
correct Troop order under Troop Commanders, and training continued with field exercises each day away from camp
area. These daily minor exercises made the carrying out
of a 24 hour AGRA exercise, which occurred mid-week,
comparatively easy, it being a matter worthy of note that
when the exercise was closed down for a period of one
night (a thoughtful idea of the AGRA Commander), the
Signal Squadron Commander decided to keep all links open
in order to fully exercise the W /T reliefs, passing administrative traffic during these hours, and that the Reservists
were heard to remark afterwards that they came to camp
expecting to be worked hard, so why not anyway. With
the end of the exercise and return to camp, field training
practically came to a close apart from the many administrative matters to be attended to, it being necessary to despatch
many reservists to their homes on the last Friday, living as
they did beyond the borders of Scotland. In general, all
ranks enjoyed their training, it being remarkable how
quickly the reservist soldier dropped into camp routine, and,
perhaps more important, into his signal work, becoming
quite at home in this within just a few days.

88 AGRA (Fd. ) SIGNAL S(!\;ADllON, T . A.

Annual camp, at Sennybridge, near Brecon, was enjoyed
by the members of the Squadron, augmented by a very
enthusiastic "Z" element, from 16th June, 1951 to 30th
June, 1951. Fine weather, good accommodation and the
friendly natives made camping a real pleasure.
To all ex-3 T .R Pig and Poultry Fans, Greetings. Pigs,
Poultry and Rabbits flourish at Newcastle these days, but the
" Q " tores has not become a Butcher's Shop (yet).
A.F.S.M.
31 8
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Annual training took place in June at the Signals S.R.
Training Depot, Blacon, Chester, and all ranks enthusiastically agree that this, our first camp, was happy and instructive
--certainly there were plenty of intere ting events.
If there was doubt as to the kind of r eception the Supplementary Reserve would receive any misgivings must have
been immediately dispelled by the warmth of our reception
and the kindly way in which the Depot staff and Command
Signals made us feel " at home " among friend s.
The Unit was honoured with a visit b y the Director of
ignals. After m eeting all the officers the General inspected
the camp and observed us at our normal work.
The C.S.O. Western Command, Brigadier E. V. McCormack, c.B.E., saw us a num ber of times and his interest in our
activities and welfare was a source of real inspiration.
It was grand to see our old friend Lieutenant-Colonel W.
E . Gill once again. His smile is as cheery as ever, and his
capacity to extend the helping hand is undimi nished.
An interesting ceremony took place in the Officers' Mess
when Captain Colin Sinclair handed G.H.Q. Signals flag to
the Commanding Officer, who explained that the flag flew
over the Unit's H eadquarters at Dainville, near Arras.
Captain Sinclair carried the flag throughout the battles of
1940 and wore it round his neck when evacuated from Dunkirk. Lieutenant-Colonel F. N. M cMillan returned the flag
to Captain Sinclair for safe keeping and it is hoped it will
hang in the Mess at future camps.
Prizes:- T he best kit-Signalman J. Seal; the best shot
-Signalman A. G albraith.
We challenged the best guard of 51 L. of C. Signal Regiment to a guard mounting competition. A real needle match
ensued and the C.S.O. declared 51 L. of C. the winners by
one mark.

Association
Notes
Tunbridge Wells and District

We regret to record the passing of one of our most stalwart m embers-Mr. W. Ford- who died very suddenly at
his home on Monday, 16th July, 1951, aged 47. "Bill "
was a Life Member of the Association, very jealous of its
prestige and ever ready to pull his fair weight in all Branch
activities. We shall sorely miss him.
Following their splendid performances at the Tunbridge
· Wells and South Eastern Counties Agricultural Show on
24th and 25th Ju!y, the Royal Signals Display Team "went
all out " with a magnificent display at Maresfield Camp on
26th July. In their usual comradely and very gen~ous
spirit, the Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess entertamed
members of the Branch as their guests on the occasion, and,
needless to say, an exceedingly enjoyable ev.ening was spent.
Before these notes appear in print, the following Branch
activities will have taken place: Sunday, 19th August. Branch outing for members, their
wives and children, to Hastings. (All day trip).
Wednesday, 22nd August. Inaugural meeting at Bridge
Hotel, Uckfield, for the formation of the new Uckfield .and
District Branch of the Association, sponsored by Tunbndge
Wells Branch.
Friday, 7th September. Visit to Eastern Command Si~al
Regiment, Maresfield Camp. Royal Signals Band beaung
"Retreat" at 6.30 p.m . and Regimental Dance (with the
Corps Band) at 8.30 p.m.
T HE
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Corps Cricket
T

HE Corps team had a full week's cricket, 18th-23rd June,
1951, when they met the R.A.O.C., R.E.M.E. and R.E. in
a series of two-day games. U nfortunately each of these
matches was lost by a convincing margin.

R.A.0.C. v . ROY AL SIGNALS
Played at Blackdown, 18th/ 19th June, 1951
ROY AL SIGNALS- w

Innings

C1ptain Garnons-Williams b Waller
Second-Lieutenant Hay b Bell . . .
Second- Lieutenant Phillips st King
b Waller ................. ..........
s·gnalman Close b Waller ......
Captain Porter c Parnaby b Bell
Signalman Stewart c Archer b
Pettit
... . .. ............ ....... .. ...
Captain Pocock c Archer b Waller
Captain Cox c King b Waller . . .
Lance-Corporal Griffiths c King b
Waller ...... .... .. .... ..... . ........
M ajor F . G . Rapscy not out . . ....
Sergeant Doherty run out . . . . . . .. .
Extras .. .. .......................

ROY AL SIGN ALS- 2tld Innings
2
l

88
4

lbw b Bell .................. . ..... 2 5
lbw b W aller ........ ........... . . I I
c Kin g b Penit .... ..... ......... 40

o

c an d b Bedford ...............
c Kin g b Waller ............

21
25

38
26
o

c Bell b Waller . . .. ... . ... .... . . .
b Pettit ...... . .... ................
c Oaughton b Waller . . ... .. ..

o

o
o
o

b Pettit ...........................
Not out .. .........................
c King b Pettit . . . . . . .... . . .. .
E xtras .....................

7

Total .... ............. .... 166

R.A.O.C.

ISi

Total

Innings

l
1

o
5

......... ...... 137

N ot out ........... .. ...... .. . .. .. . 35
c Stewart b Doherty . . .. . . .. .
N ot ou t ... .. ...... .............. . .

20
2

E1'."11'3S

.......•..... . ...... .

Total (for

I

wkt.)

I

58

The game against the Ordnance started disastro':1 s~y when
four of our wickets fell for only 16 runs. Phillips and
Stewart then made a stand and did well to put on 65 runs
in 40 minutes before the latter was out. .Pocock then
assisted Phillips in a stand of 58 but the last four batsman
failed to score. Phillips batted excellently to score 88 out
of a total of 166. By the end of the first day the R.A.O,.C.
were 155 for seven. Unfortunately for us the next mormng
the R.A.O.C. tail wagged to the tune of 95 runs,. an~ at 250
all out they led by 84 runs. In ~m.r seco~d mrungs we
started with more promise and Phillips agam batted well
and with the score at 134 for four all looked well. Ho~
ever, there was another batting collapse and the !~st sue
wickets fell for only three runs. The R.A.0.C. experienced
no difficulty in knocking off the necessary runs and won
by nine wickets.
R.E.M.E. v. ROYA L SIGNALS
Played at Arborfield, 20th/ 21st June, 1951
Second-L ieutenant Hay b Green shields . .. . ... .. . .. ... .. .. . .. ... . . ...
Signalman Close c and b Brooks
ccond-Lieutennnt Phillips b Brooks
Captain Porter b Edmundson .. .
S ignalman Stewart lbw b H am mersley
.. . ... .. .. . ... .. .... .. .. . . .
Signalman G atward c and b H amm ersley ...... ... .. ............... .. ..
Captain Pocock . . ... . . . . . .. .... ... . ....
L ance-Corporal Griffiths st Andrews
b Hammersley . ... .. . .... .... ...
Captain Sp- nccr not out ... .. .. ... ..
Major R apsey st Andrews b Hammersley
. .. .. .. .. .... . .. . .... . .....
Captain Cox c Andrew b Hamm ersley
. .. . ..... . ..... .. . .. . . .... .
Extras ... . .. . . .... .. .. ... ...... ..
Total

THE

ROYAL SIGNALS 2tld Innings
5
21

5

23

Innings

Total

R.E.M .E. 2nd Innings
13
42

c and b Pocock ..•........• .... .
not out .. . .. .. ..... ...........

22

1
5

30

b Pocock . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... ..

31
o
o

not out ...... . ................. , . .. 54

o

b Griffiths .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • 16

44

7
2

o
lo

E xtras

. ....... ............. 179

. . ... . . ... .. . .......

5

T otal (for 3 wkts.) 103

At the close of play on the first day the R.E.M.E. were
ten ahead of our first innings total with only three wickets
down. On the second day, however, the remaining seven
wickets fell for only 20 runs, mainly due to Pocock's fine
bowling. Our batting in the second innings again failed
and with 90 minutes left for play R.E.M.E. needed 103 to
win. The Corps side were unable to keep down the rate of
scoring and R.E.M.E. won by seven wickets with twenty
minutes to spare.

ROY AL SIGNALS v. ROY AL ENGINEERS
Played at Catterick, 22nd/ 23rd June, 1951
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R OYAL SIGNALS 1s1 Im1 ings

UI

I

R.A.0 .C . 2nd Innings

M a jor Pamaby c Griffiths b Close 78
Captain Archer c G riffiths b
Pocock .. .. . .... ......... ... ......... 5
Captain Castle c H ay b Close 15
Corporal Claughton b G riffiths . . . 6
Ca ptain Walle r b Pocock . . . .. . . .. l
Captain Hill c Stewart b Pocock 4
M ajor Pettit b Hay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Corporal Bedford b C lose . . . . . . . . . 4
Private K iPg b Pocock . . ... .. . ... . 44
Colonel Mitch ell run out .. .. ...... . 4
Captain Bell not ou t . . . . ........... 20
Extras ....... ........... ....... .. 30
Total ............ ..... . . ..

7

R.E.M.E.

Craftsman Smith lbw b Cox ......
Sta ff-Serg.,,nt Leo c H ay b Pocock
Second -Lieutenant
Thomas
b
Rapsey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Craftsman Edmundson b Spencer
Major Wilson c Porter b Spencer
Craftsman Brooks b Pocock . . . . . .
Craftsman Andrews b Pocock ·-·
Lieut.-Colonel Bailey st Stewart b
Pocock .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S.Q .M .S. Greenshields lbw b
Pocock ... . .......... .......... ......
Craftsman Lamben b Pocock . . .. . .
Second-Lieuten an t Hammersley not
out
.......................... .......
Extras ....... . ... . ... .. ..........

st Andrews b H ammersley . . . 2 1
b Gre ~shi e l ds .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . 37
lbw b Greenshields . . .. .... ... . o
c Wilson b Hammersley . . . .. . 30

23

c Thomas b Brooks .. .. ... .. . . .

o
44

run

13
r

st Andrew b Hammersley . . . 10
lbw b H ammersley . . . . .. . . . . . . J

out

o

..... .. . ...... . . . .... ... .. . 13

c Bailey b Thomas . . .. ... . .... 16

5

b H ammersley

. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . ..

2

0
9

not out ........... ..... .. .. ... .. .....
Extras . . ... .. ... .. . .. .. ....

o
z

.. .. . ...... .. . . .. .. .. 149

W I RE , SE P T EMB E R 19 5 1

T otal .. . ... .. .. .. . ..

13 2

R .E . I.St lttnings
Captain N ewman c Lloyd b
Garnons Williams . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .
Captain Seato:i b Marsland . . . . . . . . .
Lance-Corporal Stewart lbw b
Marsland .. .. . ...... .. . ... .. . . .... ..
C.S.M. Frost not out .. ..... .. .. . .. .
Second-Lieutenant Withall not out
Extras ... . ........ . ... .. . . .. .....

R .E. 2nd Inn ings
82
98
5

41
40
15

Total (for 3 wkts.) ... . 281

ROY AL SIGNALS w Innings
Second-Lieutenant Hay b Carter 38
Cadet Roberts c Seaton b WithaU o
Seco~ d - Lieutenant
Marsland
b
Carter . ... . .. .... . ... . .. ... . .. .. ... . 34
Second -Lieutenant
Phillips
b
Carter .. .. . .. . .. ... . ... . ... . ... . .. . . o
Signalman Steart b Carter . . . . . . . . . 6
Captai n G amons-Willi.a ms b Carter 4
Major Thornton b W1thall . .. . . .. .. 3
Cadet Durrans run out . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Captain Lloyd run out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Lieut.-Colonel Pelley c sub b
Carter ..... .. . .. . .. .. ......... ..... 5
Cap:ain E. Sp~ccr not out ... .. . 3

Extras

.. ... .. .. .. .. .............

To:al

2

.. .... ....... ... . .. . . 97

ROYAL SIGNALS wd Innings
c Atkey b Cummings . .. .. . . .. 3

b Withall ... .. ........ . .... .. .. . .. . 6
b Withal! . . ... .. . .. . ..... ....... . . . 13
b Cummings . . .. . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . .

~ g~~~

9

::::·:···:::::::::::·::::·: 4~

c Atkcy b Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

c Frost b Jarret . ... ...... . .. 27
b Withall . .. .. ..... . .... .. . . ... .•... 6
run out ..... .. ... .... .. .. .... .. .. ... 1
not out
... ... ...... . .... .. ... . 7
Extras .. . .. ......... .... . • 4

Total

.. ..... .... ... . 176

The nine hour overnight journey from Arborfiel~ to Catterick did not assist the Corps side when on Fnday, the
22nd June, they set about the task of di missing the ~. E.s,
who had won the toss. Batting strongly on an ~asy wicket
by tea time the Engineers were able to. declare with 281 . for
only three wickets down, although with luck ther~ nug~t
have been five wickets down instead of three. Agam st this
total the Signals batting failed miserab!y .and we were all
out for only 97. Carter had th~ astorushmg fi~res of 23
overs, 16 maidens, 18 runs, 6 wickets. Followmg on, our
second innings was enlivened by a forceful 4~ fr?m Stewart
whilst Thornton played a careful and u eful rnnmgs for 46.
With our total at 176 we were all out and had lost by an
innings and 9 runs.
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ROYAL
Play~

IGNA LS v. ROYAL ART I L LERY

at Woolwich on 29th/ 30th June, 1951

R .A. ISi Innings
Griffiths c Grilfi h b Johnston 12
Hallam c tcwart b Rapscy ...... 132
Worlcdgc b Johnston . . . . . . . . . . .
2
JO}nt c .M arsland b Griffiths ... 15 1
Benn b Ward . .. ...... .. ...... .. 14
Pad gen not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
G raze b Ward . . ................ ....
2
Lawson b W ard ............ . . .... 18
E xtras .............. ,........... 26
Total (for 7 wkts.) ... 386

R OYAL S IG ALS ist Innings
Captain Gamons- Williams c Lawson b Grace ....... .... ... ..... . . 18
eoond -Lieutena."lt Hay c Le Cruz
b Padgett .. .... . . . .... . .. ...... .. . . I
S econd-Lieutenant Phillips c Le
C ruz b J oynt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
lviajor Griffiths b Grace ............ 3
Lance-Corporal Ward b P adgett ... 25
Signalma"l Stewart run out .... .... . 41
Major Thornton c and b P adgett 2
Second-Lieutenant M ar land lbw
b Slater .... .. ..... . .............. 26
Lan ce-Corporal Griffiths c Joyn t
b Grace .. .. . . ......... . ... . ... o
S ergeant Johnston b Grace . . . . . . . . . o
Major Rapsey n ot out ............. .. o
E xtras .... .......... ............ r6
Total

ROYAL SIGNALS (D.A.O.R.) CR ICK ET

.... . ... .. ........... r84

R.A. 2nd In n ings
not out .. ....... ......... .......
Slater not out .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ..

22

c nnd b Griffith . . . . . ... . . . . . . .

9

Extras ................ .....

o

Total (for

1

8

wkt.} 39

ROYAL S IGNALS 2nd Innings
c and b G race . . .............. .
b Grace ........ .... .. .............

38

not out ........................ ... 124

b Joyne ....... ............... ..... 9
b G race ...........................
o
c Le C ruz b Joynt ........... 4 5
not out ..... .......... .......... :. 13
c Slate r b Steptoe

Extras ...... . ..............

o

8

Total (for 6 wk:s. dee.) 238

This match was played at Woolwich on 29th and 30th
June. The Corps was without Close, who was playing for
the Combined Services against the South Africans. The
Gunners also had Gunner Devereux away for the same
reason.
Winning the toss the G unners opening pair had hardly
settled before J ohnston had Griffiths caught at mid on by
Griffiths, who brought off a good catch above his head off
a hard drive. This was followed by another quick wicket
when Johnston bowled Worledge with a fas t inswioging
full toss which hit the wickets almost bail high.
After this the luck changed and Hallam and Joynt settled
down to score quickly. After these two had left Ward
bowled well, getting three wickets in quick succession. At
teatime the Gunne.-s declared with 386 for seven.
When the Corps went in to bat, Hay was caught at the
wicket in Padgett's first over. Gamons-Williams and
Phillips,. ho~.,,ever, settled _d?wn until the former was caught
off a nus-hit at 54. Phillips and Ward continued to bat
stea9ilY until close of play on the first day; Phillips completmg a very useful fifty.
During the afternoon the Corps Band was present and
a number of past and present Officers of the Corps came to
watch. That ex-Corps cricketer, Brigadier Matthews, came
all the way from Somerset to watch the game.
Resuming the next day Ward and Stewart batted well
especially Stewart, who was unfortunately run out through
a misunderstanding. After that Marsland was the only one
who could offer any resistance and the innings closed for 184.
The Corps were made to follow on and Stewart and
Marsland opened. Marsland was caught in Steptoe's second
over before he had _g~t going. Stewart and Hay continued
to bat well and Phillips followed up his first innings fifty
b y m~ng a brilliant and very useful 124 not out. Thanks
~o ~·s fine effort we were able to save the defeat by an
mrungs and a sporting declaration at 238 for 6 gave the
Gunn~rs a chance to. snatch a victory by giving them 36 to
make m about ten minutes.
The clock had struck 6 p.m. (the agreed time for drawing
stum ps) when ~e last over was in progress and four more
ru ns were required for the Gunners to win. Johnston
b owled t wo good balls off which they couldn't score, but
t~e ..1st ball of the match went for 6 and gave them the
victory after a very exciting finish .
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Three Corps cricket matches were played in B.A.O .R. on
26th 27th, 28th and 29th July, against R.A.S .C., R.A.O.C.
and R.E.M.E.
v. R.A.S.C. This game was p layed on 26th and 27th July,
and resulted in a win for Royal Signals by an innings and
108 runs.
R.A.S.C. batted first and were all out for 92, due chiefly
to some excellent bowling by Signalman H arrison, who took
5 wickets for 30 runs in 24 overs.
The Corps side started bad ly in their innings and were
at one stage 5 wickets down for 41, but due to an excellent
parmership by Signalman Wilson who carried his bat
throughout the innings for II9 n ot out and SecondLieutenant M ason w ho scored 39, a total of 232 was obtained.
Their partnership added 106 runs for the eighth w icket.
In their second innings R.A.S.C. were dismissed for 32,
Signalman Harrison again bowling well, taking 5 wickets
for 16 r uns and Sergeant Scoffin taking 4 wickets for 9 runs.
v. R. A.O.C. T his game was played on 28 th July, and
R. A.O.C. won by 1 run.
R.A.O.C. batted first and
were all out for 100. During this innings Sign alman Pettifer
took 3 wickets for 9 runs and Signalman H arrison 3 for 33
runs.
The C orps side started reasonably well and at one stage
only 3 wickets were down with a total of 60 runs. The tail
collapsed badly, however, and the last three wickets fell for
the addition of 7 runs, bringing the total to only 99. L ieutenant-Colonel San ders m ade 34 of this total and Signalman
Wilson 23.
v . R.E.M.E. This gam e was played on 29th July and
resulted in a draw.
R.E.M.E. batted first and in a period of 3 hours 20 minutes
made 161 for 8 wickets declared. Sergeant Scoffin bowled
very steadily, taking 5 for 27.
The Corps side was left with 2 hours and 20 minutes in
which to get the necessary runs but was unable to do so
against some very deadly bowling and at the end of play the
score was 95 for 4. Of this to'111. Signalman Wilson made
4 1 not out.
nol.-AL SIGXALS (CANAL ZONE) CRICKET

Since our last report, we have played four more m atches,
winning three and losing one.
In mid June we m et the Gunners and, much to our
delight, beat them by three wickets. (RA. 134 all out.
Royal Signals 137 /7).
Second-Lieutenant Bradbeer scored 63, and Captain
Fraser took 6 wickets for 34 runs, while Major Coateswonh
took 4 for 42.
On the 1st July we met what is considered to be the
strongest XI in Egypt, the R.A.S.C., and were, unfortunately, well beaten.
Batting first, the Corps XI was all out for 91 runs and
these were knocked off by the R.A.S.C. for the loss of only
two wickets.
The game finished early, so each side had a " second
innings," batting to a time limit.
This turned out to be quite exciting, for Captain Fraser
made the winning hit (a six) for Signals off next to the last
,
ball of the last over.
Our next game was against the R.A.0.C. and, this too,
though starting quietly, turned out to be a good game.
Batting first, the R.A.O.C scored 187 for 7 wickets in 3.\
hours leaving us only a little over 2 hours in which to reply.
Thanks to some fine batting by Second-Lieutenant Bradbcer (I37 not out) ably supported by Second-Lieutenant
Richmond, the runs were knocked off with time to spare
and with only two wickets down.
At the end of J uly we travelled to Cairo under th e pseudonym of " The Telegraphists " to p lay our ann ua l two-day
match against the Gezira C lub.
THE

WI R E , S EP T EMB E R 19 5 1

W inning the toss, we elected to bat and scored I85 for the
loss of only 3 wickets (Second-Lieutenant Bradbeer IOI not
out) before declaring.
Gezira started very badly, losing 5 wickets for 34 runs
before the close of the first day's play.
T he next morning the remainder of the side were soon
out for the addition of 50 runs (Major Coatesworth 7 for 33)
- just within the follow-on limit.
However, hints having been dropped by Gezira about not
d isappointing their S unday afternoon spectatqrs, the followon was not enforced and, instead, our batting order was
reversed and batsmen instructed to enjoy themselves.
This was certainly done, but the second innings score
suffered somewhat (106 for 8).
However, Major Coatesworth, our captain, was quite happy
to be able to declare with a lead of 202 runs and with a little
over four hours left for play.
Gezira started their second innings quietly but well and
the runs piled up so that with four wickets in hand only 45
runs were required for victory.
However, these last wickets fell without the addi tion of
a single run and the game was won.
So far our record stands at five games won and one lost
with three to p lay.
The three remaining m atches are against the Catch-asCatch-can Cricket C lu b (which fines its players for all
catches dropped and has a huge end-of-season dinner on the
proceeds !), the Sappers and Alexandria C.C. We are thus
assured of some more excellent cricket.

ROYAi. SIGNALS DEl\"EVOLENT FUND
~u b script ions

received during 'July, 1951 :
£
Officer Training Wing, School of Signals
20
H.Q. Mess
53
T he Depot Regiment . . .
15
1 Training Regiment
IO
3 Training Regiment
18
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
15
I I Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment
I
Eastern Command Signal Regiment (Officers'
Mess)
II
Gibraltar Signal Squadr on
49
BETFOR Signals
2
Kent Coast Troop
l
I3 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment
3 A.A. Indep. (M ) Signal Squadron
20
35 (U) A.A. Indep. (M ) Signal Squadron
C ombined Units, Catterick
35
Donations received during 'July, 1951 :
... I500
Army Benevolent Fund
IOO
Northern Command Trust
St.
Martin's
Church,
C anerick,
Old
Comrades' Church Parade
19
8
R.E.M.E. Church, Singapore
I
Mr. A. H . J. Dent

}

Total receipts-July, 1951

£1,882

s. d.
3 0
I2 0
0 0
0 0
6 9
0 0
15 6

4
14

0

0

0

0

13

5

0

0

13

IO

0
0

0
0

Total cases assisted ...

THE

WI R E,

O

3
3

Ir
IO
0
0

IO

3

Ex penditure during 'July, 1951
...
. .. 57I 17 I
(Includes : - General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Beds;
Bedding; Furniture; Clothing; Funerals; Removals;
Rehabilitation; Fares; Emigration; Cots and Prams).
Analysis of Cases :
F amilies of men serving in M.E.L.F . .. .
~'
,, U.K.
,,
,,
"
"
"
"
" B.A.0.R. . . .
"
"
"
"
" F.A.R .E.L.F .
Widows and Dependants
.. .
...
Released and Discharged Soldiers

RO YAi. S IGNALS S.:\11,J~G ASS04'1ATIOX

N Friday, 27th July, the Corps yacht " Cito" was
entered for the I_?rincess E lizabeth Cup race organised
by the H ousehold Brigade Yacht C lu b. This was a handicap race for yachts owned by Service Yacht Clu bs or members of the Services.
T he party, consisting of Lieutenant-Colonels Charlton
(skipper), Worrall and Nepean and M ajor Blackbourne, left
L ynungton on T hursday afternoon and made sail with a
westerly wind and favourable tide for a quick passage to
Calshot, where the race was due to start a t 10.25 the
ne:ct mor~ing. During this passage we practised setting the
spinoaker. To say that we carried out spinnaker " drill"
~ould be an exagg~ration . It takes more than a few practices to subdue this untractable and infuriating piece of
canvas to such a state of docility that its handling can be
refined to a drill.
W e picked up an RA.F. mooring just inside Southampton water off Calshot Spit. This did not prove to be a very
comfortable berth. The wash produced by large vessels
going up and down Southampton water and by R.A.F.
speed boats dashing madly in all directions gave us rather
a disturbed night. However, it was conveniently situated
for the start of the race in morning. While two of us went
ashore in the dinghy for beer the other .two prepared
supper, after which we all turned in.
The following morning was fair with a light breeze from
the West. After breakfast we stowed everything moveable
as securely as possib~e and setting Genoa and main sailed
up to the area of the start. The starting line was between
the Committee vessel and a mark boat near Hook buoy.
Having crossed the line from North to South the course
was Calshot Spit light vessel to starboard, West Lepe Buoy
to port, Mother Bank No. 1 Buoy to port, H ook Buoy to
port, and over the line from N orth to South to finish.
We were away to a good start and were just able to lay
the first mark, Calshot Lightship on the starboard tack. The
last of the ebb tide was still running and we carried the
West-going stream during most of our beat to the second
mark.
The larger and faster boats had an advantage in that they
fetched this mark before the tide turned, whereas we and
a number of smaller boats had a short period of adverse
tide.
Rounding West L epe we had a run all the way to Mother
Bank. The spinnaker was set, if not with the speed and
polish of the practised racing crew, at any rate successfully>
and was carried for this leg of the race.
Shortly before reachin g M other Bank, the most easterly
mark, the spinnaker was handed and the G enoa set. G ybing
rou nd the mark we were able to lay our course to Southampton water on the port tack. R ounding Hook Buoy to
port we crossed the line to finish at about 1540 hours. There

Nil
6
I
I

8
46

Abigger treat now!
Smootb chocolate

Crisp wafers

BLUE
RIB AND-

2~ d.

3 good tbin•rs in one !
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,

were no spectacular or exciting incidents duri ng the race;
even so, it was good e.xperience and most enjoyable.
Although the Corp yacht was unplaced it did not disgrace
itself, · eating many other yachts on handicap.

.After the finish we sailed back to our mooring of the previous night and collected the dinghy which we had not
carried with us during the race. We then sailed across to
Cowes and up the M edina where we spent the night.

Triangular Sailing Regatta
B .A. -

R.~.

- RO\'..AL

T

SIG~ALS

HIS popular event was held this year at Mohne See
Sailing Club on Saturday and Sunday, the 7th and 8th
of July. The lake, surrounded by wooded hills, lies at the
eastern end of the Belgian Sector of the Briti h Zone of
Germany, and formed a suitable setting for the meeting,
which opened in almost perfect weather. The great darn
at the west end of the lake is a show-piece : it featured prominently in the news during the 1939/45 War when it was
destroyed by the Allies, causing great devastation in the
Mohne Valley, and laboriously re-built by the Germans
shortly before the end of the war.
RA., holders of the Shield (won by their team at Steinhudemeer in 1950) secured a narrow lead in the first race,
with Royal Signals a close second, and RE. lagging behind.
But in the second race Royal Signals forged ahead and gained
a clear lead over both the other teams. Their ascendancy
was short-lived, however, and two retirements in the third
set of races put them back into second position, with RE.
close behind. The wind dropped for the fourtl1 and last
series of team races, making the results more a mauer of
chance. Fortune did not favour Royal Signals at this stage,

BEHIND THE CA BLES -

- B.A.O.B., 1951

Special Export Facilities

the
Company's
Engineers

Our Represen tatives will wait upon you where and when
you so desire, and at our premises every courtesy and
attention is assured to both old anJ new customers

The Company's Foreign Service offers an ideal

Bramhes at

opportunity for Royal Corps of Signals person-

Civil and Military Tailors and
Outfitters

who lost distance in a recall over the start-line, and they
finished on Saturday in third position. On Sunday there
should have been two further series of team races but the
wind had forsaken the lake, and no racing was possible until
midday. Eventually the fifth and last set of races of the
meeting was held in very light and variable wind. Good
fortune and good team work restored the situation for Royal
Signals who caught and passed RE. on points and closed
the gap with RA. Since the sixth set of races could not be
held, the meeting was decided on the five sets, RA. once
again winning the Challenge Shield. The results were much
closer than last year and the teams better matched. While
the wind remained fresh Royal Signals appeared to be
slightly the better team, but in the lighter winds certain combinations of RA. .and RE. helmsmen showed great skill in
manoeuvring on this rather difficult water. Some good team
work at buoys was displayed, particularly by RE. in the first
Star Class race, and by Royal Signals in the last Sharpie
Class race. The result of the meeting was always in doubt,
but RA proved the most consistent team and well deserved
their victory.
·

97 NEW BO D STREET, LO DON, W. 1
Telephone : Grosvcnoc io16-7-8

"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear"

CAMBERLEY, ALDE R HOT, SALISBURY, CAITERIC K

Appointed T ai/on to over Fifty Regiment; and Corp;

nel to take up telecommunications engineering
in civil life. Minimum requirements- a School
Certificate with credit in mathematics (General

CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES ON REQUEST

The Signal is -

Regimental

JA C KSO NS!

C HR I ST MA S CARDS

Modern Printing

(Not claiming to be the only butchers, but neverthelessone of the best)

of Distinction

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON

For over SIXTY-THREE years we have
kept pace with the ever-increasing tempo
of the age, Our factory is equipped with
the latest types and machinery. Our modern
technicians are experts in the production of
Regimental Christmas Cards, Diestamped
Stationery, Invitation Cards, Account Books
and Printing of all descriptions from Visiting
Card to a Corps History. Prompt personal
attention to all orders.

Telephone: 3258 Richmond

FROM

5/- TO

40 Marlborough Street, Devonport

cations and a desire to make a career overseas.

LIMITED
Electra House, Victoria Embankment

Wine Merchants

W. & L. HUNT, LTD
u 2

CABLE AND
WIRELESS
London, W.C.2

(SACCON E & SPEED LTD.}

DEVONPORT

THE MIL! 'ARY PRINTING SPECIALISTS

Established 1781

CROFT, MABB AND
SMURTH\VAITE

12/ - PER DOZEN INCLUDING TAX

We are able to serve a wider field than hitherto and accept
orders from Corps and Regiments for our range of most
attractive Ca"rds. Please send for samples. We offer quality
at very competitive prices.

LIMITED

437

n;iathematics), a real interest in telecommuni-

Telephone 2955 (2 Jines)

Grocery Branches : 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
Butchery Branches : Auckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)
63 Eastbourne Road (Telephone 2989}
Daily de/iveri•s in Catterick Camp for over thirty-five years

IIlORNS & MILLER
TELEPHO E

Certificate of Education, pass in English and

VICTORI A ROAD, ALDERSHO T
· Telephone

7 VlC7' 0RlA ROAD

280
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l"ORK.S

•
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PERCIVAL COACHES
for PRIVATE HIRE
Lux u r_y S a Io on Coaches

JACOB'S
~and'$t:YC

units at short notice

THE WIRE

TELEPHONE : RICHMOND 2348

CREAM CRACKERS
and JACOB'S Water Biscuits

available for Military
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HE cover picture this month reminds us that November is the month in
which we remember especially those of our comrades who died in two
great wars.
Many of us do remember them, but all too many of us forget the other part
of our obligation.
T here are widows and children, those physically handicapped as a result
of war. F or these and for many others the year 1952 will be one of great
difficulty. The cost of living now exceeds their earning capacity.
I t is the privilege of the Association to assist them.
So many have little or no knowledge of the work of the Welfare Section.
Every day of the week brings its quota of appeals; all are dealt with speedily
and sympathetically.
Each case is investigated, usually through the invaluable agency of the
Soldiers', Sailors' and Airmen's Families Association. Each case is considered
by the Adjudicating Sub-Committee which meets weekly under the Chairman or Vice-Chairman of the Association. The Committee consists of a
serving Officer (Lieutenant-Colonel) and two serving Non-Commissioned
Officers, Staff Sergeants or Sergeants.
The Staff of the Welfare Section plead each case to the best of their
ability. The Committee decides on the amount to be given.
So very many in these days of rising costs are living up to their income.
When illness causes even temporary loss of wages it is a catastropby.
The machinery of the "Welfare State" is often slow to operate. The
weekly sum available from public assistance is often inadequate. A vast
majority of those who come to the Association are good hardworking folk,
whom misfortune bas temporarily stricken. A little assistance quickly
given has an effect on morale out of all proportion to the sum involved.
From Association Headquarters over £500 a month is given. Only a
fraction of the sum is received from Royal Signals.
Royal Signals has never been stronger in peace. Some Regiments at
present--0nly a few-have this matter much in mind. They, like all, are extremely busy.
A majority of their men are constantly changing. Almost as soon as an individual reaches efficiency as a member of his troop he goes away to his reserve
service with the T.A. Exercise succeeds exercise, the struggle to maintain
a constantly changing Regiment at the highest efficiency continues. Yet they
find time to remember and are magnificent in their generosity to do something
about it. Those who receive their generosity are most deeply grateful. They
too, served Royal Signals, now Royal Signals in its turn serves them.
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FIELD OF REMEIUBRAN(;E

The Empire Field of Remembrance will be held from 7th-13th NO\·ember
between 9.30 a.m. and 6 p.m. at Westminster. It will be opened at 12 noon
on Wednesday, 7th November. The Royal Signals plot is No. 203, as in
previous years.
.
.
As in former years, the London, Lon~o~ (City) and Su~on Branches provide
the official representatives of the AssOCiatlon at the operung.
If any other member of the Associatio~ is in London on. Wednesday, 7th
November, and wishes to attend the openmg, he should noufy Headquarters.
All correspondence and applications relating to the Field should be addressed
to the Secretary, British Legion Poppy Factory, Surrey, and cheques made
pa)Xlble to British Legion Poppy Factory, lid.

Vale

EMPLOY~IENT VACANCIES

of

Lighthearted subaltern officers may not believe it but
that post is much coveted. It is one for which not every
Officer is either qualified or suitable, it is, therefore, a great
tribute to say that there has never been a more successful
Commandant than G. S. O'N. Power. This is not strange
when his record is examined.
He was educated at Charterhouse, where he was head
boy and in both elevens, which is a great achievement, very
seldom attained.
In 1916 he went to the R.MA., Woolwich, and, passing
our in 1917, was commissioned as Second-Lieutenant and
posted to RE. (Signals).
Irv 1927 he went up to St. John's College, Cambridge,
taking a very good degree in 1929, and his M.A. in 1946.
A list of his appointments would be tiresome to a
generation to whom even the names of earlier Signal Units
are unknown, but an extract will show the width of Power's
experience and remind his older comrades of many incidents
which they shared with him; 5 Signal Company RE.,
Syren Signal Company, r orth Russia, Baghdad District

occasion~,

Cable and Wireless, Ltd.

the opportumty of mtroducing ex-Officers of
Royal Signals to employment in Telecommunications at
home and abroad.
Ex Officers or· those about to retire who wish to avail
themselves of this should forward particulars, in the first instance, to the General Secretary, Royal Signals' Association
88, Eccleston Square, S.W.1.
'

Signals, "A " Corps Signals, Aldershot Command Signals,
Hong Kong Signal Section, Mobile Divisional Signals
(later 1 Armoured Divisional Signals), Sudan Signals,
Alexandria Area, Land Forces, Greece.
In these jobs Power gained experience in every type of
Signal work from that of a Brigade Section and Cable
Section Officer to that of a Chief Signal Officer.
In between times, Power did three tours as an instructor
at the School, first from 1925 to 1927 as lines instructor
passing on the traditional R.E. Signals, cable and air-lin~
drills to the new generation of Signal Officers. Then from
1930 to 1934 as Ez (Wireless Instruction "Q" courses,
Foreman of Signals and Non-commissioned Officers' Wireless courses). In 1939 to 1940 he returned to the School
as Senior Instructor " Q" (Royal Signals courses) and,
on mobilisation, as Chief Instructor, 151 O.C.T.U. He
went to France in May, 1940, and was wounded at the
closing stages of the evacuation from Dunkirk. He was
overseas again by December, 1940, jn the Middle East,
returning home at the end of 1944. The quality of his
service was marked by two Mentions in Despatches and by
his being made O.B.E. in 1942 and C.B.E. in 1945.
Power's career is a complete refutation of the careless
critic of the system of posting of the Army. The Corps
should be very well satisfied that its range of service can
give an Officer such experience as has been outlined and
that it can then use tl).at experience at the School of Signals.
The outstanding traits of Power's character are his uprightness and his intense devotion to duty. Throughout
his career he has been completely at the service of his men
and work.
In his appearance, dour and perhaps, at first, rather forbidding, he is in fact warmhearted and kindly, an excellent
commander, never seekjng popularity and never afraid of
unpopularity. He has always obtained from his subordinates and superiors that loyalty and respect which is one
soldier's highest tribute to another.
We wish him well in his next job wherever and whatever
it may be. All his friends know that Gussie Power's
interests are too wide and his ability too great for him to
be really retired at such an early age. The Army and the
Corps will miss him.

HISTORY OF THE GUARDS ARlUOURED
DIVISION

History of the Guards Armoured Division will
TItHEpublished
in the Spring of 1952 by William Collins.
has been written by the Earl of Rosse in conjunction
be

with Major-General G. Verney, and contains over 300
pages with photographs and maps.
The price will be under 20/- (probably 18/6) if bought
through H.Q. Brigade of Guards. Copies for sale to the
general public on the bookstalls will cost considerably more.
Anyone wishing to have a copy reserved for himself
should send his name and address to: Headquarters,
Brigade of Guards,
Horse Guards,
Whitehall, S.W.r.
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House, Old Burlington Street, London, W.1., quoting No.
S.4074/ 51. Completed application forms must be returned
by 25th October, 1951.

par~ents of Governme~t, the J?irector of Signals has, on

BRIGADIER G. S. O'N. P0\\7ER
RIGADIER G. S. O'N. Power has just completed his
the Army, namely
last tour of duty on the active list
B
that of Commandant School of Signals.

~ith the G eneral Post Office, the British
Jomt Commumcat1ons ~nd Electronics Board and other de-

!n conjuncti<;m
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Th~ excellent opportunities offered by the General
Electnc Company of Covent.IJ'. were notified in the August
1951, WIRE. Anyone who wishes for further information
hould apply to Royal Signals' Association, 88, Eccleston
Square, S.W.1.

Forces' Broadcasting Service
(War Departmmt Employment)

Applications are invited by the War Office from ex-members of the Royal Corps of Signals for Technical and Programme appointments at overseas stations for a period of
three years; salary according to qualifications and experience.
quALIFICAT~ONS-;-PROGRAMME STAFF.
Good speaking
v01.~. Experience m at le~st ~o of the following-Scriptwrmng, Programme Compilauon, Presentation, Radio Production, Announcing. Knowledge of music, literature,
theatre.
':fECHNICAJ. STAFF.. Experience in installation, operation
mamtenance of Medmm and Shortwave Transmitters, Disc
and Tape Recording, Balance and Control Knowledge of
design and installation aerial arrays, Electrical Generating
Plant.-Application Forms and further details can be
obtained from the Under Secretary of State, (A.G.3.) (Ent)
2, War Office, Lansdowne House, Berkeley Square, London,
W.I.
Hoine Office Wireless Service

The Civil Service Comrnission~rs invite applications from
men with a sound theoretical and practical knowledge of
wireless engineering, and experience in the construction and
maintenance of Wireless Communication Equipment, including Very High Frequency apparatus, for the following permanent appointments in the Home Office Wireless Service :
Two posts of Chief Wireless Technician at Headquarters
(one at Northwood Hills, Middlesex, and one at Whitehall).
Candidates must have been born on or before 1st July, 1921,
and must have held a senior technical or engineering post in
a wireless station, workshop, laboratory or similar establishment. Possession of a City and Guilds Certificate in RadioCommunication Grade II or Radio II will be an advantage.
Salary (under review) £450--£6oo (London); £420--£570
(Provinces).
Four posts of Senior Wireless Technician at Headquarters at Northwood Mills and four in the Regional Wireless Service. Candidates must have been born on or before
1st July, 1926, and must have had. at least three years'
practical experience, jncluding experience of supervising and
directing general wireless installation and repair work. Possession of a City and Guilds Certificate in Radio-Communication Grade I or Radio I will be an advantage. Salary
(under review) -Ii,400-£505 (London); £375-£475 (Provinces).
Ten posts of Wireless Technician at Headquarters at
Northwood Hills, and twenty-three posts in the Provinces.
Candidates must have been born on or before 1st July, 1931.
Salary (under review) according to age up to 28-£300 (at
age 25) to £400 (London); £280 (at age 25) to £370 in the
provinces.
Further particulars and application forms from Se~e~ary,
Civil Service Commission, Scientific Branch, Tnmdad
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~able and Wireless Ltd. have vacancies for junior

engu~ee_rs for both ~able and wireless work overseas. Upper

age limit for entry 1s 25.
~x.c;:ellen~ opportunities for advancement are offered and
trauung with pay is provided.
~ull details may b~ obtained from: The Managing
Director, Cable and W1reless Ltd., Electra House, Victoria
Embankment, London, W.C.2.

OF INTEREST IN THIS NU~mEn

An important article on " Trunk Signalling " by C.
M yers, Esq., is on page 330.
S ..Q.M.S. Andrews who normally drives a London bus
"~n1oyed" a 14-day period of training as a "Z" Reservist.
His comments are on page 341; other comments on page 333.
!'.or the rem~der, this economical copy of THE WIRE is
mainly filled with notes from the Regiments.
Inserted in each copy of ili.is number are the balance
sheets of the General Fund and Benevolent Fund of the
Royal Signals Association.
BARLEUX is on page 334.

ASSISTANCE TO THE ASSOCIATION

One Signal Regiment, famous in War, and judging by reports, equally effective in peace, has found time, between
exercises to run a Regimental Week-end, complete with
sports, a fun fair, stalls and a dance. Out of a turnover of
£150, the profit, close on £50, came to the Benevolent Fund
and will be used immediately to assist those of our comrades, or their widows who are in need. Incidentally earlier
in the year this Regiment sent £100 for the same object.

EXTRACT FROM THE LON'DOX GAZETTE
29th June, 19:>1

Balances due to Estates of Deceased Officers and Soldiers.
In pursuance of " The Regimental Debts Act, 1893,"
notice is hereby given that there is available for distribution
amongst the next-of-kin or others entitled, the sum of money
set opposite the name of each of the deceased Officers and
Soldiers named in the lists which are published with this
notice in the "London Gazette."
Applications from persons supposing themselves entitled
as next-of-kin should be addressed by letter to "The Under
Secretary of State, War Office, Whitehall, London S.W.1"
and marked outside " Effects."
List 747, Effects 1946, Maley H., Driver £32/17 / -. List
743, Effects 1943, Butler J. H., Driver, £59/9/9. Effects
1944, Beresford J. W /Corporal, £103/ 4/6. List 739, Effects
1944, Bushe, C.K:, Signalman, £66/15/3. Collett, H. A.,
Lance-Corporal £42/0/8.

ROYAL SIGNALS DIXNER CLUB

T.A. Officers' Tea Party, 8th December, for Officers, Royal
Signals Territorial Army and Supplementary Reserve and
their wives.
Buffet Supper and Reunion, 8th December for all Officer
who have ever served in Royal Signals or R.E. Signals.
Both at Hyde Park Hotel. Information from Secretary,
Royal Signals Dinner Club, Room 102, Horse Guards,
S.W.1.
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PERSONAL COLULUN
Colond C. P. S. Denholm Young, O.B.E., is now Bursar at
the Outward Bound Mountain School in Eskdale, Cumberland. This School, which has been going for nearly two
years, runs ten courses a year of 26 days each for boys 16
to 20 years of age.
Subjects covered are mountaineering, rock climbing,
canoeing and forestry. Eighty boys attend each course and
the fees are £20 per course.
A majority of the boys are sponsored by their industrial
employers, and the remainder by education authorities, public schools, boys' clubs, etc., and some, of course, privately.
This type of course does great work in creating a life of
adventure, and building the character of the boys at an age
when they are most receptive.
As a sideline, Colonel Denholm Young has started a
small enterprise, the Eskdale Toy Factory.

*
*
*
ex-Royal Signals Despatch

Geoffrey Duke,
Rider, and
today Britain's leading motor-cycle rider, who had previously
made certain of winning the world championship for 500 c.c.
machines, took the world title in the 350 c.c. class; he
was riding a Norton in the Italian Grand Prix des Nations.
Royal Canadian Signals (/uarterlfl, June, 1951

This issue contains news of promotion and posting of
many officers well known to Royal Signals. Details of a few
are extracted.
Colonel A. E. Wrinch, C.B.E., c.n., to be Brigadier and
D.Q.M.G. Army Headquarters. Brigadier Wrinch was
Officer Commanding ISt Corps Signals in England and Italy
and C.S.O. 1st Canadian Corps in Italy and in North West
Europe.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. H. Eaman, c.n., to be Colonel and
Director of Electrical and Communications Development,
Army Headquarters. He was .on the staff of the C.S.0., 7th
British Corps and lSt Canadian Corps.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. P. Sherreff, O.B.E., to be Colonel
and Director of " Q " Operations and Planning, Army Headquarters. He commanded 4 Canadian Armoured Divisional
Signals in England and N.W. Europe.
Major W. 0. Peffers, c.n. to be Lieutenant-Colonel He
served in 1st Corps Signals, 2 Canadian Infantry Divisional
Signals and commanded, in turn, Signals 2 and 5 Canadian
Division and First Canadian Army Signals.
Colonel R. A. H. Galbraith, o.B.E., c.n., is posted from
Long Range Weapons Establishment, Australia, to A.H.Q.,
Ottawa. He served in World War I in France and Italy, and
from 1939 in a variety of technical and scientific appointments in Canada and England
Lieutenant-Colonel H. D. W. W ethey, C.D., is posted from
North West Territories and Yukon Radio System to Signals
Directorate at A.H.Q. During the war he served in the
War Office, in 1st Divisional Signals, 1st Canadian Corps
and First Canadian Army.
The above is necessarily a small extract of the many promotions and appointments listed. The Editor of THE WIRE
is also in possession of the addresses of very many retired
Officers of Royal Canadian Signals.
Oltlcer•' Pro-otlen•
To be Majors, London Gazette 3rd August.

J. R. Piddington, L. J. Parker.
To be Captain, London Gazette 3rd August.
L. B. S. Brabham.
Retlremen.t•

Brigadier F . C. Curtis, C.B.E. Retired 31st August.
Brigadier W. H . G. Rogers, C.B.E., hai. retired and is now
Principle Warning Officer at the Home Office.
Brigadier G. S. O'N. Power, c.B.E., has retired and has an
appointment in the Ministry of Supply.
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Extracts lrom London Gazette,
4 th and 7th September

Lieutenant-Colonel T. E. Dobson retired 11th September.
Brigadier G . St. J. Martin, c.B.E., ceases to belong to the
Reserve of Officers.
Lieutenant-Colonel J . H . Ellis retired 29th August.
Movements ol Olllcert1

Lieutenant-Colond F. C. Seely from 2 L. of C. Signal
Regiment to be C.S.0. Malta.
Major W. D. S. Renton from School of Signals to Cambridge University.
Major R. E. Stoney from Military College of Science to
M .E.L.F.
Major J. F. C. Westerman from Selection of Personnel
Establishment to War Selection Board.
Major (Cipher) W. Cole from School of Signals to War
Office.
Major (TOM) G. Coles from 6 Armoured Divisional Signals to Depot pending release.
Major (Q.M.) J. Wheeler from Depot to 50 (N) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
Major P. E. S. Mansergh from Canada to B.A.O.R.
Major P. R. P. Donaghy from B.E.T.F.0.R. to Signal
Training Centre.
Captain (TOM) G. G ibson from Depot to Western Command Signal Regiment.
Captain (TOM) A. F. Goat from Western Command Signal Regiment to 3 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment.
Captain (Q.M) W. B. Edwards from Eastern Command
Signal Regiment to F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major A. C. Galbraith from Depot Regiment to I I A,ir
Formation Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Linton to Command Scottish Command Signal Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. H . Barker from Scottish Command
Signal Regiment to M.E.L.F.
Major (TOM) H. A. Fuller from Depot to Southern Command (M) Signal Regiment.
Major R. C. Kerry from Depot (ex-Pakistan) to 2 Training Regiment.
·
Majrr F . P. Walker from Pakistan to course and thence
to F.A.R.E.L.F.
Major J. B. Wolstanholm from Depot to S.H.A.P.E.
Major D. H. Cullum from H.Q. Rhine Army to 2 L. of C.
Signal Regiment.
Major H. R. Jordan from Berlin Signal Squadron to Norway.
Major W. McCready from M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major P. D . Vaigncourt-Strallen from East Africa to U.K.
Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Dagg from Royal Aircraft Establishment on 2nd September to Command of 2 Wireless
Regiment in B.A.0.R. in December. In the interim he
goes to Senior Officers' School and other courses.
Major T. R. Warren from 3 Training Regiment to
Australia.
Major V. H. Martin from 16 Airborne Div.isional Signal
Regiment, T.A., to M.E.L.F.
Major D. A. Nolan from School of Anti-Aircraft Artillery
to ME.L.F.
Colonel D. W. Burridge has relinquished his appointment
as C.S.O. H.Q. Land Forces Hong Kong.

••d

Movement. ol Warrant
Non-Comml8•loned Olllcer•

R.S.M. Keating and family from Gurkha Royal Signals
to U.K.
W.O. II Parish from Malaya Signal Regiment.
S.S.M. Howcroft from 5 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment ro
2 Training Regiment.
S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Truscott from 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment to U.K.
S.Q.M.S. Statham from U.K. to 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment.
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R.S.M. A. G . Satchwell from 7 Selection Regiment to I
Wireless Regiment.
S.S.M. F. Cox from l Wireless Regiment to the Depot
Regiment.
.
R.S.M. Brackenberry and family from inter-tour leave
in U.K. to 19 Air Formation Signal Regiment.

Forthcoming
Events

Con·ection to August Issue
R.S.M. G. D. Rockall from Berlin to I I Air Formation
Signal Regiment.-Not R.S.M. R. N. Roonal as stated.

Army Team Flxtrire11
Association Football: November 7th, Army v. F.A. XI;

BIRTHS

MILES.-To S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) and Mrs. G. B. Miles,
attached London District Signal Troop, on 24th August, a
son, Andrew Martin.
WILSON.-To Major and Mrs. Wilson (nee Cawthorne)
on 16th May, at Catterick Camp, a son, Andrew John.
CLARKE.-To Sergeant and Mrs. G. Clarke, on 5th
August, 1951, at Catterick Families Hospital, a son, Raymond John.
HOMEWOOD.-To Sergeant and Mrs. W. Homewood, on
8th August, 1951, at Catterick Camp, a son, Peter Derek.
WRAGG.-To Captain and Mrs. Wragg, 3 Training Regiment, Royal Signals, on 24th August, 1951, at Catterick
Military Hospital, a son. Peter.
BUDDEN.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Budden, Berlin Signal
Squadron, on 13th August, a son, Charles.
HALE.-To Lance-Corporal and Mrs. Hale, Berlin Signal
Squadron, on 8th June, a daughter, Kathleen May.
CURTIS.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Curtis, 2 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment, at Saint Mary's Hospital, Portsmouth, on
6th August, 1951, a daughter, Sheila.
GUEST.-To W.0.1 and Mrs. R E. Guest, "X" Branch,
G.H.Q., M.E.L.F., a son, Keith Reginald.
HARRIAGES

EVANS-TULL.-At Wood Green, N.22, on 16th June,
1951, Sergeant Robert Calder Evans, London District Signal Troop, to Miss Lucy Margaret Tull.
WATKJNSON-ALLINGHAM.~t Ealing on 1st
September, 1951; Signalman John Co~e Wat;kinson, London District Signal Troop, to Miss Sheila Kathleen
Allingham.
.
HALL-MYATT.-At Leicester, on 28th July, 1951, Signalman Donald Hall, London District Signal Troop, to
Miss Kathleen Betty Myatt.
SMITH-HANN.-At Plymouth, on 28th July, 1951, Corporal Allen Smith, Royal Army Service Corps, to LanceCorporal Barbara Hann, W.R.A.C., 2 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment.
JUDD-SQUIBB.-At St. Peter's Church, London, W.6, on
15th September, 1951, Signalman E.W. Judd? 44~ (H.C.)
Inf. Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., to Miss Gmvanna
Jane Squibb.
DEATHS

JAMIESON.-Captain D. G. Jamieson, late of Wazir~stan
Signals, and of 27, The Drive, Harefield Place, Uxbridge,
who lost his life in a most gallant attempt to rescue a
boy from drowning in Kynance Cove, Cornwall.
ELMES.-Major H. E. Elmes, ex-Royal Signals and late of
3 Church Street, Birmingham 3, on 6th July.
SEAGRAVE.-22339809 Signalman Owen S_eagrave, on 9th
August, 1951, at Newcastle General Hospital.
. .
PERRY.-22537049 Boy K. M. Perry 6 (Boys) Trammg
Regiment, at Catterick Hospital on 4th September.
2nd lnla.n(ru DiviHion War ltfemorial

· The 2nd Infantry Division War Memorial will be unveiled in the Royal Garrison Church, Aldershot, on 22nd
October, 1951.
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November 21st, Army v. Cambridge University, Bromley.
Rugby Football: November 7th, Army Trial XV v.
Bucks, Slough; November 14th, Army Trial XV v. Aldershot Services, Aldershot; November 21st, Army Trial XV v.
RM.A. Sandhurst, Camberley.
Boxing: November 2nd, Army v. Wales (Leach Cup),
Aldershot; November 14th-17th, Army (U.K.) v. B.A.O.R,
B.A.O.R.
Combined Service11 Fi:dures
Rugby Football: November 24th, Combined Services y.

An Irish XV, Dublin.
Royal Signals Hockey Club

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

13
20
14
21

Southern Trial, Aldershot.
Southern Trial (provisional), London
R.A.O.C., Catterick.
R.A.E.C., Catterick.

Roya.I Signals llugby Football Club

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

20
24
27
3
10

Nov. 14
Nov. 17

v. Durham City, Durham.
v. Leeds University, Leeds.
v. Billingham, Catterick.
v. Huddersfield, Huddersfield.
v. Cambridge University LX Club,
Cambridge.
v. Royal Artillery, Oswestr '
v. Catterick Services, Catteri1

•• On National Servicf! ,.
The film "On National Service" is for the next few

months being shown by the Gaumont British and Odeon
circuits. This film was made largely at the Signal Training
Centre and many of the scenes are shot in 7 Selection Regiment.
•• The Vndeleated"

The Ministry of Pensions' Documen~y film whi~h, ~th
its true to life story, obtained a Prerruer Award, is bemg
shown at the Cabot Cinema, Filton, on 18th October, and
Regal Cinema Bridlington, on 25th October. It is worthy of
support, and tbe profits go to the care of the disabled.
Annual El Ala.mein Ball

On October 20th 1951 at T .A. Centre, Stamford Brook
Avenue, W.6. H.Q. 44 (H.C.) Infantry Divisional Si~al
Regiment T.A. (nearest station Stamford Brook on district Lin~; bus~ 88 to "Queen of England," 27 Youngs
Corner).
London (City) Branch Annual Dinner

3rd November, Star Hotel, opposite Old Street Tube
Station. Tickets 7/6 from F. Steel, 28, Stanhope Gardens,
Harringay, N.4. Telephone Stamford 6458.
To1'ruk, '41

The Fifth Annual Officers' Dinner will be held on 23rd
November, 1951, at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen
Street Kingsway, London, W.C.r.
.
Th~ cost of tickets will be £1 per head exclus ve of
drinks.
M · G
t
Application for tickets should be made to:
aior eneu
C. E. N. Lomax, c.s., c.B.E., n.s.o., 7, Pittville Crescent
Cheltenham, Glos.
(Co11ti11ued

011
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-Trunk Signalling
By C. HYERS, A.M.1.E.B.
Signals Research and Development Establishment
HE planning of any telephone network is concerned
T
with the setting up of two ty:pes
connections, namely
local and trunk connections. The former, as its name
of

implies, is concerned with the interconnection of extensions
sharing the same exchange, whereas the latter is concerned
with the interconnection of extensions on different
exchanges. In a large network the interconnection of each
exchange ~th each other by direct circuits is not economical
so it is the practice to sub--divide the whole area into zones
and to interconnect the zone centres on a basis depending

on the traffic and geographical layout of the system. In
the British civil system the zones are sub-divided into
groups, each group centre being connected to its appropriate zone centre. The local exchanges are connected to
group centres. Those directly connected are called minor
exchanges, and those subsidiary exchanges which are connected to their group via a minor exchange are called
dependent exchanges. Adjacent group centres are connected
together by direct trunks where the traffic justifies such
connections. In modern systems international and continental connections must also be provided which introduces
a communications network on a world-wide basis; these
however, require special consideration and in any cas~
constitute only a small proportion of the total trunk traffic.
This article is concerned with the trunk traffic within the
confines of a single administrative area, that is on a national
rather than an international basis.
When the complete trunk connection has been set up,
it is important that the attenuation of the circuit is kept
within clearly defined limits. If this is not so, it becomes
impossible to talk over certain connections and others
provide an inferior class of service. It is clear that the
interconnecting trunks must be high grade circuits and that

The pro~lems. involv~d in the planning of a military netw.ork are 1denucal with those of a civil network, the
difference between the two systems being the quality of
the line plant available. On the one hand long term
planning is possible whereas on the other a temporary
nel!Work quickly erected and maintained under less favourable conditions has to be considered. Furthermore all
extensions do not require long distance trunk connections.
Fig. 3 shows a typical military network. This gives an
over~ll a.ttenuation of 31 d~ and 33t db when secondary
rout.mg is employed. It will be appreciated that such a
plan str~tches the atte~ua?on to the limit; any additional
attenuauon such as switching losses, C.B. microphone feed
lo;ises, or losses introduced by a degraded speech band
width must be made up by a lower permissible line
attenuation.
The efficiency of such a network is measured by the
volume of speech traffic that it carries. Unfortunately the
traffic offered to the network is not smooth and the' network must be designed to meet the peak traffic conditions.
If the available trunks are such that, during the busy
periods they become saturated with traffic, then delays and
trunk bookings become necessary; this throws an additional
load on the operators who now have to handle the same call
two or three ·times, ·consequently the overall service is
degraded; this immediately adversely reflects on the traffic
carrying capacity of the network. There are two answers
to such a condition; provide more trunks or make the
existing ones more efficient. For these reasons, therefor e,
it is important that the time lost in setting up and taking
down a connection is reduced to a minimum since it is the
extension to extension speech time which is the true
measure of efficiency. The magnitude of such potential
traffic losses should not be underestimated, a 50 per cent.
increase of traffic carrying capacity can often be achieved
by improved methods of signalling.
In military systems magneto working has been exclusively
used for trunk signalling, and in fact many civil trunks
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Fig. 2.-British Civil Trunk Attenuation Plan
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there is a limit to the number of such connections that can
be set up in tandem, generally, five trunks in tandem is
considered the limit. Fig. 2 shows the trunk attenuation
plan.
This plan is based on the provision of a connection
between an extension and its parent exchange which does
n ot fall below a fixed standard and by setting a maximum
attenuation standard of 15 db for a trunk interconnection
between any two minor or dependent exchanges.
The local standard demands that the level of speech
reaching the local exchange does not fall below a certain
limit; this is dependent on two main sources of attenuation,
line attenuation and loss of output of a central battery
microphone with decreasing microphone current c;lue to
increasing line resistance. The equivalent local line
attenuation with a local battery telephone is approximately
5 db.
With such a standard under normal conditions an
attenuation of 25 db between two local exchanges can be
tolerated without seriously impairing the speech efficiency,
but beyond this point the efficiency falls off rapidly. The
term "normal conditions " covers line noise together with
ambient noise at the sending and receiving ends under
average conditions; under perfectly quiet conditions a considerable increase jn line attenuation could be permitted,
conversely, under noisy conditions the line range would have
to be reduced. This gives a practical limit of attenuation
between any two extensions of approximately 35 db.
Although the civil target is 10 db above this, many of their
connections do in fact fall to this figure.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1951
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s~ill ~ploy this .me0od of . working. Magneto trunk
s1gnaµmg, or as 1t is sometunes called "ring down"
workmg~ eml?loys 17 cycle generator camng and clearing.
The .chief. disadvantage of such a system is the use of
transient signals. This makes it impossible to differentiate
~twee!1 recall and clearing signals, furthermore the clearmg r~hes on the operator giving the required signal before
b~eakin.g do"."'11 th.e connection which must always be given
with discreuon smce a signal given after the distant end
has cleared re-appears as a new call. These limitations
result in slow operation. In multi-link connections where
three or more tandem exchanges are involved the difficulties increase out of all proportion to the number of
exchanges concerned in the connection.
Before proceeding further the supervisory signals
nece.ssary for the efficient guidance of operators in the
making of multi-link connections will be summarised: (1) The responsibility of the call must be vested in one

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

operator and one only; since the originating operator is
the only one with full details of the call, the originating
operator must retain control. This also applies when
the connection is set up at an intermediate point and
passed back to the originating operator, a condition
which often arises during traffic congestion.
Means should be provided whereby an operator can
leave the circuit but be warned when a distant operator
enters the circuit. This is particularly important
during busy periods, since if the originating operator
remains in the circuit of any call until it is completed,
any assistance required by any other circuit under his
control must wait.
At the conclusion of a call the originating operator
must receive signals direct from the switchhooks of
both the calling and called extensions. The operator
will then receive a double clear and can take down
the connection without having to waste time challenging the circuit.
·
At intermediate exchanges the only signals required
are recall signals sent from one operator to another
and a final double clear.
At the distant exchange, in addition to those covered
by (4), a transfer signal is required; this requirement
is peculiar to civil PBX and military exchanges. This
results from the community of interest found on these
exchanges, and is necessary when one extension requires
the call to be transferred to another.

In order to meet mis demand, a system of through
signalling has been developed. Fig. 4 illustrates the
signalling principles of a multi-link connection.
When the calling extension lifts his receiver the loop
provided by the telephone cradle switch operates relay L
and the calling lamp lights. The local operator answers the
call by putting the ans plug into the jack of tbe calling line.
The calling lamp goes out. Relay LA is now under the
control of the calling extension and any signals transmitted
by means of the switchhook (i.e. clearing or flashing recall)
are immediately given to the operator by the answer supervisory (ANS SUPY) lamp.
When the operator at the originating exchange plugs into
the required trunk, relay L at the intermediate exchange
operates and the calling lamp lights. At the originating
end the call supy lamp is alight. The operator at the
intermediate exchange answers the call by plugging the
ans plug into the line and the call lamp goes out. When
the operator throws the speak key, relay LC at the
originating exchange operates and the call supy lamp goes
out. This gives a visible signal to the originating operator
that the operator at the intermediate exchange has entered
the circuit.
When the intermediate operator extends the circuit to
the distant exchange and leaves the circuit, relay LC at the
originating exchange releases and the call supy lamp light .
The originating operator is thus able to follow the progres
of the call.
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windi ngs are selected such that, under these conditions
the line windings overpower the third winding. Relay
does not operate. If relay Y operates with relay X operated
then both batteries oppose one another and no current flow;
th.r(!~gh the line. Relay B is held operated by the third
wmdmg and ~elay A operates via its third winding. Any
further operations of X and Y cause an appropriate change
to the position of A or B.
In the event of the exchange batteries being provided
wi th a good earthed positive, it will be seen that one of

A

1•
'

''FALL IN''

I

E.XCHANGE

fig. ·4.-Schematic Diagram of a Multi-Link Trunk Connection

When the fina l connection has been established, relays
LC at all exchanges are under the control of the switchhook of the called extension. T he originating operator is
thu s provided with full supervision of the call.
At the conclusion of the call both extensions hang up.
T he an supy lamp lights at the originating exchange only.
The call supy lamp lights at all exchanges. A d ouble clear
is provided at the originating exchange and the connection
is taken down. This action provides a double clear to the
intermediate exchange; the connection is thus broken down
stage by stage without the need for an operator to challenge
the signals.
Flashing recall signals from operator to operator are also
pro,,ided but the facilities have been omitted from the
diagram .
A facility not found on civil main exchanges but req uired
on military nel!Works is the need to transfer an incoming
call from one extension to another, the transfer being made
at the request of the called extension. Arrangements can
be made to prevent the flashing recall signal from the called
extension from passing down the line, thus preventing the
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needless attention of other operators being drawn to the
circuit.
.
Fig. 5 gives a pictorial representation of the supervisory
signalling just described.
The system shown in Fig. 5 relies on an earth return
circuit between the exchanges. The provision of a low
resistance earth connection on military systems is not always
possible and a junction signalling system which operates
equally well with or without an earth is described. The
principles of the scheme are shown in Fig. 6, for the sake
of simplicity only the signalling elements are shown.
. The. signalling _requireme!lts are a simple duplex
signalling system, i .e. the srmultaneous transmission of
signals in either direction without ~utual interference.
Under normal conditions, as shown, there is no current
flowing through the circuit. If X operates then current
flows down the line and through relay B in a direction to
operate the relay. B operates. At A the current through
the line windings is in a direction to keep the relay in its
unoper atecL condition; the current through the third winding is, however, in a direction to operate the relay. The

B

TRUNK

.....

viso~y sig~allin¥ ii only a means to an end, the grade of
service which will be p~ovided. finally rests with the operator,
ai:~ th<: grade of service which an operator is capable of
g1vmg is dependent on the quality of the administration
behind him.
Acknowledgement is made to the Chief Scientist, Ministry
of Supply, for permission to publish this article.
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the line windings of each relay is short circuited; but since
one h alf of the line is also short circuited (line resistance
one h alf , and line current doubled) the net result is no
change to the operating ability of the two line relays.
When a difference of potential exists beEween exchange
A and B, then, with both batteries opposing, a circulating
current flows. The design is such, however, that wide
excursions of voltages do not produce harmful effects to
the operation of the scheme.
In the case where the inter-exchange connectioq is made
by the u se of a carrier link, then the necessary signals are
transmitted by the use of voice frequency signalling equipment.
The system described provides supervisory signals on a
basis designed to enable operators to give a prompt ~nd
efficient service. It is true, however that correct operating
procedure and sound administration is necessary if a smooth
and efficient service is to be provided.
If an operator is called .upon to augm~nt .his ??rmal
duties of setting up connections by answermg mqumes or
providing any other individual service, then this can only
be provided at the expense of the system as a whole . SuperTHE WIRE , OCTOBER 1951

. " . . . . haversack, pouches, webb belt, braces left and
nght, greatcoat. T hat's your lot, sign here and join the
q ueue for bedding."
When I left the Army early in 1946 I though t I had
finished with drawing kit from the Q.M .'s Store, but here
I was with 23 (S) Corps Signal Regiment, T.A., at
H arwich called up for a fortnight's training as a " Z "
ma n. I had arrived, and the heavy kit bag proved it.
T he reception arrangements were, on the whole, very
good, although a hot meal on arrival would have been
more accepta ble than the sandwiches provided . The fact
that we were given the whole day in which to report and
that there was no way of forecasting our times of arrival
p robably had something to do with this. That the sausage
m achine had worked smoothly was proved on the Colonel's
parade next day when we sausages lined up with barely a
wrinkle in our skins. The Colonel's beam implied that we
would go down fine with a pot of mustard, or was he
thinking of blanco? He must have been, because, although.
we had been delighted to find there was none in the camp
on arrival, it was not long before enough was obtained to
turn delight into resignation.
F or the first day or two the "Z " men's attitude
was . . . . We are here for training, its going to be a bind,
but its only for a fortnight, so roll on. But as the days
went by a change took place. The topic of conversation
was not always " Civvy Street." The merits, or otherwise, of
the Squadrons were compared, a new point of procedure
was heatedly discussed or the possibility of having to lay
50 miles of quad on a dark night was quietly spoken of by
linemen. (I am not a lineman by trade but I believe
hushed tones are always used by those gentlefolk when
talking about laying quad on a dark night, otherwise they
lose control of themselves and crush three-tonners with
their bare hands).
What did seem to stagger we " Z" people just a little
was the amount of training and other activities that were
crammed into the fortnight. Quite apart from normal
refresher training and m aintenance two full scale exercise
took place, a course was fired on the ranges, several cricket
matches played and an " At Home " held. No-one could
say that time dragged. Another surprising thing was the
smooth and speedy way in which the Unit settled down.
By the time Exercise " Shakedown " had shaken us down,
it was not the fact that one was a "Z" man one thought of
so much as that one belonged to "XYZ " Squadron and
that the chap driving the truck in front was not just another
of those T.A. blokes, but Fred Smith, who "work at the
Po t Office same as me. '
Perhaps the final Exercise, " Swansong,'' was not roo per
cent. successful but it did show that we " Z " men fitted
into the Unit team and that, in the main we were happy
to do so. Why else would so many of us have made
enquiries about joining the T.A.?
Pay parade at the end of the first we~k had been a very
regimental affair but on the final mormng whc~ we. ~~re
" Misters " once more, a party of gentlefolk m c1v1lian
clothes indulged in a game of pitch and to ~or halfcrowns in the pay queue. Perhaps the lo er reah, ed that
Army discipline is not such a bad thing after all.
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Bo Yo11
Re11ie111b er P
HAT the October 1921 number contained the personal
narrative ·of a Russian refugee lady who was subseq uently employed as a switchboard operator.
That Boy Viney was bantamweight champion Royal
ignals.
That T /S.M. H. E. Mallo s left the Corps after 23 years'
service.
That Sergeant-Major Rodwell, 111.c., of Wessex Signals,
with his wife and mother-in-law were swamped and upset
while boating near E xmouth. Sergeant-Major Rodwell
pluckily supported his mother-in-law and the three clung to
the overturned boat until assistance arrived.
That Lieutenant G . S. O'N . Power whose vale appears in
this issue was noted in the October '21 WrRE as being
attached to Royal Signals with effect from 28th June, 1920.
That particular notice also included such famous names
as R. Elsdale, T . A. R. Scott, J. B. Wilson.
The October number 1931 was a feast of good things.
Many are considering the problem of putting on som e form
of display of our prowess in work as an addition to the Motorcycle Display. We had more assets in 1931. W e had the
horses of the Mounted Wing whose mounted display ceased
that year to be an individual item as they were combined
with the Motorcycles. The 1931 Motorcycle Display of T idworth was featured in words and pictures in the October
number. If memory serves they did not ride backwards in
those days. Apart from that the photographs might have
been taken yesterday.
Henry Lane contributed an article and photographs on
Rural Life in Australia. He worked fifteen hours a day for
eight weeks and then with £75 in his pocket left smartly for
Buenos Aires.
Do you remember that the Warrant Officers and Sergeants'
Mess in Cambridge Barracks, Rawalpindi, wore white instead
of blue patrol uniforms in the summer of 1921, and do you
remember the "Electrons" concert party in Upper Topa of
that year.
Do you ~e1:11em~er that 4th Divisional Signals swimming
team were JOlilt wmners of the Colchester Garrison Championships.
Do you remember £?at the October 1931 number was 44
pages, that TuE WIRE m those days had a much larger circulation than it has now.
Do you remember that there was a branch of the Association in nearly every Unit in the Corps. You do? WeII,
you're much older than I !

Eiglatll. Arm9 Signals' Reunion
~ighth Army Signals' Reunion Dinner will be held at the
Wmdsor Castle Restaurant, Victoria Station. London,
S.W.1. on Saturday, 20th October, 1951.
. All former membe~s of Eighth Army Signals who are
mterested should write for particulars to: LieutenantC olonel W. J. Morris, M.c., 18, Felhampton Road, London,
.S.E.9.

Plrst Arm9 Sigaals16 L. Of C. ignals All Raalcs' Randon
. A Reunion Dinner will be held at a tavern in London
m .November 1951, for all ex-members and friends of this
u rut._ Arrangements are complete and full details may be
<>btamed from D . J. Harris, 45, Prior Avenue, Sutton
Surrey.
'
. A news sheet _will be circulated to those wishing to receive
l~, and news will be welcomed especially from those who
live too far from L ondon to come to the reunion.

Plain Tal es
i:·,.cle Bob
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Regular Readers Only

f"orner

WTRITE and tell me your Army troubles.
Ask my
W advice on any subject, and see if you get it. Look at
these letters from readers : " Dear Sir, My wife tells me
that you - " No, never mind that one ! "Dear Uncle
Our R.S.M. says that he knew you when Catterick Cam~
was a football field and that if I use any of the excuses for
dodging guards that you recommend he will have a question
to ask in Parliament.-P.S. I tried asking the sergeant who
on earth made him a lance-corporal in the first place. I
shall be out before Christmas."-Name and address
supplied.
Look at this one from a W.R.A.C. Corporal : "Dear
Uncle, Whoo-boo! None of my real uncles ever - ."
Oh well, some other time, eh ?
Grand H ot-el

None could be so lacking in decent ~eeling, principles,
manners and where are we, as to publish remarks about
people who come to this house, least of all a nice type like
me. But what a lost opportunity for a Stupendous Paragraph. How it grieves me. The laughs I could give you !
The blood I could bring to the boil ! One of the m any
charming people who have stayed at Mercury House,
Colwyn Bay, told me that considering what the place was,
or rather is, he got some satisfaction from trying to leave
it a little better for his visit. T o this end he improved the
front lawn out of all knowledge. May Heaven smile on his
chickens !
Showing a new and untried waiter how to serve meals
reminds m e of the days at Bulford Officers' M ess, where
it was the custom on guest nigh ts to rope in extra waiters
from batmen, drivers, defaulters, " B " Cable Section, and
other wild types. O n being told that plates containing food
were served on the left, and being threatened with dire
penalties for any slip-up in front of the General, one character asked peevishly, " W hat's up with ',em.
They super1
stitious ? "
M ary had a little " beef " but that was just her way.
She groused at nearly everything and said she wouldn't pay;
Her holiday was N .B.G.; there was no H. and C.;
She wanted shrimps but had to have a ki pper for her T .
The sea was much too far away
·
She had to take a bus
But now she's learnt her lesson and next year she'll stay
with us!
(That is, of course, if hubby is a member of the Corps).
The house at Colwyn Bay I mean
Do you know what it's forps ?
No emergency card required- just bring your ration book
and a pair of scissors. We do the r est.
(ADVT.)
.~1· rub

Round This

Two eccentric cams mounted on a gannet bar revolve
slowly in a bath of oil. The thrust per square inch is,
I think, in inverse ratio to the torque pull on the frantic
rod, thus giving rather more than the required loss of
power. As a rule, when the apparatus attains 16,000 r.p.m.,
it flies to pieces. Which is distinctly disheartening. Until
a suitable alloy is produced the punnet valves will bend
under the enormous strain. The cissies ! I don't want to
talk over your heads, but the following may be useful for
your notebook. On the other hand you might like to slip
it in with your football coupon. Y-2xy 3-AL. Sip mist
200 x YMCA ·(or bust). Few, if any inventions in the last
decade are likely to have such far reaching effects or
something.
Uncle Alf: What does this thing do ?
Me: It flies to pieces, of course !

Ukann Larfe sat up in bed and looked at his watch. He
t?ought it was ten. o'clock. He thought about it for a long
tune and then decided that it was eleven o'clock. Not that
it mattered. He drank a bottle of whisky and took a cold
shower. He lit a cigarette and started to descend the
hotel stairs. .several people looked at him curiously and
passed on quickly. The manager whispered to him and
the famous detective returned to his room to dress.
. He manage~ to a~hieve .a fair degree of sartorial perfecuon and admired himself m the wall mirror all the way to
the American Bar.
Now read on. Wait a minute, let us have some stars--
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Dome Stations
I

TRAINING REGIMENT

This U nit has been more than usually active during the
past month. T he reception and dispersal of just under
800 " Z " Reservists kept the permanent cadre of the unit
fu lly occupied and gave the Quartermaster in particular
plenty to think about. The machine ran very smoothly and,
judging from the comments 'of the Reservists themselves, the
unit gave them a good start in their training. It was unfortunate that their period of training coincided with the
Catterick Fair and more unfortunate still that the Reservists
were given their final pay after the gates of The F air Ground
closed. Nevertheless, the Regiment played a prominent part
in the Fair and organised some 16 stalls; our total takings
were £434/12/ 5, which we understand is the highest sum
taken by any unit. One of the most successful stalls organised by the Regiment was an aquarium of tropical fish produced by R.S.M. Howley which was raffled and won by
S.S.M. Charlton (3 Squadron). "Cover-the-coin" (S.Q.M.S.
Taylor), "Note-in-the-Bottle" (Ser~eant Blake), "Knock'em-down" (Second-Lieutenant Simmons and Sergeant
Gor st), " Skittle Alley" and catapult sh~oting all prove.d
great attractions. Corporal Podd, an obviously well-qualified bookmaker, gave testimony to his ability by the size ?f
his takings and of the crowd round his stall. 2 Squa_dron <!-id
well to take second prize in their class in the Carmval w1th
their tableau entitled "Oil."
.
Annual classification on tlle ranges is in full swing and
by the end of September w~ hope that the whole of t!1e
cadre will have completed its course. Several potenual
members of the unit shooting team have emerged as a result.
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Elsa Mommeter was the youngest of the seven daughters
of Sir Arthur. A nice piece if ever there was one. Her
sisters were jealous of her wonderful blonde hair and often
threatened to pull it out by its black roots. In a lady-like
way, of course. Elsa was wearing a ravishing dinner gown
of old copper taffeta, slashed up one side with an insert
of Brussels lace and down the other side by the handle of
a car door. A racy creation that seemed to cling on round
all the bends. Ukann Larfe looked at her shyly over the
top of his glass.
"Mr. Larfe," she said, "do please put that mirror away
and listen to me." She talked. She told him a lot of
things about Lord Elpas, about tram lines, about fur coats
and the cost of living. Ukann Larfe thought she had
a nice voice. He wondered when she would shut up. He
liked her face and decided that be had better do something
about it. He pushed a plateful of spaghetti on to the
bridge of her nose and strolled casually out of the dining
room in a silence that would almost have been felt but for
the screams, crashing glass and splintering furniture. Elsa
Mommeter appeared not to care for spaghetti. BARLEUX
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Rugby. We look forward to a full programme of Rugby
fixtures.
The Regiment have lost a number of last year's winning
Army Cup team. Second Lieutenant BirtWistle (the Captain) is now in Korea and we shall miss his able leadership.
Others who have left the Regiment or who will soon be leaving are : Signalmen Cooper, Holliday, Smith, Captain Luscombe, Corporal Stephenson, Signalman Saunt, LanceCorporal Feathers, Second Lieutenant Wood, Signalmen
Hollett, Stewar t and Brooke.
Team-building therefore is a matter of some concern. Our
opening match v. Huddersfield at Catterick on 8th September was won comfortably by 34 points to 3, and if we can
fill vacancies as they occur by adequate substitutes and
avoid casualties we expect to give a good account of ourselves this year. Scorers were Brooke (3} ,Thompson (3),
Wood (2), H arding (1), Stewart (I) and H azell converted
two tries.
H ockey.
The Regiment has now won the Garrison
summer league by beating a Training Regiment, R.A.C. by
3-2. T he team has only lost one match (to the R.A.F.
Regiment) on a day when several of the regular players
were away. R.Q.M.S. Charlton at centre half has always
been a stalwart foundation of the team. He, with Major
P. H . Brown, Sergeant Byrne, Corporal Dady and Corporal
Bushnell, bas played in every match. We were lucky to get
a new goalkeeper in Captain Richardson after S.S.M. Tyers
was posted to B.A.0 .R. as R.S.M. Lieutenant Fricker is now
taking over from Second Lieutenant Thomas (shortly to
be demobbed) and we wish him every success with the
team in the winter league.
T ennis. We have had a number of enthusiastic tennis
players in the Regiment this season and our tennis court has
been in constant use.
The Corps Championships were held at the Officers' Club,
Catterick, from 20th-27th August, and out of an unusually
large entry, the Regiment supplied almost half. We had a
share in winning four out of the five events, as follows :
Major E. N. L. Brown (R.H.Q), open singles and open
doubles; Sergeant Minshall (2 Squadron), O.R.'s singles, for
the second year running; Lance-Corporal Leach (3
Squadron), O.R.'s doubles.
Others who played well and survived to the later stages
of the tournament were Major P. H. Brown (H.Q., S.T.C.),
Second Lieutenant D. L. Thomas (3 Squadron), Lance
Corporal Crawshaw (2 Squadron), Signalman MathewsLane (2 Squadron), Signalman Norris (2 Squadron).
From 27 August to 8th September, the Catterick Garrison
tennis championships were held. I Training Regiment,
represented by Major P. H. Brown and Major E. N. L.
Brown won the inter-regimental doubles and Major E. N. L.
Brown was runner-up in the open singles.
6

(BOYS) TRAINING REGDIENT

On 27th August the Boys of the Regiment returned from
their summer leave to begin the long winter term.
At the start of every new term there is a certain amount
of change and alteration in the light of past experiences,
but on this occasion such changes have been more than
usually drastic. This is largely due to the introductio~ of
a new training programme, which amongst ~ther ~gs
provides for a longer working day, a more. detailed m~1~ary
training scheduk, which now includes basic trade tralllln.g,
and the decentralising of education ?°: a Squa~ron ~si s.
Further, since experience shows that It 1s almost unposs1ble
to lay too great a stress, so far as Boys are concerned, on
organised sport, either one or both Squadrons are enga~ed
on organised sports three afternoons . per week.. The wne
so employed is compensated by evening educanonal classes
on two nights each week.
.
Organised evening activities for the win~er evei:u~~ have
not been forgotten. A list of ten evenmg acu v1ues has
been drawn up from which every Boy must elect one.
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Having selected one, his attendance on the required evening, once per week, is regarded as a parade. The cultivation
of an interest out ide normal military trainir:g is, it is felt, a
necessity.
Such activities, educational and extra-mural, together
with the normal entertainment facilities within the Regiment, will it is hoped, go a long way towards providing
the answer to the winter evenings.
So far as the boxing enthusiasts are concerned, such inducements towards profitably spent evenings are unnecessary. The fillip given by last year's successes in the Army
and Imperial Services Championships is still felt. An open
novices' competition is to be held on x9th September, and
from these the prospective Regimental team will be chosen.
Our annual contest with the Army Apprentices' School at
Harrogate has been fixed for the 8th December.
The results of our first entry into the Milocarian competition, run by the Amateur Athletic Association has just
been published. This Regj.ment was placed thirteenth,
which, when it is considered that the competition is open to
all the schools of this country, is most satisfactory. Next
year we hope to improve on the result. The Army
Apprentices' School, Arborfield, was fourteenth.
With the approach of the Universities' Michaelmas
Term many of our young Officers, both Royal Signals and
R.A.E.C. and Sergeant Instructors of the R.A.E.C. are leaving on pre-release and on the terminating of their National
Service engagement.
It is not perhap$ generally understood that this Regiment
has probably the largest R.A.E.C. establishment of any
unit, and our debt to these young Sergeant Instructors 1s
considerable.
Obituary. It is with the deepest regret that we announce
the death of 22537049 Boy K. M. Perry, Royal Signals, of
this Regiment, who died at Catterick Hospital on 4th September. The sympathy of all ranks is extended to Mr. and
Mrs. Perry at this time.

7

TRAI~l:\'G

REGDIENT

Major N. D. Farmer has taken over the duties of Chief
Instructor and Second-10-Command vice Major H. M. F.
Langley, The Middlesex Regiment, who, as reported in last
month's notes, has left this Regiment for new duties. Major
R. 0. Wilson now commands No. 5 (Regular) Squadron.
Sport. The Regiment has had a very good water polo
season. In the Northern Command championships we
defeated a Training Regiment, R.A.C., by 14 goals to 6,
and in the finals at Darlington Baths, in the hardest match
of the season, we defeated an Army Engineer Regiment by
6 goals to 4.

From left ~ riaht : Back row, Sia~alman Lees, Sianalman Porter, Corporal
C.l•'?<>n, S1analman Musarove, S12nalman Lythaoe, Sianalman Howitt.
S1tt1n2 : Second-L1eutenanc Arthur, Corporal Peters (captain) , SecondLieutenant Carter

Sehool of Signals
Royal Signal• Wing

The Catterick summer is with us and in between showers
and military and technical training we have managed to
squeeze in an afternoon's "potted" sports and an enjoyable
week-end on the occasion of the Old Comrades' Re-union.
User Trials Squadron carried away the awards from
the "potted" sports, and the W.O.'s and Sergeant's Mess
members are gradually shaking off the after-effects of being
mine host to the Old Comrades' contingent from Manchester and Oldham. The band, in full dress, opened the
proceedings by Beating Retreat and then it was a case of
the survival of the fittest over drinks and reminiscences
ranging from Crowborough and Maresfield to the usual
treks around the North-West Frontier Province. To the
surprise of most, all were fit enough for the church parade
followed by lunch and then a grand display by the Royal
Signals display team and a squadron of boys from 6 T.R.
By six o'clock on Sunday evening the Old Comrades were
heading back to the cities with, we hope, happy memories
of an enjoyable week-end.
The cricket and hockey teams continue to field sides and
although their successes have been few we did manage to
turn out a good team in the District swimming championships with the following results:
Individuals:

5 metre board dive
1 metre board dive
I oo yards back stroke
Inter-Unit Team Championships:

3rd Signalman Holliday
3rd Si~alman Holliday
3rd S.Q.M.S. Foakcs
2nd Royal Signals Wing

Officer Training Whig

This has been perhaps a month of Hellos and Farewells.
However, I don't think many people said a very cheerful
Hello to Catterick in the early hours of Tuesday morning
after the August Bank Holiday. As could be expected, it was
raining. The Unit six-a-side hockey competition saw all
but one team saying farewell to the shield and medals, that
team was H.Q. Squadron team, who after a hard tussle
with 275/76 Course ran out the victors by two goals to one.
Mrs. P . F. Yeatman presented the shield to Captain
Stevens. We had great hopes for the Catterick Inter-Unit
six-a-side but after the first round both "A" and "B"
teams had to say farewell.
The Newcastle Blood Transfusion team received a rather
hushed Hello, but by the time they bade us farewell they
were richer by 100 pints of blood. (This, incidentally, is one
of the true cases of our loss, their gain).
On the t8th August Catterick Fair opened its gates and
said Hello to all and sundry.
The Officer Training Wing were well represented. M.T.
Squadron produced a Land Rover and trailer disguised as
the old steam train " The Rocket " and won first prize.
The passengers were dressed as of that period and now
another use has been discovered fQr Drawers Long
Woollen. To encourage people to say farewell to their
money we had two stalls-the Rolling Horse and the
Floating Plate. The Fair closed on 25th and financial
results are not yet known.
The A.C.F./C.C.F. courses have started and on bidding
.farewell to the first course we also bade farewell to the Unit
flag (a pure coincidence, of course).
Captain J. H. Pearce having qualified through the
Catterick District and Northern Command championships
was successful in winning the five metres firm board diving
event at the Army swimming championships at Aldershot.
The Army College, Walbeck, cricket team travelled to
Catterick to play us in the final of the Northern Command
cricket final. They had won the Midland District championship and we the Catterick. They batted first and made
102 all out. Good bowling by Second-Lieutenants Bedford,
Beale and Officer Cadet Millan kept the score low. The
Officer Training Wjng started slowly but passed their score
with five wickets still standing. Officer Cadet Williams

made a very fine 31 not out. We received the cup shield
and me~als and we don't intend to say farewell to them for
a long ume.
And finally a farewell parade was held for the Commandant S~hool. <;>f Signals, Brigadier G. S. O'N. Power,
c.B.E., wh? ts retmng on 1st September. The Commanding
Office~ said ~ha~ all ranks of the Officer Training Wing felt.
We w1sh Bngad1er and Mrs. Power all possible luck and a
happy retirement. Captain P. J. Stevens has left for posting to Malta.
No. 6 Regular Subaltern Part I course has finished and
will soon be joining Units of the Corps. Good luck to
them all.

ships.
(b) Shooting. Sergeant A. Whittington was selected as
reserve for Corps Team at Eisley, and was first in the W.O.s
and Sergeants' Individual match at North West District
meeting at Altcar.
(c) Swimming. Private Sanderson, A.C.C., attached
Camp Staff, won the District indvidual championships for
too and 200 metres free style at North West District swimming gala.

THE DEPOT REGIMENT

TWO WEEKS WITH WAR OFFICE
SIGNAL REGIMENT

Since the last Depot Regiment notes appeared in THE
WIRE there has has been considerable activity at Poclding-

ton.

The annual inspection started off a particularly busy
~ee ~ays,. the first of which was fully taken up with the
mspect10n itself. The various "pipelines " were in action
as always, transforming on the one hand the products of
Catterick into tropically-kitted draftees ready for the boat,
and on the other hand returned veterans-some indeed with
several months' overseas service-into civilians again.
In the evening the Sergeants put on an excellent Mess
dance, with the aid of the Corps Dance Band.
The following day saw a fortunate change in the weather
to suit the programme-a Regimentiil sports afternoon.
There was a full programme of field and track events, and
in the tug-of-war it became evident that the Sergeants have
really got a bit more "pull " than the Officers. The ladies',
old soldiers' and children's races provided the lighter touch,
and the Corps Band again obliged with their music.
During the evening it was the turn of the Officers' Mess
to put on a show, and many guests attended the cocktail
party, including the G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Command.
The excellent floral decorations, which had been kindly ·
arranged by Mrs. Webb, wife of the Commanding Officer,
were particularly admired. Again the Corps Band performed, not only at the cocktail party but also at the dance
which followed. We wonder if they will ever let themselves get into our clutches for three whole days again.
A notable personal event subsequently was the promotion
of R.S.M. Rowbory to commissioned rank, for which we
offer hearty congratulations. There were suitable reactions
in the shape of parties at the Sergeants' Mess, and also at
the "Anxious Hen," the families' social centre, which has
been supported and helped so much by Mrs. Rowbory.
Coupled with all this we welcome R.S.M. Johnstone, who
joins us on returning from F.A.R.E.L.F., and we wish him a
pleasant stay in his new appointment.
WESTERN C:OltlMAND SIGNAI. REGIMENT

We are still being kept busy providing accommodation
and generally looking after Reservists, and we never cease
to wonder how Captain " Paddy " Ryan, of the S.R. Depot
Royal Signals, ever manages to keep track of the fantastic
collection of signal stores that are used in training them.
The Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., have given place
to L. of C. units and the camp is being festooned with quad
and P.L., whilst 10 Set crews cluster round their complicated machines in odd corners. There is a quite remarkable
atmosphere of intense activity everywhere.
The Director of Signals honoured us with a brief visit
recently when he inspected 54 L. of C. Signal Regiment who
are under canvas alongside us.
On the sporting side we have played quit~ a lot of. cricket
and tennis, on a regimental and troop basts. Cycling has
also been popular.
Some of the individual performances by members of the
regiment for the current season are shown below : (a) Cycling. Signalman K. Mitchell has represented the
Army and the Command in track events at London, Man-
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chester, Coventry, Bootle, Eire and the Isle of Man.

At

pr~sent he holds the Army Pursuit and 5 mile Champion-

M

ANY recent editions have mentioned " Z " men and
their usefulness (or otherwise) to the various Units
blessed (or cursed) with their company. Herewith a few
words from one of the unwanted, cursed, blessed and
bothered tribe.
The summons to attend H.M. Forces, having arrived and
on the fateful date having duly presented oneself to the "Q"
on a certain rainy Sunday " arternoon " when to quote his
words, " The worse lot of ruddy misfits I ever saw," arrived;
we were duly kitted, in a remarkably short space of time,
most of it fitted, and mark you ! ! ! Chevrons, shoulder
flashes, titles etc., sewn on. (Shades of Catterick and a
"Hussif ").
Next a "cuppatea" and a few words from the S.S.M.,
about the "Union" rules and regulations, do's and dont's
etc.; among other things, he pointed out that if we lost our
way and did not get back he would arrange for a guide (or
did he call it a something escort) to see us safely back to our
little bedsys, a very considerate lad you'll agree.
Then documentation and a few words with the Pay Corporal-very important-and afterwards, free for the rest, etc.,
to try on kit and have a good laugh at old "Tubby " when
some rude Signalman suggested "he get' annuver' belt and
join it on." Dressing complete-the town and pictures. Oh
the joy ? ? On the way of meeting an Officer and giving
him a cross between a rude gesture and hailing a bus, this
giving us cause for further merriment until someone's suggestion " that it will be a bit of a whatsit if it turns out to be
the Second-in-Command, won't it ? "-causes us to look in
a shop window when the next Officer goes by.
Work ?-Yes, at our own jobs and from a personal point
of view a practically free hand to carry on like old timeswith (from the staff) bags of good humoured advice about
new gen, wrinkles etc., thrown in, and they have their own
jobs to do at the same time.
Grub ?-Not bad, I've had better-but I've also been on
a troop deck ! ! !
Pay ?-Blimey, it's terrific, I had a helluva time trying to
stop the boys signing on for seven and five ? ? ?
Moans ?-Yes, I heard some, the usual types who always
moan, you'll never stop them, they always will, but if you
ask them to do something concrete about it they just shrug
their shoulders and let jt go, personally I get a laugh at them.
Ditties-Piquets-Orderly Dog-Guards etc.-None I I 1
Yes, you've read it right-Spud-B~h!ng-never ~eard of it.
Sergeants, possibly one duty, ass1sung the Urut Orderly
Sergeant-('Arty cheers from the ranks)-S.Q.M.S. and
above, supernumery to the Orderly Officer, just to learn the
ropes and refresh your memory ?-Well, you get more
money than the ranks anyway.
The staff were fine, they gave us every assistance, plenty
of leg-pulling, but ne get-over-your-own-sid~-we-don't
want-you-here. Welcome wasn't on the mat but 1t was only
because P.R.I. funds couldn't stand a new one.
The Army itself is much about the same, it is modernised
and it is mechanised but-operators still use the wrong procedure radio mechs. still ruin the sets, D.R.s still fall off
their bikes, bull is still bull, and the fitters-Blimey ! what
a shower I ! !
Ex Q's NOBBY ANDREWS
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London
District
Motor-Cycle
Trials
ONDON District Motor-Cycle T rials were held on SunL
day, 9th September, and were
in that the
Royal Signals took an undµe share of the pn zes as well as
notewort~y

being very largely responsible for the organisation.
The Trial covered a wide area from Richmond Park Camp
through Darking, Guildford and the country south of these
two towns to Pirbright. There were 140 competitors.
Wireless communications from observers and other
officials to the Recording Tent at Pirbright were by the Life
Guards, but it was pleasant to notice that the newly-formed
Signal Troop attached to that Regiment were manning many
of the terminals.
The important work of record keeping was done entirely
by 23 (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment, T .A., and 16 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment, T .A. (The Middlesex
Yeomanry) were responsible for providing all officials in the
second half of the Trial.
T he resul ts included team champ ionships:
1st 2/20 Army Signal R egiment, T .A.
169 points
5th 23 (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment. T.A.
140
u th I I A. A. (M .) Sipal Regiment, T .A.
120
13th W ar O ffice Signal R egiment
II9
15th 56 London Armoured Divisional Signal R egiment , T.A.
II5
16th 56 London Armoured Oivis'onal Signal R egiment, T .A.
Il4
i8th War O ffice Signal R egiment
t 13
19th 2 / UJ Army Sig"al R egiment, T. A.
112
24th London D istrict Signal Troop
to6
26th 23 (Southern) Cor ps Signal Regiment , T .A.
91
36th Army Phantom Signal Regiment, T .A.
72
39th 1I A.A. ( M .) Signal Regiment, T.A.
50
Indh'idual placings in the first 30 competitors:
3rd Lance.Corporal Haigh, War Office Signal Regiment.
5th Lance-Corporal Ives, 2/ 20 Army Signal R egiment, T.A.
6th Corporal Welton , War Office Signal Regiment.
10th Sergeant Newton . 2/ 20 Army Signal Regiment, T.A.
19th Lance-Corporal Armer s, War Office Signal R egiment.
20th Signalman Barton shaw~ I I A.A. (M.) Signal R egiment, T.A.
21 st Corporal Vassar, 23 \Southern) Corps Signal Regiment, T .A.
24th Captain Oliver, 23 (Sou thern) Corps Signal R egiment , T .A.
26th Signalman Crawle)', 23 (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment, T.A.

skeleton enemy, followed by the last phase of manoeuvres
in October. Immediately thereafter, the next preparations
will be for the move to B.A.0.R.-so the engagement
calendar does not lack for booked dates.
July was a busy month, culminating in the commitm~t of
" z " Reservists. One likes to think that they were specrally
handpicked for the Regiment, for it seems improbable that the
luck of the draw could produce such a uniformly good type of
soldier. Administrative arrangements for the collection and
reception of the Reservists were worked out in detail in advance, including a dress rehearsal. As a result, " Z " Day
passed off smoothly, to the satisfaction of both the guests and
the hosts: The keenness of the Reservists was apparent from
the outset; each man had been earmarked b::fore bis arrival
to find the right employment for the right man.
Early in August, the Regiment took its block leave during
a comparatively quiet" period of Divisional training. On
return from this unique occurrence, there was one day
when none of the troops of the Regiment was required by
any of the "employing" H .Q. and thus the opportunity
arose for a photograph of all the Officers, Warrant Officers
and Sergeants to be taken. I t was hoped to have the results
reproduced here, but proofs have shown that the professional
camera was not " on net " and was out of focus. Another
attempt will be made in September.
On 30th August the D irector of Signals paid a short visit
to the Regiment. A series of conferences at H .Q. Southern
Command with the Army and Divisional Commanders and
C.S.O. limited the time available for him to · see the
Regiment at work. D uring the afternoon moreover, movement around the barrack area was rendered unpleasant by
the heaviest rain yet encountered.
Exercises are primarily serious occupations but there is
always the odd amusing incident-invariably at the expense
of the unknown perpetrator. F or this one, thanks are due
to an over-conscientious switchboard operator at Main
• Division during a D ivisional exercise. Told at 0400 hours
to test telephone lines in the harbour area, he started to
work down the list of subscribers. Extension I is the
G .O.C. When the latter was awakened at that unearthly
hour to be told he was being " te~ted " and would he ~please
ring back," his deceptively mild admonition was "Never
to do that again, m y boy." E xperientia docec.

Anti - Aircraft Command

Lieu~enant-Colonel J. G. Oliv~r, o.B.~. The Royal Army
Service Corps Band played during the mspection and march
past. The Commanding Officer presented Long Service and
Good Conduct Medals to R.Q.M.S. C. G. Crouch and to
S.S.M. G. A. Stoner.
Sergeant Johnson, our Royal Army Education Corps Instructor and Lance-Corporal Chambers have been selected
to represent Headquarters 2 Anti-Aircraft Group at cricket
against Airborne Forces Depot on 5th September, 1951. ·
Congratulations to Sergeant W. Palmer on his recent promotion to that rank. Shades of 1930, do you remember
Sergeant " Pedlar " Palmer of " F " Company, the buglemajor. You do? Well dearie, you're much older t han I!
That was Pop!
4 A . A. (M) SIGN AL REGIMENT, T.A.

The Annual Camp was held at L ulworth, Dorset, during
August. T he camp included the Regular element of the
Regiment from Warrington ; the T .A. element consisted
of 40, 41 and 44 A.A." (M) Signal Squadrons and a full
complement of R eservists.
.
All V.I.P.'s who visited the Camp were very pleased
with what they saw, especially the work of the Linemen.
The Inter-Squadron Sports, which by the way proved
to be one of the hottest contested events of the whole Camp
exercises, was won by the Regular Squadron, viz. 1 A.A. (.M )
Signal Squadron. T he Rowing Regatta, held in wonderful weather and amongst the wonderful surroundings of
Lulworth Cove, was a great success. The most amusing
event was that where D8 cable was laid across the bay,
this pleased the summer visitors present, especially when
one of the teams' cable got caught on the centre board of
" Binks " (the Royal Signals Association dinghy) which
resulted ip their being taken for " a ride " by none other
than Lieutenant-Colonel R. C. Yule, the Commanding
Officer. Rumour has it that the W.R.A.C. crew on this
occasion got very wet and discovered to their bitterment
that the dye from their trousers was not so easy to get off
The winner of this Regatta
with soap and water!
was 41 A.A. (M) Signal Squadron, T .A. The Regimental Dance was a very great success both from the p.oint
of view of the " Floor Show " put on by Captain (Q.M.)
Mulcahy and the excellence of the "good fellow" feeling that prevailed. Cardiff, look you ! Your girls are such
won-der-ful singers.

6 A R M O UR ED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

14 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGilUENT, T .A.

As the Regiment has spent the greater part of the last
few months out of doors, the passage of time is more easily
reckoned in terms of exercises. On this basis, it is 23
exercises ago since we last sent in notes for THE WIRE.
Drafting of this contribution, moreover, started on Exercise
" Semaphore Packet " during a lull in the battle, while the
Staff were working out the final phase of withdrawal.
"Semaphore Packet," the first large-scale Divisional
Signal Staff exercise, covered operations in an area from
Newbury to Cheltenham and ran through the whole gamut
of the phases of war-advance, attack and withdrawal.
The speed of operations, as is not unusual in this type of
exercis.e, was fast-intentionally s<>-and thus slightly
unrealistic. The resultant tempo of activity and speed of
signal reaction called for provides in itself the test. Official
comments by umpires and control on Signals are awaited,
but from the Regiment's point of view it was a good four
days' exercise in which all ranks and trades worked
extremely hard and achieved satisfactory results. Linemen
and D .R.s received their usual quota of "thrashing" but
rose, as tradition demands, to each occasion with (albeit
sometimes red-eyed) determination.
Thi exercise represented the first three phases of the
autumn's collective training programme. Phase II takes
place early in September as an exercise with troops and a

The Regiment has only recently returned from its
Annual Training Camp, which this year was Rolston, near
Hornsea on the Yorkshire coast. We had our share of the
" Z " men and a good company they were too--our hopes
are that we shall meet them all once again in the future.
Training was done under Squadron arrangements.
Signal Offices and ,A.A.O.R.'s were set up and schemes
were the order of the day. All ranks benefited from experience gained, many useful lessons were learned and ~e
hard work put in on drill nights came to the fore durmg
these exercises.
Visits were arranged for all personnel to an A.A.0.R. and
a gun site.
The Officers had three dinner nights in addition to a
cocktail party. One of these dinner nights being a guest
night we were very happy to have with us our late C.O.
Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Behn, o.B.E., T.D.
The W.O.'s and Sergeant's Mess under W.0.I Faircloth
seemed to have one long social round in the evenings. A
" Barrel Club " was formed to maintain contact with the
" Z" Reservists.
The Floral Hall, Hornsea, was the scene of 0-e Regimental Dance which was such a pleasant occasion, that
everyone thought that it started too late and finished too
early.
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By the time these notes appear in print we shall regretfully
have said good-bye to Lieutenant-Colonel J . R. Beeton and
Mrs. Beeton who are sailing for Egypt on 6th September,
1951. Colonel Beeton has commanded the Regiment for over
two years. Mrs. Beeton, too, will be missed for the kin~ly
and understanding way in which she dealt with our married
families' problems, and the inspiration that she gave to our
Unit concert parties. Many will think ~f her when:ver they
hear" Down in the Glen." We would ltke to take this opportunity of wishing Colonel and Mrs. Beeton, health, happiness
and good luck in their new station.
:
It is with regret that we also say farewell to the Chief
Signal Officer, Anti-Aircraft Command, Brigadier W. H. G.
Rogers, c.B.E. We welcome as the new Chief Signal Officer,
Brigadier A. E. Morrison, o.B.E.
.
.
We congratulate the Unit motor-cycle trials team 1;Il coming second in the l and 2 A.A. Group motor-cycle tnals. and
first in 2 A.A. Group for which they were awarded a. stl~er
trophy. The M .T. Troop are justifiably proud of thetr victory because of the strenuous nature of the course and the
keen competition of the other teams.
On Thursday 30th August, 1951, we held a ceremonial
parade, and the salute was taken by the Commanding Officer,
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 1951
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5 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

T he Regiment arrived back in Burniston Barracks on
the 26th August after having completed a most successful
and enjoyable fortnight's camp at Rolston near Hornsea
Our " Z " Reservists, some 138 all ranks, duly arrived at
camp via 6 T raining Regiment, Beverley, to whom many
~anks for the reception, clothing and initial documentauoi;i.. T he first week of camp was devoted to individual
trammg and the second to troop training. The Reservists
soon made themselves at home and fitted into the Regimental set-up. Fortunately the weather was kind and
e_nabled the hard work done prior to camp on the preparation of lecture schemes, etc., to be fully carried out. Our
P.R.!. and his able helpers provided some form of entertainment each evening.
On Tuesday, 31st August, the Regiment was honoured
by a visit from the G.O.C., who inspected the Regiment on
parade and took the salute at a march past. The G.0.C.
was pleased with everything he saw and commended the
Regiment on their turn-out and smartness on parade.
Our "Z" men duly departed, feeling that the call-up had
been worthwhile. A grand crowd of chaps-'We shall be
grateful to get them on mobilisation.
The other outstanding event of the month has been the
visit of H.M.S. Swiftsure. Many friends were made with
the " Senior Service " and a letter of appreciation from
Captain R. W. Stirling Hamilton, R.N., for the hospitality
afforded to his men by the Regiment was received with satisfaction by the Commanding Officer.
0
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On 10th, nth and 12th August, we again emphasised
our supremacy in Inter-Signals B.A.O.R. sport by repeating the feat accomplished in the Spring-the winning of
three . shields on successive days. This time it was
cricket, swimming and tennis.
On our way to the final in the Inter-Signals Cricket
Competition we had knocked out our two strongest rivals,
so that we ~pected an easy win against 7th Armoured Division Signal Regiment. However, we had some early shocks
in our first innings before Major P. mith (83), and
Signalman Davies (45 not out), got on top and gave us
a useful total of 197. Davies, Sergeant Scoffin and Signalman Stock all bowled well and we gained a lead of 136.
Steadily as our opponents bo_wled and despit~ quite :xcellent fielding, we ran up 201 m our second mmngs, Maior
P. Smith again batting steadily for 74 with support fro!Il
Second-Lieutenant Rees (51). The same bowlers agam
did the damage in the 7th Armoured Division econd
innings of 77.
.
.
.
Our second triumph was m the Inter-Urut Signal
Swimming Gala held at Bad Oeynhausen when we won
the shield back from the 7th Armoured Divisional Signals.
In the seven competitive events our team gained five firsts,
one third and one fourth. The day was dull and rather
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cold, so perhaps it was the desire to be out of the water,
rather than in it, which spurred the team to their victories.
Earlier in the month we had perfect weather for the
Regimental Swimming Gala in which 3 Squadron eventually 'defeated 2 Squadron because. of tht: uniform ability of
their teams, of four in all the various stroke races. 2
quadron missed Driver Wright, the outstanding swimmer
in the Regiment, who was taking part in the B.A.0.R.
Championships at Celle.
We completed the treble by winning the B.A.0.R. Signals
Tennis Competition at Bad Oeynhausen against 2 L. of C.
Signal Regiment. The margin of the victory, eight games
to one, was somewhat of a surprise to us in view of our
opponents reputation. Lieutenant-Colonel Sander, o.B.E.
and Second-Lieutenant Mason played strong attacking
tennis and gave the team a grand lead. Later in the month
Second-Lieutenant Mason and S.Q.M.S. Mason won the
Royal Signals Inter-Unit Regimental Doubles held at
Catterick Officers' · Club-a fine performance.
2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Regiment as a whole has not been involved in any
large scale exercises this month although the .Brigades have
been hard at it and we have been required to provide our
forward links to make their battles realistic. This, combined with providing our rear links to exercise the new
Corps Signal Regiment, bas left us with very few chaps.
With the amount of work to be done, these few have had
very little time on their hands and as can be imagined, a
surfeit of guards and duties.
We have had two foreign visitors this month, both from
the Norwegian Army Signals, Lieutenants Huuse and
Maesetb, who both stayed with us for two weeks to learn
how their British counterparts function. Lieutenant
Maeseth is probably known to other members of the Corps
as he has already enjoyed the delight of Catterick twice in
bis career, and has been on the Staff at the Norwegian
School of Signals . .
In between spells of preparing for manoeuvres we have
been arranging for our Regimental Week-end which will
embrace almost every subject from a signal office erection
competition to coconut shies inclusive. To give our
readers some idea of the scope of our " Week-end " the
following is a brief outline of the programme:
On the 30th of the month all our troops concentrate at
R.H.Q. for the events, which commence the following day
with a line laying competition over a route which, to say
the least, is not ideal. We follow that with signal office and
wireless station erection competitions, and for the
drivers a peg driving competition and hazard test. These
events will take up the first morning and will be followed
in the afternoon by seven-a-side soccer and motor-cycle
trials. When one considers that the trials course has been
set by Sergeant Billington one knows roughly what to
expect !
The second day is taken up almost entirely by our
Garden Pete. Little can be said about this at the moment,
due to there being ;a prize for the best sideshow, and
consequently each troop is preparing its entry in complete
secrecy. Saturday is rounded off with an all ranks' dance
in the evening. On Sunday morning there will be a Drumhead Service, after which we will march past the Divisional
Commander; a Regimental cricket match in the afternoon;
and on Monday-on with the manoeuvres.
[This Regimental Week-end realised the sum of
£47/4/2, from a Garden Pete and Dance for the Royal
Signals· Benevolent Fund.]
Our Sergeants' Mess took to the air during the month
and we don't mean went up .in a flying triangle. They
broadcast over B.F.N. jn the Old Comrades' programme.
Old stagers of the Corps like Major G. R. Bishop, S.S.M.
J Done, Sergeant:. Billington, Offord, Holland and
Smith each gave a short resume of their service in
3-40

many lands and were then given · the opportunity of
greeting their friends in Germany and of having their
favourite tune played. We have seldom seen our senior
N.C.0.'s so frightened as when they approached the microphone, they might have been facing up to a man-eating
tiger.
Sports. In the final of ~ur inter-troop soccer, ' F ' Troop
b.eat 'E' Troop, we won't say by how many goals but it
was one or two. Nevertheless, we saw some very good
football and were given great hopes for our Regimental
team this winter.
Last season we started off with the job of having to find
a team, but this time we have practically got one ready
made with players of the calibre of Signalmen Sumner,
Willox, Flintoft, Wood, Brown, 'Taylor and Lance-Corporal Davis from last season. Newcomers are likely to be
Signalmen Widdett, Lee, Thompson, Barnet and the inevitable Messrs. Newmen to fill the centre forward and
outside right positions.
On the cricket field, once again the weather and pressure of work has been against us. Even so, we have managed to get in a few games. With so many of our players
being chosen for representative fixtures, however, we
haven't been too successful !
I

WIRELESS REGIMENT

The Regiment's main interest recently, and one which
dragged most of the unit into its maelstrom, has been its
eminently successful production of " See How They Run."
We were lucky in the play-a riot of clerical errors in an
English vicarage-and the theatre-The local Covent Garden-and the company, a fair cross-section of the unit,
with a R.A.F. wife to fill the most effective but not the
most exacting woman's part. The performance was rapturously acclaimed by the garrison as being well up to the
standard of many professional shows put on here.
Although marred by cold and rainy weather, the
swimming sports got off t9 a good start with the greasy
pole competitions. After several bitter struggles, this
event was won by Signalman R. Taylor.
The .individual backstroke, breaststroke and freestyle
races provided some exciting finishes, and our Ladies'
race was won in convincing style by Miss Yolland, the
Commanding Officer's niece. In the children's races, youth
gave the older generation the lead in no uncertain fashion,
and Peter Blake in particular is to be congratulated on
swimming a very good race. Came the diving, and with
it a profusion of types and styles. Even if Signalman D.
Collins' one and-a-half somersaults with tuck had some
of us rather puzzled, his performance left no doubt as
to the excellence of his diving. The last two events of the
day maintained the high standard previously set. 31 Troop
won the troop relay race after an exciting tussle, while
in the water polo, Corporal Searby exhibited a remarkable
facility for scoring goals. After the sports it was not
difficult to select a team to represent the Regiment in the
Royal Signals (B.A.O.R.) Swimming Sports. W'"IC came
second, being just beaten by H.Q., B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment.
The Army has formed a Sailing Club with the grand
title of the Aasee Yacht Club, which owns half-a-dozen
sharpies, a landing stage, and a new club house. Son:e
members of the Regiment have taken advantage of this
facility for learning something about the noble sport, and
it is hoped that many more will do so in the future.
Captain Manley and Second Lieutenant Stewart helped the
young club to ga,in a fourth place in the Moehne See
Annual Sailing Regatta, beating by one point Baldeney
Yacht Club which was well represented by members of
2 Divisional Signal Regiment. Captain Manley recently
took advantage of the C-in-C's cruising scheme, and spent
five very pleasant days cruising in the Army's 30-ton yawl
on the Baltic.
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The Regiment has spent more time in the field than in
barracks recently. In fact these notes were written in the
field. Our . Squadrons with the brigades have both been
fully occupied on . brigade training, and such is the pace
tha~ they were qwte glad to return to barracks at the end
of it all.
\Ye ar7 now busy preparing for the autumn manoeuvres
which will end the collective training for the year. There
are, however, rumours that we are to spend a few days a
month throughout the winter to keep us fit
.The Re~iment . recently entered a team f~r motor-cycle
tnals held m Berlin. Sergeant Nicolson was placed first and
our t~ (Sergeants Nicolson and Slaughter and Si~al
m:m King) were second to the team who have won these
tnals for the last four years.
. The .Hanomag Speedway has postponed its final meetmg until after the manoeuvres in order that our riders may
compete. We hope to have news of their successes in our
next notes.
2 L. OF C. SIGNAL REGIMENT

Sport. A detachment of 1 Squadron at the Hook of
Holland distinguished itself by defeating all comers in the
Hook of Holland Garrison Shinty League Shield.
The Regimental cricket team is due to play its final
fixture against 11 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment as
these notes go to Press. We hope to report a win for the
Regiment in our next bulletin. No. 5 Squadron (our mainstays?) with H.Q. Rhine Army have now challenged" The
Rest.'' Must be that ·country air !
One outstanding cricketer with the Regiment, Second
Lieutenant Marsland, has been in great demand throughout
the season, and in one week-end has been selected to play
for the Regiment, the Corps and Combined Services,
B.A.O.R. Congratulations.
In the world of tennis we had a near miss when defeated
in the finals of the B.A.0.R. Royal Signals Tennis Tournament, by H.Q., B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment. We congratulate Captain A. Sharp and team members on a stout performance.
We also have been represented in the Hanomag speedway meetings at Hanover, where Signalman Leather bas
twice obtained the maximum points for the meeting.

Training:

No. 1 S~uadron has recently completed a

te~-d~y wireless e~rc1se. We presume it was a mere
comc1dence. th31t fo~d Control H.Q. situated for the last

few ~ays within .a !:11le of No. 2 B.A.0.R Leave Centre.
With gum boot~ a,~ the ready" the Regiment now looks
f<?rward to Exercise Counterthrust " which conveniently
disposes of the month of September.

BERLIN SIGNAL SQlJADllON

The Squadron has been putting in hard work at all
holl!s, due to the F.D.J. or Communist youth mo'vement,
durmg the ~onth of August, consequently, there have been
no .outstanding events, although on Exercise "Moonlight,"
which was arrang.ed inside the Squadron, all personnel
capable of b:eathing took part. This scheme was run
o~ Inf3;lltry lines, and all ran smoothly, except for a few
rmsleading map references.
The .O.C., Major H. R. Jordan, M.B.E., T.D., was present
at a d~er, w~ch the Sergeants' Mess held in his honour, prior to his departure to Norway. We all wish him
good luck in bis future mission.
Also on the departure list has been Captain Beaumont
who. by now should be the Adjutant of 2 L. of C. Signai
Regunent.
Our new O.C., Major Sampson, and his Second-inCommand, Captain Taylor, have arrived.
Reliability t;rials have come into their own during the
past month, Signalman Coward doing exceptionally well to
~ the B.S.A: Individual prize (Trophy). The team, conSisting of Maior Jordan, Sergeant (" Ginger") Firth and
Lance-Corporal Hale, can congratulate themselves on their
efforts put up on B.S.A. bikes, for, due to the low ground
clearance, on more than one occasion spectators could see bike
riders and mounts suspended by tree stumps. Those present wondered why there was more mud on the top of the
O.C.'s bike than underneath (and who was responsible for
removing the baffles from the silencers ?)
Also in the field of sport, a creditable performance was
sJ;i?wn by Sergeant Barrett and Sergeant Clegg, in the
cricket match played between a Combined Services XI
versus The Free Foresters XI at the garrison ground,
Olympic Stadium.
Signalman Derry won bis race in the successful B.A.O.R.
athletic team at Hamburg, on the 28th August, and with
him go the good wishes of the Squadron in future events.

11 AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

August arrived with freak storms and torrential rain and
went out in a blaze of sub-tropical heat. Crops were
damaged and gardening enthusiasts in the Regiment had
their hearts broken for a second time. Damage to crops
does not worry local farmers unduly, they think nothing of
mowing five acres of corn by hand.
On the sporting front football is well under wa and the
hockey team is warming up. Purple faced enthusiasts can
be seen most evenings staggering home from the local
"Sportsplatz.''
The Sergeants' Mess weekly social is proving a great
success and our new bachelor RS.M. is a real asset.
The Officers' Mess dined out Doc (Captain Arthur)
Brown, R.A.M.C., and Second-Lieutenant Ian Macintosh,
RE., in true style, and it is rumoured that the doctor's
head ached all the way to " Glasgie." " Doc " did great
things with our rugger team last season and will be sorely
missed.
Preparations for the autumn exercises are in full swing
and last minute bleats to the Q.M. for expendable are still
corning in from outstations. Our " pari h " covers the whole
of the British Zone of Germany and our Q.M. has mo;e
grey hairs than his years would warrant.
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The hooting ea on i upon us and 5 bing is on the
wane, although ome fine rainbow trout have been taken
Feathered
from the rh·er during the past fortmght.
candidate for the pot are scarcer than ever thi year and
the Regimental bag to date is five teal, four mallard and a
partridge, plus a chicken inadvertently slaughtered by the
Adjutant's dog.
BHITISH

ELE~IENT,

TRIESTE FORCE
SIGNALS

During the past few months we have been kept quite busy
with Signal exercises and inspections. They have included
combin~ exercises with U.S. Army, Brigade exercises, and
above all, amphibious exercises and training in which we
~ve quite literally been involved right up to our necks.
Our Annual Administrative Inspection by the G.O.C.-inC. went down very well, and one outcome is the strong
possibility of some brand new barracks (for our successors?).
Sport has played quite an important part in the Unit life
and we have had representatives in the Command teams at
rugger, hockey and cricket.
The Officers held a Cocktail Party during late July and
were honoured by the presence of the G.O.C.-in-C. The
occasion also served as a suitable send off for the Adjutant,
Captain P. R. P. Donaghy, who has since left us. and to
whom we send our best wishes for a successful tour in Catterick.
Command Motor-Cycle Trials in August provided an
opportunity for our D.Rs to show their skill. They won the
T~ trophy and also third place in the individual placings.
This commendable result was achieved in spite of the fact
that the British Army motor-cycle team from the U.K. was
taking part.
The less energetic types have formed a Music Club and
put on a show every Wednesday for the past few months.
Comperes from the Ame:-ican and British Forces Broadcasting Stations have been a great help, and the Hill Billy
Band one of the most popular attractions.

VIEN.NA SIGNAL SQUADRON

Lest it be ~orgotten, ~o long have we been silent, we press
?ur .keys ag~m to remind the world of Signals that there
IS sull a U:rut of the Corps here in not-quite-so-gay Vienna.
Happy IS the man posted here and loth he is to leave
Work is not too arduous-a signal office with some wireles~
sets and a large switchboard, plus training of all sorts-and
there are facilities for every .kind of sport and recreation.
Except, oddly enough, after six years of British occupation
'
a Squash court. Still we survive.
1:'he acc~mmodation for all ranks is excellent. Barracks
designed with G~rman efficienc~ and built with little regard
to expense .PrOVtde . every ameruty. Curtained rooms with
central heaung, a first-class gym, swimming pool and sports
arena are but a few of the features.
S~ades of the huts of Crowborough and the joys of
I arVIS Brook !
Life is indeed tranquil here. As witness the man who
~omplained that .his s~eep was disturbed by ilie early-mornmg stoker trundlmg his coke-laden barrow. Efforts are being
mad~ to fit ~e wheel with a pneumatic tyre. Sleep on, sleep
on med soldier.
Vienna with all ~ts suburbs covers some 400 square miles
and has a populatton of about 1t millions. It is occupied
by the four powers-British, French, American and Russian
-:-each. o~ whom has a separate sector. The heart of the
CilJ'., slIIlll~ to London's West End, is regarded as internauonal WI~ troops of all Powers mingling freely. Here are
the magruficent opera houses, the stately churches
museums and art galleries. And for those of other tast~
there are numerous hotels, retaurants and beer gardens
Remember " The Third Man " ancf the Zither ? Around
the city are the Vienna Woods and vine-covered hills from
the height of which ~ne can see the Danube windi'ng its
way through the Russian Zone. By the way, it isn't really
as blue as Strauss would have us believe.
Movement ~utside Vienna is somewhat restricted by the
need for special passes, but local leave is granted to the
lovely lake district in ~e British Zone, a _night's rail journey
south~ards. In the wmter, of course. ski-ing is the great
attracao~. And for th?se who care, and can afford it, Salzbur~, Tneste and Veruce can all b6' reached quite easily.
Vie~a's shops are all well-stocked, nylons galore, and
f<><;>d m abund~ce, but as in most other cities, wages and
pnces are chasmg each other. Those living in barracks or
mess can save, and many do. Those living out find it not so
·
easy.
I must c~ase my, ramblings: In the coming months some
not~s on local happez:ings and unit activities will appear, to
rerrund y9n of our existence; lest it be forgotten.

KLAGENFURT SIGNAL SQUADRON

Anyone attempting-heaven forbid that anyone shouldto analyse Klagenfurt Signal Squadron would almost inevitably point to one quality-versatility.
Although much has already been achieved, the comprehensive nature of this month's account should show that we
are still finding fresh fields to conquer.
First of all Sergeant Grant and Corporal Underwood of
" C " Troop are to be congratulated on additions to their
families. Corporal Underwood's twins are a new and praiseworthy gesture.
_In spite of t~s, "C" Troop have contrived to keep pace
with the others m the new barrack room competition and in
the feverish preparations for Autumn schemes about' to take
place. Currently the Squadron is on tenderhooks to know
whether the dress for these will be battledress. The prospect
of K.D. at night in the Austrian Alps presents few tangible
charms. Perhaps it is significant that those most confident
that battledress will be reintroduced are purchasing small
utensils, known as "hip-flasks" !
On Saturday the 8th September the Festival of Britain
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vi~ited the Sq~acit;?n .or at least a potted version combined
y.i1th an Austr!an KI~chtag." The highlights of the even-

ing were a bnght red illuminated " Skylon " in the gardens
an.ct the carbaret act of Lance-Corporal Friend who appeared
ffilfaculously as Danny Kaye and Al Jolson at different times
during the evening's dancing.
The cricket season draws to a close and the Command
Athletics Meeting is already over. Stars of the cricket team
were Lance-Corporal Burton, who seemed habitually to
make 104 each Saturday, and Captain Bullard. Both represented B.T.A. against B.E.T.F.O.R. In the league, we have
won 13 games out of 16 played. In our one drawn game
over 400 runs were scored in one afternoon. We lie second
to R.E.M.E.
We were runners-up to R.E.M.E. in the B.T.A. Athletics
Meeting (Minor Units) led by Second-Lieutenant Scott,
whose great last leg in the 4 x 400 metres relay just put us
ahead of the Royal Engineers. Individual stars were LanceCorporal Page, 100 and 200 metres, and Signalman Irwin in
the field events. The Squadron was heartened by the commentaries of Second-Lieutenant Sherrin whose reports
Broadcast over B.F.N. have a marked Signals bias.
And now back to exercises, soccer and Christmas. Versatile? Well, we've covered quite a few things between
twins and twin V's.

F
EGYPT C01'f.M A.ND SIGNAL REGHIENT

All our activities this month have been overshadowed by
the sudden death of Captain L. C. Weeks. Lately he had
been attached to I L. of C. Signal Regiment but until that
time had carried out the onerous duties of Admin. Officer
of 1 Squadron. In this position, he had endeared himself
to many by the infinite time and trouble with which he
dealt with many welfare cases, and indeed with his constant care for the welfare of the troops in general.
The funeral service was attended, amongst many others,
'iy Brigadier and Mrs. Thuillier.
lt was a remark of the regard in which he was held that
am :1gst the large number of floral tributes was a beautiful w "'Ith from the civil employees of the Regiment (Greek
and Egyptian). The Regiment laid him to rest with full
military honours in the British Cemetery Moascar.
Our heartfelt sympathy goes to Mrs. Weeks and her
two boys in their trag!c loss.

*

*

OBITUARY
CAPTAIN L. C. WEEKS

Leslie Weeks joined "F" (Boys) Company
Training Battalion on 1st September, 1926, and in his
day was not only an ex~llent operator but an
accomplished middle distance and cross-country
runner. He was retained as an operator instructor on
joining the ranks in December, 1929, and quickly
obtained N.C.O. status. The middle 'thirties found
him overseas with the wireless company in
Sarafand. He served again in North Africa during
the war and was captured at Tobruk. becoming a
P.O.W. until the cessation ·of hostilities. After a
short spell in North West Europe and later with 4
Training Regiment at Catterick, he joined the Sudan
Signal Squadron in 1948, and from there was posted to
Egypt Command Signal Regiment in July, 1949, in
which Regiment he was serving when he died.
His many friends will regret the passing of
" Lesli~,'' " Elsie,'' " Wicker " or the inevitable
" George," by all of which names he was well-known
in the Corps, so tragically short of attaining a
Regular (Q.M.) Commission, and their sincere sympathy will extend to his family.

mum effort. This fact being borne out by the number of
inspections and visits, giving the camp a very good chance
in a " Most Inspected Camp" competition should Middle
East Land Forces ever decide to hold such a thing.
Our exchange handles all calls for Suez garrison, while
th:: line troop maintain many miles of U.G. cable.
Periodical cable cuts and the disappearance of the odd 100
yards of cable keep everyone busy.
The Signal Office, in addition to its normal function, deals
with a lot of private cablegrams, and a Christmas present
of 500 " Love and Kisses " telegrams daily was enough to
put counter clerks off holidays and birthdays for weeks.
Sport is still very popular and our football, cricket, water
polo and athletic teams have done very well. It was at
Thanet Camp that Captain E. J. Hellier (our late O.C.)
could be seen dashing out of camp in the early hours
of the morning carrying an alarm clock, training for the
three miles he later won in record time. At present the
cricket team is holding fourth position in Suez Garrison
League, and hope to move up before the end of the season.
There are not many opportunities for dancing, but the
" Port Arms " is well patronised and the men seem to have
no regrets at their monastic state.

*

Our Suez detachment has produced a scribe to assist the
labours of your correspondent and his first effort is appended
herewith.
2 Squadron (Suez Detachment). This bei~g the deta~h
ment's first contribution to THE WIRE we will try to give
some idea of our position and role in Canal Zone S~gn~s.
We are stationed in Thanet Camp, Suez, at the begmmng
of Treaty Road. Consequently everything entering or leaving Suez passes our " door." The camp is extremely well
laid out and can be maintained, as the photograph shows,
at " General Officer's Inspection" standard with the miniTHE W IRE. OCTOBER 1951
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C. in C. M.E.L.F. talking to Sergeant Allen, i/c "O" Troop

I INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMEN T

On the 9th August, this Regim ent was visited by G eneral
Sir Brian Robertson, C-in-C M .E.L.F. He inspected
various aspects of unit training and spent a por tion of his
visit chatting to linemen and despatch riders.
The anniversary of VJ D ay on 15th August was the
occasion of a Regimental Dinner Night at the Officers'
Mess. Guests included Signals Officers of the United
States Air Force and the United States Navy. Also present
was Major George Purkiss, ex-Royal Signals, now R.A.O.C.,
who commands the local Ordnance Deoot. Major Purkiss
is well-known in the Corps and transferred to R.A.O.C.
two or so years ago.
The Divisional Speedway continues to prosper under the
able management of this unit. It so happens that the
unit team, the Meteors, are at the top of the league. U nfortunately release and Python will account for the whole
of the team. Hordes of enthusiasts besiege the team man ager to be allowed to ride. If the eventual standard of
skill reaches the present standard of keenness, Meteors
ought to re"tain their present unbeaten position.
During the month we welcomed Major G. Hewlett from
the Military College of Science and Captain N. Baker exH.Q. 5 A.A. Group who arrived on 9th August. Also the
family of Sergeant Batchelor, formerly of " E" Troop, now
serving with" J " Troop. We are certain that.their stay will
be a happy one.
Both officers have settled in very quickly. Major Hewlett has already organised a " Ham " Club and hopes to
hold the inaugural meeting soon. The unit already has five
full-time "Hams."
We wonder how many amateurs of the Corps stationed
elsewhere have worked that most enthusiastic of airspliters, Wally of MD2PM?
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Aug~st sees the end of the swnmer sports season, and

one might ~ tempted to devote these notes entirely to
~cc:ounts of Vital cncket matches and swimming finals, but
lt l~ the Corps Week-end, for which we were the parent
Unn, that .m ust take precedence this month. A most
co~prehens1ve programme was arranged for the week-end,
which was from the 10th to the 12th August. Regimental

Mess dinners were held both in the Officers' Mess and in
the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess. For the more mercenary
minded there was an all-ranks' tombola in the N .A.A.F.I.
The all-ranks' dance held in the N.A.A.F.I. was a very
pleasant evening's entertainment.
On the Sunday morning a church parade took place 2
Squadron Egypt Command Signal Regiment constituting a
fourth Squadron.
In the aft<;rnoon a ~ricket match was held versus Egypt
Command Signal Regiment, who entered into the spirit of
the wee~-e1_1d just a little too enthusiastically, for they beat
us convillcmgly.
W~ congratulate ex-R.S.M. Wilding on his promotion
to Lieutenant (Quartermaster). He has left us and is with
Egypt Command Signal Regiment.
Highlight of the summer sports season was the success
of the sw~ing team. The Corps swimming gala was
won by 12 pomts after a long struggle with our inevitable
rivals, E~ypt Command Signal Regiment. The relay team
have firushed the season as Army and Brigade champions
for the second time running, and in addition the
swimming team as a whole scored several placings fn the
Brigade individual championships.
The water polo team have finished the season top of the
league (84 goals to 9), and narrowly lost the Brigade water
polo knock-out cup after extra time. Five of the water polo .
team of seven have swum for the Army against local teams
in" addition to representing the Brigade. They were:'
Second-:Liemenant C . J. Robinson, Corporal Lyons, Signalman Hill, S1gnalrnari Crawford and Private Marlbrough
(A.C.C. attached).
Captain J. Ingledow and Signalman Hill were chosen
to represent the Army versus RA.F., and these two
together with Sergeant Wragge (A.P.T.C. attached) and
Lance-Corporal Taylor swam for the Brigade.
Although he is no longer with us the n ame of Sergeant
Beale continues to find its way into the Egyptian G azette.
We wish him success in Berlin in October, where he is to
swim for Lon don against Paris and Berlin.
In the Brigade First Cricket League we finished sixth
which was an improvement on last year. We have reached
the quarter final of the B.T.E. Inter"Unit Cup and are semifinalis ts in the D istrict Cup. T he second team h ave not
quite finished their league games and have not done very
well, bu t have enjoyed their cricket.
We have been well represented in the Corps team, M ajor
Nash, C aptain Sturge, Second-Lieutenant Richmond,
Second-L ieutenant Robinson, Corporal Pitman, Cor poral
Entwistle, Lance-Corp oral Hampson and Signalman Gray
having played. Captain Sturge h as played for the Brigade
and has also had an Army trial.
Though ts are alre~dy turning to rugger, and 45 names
have been submitted for trials. Soccer types are already
"hard at it," and one imagines that hockey exponents arc
not altogether disinterested in the coming season.

The drill square will soon be echoing once more to the:
sound of tramping feet, as anxious S.S.M.s get their
Squadrons up to scratch for the forthcoming drill competition to be held late in September.
That hardy band of brass-lunged stalwarts, the Regimental Dance Band, have at last emerged from the depths
of the N .A.A.F.I. quiet room into the glaring limelight of
a Corporals' Mess social. A Corporals' Mess dance is to be
held in the near future.
No member of the Regiment is yet suspected of possessing a Geiger counter, but if there are any such cases the
blame must be laid on Mr. A. J. P. Andrews, whose
lecture on the atomic bomb was followed not only with
great interest, but, one felt, concern by those present.
On the evening of the 22nd August, a concert version of
"Merry England" was performed by G.H.Q. Music Club
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in the O.R.'s N.A.A.F.I., and a most enjoyable time was
had by those attending.
.
.
In conclusion, we would ltkc to thank Signalman Thomas,
the previous WIRE cor~espondent, fO~ the ~ork he put in on
previous notes. He will be sorely missed m the Rug?y XV,
and we wish him every success on the Wes tern Mail.

J 6 INDEPENDENT P ARACHUTE BRIGADE

GROUP SIGNAL SQUADR9N

Now that we are in the season of concentrated _exercises
we are out every week between Tuesday and Fnday_ and
incidentally, we do . :prefer our . o~ " Hom~ °'?kin~."
Having had the expenence of bemg straffed by iet arrcraft we know how it feels. We have now turned over to
Jeeps in preference to our two feet. We expect any day.' so
restricted are we, to be stopped on the open road by a little
man with a black bag from the finJillce department for exceeding our allotted mileage.

Our main activity has been preparing for Fo.cces Day.
There will be a large Signal demonstration team with working sets and radio teleprinter links, cleft sticks !n case of
accidents, and a super M.A.L. team. As our _line T roop
is not big enough to practice for a demonstrauon and get
the work done the MA.L. team started life under a handicap. Making the African proficient at anything t~at ~s
strange to him, especially if it includes manual de~tenty, is
no easy task. The first three bays of breast h1~h route
were erected(?) in about nine working hours. This figure
gradually improved and at the time of writing ten bays of
M.A.L. are taking about 20 minutes. T he team have a
practice twice a day and reckon o~ ~~ating the set speed
of 15 minutes on the day of the exh1biuon.
In the sports world the Army League <Ew:opea~). is
drawing to a close. The team have improved their pos1uon
considerably by winning two of the last three games and
the league leaders were very lucky to win their last game
against us.
In the African knock-out-an innovation on this Command-our team started very well but was knocked out by
.
Command Ordnance Depot in the quarter finals.
Both· hockey and cricket are under way now with
friendly games having been played in each. Tb~e is soi;ne
limbering up with a view to further successes ill athleucs
later in the year.
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The cricke t tea m

u pmn
· Bj r keH~rne
r Crdts man Cotten, Signal man
From left to ri11ht : Back row,
Lieutenant MacGillvray.
Mue11leton . Signal man R Clj!'"•nt .s · Coa~~:~ Gould Lance-Cor pora l Greenwood ,
S}gnallman
Maw
h
'"'
11'
'
eo'grnporal
Parki
n
'
Corporal
Martin
Front row , S1
gna man ars a ,
•

Our list of sporting fixtures is too long to reprint-b~ w~
have more than held our own at most games and are er~ te
with victories at hockey and cricket against a Battalion of
. .
·
the Parachute Regiment "A" XI.
The Brigade had the honour of a VlS!t from the C.-m~.
MEL F on 21st August. Also on the 10th August e .
C
E L F gave us the pleasure of a short but welcome
vi~i~ .,May ~~ ;ish him a happy stay at the War Office.
S~r eant Laing and Lance-Corporal Cook are the first to
g
U K The former on a course to the School. of
~~urn to th~ iatter on leave. We congratulate most S';11Service
cereanlytry,
our S ·S ·M ., "Paddy" .Sweeny,· on hischLong
d him.
d Good Conduct Medal which has iust re_a e
anWe seem to have no births to record this mon~-never
mind, at least in other respects we are-Certa CJto.

S0 . M

EAST AFRICA COMMAND SIGNAL SQUADRON

. coId, dull days
The welcome break m
. with. hthe first
be
sunny days of Spr~g gi'':'es a joyful fee:g ~~ f:~ball
will even comrnurucate Itself to my p .
.th
As
.
d h k and cncket are w1 us.
season isw~n~go~fy m~ :; our seasons (weather), but ~e
you see,
(
t) Well-as they say out here m
mix up our season~ sp~r . ust be the altitude.
excuse for everything-it m nt the last month very quietly.
Everyone seems to ~ave~ ed and had horse race meet!he Se~geants h~n ~: w~ll attended and quite pleasant
mgs ;vruch hBauvtethere ha/been little else to report.
occasions.
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Persia has been in the news very much la~ely, ai;id
although there are no Royal Signals' detac~e nt s m Per~ 1 a,
there is a detachment in Shaibah, a Royal Air Force stauon
.
about 20 miles from the Persia-Iraq border:
Shaibah is one of the oldest Royal Au ~ore~ stauons
and is certainly one of the most famous . It 1s said that no
Air Force Officer can reach high rank . without, at s o~e
time, serving at Shaibah, since it is considered an essential
part of bis education.
.
.
As for Shaibah itself, it is far from bemg _an easy station.
The first thing that s~ikes the. newly arnved ~1gn~lm an
is the intense heat rismg somenmes. ab~ive 120 F. ill the
shade, frequently remaining in the ~eo~s through~ut the
night· these high temperatures cause pnckly heat to _be
the :riost prevalent complaint. The forms . of .outs1d~
amusement at the height of the summer a~e s~lIIDill?g an
sand-yachting, and in the latter sport, which 1.s earned out
on the airfield, very high speeds are reac~ed m the yachts
built from old aircraft wheels and anything else that can
be used.
The
rt of Basrah, 17 miles away, is the onl)'. c::iyili~ed
. poth area and the only other signs of c1v1lisauo!1
town
m
e
' oil-wells not far from Sh ai"bah' WI"th theu
are the American
steel towers silhouetted against the sk~, and ~e few huts
clustered round them like inanimat~ obi~cts payrng_homthage
. d deity the deity m this case being
at
to _some we1r Gbdd ' . "Oil" Apart from these settle~;:Spo~:dt a few est.ab viliages, the surrounding land
is jus~ desert, not the bright yellow of Egypt,.~ut ~ m~~~
brownish desert, that, sooner or la~er, w1 . . t ~ and

infrequ:n~~~g ss~~de5; 0~uri;':~~~~~gbb~!1;:g ~ny~-efse to live there. Even the sky is not the _br~g~t
~~egof the Mediterranean countries, but a ptle anddms~p1d

blue that often turns to grey, and a mo t ece1ve
11
ye
' mto
.
th m
" king that no such ky could ever
the owynewcomer
hold a fierce . sun.
warm and close, when the small
The eve~ngs a;e
bounds at Shaibah, comes into
animal and msect ]lfe, thatka . Ii ~th the dull red glow of
.
0
·anally the s y 1s t w1
.
its o:n~b ~ca:~il-well burning its superfluous ~asse ' ;~vh1le
ne1gth oNunAnA FI can be heard the lilting strains of The
farom
e . · · · ·
Shaibah Blues."

3:5

ing, but completely the reverse- it is just finishin~.. Considering we are in four leagues and cup compeuuons as
well we haven't done badly. The honours go to the M.0.R. ·
side' which has reached the final of the M.0.R. Cup. "When
we get our own ground in the new camp "-w_e all say,
and let us hope that that won't be too long conung. Certainly the new camp is progressing, and many of us are
itching to shake the dust of Calcutta Camp from our feet,
cross the road and move into our new home.
" Tue dust of Calcutta Camp " is about ~ight,. fo: there
are many gardeners, by no Ill:eans voluntarily, udymg up
their little plots· and lorig straight rows-not of beans, but
of men-can b~ seen on Adjut3;11t's pa_rade every S~turday
morning. This is the season of mspecuons, of dressmg and
best dress, shine and shouting: We keep our fingers crossed
and hope we don't drop our nfles.
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We wrote last month of the possibilities of running a Unit
Swimming Gala. Now we are able to tell you of its success. Fortunately we don't often have qualms about the
weather out here. The afternoon of the swimming gala was
no exception and competitors-and spectators-took every
opportunity of plunging into the swimming pool at the
slightest provocation. Although the standard of swimming
and diving was not outstanding, a great deal of enthusiasm
was shown and we had keen inter-Squadron competition,
R.H.Q. finally winning the cup. Among the more notable
feats was that of Lance-Corpo:·al Houseman who succeeded
in picking up 24 plates off the bottom in one attempt. Corporal Bunyamin also distinguished himself by walking the
whole length of the greasy-pole, which was hot only greasy
but somewhat wobbly. There was, indeed, an air of festivity
that afternoon. Marquees had been pitched, bunting was
fluttering in the breeze, the lemonade and ice cream stall
was rapjdly selling out and the sideshows, for which several
local firms bad generously provided prizes, were doing a
roaring trade. At six o'clock the swirilming prizes had all
been distributed by Mrs. Haigh, the happy gathering had
dispersed and the only signs of life were a few silhouetted
figures in a stooping posture. On closer investigation we discovered them to be the R.S.M.'s fatigue party.
Time certainly flies and sure enough we find the rugger
and hockey season once more upon our heels. The last week
or two bas seen us frantically hunting out fresh talent for
our rugger team and we are now getting down to training,
striving to produce a winning side. Hockey should not be
quite so difficult, for we have a fair proportion of last year's
players still with us. We have had moderate results at
cricket and soccer, the latter suffering badly during the last
few weeks from the loss of our star players.
The big event in the public eye during the past few days
had been the 4th Singapore Air Day. You may have read
all about the aerobatics in the papers, but doubtless you will
have seen no mention of the Air Formation Signals' " Backroom Boys." Not only did we lay several miles of D8, but
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we also manned the point-to-point communications on the
airfield. Most important of all, our line party was provided
with a free pass to the Air Display itself.

G.D.Q. SIGNAL REGHIENT, FAR.ELF

August showed no great change in Unit activities. The
grass which fringes the billets and outside area of the Camp,
bas been cut, adding much to the appearance of the Camp.
The three Squadrons-1, 2 and A.W.C.-are now
busily engaged in preparations for the forthcoming G.0.C.'s
inspection, and if one is unfortunate enough to be up at the
crack of dawn, it is quite common to see small sections from
the Squadrons, just setting off on a " bash "-five miles to
the hour is the time stipulated.
These P.T. tests also include swimming two lengths of
the bath. Those who cannot swim soon learn under the
expert tuition of S.Q.M.S. Ottley, Corporal Bailey and
Corporal De Costa. It is hoped that in due course every
man in the Unit will be able to swim the two lengths.
Lance-Corporal Slade, an active athlete of the Unit, was
chosen to partake in the pole vault, in the Malayan Athletics
Championships at Kuala Lumpur.
.
The latter end of the month saw Captairl' Cropp, and Staff
Sergeant Goldsmith, embark for the U.K-we wish them all
the best. We welcome to the Unit Lieutenant Grainger and
Lieutenant Dacre. Also two more Royal Australian Signals,
Sergeant O'Reilly and Signalman Bone. Sergeant O'Reilly,
who came' from Malaya Signal Regiment, has taken the place
of Sergeant Auger who has been posted to 101 Wireless
Regiment, Queensland. All best wishes go with him.

SINGAPORE DISTRICT SIGNAL REGIMENT

August has passed, and with it all those things one
associates with the month. Mum and Dad and the family
off for the annual vacation, Bank Holiday and Brighton and
the Fair at Hampstead Heath; car racing and swimming, the
end of the cricket season, the start of soccer; gardens and
straight rows of beans; orchards and scrumping.
Yes, we out here, almost on the Equator, have thought of
all those things. Indeed, we haven't been allowed to forget,
and our August has closely followed the pattern of that at
home.
Several families, and some single ones too, have been to
the Change of Air Station up in the Cameron Highlands,
some miles north of Singapore. By all accounts it's a grand
place, cool and pleasant. It is to be hoped that many more
of us will go.
The cricket season draws to its close, but the interSquadron matches for the Morris Cup have still to be played.
Soccer, too, is in our thoughts, not because h is just start346
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On the 5th of this month Quly) we had the honour of a
visit by the G.O.C.-in-C. The inspection appeared to be
quite satisfactory.
.
In the field of sport we are more than holding our own,
though a setback js to be expected when our st~lwarts,
Sergeants Senior and Jeynes, revert to ~ome establishme?l
at the end of the month. Sergeant Seru~r deserves spec1a
mention for his performance when playmg for the Royal
Signals Malaya team.

HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT

On 22nd August the Regiment was introduced to a ~ovel
form of entertainment. The Yumati Ferry Coy. very kmdly
loaned the Regiment one of t;heir vessels f?r the day. A
good cross section of the Reglment num?erlng almost 20?
and including chaps from most out troops m the New Terntories and about 30 of our Chinese ranks emb~rked at
Queens Pier at 9 o'clock for a picnic. At least, we intended
to embark at 9 o'clock. By 9.15 the food wagon had not
arrived. We spent a few anxious moments, but, fortunate~y,
a few minutes later along came our 3 tonner loaded with
the staff of life.
Our destination was a small holiday resort o.n Lan Tau
Island known as Silver Mine Bay. The hour's Journey was
uneve~tful exceot for the annoying business of taking a
nominal roll so that we would know before we returned bow
many had been drowned!
We docked in pouring rain. Unfortunately the local fishing folk mistook our craft for the reg_ular ferry, and we were
boarded by a swarm of pirate-looking coolies. . Our ferry
staff soon removed the ,intruders, and the party d1se_mbarked
in the glorious sunshine which had replaced the ram: Some
of us just couldn't wait to get to the beach, and us1~g the
boat as a diving board gave a fine display of the aq~nc art.
The greatest fun was had by a small band of sw~r:ers
who were determined to upturn any one of the SI1'.3
a~s
hired by our chaps from the t;>each. AJ:IY ';1nsusp~cuni~e;
load that ventured near the pier met with unmediate ther b
(who warned the officers to keep away?). The wea
y
had turned her best cheek, and we bathed and lay
thi .
in ~~n under a glorious sky, and a deep blue sea at our

Soon after his arrival in the Squadron, our O.<;:. ~ecid~d
fe~e highlight of the day was the picnic lunch provided by
that in order to find out about wireless c:ommumcauons I~
.
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.
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mg in Korea ince December, 1950, have given us all the
benefit of their valuable experience. They have also warned
us all of what to expect in the coming winrer months which
~ey, we trust, will be spending most deservedly by thcir fire..
sides at home. R.S.M. Cunningham is living in hopes that
!he W.0.s' and Serg~ts' Mess tent which was carried away
m the recent flood will one day be wasbei.i up on the East
Yorkshire coast not too far from Beverley.
OFFICERS OF l COMMONWEAL TR DIVISION SIGNAL
REGI.ME1''T
Licurenant-Co!onel A. L. Atkinson
Captain (T.0.M .) H . Ransome
Major A. R . Marshall, T D.
Captain J . Prentice
Major F. P. Johnson
Captain E . M. T . Crump
.\iajor G. S. Fenton
Lieutenant A. C. Bimvistle
.\!ajor D. H. George, M.c., Royal
Lieutenant I. M. Rose
Canadian Signals
Lieutenant J . Donne
.\lajor J. E. Denton
Lieutenant K. Kirkby
Major Q.M. H. Napper
Lieutenant G. J. Curl
Captain K. E. Haycock
Li<-ute.nant A. G . Bohannan
Captain J. McK. Lamb
Lieutenant J. R. Ross-Oark,
Captain W. E. Wheeler, E.D. ,
Royal
cw Zealand Signals
Royal Canadian Signals
Lieutenant F . E. Sorenson, Royal
Captain D. 0. Fairlie
Canad ian Signals
Captain B. D. Smith
Second-Lieutenant T. E. Humpage
Captain P. G. Harrison
Second-Lieutenant C . F . Le\vis
aiptain D . J. Strong
Captain H. W. Malhouse,
Captain R. H . Armstrong
R.E.M.E.
Captain S. Finch
Lieurenant H. I. Jory, R.A.M.C.
WARRA:>."T OFFICERS
R.S .M . .\i . Cunningham
w .o.rr J . A . Laker (F. of S.),
R.Q.M.S. N. Lane
Royal Canndian Signals
S.S.M. M. J. 0. Flaherty
S .S.M . L. W. Newman
S.S.M. D. W. Swenson

GURKHA ROYAL SIGNALS

. <;Turkha S ignal Tt·aining Wing. Among distinguished
vmtors that this Unit has had, we would now like to add
G?v~rnor Thomas E. Dewey, of New York, and the Commissioner Genera! f?r. South East Asia, Mr. Malcolm
MacDonald. The!l' visit was most definitely a "flyer," but
they seemed very interested and surprised at what Gurkhas
can and 9? learn. The Commissioner General promised
another VJS1t ~hen be could spend more time.
~e entertamed 20 Boys of the Gurkha Boys' Company
9uru:g Ju~y. They were of varying ages and very interested
m signalling. They were permitted to operate wireless
se~s for one day, go out for a day's run with D R
d
· .s an
dnve s
th
d
r on ~o er an spend another day on lines. They
were surprised how easy it all is! We are gratified to
hear from the .O.C. Boys' Company that the percentage of
Boys volunteenng for Gurkha Royal Signals is very high
T Our "~e blue" recruits joined us at the end of July·
hey. consist of 44 Gurkhas who have no previous Arm·
experience. They are young and look very intelligent an~
from the two weeks' English that they have bad ' will
p~oduce some ver¥ good Signals types. Thirteen e~-Bo s
still to come complete this year's intake.
y

lHALA YAN SCOUTS, SPECIAL AIR SERVICE
REGIMENT SIGNAL TROOP

This Troop is now just over a year old and we have
exp~nded to .a total of 42 Royal Signals personnel and
20
~eg1mental ~1gna~lers. ~us we just manage to keep abreast
o the growmg size of this Regiment, which now has four
Squadrons.
The majorio/ of the. Troop have been on many weeks of
par:ol work 10 the 1ungle or with liaison detachments
which has produced experience and confidence.
'

T he last of the N aval telegraphists from H.M.S. Belfast

~ho were helping us out for several weeks on the operating
· side, have left ~or Korean wa~ers, .where we. suppose they
are ~ow working once agam side by side with the
Americans.

. We look somewhat jn envy at our contemporaries (or
rivals), the 16th Parachute Brigade Signals Squadron whom
we presume are now ~unbathing on 1lhe sunny sh~res of
CyPrus, and wonder if they would like to swop places
with us.
Training of Regimental Signallers h.as been progressing
fast, though several infantry types were somewhat shattered
at the speed they were shanghaied into the Morse training
room, when they mentioned on arrival here that they knew a
little about signalling.
Operations against the bandits are going well and we
can now se<: th.e results of our work, mainly in the starvation
of the bandits m many places due to our destruction of their
food dumps.

T~e jungle .may be ne';ltral for the infantrymen, but it is
certamly hostile to the Signaller. Along the jungle-fringed
ro~ds here sabotage of telephone lines is simple. The only
qmc~ local means of communications with which the
ba~dits. have. not been. able to interfere is wireless. The
mam difficulties for a Signaller are weight of equipment and
battery supply. These two difficulties we have been able to
reduce by using a modified version of the 62 Set that works
o~ three .3~ Set dry batteries, which allows a patrol to
dispense with the cumbersome wet battery and pedal
genera!or. We find that three 31 Set dry batteries will last a
week 1~ carefu.Ily us~, so a patrol need only carry three,
as an audrop 1s received weekly containing food and other
su~plies. T~e other difficulty on these long range patrols,
wh1c~ some~e~ oper~te for three months at a time, being
supp~ed by air, 1s rrepau of u/s wireless sets. All Signallers
are ¥IVen v~ry comprehe~sive instruction on repair work,
but. if a set is beyond repair by them another is dropped in.
!his means an additibnal load for the patrol to carry as
it may be weeks before it strikes a road and can evac~ate
~e u/s set. Unfortunately the days of peacetime accountmg do not allc;>w u/s stores to be discarded. If anyone
has a spare helicopter we could use it.
~IALAYA SIGNAL REGIMENT

Two s.ets of notes have been received in time for the
October issue of THE WIRE, and combined they are too long
to fit a single number of THE WIRE. An effort has been
mad_e to reproduce in this number the salient points of each.
. Sigrza! Exercises. Exercise "Spider" was a large scale exerc1~e. ~es1gned to test the ability of the Regiment. A skeleton
D1v1Slonal Headquarters was established in the rubber and
we worked radio telephony day and night over all distances
up to 6oo miles. Considering this is the first time that this
~ort of thiJ?-g has been done since the days of the 14th Army
1t went qmte reasonably.
A small detachment from our mobile troop took part in
Exercise " Musket." Since then the mobile part of the Regiment has been eng~ged in various trials and experiments as
a pre~ude to Exercise " Sherwood Forest." This particular
exercise was noteworthy for the very heavy rain which
greeted the Squadron just as they had commenced to erect
camp.
.Shooting. Signalma~ Shute won the Championship
Rifle S~~t ~nd the Royal Signals team won the falling plate
COI!lpetition m the Malayan Championships. Our rifle team
finished 10th out of 27 teams, and our sten gun team 14th
out of 77 te.a~s. ~aturally we as " Signals " had a great
deal .of adm101strat1ve work for the meeting, including the
public address arrangements.
Football. We were defeated in the semi-final (Malaya) of
the F.A.R.E.L.F. Football Cup; after leading 2-nil at halfTHE WIRE , OCTOBER 1951

Mohammed Hassan Bin Abdul Rahman receives his testimonial

time it was bard to go down to defeat. It might have been a
different story had we fielded Sergeants Orme and Senior
who had just gone home.
Cricket. Singapore Island Signals, captained by Colonel
L. C. C. Harrison, brought a strong team and our victory
(by 5 minutes) was due to their declaration which left us to
get 106 runs. in 75 minutes.
Athletics. In the Malaya A.A.A. Championships Signalman P . Cullen, who was schoolboy champion high jumper,
distinguished himself. He was third in the javelin, both the
winner and the second beating the previous record; the
winner's throw was 179 feet. Signalman Cullen was also
selected for the State in the high jump, as this was won at
6ft. 1in. to be unplaced was little disgrace.
Corporal Longthrope tied for first place in the half-mile
(having been in strict training in the evenings) in the time of
2 minutes 9.4 seconds, breaking the State record.
Amateur Radio Club. VS2DF is the call sign of our very
flourishing "Ham" Club. We get many cards saying that
we are the writer's first VS2 contact.
The Commander in Chief presented a testimonial to Mc;>hd
Hassan Bin Abdul Rahman, a civilian exchange supervisor
who has worked for the military since 1938 and the squadron
since June 1947. This testimonial is one of the first issued
to civilian employees of the War Department, and we are
rightly proud of it.

road wound through the bush, most disappointingly bare of
wild life; it was probably scared by the noise. When the
river at Senchi was reached the party de-bussed and encanoed to paddle themselves up-stream. The camera fiends
exposing yards of celluloid on a mud hut village, the genuine African article, and producing a near riot by throwing a
handful of small change on to the bank, it was the village's
Bank holiday too. Then stark drama entered as one of the
canoes was swept into the main stream by a strong current,
the crew paddled for their lives and only reached the safety
of the river bank after a great effort, a reprieve for the shadow
roster.
Back at the truck Sergeant Whitehouse was keeping himself
and the lunch cool. Opposite his parking spot a cable ferry
consisting of a one-cylinder diesel engine on a raft crossed
the river. The warden of the place told the parry that if
they were considering staying the night to beware of snakes,
and to prove his point showed the skin of one that he had
shot recently, it was 16 feet long. The party did not stay
the night.
Major Leece led the Squadron on its P.E. test route march
of approximately seven miles and to one wh? has not
marched with African troops it was quite an experience. The
A.O.R.s sang all the time they marched at ease. The songs
were mostly led by one man who composed verses about
those present, a sort of calypso with a similar rhythm. It
was probably just as well that the A/S.S.M. was there to
protect our interests.
Three of the Squadron's A.0.R.s are at present in Catterick, Ser
ts Adjivon, Andrews and ;Agbenu. From
their letters we understand that you Cattenckeers are treating them well, but what has become of the climate ? They
complain of the cold !
.
..
·I n charge of Lieutenant O'Conno! and un~er d?e tuiuon
of Sergeant Davies, Motor-Cycle Trials team is .taking shape
for the future Command Trial. If any crack rider cares to
volunteer for West Africa we will be pleased to accommodate him, preference would be given to som~one able to pla~
the piano, because we might have one soon m the Sergeants
· bi
Mess.
Golf. Major Leece has won the AxmY_ Golf Cpamp1ons p,
just another of his many successes this year.
Shooting. Sergeant Gordon, leading a party on a day's
shikari bagged nvo orioles and a small Toucan-so small that
it was just a onecan.
They heard an antelope too.
GmHALTAH SIGNAL SflUADHON

Other Overseas
Stations
GOLD COAST SIGNAL SqUADRON

The rains have ended, all but a few inches anyway, and
life has begun anew. The football season ~s commenced
and an inter-Troop competition is in full swmg, each r:oop
bears the name of a famous British team and the visual
effect of a black and white Arsenal must be seen to be
believed.
.
·
t
The past month has been quiet, routine entertammen s
were only broken by a Race Meeting in the Sergeants' .Mess.
However on Whit Monday, Sergeant Horsley orgarused a
trip to S~chi, a spot some 6o miles away to the North. The
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 1951

The levant is one of the more dis.agreeable climatic
features of Gibraltar, a combi?ation. of wmd ~nd cloud, and
affects the local population m various physical ways. If
your rheumatics are troublesome, if you have a hea~ac~
if you can't breathe-blame the levant. Even the contmu
rise in the cost of living i~ caused by rI?e levant.. · · Or
s they say The levant is not conducive to ~ard wo~k,
Jthough th~ Signalman's ideal of " through " is worthdy
upheld here despite the weather.
The cricket season is still with us and a~tho1;1gh our
team is showing greatly improved form, swunmmg ~d
water · sports are more popul~ a~ the moment.
e
Command championships meetmg 1s to be held towards
the end of this month and it may yet ~ tha~ the Squa~ron
will provide one or two minor surprises m the various
events.
f
. b
launch
On the welfare side, a succe~s u1 trip Y steam
th
to Tangier was made earlier m the month. A smoo
crossing was made each way and tha~ ~elped a lot ~war_ds
making the day a happy one. Op1ruons about ~gier
seemed to vary a bit, although most of .the tr1p~rs
expressed a desire to go again. Maybe a day ~np to :iang1er
from here does not leave an awful lot of ume to o any
exploring.
H9

.411str11lia11

News

D1rectarate of Signals. The last month has been marked
by a cold spelf in Victoria which sent the thermometer down
to the lowest level for 50 years. Major K. R. Colwill, who
recently took over the Signals I chair from Major B. Cox
coming South from Brisbane to do :~, was heard to sa~
that Sunny Queensland would never produce such fri g:1tful
weather. Not so sunny! ! The only people who appeared
unmoved were Major Ballard and C:tptain Polley, who
merely remarked that the condition were nearly as good
as an English summer! !
Other Directorate personalities whom we hope are
remembered in the U.K. are: Lieutenant-Colonel R. K. Roseblade and Major R. P.
Woollard, who both attended No. 2 Long Tels Course in
1947 I 49, and Major G. T. Sonnenberg who, although nor
a ~ember of the Direcrorate Staff, in commanding the
Proiect Troop has staked a claim in the same building. He
a~ten?ed the R.T.~. course at Catterick in 1949. Also with
him m the Troop m Melbourne are W.0.I Laird, Sergeant
Rooney, Corporals Boyd and Nelson; in Sydney, Sergeants
Becket and Hansen and Corporal Thomas, aJl of whom
attende~ the same course. Corporal Mapson, who also
went with the party, has just successfolly concluded an
Officers' qualifying course and will now be commissioned
into the Corps. He receives our congratulations.
School of Signals. On 4th July we said farewell to
Colonel L. J. Bruton, who has left for the U.K. to undergo
a_ s~ort course and tour of duty before takiztg up a post
(It 1s rumoured) at the Australian School of Land/ Air
Warfare.
Speculatioz:i was rife ~oncerning his successor at the
School of Signals, but all anxieties were allayed by the
announcement that Major A. W. de Courcy-Brown was to
fill the vacancy. Everyone was pleased that he has at last
g~ined his long awaited and hard earned promotion to
Lieutenant-Colonel.
Captain G. J. Gay has taken over the duties of Senior
Instructor.
. Ea>tern Command. Our photograph this month is prov~ded by Eastern Command. It shows, from left to right,
S~gnalman B. R. Cochran, Captain R. G. Osborn and
Signalman. H. S?ama in ~.Q., 2 Infantry Divisional Signal
O~ durmg Field Exeroses at Singleton, N.S.W., earlier
this ye8!· .This is the first time we have had the pleasure
of ~enuonmg a C.M.F. Unit in these notes. (Other C.M.F.
Uruts please note). (For U.K. readers, C.M.F. is equivalent
to T.A.).
. Corps' Dinner. The annual Corps' dinner for all Servmg a:id Reserve Officers within Southern Command was
held m the Lower Town Hall, Melbourne, on Saturday
30th June, 1951.
'

Over five thousand people buy
"The Wire." If each of them
persuaded one other to buy it the
Editor would not have to leave
out any articles submitted.

16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNA.I. REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOMANRY)

Many of those who _were present in 1950 were apparently
otherwise engaged this year, but the n6 who did attend
found the evening quite entertaining.
Our guest speakers, Lieutenant-General H. Wells, G.O.C.
Sm~thern Command, and ~a~o~-General. J. E. S. Stevens,
unu_l recently G.O.C. 2 Div1S1on, provided a diversified
Se:i1or Officers' opi_nion on Signals. General Wells was
qllite laudatory, _whilst Gene~al. Stevens was rather critii;~l
-;-but perhaps his long association as a Signal Officer provided too sound an insight on our dark and wondrous ways.

s.n.

DEPOT AND TRAINING CENTRE

After three months of hectic preparation, June saw us
welcome ~"".o Supplementary Reserve Units to attend
az;inual trruz:img this year. They were 50 and 51 L. of C.
Signal Regiments. As ~ey were the guinea pigs, so to
speak, there were many mmor flaps (did Major Warren our
Staff Officer, say "Ration Strengths ? ") but the re'sults
were extremely encouraging and everyone felt that it had
been worth while.
O~ next visitors were 50 and 51 Infantry Division Signal
Regunents, T.A. They followed each other and took part in
Exercise ·« Red Spider"; we crawled the walls too 1
Some idea ?f the amount of stores we hold can be ~btained
from any picture of the Empire State Building. The
9uartermaster, Captain (Q.M.) J1• J. Ryan, now has a
libr~ of ledgers which cover nearly every item of signal
equipment; have you any Sky Hooks, Paddy ?
. The Admin. Officer, Lieutenant P. W. Hewitson would
like advice on how to erect tents in two storeys, and also
extends a warm welcome to any stray Signal Regiment which
carmot find a home.
22 Corps Signal Regiment S.R and 50 Air Formation
Signal Regiment S.R. attended camp here between the nth
and 25th August. The weather was rather dull, but that
was all. Once more some useful work was done and we
should see the results of this next year.
On the Ist September the largest unit to attend camp hit
us. 54 L. of C. Signal Regiment, S.R., under the com~and of Li_eu.tenant-Colonel C. E. Calveley, o.B.E., Royal
Signals, cons1Stmg of approximately 700 men, arrived. This
depot clothed and documented in one day and then called
for some rejuvenating pills.
Being a large unit, 54 L. of C. have used a lot of equipment. 1:'hey are due to leave us in a few days' time and
then ~gms the task of breaking camp, packing stores and
prepa_rmg for next year's training season.
This seems an appropriate time to thank the Depot Regiment of the Corps for their whole-hearted assistance over
the past few months. Without their help it would have
been difficult to carry on.
To conclude, we hope that Blacon Camp does not strike
terror into men's hearts as mµch as it did to a new member
of our staff who arrived in the camp looked at it and
promptly fainted.
'
'
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Territorial
Arllly

1951

On Tuesday, 14th August, much to the envy of the
remainder of the Division the Regiment took tihe leading
role in a television outside broadcast on the training of
Territorial Airborne Forces. In brief, the broadcast consisted of opening shots from a television camera mounted
:in a balloon jumping cage flying 600 feet above the Wormwood Scrubs DZ 1; this was followed by watching a stick
of five members of the Regiment jumping from a second
balloon. The finished article having been presented to the
viewers, the various stages of preparatory ground training
was then shown, leading up to exit from a "fan " mounted
on a 40 feet tower. Unfortunately a "teohnical hitch"
prevented Barrie Edgar, one of the two commentators, from
performing on the fan, much to his relief, as he was already
stiff and bruised from the " dress rehearsal " the previous
evening.
The programme then went back to the air training, with
-a demonstration of the opening action of a parachute and
interviews with two more sticks prior to their jumping.
The Regimental mascot, "Jimmy," who has done more
jumps than anyone else in the Regiment, was displayed and
watched doing yet another death defying leap. In one
srick Squadron Leader Jimmy Blythe, of the Parachute
School, gave a running commentary during his I 05oth
jump. This was a broadcast, using an 88 Set fed in to the
TV control van.
As a grand finale the last stick landed with a W.S. 62
kitbag station, whioh they set up and had working within
five minutes of landing. The programme closed with a
message broadcast from this set.
Nearly two months of planning preceded the broadcast
and we would like to record our appreciation of the
co-operation of the Royal Air Force parachute instructor
and balloon experts who made it so very easy for us. Like
all airborne operations, it was a combined operation. It
would have been difficult, too, to find a producer who could
have been less perturbed by the chaos that existed on the
dress rehearsal when microphones and cameras refused to
work wind and lightning prevented balloons from flying
until' it was too dark to 'see anything, and hoards of small
children roamed everywhere.
Our brief moment of stardom being over (we are still
hoping that someone will ask us for our autograph), we are
now facing the grim realities of .the man<?Cuvres. ~t the
time of going to press we are still searchmg England f?r
our transport and wireless sets, already a week overdue m
arriving, but doubtless all will be well in the end . . ~t least
we are the owners of a barrack in Aldershot and 1t is only
a matrer of time before the Quartermaster starts muttering
" barrack damages " in his sleep.
.
Finally we welcome to the fold R.S.M. _Marioraf!l who
having just come from anothe~ T.A. Regiment, will need
little initiation into the mysteries of the T.A.

sington, the Mayor and Mayoress of Hammersmith,
Brigadier Chadwick, C.S.O. Eastern Command, and other
distinguished guests for our " At Home " held at Headquarters, on Saturday, 8th September.
The Drill Hall had been transformed for the exhibition
and Regimental vehicles were lined up in the courtyard outside. On both sides of the hall were wireless sets and other
instruments used in the Unit, together with a Land Rover
wireless vehicle with a 52 set working to another truck outside-members of the public being encouraged to make use
of this opportunity to broadcast. A recorder, in charge of
S.S.M. Lawson, attracted a great deal of attention, the guests
being asked to record their voices, and have the result played
back. Photographs and other material depicting life in the
Regimental pre-war and present day, including " action pictures" of the 1st and 2nd Battalions of the Kensington
Regiment, which caused great interest. On the balcony, a
long range net, working to Birmingham, Cardiff, Manchester,
Wolverhampton and N. Ireland was used by several guests
to contact their friends in those places.
The Mayor of Kensington, sent a message to the Lord
Mayor of Belfast on this net during the afternoon.

On Sunday, 2nd September, 18 members of the Regiment
attended the London District Royal Signals (T.A.) Rifle
meeting-out of a total of 63 competitors. Shooting conditions were good, and excellent organisation enabled the
three competitions to finish one hour ahead of schedule.
Before the competitions started Corporal Russell was one of
-two who succeeded in bitting the "Egg Bull." In the first
shoot, 10 rounds application at 300 yards (on a handicap
basis), resulted in the following scores: Corporal Fowler
35, R.Q.M.S. Blackburn 34, Corporal Hall 33.
In
the second shoot, the application and rapid practice, we bad
a resounding success. Corporal Wright returned a score of
jI out of 6o and thus won the Individual Challenge Cup and
Silver Medal .
A team shoot was the last event, and the Regiment entered six teams. Although all teams shot reasonably, our
two best were bracketed 4th and 5th out of 20 entries. These
teams were (A) Major R. Hammond, T.D., R.Q.M.S. Black-

ARMY PHANTOM SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.
(The Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)

Once again we were lucky to have a fine and ~unny afternoon for a Regimental function. Honoured by the presence
of the Mayor and Mayoress of the Royal Borough of KenTHE WIRE . OCTOBER 1951

Corporal Wright, winner, London District, Royal Signals, T.A.,
shoot
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burn Corporal Towler and (B) S.Q.M.S. Evans, Corporal
Rus ell and Lance-Corporal Malpas.
On the occa ion of the London and Districr'Motor Cycle
Trials. the Kensington Regiment entered one team of three
rider and one individual. The teams were : Lance-Corporal
Cox, ignalmen Ashman and Vant, the individual being
S.Q.M.S. Dandridge. Lance-Corporal Cox finished the
cour e with a score of 38, although the other members of the
•earn were forced to retire owing to mechanical faults.
S.Q.M.S. Dandridge, who is becoming quite an expert in
Army Trials also finished in grand style-and can only
blame his older machine for not being in the higher score
category.

August has been a month without activity for it was
decided to m ake that m onth our " close seaso~ " in order
that all ranks may re turn to drills in September with
renewed vigour.

Si op Press.

1:"he Regiment t?ok. part yesterday (2nd

S.e ptembe~, 1951). m the London DJStnct Royal Signals T.A.

Rifle (Hawtin Cup)
(Individual)
Sten

Revolver
Bren team
Plate breaking

I

Lance-Corporal G. E. Llo yd
by one point
Serr.ant N . McLeod
after a tie
3 Sergeant B. P . Hur t
1
R.S.M . A. A. J. Hughe
2
Signalman R. E. Dickens
3 Corpornl E . W. Mjtchcll and Signalman H. J. A .
Philips tie
1 Lieutenant-Colonel N. M . Hay. M . B. E.
2 Major G. S. H. Dicker M.e.E:
t61 Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron
(" B " tearn)
25 Engineering Group Signal Troop
2

. 89 A.G.R.A. Signal Squadron provided the communicauons for the Kempston Flower Show, which gave the linemen and operacors some interesting experience of live lines.

2/20 ARlUY SIGNAL IlEGl!UEXT, T.A.

The last notes ended as we arrived for annual camp at
Shorncliffe, so let us continue from there.
The camp was completely tented, but the weather
remajned good and but for one gale our camp would have
remained erected.
~he first week comprised individual Squadron training
wh1ch lea~ up to a 48-hour exercise -in the second week.
The exercise proved a huge success-this is of course based
'
on t he ad age th at «• one learns by one's mistakes
"! ' Many
peop~e learned a lot! ! ! With a large number of National
Service men with us, it proved a wonderful opportunity
for the Regiment to function as such. It must be recorded
that these men worked and played hard throughout the
whole camp.
Socially ~ere was plenty ~o do. The annual sports took
place at R1sborough Stadmm on Saturday 7th July
attended by a number of families who came do~n by coach'
and each Squadron held a "dinner party" (stress 0 ~
party!) at the end of the fortnight's camp.
.~here was a~so a continual stream of visitors during the
penod, these mcluded G.O.C. Home Counties District
C.S.O. Eastern Command, our Honorary Colonel and of
course, the Press.
'
Whilst at camp we took the opportunity of cementinof~rthe~ o_ur relations ~ith the U.S. Army Signal Corps~
Smee It is ~arely. poss~ble to toast that Corps in Mezs at
the appr?prtate time, lt was felt that we could play our
pare whilst at camp. So on the night of American
Indepe~dence Day 4th July-ignorami please note) we
entertamed Ma1or E. Fell, U.S. Anny Signal Corps 1 in the
Officers' Mess-what a wonderful sight is the dawn !
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Egg Pool
Corporal Russell, Anny Phantom Signal Regiment
T .A. (Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment); Signalman
Wallis, 16 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment T .A., (The
Middlesex Yeomanry).

n fl e meeang which was held at Pirbright Ranges. Unfortunately we were no ~ a b~e to return with any prizes, fo r
al0oug~ .we were 01fd m the Unit challenge cup event,
th1. posmon ~as pnzeless (no, not priceless!).
Congratulauons to the team-more practice will no doub t
bring home the prizes in 1952.

Open Handicap
1st, Lance-Corporal Cleyndert, 44 (Home Counties)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment T.A.
2nd, Lance-Corporal Upton, 44 (Home Counties) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment T.A.
3rd, Captain· Oliver, 23 (Southern) Corps Signal Regiment
T.A.

21 CORPS SIGNAL IlEGllUENT, T.A.

Individual Challenge Cup, presented by County of London
T.A. and A.F. Association
1st, Corporal Wright, Anny Phantom Signal Regiment
T.A. (Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment).
2nd, Second-Lieutenant Harding, 16 Airborne Divisional
Signal Regiment T.A. (The Middlesex Yeomanry).
3rd, Signalman Shaw, 44 (Home Counties) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment T .A.

61 II.(} • .\n~n: SIGN"AL REGilUENT, T ..\.

ince Camp, concentration has been on practical outdoor
training while the light evenings continue.
The P.S.I.s have attended a week's refresher course at
R.H.Q. where a great deal of hard work was done and a
number of problems worked out.
Approval in principle has now been received for the
formation of a new Squadron H.Q. in London and Cambridge. The exact location for the London H.Q. is still
under consideration.
The first Regimental Small Arms Meeting was held at
Barton Range, Cambridge, on 2nd September. Results: -

The r esults

We wish to extend a hearty welcome to Major H. L. H.
Tayler who has just joined us as these notes close for
Press. At th~ same . time, ~e are to congratulate Major
Tayler upon his marnage, which has an almost coincidental
date.
Unit activities have been centred around the training and
preparation for our October camp; we had week-end
camps at Thoresby Park, Ol!erton (including the
Na~onal Service ~en) in late August and early September;
whilst the final bnefmg of Officers is due to take place at
the end of September.
M~nwhile, . there is much running through of cable,
~heckmg of Wlfeless sets, and a pouring of strange stores
mdents upon our. genial Quartermaster, Major ("Jimmy")
Moore, who receives them with alacrity not usually found
with his ilk.

Funher Extract from (Jonah) Pepys Diary
. August 25th. To Thoresby Parke, where my Regiment
1s agayne encamped, but with the Nationall-servicemen to
trayne with us, and a fine body of young men they be. But
Lord ! the pleasure of having soe many line-men to run out
our quadd cables in place of the few we had with us last
time, which was good to see. In the evening, to the HopPole, where a good dinner of chicken, 'lind mighty pleasant
company, and I did present a parchment to the Mess which
told the story of another Camp. My Col. tells me of a
strange thing that on his targett for the Carr Cup, a major
had put a bulls-eye by mistake, but too late to count, which
vexed both of them. So, taking the mess-plate in chests
for safety into the hutt, to bed.
August 26th (Lord's Day). Wakened very betimes by
extraordinary rain which did keep me sleeoing and waking
by noise like thunder on the butts. By and by comes
one bringing tee, and message from Capt". L. Wright who
do complayne of the headake, and I did send him a draft.
Up, presently, and did eat heartily of sausages and mushrooms, and so to trayning. After dinner, I got a bag of
money from Capt". Ashlin, • and payed the men, being
vexed to be 2/- down at the end, but what with he who
payed the coach-fares shouting so, was thankful to be no'
worse off, and I did reflect that it is not always he who
makes the most noise as does the most work. Took up•
Capt". J. Maude, who, having his bed-roll was warmer
this time, and so home, where I did eat of a steak pye which·
my good wife had ready against my coming.

T eam Challenge Trophy
1st, 16 Airborne Divisional Signal Regiment T.A. (The
Middlesex Yeomanry).
2nd, Army Phantom Signal Regiment T.A. (Princess
Louise's Kensington Regiment).
Also taking part were : 2/20 Army Signal Regiment T .A.
56 (London) Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment T.A.
(City of London Signals).
No. 1 Special Communications Regiment T .A.
11 A.A. (M) Signal Regiment T.A.

,t3 (WESSEX) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

This year's camp at Chickerell, near Weymouth, wa
generally voted " the best since the war." The two
essential ingredients of a T.A. camp-excellent food and
good weather-were perhaps the weightiest factors, and for
the first, at any rate, we have to thank our sponsor Unit,
the Dorset Depot. Another big thank you must go to the
Royal Navy who provided sports grounds, cricket team
and day trips to sea in destroyers and submarines.
Although deprived of the services of No. 2 quadron, who
had already camped with the Gunners at Sennybridge, a
lot of " live " training was achieved. Two Divisional Signal
exercises, in one of which the Divisional Staff participated,
were held.
The Divisional Commander inspected the Regiment on
parade and took the salute at the march past. He also
presented Majors A. M. Keeling and G. S. Dalton with
the T.D., and R.S.M. Bainbridge received the L.S. and
G.C. Medal. The band of the Gloucester Regiment were
on parade.
On the sporting side, we held a Regimental spores day,
a knock-out cricket competition, a cross-country run, intersquadron shooting competitions, and a motor cycle trial. No.
I Squadron walked off with the most trophies, but competition at times was very keen.
Early on the day of departure, two Regimental te3.ffis
went off to Larkhill; one to win the Southern Command
T.A. motor cycle trials and the other to come a very good
ninth. The Regiment has since been selected to represent
Southern Command, with one of the three teams competing,
in the Army motor cycle trials at Aldershot on 7th
November, 1951.
And if that isn't enough for 15 days . . . . Well!

*

*

*

Summer shows have kept people busy since camp, staging
exhibits and so forth. Headquarter Squadron provided
vehicles and equipment for display at the Taunton Holiday

"JONAH"

TEHIUTOHl.\L .\.Ion· SIGNAL IlEGDIENTS
AT f,Ol\'DOl\' lllFl,E ~IEETING

Sunday, 2nd September, 1951, made history in a smaII
way-but history it was-because for the first time no less
than six Territorial Army Signal Regiments competed in a
day's shooting at Pirbright.
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Week in early August. Line commnnications at the Blagdon
Horse Show were laid by No. 3 Squadron.
Almost the entire permanent staff including T.A. personnel, took part in E.xercise " Semaphore Packet, '
19th-23rd August. They were assisted by Signallers from
the Royal Marines.

49 (W.n. & M.) ARMOURED DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.

Since we last appeared in print the Unit has completed
a very successful annual camp. The weather was splendid
and this enabled the C.I., Major R. Bigland, T.o., and Staff to
carry out their well organised Exercises, which everyone
thoroughly enjoyed. The reward for such a successful camp
was shown by the number of National Service men who
volunteered for the T.A.
Motor Cycle Trials were held, all Squadrons entering a
team, this competition was woo by Sergeant S. J. Pickles,
N .C.0. i/ c D.R. Troop.
At one period of the camp the Orderly Room Staff decided
that a much faster method of sending the ration strength
was by smoke signal, this was done by a blanket and wet
grass. As no acknowledgement was received from the Q
Staff, it was decided that the sending was too fast for them.
Cricket. A cricket match was held Officers versus Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, this ended with a win for
the Sergeants' Mess by two runs and one wicket. Better
luck next time, Sirs.
On ·the Wednesday, the Officers got their revenge by
thrashing the Sergeants' Mess at the games tournament held
in the Sergeants' Mess.

Holidays. On Monday of the second week the Unit had
a day off, an outing to Bournemouth was organised, giving
us a break from the green plains to much brighter scenes.

Left to rieht : Soreunt Hadley, Sereunt Duxbury, Sereeant Barnes

G3 (WELSH) INF1lNTRY DIVISIONAL

SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

This year we went to camp at Kinmel Park, Rhyl from
7th to 21st July, where we were joined by our ' " z "
reservists whom we were very glad to welcome and we arc:
"WI hoping that some of those who live nea; one of our
T.A. Centres will join us on a more permanent basis.
Camp this year was a very strenuous business and very
little time was available for recreation, though we did,
however, manage to get through an inter-troop football
competition which was won by " K " Troop who beat "L ,.
in the finals.
" During. the ,~econ.d week of cai:i.p .we too~ part in Exercise
Red Spider, which was a DiVIsional Signal exercise in
which Divisional H.Q. took part, together with skel~ton
Brigade and Unit Headquarters.
We are now recovering slowly from Summer holidays
and getting ready for individual training. On Saturday
22nd Septen;iber, we are holding .our Regimental Spor~
Day at Mamdy Barracks, at which the Royal Signals
Motor Cycle Display Team is performing; we hope we
shall see some of our " Z " reservists again, the sports will
be followed by an all ranks' dance in the evening.

51 (H) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T.A.

Back in the comparative tranquility of Fonthill Barracks
we can look back on 1951 camp with a comfortable feeling
of a difficult job successfully carried out.
The " Z " Reservist Officers and Other Ranks attached
for the period of the camp gave yeoman service and success
was due in no small way to their capable and enthusiastic
efforts.
During the camp the much discussed Exercise " Red
Spider " took place. For this exercise the Regiment was
almost up to full strength. This was accomplished by superimposing the " Z " Reservists on the T.A. framework of the
Regiment. The exercise entailed the expenditure of a lot of
energy and we :returned to camp pleased it was all over,
particularly as the "powers that be" appeared satisfied with
our efforts.
•
1
Congratulations are due to Major G. D. G. Mack.in.non
who is now permitted to write T.D. after his name, and
to Sergeant Melvin on the award of the efficiency medal.
The pipes and drums of this Regiment and the R.E.
gave a joint performance recently at Hazlehead. This was
very successful and drew a large attendance of the general
public.
The Royal Signals Band were in Aberdeen last month.
The Hon. Colonel, Colonel E. B. Reid, o.B.E., T.D., the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. P. E. Murray,
O.B.E., T.D., and several of the Officers attended the drumhead
service at Hazlehead on which occasion the Corps Band led
the parade. The Band performances were greatly appreciated by the general public.

No. I Squadron. S.S.M. Stewart, our only entrant in the
Wapinschaw held at the Blackdog Ranges recently, put up
a very creditable show, although his name did not appear in
the list of prizewinners.
On the social side, there were one or two very successful
items organised. The Annual Drives run by the W.O.'s and
Sergeants' Mess and by the Men's Canteen were thoroughly
enj?yed by all. Our Squadron dance held on the 31st August
again proved very populai; and was well attended.
No. 2 Squadron. A social evening has been arranged and
a Squadron dance is being organised. It is hoped that the
monthly whist drive for members and wives, held last year,
will again be a regular feature.
No. 3 Squadron. We have recently Jost our P.S.I.,

S.Q.M.S. Gleeson, on promotion, and having collected his
passport, he has now gone back over the border to his new
job. Our best wishes for the future go with him. We welcome yet another missionary from over the border in Sergeant Braine and we hope his stay will be a happy one.

Association
Notes
Assoelation Blazer Badges
Owing to the many enquiries received regarding the
Association Blazer Badge, the design of which was passed
at this year's Annual General Meeting at Catterick, an order
has been placed for a limited number.
The design and approximate size is shown in the drawing
and the cost per badge is 25 / -.
-

/

I
LIGHT BLUE

SILVER JIMMY'
DARK BLUE

GREEN

Uckfleld anCI District
Astrologers go " nuts " over the discovery of a new star
in the firmament, lady radio " fans " swoon over a new voice
on the air; but we are sure that Headquarters' staff at Royal
Signals Association do none of these things when a new
branch is formed because it is a natural expectation in the
ordinary course of affairs. Anyway, Uckfield is now on
Headquarters' branch map with one of those funny little
pins with coloured heads and our designation appears on
the circulated branch list.
We were especially honoured at our inaugural meeting
on 22nd August, 195I, by the presence of the General
Secretary (Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. Firth), who addres;;ed
a very enthusiastic audience.
Our first regular meeting will be held at the Bridge Hotel,
Uckfield, on Wednesday, 14th November, 1951, at 7.30
p.m., and thereafter on the second Wednesday in each
month at the same hour. Any members of Royal Signals,
serving or retired, will always receive a very hearty welcome
at each or any of these meetings.
At the moment we are the " baby " Branch of the
Association, but I am afraid (and glad) that we shall not
enjoy that honour long. I nnderstand that our .sponsor
Branch (Tunbridge Wells) are on the warpath agam, over
Edenbridge way. Good luck to them!
We hope to record our progress month by month
through the medium of this Journal, so WATCH THIS
SPACE.
ROY AL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FIJND

Subscriptions received during August, 1951:
£ s. d.
IO 0 0
IO 0 0

2 Training Regiment
4 Training Regiment
5 Training Regiment
Royal Signals (M.E.)

Tan.bridge Wells and Distrlet
As announced in our notes last month, the inaugural
meeting of the Uckfield and District Branch took place at
the Bridge Hotel, Uckfield, on Wednesday, 22nd August,

x951.
· 1u d'mg the
A fine gathering of members was present, ~c
General Secretary (Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. Flrt~) and the
full Branch Committee from the sponsors (Tunbndge Wells
Branch).
.
·
f
Thus has been forged the second link m the cham o
Branches destined to organise the family of Signals .thr~>Ug~
out West Kent and East Sussex. ~ur next obie~uve is
Edenbridge and District Branch, which we hope will take
shape sometime during the next few weeks.
.
Royal Signals Band, under the directi~n. of Captam John
L. Judd •b eat "Retreat" in the traditional manner at
Eastern Command Signal Regiment, Maresfield Camp, on
Friday, 7th September, 1951._ The ceremony was followe.d
by a Regimental dance at which Branch members and theu
friends attended as guests of the W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess.
Innumerable ex-members of R.E. (Signals) an~ Roy~
Signals will mourn with us in the loss of our old fnend an
comrade-ex-C.Q.M.S. George ("Jumper") Watts.' who
passed on after a long and painful illness followm~ an
operation on Sunday, 19th August, 1951. He was la1.d to
rest at th~ Borough Cemetery, Tunbridge ~ells, on Fr~ay,
24th August, followed by his co~ades m the. C?ld ontemptibles' Association, Royal Signals Association, and
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many of his colleagues from Tunbridge Wells Head Post
Office, where he was employed.
"Jumper" served on the Committee of Tunbridge Wells
Branch and was always a keen and eager worker in all
matters appertaining to the welfare of the Association and
its members. His passing has left an empty space which
cannot, adequately, be filled.
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...
...
...
Benevolent Fund
Donations received during August, 195I:
Catterick Branch
Mr. P. G. Ashcroft
Mr. N. Swan ...

5

Total receipts

0

IO

0
0

0
8 0
4 0

5

0

... £31

2

0

Expenditure during August, 1951 .. .

.. .
· .. £614 6 5
(Includes: General Assistance; Rent; Rates; Beds; Bc;~
ding; Furniture; Clothing; Funerals; Removals; Rehabilitation; Fares; Cots and Prams).

Analysis of Cases:

.

.

Families of men servmg m M.E.L.F.
"

"

"

"

"BU .EKT F 0

.. .

R..

""
" " ······
" , , , , ') ,) F.A.R.E.L.F.
Widows and dependants
.
''

Released and discharged soldiers

I
I

8
42

58

Total cases assisted

*

I

5

*

*

We gratefully acknowledge re~ipt of a very large box of
clothing which arrived from Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. V.
Cooke a few days ago.
. .
This was handed over to Miss Hy~e-Parker who is _m
charge of our Welfare Section and wJll be used to asSist
those in need.
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Slough and District

New Branches of the Assoclatlon

First of all, we would like to wish George Jolly, one of
our member who was recently married, every happiness for
the future.
Local Branch activities which occurred during Augu1::t, included a trip to Littlehampton on the 26th, and a film show
on the 31st.
The rip to the coast was enjoyed by all, despite the wind
which kept most of us off the beach. A more comfortable
journey in a new 39-seater coach could not have beeri. wished
for, and this made up for any discomfort caused by the
weather.
The film show presented by Mr. Ingledew, to whom we
would like to extend our gratitude, was held mainly for
members and friends to see the March Past in connection
with the dedication of our own Standard.
To the St. Albans Branch, we would like to say that we
read with pleasure the article in the News. We are also looking forward to renewing acquaintances when we meet once
more on your return visit to us in October, which we made
last May.

l\7ar Office Signal Regiment are forming a branch of the
Association and ex-members of Royal Signals living in or
near Woolwich who wish to join should contact: Sergeant
J. 1\.kGrath, War Office Signal Regiment, Cambridge Barracks, Woolwich, S.E.18.
The Uckfield and District Branch has recently been
formed. Ex-members of the Royal Signals living in or near
Uckfield should get in touch with W. May, 6 Keld Avenue,
Uckfield, Sussex.

/Spor ts Not~

WALLY

Leicester

The monthly meeting of the Leicester Branch of the
Association was held at our new Headquarters, the Victoria
Hotel, Granby Street, Leicester, on Monday, 3rd September.
There was an encouraging attendance of members and
this was our first meeting in our new Headquarters which
we found very congenial.
The main business transacted consisted of the approval
of the final arrangements for the Third Annual Reunion
Dinner, to be held at the Victoria Hotel, Leicester, on
Saturday, roth November, 1951. Those of us who have
been present at the dinner in previous years can
thoroughly recommend this annual "get-together" of
members, their wives and ladies as a very happy occasion.
S~ould these notes chance to catch the eye of any exS1gnal personnel who will be in the vicinity of Leicester,
on the roth November, then our Secretary's address is
64, Evesham Road, Leicester, from whom tickets for the
dinner may be obtained.
It was decided to donate the sum of £2 to the Association Benevolent Fund.
We. have riow almost 100 members, and as we have been
established barely two years this reflects great credit on
our ~d working Secretary, Mr. W. E. Mann.
We do apl?e~ to all mem?ers and prospective members
of the Ass0C1atton to do their best to attend our meetings
w!llch. are held on the first Monday of each month at the
V1ctona Hotel, Granby Street, Leicester, at 8 p.m.

llOYAL SIGNALS GOLFII\TG SOCIETY

The Summer Meeting was held at West Hill G.C. on
5th, 6th .and 7th September, and even if the golf was not
of the highest standard,_ a very enjoyable time was had by
all. The weather was kind and all voted it a most successful meeting.
On ~ednesday the Seniors led by Major-General C. H.
H. \'.ulliamy, C.B., D.~.o., defeated the Juniors by 4 to 2 in
the smgles ~nd 2 to 1 m the foursomes to the obvious pleasure
of the Seruors and the amazement of the Juniors.
Thursday morning saw the Bogey Handicap Competition, and Major N. E. Padwick had a magnificent return of
2 up to win the Cup with Major J. Norfolk the runnerup and Lieutenant P. Vulliamy won the Junior Officers' Cup
with a return of l down.
In the afternoon the Bogey Foursomes was played, and
contrary to normal custom, partners were drawn for out of
the. hat, and we had some most entertaining partnerships !
Ma1or A. Bradshaw and a newcomer, Captain G. Glass, won
the Cup with Major Linton and Lieutenant . Vulliamy
runners-up.
1•
Friday was the very serious day and Major C. S. K.
Mayden, the holder, successfully defended his Open and
Regular Officers' Cups with Colonel J. Longfield being the
runner-up in both competitions. For some time in the
early evening it seemed that Colonel Longfield would have
some consolation as he was leading the Handicap field with
a score of 146, but Lieutenant P. Vulliamy had a magni-

Catterlek and District

Extract from "Catterick Gazette," r4th September.
Catterick Camp Branch Royal Signals Old Comrades'
~t the Royal Engineers Old Comrades in a challenge
cncket match played at the Central Ground on Sunday, 9th
September, by 34 runs.
T~ey thus justified their challenge made some months
previous.
. The Engineers seemed confident of victory, especially as
it had been heard that Signalman Brian Close was away for
the we~-end, but each batsman was closely scrutinised before bemg allowed to approach the wicket. It had been
ruled that no player who had any knowledge of the game
should be allowed to play.
When Old Comrade Close was called at fifth wicket down
some RE. eyebrows were raised, but play was allowed t~
proceed ~ter the RE. Captain had compared Old Comrade
Close Wlt~ a photograph of the young Yorkshire and
England cnckecer.

ficent second round finishing in 67 net to win by three clear
strokes.
Photographs were taken and Fred May the artist for
" The Tatler " was there and he told us that if we look in
his paper about 3rd or roth October we may find something of interest !
A challenge has been received and accepted from the
Cadets of the RM.A., Sandhurst, for a match, and the
Society next year will endeavour to play several matches
against Corps teams, etc. Royal Signals Officers who
would like to play in these matches are asked to get in
touch with Major J. Norfolk, School of Signals, Relles
Lines, Catterick Camp, Yorks.

Private
Hire Service

TYLER'S
THE CAMP CENTRE
or Telephone

CATTEBICK CillP 225
Te/1grams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP

llOYAL SIGNALS (EGYPT) AQUATIC
SPOUTS MEETING, 1951

This year the meeting ,was held at the Fayid Swimming
Pool on 23rd and 25th August. The meeting was a Regimental one with teams representing 3 G.H.Q. Signal
Regiment, Egypt Command Signal Regiment, 4 Air
Formation Signal Regiment and the combined smaller
Signal Units. Heats were run off on the first day with
the finals on the second.
As was expected, 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment and Egypt
Command Signal Regiment won most of the events and
the final placings were in doubt up to the very last.
The Chain of Command relay had the spectators roaring
with laughter, as it consisted of an Officer swimming in
denims, which had to be put on in the water, a Sergeant
swimming blindfolded, Corporal and Lance-Corporal leap
frogging and a Signalman swimming free style.
· The water polo match was between teams representing
Canal North 311.d Canal South. The match was a hard one
and resulted in a win for Canal North by three goals to
one.

You may book your requirements at our office opposite the G .P. 0.

Full results were : Events
Plunging ........ .
yds. free
Style
100 yds. bad
stroke
Diving
100

First
Sgt. Scivier
E.C.S.R.
Sigmn . Hill
3 G.H.Q.
Capt. Iogledow
3 G.H.Q.
Sigmn. Webb
3 A.F.S.R.
Sigmn. Hill
3 G .H.Q.
Sgt. Stewart
E.C.S.R.
S'.gmn. Leonard
E.C.S.R.
3 G.H.Q.
E.C.S.R.

Second
Brigadier Thuillier
H.Q. B.T.E.
Sigmn. McGregor
3 G.H.Q.
Sigmn. Marsh
E.C.S.R.
Sigmn. Marsh
E.C. S.R.
Sigmn. Leonard
E.C.S.R.
S:gm,.,. Stevens
3 G.H.Q.
Sigmn. McGregor
3 G.H.Q.
E.C.S.R.
3 G.H.Q.

Timc/DistAnce
6ft. 9in.
I

min. 4.8 sec.

I

min.

19.9

sec.

yds. free
2 min. 49.2 sec.
style
100 yds. breast
1 mJ>. 22.3 sec.
stroke
440 yds. free
6 min. 33 sec.
style
Medley relay ...
Free style relay
Chain of
Command
E.C.S.R.
REST
Final Placings: 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, 72! pts.; Egypt Command
Signal Regiment, 67 pts.; 4 Air Formation Signal
Regiment, 21 pts.; The Rest, 16! pts.
220

Compton Mackenzie

EASTERN EPIC
The first part of the magnificent story of the Indian
Army in the Second World War; with an account of
the British and Commonwealth forces of every arm
and service who fought alongside Indian formations.

With 111any maps and diagrams. 30s.
CHATTO &

WINDUS

Major-General Sir Leslie G. Phillips, Major-General W. R. C.
Penney and Major-General C . H. H. Vulliamy
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A few minutes for

The
K ing's Head
Hotel

RELI EF FROM PAIN-

ARM Y AGE NTS SINCE 1758

ASPAO~

WISE

RICHMOND, YORKS.

ACT/fJN IS SWIFTIDEFINITE

GUYS

An Old Established but thoroughly Modernised
House, well known as the Best Centre from
which to e.-.cplore Swaledale and the beauties of
the surrounding countryside

PRIZE

TWO MILES FROM CENTRE OF CATTERICK CAMP
FREQUENT BUS SERVICE

NESTLE'S

F u l111 Liceused · Ballroon~ · Bt1ffe t
Spacious Lounges o n cl Ditti11g Roont

Our Speciality-Catering for Banquets, Wedding
Receptions, Dances, etc.
R.A.. C.
A.A.
Tel.plumes:
Manager 23rr

Visitors 2260

Prt1prietors :

Wm. Jackson (Sunderland) Ltd.

fine

Tailoringat Moderate Cost
In the easier days before the war, a new suit or overcoat was ordered as a matter of course. Now the
price factor often comes in somewhat disturbingly.
To meet this situation Hawkes of Savile Row have
applied to Ready-to-Wear Tailoring the experience
and skill embodied in their production of high-class
bespoke tailoring Thus you can maintain West End
style without strain on your purse. The cut, the
material are of Sa vile Row standard: the price is
everyman' .
Lounge suits, £18 . 10 • 4 to £29 . 10 • 6
Sports jackets, £8 • 17 . 5 to £14 . 8 . 3
Overcoats from 15 gns.

Hawkes
of
Savile Row
HAWKE

& CO, LTD., 1 SAVILE ROW,· W.l
r,/,phon<:

REG.nt 0186/ 7

:in d 68 HIG H ST., C AMBERL EY
r. /,phone . CAMberf,y 829
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TAKE

ASPRO'
FOR

HEADACHES
RHEUMATIC
PAIN
NEURITIS
SCIATICA
NEURALGIA
COLDS & 'FlU

There's nothing half-hearted or hesitant about
'ASPRO' action. People are astonished by
the swift dispersal of their pain or discomfort. One moment it is there-nagging,
distracting, distressing-the next it has gone,
and a sensation of freedom and well-being
ta kes its place. That 's th e experience of
mi ll ions of ' ASPRO ' use rs. They know that
what ' AS PRO ' claims to do it does - that it
frees them from pain and minor ills and enables
them to " get on wit h th e job." Tfley know
that ' ASPRO ' renders its:-

SOOTHING HEALING SERVICE

WITHOUT HARM TO HEART OR STOMA£1t
Immediate Pain Relief
V. WI T HERS , or Reading , writes:- " Just a few
words or praise for • ASP RO •. I ba d some teeth
ex tracted a nd for three d ays I bad untold agony
through ac blng g ums and s omeone sugg ested
•ASPRO • and the first two tablets gave instan t

r ellef."

CANTEENS
AND CHEMISTS EVERYWHERE
FROM

0

FFICERS

of the British Army have been

banking with Cox & Co. since

I

758 - the

New/
,

Army Agent by Field Marshal Lord Ligonier and Cox & Co. have also been Official Agents to
the Royal Air Force since its inception.
Lloyds Bank absorbed this historical connection
provided still preserves the tradition of individual
attention to customers' needs.

LLOYDS BANI(

HER E'S THE BEST
SHAVING NEWS
IN YEARS !

with Colgate L ather I
Colgate Lather Shaving Cream
now contains MENTHOL I
Its cool, tonic action soothes
· away that hot dry feeli ng -

leaves your skin wonderfully refreshed, cooler, more comfortable
than ever before l Buy Colgate
Lather and feel the difference !

LIMITED

BOSTOCK & KIMPTON LTo

Cox's & King's Brartch,
6 Pall Mall, S. W.1

WI E MER CHANTS SPECIAL!Sl G I
SERVICE.
TO AVAL, MILITA RY AND AIR FOR CE MESSES

Proprietors of" G.H. Q." Sherry

OFFICIAL ARMY
AND RO YA L A I R F OR CE AGENT S
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Made by
~
ASPRO LIMITED, Slough, Bucks ~

leE-COOL
gHAVING

rear m which Mr. R ichard Cox was appointed

in 1923 and the modern Banking Service now

N.A.A.F.I.

I

Richer Lather for closer,
cleaner shaving I

2 Me111hol's tonic aclion

56 HAYMARK E T
LONDON, S.W.l
TBLEORAMS
Tlll.f.l'HON B

•

• T RAFALGAR 144 1·2
LESQUARll, LONDON

BOS K IM'l'OC~,

soothes your skin I
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BRIGADIER R. T. WILLIAMS, retirep, is no"'.' in practice a
a consultant in insurance and mortgage. He 1s not connected
with any Company or Society, but offers independent and
unbiased advice and can provide cheaper and better contracts
than officers are likely to obtain unaided.
He accepts NO FEES and hi advice and quotations are
l'ithout obligation of any kind.

~
&tablisbed

LIFE ASSURANCE
Whole Life, Endowment, Education, Income Benefit ,
Death Dutie'5, House Purchase, normally at CIVILIAN
rates with no "Service Extras" and including War and
Flying Risks and parachuting. Existing Policies which
charge extras or limit cover can usually be converted to
advantage.
otes :One of t11e largest Life Assurance Companies has recently
excluded War and Flying Risks from new policies for
Officers. Most other Companies have similar exclusions or
charge extra premiums.
Officers who place their policies through a reputable
consultant can still get unrestricted policies at normal
civilian premiums with first-class British Companies, unless
warned for Far East, or intending to pilot aircraft.
Officers are therefore advised to start new policies NOW
to avoid the risk of less favourable Policy Conditions.

Cdiloria/

1 770

Civil and Military Tailors and
Outfitters

GOVERNMF..NT

97 NEW BOND STREET, LO DON, W.r

WTHILE this number of THE WIRE was being printed Great Britain
W on 25th Octob::r, elected a new Government.
'
We in Royal Signals hope that the newly elected Government will keep
the strength of the Armed Forces in tune with the needs of the times. We
also .most. earnestly. hope that the Government will devote some time to
cons~derauon ?f r~ured pay and pensions. Nearly everywhere wages and
sal~nes are bemg mc~eased to meet the rising cost of living so, surely, must
retired pay and pensions be increased for the same reason.

Telephone: Grosvenor io16-7-8

"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear"
Special Export Facilities
Our Representatives will wait upon you where and when
you so desire, and at our premises every courtesy and
attention is assured to both old anJ new customers

OTHER INSURANCES
Householders, "All Risks " for Kit and Valuables,
Personal Accident, Winter Spons, Motors, etc., etc.

THE "WIRE

Bran&hef at
CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, SALISBURY, CATTERICK

BRIGADIER R. T. WILLIAMS
49 MONTPELIER ROAD · BRIGHTON SUSSEX

Appointed Tailors lo over Fifty Regiments and Corps

Telephone : HOVE l4ll28

The Corps Magazine of the
HOYAL

SIGNALS

The Official Organ of the
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locai branch of the
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They've
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A CHAIN OF BRANCHES

Those who are old will remember the first Editor of THE WIRE, G. E.
Paling, who was later, in 1950, a founder of the Tunbridge Wells Branch
of the Association; that Branch solidly established, he conceived the idea that
in Kent and East Sussex there was need for expansion.
Royal Signals was born at Maresfield Park, near Uckfield, and today
Eastern Command Signal Regiment lives on the same ground. Uckfield and
District Branch started in August of this year. Edenbridge came into being
on 16th October. The next mark of the Association is to be made at Seven01ks.
These are four closely joined links in the chain. There are other links
formed and forming.
We have our Branches in nearly all the Regiments in B.A.O.R. and we
are to have a number in the Regiments in Middle East. The first, Egypt
Co:n:mnd Signal Regiment, is already formed; more are to follow.
This is progress, but what of Lancashire? There is a gap in Lancashire.
There are Branches at Liverpool, Oldham, Manche-Ster, Prescot, Warrington
but what of Preston, Bolton, Blackpool, Lancaster.
Lancashire has a great tradition of service in the 42nd and 55th
Divisional Signal Regiments, but has too few Branches of the Association.
R OYAL SIGNALS DINNER CLUB
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Editor:

The Signal is-

PU OGRESS

As this number of THE WIRE goes to press the autumn manoeuvres are
finishing and the newly re-formed 3rd Infantry and 6th Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiments have completed their training.
The 3rd h!ls its roots back in our earijest history. It fought in 1914
to 1918 and agam 1939 to 1946. Always in peacetime it was at Colchester and
wisely it was re-formed there.
The 6th, too, existed in 1914, but was disbanded in 1919 " to be reformed eventually." There was a long gap until during the second World
War it became 6th Armoured and another gap in its history from 1946 to
1951. The tradition remains.
We are proud to have published in October the first notes and list of
Officers of the First Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment, and in the
September number appeared a photograph which may well be reggrded
by our successors as making history. S.H.A.P.E. Signal Squadron is a sign
of a new concept in world affairs, the forces of the United Nations.

T.A. Officers' Tea Party, 8th December, for Officers, Royal Signals Territorial
Army and Supplementary Reserve, and their wives.
Buffet Supper and Reunion, 8th December, for all Officers who have ever
served in Royal Signals or RE. Signals.
Both at Hyde Park Hotel. Information from Secretary, Royal Signals Dinner
Club, Room 102, Horse Guards, S.W.l.

Forthcoming
E e1its
Armfl Team Pb:tNres

Association Football: 29th November, Arnty v. Oxford
Univer ity, Oxford.
Rugby Football: 28th November- 6th December, Army
Trial XV Tour to B.A.0.R.
Boxing: 30th November, Army v. London, Albert Hall·
nth December, Army v. Sweden, Aldershot.
Combined Services Pb:tures

Rugby Football: 19th December, Combined Services v.
United Hospitals, Richmond.
Roflal Signal.a Hockefl Club

November
December
December
December

21
5
7
9

v.
v.
v.
v.

R.A.E.C., Citterick.
R.M.A. (Sandhurst), Sandhurst.
R.A.S.C., Aldershot.
Military College of Science, Shrivenham.

Royal Signals Rugbfl Football Club

November
November
November
December
December

17
24
28
8
20

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Catterick Services, Catterick.
Aberdeen University, Edinburgh.
Royal Engineers, Catterick.
R.M.A. ~Sandhurst), Camberley.
Oxford University Greyhounds, Catterick.

Tobrak, '41

The fifth annual Officers' . Dinner will be held on 23rd
November, 1951, at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen
Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.r.
The cost of tickets will be £1 per head exclusive of
drinks.
Application for tickets should be made to: MajorGeneral C. E. N. Lomax, C.B., C.B.E., n.s.o., 7 Pittville
Crescent, Cheltenham, Glos.
ltla India" Air Formation Signals

The fifth annual re-union dinner for Officers of this
Unit will be held at the Cafe Royal, Regent Street,
London, at 1830 for 1930 hours on Sat:urday, 1st
December, 1951.
Those wishing to attend should get in touch with R. W.
Rogers, Coniston Hotel, Sittingbourne, Kent.

ROYAL SIGNALS SAILING ASSOCIATION

OF INTEREST IN TRIS NUMBER

R.S.S.A. Christmas cards are again available this year.
The R.S.S.A. burgee is embossed on the outside and the
centre page contains a simple greeting. The card is bound
with the Corps colours. The cost is 7 /6 per dozen, post
free, and they may be obtained from tl1e Honorary
Secretary, Major F. A. Felton, Amphibious Warfare Headquarters, 1-5 Princes Gate, S.W.7.

Lack of space in the October number necessitated the
holding over of two interesting short articles which are
now published. " Original Desert Rats " by Major J. Potts
is on page 366, and "Experiences with an Infantry
Battalion in Malaya" by Lieutenant J. R. Harrison is on
page 368.
A vale of Brigadier W. H. G. Rogers, C.B.E., is on page
365.
There are two notices of the Royal Signals Stand at the
Radio Exhibition, the more important of which is entitled
"National Radio Show" and is on page 371.

LONG VISITS TO MERCUin: HOUSES
DUIUNG THE WINTER

Arrangements have been made so that during the "off"
season members of Royal Signals and/or their families may
stay at the Mercury Houses on a monthly basis. Charges
are greatly reduced during this period.
October to March, £3/10/0 (extra for Christmas week).
April to June, £4/10/0.
It is hoped that the concession will be of use to those
who:Are on long leave from Overseas stations.
On posting cannot obtain accommodation for their
families.
Through illness or other causes require a long stay
at the seaside.
For further details and all arrangements apply to:
The Manager,
Mercury House,
14 Florence Road,
Brackley Avenue,
Boscombe, Bournemouth.
Colwyn Bay.
Tel. Boscornbe 36o86r.
Tel. Colwyn Bay 3402.

E~IPLOYMENT

VACANCIES

Draughtsmen, Architectural and Civil Engineering and
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers
Applications invited for permanent :tppointments to the
basic grade. Candidates must be at least 20 and under 6o
years of age on rst January, 1951, and must have obtained
an Ordinary National Certificate or the equivalent (except
that, for posts of Architectural and Civil Engineering
Draughtsmen, evidence of professional training and experience may be accepted in lieu). Prospects of promotion.
Further particulars and application forms obtainable from
Civil Service Commission, Scientific Branch, Trinidad
House, Old Burlington Street, London, W.1., quoting No.
S68-69/51.

BffiTDS

Personal Column
Olllcers' Promotions

Majors to be Lieutenant-Colonels, London Gazette, 25th
September: T. A. K. Howe, J. H. E. Panton.
Captain R. B. Richards retires as a Honorary Major.
Movements ol Olllcer11

Major (T.0 .M.) V. J. King from I I Air Formation
Signal Regiment to Depot Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. Hill from M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major G. Robinson from M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major J. H. Partridge returns to H.Q. Scottish Command
as S.O. II Royal Signals.
Major L. F. Smith from M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major-General W. A. Dimoline from G.O.C., H.Q. Aldershot Command, to the U.K. Delegation to the United
Nations.
Major (Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel) D. A. C. Griffith
from RA.RO. to Australian Army.
Major T. A. Hall from Eastern Command Signal Regiment to I Corps Signal Regiment.
Major C. Newbold from M.E.L.F. to U.K.
Major W. G. Holmes, Royal Canadian Signals, on exchange tour to School of Signals.
Major A. S. P. Salter from Southern Command (M.)
Signal Regiment to Military College of Science.
. .
Major W. McCready from Depot to I Independent Air
Formation Signal Troop, A.L.F.C.E.
Major Jordan from Berlin Signal Squadron to Norway.

JENKINS.-At R.A.F. Hospital, Rinteln, on 22nd August,
1951, to Craftsman (ex-Signalman) and Mrs. Jenkins, a
daughter-Lynne Christine.
SKELLY.-To Captain T. N. and Mrs. Skelly, 44 (H.C.)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., a daughter.
MANUEL.-To Sergeant and Mrs. Manuel, 44 (H.C.)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., a son.
GALLOWAY.-To S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) and Mrs. Galloway,
7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, a son-Ian
Richard.
GLANVILL.-On 24th September to Major and Mrs.
A. R. Glanvill, 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, a
son-Andrew Robin.
·
YATES.-On 24th September to Sergeant and Mrs. B. A.
R. Yates, 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, a son
-Roy Karl Arthur.
KENNEDY.-On 4th September to Sergeant and Mrs. L.
Kennedy, 2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, a
daughter-Marion Diana.
RILEY.-On 20th September to Driver and Mrs. Riley,
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, a son-John
William.
FOBTBC:OMING MARRIAGES

P ALMER-CUNLIFFE.-The engagement has been announced between Captain P. H . Palmer, Royal Signals,
and Captain M. Cunliffe, W.R.A.C., both of Northern
Ireland District (M.) Signal Squadron.
MINGAUD-JAMES.-The engagement is _announce?
between Sergeant S. R. Mingaud, 3 G.H.Q., S1g?3l Regiment, and Miss Hazel James, of Nawton, Yorkshire.

Promotions

S.Q.M.S. A. W. Rog~rs to W.0.II.
MARRIAGES

Government Communications

Social : To be held on 14th December, commencing 7.30
p.m., at The Crown Hotel, 248 North End Road, Fulham,
S.W.6. All ex-members welcome.

Vacancies occur frequently for Laboratory Mechanics
(Workshop) and skilled craftsmen, for which Radio and
Teleprinter Mechanics have the basic qualifications.
Service is at a variety of places in the United Kingdom,
but there are vacancies at present at Cheltenham.
Pay range is from £6/1/0 to £8/13/0 a week.
For further information apply to the Establishment
Officer, Government Communications Headquarters, Lime
Grove, Eastcote, Ruislip, Middlesex.

~llalayan ('ampalga Oltleers' Re11nion

Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.

The Malayan Campaign Officers' Reunion will be hdd on
7th December a~ The Hyde Park Hotel, Knightsbridge,
~.W.1! commencmg 7 p.m. Admission tickets (price 17 /6
mclus1ve of buffet supper but excluding wines) may b:: had
on appli~tion '!Vith remi~nce from: M. Brown, 18 Troy
Court, High Street, Kensington; B. K. Castor, Kennington
Oval, S.E.11; Lieutenant-Colonel F. H. Frankcom, W.O.
(AEI) Stanmorc, Middlesex; B. Brockkhurst, 39 Heaton
Grove, Bradfo1d.

Men are required with practical experience in the installation and maintenance of telephone equipment. Aipplicants
must be prepared to travel to any assignment in the British
Isles. Rates of pay according to ability and experience.
Posts are progressive.
Applicants should submit details of rank on demobilisation, age, experience and any technical qualifications to Mr.
F. Forfar, Installation Manager, Industrial Supplies
Division, Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., Footscray,
Sidcup, Kent.

London Hrancli

" Signal,'' the Journal of the Armed Forces Communications Association of the United States of America
announces the promotion of the following Colonels of the
Signal Corps :
Brigadier-General Elton F. Hammond, C.S.0. Far
Eastern Command.
Brigadier-General James D . O'Connell, Signal Officer for
the Second Army.
Brigadier-General Arthur Pulsifer, Chief of the Personnel
and Training Division, O.C. Signal 0 .
Brigadier-General Robert A. Willard, commanding Signal
Corps Training Center at Camp Gordon.
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Movement" ol Warrant nnd
Non-Commissioned Ollfrer11

S.S.M. F. G. Hayes to Malta Signal Squadron.
S.S.M. N. Robinson from Malta Signal Squadron.
W.0.II. G. E. Horner from 50 (N.) Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment, T.A., to I Training Reg!ment. .
W.O.I. D. C. Dickens from 4 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment,
T.A., to 50 (N.) Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A.
S.Q.M.S. S. R. Houghton and family from 3 A.A. (M.)
Signal Squadron to 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
· 1
S.Q.M.S. Latham from Austria to 3 A.A. (M.) S1gna
Squadron.
.
.
R.S.M. Thirkell from R.H.Q. to 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment.
.
UK
R.S.M. Turner from 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment to . .

SS M Hicks of G.H.Q. Signal Regiment, F.A.R.E.L.F.,
to ~ake contact with "Bob " Burgon, ex-Egypt
Command Signals, last seen in 1936.

wo~ld like

THE

WIRE.
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BOWMAN-LEES.-At Bristol on uth August, LanceCorporal Bowman, 7 Arn:ioured Divisional Signal Regiment to Miss Gladys Joyce Lees.
BRYANT-BUTTLE.-At St. James Church, Taunton,
on 30th August, 1951, Lan~e-Corporal. Bryant, 7
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment, to Miss Margaret
Rose Burtle.
DAKIN-HALE.-At Normanton Pari~h. Churc~ on 8th
September, Sergeant T. Dakin, 7 Trammg Regunent, tc
Miss Edith Hale.
.
WEAVER-WALKER. - On 15th September, D~1ver
Weaver to Private Walker, W.R.A.C., 5 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment.
· Im
BIANCHI-BARNETT.-On 6th October, S1gna an
Bianchi to Lance-Corporal Barnett, W.R.A.C., 5 A.A.
(M.) Signal Regiment.
CLOUGH-HEATHCOTE.-On 29th S~ptember, Bombardier Clough, Royal Artillery,. to Pnvate Heathcote,
W.R.A.C., 5 A.A. (M.) Signal Regunent.
PEARSON-WILSON.-On 6th October, Corporal Pearson, Royal Marines, to Private Wilson, W.R.A.C., 5 A.A.
(M.) Signal Regiment:.
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HOPE-HOWE.-At Wortley, on 15th September, D river
Brian I rving Hope, z Anti-Aircraft (M.) Signal R..:giment,
to Miss Audrey Howe.
INGRAM-BRAMLEY.-At Aldershot, on rst September,
Signalman Walter Ingram, 2 Anti-Aircraft (M.) Signal
Regiment, to Miss Francis Bramley.
M·; HAN-PET ERS.- On 8th September at Conception
Church, Waterbury, Connecticut, U.S.A., Michael Meehan,
ex Royal ignals, to Elizabeth Peters, of Waterbury, U.S .A.

DEATHS

TOYE.--On 3rd September, at his home, 39 Bombay Road,
Exeter, Mr. John Toye, late of R.E. Signals, Royal Signals
and the Exeter Branch of the Association.
SINCLAIR.-2u8n70 Driver J. B. Sinclair, on 6th
September, at British Military Hospital, Wupper tal,
B.A.0.R.
WEIGHTMAN.-22523961 Signalman J. Weightman, on
19th September, at British Military Hospital, Hanover,
.
B.A.0.R.
BOYLAN.-22232092 Signalman F. G . Boylan, on 22nd
September, at Sagamat Civil Hospital, Far East.
PRICE.-22315169 Signalman T. A. Price, on 29th
September, at Military Hospital, Tidworth.

All Officers should consider seriously the advisability of
joining the Society, the subscription to which is £r a year.
At a meeting on 20th September, 1951, a large attendance
of members decided to press in Parliament and outside it
the following matters : I.

2.

Widows' and Orphans' Pensions.
(a) The necessity for an immediate review and for
periodical revision.
(b) The necessity for the grant of children's allowances
to the widows of Officers who die under peace
conditions.
(c) The desirability of the abolition or re-orientation of" Means Test."
Officers' Retired Pay and Pensicms.
The necessity for the establishment of the principle
that all retired Officers of the same rank in each Service
should draw the same rates of pension irrespective of
the dates of their retirement. This means that on the
introduction of a new Pension Code, such ne~ Code
should apply to all retired Officers from the date on
which it becomes effective and not only to those Officers
whose retirement takes place: after some date specified
in the Code.

A further resolution was passed stressing the claims of
those in receipt of Indian pensions.
In pursuanoe of these objects they were embodied in a
lette: sent to all can<;lidates for Parliament asking for a
specific assurance that if the candidate was elected he would
assist in obtaining just and favourable consideration of these
objects.
~he Society comprises a governing body of experienced
reured Officers who give their services free and a small
s~laried sec~etariat who keep pensions questio'ns under conunuous review and are, therefore, competent to advise in
such matters.
The Society n umbers about 4,000 at present. It has been
stated that when the numbers reach 8,ooo to ro,ooo its
address to the competent authority and to Parliament will
carry considerable weight.

Royal Sig11als Sta1ul at
Radio Show, 1951

VALE

A

PPROACHING this exhibit and passing the stands occupied by th~ Royal Navy, Royal Air Force and General
Post Offi~, one was gratified to see that we had the numbers.
At any rate the Royal Signals Stand was crowd ed out,
the others were not.
Approaching closer the most excellent coloured paintings
depicting Signalling through the Ages caught the eye at
once: modelled on those in "Exhibition Quicksilver," they
are for this purpose larger and nonetheless admirable.
The Stand is most attractive, and shared as it is with
R.E.M.E., it has a little bit of everything .in electronics.
There is nothing very new except a prototype of the
new equipment destined for use in the static defences of
this country, but it is a most attractive display.
The staff are to be congratulated on their salesmanship.
The art of attendance at a Stand of this nature is to be
very readily approachable, to be prepared to talk on any
subject and to go on talking. Royal Signals, mostly from
Catterick, seem as good or better " salesmen " than many
of their civilian competitors of neighbouri ng trade stan ds
who, even thus early in the exhibition, appeared tired and
bored.
T he very considerable cr owd on the R oyal Signals'
Stand contained mercifully very few of the small boy type;
all were interested, many asking penetrating questions.
All praise is due to M ajor G. H. R. Flynn, M .B.E->
A.M .I.E.E., and his staff for something which does Royal
Signals very great credit.

A Job!
Roa~

OME time ago Mr. H. K. Stevens, r Rihossilly
S
R umney, Cardiff, who had been out of work for some
time, called at the Headquarters of the Association. ·Let

him now take up the tale for himself.
" When I came to see you it was real)y an end to an
episode. I had been in London for o~er a week looking
unsuccessfully for work, and about an hour before I came
to see you, I had spent my last few shillings on my return
fare home. I was despondently wondering what my wife
and children would think of me, when I happened to look
up andl my eye caught the name of the street opposite.
It was Eccleston Square.
That name rang a bell to me as though someone
whispered in m y ear. Although I must admit I was
mentally and physically exhausted I m ade my way to find
the office of the Association, and was more than a little
overawed by the large portals of the entrance.
I knocked timidly.
I shall never forget the smile and the friendly handshake
and the words 'Come inside, you must have a cup of tea,
and then tell us all about it.' What a tonic that was!
And after the cup of tea a chat to the young lady who
gave me an introduction to my first real job. That job
was ·t he Standard Telephones at Woolwich. I am still witl1
the firm, although they have transferred me near my home
now at Newport, and I like my work very much.
There are quite a number of ex-Signals at Woolwich, and
good friends they are too, especially ex-Sergeant-Major
Ringrose-and I thought Sergeant-Majors had no friends!
Well, that is my story. You found me a job with a firstclass firm., in fact started me off on a new lease of life.
I only hope that through the Association I can get in
touch with some of my old friends of the 53rd, 38th and
49th Division.
You can rest assured I will never forget the Royal
Signals Association, and any ex-Signals I bump into won't
forget it either."
T H E W I R E,
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BRI GA DI E R
W. D. G. ROGERS , C. B . E .
is curious how the Army sometimes, accidents often,
I Tshape
our destinies. A chance posting may lead to great
A decision made early in life may influence a career
~gs.

m a m~er out of all proportion to the thought given to it.
Something of all of these helped to shape the destiny of
Brigadier Rogers.
After H aileybury and the Royal Military Academy he was
commissioned into the Royal Artillery too young to go to
France. With him to a Reserve Brigade Royal Artillery at
Swanage went two others both destined to become MajorsGeneral, R.A. Rogers early showed a bent for electronics
and after a Signalling Course at Weymouth was employed
as an instructor in Signalling during all of 1917. France
in I918 led, when the war ended, to a pleasant life of peacetime soldiering, much riding and, in season, rugger. He
played for Sussex and had an Army Trial in 1920.
His ambitions still pointed to "Signals." No. 6 " Q"
Course in 1922 was interrupted by a serious accident to his
knee which after six months' illness put him to No. 7 "Q"
Course in 1923. His " gammey " knee effectually stopped
all games and prevented him from riding. In the late r920's
this latter was a necessary accomplishment to an officer in
a mounted arm of the service. I t may have been because
be could not ride; it may have been that "chance posting"
that shapes our destiny; whatever the reason in 1924 he was
serving in the first Anti-Aircraft Signal Company and later
h e was Adjutant to I Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals. His
career was being shaped for him.
Physical disability prevented the conventional method of
approach to high rank via the Staff College. He was the
first officer in Royal Signals to pass the long course at the
Military College of Science achieving the then rare symbol
p.a.c. after his name in the Army List. Appointment to the
Signals Experimental Establishment followed naturally from
this qualification; as did appointments on the staff of the
Director of Armaments in India in 1935·
Radar in 1939 was an Uilknown asset which obviously bad
a future. An officer who had been a Gunner, was a Signalman, was p.a.c.; Rogers was an obvious choice. First as a
Major, then a Lieutenant-Colonel, ·then a Colonel, his .Promotions, .all in one year showed the progress of that sctence
and of his connection with it. He was Assistant Director of
Radar development from 1940 to 1942.
He had a brief period as assistant tp General Scott in
his planning at Allied Force Headquarters.
He then achieved the almost unique distinction for a
Royal Signals officer of commanding for ~our years. an. AntiAircraft Brigade. In 1942 Radar, as applied to Ann-Aircraft
Artillery was becoming more and more important and he
had started his career as a Gunner. The command of
Brigade of Artillery in action for nearly four fears has led
most of his contemporaries in the Royal Regunent t? the
coveted " Major-General, R.A." For Brigadier Rogers 1t led,
after a short tour as the first post war A.AG. Signals at the
War Office, to C.S.O., H.Q., B.A.0.R. and then tQ three years,
perhaps the hardest, as C.S.0., A.A. Command.
In B.A.0.R. he succeeded Major-General L. B. Nic_holls,
the appointment had been do n graded; the work continued
as urgent and important.
.
Royal Signals man-power was runrung out. The ReichT H E WIR E,
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post bad again to take over the badly damaged German civil
line system. The Army, on the lower levels, reluctant to
give up control, the R.A.F. with expanding demands: the
Allied Control Commission requiring always more and more
facilities : German economy unable to progress for lack of
telecommunication facilities: all the problems of war were
there but in reverse. To the combined Signals board, of
which he was often President, Brigadier Rogers brought a
wealth of experience, a genial personality and an immense
capacity for seeing the other man's point of view.
Later in A.A Command the pressure of events would have
daunted one less robust. D uring the war AA. Command
bad depended almost entirely on a very extensive wire telecommunications system. Brigadier Rogers at once decided
that his tour as C.S.0 . was to bring about a complete duplication of this system using wireless. His prestige as a
Gunner, his knowledg~ as a Signalman, enabled him to carry
this great project through if not to fulfilment at least to the
stage when all experimental work and planning is completed.
Well, he has brought us some distinction, and those who
do not know him well will enquire as to the qualities that
have made him what he is.
Perhaps the greatest quality of " Willie " Rogers is that he
is the antithesis of the accepted picture of a man of knowledge. He is much more the conventional style of the professional soldier. Essentially cheerful, he is always good
company, enjoying the simple and the expensive things of
life. Perhaps the greatest of his qualities is the staunchness
of his friendship and the length of his memory of those who
have served with him.
In material reward of his great services he was mentioned
in despatches in 1949 and created a Commander of the
British Empire in 1945.
At his retirement on rst September, 1951, he was at once
appointed Principal Warning Officer at the Home Office
where he will continue his long association with the defence
of this country against attack from the air.
Most of all he has acquired a very great number of frien~s
both in Royal Signals and elsewhere, and that, after all, 1s
what really counts.
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We Buy a Motor Cycle

Original Desert Rats

By OLD DILL

-: EVEN" SUPPOB'( GROUP SIGNAL SQUADRON)

WTE are the proud possessors of a machine.

This
machine has two wheels and an engine. It is a dark
blood red in colour, has the temperament of a particularly
precocious child conductor and makes a noise like several
hungry sea-lions in the presence of a barrel of extremely
odoriferous herring. The machine also smells.
You may wonder why a person such as myself should
possess such a machine. You will have gathered by now
that I am of slothful disposition and peaceful nature. you
will also have realised that I am fonder of the better things
of life than of the Spartan fare and activities that have always
seemed to me to be the Jot of those who go down to the sea
on motor cycles. You will know that some great compulsion
forced me into this awful position. You would be wrong
about the great compulsion-it was actually a small lady:
"She."
Friends of ours, still suffering from the effects of a recent
honeymoon, unbowed by the weight of years and under the
influepce of a spell of summer weather, had purchased one
of these devilish contraptions. They returned from seven
days leave with tales of high adventure an~ ?'onderful
scenery. And I was instructed to purchase a ~=~ar me~ns
of conveyance. And that without delay. ~n vam did I P?ll1t
out the multiplicity of disadvantages which these machm~
possess. The wetness of the rain, the fact that summer 1s,
after all, only part of the year and the possibility of oil
covered nylons all left her com~letely unm~ved. Traffic
accident statistics showing the high proportion of motor
cyclists who meet an untimely end. were laughed to scoi:i.
Even the possibility of our car comm~ off the scrap heap m
the not too distant future made no difference. So I set out
to purchase a motor cycle.
.
.
We were eventually recommended to one. But it was m
Munster-a town many miles away.
The unilateral decision was made that Munster must be
visited, the conveyance must be inspected and, if found to
be as described, must be purchased. I coul~ find ~o fault
with this decision. For the sake of domestic happmess,. I
daren't. So one glorious summer's day found us seated m
a German train on the way, to my mind, to a fate almost
worse than death. I should note in passing that the Munster
concerned was, of course, the German Munster. and not
Eirrean Munster (if there is a pun there, ~ apologise). Bu;
have you ever travelled in a Gerynan ~ on a hot. day·
There appears to be some regulatioi:i agams~ ~e openmg of
windows and the closing of the heanng. Still,_ rt did help to
reduce me to a more optimistic frame of mmd abou~ our
intending purchase. By the time we detrained I was m no
fit state to argue anyway.
.
.
Having viewed, tested and duly purchased the said veh1~le
the problem of return arose. Simple, Y.Ou would say-nde
the darned thing back. Tha~ . is a~ right for you-you
haven't to do it. Roads unfarruhar, distance ro~ghly a hundred miles, E.T.D. late evening and the ?lonous sumri:ier
day showing signs of being able to give pomts to an In~an
monsoon. And a machine unfamiliar. and, I su~pected, mherently unreliable. Second alternative, stay m Munster
and return early next day. Question: where to stay. Answer:
nowhere This latter being discovered only after heartbreaking. toil, the whole population of Western Germany
apparently having gathered together for the sole p~rpose
of denying us lebensraum. There was also the eqwvalent
of the Cup Final being played the next day.
I hate to dwell on the retur~ journey. We got lost. ;;"e
found ourselves again and realised we were more Jost t an
we thought. The carburettor refused to pass petrol-a~d
have you ever tried cleaning a carburettor at half past two m
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By i.fajor .J. POTTS, Royal Signals

TT is doubtful if many members of the Lorried Infantry

J.

Brigade are aware that they are the successors of one of
the most famous of the war time brigades i.e. 7 Support
Group, later 7 Motor Brigade Signal Squadron, of 7 Armoured Division.
The squadron was the original lorried infantry eien:ent of
7 Armoured Division, and consisted of RH.A. Regiments
and Rifle Battalions. At one time or other we had 1-2-3-45-R.H.A. I, 2, 6 KR.RC. in the Brigade.
In the early days of the Desert War Brigadier " Straffer"
Gott later commander designate of the 8th Army, commanded the Brigade and time was spent patrolling the wire
from Sollum down past Forts Capuzzo and Madelina. In
the first Italian advance the Brigade did rearguard action,
until the enemy dug in at Sidi Barrani and Tumar West, and
then harassed them until the advance of General Wavell's
30,000 in December, 1940
The Brigade then cut off the Italian retreat on the coast
and after inflicting heavy casualities dashed off to seal the
Bardia-Tobruk road. 'As can be imagined, these long
advances threw great strain upon the Signal Squadron, in
that line could seldom be laid and the operators were on
continuous watch, coupled with long journeys, so that even
off-duty shifts had little or no rest, and the .fitters spent the
nights charging batteries and repairing vehicles.

The next famous episode was the journey across the desert
from Tobruk to cut off the retreating Italians who were
abandoning Benghazi. At Beda Fomm the Rifle Brigade
caught, literally, thousands of fleeing Italians, and enemy
transport just could not be destroyed quickly enough.
Came the Benghazi Stakes when one of our Armoured
Divisional Signals was more or less written off and there
was a stalemate again on the wire.
In November, 1941 came the second of the journeys westward and perhaps one of the most famous of the early battles
of the War-Sidi Resegh.
The Brigade Signals A.C.V. acted as O.P. to Brigadier
"Jock" Campbell, RH.A. Regiments shooting with their
guns almost wheel to wheel. That day we earned three
V.C.s in the Brigade and won the battle but lost the battlefield We, as Signals, had a rough time. If I remember
rightly, we lost almost 30 men-fortunately most were taken
prisoners. The AC.V. was christened Queen Mary, and
at one time it was absolutely covered with Tank crews
rescued from their brewed up tanks. The Brigade dashed on
over the rocky slabs of Mechile, through 'Musus, Agedabia
to the sands of El Agheila. Some time later we were relieved
by the lSt Support Group. In all this time from 18th
November, 1941 until January, 1942, we had very little help
from Divisional Signals because of the vast distances
involved. We lived on bully and biscuits brought up from
goodness knows where. Corporal Waplington was the
N.C.O i/c "B" Echelon wireless set and during this time
must have travelled thousands of miles bringing up ammunition and food, U5ually arriving in the early hours of the
morning and leaving at first light, to be away from our
leaguers before the sun was up and the Stukas had taken off.
The War ebbed back and forward, batteries were in short
supply, charging engines and P.U. tyres a constant night366

mare. On one occasion near Bir Hacheim, Signalman Lines
(Middlesex Yeomanry), one of the D.R.s, went to recover a
battery off a vehicle and found the vehicle full of sleeping
Germans. We helped the Free French in Bir Hacheim and
made many friends with Tomcol Signals. At this stage we
had a D8 line of 68 miles to H.Q. 7 Armoured Division. A
little later we were overrun in one of the Boxes and had to
destroy codes and ciphers; during the day we reassembled
into a fighting force but were desperate for codes. However,
we managed to contact Divisional Signals and in 24 hours
all was well. Immediately afterwards we were sent off to
relieve Tobruk and we were successful in helping many to
escape. Next we were called upon to do rearguard to the
Army to the wire; this was extend_ed first back to Sidi Barrani, then to Mersa Matruh and later all the way back to El
Alamein. On the way back we were personally commanded
by General Auchinlech, C.-in-C. Middle East Command,
and he sent us a signal "7 Motor Brigade has Saved Egypt.,,
THE TIMES stated that the .withdrawal was a·" classic of its
kind." Whilst at El Alamein, or more correctly in the south
near Himeimat, tl1e Brigadier with an L.O. was out on a
visit to a Battalion when he was killed by shell fire, the L.O.
was seriously wounded and J..ance-Corporal Smith, the
operator, conducted the battle for some time, before he was
able to leave the set and bring tlle dead Brigade Commander
and wounded L.O. back to Brigade H.Q. For the Battle of
El Alamein we joined 1st Armoured Division and for a short
time lost our desert rats for the Rhine.
During this battle the N.C.O. in charge the KR.RC. wireless detachment was awarded the M.J'Vi., and Sergeant
Stevens was awarded the B.E.M. On the breakout, the Brigade was given the task of stopping Rommel at Mersa Matruh
but fortunately for Rommel the rains came and we were
bogged down just out of range of the road along which the
Germans were streaming. Shortly afterwards the Brigade
changed its name and for a time was an Infantry Brigade.
However, by this time most of the older members had been
posted and so there was not so much heartburning as there
might have been.
From the Signals point of view we were utterly dependent
upon good wireless opera~ors and good fitters. ~he O.W.1:-.s
kept their sets going for months on end, the radio mecharucs
changing spares in the hours of darkness when traffic was
light. The spirit of the squadron is illustrated by the number of sick and wounded who, upon being sent by the B.M.H
to tl1e Depot in Cairo, " deserted " to rejoin 0<: sq~adron a
thousand miles away. Frequently the first mtimation that
some one was hitch-hi.king to rejoin us was a letter from the
Depot " Corporal - - - absent without leave, thought that
he is making his way to rejoin you." I must say tllat Records
were very good and never posted the men back to the depot.
On another occasion a column leaguered for the night and
all except sentries and the operator on duty took their bo_ors
off and went to sleep beside the wireless truck and rauon
vehicles. Unfortunately during the night they were attacked
by Germans and after being taken prisoners all the Signa_ls
slipped away and walked back to us, several days later, m
what had been their stockings and feet.
One could tell of such incidents for a long time but I must
close and hope that it will revive a few pleasant memories
amongst the old desert rats and perhaps be of some help to
the present Lorried Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron.
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the morning? Temporary repairs had to be effected to the
oiling system. But, at least, it didn't rain. It was saving
that until we got back. Since when it has rained every day
that we have proposed to venture forth. So if you know
anyone who wants a good motor cycle at reasonable cost,
contact yours truly. But She mustn't find out-She still
thinks motor cycling is a Good Thing.

SOO FOO
BIDES AGAll~
T was the lunch hour. Outside the restaurant the "comIdown
mon herd" had formed a aueue that snaked its way along_
the busy street. I stood- there pondering and watching
the pedestrians promenading the pavement. I watched the
wide boys flogging front-s::amed nylons to glamour-starved
"Janes." At last I made up my mind and joined the queue in
the hope that I might get some scran b~fore ~e sun went
down. Waiting patiently I must have slipped mto the land
of nod.
M.l.5 called me in for my professional advi~e on_ an
inlportant case that had been hanging about for qwte !3- tune.
A certain musketeer, Barleux, had been charged with the
heinous offence of appearing on parade at the Exhibition with
a rusty ramrod and a dirty flintlock. With_ ~ome people
time stands still; I believe in progress. Noncmg the _d_ate
of the offence I quickly cut the Gordian knot by advmng
acquittal as the crime was committed in l85r. . ¥·1.~ gave
me a sumptuous repast, which made my remammg m the
queue unnecessary.
. .
Walking past the War Office, picking my ~eeth, I met a
good Samaritan (Signals of course), wh.o advised me to go
post-haste to stand 234. "With W?-11~11'.mg cha~, and ~nper
turbed pace, deliberate speed, ma)esnc_ mstancy. I slid mto
the labyrinthine ways of the Inner Cude. \\:11th many an
Obelinski swerve I touched down on the re? Juggernaut as
the door closed. Leaning on the corporation of a Trade
Union official, I recovered my breath and surveyed th~ swaying humanity as they rolled an? writh~ _to the motions ?f
the train. Escalating into the vistaed brilliance of _the Radio
Exhibition I tendered my thirty denarii-and I was m. Spurning the glamour and the gesticulations of the purveyors of
" sight and sound" spread in grand array over the vast floor,
I searched the balcony. In juxtaposition to ~e G.P.0. stand
I found" The Corps" in all its glory. Stan~g. on the edge
of the crowd I cast a critical eye on the techi:irc1ans demonstrating the latest instruments. Soon I decided the background was my right place. Those on _the stage had greatly
improved on the standard set by us m the days of. yore.
Feeling out of place and out-of-date I wandered disconsolately round the fringe of the crowd. ~uddenly my heart
gave a leap at the sight of an old h?x. ~nl1ke Johanna Southcotes box, I knew what was. inside this one ... It was an
old 30-watt set-first used m 1915:
. .
I stood there dreaming; recaptunng the past; revelling m
the days when women did not smoke. From my ubcoi:iscious mind rose a picture ... I~ was at Crowborough m
the summer of 1920. We had a bit of a scheme on. In ~e
· light the yellow road.' vaulted· by dan1 ·Italian
warm morning
I
sky, wound along the crest of the hill and d1ppe e1 ure y
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down past old " G " Company next to which was that
rookies' r endezvous "The Soldiers' Club."
A sapper was squatting on the grass verge, earphones
clamped to his head, twiddling the dials of a 30-watt set.
Another sapper was standing a few yards away, staring into
the di ranee a look of ecstasy lighting up his fresh young
face.
uddenly, a if somebody had rubb:!d an Aladdin's
lamp, the evil gerui ap peared. With a Sam Browne that
made a circingle look like a wrist strap, the R.S.M. wiped
the ecstatic look off the rookies face by the enquiry of a
great lava tori an " What jer fink yer on ? " The twentystone of wind and whipcord, beribboned and spurr ed, could
only get incoherant ejaculations from the bewildered youngster. Turning to the operator the R.S.M . (a saddler by
trade) assuming a boffin-like mien, asked " Can you get
through?" The answer" Not yet " rattled him. H e looked
around and spotted the earth mat, sprinkled with dirt. " N o
wonder you can't get through. The earth mat is filthy.

Clean it at once." Giving a mighty swish with his leather
covered riding whip, be strode off towards the Soldiers'
Club.
In the fullness of time the R.S.M. got his ticket. In the
Sergeants' Mess on the last night his "friends " presented
him with a parting gift. He was told that it was felt that
this gift was in keeping with his technical knowledge of
wireless and all wished him luck with his twiddling. With
tears streaming down his four chins he waddled away in his
fifty-shilling suit, bugging his gift on the ledge of his corporation. Every member of the mess cried their eyes out
as they watched him disappear.
His gift was a magnificent wireless set in highly polished
mahogany with two big ebonite dials in front. The variable
condensers were uniq ue in their construction. Only by
breaking open the cabinet could it be seen that the condensers were two large empty ink bottles. How he must
have twiddled.

EXPERIENCES \VITB AN

Infantry Battalion in Malaya
B y Lieutenant J. R. HARRISON, R oyal Sigmrls

PERIOD of
days was spent with the Battalion, in
particular with "A " Company, which had its H.Q. at
A
Kuala Kubu Bahru.
13

During this time I went out on three-day, four-day and
24-hour patrols, and also on a screening operation of a
resettlement area.
We covered just about every type of country from rubber
to swamp and thick jungle.
It was noticeable bow very fit the men had to be to carry
the heavy loads of food and equipment needed during the
patrols. The wireless operators especially had to be fit, and
so trained that after a tiring march they could, without any
rest, make the extra effort of clearing jungle to erect aerials
and get their sets working as soon as possible. This Battalion
seemed to be blessed with signallers who were tireless in their
work, successful in choosing suitable sites to work on, good
operators and, above all, to cook and bottle-wash as well.
It might be mentioned here for future reference that this
Battalion, and possibly others also, like an officer to bring a
batman with him. I t is preferable for the signalman batman
to have bad previous jungle infantry experience, as this would
enable the officer to have the use of the batman in the jungle.
lt would be better, though, to have even an untrained batman
than not to have one at all.
. It must be appreciated that this Battalion has only been
JI! Malaya for a few i:ionths and that in all matters, especially
signals, they are havmg to learn by experience, as they have
no N.C.O.s with previous jungle experience.
The Batta~on was mobilised in November, 1950, and this
ha necessanly allowed only a very short time for training.
In fact there are o!11Y four N.C. O.s who are classified signallers. The rema1mng N.C.O.s and men are unclassified
but it is hoped to have them classified during the first re~
training period. Out of a total of 42 O.Rs, four N.C.0.s
ar~ classified, .seven N.C.0.s and men unclassified but proficient operators, and six men are on training.
A great deal of trairUng was done on board :.hip with an
emphasis on Morse, RT. procedure, W.S. 62 and 19 and
battery charging. On disembarkation, 20 N.C.O.s antl' men
went c;>n a th~ weeks.' co'l;lrse at the F.T,C., where priority
was given to mstruct1on m the W.S. 68, RT. procedure
battery charging, aerials and aerial siting.
'
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A small training course is run practically all the time.
This is at present training six potential signallers, and at
the same time short periods of revision and Morse training
are given to signallers in barracks. The automatic Morse
from H.Q., Malaya, is received on a P .C.R. 3, and as many
signallers as are available are made to attend· these periods.
It is estimated that only about four N .C.0.s and two men
can read at between 10 and 12 w.p .m.; the remainder at
abou t 6 to 8 w.p.m.
As yet no serious wastage of men has occurred, though the
wastage rate is probably about two men per month, mostly
due to sickness and release. The Si~al Platoon has not yet
experienced a real shortage of men.
The Battalion has a normal Battalion forward net controlled
by Battalion H .Q., but only has at its out-stations the Comparues that are actually out at locations. These out-stations
are known as permanent out-stations, and they each have their
own Company or equivalent forward net.
Also incorporated in the Battalion forward net, as temporary out-stations, are patrols sent out by the Companies
stationed at Battalion H.Q. This system appears to work
perfectly satisfactory as these patrols normally operate within
15 miles of R.H.Q.
If a special operation is being mounted, involving a C.ompany or more, in an area some distance from R.H.Q., then a
new net is formed using a separate frequency. This net is
controlled either by a Battalion Tactical H.Q. or a Company
H .Q.
This Battalion has not yet had any experience of ground
to air working. Provision is made for it, though, as patrols
which are going out for more than two days always take a
W.S. 88 with them, which would be used for Auster to
ground communication.
Besides the W.S. 88, which the Battalion has very rarely
used, as it is not considered to have many practical uses out
here, the W.S. 68, 62 and 19 are used.
T~e W .S. 68 is always used by patrols, and though it is
considered quite a useful set, it is felt it would be more
satisfactory had it more transm itting power.
T he W .S. 62 is used at Com pany HQ., and the W .S. 19
at Battalion H.Q., one of which is on the real link, and one
controls the forward net. It is interesting to note that a

P.C.R. 3 ·is used on the Battalion forward net to search for
out-stations which may have gone off net. This set is kept
on continuous listening watch, day and night.
One spare battery is always carried for the W.S. 68, and
it is estimated that the life of a battery is about 12 to 14
hours. The W .S. 31 is not used, and the W .S. 88 so seldom
that the life of its battery is not known.
On a normal patrol the wireless operator carries the set,
haversack and spare battery, while another member of H.Q.
Section carries his kit. The W.S. 88 is usually carried by the
platoon sergeant. On the few occasions that a W.S . 62 bas
been manpacked, it has been a three-man load.
T he system of maintenance of wireless sets has been
strictly laid down, as it is realised that constant care must be
taken of sets to avoid them going into workshops and the
resultant delay in return.
A daily system of checking the set, cleaning it, and cleaning
and keeping dry its ancillary parts has been dinned into the
operators so that it becomes as automatic as cleaning their
rifles. W hen sets come back from patrols they are carefully
checked by the Wireless C.orporal and if adjustments or minor
repairs are required they are usually done by the Royal Signals
radio mechanic. All sets in · store are periodically checked,
as are bead sets and batteries. It was noted that sets were
stored as complete units and not sets; batteries, aerials, etc.,
separately.
The Signals Officer stated that he bad plenty of copies
of Signal T raining Pamphlets, an d that they had a copy of
the Operational Research G roup Pamphlet, of which be bad
made a precis, which bad been issued to his Platoon.
All nets in the Battalion work on fixed schedules. As an
example, the Battalion forward net W.S . 19 opens up at
0630 hours and calls a patrol of " A " Company at 0700
hours. It calls again at 1400 hours and again at 1700 hours.
This schedule works all right while patrols are static. When
moving, or about to move, control is informed what time the
patrol expects to base up and come on the air. C.ontrol then
comes up at this time and searches for the patrol on the
P.C.R. 3. Control normally closes the W.S. 19 down at
2300 hours. The P.C.R. 3 remains on listening watch.
On an operation in another area, which is mostly hilly
rubber, a ground wave net of seven out-stations ~as worked
perfectly satisfactorily over ranges up to three miles. It has
been found that the best times for working are between 0600
hours and 1100 hours, and .1400 ho~ and 1800 hours. So
far there bas been no expenence of mght work.
Fortunately, no patrol wireless sets have yet failed t? work,
and no patrols have been lost. But patrols operanng for
more than two days carry a W.S. 88, for use with searching
Austers. It is considered that a patrol out for only two days
would always be able to get to " civilisation " and thereby a
telephone and so report their position and needs. If~ Platoon
on a seven-day patrol fails to come up on the arr ove~ a
12-hour period, an Auster is sent over its last known location
and every effort made to contact the patrol, using the W.S. 8.8.
Fixed frequency channels are arranged beforehand for use m
this emergency. In all cases operators do carry one or two
spare valves and fuses, etc.
Probably the main difficulties operator~ have to put up
with in the jungle are the weight of the wueless sets and the
difficulty of finding a suitable place .to work fr~m. T~e co.i;itrasting difficulties of rubber and iungle are mterest!ng? m
that in rubber the trees are easy to fin~ but there JS li~tle
clear space to the sky, while in jungle swtable trees are difficult to find a lot of undergrowth has to be cut away, but
above the ~dergrowth there is usu~lly cl~ skJ:.
..
No real difficulties have 0een expenenced m static posmon~.
Suitable shelter can always be b~ilt,. charging eqmpment JS
available, and the erection of aenals is easy.. .
(a) Of the six signallers at present o:ammg, only one
volunteered to become a signaller. There 1s not m1;1ch competition among infa ntry soldiers to carry more weight than
the next man.

(b) When a W.S . 68 is B.L.R'd and taken into workshops,
it is not immediately exchanged for a new one, as with other
types of set. T here also appears to be some difficulty in
obtaining replacement headsets and microphones which
appear to give considerable trouble.

Bo You
BememberP
HAT THE WIRE of November, 1921, contained the
conclusion of Colonel Commandant E . G. GodfreyT
F aussett's History of "Signals.>' His concluding pages give
the genesis of a great majority of the Signal Companies
R.E. that fought in the first World War. It is wonderful to
go through the old list to note how very many exist today,
or were r aised again for World War II.
Sooner or later a really worth while History of Signals
will be written and these early copies of THE WIRE will
provide much historical data.
The same number contains an early picture of" Our Joe"
(Cotterell), of J. Cable Section, and a long list of his
achievements in 192!.
Do you remember that during the first six months of the
existence of the Benevolent Fund the income was £150,
of which £65 was spent in relief.
Crowborough notes of that month make an attempt to
interest the young entry of that year in the glorious past
referring to those Signalmen who marched with Roberts
to Kandahar.
Do you remember?
The same most interesting number contains an account
of the Franco-German War of 1870 and of the part played
by " Signals " in the Siege of Metz and the Siege of Paris.
• The November, 1931, number records the f~rr~ation of
the Glasgow and District Branch of the Assoc1auon. Do
you Scots remember those small beginnings?
Do you remember that famous pair, C.S.M. Young and
" Baby," who won such fame for ~s in. show jumping?
There is a splendid picture of them m this number.
A letter from " Records " about the Married Quarters
Roll makes it clear that while one waited two or three
years to qualify for a place on the Roll, once on it one ~ot a
house. Do you remember? Now, of course, there 1s no
Married Quarters Roll, but can one get a house? You can?
Well, you're more lucky than I!
Colonel T. Victor Barber, now of the London Branch
of the Association, joined Royal Signals S.R. from the
Manchester Regiment.
. .
.
The Depot Battalion, forerunner of 7 Trau:ung Reglffient,
was in 193 l receiving only four or. five recrultS a ~eek.
There was, of course, no WIRE m 1941, all possible contributors being otherwise engaged. There was also no
WIRE in November, l9II. D o you remember why? You
do? Well, you're much older than I!

Can you not persuade one other
to buy " The Wire." The
Editor has plenty of mater ial for
bigger and better" W .ires. "
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ignal Training ()entre
I TRAINING REGHIENT

Our main "out of chool " activities during the past
month have been on the sporting side. As a new venture,
we entered two teams in the orthern Command motor
cycle trials which took place on the 29th September. The
course comprised three sections each of 25 miles based on
Bellerby Camp. Each section took in a number of observed
sections, some of which were remarkably tricky. A field
of over 50 teams took part and our two teams did well to
finish 9th and 17th respectively.
With the approach of winter, our thoughts naturally turn
to the Rugby season.
Notes on Catterick rugger appear
el ewhere in thi issue.
In the preliminary round of the Army Soccer Cup the
Regiment was unlucky to be beaten by a Training Regiment, R.A.C., by four goals to three, Army player Corporal
Anderson scoring the winning goal in the last five minutes
of play. The Regiment took the lead early on when Burgon,
centre forward, headedJ into the goal from a pass by Minchella on the left wing. The Royal Armoured Corps
equalised and we took the lead twice more with goals by
Corporal Warrender and Signalman Cudmore. The R.A.C.
team anacked strongly and we were unable to maintain
our lead. Flockton, at centre half, played a particularly
good game, as did Burgon and Minchella, and Warrender
proved himself a capable team captain.
Major Flynn has returned to the Unit from the National
Radio Show, where he was responsible for organising and
running the Royal Signals Stand. A short account of the
activities of the Unit team at the show ~ppears elsewhere in
this issue. Major McAnsh has returned from Iceland,
where be has been accompanying the British Schools
Exploring Society.

5 TRAINING REGIMENT
The Regiment has started its winter sports programme
with great enthusiasm. Rugby is in full swing; we have
quite a strong team with some of last year's members forming a solid nucleus.
In an Inter-Squadron hockey knock-out competition I
Squadron beat H.Q. and went on to win over 2 Squadron.
In the first round of the Army Soccer Cup the Regimental
team beat the Depot Regiment, Pocklington, 5 to I. Goal
scorers being Lance-Corporal Barnfield 3, Lance-Corporal .
Hollings 1, Lance-Corporal Gibbons 1. The team has also
entered the Ripon and District League.
On the 22nd of last month the Officers' Mess was
damaged by fire, luckily most of the property was saved.
The Officers now use a spare wing of the M.R.S. and at first
all were dubious about having to eat with the refreshing
aroma of disinfectant, but that was soon overcome.
For the fifth year in succession the Regiment won the
Northern Command motor cycle reliabili
trial held at
Wensleydale over a long and arduous course of 70 miles,
on Saturday, 29th September. This year the Unit excelled
itself. All premier awards for the Regular Army were won
by the teams and individuals of the Regiment.
fndiLiduaJ
Bl
Sergeant Thrower
147 points
2od Corporal R. Dyson
122 points
3rd S.S .I. G. B. Timothy
120 poini.s
4th S.S.I. W . M. Miller
rx9 points
TeamJ
1
:;B •;, T73m s Tra~ng Regiment Royal S!gnals 351. points
2nd "C ,, 1eam s Tr~n!'lg Reg!mcnt Royal S!gnals 321 points
3rd
A Team s Trammg Rcgunent Royal Signals 296 points

All team members and the winning individuals now go
forward to Armv championships to be held at Aldershot on
7th November and our best wishes go with them.
The challenge trophy, presented by this Regiment for

the best T.A. team, was won by a Light Regiment RA.,
T.A., with 242 points.
S.S.M. Simpson has recently been promoted to R.S.M.
of the Regiment. We wish him every success in his
appointment.
7 TRAINING REGHIENT

The short film "On National Service" in which this
Regiment largely featured has now been generally released.
The film shows a National Servic.e man's introduction to
Army life and was sponsored by the Army Savings Movement.
Major D. R. P. Donaghy has assumed command of No.
4 Squadron.
We have commenced the soccer season in great style,
having played ten games without defeat. The goal average
being 40 for and l I against. One of the best games in the
history of the Unit soccer was on rst October when, in the
first round of the Army Cup we beat 66 Training Regiment R.A.C. by four goals ·tO nhree. The game was very
exciting and even, but our slightly superior teamwork gave
us the advantage. The Regiment are providing three
players for. the Northern Command team, when they play
Western Command in the first round of the Inter-Command
Challenge Cup. They are Private Snowball, R .A.O.C.,
Lance-Corporal Rawlings and Corporal Foster . . A foot
injury has robbed Sergeant Cromar, our Scottish International amateur inside forward, of Command representative honours.

Inside the Officer Training Wing Officers' Mess great
things are taking place. Electrician, carpenter, decorator
and plumber are bringing "cubiclisation" ! By December
the programme should be completed and every Officer will
have his own freshly decorated room.
Outside, great things have taken place as well. In spite
of the ever present problem of changing faces the Unit is
building up a Rugby team which has started the season
well. Our first game-a friendly against Royal Signals
Wing-resulted in a win by 28 points to I I points. We
then gained a decisive victory over 3 Training Regiment
by 54 points to nil. Outstanding personalities in the Wing
team are Captain D. W. Callaghan, whose place kicking is
particularly noteworthy, Second-Lieutenant J. Roberts and
Signalman R. Bolsh, supported by the Rugby Officer,
Captain C. N. le Gassick.
The Catterick District W~nter Hockey League opened
with a 7-0 victory against 4 Training Regiment. Captain
0. J. Peck has been appointed teara captain of the Unit
hockey XI. This should ensure further success in the
League and! knock-out competitions held later in the season.
An Inter-Squadron Winter Hockey League is to be run
with three teams from Officer Training Squadron, including
a 7 Subalterns' Part I Course team, one each from M.T.
Squadron, Technical Squadron, H.Q. Squadron, the
Sergeants' Mess and the Corporals' Mess. The Officer
Training Squadron Officer XI won the Inter-Squadron
Summer Hockey League ou goal average, 6 Subalterns' Part
I Course being runners-up.
Lieutenant R. A. King is congratulated on attaining first
place in fencing at the Army pentathlon championships.

THE DEPOT REGIMENT
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Veterans of the Burma campaign who know something
about the rapid growth of jungle vegetation are still
astonished at what happens here in Pocklington during the
autumn . There is a particular type of grass (Pockiingtonis
Nuiscancis) which appears to be capable of hemming in
any ordinary barrack hut overnight. All varieties of
mechanical grass cuner have failed dismally, but we have
not yet given up. Every so often a small band of men
armed with little knives manage to cd't their way through
t-0 a clearing, they then, of course, smartly a bout turn and
hack their way back whence they came.
Fortunately, the football pitches are of a less venomous
type of grass and there we have been able to see what
hopes there are for the new season. Rugby football and
hockey are also well under way and everything looks set for
a promising winter season.
On the social side the Sergeants have continued their
Mond1y night socials to the joy of the housey-housey fans.
The Corporals, not to be outdone, have shown us recently
what they can do in the way of organising a first-class dance
in the gymnasium.

The Unit entered four motor cycles in the Northern
Command reliability trial. The team consisted of Captain
B. W. A. Collins, Secondi-Lieutenant J. L. H. Simmance
and Corporal K. J. Pitt. Corporal V. I. A. Sherriffs rode
as an individual. The course proved to be most difficult
but little damage was done to either the cycles or the
competitors.
The soldiers of M.T. Squadron have been awarded the
Inter-Squadron guard mounting competition shield for the
fourth time. Their boxing skill equals their bearing and
turnout and they won the Inter-Squadron boxing competi-

u

Marjorie," Richmond, Yorks.

tion against Technical Squadron after a series of very keen
bouts.
The Officer Training Wing photographs this month are
particularly interesting, as they show Brigadier G. S. O'N.
Power, C.B.E., at the Commissioning Parade of 275/6
Course. The Officer Training Wing had the honour to hold
his last parade before retirement, after a long and very
distinguished career in Royal Signals. We wish both
Brigadier and Mrs. Power great happiness in the future.

N 1it io11al Btidio Sho11J, 1951
HIS year's Show was held at Earls Court from 28th
,
August to 8th September. Royal Signals and R.E.M.E.
were invited to organise, equip and man the War Office
Stand as a joint effort, and it was decided that the Royal
Signals connribution should be devoted mainly to the
historical aspect of Army Signals. The Central Office of
Information commissioned an artist to paint new pictures
depicting various epochs in Military Signalling and these
formed the main part of the Signals exhibit. The picture
were supported in several instances by actual pieces of the
apparatus depicted and by a historical survey of Army wireless illustrated by types of wireless sets from 1913 to 1951.
Two live demonstrations were provided by the ever
popular voice recorder, in this case an excellent type..
recorder very kindly loaned by Messrs. Ferrograph
Recorder Co., Ltd. (Messrs. Wright and Weiere, Ltd.),
who have produced a Service pattern which is gradually
replacing the old wire recorder.
The second demon tration con isted of a keyboard perforator, auto transmitter, re-perforator and teleprinter.
Visitors were encouraged to perforate a tape, and then watch
the process of transmission, eventually seeing their words
printed by the teleprinter.
.
The R.E.M.E. contribution mainly dealt with radar m
connection with A.A. gunnery plu ome nice " gadgets " in
the way of Polar diagram machines etc.
.
The Stand proved to be very popular and c:-I?ress1ons of
appreciation were received frOJ"!l n1;1merous v1 1tors. The
old equipment roused memories m some of the older

T

School of Signals
Officer Training Wing
We, on behalf of Royal Signals as a whole, welcome
the latest Royal Signals Officers from Sandhurst now
taking Number 7 Subalterns' Part I course. B.esides
acquiring a considerable knowledge of Signals' tasks
they have also, as a side-line, gained experience in
judging, seconding and scoring by helping in the Officer
Training Squadron boxing competition. This was under
the leadership of Second-Lieutenant P. E . ·Osborne, who
won his half colours for boxing whilst at Sandhurst. Many
exciting and determined bouts were seen in this competition, and the inter-course boxing trophy was won by 275/6
National Service Officers' Course.

[Courte.sy:

Brigadier G. S. O'N. Power, C.B.E., congratulates SecondLieutenant T. P. Fattorini after presenting to him the Comman dant's Book Prize

I

[Courtesy: "Marjorie,n Richmond, Yorks.

T he Officer Training W ing Commissio ning Parade .. Br~gadi:r
G. S. O' N . Power, C.B.E., takes the salute. On his right is
the Co mman d ing Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel M. A., Charlton,
O .B.E., o n hi s left is the Course Officer, Captain D. W.
Sherrard-Smith. Behind are R.S.M. J. Leonard and S.S .M. K.
Hardwick
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visitors and enquiries must have been received during the
course of the Show for almost every telegraph, telephone
and wireles set we have ever had. in the R.E. Signals and
Royal Signals.
Our thanks are due to R.E.M.E. for very prompt and
valuable help during an emergency, and to the team as a
·hole, to whose efforts the success of our Stand was largely
attri butable.
'WAR OFFICE SIGI\"AL REGilUENT

The Commander \Voolwich Garri on, carried out his
annual inspection of the Regiment in Cambridge Barracks
on Wednesday, 12th September, 1951.
The Co:nmander inspected the Regiment on parade in
the barrack square and took the salute at a march past in
column of route. We were fortunate in having the Royal
Artillery Band to play for us whilst on parade.
We hope the inspection went off well and that by now
we ?ave been forgiven for occupying this famous old Royal
Artillery Barracks. Anyone who remembers a regiment
which occupied Cambridge Barracks before the Royal
Artillery did js certainly "much older than I. ' However,
everyone worked exuemelx hard and long before the
inspection, and though handicapped by R.E. and contractors squads carrying out rebuilding and repair work,
we felt, on the morning, ready for inspection.
The whole barracks is being overhauled and repainted
and old members would hardly recognise the dining rooms
and the W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess. They are brighter
and even look cheerful.

Sport

Sergeant C. Beale swam for the 'Army in their InterServices championship at Eltham Baths and came third in
ali his events, being beaten in each event by two wellknown Internationals.
We started our football season with a win over the
~kery Instruction School, A.C.C., Woolwich, in the preb rnmary round of the Army Cup; score, 10 goals-I.
In the first round proper we meet the Guards Depot at
Pirbright. They will certainly prove much harder opposition-we are feeling fairly confident, however, and hope to
report a win in our next notes.

LO::VDON DISTRICT SIGNAL TROOP

We have, most unfortunately, missed quite a number of
Journal notes and so, to bring ourselves up to date a brief
report of the Unit is included in this issue.
'
The Troop, having occupied an A.A. gun site at Hampstead Way for four years, moved to its present location
at Bea:-rers Lane ~p, Hounslow, last January.
Havmg settled m, the Troop soon got down to its usual
routine. M.T., Docs, War Office controlled stores each
were inspected and each came through with flying c~lours.

London District Signal Troop
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Our biggest hurdle, the annual Administrative Inspection
was cleared and a most favourable report obtained. Ther;
is no truth in the rumour that the Q.M. was suspected of
eating ergot, towards the eleventh hour of the fatal day.

EASTERN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT

R.H.Q. It was with great pleasure that we greeted the
arrival of the "Display" team on 23rd July, whom we
accommodated and fed while they were giving shows at
Tunbridge Wells and a show for all troops at Maresfield
Camp, which was voted by all as a really good show.
A conversation overheard in a local pub on the evening
of the 24th July by the Quartermaster (Captain W. B.
Edwards) as follows: First Yokel: They be fourteen of they soldiers all on one bike, not one
of they were gonna walk,
Second Yokel: Aye, and Lhat there bike and sidecar with nobody on it
must 'ave been guided by a magnet.
'
!'!rst Yokel: Ah,. but what about that there window cleaner up a ladder
dnvmg a motor bike? Proper good he were.

To the display team we say "Thank you."
For those interested a list of W.O.s and Seniors js as
follows: -R.S.M. A. Morrison, R.Q.M.S . G. S. Woods,
S.S.M.s C. R. Harrod, D. Murray, Q.M.S. (FOS) K.
Pattison, S.Q.M.S.s J. R. Brown, H. Bracken, F . Roberts,
S.Q.M.S. (FOS) M. Harden, Sergeants W . Causer, A.
Edwards, J. Fairbrother, K. Chambers, V. Gonsalves, A.
Goldring, M.M., R Featherstone, G. Howard, E . Lambert,
S. Wilson, A. Sykes, A. Weston, G. Clough, V. L. M. Redstone.
[Courtesy: W. Abernethy, Belfast

OBITUA RY

The funeral of the late Signalman F. J. King,
of the Shoeburyness F.S.S. Troop Eastern Com- ·
mand' Signal Regiment, took place' at St. Nicholas
Church, Laindon, Essex, on Saturday, the 4th
August, 1951.
The death was the result of an accident on the
:?:8th J~ly, 1951, _in which a motor cycle combinauon driven by Signalman King was involved.
Our deepest sympathy is with his wife, children
and relatives in their bereavement.

The Corps Band paict us a visjt on 14th September and
beat Retreat on the Sports Field. The red tunics and black
b~sbies made a grand picture against the greenery of the
dis.r ant trees. The music stirred hearts, set feet tapping and
qmcke_ned the memory of many pre-war church parades at
Cattenck and Saturday morning drill parades on the Depot
Square.
Then followed a cocktail party at tlle Officers' Mess. In
the evening part of the Band played at a very successful all
ranks dance. It is hoped that there will be a substantial
profit for the Royal Signals Benevolent Fund. The Tunbridge Wells Branch of the Old Comrades' Association gave
us their support.
R.S.M. Hickman, M.B.E., has left the Unit for a c~pher
course preceding a commission. S.S.M. Lowe has also left
on promotion to W.O.I. with a T.A. Unit. We wish them
~th every success in their new spheres. R.S.M. Morrison
is at present on a Guards drill .course. On his return the
tempo of the Unit is expected to rise to 140.
. Home Counties District Troop. We have had a hectic
time throughout the summer season; a heavy "Exercise"
progr~~ . and more a~~ more A.C.F./C.C.F. training
responsibilmes. The add1t1on of a "Z" Reservist training
prog~amme, also the catering for T.A. personnel, to say
nothing of a greater demand for P.A. equipment, has kept
us fully employed.
But nevertheless, our efforts have earned· at least one
highly revered and appreciated bouquet from the Mayor
and Elders of Folkestone and the G.O.C. Home Counties
THE
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The Director of Signals, accompanied by the C.S.O. H.Q ., N.1.D. (Lieutenant-Colonel Rogers, O.B.E.), and O.C. N.l.D.( M.) Signal
Squadron (Captain W. H. Grundy), inspecting the male element of N.l.D .(M .) Signal Squadron

District for our handling of the P.A. arrangements at the
military tattoo held in connection with Folkestone's festival
celebrations and attended by record crowds of holidaymakers, foreign visitors and townspeople.

:NORTHERN IRELAND DISTRIC:~ (M) SIGNAL
SQUADRON

The occasion of the month was the visit to Northern
Ireland of the Director of Signals, Major-General W. A.
Scott, c.B., c.B.E. He arrived on the morning of the 6th
September and spent four days visiting and inspecting
Signal Units, both Regular and T.A., in Northern Ireland.
At 1400 hours on the day of his arrival the Squadron
paraded under the command of Captain W. F. Grundy
for inspection by the Director. The band of the Royal
Ulster Rifles was in atte:idance. All members of the
Squadron were very conscious of the honour being paid
them, as this is the first visit of the Director of Signals to
N.I.D. After the completion of the ceremonial parade the
Director inspected the Squadron accommodation.
In the evening a Regimental Guest Night was held in
the Royal Signals Officers' Mess, at which the Director,
the Chief of Staff H.Q. N.I.D., the A.D.W.R.A.C. and the
Regional Director of the Post Office Northern Ireland were
entertained. The band of the Royal Ulster Rifles was again
in attendance. After the loyal toasts had been drunk a
piper of the band marched around the dining table playing
Irish airs and then drank the traditional toast with the
Director of Signals.
On the 8th September the Director toured the area in
which the N.I.D. motor cycle trials was being held and
visited detachments of T.A. Signal Units who were providing the communication for _ the trials. On the 10th
September, 1951, the Director visited 35 (U.) A.A.
1ndependent (M.) Signal Squadron (T.A.) and 107 (U.)
Independent Infantry Brigade Signal Squadron (T.A.).
THE
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The N.I.D. motor cycle trials were held on the 8th
September over a 70-rnile course, which included 12
hazards. This event was won by the team of the 35 (U.)
A.A. Independent (M.) Signal Squadron (T.A.) with a total
of 419 points. The individual winner, Lance-Corporal
Carter, also of 35 (U.) A.A. Independent (M.) Signal
Squadron (T.A.), riding a Matchless, obtained 161 points
out of a total of 170. N.I.D. Signal Squadron team were
placed seventh with a total of 340 points. Lance-Corporal
Smallbone was second in the B.S.A. placings, and was
unlucky in not winning the prize for his class. He was
beaten by half a point, and he is heartily congratulated on
his effort.
SCOTTISH C:01'DIA.:VD (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

During August \~e were honoured by a visit from the
Corps Band. We took advantage of this by giving ourselves
the luxury of a parade with a band! This was not very
popular! In the evening the Band gave us an extremely
enjoyable concert. This was popular.
A further "birdi of passage," if we may be excused the
term, was the Regimental Band of the W.R.A.C., who stayed
with us for two weeks. During their stay they played at a
.
large W.R.A.C. church parade held in Edinbur:gh.
The Edinburgh Tattoo came and went. As m prev10us
years the communications for this event were looked after
by the linemen of East Troop. Needless to say there was
no hitch in communications.
The W.R.A.C. Scottish country dancing team, which
included several members of this Regiment, had quite a

WHERE IS BARLEUX THIS MONTH ?
If you read "The Wire" you would know he is Afana~er
of Mercury House, Colwyn Bay
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buy summer. Amongst their engagements were appearances at the South Shields and Airdrie Tattoos.
The cricket team tarted the season with a very impressive
fixture iist, which very soon got shaken up by the weather.
However, by dint of a lot of re-arranging we managed to
play 13 games, of which we won five, lost seven and drew
0.1..:. An enjoyable season.
The Unit sports were held late in Augu.s t and a very
pleasant day was had. Our attached R.E.M.E. strength
put up such a good show that a casual look at the prize
list would have suggested that this was a R.E.M.E. Unit
with Signals attached. WELL DON~ R.E.M .E.
The \YI .R.A.C. section of the sports also produced some
good performances, particularly by Lance-Corporal ("Legs")
Longley and Private Sullivan.
The prizes were kindly pre ented by Mrs. Britton wife
of Lieutenant-Colonel (T.0.T.) A. H. Britton, Royal
ignals. A bouquet was presented to Mrs. Britton by
Annette, daughter of Major E. W . Lewis, who was then
co:nmanding the Regiment.
The day closed with an all ranks' dance, which was very
well attended.
And now we are settling in co our winter sports and
both the hockey and soccer teams are away to a good start.
The W.R.A.C. had a strong team in the Command
rounders knock-out competition, which they won. Scores
in the final being SCOTCO Signals 9, 4 Platoon 10
Battalion W.R.A.C. 6.
On the social side we look like having a pleasant winter.
The regular events s9 far are a Scottish Country Dancing
Club on Mondays, a Ballroom Dancing Club on Wednesdays, and Tombola on Thursdays.
.
.It is hoped to run all ranks' dances monthly through the
wmter. The first one held on 26th October being for the
Korean Comfort Fund.
To those who know our Sergeants' Mess we send the
news that our Sunday nights are still the same as ever.

WESTERN COMMAND SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Inter-Troop Drill Competition was closely contested
last quarter and the result was finally decided by the points
awarded for Troop Drill. "M " Troop were the winners
with 396 points, with runners-up R.H.Q., 376 points.
Signalman Mitchell has been a member of the Western
Command Cycling Team which has just completed a very
successful first year. Signalman Mitchell has won two Individual Army Championships (Pursuit and 5 Miles), and as
a member of the Army Team has helped them to win three
Inter-Service Championships (Track Championship Road
Championship and the Bey Sarrafeen Trophy).
'
The first of the Regiments Inter-Troop Cross Country
runs was held on 8th October, and football and hockey games
are well under way.

The N.W.D. T.A. Motor Cycle Trial.s.
These trials took place in the Pre~ton area on Sunday, 23rd
September. Two teams of three nders were entered in the
Regular Army team event. The " B " team are to be congr~tu1ated on gaining first place and the "A" team was placed
thi~d. Th~ two teams left Chester amidst torrential rains
wluch persisted throughout the journey to Preston. They
started the course soaked to the skin, but the weather brightened up ~fter lunch although the course was still treacherous.
Two r1ders, Lance-Corporal Jelf and Craftsman Brewer
have been selected to ride as individuals in the Wester~
Command Trials on 20th October.

0,

OT THAT BARLEUX, SILLY!

I mean the article by Barleux, "Plain Tales," or something

went forward to the A.A. Command Championships and
from all reports seem to have given quite a good account of
themselves.
The soccer season has now started and we have entered
teams in the 3 A.A. Group Small Units League and the
Edinburgh and District Tuesday League.
The results of the first six matches played are most
encouraging; they are as under: 3 A.A . Group Small Unit s L eague

v. A.A. Company, R.A.S .C.
...
draw
v. H .Q . 3 A.A . Group .. .
won
v. I.A.D . .. .
.. .
. ..
.. .
WO'l
v. H.Q. 3 A.A . Group . .
draw
Edinburg'! an,1 District .T!:esday L eague
v. Scotush Daily Mail
.. .
.. .
won
v. H .Q . Scottish Command
won

5 A.A.

Battle of Britain Ch urc h Parade, 1951

Anti - Aircraft Command
2 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

Our notes for September were included under 12 AntiAircraft (M.) Signal Regiment's contribution.
We have been heavily committed during the past month
on Exercise " Pinnacle " and in loaning personnel for Army
manoeuvres. No. I Squadron moved to Fareham together
with the Anti-Aircraft Brigade Signal Office Troop; tihe
Anti-Aircraf t Fire Command Signal Troop and the AntiAircraft Line M aintenance Troop move to Tangmere,
Odiham and Bristol. \Y/e hope to report on their various
activities next month .
The Regiment took part in the Garrison Church Parade
at St. George's Church on the anniversary of the Battle of
Britain. .
Women's Royal Anny Corps. We "(.ere visited by two
Public Relations Officers on 14th September, 1951, who
proceede d to prowl round the camp in search of prey.
Unsuspecting groups of women in the Signal Office and
cookhouse were suddenly pounced upon and snapped (in
the "camera" sense, of course. In the afternoon we staged
a game of netball for their benefit and were again snapped
in various positions-most undignified, we fear. The
proofs of all photographs are eagerly awaited.
Winter sports are flourishing and while "gentler flowers ,.
dance daintily round the badminton court performing
acrobatic feats in pursuit of a shuttle.cock, the huskier ladies
of the Regiment pant up and down the still green netball
pitch. They are now practising furiously for a return match
against their old rivals, 10th Independent Company,
W.R.A.C.

4-4
6--o
10--I
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(M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

The Regiment has this month been widely deployed on
the preparation for Exercise " Pinnacle," which started on
29th September and at the time of writing is still in
progress.
The most outstanding event of the month has been the
5 A.A. Group motor cycle trials. The Regiment entered
two teams . Our No. I team won the team event. A very
creditable performance, as we have so few riders to choose
from and 14 teams took part in this event. On the same
subject it is interesting to note that the Regiment undertook to provide the communications for the Olivers Mount
international motor cycle races which were broadcast from
Scarborough on 21 st/22nd September.
Sport. Soccer and hockey have got away to a flying start.
At hockey we managed to jnfiict a defeat on our old rivals,
the Northern Command School of P.T ., by 3-1 in the
first game of the season.
For the envious cricket reader, the annual Scarborough
and Yorkshire Cricket Festival took place at the beginning
of the month, enabling many members of the Regiment to
watch first-class cricket at its best. All interested readers
note that limited accommodation is available at the Barracks
and " official" visitors to the 1952 Festival will be welcome,
provided "bids" are received early.

A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Our annual camp, held in. North Devon in August, was
a great success. The Reservists allotted were absorbed into
the . R~,girnent without any difficulty and the "happy
family atmosphere was apparent to all. The usual train~ng was carried out by all ranks and it was most encouragmg to find out how little of their old skill had been lost
by the Reservists. The intensive sport programme was
enthusiastically received and the final of the football cup
WOJ?- _by 38 A.A. (M.) Signal Squadron produced a very fast:
exc1tmg game. The cricket cup was won (by the
Reservists) for 5 A.A. Group (M.) Signal Office Squadron,
and the Hayes Cup, for W.R.A.C. drill, was also won by
5 A.A. Group (M.) Signal Office Squadron. Rumour has it
that R.S.M. Irvin won the unofficial "boat race" in the
Sergeants' Mess.
The Regiment was inspected by the G.O.C. 5 A.A.
Group, and also by C.S.O. A.A. Command, accompanied
by the C.S.O. 5 A.A. Group.
Camp memories have now faded and the winter training
season is under way.
In the 5 A.A. Group motor cycle trials two teams from
the Regiment were fourth and sixth respectively. We will
be higher next year.
Week-end camps have been held by all the Squadrons in
the last month and have been extremely well attended. 36
A.A. (M.) Signal Squadron, camping at Whitley Bay, were
honoured by a visit from the Honorary Colonel, MajorGeneral the Earl of Scarborough, K.G., G.c.s.r., G.C.I.E., T.D.,
J.P., D.L.

The Regiment is preparing for Exercise "Pinnacle,"
which will undoubtedly provide some excellent training .
More about this in the next issue.

BRITISH
AR~IY

OF
36 A .A. (M.) Signal Squadron at Week-end Camp

TllE RHINE

D.Q. D.A.O.ll. SIGNAL REGIMENT

3 A.A. INDEPENDENT (M) SIGNAL SQUADRON

Since returning from camp we have changed our location
again and are now living with Group Headquarters at
Riccarton House Camp having arrived back from where we
started via Craigie Hall and Redford Barracks.
w~ should like to take this opportunity of thanking
Sco~ush Command (M) Signal Regiment for their hospitality
durmg our stay at Redford Barracks.
A team was entered in the 3 A.A. Group Motor Cycle
Chan;ipionships and finished seventh out of fourteen teams;
as this was our first effort in motor cycle trials we are hoping
for great things from our team in future trials.
The W.R.A.C. members of the Squadron are to be congratulated on beating an Independent Platoon, W.R.A.C. in
the 3 A.A. Group Athletic Championships; a team of four

I~

o~ce

[Courtesy:

owcast/e Cliro11id" and 7ournal, Ltd .

Major-General the Earl of Scarborough, the. Honorary Colon~!,
Lieutenant-Colonel L. Hayes, the Commanding Officer, Captain
R. H. Austin , and Lance-Corporal Blasdale. Weekend camp at
Whitley Bay

The Unit took part in the B.A.O.R./2 T.A.F. autumn
manoeuvres Exercise " Counterthrust " and although the
e.xercise was from 14th-23rd September the Unit was "in
the field " four days earlier and the line troops a good ten
days earlier and later in order to get ~v~rything ready. in
the first place and reel in the vast quanuues of c.able wh1c?
had been laid both by ourselves and 1 Corps Signal Regiment afterwards. The commitments given to the Unit
were' so vast that there were insufficient personnel to fulfil
them so valuable assistance was given by 2 L. of C. Signal
Reg~ent. This enabled us not only. to furnish the communications required at an Army I Au H.Q. but also to
provide communications at .Rear Corps .H.Q. and neutral
wireless links down to Regnnent/Battalion level for both
Rechland and Blueland force. In spite of these widespread
comrnionents the communications worked very well and
on the whole the weather was kind. The umpires were
undoubtedly a very harassed lot, on on~ occasion. the
Signal Officer was asked if he could not unprove signal
strengths above Rs, and another was ~old not to .conn~ct
a telephone just yet but that the umpire would give him
a ring when he was ready for it.
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WITH THE

Second l11fa11try Bivisio11al
Sig11al Begi1ne1it 011

"COUNTERTHR UST"

GOON

CEASEFIRE

As aht·ays this Rcgimeut sent in a tnost g••aphic description of their activities, brd alas these were too loug to be inc lttde(l in tl•eir
eutircty.
Eiglit hund1 ·ed H'O>'d.o; are ocrt1piecl by a rlcsc1·iption of tllefr Regi1nental week-end at tl1e e>td of Augtist. when owing to a gap between
C".Xm·cises tllcy tce1·e able

to lloce

tln·ce short days to concentrate tl&e u lwl-0 Regi>nent ·i n one place. This week-end was t•cported in tl1e

October" JT'ire," all>eit only briefly. 7'he Edito>'. in tl1af 1nonber. uas able to add the note showing that tlte Regi>nent hacl raiserl
less sun~ titan £47'. all fm· the Benevolent F uncl, <luring tile week-end .
out a full <lesc1·i11tion of this admfr>able affair. Suffeee

to

continue hereafte1· wiU• the

N the Monday morning the Commanding Officer bade
O
farewell to the out-troops and we all returned to our
normal .work
refreshed in the knowledge that
~oroughly

the Regunent 1s very much a
family and very much alive.
The Commanding Officer
has said that the Regimental
week-end has come to stay ·
and we shall look forward
each year to this very worth
while function.
The week-end over, we
entered a week of furious preparation for Exercise " Counterthrust." By Monday, the
tenth, we were ready, and at
a most unchristian hour we
were roused from our comNO. 1
fortable beds, donned our war
paint and set off for Northern
Ger'.11any, to assume our role of Redland Force Signal
Regiment. . As a penalty for being the aggressors we were
made to give up our normal headgear and forced to wear
cap comforters, for the benefit of others, who may find

BIG DIPPER

PIRATE

It is with considerable ••egret , tl•ere·'ore
..
1·
•
11 otes

u ui t

n~

ive 1rave t o l eave

as sent in.

themselves in a similar predicament, we produce some
examples of the styles seen so that they may choose for
themselves as to the type which will suit their particular ·
style of beauty.
The weather was on the whole kind to us, which helped
gyeat.Jy towards our comfort in comparatively uncomfortable
cucumstances. There were many incidents which are too
lengthy to record, but a few scattered ones we feel must
be ~ur on record. The Signal Office shift in the first
location who on successive nights had to assist in the
birth of 15_ pigl~ts and a calf. O.C. "C" Troop who very
late one mght ii;i _complete darkness fell headlong into a
O.C. 3
receptacle contairung foul smelly pig swill.
Squadron was allowed to claim two tanks, one by climbing
on top of. the tank and capturing the commander at
revolver pomt, the second by throwing water over the tank
c<;>mmander. S.Q.M.S. Billington who scored three direct
hits on three enemy tank commanders with three very
rotten apples. The Sergeant, who will remain nameless,
who refer~~d to the pre-war method of laying cable by cable
wago~ as the way rI:ey used to lay ~~ cable by hor~es and
One. can think of many sun1lar incidents which
carts.
'.11ade one smile, but they are much too numerous to report
m the short column.

SAILORBOY

WIRELESS REGIMENT

September saw most of the Unit's summer activities draw
to a close. Aftt?r the cricket XI had drawn its last match
the season tel'mmated on a domestic note with two games
between the Sergeants and Corporals. The latter showed
themselves. to be no respectors of persons and won on
both occasions, thanks to some good work by Corporal
Sherbourne and Corporal Gomm.
Whµe on the subject of cricket we should like to welcome
Captam N. C. Porter, _who r~cently joined the Regiment;
he w~s a. mem~r of this year s Corps side and we hope to
see him 1n action next sum.mer.
Following on last month's news of sailing we can report
that a team of four, led by Captain P. H. Manley, represented the Unit in the Signals Regatta at Moehnesee on
8th-9th September.
Looking aheadl to the coming season we hope to give a
good account of ourselves in all the main sports. Training
for soccer and cross-country has begun and a start will
soon be made with hockey and basketball.
_In the s_o~i~l sp~ere the :Wives' Club has commenced its
winter act1vrnes with fortnightly whist drives and a dance.
There _are rumours, too, of a Unit pantomime for Christmas.
Endmg on a personal note it is pleasant to be able to
congratulate S.S.M. Ang'el and S.S.M . Rogers on being
presented their Long Service and Good Conduct Medals.
Con_gratulations also to Signalman Frost, who was successful m the recent German language colloquial test.

11 ARMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
7 AllMOURED DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

" Never in the history of the Regiment have so few
been ~isited by so many in such a short time." Such might
be said of the culmination of the training season with
Exercise "Counterthrust."
R.H.Q. and Sub-Units of the
Regiment were visited by so many V.I.P.s that it would
be invidious to list them, except that mention must be made
that Lieutenant~Colonel Seddon, who was C.R Signals
7 kmoured Division for a time during the war, was with
us for the period of the Exercise and gave us many valuable
"tips."
The Exercise went very well-the wireless worked and
so did the telephones when the local population and
saboteurs (with which we include our own armour) left us
in peace. Cable troop have tender memories of a particular Divisional H.Q. defence tank on its transporter which
carriedl away all the trunk lines in one location. 4 Squadron
were privileged to be visited by General Eisenhower, who
gave them a short address in which he expressed his affection for the Division and his appreciation of its past achievements. He also stressed our important task today as preservers of the peace. Divisional H.Q. were also hoping to

Fatigues performed willingly

NIGHTCAP
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see General ~isenhower, but the enemy were advancing
rather too rapidly, so we had to retire rather hastily and
leave a Tac H.Q. to do the honours!
Now. that the Exercise is over we have come to the
conclusion that cable is lost as easily in B.A.O.R. as in
Egypt, except that since it is field cable and not UG it is
used to. make .up others's losses or else to provide the' local
popula~on with clothes lines. When Cable Troop were
~ecoven,~g cabl~ after rI:e Exercise1 they _.found that the
local~ had kmdly assisted by tymg up coils ready for
c<;>llect1on. .They are, however, unable to cap the Corps
S~gnal R:egiment story of recovering the cable thieves'
bicycles m compensation for the cable lost!
As reported ~lsewhere, Captain Hamer has now left us.
He has been with the Regiment since its re-formation and
will be greatly missed both in work and in the field of
sport, for .he represen!ed the Regiment in sailing, rugger
a~d athletics to menuon but a few of his achievements.
His departure was very unexpected and we all wish him
luck in his new appointment.
Ou_r hockey and_ rugby teams are limbering up in preparation for the wmter and have each played one friendly
game, which they won.
Sergeant Nicholson, Signalmen King and Spikesman
h~ve ~en se~ected_ to ride in the Army motor cycle champ1_onships which will take place shortly. Sergeant Nicholson
will also compete as an individual.
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The past two months have seen the Regiment heavily
committed with exercises. In August and early September
the Armoured and Lorried Infantry Brigades carried out
Brigade training with I Squadron providing a static Control
Headquarters, these were followed by Exercise "Counterthrust," the joint B.A.O.R./2 T.A.F. autumn manoeuvres.
This was our biggest hurdle yet, and it was cleared in fine
style, both the Staff and Services have been warm in their
praise for the communications provided. When one considers that less than one year ago the Unit did not exist
and the difficulties that had to be surmounted during the
past 12 months, it reflects highly on the enthusiasm of .all
ranks to put II Armoured Division back on the map once
again. As a reward the Regiment was granted a holiday
on Monday, 1st October, 1951.
During the Exercise we had many visitors to Divisional
H.Q., including General Eisenhower, Field Marshals Montgomery and! Slim, the Director of Signals and the Deputy
Director of Signals, Field Marshal Slim and Field Marshal
Montgomery arrived accompanied by an armoured car,
which having entered the harbour area with the C.I.G.S.
then proceeded to A.C.V. I, where it disclosed its true
identity (the enemy), and placed ABLE I off the air for
two hours with four well aimed shots. Another highlight
of the Exercise was the sight of our 0 .C. 1 Squadron being
chased through a village by a Jeep load! of fierce enemy paratroopers firing bulleted blank before he found refuge by
driving his Jeep into the Hussars leaguer.
Throughout the Exercise we had staying w1tl1 u
Lieutenant-Colonel Mellor, Royal Signals, two Belgian
Officers from the Belgian Signal Corps and four Post and
Telegraph Officers from C.C.G., whom we wvuld like to
take this opportunity of publicly thanking for the fine
work they have done for us, not only on " Counterthru t "
but throughout the year.
At the time of going to press the Unit is once again
putting its house in order and preparing for another period
of intensive individual training. Some of the more fortunate
members of the Unit have departed for U.K., where they
are providing umpire communications for the U.K.
manoeuvres.
The Sergeants having shared a Mess with the Divi ional
H.Q. for the past II months have at last moved into their
new Mess, where the R.S.M. W.0.L Tyers, reigns supreme.

duck from 1 Squadron. Some people refuse to be discouraged and even recover (clad in pants, short) their own
birds from the Elbe when the dog finds it a little too cold.
BERLIN SIGNAL S'tUADRON

II AIR FORMATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

We are expecting great things from all the teams in the
variou sports leagues this year, especially as the Squadron
cricket team was unfortunate in not winning the " A "
Cricket League Cup. We won five out of our seven
matche and felt that for a Squadron team we had done
pretty well. Congratulations to Corporal Reece on being
the be t all-rounder in the Squadron.
The hockey season here has just started and already the
team has given a good account of itself. After only two or
three practices the team trounced the R. A. S.C. and gave
the ex-2 Division champions a fine game in which the
Squadron tean1 won .by the odd goal in five. We are keeping our fingers crossed and hoping this will be repeated
throughout the season.
On the football side, the league starts very shortly and
the team here seems to have as much if not more talent
than last year. We hope they will win more of their matches
this year.
Of the other sports in the Squadron basketball is the only
ream event and we are entering a team in the B.T .B. L eague
" under new management."
In the darts knock--0ut competition the Sergeants' Mess
has succeeded in getting through their firs t round match,
beating the " Medics " by · two straight legs. If this is a
promise of things to come the team should do well this
year.
Life in the Sergeants' Mess has been a bit risky this
last month. Alterations are being made and no Mess
me:nber knew what lay in wait for him as he entered the
Mess. Sometimes it was a pneumatic drill, sometimes a
bucket of whitewash, but always whatever it was, it was
nerve-wracking.
The Corporals' Mess too has been altered and now the
Corporals can sit and drink in peace at the bar in one room
while wives natter away in the other.
Turning from the particular to the general note, Field
Marshal Sir William Slim jnspected the Signal Squadron
under guidance (?) of Captain Beaumont and we hope the
photo shows just how smart a Unit we are.
Two Brigade schemes, Exercises " Swan Song " · and
" Henley," have taken place, with the Squadron providing
normal, neutral and enemy communication~. It is perhaps
amusing to record that while on a scheme one of our wireless
operators was tolg to "switch off the green light on your
set." What the result was nobody knows.

The Regiment has taken part in two major exercises during September. Exercise "Counterthrust" and Exercise
"Cirrus." We have had a clean bill of health for "Counterthrust." The post mortem for "Cirrus" is yet to be held.
We are also involved in Air Force Exercises "Pinnacle"
and " Combine."
A representative party including married families went
to Hanover as spectators for the Inter-Allied athletic meeting and from there to the Lakeside Club to spend a pleasant
evening in beautiful surroundings.
Our first hockey match of the season against a combined
Sappers and A.S.S.U. team resulted in a win' for the Regiment 10-3. A good omen perhaps.
The W.0.'s and Sergeants' monthly social was a grand
success.
Friends of Craftsman Jenkins (R.E.M.E., late R oyal
Signals) will be im.pressed with his keenness in the shooting field. He knocked a duck into the River Bega and
promptly stripped to the buff to retrieve it. Th~ R.S.M.
has been lucky with hoofed game, two bucks havmg fallen
to his gun d uring the month.
A fishy story is also going the Regimental rounds. It
seems that the Adjutant was forced to discard his trousers
on the banks of the River Emmer in order to rescue an
enormous (sic) trout, which had become entangled in a
weed-:bed.

fh e C.l.G .S. ins pects Berlin Signal Squadro n

I

SIGN AL SQUADRON, W.R.A.C.

We regret the omission of notes from this Squad ron, for
with the exercises creeping up on us we are kept reasonably busy.
Exercise " Counterthrust " was our main commitment,
especially for the S.B.O.'s who were taken to Control H.Q.
at Hanover and did a very good job. The O.C., Captain
Rose, went with them and was very pleased with the results
obtained by our Squadron.

2 L. OF

c.

SIGNAL REGIMENT

In the world of sport all Squadrons are feverishly preparing for a hectic winter season. The Regimental football
team has been entered for the Army Cup and refuse to be
downhearted despite the fact that our first round opponent
is last year's runners-up. In the second round we. meetor had that better wait until our next bulletin !
Suffice it to say that the matter is being taken very
seriously and the team is to be seen most evenings
strenuously performing in the Gym (copy to Lieutenant
Woodley for information ).
3 Squadron football team, we learn, is displaying considerable energy and more than a little skill. Stand by for
challengers !
As anticipated, the month of September has proved to be
an exceptionally busy one for the Regiment. The bottom
of the barrel was well and truly scraped for both men and
equipment on the occasion of Exercise " Counterthrust"
(B.A.O.R. autumn manoeuvres). Few managed to escape.
Our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. V.
Benton, had barely time to grab a haversack lunch between
time of arrival in station and departure on " Counterthrust."
Even the Adjutant had his kit "alerted."
~rom all accounts the Exercise was a great success, and
quite apart from the numerous tactical and technical lessons
learned, all ranks appeared to have thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
Major Cook, our Second-in-Command,
:eturned looking much more healthy and noticeably fatter
m the face after a stringent diet of two pounds of pork per
day, whilst Major Drudge-Coates lost lots of " girth,''
having had to " make-do " on his one-seventh of an ounce,
etc. It was absolute hell-get him to tell you sometime.
No reports from outstations, though our spies jnform
us that the local cold storage depot receive a steady flow of

with their vehicles, and have proved most useful ; so everyone is, roughly speaking, happy and hopes to remain so
through the winter.
DETFOR SIGNALS

Although quite a lot of people in England think that
Trieste is just north of London, at least one person from
the outer world has managed to discover our whereabouts.
A few weeks ago, out of the "blue" came a very modern
motor cycle carrying Captain H. L. Daniel, of the 11 A.A.
(M.) Signal Regiment, T .A., who was paying a flying visit
to the Adjutant, Captain Rayner. Naturally the next two
hours presented closed doors as far as work in the
Adjutant's office was concerned, but eventually they reopened and the files began to circulate again.
The winter season has arrived, battle dress is emerging
from the moth balls and we are sending representatives to
all the sport meetings. Fixtures are being drawn up for
our teams in the Command football, hockey and rugby
leagues and trial matches are already under way.
Plan~ for our new barracks seem to have come to grief
and we look like having to be patched up once more instead.
Fifteen of our OWLs were fortunate enough to have been
attached to 1 A.S.S.U. in B.A.0.R. for Exercise "Counterthrust.'' They all returned in fine fettle and full of the
tales of the battles they had won.

S.H.A.P.E. SIGNAL SQUADRON

The great event of the month of August was th~ visit
of the Director of Signals, who saw us at work m the
S.H .A.P.E. Comcenter and Exchange, and in the Squadron
camp at Camp des Loges. We hope h~ was duly impressed
by our contribution to international umty, as well as by the
two swimming pools ! In other respects we have had a
quiet month; the M.T. dr ivers, always ver~atile, won all .the
prizes in the shooting gallery at a local farr. All the pnzes
were champagne, wi]ich had an excellent effect on the
standard of driving and maintenance. The "!~l<: Op !roop,
though defeated by the Wireless T roop, are .iommg with the
rest of the Squadron in the honour of havmg an unbeaten
and, we hope, unbeatable Squadron foo~ball team-:-no other
Unit can put up anything but token resistance agamst us.
The American W.A.C. telephone operators have. had
their numbers reinforced by volunteers from the drivers,
who find life in the exchange rather more glamorous than

F
3 G.H .Q. SIGNAL REGIMENT

Much activity on the part of those who work a~ G.H:Q.
preceded an inspection by ~he Commander-m-C~ef,
M.E.L.F. The tour of inspection included .Transmitter
Troop, Operating Troop, Receiver Troop, Signal Office,
Ciphers, S.D.0. and the Telephone Exchange.
. Later in the month the C.S.O. M.E.L.F. held a farewell
inspection of the Regimental lines. A ~ard. of honour
was mounted on the main gate and Captam ~h1ppard, w~o
acted as Staff Officer to the C.S.0., escorted ~un t.o the dnll
square, there to take th_e salute at a para.de m h1~ honour.
The C.S.O. afterwards mspected the Regunental lm~s, culminating in visits to the Officers' Mess, W.0. s and
Sergeants' Mess and the Corporals' Mess.
.
The other event of note in the military sphere durmg
September was the drill competition. The three Squadr~ns
finished very closely indeed and 2 Squadron together with
A/S.S.M., 2 Squadron, Serg~ant Liley, ~re to l)e congratulated on winning the Dnll Cup. In~d~tally, _not a
few of those on parade, who hail from 4 1:"rammg ~egun~nt
recognised S.S.M. Wall, who accompanied the mspecung
Officer.
.
h ·
oc 1
We welcome Major J. M. Brunskill, w o is now . .
Squadron, and Captain C. Mitchell, who has replace.d our
former Adjutant, Captain A. P. Baker, Royal Signals,
· ·
returned to U.K.
Those types who perambul!!te round the c.a~p pamtmg
everything in sight have received some com~euuon .from the
local decorators. The latter, in fact, have JUSt fimshLed r~·
the O R 's Mess which now resembles yon s
decoraang
· ·
be
d
t d
en re ecora c
Corner House. Not only has the Mess

Colon el Lewis, Gene ra l Sco tt, S.S.M. Irvin g, Majo r Hu nter
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17 INDEPENDENT INFANTRY BRIGADE
SIGNAL SQUADRON

No. 2 Sq uad ron, winners of the Inter-Sq uad ron Drill
Co mpeti t ion, Septe mbe r, 1951

but the conventional barrack type tables and forms have
been replaced by N.A.A.F.I. type tables and chairs, finished
in blue and wh ite.
There is no news this month from either the Officers'
Mess or the W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess, and both would
appear to be conserving their efforts for Christmas. The
Corporals' Mess has held a dance and is to hold a social in
conjunction with the Corporals' Messes of R.A.F. Abyad
and R.A.F. F ayid in October.
In the sporting sphere it is the swimmin11: team who have
~gain stolen the limelight this m onth. By -finishing second
m the Army (Egypt) Water Polo League and winning the
Army (Egypt) free-style relay, mentioned last month the
team has given the Regiment first place in the Palestine Cup
for swimming; a grand .finish to an excellent season.
'
Th_e cricket seasoi;i has finished, of course, and it only
rem:.uns for me to give two last results. H aving won our
way ~<?ugh to the semi-finals of the Brigade knock-out
C<h'IlJJ<:tlt10n, we were beaten by the Car Company, R.A.S.C.,
who, it should be stated, went on to win the competition
having already won the Army (Egypt) Cup. The Inter~
Squadron K?ock-Out _Cup was won by 2 Squadron, Egypt
Co1:11!11and Signal Regiment, who are eligible for nhis competltlon.
The socc~r trials have alrea~y taken place and the Regimental XI is due to play their first match at the time of
wr~ung. ~orpo~al Thornicroft has alread'y represented the
Brigade, with S1gnalmen Stones and David as reserves.
. One. wonders just what the trials revealed, for the players,
m their modesty, preferred to conceal themselves under a
screen <;>f dust. The si~ht of a minor kamseen racing downfield with the ball at its feet would be sufficient to deter
Stanley Matthews hinlself, I feel.
Rugger ~aining is already .in progress and the first trials
together with the hoc.key trials, will have taken place befor~
~ese notes reach Blighty. Much interest will be evoked
m the h.ockey az:d r';Igger trials, for both teams will be hard
put to it to mamtam the high standard set by last year's
teams. Good luck to them as they embark on another sports
season.

On 20th September the Squadron was inspected by the
C.S.O., who spoke with most of the men and afterwards
toured the compound and the newly completed billets. The
General was very pleased wil'h his visit and commended
the Unit for the high standard which i•t set.
A flourishing Sports Committee, with the keen assistance
of the O.C., Captain Jaggard, has organised athletics, swimming, foo~ball, boxing and basketball. The foo~ball team
is entered in the Minor League and for the Army Cup
and has started well by winning its first match of th:
season, a "friendly " played against 2 Squadron Command
Sig~al Regiment. Drjver Farrel was chosen 'to play in
a tnal match for the Infantry Brigade District and five
players have been nominated for the Corps trials. The
inclusion of Second-Lieutenant Davison, who has recently
joined the Squadron from the U.K., where he played for
Western Command, will strengthen the team considerably
and a successful season is anticipated.
The team entered in rhe falling plate competition of
the Infantry Brigade District rifle meeting achieved good
results. Secc;ind-Lieutei:ant D~vison and Lance-Corporal
Jones won pnzes for their shootmg at two of the side shows.
On an exercise held 9th-16th· J uly the Squadron visited
St. Cal'herine's Monastery, situated near Biblical Mount
Sinai, in the heart of the Sinai Desert. Excellent wireless
communications with base-some 226 miles from the
monastery-was maintained throughout, and the exercise
provided an object lesson of water conservancy in desert
~arfare, as ce11tain thirsty mem bers of the p arty ruefully
discovered.
The Squa~ron mou:ns the loss of its popular S.S.M.,
W. 0 .II Femdge; on his departure he was presented with a
watch.

NORTHERN AREA SIGNAL TROOP
Eas t Afric a Command

MALTA SIGNAL SQUADRON

F or a small Unit we have held our own in the various
.
G arrison sporting activities.
We h ave had quite a successful season ''in the .22 Rifle
League matches which fi nished a few weeks ago. We lost
o~y one match to the league winners, H .M.S. Falcon, and
fimshed up one point behind them in second place. T wo
of the team, S.Q.M.S . L each and Sergeant Parfitt, were
selected for the Army team in the Inter-Service match, and
Sergeant Parfi tt obtained the highest individual score, 192
out of 200. Postal matches have been fired against various
Signal U nits in the Middle East, all of which we h av~ won.

18 INDEPENDENT PARACHUTE BRIGADE
GROUP SIGNAL SQUADRON

Septe_mber _wil~,go down in the Squadron history as the
month m which mother weather " stole nhe march on us
On one of our weekly exercises we remarked on the fact
that so:ne poor b--s were "getting it." On our return
to camp. we found we had been washed away. A gale of
70-Bo 1?~1es per hour raged for three hours and during this
time 42 mches of rain fell. Of our 24 tents 15 were blown
away. . When the Squadron returned it was to a scene of
des?lanon. However, everyone set to winh a will-salvaged
~e1r sodden kit and bedding and by 5 p.m. all tents, includmg that of the Second-in-Command, had been re-erected .
We congratulate Sergeant Baker on becoming the father
of a boy and Sergeant Laing of a girl.

It is hoped in the future to arrange sinlllar shoots with
Signal Units in other Commands.
The .303 team has been very active with at least one
practice shoot a week. On 24th July we fired off the Middle
East Royal Signals match, of which we are awaiting the
final results. We did not reach our usual standard in the
falling plate shooting, however. Ten out of the 16 members
of the team who competed in this match were selected to
train for the Malta Garrison small arms meeting which
takes place from the 26th to 28th September. The team
have been entered for three matches and in addition Captain
White and S.S.M. Hayes are to compete in the individual
pistol match. The results of this shoot will be given in
· our next notes, in which we hope to improve on last year's
position of fifth out of 14 teams.
The Inter-Troop swimming gala, of which OPS Troop
was the winner, was held early this year so as to train .a
·team for the Garrison aquatic sports. In this, the Unit
obtained fifth place, which, seeing there was only a fivepoint difference between second and fifth place, was quite
a good performance. Lieutenant Fowke and Corporal
Metcalfe also competed in the Army team in the InterServices aquatics, swinlming the back and breast strokes
respectively.
We are approaching the end of the cricket season. In the
Garrison League we were runners-up to H.Q. Malta
Garrison, and have to date reached the semi-finals of the
Governors Cup competition and meet H .M.S. St. Angelo
to decide who shall go forward to the final.
X Branch, H.Q. Malca Garrison. This year has seen
numerous changes of Officers in this Branch. Captain E. C.
Collins has returned to the U.K. on completion of overseas
tour. Captain P. J . W. Stephens, late Adjutant O.T.W., is
replacing Captain F. M. H andsley, due to move to G. H. Q.,
M.E.L.F.

So you didn't know a Northern Area Signal :rroop
existed in East Africa Command ! Allow us to orientate
you. East Africa straddles the equator on the right hand
side of continent and enfolds such sunny spots as Kenya,
Uganda andl Tanganyika. I believe it embraces one or t?'o
more territories but at the risk of giving offence I'll suck
to Kenya and nal'row that down a little too. Mo~t Kenya
(derivation unnecessary) lies like a gargantuan pillow s_urmounted by the t op of an ice . ere~ cornet ~ome 80 miles
as a wireless waves from Na1robt. Nanyuk1 shambles at
the bottom of the bolster and Northern Area Headquarte~s
with its adjacent components is virtually Nanyu~. It IS
to be hoped you are still with us after the narrowmg down
process. The Headquarters is situated in . a morass of
wallowing mud during the rainy seasons, and m a. dust bowl
by sun. Nevertheless, Marconi will out and, aeri3;1 cu!rent
or not communication with the hinterlands of Nairobi and
Jinja i~ steadily maintained.
.
.
It would be pleasantly superior to recount lurid det~1ls
about the triumphs of telephone over tom-tom, or how wireless saved the day at the siege of Archer'~ Post, but we ~re
static; ever-ready to move, of course, agamst the non-existing marauder, but for the present and the foreseeable future,
stuck.
xh"b.
Nanyuki has real compensations, however.. Art. e · i_ 1tions, ballet, opera, the theatre, w~ter polo, s~aung rmks,. ice
hockey, fair grounds, museums, dirt track racmg, dog ~acmg,
wrestling exhibitions, premiere performance.s; we can t offer
those· but have you ever seen an angry rhinoceros?
a
furio~s buffalo? or a herd of leaping. impala? or a flight
of gazelle? or a pride of lion? Therein hes our chance of
excitement, thrills, aesthetism and ~uty, speed, power,
grace andl also the wonder of first sight.
The Troop plays games; only football and hockey as
regular spor ts but proudly we announce Sergeant Ron

qr

Royal Signals (Malta) .22 Rifle Team, 1951

Left to right: ~itting •. S.S.M . Hayes, Lieutenant (T. O . M. ) Spafford, Captain
Boswo rch, Captain White, S.Q. M.S. Leach. Sitting, Corporal Piper, Sergeant
Gahan , Sereeant Parfi ct, Lance-Co rporal Waite

Gilmour and Lance-Corporal Len Chatterton as representing our very small band in the Area foo tball team : " Paltry
representation," you think? With over 250 Europeans in
the Area and just twelve Europeans in the T roop we beg to
differ.
Our hockey team incorporates Headquarters personnel.
We call it the Signals team, they call it Headquarters team,
and during the game we are hoping it will be the winning
team, which it frequently is, so there's just about enough
mutual admiration to make us forge t whether the captain
called out " Signals, three cheers for so and so"; or " Headquarters, three cheers for so and so."

F.A.R.E.L.F.
I COMMONWEALTH DIVISJO~AL
SIGNAL llEGDIENT

Just over two months ago I Squadron, H.Q. Squadron
and! " H " Troop of this Regiment marched off the Empire
Orwell at Pusan and being without transport of any kind,
except our feet, we were carried by American vehicles to a
transit camp to sort ourselves out. Today we are established
in our operational area and have been for a month or more
wor king with equipment and vehicles drawn and set up
in Pusan. It is extremely difficult to remember that all
the equipment in use now was still in crates and probably
on the high seas three months ago. It is even more difficult to realise that so were we!
A lot has happened to us since we watched the coast
of England dropping slowly behind us. That was on the
23rd: of May. At that time the Regiment was nothing more
than a large body of individuals; a Regiment on paper.
Training on the voyage turned the individuals into ·teams
ready to take on the job of producing communications just
as soon as equipment did materialise and the lads got the
feel of things.
The move up to the operational area was by road and
here a word of praise must be placed on record on behalf
of the drivers. Despite the fact that a large proportion of
them had no real experience of the vehicles they were now
called upon to drive and in many cases no experience since
their days at 5 Training Regiment, they ~ried the Re_giment over roads which can only be described as shocking
with the absolute minimum of casualties, which were
usually caused by the edge of the road just crumbling away
tipping the vehicle on to its side in a paddy field. Well
done the drivers !
The Regiment is now almost recovered from the bewilderment that seized it at the speed of these events and
is now well advanced towards a smooth routine. We have
had many worries and heartbreaks and have made one or
two appalling howlers. We like to think, howev~r, ~at we
are over the worst part and now take some pride m the
reliability of our communications.
The " Out Troops " are getting over their despondency
at being gatheredl together into one b<><;ly and .say that after
a decent period of mourning for their old mdepend~ce
they will be proud that they are m~bers of the First
Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment. . .
The main topic of conversation at the beg1~10g of ~e
month was divided between the weather condmon~, which
were foul, and the Brian Reece (P.C. 49) show, assisted by
the 29 Brigade concert party. An ext<:mpore turn was that
of Lance Corporal Jim Braid, who did a cross bet":Yeen a
jig and bebop, when Brian Reece announced the birth of
a son to Mrs. Jim.
.
Some grand days' sports were enjoyed ~y the II_nesm~n
of "C' Cable Troop and the Brigad~. Lme Sections m
their efforts to lay lines across the .In11m-gan¥; At firs.~
it looked to be a victory for the nver, and Gro:mer
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Maunder was swept downstream for a couple of hundred
yards but the line teams fought back hard and finish d
with the score well in their favour.
Our congratulations to Sergeant Neville Bestwick on h:s
recent promotion though 29 Brigade were sorry to lo&e
him to " C" Troop. "Father" Bestv;ick a Reservist,
joined 29 Brigade over a year ago and has done much
sterling vo k during that time.
Signalman Heath scored two fine drives from the left
wing _in a game in which 29 and 28 Brigade Signal Troops
combmed to beat a team from the Divj ional Signal Regiment by f.our goals to nil.
·' N" Troop ex I Divisional Signals (M.E.L.F.) now with
us send their best regards to all their friends in I Division.
Shortly the first boat of reservists will be shaking the dust of
Korea from their heels and leaving for more pleasant lands·
to mark the occasion plans are being made to hold smati
celebrations to cheer them on their way Two of them are
really" Kings Year" men since their Reserve service ended
before they left England and the sole topic of conversation
seems to consist of " . . . . days and an early breakfast."
W .0.'s and Sergeants Mess.-We are able to report our
fi:iends . fr?m the American Signal Corps were cordially JDvited to celebrate a last war tradition on
V.J. ni~ht, in memory of our friendship and
co-operanon b~ught about by working together for a
common cause JD World War II. As usual, a good time was
had by all. Unfortunately another lost championship was
to follow our recent series of losses. We lost the Sergeants'
Me~s ,?pen challenge by quite a margin! "Damn it, Yanks
agam.
No doubt S.Q.M.S. Hall did his best but what
could you do with a revolting tummy. (He was known to
have sai_d "If jt didn't need attention before, .it does now).
Hence boat race held over to next year.
S.S.M. :f'.laherty ~ent to great lengths to explain to the
Mess the difference m make-up between a haversack rations
· cut ~ his days of youth (so long ago, I forget) and an
(uner1can counterpart experience of the days of his leave
JD Japan under American organisation. Never mind
"Paddy," we thank you for the detail description. W~
learnt a lot! Our next enquiry will be about the need for
space heaters.. ~ave your details prepared in advance).
Sergeant Cli:ristJ~, our naturalised " Limey," returned
recently to his Umt, a sad blow to the Mess. Anyway it
was on "Master" the chance of a life time he would ;ay.
(One more step nearer to Hollywood).
Sergeant (Pete) Moddrell has been known to refuse a
second helping.
R.Q:M.S. (" ~h.ady ") Lane continues to reveal his experiences 111 Abyssmia.
RS.M. (" Tich ") Cunningham sends his salaams to 6
Bc;iys Training Regiment. Keep the good work up and we
will wat_ch for your fur~her achievements in the WIRE.
Cheeno for now, we will do our best to contribute as the
months roll by and the opportunity is available.
G.H.q . SIGNAL REGIMENT, FARELF

eptember slipped by as quickly as it had entered. Our
last game of cncket for this season has been playedand lost!
Traming has .already begun for the rugby season and we
lo_ok forwar~ wit~ great ze~t to our first match against 19
Air Formanon Signal Regiment at Changi on the 4th of
October.
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess. Masquerade and Fancy
press. On Saturday, Ist September, 1951, an experiment,
m t~e form of a masquerade and fancy dress, was tried
out m the Mess. I need hardly say it was a " scintillating"
success.
The. partakers in the fancy dress are to be congratulated
on their excellent efforts and originality. One lady arrived
a:. " Captain Hook " and looked quite vicious, with a huge
hook attached to her left hand. Mrs. Johnson, wife of

S.Q.M.S. Johnson, came as a "Coal Black Mammy"
whilst her husband took second prize with his outfit of ;n
" Organ Grinder " complete with a live monkey! (fortunately the monkey was an " old hand," and caused no upheavals'.
. ~he mus~ular bulk of Sergean~ Severs graced the evenmg_ s entertam:nent _as Superman (1ust look at those biceps!),
whilst the Umt Dnll Sergeant, Sergeant Gill came dressed
as a "Pirate "- it suited him!
'
Mrs. McDougal, wife of W.O.I. McDougal late attached
to L.A.D., won ladies' first prize for her' portrayal as
" Carmen Miranda.'' Mrs. Sk~lton, wife of Sergeant
~kel~on, came. a close second with her impression of a
Chmese Coolie Woman."
S.S.M. "Badger" Hicks, took .g ents' first as an "Egyptian
Harem Girl " (you should have "harem' di" whistle what a
. figure !). Gents' second special was taken by two s~angers
who came dressed as " Apache Dancers."
'
S.S.M. Hicks, S.S.M. Etherington, Sergeant Sutcliffe
and Se~geant ~ are to be thanked for their magnificent
efforts m making the masquerade such a tremendous success. Also .thanks are extended to Mrs. Hicks, who was
prese!lted_ wi1;h a bo1;1quet by R.S .M . Macklam for her fine
contnbunon m helpmg behind the scenes.
To sum up-" it was a right fine do."

SINGAPORE DISTRICT SIGNAL REGIMENT

This, month _started. with concentrated practices for the
G.O.C. s M.T. mspecnon. The final classification of goods
the first to be given in the District, showed that the extr~
effort was not misplaced.
. Out adopted troopship, H .T. Lancashire has after
mne. months on~e again arrived in Singapore. 'As she was
turnmg round tt meant that we were able to renew and
to cement even further our mutual friendship. There were
a number of old faces whom we were glad to see and we
were glad to welcome the new members of the ship's
company.
. In a tense battle for the soccer cup, played for a change
m fin~ weather, we were beaten 3-2 jn extra time. The
score is now two games each and we are looking forward
to the next game in December and we hope the cup will
come back to us.
· The social and dance was an undoubted success with
the !-ancashire a~ain being successful in the raffle.' The
evenmg ended with a very sincere speech from the new
Master of_ the Lancashire, Captain Fitch, to which the
Commanding Officer made a suitable reply.
We were all very ple~sed to see that the Corps crest has
now been fir'!111Y fixe~ JD a place of honour jn the lounge.
We have JUSt re~e1ved an invitation to go aboard on
20th December durmg her next visit to Singapore. This
should be a memorable day, more about that in our
December notes.
After some exciting games and very anxious moments
our M.O.R. football team once again reached the final of
the kn<?ck-01.~t competition. Our opponents were 19 Air
Formauo? Signals. It was a very keen and hard fought
final, which sa-..y us running out the winners 2-0 for the
second year in succession.
The In~er-Squadron hockey competition found "C"
Squadron JUSt that little bit quicker than "A" Squadron
and so won a keen and fast final 2-1. The cup and medals
were presented by Mrs. Goodeve-Docker. We are hoping
to be able to build up a good team.
The August small bore spoon competition .was won by
!Q.M.S. Smith with 9.1 and Lance-Corporal Ong See Bong
as the best M.O.R . with 85. Now that we have acquired a
No. 5_A P~rker Hale back sight, which fits the Morris
tube nfle without modification, we are expecting bigger and
better ~~ores and to be able to make ourselves felt in
compennons.

Our new barracks, just across the road, are rising slowly
surely and as soon as the road and M.T. park arc
fimshed we are moving into the office, stores and M.T.
area.
bu~

MALAYA SIGNAL REGIMENT

R.H.Q. and I Squadron. Our new Officers' Mess opened
on schedule on 1st September, 1951, and is a credit to the
har? w~rk put in by the Mess Committee, ably assisted by
their wives and other working parties. Despite the fact
that i.t is of " Basha " type construction it is something of
~hich R~yal Signals in Malaya can be proud. The first
dmner rugih~ was held on !3th September to dine out Major
W. J. Comish and Captam A. R. Wythe on completion of
their tours. The C.S.O. Malaya was among those present .
Despite losses of experienced players our two football
teams continue to hold their own in the Garrison League
and the "A" team lead the table. Our team athlete
Lance-Corporal Cullen, continues to give a good accoun~
of himself in field events at athletic meetings. At Malacca
his javelin throw of 148 feet was a State record and he
later broke the Negri Sembilan State record with a throw
of 156 feet.
2 Squadron. We are shortly due for our ' annual administrative inspection by the Sub-District Commander. On
his last inspection the Commander asked a counter clerk
what part of England he came from and was promptly given
the detailed duties of a counter clerk. Perhaps its not such
a good idea to " Gen " everybody up beforehand!
26 Brigade Signal Troop . The most notable feature of
the past month was during a Brigade scheme when we
camped in a rubber estate. The local wild pigs considered
our tents excellent targets and made numerous sorties, all of
which were repulsed by a determined show of force on the
part of the sentries.
Our one notable sporting success was obtained by Signalman White, who came second in the South Malaya District
diving championships. Signalmen Millward and Walters
have consistently played for Brigade H.Q. at football.
MALAYAN SCOUTS, SPECIAL AIR SERVICE
REGIMENT SIGNAL TROOP

As we write the Regiment is operating for the first time
at full strength. The total of dead bandits to our credit
is rising, with prospects of good hunting in the near future.
Signal resources are stretched to their limit with the
Regiment fully deployed. The majority of our men are out
operating with patrols in the jungle, and our recently
arrived reinforcements from U.K. are now seeing the jungle
for the first time, after four weeks' intensive signal training
here in base camp.
It is with deep regret that we announce tl1e death on
-operations of Signalman Boylan, one of our original
members, with many weeks of jungle work to his credit.
19 AIR ;FGIOfATION SIGNAL REGIMENT

This has been a hectic month for those members of the
Regiment who have dealings with the running of M.T.
First, we had the annual R.E.M.E. inspection, which is
always greeted with a certain degree of apprehension, however good the condition of the vehicles. Well, this passed
off fairly smoothly, to be followed closely by a G.0.C.'s
M.T. inspection. We are glad to report that the G.O.C.,
who has inspected the majority of M.T. on the island,
found ours to be the best he had then visited. Until then,
Singapore District Signal Regiment had been the best, but,
in passing, it is only fair to thank them for the valuable
tips they had given us!
Royal Signals were also to the fore in the Malay Other
Ranks' knock-out football competition, where the finalists

R.Q.M.S . Armstrong receives the L.G.S.C. Medal from the
Commanding Officer

were Singapore District Signal Regiment and ourselves.
After a well fought game, Singapore District deservedly
won. The game ~osed a problem for the supporters, as
both teams have ntles that are not easy to shout in an
encourag!ng fashion. C.S.O. F.A.R.E.L.F., however, had
an easy nme-he only had to shout " Come on Signals! "
The rugger and hockey season is now under way.
Although we have not yet won a rugger match, we can
safely put this down to lack of experience and by no means
to lack of keenness. We hope to report success in our
next notes. We have had several friendly hockey matches,
with a close win against Singapore Engineer Regiment. We
begin the R.A.F. station tournament this week, and
although we have lost a number of valuable players, we hope
our results will be as good as last season.
Talking of parades, we took part in the R.A.F.'s Battle
of Britain parade held on the station in September. We
once again had the honour of being the only Army Unit on
parade and, we trust, did ourselves justice.

Oiher Overseas Staiions
GIBRALTAR SIGNAL S QUADRON

The news of the King's illness and subsequent operation
came as a profound shock to people here in Gibraltar and all
members of this Unit join in hoping for a speedy and complete return to normal health for His Majesty.
The big topic of the moment is Air Trooping. It has
been decided that, with few exceptions, all troop movements
between the UK. and here will be carried out by air. This
also includes Service families. The merits and drawbacks
of the scheme have been hotly discussed but generally speaking, the idea is popular. Already three members of the Unit
have departed by this " Breakfast in Gib-tea at home" service and wish them all happy landings.
In our last WIRE notes, we were preparing for the Command Swimming and Diving Championships. We are very
proud to record that the Unit were runners-up in the Minor
Units Competition. And as that competition was won by
H.M.S. "Rooke "-a shore-based Naval es.tablishment-we
feel that ours was no mean achievement. Whilst still on
about championships, the Command Shooting takes place
next month. We have entries in two of the team event
besides a nwnber in the individual championships. Let's
hope our fellows " make their mark.''
Also due to take place next month is the Annual Inspec383
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tion by the 0.C. Troop . This was po tponed on account
of the "Bedenham" explosion in April. Need I elaborate
on the preparations-and precautions-being made for •his
very important occasion?

Co1n111onwealth
1

EW

1' ROM A STRALJA

UT for the timely intervention of B.C.0.F. Signal Regiment with their first contribution to this section of notes,
this edition would have gone to Press with the comment that
our Corps had adopted, ,or achieved, the characteristics
usually associated with the Senior Service. Silence and
brevity.
However, the brief history of B.C.0.F. Signal Regiment,
which formed the bulk of the notes submitted will form the
basis of the next issue and, for the present, we will concentrate on the items of gos ip available from each Command.

B

The Directorate. During the month, A.H.Q. Signal Regiment and the Directorate Officers' Mess had a Dinner Night
and entertained two most welcome guests.
Brigadier R. G. H. Irving, at present D.S.D., who, on his
own admission was initiated into a Signals Mess for the first
time and learnt of our Second Toast, and Major J. E.
Anderson, Royal Signals.
Major Anderson, who is Director, Royal New Zealand
Signals, visited the Directorate and units in Northern,
Eastern and Southern Commands and we hoped that he both
enjoyed his stay and derived some benefit from it. At least
he should have some idea of Australian Rules of football and
what a " drongo " is.
One week prior to the Dinner Night, the Mess was "At
Home " to the Officers of 3 Division Signal Regiment; a
memorable occasion.
Southern Command. A Buffet Dinner was held at 3 Division Signal Regiment Officers' Mess on 17th August, at
which the health of the Corps throughout the Commonwealth was drunk together with that of the U.S. Signal
Corps.
The Dinner was well attended by Regular, C.M.F. and
Re erve Offic~rs and their wives and friends and the other
Corps may rest assured that their toasts were honoured to
tht full.
Eastern Command. Little has been heard of this Command, but they did tell us of the activities of one Regular
cadre staff which helped the Sydney County Council in the
laying of a cable across the Harbour. It is unfortunate that,
owing to the enormity of the item of Signal equipment
employed in this activity we have been unable to reproduce
he photograph submitted.
Northern Command. During the Royal Show at Brisbane
this month, the Display Team from 101 Wireless Regiment
was again active and, we understand, has made three successful appearances which did not miss the eye of the newsreel cameraman.
The suggestion that all cinemas showing this particular reel
have been booked out for all performances is incorrect· the
Regiment has bought its own copy!
'
B.C.O.F. No better comment from this Regiment than the
final paragraphs of their notes: "Where are they?
" We often look through WIRES for news of old friends who
served with us in B.C.0.F. and elsewhere. To any who
may read these notes--our very best wishes to you."
Since the outbreak of hostilities in Korea, B.C.O.F. Signal
Regiment has _renewed its close relations with Royal Signals,
Royal N.Z. Signals and, for the first time, Royal Canadian
Signals.

It has handled traffic to and from Japan and Korea for all
parts of the British Commonwealth via Singapore, Melbourne and U.S. Communication Centres. The traffic load
has risen from 30,000 to 100,000 words daily, whilst in the
Signal Office at Kure a few Royal and Royal Canadian
Signals are working with Royal Australian Signals.
In the field of sport the unit has always held its own. The
basketball team have the best record, although the ·Americans frequently showed them how the game SHOULD be
played. Ev~ the Yanks haven't always had it their own way
--one team took a severe trouncing to the tune of 72 to 28
(and the Adjutant won IO dollars) with Sergeant Johnnie
Downs, in his last appearance in Japan, scoring 52 of the 72
points.
In rugby and cricket also, the unit has been a force to
contend with and in 1950 the cricketers joined the basketballers as B.C.0.F. championship holders for the year, whilst
the mudlarks claimed another cup for the unit in the 1950-51
season. Both are very confident for the current and coming
seasons.
The peculiarly Australian game of Australian Rules carried the unit again to the grand final and it was only here
that they were ousted.
Whilst at tennis we have generally had a team in the semifinal or final we have not yet had a victory, but perhaps this
is compensated for by our having claim to the best golfer in
the force, Captain " Fitz" Fitzgerald, to whom the C.O.
seems to give good practice.
Sergean~" Blue " Heritage also put Signals on the card by
a most decisive win in the light-heavy bout.
I Commonwealth Divisional Signal Regiment. Although
there are no Royal Australian Signals in the Regiment, due
to our L. of C. commitment, we have great interest in the
unit and B.C.O.F. tell of their settling down after early
teething troubles. "C," " D " and "H" troops have arrived
from N.Z. and have joined the Royal Canadian Signals and
Royal Signals Troops of the various brigades and regiments
plus the newly arrived H.Q. and I Squadron.

Plain Tales
The Battleaxe

R in other fashion, the 78th Division, known for a time
O
in Algeria as 1st Army. I toss up to see which year I
should pick for remembering past events. After several
attempts the penny came down heads, or tails, I forget which.
This was very fortunate because in my War Diary 1943,
Stopme Bloom and Bleed, 15/- net, I see one or two entries
for this time of the year.
November 2nd. Stopped raining. Cigarettes all wet.
November 3rd. 78 Division in San Salvo.
November 8th. Divisional H.Q. moved to Casalbordino.
"Q" Section and lorries try to follow but A.Q. arranged a
violent storm so that we were bogged down in the river bed
all night. Jealousy.

. November nth. Royal Engineers put a bridge over the
nver and were promptly machine gunned by low-flying aircraft. Not German either. Pilots came later to apologise.
O.C. Bridge building party chased them away with a stick
~d some fine resounding phrases. Haven't laughed so much
smce the C.O.s laundry was shot full of holes at Termoli.
November 13th. Picked 12lb. tomatoes. I wonder who
owned them. Before me I mean.
November 20th. Captain Harry Hawkes (S. Africa) to
H.Q. Divisional Signals as adjutant. This should be good.
I_t was. He told someone at Divisional H.Q. that he didn't
like the tone of the speaker's voice.
"This is the G.1 speaking."

" Oh," said Harry. He considered the situation for a
moment and like a good South African decided to stand his
ground. "Well," he continued, "I still don't like the tone
of your voice."
November 21st. Harry posted.
Where Is It?
So many visitors to Colwyn Bay have told me that they
had great difficulty in finding Mercury House that it is time
I let you into a secret. The address, as you know, is Brackley Avenue and you may travel the length of it without discovering the name you are seeking. You have passed it of
course. Twice. The second time when you returned in bad
temper to find the nearest telephone box. Don't expect the
police to guide you. They haven't heard of us yet. Brackley Avenue. Ha! Ha! Or if you like He! He! The board
bearing the name of the house faces Lansdowne Road, which
just shows how cunning we are. Mind you, it can be seen
with binoculars from the main road if someone points it
out to you. We have found by experience that so few people
come along with binoculars that keeping a man on the main
road to point out the board is an uneconomical proposition.
In any case he was ·continually getting himself knockep over
by the trams. Now this will show you how go-ahead we are.
We are going to move the board to the corner of Lansdowne
Road and Brackley Avenue so•that arrivals will be able to
spot it easily. I'll bet you would never have thought of that.
What did you say about corning for Christmas? You had
· better be quick.
The Road Back

I snatched a quick look at 1/20 Army Signal Regiment
T.A. at Birmingham on a week-end in October. They seem
to be going from strength to strength. It was nice meeting
old friends and not having to duck. The Q.M. store looks
a very workmanlike place now that Sergeant Docker has a
free hand with his hammer and a paint pot. At last they
have a football team and a pretty good one at that. When
I saw them play they scored so many goals, it took a couple
of auditors to work out the score. Do read their Unit notes.
They have found a real contributor and I don't mean maybe.
Discipline
No doubt you think that this is something they use. in the
Guards Depot. It is. If you have enough grey hairs you
will recall that once upon a time sappers stood to attention
to address corporals. You knew just how _far you coul? go.
You didn't wonder what would happen if you emptied a
bucket of water out of ~e window on to the square at
Brompton Barracks. You knew. Discipline has its place
in civvy life too. If three people arri".e together at a po~t
office or a cinema, they get themselves mto a queue. J?1sc1pline of a sort, if you are that sort. ~ne should experience
discipline at an early age and yet quite recently I heard '?f
a school where one of the masters, always _late, brought J:Us
toilet gear to class and shaved while the pupils struggled with
Latin verbs. His motto was" Resurgam" but he never_g'?t
round to it. I forget why I mention this except that it is
true like most things I tell you.

Lord Elpas gave a terrific wrench and up came the last
tram line jn Deritend. He loaded it carefully on to his
wheelbarrow and sat on the handles to smoke a cigarette. A
clock in the Bull Ring struck one. Ukann Larfe was about
to step out from his hiding place in the doorway of a fruit
merchant's store when he observed a policeman making for
the wheelbarrow. P.C. 48 was young, intelligent, ambitious,
single and had an aunt in Bolton. "Why are you tearing
up these tram-lines," he asked. A bright lad, this policeman.
He knew what he was talking about. This is more than
could be said for Lord Elpas. Most people had difficulty
in seeing what he meant even on a clear day. Lord Elpas
spat inaccurately over a passing taxi and straightened his
coronet. "Why not?" he queried. P.C. 48 sucked his indelible pencil and considered this. "Yes,'' he said," I quite
see your point." Which was an exaggeration because at that
precise moment a large piece of very damp turf took him
squarely across the nose and forehead. He sat up and gazed
about him vaguely. The road was deserted. "Curse it,"
he muttered. "Now I shall have to wait until December."
So will you.
BARLEUX
THE SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

There have been many enquiries from Officers and
N.C.0.s about the Supplementary Reserve and we publish
below a list of the Regiments and the names and addresses
of Commanding Officers.
Those wishing to join a particular Regiment should write
to the Commanding Officer personally at the address given.
Alternatively leners addressed to Officer Commanding Supplementary Reserve Depot and ~r~g Centre, ~oyal
Signals, Blacon Camp, Chester, will bnng a reply givmg
the answer to any queries.
Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Lovegrove,
T.O., So Grange Gardens, Pinner,
Middlesex.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. R. C. Rankin,
52 L. of C. Signal Regiment S.R.
O.B.E., 207 Longlands Road,
Sidcup, Kent.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. F. Knight,
22 Corps Signal Regiment S.R.
T.0., Croft Cottage, Moor Lane,
Addingham, Yorks.
Lieutenant-Colonel
T . A. Bish, 16<)
53 L. of C. Signal Regiment S.R.
Moore Road, Mapper!ey, ottingham.
Lieutenant-Colone.I F. N. MacMillan,
50 L. of C. Sigoal Regiment S.R.
43 Craigmoum Gardens, Corstorphine, Edinburgh 12.
50 Air Formation Signal Regiment Lieutenant-Colonel A. H . Woodland,
28
Harvey
Close,
Finchley,
S.R.
Lo:idon, N.3.
5r Air Formation Signal Regiment Major J. C. Ireland, M.B.E., 29 Birch
Tree Way, Croydon, Surrey.
S.R.
52 Air Formation Signal Regime.at Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. E. Johnson,
The White House, B:istgate, Near
S.R.
Chichester.
Lieutenant-Colonel
A. Ellison, M.B.E.,
22 Anny Signal Regiment S.R.
T.0..
50
Vaughan
Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. E. Calvcley,
54 L. of C. Signal Regiment S.R.
O.B.E., Duncan Hall, Yamfie.ld,
Sto::ie, Staffs.
Lieutenant-Colonel
W.
E.
Gill,
55 L. of C. Signal Regiment S.R.
A.M.I.E.E., The Crofts, Wynnsley Lane, Gre ford.

51 L. of C. Signal Regimc:n S.R

Chapter Niae

Uncle Alf: Where are chapters one to eight?
Me: We are not bothering. Let us bash on r~gardless.
Hermione Larfe was an extremely good-loo~ng wo!'°an
well on the right side of thi~ty-sex. ~h? All nght, thirtysix. She was six feet four m own nght and stood mostly
in her own grounds. She was immensely powerful and often
knitted wire netting with a couple of. crowbars. Her .fav. ourite occupation however, was heaving enormous pieces
of turf at people she didn't like. She was bats: She was also
the wife of Ukann Larfe the renowned detective. Keep her
in mind.

PEllSONAL

Lieutenant Colonel F. Nott, wh~ until recen~y was
O.C. Wessex Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A. is no~v
commanding 21 Army Signal Regiment, S.R., and 1s
anxious to hear from any officers, W.0.s ?r N.C.O:s
who served in 21st Army Group Signal Regiment. H1
address is Woodlands Comer, Falmouth.

.i..........•--••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t•H•••••••••••n•<11••••••••••••••••---.,..-•-•••••••-J
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Te1·ritorial
rIDy
44 (H •• ) INFAI\'TRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

A lot has happened since our last notes appeared jn
these columns. Camp, for example, which was the climax
to a year's training, was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
In June we welcomed to the Regiment, as our ~onorary
Colonel Brigadier L. H. Harris, C.B.E., T.D., who 1s already
a great ~ame, not only in the Corps, J;>ut also ~n the Ar~y.
For those not well informed, Brigadier Harns was Chief
Telecommunications Officer at S.H.A.E.F. during the latter
part of the war. His book, "Signal Venture," will have
been read by many of those who served under him. Our
own special friendship with Brigadier Harris dates back to
the days when he was Second-in-Command of this. Regiment. He is now Head of the G.P.O. Research Station.
Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. N . .
Deakin was unfortunately taken to hospital three weeks
before 'we were due to go to camp and we unhappily
accepted the fact that he would be unable to take us to
Montreal Park Sevenoaks, for annual training. We are
happy to re;'Qrt that he is back with us again now and is at
present enjoying a well earned leave.
.
By the time these notes are read our ?rst big <:vent of
the winter season, the annual El Alamern Ball will have
taken place, but at the moment the Ball Committee is
working hard to make this event a big success.
In the London District Royal Signals rifle meeting, T.A.,
Lance-Corporal Cleyndert (scratch) secured the first place
in the open handicap competition with 47 points out of a
possible 50, and Lance-Corporal Upton (scratch) was s~cond
with 44 points. In the Individual Challenge Cup, Signalman Shaw tied for second place but was unlucky in the reshoot, thereby taking third place. We entered two teams
for the Unit challenge trophy competition, one of which
secured for the Regiment the second place. The team
consisted of Corporal Best, Lance-Corporal Cleyndert and
Lance-Corporal Upton.
We congratulate Major Tony Bradshaw, who, with bis
partner, Captain White, bas won the Royal Signals Foursomes Challenge Cup trophy for the second! year running.
Last year Major Bradshaw was partnered by Major K. B.
Baldwin, M.B.E., T.o., our Second-in-Command.
An extremely pleasant evening was held recently when
two teams and their supporters paid a visit to the London
Irish Rifles for a small bore rifle match. " A " team was
captained by Corporal Castle and "B " team was
captained by Major S. J. Williams, M.B.E., T.D. The
Regiment was proud to win by five points from this famous
Light Infantry Regiment.
A wireless exercise was carried out in the Sevenoaks
and Orpington area during the last week-end in September.
On Sunday, 14th October, the despatch riders of the Regiment met at Brighton to take part in the Regimental motor
cycle trials. The work involved in the preparation for this
event has been carried out by Sergeant Beadle, who is
stationed at Brighton.
50 (N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T.A.

The after camp lull is now over and training recommenced on 2nd October.
In August the Regiment had a very pleasant week-end at
Whitburn, where Squadrons fired for the Musketry Shield
and competed for the athletic and football cups. No. 3
386

Squadron had a successf~l outing, for they won both the
athletic and musketry pnzes. No. 1 Squadron won the
football cup. T he Commanding Officer's wife, Mrs. Lee,
presented the cups and prizes. It was good to see exmembers of the Regiment at the sports.
The annual golf cup (rose bowl) was played for at Dinsdale thi:> year and was won by Major F. F. Ellis; the entry
was small but included our Honorary Colonel, Brigadier
T. T . j. Sheffield, and Brigadier Fairweather and
Lieutenant-Colonel P. Jennings (an ex-Adjutant).
Our Quartermaster, Major N. A. Norcross, M.B.E., T.D.,
retired on 1st October and he was dined out on 29th
September by the Officers in the Officers' Mess, Darlington,
and presented with a silver cigarette box given by the
Officers of the Regiment. Norman Norcross is well-known
and his loss in this Regiment and the Corps will be felt
by all.
He enlisted in 1917 and after long service in England,
Egypt and Palestine, joined this Regiment in 1937 as R.S.M.,
and shortly before the war was appointed Quartermaster
with a Territorial commission. He served with 50 Division
in the Middle East until 1943 before going to the United
States. In 1947 he returned to this Regiment as Quartermastei:. We are all sorry to lose him ·and wish him the
best of luck for the future, and at the same time we welcome
his replacement, Major (Q.M.) J. Wheeler, who has just
come from Benghazi, to join us.

51 (R) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

No. I Squadron, Aberdeen. We were very sorry to hear
that Major MacKinnon was leaving the Regiment. He had
been O.C. l Squadron for four years, but finds that he is
unable to carry on owing to pressure of business. All ranks
wish him the best of luck for the future.
We take this opportunity of welcoming Captain Wotherspoon, who is taking over as O.C. l Squadron, and wishing:
him every success in his new appointment.
The Regiment will miss S.S.M. Stewart, who has lefr
Aberdeen and is now working with the G.E.C. in Coventry.
He obtained the appointment through an advertisement
·
which appeared in THE WIRE.
We also welcome Sergeant Braine, who is t~g over a$
P.S.I. from S.Q.M.S. Gleeson, who has now left Dundee.
Our only social event of late was our Squadron dance
held at Fonthill Barracks, on 28cli September. It wa~ well
attended and proved most successful.
2 Squadron, Stirling. This week will see all the old faces.
back in the Drill Hall at our opening of the season smoker.
A good attendance is anticipated and we look forward to a:
good time. Training proper starts on the 16th October
and much thought has been given to the trajning programme, bearing in mind the little points that croppe~ .up
at camp this year. We hope to be able to have a trammgfilm show every month, as it is felt that this is a very
interesting and up-to-date way of getting the more unattractive lessons across. The R.S.M. has at last got hisclutches on the junior N.C.0.s in the way of a drill ancf
duties course over the winter period. In one of the local
newspaper shops it was noticed that tlhe Signals display·
team photographs taken at the Bridge of Allan Game~ in
August are still occupying a prominent place. There is a
big plate in the centre showing about 14 bodies on one·
motor cycle. We wish they would pass on the secret
because there are times when our motor cycles will not move·
with one man in the saddle, let alone 14.
3 Squadron, Dundee. The close season being nearly at·
an end, we are preparing to get down to some serious wo~k
on our winter training programme. Our budding Marcoi:i's
will get a chance to do their stuff, since it is hoped to revive
the amateur wireless station during the winter with the·
object of bringing operators up to trade-board standard.

Of the number of keen young National Service men who
M"e now joining us, we are hoping to produce a record in
volunteers in the near future. Those who have already
joined have made themselves at home.
56 (LONDON) ARMOURED DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

It is very much regretted that the notes of this Regiment
are crowded out of this number because <rf the necessity to
decrease the number of pages. The following is a precis <rf the
more imp<Yrlant matters reported by them:Major F. R. Hue-Williams, 0.B.E., has assumed command
of the Regiment which on 1st April was adopted by the
Borough of Wandsworth. In honour of this an" At Home"
was held in June for about 500 people, Guests of Honour
being the Mayor and Mayoress of Wandsworth. The Mayor
.presented a scroll to commemorate the Regiment's adoption
by the Borough, and also the "Mayor of Wandsworth" Cup.
The Regiment did its annual training in July.

21 C:ORPS SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

By the time these notes appear in print Exercise" Surprise
Packet " will be a thing of the past, though lessons learned
through it are still being studied.
.
At the time of writing, however, the Regunent, under
command of Lieutenant~Colonel R. E. Pickford, T.D., is
very much concerned.
Detachments are out with various umpires as Neutral
Signals, both operating a~d running the lines from Post
Office D.P.s to the formation concerned.
The main Signal Office, switchboard, tele~rinters and
wireless sets at Control Headquarters, Larkh1ll, are also
manned by die Regiment, as is the Signal Office for the
V.l.P. Camp at Warminster.
.
Conditions have been very different from those m our
more leisurely summer camps by the sea, but from the
training angle, the present arrangement has been. m.ost
valuable and the role of the Regiment is somewhat s1m1Iar
to that ~f a Corps Signals on Active Service.
.
Conditions have been very mixed;. ~rs~nnel with 0e
V.I.P. troop, for example, ha".e been livmg m co~parative
luxury, whilst those troops ~1th the fo~ward ~pires h~ve
been bivouacking ancL feedmg under improvised cookmg
conditions with the fighting troops.
We hav~ had our lighter moments, of course, bu.t reports
of these will emerge at our Regimental guest rught; th~
present scribe will be there with his note?o~k and penc!l
and something will follow in next months issue on this
aspect of our activities.

As a "Regular" attached to the T .A., I cannot pas
by this exercise without a toot or two on the T.A. trumpet.
Lt is fair comment to state that the performance of these
T.A. soldiers was as good as, if not better than, a good many
Regular Units. It is true patriotism on the part of these
men to give up their Saturday and Sunday leisure time to
manoeuvres on a cold October night and day exercise and
to do it cheerfully and enthusiastically.
J /20 (SM) ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

The dust that settled after our return from annual camp
was raised' again this month prior to the annual Admin
Inspection. This caused piles of unwanted rubbish to be
dug up, some of which was placed in the Unit museum
and the remainder passed round from one department to
another until in despair it was finally "flogged" to a scrap
merchant.
However, the Admin Inspection took place on 24th
September and though some argument ensued at first as
to the merits of Aston Villa and the Arsenal, everything
was smoothed over amicably and the Inspecting Officer
expressed his satisfaction with the Regiment.
We are pleased to report that the Regiment h~s i;iow
organised a football team and are members of the Birmmgham Sunday League. To date we have won two games
and lost one, but have high hopes of capturing a trophy or
two before the season ends. With the active support of our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Pr!ce, T.D.,
Royal Signals and Major R. W. Seabrook, Second-m-Command the n~e of Royal Signals is rapidly gaining a good
repu~tion amongst the Birmingham dubs:
.
We had intended to commence a dramatic new serial full·
of raging passion, a moving story entitled " Why write your
own letters when you can borrow the Orderl.Y Room
Sergeant's shorthand typist," however, we offer. mstead a
monthly report on the various T roops of the Re~ent.
First of this series is devoted to a happy little band,
small in numbers but big in deeds, L.A.D. R.E.M.E.
Under the able direction of A.Q.M.S. Muston they can
be seen regularly on drill nights h.ard at it in the workshops, and indeed we often drop m on. the odd S~~ay
morning to find " Q " Muston, spanner m hand, blin~ng
benignly at his crew as they hammer our transport mto
shape. A recent addition to th~ detachment, transferrc:<l
from Royal Signals to R.E.M.E., is Corp?ral ~· Bradley, 1Il
addition to being an AI Vehicle/Mechan1~ he is also an Al
goalkeeper, a popular member of the ~egunental team. .
In all, the L.A.D. are a very v~~satil<: tt;am and p~ov1de
·personnel for practically every activity within the Regunent,
both at work, play and social functions.
Our next article will feature the work of I Squadron,
stationed at Coventry, with the inside story of .th; u~es
of tree slung cable on the occasjon of Lady Godiva s ndt:
to Binley! !

61 II.(!. ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Eastern Command Motor Cycle Trial. The Regiment
entered a team for this event, which took place at Bagshot
on 30th September, 195i. The team was composed as
J Ri ch ar ds '
follows : ptam . ·
Major G. S. H. Dicker, M.B.E.,
Sergeant Peel. Reserve, Signalman B. G. Catlmg.
The trial was well organise~ a~d proved to be good f~nd
Although unplaced in the wmnmg bracket, .the team.
not disgrace itself nd finished somewhere m the middle
of the field.
M p
h t
RA Exercise " Bedford." Lieutenant B. E.
· rop e '
Ser ·e~nt w. J. F. Dodd and Corporal ~- ~ook took o~t
th g LC V to do the control communications f~r this
ex:rcis~ ~u" 6th/7th October, 195i. They had an enioyable
and instructive week-end.
.
. " Trial Ball" A detachment of the Regm1ent
E xercise
·
·
· the Stanford
took part in a Brigade Group exer ise m
P.T.A. area on the 13th/14th October.
e
· a

.

2/20 AHlUY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

After a welcome post camp rest we started training ag~n
on 4th September, 1951, only to be re~inded< that our b!ds
for camp, 1952, were required-who said perpetual motion
was impossible?
.
·
1
There have been numerous comings and gomgs smce ast
we wro te. S .S ·M · ("Taffy") S. G. Evans departed1 ford
East Africa after a long tour and has rec~ntly been rep ace
by Sergeant Brittin, ex-F.A.R.E.L.F. L~eutenant (TOM) J.
Mason was commissioned into the Regiment and can now
be seen making "frequency runs" up and/or down the
workshop step !
th
The Regimental Silver was increased by one cup on 9
September when Sergeant Newton, La~ce-:Corporal Ives
d Signalman Rouse won the London D1smct motor cycle
~~allenge cup. Jn addition to this Sergeant Newton and
Lance-Corporal Ives were awarded a second and first cla s
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individual award respectively. We extend our congratulation:;
to them on this grand effort.
port has now advanced beyond the embryo stage and
the port Officer says will be " an integral pim of the
Regiment when teething troubles are overcome." Which
will be overcome first, the troubles or the Sport Officer
--0ne can but gue s-it is confirmed, however, from a
reliable source that the Ad?utant knows the answer! !
. ·evertheless, our cricket terun completed the season with
a wm over an Airborne Light Regiment . RA. - a
success due in no small measure to Signalman Upson, who
had a grand knock of 35 in nine minutes.
Soccer has now commenced and perhaps in the next issue
we shall be able to tell you of our success in the newly
formed Metropolitan Essex League.

53 SIGNAL S(!IJADRON, w.n.A.C., T.A.

This entry should have been written on our return from
camp, so the fact that three months has elapsed since then
can be taken by newer members of the W.R.A.C. as a sign
that we have been over-worked and much too busy, and
by more seasoned veterans to mean that someone has at
last caught up with us.
Training is now in full swing again and a new Troop
bas been opened at Manchester. This boasts· seven
members after a fortnight's recruiting, so it is hoped that
this rate will continue until all vacancies are filled. Members
of the Liverpool Troop took part in a W.R.A.C. (T.A.)
parade when the Director, Brigadier M. Coulshed, C.B.E.,
T.D., A.D.r-, took the salute at the m arch past which was held
after a service in the Liverpool cathedral.
Gloom descended upon the office when a posting order
came through for the O.C. of the Squadron-Captain
Muriel Foster, W.RA.C., who sets off for Germany this
month, taking with her the good wishes of all members
of the Squadron.
'
Now that the wintry winds have started blowing we have
started t.hinking about jumble sales, raffles and Christmas
concerts. Whether these materialise remains to be seen
and any further progress will be the subject of our next
entry, which, with a bit of luck, you should receive about
next July.
:>6 SIGNAL S(!t;ADRON, w.n.A.C., T.A.

Everybody's holidays seemed to be over by the time the
Permanent Staff ~eturned to duty at the beginning of
September and this has been a month of activity outside
the normal training evenings.
The two Troops at Bridgwater were represented in the
town'~ "Battle of Britain" church parade and march past
orgarused bJ: the R:oyal Ajr Force Association. Although
a si;nall conungent m a large parade they were noticed for
their smart appearance and marching.
On 22nd/23rd September we held a week-end exe.r;cise
at Southern Command H.Q. at Wilton. Troops from
Southampton, Salisbury and Bridgwater were attached to
Southern Command (M.) Signal Regiment to see a Home
Command Signal Office and Telephone Exchange at work
and to carry out their own exercise under as realistic conditions as possible.
Corporal Weeks, of Southampton, who holds the
Squadron record for 100 per cent attendance since she
joined, writes her impression of this week-end.
Before giving my personal view of the week-end at Wilton
I . would li~e to say how impressed we all were by the
fnendly attitude shown and the help given us by the regular
W.R.A.C. personnel both off and on duty. This alone made
our s~ort stay even more enjoyable.
I thmk the actual Signal Office scheme to which so much
of the week-end was so rightly devoted, was first-class and
a great help to us all and proved that the hard work put in

by our Officer In tructors and ourselves during the year
was not in vain, and the lectures which I have always found
so confusing fit ted into the shape and pattern of the duty
of each clerk. Once we got into the swing of things we were
<J.ble to handle the steady flow of traffic, and soon the
atmosphere was full of a busy Signal Office, and the switchboard operators p layed their part by adding the finishing
touches to the scene and kept the office telephones ringing
-generally all at once.
A criticism I must make, however, concerns the too
frequent so called technical hitches, which coupled with
the wireless silence, hindered the smooth r unning of the
scheme. These apparently only created entries for the
Superintendent's diary and meant chaos for the Routing
Clerk, who was forced on many occasions to re-route
messages which otherwise would have been cleared
promptly. The teleprinters were effected more than any ·
other communication methods, which m eant loss of time
which could have been utilised for practice work.
Apart from this l think the Signal Office work went off
eXitremely well and only hope that the D.A.D.W .R.A.C.
Southern Command, who saw us at our work, went away
fully satisfied.
The Southampton Troop was again on duty the following week-end, this time for pleasure as much as for duty.
They were selling programmes at the military tattoo which
had been organised for the Festival of Britain.

A.ssoeiation
Notes

Our first objective was the old home town of the Corps
- Uckfield- where the Uckfield and District Branoh was
inaugurated on 22nd August, 1951. The first regular meet-'
ing of Uckfield Branch will be held at the Bridge Hotel on
Wednesday, 14th November, 1951, and- thereafter on the
second Wednesday of each month, when the Hon.
Secretary (ex-R.Q.M.S. W. "Spike" May) will be extremely
pleased to meet any old pals who can turn up.
It was resolved by the Area Organising Committee that
the third link of the chain should be forged at Edenbridge,
where the presence of a Signal Territorial Unit Army Drill
Hall at once provides friends and a home for local ex-members
of the Corps, in an atmosphere calculated to keep alive old
memories and to stimulate interest in the activities of the
Corps Association.
The task that the Area Organising Committee set themselves at the outset was to establish Branches of the
Association at Uckfield, Edenbridge, Sevenoaks and Tonbridge. With these, the Tunbridge Wells Branch and the
Regular Unit Branch, shortly to be established at Eastern
Command Signal Regiment, Maresfield, practically the
whole of West Kent and East Sussex would be organised
for the Association.
The proposec:IJ Sevenoaks Branch is ready for establishment and the inaugural meeting is now in process of
arrangement for the latter end of November, 1951; the
Tonbridge Branch is the Committee's objective for
January, 1952.
When the ohain of Branches is complete, it is proposed
to approach Headquarters for permission to form them into
a federal union of Branches to be styled the West Kent
and East Sussex Federation, Royal Si.gnals Association, for
mutual support and co-operative effort. .
.
.
With such a formation, one of the primary ob1ects will
be to institute a games league, confined to the :i"ederatjon,
with competitive trophies for every form of mdoor and
outdoor sport as far as can be arranged.
We have alreadiy been promised one ma~ificent presentation trophy towards the furthera nce of this plan.

Tunbridge Wells and District

Uckfield and District

It is regrettable that we have to submit our notes for
publication by Frustration Date, i.e. by the 15th of the
month prior to month of issue, as the red hot news that
we like to impart through the medium of our esteemable
Journal oftimes stands in peril of becoming luke warm.
Knowing full well that the Editor will "steal my
thunder" in his Monthly News Letter long before this
report appears in print, I feel that I must enlarge upon
what can only be a brief statement in that very useful
circular.
•
It is with pardonable pride and gratification that I
announce the formation of yet another Branch of our
beloved Association at Edenbridge, Kent, the inaugural
meeting for which is due to be held on Tuesday, 16th
October, 1951.
For the benefit of those readers who may not have been
following the course of our progress in this area during
the past eighteen months, a brief resume of our constructive work will not come amiss. On the formation of Tunbridge Wells and District Branch, in Aprjl, 1950, members
enrolled in response to our efforts from all parts of Kent
and Sussex and by the enc:IJ of that year the Branch roll
exceeded its century. Although these new members had
joined the Association through Tunbridge Wells Branch,
many of them resided at considerable distance from Tunbridge Wells and, for that reason, were precluded from par~king in t:he social side of Branch affairs and from enjoymg the benefits of membership to their fullest extent.
To overcome this problem permission was sought from
Headquarters to form other Branches at salient points in
the. ?~iginal Tunbridge Wells Branch area to provide better
fac1hues for members in outlying districts. Permission was
readily forthcoming and we got down to the job.

Since our last report we have enrolled a few more
members and we are now looking forward to our first meeting which has been arranged to take place at the Bridge
Ho~el, Uckfield, Sussex, on Wednesday, 14th November,
"th
1951.
.
.
We anticipate a bumper atten~ance on this occasion w1
a visi·t from members of Tunbridge Wells Branch to swell
our numbers.
.
Our sponsor Branch (Tunbridge Wells) 1s, I. un?erstiand~ continuing its practice of "midwifery" ~nd 1s bringing another "baby" into the field at Edenbndge on 1?th
October, 1951. Al·l this is _g~od news, a very healthy sign
of the virility of our Assoc1auon.
In conclusion, may I say that a very heart)'. welcome
awaits any Signals ·comrade (old or new) at the Bridge Hotel,
Uckfield, on the second Wednesday _of every month at 8
p.m. (T!fains from London stop outside th~ door).
Edenhridge and District

Sponsored by Tunbridge Wells, a . new branch of the
Association was inaugurated at Edenbndge on. 16th qctober,
1951. Intending members should commumcat~ with the
Hon. Secretary, Miss E. J. Laxton, 66 Church Street, Edenbridge, Kent.
Northamptonshire

.

Really, you would think these Branch Secretane~ had
nothing else to do but say, "Well, when are ~?u gomg to
send in the next lot of WlRE notes, ?ld man? -or words
to that effect. It is two months smce we appeared, so
perhaps my slave-driver is right.

Since the months of August and September usually bring
a lull in Branoh affairs, Northamptonshire cannot complain
in having hadl a coach trip and two social evenings arranged
in that period.
The trip to Corby to tour the well-known Stewarts and
Lloyds steelworks was well worth the journey and was some
experience to those of us who were previously ignorant of
what the production of steel tubes entails. Of course, the
tour of the works was only part of the evening's proceedings and we had a grand finish up as guests of our President, Major Henry Knight, and Mrs. Knight. We had an
admirable arrangement by whidh the lady members of
the party were entertained by Mrs. Knight whilst the menfolk went "on tour"; on the aforesaid tour of the works,
of course, although I know of at least one wife who still
insists that we didl not even go near a steelworks.
Our monthly meetings in August and September took
the form of joint social evenings with the R.A.S.C. O.C.A.
and the R.E. 0 .C.A. respectively and good evenings they
were. We are indeed fortunate in being able to have the
use of the R.A.S.C. Club for our monthly meetings.
We are sorry to have to record that our Chairman, Ron
Deacon, has just left us on moving to Birmingham. I am
sure our loss will be Birmingham's gain and Ron carries
the best wishes of us all in his new sphere.
In conclusion, if any member of nhe Association ever
finds himself in Northampton on the third Monday of
any month he will find a welcome at the R.A.S.C. Club in
the Old Barracks from 7.30 p.m. onwards.
Exeter

Our Honorary Secretary has taken up a posmon at
Plymouth and has had, in consequence, to relinquish his
post. We are extremely sorry to lose him because he has
been a good secretary and has worked enthusiastically for
the welfare of the Branch. We have been very lucky in
getting Mr. Stanley Back, M.B.E. (ex-R.S.M.), to follow on.
Mr. Back has been one of our best Committee men, and
has always been ready to help in all our functions.
The late Mr. John Toye. Many of the "o_ld crowd."
will recollect John Toye. He was a good soldier and his
last days were full of pride for the Corps in which h~ served.
Members of the Branch who visited him during his rather
long illness came away greatly impress_ed by his fo~titude.
He was nursed with loving care by his devoted wife and
he died peacefully at his home, 39 Bombay Road, Exeter,
on 3rd September last. Mr. Back represented the Branch
at the funeral.
Cornwall

On Monday evening, the 8th Octob~r, . members of the
Cornish Branch, Royal Signals Association, m~t at the
William IV Hotel, Truro, Cornwall. . The evening commenced with formal business of the mmutes.
Many a hearty laugh was had at the expense of rem~ks
made by t:he President, Colonel .w. F. B. Nott, and smce
he was buying the refreshments mto the barga_m, the evening proceeded along most jovial and pleasa~t ~nes.
"The idea of an organisation such as this 1s so that we
can meet each other periodically and have goo? fun. . I
hope that you enjoy seeing me as much as I enioy seemg
you," he said. "It is perhaps fortunate that our Benevolent and Employment side has not had reason to operat~,
but it is well to realise that it is ever there and ready if
required."
S
Mr
New members were received by the ecretary,
.
Bennett, of 4 Clare Terrace, Falmouth, and as an ex.ample
of what these occasions can produce was the meeung ci
two members, the first time for 21 years~a?d another two
who had served together in North. Russia m 1917-18.
The bond of friendship expenenced 9:lld cre.ated b_y
technical service life, is as new, fresh and mteresung as 1t
ever was.
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Blrmin haDl and Dlstrlet

I am not ever so sure that Samuel Pepys .h.,d an immediate successor a diarist and historian. If he did his succe sor's task was a matter of simplicity compared to mine.
He followed Pepys, a gent who knew his stuff with the pen
I grant you, but-I follow Barleux.
'
Going through the comprehensive and detailed notes left
for my guidance i a Hercul~an task. To decipher cryptic
messages (mostly corrupt) scribbled on the backs of cigarette
packets (empty, of course) and upon toffee papers is difficult
m the extreme. I shall endeavour to give you at a later
date the Barleux treatise, " Wave distortion in an unbalanced
pe~tode due to a diathermic earth resultant on the anode
gom~ round the bend." Several chapters are missing. I
prerruse that . the chapters were written during a major
shorrage of cigarettes in the Birmingham area. I have a
strong suspicion of the writing medium used and will
endeavour to trace them. One Crisp packet looks very like
another.
. By the ~e Y?U read this a further very successful meetmg of the Birmmgham and District Branch will have been
held. As most of you know, we meet at the Crown Hotel
Broad Street, Birmingham,. on the last Thursday in each
month. The fact that Higher Authority will also use
25th October for another purpose throughout the country
just s~ows the impol'tance of the day we select.
'
I w11l let you have details of the concerr we shall hold
on the 25th October in my next notes. I will also advise you
how our guests (1/20 Army Signal Regiment, T.A. and
40 (~.) A.A. Squadron, T.A.) enjoy themselves at that
funcuon.
Those of you in the Birmingham area who miss that
concerr can. make up for your loss by coming on the last
Thursday m November, when we shall have another
concert.
During these functions our glasses will from time to time
~ rai~d i.J;. the direction of Colwyn Bay (you have to
raise mem. m ~ome dir~tio.n). We can always tell when
they are raised m that direcnon. Our lady members giggle.
I suppose the competition will be healthy for Bournemouth. Maybe that's why the Committee sent Barleux to
ColWYn. There's a thought there somewh~re.
FRANK GEEDY

SPORTS NOTES
RUGBY NOTES FROM CATTERICK

The season started with a very good win at Catterick
on. 8th September when Huddersfield were defeated by 3
4
pomts to 3.
Tries were scored by Second-Lieutenant Wood (2)
Lance-Corporal Brooke (3), Signalman Thompson (3)'
Signalman Hodge (r), Signalman Hughes (r) and Signal~
man Hazell converted two tries. It was (unfortunately for
us) Hazell's last game, as he has got an early release to
attend . Loughborough Coll~ge. He and Derek Cooper
(also with an early release) will be missed.
Catterick District and Northern Command trials were
held on 18th and 22nd September and a large number of
very useful players participated, including Bob Gemmill
the Scottish International, now with 4 Training Regiment'.
~n September 27th we played Percy Park at South
~h1eld~, a~d put 1;JP a good show in defeating a strong
Park side that mcluded Macdonald, the Scottish International, by I I points to 3. Some brilliant passing movements, in which the forwards Stewart, Hughes and Fletcher
were prominent, characterised this game.
Halifax were met on Saturday, 29th September on
Scotton Ground. We were without Fletcher Stewart' and
Durrans, inj.ured in the Percr Park ga01e, ;nd lost by 2
goals (10 pomts) to I goal (5 points).
1\I~ough we had six or seven penalties, some from easy
posmons, nobody seemed capable of kicking the ball over
nhe bar.
<?n ?rd October the Corps side played Queen's
Uruvers1ty, Belfast. Second-Lieutenant Wood who gave
a thrustful display at centre, scored an unco~verted try
Second-Lieutenant Durrans, at stand-off, made severa.i
good breaks, and Stewart and Fathers (playing his last game
for Signals) were prominent among the forwards.

days previously, took 4 for 38 runs, and Sergeant Scoffin
3 for 68 runs. The Corps side was left two hours in which
to get the necessary runs to win and Second-Lieutenant
Mars.land, who made 83, batted so vigorously that with 45
minutes to play, only 15 runs were required. These were
got quite easily. Lance-Corporal Wilson battedi well,
making 47 runs.
The two best batting and bowling averages in Corps
cricket matches for this year are: Batting Averages
I. N.O. R. H.S .. Av.
Second-Lieutenant Marsland
195
3 0
84 65
Lance-Corporal Wilson
I
368 119 61.33
7
Bowling Averages
0.
M.
R.
w.
Av.
Sergeant Scoffin
26
202
97
23
8.78
Signalman Pettifer
12
46
8
9.25
74

Abigger treat now!
Smooth chocolate

CORPS' CRICKET, B.A.o.n.

3 Training Regiment
...
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
. ..
54 L: of C. Signal Regiment . . .
11 Air Formation Signal Regiment ...
Eastern Command Signal Regiment
10 Air. Support Signal Unit . . .
...
. ..
Donations received during September r951 ·
Royal Signals (M.E.) Benevolent F~d
·
Lieutenant-Colonel F. J. Behn
...
:: :
Total receipts ...

£ s. d.
17 19 5
47 4 2
7 12 4
3 14 6
14 IO 0
I
100

I

0

0

0

l

0

O

£193

I

5

Expenditure during September, 195r .. . ... £43 0 0 IO
(Incl1:1des: General Assistance; Rent and Rates· Bed• and
Beddmg; Tools; Removals; Clothing; Reh;bilitation·
Fares; Convalescence).
'
Analysis of Cases :
Families of soldiers serving in U.K. ...
8
"
"
"
,,
,, Far East
2
. .,
,,
,,
,,
,, M.E.L.F.
I
W 1dows and dependants
...
3
Released and discharged soldiers
39
Total cases assisted
53

BRIGADIER R. T. WILLIAMS

BIB AND

49 MONTPELIER RD., BRIGHTO

2~d.

3 good things in one !

Telephone Hove 34828
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Royal Signals versus Queen's University, Belfast, 3rd
<?ctober. Result: Royal Signals 0, Queen's Univers1~ 14.

Three Corps cricket matches were played on 7th, 8th
and _9th September, 1951, against Mediical Services, Royal
Engineers and Royal Artillery.
The game against the Medical Services was won by 175
runs. Lance-Corporal Wilson scored his second century
of the season in Corps matches when he made 112. He
together with Lieutenant-<;:olonel Sanders, who made 57:
added 133 for the second wicket. Second-Lieutenant Marsland made 28 runs. A feature of the Medical Services'
innings was the excellent bowling of Sergeant Scoffin who
took 5 wickets for 23 runs in 13 overs.
'
The l?ame ag~inst Royal Engineers resulted in a draw.
Roya~ Signals with ~ree wickets in hand requiring 39 runs
to. wm. Royal Engmeers batted first and after losing 6
wickets for 57 runs. made a good recovery, due to an innings
of 61 not out by ~1eute~nt Heggie. Sergeant Scoffin again
bowled well, taking 5 wickets for 52 in an innings which
~asted. for 3t hours. The Corps side was left two hours
m which to get the necessary 170 runs. Two wickets fell
for 6 ru~~ and then a good recovery was made when
Second-Lieutenant. Marsland, who made 84, together with
Lance-Corporal ~llson, added 136 for the second wicket.
~e g~e agii:mst Royal Artillery resulted in a most
e~citmg fi~sh with the Corps side winning by 6 wickets
with 15 mmutes to spare. The Gunners batted fifS't and
declared at 172 ~uns f'?r 8 wickets. Signalman Harrison,
who had been given his B.A.0.R. cricket cap only a few
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S•oe

Repairer•

Contractors for Repairs carried
out by Highly Skilled Repairers.

GOfJernmem

SHUTE ROAD AND BAGHDAD LINES
CATTEBICK CAIHP
TELEPHONE:

CATTERICK

CAMP

112

Branches: Darlington, N orthallerton.

w.

~

V'

Metcalfe
TTIE

PORTS

DEPO'l'

OFFICIAL CLOTHING FOR THE
ROYAL SIGNALS GAMES CLUB

SCOTLAND

No Purchase Tax on overseas orders

Join at any Local B•anch, or throueh Headqu~ners,

23 Drumsheugh Gardens, Edinburgh, 3.

I
=
:

Nominal subscription.
The Legion needs you-and you need
the help and comndeshlp o( the Leelon.

RICHMOND ·YORKSHIRE
Telephotie

-

.
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HAND-SEWN WORK A SPECIALITY
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Boot

"As soon as I reach civvy
. street I'm joining my
local branch of the
Legion.
They've
got the 'griff' on
resettlement, pensions, and all that.
They know how
tc make things
run smoothly for
blokes just out
of the services."

J90
THE

War and Flying Risks CA normally be covered at
ordinary civilian premiums. Existing policies restricting
cover or charging extra premiums can usually be converted to advantage.
Officers with present intention.to pilot aircraft or warned
for Far East can get only restricted cover OR pay extra
premiums. Such restrictions may grow if international
tension increases.
It pays to start policies young, and before becoming
involved in policy restrictions ; by delaying you also
pay higher premiums and lose Bonuses. (Apropos of
which, do OT take long-term Endowments Without
profits, advertised at low premiums.)
Income Tax conces5ions usually represent a subsidy of
23.45 %and make Life Assurance a very good investment.
Life Assurance can also help greatly in connection with
Estate Duty and House Purchase.

Also insurance of household contents, kit and valuables,
motors, winter sports, etc., and investments, annuities, etc.

BLUE

ROYAL SIGNALS BENEVOLENT FUND

Subscriptions received during September, r95r:

LIFE ASSURANCE

DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS AND EXPLANATIO S
TO MEET YOUR PROBLEM ARE GIVEN FREELY AND
WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

Crisp wafers

•
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BEHIND THE CABLES -

the
Company's
Engineers

Civil and Military Tailors and
Outfitters
97 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W. 1
Telephone : Gros,•cnor 5016-7-8

JN

"For the Finest in Service and Civilian Wear"
Special Export Facilities

The Company's Foreign Service offers an ideal

Our Representatives will wait upon you where and when
you s~ d~ire, and at our premises every courtesy and
attention 1s assured to both old anJ new customers

opportunity for Royal Corps of Signals person-

THE \VIRE

Branches al

nel to take up telecommunications engineering

CAMBERLEY, ALDERSHOT, SALISBURY, CATTERICK

Appointed Tailors to over Fifty Regiments and Corps

The C o rps Magazine of the
ROYAL

in civil life. Minimum requirements- a School

S I G N ALS

Th e O f f i cial Organ o f th e
SIG NA LS ASSOCIATION

Certificate with credit in mathematics (General
Editor:

Certificate of Education, pass in English and
mathematics), a real interest in telecommunications and a desire to make a career overseas.

CABLE AND

The Signal is -

Lleutennnt-Colonel H. H. FIRTH

JACKSONS

r

•

(Not churning to be the only butchers,'' b~t neverthelessonc of the best)

Beef and Pork Butchers
Grocers and Game Dealers
63/64 and 66 SKINNERGATE, DARLINGTON

Electra House, Victoria Embankment
London, W.C.2

addressed to T he Editor, " The W ire,"
88 Eccleston Square, London, S.W.l .

Matter for publication must be received

~rocery Branches: 125 Salisbury Terrace; 85 Corporation Road
utchery Bran6;~tAbouckland Road, Cockerton (Telephone 3104)

by the 15th of the month preceding

.
.
ume Road (Telephone 2989)
Daily deb verles in Catterick Camp f or over thirty-fi ve years

publication.
Remittances should "be made payable
to: RojXJl Signals Association.

Sub-

scription rates (post free, except air
Telephone: 3258 Richnrond

Established I 787

DEf;EMBER

Vol. IS

Wine Merchants ·
7 VICTORIA ROAD

~

RlCHMOND

mail): Twelve months, JOs.; single
month, Is.

(;BOFT, . MABB AND
SMURTHWAITE
(SACCONE & SPEED LTD.)

.

publication for "The Wire" should be

Tflephone 2955 (2 lines)

WIRELESS
LIMITED

All correspondence and matter for

JU.~Y, 1948, the Editori~l drew attention to ~e precarious financial
posmon of T HE WIRE- Smee then many remedies have been applied.
Appeals have been made in THE WIRE, suggestions for improve:nents have
been solicited and acted on, the size of each number has been increased to as
much as 54 pages. Economics have enforced a reduction to an average of 36
pages.
Sales over the years have remained fairly constant. The initial impact
of better, bigger and brighter WIRES in 1947 and 1948 did double the sales
or very nearly so. In 1949, 1950 and 1951 the sales figure month by month
has only varied slightly_ There is a seasonal decrease in February each year
when non-payers are cut off the mailing list. From March the increase is
gradual until the January figure is re-attained.
1950, after a bad first six months, proved a good year. With an average
of 40 pages a month, THE WIRE in the second half of 1950 more than paid for
itself.
In 1951 we were warned that cost of production would rise. The position
was carefully watched_ The balance between expenditure on production and
income from sales was held from January to April despite the seasonal
decrease in sales.
Since May the costs of production have risen beyond all expectation_
Thirty-six pages in February cost £265, in June the cost was £310; but there
was additional revenue from advertising. In September the cost of production of 36 pages was £361. This is an increase of nearly £100 in seven
months .
In August the Chairman of the Association wrote to all Chief Signql
Officers saying that if we could increase sales very considerably all might yet
be well. As always, some Regiments responded, others did not. Sale
increased by 650 which was not enough_
So on 8th December, while this number of THE WrRE is being printed
the Corps Committee is to decide on its future. It would be very wrong to
attempt here to forecast their decision.

•

The Headquarters of the Royal Signals Association and

1951

Ne w Sei·ies

No. 12

"The Wire" wish all in Royal Signals, at home or
abroad, a very happy Christmas and good fortune in the coming year

•
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KOREA

An Officer has just returned from a visit to the 1
Co:nmonwealth Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment and
promptly telephoned the Association giving :heir needs.
_The Association has a!ready sent off many parcels and
will send more, but their greatest need is for literature
and it is thought that many Signal Regiments will be abl~
to help in this.
There 1s also an urgent requirement for woollen gloves,
scarves and Balaclava helmets. These are required for
operators working in tents or vehicles where the full scale
?£ outdoor Arctic clothing which is issued is too heavy. It
1s thought that some Branches may be able to help in this.
. <!1.oves and scaryes are very bard to obtain except at prohibmv:! cost, but if each Branch could get say six pairs of
woollen gloves and six scarves knitted quickly all would be
well.
The address is 1 Commonwealth Infantry Divisional Signal
Regiment, British Army Post Office, No. 3 but if desired
Association Headquarters can send the goods out for
Branches.
THANK 'l' OU

. The Editor, at the close of 1951, wishes to place on record
his perso.Jal thanks for the assistance so re1dily given by
the st.iff of F. J. Parsons, Ltd., " Obs:!rver" Buildings
Hastings, who print THE WIRE, the Officers' Gazette and
mllly pubiicatio:is.
. They .are hi~y skilled professionals but are patient
m .dealmg with an amateur Editorial staff.
Th:!
qu~ty _of THE WmE throughout the years owes much to
their skill and more perhaps to their forebearance with our
mistakes.
TIES

U~~rushable Royal Signals ties, similar to those recently
s_upp_ied at 10/6, are now available at 7/6 each. These
ne~ are e~cellent value and under present conditions it may
re unpossible to repeat at the price.
Twelve dozen are available from The Royal Signals
Association, 88 Eccleston Square, S.W.l.
FIELD OF REMEHBRANCE

A small but representative party of Royal Signals
attended the consecration of the Field of Remembrance on
7th November.
1!1cluded in the photograph are Colonel T . Barber, Mr.
Sn:ith and Mr. Gra:y, L?ndon Branch; Mr. Steele, London
(City) Branch; Bngad1er Lycett, Sutton Branch· and
Sergeant King, from Chelsea Hospital
'
Captai~ Lloyd (Sutton Branch) took· the photograph.

Portlicoming
Events

OF INTEREST IN THIS NlJMBEC

Army Team IF'ixtrires
As~ociation Football: 23rd January, Army v. United

Hospitals F .C.
Rugby Football: 10th January, Army v. Gloucester at
Glouceste;:; 17th January, Army v. Oxford Univer~ ity at
Oxford
Boxing: 30th January, Army v. Wales at Cardiff.
Combined Services Fixtures

Rugby Football: 26th December, Combined Services
v. South Africa at Twickenham.
Royal Sign.ab Rugby IF'ootball Club

Dec. 20
Jan. 5
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 23

Ox.ford University Gr e y hound s at
Catterick.
'
West H~tlepool, at Catterick.
R.E.M.E., at Catterick.
Catterick Services, at Catterick.
R.A.O.C., at Aldershot.

DarUngton Territorial Officers' BaU

Darlington Territorial Officers' Ball will be held on 28th
December at Baths Hall, Darlington.
Birmingham Bran.ch.

Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

27, 1951
31, 1952
28, 1952
27, 1952

Ordinary Informal Gathering.
Smoking Concert.
Ordina•·y Informal Gathering.
Annual General Meeting and Smoking
Concert.
Time: 7.30 p.m. each evening.
Yol;U ladies will be very welcome at the smoking concerts m December and January and the one in March after
the annual meeting, which is over at 8.30 p.m ..
Reunion. ol ex-Boys, 1920-1926
. All ex-boys of this vintage who'' ~ould like a reunion
m London are asked to communicate with: Mr. A. D . L.

Graves, 26 Upper Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Reunion-British and Indian Division.
Signal Regiment
It is proposed to hold a reunion for Officers and other ranks

who served with the British and Indian Division Signal RegiInterested individuals are invited to write to Mr. R.
Grimes, 67 Jubilee Road, Retford, Notts.
me~t.

•t

TUE WIRE,'' A SAD COMMENTARY

In the October number of THE WrRE we chronicled the
movements of 27 Officers, either of field rank or at least
old enough to ~now better. 1!-- check revealed that 23 of
these, no less, did NOT subscnbe to the monthly magazine
~f Royal ~ignals. In November out of 16 Officers mentioned 11 dtd not subscribe.
Some few of these may have had a standing arrangement
to ~urch_ase a copy through the Regiment that they were
servmg m. In many cases however the appointments
vacated makes this unlikely. '
'
THE WIRE, before the war, sold more copies than now.
The ~tr~ngth of Royal Signals at that time was much smaller
than It it today. One of the reasons for this may well have
been that the 9ffi~ers. of yesterday considere·d that the suppo.rt. of such msutuuons as THE WrRE was part of their
privilege to serve jn Royal Signals.
THE
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It js horrid to have to try and economise in the Christmas n_umber of _THE WIRE, but the Editorial shows the
necessity.. De~Ite every effort, however, the December
number is a big one containing very much of interest in
the notes from various Regiments.
The article on page 398 of the experiences of certain
young _O~cers doing a course in Arctic conditions will be
read with mterest by many.
It re~ind~ us of the conditions under which our men
are fightmg m Korea and an appeal on their behalf is on
page 394.
_Attention is drawn particularly to the notes of the Tunbndge Wells Branch of the Association on page 422 where
that great stalwart, ~- G. E. Paling, recounts what has
been do~e _and_ what is projected to enlarge the scooe of
the Assoc1at1on m East Sussex and Kent.
Plain Tales by Barleux is on page 397.
It was hoped to include in this number the vale of MajorGeneral C. M. F. White, c.B., c.B.E., o.s.o. Unfortunately
the aut~or has been unable to complete it in time. It will
appear m January.

Bo You
Remember:!

Ser_geant Packman, .now of the Tunbridge Wells Branch
got h1s is~ Class Ceruficate with distinction in English and
mathematics. He needs the latter still to keep count of the
new Branches of the Association they keep on forming in
East Sussex and Kent.
Do you re~~:nber that E. J. Murphy won the handy
hunter co:npet1t1on at Aldershot, with J. P. G. Worledge a
runner-up? G. C. Freemantle was then a Corporal in No
2 Company, 4th Divisional Signals. The C.S.M. was A. F:
Herbert. "!· _C. Holland commanded the Company, with
A. B. McVuue, N. M. Hay and E. J. C. Harrison as subalterns.
Do you re~e.:nber that General Fladgate, the Chairman
of. ~h~ Asso~1auon, was then commanding 3 Company, 2
p1vlSlonal Signals, who won the " Willan " trophy at boxmg fro:n 2 Company, 1st D~visional Signals? Do you
r~me:n~r who was commanding 1st and 2nd Divisional
Signals m 1931? 5th Divisional Signals won the Wednesday League Shield in soccer that year.
Do you re:nember that under the heading "Dole
Dodgers" it is recorded that R.S.M. P. A. Mcintosh was
permitted to continue for a further FIVE YEARS in that
rank? No wonder promotion was slow in those days.
Do you remember that 3 Divisional Signals beat 11
Hussars in the first round of the Army Rugby Cup? You
do? Well, who won the cup that year? Do you remember?
You do? Well! You're much older than I.
EMPLOYME~T VACA..~CIES

D

O you remember L. H. Drake, whose cartoons and
sketches adorned the past pages of THE WIRE? The
cover picture of this number is by him .. Do you remember
that we have used this picture before? That is not his
fau~t. He has sent us a most beautiful coloured drawing
which purely on grounds of financial stringency (see
Editorial) we have had to hold over to next year. But do
YOU re:nember the days when THE WIRE paid for itself?
Royal Signals then was about a quarter the strength it is
today, but the circulation of THE WIRE was greater. You
do remember? Well try and do something about it now.
Do you remember that the December, 1921, number was
able to report an extremely gratifying increase in the subscriptions and donations to the Benevolent Fund? You do?
Well!
Do you remember that in December, 1921, THE WIRE
expressed its appreciation of the work of Corporal C. H.
Patrick, Signalman L. H. Drake and Corporal T. L. Lee
for the drawings they gave for publication? Do you
remember the formation of three new Branches of the
Association? Liverpool Post Office, Cork and District, and
47th London Divisional Signals; only one exists today.
Corps badges (the old one) were issued for the first time
at Maresfield. Do you remember? That was 15 months
after the formation of Royal Signals. Things do not move
any faster now.
Do you remember the old riding school at Crowbor.ough?
An il1ustr'3tion by Drake indicated that few, if any, who do
should be alive today. If they are they were in those days
VERY tough-do you remember?
General D. A. L. Wade was gazetted into the Corps as
a Lieutenant with seniority above R. H. R. Steward
(Brigadier). , P. E. Nolan, C. Manton, W. A. Gallagher,
R. White, all made R.Q.M.S. in that year. Do you
remember? And where are they now? What of December,
1931, Colonel T. W. Vigers, o.B.E., M.C., was appointed
D.C.S.O. for T.A. duties, H.Q., London District. Do you
remember him in 47 (2nd London) Divisional Signals? He
is still serving as Honorary Colonel of that Regiment.
Do you remember the C.S.O.'s conference at Jubbulpore
of that year. The group photograph shows two Officers,
. now famous, Lieutenants W. A. Dimoline and C. H. H.
Vulliamy.
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As advertised in October, Radio Mechanics are still
required for service overseas by Forces Broadcasting
Service.
The salary range is from [,250 to £400 plus foreign
service allowance, which varies with the circumstances and
the stations overseas. The minimum appears to be £170
where accom'.Ilodation is provided for a single man and
the maximum £9~ for a married man accompanied by
his family.
The overseas stations are mostly in M.E.L.F.
Application forms and further details can be obtained
from the Under Secretary of State (A.G. 3) {Ent), 2 War
Office, Lansdowne House, Berkeley Square, London, W.1.
THE MERCURY HOUSES

Evidence accumulates that the very existence and certainly the function of the Mercury Houses is unknown to a
large number of all ranks now serving. This is a pity.
These houses were provided to enable both those now
serving, and those who have serv:!d Royal Signals, \vith
suitable holiday accommodation at prices which compare
very favourably with similar privately owned establishments.
AH Regiments should have notice board information displayed in their Information Rooms on the subject.
Small posters are available e'ther from:
The Manager,
Mercury House,
Mercury House,
14 Florence Road,
Brackley Avenue,
Colwyn Bay,
Bascombe, Bournemouth,
or from:
The Royal Signals Association, 88 Eccleston Square,
London, S.W.1.
A SHORT HISTORY OF SIGNALS
IN TUE A&'\IY

This has been reprinted in rwo booklets :
Part I
Up to 1939·
Part II The B.E.F. 1939-1940.
These are available from The Royal Signals Association, 88
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.1, at 2/9 each or 5/- the
pair.
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Personal Column
R~tlrem'4!lnt

fajor-General C. M. F. \Vhite, C.B., c.B.E., o.s.o., retires
on retired pay (London Gazette, 30th October).
Otncers" Promotions
Lieutenant-Colonel C.H. Patrick, M.B.E.
His very many friends in Royal Signals will wish to congratulate " Pat" on his recent well deserved promotion.
As someone put it" It's about time."
To be Lieutenant-Colonels, London Gazette, 12th
October:
R. B. Ridley Martin, W . .B. Rowett.
To be Brigadier, London Gazette, .28th September:
E. V. McCormack, C.B.E.
Movement. ol Olffcer11
Colonel E. D. Good from B.A.O.R. to United Kingdom.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. R. Firth from H.Q. London
District to RA.R.0.
Lieutenant-Colonel G. H. Stoneley from M.E.L.F. to
H.Q. London District.
Major T. de B. Miller from Ministry of Supply to
M.E.L.F.
Major G. H. Wotton from H.Q. Eastern co.."llmand to Air
Operations School.
Major J. W. Elston from M.E.L.F. to Berlin Signal
Squadron.
Major N. A C. Clubb from Norway to United Kingdom.
Major M. G. Hooper fro:n B.A.0.R. to United Kingdom.
Major B. E. Sykes from H.Q. Southern Command to
S.H.A.P.E.
Major (T.O.M.) A. F. Goat from 3 Infantry Divisional
Signal Regiment to Western Command Signal Regiment.
Captain (T.0.M.) W. J. Bush from Western Command
Signal Regiment to 3 Infantry Divisional Sign"al Regiment.
Lieutenant-Colonel R. M. Adams from 11 Air Formation
· ignal Regiment, H.Q., B.A.O.R.
Major L. D. M . Patterson from B.A.O.R. to R.A.R.0.,
granted honorary rank of Lieutenant-Colonel.
Major C. S. Kidd from H.Q. A.A. Command to 2 A.A.
(M) Signal Regiment.
Major K. A. Nash from 3 G .H .Q. Signal Regiment to
United Kingdom.
Major J. R. West from War Office to 3 G.H.Q. Signal
Regiment.
Major P. D. Vaigncourt-Strallen from United Kingdom
to 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
ft'arrant Offleers' Promotions
To be W.0.II.: 14858769 Sergeant Reynolds, 6409397
Sergeant Hubbard.
.Uovement• ol Warrant aad
.Von-Commbllfoned Olflrer•
R.S.M. J. Stoke from 2 Wireless Regiment to 3 G.H.Q.
ignal Regiment.
S.Q.M.S.s Dignan and Pratt to 61 H.Q. Army Signal
Regi'.llent, T.A.
.S.M. Clarke and S.Q.M.S. Bibby from United Kingdom
to Singapore District Signal R~giment.
W.0.1. (R.S.M.) McQuade from 7 Armoured Divisional
Signal Regiment to United Kingdom.
S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Woolgar fro'.Il 7 Armoured Divisional
ignal Regiment to United Kingdom.
orgeant Wilde from 15/19 H. Signal Troop to 2 L. of C.
ignal Regiment on promotion to S.Q.M.S.
R.S.M. G. J. Bevan from FARELF to 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment.

Births
JAMES.-To S.S.M. W.0. II and Mrs. James, 1 Air Support Signal Unit, on 25th July, 1951, a son.
GRAY.-To Captain and Mrs. T. I. G. Gray, Staff College,
Camberley, a second daughter.
MITCHELL-To S.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) and Mrs. P. J.
Mitchell, attached London District Signal Troop, on 16th
August, 1951, a daughter, Valerie Patricia.
WALROND.-To Corporal and Mrs. Walrond, Southern
Command (M) Signal Regiment, at Tidworth Military
Hospital, on 7th October, a daughter, Shirley Ann.
PAVEY.-To W.O. II and Mrs. S. Pavey, Hong Kong Signal Regiment, at Hong Kong, on 20th October, a daughter,
Carol Jean.
SAWYER.-To Lieutenant and Mrs. Sawyer, S.H.A.P.E.
Signal Squadron, at Hertford British Hospital, Paris, on
19th October, a son, David Thomas.
EVANS.-To Captain and Mrs. J. E. Evans, 7 Training
Regiment, on 16th October, 1951, at Catterick Families'
Hospital, a daughter, Barbara.
ELLIS-To Major and Mrs. F. F. Ellis, 50 (N) Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment, T.A., at Darlington, on 5th
October, a son.
Forthcoming Marriage
JENK.INS-KEALL.-3971804 Sergeant J. Jenkins, 6
(Boys) Training Regiment, to Miss Jeanne Keall, eldest
daught."!r of Mrs. and the late Mr. R. Keall, of Beverley.
lJlarriages
MARJIOTTA-DAWSON.-Private J. Ma.:-jiotta, A.C.C.,
to Private A. M. Dawson, W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M) Signal
Regiment.
MONAGHAN-CLEWLOW.-Sergeant T. Monaghan,
R.A.S.C. to Private W. Clewlow, W.R.A.C., 1 A.A. (M)
Signal Regiment.
FAIRMAN-DOCHERTY.-At Wandsworth, on 21st
Septemb~, Corporal M. A. Fairman, 2 A.A. (M.) Signal
Regiment to Miss J. W. Docherty.
AVERY-BOX.-At Barkingside, on 20th October, Mr. J.
A. Avery to Corporal I. L. Box, W.R.A.C., 2 A.A. (M)
Signal Regiment.
PEARCEY-EAGLE.-At the Register Office, Bedford, on
2nd November, 1951, Signalman W. S. Pearcey, 61 H.Q.
Army Signal Regiment, T.A., to Miss Isabella Eagle.
RAYNER-JOSEPH.-At Glamorgan, on 13th May, 1951,
Signalman J. Rayner, 7 Armowred Divisional Signal
Regiment to Miss Sylvia Margaret Jo:-eph.
LAYSHLEY-BOND.-At St. Mark's Church, Leicester,
on 25th August, 1951, Lance-Corporal Raymond James
Layshley, 7 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment to
Doreen Margaret Bond.
BUSHE--LAKIN.-At Congleton, Cheshire, on 1st August,
Lance-CorJ.lloral C. K. Bushe, 3 A.A. Independent (M.)
Signal Squadron, to Private J. B. Lakin, W.R.A.C., Scottish
Command (M.) Signal Regiment.
Deaths
GOODMAN.-Captain (Q.M.) Goodman, Royal Signals, on
6th October, in Darlington (for details see notes of 50 (N)
Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment T.A. on Page 318).
HARTNELL.-At St. James' Hospital, Balham, following
an accident on 26th October, C. M. B. Hartnell, late R.E.
Signals and Sutton Branch of the Association.
CHARMAN.-21125489 Lance-Corporal C. W. L. Charman, on 25th October, at Queen Alexandra MiHtary
Ho pital, Millbank, London, S.W.1.
MARR.-22287551 Signalman H. W. Marr, on 1st November at British Military Hospital, Singapore, Far East.

W oundcd in Action in Korea
HICKSON.-22286692 Driver E. G . Hickson, on 9th
October, at Shunggojan, Korea.
KITSON.-2324137 Corporal M. H. F. Kitson, on 9th
October.
MOODY.-5498405 Corporal G. Moody, on 3rd October.

Plain Tales
NEW READERS START HERE

:r

was Christmas Day in the Army and Christmas Day
outside,
All over the place and round about and even in Port
Said.
On Egypt's icy mountains and Scotland's grassy plains,
Across the frozen Sahara and the tideless Aix-les-Bains.
Uncle Alf: Apart from your lousy geography, what is
this leading up to?
Me : Christmas puddings and detailed instructions from
the troops as to their disposal.
Uncle Alf: Well, we don't want it here.
Me: A pity. Shall I do 'em one about snowflakes and
mingy old P.R.I.s?
Uncle Alf: No. Just be sensible for once.
Me: That will shake them. I'll do it.
Free Sample

With our usual reckless generosity, never, stopping to
count the cost, we are sending Hearty Christmas Greetings
to all regular readers. Complete, you will observe, with
capital letters. No half measures with us. Some people
just send Compliments of the Season. There are even a
few old-fashioned types who send cases of whisky, boxes
of chocolates or fur coats with a card saying Happy Christmas but don't let this get about. The most we ever look
for is a calendll' for the coming year. If there is a card we
don't care whether it says A Merry Christmas or Back in
20 Minutes. Frank Shakespeare, who was for many years
associated with the heads of Royal Signals, mostly in his
capacity as tonsorial artist, always sent us a card at Christmas. Not a very good one, but who are we to grumble?
It was always the one we sent him t?e year bef~re. So
this year we send you our Hearty Chnstmas Greeungs for
1951. To the Editor and staff of THE WIRE, the we~are
girls the hard working hon. secretaries of Branches, Brrmingh~m 'bus conductors, London tobacconists, T.A.
Quartermasters and, as we said, regular readers.
Uncle Alf : You are too kind.
Me: Think nothing of it.
Order your January WIRE now and be certain of our
stupendous New Year wishes.
Snow in the Hills
It was a coincidence that I should have mentior:i~
Captain Harry Hawkes in my paragraph_ about 78th ~1vi
sion bec·rnse a couple of days after posung that contnbution' to T38 WIRE a letter arrived from Lieutenant-Colonel
John Hawkes, of Cape Town. If you are a student C?f West
Country literature you will not want me to explam why
he was always known as 'Arry 'i\wkes. Lieu~enant-~olon~l
Hawkes will perhaps not thank me for referrmg to his skill

on the drums. Nevertheless a good many of the 78th
Division will remember Harry on the drwns and Barleux
on an old soprano saxophone tearing 'em up in the Officers'
Hotel at Campobasso. That must have been very near the
end of 1943, because I remember a severe snowstorm on
New Year's Eve that year. Luckily for me I was on 48
hours' leave jn Campobasso. The roads out of town were
buried in 20-foot drifts, a state of affairs that disturbed
many Officers attending the club ball in Unit vehicles sans
permission. I believe they gathered most imperial rockets.
I laughed like a drain and rang my C.0. in the morning
as I was due back at Cantalupo on the evening of New
Year's Day. "You are a cunning old so-and-so," he said.
"Get back when you can." It took another two days to
cut a single line passage on the mountain roads. Isabella
was tickled to death. She liked snowstorms.
Do It Now

I have not yet heard of any special arrangement whereby
one is enabled easily and without fuss to send a year's subscription so that THE WIRE may be delivered to a friend
overseas, or at home for that matter. Perhaps no-one
thinks it is worth while or that people ought to buy their
own copies. Occasionally one meets an old Signals' man
who really couldn't afford a year's subscription and for nim
there are few, if any, facilities for purchasing a copy monthly
unless his local Branch has a few. In this copy of THE
WIRE you will probably find an order form. In addition
to your own address add that of your old batman, your
late R.S.M. and your buddy who left last year. Only 36/-.
How much easier would you like it? What a glow of satisfaction when you realise that you have actually given someone a present that will last a whole year. A bottle of whisky
would never last that long. Who wants a bottle of whisky
anyway? Don't answer that.
llkann Larle
Little Stench House, the private residence of the famous
detective lay tucked away in a fold of the Sussex Downs.
The pla~e was in utter darkness. The silence could almost
be felt. The pipes were frozen solid. The last two buckets
of co:il had gone. Ukann Larfe moved slightly in his sleep.
He didn't care. The brooding silence was shattered by a
strident ringing. This was almost certainly a telephone
call but we shall never know. No-one answered it. A
furtive forure flitted across the lawn dragging what incredibly ;nough appeared to be a tram line, but we shall
never be sure. Definitely a baffling case this. Ex-Colonel
· Ukann Larfe, P.B.X., L.C.V. (and trailer). e~c., etc_. (see
small bills), stirred in his sleep. and resettled himself m the
luxurious bed. He was staymg at the Dorchester over
Christmas.
.
Inspector Faceache kicked open the door of his room at
Scotland Yard. He was a weary and very. puzzled man.
He sat down heavily and swore for a few mmutes. There
was no chair.
Dawn broke with a splintering crash and on~ mo~e ~ay
be!?;an. Enter chorus of little driver mecharucs smgmg
" Here we go gathering nuts and bol.ts." .
. .
.
Another impossible instalment of this spme-ch1lling senal
some time or other.
Uncle Alf: Inspector Faceache is not the only puzzled
1
man.
,
Me: Nuts to you, Alfred. If Ukann Larfe can_ t so ve
this he will invent another mystery and solve that mstead.
BARLEUX

An Order Form is enclosed with this number. Complete it for yourself a11d why 11ot take a tip from
"Barleux ,, (see above), mtd add the name of a friend to whom it will be au acceptable present.

Previously Reported Mlsstng in .Actton tn K orea
on 25th Aprtl,, n o w Rep orted Prison.ers-o l -War
22212720 Signalman H. Jennings, 1459498 Driver A. E.
Miles, 1991711 Lance-Corporal S. Ward.
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Mountain Radio Course
IGHT Royal Signals Officers, Second-Lieutenants M. S.
Jarrett, G. A. Thompson, P . F . Musselbrook, E. C.
Kinsley, D . G. Wright, M . W . Cooper, J. K. Scott and D . J.
Roberts, left the Officer Training Wing in August on their
first attachments, to a month's course with the Norwegian
Signal School at J orstadmoen to learn something of the
difficulties of r adio communication in mountain terrain.
The voyage across the North Sea was calm, but thick
fog prevented us from stirring far from the lounge or the
dining room until the end of the crossing, when the aid of
ome very " attractive " Norwegians were called in to point
out items of interest, and to start our m astery of the
Norwegian language. At Oslo, where we were met by
Major N . A. C. Clubb, M.B.E., the R oyal Signals adviser
to the Norwegian Signal School, we were interviewed by
Colonel Palmstrom, the Norwegian D irector of Signals.
Obtaining kroner from the ·British Attache, we toured Oslo
until the ti:ne came to leave for J orstadmoen.
Readers of the report of Ski Course, 1951, in the July
copy of THE WIRE will have had their introduction to
Jorstadmoen and some of its per sonalities, so we will not
repeat the many interesting facets 'of life there. Sufficient
to say that within the area of one training regiment in
C:merick is acco:nmodated a miniature S.T.C. and School
of Signals, with one major exception; there is no Officers'
Club, and Officers take their place in the queue at the
" Soldiers' Ho:ne " for mid-morning coffee; drinking in
Mess is moreover to all intent non-existent.
The course was divided into three phases, the first at
Jorstadmoen being classroom instruction on various mountain signalling matters. The second was at Sikilsdal, the
gateway to the mighty Jotenheimen mountain ranges, where
we did local 48-hour exercises to acquaint us with the
practical aspects of what we had learnt, and to harden us
for the climax of the course which was phase three. This
was an eight-day trek to Glitterheim and back, to test communications between two mountain patrols at an average
of ten miles a day, with a stay at Glitterheim to climb
Glittertinden, 8,ooo feet high.
In phase one at J orstadmoen we were shown the new
Norwegian company to platoon walkie-talkie set, the W /Tz,
and the American stations SCR399 and 193· Also we learnt
of the handling of Signal equipment under winter conditions and cable laying from horse pack. The major part
of the instruction was, however, by Kapt. B. Rorholt, o.s.o.,
on aerials and field measuring instruments.
He taught us that the three choices facing us would be
those of site, a:!rial and frequency, this last he demonstrated
with a remarkable model designed by himself which
illustrates the propagation of sky waves through the E and F
layers. An idea of its capabilities can be judged by our
witnessing the paths of an M wave and a Peterson ray,
the first we had heard of such phenomena. It seemed rather
odd to hear a Norwegian talking English (or rather
American) way over our heads, but then we were to deal
with m any situations which would in England have seemed

E

Odd .

In phase two we arrived at Sikilsdal in pouring rain to
a well laid out camp already a~aiting, and fires going
m the two bell tents we were to occupy. Four apiece, we
sha~ed the tents with a wood stove, a very useful companion. I t would dry out merely wet clothes in a couple
f hours, and when blazing merrily would dry soaking
B.D.s overnight. T his in comparison to the sun's four
hours in the first case and incapability in the second.
~nd

Perhaps that is a bit harsh on the sun, it had only an odd
few hours at a time in which to work, and the wood stove
was instrurn.ental in destroying a towel, socks and damaging
other items one night. That was a major tragedy, as by
opening the flap to clear the air, we allowed an invasion of
mosquitoes.
The local schemes started off with a short trek without
packs to demonstrate that the familiar rod aerial was little
use in the mountains because of screening. The short trek
turned out to be between 20 and 25 miles, and since
upwards of 16 of these were without any wireless contact
with base, we voted the scheme a success. Moreover, we
learnt that Norwegian maps are very optimistic. What
looked like a substantial road turned out to be a faintly
noticeable track of worn rocks, which led through a river
that had to be forded, with water up to our thighs. One
party also discovered that the ground was one bridge
deficient, and consequently had to sleep out that night;
apparently claims for overnight travel will not be
admitted!
T he second scheme consisted of splitting into two groups
to establish overnight camps about four miles from base
and experimenting with aerials while on the move and at t he
camp. T his time we were loaded with packs, a large hiker's
rucksack, which appeared not to worry us as much as the
British Wd )bing, 'and yet carried more. As on all the
schemes, horses arrived at the camp at eight o'clock and
were then saddled; one horse with a 62 set arid two 12-volt
22 A.H. batteries, another with a 1,260 watt charging engine
and another with three d r ums of D 3 cable. Others carrying fodder and farriers' gear were already saddled. The
horses m ay account for the first serious breach of procedure.
Now if there was one thing we thought we knew, it was
the netting of 62 sets. Imagine then, after tuning and
netting call had been sent, control's surprise when the
theoretical hush in his earphones was broken by a loud
and clear .. Stand still you - - ."
Soon we moved off along the road, 12 feet r ods swaying
gallantly overhead. Four miles out we turned into the
forest and down came the rods after a few frequent
collisions with overhanging branches. It was pouring with
r ain, the rivers were swollen, so again off came boots and
Socks and up r olled the trousers; twice, up to our thighs
came the swift flowing, io:!-cold water. It gave us a rest
from walking, however, arid cooled our feet adequately.
Arrived at the sites, a cable was laid and we d iscovered
that it was quite possible to lay cable with one m an other
than the horse d river. This telephone link was all that
existed until the evening, when the net was re-established,
one party using a 6o feet length of cable, with one end
thrown into the high br anches of a tree, and the other party
a 6o foot length of ground aerial This contact remained
until the net closed down in the early hours and was
regained early next morning.
These two aerials were to appear as the only reliable way
of keeping a wireless link when mobile in the mountains,
and novel as they were, it needed this scheme to convince
our sceptical minds that the aerials would in fact, work!
The route back was undertaken in really torrential rain,
which started just as two members adventurously seeking
to avoid the river crossings, had punted out on to tlle
adjoining lake a newly discovered rowing boat. Laden
with four rucksacks and the waterproofs, and a drum of
cable which could not be carried because a horse had gone
lame after a fall in the river the previous day, the boat

crept with awful slowness along the lakeside the packs
and waterproofs becoming rapidly soaked both by water
from above and below, creeping in through an unnoticed
hole. Let us abandon the conclusion of the scheme to
your imagination-The last scheme, like the previous, was very much
depe_ndent u~on Kapt. Rorholt, who had brought a set
specially modified to take a valve voltmeter which recorded
the strength of incoming signals. This time the emphasis
was on the aerials and their efficiency, rather than on the
mountain training side with its attendant long treks over
difficult country mostly screened from base. Included in
the kit this time was the 34 foot vertical mast, and sites
were at Akresoetra, well-known to give contact with base.
During the moves and on the tests, control was continually
receiving carrier waves and noting the strength from the
various aerials. Itri some cases the ground aerial gave
stronger signals than did the 34 foot mast and was sometimes the only means of clearing a mountain. The dense
trees, moreover, allowed only the ground to be used on
the march, and used in this way contact was kept continuously.
Despite the poor weather, we were always keen to start
moving ·and became settled at the camp, feeling that a stay
of weeks would be no h ardship, quite the opposite in fact.
As the days brought us to the trek, we began to accept
as commonplace distances and obstacles which, suggested
in England, would have evoked only derisive laughter, and
a polite disbelief that they would soon be happily taken
in our stride. Mosquitoes were not a serious menace, as
the issued oil proved very effective, and we soon developed
a m idge swatting technique, as well as a drill for undressing which exposed as little as possible.
We had other night time visitors, but they were definitely
on the credit side; Colonel Palmstrom, escorting LieutenantC olonel D . L. O'Rourke, U.S. Commandant of E.U.C.O.M.
Signal School, Germany, and Major C. Roder, C.I. They
arrived one afternoon and showed much kind interest in
the course.
Monday, the 20th, dawned wet and cold, to find the two
syndicates well on the first leg of the trek. H aving risen
at three o'clock and departed from camp at five, one party
had climbed to the 4,soo foot high ridge which was to be
the m ajor portion of the 20 mile " leg," while the other
was pushing along the familiar Akresoetra road.
The first party had the stiffer task and the shocking
weather, rain, snow sleet and wind, caused them to keep
marching in stead of halting for their K-rations. ~ecause
of thick cloud, they had to march on compass bearmgs for
ten hours before reaching Gyndesheim tourist station. The
second party had as long a "leg " but not so exhausting,
as the first. Because it was low lying, however, they were
often ankle deep in water.
Next day the sun shone and bot_h parties m:ade light work
of the ten mile trip to Russpassbw. One syndicate, however,
had to cross a river by making the horses swim, and carrying the pack loads across a ri~kety bridg~. Here. ~·
Fernley, a ship owner, showed typical Norwegi~ ho~pitality
by entertaining us in his hut for tea, and wit? his great
knowledge of things E?glish, it was hard to believe he was
not a fellow countryman.
Nem day the other party had the more di~cult ~oute to
Glit terheim. The last high ridge proved impossible for
horses, so they had to retrace their st~ps to the other. route.
Only one British Officer ac~o!11pamed them, as his two
companions had become m1ured on the rocks, the
original fourth member having ha~ .to return to Jorstadmoen with a repetition of a muscle 1!11ury.
.
This was a sad blow, but gave rise to a worthy experience, as he accompanied the Commandant of t~e School,
Oberst Leutnant Nibson, Major Oub~ and ~he Ad1utant on. a
projected visit to the camp at Glitterheim. Perhaps m
days to come people wil~ won_der at tyre. ma.:_ks on. barren
mountains, certainly the 1eep lived up to its r~pu~tion that
evening. After the obstacles the Colonel drove it beyond,

it is galling to record that imminent darkness forced us to
return without reaching the camp.
The jeep load halted at Kvam to pay respects to the
memorial to those of the K.O.Y.L.I. who fell there in 1940.
At Glitterheim much use was m ade of the tourist hotel,
8 the K -rations had not been brough t up. This was a
doubtful disadvantage, as several of the tins had blown
up on opening and the meat and biscuit diet palled after
a very short while. However, the horses were called upon
~o fetch the rations and they covered the 40 mile journey
m 15 hours. One of our deepest lessons was the capability
of these small horses, and one of our favourite Norwegians
was the Fenrik in charge of them. Moen was a good friend
to us, we hope to meet again.
Friday was not a good day for the ascent of Glittertinden, and although the swnmit was reached, the view was
somewhat disappointing for the highest mountain in
N orthern Europe. The journey back to Sikilsdal was made
in one party, less the horses, as one of the wireless sets had
showed a desire on the first day to change its role to that
of water tank. Not being able to serve both God and
Mammon, it ceased to function as a radio station. This,
of course, spoiled the object of travelling in two parties.
The route back took us over Bessigen, a razor backed
mountain that was so narrow along parts of its arete that
all fours seemed the safest method. Peer Gynt is reputed
to have jumped from here but none emulated his feat, and
Gjendesheim hotel was reached safely. The beds were so
soft that most of us were unable to sleep.
Our conclusions from the trek included: (i) One must be fit enough mentally and physically to
face a long unexpected detour from the planned
march.
(ii) Horses are grand, but sometimes are a hindrance
and manpack carrying must be anticipated.
(iii) Good map reading is indispensable.
(iv) K-rations did not satisfy our hunger, and we had to
buy from farms wherever possible.
Before leaving Jorstadmoen we repaid some of the kindness shown by giving a party for some of our hosts. If
names may be singled out, we would thank Obserst
Leutnant Anth . Nilsen, Kommandant and his Adjutant
Leutnant Hoydalsne for their continual help, Major Riise
who led the course and who, with Fenriks Thom and
Matieson, acco:npanied us in the mountains and maintained
a watchful eye on our progress.
At Oslo we bade farewell to Major Clubb, who was
shortly being posted to England after five years in ~orway.
He was a true Liaison Officer and we know he will leave
· many friends in Norway, as indeed he quickly captured
our re~\lrd . With Oberst Palmstrom he was largely
responsible for initiating the course; for that we are grateful as we left much enriched. Besides making an acquaintan~ of Norway, we feel now that if transported to a mountain
region, we would be on a familiar .terrai~ and would be
able to provide for some of the difficulues to be found
thereon.

Si gnal Training (;entre
I

TRAINING R EG11'1El\'T

On 9th November, 1951, H.R.H. The. Pri!lcess Royal
was installed as Chancellor of Leeds Uruvers1ty. It was
fitting that a Guard of ~onour w~s .provided by 1, 2,_3! 4
and 7 Regi"Dents of the Signal Trammg Centre, comprlSlng
three Officers and roo other ranks. Major Tho~pson, of I
Training Regiment, commanded the guard, which formed
up at Great Fenton S~t Ba~racks. Led by the Band of
the West Yorkshire Regiment, it marched to the Tow~ Hall
of Leeds where it was inspected by H.R.H., accompanied by
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the Burssr of Leeds University. A large and critical
gathering watched the proceedings and dil.! not find us
wanting. The standard of turnout and drill reflected the
great st credit on those Units who provided detachments
for the guard. It is hoped to provide a fuller report with
photographs in the next edition of THE WIRE.
'1'1'
O ur social activities during the month included a very
succes ful dance run by the Corporals' Mess, Loos Lines,
on 25th October.
The W.0.'s and Sergeants' Mess still maintains its tradition of mis-spent youth and is leading at snooker in the
Garrison Senior Indoor Spo11ts League. However, we are
not so good at dirts, so there is yet hope of reclamation.
We reluctantly bade farewell to Captain P. H. F. Webb
who, after a y~r as Adjutant, leaves us for Korea. We offer
hin1 our condolences and wish him the best of luck. Captain
H.F. Jones has finally left us after many years., He is wellknown as the manager of the Cary Theatre and the
Garrison will miss him and the excellence of his shows.
Rugby. On October 13th the Regimental team (who have
taken over the fixtures arranged for the now defunct Royal
Signals (Catterick) R.F.C.) played Billingham and won a
scrappy glille by 15 points to 8.
On 2::>tn October Durham City were defeated at Durham
by 20 points to 8. Oliver, the Sedburgh scrum half, who
is shortly joining the Corps, gave a very good display for
Durham City. For us Second-Lieutenant A. G. I. Wood
seems to be getting back his proper form after his motor
smash and was always a source of danger to Durham City.
In the Northern Command side v. Yorkshire at Harrogate on 24th October, twelve of the Northern Command
side were from the Regiment. We were glad to meet two
former I Training Regiment stalwarts playing for Yorkshire,

Brian Saunt and Ray Cross. A good many others, including "Mick" Holliday and Derek Bidgood, were at the
match. The return match v. Billingham at Catterick was
won fairly comfortably by 29 points to 3 on 3rd Nove;nber,
but the return game at Huddersfield was lost by I I points
to 8. Captain T. G. H. Jackson made his first appearance
of the season for us and played well. The wet conditions
suited Huddersfield and our three-quarters found handling
difficult.
The first two rounds of the Army Cup have been played
and the opposition has been no test for the Regimental team .
On 31st October a Training Regiment "R.A.C. were
defeated by 84 points to o, and on 6th November at Pontefract a H.A.A. Regiment RA. were defeated by 43 point
to 3.
In me next round a clash may take place between ourselves and 4 Training Regiment, Royal Signals, who have a
large number of good players among their potential Officers.
Hockey. Several members of our successful summer
hockey side have left us, but results so far give us cause for
hope mat our winter performance will be no worse than
mat of the summer. Lieutenant Marshall and R.Q.M.S.
Charlton continue to render yeoman service to the team,
well supported by Captain Richardson, Sergeant Dady,
Corporal Babbs and Lance-Corporal Howie. Sergeant
Byrne proves himself a capable team captain and we are
fortunate to have the services of Captain Cant, who has
recently joined us from Singapore.
After a good start in the Inter-Unit Cup competition
against the R.A.M.C., we lost by the only goal scored to 7
Training Regi:nent, whose sound defence was too good for
our forward line.
Shooting. In small bore rifle shooting the Unit is main-

LLourresy: "'i'or1<smre Post "

H.R.H. The Princess Royal, C.I., G.C.V.O., G.B.E., Colonel-in-Chief Royal Signals, inspects a Guard of Honour found by the Signal Training
Centre. The story is on the previous page
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taining its high reputation of previous years, although we
have ~ost several of our good shots, amongst them Sergeants
Sandifer and Johnstone. Second-Lieutenant Darley has
taken over running the team and can always be counted on
for a "good steady shoot."
Major Thompson and R.S.M. Howley, two of last year's
stalwarts, still manage t<? shoot straight but, for the most
part, we must look to tramees to form the bulk of the team.
So far we have won all matches fired, with a handsome
margin. With the arrival of new No. 8 rifles we expect
the averages to improve.
Squash Racquets. A series of Regimental squash
racquets trials have been held and a number of keen and
promising players have been discovered. A team from the
Regiment has been entered for the Garrison Squash League.
We played our first match on 9m November against a
Training Regiment R.A.C., which resulted in a win for the
Regiment by two matches to one.
4

TRAINING REGIMENT

With the forthcoming Christmas festivities close upon us,
and three months of hectic and strenuous activities behind
us, this last opportunity to give an account of our doings
before December is hastily grabbed.
The final dispersal of " Z " Reservists in the middle of
August concluded a most lively period and caused a large
number of sighs of relief, for the additional strain on training
had been considerable. Anyway, it was a most successful
operation judging from the cheerine:s of the actual Reservists and the kind remarks of field commanders who employed the men for their fortnight's training.
All credit is due to our indefatigable Q.M., Captain
" Ginger " Thorp and to Captain MacFadyen for their
thoroughness and long hours spent in building up the " Z .,
Reservist organisation.
Catterick Fair, now but a rather pleasant memory, also
involved this Regiment. We had some very good ~ tails which
relieved the unsuspecting public of a most useful sum for
Army charities.
No. 4 Squadron put on a most excellent "Silent" Drill
Display-all National Service men with their webbing
blancoed white for tlle occasion-which received lots of
applause from the stadium spectators.
By way of a change our rather small number of 0 .K.W.
were able to have a " Golden Arrow" traffic scheme with the
T.A. in Chester. This was controlled by the industrious
Captain D. Jenkins, M.B.E., our q.K.W: wizard, and £?e
fellows derived much benefit from it, tlle1r first opportunity
to take part in such a scheme.
Many of the youngsters turned out from this . Regime~t,
with those of other Regiments, recently took part m Exercise
" Surprise Packet " which was pre~ede_d by the _unexpec~ed
Exercise " Corunna Packet.'' Considering what little service
they had their performance reflected great credit upon them.
In many cases there were two operators only per set on a 24hour watch, and D.R.s received a really good ben~ng, P'.11'ticularuy at night with fog, and roads often crawling w1m
tanks, etc.
Change of Command: Lieutenant-Colonel J. StuartUsher relinquished command on 13th Au.g ust and pr~s to
overseas employment, with our best wishes for his future
happiness.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Worrall assumed command. We
hope he will be very happy in the Regiment and as reasonably carefree as one can be in an S.T.C. He has .alread.Y
become well known to the men, wh~ much. ~~preciate his
deep interest and advice on all. sporung acUvlU.es.
The period under review, with me last fleeung days of
our short summer, raw the end of the ~ricket seas~n. and the
completion of the Inter-Squadron BoXIng Compeuuon. The
latter, worthily won by 5 Squadron, our smallest Squadron
(0.K.C.-the Cloak and Dagger boys), ~reduced some v~ry
promising boxers indeed, and we have high hopes of putting
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up a good performance in the District Competition which
commences shortly.
. The Rl!gby Team commenced the season well with a win
m ~e Ftrst Round of the Army Cup, against a Training
Regunent, R.A.C.
Until next time-a Merry Christmas to you.
5 TRAINING REGIMENT

Since the Regiment last reported its activities, winter has
come to Yorkshire and wim it the commencement of me
winter sports season.
T?e soccer results so far are very encouraging. The
Regiment ente::ed the Army, Command and District Competitions and has won through to the second round in each
competition. In both the Army and District first round
matche;i we met our neighbours, The Army Engineer Regiment, m two hotly contested games, winning b:>th only in
the last few minutes, by the odd goal. National Service
releases are unfortunately taking their toll. We have now
lost our Corp:; players Lance-Co:porals Townsend and
Newell, and November will take our captain, Lance-Corporal
Johnson, for whom a great future is predicted with Bradford
City.
Hockey commenced with a greater display of enthusiasm
than skill. We are introducing the younger element and hope
for a greater measure of success shortly.
Our small bore shooting club is functioning again after a
temporary break during the summer months. There are
quite a number of enthusiasts in the Regiment with a good
sprinkling of new members, whom we are glad to welcome.
We are now affiliated to the National Small Bar~ Rifle
Association and are looking forwa:d to successful participation in meir competitions and in the Catterick Garrison
Small Bore League.
Following our success in the Normem Command Motor
Cycle Tria:s we entered a team in the Army Trials at Aldershot and came second, only two points behind me winners.
Christmas p: eparations are now in full swing. Peculiar
noises emanating from the Garrison Theatre have proved
to be the cast of the Regimental Variety Show rehearsing
under their producer-our entertainments officer, Lieutenant
Mackenzie. We expect great things. A Regimental Dance
Band has now been formed despite great difficulties and,
despite expectations, is giving a good account of itself.
6

(BOYS) TRAINING REGIMENT

The long summer leave seems now to be far behind.
The changes and difficulties necessarily following the
introduction of a new training programme have been overcome and even at this distance it is possible to see the
improvements made.
The Boys are more fully occupied than ever before,
though no-one as yet has complained of overwork. The
alternate two hours' training periods between educational
and military appear so far to provide the necessary balance
between the two types of training, both so far as the Boys
are concerned and the instructors. In educational training
a new departure was the introduction of me systt:m of one
instructor teaching a particular Section for all sub1ect .
The difficulties inherent in such a system appear so far to
be out-weighed by the results.
.
.
Basic communications training has now been mduded m
the curriculum with the object of giving the Boy an overall picture of how the Corps funct!ons in tI:e field.. Th_is
training is largely practical and mcludes mstrucuon m
M.T. and on the motor cycle.
The examinations held at the beginning of October for
Stage "A" and Stage "B "-which corre ponds to me old
Third Class and Second Class Certificates of ~ducatio°7"'
show a noted improvement in the result gamed. It b
perhaps too early to attribute this solely to me new sy tern,
'40l

a Training Regiment R.A.C. by four goals to two. The
result, up to the last minute, was always in doubt. The
scorers for the Regiment were Lance-Corporal Tyrell (2)
and Sergeant Cromar (2). A real captain's game was played
by Corporal Foster, who was, without a doubt, the best man
on the field.
We are now eagerly awaiting Wednesday, November 7th,
when a Heavy A.A. Regiment, Royal Artillery, come to
Catterick to play us in the second round.
Corporal Foster, Lance-Corporal Rawlings and Private
Snowball have been selected to represent Northern Command against Scottish Command in the semi-final of the
Inter-Command Cup.
No less than six players of the Regiment have been
selected to represent the Corps in their match with Durham
University; they are Sergeant Cromar, Corporal Foster,
Lance-Corporal Rawlings, Lance-Corporal Webster, LanceCorporal Tyrell, Signalman Frear.
[Cour1esy: "Hull Daily Mail"

G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Command presents the Royal Humane
Society's" Testimonial on Parchment" to Boy S. Innes

though it is perhaps fair to claim that the new system
has helped.

The co:npulsory hobbies, which were introduced for the
first time this term, are meeting with success. The demands
placed on the leaders of these hobby groups is enormous
and the response is most encouraging.
With the approach of winter many of these activities
which disappeared during the · summer have again come to
life. The Sunday evening Cinema Club is having greater
uccess than last year, and the gymnasium is occupied every
evening with boxing and footJball coaching, apart from
other sporting activities.
Special attention is being paid this season to soccer,
boxing and cross-country running. Both boxing and crosscountry running did have considerable successes last year,
and it is hoped this time to improve upon them. As regards
soccer, at present the Boys are at the head of the Hull Minor
League, not having lost a match, and it is hoped that this
form will produce results in the Boys' Army Cup.
More provision has been made this season for Cadre
sports. Apart from Unit matches played locally the Regiment has entered one team in both the Command soccer and
Command Rugby competitions.
It is pleasing to note that in the Milocarian athletics competition, in which the Regiment was placed 13th, individually certain Boys excelled. Boy T. O'Shea gained the
highest aggregate of any individual competing in the allEngland schools' competition, besides setting up a new
record for the shot with 48 feet 4 inches. Boy Cork equalled
the long jump record with 20 feet 6 inches, and Boy-LanceCorporal Toms gained the best 1951 result for the discus
v.ith 157 feet 1 inch.

A ceremonial parade for General Sir Philip M. Balfou;-,
K.B.E., C.B., M.c., G.O.C.-in-C. Northern Command, was held

on 26th October. Afterwards the General gave an address
and presented the prizes for the summer term. During the
parade the B.E.M. was presented to Sergeant H . J. Crocker,
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal to S.S.M. M.
Lambert and S.S.M . A. L. Redhouse.

7 TRAINING REGIMENT

01 the 19th October Major-General Macklin, c.B.E., c.o.,
Ad1utant-General of the Canadian Army, visited the Regiment.
The Regimental soccer XI have advanced a stage further
in the Army Cup. In a very interesting game we defeated
'402

THE DEPOT REGIMENT

We are beginning to think that training in M.T. must be
the secret of success at soccer. Perhaps it is something
to do with smart clutch and foot-brake practice. At any
rate, we have to hand it to 5 Training Regiment, who
have knocked us out of not only the .Amly Cup but the
Norco Cup as well. However, we still have hopes of pulling off the Midweek Charity Cup, in which we have reached
the semi-final.
Other winter activities are now well under way, such as
badminton in the gymnasium (on the occasions when it is
not a transitee dormitory! ) and, more recently, play-reading
and rehearsals. The married families are supporting both
of these, as well as the almost traditional whist drives and
Sergeants' Mess socials.

The move of the Depot Regiment has been a hardy
annual for quite a few years now, and in fact they do say
that back in '47 the intention was only really to night-stop
at Pocklington. At all eveq.ts, the chief sanitary man has
now got it on very good authority that we are likely to be
off soon to the West of England. The cynical types are
checking up on the train services to and from the NorthEast of Scotland. After a thorough de bate on the matter
in the N.A.A.F.I., it has been decided to borrow a 5 meg
crystal from Catterick and really study the future with its
aid.
One thing is certain, Christmas is coming along again
and a full programme of games frivolous and activities
ridiculous has been duly arranged, so if you expect to be
transitting here at about that time you will not be disappointed.
Finally, a word from the W.O.s and Sergeants. The
Mess is now looking better for being redecorated; it is
not certain when this event last occurred but, according
to legend, the Duke of Wellington was a Corporal in charge
of a fatigue party at the time. This would fix the date
around 1787 which, in spite of what Barleux says, was
slightly before Bill Langham's time.
·
A Mess dance was held on Friday, 5th October. Thanks
to a fine band and an excellent buffet (congratulations t'.o
the Cook Sergeant on this score), it was most successful.
The weekly social evenings, held on Mondays, whilst they
have not so far all been roaring successes, are steadily finding their feet and should be a welcome part of Mess life
during the bleak East Yorkshire winter."
As we go to press we hear that Captain E: A. Staerck
is. leaving the service very shortly, after nearly 30 years
with the Corps. There may be a few readers who recollect
"Ted" Staerck in Marcsfield days, when he was by no
means unknown as a boxer and rugger player. We wish him
the best best of good health and fortune in his retirement.
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Sehool of Signals
Omeer Trnlnlng Wing
As the leaves. d~op fr~m the windswept trees of Catterick
the Officer Tra1010g Wmg continues its intensive training.
The Cadre Officers entertained Brigadier C. G. Moore,
O.B.E., Commandant Sohool of Signals, to a champagne
party.
~though successful against 4 Training Regiment, tlie
Urut ru~ge~ team lost a very close match against the Army
Ap~renuces School and the return match with 4 Training
Reg~ment. M:any useful players disappeared with 275/6
Nau?nal ~ervice Officers' course, but the team is being
rebuilt a_gai_n and further successes are anticipated. Sergeant
L. J. Cnspm ~as be~n ~how~g good form at wing forward.
The Cattenck District Wmter Hockey League is now
well. under way. So far ~e have beaten 2, 3 and 4 Training
Reg~~ents a~d Royal Signals Wing, and drawn with 1
Trammg Regiment. We drew a bye in the first round of
the District Cup competition and are due to play 68 Training Regiment R.A.C. in the second round. Our first
eleven is almost entirely new, except for Major P. F.
Yeatman at right half, and Corporal R. S. P. Marsh-Collis
at the left wing. An occasional second eleven is fielded and
Inter-Squadron games continue.
The Unit soccer team is training hard and there is keen
competition in the Inter-Squadron League.
Lieutenant R. A. King is training a cross-country team
to run against Durham University.
The squash team is challenging all comers in the
Garrison.
The Inter-Squadron Basket Ball League is at the
moment headed by H.Q. Squadron, who are our equivalent
of the famous Harlem Globetrotters.
Lieutenant R. L. Drain is congratulated on presenting
Christopher Fry's " Sleep of Prisoners " at St Martin's
Church and Hipswell Village Church. This extremely
difficult play was well performed and well received.
SIGNAL TllAI.NING \\-:ING, AlllUY
AP..PHENTICES' SCHOOL
Dnrrogate

Since our last appearance in THE WIRE we have blessed
and sent world-wide our first output of Line, Tele, Radio
Mechanics, O .K.B.s and O.W.L.s who have passed from boy
to man service, as well as in their respective . trades. We
find ourselves deep in the September-February term studies.
Naturally, we are intensely interested in the impression
·which our handiwork has created upon receiving Units,
and equally as much the reaction joining such Units has had
upon our late trainees. No doubt a report as to the former
will manifest itself as a brief little note coming to rest here
after its journey through countless ." In " and " Out " trays
("Pending'~? ? ?). The latter impressions and constructive
criticisms you, our products, can give us through the
medium of your own letters. Some chaps have already
written and we thank ex-A/T. Corporal Wright for both his
letters.
Remembering that the best of training systems can have
flaws, please write to us soon if you have discovered any
cracks in ours.
Our amateur radio club is now firmly established and you
can often listen in and work us too-our call sign, G3HKA,
will tell of nhe Wing's doings, though 12 feet deep in driven
snow. Shortly and in subsequent WIRE issues Vfe will
publicise the times of working of our now fully licensed
station (not in the publican sense).
We have ceased to train 0.K.B.s and visitors to our workshops are led on tiptoe past the cobwebbed and silent teleprinter rooms, which now only see h~~an life when O.W.L.s
do their 200 hours of keyboard trammg.
THE
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However, :eceipt of a command vehicle and several gm
palaces ~as lightened the hearts of our O.W.L.s, who now
mduI~; ID ~8 and 72 hours' schemes on a "run your own
sh°"". . basis. Apart from the more academic dutie of
providing W.T. all;d R.T. communications all apprenticel>
ha~e th~ opporturuty to convert otherwise perfectly good
rauons mto doubtful personal and individual meals. Thank
the Lord for the A.C.C ! Digging slit trenches and
" trenches unmentionable " are all part of the training.
Recently, one group astonished visiting and inspecting
Officers by naively saying they had "found " a piece of coal
they were burning "in a field."
" We are. all looking _fo;,ward to that. happy day when the
long ha.ired mecharuc type of tramee emerges from its
classroom c?rysalis t? . set up a 1 + 4 on Ilkley Moor.
The ~ectI<?n .of wmng construction training which the
mecha~cs did rn the form of building small wireless sets
fro:n kits has _been extended to O.W.L.s who have passed
their trade raung, and the senior term workshops arc veritable hives of industry with molten solder as the honey.
There is no truth whatsoever in the rumour that the wing
is cIQsing down training as such to go into full-time wireles
set production.

I 0 WIRELESS TRAINING S«tUADRON

This is our first appearance in THE WIRE, although we
have been in existence in varying forms for some years. The
small size of the Squadron, coupled with a continual series
of changes in personnel has largely contributed to our nonappearance, but we felt at long last that we should introduce
ourselves, especially as many who have passed through here
will remember us.
Our present Officer Commanding is Major AW. Barron,
M.C., Royal Signals, who joined us in August.
The Squadron held a highly succes~ ful dance in the
local T.A. Drill Hall in September, where the decorations
would have done credit to a Naval Regatta. One feels that
the profusion of flags and bunting must have conjured. up
nostalgic memories of visual signalling from the old hands
among us!
Our achievements in the field of sport have been noteworthy. We are at present holders of the North Midland
District Hockey and Basket Ball Cups, and we were semifinalists in the Di trict Cricket Competition for 1951. Unfortunately many of our star performers are with us for a
short time only-one of the drawbacks of being a training
unit!
We have a flourishing Amateur Radio Club and so far
have logged somewhere in the region of 700 QSOs. DX has
been fairly prolific and has yielded such prizes as a KR6 in
Okinawa, a CR9 in Macao, a VP7 in the Bahamas and a
spurious AC4 for which no QSL Card has been (or is likely
to be) received! Although we are working CW on 14 at the
moment, we hope to be on the air on 'phone shortly, although the band is still undecided. The latest proto1ype
of G3CHR include a 3-element rotary beam under construction and a multi-band table top exciter. Members include
'3CMN, '3HCM and ex-'3AMQ.
Anyway, with our Annual Administrative Inspection in
the near future, and Christmas on the way, we w;sh all our
ex-members and everyone a Merry Christmas and good
hunting in the New Year.
SCOTTISH COM.HAND f'.U} SIGN,\I, llEtoDIENT

Our main item of intere t deals with the vi it of our
Colonel-in-Chief, H.R.H. The Princess Royal, to our area.
We ourselves were not favoured. with a visit .on thi
occasion but on two of the Princes Royal's engagement
we had 'the honour of running the microphone and loud&lJC!aker equipments.
The first of these was at the Assembly Room in Edin-

burgh where Her Royal Highness opened the Scottish
reunio.:i of the Wo:nen's Services in khaki. T he Regiment was well represented by Officers and 'i~. C.O . s of the
W.R . \ .C. who are erving with this Regimen t and the event
was voted a great success.
The second occasion was on the following d:iy when
Her Royal Hig'!mess officially opened two cottages dedicated
:J a war me:norial to the Royal Scots, of which Regiment
Her Royal Highness is also Colonel-in-Chief.
Winter activities are now in full swing and with wor k
proceeding according to plan, or as nearly to plan as it
ever does, we are able to turn our attention to the spor ting
and social life of the Regiment.
On the 28th October we entered a team in the Scottish
Co:n:nand motor cycle trials held at Troon. Although we
did not distinguish ourselves there were some good perfor:nances from our younger riders, in particular Signalman
Leitch.
In the individual event Lance-Corporal Sims rode
brilliantly and was just robbed of first place by losing marks
for incorrect dress.
Football a:id hockey teams are having a very enjoyable
and re:aso:iably successful season and to date have produced
Lhe following records :
Played
Football . . .
Hockey . ..

Won

Lost

8

6

2

8

4

4

Drawn

o
o

F or
37
14

Against
19
18

Both teams have now settled down and we have seen some
very good games indeed on both the football and hockey
fields.
The W.R.A.C. have been concentrating on netball to such
good effect that the Command team now regularly play
at least three of our girls.
The rush of social events is gaining impetus and in
particular our country dancing sessions on Monday evenings are proving a great success.
The Christmas programme looks very full indeed and
it would appear that last year's record sales of aspirins and
:tto:nach powders will be exceeded.
Wedding bells have been ringing around the Sergeants'
Mess and we tender our best wishes to F. of S. and Mrs.
Adcock and also to Sergeant and Mrs. Woodvine for long
and happy marriages.

as we are unable to produce teams capable of holding their
own against other teams in the D istrict. The combined
hockey team h as played the following matches up to date
with results as shown.
10th
17 th
24th
31st

October
October
October
O ctober

versus N .I.B.T .C.
Lost
,,
R .A.F. S:ation , Aldergrovc Lost
Compa:iy R .A.S .C.
Won
N .I.B .T.C .
Lost

3-0
2-0

7- t
2-0

Those who play hockey are extremely keen though inexperienced, and it is hoped that later in the season the team
will develo.;> into a first-class co:nbination capable of
wi nn ing the N orthern Ireland District knock-out tournament.
With the advent of winter the Northern Ireland District
Small Bore League has commenced and once again we have
entered three teams. Practice has been the order of the
day and our teams are gradually getting into form. L ast
year two of our teams reached the final in spite of being
weakened by posting. This year we are all out to improve
on that performance.
During the month a Corporals' Mess was opened in the
Barracks. T his fills a long felt want and we are sure that
once the junior N .C .0 .s really get going the Mess will add
to the social a-nenities of our comm un ity.
T he W.R.A.C. ele:nen t have also been active in the sports
world and have been playing netball and hockey. In a
we ak mo:nent they challenged the men to a netball match.
Although several of the men had played ho:::key before the
game they managed to defeat the women after a hard
struggle. It is not anticipated that the women will let the
me n get away with this and further challenges are eagerly
awaited.
35 (ULSTER) A.A. INDEPENDENT (lU)
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Annual Camp once more being a thing of the past and to
be looked forward to for next year, the Unit rett:ed down
once again to training after the Summer recess.
The D .R. Section has once more distinguished itself
in the Motor Cycle Trials, held in Northern Ireland

District, finishin~ first with a total of 419 marks. Tue U nit
has now won this event twice and the effort of Lance-Corporal Car~er, who only conc~d.ed nine marks out of a pos ible
170, w~ m deed excellent riding, and he is to be congr.atul~ted, with the rest of the team, for this performance. Prev10u~ly the team e~t~red for the 3 A.A. Group Trial at
Oarhsle, where condmons were at their worst, but nevertheless th~y 7a~e out third, Lance-Corporal Carter getting
second individual.
T he team is now eagerly awaiting the Army Trial at
:'-ldershot on 7th N ovember, 1951, where they are representmg Northern Ireland D istrict, and we wish them all the best.
The Unit held a. week-end camp at Ballymacormick, the
weather wa.: ':'ery kind ~d all members spent a useful time
. both at trammg and dunng leisure hours.

A•ti • Aircraft Command
I A.A. (H) SIGNAL REGDIENT

The annual exercise season ended last month with
"Pinnacle." As is usual at such times the Regiment was
deployed over almost the whole of the Ho:ne Counties
az.id an air of quiet settled over Orsett Camp. Not only
did everyo ne connected with the exercise learn a great deal
but. enjoyed the mselves whilst doing so. We are now preparmg for the annual Administrative Inspection which was
put off earlier in the year owing to the move of the Unit to
this camp.
The Unit football team is holding its own in the Grays
and District Mid-Week League and two needle matches
were recently played against our fellow occupants of Orsett
Camp, the H.A.A. Regiment and the A.A. Company,
R.A.S .C., both of whom play in the same league. Against
the former the Unit team managed to draw 1-1 and beat
the latter 2- 1 after a most exciting game.
.
In all ranks of the Corps and the Women's Royal Army
Corps of Unit sends the traditional greeting, "A Happy
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year."

i.ORTDERN IREL"1\"D DISTRIC'I' (H) SIGNAL

II A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGHIENT, T.A.
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Early in October we accommodated the Royal Signals
(C:atterick) Rugby team who visited Northern Ireland for
the purpose of playing Queen's University at Belfast. The
m:atch took place at Ravenhill Park on Wednesday, 3rd
October, 195r. As a large number of the Squadron were
keen to see the match and to support the Signals' team
civilian transport was organised to convey them to the
ground.
Queen's University fielded their full team which
included the Irish International "stand off" haif, Jacky
Kyle.
The University scored within two minutes of the start of
the game and as a result of this the majority of the
spectators, including Signals' supporters, anticipated a walkover for them.
The Signals' team, however, soon settled down and we
were treated to an exhibition of really first-class Rugby.
The final result was 14: po0ts to nil in favour of Queen's,
who welJ deserved their wm. They were superior in all
departments of the game except in the loose, where Signals
hone. The writer considers that in the later stages of the
game Signals were unlucky in not scoring at least two tries
as th: result of some excellent footwork by their forwards.
I n pne of the re ult we all came away feeling that our team
had d one extremely well against strong opposition.
Fo<?tball a?d hockey are now in full swing and we have
o,1bmed with Camp Staff, H.Q., N.I.D., jn both sports,
o~

Lance-Corporal

Milne,

Lance-Corporal
Johnston
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It was with great regret that we had to say good-bye at
the end of October to our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel G. H. T . Shrimpton, T.D. With his departure we
lose not only a successful and popular C.O., but one of the
Regiment's "oldest inhabitants." He came to the Unit
as a Second-Lieutenant in 1934 and with some minor interruptions had served with it ever since that date. To many
people the name of George Shrimpton has become almost
synonymous with 11 A.A. Signals and we can only hope that
such will continue. ·we extend to him the Regiment's
warmest wishes for his future, offer him our hospitality "in
perpetuity," and tender to him and to Mrs. Shrimpton
sincere thanks for all that they have done for us. Particularly we mention the last four and a half years, when Cqlonel
Shrimpton has steered us so successfully through the reconstitution period.
Of Lieutenant-Colonel C. G. Wardrop, our new Commanding Officer, we cannot really say more than that he,
too, is an old and trusted friend. He has been Second-inCommand throughout the turbulent post-war years and
knows our form! We can only hope that what he knows
pleases him; for ourselves-we feel that we are in safe
hands. We must also welcome several new members of
the Permanent Staff, namely S.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Sadler and
tl1eir family, Sergeant and Mrs. Morgan, ~nd Sergeants
Waddington and Gould, W.R.A.C. They will all get used
to us in time I We are particularly glad, too, to welcome
Sergeant R. A. Harris, who has just joined us from the " Z "
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Reserve. Less pleasant is saying farewell to other p s I
· i fs
who have done their "four years' hard " and have
us. They are _S.S.M. "Dicky " Dwyer (whom thenQMe•!
Department will miss particularly) and S s M G 'ffi ·h ·
b th f
h
h
. . . n t.so
o w om ave departed Middle Eastwards and
Sergeant Ch~pman, who has gone to the sign of th~ Old
~ro";~ Cow m Germany. Good luck, all of you and come
mto ~06" for a beer if you ever find the Gladst~ne shut.
Havi~g spread ourselves so extensively on personalities
leaves little room for other news. We will briefly mention
ho~ever, three ~uccessful exercises (from our point of view)'
which were " •Pmnacle," a TEWT for Officers down in Kent'
and a 23 S:iu~dron week-end at Pendell Camp, near Reigate:
Surrey., Socially we have been particularly active too. The
Officers Mess produced two parties in four days recently
The first was an " official " sherry party at which we wer~
glad to number amongst our guests Brigadier K. Horwood,
C.B., o.s.o. (the .n<;w Secretary of the County of London
T. & ~.F. Ass~iauon). The second was a private" beano"
at wh1~h we said good-bye to our late C.O. and gave him a
Georgian clock. The W.0.s and Sergeants followed up with
another ~arewell party at which they gave Colonel Shrimpt~n a wnstlet watch; so to quote his own words he can still
"m the .unaccustomed quietitude of Tuesday and Thursday evenmgs hear a familiar ticking." And we produced an
all ranks' Guy Fawkes' dance which was appropriately lively!
We must extend our thanks to the W.V.S. who have
recently ta~en over ?Ur ~anteen and are working gastronomic
wo~de.rs with pre-historic gas stoves. We are revelling once
agam m that old wartime feeling of being "made much of."
As a morale builder it is wonderful.
Finally, whe~ these notes appear Christmas will be upon
us. To our fnends everywhere we say happy Christmas
prosperous New Year and, if you are not otherwise engagecl'
" come and join us."
'

2 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT

All our troops and detachments have now returned to the
fold from their various stations and duties on Exercises
" Pinnacle " and " Surprise Packet," where, we understand,
they gave a good account of themselves.
We were honoured by a visit from the Director of Signals
and the C.S.O. Anti-Aircraft Command on 30th October.
The Regiment was drawn up in Troops for the Director's
inspection and afterwards marched past. The Band of the
2nd Parachute Battalion played the Corps March during
the march past.
After the inspection the Director was taken on a tour of
the Unit lines and saw various forms of technical training
in progress.
We have now formally adopted the Aldershot Branch of
the Royal Signals Association and many serving members of
the Regiment have joined the Branch.
The October general meeting was held in the Barrosa
NAAFI and addressed by the Chairman, Major-General
C. W. Fladgate, c.B.E. The Commanding Officer replied on
behalf of the Regiment and expressed the pleasure which
we all felt at having the Branch in our midst.
The meeting was followed by an impromptu social evening, consisting of a sing-song, housey-housey and a dance.
The Wonum's Royal Army Corps. The annual general
meeting of the Unit Branch of the W.R.A.C. Association
was held on Monday, 22nd October. We were very glad to
welcome Lieutenant-Colonel M. Boydell, A.D.W.R.A.C., 2
A.A. Group, who gave us a most interesting talk on our
own Corps magazine, The Lioness. The meeting wa
followed by a social evening, the highlight of which was
the finals of the table tennis tournament, which was won
by Corporal Bowie.
This was followed by a successful beetle drive. The noise
that ensued during the ~me had to be heard to be believed!
The evening ended with an excellent buffet supper provided
by our own cookhouse and a very warm " thank you " mu t

c

expectations. It was a plea ure to have so many of our
Glasgow colleagues with us and their early departure was
most regrettable, though understandable. T he function .was
a great success and it is rumoured that there was a slight
profit!
4 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

As a means of off-setting the rather gloomy atmosphere
of this antiquated barracks and even more gloomy town
an Entertainments Committee has been formed and from
its first dance and suggested programme it would appear to
be an assured success. Credit is due to the hard work performed by all members of the Committee.
An even more ambitious note is struck when we try ' to
form our own dance band, but the talent jn the Regiment
is not lacking and if co-ordination can be achieved, then it
is hoped that this venture will become a great asset to the
Entertainments Committee.
The hobbies section has been co-opted to help the entertainments and they are now busy in constructing a stage on
which the dance band can display their talents.
Sport within the ·unit has been confined to football and
hockey and if opinions heard at the all ranks' d ance can
be believed' then the football team will emulate the achievements of th~ hockey team and win the Group championship.
H owever here's success to both teams. The Unit boxers
have bee~ placed in the hands of Sergeant Hodgekins, and
although it would appear doubtful that we shall be able to
produce a t~, several names are earmarked for the Command individual championships.

In the field of sport our Regimental football team remains
unbeaten in the Scarborough and District Wednesday
League.
Our hockey team had a convincing win over Scarborough
II '.XI by three goals to one. At Lincoln, where we have a
small detachment of 3 S.B.O.s, one of them, Signalman
Brown, ex-Rugby League player, is the mainstay of the
62 H .A.A. Regiment R.A. rugger side.
14 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

The camp and holiday season being over, we are naw
settling down to the usual winter training routine. This
commenced with our participation in Exercise " Pinnacle,"
the autu:nn air defence exercise, which caused a fair amount
of "flap" over the last week-end of September and the first
in October. It looks as though we won this war, because
to date no reports have been received of bombs having
been dropped on Liverpool or Manchester. Those of our
readers who live in these areas can thus feel confidence in
the efficiency of our A.A. defences !
We continue to lose a number of our W.R.A.C. T .A. to
the bliss of married estate and we offer our congratulations
to Private E. H arvey on the occasion of her recent marriage
with N orman Dean at R uncorn.
For the benefit of readers who may be thinking of joining 33 A.A. (M.) Signal Sq uadron T.A. at R uncorn or 96
A.G.R.A. (A.A.) Signal Squadron T.A. at Atherton, we
should like to mention that the canteens of both these
Squadrons have, in addition to old ale, the attraction of a
television set.

5 A.A. (M ) SIGNAL REGHIENT
The Director of Signals. accompanied by t he C.S .O . A.A .
Command and the C.S.O. 2 A.A. Group

be extended to Corporal Fielding and her staff for such good
fare.
The other highlight of the month was the Inter-Company
netball tournament between 10th Independent Company
W.R.A.C., Southern Command W.R.AC. Signal Troop and
ourselves. We were rather proud of the fact that we were
able to put two teams into the field, and even more proud
of the final result, which was that our " A " team won the
tournament.
13 A.A. (M) SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Things have been quiet since our last annual camp, but
this will change on rst November when our winter training
programme starts. Two week-end camps have been held at
Gosford, through the courtesy of the Group Workshops
R.E.M.E., who gave us the freedom of their camp. In particuhr, the W.R.A.C. improved their netball by using the
excellent gymnasium. Several week-end exercises have
taken place and all partaking gained considerable experience
of working under difficult conditions. One Officer and
P.S.I. had a hard but enjoyable week-end working as
umpires with an RA. Regiment.
The usual lack of M.T. has decreased our training still
fur ther, but this did not stop a certain lamp post in Edinb urgh being demolished. It was amusing to note that on
the new lamp post was a large notice "Beware of Onco:ning Traffic."
A team co:nprising Second-Lieutenant A. H. Gray,
Sergeant R. Adams and Signalman Ferguson took part in
the 3 A.A. Group motor cycle meeting at Carlisle on
25th/26th August-we finished sixth, a very creditable performance. In the individual championship, Lieutenant Gray
gained fifth place with 133 points. Well done!
O ur first dance of the winter season was held in Edinburgh on 26th October, and the attendance exceeded our

At the time of writing individual training is the order of
the day. Upgrading courses for S.B.O. and Linemen are
r unning concurrently and a D.R course commences next
mon th. Jn addition to our own courses the Regiment is
running H.AA. and L.A.A. Signal instruction courses for
R.A. Regiments in 5 A.A. Group.
A most successful Regimental week-end was held on the
2']th/ 28th October, at which we were host to LieutenantColonel H ayes, Officers an d senior N.C.O.s of 15 A.A. (M )
Signal Regiment T.A. T he week-end programme included
a dog and stick walk, an all ra~s' dance in NAAF I
Institute, a present.ation parade, a communications r ace,
potted sports, indoor sports on an Inter-Troop basis.
At the presentation parade a bronze statue of "Jimmy "
and three pictures were presented to Lieutenant-Colone.I
Hayes, Commanding Officer, 15 ·R egiment, by the Commanding Officer, Lieutenan t-Colonel A. T . Sladen, o.B.E.,
with due ceremony.

The changing of the guard
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Hockey. I t is felt that the Regimental side is not ~s
strong as that of last year, but th-at nevertheless they will
prove to be worthy opponents for any side.
Although the Regimental side lost the fir~t ~atch by
x-6, they ~ave. already made amends by reg1stermg 5--0
and 7--0 victories.
.
Our congratulations go to Captain E. R. Haxell and to
Captain J. B. S. Brabham on being selected to play for I I
Armoured Division.
.
d if
Sor-cer Once again the soccer season 1s upon us an
one ~ight judge from the enthusiasm displayed we should
enjoy a successful season. Matches have been arranged at
Troop, Squadron and Unit levels; the Inter-Troo~ Leag~e
is proving especially successful an~ although rivalry is
fierce play has generally been of a high standar.d. .
All three Squadrons have teams c~mpetmg m the
z E c o League and also in the " John Rice ". trophy C?~
~titi~n · So far results have been encouragmg and 1t IS
hoped that the end of the season will see. ~t least one of our.
representatives in a very favourable posIUon.
F Id
After losing the first two games of the seaso.n t? a f Ie d
Engineer Regiment and H.Q. B.A.0.~., ~e Umt s1~e) ounch
.
ue form for the Army Cup (prelimmar)'. roun mat
~!r~s a Company R.A.S.C. and were easy wmners by ~o.

The whole team played well and the scorers, Signalman
H arris (2), Signalman Riley (2), Driver Nutting (1) and
the team captain, Second-Lieutenant Mason, deserve special
mention for a good performance.
Rugby. The Unit Rugby team has been handicapped
this season as our own home pitch has been unavailable.
Several fixtures have had to be cancelled, but of those played
two resulted in victory for the team and the other in a
very narrow defeat. Most consistent scorers have been
Sergeant G raveling (20 points) and Lance-Corporal
Gowman (14 points).
Boxing. Training is now in full swing for the InterSquadron competition which commences on 8th November,
1951. It is hoped that this competition will provide the
selectors with the nucleus of a strong side to re9resent the
Regiment in the Royal Signals lnter-Unit boxing championship. We have been drawn away against 2 Infantry
Divisional Signal Regiment on 5th of December in that
competition.
The shield for the eventual winners now resides in the
Officers' Mess of this Regiment, but of last year's team only
three remain, nevertheless hopes of a double are high.
2 L
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Sport. The Regimental football team after a hard game
lost by three goals to one in the first round of the Army
Cup on 13th October to last year's runners-up. Perhaps
they lacked the inspired leadership of Lieutenant Woodley,
absent temporarily on U.K. manoeuvres. Time will tell.
5 Squadron, the "giant killers" have so far lost only one
game and confidence runs so .high that they now seek
fresh fields in which to let off surplus steam. A hockey
team second to none and of genuine pre-war India vintage
is simply " Rarin' to go." A dearth of " Annie Oakleys "
too have suddenly been discovered by 5 Squadron. They
are to be seen most evenings taking their .22 rifles in the
direction of the miniature range. High time some Squadrons
took that silly grin off their faces. How about it, 3
Squadron?
,
A very pleasant afternoon was spent when H.Q. Hamburg area met H.Q. British Troops, Berlin, in a hockey
match at Hamburg on 3rd November. Signals were v~ry
much to the fore and three wer~ selected to go on to ~e
A:rmy the following day for further weeding as potenual
Army players.
.
.
Game Shooting. Some wild stones to hand al_ld rather
lavish claims, but I have it on the best authortty (from
"Uncle Bill") that it was merely an alarm clock that came
between the C.O. and the biggest bag of the season last
week. Bad luck, sir.
.
Training. Preparations for winter upgrading cou~ses ~e
almost co:nolete and by the time these notes apoear m prmt
the "N" will hav:: been deleted from many N.F.Q.s. T~
implementation of Shadow Roster No. 4 w.e.f. 1st Apnl,
1952, is bringing out the supreme effort. m many. Vu!~
fractions and condenser codes are the dai.ly meat and drmk
from the R.Q.M.S. downwards. Who said Tech Storeman
was cinch?
2 INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT

After the furious activities of the summer months,
October has seemed strangely calm and ~r~crly. Once
again we are settling down to individual trammg, b<;>th for
Officers and other ranks, to be broken only three mghts a
'l the Spnn'g
These three mghts per month
mon th un tl
·
"
h ·
"
we are going to spend in the field
toug erung up'.
designed to bring home to us that in war the sun ~foes? t
always shine. Behind the closed doors on Officers t.ral~
ing days the Regiment has little idea what ~oes on. .All 1~
means to most of the chaps is that there 1s a s~rc1ty o
pips around the place. This month, however, thmgs were
rather different and after the first two days when we aw
'407
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the usual dos~ do~r we were treated to the sight of the
Oificers cnrymg rifles, Stens and Brens. This weapon
training ended with range firing. The scores have not been
publi hed, but it is known that the Second-in-C:)mmand is
a few hillings better off.
In our last month~s notes we reported our Regimental
week-end, pnt of which was taken up by a D.R. trial. This
month " Q " Billington again settled down and in his own
P •!licularly fiendish way thought out a real "stinker"
longer than last time and a lot more difficult. The ven~e
was agiin the Pimple, a place well-known to past and present members of the Regiment. After a couple of hours
of very trying riding Lance-Corporal Firmin, of "D "
Troop, won, closely followed by Corporal Hicks also of
"D" T roop. Sergeant Offord, who has dropped
'
his
" Jimmy " and now wears R.E.M.E. badges, came. in third.
Both riders and spectators thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon, which we hope will be repeated soon.
In rugger, soccer and hockey we are just beginning to
~~ our feet and hope soon to be able to report successes
s1~ar to those of last season. At the moment we are just
s.ettµng down. We have ~ecently been holding the prehmJnary rounds of our Regimental boxing competition and
fro:n first impression we look like having at least a fighting
te1m. We have seen lots of gurs in these preliminary bouts
from almost entirely new boxers.
Last month we had too many notes, this month we seem
to have too few, perhaps next month we will please the
Editor. All for now.
I

WIRELESS REGIMENT

~e past month has passed off rather quietly and the

Urut has now got into its stride with winter games.
We reluctantly bade farewell to our Adjutant, Captain
A. C. Sugden, who goes on promotion to the War Office
and wish him all the best. We would also like to wekom;
our new Adjutant, Captain F. W. Leatherland.
Major-General B. A. Coad, C.B.E., o.s.o., visited R.H.Q.
and g1ve a very interesting lecture on Korea to the Officers
and Warrmt Officers of the Brigade. During the afternoon
of his visit he paid a very brief visit to the Unit.
Now that the gymnasium floor has been finished we
played our first basketball match of the season, winning
18-16.
The rugger team has played three matches so far this
season, winning two and losing one.
The. Unit soccer team is just about getting over the
moulding stage and we now have a team which should see
us through the season without having to make any drastic
ch~nges. The. team is very ably managed by Sergeant C. H.
Bridges as tramer. So far our acrivities have shown great
promise. Matches played are as follows:
Played

A Field Ambulance ...
An Infantry Battabon ...
An Army Engineer Reg'.mcnt

G.s.o.

..

An Infantry Battalion ...

Re.ult
ro--2 (won)
8--<> (won)
3-z (los[ after eirtra time,

exit from Army Cup)
4-<> (won)
7-I (loo[, worst ma[ch
far this •~ason)

so

Inter-Troop soccer is very prevalent and competition is
keen. We are entered for the major league tournament and
B.~.~.R. Signals cha!11pionship and hope to inscribe the
Umt s name on the shield of the latter again.
Not much. has happened about hockey yet due to the fact
that th~ U rut ground has been out of commission; this is
now bemg covered with tarmac and we hope to do well in the
future. Two away matches on a friendly basis have been
played so far and thoroughly enjoyed.
Our S~rgeants' Mess versus An Infantry Battalion
Sergeants' Mess resulted in a draw two all.
Our Corporals' Mess versus Corporals' Mess result lost
1--0.

'

Seems the "oldun " still have to play this game.

7 .ARMOURED DIVISION.AL SIGNAL REGIMENT

After the formation training had finished we thought a
period of rest lay ahead so that equipment could be overhauled and individual training started. For many of ·us
there was another guess coming. A large number of men
and vehicles went back to U.K. to see how our opposite
numbers in 6 Armoured Division were faring on Exercises
"Corunna Packet" and "Surprise Packet." Some went
with Neutral Signals and others with 1 Corps Signal Regiment. They came back sadder and wiser men, all agreeing that it was better to soldier in B.A.O.R. than in U.K.
The only consolation was that they were all granted leave
before returning.
Individual training of those who did not go to U.K. has
started, but is being interrupted by various exercises. The
latest rumour is that we are to spend a week out just before
Chris~11as. Even the Scotsmen are now applying for leave
over Christmas I
A short while ago we reported the tragic accident which
befell Sergeant Bogle of this Regiment, who was electrocuted and badly burned. It has just been announced that
the Officer who saved his life, Captain Durie, R.H.A., has
been awarded the George Medal for his bravery.
Sergetrnt Bogle has recently been moved from hospital
at Basingstoke, where he was seen by the Aldershot Branch,
to Sheffield, where he is being watched over by that Branch
of the Association. Colonel V. C. Holland has seen him and
reports that. he is very cheerful despite the serious nature of
his injuries.-Editor.
Divisional H.Q. recently staged some hunter trials and,
as usual, the Corps provided the communications, which
worked with their customary efficiency! Prominent where
the crew could get a good view was the vehicle from H.Q.
B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment carrying the Lorenz PA Equip-ment. Judging by the noticeable absence of Officers the
following day, the Hunt Ball held that evening was a great
success.
.Th.e Regimental soccer team has been excelling itself by
w1nnmg every match to date, including the preliminary
round of the Army Cup (v. a Company R.A.S.C. won 9-2)
and the first round of the Army Cup (v. H.Q. 7 Armoured
Division won 4-1). The latter was a keenly contested and
well supported mate~, in w~ch our team J>layed particularly
well together. Special mention must be made of Signalman
Palmer and Corporal Lawrence amongst the forwards and
Sergeant Harrington and our Foreman of Signals W.O.I.
Earl of the defence.
The Regimental rugger team has also played a number
of matches, but with rather less success. They met, in the
first round of the Army Cup, our Divisional Sappers, who
were rather too hard a nut to crack and were beaten to
~e tune of 19-0. We hear that our new 0.C. 3 Squadron
1s a keen player, so are wondering whether he too will be
cross-posted.
:The hockey team has as yet played only a number of
friendly ~atches. Three of the Regimental team (Major
Pid:lington, Lieutenant (T.0.M.) Connett and Sergeant
Malony) were selected to play for the Division against 11
Armoured Division and three others were selected for the
Divisioml trials. Sergeant Malony was however not able
to play as ~e was playing in the soccer Army Cup' match.
Our bolCJDg te1m have already secured one success in the
B~i~a?e championships-and without even fighting! The
Div1s1onal Sappers thus allowed us our revenge for the
defeat. in. the rugger. 3 Squadron have some very
enthusiastic ~.'<ers; they came a close second in a Brigade
H.Q. competition and as the Brigade Commander afterwards said, "It was a splendid show considering that the
majority of the participants had never before entered a
boxing ring."
.
Sergeant Nicolsen is congratulated . on winning the
"Norto!1" trophy for the best individual in the Army motor
cycle tnals.
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It is a year ago this month that the Regiment was formed
and we ~an l~ok back over the past 12 months with considerable saasfacuon.
. C?n~e agai~ .the ~egiment is heavily 'committed to
1!'1d1v1dual tram.mg w1rt h <:<>urses at H.Q. for radio mecs,
lmemen and operators, whilst 3 and 4 Squadrons are train~ng drivers. and despatch riders. To keep our hand in during the wmter we are having a three-day exercise each
m~nth, the first, Ex~rcise "Jumper Lead I," has just
firushed and the next 1s due a few days before Christmas.
The p~rty"who ~rovided some of the Neutral Signal~
for Exercise Surprise Packet" have now returned, having
had a welcome four days' leave at home. They appear to
have upheld the good name of the Unit whilst in the U.K.
and a message of congratulations has been received from the
C.S.O. Southern Command.
Sports. Golf must head the list as it is in this realm
thart the Unit has gained a certain amount of fame. The
Regiment team, consisting of Lieutenant-Colonel Stephenson, Major Sumner, Major Brunnen and Captain Walsh,
won the Divisional competition and are now in the finals
of the B.A.0.R. co:npetition. In the B.A.0.R. InterSignals Unit competition they won easily at Hamburg,
being about 40 strokes ahead of H.Q. B.AO.R. Signal
Regiment, the runner-up.
Hockey. The hockey team has played five games so far
and has won only one and drawn one, but it is hoped that
our efforts at talent spotting will soon show good results.
Boxing. The Unit has started to form a boxing team and
· the prospects are good. Unfortunately Corporal Boyes, of
"H" Troop, who was one of the leading lights, became
involved in a serious motor cycle accident during "Counter
Thrust" and is being evacuated to U.K.
Entertainments. The week-end of 17th November, 1951,
is being set aside as a R~gimental week-end; a full programme is being arranged, including Inter-Squadron football and hockey competitions, an Old Comrades' dance and
a Sergeants' Mess dinner night. Plans are' being made for
the Christmas period and we would like to take the
opportunity of wishing all members of the Corps "A Very
Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year."
A voluntuy collection of money and goods was made by
the 0.R.s of the Regiment for the Commonwealth Divisional
Signal Regiment, which contains quite a number of old
members of this Regiment, as a result of which about 14
parcels were dispatched, which we hope will arrive in time
for Christmas.
In conclusion, if any reader who served with the Unit
during the war would like to purchase a copy of the
Division's history, "Taurus Pursuant," which has recently
been published by Divisional Headquarters, they should
forward a postal order to the P.R.I. (cost 2/6 plus postage
3d.).

ham Girl Pipers gave their show in the Gymnasium and
the effect was electric. Dour sanitary squad LanceCorporals who have never been known to smile leapt and
~ooted and "hoc~ed " (to coin a Scottish phr~se) at the
sight of these wmsome lassies m1rching and countermarching with the precision of Guardsmen. It was a
wonderful show and the " Pipers " were as thrilled as the
troops at the tremendous ovation they receind.
12th November. Publication extraordinary Regimental
Part I Order. "w.e.f. date NAAFI break will be from
0900 _hours to 1230 hours daily" (this should ease many
consaences).
15th November. Guards and duties to be taken over
forthwith by No. 1 Special Enjoyment Platoon raised
es~ally, in Catterick, for this purpose. Fire' picquet
abolished permanently by special proclamation on the same
date.
. 20th November. Operation "Cushy " commenced. Enioyment Platoon to go round all billets daily with morning
"char," at 0830 hours. Reveille at 0845 hours; first works
parade to be so timed as not to interfere with NAAFI
break. This state of affairs to last until well into the New
Year.
3ist November. The Regiment closed down for Christmas and New Year. Adjutant appointed Permanent Duty
Officer. Each man r~ceived £15 from the P.R.I. and
bottles oil, repellant, Military Police.
Ist December. The Regiment moved off en masse in
stolen cars en route for " Blighty " via Paris. Extra petrol
supplied by Q.M. from operational reserve. Q.M. dressed
in appropriate Yuletide rig threw open "Q" Stores before
departure, saying "Help yourselves, dear boys, this oppor-

11 AIR FOlllUATION SIGNAJ. REGIMENT

A tremendous recruiting drive is in progress and to sign
or not to sign is the big question. All Warrant Office:s and
Non-Commissioned Officers were gathered together m the
NAAFI and addres~d on this all important subject by
the Commanding Officer and later the Adju~nt. A ~~s
has been issued giving details of pay, bounties, gratwues,
pensions new conditions of service, etc., and it is hoped
that the ~ustomers will now roll in. A " trickle ,. has commenced-four applicants in ten days.
Since WIRE notes for November must be in by the r2th,
Bn invaluable opportunity presents itself, ~e writ~r .can
indulge in flights of fancy for a change and 1s not hm1ted
to a digest of somewhat stereotyped Troop notes. (Do I
hear a sigh from the Editor?)
.
.
Herewith happenings in this glorious month, m chrorucle
form:
8th November (true) the event of the season. The DagenTHE
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Driver Eadie, 11 Air Formation Signal Regiment, receiving a
"short, back and sides" after Cirrus

"A" !_roop is to be congratulated on winning the Troop
compeuuon and I am sure Captain S. W. Millen soon to
leave us for U.K., would like to join with the re'st of the
Squadron not only in congratulating them but thanking
them too. They celebrated with a most suc~essful party at
th~ Crusa~er Club, w~ere Lance-Corporal Friend entertamed durmg the evenmg.
The traini~g pro~amme. for the Unit is now in full
swmg and will conunue unul the end of the winter. It is
hoped to send as many men as possible on the ski courses
and to get out above the snow line with wireless sets and line
to gain some experience in Arctic conditions.

tunity may never present itself again," or words to that
effect.
The Regiment send Christmas greetings to the Editor
and staff THE WIRE and all readers.

I AIR SUPPORT SIGNAL UNIT

This being the Unit's first contribution to THE WIRE for
a considerable time we will try to bring you up-to-date
with the latest develop;nents.
We have now moved from our last "home" at H.Q.
B.A.0.R Signal Regiment and joined forces with I I Air
Formation Signal Regiment.
We have now completed all our summer exercises and
have settled down for training during the winter months.
This year we had a very successful time during the
exercises, during which our drivers tried their hands at
cc ho:ne cooking " for our cc hard worked " operators, however, there were no complaints and one can see the drivers
slyly congratulating each other and probably exchanging
recipes.
We have again made a poor start to the football season.
On Wednesday, 31st October, 1951, we were knocked ·out
of the "John Rice" trophy competition, after a hard game
in pouring rain, by H.Q. Lubb-ue Area by three goals to
two. We are looking fonvard to better luck this week in
the first round of the B.A.O.R. Minor Units Cuo. One
will recall that in season 1950-51 we started at the- bottom
of the league, but after a co:nmendable show by the team
pulled out of the rut, finally finishing in fourth place.

5 AGRA (A.A.) SIGNAL SQUADRON

After rather a long absence from THE WIRE we can
once more give some news of our activities.
For the last two months the Squadron has been under
canvas, taking part in manoeuvres and exercises. Our first
task was _Exercise '' Counterthrust," wh.ere for the majority
of the u:ne the Squadron "moved m" with A.G.R.A.
H.Q. into the village of Hesslingen on the River Weser, a
pleasant change from the forest sites to which we have
been acc.Jstomed.
Fro-n " Counterthrust " we moved to Cologne for the
air defence Exercise " Cirrus," where the linemen became
quite adept in conversing with the Deutschpost faults
control, even if it only resulted in "Ein und zwanzigkaput ! "
In October Major Ainsworth, Lieutenant Gilbert and
half the Squadron proceeded to the U.K. to form the
nucleus of an A.G.R.A. (A.A.) Signal Squadron for Exercise·
" Surpr.ise ~acket," where the dampness of Salisbury Plain,
try as 1t did, could not damp our enthusiasm. This was
closely followed by some well earned leave in the home
country.
We. welco'lle Second-Lieutenant Ferrier, who is temporarily attached to the Squadron as Administrative Officer
among whose jobs is the coaching of the football XI. Proof
of his work is our win by 9-0 against the Army Troops
O~dnance .Field Park in the first round of the B.A.O.R.
Minor Uruts competition.
.we welcome to the "colony" the families of Major
Amsworth, ~rporal Wilde and Corporal Robertson.
In conclusion may we wish all Signal Units Christmas
greetings and a successful New Year for 1952.

BETFOR SIGNALS

The Deputy Under-Secretary of State, Sir David Roseway, KB.E., c.a.,_B.A., paid .us a short visit during October.
He see:ned very mterested m the proposed renovation of our
Barracks.

VIENNA SIGNAL SQUADRON

Signalmen Kilshaw and Owen

"Fall Manoeuvre," a combined British/United States
exercise, was held during October. Wireless Troop took
full advantage of this golden opportunity to move out and
leave guards and other less popular duties to the unfortunate few remaining in barracks. Just to rub things in
they returned with the news that chicken had been served
out in the field. Before the exercise we had been instructed
that troops were to "mess tactically in the field." We now
have some idea what was meant.
Inter-Command motor cycle trials were held here on the
25th of October and Signalmen Kilshaw and Owen were
selected to ride in the BETFOR team. The photograph
shows them preparing to take the first Hazard (in which
Signalman Owen beat the time record). Final placings in
the triangular competition were Venezia Giulia Police Force,
B.T.A. and BETFOR.
Rugby interest is at present centred around trials being
held to select the Command XV which is to play against
B.A.O.R. in Trieste on the 21st of November.
KLAGENFUllT SIGNAE' SQUADRON

Now that the intensive scheme period is over the
Squadron is settling down to an equally intensive period of
training and organised sport. The football team continues
to do very well and they are beginning to weld together
into a very useful combination under the leadership of
Corporal Bicknell.
The hockey team is beginning to get into its stride,
although one or two members of the team tend to use thei r
sticks as weapons rather than instruments for hitting the
ball, nevertheless we are as yet undefeated, which is a
promising sign for the Hockey League which starts in
February.
Despite the fact that we cannot raise a complete Rugby
Fifteen, our three enthusiasts have teamed uo to form a
United Services Fifteen with R.A.0.C. and R:E.M.E., and
they promise very well, although a lot of practice is still
needed despite their overwhelming victory over Garrison.
Basket ball has spread like wildfire through the Squadron
since our intensive P.T. system started; it provides a welcome relaxation from 10-mile " bashes " and the like. The
In!er-Troop competition should be completed by the time
this reaches· press, but we look forward to playing some
Inter-Unit matches too.
An?ther baJ?-d of enthusiasts may be seen at 0745 each
mornmg, trotung along the road outside the Squadron and
?ccasionally breaki?-g into a hundred yards of shadow boxmg and then trottmg on again. The same people can be
seen each evening seriously skipping or pwnmelling each
other about in the ring. They deserve to do well in the
forth~oming championship if training and keenness meaps.
anythmg.

As the year begins to wane and falling leaves pattern
the pavements we dig out our winter woollies and prepare
for the usual Austrian winter.
Hockey and football leagues are already in full swing. We
have won our opening matches in both leagues. Last season
~e :won ~e s~cer trophy-this season we aim at keeping
tt and letUng it have the company of the hockey shield.
Very shornly ski-ing and ice skating will add to the fun . .
A fortunate few will attend ski-ing courses and quite a
number will be drawing ice skates for the first time.
Our monthly social evenings-begun last winter in a
modest way with indoor games and tombola-have now
develc)ped into four hours of first-class entertainment by
Unit talent and our Austrian friends. Folk dancing in
national dress proved very popular.
The Families' Club is well under way, with Mrs. Conway,
wife of the C.S.0 ., taking an active interest. They have
made a start on knitting extra garments for Korea Signals
and will soon be busy wjth plans for Christmas.

Middle East Land Forces
The newspapers keep us well informed of the disturbances in the Canal Zone of the attacks on British soldiers
and their families and of reinforcements being sent there.
The newspapers do not mention, but we in Royal Signals
know, of the great additional strain put on telecommunications by such occurrences.
THE WIRE is privileged to print the following message
from Lieutenant-General Sir George Erskine, c.B., C.B.E.,
D.S.O.:

" Please give my special thanks to the Royal Corps of
Signals for their fine efforts to carry exceptionally heavy
traffic during the last week.
" I have been much impressed by their cheerful grasp
of the situation. Please do not forget to include the
W.R.A.C. operators who, I ~ told, have worked exceptionally long hours.-George Erskine."
The British end of the communicati9ns system should
not be forgotten. War Office Signal Regiment, already well
occupied by the operations in Malaya and by war in Korea,
are now dealing with the very heavy traffic to MELF.

EGYPT COMMAND SIGNAL REGl!UENT

From the popular (as distinct from this exclusive variety)
you will already have hea~d of some of ,~ur slight troubles
with the "lesser breeds without the law here.
.
As in the case of all such occurrences, abrogauon by
Egypt of the 1936 treaty has had a most direct re~~cussion
on all our work. No matter how remote ?iese poliuc~l and
international events may be to the ordina~y man m the
street, they hit all Signal Offices bang where it matters most

and all the traffic returns simply soar. The more public
the squa~ble and strangely enough the more secret and
~onfidenual ?ecome the negotiations and plans to cope with
lt, and our c1ph~r staffs are also earning their pay once again.
However, all ts so far well and there has been a welcome
ab~nce of ~ajor dangers, in fact we have earned the written
praise. of ~1~utenant-General Sir George Erskine, Commanding Brmsh. Tr~ps, Egypt, who, incidentally has led us
all S? well a?d m&pired confidence in everyone of us.
Times bemg as they are and not wanting to miss the
deadline wi~ this we will say no more at present. Though
often what is Top Secret today we read in the newspapers
tomorrow, your correspondent is taking no chances.
It would be at a time like this that our Second-in-Comm~d, .Major. C. Nettleship, chooses to depart for Europe
with his family, but, as he says, " When the shooting starts
I go."
3 G.U.Q. SIGNAL REGIMENT

The events of the past three weeks have necessitated
many changes in the everyday routine of the Regiment and
the new conditions in which we find ourselves can best
be described by the following message from the C.S.0.,
ME.L.F.: "I want all ranks of 3 G.H.Q. Signal Regiment
to know that I fully realise the difficulties and long hours
you have to face in carrying out your vital o;>erational task
of providing essential communications during this present
emergency.
"You have done, and are doing, a fine job, which is in
keeping with the best traditions of the Corps. Well done."
Most noticeable effect of recent events is the steadily
diminishing local labour, although that is no hint that
we cannot cope. "Get fell in, fatigue party." Staff in
the various Messes is practically zero, but th~ NAAFI,
in true NAAFI fashion, continues to operate. The news
that certain brands of English beers now cost three piastres
a can, to counter the lack of the local chemical brew, Stella,
was received with universal acclaim, everyone hastening to
the NAAFI to celebrate.
Thanks to Corporals Hacquoil, Moore and Short the
Corporals' Mess continues to function, these three worthies
constituting a triumvirate service behind the bar.
One wonders vaguely just wliat will happen when the
sole remaining member of the dhobi walks· out, but
"Maleesh," tomorrow is another day.
Whether that venerable institution, Busty's, will close
no-one yet knows. Abdul, the assistant, has hinted darkly
of being called up by the Egyptian Army, but added craftily
~·If they can catch me," a statement which causes no little
amusement among the National Service men.
Mention must be made of Service wives living out here,
of whom we are all rather proud, for they have put up a
grand show. Our sympathy is with Corporal Rowed, who
returned to his home in Ismailia on the day of the riots to
find it broken into and looted. Happily Mrs. Rowed and
the children were safe.
Cinema addicts are now on level terms with their screen
heroes, for on~ now proceeds a la Capone to the " Cam "
or the "Hip." Somehow my admiration for Errol Flynn
has never been the same since that night I had him lined
up in the sights of my Sten.
A British Army newsheer, "The Canal Zone News," is
now in circulation out here, and in contrast to certain of the
local newspapers, the Editor prefers to print the truth.
The Egyptian Gazette was banned in the Canal Zone for
a few days, but its re-appearance was greeted with great
dismay by those types who had bought up all buck. hee
copies of the last edition, hoping to sell them at exorbnant
prices later. (SIB please note).
Members of the Royal Signals Association will be
interested to learn that it is proposed to form a Branch
of the Association within the Unit. Preliminary meetings
have already been held to discuss its formation and a
temporary committee has been formed.
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It is, of course, far too early in the season to make any
predictions as to our ultimate chances in w ~ sporting world.
As it is, several games have b!Cn canceiilrl owing to the
present ituation which rather tends to throw the leagu( ;;
out somewhat.
The rugger team augurs well, despite the fact that only five
of la t year's team re;nain, namely Captain Sturge,
Lieutenant Prince, Sergeant Rees and Corporals Steele and
Pitrnm. They have won all four of their games to date
and pro:nise to provide some aggressive rugger. A second
XV ha also been formed, so that other rugger types may
get a game.
C onsidering the fact that the average age of the hockey
telffi has now increased to 39, a win and a draw to date
is no cause for worry during the coming season. Six of
last year's Army chamoionship team remain, the C.0.,
1ajor G rey Captain Middleton, Lieutenant Deegan and
Sergeants Williams and Rees. Besides the first XI which
is entered in the Major Hockey League a second team has
been entered in the Minor L eague.
T he Regimental soccer team has got away to an excellent
start by beating last year's Army (Egyot) champions 9-I.
With two victories and a draw on the slate we expect great
things from this team.
T hat co-noletes T HE WIRE notes for the month and it
only remains. for me, on behalf of all members of the Regiment, to wish all me:nbers of the Royal Signals a merry
Christmas and a happy New Year.
Sroo Press. We would like to know who, on the night
of 7th/8th N ove'"Ilber, asked Mfdd:e East Signals to change
frequency on one sideband only!

16 11\"'DEPENDENT PARACHU TE BRIGADE

GROUP SIGNAL SftUARRON

The IO day Brigade Group exercise saw the end of collective training and incidentally of our activities in Cyprus.
The exercise was both interesting and exacting, and, at times,
amusing. We were under almost continuous air attack and;
whilst it may seem a trifle ridiculous to fling oneself in the
mud on the approach of aircraft, it is, nevertheless, a necessary precaution. We were, of course, flooded out and the
oaths of one individual who had the contents of an airborne shelter tipped over him in the middle of the night did
ju: tice to the most explicit amongst us. A jeep was stolen
one night by the enemy-no names mentioned. It was returned the following day with a note to say the enemy
really could not accept vehicles in such a dirty condition
and would we please ensure . . . etc . . .
The exercise was of course interrupted in order to allow
us 24 hours to pack up before flying to Egypt. The move
was very smooth and is an example of what Army Air Cooperation can achieve. The trip took us xt hours and we
were greeted at Fayid by our hosts-on this occasion 3
G.HQ. Signal Regiment. We really are grateful to them
for our reception-it makes such a difference to be expected.
Conditions in the Canal Zone are fairly quiet at the moment
but life holds many restrictions for us that Cyprus
did not-shades of the Roxy and Chanteclair.
As these notes will be published in December, we take
this op portunity of wishing all those in England, ecpecially
our own families, " A Very M erry Christmas " and adding
the ferve nt hope that either we may be with them or they
with us before Christmas '52.

was promptly established with outstations working for
different part of the Brigade area. This has entailed the
absence, for varying periods, of reveral members of the
Squadron, who have, however, been relieved at intervals in
order to recuperate !
Recent events have had their repercussions on the football field. With many players away on detachment, it has
seldom been possible to field our strongest team. Nevertheless, we have held our own in the Minor League. In four
matches played so far full points were gained from those
with the Police Detachment, Detention Barracks (4 goals
to 2) and C.R.E. (8 goals to 2).
The Corporals' Club held a most successful dance in the
NAAFI on 13th October.
Music was provided in fine
style by the Modernai:es, and there was an excellent buffet
and bar. There were a large number of guests, with the
ladies for once in the majority.
We congratu!ate Sergeant Tonge on his promotion from
Signalman in six short months, and welcome back Corporal
Wa:-ing who bas just completed a course on M.T. Accounts
in the U.K.
EAST AFRICA CO:HMAND SIGNAL SQUADRON

The Sergeants' Mess, which has been back pedalling,
rather broke out again on 29th September and staged a
highly successful social evening which included dancing and
horse racing. All the W.O.s and Sergeants were th~re and
the Officers put in an almost 100 per cent attendance.
The Great Ser vices' Day has come and gone. Mr.
Geary's stalwarts broke their own M.A.L. record, but O.C.
Line Troop now knows that a Tele "F" functions better
with batteries. T he "organiser" who put the Signals' display right next door to the R.A.F. effectively prevented any
fa ults on our radio teleprinter and R/T display becoming
evident as we had to close down completely while the R.A.F.
played with their aircraft.
Football. In the sports world the A.O .R. team were
knocked out by C. O.D., the eventual winners, in the second

lUACKINNON ROAD SIGNAL TROOP

This month has seen a considerable speeding up of our
rundown programme. Sergeant Shilson has gone to the
Army Wireless Chain Squadron and Lance-Corporal Gelston to the Co:nmand Signal Squadron. It is to be hoped
that their families, at present living in Mombasa will be
able to join them as soon as quarters are available.' LanceCorporal Hoyle left for the U.K. by air on the 15th, and
Corporal Sanders, Lance-Corporal Whitby and LanceCorporal Povah embark on the Empire Ken early next
month. The work of recovering exchanges and telephones
goes on and should be completed early in November.
Corporal Stokes goes to Mombasa on 1st November to take
over the detachment of the Command Signal Squadron.
The " small rains " have arrived once again and we are
more or less resigned to a damp six weeks. Our tents will
just about see us through to the end. The A.K.C. cinema
doses down at the end of the month and from now on we
shall have the use of a 16 mm. outdoor cinema. It is
rumoured that the hire of an umbrella is included in the
price of admission. Just before NAAFI closed on the
16th there was a spate of individual stockpiling to cover the
period from now until the end of N.ovember, when we finally
move out.
The animals have got wind of the close down and we
have had several more visits from elephant. The G ame
Warden from Voi shot a young bull elephant the other day,
but this does not seem to have discouraged the r emainder
of the herd. Monkeys have taken possession of the old
R.E.M.E. workshop area and a lion has been seen in the
vicinity of the Police Inspector's bungalow. Other less
desirable elements have also heard that we are going and
two young Officers in the area Mess had most of their per-.
sonal kit stolen a few nigh ts ago.

D.Q., CYRENAl(;A SIGNAL S(tU ADRON

Formation of Cyrenaica Branch R oyal Signa],s Association.
An inaugural general meeting was held in the smaJl Conference Room, H.Q., Cyrerntica D istrict, on the evening of
uth October, 1951, at 1830 hours, when the subject under
discussion was the " Formation of a Cyrenaica Branch of the
Royal Signals Association."
'
The chair was taken by M ajor D. L. Pounds, Officer
Commanding.
The meeting was well attended by both serving and exmembers of the Corps, amongst the latter being Major J.
Stone Director Posts and T elecoms, Cyrenaica Government,
·and Captain (Reverend ) Harvey, R.A.CH.D. (an ex-Royal
.
. .
Signals Adjutant).
The Chair man explained the ob1ect of the AssoCiauon
and the various benefits obtained by being a member.
A co'"Ilmittee of five was formed, consisting of : Chairman, Major D. L. Pounds; Secretary and Treasurer, Captain
H. S. Reynolds; member, W.0.II. J. Nutt; member, Corporal A. Miles; member, Mr. A. Chisholm, Posts and Telecomns. Government Cyrenaica.
Captain (Reverend) Harvey, R.A.CH.D., was co-opted as an
adviser to the co:nmittee.
It was decided to hold a social "get-together" on the
evening of 23rd October, 1951, in the Unit canteen.

17 INDEPENDE .T INFANTRY BRIGADE
S IG:\'"AL SQUADRON

The normal pattern of Squadron life has been considerably modified by the m dden changes in the Canal Zone. In
order to forestall possible attempts tc disrupt communications by the cutting of telephone wires etc., a wireless net

round, and the B.O.R. team after reaching the semi-final
w~re knocked out rather conclusively by Command Pay
wi1l11 a score of 4--0.
. Hockey in the Civil League has not progressed very far,
~n two games we have won one and lost o.:ie. We are still
m last year's semi-final for the hockey cup which was
"rained-off" for months.
We have entered a team in the sub-area athletics championshjp-we are the present holders of the Minor Units
Shield, which we are all out to retain.

Multi Air Line Team, Services' Day
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fl Alam:in Night.. T uesday, 23rd October, 1951 , wa
ce.ebrated m the Unit canteen by a social "get-together "
o_f members of the Regiment and the newly formed Association. A g~mes tournament revealed the hidden talents of
many, par~cularly on ~e darts board. Refreshments were
served durmg the evemng and were greatly appreciated.
l'.orty-seven new members were enrolled and the party,
which was voted an. unqualified success, ended at 2250 hours.
In accordance with custom a church parade was held on
Sunday, 28th October, 1951. This was followed by a
march past.
.The socc~r team remains unbeaten and looks as though it
wil~ repeat Its success of last season, when it won the Minor
Umts Cup competition with a score 7-1. Results so fa r
are:
Friendly matches:
v. Ordnance Depot
.. .
v. Field Squadron R.E ... .
v. B.M.H.
...
v. R.E. Es:ab.

Won 4-0
D raw 2-2
Won 3-2
Won 4-0

League matches:
v. Field Squadron R.E.
v. Company R.A.S.C.
v. Supply Compa'ly

D raw 2-2
Draw 2-2
Won 10-0

T he team is certainly a real international affair consisting
of:
~ive Englishmen : W.O.I. Knight, Corporal Burrows, D river Clarke,
Dnver Jones, S.gnalman Broedbcm.
Four Sco1smen: La~cc-Corporal Thumath, Lance-Corporal Morrison
'
Signalma'l McPherson , Signalman Thomson.
Two Welshmen: Driver Ware, Signalman Bray.

H ockey. League result.
v. Command Workshops, R.E.M .E .

. ..

Won

2- 0

FARELF
G.D.Q. SIGNAL REGHIE.NT, FARELF

Monkeys are generally friendly little creatures, but I am
afraid we have one running round the camp at the moment
causing havoc everywhere it goes. It first made its appearance in camp about a fortnight ago and now seems settled
here for keeps. One certain Signalman, who perceived the
monkey peering at him through the barrack room window,
swore he'd seen a gorilla. It seems to have a mania for
breaking things and to date one telephone, three bottles of
.glue and a half-chewed cupboard door have fallen victims to
the monkey's antics. Apart from this there is also a drawing which the monkey tried to improve on by spilling black
ink all over it, and it was a very indignant Lance-Corporal
D aniels (R.H.Q. draughtsman) who stormed into the
Orderly Roo:n and demanded something should be done
about it. We set a trap consisting of a maze of string and
pieces of wood, which from all outward appearances looked
like an innocent orange box tilted on its side. The "trap "
was duly baited with a juicy banana and we watched from
a safe distance to see the result. This method of :atching
the monkey is proving expensive, as it is costing a small
fortune in bananas to keep the trap baited-the wily
"chimp " finding it an easy matter to take the bananas
without setting off the trap-one up for the monkey!
Leaving the monkey to its own vicious resources we turn
to sport- Rugby. Our first game was against 19 Air
Formation Signals on their ground end it opened the ea on
ito a good start by us winning the match with 15 points to
nil. R.A.F., Tengoh, however, beat us on their ground
by 20 points to nil. One of the best games this month, and
certainly the toughest, was against G .H.Q., FARELF,
last Saturday. It was a hard tussle, neither teams giving
much ground. At half-time we ~e~e "Yi~ing with six
points to three ; there were some exc1ung mc1dents and the
end of the game crune with the score G .H.Q. FARELF
II , G.H.Q. Signals 6.

On Frid3y there i going to be a novices' match ~nd it
should prove good entertainment and perhaps produce some
talent for future matches.
That is all for Rugby for the moment and so we come to
golf, a game which seems to be popular with the Australians
who a.<! attached to this Unit. It is hoped to produce in
the u ure one or two interesting notes on the game
That seems the lot for this month and so I will close
this month' WIRE notes and endeavour to find some more
bananas for this blessed monkey!
The Officers, W.O.s and Sergeants and other ranks of
G.H.Q. Signal Regiment send greetings for Christmas and
a prosperous, peaceful 1952 is our wish to all serving and
ex-members of the Corps.

19 AIR
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For so:ne weeks past we have been rudely awakened from
our Sunday morning dreams by the roar of motor cycle
engines. The cause, we discover~d, was the enthusiasm of
half-a-dozen of our motor cyclists who were away bright
and early to practice for the motor cycle trials. Alas, the
other two Regiments live nearer to the course than we and
we suspect that they were able to put in a good deal more
practising tirrle. Anyway, it was through no lack of keenness that we fared s0mewhat badly on the day of the Corps
trials. The course was a stiff one; to quote one rider: "It
must have been chosen by a madman supported by two
lunatics." It certainly had some tricky hazards; an example
was the water splash, which had to be cut out of the course
afrer e3.ch of the first twelve riders had failed to get through
it. The fates of our riders were various. Lieutenant
Garratt developed a slipping clutch halfway round the
course and had to retire; S.Q.M.S. Licence had bad luck
with his engine at the start and became a non-starter. Of
the re:naining three Lance-Corporal Houseman gave the
best performance, while Lieutenant Thomas and LanceCorporal Fleming both made very credirtable efforts.
Needless to say the day after the event one or two of
the bikes received B.L.R. certificates, though we are glad
to say that none of the riders suffered a similar fate.
Our hockey team, with many new faces replacing those of
veterans now departed, is managing to win a fair number
of matches and we had a close game with District Signals,
ending up 2-1 in their favour. Our rugger side has yet
to achieve a win, but there are certainly enough keen, if
inexperienced, players to make this possible. Many put
down our lack of success so far to the fact that we have
aimed too high, playing rugged Australian teams and so on.
Well, as the season wears on we hope for better results.
Certainly we were glad to have four of our players chosen
to represent the Corps in the first three matches of the
season.
This month's funny story comes from No. 7 Construction Troop. One of their valiant linemen had a somewhat
uneven fight with a blow-lamp. Somehow it was the lineman who caught alight, but with great presence of mind
he leapt into a mangrove swamp to put out the flames .
Anyone who has been within smelling distance of a mangrove swamp will appreciate the heroism of this act and
al o why the lineman had to walk home instead of going
in the truck with the rest of the party.

. INGAPORE DISTRICT SIGNAL REGIMENT

Line work continues at a .steady pressure; the cable
faults commonly occurring in the rainy season have not
yet shown up. Our new camp is nearly wired up but we
are not yet in the camp, but we are told that we will
definitely be able to occupy office and store accommodation
by the end of January-four months after the original date.
We have added a new corn'llitm~nr. th<1t is to say that
we have taken over Nee Soon from G.H.Q. Signals,

Heartiest congratulation to R.S.M. Thompson, Lance-Corporal Gomes and Signalman Lee Kok Hong on being
awarded the Commander-in-Chief s Certificates for good
service. The G.O.C. present~ the Certificates and also the
L.S.G.C. Medal to S.S.M. Blackman and the Army First
Class Certificate of Education to Sergeant Kugathas at a small
but very successful parade. Sergeant Kugathas is the first
Malayan other rank to have obtain~d this Certificate-well
done. We hope more M .O.R.s will follow in his footsteps.
S.S.M Appleton with a score of 47 out of a possible 48
won the small bore shoot. Signalman Moore, who is
improving rapidly, won the handicap prize.
Our M.O.R. six-a-side hockey team reached the semifinal of a knock-out tournament.
They were beaten by
Ordnance team 3-1 after a very good game. There were
three Signals' teams in the semi-final and we offer our
congratulations to G.H.Q. Signals in winning this tournament.
The Unit hockey team is going from strength to strength.
The r<:Sults are: Drew with G.H.Q. Signals 1-1 and 19
Air Formation Signals 2-2, beat Base Vehicle Workshops
t4--o and District Workshops 7--0. "B" Squadron
defeated "H.Q." Squadron to take third place in the Morris
Cup competition.
A very successful Corps motor cycle trial was held on
Sunday, 28th. A stiff course had been selected and we are
pleased to record that we retained the Inter-Unit shield,
defeating G .H.Q. Signals "B " team by four points. Our
team consisted of R.S.M. Thompson, S.S.M. Appleton and
Sergeant Jones.
RS.M. Thompson won the individual prize, losing only
40 marks, Signalman Pilus won the M.O.R. individual
prize and Corporal Baba bin Sulaiman was third. Congratulation to the winner.
We congratulate Sergeant Abu Samad on his promotion to
S.Q.M.S.
HONG KONG SIGNAL REGIMENT

During September and October the Regiment has been
fully occupied in exercises, half-yearly rifle cq.urse and the
normal day to day communication commitments. The
recent run of exercises, especially Exercises " Wire I " and
" Wire II," have caused Officers many sleepless nights and as
all Officers have had to produce 30 practice messages for
these exercises much midnight oil has been burned.
· We have given up hope of expecting a typhoon this year.
Warnings have been issued but the typhoons themselves
appear to go A.W.O.L. .
This station is no longer the turning point of troopships.
These lovely white boats now turn about at Kure. Due
to this change much confusion has reigned in the Colony,
as S.Q.M.S. Powis, Sergeants Berry, Burge and Corporal
Cannadine have been put on two troopships and have been
taken off within 24 hours of the boat sailing. They will get
home soon we hope.
Line Troop is still hard pressed and much worry is being
caused by the " locals " on the mainland who seem to
have a marked liking for W .D. cable.
A ceremonial parade was held . on Saturday, 29th
September, and W.O.II. H. J. Sinclair was presented with
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal by the
A/C.S.O. The medal was duly "wetted" in the W.0.'s
and Sergeants' Mess during a social held in the evening.
In the field of sport the Regiment has progressed well.
Now that the cooler weather is here· the soccer enthusiasts
are coming into their own. · This year's team is mainly
made up of newcomers, but they are settling down very
well. The team has so far played five matches, of which
three were league matches. They have won two of the
league matches. Corporal Osborne, our captain and left
half, has been playing in the Army team in the Colony. Not
to be outdone by the younger members, Captain O'Connell
and Lieutenant Kerr have also been playing in the team
and have showed how goals should be scored.

The hockey team has been playing a number of games
recently, this team is made up in the majority by last year's
victorious team. W.O.II. Pavey, Sergeant Teyen and
Signalman Hammond have played for the Army team.
The cricketers of the Regiment have played three games
during October, winning two, with the score of II3 for 7
declared and 100 for 6 declared. The highest scoring for
the month was done by Signalman Tappenden, while the
bowling honours go to Corporal Gregory, Lance-Corporal
Bray and Signalman Jones.
The H.K.O.R.'s swimming competition was held on 27th
October, 1951. There were seven Units competing and
eleven events. To the delight of all concerned the Royal
Signals H .K.O.R.s caiptured two "firsts" and six "second"
places. In the plunge Signals took the honours with
Lance-Corporal Leung Chuen taking first place with a
plunge of 43 feet 6 inches. Corporal Chan Kwok Wing
came first in the three lengths free style. An enjoyable day
was had by all and much of the success of the Signals' team
can be attributed to the hard work put in by "Team
Captain" G. P. Dobson, although it is believed that he shed
a few tears when the Signals' team were beaten by one arm's
length in the relay race for which a shield was the first prize.
With all the other sports activities going full swing our
" Trekking Club " has been out on another short trek. This
time the party, made up of Sergeants Harfield, Garner
(camp dentist) and Lux (" Schooly "), trekked into the Sai
Kung peninsula area again. The party worked their way
along an old water course and eventually camped on top
of "Crown Point." The next day a descent was made to
the va'.ley below. On the way down a halt was made by a
nice deep hillside pool. At this halt a member of the
party dropped part of his kit in a pool that was about. 10
feet deep, so diving operations were at once put into acuon
and the kit was recovered. This trek, on the whole, was a
success, marred only by the excessive heat.
The Unit's darts team, expertly captained by Corporal
Glynn, has reached the semi-finals and we are now awaiting the final game.

Other Overseas Stations
SIERRA LEONE SIGNAL SQUADRON

Urged on by recent underwater cable exploits reported
from farther East (and by sheer necessity) Sierra Leone
Signal Squadron took to sea to provide li~s across Ab~r
deen Creek. There existed two real submarme cables (with
all pairs " dis ") and one suspei:ded 7 pair .VIR whose life
is .not long in Freetown's 230 mches of ram per year. A
"dash" by the Navy of some. 15/ 40 double .armoured
inspired the Line Troop to try tts luck. As avid readers
of THE WIRE they thought first to use 40-gallon drums,
but alas the total Army holding was b.arely a ?ozen: When
the manager of the local petr?l tank mstallatton fam.ted at
the suggestion that HIS precious barrels ~ floated m salt
water, the Navy obliged again. Not only did they produce
buoys held for boom defence, but turned out dmghy. and
motor launch. For all that, lots of Army sweat was required,
although the only blood visible was when the ~quadron
Commander cut his band when rashly venturm.g at a
critical moment to pull the heavily tarred cable. W:ith only
two shipwrecks for Sergeants Armstrong and Jrvme, two
lengths of cable were laid in two days, even tho~gh W?rk
in the water was possible for nly two hours either side
of high and low tides. They contended, however, they
were by then so well practised that they could hav~ d<?ne
one per tide thereafter-which would have made navigauon
even more difficult than at present. Another record ~la:n~
by Line Troop is for storm damage. On the mg t o
17th/18th September, 1951, they had 132 fuses blown.
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Wireless enthusiasts are not to be out-done in the public
eye and Sergeants Cottee and Stock still keep the
Squadron's own "Harn" station (ZDISS) on the air.
Sergeant Donohue has an empire of his own with ZDISD.
He would particularly like to contact any member of the
Corps on 20 metre CW band.
Other more official wireless activities have been provision
of Ship/Shor~ and Ship/Ship intercomms to help the
Navy rechart and mark the deep water channel. Preparations are in hand, also, for the re-opening of the old Gambia
link.
For those of the older school, suspicious of new fangled
methods, Sergeant Martin has re-vivified the pigeon loft.
The pigeons were doing well when moulting brought
training to a standstill.
GIBRALTAR SIGNAL S QUADRON

Well, it's all over. I refer, of course, to the Annual Visit
and Inspection by the O.C. Troops, mentioned in our last
notes. The day of the inspection was a bright and sunny
one, which was perhaps, to our advantage. The 0.C. Troops
expressed himself as being very ~atisfied with what he saw
of our administration, turnout and the barracks.
The Command Shooting Championships were held this
month. We regret to report that our shooting was not what
was expected, and that our name did not figure on any of
the prizewinning lists. We reject the various excuses put
· forward for the results, and we can only say we will do better
next year.
The cricket season is now over. After a shaky start, our
Unit team improved and we ultimately finished farther up
the league table than at one time seemed possible. In connection with cricket, we are pleased to report that one of our
members, Corporal Fullerty, was chos~n as 12th ~n for the
Combined Services Eleven versus G ibraltar Cricket Club.
Our thoughts are now turning more to soccer and hockey,
and already several practice games have been played.

Lagos, The Lot!al Letn~e ()entre
By SERGE ANT B tiSB Y

IGERIA SIGNAL SQUADRON

ARQUAH Bay is situated about six miles from the
Unit and on the western side. ~f Lagos Harbour
mouth. It is not a natural bay as it is .enclosed on ?te
west and east by built up breakwaters. It is very attracuve,
because there is a very fine ~tretch of ~and and g~, clea~
sea water which flows out mto the. Bight o~ Bern~. The
water reflects the tropical blue skies and is delightfully
warm and quiet for bathing.
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Expansion was rapid. Signal Offices were soon established on Eta Jima Island, five miles from Kure, to serve
the Headquarters of the Force; in Tokyo to service Bricosat
and in Kobe to provide communications for the sub-area
in that city. The main Signal Office was in Kure with
British Commonwealth Base as the centre of the line and
wireless system.
During this period the Unit's name was changed to
H.Q. B.C.O.F. Signals and plans were under way for a
number of Royal Signals personnel to join the establishment.
In February, 1947, Lieutenant-Colonel Wiley returned to
Australia and Major "Bing" Crosby was promoted to fill
the vacancy as C.O.
By June, 1947, the British Troops had arrived and the
Unit was at its peak, made up from the following subUnits:

As there is no means of getting to the bay by road-it
is separated fro:n the mainland by the harbour, a series of
lagoon and miles of swamp-the R.A.S.C. (Water Transport) supplies launches to convey people to the bay; these
launches run every Wednesday, Saturday and all day on
Sundays. The trip takes approximately half an hour each
way but this is an additional pleasure. The powerful
R.A.S.C. launches speed through the water across the
lagoon, which is always full of ships from all over the world
calling for the palm oil, groundnuts and other products of
Africa.
The camp itself is situated approximately 100 yards from
the water front and there is an Officers' Mess, B.N.C.O.'s
Mess, with living quarters for both single and married perso:mel, all with the usual showers, wash places, etc. The
B.N.C.O.'s Mess is equipped with a ijbrary, wireless set,
gra:nophone and nearly every form of indoor game. The
camp has its own power Unit-re-fuelling being carried out
by R.A.S.C. fro:n the mainland twice a month.
There is also a very mo:iern and attractive N.A.AF.I. on
the water front, where one can obtain good meals, drinks
and all other necessary commodities at a reasonable price.
The local native population at Tarquah Bay consists of
o:ie small village of approximately 100 people. Their main
occupation is fishing and hunting. All males have their own
fis .ling nets-large ones for the men and small ones for
the children. Young and old cast their nets from the seashore, the nets open out to form a perfect circle before
they settle on the sea. The nets are then slowly withdrawn,
the resulting catch is generally quite good.
One very interesting spectacle at Tarquah is when the
Lagos fishermen arrive in their long boats. Each boat
(which is a large version of a canoe) holds about 25 men,
10 of their number usually man the paddles, whilst the
re:nainder look after the large net. They are amazingly
efficient in the manipulation of their craft and nets. As soon
as they touch the shore a number leap out with one end
of the net, the remainder paddle away furiously for about
half a mile, turning in a semi-circle paying out the net
as they go until they touch into shore further up the beach.
Another party jumps out with the other end of the net,
then together the two parties on the beach commence the
task of hauling in the net. This operation of hauling in
takes any.thing up to half an hour according to the size
of the catch. They bring in all types and sizes of fishfrom mullet to barracuda. They repeat this performance
two or three times at different places along the bay and
then apparently satisfied they paddle off to another destination. They make a wonderful picture as they pull away,
especially if they are silhouetted against a background of
the setting sun.
Tarquah Bay is very popular amongst the married
families and at week-ends it is quite crowded, the children
especially delight in playing on the sand and in the warm
water.
Over the other side of the seaward breakwater, huge
brelkers crash ashore from the Atlantic Ocean. Surf boards
are provided and it is a fascinating pastime. Unfortunately
it is rather dangerous due to the current, however life
guards are provided to heave out any unfortunates who get
into danger.
Personnel who are due for repatriation always endeavour
to spend a few days there, because that is all the time
necessary to acquire that beautiful golden brown sun tan.
Football. We are proud to announce that the Unit has
won the Southern Nigeria League and also the knock-out
co:npetition for the third year in succession. We beat the
Hospital 3-0 in what was a most exciting game. This time
we have not included a photograph of the Unit team as we
trwel to Gold Coast on the 22nd October to play in the
West African Command finals.
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[Courtesy: " The Advertiser

1 Operatirg Troop (Royal Sig1als).
4 Austraran Multi-Cha:inel Wireless Section.
11, 12, 13, and 14 Australian Mobile Carrier Sections.
23 Australian Technical Maintenance Section.
21 and 22 Australian Line Maintenance Sections.
33 Australian D.R. Section.
34 Austrat:a:i Line Section.
38 Lne Troop (Royal Signals).
75 D.R. Troop (Royal Signals).
81 Technical Maintenance Troop (Royal Signals).
83 Medium Wireless Troop (Royal Signals).
88 and 98 Australian High Speed Wireless Sections.
99 Australian Wireless Section (Heavy).
99 and 165 Telegraph Oporating Troops (Royal Signals).
112 Australia!l Telegrap!i Operating Section.
I 13 Australian Cipher Troop.
11 3 and 115 Australian Telephone Switchboard Operating Sections.
A detach:nent of 2 Australian Broadcast Station Ma;ntenance Section.
A deiachment of 2 Australian Advanced Signal Park Section.
A detachment of 5 Australian Signal Equipment Section.

u

During the Royal Adelaide Show, the Governor, His Excellency
lieutenant-Genei-al Sir Willoughby Norrie and Lady Norrie pause
to watch Private Dorothy Forbes, W.R.A.A.C ., demonstrating a
teletype in the Signals Exhibi t

Coninionwealth
NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA
T is pleasing to record in rhis issue a chapter from the
long record
integration and exchanges which Royal
ISignals,
be they Australian, U.K. or any other Dominion
of

in origin, have developed.
In our last issue, under the caption, " Where are they? "
B.C.O.F. Signal Regiment sent a message to all nhose who
had once served in the Unit with them and) to give mis a
few " db," we are happy to present a thumbnail sketch of
the Unit's life to show just what a truly integrated Regiment this is.
Formed in October, 1945, in Lae, New Guinea, from
Royal Australian Signals serving in the Pacific Islands, the
Unit (then known as 26 L. of C. Signals) moved to Morotai
in the Celebes in November, 1945, for final equipping.
There the first C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Hill, took
over command, but soon left to take up a posting at the
R.M.C., Duntroon.
A detachment of 88 High Speed Wireless Section had
gone to Japan with the late Field Marshal (then General)
Sir Thomas Blarney in October, 1945, to establish a wireless link to Australia. On New Year's Eve, 1945, a small
party of cipher personnel left Morotai to join the detachment. The remainder of the Unit left in February, 1946,
arriving in Japan in two parties; the first in the Stamford
Victory disembarking on 13th February, the second in the
Taos Victory arriving 17th February, 1946.
The first party quickly established a Signal Office and
took over the link to Australia, plus a teletypewriter circuit
to the Americans in Yokohama. The telephone, teletype
and wireless web quickly spread out over Japan and provided for the various components which were rapidly arriving, first the 34th Australian Brigade, followed by 9 New
Zealand Brigade, then the British-Indian Division comprising the 5th British and 268th Indian Brigades.
It had been foreseen that the two Companies formed in
New Guinea were inadequate to provide communications
for so large a Force and the advance party of No. 3
Company arrived from Australia on 22nd March, 1946,
with the new C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel D. F. Wiley. The
main body of No. 3 Company arrived 19th June, 1946.
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The Unit was not officially fully integrated but the troops
of both Royal and Australian Signals were under the one
operational co:nmand. Within the Unit framework, the
U.K. e~ement was responsible for its own administration in
peculiarly national matters.
On 14th October, 1947, the name of the Unit changed
again, this time to H.Q. Signals Regiment, B.C.O.F. and
the Australian Sections became Troops.
On Christmas Eve, 1947, Lieutenant-Colonel S. J.
Grtville arrived to take over from Lieutenant-Colonel
Crosby and the latter returned to Australia in January, 1948.
The year 1948 brought many changes.
5 British Infantry Brigade was transferred to Malaya.
268 Indian Brigade returned to India to be disbanded, 9
New Zealand Brigade returned home and 34 Australian
Infantry Brigade, with a few hundred ancillary troops, were
left to wave the flag in Japan.
When the British and Indian Brigades left, the Royal
Signals personnel began to leave also and by the en<l of
1948 the Unit was wholly Australian once more. We hated
losing the U .K. element. Many friendships had sprung up
between the members of the two Corps and bo~h had a
genuine respect for the fellows of the brother Corps as
soldiers and sportsmen.
21d February, 1949, saw the name of the Unit changed
again to C.C.O.F. Signal Regiment.
When two of the Australian Battalions returned to
Australia during 1949 the Force started to "run-down "
rapidly and by the middle of 1950 the Regiment numbered
only 130 all ranks. However, the Korean war intervened
and the field returns have shown a steady increase ever since
- with a welcome return of other Commonwealth elements
of our Corps.
Central Commznd. Welcome news also co:nes from this
Com-nand in the shape of an interesting picture of life on
the Rocket R-ange. This article will be given pride of
place next month and should provide a contrast in temperatures- it should be around the 120° Farenheit up there
then!
Our picture for the month also co:nes from this
Command and shows our W.R.A.A.C.s for the first time.
(A note here to No. 2 A.S.S.U. (M.E.L.F.)--Sergeant
John Sanders, of the C.M.F., stands 6 feet 8 inches in
bare feet. Do we hear an advance on 6 feet 8 inches?).
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Northern Command. Snippets from 101 Wireless Regiment tell of the display team fro-n the Unit preparing for
a variety of gala occasions, which include Toowoomba's
Carnival of Flowers, the Northern Command Tattoo and
(bless their hearts) the Warwick Rodro !
Mention is also made of the swimming pool at the Unit
with a casual remark about "sub-tropical climate"Melbourne sub-Arctics take note.
Congratulations are in order for the Regiment also on
two counts, first for their efforts in the Queensland bush
fires where so:ne "spotters " were even airborne for the
role, and secondly for the handsome present received from
the Royal Agricultural Society for the performance of the
display team during the show.

Territorial
ArIDy
16 AIRBORNE DIVISIONAL SIGNAL REGIMENT
(MIDDLESEX YEOlHAl\"llV)

The men, vehicles and equipment that for, the brief
space of a fortnight placed the Regiment in the field as a
fighting Unit, have gone, scattered to the many sources
whence they came. It js, however, true to say that the
Regiment has learnt more in the annual camp than it would
in a dozen normal camps and has preved to its own satisfaction that given the men and the equipment it could enter
the field and uphold the high standards of the Middlesex
Yeomanry and Airborne Signals.
Although the Regiment was brought up to strength with a
number of National Service men for the most part straight
from Catterick, the credit that communications in Second
Force worked must go to the Territorial Officers, N.C.0.s
and men. They were given two days in Aldershot prior
to the exercise to draw vehicles, stores and personal equipment and load them tactic-ally. This job was tackled with
spirit and determination which showed that come what
might the Regiment would do its damnest to get "through."
It was the greatest of pleasure to have the detachment of
Royal Marine linemen with us, they contributed very
largely to the success of line communications and we hope
- to see some of them if they ever come up to London.

Exercise "Surprise Packet." Major Martin, Lieutenant Leegood
and Sergeant Marshall at the Beacon Control Signal Centre

Doubtlc s Exercise " Surprise Packet" will be the subject
of many long and detailed reports, but to the Regiment the
greate t sati faction comes from the knowledge that our
Di\'isional and Brigade staffs were more than impressed by
the communications ·provided for them. The lessons we
learnt, the moment of humour that kept us going are too
numerous to be detailed here, but will be told and told in
cla sroom and canteen for years to come.
When we finally returned to Aldershot there was once
more a lot to do and little time to do it in. Vehicles and
stores had to be returned to the Quartermaster and the final
day's jumping of the year. to be done.
The numerous tasks of sorting and returning stores still
goes on at Chelsea and will take some weeks to come before
it is all cleared. We send our congratulations to the
Ordnance Depot and British Railways, who delivered some
stores marked Surprise Packet, "Urgent," to Chelsea 14
days after the exercise was over !
Details of this year's prizewinners are given below:
Individual Rifle Competition: Trained Yeoman-Winner, Signalman
WalU.; runner-up. Corporal Kirkby.
Pcrma,cnt Staff: \Vmncr, Corporal McKennn ; runner-up, W.O.II. Fry.
Va"> Den Bergh Challenge Cup (Annual Range Course): "M" Troop,
Lleutcnant (T.O. \-\.) Pearson.
Kitchener Challenge Cup (Parachuting): "0" Troop, Lieutenant J. D.
Angus.
Bus!er Bill Cup (Most Efficient Troop at Camp); L.A.D ., W.O.I.
(A.S.M.) Dcnn;s.
Sale Challenge Cup (Most Efficient Troop in the Field): " C " Troop,
Lieutenant C. R. Lccgood.
Miniature Range Challe-ge Cup : "C" Troop, Lieutenant C. R. Leegood.
Lafore ChaUc·ge Cup (Best All-Round Individual): Signalman E . Baines.

The annual ball on 17th November was Major V. H.
Martin's last appearance at Chelsea before he leaves for
Egypt to co:nmand the 16th Independent Parachute Brigade
Signal Squadron. We will miss him a lot and wish him and
his wife the very best of luck in the future.

44 (H.C.) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

The biggest event in our social life since last going to
press was undoubtedly the El Alamein ball. We were again
glad to welcome our Honorary Colonel, Brigadier L. H.
Harris, C.B.E., T.D., and many 0.C.A. members who
managed to come.
We are glad to report that our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel D. N. Deakin, has now rejoined us
fro".ll his sick leave.
Congratulations are offered from us all to Lieutenant
R W. Hughes on his wedding on Thursday, 25th October.
Preparations are now going ahead for the annual Christmas party and the ladies of the Unit are fully engaged in
preparations.
The week-end 10th/nth November was held as a tra~
ing week-end at the Stamford Brook Drill Hall, with the
Armistice parade and service as usual at the Chiswick War
Memorial.
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· Catering problems are now solved since we have obtained
a licence to operate our own canteen. This is very ably
conducted by Sergeant Manuel and Sergeant Stewart.
As reported in last month's notes we held our D.R. competition at Brighton on 14th October. The winner was
Signalman Pynn, closely followed by Signalman Read.
This month has been most successful in the small bore
rifle shooting competitions. The first match was held
against a mixed L.A.A./S.L. Regiment, R.A., and was won
676--6o4. The second was an away match against the
London Irish Rifles and was won 696--691. Shooting was
very keen in this match. Captain E. Williams, Sergeant
Matthews and Lance-Corporal Cleyndert all scored
possibles. Our hosts entertained us most liberally after the
match. We also had a Regimental week-end miniature
range shoot on 4th N1wember which was, as usual, enjoyed
by all.
49 (W.R. & ltf.) ARH01JRED DIVISIONAL
SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.

Since our last appearance in THE WIRE, the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel C. H. Tilson, M.B.E. T.D., has
left us and is now enjoying the sunshine of Rhodesia, we
wish him good luck in his new surroundings.
The new Commanding Officer is Major R Bigland T.D.,
who has been with the unit for many yearr.
A Unit week-end camp was held at Scarborough on 22nd23rd September, this was mainly for National Service men,
the training being wireless, map-reading and lines which
made the two days very interesting.
We were called upon to provide Officers .and N.C.O.s for
the recent Exercise " Surprise Packet " which was held in
the South of England. Those who took part were Captain
B. A. Beattie, Sergeant Varley, Corporal Norman and
Signalman Bevan.
The W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess held a dance in the
Drill Hall on 12th October, there;_, were 400 in attendance,
from reports it was a success and it has been decided to have
another in the near future.. The entertainment programme
for the Sergeants' Mess this winter looks good and the Committee is determined to prove that whatever happened in the
past they can do better.

50 (N) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

The Regiment has been busy with individual training
in preparation for trade boards which take place at the
end of January. Meanwhile extensive alterations are going
ahead at the T.A. Centres at Darlington and Gateshead
which, although inconvenient, have not interfered seriously
with training. For those who know the T.A. Centre at
Darlington, the old gymnasium has been completely transformed into lecture rooms and stores and further lecture
roo:ns have been built on the north side of the Drill Hall.
Garages and the new men's club are under construction on
the site of the former car park. At Gateshead new garages
and lecture rooms have been started on the site of the M. T.
park.
For the first time the Regimen sent a team to Strensall
to take part in the 50 Divisional rifle me:!ting and, although
they did not achieve an outstanding score, nevertheless
enjoyed a pleasant week-end. We hope next year to send
more than one team and to achieve better results.
A senior N.C.O.'s training week-end was held at the
T.A. Centre, Gateshead, and proved to be very popular,
as it gave senior N.C.O.s from widely dispersed Squadrons
an opportunity to meet again after camp; a further weekend will be held in January.
The Regiment is now preparing for Armistice Sunday
parades and for junior N.C.O.'s drill and duty courses,
which are being run by the R.S.M. at the end of November.
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All Squadrons are again organising a children's party at
Christmastime and in addition each Squadron is hoping to
hold a dance. No. 3 Squadron at Gateshead is starting the
ball rolling by holding jts dance in early November.
Many who knew him will be sorry to hear of the death
of Captain (Q.M.) L. Goodman, who was posted as P.S.I.
to No. I Squadron of this Regiment in 1934. He was
knocked down while riding his bicycle and died later.
Captain Goodman was commissioned in the early part of the
last war and served as Quartermaster with 4 Corps Signals
in Burma; he later became Staff Officer (Stores) at H.Q.
4 Corps. Since the re-formation of this Regiment after the
war ·Captain Goodman has taken an active part in the local
Branch of the Old Comrades' Association and each year
has given invaluable service at the children's Christmas
party.
The Commanding Officer and all ranks of the Regiment
send their very best wishes for a happy Christmas to all
friends in the Corps at home and_overseas.

51 {II) INFANTRY DIVISIONAL SIGNAL
REGIMENT, T .A.

R.H.Q. and 1 Squadron, Aberdeen. All members of the
Unit are very proud of the grand displays put up by our two
motor cycle teams competing in the Highland District competition held at Perth on the 28th October, 1951.
Our "A" team, consisting of Sergeant Melvin, Sergeant
Taylor and Corporal Mitchell, took first place, and our "B"
team, co;nprising Sergeant Welsh (2 Squadron), Corporal
Sharp (2 Squadron) and Lance-Corporal Green (2
Squadron) was placed third, having b-..oen narrowly beaten
for s-econd place by an RA.S.C. team. This was an exceedingly good show and both teams are to be complimented on
their excellent riding. A word ·of praise must also be given
t~ Corporal Johnson, the man who did so much valuable
work behind the scenes getting the machines ready for the
rest. Both teams now go forward to the British Army competition, which is to be held at Aldershot on the 7th
November, and the Unit wish them the very best of luck.
On the social side, plans are well in hand for the
children's Christmas party and we hope that it will be a treat
for young and old. Our Squadron dance was held at the
end of the month and although the number of members of
the Unit who patronised it was rather disappointing, it
nevertheless proved quite successful.
2 Squadron, Stirling. As reported in last month's notes
our social evening was a great success. We had a good
turnout and wives and friends were well represented. In
a short address to the Company the O.C., Major T. B. S.
McMain, welcomed the visitors and hoped that these social
evenings would be held regularly, as it helped the wives to
feel that when their husbands left them for the two drill
nights each week, they could at least look forward to their
night a.t the social evenings. Nearly everyone did a " turn,"
whilst Driver Greer did some stalwart work at the piano.
3 Squadron, Dundee. Training is going very well. Our
new hands are showing a remarkable keenness. Of the new
batch of National Service men who have joined us we have
alre1dy had five volunteers and a pro:nise of more.
The neighbourhood of the garage and surrounding open
space is particularly active on Sunday mornings when a
number of enthusiastic but shaky young learners go through
the motions of driving.
The football team has so far had difficulties in getting a
suiitable pitch, but in the meantime is showing a fair amount
of talent, kicking around on our local piece of cinder patch
on Saturday afternoons.
Plans for the festive season are going ahead. A children's
Christmas party is being planned for 22nd December,
which should be a great success owing to the number of
family men with us.
THE
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56 (LONDON) ARMOURED DIVI IONAL
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As promised in last month's notes, these notes will be
confined mainly t.o particulars of our annual camp, which
took place from 21st July to 4th August, in Ea t Anglia.
We were one of the Regiments who received a number of
Reservists and the climax of the camp was to be a threeday Divisional .exercise. That the Regiment did in fact
form and carry out the exercise satisfactorily was due in a
large measure to the tremendous amount of work put in
before camp by the Volunteer, and the way in which the
Volunteer, the Regular, the Reservist and the National
Service man worked as a team. The hectic rush reminded
all of us of the war days and it was good to see slogans
appearing again on vehicles such as "Overtake Quietly,
Driver Asleep." Special mention should perhaps be made
of the Reservists who buckled down with tremendously good
spirits, and in particular of their technical ability, which was
of an extre:nely high standard. Many lessons were learnt
and a new fashion for teaching drivers agility jn choosing
alternative routes when on night convoy driving was set by
"C" Troop. All the Convoy Commander must ensure is
that his convoy is sandwiched between two columns of tanks
-also on night driving, without lights-who are engaged on
field firing. Such a situation always produces the best
results from drivers! !
In s-pite of the hectic rush, it was still possible for I
Squadron to win the Guard Mounting Cup, with 2
Squadron very worthy runners-up, and for the motor cycle
display team to perform at the local fete. This fete was
followed by a village dance, which was attended in great
strength by the Regiment and a recording is still held of the
D.R.'s " Choral Society "!
The only event of note held since the camp was the annual
classification at Ash Ranges. The weather was kind and
some good scores were achieved, particularly by RQ.M.S.
A. F. Rhodes.
The Regiment is now holding social evenings on the first
Friday of each month. After a shaky start they are now
going with quite a swing. If any O.C.A. members can come
along they will be most welcome. Incidentally any member
who has lost touch with the Secretary can write to him care
of this Regiment and the letter will be forwarded.
Finally, may we wish all readers a very good Christmas
and an enjoyable 1952.
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Surprise Packet. These notes are being prepared whilst
the memories of all our experiences on " Surprise Packet"
are still with us, though they will be read at a sea on when
annual camps retire into the background, giving place to
more festive matters.
In letters which have been received from the Chief
Signal Officer (Exercise), C.S.O., Southern Command, and
Exercise Control Staffs, all ranks have been congratulated
on the work which the Unit carried out in the role of
neutral Signals.
Our Regimental guest night was held, or.ce the tumult
and shouting had died down, on 18th October at Tilshead.
Once more ·we were delighted to see our Hon. Colonel,
Colonel "Jerry" Underwood, who had travelled especially
to attend the event, and we also welcomed Major Warren,
of 10 A.S.S.U., who also had an exacting role in the
exercise.
The Sergeants' Mess entertained the Officers on 17th
October, whilst an all ranks' dance was held in Devizes,
by arrangement with the local T.A. Centre, on the evening
before dispersal.
Addressing the Unit on final parade, when the various
cups for musketry were presented, the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. E. Pickford, T.D., passed on the
thanks and congratulations which had been received from
'419

Higher Authority and added his personal thanks for the
support which he had received from all ranks.
He added that whilst conditions had undoubtedly been
so:n-what rough for those whose functions took them into
the fidd with the fighting troops, they would certainly have
learn d many useful lessons, not least that of looking after
theaiselves. He assured them that next year's camp would
be by the sea again, somewhere in Yorkshire, and though
there would be an exercise of so:ne kind, it would not be
imilar to the one they had just experienced and certainly
less strenuous.
People in the News. At Tilshead the Summer Time
expert who decided that a revision of docks should take
place a fortnight earlier than the official date, thus making
his Squadron one hour late on the first parade.
At Devizes T.A. Centre the Captain who not only rustled
up a lordly repast without recourse to black m1rket sources
and prices, but also persuaded locally-reputed stony-hearted
hospital matrons to relax and send along their nurses, and
who must have perso::ially interviewed scores of local ladies
with invitation cards; this in addition to having successfully
opented a 24-hour buffet service in the men's cookhouses
whilst the exercise was in full swing, so that no detachment
leaving ca:np went hungry and any returning man or
detach:nent had a hot meal at once, at any hour of the
night or day.
All..:\IY PHANTO~I SIGNAL REGIHENT, T.A.
(The Princess Louise's Kensington Regiment)

On Sunday, 4th November, the Regiment, the 0.C.A.,
the Oidet Battalion and a detachment of W.R.A.C., under
the co:n:nand of our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel D. C. Cocks, and led by the Band of tlhe Welsh
Guards, paraded at Kensington Barracks and marched to
He1d;iuarters for the annual Remembrance Service. The
salute was taken by the Honorary Colonel, General Sir H.
Colville Wemyss, K.C.B., K.B.E., o.s.o., M.C., attended by
Councillor J. G. Gapp, J.P., Mayor of Kensington, on the
steps of Kensington Town Hall.
At Head::iuarters some 400 past and present members of
the Regiment and their relations paid tribute to those who
gave their lives in both World Wars. Wreaths were laid
on the me:norial; the Regiment by the Honorary Colonel;
the Old Co:nrades' Association by Brigadier-General F. G.
Lewis, c.s., C.M.G., T.o.; and the Cadet Battalion by
Lieutenant-Colonel E. A. A. Graves.
We had a very successful social and dance on Saturday,
27th October. About 300 attended. S.S.M. Tommy
Lawson, as M.C., ably assisted by Corporals Hobbs and
Kelly, kept the party going. Corporals Hobbs and Kelly,
our quick change artistes, provided us with some very

"Sidelight at the social "
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amusing incidents, one of which was recorded by the photogr:ipher. There were several competitions during the
evening and the prizes were presented by Mrs. Cocks, wife
of the Co:nmanding Officer.
Since our last notes appeared we have lost two of our
stalwarts-Sergeant S. R Hatton (P.S.I.) and Corporal
S. H. Barlow.
Sergeant Hatton (better known as " Swerver" on the
N.W. Frontier) was one of the first P.S.I.s in the reconstituted Regiment. During its growth he has done excellent
work for the Regiment and it was with real regret that we
saw him go. He left for B.A.0.R. via Pocklington, but we
have reason to believe that his destination was changed and
wonder what he thinks of life on an aircraft carrier.
With the departure of Corporal Barlow, the Regiment
loses a conscientious soldier and a pleasant personality; a
good sportsman and a pillar of strength in Regimental
entertainments. He has taken an appointment in Moscow,
where we feel sure hi~s ability as an entertainer will be
greatly appreciated by his fellow exiles behind the Iron
Curtain.
1/20 (SM) ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

. We are pleased_ to preface this .i;ionth's notes by recording the presentation from the Umt of a magnificent clock
to our late Q.M. Major R. Barlow. This ceremony took
place at the Unit's monthly social and a large audience were
present to exp:ess their app:oval of the gift. In reply to
the Comrnandmg Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. R. Price,
T.D., who made the presentation, Barleux expressed his
thanks in a typical manner, saying he would now return his
". ~atch, G.S.," and confirmed that this was definitely his last
VIsit to us, and could anyone tell him the time of trains
from Colwyn Bay to Birmingham on the last Sunday of
each month!
During October both 2 and 3 Squadrons held a week-end
exercise and much was learned on each occasion to the
benefit of the Unit.
Amongst our most regular attenders are W.O.II. H. King
Sergeants A. Davies and D. Lyons, Corpofals G. Raybould
and R. R. Ratcliffe, all of the Wireless Troops. One jester
r~mar~ed that .t.J:iey had moved our solitary aerial mast 279
tunes m 279 vmts, but we think he is merely trying to put
in a claim for " hard lying " money.
A sudden blossoming forth of unpaid secretaries, etc., has
taken place now µiat the winter is upon us (hold that
umbrel.la stil!), and _we have R.S.M. H. Griffin, Secretary of
the children s Chnstmas party and Unit football correspondent to the Birmingham News, now learning to write
with a pen clutched in both feet, and S ..Q.M.S. A. S. Moore,
Secretary and well guarded Treasurer of the Unit Football Supporters' Club, who daily gives an exhibition of
how " half a dollar goes from hand to hand " in thre,.e
seconds flat, unless it is an Officer, in which case he does it
four times better.
Talking of football, the Unit team are making favourable
progress in the Birmingham Sunday League and now
oc<;:upy se_cond place, having obtained 13 out of a possible 16
pomts, with 40 goals for and 8 against. Amongst the goal
scorers are Sergeant J. P. James 15, Driver R. Perks 8, and
Sergeant R. Docker 3.
For the very able defence the team have to thank No. 1
Squ~dron at Coventry for providing Signalmen J. Brown,
J. Gibson and E Wakeley, the latter having been a Welsh
Schoolboy International. Another member of the team is
Signalman J. A. Jones, whose energy seems inexhaustable
and can play in pnctically every position, whilst Sergeant
R. Bradley, our goalkeeper, a member of the Permanent
Staff, can sto'J anything but a bulldozer, as our "goals
against" testify.
Our pro:notions list this month includes two well-known
members of the Unit, Sergeants A. S. Hancox and ~
Turner, and both are congratulated on joining the W .O.'s
and Sergeants' Mess.
THE
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For our monthly tailpiecc we introduce No. 1 Squadron
at Coventry, commanded by Major L. C. Suggars, M.M.
Since returning from annual camp in August they have
had two week-end camps at Wellesbourne and the National
Service men put in some good work. The last camp found
them using mine detectors and after someone discovered
half-a-crown in the long grass detectors were in short
supply.
They are now trying to discover why only three
National Service men have been posted to Coventry within
the last year, this must have been something to do with
the Officer who found the first W.R.A.C. typist in his office
and exclaimed " Gosh ! I've a lady! "
2/20 ARMY SIGNAL REGIMENT, T.A.

Autumn, it is said, is the season to hibernate. For this
Regiment, it would appear to be the "Inspection Season."
Socially too there has been plenty of activity. 54 Signal
Squadron (W.R.A.C.) organised an invitation dance on 13th
October which was extremely well attended and enjoyed.
A Regimental dance on 3rd November was also a success,
raising approximately £20 for the children's party fund.
Once again it has been a month of arrivals and departures,
and this time arrivals exceeded departures.
We welcome Second-Lieutenant J. Perry, W.R.A.C., who
has joined 54 Signal Squadron W.R.A.C., and Sergeant
D. W. R. Brittin, who has joined us as a P.S.I. ex-Singapore
and hospital. To both we wish a successful and enjoyable
stay.
To Sergeant Lancaster we say a regretful farewell. After
an extremely Jong stay-he came when the Regiment was
Teconstituted-he has at last obtained promotion and should
by this time be jealously guarding a " Q " Store somewhere
in 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
Co::igratulations to Lieutenant and Mrs. Hill on the birth
of a daughter on 8th October.
Once more our D.R.s have achieved success. On 4th
November, 1951, they entered a trial organised by 61 H.Q.
Ar:ny Signal Regiment and returned winners of the team
event and the best individual award. The latter was won
by Lance-Corporal Ives, who seems to be making a habit
of it-long may the habit continue.
Our forthcoming events include the annual Regimental
dinner on 16th November, 1951, and the children's Christmas party on 15th December, 1951, but more of this in the
next issue.
In conclusion may we take this opportunity of wishing
all re:iders a happy Christmas and health and prosperity in
1952.
61

u.q.

ARMY SIGNAL REGDIENT, T.A.

Individual training is now in full swing and it is hope\,i
to produce a number of candidates for upgrading in their
trades at the Regimental Trade Board to be held in March.
The next Regimental week-end will be held at Cambridge on 1st/2nd December. This will be a static exercise
with the object, as far as Royal Signals are concerned, of
practising Signal Office duties and line maintenance procedure.
The following is an extract from The Motor Cycle dated
8th November, 1~51:
"Last Sunday the 61 H.Q. Army Signal Regiment (T.A.),
Bedford, ran its first motor cycle trial at Barton, near
Luton. A feature of this trial, which the Regiment hopes
to m'.lke an annual event, was the special class for civilian
club-nen.
.
About 75 riders competed, of which about 20 were local
clubmen from the Beds., Herts and Northants trials group
of clubs and the rest from Territorial and Regular Army
Units stationed in East Anglia and London.
The course was split into two parts. The first, for Army
rjders only, was a timed and regulated road section involvTHE
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[Couriesy: " The Bedfordshire Times "

Lance-Corporal Ives, 2/20 Army Signal Regiment, winner of the
military individual prize in 61 H.Q. Army Signal Regiment motor
cycle trials on 4th November, 1951

ing basic map reading. The second was a closed course
of about eight miles, with 14 observed sections and one
short, difficult uphill acceleration test.
· Truly British, the weather was abominable, and the
course rapidly deteriorated into greasy mud. The riders,
however, seemed to enjoy themselves, and in spite of some
sections becoming almost impassable, the scores were, by
any standards, very good. The lightweight machines ridden
by a great number of the dub entrants were a joy to watch,
and were at a distinct advantage in the heavy going."

Results
Best civilian rider: A. Collier, gained 95 marks; runnerup, P. Garrod, 94Best Army rider: Lance-Corporal Ives (2/20 Army
- Signal Regiment), 93t.
Best Army team: 2/20 Army Signal Regiment "A"
team (Sergeant Newton, Lance-Corporal Ives, Signalman
Rouse 246).
Best rider of organising Unit: Signalman Catting 81.
Colonel G. A. Batcock, c.s.E., T.D., o.L., the Chairman
of the Bedfordshire T. & A.F. Association, gave away the
prizes, which included a handsome silver cup presented
by him for the best individual in the Regiment each year.
We eongratulate 2/20 Army Signal Regiment on winning
the team event and intend to put it across them next year.

'' Ke1·n1ew11ilu1ysh11ns"
By

c~-n•L

J. HART

63 H.Q. L. OF C. SIG AL REGIME T, T.A.
battered Ford 8 slowed to little more than walking
prior to turning out of one of Bournemouth's main
T HEpaceinto
the parking area of the local T.A. Drill Hall.

~treets
Whilst allowing free passage to some pedestrians the driver,
who happened to be a Territorial Squadron Commander,
chanced to overhear the conversation of nvo Regular
Service men standing nearby.
"Wonder what these spare-time blokes would do if the
balloon did go up?" said one, a youngish fellow, to the other.
His companion, a much beribboned "old sweat," turned to
the questioner and shrugged hi$ shoulders. " Kermewni421

kay buns." He uttered the word as though he were really
glad to rid him elf of it. "That's where they'd slip up, on
kermewnikaysh uns."
The 0.C. parked his car, switched off the engine and then
sat for a few mo-nents pondering over what he had just
heard. Being O.C. of a T.A. Signal Squadron he was,
naturilly, very interested in the subject of communications.
H:: glanced down at the brief case which lay on the seat
be id_ him. Inside were the plans for Exercise "Nemesis "
to be Cl.fried out the following week-end. The Major was
now more than ever determined that Bournemouth, and
the two critical brown jobs, should see how successful the
T.A. would be under circumstances of emergency.
Arrangements were made with the detachment over at
Havant and everything fixed up for the week-end scheme.
Came Saturday. By 1300 hours the Unit moved out of
town, heading in the direction .of Swanage.

The site selected was Ballard Down, some 400 feet above
the town, and much of the equipment was manhandled by
the willing and enthusiastic volunteers. Meanwhile, over at
Havant the detachment were equally busy setting their
equip:nent up at Fort Widley, some 320 feet up on the
Portsdown Hills above Portsmouth.
The idea of the scheme was to test the standard of training of the squadron in a line and wireless carrier scheme
and to test the ro set at long range. Communications were
established at 16.00 hours and the standby 19 set worked
efficiently with a rod aerial. Quad (with some wire joints)
and D8 were then laid fro:n Ballard Down to Studland and
oonnected to the 10 set. By 2000 hours s~ was clear
from Studland to Fort Widley.
A section of the Havant detachment set out at 2359 hours
and laid two and a half miles of D8 by drum barrow, completing their task by 0155 hours, quite an achievement.
By now a strong wind had sprung up and torrential rain
swept over the entir<! exercise area. At 0200 hours conditions worsened and a severe gale hit the IO set. Everyone
piled in and the stands were assembled in order to minimise
the risk of the set blowing over.
It WlS then that communication with Fort Widley was
lost. It was subsequently discovered that the aerials had
shifted nearly ten degrees. This was probably due to either
the force of the gale or the movement caused to the trailer
when the stands were inserted.
The night duly passed and when the dawn came up noone was more pleased to see it than Sergeant Shergold. He
had stuck to his post throughout the long weary night and
it was due to his vigilance that communications were kept
open as long as they were. Breakfast was then taken at a
nelrby cafe and a short breathing space was heartily appreciated.
Soon after, the Unit got busy once more. The line to
Studland was cut and the Ballard Down end terminated
at the cliff's edge. Here it was joined to a drum mounted
on the cliff top, run down to the beach and· across to a
dinghy. This was rowed out to the 14-ton motor yacht
"Gaviota" in the bay.
Spe::ch corrrnunication was then established from the
boot to Fort Widley, an estim-ated distance of 6o miles. Just
before 2000 hours the Unit arrived back in Bournemouth.

Over a few well-earned pints the boys agreed that one
exercise of this nature is of more value than 40 drills. The
lights went out in the Drill Hall, one by one, and as the
O.C. drew away in his car I could have sworn I heard him
muttering something about "kermewnikayshuns."
There was a mile on his face; a smile of satisfaction. He
knew now that in an emergency the local T.A. volunteers
could be relied upon to keep the wires humming.
Ye, all was well with Bournemouth's kermewnikayshuns.
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Royal Signals Associntlou

100% Association Membership has been achieved by
"G" Troop, Royal Signals serving in MELF.
Congratulations to Sergeant F. G. McDonough on
achieving this original distinction.
Blazer Badges

In the October number an illustration was given of the
blazer badge. The size of the badge is not as illustrated in
that nwnber, but is suitable to fill the breast pocket of the
blazer.
Tunbridge Wt<lls nud District
As announced in the November issue, the Edenbridge

and District Branch of the Association was duly i.naugurated on 16th October, 195r. At a well attended meeting
at the Drill Hall, Edenbridge, Kent, the usual preliminaries
were enacted and the Branch officers elected. Thus has
been established the third link in our chain of Branches
to cover the area of West Kent and East Sussex. The
attention of the Area Organising Committee is now directed
towards Sevenoaks, which, as the guide books say, is a
thriving market town in Kent, famous for its historic
residences, the first of which is Knole, the home of the
Sackvilles. It is within .easy distance of London, from
whence it is served by electric railway. Here, in these
delightful surroundings the fourth link is being forged on
28th November, 195r. On that date the inaugural meeting
to form the Sevenoaks and District Branch is being held
at the Amherst Arms Hotel, Riverhead, Sevenoaks, Kent.
The next business, following Sevenoaks, will be the
formation of our sister Branch at Tonbridge, where we
already have a fine nucleus of members, among whom are
quite a number of old stalwarts. The Association should
have a fine, healthy and super-active Branch in Tonbridge.
Before we settle down to the complacency and joys of
normal Branch life after the formation of Tonbridge Branch,
Tunbridge Wells has still another job to do-that of
organising a Branch of the Association in Hastings, Sussex.
The Organising Secretary is already in possession of
upwards of two dozen names and addresses of ex-Signals
personnel residing in Hastings and the immediate district,
and he has accepted the task of bringing them into the
family and of forming them into a Branch. This, it is hoped,
will be accomplished before the next annual general meeting at Catterick in July, 1952.
To all Old Comrades, both of the Coros and of the old
R.E. (Signals) and to all Signals now serving at home and
abroad we send our hearty good wishes for a peaceful and
happy Christmas.
Uckfield and District

The first regular Branch meeting has been arranged to
take place on Wednesday, 14th November, 1951, at the
Bridge Hotel, Uckfield, Sussex, when we anticipate having
a bumper meeting.
J'unbridge Wells Branch have
promised to bring over a coachload of members and friends
and we also ex·p ect the attendance of several friends from
Eastern Command Signals at Maresfield Camp. The date
of the subsequent Branch meetings has been fixed for the
second Wednesday in each montl1 at 8 p.m. and will be
held at the Bridge Hotel, which will be our permanent
home.
THE
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Any ex-member of Signals, especially those of the old
school, finding themselves in the vicinity of Uckfield on
Branch meeting nights will surely receive a very hearty
welcome if he " pops " into the " Bridge."
"Spike" (ex-R.Q.M.S.) May, our genial and enthusiastic
Secretary, would be pl::ased to hear from any Old Comrades.
Letters should be addressed to 6 Keld Avenue, Uckfield,
Sussex.
Hearty good wishes for a very happy Christmas to each
and every member of the Corps, past and present, especially
those of the Commonwealth Signal Regiment in Korea, is
the sentiment expressed from all at Uckfield.
Edenbrldge nod District

Edenbridge calling !
Edenbridge calling ! Are you
getting us loud and clear? Because if not you must put it
do.vn to our extreme infancy. We were only born on 16th
October, 195r.
On that date we were inaugurated as a Branch of the
Association, Branch officers and Committee duly elected
and our Secretary initiated into the mysteries of collecting
new members and pacifying Headquarters with occasional
returns.
Our membership is made up in the main by members of
the 42 A.A. (M.) Signal Squadron, T.A., and our Branch
Headquarters is at the Drill Hall, High Street, Edenbridge,
Kent.
Our treble accents will rise to a deeper bass when we
get into our stride as an active Branch in the very near
future, more especially when our sponsor Branch-Tunbridge Wells-has conclud~ its task of organising West
Kent and East Sussex for the Association. In the meantime we are doing our part in seeking out new members
who m1y be lurking in our particular "neck o' the woods."
At this season of the year we would like to voice our
hearty goodwill greetings to all Signals, Regular and T.A.,
both serving and retired, particularly those at present
engaged on active service in Korea, for whom we reserve
a very warm corner in our hearts at all times.
Aberdeen

·Reunion Supper. A reunion supper was held at Fonthill Barracks on Saturday, roth November, by the Aberdeen
Branch of the Royal Signals Association for serving and
ex-serving members (Officers, W.O.s, N.C.O.s and other
ranks). Approximately 6o attended and the function was
an outstanding success.
In his welcoming and informal address, the Chairman,
Colonel E. Birnie Reid, o.B.E., T.D., explained tl1e primary
details in regard to the objects of the Association, what our
aim was in Aberdeen and what we hoped to achieve i.n
the future.
Those present included the Chairman, Colonel Reid;
Vice-Chairmen, Lieutenant-Colonel T. P. E. Murray, O.B.E.,
T.D., and Mr. D. Sinclair; Honorary Secretary, Mr. A.
Smith; Honorary Treasurer, Captain M . D. Scott; members
of Committee, Mr. A. McCorquodale, Mr. G. Jovie and Mr.
K. Fraser.

the Branch Secretary, Major A. Rudd, 4b, Grove Road,
London, N.u.
The branch is holding a social and dance on Friday, 14th
December. The Social Secretary, ably supported by our
hostess and Committee are doing everything to make the
evening':: entertainment worthy of the occasion. An invitation to this social is extended to all Royal Signals personnel
and Association members who may be in town on that evening.
It was proposed and agreed at the October General Meeting that the branch is to hold a re-union dinner in March.
Further particulars concerning this will be given in the
branch news letter and February WIRE.
The branch extends to all the best wishes for Christmas
and the New Year.
Harrogate

A new Branch of the Association has been formed at
Harrogate in conjunction with those of Royal Signals who
are serving in the Army Apprentices School. All those
who wish to join this Branch should communicate with:
Captain J. A. McKee, 34 Rawson Street, Bilton, Harrogate.
Aldershot

Since our last notes we have affiliated ounelves to a
A
Regular Unit, 2 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment.
fair number of the Regulars have since joined the Branch.
We held our annual gen~ral meeting in Barrosa NAAFI,
Aldershot, on 10th October, 1951, which was addressed by our
President, Major-General C. W. Fladgate, C.B E. LieutenantColonel J. G. Oliver, o.B.E., replied on behalf of the Regular
Unit and wdcoaied the close association of the Branch with
his Regiment.
The following Committee was elected for 1952 and a vote ·
of thanks passed to the retiring Committee.
Chainna'.l: Major B. J. Rowe, M .M.
Secretary: Mr. W. J. Abbott.
Treasurer: Cap:ain H. C. Dav;s,
Vice-Chairman: Mr. A. H. Green.

Members: Cap.ain E. A.
McLoughlin.

Mr. L. V. Goodman.
Mr. A. S. McGregor.

The meeting was followed by an impromptu social evening, consisting of a sing-song, housey-housey and dancing.
Events planned for the future are:
An impro:nptu social in the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants' Mess of 2 A.A. (M.) Signal Regiment

London

The re-appearance of news of this branch and its activities will, I trust, be of interest to many.
Our new meeting place is the Crown, 248, North End
Road, Fulham, S.W.6.
The time and date of our meetings is 7.30 p.m. on the
second Friday of every month.
Our hostess and Committee Member is Mrs. D. Rowe,
ex-A.T.S. Signals.
Here all members of the Royal Signals' A~sociation are
assured of a good welcome, and we are always pleased to see
any Royal Signals personnel and Association members at our
monthly meetings.
Information concerning the branch can be obtained from
THE
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Annual general meeting, 1951, Alders hot branch
Front row, from left to right : Second-Lieuten•nt J. S. Green, Mr. A. H.
Green. Major.General C. W. Fladsate, C.8.E.. Lieutenant-Colonel J. G.
Oliver, 0.8 .E., Mr. W. Abbott. Also included in the picture are " Dolly ••
Grey and " jimmy " Emblem
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immediately after our monthly meeting on 7th Nov.:!ffiber,
1951, and a games tournament with the Warrant Officers
and Sergeants at a later date. A dance in Barrosa NA~FI
on Friday, 14th December, 1951, followed by our Chnstmas raw.
Our annual dinner followed by a dance is provisionally
fixed for late January .

ROl."AL SIGNALS BEI\"EVOLENT FUND
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Subscriptions i·eceived during October, 1951 :
2 Infantry Divisional Signal Regiment
Royal Signals Corps Fund
1 Training Regi:nent
2 Training Regi::nent
5 Training Regiment
7 Training Regi::nent
The Depot Regiment
School of Signals (Officer Training Wing)
Eastern Command Signal Regiment
I Squadron, Kent Coast Troop
BETFOR Signals

15 0 0
50 0 5
IO 0 0
IO 0 0
5 0 0
6 7 0
15 0 0
!9 9 0
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Donations received during October, 1951:
5 Squadron, 2 L. of C. Signal Regiment ...
W. Coultish ...
Salisbury Branch
Slough Branch
Leicester Branch
H. K. Stevens

5 5
3 IO
5 5
2
6
2 0

0

IO

0

£153

0
0
2

0

4 4

Expenditure during October, 1951
£533 13 9
(Includes: General Assistance; Rates; Rent; Beds;
Bedding; Tools; Removals; Clothing; Rehabilitation;
Fares; Convalescence).
Analysis of cases :
Families of soldiers serving in B.A.O.R ...
,,
,, U.K.
"
"
,, FARELF
"
"
"
"
,, M.E.L.F.
,,
"
"
"
Widows and dependants ...
Released and discharged soldiers

4
40

Total cases assisted .. .

50

~Private
~
Hire

Edh1burgh mad District

The Festival of Edinburgh is over for another year, bunting can be put away. During the Festival we had the
pleasure of meeting members of the Royal Signals Band in
the Club and enjoying their company at the social evenings.
Our premises are not as perfect as we would wish for
such occasions, but we were assured that everyone enjoyed
themselves. The boys of the Band were beaten at darts,
revenge from the previous year. Score one all.
"Ted" and "Dick " threw out the challenge for a game
of bowls, which took place on Sighthill bowling green. Two
games were played, the first on a Thursday evening, the
second on the following Tuesday afternoon. The score
again was one all, but the score did not count--;-i~ was the
spirit in which the game was played and the v1s1ts to the
bar mat counted!
Plans are going ahead with the social activities of the
Club. Children's party on Saturday, 22nd December. ~lub
dance on Friday, 18th January. Buxns supper on Friday,
25th January. The Christmas draw tickets are going slowly
but surely.
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HOYAL SIGNALS D.A.O.ll. GOLF SOCIETY
INTER-UNIT TEAM SDIEL.D, 1951

The annual Royal Signals golf match for the IcterUnit Team Shield was played at Hamburg on the 27th
and 28th October.
The shield was won by I 1 Armoured Divisional Signal
Regiment with a total of 390 strokes. The runner-up was
H.Q. B.A.0.R. Signal Regiment with 465 strokes.
The winning team consisted of Lieutenant-Colonel T. G.
V. Stephenson, o.B.E., Major G. J. C. Sumner, Major L. J.
Brunner, Captain C. V. Walsh.

RESl'LTS

Corps Rugby Football Match v. Royal Artillery, played
at Oswestry on 14th November.
Royal Signals 10 points, Royal Artillery nil.
Corps Hockey Match v. R.A.O.C., played at Catterick
on 14th November.
Royal Signals 2, R.A.O.C. 1.

0

Service

TYLER'S
THE CAlUP CENTRE
or Telephone

CATTERICK CDIP 225
Telegrams: ATAXI, CATTERICK CAMP

You may book your requirements at our office opposite tM G.P.O.

:\RMY MOTOR CYt;LE THIALS, .\l,DERSUOT,
7th

NO~'ElUDER

Royal Signals was well represented. Of the 89 competitors
chosen from the Home Commands and B.A.0.R., no less
than 25 were Royal Signals .
The trial consisted of 80 miles, mostly on roads, and
included 12 observed sections and a number of time checks
and other tests.
The standard of riding was very high, and Royal Signal
secured the following:
Team Championship: Second, 5 Training Regiment, "A"
team .
Individual Championship : First, Sergeant Nicholson, 7
Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment.
First Class <Award : Sergeant Rawthorn, 5 Training
Regiment.
Second Class Award : Corporal Dyson, 5 Training Regi-.
ment; Sergeant Thrower, 5 Training Regiment.
Wireless communications for the meeting were provided
by 6 Armoured Divisional Signal Regiment. The work of
wireless operators and drivers was excellent and a good
augury for the future.
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